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SAW ANOTHER ANGEL * *;
EVERLAS'riNG GOSPEL TO PHEACII TO THEU 'fiiAT DWELL ON 'l'IIE EARTII
*, SAYING,
FEAR GoD, AND GIVE GLORY TO H:DI, FOR THE HOUR OF Hrs JUDGMEN'l' IS Cmm.''-HEV. 14: 6-7.
"SANCTIFY THEM THROUGH THY TRUTHrTnY WORD IS 'l'RUTR."-JESUS; JoHN 17:17.
"HEARKEN TO TilE WORD OF THE LORD, FOR
NOT ANY MAN AMONG You HAVE SAVE l'l' BE ONE WIFE."-BOOK
OF MORMON; JACOB 2:6.
.
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¢IS THERE A GOD IN ISRAEL Z
Isaiah 29: 17, 18; Ezekiel 36: 24,

bound. to follow the precedents of a r~jected
That the land of Zion was rejected when
church, iS<· a question of vital importance to its the Church was rejected we cannot for a<~IDo
prosperity and the peace of its members."

He goes ori to state that the successor of
Has the Lord forgot His promise
Moses did not follow his windings, &c., in the
Made to Israel long ago I
wilderness, any more than Noah's successor
Will He lle1'et more redeem them
followed him in building an ark, &c., and also
From their exile and their woe 1
that the apostle had local commandments such
Will they ne'er inherit Canaan 1
Will their wanderings ne'er be o'er?
as to go into Galilee, and not into Samaria;
Will He take· the shame from Jacob?
which their succes~ors were not bound to folShall his face wax pale no more?
low, and then says,
"Thfay not this same principle apply in the case
Sons of Abraham, Iong forgotten,
of Joseph Smith and the Church in his day, and
Long the heavy yoke you've worn;
his successor and the Reorganized Church? Nay
Long down· trodden by the Gentiles,
must it not apply?"
"
.
Long a by..word, cease to mourn;
Though yc ur land, since your dispersion,
We think it requires no great stretch of
Has but been a barren waste,
vision to see the writer's meaning in the aforeYet in the midst of desolation,
said language. That Zion was rejected beThou chosen people still rejoice.
cause the Church was rejected, and the reasee you not God's words\fu!fil!ing,
soning about') Moses' successor not following
Spoken centuries before?
his windings, &c., and last of all in .his appliKnow ye not your land is blooming 1
Fruitful aa Jn days of yore?
cation of the principal to Joseph Smith and
.Travelers tell us grapes are hanging
·the Church in his day, and his SU(lCCSI!Or and
There in clustersjuetas long,
the Reorganized Church, and the italicized
As the spies of Moses found them,
word must in the last sentence, all go to show
When it cheered that weary throng.
that it is a foregone conclusion in the writer's
UM'e all wonders ceasodfrom heaven?
mind that the Zion appointed by the Lord
List to what the Scriptures aaith,
through Joseph Smith, in Jackson county, is
ltor we trust the prophets, don't we?
no longer a Zion to the Reorganized Church;
Then let us put ourselves to test.
f,
h
J
Israel's ten lost tribes, where are they?
or t e successor to oseph and the ReorganThis is yet to be revealed,
ized Church must not follow the windings
God has promised, He will do it,
of their predecessors. But, dear brother, let
•~oon this mytery He'll unseat.
us reflect a little ..
From north countries He will bring them,
The Lord blessed Abraham, Isaac, and JaThough they're now to us unknown:
cob, and promised the land of Pale~tine unto
And the day when they're united
them and their posterity after them for an
!!even times brighter will shine ~e sun.
everlasting possession. Moses, their successWhat is .this we read about them:
Through the sea again dry shod:
or, did not say we are not bound to follow our
Yes, all the heathens then shall know
predecessor in believing the land of Palestine
The great xAM, is Israel's God.
to be the promised land to which we must
Soon they'll hear their Master calling,
gather, but we must seek another location for
See now the ensign waving high;
ourselves. 0 no! He professed tkat the
Signs approaching tell us plainly,
Lord told him to go and lead His people to
Redemption's day is dr11wlng nigh;
that land promised to their fathers. Of course
Holy propets, and great wonders
they did not have to go back to U r of the
Have in our days been fu!fille~;
Ch ld
f ll
Ab h
h
Skeptics, ye who doubt J'eho11ah, ·
a ees to o ow
ra am in is journeyLebanon is a fruitful field.
, !;- BELIEVER.
ings, or to follow Jacob in his windings to
_ _ _ _,....._
Padan-aram, &c., but still the land of promViews on. tbe GatberlliD~·
ise remained the same, and it does to this day,
Fri'end Hemld :-Having for sol'ne. time if the word of the prophet concerning it is
waited to see if some abler pen, wouid ~tot' es; true. :Th;fose~' s_ucces~or, alth~ugh he did not
say the task, to examine some of the.o1'ljec-J~llow h1s wmdmgs m the yrrlderness, yet he
tiona made by brother J. W. B. in hi'S. ed- d1d ~ot seek another locatnn as th~ land of
itorial of the July number of the llfessenfjer, promise .contrary to the. on~ estabh~hed by
18'76, relative to, or against the permanent'fo- Go?; ne1ther do we thmk 1t would be safe
catiolf Zion being in Jackson county, in the policy for th.e successor of Joseph 8mith, and
land
Missouri; we thought by God's bless- the ~eorgam11ed Church, to seek a permanent
ing · e would essay to examine and answer loca.tlon contrary to the one that God parmasome of them. We quote from the Messenger: n?ntly established, and which he revealed. to
·"That the rt>jection of the Church waa. closely his serv!lnt a_s the place for the final g~t~ermg
conl!eoted with this Zion question, few will deny. ?fall hrs Samts, even t~e land of thetr mher* * * And how far the Reorganir.ed Church is 1tance1 the land of prom1~e.
Whole 1\'o. 361..
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ment entertain. But that the land of Zion
was appointed lw.such, in the mind of Jehovah, we have abundant reason to believe, from
a careful reading of the word of God, long anterior to the existence of the Latter Day
Church. He revealed the place of the "Mount
Zion" unto Isaiah as found in the eighteenth
chapter; also to David in the forty-eighth
Psalm; and to Joel in his second chapter. If
the land of Zion could be accepted by the
Lord before the Latter Day Church's existence, it could also be accepted unto him as
such after the Church's rejection; and~ consequently, the rejection of the Church and this
Zion question is not so closely connected as
our brother might think. It was a precedent
established by Jehovah, and not by the reject.
ed Church, so we may be safe. in following it,
especially when he has declared that "Zion
shall not be moved out of her place; notwithstanding her children be scattered."
vVe quote again from the Messenger:
"'Therefore will I raise up unto my people a
man, who shall load them as Mosea led the children of Israel-and ye must needs be led out of
bondage by power; so shall the redemption of
Zion [of Jackson county] be.'-Sec. 101, par. ·s.
Now no one can fail to see that this man like Moses
is identical with the one of the servants in Sec.
98 par. 7, for their work is identical; and in Sec .
102,par. 4, we are told that •my servant Baurak Ale
is the man referred to in the parable.' And who
is Baurak Ale? We answer Joseph Smith, Jr., who
at the time was in Kirtland, &c.''
We are willing, friend Herald, to admit
that "the one of the servants," and Baurak Ale,
or Joseph Smith, Jr., were one and the same
person, for their work was identical, as any
one can see by a perusal of the revelations
cited; but that Joseph Smith, Jr., who was
president of the Church at that time, was
identical with the man like unto Moses, whom
thQ, Lord would raise up, we are among those
who fail to so understand. The Lord utters
a prediction through His servant, already
raised up, concerning a man that He would
raise up at some future time; and bear in mind,
the Lord has said in His preface to the Book
of Covenants that the prophecies and promises
contained therein He had decreed should all
be fulfilled. There. are no conditions mentioned in this prediction and promise made
(for it was something the Lord would do unto
this Latter Day Israel) concerning the raising
up of this Moses man and the work he should
do, and their gathering back to the goodly
land. And in view of the raising up of this
man, and the redemption of Zion, the Lord
says:
.
"Therefore [or for thh or that reason going be~
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.hearts
.for 1 say not unto
your fathers, mine angel shall
you, but not my presence;' b.ut I
you mine angels shall go before you and
IllY presence,
and in time ye shall possess the
goodly land."
. d b'd
1 8 h.
Here we perceive t h e L or
t e . amts
not to let their hearts faint, for the reason
that he has decreed the bringing His people
out of bondage, and the restoringtltem to· the
goodly land, and that by the means of the one
whom He will raise up for the purpose just
expressed. And still more coll)forting is the
a~surance that He will let His own. ·presence
go before them, as well as His angels, when
on.their journey to the goodly land. We fail
to see that the work of .this. Moses man is
id:ntical with the work of Baurak Ale. For
instance, we. see that this man \Vho was to be
raised up, was to lead God's. people out of bon,
dage, like .as the children of Israel were led
by Moses out of Egypt,ian bondage. If we
are not greatlymistaken· we have read it in
The Messenger or, at ariy rate, heard it from
the lips of those wh. 0 have for a long time
·
resided there, that the people of God [not
however acknowledging them as the Church
of God] at Salt Lake, or Utah, were in worse
than Egyptian bondage, and had more rigorous
taskmasters over them temporally. This being the case they are in bondage, which condi.tion they were never in in Joseph Smith's,
or Baurak Ale's time, and hence a deliverance
by him from said bondage was not called for.
Therefore the work of the man like unto Moses,
whom God would raise up, was not identical
with the work required at the hands of Joseph
'th
th "
f th
t "
k
f
· n,n thus
· • or.thee proposition
one 9 · eof
.serva\1
s spo ·en
°:
our brother
.fails
and
in this particular.
··s·

•
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We copy again from the Messen[!er:
"•It behooveth me to require that work no more

of these sons of men whom I commanded to build
up a city and a house to my name in Jackson Co.
Missouri,'-Par. 18. In Sec. 4, par. 1 & 2, we are
told that it should be done iH this generation,
consequently those sons of men were that .generation of men;· and this exonerating them settles
the question for this generation referred to.'"
We would advise the reader to read the context going before in par. 18, and the 1841
revelation to see the conditions that God had
laid down to be observed before He could require the work no more at their hands. The
conditions were if those sons of men go to
work with all their might, and with all thelJ
have and cease not their diligence, and then are
hindered by their enemies, then He could require that work no more at their hands.
Those of the Church who fulfilled those conditions could be exonerated, and no ~ore.
We think the revelations furnish abundant
eviden9e that a large portion, if not the rnajority, did not comply with the above conditions. But we desire to examine more minutely our brother's position.
We wish now to reduce the last quotation
from the Mes.~enger to its lowest degree of consistency, and when done what remains? Simply this, that the purposes and designs of Almighty God lwve been frustrated! These
sons of men being that generation spoken of,
and failing to build the city and temple, (because hindered by men), after. going to work
with all their mights, and ,all that they had,
ceasing not their diligence, [the conditions
God had laid down for their acceptance], there

is no other conclusion forced upon our mind l pie or'. city built; and, the work no more rethan that puny man overcame the Lord and 1 quired; and, indeed,if it. is followed out to its
frustrated his designs, and therefore that h. is legitimate conclusion; it makes Jackson connb ·
1
h
1
f
h
word concerning the city and temple e1ijg · ty no onger t e center p ace o ton, or· t e
built in that. generation falls to the ground. ,lace where a temple shall be built, and thus
That those sons of men who labored with all makes the word of the Lord void; for, granttheir mights. ·,&c., to build that city. and •mple ing this, then .the prophecies. and promises
!IIi
~-=
and were hindered, ·constitute t)le .generation rn!lHtained in God's revelations .. to us, have failspoken of, .the one in which the Lord empha\ ed. But where !s our hope, if this be true, or
ically declared, without ifs ·or buts, that · if it proves to be s·o in any of. the prophecies
temple should be reared . .
cratad and promiS(lS that may be ma4e to us in the
spot, we· claim is only an
of which future? Evidently we could have. no. confiproof is lacking.
.
.
den'ce•in them.
·. .
That the Lord commanded the Church, or
But we happen to be among the number
his people, to bui14.ll-. city and· a temple, we ·who. believe that .God's word.cannqt and will
freely admit; but that those sons of men who not .fail, in respect to a city and teffi'ple being
labored with all their might, &c., ~ose work built on the land appointed, and in this generwas accepted, constituted the whole Church, we ation, for the Almighty has declared that the
deny, an~ base our denial on the. revelations city, New .Jerusalell! or fion, sJla!t be built,
of God m the Book of Covenants. These and a temple reared ,m this generat1pn, and he
revelations teach me that those who composed emphatically says:
that portion of the Church in Jackson county,
••For verily this generalioH liha11 not all pass
Missouri, the place for the building of the city aw~y [but conveys the ide~ that a: good;many will]
and temple, were mist out as a whole, (there until an house ~hall b~ b~1lt unto. the .l?ord. and a
mere individual exceptions), for the. ir tra..ns- cloud shall rest upon 1t.' -sec. 4, par..2' old ed.
"
gressions, for there. were jarrings and contenWe will now present .som\) of the .definitio.ns
tions, envyings and strifes, and lustful and of the phrase, "this generation.'' Sotne define
covetous desires among them, and by" these it to be one hundred years fro!ll t4e time. the
things they polluted their inherit>tnces, for Lord made the qeclaration; some to..b.e three
which they were cast out, and consequently score and ten years, the scr~ptur~l term of
their transgressions hindered them from build- life allotted to mJJ-n; while sof:ne .saiy it is the
ing the city and temple at that time. Also, period embracing the life time oftM younge3t
the eastern churches were accu~ed of neglect· members of the Church, who lived at the ti~e
ing to bring their means to help build up and the declaration was .made, the lopg~st lives 'as
redeem Zion. ·
.
the basis of calculation. Ifthe hundred year
Now neither of these classes could be said to term is correct, nearly. sixty years •remain to
labor wit\1 all their mights, and all that they perform the work in; if th!l s.eve.n~Y.. Y. e. a:rs is
bad,i&c:;~to build up tlte. citiv
and temple,'and corre.ct, there is n:ear.ly· thirty.:yea.rs,:'.:..andi.·.f.·. the
•J
their work could not be accepted of God, and latter term is correct, there are many not very
could not be said of them, that the building old men, who at the time the declaration was
of said city and temple would not be required made, belonged to the Church; although very
of them any more. But as there were indi. young, who bid fair to live many years yet;
vidua:ls, according to the revealed word of God, and thus we s.ee if either of these positions be
d
·a
·
d d"d
h
h
•
1 · ·P
h
k
who were not un er con emnatwn, an
I
correct, t at t ere 1s amp e .time ror t e wor
use their utmost endeavors to fulfill God's spoken of to be performe~, and in this genercommands in the building aforesaid, as well as ation.
in other things, it behooved the Lord God to
We are inclined to favor another interpre~
accept their work and require it no more at tation of "this generation." Webster defines
their hands, under that special command, and "generation" to mean, "a single succession in
they, we think, constituted "those sons of men'' natural descent," that is, the children and parwhose work was accepted.
ents are not to be reckoned of tl;te same generFrom this reasoning we conclude that those ation. If Webster is correct, then we can consons· of men did not constitute "this genera- ceive that any child born, no matter if only a
tion," but only an integral portion of the same. day old, whether in the Church or- not, would
There might be another view, differing from be, at the time the deelaration was made, enour brother's, of presenting the language: "It titled to be considered of that generation. The
behooveth me to require it no more at their declaration was made in 1842. Children born
hands;" but by turning to section 26, para- at that time would now be forty-four years of
graph 11 (old ed.), we find the L')rd's inter- age, and we coticeivethat there is, before they
pretation of requiring at the hands of his pass away, ample time to perform the work inSaints things entrustl?d to their charge, viz. : tended. And when we.~Q_l}sider that there were
"And an account of this stewardship will Ire- children .belongingfo the Church, who, with
quire of them in the day of judgment." . We their parents, were driven out from. the land
think favorably of this manner of the L:)rd's of Zion; and consider also that the Lord has
requiring, for it appears to be reasonable that said of those who were thus scattered, that
after men have gone to work in strict con for; those who remain, [evidently by this retnark
mity to his commands to fulfill them, that he some' were to die], and are pure in heart, shall
could not justly require at their hands in the return and come to their inheritances 1 they
day of judgment the non-fulfillment of the and their children, with songs of everlasting
same, if their enemies were allowed to hinder joy, to build up the waste places, and that
them. On the other hand we think that he Zion was not to be moved outof lrer place,
could justly require in the day of judgment notwithstanding her children were scattered,
of those who wilfully refused to obfly him, the and that their inheritances were to be on that
Work that was unperformed, and condemna- Zion, or Jand of the pure in heart, we are sup.
tion would ensue. But the position of our ported by the word of God [which cannot fail,
brother makes the generation fast 1 and no ~em- thou~h h~Jann and ,oa,rth pasli away, <muon
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more a mob of men hinder] in believing that
the people of God, the pure in heart, will in
his own due time, gather back to the land established by God, and build the city and temple, and that this ,generation will not all f>ass
away before it is done. So mote it be.
Respectfully,
E. STAFFORD.

Libera 1 ism ,
they had the true faith, and, consequently all
We cannot but admire the generosity that that were opposed to)hem were the enemies of
ld
God. And, by the by, when the Arians were
wou save all mankind, the charity that would in power they believed just the same thing, ·
overlook every sin and every error of every and henc(;the Arian )~mperor differed but
individual; but, unfortunately, this extreme little from the rest.
whole-souledness suggests some awkward quesIs Liberalism a leading feature of christianSEDGWICK, Decatur Co., Iowa,
Sept. 25th, 1876.
tions; namely, that if men should be saved in ity? "If any .man preach any:other gospel
IN addition upon this subject of the long pro- their sins and errors, what would be the dif- unto you than that which we have preached
unto you,'let him be accursed."-Gal. 1: 9.
mised gathering, a movement which has been
prophesied from time immemorial, there may ference between the jarring incongruities in Not much Liberalism in that, is there? "One
be read with great comfort and satisfaction Heaven and the same state of things here on Lord, on(faith, one baptism,",(Eph. 4: 5), is
the word of God relative to the time and cir- earth? Would simply changing the battle of the same caste. "But," argues the objector,
cumstances of that great event, as found in ground end the contest? Does death sanctify "at that rate you would have but very few
saved." We will let Christ answer : "No
Book of Covenants, section 98, paragraphs four sin?
0 r, can anything unholy enter Heaven? man cometh unto the Father but by me."
and five. There the Lord declares what must
happen to the .Church and to the Saints, "in
We have, once in a great while, heard an And again : "He that sayeth that he loveth
the day of the1r trouble," and also to the na- Elder preach a sermon so liberal that we were me and keepeth not my commandments, is a
tions of the earth before the final gathering led to wonder why God's only begotten made liar and the truth is not in him." And the
the gathering to Zion, can take place. Th~ so g~eat a. sacrifice, or why so many inspired next quotation seems to be conclusive: "Strait
words there found are calculated to give the and mtelhgent men and women have joined is the gate and narrow is the way that leadeth
most satisfactory assurance that when those the ranks of the martyrs? Surely it was not to life, and few there be that find it." In fact,
things come to pass, and are being fulfilled because of Liberalism. The history of the if there be a~single particle of the :vaunted
upon the world of the ungodly, that -then, "in church in the first three centuries furnish us modern Liberalism in God's word, we have
that day," will the gathering be accomplished with the account of numerous cruel deaths failed ;to find it. "He that believeth and is
and not till those events are fulfilled upon
that might have been averted by very s!ight baptized shall be saved, and he that believeth
nations," even until the sword of indignation concessions-by a very small fraction of the not shall be damned," is the nearest approach
shal! fall because their cup of iniquity is full, Liberalism of the nineteenth century. Had to it that we know of.
can 1t be done. Upon this satisfactory dec lara- Joseph and Hyrum exhibited but a tenth of
Were the prophets Liberals? We are
~ion we may rely with steadfast faith; and for the sympathy with the errors of the day that ashamed to ask the question-it sounds too
ltS fulfillment we may look and labor and wait we have heard spoken, we think that the awful much like trifling rror every Bible reader
with undaunted hope and full confidence a~ tragedy at Carthage would never have blotted knows well that there is not even a shadow of
bei~g that which shall surely come, as tbat the escutcheon of a free state.
it in all the prophets. "Choose you this day
wh10h shall certainly be realized; for in that
We know that it is not wise to unnecessarily whom you will serve."-Josh. 24 : 16. It never
"day of wrath" his purposes concerning his wound the feelings of those whom we wish to entered the heart of the old warrior to ask in
Saints will be fulfilled; and as a preparatory win; but, on the other hand, is it wise to mis- what way they woul.d serve the Lord-under
·work he commands, in paragraph fiv~, that lead a searcher after truth? Is it wise to pro- what name, or after whose method. Oh, no.
they are to "gather together and stand m holy fess a Liberalism .that neither the Almighty Israel would have laughed at him had he put
places, and prepare for the revelation which is nor his church sanctions? As a rule, do those any such a question. When they wished to
to. come," whereas the indignation of the Lord brought into the Church through a false liber- change their worship, they had sense enough
will be poured out upon the nations for their ality ever make really good Saints? We know to change their God also. So Joshua asked
that it is wrong to preach for hire or to divine them not, how would they worship the Lord;
iniquities.
The word of the Lord is as follows in para- for money; but are there not other evils as but what god would they worship?
great as money? May not an Elder have an
Was Moses a Liberal? Ask the multitude
graph four, speaking of the Church:
. "Verily I ~ay unto you, notwithstanding their undue thirst for popularity? and would not that died of the plague; ask the congregation
sms * * I w1ll not utterly cast them off· and in such an ambition have the exact, the same that were swallowed up by the opening of the
the day of wrath I will remember mercy.' I have effect on his preaching, namely, a greater effort earth; ask Korah and his would be ;priests,
sworn, and the decree hs,th gone forth by a former to please than to instruct aright?
that were consumed by the flame from the
commandment which I have given unto you, that
When the prophet of the nineteenth century altar, and if you are not yet answered, ask the
I would let fall the sword of mine indignation* *, asked God, "To which of the churches shall I h
an.d eyen: as ~ ha.ve said it shall come to pass.
t ree t h ousan d I ea ders in the golden calf busiMme md1gnahon 1s soon to be poured out without join myself?" the answer of the Unchangeable ness, whom'-Mosea commanded.;to be put to
measure upon all nations, and this will I do when One was, "to none of them." There was no death by the sword.
the: cup of their iniquity is full. ·[Evidently by saving faith on earth; and for this cause it
Was Daniel a Liberal? A very slight tinc!he
signs
times,
nowIsrael
near at
hand].
And P1ease d G· od t o 1·estore hts· gaspe z to earth . If ture of Libera]ism would have kept him out of
m that
dayof*the
* All
mine
shall
be saved,
and they that have been scattered shall be gathered the gospel as taught by the prophet be true, the lion's den. Is it imaginationiin us that
~ * T~erefore let 3;our hearts be comforted concern- nothing less than faith in Christ, and that sees a strong resemblance between Daniel and
mg Z1on * * * Z10n shall not be moved out of faith illustrated by receiving the gospel ordi- Joseph Smith? who, although persecuted,
her place. Notwithstanding her children are nances, and by exemplifying it in a consistent tried by courts and.rmercilessly butchered,
scattered_ they that remain and are pure in heart h · f
l'"
1
G d N h'
shall return* * with songs of everlasting joy to c ris ~a~ 11e can .Pease .o ·
o.t mg l~ss knew no cowardice or compromising.
build up the waste places of Zion."
than hvmg a celestial law will secure,a celestral
Vf as Enoch a Liberalist? If so, why was
Hence the attendant circumstances may gloWry.
.
. .
.
his city translated and all the rest left?
be looked for first-the universal trouble and
as Joseph_ alone Ill hrs exclusiveness?
Was Noah a Liberal preacher? No doubt
difficulty upon all nations and the church ~urely not. The Rom~n Church has taught, others were as sincere as:he, and prayed as:often
doing her preparatory work~ Events are now m .all ages, that. there 1s and can be but one and gave as much alms. How was it that so
fast hastening onward and the re aration of fat~h. T~e Puntans t~at settled our country few were saved? Was it because neither "anGod's people should be equal inp p/ogress lest believed m but one ~arth, hence the~ perse- other gospel"~nor~a}"perv"ersion of the gospel"
their shame be seen.
·
cuted ~o the death the1r Protestant neighbors could.~save? We incline to the belief that
who d1ffered from them. Johu Knox and his Noah was of that:same class of preachers'"as
--·-N·-•..·---·----·-co-laborers in the reformation were exclusive- was Joseph Smith"; namely, on(of those who
A miser named Hiram Spinney, aged about 67 ists, that is, if we. have read aright, and if they taught that a full and implicit obedience to
years,
living
at nights
Elliot ago.
Neck, Me., was found dead
~
in
his bed
a few
He lived in a wretch- :nere not we are "'.orce d to put a very unchar- God's
commandments, and nothing less would
ed, squalid state, and on searching his effects, 1table construction on their doings. Mahomet save a soul. Abel was just such another man;
some $10,000 was found secreted in different parts was a believer in but one God, one apostle, and it never entered his mind that his reason was
of his house.
one church. Constantine's edicts against the superior to God's law.
• ~od gives every bird it~ f9od 1 but. does not throw Ariana and others can find but one excuse ;
God and Liberalism have ever been at valt ~.n!o the Mijt,
Lnamely, th~~ h~ a!'ld his «hueh \,eli end. that . rianoe~in all time, and always will b0. Cain
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claims of necessity and of mercy. It is the
laying by upon the first day of the week which
is required. The bringing together, then, is
not enjoined, and it certainly is not forbidden;
but' a frequent and regular setting apart to
the Lord's treasury, according as God hath
prospered, is certainly and clearly enjoined.
This is made mandatory and not advisory. It
is backed by all the authority of a 'thus saith
This duty has been so well urged in a tract the Lord.' God's requirements are reasonable,
entitled "Giving as an Act of Worship," pub- and the wisdom of this injunction appears in
lished by the American Tract Society, that I several particulars.
·
desire to present the following extract from it,
"First and foremost, this kind of giving is a
in place of what I might be able to say upon means of grace. In all the fair and sweet
the subject myself:
sisterhood of christian virtues, there i,s none
" The e'lrly Church .linked, we conclude, sweeter and fairer than beneficence, an'd none
giving and praying together, and to the advan- that needs more assiduous cultivation. It is
tage, too, of both. How the Church grew in not native to t,he heart; it is an exotic,
those days! The disciple band was a great transplanted from the garden of the Lord, and
Missionary Society, but without honorary mem- as much as any other virtue does it need care
hers. All were active, few were rich; yet the and attention. Faith and hope require cuiLord's treasury was never empty, and the ture; so does their greater, which is charity.
Church was ever foremost in every act of be- Paul would have inen abound, not only in
nevolence. Even the apostate Julian confessed faith and utterance and knowledge and in all
'It is a shame for us that the impious Galileans diligence, but tN THIS GRACE ALSO; an!l it ,
should not only keep their own poor, but even was for the sake of the Corinthian givers) not ·
many of ours whom we leave to suffer.'
less than for the needy at Jerusalem, that he·
"The Apostolic Church made much of giving, penned his order. God could feed all the .
and considered it an integral part of worship. world with manna; He could preach by ·
We are not innovators then, but only return- angels; He could build chur?hes and ed~.cate .
ing to the old paths, as we press this duty up- the south, and carry on:tP,e miS'sionary ·work
on th Church of to-day. We have the best in the four quarters ofthe globe without our
of authority not only for saying, let us sing, help; but he could not thus develop in us the
let us pray, let us read the word, but also, LET grace of beneficence. Giving has been made
us GIVE; and as singing and praying should a duty for the sake of the giver ils well as the.
be hearty and general, so there should be no receiver. No part of ·the Sabbath service,
monopoly in giving. As commanded at the neither prayer nor praise nor . the .study of
feast of unleavene'd bread, none should appear truth, do we need more than the exercise of
empty before tbe Lord. Every man, we· are benevolence. It is only by exercise that either
told, should give as he is able, "according to grace or muscle is developed. · The hand solthe blessing of the Lord thy God which he dom opened becomes clutched; the .door
hath given thee."
rarely used creaks on its hinges. It is stra~ge
"We are not surprised that Paul, who touched how painfully some hearts open, how slowly
upon so many pointB in christian ethics and some hands let go. But to meet this very
order, should have given special instruction in perversity Paul enjoins on every one the.laythis matter also. Writing to Corinth,he says: ing by, on the first day of the week, as God
.Meekuel!is tile Sub!!ltance of
'As concerning the collectiem for the Saints, hath prospered him .
.Rit,:hteOU!!lU!!!!!lo
"Besides, this rule of' giving meets the neAccording to one's faith so is his works or as I have given order to the churches of Galahis rightousness. A part of the rightousness tia, even so do ye. Upon the first day of the cessities of all. It enables the POOR to do
of God revealed in the gospel of Christ is in week let every one lay by him in store as God much. In this way, those who live 'from~
the writings of Peter : "Giving all [temporal has prospered him, that there be no gathering hand to mouth' may make large deposits, in
and spiritual] diligence, add to your faith vir- when I come.' This, be it observed, is not the treasury of the Lord. Men will e~~ily
tue, to virtue knowledge, to knowledge tt>m- mere advice, given by the permission of the give fifty cents a week for beneficen<Je. :ithO'
perance, to temperance patience," etc.; from Lord, but is an apostolic injunction, empha- would find it impossible at any one time '{Iur- ·
faith to charity is meekness like a middle sized by the full weight of apostolic authority. ing the year to give twenty-five. dollars; yes,
link to three links. Anyone to cultivate the It is not given to a single church, in peculiar or ten either. The saving's bank knows the
faith of our Lord Jesus Christ by the prac- circumstances, and so restricted in its scope, worth of this principle, and has made many a
tice of meekness, said faith will grow into but it is the order given also to the churches poor but frugal man rich. In the same way
good works that shall be unto salvation and of Galatia; and this epistle was directed to large investments are made where moth and
'all that in every place call upon the name of Irust do not corrupt, and where no thief can
reward at the end.
There is a great promise in the Scriptures: Jesus Christ, our Lord, both theirs and ours.' break through or steal. In beneficence no
" When a man's ways please the Lord, He It is an old maxim that the law continues less than in business it is true that 'many a
Nor is this a new
will make even his enemies to be at peace while the reason continues. The other in- little makes much.'
with him.'' The adversary of souls is the junctions of the epistle we take to ourselves, discovery. Chrysostom, in enforcing this rule,
worst enemy to them who choose good and unless manifestly restricted by time or place; says: 'Paul, by not enjoining them to deposit
practice right. By searching the Scriptures, and we see no reason why this precept, which all at once, made his counsel easy, since the
together with learning our own natures, we fitted wealthy Corinth and poor Galatia, is not gathering by little and little hinders all perwill find how we can please God the most. suited to all who in every place call upon the ception of the burden and cost.'
''Furthermore, as it suits the necessities of
" A meek and quiet spirit in the sight of God name of the Lord. The same reason that will
is of great price.'' "The poor and meek of confine this precept to the isthmus of Greece, the poor, so it is a necessity to the RICH.
the earth shall inherit it." Saints of God, and to the first century, will take the rest of Frequent giving alone can make accumulation
sa,fe. There is no sin more insidious than
let us rejoice; condemn none, but bear with the epistle also.
"It is to be observed further, that a fair covetousness. The dire dropsy, as Horace
all from day to day, for we belong to a poor
and afflicted people, whose doctrine is Christ's exegesis throws the emphasis upon the spirit says, grows by what it feeds on; it grows, too
law; and to all who endure, salvation is free. of this command rather than upon the letter. by unseen gradations. Poor and liberal often
Even the law of the Sabbath bends to the become rich and covetous. Day and night,
I. N. F.

was a Liberal and placed his own interpretation on the law. He allowed his puny reason
to direct his worship; but God being of another mind, did not accept the offering. The
first Liberal sermon on record was delivered
by the father of Liberalism to mother Eve.
It was not all false, but its fruit was sorrow.
The Nicolaitans were Liberals, and, no doubt,
perverted the gospel, just a little, to suit their
own private views ; but God hated them.
(Rev. 2 : 6). And there will be Liberals at
the judgment day,-the most disappointed
spirits there, no doubt.
"Not every one that saith unto me, Lord, Lord,
shall enter into the kingdom of heaven; but he that
doeth the will of my Father which is in heaven.
Many will say to me in that day, Lord, Lord, have
we not prophesied in thy name? and in thy name
cast out devils, and in thy name done many wonderful works? And then will I profess unto them,
I never knew you: depart from me, ye that wo1·k
iniquity."-Matt. 7 : 21-23.
We stop, not because the subject is exhausted, but lest we weary the reader. Let
this truth be engrafted on the minds of our
youth: There is but ONE GoD, and, consequently, but ONE FAITH; and though, like the
prodigal son, they stray from the truth, yet
like him, they are, with this belief, sure to return to their Father's house. We have known
many to apostatize and deny the faith; but
very few that have been really converted and
properly instructed, no matter how great the
darkness into which they have fallen, but when
they hear the true Shepherd's call, come back
to the fold. To them, the teaching of Liberalism is nonsense, for ~t "the church of
Christ" can mean "a hundred different
churches of Christ," is merely absurd. To
them the theory that two opposite faiths can
lead to the same heaven is as ridiculous as
would be a statement that two diverging
straight lines could ever meet, no matter to
what degree they may be extended; they will
x. A.
only get further apart.

Suppol't the Go§pel.-l'fo. 4.
In number three of this series of articles it
was said that, in the opinion of the writer, each
member of the Church, should give whatever
he . or she might be able to for the support
of the gospel, and, it should have been added,
they should make their contributions systematically and regularly.
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for seven days in the week, and fifty-two weeks talk to· us in the economics of benevolence.
in the year, heart and soul may be strained in It is strange that, in the matter of christian
th~ struggle for wealth. Without the con- charity, we have so forgotten, not only the
tinual exercise of benevolence, without the Bible, but also first principles. As with other
habitual and hearty response to the claims of backsliders, our only safety is in a return.
"A most important clause in this precept has
charity, the climbing towards riches is a progress towards close-fisted, pitiless, remorseless been hardly touched upon; it is this: 'Accordgreed. Men that hear and heed the claims ing as God has prospered.' We are instructed
of mammon all the week surely need, in the not only in method but also in measure. One
Lord's house, to hear of the Lord's dividend, may give every week, but never give enough.
and to respond thereto. It is well for such Does the Bible help us in determining the
to be asked, 'How much owest thou to my proportion to be given?"
Lord?' And if it be an hundred measures
This question of the above writer we. will
ofoif,let not a craven minister say, 'Take thy examine in another article.
w. R. s.
- · .._
bill and write fifty.'
''Once more, this system of Sunday offering
'I' lie Futaue.
is most fitting for the house of worship, and
if rightly practiced will keep the J.ord's
we are wending our way to the great future
treasury full. In the sanctuary we confess where, if we are faithful, we shall meet with
our sins. Let us then.bring forth fruit meet Saints of aU ages, those who have. come forth
for repentance. We think of him who gave from every clime, those who have washed
himself for us. Let us then give to his cause. their robes and made them white in the blood
We say, ·<Our Father which art in heaven.'
Let us then remember our brethren. Surely of the Lamb. What we sow here we shall
givi!lg befits the Lord's house, and on the reap yonder; if we have sowed to the flesh, we
other hand, the holy services of the day ought shall of the flesh reap corruption; if to the
to make giving easy. It is incongruous to spirit, it will be life everlasting.
_sing, 'Had I _a thousand hearts to give, Lord,
they should all be thine,' and then withold
Then does it not behoove us, as Saints of
all gifts.
God, to be very careful what we send out; for
"Again, this system makes beneficence a we shall surely meet it in the future, at that
principle, and not a matter of feeling. Paul day when the secrets of all hearts are made
would have no gathering when he should manifest, when we shall have to stand before
come; and yet, with his fiery eloquence and the judge of the quick and dead, there to give
keen Jewish sympathy, he might have so an account for the deeds done in the body.
portrayed the sufferings of the Saints at Je- Solemn thought! Shallwemeethiminpeace?
msalem as not only to have brought tears ~ha~l we be foun_d witJ.wut spot a~d blameless?
from eyes unused to weeping, but large offer- cha!l we meet Wlth his approval.
ings from the mean and niggardly. But this . Are we ready to meet the ~rea; future when
would not have developed the principle of the Son of Man shall come m tne . clouds of
benev9lence. While yet bearing their gifts to heaven, to t~ke vengeance on the Wicked, and
the mother Church, some financier might have to gather hlS elect from the four quarters of
said, 'We should have had more to repair our , t~e earth? ·Then t,he elements shall melt
synagogue with if Paul had not t8,ken so Wlth fervent heat, ana the heavens be v:'rapp~d
much·' and possibly a. Corinthian woman togethe: as a scroll; then all nature will be 1.n
would' think regretfully of the gewgaws she commotwn, and the stars be ~urled from theu
could wear to a near festival or Grecian game, courses, the sun refuse to shme.' the moon be
if her feelings had not got the better of her turned to b!ood; the valleys will be exalted,
covetousness. Thus they would Jearn to guard the mount~ms brought low, and the earth beagainst the next agent, and the agent, on the come a plam. Then the trump of God sh~ll
'other hand would find Corinth a hard field. sound, and the dead come forth, clothed m
But the system of weekly offerings makes full immortal b_loom, no more to see corruption.
benevolence a principle, not an impulse; and Then the enmity between man and beast shall
thus giving becomes one of the greatest luxu- cease, and,peace, h~rmony,, and love, be spread
ries pf the christian. A wise investment for, oyer earth 8 extenslye plam. Then ~e shall
the Lord gives him more ·joy than the most Slt under our own vme a~d ~g tree, Wit~ none
successful business venture. The conflict with to mol~st or make afraid m all God 8 holy
.
.
greed, which with many is a life-long, wretched nwun~tu_n.
and unsuccessful warfare, is ended, the victory
This 18 the fut_u~e, to the SaJ~ts. a glonous
is gained, and peace is forever ratified, when one, one worth h~mg for; an~, If 1 ~ so be we
one accepts from his heart Paul's rule of gi v- are cal!ed to lay tnese P? 0 r frail bodies of ours
ing.
·
do_wn m the cold and Silent tomb, le~ ::as be
"Let this weekly svstematic aiving become faithful that they may come forth agam m the
the rule of christen'do'm, and let the measure ~lorious future clad in robes of spotless, celesof giving be as the Lord has prospered, and tlal beauty.
.
the financial distress of the Church will be
May God help us to be faithful, h;rmble,
removed forever.
and prayerful, that we may all meet m the
"Every match that is struck pays .a small h~ppy future. lYiay he bless his ~fficers. with
tribute to the government. It is not much- WlsdOJ;n, n;-ay th.ey meet together m .their asonly a portion of a mill· but the agare(}'ate on sembhes m umty, and may depart m peace.
all the matches burned for a yea~ i~ very 1\~ay all that they do be done with an eye
great. In our late war, a popular loan of five smgle. to the great future, and to the glory of
hundred millions which the government could God, 18 my prayer.
· th e mass, was re.a d']
d £or
My mind still dweils on things to come,
no.t move m
1 y care
on
the great iuture, for the past is gone;
by the people when taken m small sums.
We must meet it yonder and hear our do.om., .
'J"ttl
<
• o_f san d'"
And "ood or bad we must stand alone.
_~1 e d rops of wacer
an d j'1ttJe grams
"'
4 ST~TE!\.
1

Co u f l.i c t of the At: e s.
CHAPTER u.-ADA~i'S FALL AND VICTORY.

Satan having caused rebellion in heaven,
and being expelled therefrom with his angels,
sought to destroy the world, it being the work
of him upon whom he made war. To accomplish this purpose, he made use of the serpent,
as he has since made use of individuals and
nations from that hour to the present time.
The serpent is represented to have been more
"subtile than any beast of the field which the
Lo~d God had made.'' It.is certain that no
living thing among the lower orders of creation
possesses the magnetic power-or power to
charm-equal to that possessed by the serpent.
This power when used to take away the agency,
will, or resRonsibility of another is always devilish; and often makes the one thus overcome
the victim of knaves.
Good, as before stated, simply means obedience to God ; and evil is rebellion, or departure
from God's law or requirements. Hence the
conflict on earth began with Satan's attempt to
create rebellion, by persuading our first parents
to be disloyal to God. In this case he spake
through the serpent, and asked:
"Yea, hath God said, ye shall not eat of
every tree of the garden?" The woman answered : "We may eat of all the trees of the
garden but of the tree which is in the midst
of the garden, God hath said, Ye shall not eat
of it, neither shall ye touch it lest ye die."
But it may be asked, Why should God give
to man a command seemingly so trivial in ita
nature? If there was aught in the tree to do
harm, why have created it? If there was
nothing in its fruit calculated to injure man,
why forbid his eating it?
I answer, God was dealing with childrenthose of whom it might be said, as was said
ages afterwards of the people of Ninevehwho "knew not the right hand from the
left." The lesson for them to learn was the
necessity of ohedience; and this they could
only learn by qxperience. They could not be
really responsible until acted upon by opposing
motives or powers, calling upon them to decide
between two or more. They could not know
that it was wrong to disobey God, or that it
was wrong to give heed to the wiles of Satan,
until they should know good from evil. The
penalty threatened for disobedience could not
restrain them, for they did not know what
death was; there was no such thing as death
in the world. "By one man sin entered the
world, and death by sin.''
Therefore, when the serpent said unto the
woman, "Thou shalt not surely die;" she knew
no better than to believe him. Then follows
the temptation to break the commandment,
which was, first, "Your eyes shall be opened~"
second, "Ye shall become as gods, knowing
good and evil.'' The woman heard the serpent;
believed his words; saw that the fruit of the
tree of the knowledge of good anq evil was
good for food, and also a tree "to be desired to
make one wise.'' She obeyed the serpent's
voice; rebelled against God, an.d gave the fruit
to her husband and he did eat. Thus Satan's
first victory in the conflict of ages was that
gained over the woman and the woman in
turn overcame the man. '
The tree was rightly named. They ate its
f rm't ~n db ecame capabl e of d'lSC!)rmng
• goo d
and ev1!. The eyes of them both were opened·
1
p ]
l h ed'
t h ey eaw t h ey were na k ed ; 1e
t sname;
cot
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father or inventor of lies), he probably thought
"And he gave ul}to them a oomm~ndment that
th's
1 o e act of disobedience sealed the eternal they should worship the Lox:d their God; 1!-nd
• n
_ .
should offer the firstlmgs of the1r flocks an offermg
destmy of man, and that.w1thout remedy.
i unto the Lord. And Adam was obedient unto the
The Father said}o his only Begotten_:
1 commandments of the Lord.
And after many
"Behold the man has become as one of us 1 to j days an angel of the Lord appeared unto Adam,
know good and evil; and now lest he put forth his saying, Why dost tho'! offer sa~rifices unto the
hand and partake also;of the tree of life, and eat Lord? And Adam sa1d unto h1m, I know not,
and live forever, therefore I, the Lord God will save the L?rd com.man~ed _me .. A.n~ then the angel
send_ him forth from the garden of Eden, to till spake, saymg, Th1s thmg IS a Similitude of th~ sa~
the~ground from whence he was taken; for as I, r1fice of the Only Begotten of the Father, wh1ch IS
the Lord God liveth, even so my words cannot re- full of grace and tr~th; wherefore thou shalt do
turn void for as they go forth out of my mouth ! all that thou do est m the name of the Son. And
they must' be fulfilled."-Gen. 3: 29-31, I. T.
' 1 thou shalt repent, and ~~11 upon God in the name
Again the Lord says :
of the Son forevermore.
.
"'h f
·
t
th a t 'h
Our good Orthodox author further says.
"n ere ore, 1t came o pass,
• e d ev1.1
.
tempted Adam and he partook of the forbidden
"Th~ .first tran~gressors. were the first frmts of
fruit, and transgressed the commandment, wherein the Spu1t. Convmoed of sm, terrors took hold on
he became subject to the will of the devil, because them, ~nd they fled from the l?resence of the Lord.
he yielded unto temptation wherefore I ·the Lord The voice of mercy melted the1r hearts. God gava
God caused that he shouid be cast ~ut' from the 'them life. Adam, who before had called his wife
garden of Eden, from my presence, because of his Woman, now called. h.er Eve, because she 'Yas
transgression; wherein he became spiritually dead, the mother ?f all hn~g _; of all who ac~ordmg
which is the first death, even that same death, .to the gr~c1ous promise were ~o be ra1sed to
which i(the last death, which is spiritual, which Immortal. life; and. ~~eat. the birth o.f her fi.rst·
shall be"pronounced upon the wicked when I shall born, (evidently reJOicmg m the promise respect·
say Depart ye cursed."-B. c. 28: 11.
ing _her see~ which should bruise the serpent's
"Because thou hast done this, thou shalt be
'
.
. head), exclaimed, •I have. gotten a man from the
Then the IJ')rd explams why the man d1d Lord ' the promised deliverer. * * * Thus early
cursed above all cattle, and above every beast of
the field; upon thy belly shalt thou go, and dust not die the temporal death in the very day in did Christ gain a victory over Satan, redeem to
s~~1!~h~~ ~~yt ~!t~=e~af,,~eofa!~yt~~e ~:!:nr,. ~~~ which he partook of th(forbidden fruit:
himself a peculiar P,~ople,. and ESTABLISH A
"I , th e Lord God g· ave unto Adam and his seed, CHURCH IN TilE WORLD. -Eptlome, p. 11.
tween thy seed and her seed; and he shall bruise
.
that they should not die as to the temporal death,
Yes, and Adam and Eve sang songs of VIC·
thy head, and thou shalt bruise his heel."
untili, the Lord God, should send forth angel~ to tory .over their redemption such as had never
Here the two great opposing powers in the declare u~to them repentance .and redemption been heard in the bowers of Eden.
conflict of the ages are clearly brought to view. through fa1th on the name of mme only begotten
· t un t o
"And in that day the Holy Ghost fell upon AdThe serpent and the seed of the se_rpent against Son; an d th us dI.d I , tl1e L or d God, appom
~
h e days of h'rs pro b a t'1on. " - B. c. 28 : 12.
am. * * * And in that day Adam blessed God,
Pd
of
the
woman.
In
man
t
the Woman and the Se and was filled, and began to prophecy concerning
the Inspired Translation we are told that Satan
By bringing all_ these~declaratiGns together, all the families of the earth; saying, Blessed be
"put it into the heart of the serpent;" "and he we find that Adam:died spiritually, and that the name of God, for because of my transgression
[ Satan] spake by the mouth of the serpent." sentence of temporal death was pronounced up- my eyes were opened, and in this life I shall have
.
· th e d ay th a t 11e d'ISO b eye d G
and again in my flesh shall I see God. And
John, (Rev. 12 : 8), speaking of another on h 1m
m
xo d . joy,
· h 18
· ·
•
h
Eve, his wife heard all these things, and was glad,.
power,· refers also to the serpent-power in Eden But God, m
mfimte mercy, granted im a saying, Were it no.t for our transgression, we never
as "that old serpent called the devil, and also lease of life, that, through the ministrations of should have had seed, and never should have kno.wn
ealied Satan" Satan means "adversary." The holy angels, he might hear, believe and obey good and evil, and the joy of our redemption, and
devil is the prime adversary-the chief adver- the glorious gospel of the Son of God. In the eternal life which God giveth to all the obedisary-of God and man. We have, therefore, other words, God put weapons into his hands ent."-;-Gen. 4.: lO, ll, I.. T.
from all we can learn, reason to believe that with whi.ch he and his posterity might take • Th1s was mdeed a VICtory of the pow.ers of
he became incarnate in the serpent, to bring part in"the"great"' conflict and fi"ht their way ·hght over the powers of darkness; a VIctory
about the fall; as the Son of God ages after back to paradise!
'
"'
of Christ over Satan ! An~ w~ rejoice to know
became incarnate in the seed of the woman to
"And the days of men were prolonged according that when the great conflict .1s e~ded, Adam
bring about the great plan of redemption.
to the will of God, that th.ey might repent while in and Paul may to~ether excla1~, '·But thanks
Th
h .
r t d t 0 th . 0 f the flesh; wherefore, their state became a state of be to God who giveth us the VICtary through
e wo~an, d bavmgth!Sfien~. t
e VOlC~
probation, and their time ;vas Jengthed according our Lord Jesus Christ!"
H. s. DrLLE.
th e serpen , an
een e rso m ransgresswn, to the commandments whwh the Lord God gave
was the n!llt to receive sentence, as follows :
unto the children of men."-2 Nephi 1 : 8.
"l, the Lord God, said, I ;vm g~·eatly multiply
Th~nk Gog for Ihis probation; infinitely
The Fence §toa·r.
thy sorrow and thy conception; m sorrow thou more glorious tha.n the brief probation ;n Eden l
A man who prided himself on his morality,
shalt bring forth children, and thy desire shall be Adam and Eve both li ed to h
b j·,
to thy husband. and he shall rule over thee.",
V
ear, e lvVe an and expected to be saved by it, who was conGen. 3 : 22, I. T.
obey the "gospel' that "began to be preached stantly saying, "I am doing pretty well on the
This is the sentence pronounced upon Adam: from the beginning, being declared by holy an- whole. I sometimes get mad and swear, but
d
t Ad
I th L d G d
'd n
gels, sent forth from the presence of God; and then I am perfectly honest. I work on Sun·
" An uno
am , e or
o , Sal , ecause b h'
·
d''.b th ' 'f• f th H 1
thou hast 'hearkened unto the voice of thy wife
Y IS own VOICe, an , Y e~g1 u o
e o Y day when I am particularly busy, but I give
and hast eaten of the fruit of the tree whereof i Ghost."-Gen. 5 : 44, I. T.
a good deal to the poor, and I never was drunk
commanded thee, saying, Thou shalt not eat of it,
To sbow that Latter Day Saints are not in my life." This man hired a canny Scotchcursed shall be th~ ground for thy sake ;_ in sorrow alone in this belief, we will quote Orthodox man to build a fence around his pasture Jot.
shalt thou e.at of ~o1 all ~he d!lys of thy life; thorns authority upon the subject. John Marsh A. He gave him very particular directions. In
also and thistles shall1t br1ng forth to thee; and u
·
bl' • d ·- ·
'
'
1 ~
thou ~halt eat the herb of the field· by the sweat w .. , m a worK P11 ISne A.LD., 1833, quotes tbe evening, when the Scotchman came in
of thy face shalt thou eat bread, ~ntil thou shalt the passage, "And I will put an ~enmity be- from work, the man said, "\Yell, Jock, is the
return unto the ground; for thou shalt surely die; tween thee and the woman, and between thy fence buiit, and is it tight and strong?" "I
for out of it wast thou taken, for dust thou wast seed and her seed; it shall bruise thy head, and canna say it is all tight and strong," Jock reand unto dust shalt thou return."-Gen. 3:23-25. thou shah bruise his heel; and then says:
plied, "but it's a goorl average fence, anyhow.
The sun had not set on the day in which
"This pomise was the light and hope of a ru- If some parts of it are a little weak, other
man rebelled, before t,he sentence of death was ined world. To lead man to rest upon it, sacrifices parts are extra strong. I don't know but I
pror:ounced by the Ju1ge, in accordance with were immediately instituted; over the blood of may-have left a gap here and there, a yard or
th.()ipenalty attached to the law, "In the da?' beasts, they were brought to feel their sinfulness; so wide; but then I made up for ·it by doubv that there was no access to the Father without
thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die."
atonement; and to look forw~~JTd in faith and hope ling the number of rails on each side of the
The "tree of life:' was in the garden, but to the Lamb of God, that should toke away the gap. I dare say that the cattle will find it a
Satan did not pursuade his dupes to partake sin of the world."-Epitome Eccl. Hist., p. 17.
good fence on the whole, and will like it,
of that. He had done his work and undoubt- 1 Yes; and how beautifully, tog, d)~~ tQis though I canna j nst say that it is perfect in
edly thought his victory c_omplete. Knowi-ng/ agree with t]Je divine tcstin!ony upon this sub- every part." "'Nhat !'' cried the man, not
that God could not lie, (the devil being t.he ject;
seeing the point, "Do you .tell me that yo-q

themselves with fig-leaves and tried to hide
away from God. The Lord knew they could
not have learned all this unless it had been in
some manner revealed, and when Adam sought
to excuse himself for hiding from him, by saying, "I was afraid, because I was naked," the
Lord asks, who told thee that thou wast naked? Hast thou eaten of the tree whereof I
commanded thee that thou shouldst not eat, if
so thou shouldest surly die ?"
And the man said, "The woman whom thou
gavest me, and commanded that she should remain with me; she gave me of the fruit of the
tree, and I did eat." The question is then a'~ed
the woman, "What is this thing that thou hast
done?" And the woman said; "The serpent
beguiled me, and I did eat."
Thus both plead guilty; both had transgressed the law; and now nothing remained
but to pass sentence upon the criminals. The
serpent, being the first to transgteEs, was thus
addressed:
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built a fence around my lot with weak places
in it, and gaps in it? Why, you might as
well have built no fence at all. If there is
one opening, or a place where an opening can
be made, the cattle will be sure to find it, and
will all go through. Don't you know, man,
that a fence must be perfect, or it is ,worthless?" "I used to think so," said the dry
Scotchman, "but I hear you talk so much
about averaging matters with the Lord, it
seemed to me that we might try it with .the
cattle. If an average fence will not do for
them, I am afraid an average character will
not do in the day of judgment."-Selccted.

from the fall, but he wanted the glory of God prepareth a way for our escape from the grasp
as a reward. Then came the Son and said, of this awful monster, yea that monster, death
"ll'ather, thy will be done and the glory be and hell, which I call the death of the body,
thine forever." Oh the love of Christ to of. and also the death of the spirit."-2d Nephi
fer himself a sacrifice for sins, and to be con- 6 : 4. Oh hinder not the free course of the
tent with the glory which he then had. He Spirit of God, to those whom God has created
did not ask for a higher possession then, neither in his own image and likeness; send them the
did he after he came to the earth, for he said, gospel, and think not of temporal concerns
"Now father, glorify thou me, with the glory first, "But seek first to build up the Kingdom
that I had with thee before the world was." of God, and to establish his righteousness, and
So he came and was obedient even unto death. all these things shall be added unto you."
May God add his blessings to the efforts
If God had not loved us, would he have
sent his son into the world? If Christ had that may be made "to spread forth his kingnot loved us, would he have offered to come dom abroad." Amen.
M. B. WrLLIAMs.
into the world to be a pilgrim and a stranger,
a man of sorrows and acquainted with grief?
'l'he Lowe of God.
'l'be Wm.•d of Wisdom.
Consider from what we are saved by the suf.
"l!'ol,' God so loved the world, that he gave his ferings which he endured; saved from sin;
Shall
we observe the whole Word of Wisonly begotten son that whosoever believeth on
him should not perish but. have everlasting life."- saved from ''that awful monster, death and dom, or part only? This is a subject I have
hell;" Raved from the power of Satan, and re- been often called to think upon, especially this
Matt. 3: 16.
What more could the Father have done than stored to favor with God, and given a right evening; and, not knowing but what I, even
to give the son of his bosom, who enjoyed the to the tree of life. The fountain is open for I, in my weakness, may say something which
full-ness of glory with his father before the sin and uncleaness, come and be washed, yea, would arouse some to a second thought, and
world was made, to leave the throne of glory wash your robes and make them white ~n the came them to see the error of their way, I
now try to say something on this subject, not
and come down to this sin stained earth and blood of the Lamb.
suffer_ the scoffs and scorns of an evil generaWhen we consider the greatness of the love with flowery words, but in the spirit of meektion, that be might perfect a plan by which of God, can we not make some sacrifice in re- ness, feeling that I have been enlightened on
ma,nkind could be raised from their fallen con. turn? Can we .not show forth by our works this subject by experience, and I believe by
dition, and be placed in favor with God. and that we appreciate this great kindness? You that Spirit which guides into all truth.
be brought unto justification of life. What may ask how can I pay God for all these
When first I read the Word of Wisdom I
a sacrifice! What a gift! Why is it that things? Would you like to know. Well I could not help but wonder to see what promGod who is the greatest of all, could think 80 wiH tell you. Look abroad in the world. ises there was made to the children of men,
highly of us? Why is it that the God of "Behold the harvest is truly great but the }a. and I said within myself, and to my ll'ather,
heaven should weep?
borers are few." Is it not possible to send that I would accept thPse promises. I could
"And it came to pass that the God of heaven more laborers into the harvest? Yes we can abstain from those habits, and I never indulglooked upon the residue of the people, and wept; do it in this way. If the Saints who cannot ed in any of those things except in drinking
and Enoch bare record of it, saying. How is it that go abroad, would make a greater sacrifice, coffee, but I formed a resolution to quit that.
ihe heavens weep and shed fort.h their tears as more laborers could be sent into the field and For the first few months I got along- very well,
rain upon the ~m;ntains? And Enoch said u?to a greater work could be accomplished. '
but after awhile when my neighbors would
·
·
·
· I
ld t t
lf
f "
the Lord, How 1s 1t that thou canst weep, seP!Dg I S
thou art holy, and from all eternity to all eterni· I
orne are m the hab.lt of us:ng to.bacco, come m . wou
rea myse to a cup o COIty ?"-Gen. 7: 35, I. T.
coffee, tea, and other thmgs, winch w1ll not fee, and it tasted much better than it ever did
Is there an answer to this question? Hear only impair the mind, ?~t wi_ll hinder the free before, but every time I drank it I felt I had
the word of the Lord in verses 39 and 41 course of the Holy Spmt, w1ll lessen the love done wrong, and that I had broke the vow I
where he says:
' , for truth, insomuch. that we. will think. that had made with my God, but I tried to excuse
"Behold these thy brethren, the workmanship we are not a?le to give ~nythmg, ":ben 1f w~ myself in this way; that brother such-a· one
of mine hands; . but, behold they are without af· would lay aside these thmgs, our mmds would was keeping the Word of Wisdom and he
feotion, and they hate their own blood."
become clearer, our spiritual enjoyment would drank a cup of coffee now and then, when he
So<II1He declared that His judgment was be greater, our hopes for the fut~re brighter, felt bad, and sister such.a-one took a cup of
kindled against them, on that account.
and we could place more means m the hands coffee now and then for the head ache; also
"But behold their sins shall be upon the heads I of those who, 1f they were a?le, would gladly another brother took a chew of tobacco now
of their fathers: Satan shall be their father, and cany the gospel to other natwns.
and then when he was lonesome.
If our elder brother, Jesus, loved us so well,
But for all this I felt that all was not exmisery shall be their doom, and the whole heavens
shal~ weep over ~hem, even all the workmanship that nothing was too great for him to give up, actly right, for the voice that spoke to my
ofmme h~nds. Wherefore sho~!d not the heavens that we mi?ht have eternal life by obedience heart, and to my reason, said to me, "Did you
weep," seemg
suffer.h
t tb
· l'k
1
not say that you would quit all those evils for
· ll these
h shall
t
o e gospe1, sh all we no",_ m
1 e manner ove
A1ter a t e nost of eaven ha.d. been our brethren? Should we not be willing, yea, the sake of those promises?"
brought forward to behold the cond1t10n of anxious to send the glad tidings to them? God
Do you think that you will be rewarded for
the world, there was none that was able to re- loved us, and he loves them. Should we, sim- a half way keeping of God's word? But it
deem ~hem, save one~ even Jesus, who sho~ld ply to gratify our appetites, keep back from will not be counted unto you for righteousness
come m the fl~sh. Enoch saw t~e days of -P:e them the glorious news that we so gladly em- in the day of reckoning, but you will be counted
Son of :M:a"? .m the flesh, and It caused hls braced? No, brethren and sisters, I cannot among those who kept not the Word of Wis~eart to reJoice. He saw t~e Son of Man think that yon would do this thing willfully, dom. It may not be a commandment, but it
hfted up on the cross, after, th~ manner of but, rather that when you consider, you will certainly is a proposition which the Lord has
man; and he ~eard a loud vorc.e, an~ the be more ready to "support the gospeL"
made to the children of men; and, if they will
"Look unto God with firmness of mind, and keep it, he will fulfill all his promises to them;
heavens were vmled, and the creatwns of God
mourned,. and the earth" gro~ned; and the pray unto him with exceeding faith," and He bu~ you will not receive any of those promis.es
roc~s were rent, and. thu samts arose, and will put means into )OUr hands to send fort.h wb1le you pretend to keep the W o~ of W :s":eie c~owned at the nght hand of the Son o~ the tidings of salvation, and He will console dom, an~ yet eyery cha~ce Y.ou get mdulge ;n
Man ":1~h ~rowns o~ glor~. .And as many ot you in your afflictions, and he will plead your thvse evils whiCh God m .h1s word has sa1d
the spmts ~s w~re m pe1so~ came forth and causP, and send down justice upon those who I are not good for man, nmther for the body
· nor for the belly, but you have made a solemn
stood on the nght hand or God,--verses 63 seek your destruction.
,
,. 1
and 64 ·
,
"0 ye that are pure in heart, lift up your heads mockery of God:s word.
,
,
Behold ~he love ,of q-od W,UlC 11 passeth ~h and receive the pleasing word of God, and feast
Then I knew 1t was the power of tne adverunderstaBdmg. A1l th1s by ohe power of h1m upon his love; for ye mav, if your minds are firm sary and the weakness of the flesh which was
. d f orever. "
•
' causing
'
. t o th e_wor.1d . ">::~atan d eSl~e
wh om G od sen t m
me turn from my vow. So I, asked God
to be sent that he m1ght redeem manlnnd "0h how great the gooduees of our God, who to strenghten me, to overcome all those evils;
1
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and thank God I can say that coffee never has
been any temptation to me since; and I feel
to testify that I have realized that his promises have been made true to me, in guiding me
in prayer, and in strengthening me for the duties of the day, whereas, if I was left to myself, I could not perform the least one.
I have written this for the benefit of my
brothers. and sisters, if thought worthy of a
place in the Herald; for I believe as we freely get we should freely impart to others, that
all may be edified. My earnest prayer is that
God may imprint truth on every heart, that
we may all be found keeping God's word en, tirely, that we may be blessed here and saved
in his kingdom. Your sister for right,

---

NANCY

----~- ......

A.

JEFFRIES.

Paine's "Age of Reason."
In 1792 Paine went to Paris, and, engaging

JOSEPH SMITH,

HENRY A. STEBBINS,
EDITORS.

Plano, lllinois, January 1, 1877.
ANNUAL GREETING.
ANOTHER year has gone to keep company with
the penturies and ages which have made their
record upon nations and races and individuals
throughout all the dwelling places of man. In
many respects it has been an eventful year, one
into which has been crowded a multitude of
events in the political, moral,.socia.l, and spiriual
affairs of the sons of men.
The new year opens at a critical period in the
situation of our own republic, or sueh it has the
appearance, although some time may yet elapse
before He, who holds the winds that shall yet
come from every quarter and make the whirlwind of destruction, shall permit the complications of this and other lands to culminate in the
great struggle.
The situation in Europe is not encouraging, although an effort at peace through a peace conference is being held, and may delay the issue.
The old year has also told its tale to the great
Ruler concerning the advance of the work of God
towards its consummation, and what the story of
good and ill the year has carried up to God in
its record of days, weeks, and years for the laborers and waiters, the diligent and the indifferent, the faithful and the careless, the day of judgment will reveal to our collective and individual
joy or else to our sorrow and dismay before the
Judge.
But we hope and wish that none of those who
have truth and righteousness may have turned
away from their true love and constancy, for
whatever has disheartened and discouraged for
the time being in the way of personal trial or in
the way of fears about situation of the work as a
whole or in part, will find by patient continuance,
a great reward, a fullness of comfort, a crown of
rejoicing that they did not fall out of the way because of this ones or that ones words or deeds.
Be of good cheer, brethren, the clay will come in
the splendor and glory of God, in his own time.
We call attention to the notice of the change in
the HERALD, and trust that the laborers for it will
do no less to forward its prosperity and the
general success of the Publishing House; and
we thank those who have labored faithfully according to their opportunities, the past year in
behalf of both.
The contributors will have mor·e room and the
subscribers more reading; and may success at.
tend the former in uniting by the Holy Spirit and
in the wisdom thereof sound doctrine and principle.
The return of the senior editor will be hailed
with pleasure by all and his duties wlll once
more cause its pages to be more fully benefitted
than in the past five months when he had little
time bnt for travel.

in constitution-making with Condorcet, he
was imprisoned by Robespierre. The merest
accident saved him from the ~uillotine. His
imprisonment lasted eleven months, during
which time he wrote and published the first
part of his " Age of Reason;" the second
part appeared in 1796. The best criticism on
this wretched publication may be read in
Paine's own words. I should remark, before
citing it, that the author showed the manuscript of the first part of the work to Franklin-by no means a religious enthusiast-who
returned it saying:
"I would advise you to burn this piece before it is seen by any other person, whereby
you will save yourself a great deal of mortification, and perhaps a good deal of repentance.
If men are so wicked with religion, what
would they be without it?"
In 1802 Paine, as if in fulfillment of prophecy, thus replied to an infidel admirer :
"I am sorry that that work ever went to
press. I wrote it more for my own amusement, and to see what I could do, than with
any de~ign of benefitting the world. I would
give worlds, had I them at my command, had
the 'Age of Reason' never been published !
No, sir,I regret the publication of that work
exceedingly. It can never do the world any
gPod, and its sarcastic style will doubtless lead
thousands to esteem lightly the only book of
correct morals that has ever blessed the world.
I would advise you not to read that work."
What stronger proof of Paine's folly and
impiety is needed than this confutation from
his own mouth, "I wrote it for my own
amusement."
As we have previously hinted, Paine's
name must alwa.rs be spoken with regret.
Valuable as were his services to the American
cause, and we do not think we have over estimated them, it cannot be disputed that the
grossness of his pen, in his attacks on the
Christian religion, and the miserable last years
of his life, as painted by no unfriendly biographer, h!jie thrown into)he shade both his
patriotism and his merits of style. In this
world of good and evil it is the part of humanity to separate virtue and vice, and to
"piek our good from out of much evil."1
Selected.
I

==-==-=. . .,. . . .__.. ._. ,._

HERALD SIZE CHANGED.
--·------......
BY agree.ment of those men11Jers of the Board
The old man looks down and thinks of the pa.st.
'fhe young looks up and thinks of the future. The of Publication who convened upon the regular
child looks everywhere and thinks of nothing, day of meeting, Pee. 5th, the HBRALD with this
and there are many children in the worltl.
I issue is changed tq I} quarto size, its pages peing

twice the old size, and sixteen pages instead of
thirty.two.
By this means the sixteen blauk spaces form.
erly occupied by the fold at the back now come
in the center of the pages and equal five and a
half more pages (old size) of reading matterquite a consideration for our writers and readers
who call for more room and more reading; and
it is believed that the change will be satisfactory
in general, especially as there is no present pros,
pect of support sufficient to warrant a weekly
issue. Neither will the quarto form be open to
the objection of being a newspaper form, and yet
it will look far more like a paper than it did
in its octavo traot form, and it can be preservetl
as well as the other by the few who do preserve
them, and this can be done in the patent binders
or even in strong paper, and they can be pierced
and sewed together easier than the old thickness,
so that si~ months or a year thus sewed will
make a bool~ to refer to and to be re-read as desired. And we will be able to make room for
articles and other matter sooner than heretofore
when months might pass without room for in~er.
tion.
This extra reading will make more work for
the editors and type setters, yet the change is
made with a view to more reading and other
improvements.

""===="""=""""'"""='='=

THE BONDAGE OF DEBT.
ONE of the most common conditions of life, wherever we go, is the <~ondition of debt; a st!l,te which
to the conscientious and honest intentioned man,
is one of constant thralldom or bondage, one that
always conveys, to such as he a sense of galling
slavery, however just the debt and righteous and
lenient the creditor may be. It rests as an incubus,
as a nightmare upon thetrulyuprightinheart; and
they will make every effort, and forego not only
the pleasures and common luxuries of life, but
also many things th~ are called actual necessaries of life, that they may encompass the diffi.
culty and become masters of the field instead of
being the servants or bondmen ofdebt.
There is a sense of ignominy and shame j,e. the
good man's heart to be in servitude to his fellow
men; whereas, in freedom from it, there is a joy.
ons elasticity of spirit, a peace of mind, and a rest
of soul. Especially to those who become free,
after enduring the bondage, is there a deep satisfaction of independence and peace akin to happiness.
The precepts taught by Christ and by the apos. ·
ties, the prophets and the deciples, are, that this
bondage is a great evi~, and to be carefully avoided as a destroyer of that peace, happiness and
contentment which are necessary to every life,
otherwise the life becomes over balanced and
the great object of it--true happiness- is defeat.
ed, no matter how great the luxury or grandeur
it may be surrounded by.
There are those, of course, who become or have
become callous to debt, to duns, to constant reminders of their dilinquency, to even the like
forced condition of their creditors in consequence
of failure on their part. We trust that it is not
so bad as that with many of the Saints, and hope
that comparatively few a.re regardless of their
promises; yet we a.rc forced to believe, from ob.
servation and otherwise, that some are not willing
to make the payment of a debt or debts the first
and prime object of their financial affairs, but
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we fear that too many put off the necessary self- we have had the benefit of it, the payment for it who might have had a competence, and been
denial with an "0, he can wait awhile just as becomes doubly as hard as would the paying for freemen instead of slaves. Paul plainly wrote,
well as not;" or "Just one, so, wont make any something who~e enjoyment we were yet anticipat- "Owe no man anything," and it is good advice to
difference anyway; besides it is a small amount;" ing, whose good we were yet to receive. This plain the Church to day, and of as good use for checkor "He has plenty, and a few days or weeks over ly shows the violation of a just and equitable law; ing the tendency to run in debt, which seems to
the time wont make any odds;" forgetting all and, one whose violation brings the punishment have been a failing of every age, and practiced
the time that an obligation, a promise, literally thereof, as does the disregard of any other law, until experience or observation may have shown
as good as an 'oath, is broken, and that they whether written ones or those which need no it to be harmful and dangerous, if not sinful.
We may add that financially the books of the
themselves are the losers, and it may be for scribe, being self-evident and universal. This
more than their creditors are, even should they fact alone ought to make an entire reform in Office show a good improvement and- advance
never get their pay; for the giver of promises has every one who would enjoy his life the best, compared with the same time a year ago, that is
proven himself untrustworthy, and, the proba- namely, that an article unpaid for is not half enjoy. in our accounts with firms for paper, binding
bility is, will never regain his previous standing ed, and, therefore, the true and healthy demands and other supplies. This. is encouraging to us
with the prompt, 1'on time" men or with his of our life are lessened in their enjoyment. But, and we hope the mceipts hereafter will enable us
still further, the subsequent payment of the debt to continue untill the publishing house is truly
creditor and others.
On this point further t We have often heard seems like paying for it twice, once when receiv- free from "the bondage of debt."
creditors say, when others at the appointed time in and using, and again when actual payment
NOTES OF TRAVEL.
neither settled their engagements nor made ar. take place.
rangements for a continuance, nor never came
Hence, for these reasons, so many evade payLeaving Virginia City on Monday, Nov. 13th,
arom!ll'l. to explain their situation or ask further ment for past favors, or avoid their creditors, or we visited Bro. C. A. Gross, at Gold Hill, and
time, or not even mentioning the affair for weeks only pay by being sued at' the law, or by being while there blessed a child of the family. Bro.
or months a(~rwards, and then only when forced otherwise compelled to do so, causing trouble, and Sr. Gross treated us very kindly. We dined
to do so, then those creditors say, "Well, if he waste of property, enmity and distress, to say noth- with him and his, and Bro. and Sr. Atkinson,
had come and said that he could not do it, or that ing of the destruction of confidence between man who were visiting with us there, and after awhile
he would as soon as he could ; or if he had even and man, or between brethren in gospel fellowship, walked over to the "switch" on the mountain
spoke about it, it would have been all right; but or those who should be in it. Confidence and trust side, and returned to Carson City in time for
he neither apprised me beforehand that he would are becoming lighter crops each year, while doubt evening service in the Court-house. This was
not be able to meet it, nor, when the day came, and distrust are everywhere on the increase; but our last effort in Carson; it was well attended
even seemed to remember that it was due, for he they who shall be prepared to dwell upon the "holy and we tried to do the best we could--we acmade no mention of it, nor of his obligation. I hill" must both give and receive, their live bear- knowledge the aid of the Spirit.
don't see what he meant; I alway£ supposed he ing them witness, a fullness thereof, or else their
From Carson to Franktewn, Washoe Valley,
was an honest man." Brethren, this ought not aim and object in a unity of system, order and on Tuesday, where we spoke to fair attendance,
to be so among us.
perfectness throughout eternity, will fail of ac- with comparatively good liberty. This is one of
Now if this class of promise breakers would complishment.
the prettiest valleys in Nevada. It has a nice
only consider how they would like to be used by
Debt is physically a distress, temporally an little lake, called Washoe, lying like a liquid gem
any who might be owing them, if they were not embarrassment, mentally a humiliation, morally among the mountains. It was at one time one of
abie to pay, it eertainfy seems that they would it blunts the faculties, and spiritually it hardens; the promising ore smelting places; but the tide
speedily reform ; respect for themselves and an because the spiritual man cannot escape the re- of gold hunting affairs set elsewhere and "Wash.
ordinary sense of justice between man and man sult of all these other damages, which leave little oe" might be written "Wash.ed.out." There are
sliould cause them to become, not only promising time or means for the soul's own advancement, good Saints in those valleys, as we are prepared
men, but also, that class which is far more neces- or for the aid of Christ's kingdom.
to affirm. Bro. George Smith of Pleasant Vat
sary to the world, paying men, else they should
A recent writer confesses his humiliation at the ley, here offered us conveyance to the railway
meet their engagements and arrange satisfactorily perilous state in which he became involved by station, via his own home, where we spent a few
for a future settlement, towards which they should want of ordinary care and forethought in looking pleasant hours. We left the house of Bro. J.
work with the zeal and discretion betokening into hls affairs. He says that the involvement of Twaddle, and the companionship of the brethren
success, and with that firm determination in the the one who is in debt multiplies at every move, there with the kindliest feelings for those who
heart to be free at any proper self-denial or sac- and, that to be in debt encourages self-delusion, people the plafns amid the everlasting hills.
and destroys the freedom of the heart and intelrifice.
We took train at Steamboat Station; and at
~'The maxim, "Out of debt, out of danger," is lect of man.
Reno, on the main line of the Central Pacific,
Thus the debtor is as one haunted by an evil met Bro. E. Penrod, with whom we journeyed to
full of wisdom, and came from the mind of one
who had a just conception of the "danger" of this spirit, and his heart is not at rest or peace till it Battle Mountain. At this place we remained
truly dangerous practice, for practice, a life-long is cast out.
from Thursday, 1: 30 p. m., till Monday, the 20th
Again, there are some, who, if they are sure of of November, the guest of an old time play-fellow
one, too, it is with many.
It is a fact, in every healthy soul, that nothing ultimate payment, will press one to purchase and school-mate, Bro. Albert Haws. Preached
is enjoyed so well as that which is paid' for; or more and more, plying them with abundance to on Sunday at 2 and 7 p.m. Baptized two on Sunnext to it, that the payment for which is assured, their ruin, as the dram-seller does his duped vic- day in tho Humboldt river, confirming them at
or duly provided for; whereas many debts are tim; and, because they are at his mercy, the house of Bro. Haws, he assisting in the ser.
incurred with not the slightegt prospect for their he may charge as he pleases; for those in debt, vices.
payment, and others are the result of carelessness, unless very bold, are not apt to spy too closely
We bade the Saints of Battle Mountain, few in
or are as continual monuments of the folly of the difference between cash and c1·edit.
number, good by, on the 20th, and left for Salt
The aforesaid writer declares of debt that Lake City, Utah, where we arrived on the morn.
''castle building," or that those deceived have followed vagaries without exercising judgment, dis- "There is no rule of life n1ore urgent than to ing of the 21st of November, without haying
avoid it; nor has a careless man [at the com. been previously heralded, except to one or two of
cretion, or common sense.
Common sense, however, may be, as another mencement] the slightest suspicion of what may the brethren. Brn. Thomas Hudson !tnd P. H.
has said, "a very uncommon kind of sense," as be the effect. My bitterest enemy cannot con- Reinsimar met us at the train, and we were soon
often seems the case from the wrecks of "great demn the utter thoughtlessness of affairs in which "at home" with the latter named brother, who
expectations," or lesser ones, all along the path- I then lived more than I now do. It was a sort kindly offered us a sojourning place, and wh~»
way of life. But, more than this, poverty,.-tem- of infatuation, which, having once, been plunged failed not to make us welcome while we stayed.
poral, moral a!ld spiritual,-often result from sur- into, I had not the courage to extricate myself Both he and his family did all that could be done
rendering onesself to the bondage of debt, from from."
to make the stay pleasant.
There are many everywhere, Saints as well as
the time of first entering the mazy labyrinth.
The place of meeting of the Saints in St. Louis,
Agaim, it follows that if not anything is so well others, who have reason to fully appreciate this;
enjoyed as that which is paid for, then, as a con- those who are now working against wind and lVIo., is now 1302 Broadway street.
Order no more Bible.2 v,t ~2.20; we have none,
~equence, after rt thipg is goue, is used up, after tide, or who v,re living at the mercy of others, yet
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THE OGDEN :FREEMAN AND BRO. JOSEPH for him a kind welcome among the faithful in the
old country.
·
1
TIIE Ogden Iheernan, of Dec. 2th, contams an
Bro. C. M. Pulks and wife, of Wlilir, Kansas,
aceount. of a call at that office by Bro. Joaeph send over two dollars for tracts, the same being
Smith and J. W. Briggs. It gives a description an amount saved by dispensing with tea, coffee,
of the former's general appearance, and says: etc., w:ll.ich they once relished as much as any
·h h
"His general deportment impresses one Wlt t e one, and would now, did they not feel that obedi.
idea that he is fully capable of leading the Re- ence is better than sacrifice, and that dutiful
organized Church. lie denies positively that his children are obedient to their parents. They exfather ever received the pretended revelation int t d' t 'b t t'll
f
1 truth by
pee o 1s n u e s 1 more 0 gospe
stituting polygamy, or that he ever preached, this means. May they be abundantly blessed in
practiced, endorsed, approved or gave counte- so doing, and may they lack no good thing of
nance to any such nefarious system of lustful- . earthly and heavenly blessings for their sacrifice.
Bro. James Parks, of Wilmington, Illinois,
. ness."
THE zeal with which other churches labor for
the circulation of their religious papers has often
been remarked, and the persistency with which
the ministers and members seek for subscribers.
We find the following account of a Methodist
conference for one of the States in behalf of one
of their papers and the publishing house:
WHEitEAS, Tile 1\!Iethodist Church has estab.
lished a paper and book enterprise which needs
and demands the hearty co·operation of not only
the annual conferences, but of all the members
of said church; and,
WHEREAS, 'fhe circulation of the paper is essentia;] to the triumph of the principles upon
which said church is established, and ought to
be in the house of every member and hearer of
the several r.harges within its b(')undaric~, and,
therefore,
Resolved, That the ministers and delegates to
this conference be and are hereby required to
solicit and urge every family upon their different
charges to subscribe for the church paper.
Resolved, That we do most heartily endorse the
action of our late General Conference in its ap.
pointments, and that we will endeavor to uphold
them not only by our prayers, but by active work
in all departments connected with our paper and
publishing house.
Resolved, That we consider it the imperative
duty of every pastor and preacher to take 1'he
[name of paper], not only as an example, but for
his own personal benefit, and the permanent
prosperity of the denomination.
lliay not some more "active work" also be
done in behalf of the liEnAJ,D and ow· publish.
ing house?
WE have now for sale blank Certificates of Bap.
tism and Membership, one sheet answering both
purposes. For obvious reasons it would be well
if these were issued to every one who is baptized
into the Church, those in branches as well as
those scattered; for, being retained by the parties,
the certificates are a surety of a legal baptism
and membership, wherever those holding them
may sojourn, unless on expulsion they have been
called for; and also they will often be found useful for the items of birth, baptism and confirmation they contain. There are blanks for the signiature of the Elder or Priest who officiated in
the baptism, and for Elders who may subsequent.
ly confirm, whether the same one or another; or
both may be signed by any one authorized by the
branches ~r conferences to do so for those known·
emb rs Price twenty cents per dozen.
t0 be
m
e ·
The bound certificates with stubs attached for the
use of the Elders who prefer them are still for
sale as advertised
· '
·
BY letter we learn that Br. Benjamin S. Jones,
of Cisna, Wayne county, Illinois, is about visit.
ing his native land, England. We trust Br. Jones
will tell the people tho "good old story" of the
cross, as the Saiuts understflnd it. We bespeak

of Chnst, and I hope the day is not far distant
when they will come out boldly and declare
themselves on the Lord's side.
'IV"e have a brother and sister in the branch
who were with the Church in the davs of the
first Joseph, but when the Church strayed away
into forbidden paths and taught for doctrine the
commandments of men, they stood aloof from all
the factions, but when this branch of the Reor·
ganization was formed they hailed it gladly; and
when I heard them mingling their voices with
the Saints in meeting and knew that they were
happy to be once more identified with the Church
of the living God, the words of the Apostle to
Christ came to my mind: "Lord, to whom shall
we go, thou hast the words of eternal life?"
We have an old soldier of the cross here in
the person of Bro. 'l'homas S. Standeven. He
gives the people jo understand that God changes
not, and that his ways are one eternal round,
and that this being the case, if we want to enjoy
the same blessings as the ancients we must do
the same works. So far as I know the Saints in
this little branch are trying to live as it becometh
the children of the light. Dear Brother Stebbins remember us collectively in your petitions
to the Pather of all mercies that we/may ever be
guided with God's unerring counse,and be blest
with the wisdom that comes from above, and
that we may show by our walk and our actions
that we are what we profess to be. 1\'Iay,God
bless all his Saints everywhere is my prayer.
We will gladly welcome any elder that will come
this way and give us a call. We have rented a
hall in Boonesboro, and in so doing we expect to
draw our friends and neig-hbors out to hear for
themselves, and the prospect is fair for doing a
good work, and we trust that some elder will
come this way to assist us, and he will find a
resting place under my roof.
Respectfully yours, in hope of eternal life,
SAMUEL McBrRNlEl.

writes that the Saints there are striving to live as
closely in the path of duty as possible, and they
desire more of the grace of God and of his Spirit
to guide them right.
Sr. D. McGlashen sends us a copy of 'l'he
Weekly Scotsman, of Edinburg; Br. Thomas
Stewart a Glasgow Weekly Mail.
Bro. S. C. Andes writes from Holt county, :M:issouri, that the Saints in general in that region
are getting along very well.
Sr. A. l\<1. Halstead writes from Harrow, Ontario, that some in that place are evincing an in·
terest in the work and she sends for tracts to
enlighten them, hoping for'their conversion.
Bro. Torville Oleson and wife, of the Church,

and Mr. George Bartlett, who is investigating,
live on Bear River, six miles from Evaston, Minta
county, 'IVJoming Territory. They would be
glad to welcome the Elders in those parts. Bro.
and Sr. Olesen were baptized by Bro. Warnock,
-~~---in Utah, December 9th, 1874.
nr
W 1
'h C
.
.
ffi
n HITEWA'l'EH,
a WOl'•
o., IS.,
A brother suggests that 1f the standmg o cers
Nov. 25th, 1876.
of the branches of the Church would keep the inBro. H. A. ~teb~ins :·-It is '_Vith increasing lov!'
terests of the Herald Otlice before their several to God and fa1th m h1s prom1ses, as made mam.
branches more, and attend more closely to the fest in the word of the gospel restored, that I
now write these lines. 0, how I thank God
payment of dues by the Saints it would make less that I was ever led to see the beauty of this "Lat.
trouble for us, and prevent the constant losses ter Day work;" not only is the beauty so connow occurring. A want of system makes a lack spicuous as to claim the attention of the candid
mind, but so also are its consistency and truthfulof promptness.
ness as tested by the sacred word.
Bro. 'l'homas E. Thompson writes from New
Bro. Stebbins, the work is deepening in my
Marion, Indiana, that the late district conference heart, and the way grows brighter and clearer.
held there was a good session and the attendance To-day I met an old friend that I had not seen
for many years. He is an Adventist, and he
was large considering the severe weather.
asked me of my hope. He knew not of the
The address of the former widow of John E. change of my views, but God gave me great libPage, is now, Mrs 'William Eaton, Independence, erty of speech and I believe His spirit was with
·
.
f
. me, for I was enabled to give a reason of my
Jackson county, 1\iissoun...Those hereto ore ad- hope beyond any expectations of my ability; for
dressing her at DeKalb, Illinois, will please note he soon turned trom me with but the remark:
the cilange. She. writes of her pleasant home in "You are laboring under a grectt delusion."., To
Independence, and of tile mildnoos of the weather God be all the glory.
0, how mighty is the truth; it is a powei,ful
there.
weapon to wield against the towers of error. I
want more to hear the sound of the gospel trum·
pet, to know that the gospel of Christ is the
~O~~t~p.O'~.tl.~Utt •
power of God unto salvation to every one that
--------believeth. The sacred singer of Israel says that
DOONESBOlW, Boone Co., Iowa,
God "Hast given a banner to them that fear Him,
Dec. 2nd, 1876.
that it may be displayed because of the truth"Dear IIm·ald :-A few lines from this part of Ps. 60: 4. That banner is love-Song of Solothe land might be of interest to your readers. mon 2: 4. Christ says, "I am the truth"-J ohn
Boonesboro is a city' of about two thousand in- 14: 6. Christ when about to leave his disciples
habitants, situated near the Chicago and North· promised to send them the spirit of truth (John
western railroad. The everlasting gospel has not 14: 16, 17) exhorting them ever. 15) "If ye
b~en promulgated in this city until recen:l.r. love me keep my commandments." This is apSmce I came to Boonesboro we have had a v1s1t plicable to us at the present day, and how can
from Brethren Eli Clothier and Joseph R Lam. we better display this banner than by following
bert, and I ean truly say that they are workmen the word of God, as revealed in Matt. 28: 19, 20,
that need not be ashamed. May the blessings of &c. Paul in his letter to the Galatians says the
Israel's God attend them. We' organized a branch fruit of the spirit is love-Gal. 5: 22. So we see
September 20th, 1876, to be known as the Boones- that Love personified, left the court of glory to
bora Branch of the Church of Jesus Christ, with die on the tree, that we, through his blood, might
fifteen members; and we have had the pleasure have access to celestial glory; and that his disciof seeing two precious souls buried in baptism, ples, now as then, might not be comfortless he
in the name of Jesus Christ, for the remission of gave them the spirit of truth. Should we not be
their sins since our organization, and many are actuated by the same love? 0, send out thy
believing the doctrine we teach to be the gospel light a,nd thy truth; let them bring one unto ih~

w·

j
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hol;r hill, and to thy tabernacle-Ps. 43: 13.
Th1s is the sentiment of my heart, and I feel
sometimes as though I could not keep still. Pray
that I may:be directed b~r the Spirit, and be im·
bued with heavenly wisdom. A. E. EvERETT.

counties round about" or "adjoining," while Clinton and Clay lie between Jackson and DeKalb?
I would answer these inquiries thus: That from
authentic history of the State, it appears that both
Clinton and DeKalb counties were not organized
for from ten to twelve years after the command
given in 1833 to "purchase all the land that could
SHANANDOAH, Iowa,
be purchased by money in the region round
Dec. 7th, 1876.
.
Bro. H.'i!A. Stebbins :-As I have not written about the land (or city) of Zion," and that at that
to- the lleraZd for some time, I thought I would time Clay county (one of the "adjoining counties"
to Jackson) comprised all that is now called Clindrop a line.
I am as anxious to see the work prosper as I ton and DeKalb, hence these counties, or the land
ever was in my life, although my circumstances in these counties, was that referred to as the land
for performing spiritual labor are somewhat lim· in the "regions round about." Cadwell and Daited. I try to preach the word as much as I can. vis counties were originally part of Ray county,
I visited the Hamburg and 1\'Iill Creek Saints and were formed out of Ray. The rule governon last Sunday and tried to explain the duties of ing this Church in the matter being the revelaLatter Day Saints, in keeping the Celestial law, tion of1873, given by "inspiration" of God through
"]<'or he that cannot keep a celestial law cannot the present Joseph, that "the commandment to
abide a celestial glory." I found the Saints all gather into the regions round about, and the
counsel of the Elders of my Church," should
right and in the faith.
About two weeks since I took a trip to Chicago "guide in this matter," of gathering or purchasing
and on my return I came by the way of Lathrop, oflands; providing always that the "counsel" of
Ill. There I found a young man by the name the Elders be they aay special class or number
of George Colson, son of an old time Saint. He or not be in harmony with the "commandments"
professes to be a skeptic. He said if an Elder referred to. For it could hardly be supposed
would come there and preach that he would fur- that "God would permit the Elders to council connish the hall, and he seemed to be quite anxious trary to the commandments, much less authorize
that one would come, and I agreed to inform the them to act or teach in opposition, should any so
brethren through the Herald, and I do so hoping act or teach at any time. DeKalb county I unthat some one will take cognizance of the same. derstand is out of debt, as also is the case with
other counties in this region. The county taxes
My love to all in the gospel covenant.
of coty;t;e are comparitively light, and the State
JAMES R. BADHA~L
taxes :m> heavier than many other western States,
and lighter than a number in the Union. The
KINGSTON, Mo., Dec. 19, 1876
Bro. J:leiwy:-Although it appears in the last moral, physical, and financial condition of the
Herald that I expected to go to Oregon, Holt State will compare verYiiJForably with an;v of
county, immediately after conference at DeKalb, the western States, notwithstanding the statements
yet I considered it to be my duty to visit Starfield of the Virginia paper (copied in the Herald some
Branch, Clinton county (located about six miles time ago) to the contrary, for many of these state.
south of Stewartsville), and also Far West Branch, ments are not correct by a good deal, as can easibefore I went to Oregon and that region. So on ly be shown.
To return to my narrative. Bro. Wm. Bozarth
last Sunday in connection with Bro. J. A. Kinnaman, and our wives, we went to Starfield, where took us on Thursday to Bro. A. J. Seelye's, presI spoke on Sunday, morning and night, and on ident of the branch. We fi~led an appointment
Monday night, to large audiences, especially on in a school house close by at night. On Friday
called' on Bro. T. J. Franj,{lin, and was taken
the two nights. ·
Here is located a certian preacher of the Dis- by Br. Seelye to Cottonwood school-house where
I spoke to an interested audience, on the "Life,
ciple Order, who was "spoiling for a fight" with death,
and resurrection of the Church of
some of the "apostles and prophets of the Church," Christ."burial,
To-night, I have an other appointment
considering the local elders beneath his noticeat
the
same
place;
and to-morrow and Monday
howbeit, we consider that either Bro. Summerfield, or Bro. Bevins, would have been as "heavy night I expect to speak in the commodious chapel
guns" as he need wish to attack. But the valiant of the Disciples' in Kingston, the county seat of
"lion" did not come out to "devour" us. The Caldwell county. I then expect to return to
common people heard us gladly, and I think that Stewartsville, and then on to Holt county.
Farmers are very busy now gathering in their
some good will result.
On Tuesday we left with Bro. Binstead and corn, and hence our meetings cannot commence
wife, for Far West. We called on Brn. Longfield at early candle light as they are generally adverand Sykes, at Turney f!iltation, on the road, and tized to do, at this season of the year. The corn
took dinner with them. We reached brother and crop is heavy and unusually good in DeKalb and
counties adjoining, notwithstanding Missouri was
sister Strope's at night, and stayed with these old "cursed
all eternity." The "eternity" was very
time Saints. They have always r~mained around short Itomust
close for the present. Yours truly,
Far West. On Wednesday mormng we went to
T. w. SMITH.
Bro. Wp1. Bozarth's where we had quite a visit
with his father-who also had been through the
-·-·----troubles in Far West, but like the Stropes, he did
AALBOIW, Denmark, Nov. 22d, 1876.
not obey the counsel of the mob to vacate the
Dear Bro. Joseph :-I feel as I should send you
the farm and leave it for the despoiler's use. 1\Iany a few words from this far off country, to let you
others might have remained on the land, while know how we are getting along. Since my redoubtless still larger numbers were compelled to port to the Semi-Annual Cclnference I have visitleave. We learned from those old Saints that a ed Christiania, in Norway, stayed there over two
good deal of the oppression that the Saints met weeks, distributed a good many tracts, and found
heTe, was caused by misconduct of some, and by some friends, although not able to get a house
laek of judgment on the part of others in declar. to preach in, nor any place, public or private. I
ing that the land and the cattle thereon were the went out about six or eight miles from the city,
Lord's, aud that they were the Lord's, hence they but being a stranger to the country, language and
had a right to these things, forgetting that the all, I could not make much impression; and, as
plain and positive word of ihe Lord was, that it cost a great deal to stop there, both for food and
they should "purchase the land," and should "ren- lodging, I returned to Kopenhagen. I tried to
dcr unto Ceasar the things that are Ceasar's;" rent a hall there for preaching, but I could not
and that thev were at no time authorized to take get one for a shorter time than three months, at
from either friend or foe by force or fraud aught twenty krowns per month, or sixty krowns (twen.
that was lawfully possessed by them. And the ty dollars); it seems but a small sum, but when
command to "purchase the land" is still in force, a person has not got it, it is a great deal. I stay.
and it cannot be obtained by authority of heaven ed about two weeks, then went to Sweden, and
otherwise. While saying this much on this sub- had a very good time there for about th.ree weeks.
ject, it might not be amiss to answer here a ques- Returned to Kopenhagen, in hope of finding a
tion often asked me, upon what ground I justify letter from the Church that I was releaged, and
myself in locating in Dei{alb county, while con. with the necessary means to return to my home
tending that the "regions round about the land of this fall; but not so, and I see through the Herald
Zion" refer preemill~Jlltlv to ",Jackson county and !i that I was sustained in this mission, I am glad
>

.,

b

of the confidence. shown in sustaining me, but I
know also that some steps must be taken to carry
on the work here, or else my being sustained does
not amount to much. I have, up to this time,
worked a good deal for to pay for house rents for
meetings and all necessary things, but now this
fall and winter I would like to sound the gospel
trump to several of the cities in Denmark, together
with brother Brix; but it can not be done without
money. I therefore ask you, brother, to apply to
the Church. I had to pawn some of my things,
a pair of blankets, to get money to come here, for
I was called to this city because a brother was so
very sick, and he believed that he would soon
die.
We go from here in a few days to begin to
preach in other cities; may God open up the way
for us. I shall soon look for a letter from you or
the Bishop, with some means to help me along.
My health is tolerably good, thank God for it. I
shall expect to return home by the first of April
next, if it be the will of God and his servant. My
.love to all in the office, your ,family, and all the
Saints at Plano. Brother Brix senus his love to
you all. Please send some speedy relief, if pos.
sible, if ever so little. Direct my letter, M. Fyroodo, care S. Peterson, Prindsens Gade, No. 19,
2d side, sal, Kopenhagen, Denmark.
May God bless his Church, and you and your
Counsellors, as the first Elders thereof, with his
choicest blessings, and also his covenant people
upon the face of the earth, is the prayer of your
humble servant, for Christ's sake,
1\L FYRANDO.
GALESBURG, Mo., Dec. 12th, 1876.
Dear l:lerald:-As I do nqt see many letters
from this part, I thought a word might cheer
some of the Saints, as some of their letters have
cheered me. I love to read of God's promises
being verified to the people who are trving to
serve him; for I know that the gifts and blessings do follow the obedient. It is almost six:
years snce I obeyed the gospel and all I regret is
that I did not obey before I did. We are not
thriving in our branch just now, but I hope we
are seeing our darkest day, and the light will yet
shine I know. I am rejoiced when I think that
the time is near when we will love each other as
Saints should. Charles Derry, will you not try
and come to this part of Missouri. I am a stranger to you, and not a stranger, for am acquainted
by your letters. God bless all his Saints is my
prayer.
DINA MILES.
CLA~r LAKE, Michigan, Dec. 5th, 1876.
Bro. Henry :-I am enjoyingmyselfspiritually
first rate. I believe that God has a people in this
country. I do constderable talking concerning
our faith, and dti;tribute tracts; and, when the
time comes, and God by the wisdom of his Spirit
signifies, I hope to be able to present our faith in
public-acceptably; I feel that "wisdom is justified of her children," and don't wish to lay
stumbling blocks. God may do this to try men
and nations, but it is ·not for us.
In a place like this, I believe it should be a wise
scribe, one instructed in all the law of God, and
with the gift to teach, in order that he may bring
forth treasures new and old that God has in store
for this and every other creed-bound and ·sincursed people. Nevertheless, I pray God to give
me strength to bear any cross that may be given
me, and to follow wherever or however he may
lead. I have faith in him and in the superior
wisdom of the Spirit over and above all the wisdom of men, but I want to know in all cases that
it is the Spirit, for many false spirits have gone
out into the world, and it is natural and true that
some of these spirits are working where they caR
do the most mischief, that is, among thQ. Saints,
I wish that you could be here and deliver a course
of lectures, or sermons, and I want you at Plano to
to keep this country in mind.
I want to see the honest in heart ·'who have
erred in Spirit come to understanding," and they
who are murmuring at the inconsistencies of the
creeds and commandments of men, to learn the
doctrine of Christ, so long obscured to mankind,
for I know the work to be of God and not of man.
I enjoy a considerable degree of consciousness of
the existence of God, nnd of his wonderful wie,
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dotn and love for his children, and of the reveal- daily. In one sense of the word I am satisfied Church was against them. Mr. Cliff said that I
men til of the Spirit to the pure in, heart.. Such an concerning the work, and in another sense I am talked too plainly, and he was afraid that he.
one I desite to be, and to leave the world behind not. I am satisfied of the truth of it, but I am could not get any more congregations here since ·
me, like Paul and Abraham, pilgrims-with liiO not satisfied with what I know about it. I desire I showed the law. I hope the people will see
continiung city.
to continue my investigations until I shall "know the difference sometime. I will close for the .
I often think of the wonderful trial through as I am known." I feel that I am far from it at present. Respectfully yours,
which Abraham was called-"the friend of God" present; but thank the Lord I have never spent
LEWIS C. DONALSON.
and "father of the faithful." I love to think of it, an hour in cool,deliberate thought but that I have
----and am strengthened in my own little troubles been benefitted thereby. I have never spent a
SALT LA.KE CI'l'Y, Dee. 6th, 1816.
when I read of Abraham's terrilPle trial on JYiount moment in hmnble and sincere prayer but I have . Bro. II. A. Stebbins:--President Joseph Smith
1\foriah, commanded of God to take a three day's felt stronger and better able to battle with the preached in the Liberal Hall to full houses.
journey to this mount, and there sacrifice his son, world. I once sought pleasure in gay cir~les Brighamites n;re close :;ts clams: The. Saints feel
whom he loved-his "only Isaac," yet contraven- but I find more pleasure now in contemplatmg well and considerable mterest IS mamfestted.
ing, as did these words, another commandment, the beauty and grandeur of the works of God. I
An increased necessity is felt for the chapel in
"Thou shalt not kill," and also more-even the once loved the society of my friends in the world, this city, that those who have ears pricked to
promise, "In Isaac shall tby seed" (which were to but that love is as nothing compared with the love I hear may have an opportunity. We shall endeavbe as the sand of the sea shore for number) "be have for the Saints of God and their society. As or in the meantime to get a hall or room for pubcalled;" and, if slain, how?
the poet says:
lie preaching, at times in this city, visiting such
0, my brother, where is that faith of Abraham's
It i• a joy to greet the Saintg,
settlements as is practicable. A spirit of unrest is
to~day? Gone, with its blessing! What was his
Who journey to our homo above;
visibly at work and a spirit of inquiry. •
blessmg..
· '.1 G0 d t emp ted("t1'1€
· d"
I ' T)l.
d
E'enwllenmysotllwithanguishfainfs,
I n h pe
J W BRIGGS.
'
. _um an 1
Christ's people cheer me with their love."
found h1m not wantmg; prepared a sacnfice and
,
.
.
'
Everpraymgforthesuccc~softheglorwuslatt~r
SMYRNA, Clark Co., Iowa, Dec. 8th, 1816.
showed him a wonderful vision, and Jesus told
Abraham's rebellious and apostate seed that day WOI k, and for the blessr~gs ?f G~d. upon his
Bro. Henry :-About three weeks ago, Esquire
"your father Abraham saw my day, he saw it and co:enant people, I am yom brother m gospel I. N. Selby, one of the trustees of theM. E. Church
rejoiced, and was glad!." "And Abraham called love,
HEMAN C. SMITH.
in Smyrna, but not himself a member ·of any
the place Jehovah.jirch, as it is said unto this
------~--church, invited me to occupy their pulpit ~n S&bday, In the mountain of the Lord it shall be seen."
LA Cnoss, Hancock Co., Ill.,
bath evening, which I did, and with excellent
What did Abraham see? I doubt ntJt that upon
B
Dec. 7th, 187 6.
liberty. The congregation was unusually large
this mount Moriah; Abarham beheld in grand and
ro. llem·J;:-I thought it would not be amiss for the village, and paid the best of attention.
awful vision, one that in after time and upon this to write you a few lines. We had conference at J\!Iuch prejudice seemed to be removed, imd differvery hill, actually transpired. The Son of God our place Deeember 2nd and Srd i had a good ent ones came to me after service, ani:! exp~ressed
atoning for the sins of a guilty world.
time generally. Bro. John Lake was with us. a desire for me to continue my dis&ourses there;
Let us contend for this faith. "When the son He is a good man and one that is earnestl:!"'striv- but, alas! when the preacher in charge came
of man cometh, shall he find faith on the earth?" ing to build up the kingdom of Christ, an apostle round, he told his flock, so I have been informed,
The original text says, "he shall find," etc.; but, indeed, striving to do all he can, and may God that he "could not allow it." But Esqu,ire Selb!.
.
.h
th e m
· ~erence ·IS t h at It
· sh a 11 b e bless
is my
prayer.McGahen .and Lake went m
· ~orme d me to- d ay t h at I cou ld get the schoo Ill mt er case,
Bv him,
the way,
brethren
J
house in Smyrna, near the M. E Church. The
small, and so also tlie righteousness which is by
or consequent through this faith. "For the grace to see Mr. Shelton about the debate, and he said people seem anxious to hear, and I feel anxious
of God which hath appeared unto all men, hath he would not debate unless his church would pay to tell them as soon as my circumstances will per.
appeared unto us [especially us L. D. Saints], him for his time. He said it had bec;ome a ques- mit. A fortnight ago, I preached in an "Old
teaching us to deny ourselves of all ungodliness tion of dollars and cent;; with him, and he had Baptist" meeting. What theE thought of my reand worldly lusts." Excuse this long writing-I no time to spare that way. He said tliat he could marks I never Ieamed; but !"bore my testimony
don't know when to stop when writing or' the make a hundred dollars in the time it would take to them. Yours as ever,
1\f. B. OLIVER..
things of the kingdom. Yours in the faith,
him to discuss the qy(3stions, in preaching some
.
1\IYnoN H. BOND.
where else. So th~r&twill be no debate 1)-'ith _him,
Yonrr CEN'rEn, Steuben Co., Ind.,
but the world's peoJlle want Bro. Blaii:_to come
Nov. 28th, 1876. ~
---~---any way. They say ftl'he will come they will pay
B1·o. Hen1'y:-I left home September 27th, and
CoLuMnus, Neb., Dec. 14th, 1876.
his way here and back. Bro. I.,ake said for me
Bro. Stebbins:-After conference I visited Gal- to write to you and see if you w0uld write to Bro. stayed for three weeks in Lorain county, Ohio,
land's Grove, Dowville, Magnolia, Little Sioux. Blair, and have him come. '\Ye have given out where I preached a few times, n®t much interest
Six Mile Grove, and Castana. Before returning meeting the first Saturday and Sunday in Janu- manifested. Left there October 19th for Cold wato my field of labor at the first named place I had ary next; please see if he can come then. I think ter, ~Iichigan; attended their District Conference,
the pleasure of hearing Bro. '\V. '\V. Blair two or it would do much good, for the people want to had a pleasant time; preached several times to
attentive audiences. Left there November 25th
three times, which was quite a treat to me. I be- hear him very much.
Bro. L.ake and myself went to Colchester last for the above· named place. Bro. Campbell relieve the -indications are good for this branch.
'ren have been added since conference by bap. Saturday and Sunday, and held meetings; think sides here and is teaching school. On Sunday we
tism. At the last named place I held a discuss- that some good was done. Bro. Lake left for preached to good and attentive audiences, have
IOn with an infidel, lasting six nights, from which home yesterday. He sends lais repects, and says out more appointments. I'll remain here a short ·
I hope good will result. I, at !eRst, was benefitted to be sure and have you write to Bro. Blair to time, thence to Coldwater, thence home.
Yours &c.,
J OSEPII F. McDoWELL.
by the investigation, and am persuaded thRt tli'tere come so as to be at our two day's meeting in Janare no oharms in infidelity for me. I am thank- uary without fail. Good by for the present.
ful to say that the Lord was with me, that in the Your fellow-laborer in the gospel,
hour of need he did not forsake me.
Bor.oMON 8ALIS1l0ltY.
Western Wisconsin District.
· I met in my travels many familiar faces, and
made the acquaintance of some new ones. In all
HrnmTON, Iowa, Dec. 4th, 1876.
tho branches I was in I saw many things to enBrothel' Jienry:-I thought a few Jines from
The above conference was held at the 'Willow
courage me, but a few things that I very much this pai't of the Lord's vineyard might be inter- branch, lUchland county, Wisconsin, October 20th,
regret, one is the spirit of fault finding which has esting to some of the readers of the Heralcl. I 1876. Wm. S:wage, presiding; E. C. Wildermuth,
obtained to considerable extent. 1\Iay God has. will say that I am as strong in the faith as I was clerk.
ten the time that when we are sitting in the cir- when I first embraced it. I have been out in
The excuse of Ern. Marion Cooper, Henry Han·
cles of the Saints we may talk of the good things Dallas county, Iowa, and I find gootl openings cock and Thos. Ward, for not attending last conferGod is doing for us, and when kneeling to pay our for preaching can he found in and about Adell. ence, was read and accepted. Br. 'l'hayer's ex.
evening sacrifice we can unitedly plead with God I wish the Des }foi.nes District would send some cuse for not reporting his branch was accepted.
to strengthen and uphold the feeble, erring ones, good elder out there, for I think he can do good,
2 P. ~r.-Instructions by Br. Savage. The con(which would include us all), and give them a as some told me that they believed the doctrine. ternplated change of the Herald to a weekly paper
perfect understanding of their duties. Perhaps There were two men took the address and price was voted for.
those we think have gone so far out of the way tosendfortheinspiredTranslation. In the route,
Resolved that we will sustain by our faith,
would do better if they had the._assurance that Bro. B. Alden was the only Saint I saw after I prayers and means, all the authorities of the
they were sustained by the faith and prayers of left Shanandoah. 1\'Iy brother, A. J. Donalson, Church in righteousness.
the Saints. Let us try it, brethren and sisters.
one mile south of Adell will entertain an Elder
Elders' Reports.-Wm. Savage has traveled and
Since.I came here I have not done much. Com- if one will go there, for, although he is an infidel, preached since last conference. John Bier line and
menced a series of meetings in Columbus, but yet he likes to hea~: the doctrine.
John Lee have labored according to their circumthere was so little interest manifested that I gave
After I came home I went to hear two of the stances. Robert Oehring reported his mission to
it up. I go next Saturday to Merrick county, Brighamite Elders, Edward Cliff and Win. Rey. Michigan; preached a number of times and hapwhere I learn there is a good interest. I will nolds, of Mount Pleasant, Utah. 'l'hey said that tized eight. Cyrus Newkirk, D. Wildermuth and
stay two weeks and return here for our district they believed in polygamy, and after they dis- E. C. Wildermuth expressed their desires to do
conference,, w~en I expect to resign the presiden. missed t~e congregation I arose and replied to ~ll the goo~ thay can. C. W. Lange reported by
?Y of the diS!nct, as I do feel as though my 9all- them, usmg the Book of ~formon, the Book of 1etter. Priests T. J. Ward and Teacher Whitaker
mg was not m t:hat capacity. I expect to go mto Covenants, and the Bible, as proof aO'ainst poly g. reported.
the sout~ern part of the State this winter, and, amy. They said they would not clEfbate with us
At 7 p. m., preaching by R. Oehring and Wm,
perhaps mto Kansas
on the subject. ' The audience was satisfied that Savage.
My faith and confidence in the worl' increases the law contained in the standard book$ oftho
Sunday, 10 a.-m., preaching by R. Oehring; a~
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by Wm. Savage. At 7 p. m., Freedom.
German and Willow branches reported, no change.
On motion Samuel Wallace and Emily Wallace
were declared cut off from the Church for apostasy; also Charles Smith and Charles Hancock.
Wm. Savage was sustained as president of this
district.
Resolved that the head of each family in this
district belonging to the Church pay a tax of five
cents a week for the support of the gospel.
Officials !present: 1 High Priest, 1 Seventy, 6
Elders, 1 Priest, 2 Teachers.
A'lljourned to meet at 10 a. m., Feb. lOth and
11th, at North Freedom, Sauk county, Wisconsin.

Nodaway

(:l~Io,)

District.

The Elders of this district met in the Freedom
School House, Nodaway county, Mo., November
25th and 26th, 187!:1. Wm. Hawkins in the chair,
assisted by Wm. Powell; ·T. W. Smith, acting secretary.
Prayer by Wm Hawkins, and, appropriate remarks by him.
Reports from Ross Grove, Oregon and Platte
branches were not accepted, but referred back for
··correction.
[NoTE.-'-These reports did not contain the
names, dates and place of birth, and baptism, and
other necessary items of information required by
the General Church Recorder].
Guilford branch report, forgotten by the one
authorized to bring it; a motion to allow the
branch president to report verbally; instead of the
written report, was not agreed to, a written report made out according to the requirements of
the law (13ec. 17 : 25 ), and the instructions of the
Church Recorder, being considered the only form
of valid reports.
Elders' Reports.-A. Jacobson and Wm. Woodhead, presidents of Platte and Guilford branches,
reported that their labors had been confined to
their respective branches. C. Anderson had
preached once in Barnard, and elsewhere. R.
Hayer had labored considerably in company with
Wm. Hawkins and D. Fisher; had preached some
in Nebraska. N. Byergaard,- Winters, Ole Madison; R. C. Moore, Jas. Thomas and Wm. Powell
had done no preaching, but reported plenty of
opportunities, an<; the people willing and anxious
to hear. C. Christiansen had baptized one. Wm.
Hawkins had been in all the branches, attended
the two-days' meetings, and had labored in a new
field, which ·was providentially opened ; prospects
a;re fair for good being done. R. Marchant., reported having preached some, and baptized two.
N. Byergaard, Priest of Platte branch, reported
having done some good by circulating the works
and publications of the Church. J. Nielson, Teacher,
of Platte branch, reported the general condition of
the branch to be good-spiritually. R. Nielson,
Deacon, also reported. By request of A. Jacobsen,
a committee, consisting of Wm. Woodhead, R.
Hoyer and Wm. Powell was appointed to investigate a case 1·eferred to by him.
Afternoon.-Prayer by T. W. Smith.
A. N. Byergaard, Bishop's Agent, reported that
·he had received one dollar for the poor, and ten
dollars as tithing from Ole Madison. Report re<Jeive·d and approved.
The question, "Is it wisdom that the Bishop's
Agent should send the means raised in this District as tithing to the Bishop of the Church, till
the needs of the roor, and the priesthood are first
satisfied?" was presented and discussed to consid-erable length, and it was decided that the confer'llnce consider that the necessities of the ministry
and of the poor in general in the district should
be first attended to, and that such is our understanding of the Bishop's instructiens to his agents.
On motion, it was ordered that the members of
the district be requested to pay their tithing to
the Bishop's Agent.
Committee on case presented by Platte branch
reported that no grievance at present exists in the
branch.
Ordered that the Bishop's Agent be instructed to
pay over to T. W. Smith the means in his possession (ten dollars) for use of ministry.
The First Presidency and the other quorums to
be sustained by our fait.h and prayers; T. W,

least one Elder, and assist them with the necessary
means, to take the rounds of the district during
the coming quarter.
That when any branch of this district wishes
the services of the president, they will be required
to procure them at their own expense.
That we recommend James Terry to his branch
as one worthy to receive ordination as a priest,
and that should they coincide with us, and so ordain him, that he may be authorized to labor under the directien of the district president.
Branch Reports: Plum Creek, 89 members, 1
removed by letter, 1 died. Nebraska City, 112
members, 5 baptized; 4 received by vote, 1 expelled; financial: received $153.76 expended for
branch $17.80, rent $85.75, ministry $47.21, total
$150.76, balance on hand $3.00. Mill Creek, 23
Pittsfield District.
members. Shenandoah 48 members, 4 baptized.
Tha above conference was held at the Alma Platte River, 21 members, 1 removed. Financial:
branch, Schuyler county, Illinois, Nov. 4th and Received $11.00, on hand $11.00. Moroni, 15
5th, 1876; Jackson Goodale, presiding; Wm. membets. Fremont, 45 members, 1 removed.
Curry, clerk, pro tem.
Elm Creek; 22 members, 5 baptized. Glenwood,
Officials present: 1 High Priest, 1 Elder, 1 Nephi, Rock muff, Blue River, Farm Creek and
Priest.
Palmyra not reported.
Branch Reports.-Pittsfield, 35 members, 1 bapOfficials present: 3 High Priests, 1 Seventy, 18
tized. Alma, 17 members. New Canton, I 2 mem- Elders, 3 Priests, 2 Teachers, 1 Deacon.
Resolved that the secretary be and is hereby inbe:rs, 1 removed by letter.
Elders J. Goodale and D. Wetherbee r·eported; structed to make an abstract from the district
also Wm. Curry, Priest.
record of all the reports of branches in Nebraska
. Br . .J· C. Avery wis}led to kno.w if he retained in the several district conferences in this district
h.'s pr1esth~od after bemg rebaptized. The ques- since their connection with the Fremont District,
hon was laid over.
.
and to return their district record, that the
At 6:30 P· m., pr~achmg by J. Goodale.
·
branches so set off may have a complete record of
Sunday.-Preachmg at 1_1 a.m., by Br; Goodale., themselves, as officially reported.
Br. Good_al~ was sustamed as president and
That each branch president be requested to
.
forward the names of the Elders who will missionEmma E. W1lhamson, as cl~rk.
Resolved that the appomtment of time_ and ize the branches during the ensuing quarter, at as
pla~e for n_ext oo~ference be left to the pres1lent., early a date as possible, to William Redfield, Shento gtve notwe of 1t through the Herald.
andoah, Iowa. William Redfield was chosen by
------·-·
ballot as district president.
Fremont District.
Missions: Elder's J. R. Badham, A. L. Morti·
This conference convened at the Gay lord School more, J, V. Roberts and E. C. Brand were released
House, Fremont Co , Iowa, November 5th, 1876, from former missions, and all missions not released
and was entertained by a discourse by M. H. were continued.
Resolved that we recommend the Farm Creek
Forscutt, and at 2 p.m., by Wm. Redfield; also
there was preaching by Bro. Forscutt at 7 !' ru., branch to give John Weeks a licence, on condition
followed by prayer and testimony meeting:
of his joining said branch.
·
Monday November 6th, 9.30 a. m: R. L. ~lvin
At 7 p. m., preaching by l\1. H. Forscutt from
in the chair, William Leeka, secretary; E. C. Revelations twelfth.
Brand was chosen as clerk.
Adjourned to meet at Farm Creek, February
A committee of three was chosen to draft reso- 25th, 1877.
lutions to take into consideration the wante of the
district for missionary purposes, and for all other
Massachusetts District.
necessary business, and report as soon as possible.
President Elvin reported that his labors have - This conference convened at Providence, R. I.,
been confined to a few branches this quarter; but October 25th, 1876; G. C. Smith, presiding, and
from the best of his knowledge the general con- John Gilbert and A. Potter, clerks.
Prayer by W. Nichols.
dition of the district is good, and he thinks that
Elders' Reports-In person, J. W. Nichols,' Allove and peace prevail, and that the desire to exbert Nickerson, John Gilbert, G. C. Smith, Wm.
tend the Master's cause is the prevailing them.
The condition of the following branches was re- Bradbury, G. S. Yerrington, C. N. Brown, Erastus
ported by their presidents: Platt River, by I. N. Vickers, John Smith, E. N. Webster, C. E. Brown,
Roberts; Plum Creek. by William Ga.ylord; Mill John Holt, Wm. Cottam, Senterlow Butler, Eleazer
Creek, by J. W. Calkins; Moroni, by James Er- Small and S. H. Morse; by proxy, Robert Farnsvin; Elm Creek, by E. F. Hyde; Fremont, by W. worth; by letter, Edgar Woodward and Wm. Pond.
Priests, F. A. Potter, John Potts, E. 0. Toombs,
Baldwin; Shenandoah, by S. -8. Wilcox.
Elder's Reports.-l\I. H. Forscutt had visited L. E. Miller, Wm. Grant; and Teachers Henry
Plum Creek, preached in Tabor once, delivered Islieb, A. Warner, T. H. M<OOre; and Deacons
twelve discourses in Nebraska City, ordained one Frank Steffe, Moses Sheehey and Wm. Fenner
administer~d to the sick, and blessed two or three reported.
Resolved that we consider the East Brewster
children. E. C. Brand had preached at Shingletown, Rook Bluffs, and held a four days' discussion branch disorganized, and that certificates of memwith a Christian minister. R. M. Elvin, William bership be granted to those who apply, and that
Redfield, W. Baldwin, S. Thomas, S. S. Wilcox, A. they be instructed to join themselves to the branch
Mortimore, G. Kemp, J. Goode, H. Kemp, and nearest where they reside.
Branch reports were received and referred to a
James V. Roberts, reported. D. Hougas had baptized and confirmed three, and preached all he committee of three.
Resohed that the decision of the court of arcould. J. Thompson had baptized 4, confirmed 2,
and held meeting almost every Sabbath. J. R bitration, mutually chosen ·by C. N. Brown and
Badham had preached three times only, had been John Smith be rea!!.
That we accept the decision as rendered, and
very sick.
Report of Bishops Agent: Iteceived $25 44 and that it be spread upon the record.
Sunday Morning.-John Smith preached upon
paid out $56.46, balance due agent $31.2. William
the mission and character of Jesus Christ, showi:pg
Leeka, agent.
Report of committee on order of business was also how exemplary should be the lives of his folread and accepted, and the committee was dis- lowers. Afternoon, ·E .. N. Webster and J. W.
Nichols had charge of the meeting and adminischarged.
Resolved that we think it will be for the interest tered the sacrament. Evening, Senterlow Butler
of the work to have the district divided, the Mis- pre!fched upon the unchangeableness of God, in his
dealings with mankind. A collection was taken
souri river to be the dividing line.
That we recommend each branch to send at up, and after an intermission, business was re-

Smith as president of Missouri and Kansas Mission; Wm. Hawkins as president, Wm. Powell as
vice president, Joseph Flory, as secretary, and A.
N. Byergaard as Bishop's agent of the district.
Sunday Morning.-A season of prayer was enjoyed. T. W. Smith then spoke on the "parable
of the wheat and the tares. At 1:30 p.m., met for
social meeting, and a good measure of the Holy
Spirit was enjoyed, and several interesting prophecies were given through the inspiration of the
Spirit. At 7 p. m., met at the Liberty School
House, and T. W. Smith being called upon, spoko
upon the subject of "the body of Christ."
Adjourned to meet at Oregon, Holt county, Mo.,
at 10 o'clock a.m., February 24th, 1877.
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to furnish tunes and hasten the work, as none but
help the work onward, ought to complain of its not being done. Yours in behalf of
Committee,
MARK H. FoRSCUT'r,
Board of Publication Meeting,
Box 400, Nebraska City Nebraska.
Minutes of the session held December 26th, 1876,
the same being a called meeting of the Board,
there not having been a full attendance at their
Southern Indiana District.
regular session, December 5th, and business havIn pursuance of a resolution passed at our)ate
ing been deferred. Present: Israel L. Rogers, quarterly conference, I hereby give notice of two
David Dancer, Henry A. Stebbins, John Scott and days' meetings to be held in the branches of the
Wm. W. Blair, a full Board.
above district, at the following times and places:
After prayer by president, the minutes of the At the Aman·da branch, Butler county, Ohio, Demeeting held December 5th were read, also those ceml.ler 30th and 31st; New Trenton, Dearborn
of the September session, and approved.
county, Ind., January 27th and 28th; Olive, RipThe action taken in making the change in the ley county, Ind., February 24th and 25th; Union,
form of the Herald was unanimausly endorsed by Jefferson county, Ind., March 24th and 25th; Eden,
.
I Floyd county, Ind., April 21st and 22d.; Lowgap,
the Board. .
A resoluhon was passed that the Board could no Crawford county, Ind., June 2d ana 3d ; Pleasant
longer do the printing of the .Mes8enger after the Ridge, Perry county, Ind., June 9th and lOth.
present issue, which closes the second volume, for
The Elders of the district are requested to atwhich the printing was engaged, and the following tend those meetings, as many as can possibly come.
was unanimously adopted:
HARBERT ScoTT, Pres. of' IJis.
Resolved that we as the Board of Pub!icatian of
_ _.,..____
·
the Church hereby notify the Church through the
Northern Illinois District.
Herald that, as we no longer do the mechanical
To THE SAINTS OF THE NORTHERN ILLINOIS Drs
work of the ii'Iessenger, therefore we do not deem
it proper to receive any more subscription money TRICT.-Brethren and Sisters: As some time must
hereafter for that publication, as advertised in the elapse before I can see you, or be able to meet with
you, I thought we might have a talk about the great
last issue of that paper.
principles which have been the means of bringing
The Secretary's report was read as follows:
Financial Report of the Board of Publication of the us into association with each other, and to an acReorganized Church of Jesus Christ of L. IJ. S., quaintance personally, or through the Heraltl; and
I hope we will all make an effort to have the Herfrom August 16th to November 16th, 1876.
Cash on hand August 16th, 1876 ...... $ 139 87 ald, so that we will be able to communicate our
Cash receipts, Aug. 16th to Nov. 16th .. 2,2i9 39 thoughts one to ano,ther. I hope that no paper of
any kind will ever be considered by us so good as
$2,419 26 to exclude the Herald from our home, but alvyays
the Herald first.
~~==
EXPENDITURES,
And while writing this, it occurs to me that the
Employees in office ..... , ... , ..... , ... $1,127 92 Apostle Paul must have labored under great disChicago Firms.......................
274 17 advantages in getting his epistles forwarded to
To the Church of .Jesus Christ.........
2 00 the various branches of the church, as at times
Freight, expressage, &c. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 100· 47 considerable distances intervened between him
Mail, stamps and postal cards.........
105 94 and them; and no doubt while writing, this diffiRent . . . .. . • .. • • .. . • •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
300 00 culty would have its annoying effect, but, notwithAustralian Mission;
Coal and hauling and wood. . . . . . . . . . .
96 54 standing, the epistles were written, and no doubt
Hunter's River District, of the Australian Mis- On deposits . • • . . . . • . . . • • . . . • . . . • . . . .
52 32 read, and much good resulted therefrom, and yet
sion, was held at Stevens' Hall, Waratah, at 11 a. Incidentals for office • . . . . . . . • . . . • . • • •
25 82 the Saints in that day would be necessitated to
m., October 1st, 1876. Glaud Rodger, presiding; On bills payable.....................
i5 00 meet in a oeptain place to hear them read. This
Chas. A. Davis. olerk.
Cash................................
259 08 would constitute likely part of their religious serBl'll.nch Reports.-Sydney, reported by Richard
vices on meeting day.
Ellis, as having :20 members ; branch does not
$2,419 26
Be this as it may, Paul does not seem to have
meet at present, on account of members being so
been discouraged in writing, as he wrote muoh,
Adjourned
till
1·30
p
m
,
with
benediction
by
eoattered. Hunter River, 14 added since last conand was not afraid to express words of warning,
brother W. W. Blair.
ference, 1 expefled; 32 present total.
when needed, as well as reproach and communiAt
1·30
p.m.
prayer
by
brother
John
Scott.
Br. Rodger exhorted the Saints to be faithful to
cation, as his epistles testify. Paul seems to have
The
Secretary's
report
was
adopted
as
read.
their several duties, and he explained the order
a great desire to present the reality of the
Some business was transacted relative to books, had
of the priesthood now on the earth. lie h()ped
position before those who had identified themHeralds,
etc.,
and
in
answer
to
letters
of
inquiry
also that the Saints would cherish the desire to
selves with that cause which was so much spoken·
gather to the land of Zion, saying that they ought about agencies. Some other matters were consid- against; but, though he subjected himself to all
to prepare as much as possible for the call of the ered, after which the Board adjourned with bene- kinds of hardships, that the true condition might
Lord, which would come in his own time, and to diction by brother Henry A. Stebbins.
be understood by those who claimed to have reI. N. W. CooPER, Secretary.
pray thatt he Lord would appoint some one from
ceived a testimony of the truth of the work, yet
the General Conference to comehere and help gathhe had to write, "0h, foolish Galatians, who hath
er out the honest in heart.
Music Again!
bewitched you, that you should not obey the
At 2 o'clock, prayer by Richard Eilitt. BrWhen the new Music Book is printed, there will truth." Truly it must be something of a bewitchRodger read section 1. Book of Covenants. Finan- be many excellent tunes omitted which the Saints ing nature that cheats any one into an indifference
cial report read and received. Br. Ellis also spoke will wish to see ·inserted, unless those having to the truth. Paul did not consider it necessary
and we received much strength, and. enjoyed much copies of them forward such copies for the use of to smooth his epistles with words so that the danof the Spirit. Sacrament administered by Br. the Committee on Music. It will be impossible to ger might not appear as great as it really was. Nn,
Marriott, and the Saints testified to the work of furnish them if we do not have them, and we there- he wished to show them that if the gift of God's
the Lord, and thus ended our conference, one long fore invite, beg, entreat all to HELP AT ONCE.
love was worth so much to him, as to make him
to be remembered by the Saints of this district.
The committee will have to please the American, endure all kinds of hardships, it was worth as
Br. Rodger preached at Wallsend in the evening, English, Welsh, Scotch, continental and Scandi- much to them, and whatever words were needed
to a few of the honest in heart, those we hope will navian tastes as far as possible, and to do this to show what was to be gained on the one hand,
soon come forth for the Lord's side. The Saints must be aided by those conversant with these or lost on the other, he was prepared to use them,
e{this District are still endeavoring to maintain tastes. There are some choirs in different places let it please or offend.
their standing in the cause of Christ.
who have good music; brethren and sisters, will
Brethren and sisters, we claim to have the same
you not furnish a copy of them? We do not ex- knowledge, to have received the .same gospel, and
There is, perhaps, not a more odious character pect to please all; but we want you to give us a so we can have the same hope. If it required aa
in the world than that of a go-between-by which fair chance to try. Some five or six are using a much zeal as manifested by Paul to do his duty,
we mean one who carries to the ears of one neigh- goodly portion of their spare time, and have al- as an especial witness for Christ, can a man in the
bor every injurious observrtion that happens to ready sent a handsome installment-we want fifty same position to-day do his duty with less zeal?
If so, what is the cause? Is there less to contend
drop from another. Such a person is the slander- or sixty more to "go and do likewise.''
Bro Norman W. Smith and the members· of the with? Or is God not so exacting'? Or is the prize
er's herald and is altogether more odious than the
slanderer himself. By his vile offioiousi!.ess he forme~ committee are especially invited to place of less value? And if the love of God in Christ
makes that poison effective which else were inert; at our disposal the selections made by them, and Jesus produced such love in the heart of Paul,
for three-fourths of the slanders in the world to assist all they can by original com positions, when believed in, so that he exclaimed, "Who
shall separate us from the love of Christ 1 Shall
would never injure their object, except by the and arrangements of familiar airs.
All who expeot to complain either at delay or tribulation, or distress, or persecution, or famine,
.malice of go-betweens, who under the mask of
doubl0 friendship, att th11 part 11f doublt tr•itor1. pauelty of ~upply, ttre hwitl!l~ tt \tq 11.11 they ~an or :!HI,bdDens, or peril1 er ~vrerd ?" I~ it l'lot at

sumed. A. R. Whitmore reported by letter.
Upon recommendation presented by the Plainville branch, it was
li~i: ~
Resolved that Charles Coombs be ordained a
Priest.
Branch Reports Presented by the Committee.Dennisport, Fall River, Boston, Providence, Douglas, Brooklyn and Fair Haven. Committee reported favorably upon all except the Fair Haven
report. ·
Resolved that the Fair Haven Report be referred
to the president of the district; and that, if found
practicable, he shall visit the branch and give
them the necessary instructions for making out
proper reports.
All, including the Plainville report, were accepted.
.
H. H. Thompson was appointed a mission to
Arkwright and Centreville.
G. C. Smith, was sustained as president.
In considering what would be the best method
of raising means to assist the president·•of the district in the dis~harge of his dnties, it was
Resolved that the presidents of branches try to
have the members thereof pay five cents each per
month, the presidents or treasurers of branches to
receive the same and forward to the Bishop's
agent.
Bishop's Agent's Report.-Balance on hand last
report, -32.50; received 45 eta. Total $32.95;
expended $5.55; bal. now on hand, $27.40. E. N.
Webster, Agent.
''
The president reported having $6.00, and expended $7.25.
Resolved that the traveling expenses of the district clerk to and from conference be paid by the
conference.
That five dollars of the collection be given to the
Providence branch to help pay for the use of the
hall.
The authorites of the Church were sustained.
Adjourned to meet at 7 p.m., February 24th,
1877, at Dennisport.

I those who
1

- ...
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valuable to us? What more was in the love of God
to Paul, that is not to us? And H We are so favored, as to live in a day when we are not subjected to the privations because of our religion, it is
cause for great thankfulness on our part. But if
our ease and co'mfort arise from our inactivity,
our cowardice, our indifference, what then? If it
took all the zeal that Paul manifested, to enable
him to say, that there was a crown laid up for
him, which the righteous judge would give him at
that day; would the judge be righteous in giving
one to us?
Brethren and sisters, let us look into the word,
and there we will see how much we are worth.
This is the ledger that will settle the account. By
the word we will be judged, and we cannot complain on that day that we were ignorant of it.
Neither will our indifference be taken into consideration, for all these things we are warned against.
The poet says:
·
''He that would win the race, must guide his horse,
Obedient to the customs of the conrse;
Else, though unequally, to the goal he flies,
A meaner than himself, shall win the priM."

Let us be consistent.. It is needed. Without it a
prize less than we set out for will have to satisfy.
Brethren and sisters, I know that there are many
things surrounding us that have the tendency to
make us forget what manner of people we are, and
these things will be the means of overcoming us,
if we are not very careful. We are all stewards,
more or less. Do we look upon ourselves as such,
or do we look upon all that we have as our own,
and God has had nothing to do in putting it there?
All my own good management! If this is my
view, or yours, I think the quicker we get rid of
it the better. Poor man, all mine, and not master
of the next breath even; man, vain man? . Let us
be humble, brethren, and see whatever we have in
the shape of property, or talent, or anything that
is thought of by tile world, it is all of grace. Let
us put far from us this desire to be somebody, and
see that we have nothing to glory in but in the
knowledge that God has given of himself to the
children of men. Oh think on the love of the great
God, as manifested in Christ Jesus. Let him have
the place in our hearts such love demands, and we'
will find to our very great joy, that his yoke is
easy and his burden light. 0! praise and give
him glory, for this is his due.
JOHN S, KEIR.

Articles of Incorporation.

Nolice to Branches in Southern Nebraska.
Whereas, at the last session of the quarterly
conference of the Fremont District, that portion of
the district situated in Nebraska was dismembered; and, whereas, no provision or arrangement
was provided for the organizing of the church
members of said dismembered district into a srparate district, therefore, we the undersigned, hereby call a special conference to meet at Nebraska
City, Nebraska, January 14th, 1877, at half-past
ten in the morning, for the purpose of effecting an
organization. All branches in South.ern Nebraska
are requested to send a representative, as also
their reports; and all scattered members of thtReorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints are requested to represent themselves, either
by letter or in person.
c
J. W. WALDSII:!ITH,
Nebraska Oily Branch.
IsAAC N. RoBERTs,
President of Platte River Branch_
JAMES ERVIN,
President of Jlforoni Branch.
NEDRASKA

CITY, December 22d, 1876.

Photographs.
Sister Mollie F. Springer, of Paris, Jennings
county, Indiana, has for sale a picture of Joseph
and Hyrum Smith, album size, price twenty-five
cents and a three cent stamp, or three ~ollars per
dozen, to one address.
----++·~----

St. Louis District.
The above district will hold a quarterly conference in St. Louis, Mo., on Sunday and Monday,
January 14th and 15th, 1877, at No. 1302, Broad·
T. R. ALLEN, Clerk.
way.

Information Wanted,

Saints in July, 1844; emigrated to Utah in 1861,
baptized into the Reorganized Church by David
H. Smith, 18th of August, 1869. Her age was 49
years on September 5th, 1875.
At West Oakland, California, December 13th,
}-876, of ser\el gangrene, after a long and painful
sickness, Elder Thomas Dungan, aged 76 years,
9 months, and 23 days. A few hours before his
departure he sung, "We'll sing and we'll shout
with the armies of heaven." He was faithful to
the last moment. Though he suffered terribly, he
never wavered in his trust. The words, "Though
he slay me, yet will I trust Him," were often used
by him.
At Birmingham, England, November 14th, 1876,
of cancer in the stomach, brother John Webb, aged
50 years. As an Elder and member he was faithful in his duties.
At his residence, near Ga:Iesburg, Mo., October
5th, 1876, of rheumatic fever, Elder Alexander
Williams, aged 73 years. Br. Williams was one of
the veterans in the cause of Christ. He united
with the Church some forty-three years ago. He
was baptized in Tennessee, into the old Church, bjr
Elder Groves, and joined the Reorganized Church
in 1863, in Utah,-was baptized by Elder E. C.
Briggs. He died calm and peaceful, with pres·
ence of mind up to the last. On the Sunday night,
before he died, on Thursday, he said that Peter of
ol'd came to him, and told him that his days were
lengthened as long as they would be, and he must
go. He had the faith required of a Saint. Fu·
era! services by J. T. Davies.
At Galesburg, Missouri, December 7th, 1876, of
pneumonia, Charles Lansing, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Lansing, aged 13 years and 5 months. Funeral
services by J. T. Davies.
We weep for the sound of Charley's voice,
And listen for the steps of his feet;
For the smiling lips and dancing eye,
That no more our coming greet.

Information wanted of the whereabouts of A.
At Galesburg, Mo., October 22d, 1876, Mary B.
Biergo, or of one of his sons. Any information
concerning him, or his sons, will be thankfully re- Sutherland, infant daughter of brother Orson and
ceived by C. A. Kjersgaard, Falk's Store, Payette sister Armenia Sutherland. "Gone, but not lost."
Funeral services by J. T.. Davies.
Valley, Ada county, Idaho.
Birth and Death notices inserted free; Marriage notices
one dollar each.
-~------~---------

MARRIED.
At Council Bluffs, Iowa, September 19th, 1876,
by ElderS. P. Guhl, Mr. John L. Smith and sister
Nellie C. Peterson. May their lives be happy who
are thus united in the matrimonial bond, and may
they never forget their covenant, but be guided ill
peace and love and in heavenly knowledge, so as
to reign with Christ, and be exalted in perfection
throughout eternity.
s. P. G.
DIED.

NOTICE TO AMEND,
Notice is hereby given to the Reorganized Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, that at the
next Annual Conference, holden at Plano, Kendall
county, Illinois, April 6th, 1877, the following
resolutions to amend the Articles of Incorpora·
tion will be presented.
1
•
First. Resolved that article "three" of the
In the :Boomer branch, Potta~attam1e cou~ly,
Articles of Incorporation of the Church. of Jesus Iowa, October 4th, 1876, of, qmck consumption,
Christ of Latter Day Saints be amended by strik- brother John MeLand, aged 47 y~arR, 1 month and
ing out the words: "To be nominated by the pre- 9 d~J:ys. He .obeyed the go~p.el m England; B;nd,
siding Bishop, and confirmed or approved by the c.omi?g to th1s country, he Jomed .the ReorgamzaChurch at any General Annual or Semi-Annual tlon m July, 1860. He departed m peace.
Conference," and inserting therefor the words, "To
In the Boomer branch, Pottawattamie county,
be appointed by the General Conference.
Iowa, October 13th, 1876, of the consumption, Br
Second. Resolved that article "five" of the George Wright, aged 58 years. He also was bap·
·Articles of Incorporation of the Church of Jesus tized in England, and united with the ReorganizaChrist of Latter Day Saints be amended by strik- tion, May 13th, 1863.
ing all out bet we~~. th~ words "place" in l!ne
At Eliza, Mercer county, Illinois, December 9th,
twe~ty, .and "upon m l!ne twenty-three, and m- 1876, after an illness of twenty-three days of lung
serhng m place thenof the words, By act of Gen- fever, Charles Stephen, son of Daniel W. and Catheral Conference.
Z. H. GuRLEY,
erine S. Strong, aged 5 months and 15 days. How
J. W. BRIGGS.
we miss our darling Stevie; but thy will, 0 Lord,
November 23d, 1876.
be done.
R. s.
Drowned at sea, November 25th, 1876, George
Chnrch Library.
S. Blyther, of Machias, Maine, aged 27 years.
We hereby acknowledge the following donations Funeral sermon by John C. Foss.
from the far west, to the Church Library, through
At Ross Grove, Holt county, Missouri, July 27th,
the politeness of brother Joseph Smith. From
brother John A. Stromberg we receive "Assyrian 1876, after a long illness, sister Jane Ross. She
Discoveries," '•Parrott's Journey to Arrarat," and was strong to the end in the faith of the gospel,
"Jacobus' Notes on St. Matthew, Critical and Ex- exhorting her family to live the lives of Saints.
planatory." And from sister Mary James: "Das She united with the Church in 1853, and always
Buch Mormon," (German), "Il Libro di Mormon," kept the faith, never following any of the factions,
Funeral
(Italian), and "Darlithiau ar Ffydd," (Welsh), and united with the Reorganization.
and .from brother Albert Haws, "History of the services by brother C. F. Stiles.
At Salt Lake City, Utah, May 9th, 1876, Ann
Conquest of Peru," two volumes.
L!!.WrQnQ$. She joiud the Cliur•h 11f J;.tJ.ttor.Day
JoHN lii!IOTT1 qhur~h LibrtJ7'ian.

OBITUARY.

Benjamin Dobson was born in Cum beT land county, New Jersey, November 5th, 1799; emigrated
with his parents to Butler county, Ohio, in 1805;
married in 1818; emigrated to Tazewell county,
Illinois, in fall of 1831. Was baptized irito the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, December 28th, 1836, by Hervey Green. l\Ioved
with his family to Hancock county, Illinois, in the
spring of 1844. After the death of Joseph and
Hyrum Smith he became disgusted with the usurpations of Brigham Young, and in 1846 he moved
to Wisconsin, and in October, 1850, he came to
Iowa. In 1853 he settled at Mason's Grove, Crawford county, Iowa; and although he ceased to be
an active member of the Church, yet he maintained his faith to some extent in the latter day work,
and during his last illness gave further proof to
his children and friends that he was still a firm
believer in the ordinances of the gospel. The
lamp of life gradually went out till he fell asleep
without a struggle, on Friday, November 17th,
1876, at the house of his son, Thomas Dobson, Mason's Grove, Crawford county, Iowa. Funeral
services by Elder Joseph R. Lambert.

Is it the Intention of the Czar to Re-rstablish
a Jewish Kingdom ~
WASHINGTON, D. C., Oct. 20.-There is a curious
story afloat here in the circles which have access to
diplomatic secrets that the movement of Russia on
Armenia and south-eastern Asiatic Turkey is somehow mixed up with George Eliot's story of "Daniel
Deronda"
It will be remembered that Daniel Deronda's
scheme, first suggested by the dying Jew, Mordecai, was the purchaae of Palestine and the restoration of the Jews to their old home. It is said
here that if war should break out it is .the intention
of Russia to march directly to Palestine with a
double purpose: First, to outflank the Turkish dominions in Asia; and, second, to gain access to
the Mediterranean and the harbors on the cost of
.Aiila Minor. It is alQo assert,ed that, in etue
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The Basis of Polygamy: a Criticism upon the (soRussia should get possession of the Holy Land, it
Blank Books :
called) Revelation of July 12th, 1843, No. 28.
proposes to erect a Jewish nationality upon the Branch Records, well bound in Leather backs and
8 pages; 20 cents a dozen, $1.30 a hundred.
payment by the rich Jews of t.he world of a sufficorners, muslin sides, printed headings, and ruled for 312
A
Memorial
to Congress,
cient sum to indemnify Russia for the cost of the
names. Every branch should have one.
2 00
8 pages, 20 cents per do•en, $1.30 per hundred.
w~
1
Branch Records, same as above, for 624 names. 3 00 Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection,
As the Jews are the great bankerstof the world, District Records, printed headings and ruled for
32 pages, 8 cents each, 75 cents per dozen.
and as it has long been the dream of the most ini3 00 Prophecy on the late Rebellion,
1,248 names, and bound same as above
pressiqle and aspiring among them to again occu- Branch Finance Books, headed and ruled for
20 cents per hundred.
py Judea, and as George Eliot and her husband
Receipts and Expenditures of money, for Branch, Dis·
~ An assortment of Tracts 50 cents.
are known to be intimate with leading Jewish
trict, and General Church Funds; price 35 cents.
IN GERMAN LANGUAGE.
families, it is believed that she was induced to put Baptism, Confirmation, and Ordination Certificates
Epitome of Faith and Doctrine, and the Revelation
this Jewish scheme of Mordecai aud Deronda into
bound in llexible covers, 40 cents each.
on the Late Rebellion, No. 19.
a novel, so as to prepare the public for what was
2 pages, 6 cents. per dozen, 35 cents per hundred.
Licenses and Notices:
likely to take place.
Who
Then Can be Saved,
Charles llradlaugh, when in this country, com- Elder's, Priest's, Teacher's, and Deacon's, Licenses, per
4 pages, 25 cents per dozen; $1.40 per hundred.
dozen,
12
cents.
municated to the Graphic and other papers the fact
The Gospel,
2 pages, 6 cents per dozen, 35 per hundred.
ihat secret societies were at work fomenting trouble Blank Notices for J,ectures, Preaching, and Two Days' Meet·
ings,
each,
por
hundred,
50
in tbe East between Turkey and Russia, and if this
Certificates and Reports:
latest rumor is true, it will account for the presCertificates of Baptism and Mambership, per dozen
20
Pamplilets :
20
ence of the immense Russian army on the borders Rules of Order and Debate for all the Deliberative Removal Certificates, per dozen
Marriage
Certificates,
per
dozen
~5
of Armenia, and points to the possibility of the re5Q
Assemblies of the Church; also a Chapter on Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen
constitution of the Empire of David and Solomon
Annual
Statistical
Reports,
two
for
15
Branch Rules, and one on Reports of Branches Branch Financial RepOI'ts, per dozen
30
under Russian auspices.
and Districts,
District Financial Reports, per dozen
55
--------~~·~-------

32 mo., 128 pages, bound in limp cloth, 50 cents.

Visions of Joseph Smith the Seer, Discoveries of
Ancient American Records and Relics, with
RoM~J, Oct. 4,,.If there is any truth in the inforthe Statement of Dr. Lederer (Converted Jew)
mation contained in the following extract from a
and others,
letter the Lombardia publishes from its corresIn colored covers, 43 pages, by mail 10 cents each, three
pondent in Rome, the Papal Railway in Palestine
for 25 cents, twelve for 75 cents.
is but a feature of a much more important scheme: Voice of Warning and Instruction to all People,
Monsignore Hassoun, tolie Armenian Patriarch,
74 pages, by mail 20 cents each; three for 50 cents, one
dozen for $2.
entertains the idea of converting Palestine into an
appenage of the Pope, and it appears that he has Trial of the Witnesses, to the Resurrection of J esus-a Legal Argument,
not only the support of Pius IX., but, strange to
SG pages, 10 cents each.
say, also that of the Turkish Government, to which Concordance to Book of Covenants,
the Court of Rome is rendering important services
24 pages, 10 cents.
at this moment. His intention would be to attract Minutes of Annual Conference for 1873,
34 pages, 10 cents.
'
to Palestine a powerful current of emigrants from
all the Catholic countries of Europe, to allot land Songs of Zion, by T. W. Smith,
32 pages, lOc. each, $1 per dozen.
and cattle to them, to build workshops, and to call
Tracts:
into activity the principal industries through
which the other countries of tbe world flourish. Mountain of the Lord's House, No. 1.
8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.
The Captital of the State would be Jerusalem,
which by means of railway would be placed in Truth Made Manifest, No.2.
12 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.75 per hundred,
connection with Bethlehem, the Dead Sea, and the
of the Good Shepherd, No. 3.
other holy places. At Jaffa a grand port would Voice
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.
be constructed and lesser ports provided for the Epitome of Faith and Doctrine, No. 4.
smaller cities on the coast. This project, fantastic
one page, 5 cents per dozen, 30 cents per hundred.
and improbable as it is, has nevertheless obtained The Gospel, No.5.
2 pages, 6 cents per dozen, 35 cenfle per hundred.
a number of supporters in the Vatican, beginning
with Pius IX. himself, who perhaps desires to se- The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, Pre-Requisites, and Design; and Who Shall Admincure to his successors the faculty in that classic
ister, No. 6.
land of exercising both the temporal and the spirit18 pages, 35 cents per dozen, $2.60 per hundred.
ual powers.
Who 'rhen Can be Saved, No. 7.

.A Scheme with Regard to Palrstine.

PUBUCATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
BY THE

Board of Publication of the Rem·ganized Church,
AT THEIR PUBLISHING HOUBE

4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred,

Fullness of the Atonement, No. 8.
16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.

Spiritualism Viewed from a Scriptural Standpoint, No. 9.
, 20 pages, 40 cents per dozen, $3 per hundred.

IN PLANO, KENDALL COUNTY, ILLINOIS. The Narrow Way, No. 10.
- - ·-ototo-8 pages, 20 cents per dozeJ!, $1.30 per hundred.
The Plan of Salvation, No. 11.
Tbe Saints' Herald:
Official paper of the :Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, explanatory of the faith of the Church, and
contains correspondence from different parts orthe world, giving accounts of the progress of the Church, and setting forth
the dealings of God with his people. Published semi-monthly,
sixteen large pages. Price $2.15 per year, half year $1.10, free
of postage. JosEPH SMITH and HENRY A. STEBDINS editors.

Zion's Hope:

18 pages, 35 cents per dozen, $2.60 per hundred.

The Bible versus Polygamy, No. 12.
14 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $1.90 per hundred.

Reply to Orson Pratt, No. 14.
16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.

Idolatry, No. 15.
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.

Sunday School Tickets :
Tickets for Prompt Attendance, per 100, 15c., per 1000
Tickets for Good Behavior, per 100, l5c., per 1000
Tickets for 1, 2, 3, or 4 Lessons, per 100, 15c., per 1000
Reward Cards, per 100

1 00

1 00
1 00
00

Sheet Music:
Safe in the Fold, per dozen lCc., Feed my Lambs, per dozen 10
Song of" Cheerful Spirit, per doz. lOc., Harvest Chorus
10

Miscellaneous:
Lithograph Picture of Nauvoo Temple, 18 x 26 inches,
Sent by mail, carefully packed, for
......
Emerson's Ready Binder, Herald size
Baldwin's Ancient America
Rollin's Ancient History, 2 vola.
· ·····-·
Crnden's Concordance of the Bible, cloth $1.85, leather
Brown'S Concordance of the Bible,
The Koran
The Bible Text Book,
Apocryphal New Testament

1 25
70
2 Zi
6 30

2 00
60
3 15
1 00
1 65

FORSCUTT AND SHINN DISCUSSION.
DISCUSSION

REV.

JOHN

BETWEEN

L.

SHINN,

Of the Universalist Church, and

ELDER

MARK

H.

FORSCUTT,

Of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 6f L. D. Saints.

J. L. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches that the
Coming of Christ to judge the World is now past."
Mark H. Forscutt affirms "The Bible teaches the
Literal Resurrection of the Body from the Grave."

Price: Cloth, 75 cts.;
~

Paper, 50 cts.

The discussion lasted four days,..and malies a book of 194
closely printed pages

NOTICE.
When changing yonr place of residence, or desiring your
paper sent to a different post•office, be particular in giving, In
full, the name of the po•t-office, county, and state where you
had been last receiving it, and distinctly state the name of the
post-office, county and state to which you wish yonr paper sent
in the fUture.
~ If your paper has been going in a
package, state whose.
When mailing a letter, whether In a railroad car, on a stea!n
boat, or while visiting at a friend's, in every instance give

your OVJ?! address where you are taking your paper.

When taking subscriptions for HERALD and HoPI! be partie·
Polygamy;
Was it an Original Tenet of the
ular in giving the correct address of the" new subscriber."
Church, No. 16.

If your paper has been discontinued, state where you hav&
10 .pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.60 per hundred.
A paper for children and Sunday Schools, publiShed •emimonthly, price 60 cents per annum, 30c. per half year, free of The Successor in the Prophetic Office and Presi- last been taking it, and the time it was stopped.
postage. JOSEPH SMITH and HENltY A. STEBBINS editors.
dency of the Church, No. 17.
16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.
Holy Scriptures:
·-~----

Rejection of the Church, No, 18.

1 January 77.

Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith the Martyr.
8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hnndred.
1¥ir" Look Here.-A mark opposite this notice will ittBound in Imitation Turkey, gilt
2 70 The "One Body;" or the Church of Christ under
form subscribers that their time is out with the nnmber thus
New Testament, inspired edition
65
the Apostleship and under the Apostasy, No. 20. marked, as many fail to noti¢~>.:~the time on their label. Re•
Book of Mormon:
16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.
mittances are desired. Aitention is called to the notice givingFull Roan, sprinkled,edges,
1 25 Truths by Three Witnesses, No. 21.
full ln•tructions abon't how, and to whom to send all money,
Full Turkey Morocco, marbled edges
1 75
one page, 5 cents per dozen, 20 cents per hundred.
}'ull Turkey ~iorocco, full gilt, gilt edges,
2 25 Faith and Repentance, No. 22.
orders, and business letters as recently advised.
8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.
Doctrine and Covenants :
THE 3AI!!Ts'. HERALn is published eEMI·MONTHLY, at Plll>nv,
·
In sprinkled Sheep
1 25 Baptism, No. 23.
10
pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.60 pm· hundred.
Kendall Co., 11llnols, by the Board of Publication ot theRe·
] 75
In Morocco, marbled edges,
The Kingilom of God, No. 24.
organized Chnrch of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, and
The Saints' Harp-Hymn Book:
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.
is ediled by JosEPH li!!I!ITH and HENRY A. STEBBINS. $2.15 p'er
In Roan, plain
1 25 Laying on of Hands, No. 25.
year. All remittances, orders, and business communications
In Roan, gilt, gllt edges
1 75
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.
200
In Morocco, plain, marbled edges
intended for the office of pnhli<l!ltion, must be directed to
Mountain of the Lord~s House, No. 26.
Henry A. Stebbins, Boo; 50, Plano; lrindaU Cb , Ills. All sums
Hesperis:
4 pages, 8 cents per qozen, 60 cents per hundred.
over Five Dollars should be sent Draft on Chicago, Post Office
The Sabbath Quest!iou, No. 27.
Poems, by David IL Smith, 202 pages, fancy cloth,
Order on Plano, by registered letter, or by l!lll:press. ·Remit•
gilt edges
tances sent in any other manner will be at the risk of sender,
12 pages, 25 cents per d'ozen, $1,7(i ~ents per hundred.
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~r Day Saints.

Official Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
=
"!SAW ANOTiEn ANGEL* *,HAVING THE EVEHLAS'l'ING GOSPEL TO PREACII TO THEM i m
FEAR GOD, AND GIVE GLORY TO IillVI, FOR THE HOUR OF HIS JUDGMENT IS CO:\IE~1:- [3
"SANCTIFY THEM THROUGH THY TRUTIIi THY WORD IS TRUTII."-JESus; JoHN 17:17.
"§
"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF THE J"ORD, FOR THEUE SHALL NOT ANY MAN A1WNG Y 0
OF MOitMON i JACOB 2: 6.
~

g

Vol. 24.

'

,)WELT, ON 'J'Im EARTII

'f· 14:6-7.

* *,

SAYING,

•VE SAVE I'r ng 0~-m WIFE."-BOOK

~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

PLANO, ILLINOIS, JANUARY 1o, 1877.
TilE DAWNING YEAR.

Where iB the mind, with deep prophetic power,
To gaze into the future and declare
The great events of each forthcoming hour,
As on they roll throughout the new- born year;
Who will disclose the joys, or woes to come,
And help us to avert impending doom?
What shall the dawning year disclose·to view;
What good, or evil, doth its womb conceal;
Will victory crown the banners of the true,
Or falsehood crush them 'neath her iron heel?
Tell us y·e men of wisdom, if ye can;
Nor hide. the secret from your fellow man.
Let Science turn her telescopic eye
Into (he unknown future's dark profound;
The hidden myst'ry of its depths to try,
And tell with what events does it abound.

Are they the triumphs of angelic peace;
Or shall. war's desolations still increase?
Shall Truth march on, with firm, elastic tread,
'And spread her blessings o'er this sin-stain'd
earth;
Shall her strong hand upraise the drooping head,
Arid fill the cheerless soul with joyous mirth;
Or shall dark Error, with her flaming brand,
Her hellish conquests gain in every land?
I hear a whisper in the gentle breeze,
Sweet as the notes of angels, soft and low;
Its gentle cadence fills my soul with ease,
And brings the knowledge that I long to know"Error will spread o'er earth her dar k'ning pall;
But Truth, eternal Truth, will conquer all."

"The pure in heart shall have great cause of joy;
Though clouds and darkness o'er their pathway
spre·ad.
.The gospel standard shall be lifted high,
And o'er the earth its radiance shall be shed;
The meek and humble shall indeed njoice,
A~d outcasts hear their Shepherd's loving voice.
Flood, fire, and famine, shall their work perform;
The sword shall slake its thirst in human blood;
Grim death shall ride upon the raging storm,
While luckless cities are the earthquake's food;
Yet these events shall but the earth prepare,
.For Him, whose coming signs they truly are."
Then, 0, ye Saints of God, awake! prepare!
·The gospt\1 armor gird more firmly on.
Be clean, ye, who the sacred message bear,The wiles of Satan ever strive to shun.
Watch for Christ's coming with a sleepless eye!
Watch, for His chariot wheels are drawing nigh!
Trim well your lamps,-mark that your oil be
pure-

.

See that they brightly burn, both night and day;
The wise alone will to the end endure;
The foolish cannot stand the trying day;
Watch I Wa!ch and pray! Be constant till He
comes;He comes to bless the poor, and save His righte,
ous onee,
CHARLES DERRY,

No.2.

revisal. H is the business of this committee
to consider such modifications or £rnprovements
of our economy as may be desired by the people,
or' one deemed just and prudent. In this
manner, it will be seen our system of government has gradually assumed its present form."
We have italicized some words in the above
quotations, to draw attention to them. In the
January lOth, 1876.
first place w.e notice that these "Disciplins" or
"Systems of government," "our economy,"
BAPTIST SUCCESSION GIVEN UP.
cannot be of divine origin, or else they would
not be susceptable of"improvements" or "modIt is stated by many, that the various reli- ifications," by human wisdom. If they had
gious systems of to-day, are passing through been revealed and enjoined, by'the Lord, "who
very radical changes; that the disciplins, is a rock," and whose "worlc is perfect," whose
' Law is perfect, converting the soul,'' by him,
creeds, and confessions of faith, of some of the who enjoined "the perfect Jaw oL liberty;"
more nevangelical" institutions, are being re- they would be subject to "revisals," "changes"
vised, changed, or modified, to suit the times or "modification," by no "committee," appointin which societies may chance to exist; or the ed by ecclesiastical bodies, to improve "our
economy" to suit "the desires of the people."
very peculiar circumstances by which they Now it must be remembered, that these forms
may be surrounded at different ages of the of church government are represented to us
world. That these changes do occur, and that as the form in which the organized church,
they take place often, may be shown, from an or Kingdom of God, exists at the present time,
illustration or two which we will insert. For That this is true, may be learned from the
fact that these forms, are considered necessary,
instance i the :M:. E. Ch.urch is?ne of the lar?- to the very existence of the kingdom. This
est, most popular and mfluent1al churches m is the claim. If not, why ask us to embrace
t.he country; more especially since the great 1 them in order to obtain a?- inheritance in the
reunion of that church North and South world to come?, If such IS not the case, why
. h
'
f' denounce all those who do not choose to emwh1c was rendered necessary, on account o b race th em, as su b'Jec t s of e t ernaI con d emnathe great division in that body, before and tion?
during the late great civil war.
This being true, just think for a moment,
Mr. T. A. Morris, D. D., some time senior of the idea of fallible man, puny humanity,
Bishop of the M. E. Church, in a work enti- ~ttei?ptin.g to improv~ a system t?at required
tied, "A discourse on :Methodist Church poli- mfimte Wisdom to deVIse? The 1dea seems to
ty," page 65, in speaking of the duties of the be ,~bsurd.
. . .
"General Conference," says: "Besides 1·eviseEvery part of our DISmplme shall be ening the Discipline they elect bishops." Also forced.'' Dis. page 317, Ed. of' 1868. "The
page 69: "The l~ading men of the church General Conference is to elect Bishops," says
understand her constitution, and will not over- Morris.
Now ":hile we believe that all things should
ride it; they know her true interests, and will
endeavor to promote them by revision of rules be done m the church by common consent, yet
and otherwise. The Discipline is upon the there se.ems to b? a principle involved in th_is
whole much improved recently, and may be in connec_twn that IS not lef~ to man to act on 1_n
some few uarticulars made still better." Per- the kmgdom of God mdependently-th1s
haps it might, but "the perfect law of liberty" electing bishops by human assemblies. Elect,
is not susceptible' of such improvements by is to authorize, i?- the sense here intended.
human legislation.
.We can con?e1ve of e!ecting men to office in
Mr. Inskip, a noted worthy of the same th1s manner, m repnbhcan and some other
church, in writing on the same subject "1\Ieth- kinds of human g;:~vernment; possibly this
odism," page 65, says: "At various p;riods as ~ay be done in some of the politco-ecclesiastiit was found expedient or necessary, these Cisms, th~t have an~ do .exist; but. wh?ever
rules and regulations were abolished, changed, heard of such ~ thmg m a theocracy? . A
or improved; until at length the form now in body makes choiCe of a head, and then gtves
use was completed." On page 66, the same power or life .to that head ! And that a kingwriter says: "The Gene rat" Conference, for dom ?-the ~mgdom o.f h.eaven ! ! ?
.
.
many years past, at each session have appoint- . If that IS the ~rm01pl~ upon whwh _the
ed a committee known as the committee on kwgdom of heaven IS orgamzed, brought mto
JVlw?o _No. 362.
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existence, I_ fail to comprehend the divine con- Your vjews accord with those of all scholars ought to rest upon is the historic continuity
stitution. But the kingdom of heaven hap- who have given the matter a thorough inves- of Baptist principles, and their immutability.''
"Among some old letters I discovered one
pens to not be a republic, and that makes the tigation. I have never known but one Baptist
difference.
of large learning and sober judgment who held from Dr. George W. Northrop, president of
In a republic the "elective franchise" re- a different opinion-the late Dr. J. Newton Chicago Baptist Theological Seminary, and
sides in the bosom of the people-the body, Brown. He believed that a succession of true one of our ablest professors of church history.
but in a kingdom, the power to grant authority Raptist churches could be traced in a direct He says :-The idea of an unbroken sucis vested £n the Icing, and we can see, therefore, line from the apostoli<J age to our own time. cession of regular Baptist churches from the
how it is that the kingdom of heaven is organ- Therefore the Publication Society employed days of the Apostles to our day is a sheer hisized on a principle just the reverse of the one him to prepare such a history. Five years or torical picture. 1\'Iy opinion is that it is altoabove submitted, and hence we read: "And more passed, 1 think, before the first volume gether impossible to make out an 'unbroken
gave him [Christ] to be the head over all of the work was ready for the press; but when succession' of witnesses for the truth outside
things to tLe church which is his body." (Eph. the manuscript was submitted to wise judges, of the Roman Catholic Church I I should
1 : 22, 23. "Ye have not chosen me, [the it failed to meet their approval, and was never prefer to attempt almost any other intellectual
head], but I have chosen you and ordained published. Your position, I think, is the on- achievement conceivable. The Donatists are
you." (John 15: 16.) "Pray ye, therefore, ly safe one. We can attempt nothing more often spoken of as an essentially Baptist sect,
the Lord of the harvest that he would send with our present data than to prove the ex- but the statement seems to me to be wide of
more laborers into the vineyard." "How can istence of Baptist principles from the apostolic the truth. The Donatists had their Bishops,
he preach except he be sent." "Separate unto age to the present time. To trace a line of Presbyters, and Deacons, nor did they differ
me Barnabas and Saul, for the work where- churches holding these principles, unmixed from the Roman Catholic Church in regard to
unto I have called them." "OYer which the with radical errors, no wise and cautious stu- the proper mode and subjects of baptism. It
would not strengthen our denominational posiHoly Ghost hath made you overseers."
dent will undertake."'
It seems to me that these ever changing,
Again, Dr. William Williams, who has so tion an iota to make out an,unbroken succesfluctuating systems, cannot be the "everlasting ably filled the chair of Church History, in sion of regular Baptist churches from the earkingdom," treated of in the divine word of him Greenville Theological Seminary, in a letter liest times to the present. We depend on the
with whom "there is neither variableness, or says: ''There can be no doubt in the world 'law and the testimony,' not an unbroken sucshadow of turning." But on the contrary, is that in our so called histories of the Baptists, cession, for the evidence that the church to
it not a "modified" continuation of that long many sects are claimed as Baptists which, if which we belong is a scripturally constituted
line of legislation that began almost as early as now reduced, would not be acknowledged as one.''
"Rev. David Weston, Professor of Church
the days of Constantine the Great, that ren- such by any church or association, e. g., the
dered notable the days of darkness and gloom. Novations, Donatists, and Paulicans. From History in Hamilton Theological Seminary,
Again, says Inskip: "To this constant and the fifth to the sixteenth century inclusive quotes from a private letter of Dr. Cramp,
well directed course of innovation and improve- there are no churches (unless we accept the author of Baptist History, as follows :-'Many
ment we are' indebted for the adaptation or churches of the Mennonites with some errors) of our brethren indulge in the pleasant thought
suitableness of our system. This we fully that can be called Baptist Churches. As his- that BapList churches may be traced all the
confess, "Our system," with all the "adapta- tory now. stands (what future researches will way back to the apostolic age. That they extion" in the world, has "gradually assumed its develop we 'lannot tell) it is impossible to trace isted in that age I know very well, but from
present form," with all the "suitableness" that any chain of Baptist churches from the days the establishment of infant baptism to the
could be accorded to the feelings of, or is of the apostles till now. Those Baptists who Reformation is a very dreary time. The chain
''desired by the people."
are urging our claims on the ground of an may be there, but it only appears now and
Not only is the Discipline and creed being historical succession, are only doing harm to then, and the connecting links are wanting.
improved, modified, changed, or abolished, as us, with all intelligent and well read people. Some of our historians are credulous,-some
the case may be; not only are organizations We do not need such aid for the success of our are careless.''
"Dr. Howard Osgood, Professor of Church
being examined; criticised and modified, but principle, however much Romanists and High
some of the inner linings of the "cloth" of an. Church Episcopalians may think they need it.'' History in Crozier Theological Seminary, and
"Our country has few scholars equal to Dr. one of the most painstaking investigators that
tiquity,are being removed from these old ''garments." Some very dear old erroneous tenets, R. J. W. Buckland, Professor of Church His- our country haB produced, says regarding this
are being exchanged for others more tenable, tory, in Rochester Theological Seminary. In a discussion :-'So far as I know, history does
and of more recent origin.
pni:vate letter, he says ":-"1\'Iy historical in. not tell with a clear voice of Baptist churches
It has been a very comforting thought to vestigations make it perfectly clear to me that from A.D. 500-1000. I do not think the
our Baptist friends in the past, to think that a continuous line of Baptist churches from the unbroken succession necessarn to establish the
the Baptist Church was originated as early as time of the Apostles to the Reformation pe- validity of any Baptist church.'"
the days of John the Baptist, and that a suc- riod has never been established. Orchard's
cession of Baptist churches have existed in attempt to do it is sadly weak, and would dis·
The above quotations are taken from the
regular order, from the days of Christ and the grace any historical writer. He quotes the "Christian Record" of August, 1873, page 348,
apostles till the present time.
Fathers as holding views which they condemn, as taken by that paper from the "Bible ExNotwithstanding this idea has been very ignores many facts which would utterly dis- positor," and is the evidence of the historical
dear to its adherents, so far is it from being grace his proposition, and shows throughout faculty of the six principal Baptist Theologitrue that we are glad to learn that the better the folly of working from secondary sources of cal Seminaries of this country, touching the
informed class of this largely influential peo- information. The valuable collection of Bene- subject of "succession." By the aliove eviple, do dissent. Especially do the historical dict is marred with the same faults and mis- deuce we learn that the modern Baptist Church
faculty of' that body enter their protest against takes, and 1\Ir. Ray's 'Baptist Succession' falls was not organized by Christ and. the Apostles,
this old dogma, rendered sacred by age.
into like errors. I am fully persuaded that, nor in their day. Then the question arises
That such is the fact a few statements have taking Baptist churches in the strictest mod- just here, as to when the Baptist Church was
been collated touching this point, of which the ern sense, Baptist succession can never be his- organized, and who organized it. These hisfollowing are examples: "Prof. Nor man Fox, torically established. Your position, as you torians, referred to above, do not answer this
of William Jewell College, Mo., took ground state it, meets my hearty endorsement. There question very definitely, nor do they tell us how
against this, and his position being criticized, were bodies which held some of our principles, it came into existence. Some of them seem to
he supplies this further article to the St. Louis but they held them only in part. We do reach intimate that the Baptist Church had its rise
Baptist." He says: "Rev. Heman Lincoln, a distinctively Baptist church line in the Pe- sometime during the "Reformation period,"
D. D., Professor of Church History in Newton trobrusians in 1104, and I believe that we may but just the period is not stated. Oth.er
Theological Seminary, kindly writes as follows: claim that our distinctive principles were per- churches came into existence during the "Re'In glancing over the columns of the Central petuated contin11ously from that date onward formation period" too. Why are they not
Baptist, I was attracted by your article. Its into the Reformation period, and so to our day, just as much the kingdom of God as the Bapsober views, sterling common sense, and can- although a part of the history is obscure, and 1tist Church? For instance, the Methodist,
did historical criticisms pl~!J.#Ild me sreatly. th~ line may be a broken one. What we, Presbyterian, I.utheran, Christian, or even"the
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L~tter Day Saints' Church. These all arose
since the beginning of the "Reformation period." But the rule laid down by one of these
historians, by which we are to prove the Baptist Church true, and upon which its divinity
rests, is, that the "Baptist principles" have
existed "from the apostolic age to the present
··'-.. time." But what peculiar principles do the
Baptist's claim as having existed from the
---.days of Christ that rend,ers them any more·
the Church of Christ than other churches
that exist now? Is it the principle of faith?
This principle has existed "from the apostolic
age to the present time;" but this principle
is believed in by all the professed christian
denominations that now exist, not even the
Latter Day Saints excepl;ed.
So far as faith in God and Christ is concerned, it does not establish the divinity of the
Baptist Church, any more than it does that of
any other christian denomination.
Is it the doctrine of "repentance" that is
held by the Baptists that is peculiar to them,
and that renders them the peculiar people of
God, to the exclusion of all others? This can
not be, for this is believed in by all the evangelical denominations. Even the Latter Day
Saints believe that repentance is essentially
necessary to salvation.
If, then, the principles of faith and repentance do not constitute the Baptist Church
more divine, any more the kingdom of God,
than they would other churches, where does
the peculiarity step in? In what does it consist? Is it possible that the dividing line that
distinguishes the Baptist Church from all others, and by which it is' marked off from all
others as the kingdom of God, is the very pe. c:,:-:mliar d?ctrine of ba~tism, or immersio!l-is
it? Th1s cannot poss1bly be, from the s1mple
fact that there are other churches that believe
in the doctrine of immersion, that it is just as
essential.to salvatian, as do the Baptists. The
Christian Church and the Latter Day Saints
Church, can claim immersion as just as positive evidence of their being churches of divine
.. ..appointment as the Baptists possibly can.
The Latter Day Saints believe that immersion
is a saving ordinance, just as earnestly as any
class of people can, not even the Baptist..excepted. The pf.culiarity does not consist in
immersion, then, any more than in faith or
repentance.
It may be claimed that the great difference
there is between the Baptist Church and all
others, consists in the manner of organization.
As to the manner in which the Baptist Church
was organized, our historians have not informed us. They seem to intimate that it was
brought into existence some time since the beginning of the Reformation period, but as to
ltow, they have left us to conjecture. Perhaps,
as Inskip says by the Methodist economy, it
was by a "course ·of innovation and improvement" that it "has gradually assumed its present form." In this respect, the Methodist
Church, is its equal. As to the organization
of the Baptist Church, as it exists at the present time, it cannot claim a superiority over
those whose organization is equal to it. Elders
and Deacons are its classes of officers, I believe,
two classes, and only two.
The Christian Church (sometimes called
Campbellites) possesses as complete an organization as the Baptists, so far as that is con~erned. Is it clailll<$~ ~~~~ !~: lll~m who or-

ganized the Baptist societies, had more author- has apostatized, and Satan's seat is now where
ity, divine authority, than other men, who or- once Christ reigned. But just such churches,
ganized other churches during the same "Ref- in all essential characteristics, as these were
ormation period?" So far as the authon'ty of in the days of their purity, we believe have
the great reformers was concerned, so far as according to the prophecies both of the Old
we are now able to see, they all had equal au- Test!j.ment and the New, been in existence all
thority if they had any at all, from the days the time since Christ, and still exist. To
of Peter Waldus to those of A. Campbell. H them he has all the time intrusted the execuis an historical fact that most all of the early tion of the laws and the administration of the
reformers, were educated for the mini~try of orc}inances of his visible kingdom. * * *
Catholic doctrines, and from which they after- What we mean therefore, is that the true
ward dissented, for which they were ex com- church for which we are looking, must be an
municated from that church.
example of that institution which Christ set
If the Catholic Church had power to give up, and which he and the apostles called the
authority to those men, she had power to with- church, and not something entirely different
draw that authority when she excommunicated from it, originating with some one else long
them as heretics, which she evidently did. If since that time, and called by the same
it be said, that the founders of the Baptist name." (Pages 390-1).
Church obtained authority from the Bible,
The "institution" which Christ set up, and
then all the other great reformers.had equal which he and the apostles called the church, is
access to the Bible with the founders of the so plainly described in the New Testament,
Baptist Church. Even the founders of the that no one need mistake it for any other church
Latter Day Saint Church, had all the authori- that differs from it in the least in point of
ty that could be derived from the Bible, if no structural identity. Paul, the great apostle
more.
who was commissioned to set forth its claims
Wherein, then, does the preeminence of the to the Gentile world, describes its organizaBaptist Church over other churches consist? tion thus: "And God hath set some in the
We ask in all candor. It is sometimes urged church, first apostles, secondarily prophets,
that there is greater freedom enjoyed in the thirdly teaahers, after that miracles, then gifts
Baptist Church, touching the general affairs of healing, helps, governments, diversities of
thereof, by the members, than is generally al- tongues." (1 Cor. 12 : 28). Again, "And
lowed the members of other churches by their he gave some apostles; some prophets; and
officers; that the business of the ~burch is not some evangelists, and some pastors and teachrestricted to the clergy only. But this does ers; for the perfecting of the saints, for the
not constitute a preeminence of that society work of the ministry, for the edifying of the
over others, for the members of oth.er Chris- body of Christ; till we all come to the lcnowltian societies do assist in electing their church edege of the Son of God, unto a pM:fect man,
officers, and choosing their pastors. Even the unto the measure of the stature of the fulness
Latter Day Saints believe that all things that of Ohrist." (Eph. 4 : 11, 12, 13).
pertain to the Church should be done by HcomSo writes the inspired man, in telling what
mon consent, and by the prayer of faith."
the "institution" called by him, the church is,
Thus far in our investigation, we have not as it was set up by Christ. It has five classes
found any "principle" that pertains to the of officers, or more, instead of two, and all of
Baptist Church, that would show it to be any them designed for the same general purpose,
more divine than some other churches that. and all to exist the same length of time, as we
are in existence.
learn from the 13th verse of the above chapAs one of our historians, above referred to, ter. The adverb "till," gives us to know that
was uncertain as to what "future historical one class of these officers is to remain in the
researches would develop," we beg leave to church, as a part thereof, just as long as the
submit the following, taken from a Baptist other. Where the apostle or the prophet is
work published by the American Baptist Pub- limited, or ceases to act, there the pastor or
lication Society, in 1866, entitled," Ten Days' teacher ceases to aot as a part of the ministry
Travel in Search of the Ohurch." The writer also j aU were designed of the great Builder,
says: "The true Church is that which began to remain in the church, so long as "the work
with Christ, and has continued to the present of the ministry" was necessary in the world.
time." It would appear from this statement, All were to exist as a part of the "one body,"
that the writer had not learned the present so long as it needed edifying. All were to reposition of the Church, touching this subject, main as the means by which the saints are to
or he would not have come out thus in con- be perfected, so long as there were saints to
tradiction of the leading historical scholars be- perfect. ',Till" we all come to the knowledge
longing to that body.
of Christ, to "the fulness of Christ."
But perhaps the statement will be better
This is the ''institution set up by Christ,"
understood and explained, when the evidence and called by him and the apostles, the church.
adduced to sustain it is examined. It reads
But no particular historical evidence is nee·
as follows: "We know nothing of any visible essary to show that it has not existed "from
universal Church, and, therefore, we suppose the days of Christ till now," either visible or
there must be yet upon the earth, and always invisible. Had it existed at all, there would
have been, some examples of that local, visible have been no need of a "course of innovation
Church, which Christ established by himself and improvement," by which it might "graduor his apostles. We do not mean to say that ally assume'' a condition of "adaptibility and
any particular local society of Christian people suitableness," no need of the many divisions
must have existed from the days of Christ in that exist now-of the day of darknesjl and
order that it may be counted as a church. gloom, from which we are but just emerging
We know that the church fl.t Jerusalem has -nor a "Reformation period.."
been supplanted, the church at Antioch has
But as all the revolutions, throbs, throes,
been long ago de~troy&Jd 1 t.he ehu.rch at Romlil. labors and. reformations, that the ~reat IC~~r~r·
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mation period," in all its results, have failed to yet, but they thought their leaders were good vision did not see them. Yet there they were
Every one seemed to be almost
we turn from the Reformation, in sadness, and "But it is so hard we must give it up" "Come entirely alone. Strange it should be so. Yet
with joy and reviving hope hail the bright on, it will be better soon." "Oh, what s!lall it was; all aiming toward a common rendezprospect placed before us in the light that hath we do? we can't live here. If we stop we vous, yet each alone.
G. W. WILSON.
"shined" forth from "Zion the perfection of shall die; if we go on we can but die, and Copied from the lrlethodist Independent by Br. D. B.
beauty," by which we are given to understand possibly we may find that good place." Yet
-----~~-*~--tbat not only a "reformation period" is to so on these crowds drag their slow lengths,
ALARMING.
come,"but the golden chain of prophecy re- but as my enlightened vision looked ahead up
veals the fact that more than a mere Reform- the rugged mountain of unbelief, I saw it was
Yes, who that hail tasted of the blessings 0f
ation is to be, that provisions are made for a colder ancl colder, harder and harder, worse the gospel and are responsible for the care of ·
glorious "Restoration" to be ushered in ere and worse. Oh how I pitied them in their
their offspring, and charged with setting an
sad condition.
the world's crisis ....,.
arrives.
C. ScoTT.
example
of righteousness, but what will feel
There seemed to be a valley between this
alarmed
at the evidence of the increase of
glorious
highway
and
the
rugged
mountain
WHAT. I SAW.
side, where these great throngs were climbing. crime, t.he proof of which is sustained by the
All through the years of my experience of That valley was rough too, but it was easier following extracts from the "Annual Report of
perfect love, I have thought if this is religion, to come down hill than to go up, and in that
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, for the
what is that other experience usually called valley were refreshing waters and fruits.
Some would turn and come down, but I noticed fiscal year, ending June 30th, 1876."
religion? If to save a man produces such an they were apt to fall into another throng and
"The sale of distillery warehouse stamps,
experience as this, what of the common expe- under another leader, and begin to climb the shows that there was one million, twenty-four
rience? If it takes such an experience rugged mountain of unbelief again, and soon thousand, eight hundred and thirty-three
to fit a man for the mansions of the blest, begin to complain again, but as they were [1, 024,833] packages of spirits produced during
lower down, they would sometimes find a the year. The aggregate number of gallons
what does the common experience fit one little spring breaking out, with a little com- withdrawn from warehouse and put upon the
for?
And many other such questions I f0rtable shelter, and refreshing drinks. Then market was 56,989,389. Of this vast quantity
have asked myself, but never could answer. they would say, Oh! if we could only stay in there was exported 1,308,900 gallons, leaving
Then I ha-::e wondered again and again, how such a frame as this. But no j Onward, was in the American market for consumption 55,it is that so very few of the professed children the word, climb and struggle; smooth down 670,489 gallons. These figures but show
the rough places, and grade up the hard the raw production of the 2,918 distilleries opof God enter into this rest. I have sometimes places, and look for better.
erated during the year. It must be rememthought the Lord must deal differently with
I saw that very many of these groups got bered that a large portion of all these spirits
some, than he dealt with others, for it seems up a great variety of entertainments, (fairs, pass through the manipulating and adulterating
I was the most unlikely, of all persons, to be 'festivals, and such), to divert the attention of hands of the rectifiers, whereby liquors are inled into it. I have wondered if the holy God these poor plodding Christians from their creased in quantity J.lbout one half. It would
is pleased with a great deal in our churches, hardships, and make partial satisfaction for appear, from the sale of rectified stamps, that;t.
that seems to be gotten up to coax the world the good things continually promised soon but the rectifiers disposed of, during the year,
to come to their pales. These questions have never realized. It did seem to change their 1,482,838 packages of rectified goods. Thr
been running through my mind for the past cry a little, but unless these entertainments net receipts of the Government from spirits'
twelve or fourteen years. It seems to me that were continually changed, as they became ac- during the year was $56,426,365.13, or an inthe Holy Spirit took pity on me, or for some customed to them, the deep grievous burden crease over the previous year of $4,344,37 4,01.
0, what a sea of crime and sorrow is repreother good reason, gave this vision to put it of their complaint went on. I noticed that
forever at rest with me. It began about three those that used the most of these worldly di- sented from or in the foregoing facts, with the
or four o'clock in the morning, as I lay awake versions, made the poorest headway, as it di- positive evidence before us, that this soulon my bed, and it continued until nine or ten verted their attention, and it also diverted destroying flood is largely upon the increase.
their efforts. But then it did not seem to be r.aw, enacted by the several States does not
o'clock in the morning.
much matter, for to the longer range of my seem to deter the manufacture and traffic in
THE VISION.
vision, I could not see anything encouraging liquors. For an illustration, Iowa has a very
As I saw the great highway of holiness cast to any of them. Oh! I thought, if they strict "Prohibitory Law," notwithstanding
up for the redeemed of the Lord to journey would only come over on this glorious high- which, there is operated in that state eight
in, there seemed to be but here and there a way, expressly cast up for the redeemed of distilleries, and 156 breweries. And in proportraveler, and they seemed in hailing distance the Lord, as it leads by the still waters and tion to the population, the number of places at
of each other. I saw that on either side of green pastures of salvation. But they would which liquors are sold as a beverage will equal
the cold bleak mountains of unbelief, were not; they would indeed like the high way; any State of the Union.
throngs of people, following leaders up the they would like the still waters; they would
A few words relative to the favorite drink
rugged mountain sides, weeping and complain- like the green pastures, but they did not like of the Teutonic Americans. There waa oping bitterly of the rough, hard way. The the King, nor the uniform of the travelers, erated during the year ending June 30th,
leaders were trying to encourage them on, tell- nor their language,, nor many of their terms 1876, 3,293 breweries, producing 9,902,352i
ing them to smooth down the rough places, and peculiar phraseology. So on they went, barrels of 32 gallons each, or a total of 306,fill up the hard places, it will be better soon. with complaining, laboring, weeping; while 875,276 gallons of beer. The total net reStill they wept and complained, "It is so these went with their songs of praise to their ceipts to the government from beer was $9,cold." ''Yes, but come on, it will be better great King, singing, making a joyful noise, 571,280.66. But in addition to the foregoing
soon." "But it is so dark." ''Yes, but it and shouting praises, resting, loving, adoring, let it be remembered that there is a great deal
will be .light when we get to the top." "But and wondering at the munificence of their of beer drank upon the brewery premises, that
we are so very hungry!'' "Persevere, we will great J"eader. As I beheld this strange sight, no revenue is paid upon.
·
find a feast of fat things directly." "0, we my already enlightened vision was wonderfully
We will now offer a few figures, for the
are so very thirsty." ''vVe will find streams increased, and I looked again, and saw com- careful consideration of those who occa8ionally
of living water soon." So they wound their ing from the north, south, east and west, take a glass. E:wh gallon of beer is expected
way slowly up the rugged steep, after their springing up from obscurity, an immense to be sold in twelve parts or drinks. The
respective leaders, some winding up this way, number that no man could number, one here number of gallons produced, therefore, would
and some the other way, moving so slowly, and there, moving easily, unnoticed and unob- be multiplied by twelve, which would give a
with their heads bowed down with grief over served, through the great throngs to th:s higlt- result of 3,682,503,312 gl(tsses. The uniform
the bitterness of their lot. They had plod- way. They had already put on the uniform price per glass being five cents, it will be seen
ded along from childhood to old age.
and adopted the language and peculiar manner. that the drinking p_ublic deposits with the
The good things promised had not come Yet moving in their peculiar way ordinary dram seller $184,125,165.60. The Commis1·e-produce the "institution set up by Christ," men j they would not deceive them, no, never. all around.
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sioner cites as a benefit to the Government
ANTIQUARIAN AMERICA.
that the net increase upon beer over 1875 was
THE follvwing words are from the lecture of
$427,276 25 ..
Shall we, in our poverty and weakness, be Mr. P. C. Truman, before the Shelby county
able to do s_omething, in staying this onward (Iowa) Normal Institute, September 7th, 1876,
flowing flood, that is bearing so many down to and will be of interest to the Saints.
untimely and dishonorable graves, of shame
"Let us turn for a moment to our own contiand infamy. If we were but as zealous and
_.free with our means as arc the votaries of this nent and then I am done. When and by
8in cause, much could be accomplished in whom America was first settled is yet unknown.
spreading the truth.
Geologists tell us, it is the older continent and
The total receipts from tobacco for the: year
some claim that it was first inhabited. This
ending June 30th, 1876, was $39,795,339.91,
an increase over the previous year of $1,555, much we do know: ages before Columbus ever
020.69, which equals an increase of 6! per saw its shore, Americ:t contained great cities
centum, and an increase over 1874 of 22 per and mighty empires. When the Spaniards
cent. The number of pounds of tobacco upon conquered Mexico and Central America, the
which the tax was collected, is as follows: at
ruins of a civilization, long preceding that
24 cents per pound, 107,040,233~ Ths; at 20
cents per pound, 23,282t los; at 22 cents per of the Aztecs, were hidden by the forests of
pound, 331,81H Th3; total 107,359,026 lbs. Yucatan and Honduras: and the natives of
In round numbers, take as a minimum price those places had no tradition even, of who had
at which this vast amount of poison is sold to built or destroyed them. Scattered over the
the public, at fifty cents per pound, and we obtain a result of $53,679,513. But we must whole United States are the remains of a peoadd the cigar account, another large cause of pie, perhaps, as different from the wild Indians
mental and physical derangement. Receipts as we are. That they had attained a good deto the government for the year ending J nne gree of culture is abundantly proved, that the
30th, 1876, from cigars, $11,105,272 45, an country was thickly peopled is very evident,
increase over the previous year of $899,441.92. The whole number of cigars manufactur- but who they were, whence they came, and
ed was 1,908,141,057, sold at an average of what convulsion of nature or politics swept
ten cents, would give a result of $190,814,- them away, are unsolved problems. Vvhen
105.70, spent annually by the smoking of the Spaniards overran Mexico and Peru, they
cigars.
·
d ·
In all the foregoing figures, there is no ac- found those emp1res alrea y m a decline. A
count taken of the imports of the several arti- galloping consumption set in, and in about two
:;les above mentioned. However, the fact can- hundred years those delightful specimens of
'~ot be ignored that there is a large supply of Christianity, civilized them and their people
wines, brandy, and other liquors, as well as from off the face of the earth. The whole
~igars. The best caloulators estimate that the history of the intercourse of the White and
drinking public pay about three-fourths more Indian races, had been marked by fraud, agfor whiskies than the original tax. Taking gression and calculating crueHy on the one
this data. the dram.shops' receipts would ag- side, and ineffectual resistance, often accomgregate $225,705,460 52. The total amount panied by fiendish barbarity, on the other. To
spent by the American people for these several this there are a few pleasant exceptions, provinjurious and sin-produeing articles is as fol- ing that it need not have been. The peaceful,
lows:honest followers of Penn were not molested
Liquors ................... $225, 705,460 52
by the Indians while other colonies were con.Beer ....................... 181,125,165 60 I tinually at war with them.
Tobacco................... 53,679,513 00
"The Toltecs and Mound Builders have left
Cigars........ . . .. . . . . . . .. 190,814,105 70
written records, but their works are found amid
the forests of Central America and in the
Grand Total, ...... $654,324,244 82
mountains of Colorado. 'l'races of their work
Estimating the population of this country and the stone, bronze and copper tools with
at forty millions, the amount spent annually which that work was done, are found in the
for liquor and tobacco, equals a fraction over copper mines of lake Superior and the desert
$16.35 for each man, woman and child in the of ArizJna, in the mounds of Ohio and the
land.
cliff built cities of New l\'Iexico. And the
Pages and volumes might and have been ruins of Palenque and Chichen-Itza rival those
written upon this subject, and when I read the of Nineveh and Palmyra in magnificence and
statistics, as presented by Dr. Hargraves, Prof. ext en b.
Hitchcock and other eminent writers, I would
"One by one t.he facts are being gathered
not venture to claim to be even an a, b, c, da- that will some day enable us to write a hisrian in presenting the facts that are claiming tory of these people that may be tolerably corour present and prompt attention. lriay those rect. S~ill it must not be supposed that they
who are the standard bearers of the gospel' have left no other records. The Spaniards
truth be found free and untrammelled by the found books, written in the Toltec and Maya
evil of this terrible cesspool, and set an txam- tongues, a few of which have been preserved.
ple of purity, worthy of emu1ation, that others What fearful calawjty so utterly destroyed
may be persuaded to fall in with the overtures these people, we may never know. They perof mercy, and find that peace that is unspeak- ished centuries ago and the savage Indians
able, and full of joy.
RoBr. M. Er>YIN.
took their place. Divided into petty tribes
-----•+•---always at war with rach other, they were no
It is a common law of nature which no time will match for thew bite man, and in their turn are
ever change, that superiors shall rule the inferiors. perishing from the land. The Spaniards came
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seeking gold and found it, more than their
wildest dreams. The gold bas proved a curse
to them, and they have been a curse to America. The French and Dutch came to seek
commerce and dominion, but were crowded out
of the country, or absorbed by other colonies.
The English cam@ to find an asylum from persecution, and have made a mighty nation, the
home offreedom and the hope of the oppressed.
Grandly America fought the battle of liberty,
and won. Proudly she proclaimed to the world
that "All men are created free and equal."
She absorbed vast realms, large enough for
empires, and seemed to think them but small
things. But she forgot that the Judge of all
the earth, hears the cry of the oppressed.
She has learned the lesson in the blood and
carnage of the five years of civil war. I.et us
hope that the lesson may not have been learned in vain."
------~~.-·~-4·>------

"SHALL WE GATHER HOME TO ZION."
"Hark! hark! the word to you is given;
Make haste to Zion gather in;
Follow the guide sent down from heaven,
The holy onward march begin."

Are we to believe this, or are we not? Are
we as a people entitled to an inheritance in
Zion? Are we these?''1\iade pure with water and \Yith fire,
And well accepted in God"s sight ;
And saved by blood of the Messiah,
In Jesus' name we cl&im our right.n

And shall we be among that happy throng
whoIn beauteous order marching onward
The holy city enter in.

Is there no literal Zion? No land of inheritauce? No city to be built up? Are we not
commanded to set our faces Zion ward? Zionward! did we say? Let us pause and consider. In that editorial in the Jfessenger entitled
"Gathering" (J ul.f and September numbers)
we are given to understand that Zion is the
pure in heart, wherever found. Which way
are we to turn, then? Any way-every way?
Have we been so deluded all these years as to
believe in a city of refuge-a city of holiness
to be built by man that shall contain the ternple of the living God. A real bona fide Zion?
-When it is all a myth?" Are we not living in the latter days? when the coming of
Christ is just before us? Will he not come
in power and glory to execute justice and
judgmcnt,-to dwell in the city of Zion with
the Saints? Surely we have been taught so
to believe. And now comes one and dashes all
our bright hopes to the ground. There is no
Zion to be looked forward to, he informs us.
That is all a thing of the past. God commanded the sons of men to go and buiJd a
city; they failed. So he concluded be didn't
want them to. There was no need for a Zion
after all, in these days of wisdom and wickedness. This is what we gather from Bro. B.'s
(as we suppose) article in JJfessenger. He
savs at the first onset that he is admonished
to" tread lightly on this subject. Now we
can guess some of his advisers in the matters;
but it seems to us that instead of treading
lightly, he gets up and stamps and tears the
ground up, and finally snuffs out one of the
grand lights upon which our eyes were fixed.
INe want information, and take this means
of obtaining it. 'Ve have waited for those
who have wisdom, but they seem to give silent
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assent. We have read and digested as was
recommended in the article referred to. Or
rather tried to. It wont digest, however. We
fully agree with the writer that the peace anJ.
prosperity of the Church depends upon a right
understanding of the subject of the gathering.
But, how is it we have been so long deceived?
How did he find out the truth now?
Who else will advise us furt'her? We ap
peal to the Elders-the teachers in Israel. We
respectfully solicit'~ their opinions, for they
have taught us to ~believe in Zion, they have
nurtured and strengthened the hope, from
time to time; and now if they have been deceived, let them, we do beseech, come to the
front and explain. Anxiously and truly your
PERLA WILD.
sister,
____, _
,

___......,_

__··---

GOD IS LOVE.

I can conceive of nothing to write or speak
about that is of more interest than the love of
God in Christ Jesus. It is not because I can
say anything new on this great and glorious
theme, but just to bring it to our recollection,
because the forgetting of this brings darkness,
while the remembrance of it creates light in
our souls, and prepares us to obey the word
which commands us to love him with all our
heart, with all our mind, and with all our
strength. It is faith in his love, as made manifest in Christ, that gives us strength to overcome the evils that surround us, and these we
have got to overcome, to be able to sit down
with him on his throne, as he has promised.
Let us search the universe for a delightful
theme, a glorious truth, a valuable fact, and
can we find one that is an;v. more so, than the
love of God. And why is it that we think so
little upon ,it? If the death of Christ had
only taken place yesterday, what an excitement
there would have been in the world to-day, that
i<~, considering the present protessed faith in
him; but we do not believe there was much
excitement in the world the day after his death.
And why not? Not because it was not the
great event of the age, one that had been predicted since the beginning of the world. No,
but because it was not believed in. It was
only the "few that knew it to be the amazing
condesension of the great God, and these few
manifested their faith in it by the sufferings
they endured because of their opposition to the
common view of it. And has the lapse of time
lessened the fact any? Is it not just as true
now as it was when it took place? Surely, dear
brother and sister, let us arouse ourselves from
our sleepy condition ; let us bring up the fact
of the love of God before our minds, and ask
ourselves the question, Am I acting as if I
had faith in the love of the great God for me?
Oh, it is just as true to-day as it ever has l:een,
and mankind are just as precious in his sight;
and if there was any need for him to die again
he would do it, so great is his love for us.
But there is no need, and it is just as effectual
as if he had done it a thousand times. If such
an exhibition of love does not produce obedience, can you tell me what will? ·what on
all the earth is to be done if this fails ? Can
we g;et a t<reater bein~ th~n (lod? Of W01Jld
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we want greater love? No wonder that he
said, "greater love can no man have than this,
that he lays down his life for his friend?"
What more could he do? Surely indifference
to such love is ingratitude. It is our privilege
to believe in it and to rejoice in it, showing
our love to him by our obedience to his word
as he has given it from time to time.

foundest admiration of the most accomplished
critics; or we may be looking on a general,
whose courage, wisdom and forethought shall
make him the glory of his friends and the
terror of his foes. This undeveloped mind,
clothed in a feeble but fast developing habiliment, who can foresee the oceans it may explore, the seas it may discover or the mines of
"Could we with ink the ocean fill,
wealth it may bring to light? What it may:_
Were the whole earth of parchment made,
become we oannot tell.
And every single stick a quill,
And every man a scribo by trade ;
Nor does it appear what we shall be in the
To write the love of God above,
life to come. But this much we may rely on,
Would drain the ocean dry,
Nor could the whole, upon a scrolL
that our future depends in great measure upon
Be spread from sl<y to s]>y ."
ourselves; fully as much in the life to come
J. s. K.
as in this life of varying prospects.
We are, in some sense, "as clay in the hand
HO:PE AND STRIVE.
of the potter." He will mould us according
"Beloved, now are we the sons of God, and it to his own good pleasure. But who shall say
doth not yet appear what we shall be: but we how much his will is affected by our passiveknow that, when he shall appear we shall be like ness in his hands? or by the degree of suscephim; for we shall see him as he is."-1 John 3: 2.
tability in ourselves to be moulded, fashioned,
To be a son of God is to be in sympathy or guided by the Holy Spirit's gentle manipuwith God, in thought, word aad deed. It is lations? For the potter will not use the best
to be born again; for the natural man is prone material for the worst offices, but is ever mindto sin as the sparks to fly upward, and, there- ful of the adaptibility and susceptibility of his
materials. And in like manner God will not
fore, at enmity with God. But blessed are exalt the persistently wicked, any more than
they who having felt the transforming infiu- he will destroy the soul that bends to his will,
enoeof redeeming love, having "buried the old and joyfully accepts salvation by the mediation
man with all his deeds," and having "risen to of his dear Son. Like clay we are what we
walk in newness of life," have put on the wed- are; but unlike clay, we may improve in texture and pliableness, so that, although now we
ding garment.
are coarse and of little value, we ma-y, in proThey are no longer enemies at large; nor cess of time, become the very finest of material;
slaves in subjection; nor servants working for so that on our own efforts, in part, it depends
hire, but sons; heirs of the kingdom and "joint whether we become enemies, aliens, strangers,
heirs with Jesus Christ." 'l'his fact once firm. citizens or rulers. We do not think it possily established in our minds, and the giants of ble for us all to become kings or priests unto
temptation, together with the Goliahs that as- God; nor do we see how every one cOuld b~>
sail Israel in general, and each soul in partie- come "a ruler over ten cities," or even over
ular, dwarf before us in proportion as we grow one city, for that matter; but we fail to see
in righteousness, in knowledge, in sonshid and any reason why all may not become citizens in
in acceptance with our adopted Father.
that glorious kingdom of light that God has
"It doth not yet appear what we shall be." prepared for them that love him.
What possibilities there are before us ! We
The sculpLor gazes on a block of marble and
watch the sleeping infant but just launched on sees in it a thousand possibilities, from the
the sea of life, and speculate on its future. It diminutive winged cupid to. the giant Hercuhas life, emotions, and it may be, dt·eaming fan- les. He may commence to bring out the latter,
cies; but it has no immediate capabilities. but, meeting with successive flaws, end with
Yet who can say what feats of pedestrianism the former.
those napkined limbs may perform? Those
In this way have we looked upon young
dimpled arms and chubby hands appearing as converts to Christ, seeing the possibility of a
though made only to fondle with mamma's soul-stirring preacher, a wise counselor, a good
tresses, who shall tell the possibilities of their presiding officer, a missionary, an apostle, a
future strength ?-the carnage they may martyr! But, alas! in the chiseling and polspread? the enemies they may subdue? the ishing process :!law after flaw were discovered,
homes they may protect? the structure they and defect beneath defect were brought to
may rear, or the battlements they may cast light, that not a few have been cast among the
down? The mind, app:wentiy just budding rubbish as totally unfit for use in God's temple
into existence, who can tell its future possi- at all.
bilities? We know that it has a fnr.nre as we
But, blessed be God, we htwe a sure means
believe that it has a past; but what that past of getting rid of the flaws in our nature. As
was, or what that future will be, we cannot God can make the vilest sinner clean, so will a
tell. Nor can we divine the relationship be-j strict adherence to his laws exalt us above
tween the two, or we might reason from cause ourselves, correct the :!laws in our lives, imto effect. For there is no doubt in our mi.nd, prove our talents and create n~w capabilities,
that the mysteries of life, as to duration, phys- until the possibilities of our future glorified
i.cal and mental developments, &c., are simple state with Gotl and t'.:e Lamb, are beyond con-_
as the child's primer; and would so appear to c01ption.
us, had we perfect knowledge of all the anteThen, my dearly b<!loved brothers and siscedents. But without a backward glimpse in- ters in Christ, let us have HOI'E in God, and
to eternity, the future is a mist iu which the eternal life. L3t us STRIVE lawfully, earnestoutlines of objects are but dimly traced.
ly and continually, to correct our faults, im\Ve may be looking on tho future great prove our lives, and to fit ourselves for the
artist of the world, whose efforts shall as- richest graces here and the brightest glories
tonish t}le multitude and commfJ.nd tho pro- 1 l1ere~fter, "For it (loth not yet appear wh~:tt
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we shall he," but this we know, that if we love
him, ~<we shall he like· him, for we shall see
him as he is." Ble~sed be God, ('all things
X. A.
are possible to them that believe."
____,..__ . ._

ing on of hands in the name of ,Jesus Christ,
speaking in tongues, and interpretating- them,
the working of miracles; in short, all the gifts
spoken of in the Scriptures. See Jliark: 16 :
16; John 14: 12; Jas. 5: 14; 1 Cor. 12th,
THE PRINCIPLES OF THE GOSPEL.
13th and 14th chapters.: Soru.e believe that
~·:~"..:::;; _ _
faitb 3 repentance and prayer answers the purH. A. Stebbins, Dear Brother :-As the pose in receiving the fullness of the gospel,
Herald is lent to many of our friends, I but we notice that the servants of God in early
h h I
ld ·
r 1
I
ages were very particular in attending to its
t oug t wou wnte a Itt e epist e upon the administration, and it is very evident that hapgospel of Christ, which is the power of God tism is a saving ordinance. It would have
unto salvation.-Rom. 1 : 16. The first prin- been very foolish for the three thousand on
ciples are faith, repentance and baptism for the day of Pentecost to submit to the trouble
the remissien of sins, the laying on of hands of baptism, if faith repentance and prayer
would bring the same blessing. The eunuch
for the gift of the Holy Ghost. Reb. 6: 1-3; would not have alighted from his carriage and
Acts 6 : 6, 7; 19 : 6.
accompanied Philip into the water, if nothing
. Reader, have you become obedient to this but inward works had been required; neither
gospel; if so, it is well; if not, do not delay, would Ananias have commanded Saul to be
for the Lord Jesus will shortly come in baptized. After coming up out of the water
and having obtained remission of sins, we can
"flaming fire, taking vengeance on them that rejoice, and our conscience become void of
know not God and obey not the gospel of offense toward God; we can go on our way
Christ." 2 Thess. 1 : 7, 8. Jesus said, "Ex- rejoicing.
Dear reader, I hope you can see that this
cept a man be born of water and of the Spirit,
he cannot enter the kingdom of God."-John is in perfect agreement with the Scriptures,
3 : 5. Then, dear reader, accept salvation on and with the saying of our Savior, "Except a
God's terms, namely, the scriptural plan; first, man is born of water and· of the Spirit, he
believe in God the Father and in Jesus Christ cannot enter into the kingdom of God," and
his Son, and in the Holy Ghost; second, re- what God has joined together, let no man put
pentance; third, baptism for the remission of asunder. Paul himself, though he had a vissins. 1\iatt. 28 : 19, 20 j ]}lark 16; Acts 9: ion of the Lord Jesus Christ, yet received not
17,18; 10:47,48; 19:4; 22:16; Eph.4:4,5. the Holy Ghost, and he did not experience reThe correct mode of baptism is by im- ligion until he had been baptized and washed
mersion, or being buried in water; or as Je- his sins away. Again, Cornelius and his
sus says, being "born of water." John 3 : 5; friends could not get salvation without it.
Matt. 3 : 16, 17; Acts 8: 38, 39; Rom. 6 :
Now we must observe the order of the gospel
3-6; CoL 2 : 12.
of Christ, or we cannot claim the blessings.
But who are the proper subjects of baptism, It is worse than folly to say, "Lord, Lord,"
infants or adults? Why, adults, who are ca- and do not the things he has commanded us.
pable of hearing, believing and repenting. It is plainly manifested that external works
Acts 2:37-42. There is no command, precept, must be attended to as well as faith andreinjunction, or example, either from the Lord, pentance.
T. H. MooRE.
~is apostles, ~isciples; or ax;y of the fi.rst 9hri~__
,. --<!1---tians to baptize mfants; mf~nt sprmkhng JS
THE LAW OF GOD
therefore unnecessary, uuscnptural, and not
__
·
pleasing in the sight of God.
There is as much eftort needed now in teach. TChhe ~ayt ~nfl, onthof ~;tndfsthin It~el naGmhe otf Jed- ing the principles of the gospel, as there was
sus
ns IS 10r e gw o
e :10 y
os , an
. .
.
.
is the ordinance of confirmation. Acts 6 ; 8: at, the begmnmg of the .gospel dtspensatwn.
14-19; 19: 1-7. These are the first condi-, And what tends to make 1t a work of so much
tions of the gospel of Christ, and all who com- labor is that the christian world are profess_ply with them receive the remission of sins,· and Iing christianity upon no fixed principle but
are made partakers of the Holy Ghost. Through
th
t d'
.'t t
1 ·
-th'IS process th ey are b orn agam,
·
fi rs t of ra . er
. are eanmg upon. a • grea . tverst
. . yo
water and then of the Spirit, and become child- I opmwn as to what const1tu"es chnstlamty.
ren of the kingdom, heirs of God, and Saints
A knowledge of any other science could
of the Most High .. ~ut, mark, these ord_in- never be gained, if the elements of those great
ances ~re to he ~dmmrs~ered by those havmg principles, which underlie all experimental
aut.honty to act m the kmgdom of God; other- h'l
h h d
b
· e.
h ·
wise they are void and illegal. 1 Sam. 13: p I osop .y, a no etter seeunty lOr t eir
10-14; l\iark 3 : 14; Rom. 10 : 14, 15; preservation than that which has destroyed
Reb. 5 : 4.
the unity of the christian faith, with all this
The priesthood has been taken from the diversity of opinion. It cannot for a moment
earth, but it is again restored; the angel has be said that the gospel itself has changed, but
flown through the heavens and brought the only men's opinions of it have changed, and
everlasting gospel to the earth, and commis, perhaps will continue to do so until a time
sioned men once more to preach it in all the I when all will be convinced of the foily of subworld for a witness, and then shall the end stituting for law a changing and ever wavercome. It is the privilege of every person to ing opinion.
But no matter what diversity of opinion we
receive the gifts and blessings which flow from
the Holy Spirit through the proper adminis- may now hold, all are bound some time to artering of the ordinances of the Church of rive at one final conclusion. No matter how
Christi and those blessings are revelation, restive or intractable at present, yet the end
prophecy, visions, healing the lilick by the lay- rof the law will reach every device, its deci~ions
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cannot be set aside on the plea of the most
plausible opinion that can be given. The
much desired unity in faith and in principle,
can never be arrived at under the tuition of
the- most grave, most learned opinion of the
L~w of Life, and that the gospel is the Law of
Life, is admitted by all so·called christians.
But what we need, in this stage of our investigation, is the disposition to accept the inspiring influence the gospel will impart to
minds unbiased by previous opinion or· prejudice or cultivation. Sincerity must accompany all honest desire for the truth, and we
must approach the standard of truth with our
minds divested of that ill composure, the most
favored opinion can give. It is remarkable
that the blessing of God ever accompanies the
utterance of his word to the convincing of the
honest in heart, and also to the confounding
of false doctrine. Trembling and confusion
await the enemies of truth, and the time is
fast drawing on when every ear shall hear the
gospel witness, as sounded to earth's remotest
bounds; and all mankind-"before their awful doom is sealed, and earth yields up her
power,"-may yet learn their privilege is one,
and that in the gospel there is unity and in it
all.
It alone is the plan of salvation. "Can we
speak of a Savior and disregard his law?"
"Can we speak of his law, and overlook the
great principles taught therein?" The law
and the testimony are the great exponents of
divine truth. The Spirit of God giving us
understanding, will ever lead and guide us in
the way of the truth. No man can speak the
things of God save by his Spirit; neither can
he do the things contained in his law save by
his abiding grace. Him all in all are we subservient unto, whom, in duty we must honor
in our lives,-he in us, we in him. Then we
shall meditate upon his law, and live by it;
by it our duty will be plain, and his service
our greatest pleasure. Fancy what greater
pleasure than to serve the Lord. We can do
so, no matter what our lot and station in life.
It is, besides, the surest balm when ills betide,
and make life's burden sore, it smoothes our
troubled path, and is our comforter. And
when in conflict with the world, with ourself,
and with our native sin, it is our guard, our
shield, our safe stronghold, and it bids us enter
in. No mortal can harm us there, his banner
is our defence, and glorious victories are where
he loves to see his saints.
The study of the gospel will at once draw
the mind away from the world, for the most
learned cannot aid us, and we see nothing
but confusion in a multitude of opinions.
•rrue, the gospel is plain to every Latter Day
Saint, but to the informed, the intelligent sectarian it is not so plain, from the reason that
they hold different views in regard to it. The
gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ being the law
of eternal life, is of more importance to our
wellfare than any other consideration. God
is revealed to us through the gospel, and without it we are strangers and aliens, and know
not his law. It being the divine law, implies
then, that obedience is required, or else it is
not a law. Then, if it is the law, it must certainly define what particular statutes command
our obedience. Ask not in this juncture what
you or I think of the law. What we may
think may lead us away from the tenor of the
law its!llf, Rather t?sk what does the law flay?
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cmtecl by Prof. Thomas, who very kindly showed
how reads its statutes? what are its commands?
¢- us over it, including the organ, one of the :finest
Then, again, it being the law of God, it is
i!l the world. The ceiling had been festooned J.n
written in language so imperative that we can -~---·-·····~---···
the summer for festival purposes, and the evernot be mistaken in its import. It is no mean
JOSEPH SMITH, HENRY A. STEBBINS,
evidence of its intention, when we consider
green boughs yet remained, making the roof look
EDITORS.
that its plainness has never been equaled.
like an inverted forest of mimature trees. We
What can be plainer than 1'he that believeth
heard a few notes of the organ, likewise, but
Plano, Illinois, January 15, 18~7.
and is baptized shall be saved." If this lancould only guess its power. We inscribed our
guage is not imperative, and an express comnames in the visitors' book, in which we saw the
NOTES OF TRAVEL.
mand, then we fail to discover a law at all in
names of U. S. Grant, Gen. W. T. Sherman, Dom
the gospel. I know it is often set aside on the WE made the entry into Salt Lake City, the "City
Pedro, and others of similar and less note.
specious plea of not discerning the efficacy of of the Saints," almost in regal style; for although
water baptism. In looking for the fancied effi. "unheralded and unannounced," there was but
In company with Br. Robert Warnock we visit.
cacy we lose sight of the command, "ye must one oth er passenger over tl1e l me,
an d we a1mos t ed Camp Douglas andlikcwise went over J orclan,
be born again of water and the Spirit." Nay, literally had a W'hole train to ourselves. The ride and returned. By invitation of Superintendent
we can never find its meaning, save in the let- in from Ogden is very suggestive, or at least it H. C. Kimball, of the Utah Western R R, Elder
ter of the law itself. And it is here we have was to us, for, contending emotions born of the John Smith, wife and daughter, Bro. P. H. Reinan illustration of that ill used, but jewel of circumstances of our life, condition, service, and semar and self, took an early morning ride over
texts. The Jetter killeth but the Spirit mak- the occasion of our visit to these mountain fast- the road to Lake Point, where we took breakfast,
eth alive. "Being born of water"-the letter nesses, came s~uggling up for recognition and spent a few pleasant hours in examining the lake
of the law-live in Christ Jesus, by the recep prominence~~and the question "How will we be and the surroundings that could be seen, returntion of the Holy Ghost, walk in newneES of received? would constantly recur..
ing to the city by 2 p.m. with an excellent opinlife. There can be no newness, only on the
The evidences of thrift, energy, and faithful cle. ion of the kind courtesy of Mr. Kimball, and a
grounds that baptism by water, as readeth the votion to the principles, the following of which better conception of the saltnegs of the salt, salt
letter of the law, h\ls a part.
Being buried had brought this people, whom we were going to sea. 'I'he water of the lake is much denser and
with Christ by baptism is likened unto dying. visit in their principal city, to these plains amid salter than that of the ocean; and we were told
Hence we come up out of the water, and then, the hills were everywhere visible. 1Ve held many that by a late analysis, it is found to contain
on receiving his Spirit, walk in newness of things of faith and belief in common with them; twenty.one per centum of salt. The particles of
life. Then baptism is au ordinance of God's some were relatives, many others wl)re acquaint. sand thrown up by the action of the waves are
law, which cannot be set aside without viola- anccs, once friends-were they 80 still? We were round, and have the appearance of being hollow.
ting his law,
on an errand antagonistic to the genius of their When turned into water some will float on the
"For, by the water ye keep the commandment; institutions and their social bond-what ought surface, and those that sink show still their roundby the Spirit ye are justified; and by tbe blood
f
T
ed, hollow appearance. It was suggested that they
[of Jesus];ye are sanctified."-Gen. 6: G3, (I. 'I'.) we to expect rom them?
hese thoughts and
of
a
sr'mr'lar·
nattrr·e
occu
·
d 1
ony
mor·e
m
How can we hope for the remission of our
"
pre· Is as we were of lime formation, shells of some minute liv"Uccessr'vel;v Farmr'ngton I 7 a
'lie c
ing organisms, which dying leave their shells to
sins, for life eternal, except it be J. ust as the Passed ~
"
' " ysvi , en.
law of God guarantees it unto us? By obedi- .t ervi'll e an d W 0 d' s Cross, a 11 seatt ere d h am1ets help :fill up the lake. The waters of the l~ke have
ence only, as I said before, for, inasmuch as it lying against the foot.hills to the left of the road. risen some fifteen feet, but all fear of their rising
is very clear that it is the law, obedience is Above them the everlasting hills, some of them high enough to submerge the city, must vanish,
implied therein. Moreover, the gospel of our whitening with the snows of early winter.
if what was told us be true, that at the further exLord is a covenant made by him, that by obeThe ride of forty miles seemed short, and soon tremity the land lies so low that a few feet more
dience to his law, he will endow us with eter. we wound into the strange city of a strange peo. of a rise will send the risen waters over the barnal life, with the everlasting covenant, with pic. Once domiciled at the home of Br. Reinsi. rier to seek an outlet across the plains to the
the power of God unto salvation.
mar, m had leisure to think, and thinking to take south and west. This fact is known to the dwell" And there are three that bear witness in earth, time to determine what course to pursue. For a ers there; hence their indifference to the suppothe spirit, and the water, and the blood [of J e- number of daJS we visited in the city, places and sitious "drowning out," to which some have consus].-1 John 5: 8.
people, endeavoring to discover whatever might signed them.
In striving for the unity of tl.e faith, do it aid in the solution of the puzzle, "What shall we
This trip to the luke was the only courtesy
lawfully (2 Tim. 2 : 5). And what Paul calls do?" Many received us cheerfully and pleasantly; of a public nature offered us dming our stay;
sound doctrine (Titus 1 and 2), BOlmd, be-, among these were our relatives, uncle Hyrum's and for this we thank J\oir. Kimball as a man, an
cause it is the law of God.
~sons, John and Joseph I<'. Smith; uncle Samuel's enterprising, energetic officer of a new road in a
ELl SL.I.Tim.
son, Samuel H. B. Smith, and a son of cousin growing country.
-----·-·---····-·-··George A. Smith, John Henry, by name. \Vc
On Sunday, December 3d, we spoke twice,
«Jhul·ch Exchll.liiivcncss.
met many who have a hope in the ultimate tri. I moming and afternoon, in the Liberal Institute,
Bishop Potter's severe denunciation of the pew umph of the work of the last days, but who are to quite large and attentive audiences; meeting
system in the Episcopal church has given the
writers for the religious journals a lively topic, now at a loss which way to turn to J.ook for pro. a number of old.time Saints, who kindly remem.
which they are handling with more or less ea.rnest- gress, and advancement. Some of those whom bered us for "our father's sake." They loved him
ness, and it is understood tbat the subject will be we met were cordial and friendly, but sincerely and wished to shake hands because of that love.
the bnrthen of more than one serrHou this coming impressed that it was a bad thing for us to be \Ve were pleased to learn of their love and regard
Sunda.y. It is an old question, but the Bishop
makes one point that is comparathdy new-nama- fighting against that work begun by our :ather j still cherished for him; but it wns a trifle morti
ly, that wealthy people are u 3 ing the pew system and uncle. To these· we grant the meed ol hon. fying to be made to think we had no merit of our
to give them social posit. ion amd •m air of exclu· esty and sincerity; for they frankly met us and own for whieh to claim a recognition. However,
siveness, as if the church were ~" theatre or an we agreed to differ in peace. \Ve did not ask any some seemed to grant this, and we can not com1 t'
t
· th
1
·
opera house. He objects to :1 system which can f
afford facilities of th&t sort and thinks it is bigh o our rca 1ves o compromise · emse ves Ill cur plaiH. On the \Vednesclay night we again spoke
time something was doue to stop if.
behalf, nor did they do so, though we aclmowl. in the Institute; and on Thursday night, Decem.
If the bishop had ventured upon a bill of partie· edge our indebtedness to them for kindnesses ber 7th, we spoke in Bishop Rawlins' ward meet.
ulars he might have stated that there are a good shown in accompanying us about the city, and ing house, near l:nion Fort, he having kindly
many places of public worship in New York to-day introducing us to many of their brethren; a like granted us the privile 0o'c at the request of brother
where it costs as much per annum for a pew as it
does for six months' rent for a dwelling house, courtesy was shown us by Hr. P. H. Reinsimar. \Vm. P. Smith, our brother in charge of the little
and that, too, when the edifices are swamped in
'We visited the Temple grounds, where work I Union Branch, of that place. The house was
debt, with some of them on the verge of bankrupt- was just closing up for the winter season. The 1 warmed and lighted; was a very comfortable
cy. The economic11l tendencies of the times must Temple walls are now some twenty, or more feet place to speak in., and though large, was well
force us back to plainer churches, as well as to
less extravagaJ.t living, a:J.d the bishop, t.herefon, above the water table, and seem to be in a fair :filled. The amliencc was very attentive; and,
does a good service at the right time in trying to way of going up. lYe also were permitted to although many of them at first looked asif they
show "how to do it."-Pitilade7phia Leilge1•.
visit the Tabemacle, through ·which we wore cs. expected us to be harsh and denunciatory, this
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was apparently dissipated, and a good feeling
seemed to prevail at the last.
On the next day, in company with Br. Reinsimar, we returned to the city, having had a most
excellent visit at the house of Br. Smith, with the
band of Saints under his charge, and some from
adjoining places. We hereby extend our thanks
to, Bishop Rawlins for the use, of the ward meeting house, in his ward. We do this the more
readily because it shows the growth of a more
liberal spirit than characterized many places in
Utah, when the Elders have been there heretofore.
We spoke again in the Institute in the ci~y, on
Friday night, making the fourth service held
by u,s in the city. Br. Thomas Hudson, in charge
of the branch, presided at our meetings, and we
were on two occasions led in prayer by Br. Jason
W. Briggs, who arrived in the city during our
stay. We met the Saints in prayer, testimony,
and business meeting, and spoke to them once in
the house of Bro. Joseph Clark, where their meetings have been held for some time past. We
found them earnest and seeking after the truth.
We formed some new acquaintances, which to us
were very pleasant ones.
There will be a continued effort made by the
Saints in Salt Lake City, to build a small chapel.
It is deemed by many of them, including brother
Briggs, to be necessary. Others, not with us in
faith, but in sympathy with the effort we are
making, also think it advisable. We also, though
before favorable to the erection of a house there
suitable for the occasion of public worship, are
in favor of it still.
It was rumored that instructions had been given that if we asked for the Tabernacle it should
be opened fur us; but this was evidently only rumor; as there being no facilities for warming
and ligh~ing it, it had been closed for the winter,
We did not ask for it, moreover, as we did not
think it quite consistent to ask a favor hitherto
denied to our brethren who had preceded us.
Collections were taken at three of our meetings,
and the audience liberally responded, so that
enough was realized to pay for the use of the
hall. The proprietors of the Institute were, also,
liberal, and gave us a reduction in the rates of
hire-and this enabled us to say that we addressed the people in "our own hired house.",
We remained in the city till after Sunday, tl).e
10th, and on that day we had the pleasure of listening to Elder Orson Pratt, in the 17th Ward
Assembly rooms. The day was cold, the room
not comfortable, yet the house W[\S well filled;
and Elder Pratt spoke well; >Ye were pleased with
both manner and matter. His discourse for the
first half was a relation of his early experience in
Mormonism, in connection with the martyrs and
others; the httter half of it was a rapid review of
prophecy respecting the establishing of Zion
in the last days. It was, as a whole, such as any
orthodox saint might endorse, being singularly
free from those objectionable features which we
believe to be unwarrantable innovations into the
ereed of the church. After the service we were
introduced to the Elder and passed the usual
courtesies of greeting. We attended the meeting
of the Saints at Br. Clark's, in the evening, and
spoke to them as we were led.
On the 11th of December we bid adieu to the
Saints, and to Salt Lake City, and in company
with Br, Briggs came to Ogden, Here we called
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at Br. John Hart's near the depot, also at the
F1·eeman office, and stopped all night at brother
Wells Chase's, a little ways out of the city. We
were well treated, had a pleasant visit with bro.
ther and sister Thorn and Br. Chase's family. We
left Ogden on the morning of the 12th, and stopping over at Lamoni, for Saturday and Sunday,
the 1Gth and 17th; spoke to the Saints in their
temporary tabernacle, ncar Br. Ebenezer Hobinson's on the last named date, respecting the gathering-and we hereby apologize to the Lamoni
Saints for whatever language we used that day
that was unduly harsh. In company with Bro.
D. H. Smith we returned home on the HHh of
December, after a western tour of five months
and two days, during which time we have traveled some thousands of miles, delivered some seventy discourses, baptized ten persons, seen' many
to us new and strange places and faces.
We return thankful to the Huler over all, for
care, protection and guidance; to Him be honor
and glory, for ever and ever. Our impre~sions
of California we reserve for a separate chapter.
THE WORD OF

WISDO~I-WHAT

IS IT?

TrrE ·word of Wisdom is a revelation to the
Church, of a course of conduct in eating and
drinking, to which those who have been able to
receive and follow it bear ample testimony. It
is not a commandment, disobedience to which
imperils man's salvation; but is of such a general character, that so far as a person gives heed to
it, so far are the blessings promised given. Those
who choose to disregard it have no just claim
upon those blessings; nor can they reasonably
object to what may follow a failure to be wise
according to that word; for instance, he who
reads, "strong drink is not good for man;" must
not object, if he uses strong drink, to the result
that may follow; loss of self-respect, the respect
of his fellow-man, loss of money, labor, and finally a drunkard's grave. He who reads, "tobacco
is not good for man," must not object to stained
lips, teeth, and clothing, tainted raiment and
breath, loss of appetite, and final servitude to a
depraved taste; if he uses tobacco. He who
reads, "Oats for the horse," must not object to a
shortened life and impaired usefulness of that
good friend of man, if he feed his horse corn.
And so on to the end of the chapter. It is applicable to all Saints, without respect to age, sex,
condition or locality, and is just as much a word
of wisdom to those scattered abroad as to those
gathered.
Very few keep it in its entirety; few try to,
Nlany keep it well so far as their own persons l!re
concerned; but fail in their flocks and herds.
Some keep it so far as, hot drinks go, and avoid
it in regard to meat. But the testimony of all
who do keep it, so far as our,knowledge extends,
admits its correctness. Hence we are warranted
in the conclusion that those who prize that which
is promised, aml have ihe courage to keep the
word strictly, are wiser than those who ignore,
despise, make light of, neglect or deny the Yvorcl
of ·wisdom.
<==-~===

VYE arc now sometimes asked whether we advise
the Saints to move into the State of Missouri.
We now state that we are decidedly of the opinion that those who maJ so desire, can move into
that State in safety if they will take special pains
to pay strict heed to a popular maxim of the old
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prosperous days, "mind your own'business,"observing the rule laid down, "talk not of judgment,
boast not of mighty faith."
We have so repeatedly reconimended those desiring to locate in permanent homes to move "into the regions round about,"' that it seems almost
useless to state anything about it. '\Ve have not
materially changed in our views touching theredemption of the land; as we still think that it is
to be "purchased" to tl;e Saints rather than to be
redeemed by blood.
We furthermore think that every man who now
attempts to go near to Zion, should count the cost,
and if he cannot live in peace with his neighbor,
his family, himself and his God, let him by all
means stay away; if he is persuaded that he can
do this, let him set the boundaries of his home,
plant his orchard and vineyard, and establish the
door posts of his house, and his altar place, and
determine there to auide. It is time the Saints
ceased wandering and pitched their tents fOJ'·a
season of repose. If it should ever again tu1:n out
that they shall be compelled to leave their homes,
let every man refuse to sell a foot of his land,
cache his title deeds, or carry them with him; and
as soon as the storm abates return to their homes.
Let the Saints now live in honesty with the world
and among themselves and we are fully satisfied
that they will never again be removed.
We do not pretend to infallibility, nor do we
think a man a heretic if he disregards our counsel, for it is the privilege of every man to act for
himself; but many events that have transpired,
now in the past, have shown that we were nearly
correct in our forecasting the situation; and while
it has taught us to be careful, it has also strengthened us in the views so often expressed, that "we
can safely inhabit in the' regions round about.'"
No immigration in a mass can be safely .carried forward, neither is it at present advisable,
for two reasons, distress would ensue; and, it is
stated, there is an order on the statute book of
Missouri, unrepealed, preventing it. This, however, need not affect those who may choose to
cast their fortunes as individuals in that state.
We believe it to be unwise to further arraign any
body for wrongs, redress for which has so long
been placed by humble and devoted prayer, upon
the final docket of the Great Judge of all the earth.
Let the past bury its dead, and only complain of
wrongs inflicted sil1ce the appeal was taken.
PRESIDE!\'!' JOSEPH SJIIITII arrived safely at home
December 1Dth, after his long absence in California, Nevada, and Utah. He was welcomed on
every hand by the Saints and friends, and on the
afternoon of the 22d a reception supper was given,
as previously planned by the Plano Sairlts, at
which one hundred and thirty-five persons sat
down. We thank the Saints abroad for heeding
the injunction "return him as good as you received him," and we welcome him to the sanctum
once more, for it seems good to have him with us
again, both for his society, as a helper in the
office, and in the preaching and prayer meetings
of the branch.
Bro. Henry Halliday, of Shelby Station, Iowa,
writes that the work of the Lord is prospering
there. He has baptizrcl fourteen this year, and
others arc believing.
A hte letter from Newport, southern California, states: "\Ve will baptize four persons, at
least, next Sunday, November 10th,
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Bro. J. · S. Patterson, of the Canada Mission,
Brother and sister Cazier, of Alpine county, has not seen a Saint for six years, excepting Bro.
writes that they are doing all they can preaching, California, write that they cannot do without the Longbottom. Those who can daily meet with
thougll his health is poor and the winter weather HERALD; and Br. J. W. Vernon of West Oakland, them and worship with their assemblies may im.
is severe there.
California, says that it is worth its weight in gold agine the deprivation, if they can.
Bro. R. M. 1llvin, of Nebraska City, sends us a to him. Many others write to the same effect.
Br. J. J. Cornish wrote from Lo.lldon, Ontario,
bill of fifteen lectures to be given by Bro. M. H.. Bro. J. R. Lambert's report of the debate in January 1st, that he baptized two more the night
Forscutt, in that place. Bro. Elvin writes that Monona county, Iowa, between J\ir. J. Cartwright before, cutting through thick ice to make a place.
the first two were given on Sunday, December and Bro. Heman C. Smith, was prepared, but un. He was to start on the 2d for the Usborne Branch,
31st, and the attendance was large and the atten. intentionally omitted from the first half of this and after that to St. Thomas, where he expectll to
ticm good. After an intermission in the evening issue. It will appear in our next.
find an opening.
the Saints held a sacrament and testimony meet.
Bro. Carl A. Gross, of Silver City, Nevada, sent
Thanks to Bro. C. D. Norton, London, England,
ing, in which the power of faith was manifested us a Pearl of Great Price, we suppose in response for late copy of the Hackney and Kingsland Ga.
and they rejoiced in the gifts of the Holy Spirit. to the call of Bro. Wm. Aldrich for one and we zette,. and Shoreditch Telegrapl~.
Of the new HERALD he adds, "The HERALD in its . accordingly sent it to him with word that it came
Bro. William Anderson, of 611 ~ Minna street,
new dress gives entire satisfaction."
·from Bro. Gross. The next tidings we had from San Francisco, California, will please accept our
Sister Eliza Hunter, of Alton, Ill., writes that Bro. Aldrich was that he had gone to his rest. thanks for late California papers, San Franeisco
\he Saints are all well there and enjoying a good We had previously understood that he had been Chronicle, Post, and others.
Please notice Bro. Forscutt's lilotice on music.
portion of the Holy Spirit, although they are actively engaged during the fall &mong his
much scattered and have no place of meeting, ex. neighbors and friends in defending the latter day Let us have a mueic book. Many inquiries were
made of us in California, Nevada, and Utah,
cept at the Saints' houses. But they trust that work and the prophecies ef Joseph Smith.
the way. will open better by and by, so that they
Bro. Torville and Sr. l'Iartha Olsen, on Bear about it. Our people ought to learn to sing.
Please,,read Bro. R. M. Elvin's article, entitled,
may be more perfectly taught in the ways of the river, near Evanston, Wyoming, would gladly
Lord. 'fhey feel blessed in having father White. welcome Elders and Saints to their home. There "Alarming." It is a terrible arraignment of the
head among them and rejoice that his life is still is no branch there, but they feel happy, and enjoy liquor traffic.
By letter from Bro. Eri B. Mullen, Wilmot, Ray
spared.
the spirit of the gospel, and wish to assure all
Bro. J'Jiarcus Shaw, of Detroit, Decker county, Saints of their love for the truth and for- their county, l'Io., we learn that land in that region of
liirinesota, writes that the Saints there are all brethren and sisters. They were baptized by Br. country is worth from $5 to $35 per acre, owing
doing well, but have some trials. No traveling Warnock in Utah, December 9th, 1874.
to the nature of the improvements.
Elder visits them. lie is preaching the gospel
Br. Lorenzo Fay, of Carlton, J\Hchigan, writes
llro. James Houston has returned from Texas,
and expects to devote most of his time this winter that a young man from Lapeer tells him of a sign and is located at Birkener, St. Clair county, Ills.
to the work. The Saints tberc wish to sell out in the sun, seen on the morning of December
He who, among Latter Day Saints, is waiting
and move to :Missouri.
18th, by himself and others. "The sun had a for some new commands to do something wonder.
Bro. Francis Earl, recently of Braid wood, Illi. strip of red across it, of the appearance of blood, ful and strange, while there is so much already
nois, has been preaching at Lake Village, New- and there also seemed to be men with guns and commanded which he has not done, nor is at.
ton county, Indiana, near Momence, Illinois. He other weapons fighting." Bro. Fay also speaks tempting to do, need not be surprised to find
finds the people kind hearted and attentive, and· of the ba1ls of fire, the brilliant light, and the ex. himself suddenly old and the former command.
the minds of some seem to be open for conviction plosion, on the evening of December 21st, when ments not remembered, nor that enjoined per.
of the truth. He was preaching on the restora.. the meteor, noted so extensively in the papers, formed. "Sanctify yourselves," and do it now.
tion of the gospel and the signs of the times on made its appearance.
Evil thoughts are the sure precursors of evil
the evening that the meteor was seen in the heav.. To the many brethren who have sent us the deeds; think good thoughts, therefore, that good
ens, December 21st, and having presented to his pleasant greeting of a "J'Jierry Christmas" and a deeds may follow.
hearers the series of events foretold, therefore the "Happy New Year," we return our thanks, especi.
Bro. David Brand writes from J'Jiarengo, Illinois,
manifestation in the heavens after the meeting ally to those who have, as brother George Pil. that they have good meetings in that branch and
seemed as a witness of those wonders above. Br. grim says, put their kind wishes into the shape feel well in the Spirit. They also find a sheep
J~. designed laboring further east in Indiana.
. of renewal of subscriptions or payments of past for the fold once in a while.
llro. Adam See, of Adam's Center, Wisconsin, dues; and to all we express our sincere wishes for
llro. F. C. Warnky writes from Canon City,
writes that Bro. "William Savage has been travel-' their prosperity and well being.
Colorado, that he had just returned from a
ing in Sank, Vernon, and Eau Claire counties of· Two of the brethren have sent us copies or. trip down the Arkansas river, having preached
that state, preaching with good success, but the newspaper scraps of what has recently been pub. at LaJ"unta, Rockey Ford, and St. Charles. The
illness of his wife has caused his return home. Jished by some of the papers as a prophecy given truth was welcomed by many and if elders were
We hope that he wiil be able to be in the field. by Joseph Smith, purporting to give the exact there who would work all their time he thinks
this winter as much as he intended.
· year of the commencement of the recent civil that branches might be raised up.
Bro. L. D. l\forgan, of South Bethlehem, Penn- IYar, and saying that thirty years later the wind.
Bro. Wm. H. Garrett, of Pittsburg, Pa., wriles
sylvania, writes to correct the statement in HER- ing up scene should take place. It is evidently us a pleasant letter of cheering words, which car.
ALD of November 15th, p. 692, where it should a hoax, or badly mixed by some one, for it is said ry with them the spirit of love for the cause and
have read that work in the rolling mills was very to have been written by him in Delaware in 1780, desire to be active in the work. He says of our
which of course could not have been, and we new dress, "Received the HERALD last evening,
slack, instead of in the coal mines.
Bro. J. A. Robinson, of Peoria, Illinois, wrote never heard that he gave any clue to the date of and am pleased with the change."
December 26th, that Bro. H. C. Bronson was there 1861 as the year for the war to commence.
Bro. W. R. McDonald, of Bevier, }!o., writes
on his way to hold a series of meetings in Canton.
Bro. John Watkins writes from Lucas, Lucas that Bro. Thomas Matthews, formerly of Syra..
President Wm. W; Blair has been laboring at county, Iowa, that eight or nine families of the cuse, Ohio, has been preaching at Macon, Mo.,
Kewanee, Illinois, and more recently attended the Saints who were before at Des Moines, have and vicinity, and the people seem to like to II.ear,
funeral services or Bro. Wm. Aldrich at Burling. moved to Lucas, and they expect to be organized He says that some old time Saints live about
.ton1 Wisconsin. He has now gone into Hancock into a branch soon, we suppose of the Decatur there who never followed B. Young.
county, Illinois, to preach.
District. Meantime they are active in preaching
See a good letter from llro. Mills, of California,
Bro. E. C. Brand writes that he has recently in that place and have good attendance, and hope among the correspondence.
To those who had renewed their subscriptions
delivered ten lectures in South Bend, Nebraska, for some to obey the gospel, if they live correctly.
and vicinity, and is now preaehing near De Witt Bro. John R. Evans has charge.
to HERAI,D and HoPE and yet saw no change on
to attentive congregations.
Sr. l'!. A. Christy writes from Viona, Humboldt labels for January 1st issues we would say that
If Saints ordering tracts would order them by county, Iowa, of Bro. Longbottom having preach- owing to the press of work and other matters the
the numbers printed in the HERALD, it would ed there the past fall and that one family named book keeper did not get all credited up on the
save them a great deal of useless writing, and Hess are believing, who have moved to Wadena, lists before mailing time. Those who found the
save U$ $ y.reat ~leal of Vll.luallle time,
Minnesota, ea~t of Becker county, Sr, C!Jristy, blne tnnrk on theirs will uuderstau!l al~o fron1
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the above. We hope with this issue to have aU I scene of insurrection, and President Gonzalez, who Neb., $35.000; near Montreal, Canada, ·$20.000;
credited up as late as possible.
succeeded to .office on the derosition of his pred~ Greenfield, Ind., $15.000; Indianapolis, Ind.,
Letters considerable news summary and other cessor, h.as himself been obliged to leave. Busl· $40.000; Homer, La., $150.000; Galena,. Ills.,
. '
. .
'
ness affa1rs prostrate.
$20.000; Carrolton, Ohio, $80.000; Cairo, Ill.,
matter lS crowded out of th1s wsue.
The Argentine Republic, South America, enjoys $35.000; Bolivar, Tenn., $200.000; Oil City, Pa,,
·==
peace, the revolution having ended.
$35,000; Augusta, Me., $20 000; Holyoke, Mass.,
IN a review of the prosperity of Nebraska Uity,
It is feared that a general famine will prevail in $38.000; N. Y, City, $80.000; Elmira, N. Y.,
Nebraska, published in the Nebraska City Press, the Madras district, India. Drouth has caused $175.000; South Bend, Ind., $40.000; Hamilton,
great loss of crops. Also, in Eastern Bengal, nine Ontario, $40.000; N, Y. City, $35.000; St. Louis,
of December 23, 1876, we find the following:
tenths of the plow cattle were lost at the time of $50 000: Laurel, Ind, $150 000; C!llliersville,
"The Church of Latter Day Saints, of this city, the great. cyclone, 0Jtober 31st, when from 200,000 Tenn., $30.000. Bonham, Texas, $100 000; Clinare anti-polygamists. They also reject the lead. to 300,000 people perished, and 3,000 square miles ton, Iowa, $40 000; Brooklyn, N. Y. $50 000.
ers~ip of Brigham Young, claiming to believe of land were submerged by the waves; hence great
The fire in the mine at Lykins, Pa., is said to
and practice only such doctrine as is sustained destitution exists there among the survivors, .or have extended two miles underground, estimated
by the Bible. The Nebraska City branch was would but for the English government. As it is damage $200.000, or over.
organized April 8th, 1866, with a membership of starvation, disease and distress are plenty enough.
It is reported that the parties sinking the ar·
twenty-one, R. 0. Elvin, presiding elder. There
Great suffering prevails among the poor of New tesian well in Sangamon, Co., Ills., at the depth of
has been added up to the present by baptism, one York and Brooklyn, and there are apprehensions 2,000 feet have found an exhaustless impply of
hundred and thirty-two, and received upon cer. of bread rior.s, for 100,000 men and women, who water, producing a fine grade of sp.lt.
tificates from other branches, seventy-nine. The labor for a living, are out of employment in New
The dull times has caused the discharge of four
loss has been fourteen deaths, and one hundred York City alone, and that number of rpen, women hundr.ed of the employees of the printing bureau,
and six removals, leaving a present membership and children are said to be drawing near to star- Washington, two-thirds of them women, and all
of one hundred and twelve. The elder in charge vation, and suffering from hunger daily. All over over the land this is taking place.
at present, is our townsman, J. W. Waldsmith. the country, and among the cities especially, more
In connection with the church, there is a small or less of the same evils exist., and the situation
-~Sabbath school under the charge of R. M. Elvin. is daily and yearly growing worse, and what to
The school has a library of about three hundred do about it is becoming one of the serious quesvolumes. The present place of worship is at the tions of the times,
¥tb.~· church, on Kansas street, between 6th and
The hoped for revival of business and letting
LoNDON, Ontario, Dec. 18, 1876.
Brotlter Henry:-I have the pleasure of addressup of hard times is acknowledged as not having
been realized ; in fact a stagnation of business ex- ing you; and for the benefit of my brethren and
ists more or less in the commercial centres, the sisters, and the readers of the Herald, I am glad
NEWS SUMMARY.
papers say, and fears and apprehensions for the to say that I too am in the fold of God. I have
[Prepared expressly for tho Herald.]
future are entertained; truly, there is "distress been a member of the Church of Christ nearly
Following closely upon the horrible fate of the of nations wit.h perplexity," on every hand, from two years, and I must say that it is the best two
three hundred human beings by the burning of the one cause or another, or from all combined, All years of my life. I believed God and trusted in
Brooklyn theater comes the tidings of the disaster Europe shares in the business depression, and a Christ my Savior, but I confess that my faith was
at Ashtabula, Ohio, by which about one hundred slate of insecmity and alarm prevail•, while Can not as strong as some of my brothers and sisters.
persons were killed by the falling of the train ada feels a share of t!Je difficulty. The poer and But on the 12th of December I was healed of a
sickness that had been upon me for weeks, so
through a bridge to the ice and water seventy feet the laboring classes everywhere are in trouble,
below, or by being burned, frozen or drowned
The European war cloud changes shape and that sometimes I could hardly straighten my
after the fall, on the evening of December 29th, color from time to time, sometimes blacker, some- , back to walk across the room. The night of tho
'rhe scene ws.s heartrending and terrible to wit- times not so black. ~'he results of the late confer- 'above date I was about to be administered to,
, ness, some burning alive, helplessly wedged in, ence of all the European powers, to fix up a peace, and some of the brothers and sisters were to come
and the spectators unable to rescue them. Great and avoid a long dreaded war, at·e not very promis- down and unite their faith, but whilst waiting for
excitement prevails about it.
ing for peace. Turkey is not willing to surrender some I continued my prayers to God, as I had all
Also the same night a train broke through a a fraction of her rulersbip, and Russia is not will- that day, and suddenly the Spirit of God came
down upon me and every bit of pain and sickbridge in Vermont; but, fortunately, no one was ing for Turkey to resume her old sway over ness left me in an instant. I burst into tears
very seriously injured. Many other minor rail. the provinces, It has seemed to us all the time of joy to think that God was so merciful to me.
road accidents have occurred.
that Russia had no other intention than to make Now I must say that I have a stronger belief in
At Augusta, Ky., on the Ohio river, December war, and to drive the Tnrks entirely out of Europe, God, and I have more of a desire to do good, and
25th, seven young men broke through the ice n.nd She is but dallying till the winter is over. Russia I want to live more faithful to him. Since my
were drowned,
has called out her First Reserves, men between husband has been laboring in the ministry things
A hurricane off the Orkney Islands capsized one thirty and forty years of age, and Turk,ey is ac- have not been as smooth at all times, as when he
boat, and eight of her crew were drowned, Other tively preparing; and Roumania is on a war foot- had good health and was working, and I have
ships and steamers were destroyed with more loss ing for any emergency.
said to him if any other Elder came around the
of life.
According to the register of the instrument to Saints could easily make up nine or ten dollars
Fourteen steamboats which had been laid up in measure the velocity of the wind, a recent gust of for him, but could not uphold the one that has
St. Louis, Mo,, for the winter, were caught in an it at Sydney, Australia, was found to travel at the done most of the work. But he often said, let us
ice jam and more or less crushed. Loss said to rate of one hundred and thirty-five miles per hour, be faithful and we shall never want; the right.
have been $250,000. The ice piled up ten to fif- an extraordinary velocity.
eous shall never be forsaken, neither will their
teen feet.
Nine theaters have been burned during the past seed beg bread. And I have seen, when we were
By a r..ilway collision in Belgium, eight persons ten yea.rs in the city of New York alone, twenty- about to lack for food, some one has given to us
eight in other places, very suggestive as to the what was needful. So now I must say that truly
were killed and fifteen injured.
A recent colliery explosion in Wales killed rna- risk in attending suoh places,
I can trust my God in the future. 0, my brethny miners, and wounded many more.
A large fire occurred in the south part of the ren, let us do as my husband says, "live faithful,"
The breaking up of the ice near Cincinnati, 0., city of Chicago on the night of December 15th. It and God will provide. I close by asking the
carried away a railroad bridge and some coal caused much alarm, for a gale was blowing, and prayers of all God's people, and my prayers shall
barges.
thousands of people were anxious and fearful; ever be for you all. From your sister in Christ,
What is called a polar wave swept over Europe but an efficient fire dep:utment got it under con·
MARY J. CORNISH,
in November, heavy snow storms occurring, and trol.
an uncommon degree of cold as far south as Italy
Several great fires at Little RJck, Arkansas,
REESE CREEK, Gallatin Co., Montana,
and Turkey, On the Black Sea and Adriatic fierce within a short time are said to have destroyed
Dec. 15th, 1876.
gales prevailed, such as heretofore unknown.
$350,000 worth of property.
Dear Herald ,'-A few lines from this part may
It bas been very cold in the Southern States,
A convent at Joliette, Canada, was burned on not come amiss. TheHeraldisawelcomevisitor
quite a freeze occurring as far down as New Ode- the night of December 20th, and thirteen persons to the Saints in this country, and most of the
ans, on December 29th, mercury standing 28 de- were burned to death
!!laints in the Gallatin Branch would sustain the
grees above zero; and six to eight inches of snow
Ry the burning of a dwelling in Canada four Herald as a weekly paper, for it is the best paper
fell at various points south. Heavy snow storms children perished.
in the world to read for good instruction, and
in the east; gales on the ocean; severe cold in
By an explosion in Texctrkana, Arkansas, seven truly I would not be without it. We are having
the west.
men were ldlled and others wounded.
a good time in worshiping our God; some are
Insurrection and civil war have been raging in
ValparaiRo, Chili, has lost heavily by a fire that blessed with gift of tongues and interpretation of
:Mexico, and rival presidents, at the heads of bodies raged for two days.
the same, and some with the gift of singing,
of troops, have been contending for the supremaFour hund1·ed and seventy-four fires occurred others with the gift of prophecy, and others with
cy. Business is at a stand still, and general un- in Chic~tgo during 1876, loss aggregating about dreams. Last evening we had a prayer meeting
rest and disquiet prevails in that unhappy conn- $400,000.
that will not be forgotten; the SaiLlts enjoyed the
try.
The following fires and their estimated losses gifts of the gospel to a great degree, and were
Civil war has also occurred in the republic of occurred from December 12th to January 7th, be· happy in worshiping God, praise to his holy
Colombia, South America, the government troops sides hundreds of lesser note not mentio~ed:
name for his goodness !oward u~. But we haye
gaining tho victory at last.
Terre Haute, Ind., $70.000; Blackville, S. C also bad a hard fight w1th the ev1l one, One s1s.
· 'J'he republic of ga,n Domingo llu s,lso been the I $40.000; I'ontiao, ~. l; ~>lt·O.OQO; )lG!!X' Omaha, l tor Wa$ f~OBSe~ll(lQ witl~ the t1Vil one, a~d mapy
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May the grace of our Lord and Savior Jesus
times it was cast out but came back again. At
last Father Reese and myself were determined to Christ, abide with you now and forever, is the
C. M. WATSON.
find out the cause of the evil spirit returning, and prayer of your brother,
the cause ·was made known unto us, and he was
ScOTTSVILLE, Indiana, December 15th, 1876.
banished and the sister- is doing finely. Praise
Goq for the manifestation of his power unto us. Bro. H. A. Stebbins :-I have just returned home
from our quarterly conference, which convened
Your Brother in Christ,
JoHN J. REESE.
with the Olive branch, Ripley county, Indiana,
on
the 2nd of this month. The weather was very
Hoc:KY CmrFORT, :Missouri,
cold
and stormy, yet we had a fair turnout and
.
. Dec. 17th, 1876.
good attention. All things considered, we had a
.B~·other Henry A. Stebbins :-I read in the Herald letters from the Saints in all parts of the good conference. The Saints all seemed to have
country, and perhaps soma may be interested in their spiritual strength renewed, and the Elders
one from this part of the Lord's heritage. Some- seemed to .have a greater determination for th8
thing over a year ago· we had a request published spread of the work than ever before manifested.
in the Herald desiring an Elder to come here and We hear of many calls for preaching in different
preach the true gospel of Christ to the .people, parts of the district, but very few of the Elders
are able to travel and preach, and as a conseand als9 to baptize my wife.
The call was responded to by our beloved broth- quence, some of those calls go unheeded.
The work in this district is progressing slowly,
El¥. M. T. Sl~ort, of Joplin, who came last July, but
surely. There are many who, I think, have
preached two sermons, baptized my companion
and blessed oiu little child. His appearance and decided to• unite with the church at no distant
preaching created considerable of an exci'tement; day. :May the Lord impress the minds of the
some cried delusion, false teacher, &c., and others Saints with the great necessity of living their rewanted to mob him, saying that the Mormons ligion, that they may furnish the world with that
were nothing but a band of theives under the saving influence and light that Christ designed
guise of religion, and the sooner they were put out should flow out from the church.
I remain yours,
HARBERT ScoT'r.
of existence the better it would be. The local
ministers of the Baptist Societyhavc taken great
HorruNTON, Delaware Co., Iowa,
p~ins to warn their followers against the MorDecember 1st, 1876.
~nons and their doctrines, and we were looked
Bro. Joseph :-It is almost a year since I reupon and scorned as though we were some horrible monsters that if they came in contact with joined the Latter Day Saints, and I am sorry to
it would be worse than. to meet him of the fiery say that I have been all that time without any
regions. But their looks of contempt only thing to read except the Bible and the old edition
helped to strengthen our faith, for our Savior has of the Book of 1\iormon. I am here alone with
told us that all who will live godly must suffer my family, there being none of the Church here
persecutions, and that our names shall be cast out besides us. It seems so good to hear from the
as evil for his name's sakP, which has been ful- Saints, and I thought I would send for the Herfilled to the letter in our case. We feel thankful ald. Times have been very hard, and I have not
that we are accounted worthy to sufi'er shame been able to send before. And if any traveiing
and reproach for the cause of our blessed J1e~ Elder should come this way, if he would call on
deemer, for when· worldly friends forsake us, our us we should be very happy to see him. I hear
Savior is ever near to strengthen and comfort us that there is a family of Saints in the town adin qur trials and afflictions. And we feel truly joining tllis, but we do not know who they are or
thankful that we have been brought out of the where they live. We would be verv glad to see
spiritual darkness of the world into the marvelous any one belonging to the Church, and to have any
light of the gospel of God's clear Son, and that of them stop and see us as they are going through
our lot has been cast in this day and age of the to Decatur county.
Hespectfully yours in Chriat,
world when our Savior has again established his
JOliN 1<'. DHOWN.
true church with all its ancient gifts and blessP. S. I forgot to say that we belong to the
ings, and we desire the prayers of all of God's
children every where, that we may ever live Sherman branch, Mason counly, Michigan. \Ve
faithful to the profession that we have made, and came here June 8th, 187fl.
that we may show by our lives and actions that
the enemies of all truth have falsely represented
NEBRASKA CrTY, Neb., Dec 15th, 1876.
tJS. vVe are all alone in this neighborhood, the
Br. II. A. Stebbins :-The letters in the Herald,
nearest Saint is about fifteen miles away and the and the testimonies which they contained have
nearest branch about forty-five miles. V\re are given me much joy and satisfaction. I have ofnot members of any branch ::~t this time, and we ten felt to write my experience relative to my
hear but little preaching. We have never been conversion and connection with this Church,
able to subscribe for the IIerald so we get but which pmhaps might give some joy and satisfac.
litne news. Through the kindness of brother tion to others. Quite a while before I joined the
and sister Harris an(l sister Wallace of Arcadia, Church I went and heard the Elders preach and
Kansas, and brother and sister Short of Joplin expound the doctrine, and through the preaching
we have had the Heralds for 1876, and sister of the word I believed that the doctrine was acShort made us a present of the book of Doctrine cording to the scriptures. The power of darkness
and Covenants, and Voice of Warning, with then very soon presented the other side of the picseveral tracts, which help us greatly in under- ture and there discovered the Wt)akness and failings
standing the gospel of Christ, and we are more of the members of the Church and this stumbling
able to contend for the faith once deliver~<l to block was very great for me to overcome but surely
the Saints. Your brother and sister in gospel God's ways are not man's ways. Very soon after
bonds,
HENRY and JliiARY C. HAINS. this I became sick, about the latter part of the
month of December 1875 and continued to grow
worse until the 14th of January. About two
vVnrrE3BORO. Grayson Co., Texas,
o'cloek in the morning of that day ·r was very bad,
December 10th, 1876.
Bro. Joseph :-About two years ago myself and and I felt that I must die Yery soon and leave my
wife were baptized, and have great reason tore- wife and darling little daughter. This canEJed me
joice that we were permitted to hear, to under· to feel very sorrowful, but at the same time a
'stand and to be numbered with the Saints of God. thought arose in my mind regarding my soul's
We have been isolated from the brethren, and salvation if I could be saYecl in the condition I
have not been permUted to see a dozen of them was then in. A voice declared "No," and I trem,
since we believed. vVe want an Elder to come bled. Directly I slumbered and dreamed, I saw
this way. Some of my family want to be bap- a country of great darkness, but by the help of a
tized. I believe that in my neighborhood much little light that penetrated this great darkness I
good could be accomplished, if we could have a beheld high hills, small timber and great streams
faithful Elder to work- in this part of the vineyard of water. I also beheld great gulfs of an enorto advocate the true doctrine as taught by the mous size and depth, and besides I discovered
J\Iaster; and I think the word will be received by small pathwa:rs where I possibly could go, but
this people. I live four miles north-east of where the slightest mistake would cause my go"Whitesboro, and would be happy for any of the ing down into this great gulf from whence there
was no rescue, because, apparently, this country
brethren to call on me.

[Jan. 15.

was without any inhabitants. Again I feared
and trembled at the sight thereof. I then awoke
and the clock struck five. Then came to me a
very penetrating voice which said, "Wherefore
will you not obey the gospel, which }}as been revealed in these days and you know that it is true,
If the work of others be ever so bad they shall
answer for that in thedayofjudgment, and you for
yourself only." My feelings of this hour I can
not describe, but the spirit of prayer was given
to me and I prayed the Lord for the strength of
my body, that I might be able to do his will, and
and it was so, praise to his holy name. That
very day I sent for the Elders of the Church.
They came and administered to me, and the next
day I was baptized and confirmed a member of
the Church of Jesus Christ, and by the grace of
God hope to remain faithful to tihe end. Your
brother in Christ,
ANDREW NEILSON.
GUAYSVILLE, 1\:[onroe Co. Ohio,
December 11th, 1876,
Editors IIm·ald :-Dear brethren in the Lord,
I am still striving to live faithfully, and to prove
true to the cause we advocate; because I know
that it is the work of God-and a glorious and
grand work it is. 0, if all the Saints would only
contemplate aright the privilege they have in
Christ, and be more self-sacrificing, more kindly
affectionate one to another, as the Saints of the
living God are commanded to be, in the Scriptures, it would save them many trials which they
have to pass through.
We have some good Saints in our branch yet,
for which we feel thankful. Ylfe feel the loss of
some of our strong members, that have been
called to labor in other parts of the Lord's vineyard; but we must be resigned to the will of him
that docth all things well. When we meet the
Lord is with us, and "«Ve enjoy his Spirit in
power; for which we feel very grateful.
Bro. James Brown has been with us for a short
time; he has gone back to Pittsburg now, to be
at conference. His predominating desire appears
to be to forward the work of God and gain eternal
life. The Saints in this branch have very warm
regard for him. He has always tried to keep up
the spirit of harmony and peace among the
Saints here, for which they should esteem h-im as
the servant of God.
SARAH A. RosE.
IV"IBIOT, Ray Co., JHissouri,
December 9th, 1876.
Bru. Henry :-The \Vaconda Branch was disorganized in September, I think, but a branch
was organized here again on November 19th,
known now as the Grape Grove branch, in Grape
Grove township, Hay county, J\Iissouri. We are
trying to do our duty, and have meetings every
Sundav.
Those who want to come west, and get homes,
large or small, that is, from five acres to as large
as they want, will :find good land here. We will
give such information through mail as may be
required by the Saints.
Yours in the cause of Zion, .J. vV. JOHNSON.
H.L. WARE.
NEWTON, Iowa, December 13th, 1876.

B1·o. Hen,ry :-Perhaps something from this
part, coneerning how we stand, would not be
amiss. We are still endeavoring to hold fast to
the "rod of iron," and to profit by the varied ex.
perience of the past Along with the saints of
other times, we can bear testimony to Ew truthfulness of Christ's promise of signs to follow the
believer; for, in this district, we have had abundant proofs of the promise, by the power of the
Holy Ghost; and while thus blest, Satan has not
been at rest, nor has he neglected to display spurious gifts in our midst, whenever a suitable occasion ofi'ered, or the bars were left down. Experience admonishes us to try the spirits, for many
false spirits are in the world.
Rega,rding the condition of the work, it is not
so prosperous as we would love to see it. The
fact of the matter is, our great want iS"' active
Elders. Drn. Isaac N. White and Wm. C. Nirk
are still thrusting in their sickles in the Valley
Branch, fifteen miles south of Des Moines, and,
no doubt, as in the past, doing a good work; but
they can't devote their entire time, for the respon"
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sibilities of loved ones at home forbid. Bro. N.
Stamm labors as circumstances permit, n.otwithstanding his great infirmity-deafness. He is a
very zealous brother.
'l'he district conference convened here on the
2d inst, during a dash of inclement weather.
There was not a very good representation present,
some branches not having a single one. There
was not that unity in the deliberations that
characterizes an assembly richly blest by the
Spirit, so necessary to the having a good time,
long to be remembered. Probably the lack of
unity detracted considerably from the enjoyment
and profit of the occasion. Jlrlay we live and
learn. The mind reverts to seasons of far greater
enjoyment and success. Our district president,
Bro. Wm. C. Nirk, is an Israelite indeed, active
and energetic, fully alive to the interests of the
work.
In compliance with the request of Bro. Wm.
N. Dawson, as found in an article in a recent
Herald, "Lehi's Origin," I will quote the Book
ofJirlormon. Book of Alma, 8: 1; "Lehi, who came
out of the land of Jerusalem, was a descendant of
Jlrlanasseh, who was the son of Joseph, who was
sold into Egypt by the hands of his brethren."
The masterly article, "Vicissitudes of Ephraim,"
by Bro. J. Ells, we think, gives abundant light
upon the points under question by Bro. D. Let
the subject have an airing.
T. E. L.
PRIEST VALLEY, San Benito Co., California,
December 12th, 1876.
B1·o Joseph :-I have just finished a C©urse of
lectures, in the above new place. They nearly all
turned out every time, and I think good will result. I intend to take them some reading matter
soon, or send them some. I was blessed with
good freedom, for which I feel to praise God.
As ever,
J. R. Coon:.
SANTA ANA, Los Angeles Co., California,
December 27th, 1876.
Bro. Stebbins :-Last Sunday, assisted in dedicating the new chapel of the Saints here, and had.
a good time. 'fhe work is fast spreading and
the better class of citizens are joining the Church.
Our meetings are well attended, and the best
gifts are manifested in nearly every prayer meeting; much interest is taken by old and young in
the ficmrishing Sunday-school ot the Saints; in
short, the Lord is with us, and the Saints are
building up the reputation of the Church in this
vicinity. Prejudice and error are fast giving
place to reason and truth. 'fhus may it continue.
Doors are open on every hand. I shall be very
busy in this region the next six weeks, aud then
expect to go to Nevada. Please address me here
till then. We are just starting out a few laborers
in the vineyard,-thank the Lord. Love to all.
Yours in Christ,
D. S. MrLLs
CANNON, Tooele Co., Utah,
November 27th, 187!3.
B1·o. Henry .A. Stebbins :-I wish to renew my
subscription for the Herald, as my time will be
out the first of December. We do not belong to
the Reorganization, but we believe in it, and
would like to have one of the Elders come and
see Ui:!< We live sixty miles south-west of Salt
Lake City, in Rush Valley, twenty miles south of
Stockton. 'There is no railroad nearer than forty
miles.
SAMUEL SnvnwNs.

Tile Pain of

Decidin~.

The great labor of life, that which tends more to
exhaust men than anything else, is deciding.
There are people who will suffer any other pain
readily, but shrink·from the pain of coming to a decision. Now, this is supposed to be wholly an evil,
and disadvantageous for the world; but, like most.
other tendencies of the human mind, it is a very
beneficent arrangment. There would be no stability in the world if the making of decisions were
not a very difficult thing. What was decided yesterday would be upset to-day. Whereas, in the
present state of human affairs, even if a great
evil exists, it requires an immense amount of decision and decisiveness before the evil can be uprooted. This brings into play many high qualities
of human nature, such as long-suffering and patience with opponents.

for prayer; at 10:30 a m., L. F. West spoke on
the organization of the church; at 3 p. m , E.
Powell preached, assisted by A. Kennedy; prayer
meeting at night.
e
Phihulelpbia Dish·ict.
Adjourned to meet in Coldwater branch, at ll
The above conference convened at Philadelphia, a. m , February 3rd, 1877.
· ·
Pa., Sunday morning, November 26th, 18iG, at
10:30 am. John Stone, president; Joseph A.
Stewart, secretary.
Dl'catur District.
Prayer by the presidant.
The above conference was held at the Little
Branch Reports.-Philadelphia, last report 48;
baptized 1, removed by letter 1,· died 1; present River branch, September 1st, 2d and 3d, 1876, con47, including 8 Elders, 3 Priests, 1 Teacher, 1 vening on Friday evening, for prayer ani testiDeacon. Hornerstown, same as last reported. mony, Br. A. W. Moffet in the chair.
Satururday Morning.-Branch Reports: LaSouth Bethlehem is disorganized. Danville, not
reported. Hyde Park, last report 22, baptized 6, moni, 180 members, including 2 Apostles, 1 High
present 28, including 3 Elders, 2 Priests, 2 •reach- Priest, 3 Seventies, 13 Elders, 8 Priests, 2 Teachers, 1 Deacon; total last report 167; changes
ers.
The sacrament was administered;and two child- since last report, 1 baptized, 11 received by letter,
2 by vote, 1 removed by letter. Chariton, 19 memr~n blessed.
Elders' Reports.-John Stone said that he had a bers, including 2 Elders, 1 Priest; total last remore favorable report to make than at last confer· port, 17; changes, I baptized. Allen ville, (Mo ),
ence ; his labor in his own branch had been profit- being delinquent again, with respect to the items
able, but he had not visited the other branches ; of births, baptisms, &e., it was, on motion, rehas baptized one. Asa Copeland, James Logan, jected. Little River, 107 members, including 2
Jcseph Lightkep, .JOseph A. Stewart, Wm. Small, High Priests, 5 Elders, 4 Priests, 2 Teachers, 2
Lewis D. Morgan and Henry Jones reported; also Deacons; total last report 95; changes, 5 baptized, 10 received by letter, 1 by vote, 4 removed
James Jenkins and HenryS. Gill by letter.
Resolved that we send for six copies of the by letter.
The president was requested to read from "Rules
"Rules of Order," one for each branch of the district, and one to be reserved for the use of the of Order" the paragraph regulating the calling of
the previous question.
district conference.
Reports of Elders.-E. Stafford, A. Kent, Geo.
That the branch officers report only to their reSpencer, J. McDiffit, (by letter), 0. B. Thomas, I.
spective branches.
Book Agent reported $8 50 on hand; 2 bool s out. P. Bap:gerly, C. Sheen, A. J. Blodgett, S. H. Mad.
Resolved that the Book Agent send what money den, Z. H. Gurley and A. W. Moffet reported.
All members not belonging to the district were
he has on hand. to Plano, and the balance as soon
allowed to partake in the deliberations, and all
as he receives it.
That this conference appoint a district treas- officials were permitted to report labors, whether
urer to receive branch contributions to be used the labors were within, or without the branch.to
for district purposes, and that Archibald Cameron which they belonged. Elders Geo. Sweet., W. N.
Abbott, M. H. Gregg and Priest Lewis Fowler rebe said treasurer.
That the secretary of the district notify all the ported.
Resolved that the All enville Branch, Missouri, be
branches of the district of the appointment of Br.
again requested to forward to the district secretary,
Archibald Ca :neron to that office.
That a district vice president be appointed, and at as early a day as practicable, a full Jist of the
that Lewis D. Morgan act in said office for the en- names of the members of said branch, with t:iie
several items of births, baptisms, confi,rriiatim:i:S
suing quarter.
That the secretary notify all the branches of this and ordinations, to what office ordained, with
dates of the above items, and that the delegate of
appointment.
That John Stone be sustained as president for said branch carry back to it a copy of this resoluthe ensuing quarter, and Joseph Stewart as sec- tion.
The committee appointed at the last conference
retary.
That we sustain a.ll the authorities of the Church as a court to try all cases legally coming before it
reported having investigated certain charges prein righteousness.
That the office of book agent of this district be ferred by Br. Wm. Adams against Br. F. A: Jimnings, and having found the charges sustained,
repealed.
That Br. Joseph Lighikep preach this evening but that the prosecution conducted in a malicious
Adjourned to meet at Hyde Park, February 24th and malignant spirit, and, therefore, they recommend Br. Jennings to the mercy of the conference.
and 25th, 1877.
Report received and committee discharged.
Resolved that all business transactions, during
Florida D!striict.
conference should be recorded by the district
A quarterly conference of the above district was secretary, or assistants, instead of trusting to
held in the Eureka branch, Santa Rosa county, branch secretaries as heretofore, in cases of bapFlorida, November 4th and 5th, 137G. L. F. West tisms and confirmations, and that persons bap··
in the chair; J. C. McArthur, secretary.
ized and confirmed are. entitled to certificates
The following Elders were present and reported: from said conferences, and may be received on
A. Kennedy, W. W. Squires, E. Powell, J. J. them by the branches.
Cooper, B. L. West and L. F. West, All had laThat the several branches in the district take
bored as they considered their ability justified, into consideration the resolution passed by the
and as their circumstances allowed.
General Conference, viz., the necessity of raising a
Branch Reports.-Both Santa Rosa and Eureka •chapel fund," for building a meeting house in
reported no changes since last conference. Mount Salt Lake City.
Olive reported the baptism of I, otherwise as last
That this conference pass more decisive resolureported.
No name or other particulars were tions touching the fields of labor for elders of this
furnished of the one baptized. Cold water, no district, appointing fields, and associating laborers
other change than the removal of three by letter; as the conference may deem best.
.
"
no names or particulars furnished.
.
Elders E. Robinson and J. Mather, and Priest
A. Kennedy, J. N. Hawkins and B. L. West were H. Harder reported labors.
appointed an adjudicating committee to visit the
Missions.-H. Harder, 0. B. Thomas, S V.
Eureka branch, and settle whatever difficulties Bailey and M. H. Gregg were sustained in thejr
they may find existing there. This committee former fields of labor. Alma Kent was given ·a
was appointed at the instance of Br. Powell, pres- roving commission, with power to J:ress into serident of Eureka branch.
vice, to aid him, any one he might deem fit. I. P.
Preaching on Saturday, at 3 p.m., by A. Ken- Baggerly to labor in Pleasanton, as well as in the
nnedy and E. Powell; in the evening by L. F. braneh at Little River, and A. J. Ames associated
West.
with h!m· J. W. Gillen was nquested to labor in
Sunday was a clear, calm day; the sun shone the dist.rict the ensuing three months. All Elders
brightly and the birds sang sweetly, while a gentle not heretofore provided with missions were rebreeze from seaward fanned the little ~company quested to labor as their circumstances would althat came to worship. The Sp,ints met at 8 a. m. low.
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On Saturday evening, met for prayer and testimony. The Spirit of testimony seemed to rest
mainly upon the Elders, and we thought a little of
the spirit of preaching also. The gift of tongues
and interpretation were manifested.
Sunday Morning, 9 a. m.-The recommendation
of committee in Br. F. A. Jennings' case was considered, and the brother confessing, and asking
forgiveness, he was, upon motion, forgiven.
A. W. Moffet was sustained as president and
E. Stafford as secretary.
Whereas it has been the custom heretofore to
leave unfinished business on Saturday to be finished on the Sabbath, be it Resolved that hereafter
all business transactions, of whatever nature, either reports of Elders or committees, that shaLl be
presented during the business hours of conference,
shall be closed on Saturday of each conference.
A. W. Moffett was appointed as delegate to the
October General Conference, and a motion entertained to provide the funds to defray his expenses.
All the spiritual authorities of the Church were
eustained in righteousness.
Adjourned to meet in a grove near by for
preaching, and Br. J. W. Gillen preached from
Matt. 16 : 16, 17 and 1 Cor, 12 : 28, to a large and
attentive audience.
In the afternoon Br. Z. H. Gurley preached to a
large audience; subject-errors and delusions
among all religionists, not excepting the Latter
Day Saints, either of the old or new organization.
Text, "We are not. to daub with untempered mortar."
In the interval between the afternoon and evening meeting Sr. Inez Hinkle was baptized by Br.
Geo. Spencer, and confirmed in the evening by
Brn. A. W. Moffet and J. Anderson, after which
Br. Geo. Braby preached from Amos 3: 7, followed
by E. Stafford in continuation of same subject.
Adjourned to meet at Lamoni, at 10 a.m., Saturday, March 3rd, 1867.

Little Sioux District.
The above conference convened at Little Sioux,
Iowa, at 11 a. m., December 2d, 1876. Prayer by
J. C. Crabb. J. C. Crabb was chosen president,
P. Cadwell, assistant president, an-d D. Maule,
clerk.
Branch Reports.-Magnolia, 131 members, including 1 Apostle, 1 High Priest, 11 Elders, 3
Priests, 2 Tea;chers, 2 Deacons ; at last report 125 ;
changes, 6 bli,ptized. Little Sioux, 118 members
including 3 High Priests, 2 Seventies, 6 Elders, 4
Priests, 3 Teachers, 1 Deacon; 2 received by vote,
4 by baptism. Union Centre, 53 members, including 1 Seventy, 7 Elders, 1 Priest ; at last report 84; changes, 9 baptized, 15 received by vote,
5 removed by letter. Unionburgh, 36 members,
including 9 Eldera, 1 Priest, 1 Deacon ; at last reJ)ort 33 ; changes, 2 baptized, 2 received by vote,
1 removed by letter. Spring Creek, organized by
James Caffall, October 18th, 1876, was on motion
received into the Little Sioux District, December
2d, 1876; 14 members, including 5 elders.
Elders Reports.-P. Keemish (by letter) had not
preached much outside of the branch ; had labored
as Teacher. David Chambers (by letter) had
preached from one to three times nearly every
Sabbath, 'Also assisted James Caffall nearly every
night while he labored in this part of the district.
Phineas Cadwell reported the Magnolia Branch
in a prosperous condition; he had baptized six
since last conference. D. M. Gamet reported
the Little Sioux Branch strong in the faith. C.
Downs reported the Six Mile Grove Branch as in
a fair condition. J. R. Lambert had preached at
Magnolia, Six Mile Grove and near Castana. D.
M. Gamet, in Little Sioux Branch. Geo. Montague, in Magnolia and Union Centre branches. P.
L. Stevenson, in company with others, at South's
school· house; preached once in two weeks. D.
H. Bays preached at Little Sioux, Magnolia, Union
Centre, Charter Oak, Deloit, Galland's Grove, baptized four. J. M. Putney had assisted in Union
Centre branch. H. Garner had preached in com·
pany with others. C. Downs had baptized three,
held meetings about every Sabbath. Benj. Kester
(priest) had preached in Magnolia, Calhoun, Clay
and Raglan u· times. Dr. Dox, aeting as Priest
ill Litile Sioux braneb.

tJan,15.

Missions Appointed.-C. Downs to labor in ords. Can they not do it in the leisure of the
Twelve Mile Grove and vicinity; P. L. Stevenson winter?
and H. Garner in Clay and vicinity; D. H. Bays,
Thanking those who have been prompt, I hope
in Sold_ier Valley and Maple Valley. James Jen- or wish to see all become so in this matter, as innings desires some elder to go to Plymouth county slructed by commandment.
HENRY A. STEBBINS,
to preach; saya there is a good chance there.
Benj. Kester (Priest) to labor under the direction
Church Secretary and Recorder.
of the president and his counsellor.
_
_
A motion to rescind the action of last conferSprin""" RiVCJ.' DistJI.'ict.
ence for elders to report each quarter, was lost.
"'
.
.
.
_The ~ext conf~rence of the Sprm~ R1ver DIE·
Committee on Magnolia meeting house report
amount paid $64, amount subscribed and not tr10t Will convene at the Pleasant Vum Branch,
paid $20 Report received and committee oonlin- Cherokee county, K:tnsas, January 26th, 1877, at
ued.
·
early lamp light.
JA~XES DuTTON, C!erk.
At 7 p. m, prayer by Joseph R. Lambert;
-~•,_ _ __
preaching by J. M Putney, followed by J. R.
Northern IHinoh Dbtll'ict.
Lambert.
In consequence of the removal of most of the
Sund_ay, at 11 a. m., prayer by J. M. Putney: 1Saints from Streator, and having received infor·
preachmg by Joseph R. Lambert. At 2 p.m., mation that it will not be convenient to hold conpr~yer by D. H. Bays; sacrament administe;ed by ference there, this is to notify the Saints of the
Phmeas Cadwell and D. M. Gamet; preachmg by district that the session of February 24th and 25th
J. M. Harvey.
will be held at Braidwood.
D. M. Gamet's report as Bishop was received,
JOHNS. KEIR, Presideni.
with correction made. Committee were appointed
in September, 1875, by the Semi-Annual ConferMassachusetts District:
ence to examine his books. On motion the report
The next conference of this district will be held
was adopted.
J. M. Harvey had preach~d but once out of the in Dennisport, February 24th and 25th, 1877.
GEo. C. SMITH, President.
Magnolia Branch ; labor confined to that, branch.
At 6:30p.m., prayer by D. 1\I. Gamet; preaching by Joseph R. Lambert.
Bishop's Report.
Adjourned to meet at Mag-nolia, at 11 a. m.,
Church of Jesus Christ in account with Bishop
March 3rd, 1877.
I. J,. Rogers, for the quarter ending December 31,
·------+~---I8'i6.
O:l TITHINGS AND OFFERINGS,
Easteni Maine District.
DR.
The above conference was held at Crowley's Island, Maine, December 2nd and 3rd, 1876. J. C. Sept. 20, Due I. L. Rogers, ba]ance., .... $9! 43
Oct. 3, Paid Sr. J. S. Patterson ....... 20 00
Foss, president; Andrew Tabbut, clerk.
" Sr. Wm. W. Blair ......... 20 00
"
3,
Prayer by G. W. E~tton, of western Maine, who
" Sr. J. W. Briggs ....... , • 20 00
" 24,
was invited to take pa.rt in the proceedings.
" Sr. Wm. W. Blair, ..... , . . 6 00
Branch Reports.-Mason's Bay, 35 members, 1 Nov. 3d,
" Br. J. W. Briggs .. ,, ...... 50 00
"
3,
baptized. May, 1 baptized, total 36 members.
" Br. J. H. Lake .••. , ...... 20 00
"
3,
Pleasant River, 14 members, 1 died. Olive, 30 mem" the poor •.....••.•.....• , 10 00
"
3,
bers, 3 added by baptism. Kennebec, as last
" Sr. Glaud Rodger, ...• ,.,. 25 00
"
3,
reported. Union and Pleasant View not reported
" the poor ..• , , ••• , •.••..• , 5 00
"
7,
Reports of .i<1lders.-J. C. Foss, J. D. Steel, J.
" Sr. J. S. Patterson, ... , ..• 20 00
Benner, G. W. Eaton, A. D. McCaleb, Emery C. Dec. 1,
1,
" Sr. J. W. Briggs .......... 40 00
Foss and S. 0. Foss; as also Priests A. Tab but,
" Br. T. W. Smith .......... 15 00
"
1,
A. W. Kelley and S. P. Steel, and Teachers N. W.
" the poor ..••.• , .•. , .... , , 2 00
" 16,
Crowley and J. S. Walker, all reported in person.
" Sr. J. W. Briggs .......... 15 00
" 19
E. C. Foss was sustained as president of the
" Br. M. Fyrando over and
" 19:
district
above Danish Mission
_ Evening, testimony meeting and much of the
fund,.................. 2490
Spirit was enjoyed.
.
" Sr. M. Fyrando . • . . . . . . . . 50 00
" 19,
Resolved that we sustain J. C. Foss in the East" Sr. J. S. Patterson .......• 20 00
" 25,
ern Mission, by our prayers and means.
Adjourned to meet at Jonesport, March 3, 1877.
$457 33

I
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---

From Frank Steffe, Mass .. , .. , $
" T, Reese and wife, Mont. .
" Boren Wilson, Iowa •.•• , . .
.Annual RepoA·t~>.
" Christian Wilson, Iowa •. ,
Attention is hereby called, should any have for" Sr. Caroline Phillips, Utah
gotten it, to the resolution passed at the October
" Sr. Jessie Dancer, Ills .•...
" James Allen, Iowa , .. , , . •
General Conference of 1876, reaffirming a previous one, "That each organized district, and each
" Plano Bra.nch, Ills. , . . . . . •
branch not in an orgBnized district, throughout
" Sr. Melvina Hevener, Ills.
" 25,
" Frank Steffe, Mass ..•. , . •
the world, be and are hereby requested to make Nov. 3,
,,
3,
out. regularly full anmtal statistical reports, cover" Sr. Johanna Stevens, Utah
ing and designating all changes up to the last day
·' 'Jl.homas Hougas, Ills.•.•. ,
"
3,
of each year" to be sent to the General Church
" Hans Hayer, Ills.....•..•
"
3,
Recorder. So far as possible we hope tb&t efforts
" Odin Jacobs, Ills.. , . , ... ,
"
3,
have been or will be made to obtain correct re" Oliver Hayer, Ills. , .. , ...
"
3,
ports from branches by the district officers, so that
" Austin Hayer, Ills .... , ..•
"
3,
at the April Conference a statement of our pro" Andrew Hayer, Ills .....• ,
"
3,
gress and increase in numbers may be presented.
" Oliver Hayer, Jr., Ilia.....
"
37
Also I would again urge the officers of branches
" Lorenzo Hayer, Ills... . . . .
"
3,
and districts to make every effort to have their
" George W. Weld, Ills.,....
"
3,
records ·corrected this winter again, both in num" Braidwood Branch, Ills. . .
"
3,
bers, in missing dates and items of birth, baptism
3,
" John Scott, Ills ... , . . . . . . . .
3,
and ordination, and in number of officials, of
" I. N. W. Cooper, Ills. . . . . .
" C. G. Lanphear, Ills.. . . . . .
which I gave, at the Annual Conference of 1876,
"
7,
the number on the Church Record of each branch,
" E. M. Bowen, Montana. . . .
" 20
knowing that they differ in some instances from
" 20, " Dan R. Harris, Mont.. . . . .
" Amos J. Moore, Mont. . . . .
the branch reports to the district conferences,
" 20,
and hoping for corrections of these. Also please
" Sr. Mary Bowen, Mont.. . .
" 20,
give changes of name by ma.rriage, names and
" Sr. Mary K Duncan, Ills .
" 20,
" Frank Steffe, Mass . . . . . . .
dates of losses and how.
'' ~8,
Very few of the 35 branches then named as not " 28
" John Scott, Ills.. . . . . . . . . .
" I. L. Rogers, Ills. . . . . . . . .
on th~ Cl!.uroh Reeord han yet $<:-at in their r~e· " 31:
Sept. 23,
Oct. 10,
" 17,
" 17,
" 20,
" 24
" 24'
" 24:
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2
25
5
5
5
10
5
4
5
2

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
65
00
00
1 00
25 00
25 00
25 00
20 00
10 00
10 00
5 00
5 00
1 00
7 00
2 50
2 00
0 50
5 00
5 00
5 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
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" 30,1,
Dec.
1,
" 19,
" 19,
" 19,
" 19,
" 19,
" 19,
" 19,
" 19,
19,
19,
" 19,
" 25,
"

..

"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

..
(•1'

"

"

Braidwood Branch, Ills ... 5 {)0
J. F. Clengbak, Mont.•.•. 5 00
From 11. Friend ........... 8 00
David George, Pa......... *.Z:5 00
Joseph Squires, N.Y...... 5 00
J. C. Clengbak, Mont. , ... 5 00
Alfred Guinand, Mo .....•. 10 00
John Phillips, Utah. .. .. .. 5 00
Sr. E. Penrod, Nevada,,., 10 00
John T.omlinson, Colo. , .•• 5 00
Charles M. Brown, Ills.•.. 10 00
Frank Steffe, Mass.•• , •.. 2 00
Plano Branch, Ills .•.•. , .• 2 98
Sr. l\1. Walker, Ills......• 5 00
Henry A. Stebbins, Ills.
50 00

$371 63
Balance due I. L. Rogers • . . . . . ..... , , .• 85 70
$457 33
DANISH MISSION FUND,

---

Oct. 10,

Balance last report. ... , •. ", .. $10 10
From Christian Wilson. , .• , . , . • 5 00

Dec. 20,

Sent M. Fyrando the whole •..•• 15 10
UTAH CHAPEL.

Balance last report .. , , , , , , . , , .$76
Nov. S, From Geo. Hatt, Neb .. , ... , , , .. , . 5
" 20,
" Samuel Simmons, Utah.,,. 10
Dec. 25,
'' Sr. Jane 1\i. Stites, Ind .. ~. 20

11

00
00
00

31

on the Delaware river. He is now twenty-eight
years of age, light complexion, blue eyas,;.and by
trade a shoemaker.
Also, of the whereabouts of Aaron McClellen
Smith, who left his home in Merrick county, Neb:raska, September 21st, 1875. Any person giving
information concerning him will confer .a lasting
favor upon his bereaved parents. Address Aaron
Smith, Central City, Merrick Co., Nebraska.
Also, of Evan John, tilter and plasterer; he
went from Dublin to America about two years ago,
where he was last heard of by his parents, and
they want to know his present whereabouts.

sed away into the hands of that blessed God who
gave it. Br. Aldrich united with the Reorganized
Church in 1859, since when he has done very much
with his temporal means, his timely and edifying
conversations, his extensive distribution of books
and tracts, as also by his christian deportment and
ministerial labors, to advance the interests of. the
Church of Christ, and surely his works will follow
him. Many hearts will feel sad on learning that
·he has passed away forever from their society on
earth; but they will be glad in the thought that
he is happy now in the Paradise of God, in the
midst of "the spirits of just men made perfect."
In life he was highly respected and loved by a very large circle of relatives, friends, and acquaintBirth and Death notices inserted free; Marriage notices
ances; and in death he is honored and lamented
one dollar each.
without distinction of class or sect. His name was
"like precious ointment." Funeral services were
Born.
At Buffalo Prairie, December 19th, 1876, to the conducted by the writer, assisted by Elder Thorn~.
wife of Elder John F. Adams, a daughter; mother as, of t.he M. E. Churca, and Elder Bennett, of the
Baptist Church, at the Union Chapel, Spring Prai~
and child doing well.
rie Walworth county, Wisconsin, December 30th,
Married.
1876.
w. w. BLAIR.
At 'the residence of the bride's parents, in Oma·
At Philadelphia, Pa., Novem\ler 14th, 1876, of
ha, Nebraska, on the evening of the 24th of Dec- cancer in his stomach, Elder John Webb, late of
ember, 1876, by Elder James Caffall, William 1\1 . . Birmingham, England, aged 50 years. He died
Rumel and Sr. Louisa Sylvester, both of Omaha. ·in full faith of the gospel, saying that he knew hie
0, God, forbid that anght should como
salvation was sure. Funeral services by Elder
To break the bands which make them one;
Bnt grant whatever may betide,
, John Stone.

Onhand ............... , ....... , .• ,.,,$11111

They may in trnth and love abide.
And when life's checkered scene• shall close,
And thou destroyest all thy foes,
May they be worthy then to share
Celestial bliss, free from all care.

Dear father, thy place is vacant,
And thy loss we deeply feel,
But the Lord, who hath thee t&ken,
He can all onr sorrows heal.

At Philadelphia, Pa., November 17th, 1876, or
At the residence of the bride's parents, at lib· diptheria, Robert West Lewis, son of Elias and
quoketa, Iowa, December 19th. 1876, by Elder Mary J. Lewis, aged 2 years and 9 months. SerCHURCH CR. THROUGH HERALD OFFICE.
By balance last report ..... ,, .. $60 60 Jerome Ruby, brother James Culverwell, .Jr., to vices by Elder John Stone.
Onr little rose has faded,
Oct. 4, Sr. Susan T. Holman, Pa , . . . • • 3 00 sister Emily A. 1\laudsley.
May love, joy and peace, their path attend,
And by death has passed away,
"
4, Sr. Susan Tyler, Pa.• , , ..... , • , 2 50
As they both on their way do wend,
But we hope to meet him
u
9, J. W. Short, 1\Io. • .. .. • .. . .. • .. 0 25
Truth, sincerity, each act attest,
At the resurrection day.
And so they ever shall be blest;
" 14 Sr. E. G. Page, Wis. .. .. . . • .. .. 8 85
Near Sandwich, Illinois, on Tuesday morning,
And thus true happiness they may find,
H
}7: J. W. Bryan, Texas............ 3 50
In being faithful, gentle, kind.
December 19th, 1876, of cancer, sister Catherinl)
t' 20, W. A. Crompton, Mass .... , . . . • 3 65
In God's favor may they ever live,
Woolams, wife of brother James Woolams, aged 70
Nov. 20, Henry Peterson, Idaho, . , . • . . . . 5 00
And for His truth be decisive;
, years, 8 months and 27 days. She bore patiently
•I 22
For His honor, If their lives they apend,
Sr. Martha Kent, Ills. , , ... , . . . 5 00
a long and painful illness, and went to rest gladly,
He will to them His mercies send ;
" 28: Sr. Jemima Calif, Mo .... ,,.,... 5 00
And mutual joys and sorrows find
and in peace. Funeral discourse by Elder E,
Dec. 13, S. C. Andes, Mo .• , ••• , . , ••. , . . 5 00
Each, to the other, loving-kind.
•Banta.
u
14, James Allen, Iowa ..••. ,, ..... , 4 25
In union, sweet and purest pleasure,
A S
Ill'
,, 14, George 0. Bass, Wis...•.. , . . . . 0 65
May they give each their heart's treasure,
t pringfield,
mois, November 18th, 1876,
And
may
they
ever
love
each
other,
John
Robert,
son
of
James and Rosa Binney, born
Sr.
Sarah
Weaver,
N.Y.
.
.
•
.
•
•
•
2
35
"' 29,
In pure affection together;
O t b 12th 18~6
t d th 1
th 6 d
,, 29, Sr. Susan Tyler, Pa....... . • • • • 3 00
And from their hearts this tribute render,
. . 0 0 er
• 1 • age a ea • mon •
ays.
In truth, constancy, forever.
At White Cloud, Kansas, December 16th, .1876,
" 29, J. G. Holman, Pa.............. 0 70.
In the Saints' Hall, St. Louis, Mo, Joseph A. 'sister Elizabeth Brackenbury,,aged 85 years, 9
$113 30 Swift and Maria T. Thorp, at eight o'clock J>n ·,months, and 5 days. She was born at ltiver Head,
DR.
-·-----·- Wednesday evening, November 22d, 18i6, by El~ ·Suffolk county, N.Y., on the 11th of 1\laroh, 1791,
Bill of Br. Thos. Taylor, of English Misder Wm. H. Hazzledine.
. and was baptized the lOth of April, 1831, by El.May Joseph protect and cherish,
·, der John Carl. She was through all the Missouri
eion, as allowed by October General
Conference, 1876.. , .. , , . , ..... , ...... $ 49 95
A:t~~~~I:
t::o:'l~i::;ture life;
persecution, and was one of the sisters that was
A true and loving wife.
with sister Emma Smith when the bodies of brethBalance due. Church ...... , ... , ........
Died.
', ren Joseph and Hyrum Smith were brought home
from Carthage. She was baptized into the ReorAt his residence, four miles west of Burlington, ganized Church, December 3d, 1870, by Elder D.
UTAtt CHAI'liL FUND.
Oet. 1, In hand •••...... , ••..••...••. $68 25 Wisconsin, Elder William Aldrich, of paralysis, H. Bays. She was always ready to bear her tea"
7' L. E. Flanders, Mo. , .•. , •.•.• , 5 00 aged 69 years and 24 days. Bro. Aldrich was timony of the truth, and she was willing to depart
... 81, Newton Branch, Iowa ..• ,,., •.. 37 25 born December 3d, 1807, at Lisbon, Grafton Co., this life, and be at rest.
Deo. 8,
" " ....•....• 500 New Hampshire; was married at the age of twenAt Coldwater, Santa Rosa county, Fla., August
.. 13, S. C. Andes, Mo... , •. , ... , . • . . • 2 00 ty·five, to Miss Hannah K. Jlilontgcmery, who now 25th, 1876, Francis Elizabeth Jones, daughter of
survives him; and in October, 1835, both himself Seaborn and Miriam Jones, aged 5 years, 3 months
In hand, , ....... , ... , .. , , . , ..........• $117 50 and wife were baptized into the Church of Christ and 7 days. She was a sprightly ehild in mind
-~--·- under the ministration of Elder Hazen Aldrich. and greatly loved by all. However it pleased
1. L. RoGERS, Biehop.
In the spring of 1836 he emigrated to Kirtland, the Almighty to take her away from the seenes
--~-_.Ohio, where himself and family continued tore· of care and grief before the power of sin had
Atldresses.
side until s.eptemb~r, lSSi, when they moved. to fastened his evil hold upon her pure nature.
Thomas W. Smith, box 55, Stewartsville, De near Gallah.n, DaVies co~nty, Mo., f~om whrch This was a severe stroke to the parents and grand
Kalb county, 1\lo.
pl~ce they, m com~on "! 1th many. S~~nts, were :parents of the child; yet they may draw consola~
:Mark H. Forscutt, box 400, Nebraska City, Neb. d~r.ven out by the Mrssourr mobbers m e drea;y, tion from the fact that God will care much better
E. C. Briggs, Wheeler's Grove, Pottawattamie prhless days of the last 0 ! December, 1838 • havmg for her than could they. And faith whispers that
county, Iowa.
~uffer~d the Joss of alllthmgs temporal. r OJ?- leav- this separation is not final, but if they patiently
C. G. Lanphear, Davis City, Decatur Co., Iowa. mg ll-~ 1880 un they sett~~d at War::w, Ilmors, and abide the trial of faith that 'nly a few more !l.eet~
Alex. H. Sm;th, Andover, Harrison county, Ivlo. re!J?-amed there some Kmg over ree ye~rs, afte~ ing days shall pass till they will again meet their
Donald Maule, Secretary of the Second Quorum whrch .they located a~. eokuk, Io.wa, for srx years, dear child, and their o.ther loved ones gone before,
of Elders, Magnolia, Harrison county, Iowa.
r.emovmg ~bene~ to Is late r~s!dence, near ~ur- in that bright sphere where death wields no seepCharles Uerry Logan Harrison county Iowa., hngton, Wrsconsm, where ~e lived for near thirty ter and the tomb casts no shadow.
'
'
'
years, when, on the evemng of December 27th,
'
4
···
•
1876, he was peacefully, gently, and triumphantly
• •• •
Information Wanted.
''gathered to his people." His general health had
"EVE, when she wept, wept with her back upon
Charles Prich&rd desires intelligence Gf William been seriously impaired for many years past, by Eden and her face to the desert; but let us rejoioe,
Henry Prichard, son, of Charles Prichard, Pen· partial paralysis; but notwithstanding the feeble- ·that when we weep it is with our backs to the
tryoh, Glamorganshire, Great Britain. He went ness and decline of "the outward man," "the in- desert and our faces toward a better Eden, to
to Philadelphia about April, 1866, and boarded ward man," by the grace of God, maintained its which we are rapidly hastening."-Dr. Cumming.
with Mr. George Thomas, 124 South Street, until joyful hope, its unfaltering faith, and un!l.agging
One never needs one's wits a1 much., &$ Whtll
December, llil66, when he joined an oyster boat zeal iii Qhrist until the supreme hour when it pas' ou.e has tG do with a fool.

:::r

$6335 '

~
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TH'E "SAiNTS' HERALD.
True Economy of Life.

Blank Books:

The true economy of !inman life looks at ends
rather than incidents, arid adjusts expenditures
to a moral scale of values. De Quincy pictures a
woman sailing over the water, awakening out of
sleep to find her necklace untied and one end
hanging over the stream, while pearl after pearl
drops from ,the string beyond her reach; while
she dutches at one just falling, another drops
beyond recovery. Our days drop one after another by our carelessness, like pearls from a string,
as we sail the sea of life. Prudence requires a
wise husbanding of time to see that none of these
golden coin are spent for nothing. . The waste of
time is a :(!lore serious loss than the extravagances
against which there is such loud acclaim.
There are thousands who do nothing but lounge
and carouse from morning till midnight; drones
in the human hive, who consume and waste the
honey honest workers wear themselves'out in making, and insult the day by their dissipation and
debauch. There are ten thousand idle, frivolous
creatures who do nothing but consume and waste
and wear what honest hands accumulate, and entice others to live as useless and worthless as themselves. Were every nian and woman honest toilers,
all would have an abundance of everything and
half of every day for recreation and en! ture. The
expenditure of a few dollars of taste is a small
matter in comparison with the wasting of months
and years by thousands who have every advantage
society can offe,r, and exact avery privilege it affords as a right.

Branch Records, well bound in Leather backs and

--------~-~~~----

ChurchLotteries.

It is about the season now for church sociables.
1'he little games of chance, incipient lotteries, palaver, pions deceipt, .and shoving of trifles into visitors' possession, in return for their surplus cash
"Call this dnubtful business is likely to begin. As
managed, too many such enterprises result in putting brass into young ladies' faces while taking
the silver out of the young' gentlemen's pockets.
Money so raised is more a.pt to be an abomination
than a blessing. Why should the people/be inveigled into doing their duty? If churches cannot be built, and the gospel supported, without
resorting to mea,ns which are both silly and demoralizing, let there be no building and no preaching. Christianity is worthy of honest patronage,
and is only hindered by any other. Jesus Christ
is not a, child to lre amused by trinkets. He is a.
man of men, and asks manly service and candid
discipleship.
·

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
BY

THE

Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
AT THEIR PUBLISHING HOUSE

IN PLANO, KENDAJJL COUNTY, ILLINOIS.
_ --ototo--

Tlie Saints' Herald:
Official p:tper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Cbriot of
Latter Day Saints, explanatory of the faith of the Church, and
cqntains correspondence from different parts of the world, giving accounts of the progress of the Church, and setting forth
the dealings of God with his people. Published semi-monthly,
sixteen large pages. Price $~15 per year, half year $1.10, free
of postage. JosEPH SMITH and HENRY A. STEBBINs editors.

Zion's Hope:
A paper for children and Sunday Schools, published •amimonthly, price. 60 cents per annum, 30c. per half year, free of

postage. JOSEPH SMITH and HENRY A. STEBDINS editors.

Holy Scriptures:
Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith the }fartyr.

Bound in Imitation Turkey, gilt
New Testament, inspii'ed editwn

2 70
65

Book of llormon:
Full Roan, sprinkled edges,
Full 'l'urkey Morocco, marbled edges
Full Turkey Morocco, full gilt, gilt edges,

1 25
1 75
2 21;

Doctrine and Covenants :
In sprinkled Sheep
In 1\Iorocco, marbled edges,

1 25
1 75

Tlle Saints' Harp--Hymn Rook:
In Roan,' plain
In Roan, gilt, gilt edges
In Morocco, plain, marbled edges

1 · 25
1 75
2 00

llesp!)ris:
l'oomo, by Da>hl IL Smith, 202 pages, fancy cloth,
gilt ed1.1e•

1 50

[Jan. 15.
The Basis of Polygamy: a Criticism upon the (s~called) Revelation of July 12th, l 843, No. 28.

corners, muslin sides, printefl headings, and ruled for 312

8 pages, 20 cents a dozen, $1.30 a hundred.

names. Every branch should have one.
2 oo
Branch Records, same as above, for 624 names. 3 00
District Records, printed headings and ruled for
1,248 names, ai:ld bound same as above
3 00
Branch Finance Books, ,headed and ruled for
Receipts and Expenditures of mo;,ey, for Branch, Dis,
trict, and General Church Funds; price 35 cents.
Baptism, Confirmation, and Ordination Certificates
bound in liexible covers, 40 cents each.

Licenses and Notices:

Elder's, Priest's, Teacher's, and Deacon's, I.icensrs, per
dozen,. 12 cents.
,
.

,

Blank Notrees for Lectures, PreacJ:nng, and Two Day~ Mee.;.~ 1
ings, eacb, per hundred,
50

Pamphlets:
Rules of Order and Debate for all the Deliberative
Assemblies of the Church; also·a Chapter on
Branch Rules, and one on,Reports of Brr1nches
and Districts,
32 mo., 128 pages, bound in limp cloth, 50 cents.
Visions of Joseph Smith the Seer, Discoveries of
Ancient American Records and Relics, with
the Statement of Dr. Lederer (Converted Jew)
and others,
In colored covers, 43 pages, by mail 10 cents each, three
for 25 cents, twelve for<75 cents.

Voice of Warning and Instruction to all People,
74 pages, by mail 20 cents each; three for 50 cents, one
dozen for $2.

Trial of the Witnesses, to the Resurrection of J e. sus--a Legal Argument,
·
SG pages, 10 cents each.
Concordance to Book of Covenants,
24 pages, 10 cents.
Minutes of Annual Conference for 18i3,
34 pages, 10 cents.
Soni(S of Zion, by T. W.. Smith,
32 pages, lOc. each, $l per dozen.

A Memorial to Congress,
8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection,
32 pages, scents each, 75 cents per dozen.
Prophecy on the late Rebellion,
20 cents per hundred.
~ ,An assortment of Tracts 50 cents.
IN GERMAN LANGUAGE.
Epitome of Faith and Doctrine, and the Revelation
on the Late Rebellion, No. 19.
2 pages, 6 cents. per dozen, 35 cents per hundred. ·
Who Then Can be Saved,
4 pages, 25 cents per dozen; $1.40 per hundred.
The Gospel,
2 pages, 6 cents per dozen, 35 per hundred.

Certificates and Reports:
Certificates of\Baptism and Mambership, per dozen
Removal Certificates, per dozen
Marriage Certificates, per doz(:ln
Branch Statistical I-te:ports, per dozen

4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents pGr hun,dred.

Fullness of the Atonement, No. 8.
16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.
Spiritualism Viewed from a Scriptural Standpoint, No. 9.
20 pagos, 40 cents per dozen, $3 per hundred.
The Narrow Way, No. 10.
8 pages, 20 cents per dozea, $1.30 per hundred.
The Plan of Salvation, No. 11.
18 pages, 35 cents per dozen, $2.60 per hnl)dted.
The Bible versus Polygamy, No. 12.
14 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $1.90 per hundred.
Reply toOrson Pratt, No. 14.
16 pages, 30 cents per do~en, $2 per hundred.
Idolatry, No. 15.
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cent• per hundred.
Polygamy;
Was it an Original Tenet of the
Ch nrch, No. 16.
10 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.60 per hundred.
The Successor in the Prophetic Oflioe and Presidency of the Church, No. 17.
16 pages, 30 cents per dozen,, $2 per hundred.
Rejection of the Church, No 18.
8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.
The "One Body;" or the Church of Christ under
the Apostleship and under the Apostasy, No. 20.
16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.
Truths by Three Witnesses, No. 21.
one page, 5 cents per dozen, 20 cents per hnn<lre<t

Faith and Repentance, No. 22.
,
8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.
Baptism, No. 23.
10 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.60 pe< hundred.
The Kingdom of God, No. 24.
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.
Laying on of Hands, No. 25.
4 pa!j;es, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.
Mountain of the Lord's House, No. 26.
4 pages, 8 cent. per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.
The Sabbath Question, No. 27.
12 pages, 25 oents per dezen, $1.75 oants per hundred

~5

50
15
30
55

Annual Statistical Reports, two for

Branch l!,inancial Repot"ts, per dozen
District Financial Reports, per dozen

Sunday School Tickets :
Tickets for Prompt Attendance, per 100, 15c., per 1000

1 00

Tickets for Good Behavior, per 100, 15c., per 1000
r.rickets. for 1, 2, 3, or 4 Lessons, per 100, 15c., per 1000

1 tlO
1 00
60

Reward Cards, per 100 ,

.......

Sheet Music:
Safe in the Fold, per dozen lee;, Feed my Lambs, per dozen 10

Song of a Cheerful Spirit. per doz. ICc., Harvest Chorus

10

Miscellaneous:
Lithograph Picture of Nauvoo Temple, 18 x 26 inchee,
Sent by mail, carefully packed, for
......
Emerson's Rea,dy Bin4er, Herald size
Baldwin's Ancient America
Rollin's Anciep.t History, 2 vols.

........

Cruden'a Concordance of the Bible, cl 0 th $1.85, leather
Ilrown's Concordance of the Bible,
The Koran
'The Bible Text Book,
Apocryphal New Testament

'l'racts:
Mountain of the Lord's House, No. 1.
8 pages, 20 cents per dozen; $1.30 por hundred.
Truth Made Manifest, No. 2.
12 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.75 per hundred.
Voice of the Good Shepherd, No. 3.
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.
Epitome of Faith and Doctrine, No.4.
one page, 5 cents per dozen, 30 cents per hundred.
The Gospel, No.5.
2 pages, 6 cents per dozen, 35 cents per hundred.
The ••One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, Pre- Requisites, and Design; and Who Shall Administer, No. 6.
, 18 pages, 35 cents per dozen, $2.60 per hundred.
Who Then Can be Saved, No. 7.

20
20

1 25
70
2 25
6 30
2 00
60
3 15
1 00
1 65

FORSCUTT AND SHINN DISCUSSION.
DISCUSSION

BETWEEN

JOHN
L. ·SHINN,
Of th~ Universalist Church, and
ELDER
MARK
H.
FORSCUTT,
Of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of L. D. Saints.
J. L. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches that c'the
Coming of Christ to judge the World is now past."
Mark H. Forscutt aflirmg "The Bible teaches the
Literal Resurrection of the Body from the Grave."

I!

REV

Price: Cloth, 7 5 ets.;
~

Paper, 50 cts.

The discussion lasted four days, and mak~s a book of '194
closely printed pages

NOTICE.
When changing your place of residence, or .desiring your
paper sent to a different post~office, be particular in giving, in
full, the name of the post-office, county, and state where yon
had boon last receiving it, and distinctly state the name o(the

post-office, county and state to which yon wish your paper oent
~ If your paper has been going in a
in the future.
package, state whose.
When mailing a letter, whether in a railroad car, on a steam
bt>at, or rvhile visiting at a friend's, in every instance g-ive
yowr own address 'Where you are taking youlr paper.,

When taking subscriptions for HERALD and HoPE be partie·
ular in giving the.correct address of the" new subsC?·iber."
If your paper has been discontinued, state where yon have

last been taking it, and the time it was stopped.

15 January 77.
JIEir' Look Her e.-A mark opposite this notice will inform snbscribors that their time is out with the number thus
marked, as many fail to notice the time on their label. Remittances are desired. Attention is called to the noti~e giving
full i.nstrnctions about how, and to whom to send all money,
orders, and business letters as recently ad vised.
THE SAINTs' HERALD is published SEMI-lliONTHLY, at Plane,
Kendall Co., Illinois, ty the Board of Publication of the Re:
organized Church of J esns ,Christ of 'Latter Day Saints, and
is edifed by JOSEPH SMITH and HENRY A. STEBBINS. $2.i5 per

year. All remittances, orders, and business commuhica.tioD.a

intended for the office of publication. must be directed to
Hem·y A. Stebbins, Box 50, Plano, Kindall Cb,, Ills. All 'sums
over Five Dollars should be se"t Draft on Chicago, Post Office
Order on Plano, by registered letter, or by Express. Remit•
. tances sent !n any other manner will be at the risk of sender.
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SAW ANOTHER ANGEL * *, JIAVING THE EVERLASTING GOSPEl, TO PREACH TO THEM :~'IIAT DWEI,L ON 'l'IU
RTH * *, SAYING,
FEAR GOD, AND GIVE GLORY TO liiM, FOR 'l'IIE HOUR OF HIS JUDGMENT IS CoME, -HEY. 14: 6-7 .
"SANCTIFY TIIEJII 'l'HROUGH THY TRUTH; THY WORD IS 'fRUTH."-JESUS; JOHN 17:17.
"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF TilE Lmm, FOR THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG You HAVE SAVE IT BE ONE WIFE."-BOOK
OF MORMON; JACOB 2:6.

"I

Vol. 24.

PLANO, ILLINOIS, FEBRUARY 1, 1877.

WE commend the following to all lovers of
poetry, rhyme, sentiment and reason. Its
quaint spelling denotes its age.

MY liHNDE TO ME A KINGDO::tl IS.
My min de to me a kingdom is;
Such perfect joy therein I finde,
As farr(exceeds all earthly blisse,
'fhat God, or nature, hath assignede;
Though:much I want that most would ha,ve,
Yet still my minde forbids to crave.
Content I live; this is my stay,I seek no more than may suffice.
I presse to beare no hautie sway;
Look, what I lack my minde supplies.
Loe thus I triumph like a king,
Content with that my minde doth bring.
I see how plentie surfeits oft,
And hastie clymbers soonest fall;
I see that such as sit aloft,
Mishap doth threaten most of all.
These get with toile, and keepe with feare;
Such cares my minde could never beare.
No princely pomp nor weallhie store,
No force to win the victorie,
No wylie wit to.salve a sore,
No shape to winne a lover's eye,To none of these I yield as thrall;
For why, my minde "despiseth all.
Some have too much, yet still they crave;
I little have, yet seek no more.
They are but poore, though much they have,
And I am rich wilh little store.
They poor, I rich; they beg, I give.
They lack, I lend; they pine, I live.
I laugh not at another's losse,
I grudge not at another's gaine;
No worldly wave my minde can tosse;
I brooke that is another's bane.
I fear no foe, nor fawn on friend;
I loathe not life, nor dread mine end.
I joy not in no earthly blisse ;
I weigh not Cresus' wealth a straw;
For care, I care not what it is;
I feare not fortune's fatal law;
My minde is such as may not move
For beautie bright, or force of love.
I wish but what I have at will;
I wander not to seek for more;
I like the plaine, I clymba no hill;
In greatest stormea I siUe on shore,
And laugh at them that toile in vaine,
To get what must be lost againe.
Whole No. 363

I kisse not where I wish to kill;
I feigne not love where most I hate ;
I breake no sleepe to winne my will ;
I wayte not at the mightie's gate.
I scorn no poor, I feare no rich;
I feele no want, nor have too much.
The court ne cart I like ne loalh,Extreames are counted: worst of all;
The golden meane betwixt them both
Doth surest sit, and feares no fall;
This is my choyce; for why, I fin de
No wealth is like a quiet minde.
My wealth is health and perfect ease;
l\Iy conscience cleare my chiefe defense;
I never seek by bribes to please,
Nor by desert to give offense.
Thus do I live, thus will I die;
Would all did so as well as I !
WM. BYRD.

MONONA COUNTY DEBATE.
The causes which led to the debate, briefly
described in the following lines, are as follows :
I.. ast summer a young man by the name of
Cartwright delivered a public lecture near
Castana, Iowa, plainly declaring his Deistical
convictions, and making some sweeping assertions against Christianity and the Bible. Bro.
John Thomas, who attended this lecture, f(llt it
to be his dut.y to reply to a part of the assertions made, and accordingly set the day on
which he intended to speak.
To be brief, I state that before this date arrived, I was in the neighborhood, saw :M:r.
Cartwright a few minutes, just before his departure for the Centennial Exhibition. July
23d, the people met together to listen to the
reply of Bro. Thomas; and, as is generally the
case, they were quite anxious to have Infidelity extirpated, and if it could be done, they
would accept the work, even from the Latter
Day Saints. Bro. Thomas asked the people
to allow him to wave his appointment till the
return of Mr. Cartwright, as he. desired his
presence when such reply was made. Therequest was granted, and I was called upon to
preach.
The subject presented to my mind seemed to
be the proper one for the occasion; and while
I spoke with good liberty upon the great
Apostasy, thus establishing the divinity of the
Scriptures, and showing that trne Christianity

No.

s.

was in no way responsible for the crimes of
the Mother C4urch, nor the errors of Reformers, the people and preachers listened with
marked attention. I felt well, and the effort
seemed to keep the people alive upon the issue, till the time of the debate.
In less than two months from this time,
while I was preaching in Boone, Iowa, I received a challenge from :M:r. Cartwright, to
meet him in public debate on the validity of
the Bible and the Christian religion. I promptly replied, filing my objections to the propositions which he proposed to affirm, but obligating myself either to meet him, or furnish
a substitute, provided we could agree upon
propositions and other necessary preliminaries.
After about six weeks correspondence, we
agreed upon propositions, and it was finally
arranged that Bro. Heman C. Smith, a man
of about JHr. Cartwright's age, should be my
substitute, and the debate commence on Monday night, November 20th, 1876, near Castana
Post Office, upon the following propositions ;
(1) Does the Bible contain a revelation of God's
will to man? H. C. Smith affirms.
(2) Is the Christian religion of human and heathen origin, and unworthy the confidence of the
·
people? J. Cartwright affirms.
The debate lasted six nights, sessions of two
hours each, the time being equally divided be·
tween the disputants and upon the propositions,
in speeches of one-half hour's duration. The
attendance and interest increased with the
progress of the discussion, and the whole affair
passed off much more pleasantly than such
controversies usually do. We regard it as an
excellent opening for a further presentation of
the truth as it is in Jesus.
The principal points made by Bro. Smith in
support of the first proposition, are (1 ), The
works of God are perfect. lVIan desires to
progress-needs a guide. The gospel supplies
the demand. (2) The exercise of faith conforms our character to the nature and character of the one in whom we believe. The God
represented in the Bible is a being of truth,
judgment, justice, mercy, love, goodness, un·
changeableness and impartiality, etc.; consequently a belief in this God will develope
these virtues in us, and make us more like
him. (3) The wisest philosophers admit that
we can know nothing of God except some one;
with more than natural" wisdom, is sent to
teach us. (4) :M:an is created with an innate
desire to worship. The God of the Bible has
supplied this demand in a proper manner; the
Infidel's God has not. (5) The nations had a
common tradition concerning a coming Redeemer, showing a common origin. (6) The
cross was used as an emblem among the nations of earth, showing not only common ori..
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gin, but that the doctrine of the atonement forbidden fruit, then condemned her and her j to the prejudices and traditions of the people,
was revealed at the time of the fall. The posterity to everlasting burning for partaking by saying, "Can this people believe that
Scriptures teach that this was the case. (7) The of it. (3) Man owed God a debt, but God through the laying on of the elders' hands the
prophets foretold the coming of Christ. They paid it ! ( 4) Imperfections and absurdities blind have been made to see, the deaf to hear,
predicted the place of his birth, that he should in the law of ~loses. (5) All nations had and the lame to walk? Do you believe this?"
be born of a virgin, and die for our trans- their way among other nations and learned The man who stands on good ground, and degressions, etc., etc. (8) The prophets fore- the rite of baptism. (6) The Jews made sires nothing but the truth, does not say by
told the work and name of Cyrus near two their traditions from them. (7) According way of argument, "Do you believe this or that,"
hundred years before his birth. Fulfillment to the Pagan creeds there were saviors who but, "Is it true or false;" if true receive it, if
proved by Rollin, Josephus and Tytler. (9) The died for the people, long before the time of false reject it.
desolation that should come upon Babylon Jesus Christ. (8) He referred us to the
We had two preaching meetings on Sunday,
was foretold with all its particulars. History wickedness of Christians, Origen, Constantine, (I spoke in the forenoon and Bro. Smith at
cited to show the fulfiliment. (10) The proph· Calvin and others, but totally failed to show night), that were well attended, and the best
ets foretold the wonderful debasement of that their evil practices were authorized by of attention given to the preaching. We thank
Egypt. Infidel writers record the fulfillmeat any part of the Christian faith. (9) He at- him whose blessing we invoked and received,
of this prophecy. (11) Christ foretold the tempted to prove that the Bible teaches the for the good we have reason to believe was acdestruction of Jerusalem with all its particu- mortality of the soul. The strength of this complished through our effort.
Iars; also the destruction of the temple, and point may be easily seen (?) when we inform
JosEPH R. LAMBERT.
that the city should be trodden under the feet the reader that :Mr. Cartwright informed us
41 of the Gentiles till the times of the Gentiles that he believed the soul to be immortal.
JOSEPH SMITH,
be fulfilled. The Emperor Julian tried to (10) Referred us to Matt. 19 : 12-claimed
prove Christ a false prophet by permitting and that it was too obscene to be read in public,
The Liberal Institute was the center of ataiding the Jews to rebuild the temple and and that if the teaching of that scripture was traction on Sunday. It had been announced
city, but he totally failed. Proof by Gibbon, obeyed man would become extinct. (11) One
Mosheim and Tytler. (12) Christ foretold reason why he could not prove positively just that Mr. Joseph Smith, the presiding elder of
the signs that should precede the destruction when and how Christ got his doctrine from the the Reorganized Mormon Church, would
of Jerusalem, when the disciples should flee Heathen, was because the writings of Porph- preach there at ten o'clock in the morning and
for safety, the sufferings and imprisonment of ery and the Alexandrian library were burned two in the afternoon. In the forenoon the
the apostles, that it should turn for a testimo- by the bigoted Christians.
ny to them, etc., etc.
Bro. Smith replied by asking him why he house was filled with a mixed congregation of
In meeting these points, Mr. Cartwright had come there to prove the proposition, if old Nauvoo Mormons, Apostates, Gentiles, and
argued for sometime as if we had affirmed that the evidence was not in existence. ''He knew," members of the Reorganized Church.
the Bible is all God'8 word and contains every said Bro. S., "that the Alexandrian library
Mr. Smith delivered a discourse which evirevelation of his will. After being repeatedly was burned before he came here.
dently caught the attention of the Saints, for
(12) God pronounced a curse upon man
informed that he was wandering from the
proposition, he changed the application, argu- by condemning him to labor; but we all know in the afternoon the house was literally jam•
med, and scores of people were compelled to
ing that if the Bible contains contradictions, that it is good for man to work.
You may judge how quickly and easily this go away because they could not get in, or
inconsistencies or absurdities, therefore it cannot contain a revelation of God's will. He was disposed of by Bro. S.
within hearing distance. The street in. front
(13) Tried to prove that because Dr. Watts was lined with vehicles of people from Farmsaid the Bible did not offer the revelation
which man's nature demanded, for it teaches and others taught infant damnation, therefore
us to hate father, mother, brother, sister, and the Christian religion is unworthy the confi- ington, Union Fort and other surrounding
even our own life,in order to bo disciples of dence of the people. (14) Refers us to the flood, settlements. It had the appearance of a conChrist.
the sun and moon standing still, what he calls ference day.
The subject of prophecy was met in this "the big fish story," and to the wars of Th'Ioses,
Among the congregation we noticed many
way: The world has always had its prophets, again and again. (15) Prayer never has been,
leading men of Brigham's Church, including
many remarkable predictions have been made, nor ever can be answered. "If we could resome of which have received a wonderful ful- ceive any evidence that prayer had ever been Bishop Hunter and othera, while perhaps a
:fillment. He referred us to Mother Shipton's answered, we would never speak against the majority of those present were gray.haired
veterans of Nauvoo j old women, the spiritual
prophecy, and to the predictions of a negress Christian religion again."
concerning the Empress Josephine. It was
Time and space will not permit me to pre· and polygamous wives of Brigham's followers,
further claimed that the prophecies said tore- sent, as fully as I would like, the manner in came out in full force. The very congrega•
fer to Christ are ambiguous, and we cannot which Bro. S. met these points. It will be tion spoke volumes in favor of Mr. Smith's
claim, with any degree of certainty, that they seen by the reader that Mr. Cartwright mani- mission, for in 1869, when his two brothers,
were fulfilled in the person of Jesus. In fested weakness somewhere, either in himself David and Alexander, were here they could
reference to Babylon, he read from an Infidel or his doctrine, by wandering from the propo- not obtain a hall in which to hold their meetauthor who claimed that the town of "Hillah," sitions. It will be seen further, that the chief ings. Their first meeting was held at a pristands where Babylon once was, and that the corner stone of Mr. Cartwright's house was vate residence in the Seventh ward, where
Arabs do pitch their tents there.
taken away by Bro. S., on the first proposition, perhaps fifty persons attended. The young
Mr. Cartwright asserted that the Bible and viz : the Bible teaches the antiquity of the missionaries, while they were not persecuted
science contradict each other, but, as was gospel, and there existed a universal t.radition on account ofbeing the sons of Joseph Smith,
shown, furnished no proof. He asserted that (provil'lg a common origin somewhere) of a the Prophet, nevertheless were scoffed at and
Christ was a bastard, Joseph being his father. coming Savior, through whom redemption w:as denounced as impostors by Brigham and his
Yes, he put this in strong terms, saying, "I expected, Hence the practice of baptism, and leading Mormons. But now, seven years later,
we find those who then would have considered
ltnow, we all know, that Joseph was Christ's the use of the cross as an emblem.
father." When told.that his assertions were
It was shown by Bro. S. that the testimony any one weak in the faith who attended a "Jonot evidence, he quoted the language of Mary, of Jesus in regard to the origin of his.doctrine sephite" meeting, themselves attended them
"I and thy jatl1er'' etc., and farther said, (I had never been impeached. That Christ gave to listen honestly and earnestly to the teachsuppose as an apology for want of evidence), a plain and practical test of the doctrine taught ings of the original Prophet's son.
M:r. Smith's sermons were moderate, intelli"the whole affair is wrapped in mystery, we by him. That the gifts and blessings promcannot be expected to know much about it." ised did, we have every reason to believe, fol- gent and logical from a Mormon standpoint.
The leading points attempted to be made low those who embraced and continued to obey He said nothing which was calculated to offend
on the second proposition were as follows:
the doctrine of Christ, that they do follow be- the captious, and at the same time he gave
(1) The Christian· religion is of heathen Jievers now. The evidence was given, and the the honest-minded followers of Brigham plenty
orgin, because of its similarity to the Pagan weakness of Mr. C's position was very appa- of food for reflection. Indeed, many of them
religions. (2) God gave Eve a desire for the rent, when he oould do no better than appeal went home with their prejudices against "Jo·
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sephism," as the doctrines of Mr. Smith are
termed, broken down, and at once commenced
searching the Scriptures and the Doctrine and
Covenants for new light.
On the whole, it is our opinion that the fort
has been captured, and if the victor wants to
hold it he has only to put in a strong garrison
and stand by his guns. On Wednesday and
Friday evenings he will hold meetings in the
Institute, and on Thursday evening Mr. Smith
preaches at Union Fort.-Salt La lee Tribune,
Dec. 5th, 1876.
- ..[Western Monthly, Chicago)

WHERE DOES THE WATER COME
FROM 1
The time was when mankind, ignorant of
the the laws of evaporation and condensation,
looked to Heaven above for their water, and
piously attributed to their gods the direct
dispensations of flood and drought.
They did not suspect that the pitiless flood,
on wings of gloom, had, yesterday, murmured
in their lakes and brooks; that the snow,
this morning so pure, so gentle, so lovingly
covering away earth's unsightliness, closed,
last night, over a lonely ship and washed the
light from despairing eyes.
The science of 1868, however, regards the
evaporation and the percipitation of water over
the whole earth's surface as equal, evaporation
being in great excess over percipitation upon
the· ocean only, while percipitation is excessive upon mountain ranges and toward the
poles.
A certain ingenious friend of ours recently
threw out the startling suggestion that water
is, at times, formed suddenly and in vast quantities, by a direct combination of its elements
in some unknown and unaccountable manner;
and pointed us, in proof, to water-spouts and
those sudden .avalanches of water which are
known to inundate mountain defiles without
warning, sweeping everything before them
in demoniac fury-such, perhaps, as that
which has recently devastated Switzerland,
and which are not uncommon in the tropics.
We were not convinced, although our friend
instanced and described such a torrent, which
he had himself witnessed in the Roclqr Mountains, while the air was perfectly calm and
clear, and was positive in his statement that
there was not, nor had there been, for days,
any storm either near or remote.
It may not be impossible-in contravention
of the old aphorism that no matter has been
added to the earth since its creation-that
once or twice in a generation a cosmieal or
cometary mass of water, or the elements thereof, should be discharged upon us, coming, in
very truth from the stars. . We do not see a
greater absurdity in accepting the occasional
advent of such a meteorite than of the nickleiferous iron stone which do often fall to the
earth. The anxious watchers of the 14th of
November star-showers may possibly sometime
secure a douche bath visi.ation to cool off their
ardor, undistinguishable from an ordinary rain
storm, which yet may be as truly superterrestrial in origin as those wonderful iron stoneswhich descend to us through so fiery a baptism.
Our inquiry, however, "Where doe11 the

Iwater come from?" pertains to a limited par-

tion of the earth's surface. In its discussion, we propose to admit into our consideration only such deductive reasoning as the present status of knowledge warrants.
Generally, over large areas, the amount of
evaporation and the discharge by springs,
lakes and rivers to the sea, are completely
measured by the rain-fall of the region; but
over limited areas this law does not always obtain, as is assuredly the case with those gard~ns
in the African deserts, called oases. The
waters of these springy spots, which bring
light, life and beauty into the very heart of
Sahara, come from distant and happier regions.
The existence in the desert of a considerable
underflow of water was demonstrated during
the recent invasion of Abyssinia by the English, when Artesian wells, now proving to be
the nuclei of other oases, were sunk along the
projected line of march. But for this happy
expedient, it is said that it would have been
impossible for the British army successfully to
invade the eountry.
Most large rivers have their sources in
mountain regions, where the amount of rainfall is very considerable, owing to the condensing power of the cool summits of mountains upon all aqueous vapor which may be brought in
contact therewith, the waters from which descend with too great rapidity to the plains below to be greatly diminished by evaporation.
But there is a certain table-land, most of it
within the boundaries of the United States,
which eliminates more water than any equal
portion of the earth's surface not characterized
by a great chain of mountains.
Let the reader cast his eyes over the map of
North America, and note a certain section of
country, embracing nearly the whole of Minnesota, a portion of the Territory of Dakota,
western Wisconsin, a part of Michigan, and a
small portion of British Ameriea bordering
Lake Superior.
He cannot fail to be struck with the fact
that this country, with an area of about one
hundred and seventy thousand square miles,
gives origin to lake Superior, the first and
grandest of our great North-American chain of
lakes; the Mississippi, one of the largest rivers of the globe, flowing to the South; the Red
River of the North, whose waters find their
way at last through Lake Winnepeg to Hudson's Bay; and two very considerable rivers,
Big Sioux and the St. Jacques, which flow into the 1\Hssouri.
This region we would indicate by a line
drawn from the western extremity of the
State of Michigan on Lake Superior to
the foot of Lake Pepin on the Mississippi,
thence westwardly, across Minnesota, to the
Coteau des Prairies, or the divide between
the headwaters of the St. Peter's river and
the Big Sioux; then north westwardly, along
the divide between the tributaries of the
Missouri and the Red River of the North, to
the twenty-third degree of longitude west from
Washington, and the boundary line of the
United States and British America; thence
eastward, following the boundary line to the
northern shore of Lake Superior. The area
included is about equal to twice that of the
State of Minnesota. This is certainly the
greatest fresh-water ooze in the world. The
portion of Minnesota and western Wisconsin
w'4ich we h!WII indic'lted, in particular, re-

ceived from Nicolet the somewhat fanciful
name of "Undine Region," suggested by the
great number of lakes therein. According to
Schoolcraft and others, there are over ten
thousand within the limits of Th'Iinnesota alone.
1\iany of these lakes are strung together,
forming an almost labyrinthian maze. With
but little portage, nearly the whole area above
mentioned can be circumnavigated by boats of
moderate size.
The description given by Sir I. Richardson,
in his narrative of an overland expedition in
search of Sir John Franklin, of the "ridge," or
divide between t.he waters of Lake Superior
and of I.Jake Winnepeg, would answtr for much
of the l\1innesota country : "The surface of
that tract is characterized by rounded and
sometimes rugged knolls of granite, rising abruptly from lakes and swamps, but only to small
heights, above the general level. The term
ridge is used with reference to its being a
hight separating two depressions, but its summit is a marshy plateau of some extent, acroEs
which narrow winding lakes afford a canoe
navigation in a variety of directions." The
State of Minnesota has certainly more lakes
gemming its bosom than any other equal portion of the earth's surface of which we have
any account.
This table-land, throughout its extent, un·
like most heavily watered districts, is characterized by a remarkable uniformity of elevation. It is only about fourteen hundred feet
above the sea. The highest ridges or elevations
of the country are the Hauteur des Terres and
the Coteau des Prairies, the former being the
appellation of the low ridge of drift accumulation dividing the basin of Lake Superior from
the headwaters of the Mississippi river, with
an elevation at its highest observed point of
sixteen hundred and eighty feet above the
level of the :sea, and only one hundred and
thirty feet above Itasca lake,-the beautiful
sheet in which the :Mississippi has its origin.
This moderate elevation of sixteen hundred and
eighty feet, as determined by Nicolet, is tire
more l§urpriBing, when we consider that it is
the highest continental elevation between the
Gulf of Mexico and the northern seas, and is
distant from the mouth of the Mississipi more
than three thousand miles.
The "Coteau des Prairies," the peculiar
ridge which divider:J the valley of the St. Peter's
or Minnesota river from that of the Missouri,
has an elevation of only nineteen hundred feet
above the sea.
The moderately elevated plateau of 1\iinne·
sota, discharging its waters to the four quarters of the globe, is a wonderful mesh or net·
work of lakes, and the fountain head of somany mighty waters, and yet the precipitation of
moisture from the atmosphere, in the shape of
rain and snow, is not great, indeed is far below the average in the Eastern, Middle, West·
ern and Southern States.
'\Ve are, we think, prepared to show with an
approximation to certainty, that a portion of
the water discharged from this region is of
subterranean origin, coming probably from a
great distanoe, urged by s::Jme great hydraulic
power, even from the Rocky Mountains.
There are few, perhaps who do not under·
stand the principle of the Artesian Well. It
is usually constructed by boring downward,
until a more or less perfect water-shed itil
reached, 1:. e., a rock which permits little or no
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water to percolate through it. It is necessary
that this rock or water-shed should come to
the surface in some elevated region, as for example, in a chain of mountains. In such
localities, the surface-water received from the
atmosphere comes in contact with this watershed, and follows the stratum along its dip,
often to a great distance. If then we penetrate by boring to this stratum, although at a
point of hundreds of miles from its mountain
outcrop, the water from the interior gushes up,
and generally with an astonishing force and
volume, and often from a great depth. The
contimintal water-shed with us is undoubtedly
the igneous and metamorphic rocks underlying
the true sedementary formations. The Potsdam sandstone and calciferous sand-rock above,
furnish easilyworn veins, reservoirs or passages
for the water.
The formations of which we speak find a full
development and exposure in the Rocky
Mountains, and do not again revisit the surface in the interval until we reach Minnesota,
where at a moderate elevation above the sea,
the subterranean waters must experience the
full force of that wonderful hydraulic power,
which we see illustrated in Artesian wells, and
be discharged over the surface in the greatest
profusion. Such is our theory.
We were led to indulge in the foregoing
conjectures, many years ago, while living in
Minnesota, and at a time when there had been
no careful examinations of the acqueous discharge from Lake Superior through Sault St.
Marie or of the Mississippi.
Quite recently the United States Engineer
Corps, under the superintendence of General
W. F. Reynolds and Assistant D. F. Henry,
have made several careful water sections of the
Sault St. Marie, the St. Clair river, and Niagara. The Mississippi has also been carefully
gauged, under the direction of General Humphreys of the Engineer Corps, in view of new
ship-canals in process of construction at Keokuk, Iowa, and at Rock Island, under the enlightened superintendance of General I. H.
Wilson of the Engineer Corps.
The general dryness of the atmosphere in
Minnesota and the great average heat of the
summer months in that country, added to the
remarkable level uniformity of its surface, it
being characterized by nothing in the remotest
degree resembling mountains or considerable
elevations, such as distinguish most regions
where great water-courses take their riseimpressed us with a strong conviction of error
in ascribing all the water emanating from this
region to immediate atmospheric influences.
The general absence of those irregularities
of surface which insure the rapid drainage of
a country, and the full scope given to surface
evaporation ry the retention of the water precipitated upon its area, as rain or snow, added
an intensity to our convictions only to be
hightened by the knowledge of the physical
fact that the immense area occupied throughout this country by lakes and swamps must
perforce yield up, by continual evaporation
from their surface through the year, a very
great excess over precipitation.
\Ve extract from the Surveyor General's
Report: Total area of the State of JYiinnes<!ta,
51,479,000 acres, and 32,000,000 acres arable
land, leaving for lakes and swamps 19,479,000
acres, or considerably over one-third its whole
surface.
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A striking peculiarity of the climate, during lem in determining the ratio of evaporation
the winter months, over this whole region, is and discharge to the annual precipitation it
also very suggestive of the truthfulness of our receives. The land area drained by the lake,
views. The average amount of precipitation excluding its own area, is about 70,000 square
in form of rain and snow for the three winter mile. The average annual rain-fall over this
months, in Minnesota, is two inches, and over region is thirty inches, according to Blodget's
west Wisconsin and the Lake Superior region Rain Chart and the Meteorological Tables.
it is three inches. The averages are taken The annual average evaporation over the genfrom Blodget's tables in his valuable work up. eral land surface in England is estimated at
on the Climatology of North America, and twenty-three inches, whieh we will take as our
are founded upon careful observations con tin- standard in the Lake Superior region, although
ued over a period of more than thirty years, it is well known that, owing to the great natat various military posts. The above small ural dampness of the air, in England, the
precipitation for the winter months affords a evaporation is much less than anywhere in the
striking contrast for the same period with the United States.
By deducting the above
average precipitation over the Atlantic States, amount of annual evaporation-twenty-three
which. is from ten to thirteen inches.
inches from thirty inches, the observed averNotwithstanding the small amount of winter age rainfall for this region-we have seven
precipitation in the country we have been con- inches as the annual excess of precipitation
sidering, and the additional fact that the se- over evaporation. This will give for 70,000
verity of the cold during the winter months square miles an annual yield of 40,833 square
precludes the possibility of any considerable miles of water, one foot in depth.
portion of the snow or water precipitation
The lake, being continuously exposed to
finding its way to the Mississippi or to Lake evaporation, loses more water thereby than
Superior. Yet the Mississippi and the Sault is received from the rainfall upon its surface.
St. Marie hold their volume of water in the The annual evaporation from an exposed resinterim very remarkably, or rather, the decline ervoir of water protected from the rain, has
of water stage during the winter months is been found, in the experiments of Dr. Hoinot unusual as compared with most rivers in yoke, continued over a series of years, at Sathe United States.
lem, Mass., to average fifty-six inches. SaAnother remarkable peculiarity which has lem, however, has an average annual tempernot escaped popular attention in Minnesota is ature considerably above that of Lake Superthis: A very large proportion of the snow that ior. We will, acordingly, place the average
falls is evaporated as snow from the surface, so annual evaporation at fifty inches-the amount
that there is no particular rise of the river on observed at Syracuse, N. Y., where the annuthe breaking up of winter. During the ad. al average temperature is a little lower than
vance of winter we have repeatedly heard in- at Fort Snelling, Minnesota. This gives an
dividuals remark, that the snows over the sur- excess of twenty inches per annum of evaporface of the country in Minnesota had almost ation over precipitation.
everywhere disappeared, although there had
The area of Lake Superior is 32,000 square
not been a single thaw during the winter. It miles; hence 53,333 square miles of water one
is a popular notion, in which some meteorolog- foot deep is the annual excess of evaporation
ists have indulged, that the evaporation is for the lake. The discharge of water at Sault
very inconsiderable at or below thirty-two de- St. Marie is 90,900 cubic feet per second,
grees FahrenJleit, or rather during the winter. which is 90,7 40 square nules of water per anAny house-wife, however, could instruct us num. To this, add 53,333 square miles, the
better, with her oft-repeated observation, that amount lost by evaporation from the lake surher clothes "are freezing dry," so that her face, and the result is 144,573 square mile3
weekly washing and drying need not be inter- one foot deep, as the total discharged and
rupted by any possible intensity of cold. The 1evaporated from Lake Superior per annum.
real fact is, that evaporation, or the drying pro- If we now deduct 40,833 square miles of wacess, goes on at all known temperatures.
ter one foot deep-the excess of precipitation
The great table-land which we have been for the land area drained by the lake-we
considering varies, as we pave said, but little have 140,500 square miles of water one foot
in elevation, its lakes and streams bein"' from deep, whioh must be received from subtt'rranfourteen hundred to sixteen hundred feet ean sources. Undoubtedly, should this underabove the sea. The lowness of the divide be- ground supply be cut off from Lake Superior,
tween the head-waters of the Minnesota or St. the lake would be drained by evaporation
Peter's river and the Red River of the North alone.
is evidenced in the fact that with almost no
We are positive that we under-estimate the
portage, boats can pass at all seasons between amount of evaporation. ·we take the low
the sources of the two rivers. ·we have con- standard of twenty-three inches, the evaporaversed with voyageurs who stated that they tion over the land surface in England, where
had often floated from the lake-like expanse the annual average evaporation from an exat the head of St. Peter's into Lake Traverse, posed reservoir of water protected from the
the head of the other.
rain is but forty-two inches. The great evapAt the risk of some tediousness, we will orative power of the clilljate throughout the
now introduce our calculations concerning the United States is a matter of universal remark
amount of precipitation of water from the at- among meteorologists. The region we have
mosphere, and the amount eliminated by evap- been considering is no exception to the generoration and discharge for the greater portion al rule as respects the dryness of the atmosof the areas we have been considering.
phere. Although the winters of this country
In Lake Superior, which drains a very lim- are very cold, the summer months are very
ited area, and whose aqueous discharge through warm, and, as we have before indicated, the
the Sault St. Marie has been, of late, carefully winter precipitation is very small.
co~TINUED.
estimated 1 we find p.o very complicated prob~
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But, to calm their rising fears, God spake to death if we have the assurance that the meNoah, saying: "I do set my bow in the clouds, morial of our names, written in gratitude and
God has chosen the most striking and beau- and it shall be for a token of a covenant be- love upon the tablets of another heart, even
tween me and the earth; and it shall come to one as frail and forgetful as our own, shall
tiful objects in nature for symbols of his truth pass when I bring a cloud over the earth that never be erased. Such is the constitution of
and tokens of his covenant to man. He makes the bow shall be seen in the cloud; and I will the sensitive, yearning nature to which God
them attractive, that they may draw our hearts remember my covenant which is between me has given the promis~, "I will never forget
to the truth which they represent; he makes and you, and the waters shall no more become thee." The world, by a universal verdict, dethe token beautiful, that we may look upon it a flood to destroy all flesh; and I will look clares it to be the hardest lot to loose all name
upon the bow in the cloud, that I may remem- and remembrance among the living-to die
the more gladly and that we may remember ber the everlasting covenant between me and and give no sign.-Selected from "Our Father's
House," by Br. Q. W. Dillen.
the covenant which it calls to mind. In the every living creature."
familiar instructions .of our Lord the beatity
And so, when the thunder ceased and the
LETTER AND REPLY.
of the flowers and the happy song of the birds clouds broke away, around the setting sun, the
patriarch and his family looked with wonder
tend to charm away our worldly anxieties, and and with joy upon the sevenfold arch resting
THE following correspondence was sent us by .
to teach us the precious lessons of trust in a upon the earth and reaching to the heavens;
brother and sister l~ohrer of '\Voodbine, Iowa.
divine providence for every need. In the an- and ever afterwards when they saw the bow
cient prophets we see the everlasting moun- upon the cloud they would say, God himself The first is a letter from brother Roher's brother
tains lift their summits to the &kies, and stand is looking upon that sign, and he sets it in the to them, and the second is their reply:
CARTHAGE, Ill., Nov. 9th; 1876.
cloud as the seal of the covenant of peace beunc h ange d t h rough t h e l apse of years, to teach tween him and us.
Dear Brother and Sister:- Your kind letus that God's kindness shall not depart, nor
Sometimes friends that are widely separated ter of the 5th came to hand, and I rejoice to
the covenant of his peace be removed. The from each other agree at a particular hour of hear of your well being; we, too, enjoy pretty
mighty river rolls its full and swelling tide the evening to look up to the same star, and fair health and our wants are not many. I
through the long reach of land from the source it serves to strengthen and perpetuate the received some papers from you, and read a
bond of friendship between them by their at- column and a half, which pretended to be a
to the sea, to teach us how deep and strong, tention being directed at the same moment to part of an angel's speech, (I suppose the man
and how ever growing in depth and strength, the same shining point in the sky. And so had a short hand reporter along to note it
shall be the peace of those who keep God's when we see the bow in the clouds we can down), but having time, talent, soul and body
commandments. The stars come forth in eter- think that God himself is looking at the same presented a living sacrifice unto God, and he
nal beauty upon the plains of heaven, to show token of' his covenant, and feel that he will having graciously given me an abiding seal
us the brightness with which the righteous remember us in all our affiictions and perils, of his acceptance, (not in a dream), I did not
shall shine in the kingdom of our .Father.
as he remembered Noah. Let the tempest feel that I could spend time in reading stories
The oldest book of sacred history sets be- rage, and all earthly calamities sweep over us worse than those of Jack the Giant Killer.
fore us the same great promise written out as in resistless storm, still we can hope and re- You know that the Lord graciously manifested
:wide as the dome of the heavens, and emblaz. joice if God will hang out his bow of promise himself to me last winter, in giving me such
oned with all the sevenfold colors of the show- and of peace upon the cloud to show us that wonderful blessings, with my eyes open; and
ery arch. According to that inspired record he is thinking of us and that our deliverance a few weeks after you left I received another
the bow in the cloud spans the pathway of the shall come in the fullness of time.
gracious revelation, while engaged in prayer
retiring storm, that we may look upon it as
There is a peculiar tenderness and appro- at church, (we call the revelations baptisms),
the sign and seal of the divine promise that priateness in the condesension of the infinite and my wife received one the 21st of August
the tempest of wrath shall be stayed from des- Father when he says, •'I will remember thee," last. After praying the Lord for a clean
olating the earth. God himself looks upon it for he can never forget anything; and it is heart, he opened her heart and showed her it
and remembers the everlasting covenant be- only because he remembers us every hour, was cleansed and also healed her of the infirmtween him and every living creature of the and visits us with his mercies every moment, ity of her body. Some of these things you
earth. vVe have no evidence that the laws of that life is a blessing. But we ourselves forget know; now you want us to make out God a
nature were changed after the deluge; and this, and yet we think it a very hard thing to liar (the Lord have mercy and forgive yon
yet it is possible that the family of Noah had be forgotten; life would have little left for us and help you to fly to Jesus) and believe the
never seen the bow in the cloud till they came to desire, if we thought there were none to sayings of an imposter.
furth from the ark. It is said in the previous think of us with affection and gratitude. It · "This is the will of God, even your sanctirecord that a mist went up from the earth and is in condescension to-this human infirmity of fication" (Paul to Thessalonians); "Without
watered the whole region called Eden; but as forgetfulness, and the intense and universal holiness no man shall see the Lord" (Peter);
as yet the Lord God had not caused it to rain, passion to be remembered, that the infinite "Blessed are the pure in heart" (Jesus); and
and if the s0il of paradise had been watered on- God says to the fearful and longing heart, "I he has come to destroy the works of the devil,
ly by dew and by rivers, that had their head will not forget," "I have graven thee upon which is sin, "and his name shall be called
in far distant mountains, as in. the case with the palms of my hands," not simply written, so Jesus, for he shall save his people from their
Egypt to this day, then Noah and his sons, as to be read with the eye, but graven, that sins." Has he saved you? did he or does he
living in the land where the race began, might the inspiration may be felt when it cannot be save any of your prophets? Do they have or
never have Eeen the bow in the cloud before seen, and which can be called to mind in the show the fruits of the Spirit? Can Joe Smith
the flood.
darkness as well as in the light.
& Co. say with Paul "follow me, as I follow
But when the fountains of the great deep, I have heard the sensitive and the warm Christ?"
were broken up, and the sea rushed in upon hearted say, when upon the bed of death, that
Dear brother and sister, my soul is grieved
the shore, the ark floated away from the rain· the great trial in dying is to pass aw\ly and be to think that you are led astray so much. Oh
less land of the patriarch's early home to the forgotten-the great world of the living going that you might take heed to the warnings
mountains of Ararat, and there the clouds right on just the same without one as with that you have received, and fly to Jesus and
gathered, the thunders rolled and torrents of one. In some cases the departing spirit can be saved from your sins, for if the righteous
rain filled the air. And this continued to be not go iu peace to the former giver, without scarcely be saved, where shall the sinner and
still so after the miraculous and avenging. receiving a sacred promise from some one the ungodly appear. I look around and cry, All
tempest of the deluge was past. But when among the living that a signet of love shall I have I leave for Jesus, I am counting all
the fugitiV€8 from the flood saw the commotion be worn, or a memorial anniversary shall be but dross; and after we Lave done all we can,
in the elements, and heard the roar of rushing kept, or a particular course of life shall be pur· we are but unprofitable servants.
torrents among the hills, they would begin to sued, so as to bring the departed constantly
May the blessed Jesus move on your hearts
fear a return of the engulping tide from the to remembrance; and it adds immensely to the as you read these lines, and cleanse you from
distant sea and annther descent of crushing checrfulne~s and fortitude with which any of all filthiness of the flesh and spirit, perfecting
catara()ts frorn the open windows of heaven.; us can meet the trials of life and tho terroriJ of holiness in the fear of tho I.,ord, is my prayer,

THE RAINBOW IN THE CLOUD.
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I dare not circulate or cause your papers to be your eyes. I am glad of that, for I do think he might be as bad as ''Joe Smith," as you
circulated; t:4ey are not unto edification and you desire to be a true christian with your politely call him. Jack was a good man, and
not from the Lord nor to his glory. Yours in wife, and God forbid that I should throw a like many more taught many good truths, and
the blessed hope and knowledge of an immor- stumbling:block in your way, or try to make yet failed to have the knowledge of the true
tal life,
CHAS. H. RoHRER,
you believe a lie, as you say; for, if I believe Church of Christ, or authority from God to
·
WooDBINE, Haxrison Co., Iowa,
a lie, I have none to blame but God, in whom proclaim it.
I trust. I will try, like Simon, to bear up with
You see in part now, but the apostle says
November 15th, 1876.
My Dear Brothers and Sister·s :-I am glad all that you or others may say about the Saints; when that which is perfect has come then that
to find that you answered my letter so soon, they are dear to me, and so are the truths which is in part shall be done away. 1\iay
but the tenor is by no means pleasing, and I they teach. You fear for me, and ask if I the Holy Spirit prepare us for this. Du not
regret to find you making this your hobby. expect salvation.
condemn Joseph Smith before reading his
I have read your paper, Banner of Holiness,
Dear brother and sister, do you really know teachings, for they do in very deed ,teach you
and I am not afraid to read any paper or book the consequences of rejecting the terms offered to do the works of Jesus. Do not cry Lord,
by any man or woman, for my Father has by our blessed Savior? He has spoken to Lord, too much or become like the excited
given me a mind of my own, and I think suf- me, and it is to you and to all :
throng, unwilling to obey good sound truth.
ficient judgment whereby I can judge what is
"Except a man be born again, he cannot see the Should I never more wiite on this subject to
right from what is wrong. He has told me kingdom of God."-John 3: 5.
you, remember we must appear before our
by his Holy Spirit how to prove the true coin,
"Born of water and the spirit."-vs. 8.
blessed Master at his throne, and give en acand he now sends his detectives through the
What will you do with this ?
count of our deeds, and then he will reward
world, blessed be his name-Jesus.
••He that believeth and is baptized shall be us accordingly. Let us therefore try to walk
Now as you request me to write more saved, and he that believeth not shall be damned." in the light of God, that all may be well with
about this name, Jesus, I will try to do so, -Mark 16 : 16.
us when he calls us home to him. I think
with love and the fear of the Lord Jesus; not
I have obeyed this call years ago, and have .that to reign upon the earth when all things
that I fear reproach in having done wrong by experienced the gifts and blessings promised are made pure, is worth striving for. Look well
obeying the message delivered by the prophet to follow; therefore God is true though man to this thing. May the peace of God abide
Joseph Smith, as you infer I have. At the may lie, and he is the same to-day and for- forever with you, is the prayer of your affecclose 'of your letter you implore Jesus to for- ever, and is willing to impart to you and all tionate sister,
EsTHER RoHRER.
give me and mine, for we are· filthy still. men. Joseph Smith & Co., as you scornfully
0, dear brother, your words have long been name them, called upon him by fasting and
THE OTHER SIDE.
hard to bear, and I think somewhat as your prayer, and he sent an holy angel, who told
child would, who after striving twenty years him of the plan of salvation, but you will still
In the fall of 1871 I went into the southor more to do the Father's bidding and follow harden your hearts and turn a deaf ear to John
in the good way laid out for him, and still for the Revelator's predictions. I am rejoiced that western part of the Indian Territory, as a
all this the parent would use an iron rod, and God gave me enough grace to obey his call, teacher of an Indian school. At that time the
call him filthy still. I think I hear him say, and to try to be a child of his kingdom, for it Kiowa tribe was. regarded with terror by all
"Father where is your just recompense of re- is not of the devil, as you say, but the good who knew them. But I resolved to reside
ward that you promised?" Where, dear broth- fruits do follow those who live their profession. . th th
fi
·
d t t th ·
er, is the charity you ·profess to have, that. Daar friends, I want to be ready and have Wl
em or a season, m or. er 0 ry e mwhich covers a multitude of sins.
the robe of righteousness on when he calls :fl.uence of peace and good Wlll among them.
Second, Jesus died for me as well as for me, so that I may have a part in the first res-1 I accordingly made the offering in the spring
you, but will his blood avail me anything un- urrectio~, w~en he sh~ll come with ten thous- of 1872. The succeeding summer they were
less I am willing to bow to his requirements? and of hts samts to reign on e~rth and to heal very hostile murderin"'0 not lrss than forty
I will use a few of your worda, and I hope their wounds, and to dry their tears. You
.
'
.
.
.
you won't think I am making vain repetitions, say you hope the Lord will forgive us fcJr obey- white people, steahn.g several hu~dred ~orses
a,; the heathens did. Our blessed Master has ing this doctrine. Then you will still pray and mules, and takmg three whtte children
said, (John 14), that he that loveth the I~ord for us poor lost ones in your sight. Thank captives from the frontiers of Texas. I went
keepeth his commandments. Read also I~uke you, for the pr.ayers of the righteous avail among them late the following fall, alone and
6 : 46-48. If we examine the Scriptures we much ; and I. w11l also pray for you, for I love unarmed carrying nothing that could be recan plainly find what was the law and testimo· you all and wtsh to do you good; but I do not
'
ny of Jesus and his ap1stlcs. vVhy not have fear that I have done wrong in this re~pect, gar~ed as a weapon of d.efense. Our camp
it now? But I am agreed that you shall en- and I can truly say that r have tasted of the vaned from twenty.five mlies to one hundred
joy your own opinion in a free land, and have good things of the kingdom of our God. I and fifty miles from the nearest agency. At
as many revelations as may be presented to fear nothing but onr unworthiness. I there· first they were suspicious of my motives in'
you, for now I find that you, as well as I, be· fore entreat you to pray on. I am sorry you coming among them, and watched me with
Iieve in them, and inasmuch as they teach you are afraid to circulate the "Voice of Warning" jealousy and distrust, but by being very carewisdom and the love and law of God, in your and "Forscutt and Shinn's Discussion," for I ful and watchful over myself, they discovered
next it will be music to my ears. But Bro think they might open the eyes of many who nvthing that they could construe into acts
Christian, I require fair play, and if you or I sit in darkness. You say you would not dare adverse to their welfare, and in time began to
live in glass houses, let us mind how we take to. Then your mind is weaker than I had acquire confidence and listen to what I would
aim. In your visions of the future, you supposed. The Scriptures, which you prize say to them. I then used what influence I
might, after all, look through green spectacles, so highly, say, "Prove all things, and hold fast posse~sed in discouraging their young menand see "1\Iother Goose" and "Jack the Giant that whichis good."
braves and warriors--from hostile demonstraKiller," before you are permitted to behold
I still think as I told you when I was up I tions, and to show them the advantages of civthe true light and wisdom of that divine Be- there, that if our religion will not bear inves- ilization. I remained with them in most of'
ing who has caused the record of the past to tigation 'tis not of much worth. It appears their wanderings, unt,il the summer of 187 4,
be written, which shows us whatwe may ex- that we preach too much Bible to suit you, when I was obliged to leave them on account
pect in the future. It teaches us that after and for the people to fellow, and our church of the permanent breaking down of my
the failing of the true gospel, false and delu- steeples do not tower high enough for the pop health,
sive spirits would lead men astray, and I surely ular throng. 0, brother, why cannot you seA
This hostile and terrible tribe, with the exthink they have lost the good old waymarks these things? You are sincere. I give you l ception of a very small number, came in deof the apostolic order. Prophets are not re- credit for this, and for many other things, but siring farms. registered their names as friendquired, you say, and the gifts and blessings, sincerity does not prove the worship of the ly, and have continued to maintain a friendly
but "Mother Goose" is. She can give the heathen true. John Wesley, in one of his ser- attitude toward the government to the prPsent
divines a good dinner, dress herBelf well and mons, said that the people had become hea· time, raising ccJrn and sending their children
then, for they had departed from the true or- to school.
give her a good salary.
Again, you say the blessed Jesus has opened der. 1 think if your brother was here :now,
Now may I be permitted to ask, withou~
1
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any degree of arrogancy, how many years of
war and rapine, carried. on as Indian wars are
usually conducted, would have been necessary
to have produced the same happy result?
What would have been the difference in the
sacrifice? One man has sacrificed his health
on the altar of peace, instead of hundreds of
lives offered at the shrine of war. What is
the difference in the cost of Government treasure? One man maintained for a few months
in peace, instead of an array in hostilities for
the same or a longer period of time.
Here we see a hostile and desperate tribe,
wiLh the exception of a small number, led from
a savage life to that of peaceful avocations in
the short space of a few months, through the
power of ·peace and good will. How many
have been brought into the pale of civilized
life through all the yea1;s of war? If like begets like, then love begets love, hate begets
hate, hostilities beget hostilities. If we approach a man with the weapons of death presented in advance, we should not be surpriaed
should he make use of similar weapons in his
own defense. If we advance with the open
arms of good will, we shall in all probability
be similarly received. Permit me to illustrate
this from my own experience. White Horse,
a desperate character and chief among the
Kiowas, whose whole lif\l for many years had
been a continued series of murders and depre·
dations against the whites, returning from one
of his raiding expeditions soon after my settlement in their camps, resolved that no white
man should be a resident among them unless
as a .captive, and entered my tent with his
bow strung and three iron pointed arrows in
his right hand-the signal of death. I arose,
met him pleasantly but firmly, and offered him
my hand, which he at first refused, but at
length reluctantly accepted. I bade- him be
seated, sat down by him and entered into con.
versation with him. He was effectually disarmed, and ever after remained a firm friend
to me, came in with the rest of the tribe, registered his name as a friendly Indian, determining ever after to remain at peace. He was
then placed under arrest for past crimes, and
without a trial is now a prisoner at Fort Ma·
rion,.in Florida.
In associating with the Kiowa and Comanche tribes, I found that but a very small proportion of those tribes were really hostile.
These were the reckless, restless, discontented
spirits, which among us go to fill up our jails
and prisons, or form bands of outlaws on the
frontiers.
Among the Indians this uncontrollable class become raiders against the
whites of the frontier settlements, and the
whole tribe, though the most of them are
peaceable, have to suffer on their accountThe Informer.
---~---......,.___

____

ANSWER TO DREAM.
The following is the interpretation of sister
Betty R. Smith's dream, published in Herald
of October 15th, 1876. The old house is the
Brighamite Church at Salt Lake, the new
house is the Reorganization, and the rooms
are the branches that are already organized.
The house having no end shows that as yet it
is unfinished; it will be enlarged by the addition of many branches that shall yet be built

up unto the Lord, both on the eastern and on i Pe~~nd published• in London a few years
the western continent, embracing within their\ ago. It has, however, been still further modfolds all the house of Israel, and the elect ernized since its then late issue, to include a
from the Gentiles. The most of the branches hit at one of England's statesmen. The line
are negligent and unfaithful, and are not of which now readsone heart and one mind, as the Spirit would
England shall at last admit a Jew,
teach all they must be in order to be included reads in the reprint we have citedamong the jewels the Lord is coming to make
England shall at last admit a foe.
up. Let all who know that they have been
unfaithful return to their first love, and to the
In the eighth line, "no horse or ass'' has
Lord with a full purpose of heart. If they been extended at the expense of the metre to
do not speedily repent with a genuine repent- make it more pointed by the addition of the
ance, with fasting and prayer, and meet to- two words in italics; and the two linesgether often and speak often one to another,
Water shall yet more wonders do,
then the chastening rod of the Lord will be
Now strange, yet shall be true,
heavy.
J. GALLUP.
have been added by a poet who wrote a very
lame hand indeed if this was his best.
------~·~-.~--~-The use of the word "carriages," as applied
:MOTHER SHIPTON'S PROPHECIES.
to a wheeled vehicle, totally unknown to the
times of 1448, when the prophecy was dated,
was sufficient to put any thoughtful critic on
The newspapers that are reproducing the his guard, and few sensible men admitted the
wonderful prophecies now current and ascribed genuineness of the "remarkable" prophecy.
to Mother Shipton, are simply ·the victims of A comparison of the reprint with an old edicunning impostors, many of whom in this cen- tion of l:lother Shipton showed that about a
dozen of the most clever pieces in the later
tury have been playing upon the credulity of book were new. After a spirited discussion
the people. There was a veritable Mother of their merits, Mr. C. Hindley, of Brighton,
Shipton who lived in England several centu- came before the public in a letter and acknowlries ago, and who uttered various prophecies, edged that the entire piece we have quoted
above, and some ten others, more or less striksome in prose and some in doggerel verse,
ing, contained in his reprint of 1862, were
which attracted much attention. The predie- pure inventions of his own, composed to make
tions were mostly vague, or of such a general the issue a successful business adventure. The
character that in almost every generation, not whole of this "remarkable prophecy," thereto say every year, some events would be found fore, which notes all the modern discoveries,
and proposes to wind up all mundane affairs
to fit them. But the more definite prophecies,
in 1881, was first wrought, with many other
supposed to be fulfilled in the use of steam on of like character, out of the brains of Mr.
land and sea, the invention of the electric tel.e- Hindley, in 1862.
Before closing, we may notice another ingraph, bal!Gons, tunnels through the :mountains and under the sea, diving suits, the use vention, which was at first passed around as a
veritable Mother Shipton prophecy:
of iron ships, the fresh discoveries of gold
When Princes get Iipsey on arrack,
winding up with the prediction that the earth
And farmers grow thin on cold meat;
shall come to an end in 1881, are all very
When soldiers look red in their barrf>ck,
And beggars look blue in the street;
modern forgeries. Take the following, which
When monarchs with purest intentions,
we clip !rom the Bost,on Journal:
To settle all national qualms,
A REMARKABLE PROPHEOY.-The followAssemble in holy conventions,
ing, which is known as "Mother Shipton's
And study the prophets and psalms ;
Prophecy," was first published in 1488, and
Strange things upon wet land and dry land,
On wood land and waste land shall be,
republished
1641. It will be noticed that
And Oat land, and Wheat land, and Rye land
all the events predicted in it, except that menTogether be sunk in the sea!
tioned in the last two lines,-which is still in
After
Mother Shipton had been hunted
t.he future,-have already come to pass:
through in vain for this production, it was asCarriages without horses shall go,
cribed to "Nostradamus," but turned out to
And accidents fill the world with wo.
Around the world thoughts shall fly,
have been a clever hit on the subject under
In the twinkling of an eye.
discussion, in a literary gathering, by the poet
Water shall yet more wonders do;
Praed.
Now strange, yet shall be true.
No one can justify this style of literary forThe world upside down shall be,
gery. Many a person has;:;been greatly disAnd gold be found at root of tree.
Through hills man shall ride,
turbed by the supposed· fulfillment of all MoAnd no horse or ass be at his side.
ther Shipton's prophecies save that which
Under water men shall walk;
ends the world "in eighteen eighty-one." As
Shall ride, shall sleep, shall talk.
the first part of these predictions was written
In the air men shall be seen,
only fifteen years ago, when all of it that has
In white, in black, in ~reen.
Iron in the water shall float,
been re~lized was history, no great ~tress need
As easy as a wooden boat.
· to be laid on the last fearful warmng.- New
Gold shall be found, and shown
York Journal of Commerce, October, 1876
In a land that's not now known.
Fire and water shall wonders do.
"0h Sir," said a lean hearted believer to his
England shall at last admit a Jew.
pastor, "I have been praying a whole year, that
The world to an end shall come,
I might enjoy the comforts of religion, aud I get
In eighteen hundred and eighty· one.
no answers to my prayers."-''Go home, now, and
The substance of the above is found in what pray, Father, glorify thyself," was the replypurported to be a fac. simile reprint of the 1641 "selfish prayer contains no nutriment."
edition of Mother Shipton, edited by :Edwin
Abstain ffOll! all appearance of evil.
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the terms, "if the Church was organized upon an
unchangeable platform," we used them advisedly, and in complete harmony with the arguments
and statements of the whole army of Elders who

----~------------ EDIT~~'-~------------------ taught the "new and everlasting gospel" during
the life. time of the martyrs. Nor can the assumpPlano, Illinois, February 1, 1S ~ 7.
tion of the Editor of the Junction, that the "if" is
THE OGDEN "JUNCTION."
NoTWITHSTANDI:KG our question, asked of the Og.
den Junction, last spring, whether its editor desired to "spoil our digestion," that paper is after
us again. In the issues for March 11th and Aug.
ust 23d, 1876, are two argumentative editorials
from which we make the following extracts; pre.
mising that our silence in regard to the Junction
and its articles, was not the result of the cbal.
lenge referred to, though we have no objection to
the editor thinking so, if he so please, as it may
amuse him and does not hurt us. From the issue
of March 11th, we quote as follows:
"The writer bases his argument upon an 'if.'
'If, says he, 'the Church was organized upon an
unchangeable platform.' "
"'If.' But that 'if' is fatal to his position. One
of the great distinctions between this church and
those founded upon man-made creeds is, that its
faith is not bounded by any thirty-nine articles, or
any set form; but, with the key of revelation in
its hands, it has access to the boundless universe
of truth, and looks for increased light as its age
and experience prepare it for 'line upon line, pre.
cept upon precept, here a little and there a littie.'"
"A great many principles have been revealed
and accepted as doctrines of the Church since
the beginning, and 'celestial marriage' is one of
them. The Herald editor objects to the public
declaration of that doctrine, because it was re-.
ceived at a 'special conference,' held August 29th,
1852,insteadofageneralassemblyoftheChurch.'
What difference does it make whether the conference was held in August or April, if it was a gen.
eral assembly of the people composing the Church,
or their representatives. And to show how shortsighted the writer is, we have only to refer to his

~:npr:~~d~1 ~nvaa~?J~teyr 6ti~~fa~~~Paf!~cJ~· ;:yh~~~

"fatal to the position," change the issue, or divert
the minds of those earnestly desiring the truth
from the consideratiOn of the fact that that gospel
was preached as the restoration of that which had
been pure, and pleasing unto God; that it had
been changed by man, and therefore vitiated, until he had ceased to be pleased with it; that when
restored by revelation commanding that it be
again promulgated it was declared that "God had
not changed," therefore his law had not changed.
Now, the Editor of the Jwwtion gives us to
understand, that the distinction. between "this
Church," (and we presume he wishes the reader
to understand that the Church referred to as "this
Church," is the one to which he belongs and
which he represents), is, that its platform, instead
of being composed of fixed, unchangeable, cer.
tain and eternal truths, the dictation of the divine
mind of an unchanging God, is made up of what
may to-day be truths, to-morrow lies; to-day, cr.
rors, to-morrow correct principles; to-day laws
emanating from God, commanding one line of
conduct, as pleasing to him, to-morrow, chang.
ing the command and authorizing a line of conduct quite the contrary; to.day giving a law to
govern his chosen people, whieh he characterizes
as a righteous law, and to-morrow giving the
1 1 d'
same peop e a aw uecting them to do what he
has in unmistakable language stated was "a borninable in his sight;" contrary to what he had already told them, was "suitable for them in their
then existing condition and in the New J erusalem." If the Editor means this of the Church he
represents, we do not deny it; but we certainly
think it a damaging "distinction," though it may
be a "great" one.
The Editor of the Jwwtion flatters himself and
compeers with the thought that the Church has
h ,1
f
.
.
t e 'wy
o reve1atwn m its hands;" and "has
access to the boundless universe of truth;" and
has a right to expect "increased light.."

[Feb. 1.
stitution of marriage as "ordained of God," ac.
cording to the revelation of J\IIarch, 1831; "For
marriage is ordained of God unto man; where.
fore it is lawful that he should have one wife, and
they twain shall be one flesh, and all this that the
earth might answer the end of its creation; and
that it might be filled with the measure of man,
according to his creation before the world was
made;" (a) is to ask us to believe that twilight, or
darkness is an increase of light; for the one is nq
more opposite to the other in one case than in the
other; the one is light, the light of day, its oppo.
site darkness; the other is one wife, its opposite,
many wives. }I ore than this, the light qf the rev.
elation of 1831 is, that this monogamic rule was
according to the "creation" of man before the
world was made; therefore the analogy between
the principle of this revelation and the light of
day which God spake into being at the begin.
ning, is complete.
Now we submit, whether the old-time hope, so
long and so persistently taught by the Elders of'
the Church, that when a principle of, or apper.
taining to the gospel was once fixed by revelation, it was thenceforward to be as a "nail driven
in a sure place," upon which the Saints and the
world could rely as unchangeable and unmova.
ble by men or devils, and an assurance forever
that God would not change it, is that hope to be
dispelled by the clumsy subterfuge "God has not
changed, though his law has," however widely
divergent the laws referred to may be, or however
opposite they may be in their demands of the
people to whom they may be given.
The Editor of the Junction mistakes our objec.
tion to the publication of the revelation on polygamy at a "special conference," August 29th,
1852 0
b' · · 1 ·
T
1
.
m· o Jectwn IS t liS.
he aws given to
the Church, February and Jl,iarch, 1831, "Thou
shall love thy wife with all thy heart, and shall
cleave unto her and none else;" and, "it is law.
ful that he should have one wife;" were pre.
sen t ed t o a G eneraI A ssem bly of th e Ch
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was accepted by a unanimous vote. The revelation on polygamy, or "celestial marriage," was
presented to a special assembly, held August 29th,
1852, eight years and two months after Joseph
Smith, the alleged human author's, death, nine
years and a month after the date of its alleged reception. The published record of that day's pro·
ceedings does not show that the Church was publicly advised that such a document was to be
presented and put upon its approval or rejection
by the Church. That record shows that Pres.
Brigham Young announced the reading of the
revelation ; that it was read; that Pres. Young
told them that he had been its sole custodian for
years, and only those who had a right to see it
had ever been shown it; that Elder Orson Pratt
then first essayed its public defence; that no vote
of acceptrmce, approval, or rejection was taken,
either by quorums or as a whole. Subsequent
attempts to account for the possession of a copy
only, betray themselves by offering two or three
stories, each different from the other, and neither
worthy of credence. With all this before us, we
state again that "celestial marriage," or "polyga.
my," is not, according to the acknowledged constitution of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints, legally or legitimately a tenet of that
Church. Notwithstanding what the Junction
states about our veracity we now state again
"the evidence the world (and the church in the
valley for that matter) has that Joseph Smith
ever received the revelation used in Utah, as the
originating sanction of polygamy is the word of
Brigham Young only." For proof of this see the
"J\IIinutes of a Special Conference," held August
29th, 1852, published in a Desm·et News (Extra),
current volumes for the year 1852. See also, JOtt1'nal of Discourses, pages 52-54; discourses of Pres.
Young and 0. Pratt; also, discourse on celestial
marriage, delivered in Tabernacle, October, 1869,
by OrsonPratt, in which that gentleman said that
it was a copy that they had, the "original" having been "destroyed."
This is the evidence that has been given to the
public; and it is fair to presume that it is the
best that was had at the time, or better would
have been given. From it we believe we are justified in denying there having been other evidence given to the Church and the world, that
the alleged copy was a revelation, or a true copy
of one reeeivecl by Joseph Smith, on the subject
under discussion, if he ever received one. This is
the ground we have occupied from the beginning
of the controversy, and the one upon which we
have denied the validity of the doctrine, as urged
by the Junction and its supporters.
We now state that Joseph Smith, the martyr,
was never legally married to any other women
but his wife, Emma. By this, the question wheththe "Herald man" will dare publish such a statement is answered. The fact that Emma was his
legal wife is admitted by the question asked.
And if President Young could truthfully assert
in his plea to Ann Eliza's bill of complaint, that
he had only one legal wife; and the Junction could
honestly defend his veracity in making that plea,
as it did do, why should we not dare to make the
assertion that Emma, Joseph Smith's wife, is the
only woman to whom he was ever legally married.
To make the matter as bad for ourself as the
Editor of the J~mction might desire, we here state,
!hat if it should be proyen 4y incontrovertible
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evidence that Joseph Smith had one, or more women to whom he was united by a polygamous ceremony of marriage, in accordance with the copy of
the so-called revelation, and the Church had accepted neither the original nor the copy, he was a
transgressor against the law of the land, and the
law of the Church to which it had been subjected
by command of God, and as accepted by the
Church, as has been alJ'eady recited. So whether
Joseph Smith did, or did not practice polygamy,
it does not affect the general issue of its correctness as a tenet of the Church.
So far as the effurt to shame the "Herald man"
for "trying to break down what his father lived
and died to build up," is concerned, we have this
to say, from all we have yet been able to gather.
from the public avowals of faith and doctrine
published during his life and up to his death, we
can not be convicted of the charge so wantonly
made. It is because we "revere him as a prophct," that we object to receiving upon intangible
and insufficient evidence those things stated of
him, which if true, are far more likely to cause
us shame. The attempt to shame is so far a departure from correct argument, that we venture
to ask the Bditor of the Junction to rem embell
what he once said about our "begging the question."
Contimted.
INDIAN AFFAIRS.
Smm of the Indians in the west still continue to
attack wagon trains, commit murders, and rob
beries and run off horses, but Gen. Miles thinks
that the Sioux war is virtually closed and that if
the Indians are properly used, and the treaties
observed by the Government that there will not
be another Indian war. Gen. Sherman is said to
concur in this belief.
Pre.sident Grant thinks that the occupation of
the public domain for agricultural purposes is
more important than to leave it to the Indians for
a hunting ground, and believes that all their
tribes should be gathered as soon as possible into one. designated territory, there to be protected
from the whites and prevented from themselves
making forays outside their limits. Says that he
has tried to deal justly with them, and believes
that the peace policy should be continued as being for the best interests of both whites and reels.
The commission sent to treat with the Indians
for the Black Hills count1y were received as
friends by the Indians, but they showed plainly
their lack of confidence in the pledges of the
Government, and recited the fraud and injustice practiced upon them heretofore. One Chief
said, "Tell your people that since the Great
Father (the President.) promised that we should
never be removed we have been removed five
times. I think you had better put the Indians on
wheels, then z;ou can run them wherever you ~oi8h."
Another said that the war was caused by white
men, and that judgment had not been exercised,
and that it was "displeasing to the Great Spirit.''
The Commissioners say that this made them
think of President ,Jefferson's words: "I tremble
for my country when I remember that God is
just.''
The present condition o the Sioux is said to be
such as to awaken the deepest sympathy. In
1851 the Government, having conceded the rights
of the Indians to the western lands, agreed to
give them $50,000 per year for fifty years in consequence of the necessity of making roads across

their country for the immigration to California,
but subsequently the Senate, without even inform.
ing the Indians, cut the term down to ten years.
The Commissioners give a history of the present war and the causes which incited it; they
speak of the Custer expedition in 1874, which
was in direct violation of treaty, and of how property has been seized contrary to the express provisions of the Ordinance of 1787, and they add:
"The whole civilized world knows that we are
the oppressors." They also say, "We hardly
know how to express the feelings of shame and
sorrow when we recall the long record of the
broken faith of our Government; and that it has
expended more money in this war than all thereligious bodies of our country have spent in Indian missions since our existence as a nation."
However the Commissioners succeeded in making a treaty with Red Cloud and other Chiefs
representing about 16,000 Indians, by which the
United States is to have possession of the Black
Hills country. In return the treaty provides for
the establishment of the Indians in the Indian
Territory, for their location on lands suitable for
cultivation, with ample subsistence to be provideel for them until they can become self-sustaining.
The children between six and fourteen years of
age to be sent to schools which are to be established by the Government, and wherever an Indian
shall, in good fa1th, cultivate the soil; he shall
have a title to his land and aiel to build a. house.
The Commissioners recommended the ratification and faithful fulfillment of the agreement,
saying that they are satisfied that doing so will
redress some of the wrongs which make "the
darkest page of our history." Unless redress is
made for the wrongs they think the nation "must
forever bear the disgrace and suffer the retribution." The Commissioners refer to the Indian
tribes of Canada, who live under equitable laws
in peaceful enjoyment, without molestation, and
molesting no one, and they commend the humane
policy of President Grant, under which they think
more has been done to civilize than during any
other period of our history.
As an instance of the frauds practiced on the
reel men they mention one while they were at the
Red Cloud Agency, that of seeing an issue of
beef by the officer who received the cattle from
the contractor, and, a calculrttion lleing made between his figures and the facts, a loss of 27,234
pounds was found on the 153 head.
The New York ·witness says: "In Canada the
Indian is a British subject; in the United States
he is treated as a member of a foreign nation, and
as a pauper and an outlaw."
The New York T1·ibune, speaking of the loss
of the Oircassian [see News Summary] and .the
twenty-eight men, ten of whom were Indians,
mentions the civilization and Christianity of
those Indians ef Long Island who are reported
as being "honest and kind, and easily taught to
believe in Christ;" also as being slow to anger,
devout, generous, and hospitable.
The same paper adds that not a missionary who
has gone among the Indian race but will testify
"to their eagerness to learn, their teachableness
and their loyalty to their friends," and that all
who have had to do with them "have found them
human as themselves, ready to strike hands, keep
faith and to receive and practice Christianity as
honestly as his white brethren," while those who
cnll him a "red devil," and who go with guns to
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:fight him, or as agents and traders to swindle
him, cannot expect to find him different from humanity in general. The same paper says that the
injustice to the red man will bring sure and well
directed punishment, and that "there is, after all,
a power higher and more just' than [earthly] governments."
A telegram of January 16th reports a sad thing
from the post on Tongue River which five prominent Sioux Chiefs approached with a flag of
truce on the 17th of December, but were set upon
by the Crow scouts of the post, before the officers
knew of the approach, and all killed. It was a
bloody deed and adds another to the long list of
grievances. It is supposed that their mission
may have been important.

or doctrine as it is for another; for instance: it is
a long accredited belief of the Church that the
Godhead is not a unit, but that there are two personages, the Father and the Son. That this is a
duality of personages, not a trinity; and that this
is the "account of the Godhead, which is given in
his revelations," and by which, "the Saints have
a sure foundation laid for the exercise of faith
unto life and salvation."
If, upon some other points the principles were
as practically, clearly stated in the formulas of
the belief of the Church as the number of personages in the Godhead, there are some brethern
who would not now be looked upon as half-way
heretics.
If, therefore, the Editors were to assume to attack this belief as to the number of personages
=
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
forming the Godhead, they would be as liable to
a charge of attacking the faith of the Church, as
WE have had a number of questions on hand for would any other brother, who might believe that
some time waiting for replies. We answer some baptism was not essential to the remission of
of them below.
sins, if he should attack that commonly received
Question.-When, where, and by whom, was doctrine.
Saul of Tarsus ordained to Apostleship?
Answer.-It is not easy to state; the nearest ap- NoTICE was lately given by the Board of Publiproach is Acts 13: 3,-"And when they had fasted cation to the effect that subscriptions to theMesand prayed, and laid their hands on them, they senger should not be sent to the Herald Office, as
sent them away." Who officiated, and whether the Board could not longer do the printing of
this was in ordination, or not, who shall say. We that paper. It is now requested that there be an
have hunted many authorities for facts, but find explanation why this notice should have appeared
nothing more positive than the above. All seem in the HERALD of the same date as the Messenger
to admit that the Acts is the only safe history of stating that subscriptions could be seJ;tt to the
the event.
Herald Office.
Q.-When, where, by whom, and what authoriThere was not time after the sitting of the
ty was J oscph Smith, the martyr, ordained to be Board to consult with the Editor of the Messenger
the President of the High Priesthood?
before the issue; and it was deemed due that subA.-January 25th, 1832, at Amherst, Lorain scribers to the HERALD should be notified in orcounty, 'Ohio, by the authority of a conference af der that they might &end direclly to the Editor of
High Priests, Elders, and members, (who laid on the Messenger without the intervention of the
hands is not stated in the history as published in Herald Office. No disrespect to the Messenge,r,
Times and Seasons, written by Joseph Smith). or its Editor was intended. Nor was it deemed
This ordination was confirmed by a conference proper by the Editors of the HERALD to strike
at Independence, Missouri, April 26th, 1832, in out of the JJ.Jessenper the notice authorizing moneys sent to Herald Office.
behalf of the Church in Missouri.
Q.-How is it that there is no correspondence
in the Herald from the Society Island, since Ern. THE attention of the Book Agents of the Herald
Wandell and Rodger in 1873?
Office is called to the resolution of the Board of
A.-None received.
Publication, by which they are instructed toreQ.-llave you ever written to any of them as ·port twice each year to the Business JYianager the
Ern. Wandell and Rodger promised them to ask amount of books on hand; namely, on February
you to do?
1st and August 1st, failing to do which the books
A.-Yes.
may be called in.
Q.-Have you eYer sent them any Herald or
Bro. J. J. Cornish wrote from London, Ontario,
Heralds to read?
1 January 15th, that he returned from Usborne the
13th. The brethren there are trying to live their
A.-Yes. Have sent them comtantly.
Q.-If not, how can you know how they are I, profession he report~. He is concerned and anxgetting on; whether progressing, or going, or ions for the cause, and that only the true spirit
be had among the Saints. He was to start for St.
gone backward?
A.-We have no means of knowing, except by Thomas the 16th.
Bro. R. 1\L Elvin writes that their conference,
communication.
Q.-At the last April Conference no mention is held January 14th and 15th, was a harmonious
made of sending any one to Tahiti. Could not session, but owing to the intense cold, and the
one of the Twelve go there and to Bro. Rodger severity of the storm, the attendance was small.
Bro. J. R. Jeffries, LaGraciosa, California, sends
too? Are not the Twelve to travel in foreign
countries to take the gospel of Christ, according for books and tracts h> do good with. He is a
long distance from any large company of the
to the Doctrine and Covenants?
Saints, but he is trying to do his best for the
A.-Yes. Yes.
cause, so he writes.
WoULD it not be well for brethren who propose
Thanks to Bro. J. A. McGuire, of Allentown,
to write on those principles of the faith of the N.J., for a New York Weekly Witness; to Bro.
Church that seem to be the grander, to remember ,Joseph Hammer, of Allen ville, :Missouri, for a St.
that it is just as much an enor for one man to Joseph IIerald)· to Bro. J. Jeremiah, of Canton,
write or preach contrary to the accepted theory Illinois, for a Canton Register; the latter of which
of the Church regarding any given point of faith contains a defence of the Reorganized Church by

Bro. Jeremiah, and a statement of the difference
between it and the church in Utah. He also
gives a challenge to the Brighamite Elders, some
of whom have been in Canton frequently and
meetings of which order are regularly held there.
Bro. J. M. Wait, of Binghampton, Wisconsin,
writes that he is preacning every Sunday, and
thinks that good is being done, as he is blessed
of the Spirit very much and hopes to gather some
in by and by.
Mr. J. Cartwright writes us concerning his debate with Bro. Heman C. Smith, a report of which
will be found in this issue, and of which he says,
"I am glad to say that we had a pleasant time,
good feelings on all hands. I was never before
treated with such gentility by Christian ministers."
Bro. A. C. Inman writes from l'fiooresville, Livingstone county, :fii[issouri, that he has been
preaching in that region, and that Bro. Emsley
Curtis baptized three there December 28th. Bro.
Inman desires an opportunity to till thirty or forty acres of land, and to have a room for himself
and wife. He would like to hear from some of
the brethren in Missouri, if there is such an
opening.
Bro. John Smith of New Bedford, 1\fass., makes
an excellent defense of our doctrine in the Standard of that place, it being in reply to the published report of Chaplain :McCabe's lecture on Mormonism.
The brethren at Braid wood, Illinois, would like
to see all at their conference, February 24th and
25th, who can come, and they will extend a hearty
welcome.
Bro. J. C. El vert of Greenville, :Montcalm county, :Michigan, writes that no others of the faitlJ.
are there, but some of the society of Adventists
would like to hear a debate between one of their
Elders and one of ours; therefore an Elder, a
"good one" is wished for in that vicinity now or
in the spring.
We thank Bro. John Burlington for a St. Joseph, (Mo.,) Herald>· Bro. Wm. C. Irish for Trenton, (Ontario), Courier/ and others unknown for
Tm·ritorial Enterprise of Virginia City, Nevada,
and San Francisco papers.
The new edition of the New Testament, just
bound, we will have to sell at seventy-five (75)
cents each, as the binding is much better and
cost us ten cents more than the ones we sold for
sixty-five. Those who order please mark the difference in price.

NEWS SUMMARY.
[Prepared expressly for the Herald,]

The ship Circassian went on the rocks off the
coast of Long Island, on the morning of December
30th, during a terrific gale, and tw,enty-eight seamen, who had lashed themselves to the masts to
be kept from washing away, went t.o the bottom
with the masts that broke and fell overboard. It
was close to the shore, but no boats could reach
them in the awful fury of wind and wave, and the
crowd upon the land were compelled to hear their
cries and prayers for aid during the long hours
till the end came, and the icy waves covered them.
During December the diptheria was a scourge
to the people o.f Davenport, Iowa, and vicinity, and
the physicians were not able to successfully combat the disease. Families lost from two to six
children each. One which lost ~ix out of seven
children had three dead in the house at one tim!'.
The late storms on the coasts of England and
Scotland did much damage. By floods of rain, by
wind, and by the rising of the sea, houses, wharfs
and other prop,?rty were destroyed, or injured
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greatly. Sad accounts have been given of wrecks,
disaster and loss of life by them.
The Cincinnati Commercial gives the following
lists of murders and suicides in the United States
for 1876.-Murders: Number of killers 632, males
543, females 50, children 7; means: shot 312,
drowned 111, beat 30, stabbed 111, poisoned 14,
axe 26, hatchet 15, kicked 12, other means 114.
Number of victims i35, males 604, females 99,
children 47; causes of crime: robbery 51, revenge
4, feud or grudge 22, quarrel143, whisky 50, woman 24, domestic troubles 3, jealously 25, other
mean 133. Suieides.-Total number 552, males
441, females 111, children 13; insanity 61, temporary insanity 60, poverty, finances, etc., 98, famiiy or domestic troubles 45, whisky 37, love 54,
murders 9, ill health 26, tired of life 8, mortification 8, religion 13, hanging 117, shooting 143, poison 113, stabbed 15, drowning 80, cut throat 45,
other methods 25.
A meteor, estimated as being about sixty feet in
diameter, and moving at the rate of twenty miles
per second, giving a good deal of light, and making considerable noise in exploding and casting
off its fra!(ments, was visible on the evening of'
December 21st. Its course was from Kansas across
Missouri, lllinois, Indiana and Ohio, in a northeast dir?ction, ending in the state of New York,
where its last fragments are supposed to have fallen. Its heij!ht was estimated at seventy miles
when above Kansas and forty when above Ohio.
It was seen on each side of its track, from Wisconsin to Kentucky, and caused some alarm and appre·
hension· for the moment. A large one recently
fell into the Pacific Ocean, near the shore. They
are quite common, mostly small, however, and
several thousand are estimated as falling per year.
The largest known was found by the Swedish Arctic expedition, weighing twenty· five tons and was
taken to Stockholm.
The strike among the engineers of the Canadian
railway caused the government to bring out the
soldiers, but no special violence was offered, and,
on January 3d, the strike ended by the company
accepting the conditions of the strikers, so that
travel and traffic were again resumed.
Among other deeds of blood and vielence, of
every name and nature, we read that five murders
of prominence were committed in the state of Kentucky, from December 1st to 23d, others not mentioned. One man in Hoboken, N.J., killed his six
year old son with a poker; another in Whiteside
county, Illinois, struck his wife with an axe, and
then shot himself; another in Dakota beat his
wife's brains out with a gun; and one in Cincinnati stabbed his wife and then himself.
In the Arkansas Valley, Colorado, heretofore
noted for its mild climate, extolled as tbe refuge
for consumptives, and the home for the invalids,
is experiencing unprecedented cold weather. Railroads have been blockaded, cattle and sheep frozen, and general discomfort like as in more northern states. 1,500 sheep were lost in one lot, and
the faithful herder staid with them, he, with them
being found frozen under the 8now, when search
was made after the storm.
Meanwhile on the Pacific coast a drouth has
continued a long t,ime. A dispatch dated January
7th, expressed anxiety over the crop prospect.,
should the dry weather continue a short time longer. Some sections suffering. A dispatch of Jannary 17th, from San Francisco, announces the arrival of the long wished for rain there, and in
portions of the state, to a greater or lesser degree.
Destructive forest fires have occurred in Spain;
miles of woods and mountain lands being burned.
In other parts of Spain there has been incessant
rain, severe cold, darkness and gloom, floods and
disaster thereby, 80 to 100 lives lost., houses swept
a wa.y, and cities flooded.
The breaking away of the ice, after heavy rains,
at Pittsburg, Pa., January 14th, caused the loss of
one hundred and fifty or more steamers, boats and
coal barges, and others by a further break thQ
16th, with an estimated loss of $2,000,000 to
$3,000,000. Heavy losses in the same way at Cin
cinnati, Louisville, and other Ohio river points.
The six Great Powers of Europe, occupying fivesixths of that continent, and given in the order of
their population, are Russia, Germany, Austria,
;France, Brittain, and Italy.

The latest statistics published of the population
of the globe places it at one billion, four hundred
and twenty-four million.
Large fires since last report: Dennison, Texas,
$22,000; Jacksonville, Ills., $95,000; Cincinnati,
$10,000; Winona, Minn., $65,000; Edenburg, Pa.,
$65,000; Clearwater, Minn., $45,000; Decatur,
Ind , $16,000; Oshkosh, Wis., $40,000; Pontiac,
Mich., $20,000; Prescott, Arkansas, $17,000;
St. Louis, $50,000; Brooklyn, $100,000.
The estimates by the English Government of the
famine in India places the figures that 1,000,000
people will require reliefin Bombay alone by April
1st, from the increase constantly going on in the
number supplied, and as many or more in Madras.
The effect of the storm winds of the sea twice
recently bas been so great on the river Thames,
England, to cause it to overflow its banks, and to
inundate the country, flooding hundreds of houses
to such a depth as to drive the people from their
homes, causing suffering, destruction, and loss of
labor to the poor.
The terrible storm in the north part of Scotland
in December, was renewed January 3d, and the
villages and country became lakes of water; houses and property were destroyed, and thousands of
people were thrown out of employment. Rivers
overflowed their banks, and the sea rose to a wonderful height, flooding and destroying.,h:Juses and
roadways and other property.
An immense land, slide in Austria destroyed
some houses and people.
The cattle and sheep disease, known as the rinderpest., has broken out in Germany and Belgium.
European war news says: Roumania declares
her independence of Turkey; Russia will make no
more concessions; Turkey notified that she cannot
expect assistance from England; Russian troops
making preparations; the Grand Council of Turkey njects the propositions of the European powers, and declares for "war rather than foreign interference; Russia orders more arms and amunition from the United States. All sorts of rumors
are afloat, both peaceful and warlike, mostly the
latter.
The British papers still discuss the causes of the
failure of the late Polar exploration. It is charged
that one cause was the failure of Captain Nares to
furnish sufficient lime juice for the men, a fruit
acid necessary to allay or prevent the scurvy. In
this Qountry Captain Hougate is anxious to see
the Americans try once more to find the open Polar Sea.
Total losses to the fishing fleet of Gloucester,
Mass., for 1876 was 27 vessels, valued at $150,000,
and 212 lives.
The army in Montana defeated the Indians,
December 18th. Weather very cold; mercury
forty degrees below zero.
~'be English relief works and measures against
the famine in Madras and Bombay, India, have
caused an expenditure of some millions of dollars.
In a thick fog off Cape Ma.y the steamer Seminole
run into the Jfontgomery, which sunk, inking down
thirteen of the crew and passengers ..
The French steamer Amerique went ashore at
Seabright, N. J. Only three persons lost out of
two hundred and twent.y on board.; for, fortunately, a life-saving station was near, and a life· boat
brought them ashore, also the mails and specie.
The steamer Emelia sank oft" Key West, Florida,
with some loss of life.
Ruins of some ancient British villages. supposed
to be two thousand years old, are being discovered
under tbe present soil of England.
Dr. Schliemann in hie explorations and excavatbns in Mycene, Greece, has discovered rich and
marvelous relics of the Greek heroia age, tombs,
bronze swords and lances, gold and silver treasure
of great richness and fine workmanship, cups, vases, breastplates, sword b andles, etc., and fine pottery ; but no vestiges of iron or glass.
The Raleigh News contains an account of having
in North Carolina, thirty-six inches of snow, and
of the mercury being eighteen below zero, trains
snow bound, rivers and ereeks fro.zen, and people
fe&ring a flood when the thaw comes.
Destitution and starvation exist in the coal
regions of Pennsylvania, as well as in the great
cities; while all around the number who need
work and food increases. Men are committing

suicide because of no work and no bread, and the
Irish World says that it is hard that one man

should kill himself for the lack of a little money,
while another has millions of it that he cannot
use, only to stack it up.

DUNLAP, Harrison Co., Iowa,
January 1st, 1877.
Brethren Joseph and Hmwy:-A new year has
dawned smilingly upon us, and it reminds me of
my duty of once more communicating through
the Herald, my labors and prospects.
On the first of January last, I, and my family,
were agreeably surprised by a "surpnse party" at
our little temporary house in Columbus, Neb. The
party consisted of the kind hearted Saints of that
Branch, headed by Br. H. J. Hudson. They took
possession of our home, and loaded the table with
the good things of life, and discoured sweet mu.
sic for our comfort. It was, for us, an auspicious
opening of the new year now passed, and its prediction of good cheer for us did not fail us, thank
God.
We have labored with varied success in Nebraska and Iowa during the year. On the last
Sabbath in September I resigned the presidency
of Central Nebraska District, determined to
spend my time wherever the Church, in General
Conference assembled, should appoint me. In
accord with this determination I told the Lord
that if he would send me a renter or a purchaser
for my place, at reasonable terms, I would devote
myself entirely to his service. I tried to rent my
land, but could not; I even offered to let any
suitable person have the use of it without any
rent at all, but without avail. I went to confer.
ence thinking I would find some brother who
might want a home for a year or two, but I found
none.
However, I determined to fill my part of the
contract, and therefore placed myself in the hands
of God and the Church. I was appointed to labor in southern Iowa and Missouri. In the meantime a kind friend, Mr. David Kennedy, of Logan,
Harrison county, Iowa, had sent me a proposition that if I wanted to devote myself entirely to
the ministry, he would let me have a house and
lot as long as I needed it, free of rent. I consult.
ed my family and one of my brethren whose coun.
sel I esteem, and, in harmony with their decision,
I accepted his kind and generous offer, my family assuring me that God would not prosper me
unless I devoted my entire time to the ministry
of his word.
·
As soon as I returned home from conference my
wife informed me that a gentleman and a stranger
had been to rent my place, and was waiting
in the neighborhood for an answer. Here I found
the Lord had taken me up at my proposition. I
made the arrangement at once, and, after giving
away considerable of my stuff, and selling theremainder at low rates for promise to pay, by the
kindness of Bro. John Harbottle of Newman's
Grove, Madison~~~~County, Nebraska, my family
was removed to Columbus (fifty miles), where
they spent an agreeable time with the Saints
there, who gave an ample assurance of their love
for us. From there we went to pay a visit to my
brother George at Fontanelle, where I preached
some, and met our worthy brother, James Caffall,
whom I took up to Wisner and helped him labor a few days, and then left him to gather the
precious pearls, those waiting to be taken into the
ark of safety, and he did baptize Bro. Robert E.
Farley and wife; the former known as a staunch
laborer for the truth, years long gone, in England.
Disgusted with Brighamism in Utah he united
with the order of Joseph Morris, hoping to see
the redemption of Israel by that means. 'Though
advanced in years he is well calculated to do
good.
After my visit with my brother and wife I came
to Iowa, and met Bro. Blair at C0uncil Blu:t'fs. I
need not say that I was blest in his company;
every Saint would know that it was my fault if I
was !ilOt. li'Iy family in the meantime had been
received by Mr. and sister Kennedy, with kindness known only among lovers of truth. On the
3d of December I commenced preaching in
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of the prophet, stand forth and bear a faithful tes.
Whitesborough, and in various places where
AGENCY, Buchanan Co., Mo.,
timony.
preachers are scarce. From that time I have
January 3rd, 1877.
I have done no preaching in the lastyear, only
preached about seven times each week to very
Bro. Joseph:-I write upon another important
attentive audiences. Quite an interest is mani- matter, namely, the German Mi,ssion. Correspond. in the branches of the district. I believe that Bro.
fest in Whitesborough, Twelve Mile, Six Mile, ence has been kept up between the Saints there Blair's visit to this part of the country did much
and Harris Groves, and in Jeddoe.
and myself, since I left the old country. They good in strengthening the Saints; and I pray that
had nobody else to write to but me; and from God may bless him. We close, praying God to
In Harris Grove I was opposed by Mr. Denton, no other source had they spiritual comfort, since bless you. This leaves us all well, hoping H may
a Campbellite preacher, who says that he has I
1t
DANIEL K. DODSON.
"sworn to oppose Mormonism all his life," and
left them, except what they got through my e - find you the same,
who has boasted that he met "the great Elder ters; so that for fully two years now, they have
BLUE Cu-r, Jackson Co., Iowa,
Deny and whipped him, several years ago in been left to themselves. In consequence thereof
some have become weak. They have not passed
December 30th, 1876.
Nebraska." W ilh this boast on his lips, his peo- through the fiery ordeal that some of us have, so
Bro. Henr·y:----:-The work is progressing slowly
ple urged him to try it again. He highly complimented my ability, if not my honesty, by tell- that we can not easy he shaken; but they are yet here. There has been two more precious souls
ing them that "Elder Derry was the best calcu- tender plants and need to he watered, or they will added to our branch, the result of our good Bro.
lated to sugar coat Mormonism of any man he wither through the dryness in the length of time, Patterson's and Bro. J. F. Adams' labors. We
came to this country in 1849, saw the wickedever saw." I reminded him that the truth of God if not looked after.
needed no sugar coating, but that falsehoou did,
Br. Thalmann wrote me a long time ago, that ness of the wavs of some in St. Louis; revolted
and that I was willing that the people should de- it is very hard for him to visit the ~aints, inas- from them, and came to Wisconsin in 1850; lived
cide who vl·as doing the sugar coating. There- much as they are so scattered., He IS poor, and in exclusion from the Church. In 1861 we came
sult was a challenge from him to discuss the has not t~e means to tra.vel, as times are hard and to Iowa, and in 1862 we were baptized into the
points of difference between us upon the subjects. he. was srck. a" whole wmter, not able to d_o any- Church, father, mother, my sister and I, by Elder
of the baptism of the Holy Glwst. and the mira- Unng, and wao therefore not able to pay ~IS own H. P. Brown. We have prayer and testimony
culous spiritual gifts. I rem;este~l
him t~ define board. Last week he wro!e me agalll, that meetings. We have no Elder in the branch ex.
· ·
h
b' 1
d I
d
through that great flood which submerged the cept presiding Elder, good old father E. Larky,
h :s
posrtwn on t ~se su Jects, an
woul me~t Ct Thurgall in which he li e r
h ., b _
lnm. I have recctved no answer at present wn·
'
v s, .rmes ave e who is a father in Israel; May God prolong his
ting· hut while I was away preaching he came come harder, so that he has very little work, and days. \Ve are expecting brethren Ruby and LarJ\1:. HINDS.
to vVhite~horough and preached two' sermons wants to know what shall be do~ci and whether ky in a few days. Your sister,
against our dodJ:inc. I learned of his first night's the Church would not send !1 n1lssronary, so that
HILTON, Ont., Dec. 21st, 1876.
discourse, after its conclusion, and sent a public he m~;: he released, as he IS not able to travel
Bro. Henry:- Yours of 15th inst was received
t'
t l.'
t ' r
th t I ' Jd t· k
' and Vlblt the Samts.
noiCe o l!Snex mcemg a
\\Oil
a eup
Youma thi ktlatB·
b 1 · d ·
1
10 U
his subject on l<'riday evening. I did so, but
Y
n
•
·
rsen ac l IS. mng at 'rrenton, where I was holding meeting. I have
business had called him away, no doubt. I over- the work ther~, or h~Jpwg some; but ~e IS n<:t. now returned, here where I will probably stop
hauled his views and sl ONtcl the contrast l::e- I never saw h_Im wlnle I was there, netther _drd more than at Trenton for the present. I have
tween them and God's truth. I learned that the any of the Smuts; the_y do no~ hear from him; held several meetings around, and there is conpeople remarked that they eonld not understand he does not preach, neither wn~e to them, nor go siderable interest, and excitement. The doctrine
him, while they stated that "J\ir·. Derry had made near them. Bro., VanBure~ dtd !'lOt go to see is all new through this region, although some
everything plain." But the "tug of war" has yet ~h~I?; he wrote ~o so:ne o! the stst~~s and J~ft old settlers think that many years ago they heard
to come; and while I have but -little continence agmn fo~ sout~eJ n _F 1 ance .. B:o. T,Jalma~ dtd the same, and now begin to surmise that I am a
in my own ability, I have unbounded confidence not see h.m, ~mthel knew \1heJe he was, till he "Mormon." I have engaged and circulated my
appointment for the Wesleyan Jl!fethodist Church
in God and in his truth.
waR gone to France.
.
.
.
You can understand the situatiOn the Samts in Smithfield, first Thursday night in January, and
Bein~ invited by brother and sist~r Farmer, of there are placed in. I would like to know if the many of my old acquaintances desire to hear me.
North Grove, to spend New Years with them, I Church could not remedy this by sendin"' a misI dare take your advice and will study hard
and family came here on Saturday. I attended sionary there to prosecute the work whlch was through the holidays, and let my meetings rest
meeting in Galland's Grove, December 31st; and, begun, or shall it go down, and the pains and la- for about two weeks; and, by the grace of God,
although I came up thinking to rest, I had to bot:s which were spent be for nothing? It needs I will take every opportunity of treasuring the
preach twice. The meeting house was literally a man who understands the German language truth in my heart, and study to be approved, a
packed in the evening by attentive listeners. I perfectly, and one who is sober in spirit, and workman that needeth not to be ashamed. A
was pleased also in finding a Sabbath school es- keeps his promise; a true man, a humble man, number of souls are already convicted, hut I
tablished and in session; the best of order and and who make no fun. Please answer me this wish to have them thoroughly posted, so that
attention prevailing; and the low hum of the Jetter, so that I can inform Bro. Thalman about they may know what they are doing when they
scholars, as they were reading, some in the Bible it, as be is anxious for an answer. I am respect- are baptized. I will need some tracts as soon as
and some in the Book of 1\Iormon, reminded me fully yours in Christ Jesus.
J. L. BEAR.
I can make a raise.
f •rcibly of a hive of bees, busy at work laying up
I must stand up for the faith which was once
their rich store of honey; for so were these youths
delivered to the Saints; though the whole world
,JONESPORT, ~Iaine, Jan. 2d, 1877.
a'ld maidens gathering truths from the records.
Brother Henry :-I have been laboring since be against me. I feel that I am growing in the
Gnd has given truths even sweeter than honey; the first of July, in the state of Maine; including grace of God, and in his strength, and in the
and [ trust that they ancl their teachers, and their a visit of one week to the island of Grandmanan, knowh~dge of the Lord Jesus Christ; and I have
loved superintendent, will long continue the good N. B. The branches in Maine being some dis- felt greatly blessed in the delivery of the word in
work until the rising generation may truly be tance apart, and it took me some time to visit all, all my discourses in this place. I ask your
said to be "all taught of God."
and allow labor in some few new places. The prayers, and those of Bro. Joseph a11.d of the
Mr. Denton's remarks about sugar coating calls blustering snow storms, have now come, and so Church. My respects to the inquiring brothers
ancl sisters, and may the love, and favor of God
up the following reflections: 'When men practice I had to Jay by for better traveling,
Since the first of July I have baptized nine, be with you all. Your brother, and fellow
deception and teach lies, they have some motive
WM. CAHL'l'ON Imsn.
in view, of a selfish nature. Thry can have no preached in thirteen difl:'erant places. Shall take laborer in the gospel,
hope in the futur!', hence th~r aims are to make up my march as soon as possible. This is ahard
"quick returns," and secure ti1cir reward here in tield to labor in, in the winter season, it is so cold
MILLERSBURG, Mercer county, Illinois,
J. C. Foss.
dollars and cents. I have just countl d up my and stormy. Yours truly.
December 22d, 1876.
receipts since January 1st, 1876 to .January 1st,
Editors Herald:-When, oh, when! willZion's
CouNCIL BLc'FFs, Iowa, December 31, t87G. children learn to mind their own business more.
1877, and find them to be in cash $65.50, in flour
B1·o. Henry:-I have been thinking of writing and that of their brother's less. By a carefui
$7, in wood $10, in meat $10, and removing my
family $10, (besides the provisions brought us at to you f, >r a long 1imr, and this being the last day reading of the Herald we see much to study about.
surprise party mentioned at commencement and of the old year, I wish to say that I am trying to Zion and gathering seem to trouble a great many.
a pair of hoots and a scarf), make a total of live right, and to overcome all evil. Looking As there seems to be a division among Zion's
$102 50, including traveling expenses and this hack in the past year we may see where we might watchman; perhaps these should read sec. 98: G,
for the labors of one year. How many preachers, have done better, JeS wben viewing the battle for B. of C., and strive not to forget the nobleman's
outside of our Church, are found who would la- that spiritual life in the past we see that many warning, that the enemy may be kept out of
bor for the above sum one year, and never ask any times our foot has slipped for a moment, but the Zion's borders. There are many of the weak
hnt the Lord of heaven and earth for assistance? hand of mercy has been stretched out, and our ones wondering why it is that those called to
Still, I find the Lord is true to his promise. He feet have been placed more firmly on the rock, high positions in the Church do differ. When
who clothes the lily of the field also feeds and and the encouraging word of God has said, "press shall we ever see eye to eye? When shall Zion
clothes me and mine. I thank him that he pro- onward and upward, the reward is sure;" and so be redeemed?
vides me with true friends, and that he has ena- we feel to.day, as the new year comes in, even to
We have yet a few faithful Saints that will meet
bled me, hy my own exertions, to supply the lack prrss onward in the good cause.
to worship God, whether it storms or not. The
I attended meeting at Crescent City three weeks Saints arc the most noble hearted people to be
that would have been found from so small a sum.
I presented the above facts to JHr. Denton in ago to.day, and had the pleasure of hearing uncle among, when living their religion, I was ever
public and he turned his back, dropped his head, John A. JHcintosh bear his testimony to the Lat- with. We are not entirely forsaken of the Lord,
and was silent. I am now fairly launched in the ter Day Work. How much good it did me to for when we come together he doth bless us with
ministry, rejtJice in the truth, and expect to spend hear a man whese hair is white with many win- his Spirit, for which our hearts rejoice; and so,
and be spent in and for the same.
ters, and who has passed through the manv trials them that have tlle love of (locl in their hearts
·· · ' '
·
·
Truly yours,
CJIART,ER Dmmv.
that have come over the Church since the dco,th arc kept safe.
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If there can any "good Elder" come this way,
he will be welcomed, at least by the Saints. It
is not Elders by name we want, but good preachers; those able to instruct in doctrine. Saints
get tired of the same old story, told by one man
from time to time. Change is good, for where
is the Saint that does not love to hear good
preaching.; and an able speaker. In bonds,
E. T. BRYANT.

BELOIT. Wis., Dec. 21st, 1876.
Brother Henr·y :-I thought to write you concerning my prosperity since I became a member
of the Church. And I would say that I have
striven hard to serve my master, but I feel that I
have fallen far short of the order of perfection;
yet I live in hopes that by God's blessing I may
Slilrve out my probation in such a manner as to
be made worthy of an inheritance in the celestial
kingdom. Ern. Dutton and Rasey have held
meetings regularly all summer, when the weather would permit, preaching at Janesville, Porter,
and Afton. The inquiry after the truth in this
section is very limited. We have tried to do
something for the cause in the way of distributing tracts, and three persons have read the Book
of }formon. I am greatly troubled with the
heart disease and it is for an interest in your
prayers and those of the Saints, I write, knowing
that the fervent prayers of the righteous availeth
much. And I wish intercession in my behalf,
that if it be God's will I may be healed. llify
brother George has improved greatly in health
since last spring. I remain yours.
CHESTER A. BASS.
XENIA, Dallas Co., Iowa.
Dec. 24th, 1876.
Brother Hem·y :-Brother Stamm was here in
November and preached four discourses, and a
few are bold enough to say that he preached the
truth; others say it is a lie; while some say that
it ~as all very good if he had only left out Joe
Smith. Seme are investigating the doctrine more
earnestly than before, and I think that good will
result from the effort made. Brother Stamm said
he would come again sometime this winter and
bring brother Isaac White with him. I hope
they will come. I have been alone here for
eight years and have not heard any preaching in
all that time, but I was strengthened very much
in hearing the word once more. I request
prayers that my health may be fully restored,
and that I may overcome all my weaknesses, and
that the Lord will grant me a portion of his Holy
Spirit that I may be faithful in keeping his commandments, also that my family may yet receive
the truth. Ever praying for the redemption of
S. E. BouToN.
Zion I remain your sister,
DAVISVII,LE, Yolo Co., California,
December 22d, 1876.
Brethren Joseph Smith and Henry .A. Stebbins:
-We are striving to live so as to be able to enjoy
the good Spirit. My wife and little daughter that
Bro. Joseph administered to in connection with
Brn. Mills and H. P. Brown, have been restored
to better health than they have had for years,
thanks to our God. Bro. Price and family, and
all the Saints here are, I believe, striving to live
so that they may enjoy that faith which was once
delivered to the saints.
I consider that seeking our soul's salvation is,
in one way, a selfish thing, and if so, why then
many things pertaining to it will be also selfish;
I mean that no other man can save me, for I find
that if I must save myself, the sooner I commence
for myself the better, and by the assistance of God,s
Holy Spirit, I have earnestly resolved to save
myself in every respect, and in addition to this
to do all in my power for the salvation of others
in the kingdom of God. This is my determination, trusting to my heavenly Father for his assistance in all my righteous resolves, for I am
confident without his aid no good thing can be
accomplished. Furthermore, I find by reading
the Book of Mormon, Book of Covenants and the
New Translation, that the day is too far spent to
be trifling with our soul's salvation, for the signs
already appear, and conuption and wickedness
increase, and all manner of abominations are
wrought as God hath spoken of through his serv-

ants; and I am confident by the Spirit that many things will take place before long that will
?onfirm the faithfyl, and strengthen their hopes
m the cause of our Redeemer, even Jesus Christ;
for Zion shall be redeemed according to God's
own word, and the pure in heart that remain of
her children shall be gathered home, to their
inheritances. Her consecrated land is good, and
will not be removed out of its place, though her
children have been scattered. 1\Iy brethren, may
God grant that we may so live as to be accepted
and numbered among the pure in heart.
I remain, by the help of the Spirit of God, your
brother and friend in the church of Christ.
ALFRED NETHEHCOTT.
RED BLUFF, Tehama, Co., California,
December 23d, 1876.
Bro. Hem·y :-The old year is about to depart,
and be remembered only among the things of the
past. I have been here one month. There are
no Saints here but my brother and his family.
We found J. R. Elliott, who apostatized about a
year ago at Sweet Home, Oregon, and there challenged any one to discuss with him. I consented
to debate with him, and propositions were drawn
up and the time set, but he failed to appear, and
he has not mentioned debate since. He is preaching here, but does not pretend to belong to any
church.
Last ~larch I contemplated taking a trip with
Bro. J. C. Clapp to the California Semi-Annual
Conference, but as a cold settled on my lmngs, I
was unable to go. However, in June l vyas able
to travel, and with two of the elders visited the
Salem Saints, and held three meetings. With
one of the elders, I started to carry the good news
into ·washington Territory, but when we got to
Lewis River, the whole country was covered with
water, like the flood in the days of Noah; so we
had to travel in a skiff from house to house, going through fields, orchards, and gardens. We
found some old time Saints, but there was not
much chance for the people to get together. But
little preaching has been done in Washington
and Oregon, only what J. C. Clapp has done, al.
though there are several elders in Oregon. We
attended the conference at Oakland, California,
and saw President Joseph Smith for the first time.
JOSEPH S. AMES.
Yours,
JOPLIN Mo, January 1st, 1877.
Dear Herald :-We wish the Saints, throughout
the earth, a prosperous new year, in their works
of faith and labors of love. We thought to write
in the first century of the American independ.
ence, but we received a visitor. The end of the
century has come. The last double decade of
years have been ripe with results. The earth,
the sky, old ocean, the young republic, mind,
morals and commerce have passed through
shocks and changes. The children of the day
may "look and learn," as well as the far-seeing
and beloved Washington. My soul is stirred
while the country's glory, power and stability is
waning, trembling, and fast receding. Intestine
and frontier wars have sown broadcast the seeds
of discord, infringed upon fidelity, and paved the
way for anarchy. Are we alone with evil omens
hanging over our national existence? Ah! no.
The restlessness manifested in the courts of
foreign powers presage scenes of carnage and
overturning.
The weakness, folly and inadequacy of man to
govern man will soon be demonstrated. Then
the glorious Theocracy of the Son of God will
rise in solemn grandeur, and, eventually, roll
over and crush out thrones, democracies and imperial powers. Let us revere, pray for and obey
the law of the land by giving Caesar his claims.
As the laborer obeys the sub-boss in the absence
of the true boss, so we will be true to the colors
until the "ensign" is unfurled in Zion and the
"standard" waves triumphantly from the citadel
of our God. "The Prince of life taught the final
doom of all earthly rule; when the prayer is consummated that says, "thy kingdom come thy will
be done on earth as it is done in heaven." Those
sentiments have sweetly lingered in the minds of
the chosen vessels in different ages. The true
child of God, in times of trouble, will pray for
the prosperity and happiness of others, even,

while he is drinking the bitter dregs of sorrow
and misfortune; while the 'baser sort,' in squalid
want, with pipe, glass and cup, will try to console themselves in the old false adage "misery
likes company." The destroying angel's message
may not be written on a wall, but war, pestilence
and famine, fire, wind and water, with other
truthful witnesses all declare that the work is in
progress. On our cottage walls hang the portrait of a fond brother, a dutiful companion, and
the German Wagner brothers, whose hearts were
generous, kind and true. Great Father remember the cries of thine afflicted people, and vindicate their cause when thou comest. The Saints
of this district are en}>ying fair health. I have
been greatly strengthened in preaching the word
and administering the ordinances of the house of
God of late. I rejoice to realize that the Lord is
using poor unworthy me in pruning the vineyard.
My whole desire is to spread the truth and peace.
My faith, hope and zeal are fixed though my
weaknesses are not a few. We are scattered and
peeled, but cherish the thought of the gathering.
If the Lord wills it we trust we will meet a
great many of the beloved brotherhood in the
Plano Conference. Your brother in the new
covenant.
l'llonms T. SHOR'r.
KAPPA, Woodford Co., Illinois,
December 25th, 1876.
Bro. lienry :-}Iy husband and I came to this
country two years ago. YVe are the only Saints
in this vicinity, four miles west of Kappa. There
is a society here called Evangelicans, a good people, who seem very devout, and who have looked
upon us as having a strange doctrine. We have
only conveTsed with a few on the subject of religion. On the 18th of December they cominenced a protracted meeting, and desired all
who had a word for Jesus to speak. I availed
myself of the opportunity, and, with the help of
the Holy Spirit, I bore testimony of our blessed
Redeemer. They were amazed, as they thought
that we did not worship Jesus, and the testimony
was the means of removing a great deal of preju.
dice.
On the evening of the 21st, I attended meeting
again, when an apportunity was afforded to bear
my testimony to my parents, who were present.
I had prayed that God would open the way for
me that I might speak to them of the goodness
of God, that they might realize how I was striving
to be a child of God.
'l'he next day the minister called to converse
with me on the subject of religion. He enquired
for my "Golden Bible." I banded him our Bible;
he was surprised when I told him that the Bible
was our standard, and that we worshipped Jesus
Christ. ""\Yhy," says he, "I thought you worshiped Joseph Smith." With the help of the
Spirit I strove to make the truth of the gospel
plain. Before we parted, for we conversed three
hours, he told me that he believed that I was on
the right road to heaven, and that he could ac·
cept all my views on the Scriptures, and believed them to be right, but I must leave out
Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon; he could
not see the need of a prophet. I told him I coulu
not do it; if it took prophets in ancient times to
do God's work it took the same to-day. Oh, how
I wished for some Elder to have the chance to
talk with him. I felt that I was but a weak in·
strument in the hands of God to defend his cause.
lHy husband was absent, therefore it fell upon me.
I hope that good has been done, for we desire the
welfare of the Church. I remain your sister in
the gospel,
1\'IARY A. SMITH.
DAVIS CITY, Decatur Co., Iowa,
•
Dec. 25th, 1876.
Brethren Joseph and Henry :-As I claim to be
one that has hope in God, and believe in what
bas been spoken by the prophets, concerning the
latter days, I thought to venture a few lines for
your paper that is so gladly welcomed by the
hundreds of Zion's converts throughout the
land.
I have good news to communicate from this
part of the country. In the first place I have
found quite a number here that have a good word
and testimony to give on the Lord's side, and who
are trying to live in such a manner to win the
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great prize at the end of the race. It is also quite
apparent that the Saints (according to the word
of the Lord to them) are finding favor with the
people in the borders of Zion, and throughout
the western country. The people here are very
friendly towards the Saints.
Brother Henry C. Smith of Michigan called
here to day. He has bought a farm a few miles
over the line in Missouri, some ten or fifteen
miles south-west of this place and is now on his
return to Michigan for his family.
I believe that the Lord has favored me and
hope for a continuance of his goodness in my behalf. I have preached a few times, twice with
very good liberty. Yours in faith, with regards,
c. G. LANPHEAR.
PERU, Ills., Dec. 28th, 1876.
Brothe1· Henry :-This leaves us enjoying our
usual health, although we feel the infirmities of
age gaining fast upon us, which reminds us that
we have but a short time to continue in this
state of probation; and we are striving to make
our calling and election sure by promoting every
good to the best of our ability, and by avoiding
every appearance of evil, and by diligence in
keeping the commandments of God. We have
obtained a promise from him that we shall at the
end of our probation possess eternal life, and
none can tell but those who receive it what a
consolation it is to obtain such a promise. It is
worth a great deal more than it costs to obtain it,
and all can obtain it who contend for it, unless
they get discouraged and cease to contend before
they have made the sacrifice necessary to obtain
it, which is to devote themselves with all they
posess entirely to God. It can be had on no other
condition~. Jesus compares it to a man seeking
goodly pearls, and to a treasure hid in a field,
which none could obtain without the sacrifice of
all things else. Oh, that all the Saints had their
eyes and their ears open to the importance of
this subject, for all who make the sacrifice will
be saved, and all who do not will be shut out
with the foolish virgins; and whenever the time
comes that the largest share of the Saints honor
and obey this law of devotion to God Zion will
arise and put on her beautiful garments, and will
become the joy and praise of the whole earth.
Love to all in the office, and by no means for.
getting your self. As ever yours in covenant
love,
JOHN LANDERS.
BuTTERNUT GROVE BRANCH, Jackson Co., Ia.,
December 30th, 1876.
Bro. Joseph:-While the good work goes on in
other localities, we are trymg to do something
for the cause of the Master in this direction. I
attended the conference for this District, held at
Buffalo, December 2nd and 3rd. Found the
brethren there striving to honor their profession.
Some differences have arisen, but none that (if
they have not already been), cannot be easily adjusted. A good spirit prevailed during the con.
ference, and I feel safe in saying that a new impetus was given to the work.
I visited the Saints at Davenport and found
them laboring together for good. Returning home,
I visited those old-time 8aints, brother and sister
Maudsley, at Maquoketa. They, with their son
and his family, their daughter, Nettie, and brother and sister Mears, are lonely in their isolated
condition. May our heavenly Father bless them
and help them to adhere to the faith.
Bro. Jerome Ruby joined me at my home on
the 16th inst, and on the 17th we inaugurated a
series of meetings here that have been well attended and from which :we have hopes of good results.
By the kindness of a friend to the cause, the
Christian Church building at.Fulton, Iowa, was
opened for us, and we held two meetings there.
There was good attendance, good order, and a
good spirit prevailed. We have also held three
meetings in the school house near Bro. Keene's,
seven miles south-west of my home. To-morrow
evening will close our efforts in this vicinity for
the present.
Monday, New Year's day, we expect to start for
Jones county, Iowa, where we shall remain one
week; then we go to Inland Branch, where we
have appointed to be on the 12th of January.
There are many place$ :where there a,re iAYH&-

tions to come and preach, more than we can fill.
We shall visit Buffalo and Davenport, holding
two-days' meetings at each place.
Praying for the triumph of truth, I remain your
brother,
EDWAHD LARKEY.
LLANELLY, Wales, December 22nd, 1876.

Bro. Stebbins :-Not having sent a report to the
General Conference, I feel to say a word through
the Herald now. We are moving onward, and
the Lord, in his kindness doth bless our labor.
We are trying to make out a true report of all
the members and officers, as soon as we can.
You will find other reports from our secretary,
J. R. Gibbs. With kind love to all the officers
and Saints, I remain yours truly,
RoBERT EvANS.

========

Central Mhsotni District.
The above conference was held in the Valley
Branch, November 4th and 5th, 1876; J. D. Craven, president; A. J. Cato, secretary, and J. B.
Belcher, assistant.
Resolved that E. Curtis, S. Crum and W. W.
Felkins act as an adjudicating committee.
Branch Reports.-Carrollton, 18 members, including 1 Elder, 1 Priest 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 1
baptized, 2 received by letter. Valley, 38 membars, including 4 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher; 5
baptized. Knoxville, 16 members, including 3
Elders, 1 Prieet. Hazel Dell, 17 members, including 4 Elders, 1 Prieet; 2 received by letter. Waconda and Alma, not reported.
Elders' Reports.-J. B. Belcher bad preached
some. E. Curtis had labored only in his branch.
A. Young, only in his branch. E. W. Cato and W.
J. Booker had labored none, because of sickness.
S. Crum had done as much as he thought it wis·
dom. .J. D. Craven had labored some; organized
one branch, with nine members, to be known as
the Alma branch. Joseph Westwood had preached
nearly every Sabbath in the branch; bllptized one.
Priest John Allison reported. Teachers W. T.
Craig, Samuel Crum and G. W. Payne reported the
Valley, the Hazel Dell and the Carrolton branches.
Resolved that all the Elders and Priests in this
district he requested to labor as their circumstances will permit.
That the Bishop's Agent be authorized to pay
all the money in his hands to the District President, to repay him for his expenses to the October
General Conference.
Bishop's Agent Reported.-Balance on hand
$15.25, received of conference $7, total $22.25;
paid T. W. Smith $7, A. J. Cato 25 cts; balance
$15 00.
Officials pTe sent: 11 Elders, 1 Priest, 2 Teachers.
Resolved that we sustain all the authorities of
the Church in righteousness.
That J. B. Belcher act as vice President until
next conference.
•
At 7 p. m., prayer and testimony meeting, and
the Spirit of God was enjoyed to a good degree.
The Elders and Priests ordained since last conference were granted licenses.
Sunday, at 9 a.m., prayer meeting; 11 a.m.,
preaching by J. B. Belcher.
Some two days meetings were appointed throughout the district.
Adjourned to meet at 10 a. m., March 3d, 1877,
at Carrolton.
.Nauvoo aud String Prail"ie District.
A conference of said district was held in Pilot
Grove, Hancock county, Illinois, December 2nd
and 3rd, 1876; John H. Lake, presiding, and John
Stevenson, clerk pro tern.
Prayer by the president.
S. Salisbury, D. Salisbury and W. McGahan
were appointed to prepare the order of business
to come before the conference.
At 2 p.m., prayer by Solomon Salisbury.
The committee on conference business 1·eported
it in the following order:
Branch Reports.-Pilot Grove, 53 members; 2
baptized. Burlington, 69 members ; 6 baptized,
and 1 removed. Farmington, 4_6 members; no
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ohangP. Keokuk, 35 members; 3 baptized, 2 received by Jetter. Rock Creek, 40 members, 1
baptized. Elvaston, 19 members: 2 baptized,
German Burlington, 17 members ; 2 removed by
letter.
Reports of .t<:lders.-Solomon Salisbury and J.
H. Lake reported.
Resolved that John H. Lake be sustained as
president of the district by our prayers and means.
A motion was made that the officers of the several branches in the district be reqMested to do
their duty as branch officers, or else resign, also
district officers the same. An amendment was
offered, that this conference request the officers of
the several branches to do their duty as officers,
and that at the end of each quarter they be sustained by vote of the branch, and so report to the
conference.
The resolution as amended was accepted.
Resolved that licenses be granted to A. D.
Richter, Temme Hendricks, John R Nicholas,
Jones W. Sawyer and Amos Martin.
Some two days' meetings were appointed, one to
be held in Rock Creek, Hancock county, Illinois,
February lOth and 11th, 1877.
At 7 p.m., preaching by John H. Lake.
Sabbath morning, 10:30 a. m., preaching. At
2 p. m., prayer and testimony meeting. Preaching on Sabbath night.
Adjourned to meet at Farmington, March 3rd
and 4th, 1877.

I

Kewanee District.
The above conference convened at Princevill~,
Peoria county, Illinois, December 2nd, 1876; H.
C. Bronson, president; J. l"\1. Terry, secretary.
Branch Reports.-Kewanee report referred back
to the branch for correction. Peoria, 14 members,
including 2 Elders, 2 Teachers; 1 removed by
letter. Henderson Grove, 30 members, including
2 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher; 1 died, 1 added by
letter. Millersburg, 44 members, including 2 Elders, 2 Priests, 1 Deacon ; 8 baptized' 2 received
by letter, 1 by vote; 2 removed by letter, 1 died
-net increase eight. Princeville, 19 members,
including 2 High Priests, 1 Seventy, 3 Elders.
Kewanee Sabbath School reported 65 scholars,
6 teachers, 4 officers-total 75 ; Joseph Boswell,
superintendent; Jane E. France, secretary.
Report of Elders.-E. T. Bryant and J. D. Jones
reported by letter; H. C. Bronson, L. Sturgis, R.
Lyle, P. Bronson, J. A. Robinson and J. M. Terry
reported in person.
Whereas the Kewanee district conference has
rereatedly and in the spirit of meekness, begged
the Elders of the district to report to the quarterly
conferences, and, as many of them have paid no
attention to it, therefore be it Resolved that the
licenses of all elders not belonging to a quorum,
who do not report to· the next quarterly conference,
in person or by letter, be called in by the presi.
dent; also the names of those belonging to a quorum who do not thus report at next conference be
sent to the quorum authorities as not worthy of a
license.
Inasmuch as the district has been divided, therefore be it Resolved that we do not need a viee
president, and that we release Br. John Chisnall
as such.
A renewal of license was granted to R. Lyle
and Geo. Burnham.
Resolved that it is not right or proper, in making
out branch reports, to say good or bad standing.
That the minutes of each session be read separately.
That we sustain President Joseph Smith and his
counsellors, and all the quorums of the Church ;
also the authorities of the Kewanee District.
Bishop's Agent reported: Amount on hand last
report, $1.35, received since $22.50-total $23.85;
paid to support ministry $25.35, balance due
Agent $1.50.
'fhe District fund reported: Total received
$21.50; paid district president $5, balance on
hand $16.50. R. J. Benjamin, Agt.
Financial reports were received from Peoria,
Henderson Grove, Millersburg and Princeville,
giving a total receipt of $17.36; expenditures
$15.37.
Report of Canton branch was received too late
for confereuce, but having~no doubt of its correct·
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ness, we give it place. Present strength of branch
70; baptized 7, received by letter 8; 1 expelled.
On Sabbath the word was declared by J. A.
Robinson; two children were blessed, and the
sick administered to.
Adjourned to meet at Canton, March 3d, 1877.

R Scogin; Sunday, 11 a.m., and at 3 p.m. by G.
T. Chute. At six p. m., prayer, testimony and
sacrament meeting.
Adjournl'd to meet at Pleasant Hill branch, at
10 a. m , March lOth, 1877.

Des Moines Dbitl•ict.
The above conference convened .in the Saints'
Hall, at Newton, Jasper county, Iowa, December
2d and 3d, 1876 ; John X. Davis, presiding pro
tem., John Sayer, clerk.
Branch Reports.-Independence, 43 members,
including 7 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher; 1 received by letter, 2 removed. Des Moines, 36
members; including 2 Elders, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon;
1 received by letter; 24 removed by letter. Newton, report rejected; not being correct. Des Moines
and Pleasant Grove not reported.
Elders Reports.-N. Stamm had preached in
the Pleasant Grove, Des Moines and Des Moines
Valley branches; went up the river to Xenia and
preached there four times, to large congregations;
also preached at Swede Point, where they obtained
a church for him to preach in ; also preached in
other places, and administered to the sick. John
Sayer has preached, and also has administered to
the sick with good effect. George Walker has attended to his branch meetings and h,as preached,
twice outside. John X Davis has p:t:eached a few
times, and baptized one. Moses Houghton, B.
Hughes and Bartly Myer reported preaching.
John X. Davis, Bishop's Agent, reported a balance last quarter of $2.90; received from Newton
branch and John Sayer, of the Independence
branch, $6.20-total on hand $9.10.
John X. Davis preached in the evening, assisted
by Bartley Meyer.
Sunday, 10 a. m -T. E, Lloyd reported r.reaching six times ; sickness in his family prevented
his doing more. Robert Young and W. N. Ray
had attended to their branch duties. Wm. C. Nirk,
the same; also preached away from his branch
some. Teachers Merrill and Batty reported.
Priest Curtis White had preached in the Des
Moines Valley and Newton branches.
After the business was over Brn. Nirk and
Stamm preached.
The afternoon was devoted to sacrament and
fellowship meeting, Brn. Nirk and Walker presiding.
Alfred White waa r€1eased from the presidency
of the district.
Evening.-N. Stamm preached; following which
Wm. C. Nirk was chosen to preside over the district, and John Sayer sustained as clerk.
Joseph Smith and the authorities of the Church
were sustained.
Adjourned to meet at Des Moine~, Saturday,
March 3d, 1877, at 4 p. m.

Alabama District.
The above conference convened at the Butler
branch, Butler county, Alabama, November 11th,
1816; G. T. Chute, presiding; W. D. Clark, clerk.
Branch Reports.-Pleasant Hill, last report
56, removed by letter 13, present 41 ; condition of
branch good. Lone Star, 88 members; branch
not in very good condition. Butler, 27 members;
branch in working order. Flat Rock, no report.
Elders Reports.-J. Booker, J. G. Vickery, J.
F. McPherson and F. Vickery have labored principally in the branches, and have done ihe best
they could. G. R. Scogin has preached in Conecub, Escambia and Monroe counties; found no
lack of opportunities to preach, and much prejudice has been ~:amoved and new fields are open.
G. T. Chute has been doing the best he could; has
organized one branch of 17 members; more op·
portunities to preach are presented than he can
fill; is satisfied that the cause of Christ is on ward,
and expects to continue to do the best he can.
Priests W. Allen and W. D. Clark, and Teachers
J. Pickens and D. McPherson reported.
Resolved that hereafter the sacrament of the
Lord's supper be administered in each branch of
this district on the third Sunday in each moRth,
at 3 p.m.
Afternoon was principally spent in discussing
#i~an9i~lllueationa. At 6 p. m., preaching by G.

Far West District.
A conference will be held in the Far West
Branch, Caldwell county, Missouri, 1\Iarch 10th,
1877. All who have to come by rail will please
get off at Hamilton station, and inquire for brother Snyder, who lives three miles south of Hamilton. I wish all the Elders, and those brethren
holding the priesthood, to meet on Friday, the 9th,
at one o'clock, the day before conference, for a
priesthood meeting.
JAMES KEMP, President of District.

lnfonnation 'Vantcd.
The Ephraim Branch at Henniferville, Utah,
would like to hear the whereabouts of Hyrum
Thomas, Thomas Timmins, Frols Swenson, Mary
Lytle, and Johanna Nielson, members of that
branch. If .they will report by letter or in person,
or others give us information, we will be obliged.
J. E. FosTER, President.
W. L. MITCHELL, Clerk.
Info1·mation wanted of the whereabouts of Morgan Watkins, and of Susannah his wife, late of
Des Moines, Iowa. His father and mother want
to hear from them. David Watkins, Rosa, near
Beauford, Monmouthshire, Wales.

Bishop's Agents.
The agents appointed to the various districts are
reminded of the previous instructions concerning
making out reports of their receipts and expenditures for the year ending March 1st I would like
them as early as possible after that date. Agents
who are instructed by the districts to publish the
reports quarterly, or annually, will please so state.
I. L. RoGERS, ljishop.

Expelled.
Notice is hereby given, that Elder Simon McNeill and sister Amanda F. Mulno, of the Union
Branch, Maine, having been charged with unchris·
tian·like conduct, and for which they were duly
notified to appear and answer to said charges, on
Tuesday, December 25th, 1876, and the charges
being fully sustained, they were e:s:pelled from
the Chm·cb,
EMERY C. Foss,
P1·esident and Clerk of B1·anch.

time I was in Council Blnffs, prior to his (brother
Fallows') death, I baptized him; the next time
saw him a corpse. Death is sure." Funeral services at the Saints' Chapel, Council Bluffs, on the
15th December; sermon by Elder Forscutt.
At Henderson Grove, Knox county, Ills., Novemher 16th, 1876, sister Sarah Jane Williams, wife
of brother Hiram Williams, after an illness of
about two years of what was supposed to be consumption, aged 27 years, 8 months, and 8 days.
She left a husband and five children, and many
·warm friends to mourn her loss. Funeral service
by Elder C. M. Brown.
Near Pleasanton, Decatur county, Iowa, September lOth, 1876, of consumption, brother George
Alma Hinkle, aged about 44 years. Brother
George Alma was a faithful member of the Little
River Branch of the Reorganized Church, where
his loss will be seriously felt. He was a son of
Elder George M. Hinkle, one of the eloquent pioneers of the great work of the last days, whose labors were crowned with abundant success in the
early history of the Church, who died firm in the
faith, in New Buda, Decatur county, Iowa, in the
fall of 1862. Funeral services, on both occasions,
by Elder E. Robinson.
At Fttyette, Decatur county, Iowa, December
6th, 1876, of consumption, sister Viola K. Stafford,
daughter of brother Edwin and sister Prudence
Stafford, aged 16 years and 22 days. She was
baptized and confirmed by Elder Z. H. Gurley,
December 3d, 1876. Funeral services by Elder
Alexander H. Smith.
At her residence, Saint George Street, Smethwick, Staffordshire, J!:ngland, November 28th, 18i6,
of typhoid fever, sister Ann Sandford, after giving
birth to a fine healthy child. She died deeply lamented.
In the Platte branch, Nodaway county, Mo., December 6th, 1876, of croup, Louis Christensen, son
of Christen and Anne Marie Christensen, aged 2
years 1 month and 10 days.
In San Francisco, California, December 15th,
1876, Elder Alfred Gay, aged 66 years.
In San Francisco, California, January 5th, 1877,
of diptheria and croup, Fredrick William, son of
William and Frances Mary Hart, aged 3 years, 4
months and 27 days. Funeral senicea by Elder
H. P. Brown.

!

Freddy dear, we mourn to lose the~,
Though we know thy sleep is sweet;
]Jut thy life to us was lovely,
And thy absence makes us weep.
Thou art gone, but not forever;
Soon the summons we must greet:
Then we hope, with our dear Freddy,
And with J estls Christ to meet

At Canton, Illinois, January 8th, 1877, of heart
disease, Walter Thomas, a member of the Canton
Branch. He was born in Wales, and was 40 years,
Pittsfield District.
5 months, and 25 days old. He came here from
A conference of the above district will be held Brookfield, Ohio.
D. E- E.
at Pittsfield, Pike county, Illinois, March 24th and
OBIT1JARY.
25th, 1877.
J. GoODALE, President.
Ezra Keene, born September 19th, 1842; was
baptized into the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
PiUsbur;b District.
The above conference will be held at Pittsburgh, Day Saints, January, 1872; ordained to the office
Pennsylvania, March lOth, 1877. It is desired of Priest, February 6th, 1872. Br. Keene's life
was consistent with his profession. Firm in his
that all the branches be represented.
hope of a glorious resurrection, he departed this
JAMES BROWN, President.
life January 4th, 1877, at his home near Iron Hill,
Jackson county, Iowa. Funeral services by Elder
Birth and Death notices inserted free; Marriage notices
Jerome Ruby.
one dollar each.

Died.
At Sandwich, DeKalb county, Illinois, January
3d, 1877, sister Fanny Griffiths. Sr. Griffiths was
born in Bolton, England, in 1816, obeyed the gospel in 1843, emigrate,d to America in 1866; was a
faithful wife ; a tender mother, intensely devoted
to the interests of her family; and lived in constant hope of final rest. Her husband died about
two years before her, and since his death she
gradually failed in health, having no desire to
live; but earnestly desirous to depart and be at
rest with him.
At the residence of Mr. Swartz, eight miles east
of Council Bluffs, Iowa, December 12th, 1876, suddenly, brother Charleston Fellows, aged 67 years.
Bro. Fellows was baptized by brother Foracult,
who, in a letter lately received, says: "The last

Goue to rest a valiant soldier.
In the army of the Lord;
Faithful husband-loving father,
Gone to reap a just reward.
Father, bless the anguished widow;
Guard the little orphans dear;
Give them lasting cheer and comfort:
Ee thine angels evt'lr near.

PEr.t~ WILD

It is with deep regret we record the death of
William Wilson, son of W. H. Wilson, at Oakland,
California. He lacked a few months of his twentieth year, and was taken away at that period
when life is the sweetest. He was baptized when
a. boy, and was a model young man. By his death
eociety loses the promise of an honorable and useful Saint.
J. w. v.
--------~~~--------

There is no restraining men's tongues or :p"ens
when charged with a little vanity.
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Blank Books:

Very Useful to Every One.
In no other way can a person get back So 1atge a profit for
a very little money, as to expend it in lea.ruing what to do'
when to do it, and how to do it-in ot.her words, to have his

brains help his hands. Here is one way to do this: The small

B1•anch RecoJt•ds, well bound in Leather backs and
corners, muslin sides, printed headings, and ruled for 312
names. Every branch should have one. ·
2 00
Branch RecordS 9 same as above, for 624 names. 3 00

saving !)r extra production of less than half a cent a day, or 3 District Records, printed headings and ruled for
cents a week, will now procure ,a large,

be~utiful,

cheap Jour-·

nal, for all of 1877, splendidly Illustrated, with over 600 fine
original Engravings, and over a Thousand Columns of the very
best, plain, practical, trustworthy information about the every
day inRdoor and out-door work and comfort of every home, in
Country, Village, and City. This information is not prepared
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The Basis of Polygamy: a Criticism upon the (socalled) Revelation of July 12th, 18i3, No. 28.
8 pages, 20 cents a dozen, $1.30 a hundred.

ft..

Memorial to Congress,
8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection,

32 pagesf 8 cents each, 75 cents per dozen.
1,248 names, and bound same as above
3 00 Prophecy on the late Rebellion,
20 cents per hundred.
Branch. Finance Bool1:s, headed and ruled for
Receipts and Expenditures of money, for Branch, Dis
~ An assortment of Tracts 50
trict, and General Church Funds; price 35 cents.
IN GERMAN LANGUAGE.

cents.

Baptism, Confirmation, and Ordination Certificates Epitome of Faith and Doctrine, and the Revelation
bound in flexible covers, 40 cents each.
on the Late l~ebellion, No. 19.

by mere scl"ibblers, but by a large force of intelligent working

Licenses and Notices:

men and women, who know what they write about, and they
are as:dsted by many others, who furnish information from
their own practice and observation. Such a Journal is the
American Agn:culturist, so named because started 35 years ago
as a rural journal, but since greatly enlarged and improved to
suit the daily wants of every man, woman, and child in City,
Country, and Village-for the Farmer and Gatllener, the Merchant and Mechanic, the Professional Man-i1:1deed, all classes.
It is packed full of useful information that every one ought to

Elder's, Priest's, Teacher's, and Deacon's, Licenses, per
dozen, 12 cents.
Blank Notices for Lectures, Preaching, and Two Days' M(e~~
i'ngs, each, per hundred 1
50

2 pages, 6 cents. per dozen, 35 cents per hundred.

Who Then Can be Saved,
4 pages, 25 cents per dozen ; $1.40 per hundred.
The Gospel,
2 pages, 6 cents per dozen, 35 per hundred.

Certificates and Reports:

Pamphlets :

Certificates of Baptism and Membership, per dozen
·
Removal Certificates, per dozen
1 of 0 r der anu' D eb ate f or a 11 t h e D el'b
Rues
1 erat1ve Marriage Certificates, per dozen
Assemblies of the Church; a.lso a Chapter on Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen
Branch Rules, and one on Reports of Branches Annual Statistical Heports, two for
Branch Financial Repo:rts, per dozen
. .
have. Many single hints and suggestions will repay more
an d D !S!ricts,
District Financial Reports, per dozen
32 mo., 128 pages) bonrid in limp cloth, 50 cents.
than a whole year's cost of the paper. Its original engraved
Visions of Joseph Smith the Seer, Discoveries of
Sunday School Tickets:
plans fOr buildings and improvements, with details of cost,
Ancient American Records and Relics, with Tickets for Prompt Attendance, per 100, 15c., per 1000
etc., and comman·sense directions, are worth far more than a
t
•
f
D
L
d
(C
,
d
J
)
Tickets
for
Good
Behavior, per 100, 15c., per 1000
t h e S !a emenc 0
r. e erer cnverce
ew T1ckets for 1, 2, 3, or 4 Lessons, per 100, 15c., per 1000
majority of the costly works on a::: chltecture. Great care is
and others,
Reward Cards, per 100
exercised to have every line in the paper ·reliable. Its con·
In colored covers, 43 pages, by mail 10 cents each, threo
Sheet Music •

20

20

50

15
30

55
1 00
1 CO
1 00
60

stant, persistent, and full exposure of a multitude of Humbugs
for 25 cents, twelve for 75 cents.
J.:
•
and swindles, are alone worth far more than its cost, and have Voice of Warning and Instruction to all People,
1 Safe in the Fold, per ~ozen 1Cc., Feed my Lambs, per dozen 10
sa~d to its readers and to the country millions of dollars that
74 pages, by mail 20 cents each; three for 50 cents, one Song of a Cheerful Sp1r1t, per doz. lOc., Harvest Chorus
10
would have gone into the bands of sharpers. The Departments
dozen for $2.
Miscellaneous:
for Housekeepers and Children are very useful and entertaining. In short, the American .AgTiculturist is full of good things, Trial of the Witnesses, to the Resurrection of Je
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REPLY TO CHICAGO INTER~OCEAN ON bors, in the different localities where he had it and kept it safely in his possession, or deTHE SPAULDING STORY.
formerly resided, and some thirty-seven pages stroyeditas he chose, so that afterward, when
of "Mormonism Unveiled," are made up of the Sidney Rigdon was to be accused of stealing it,
The following is written in reply to an arti- affidavits and certificates of many of these per- and manufacturing the Book of Mormon out
cle published last fall in the Chicago Inter· sons, to prove that Joseph Smith and his as- of it, it might not be to be had by any one
Ocean, to which we thought to reply, but the sociates were vagrants, money-diggers, and su- curious enough to make a comparison of it
perstitious, ignorant and vicious persons, and with the Book of l\Iormon, may be best deterpress of office labor prevented, and the author that they got up the Book of Mormon as a mined from his own statements, and those of
of this article having also thought to reply it speculation.
the widow Spaulding, her daughter Mrs. Mewas so arranged, and we think he has presented
First among these is, the affidavit of Peter Kinstry, and others.
From the widow he says he learned that
an excellent argument. It is now published Ingersol, "Dated Palmyra, Wayne county, New
York, Dec. 2, 1833, certified by Thomas T. Mr. Spaulding went to reside in Pittsburgh in
in the HERALD, having been offered to the Baldwin, Judge of Wayne county court, to 1812, and remained therewith his family but
Inter- Ocean and refused by that paper.
have been sworn before him, according to law, two years; that sometime during his residence
Editor Inter- Ocean, Dear Sir: -IQ your 9th day of Dec., 1833."
there, his "Romance" was brought to the office
issue of October 26th, Mr. ;J. L. B. of ClarinThis same Peter Ingersol is now a resident of of Patterson and Lambdin of that city for
da, Iowa, has undertaken to enlighten the Lapeer county,Michigan, and solemnly denies publication; that "she was unable to tell
present generation on the origin of the Book that he ever signed or made oath to this affi· whether it was ever returned or not from this
of Mormon, and concludes his article with a, davit, or any other affidavit on the subject. office." He also makes Patterson, to whom he
very interesting "black cat" and "walking on In 1833, moreover, there was in the State of had applied for information, say that he had
the water" story.
New York no such office as Judge of the "Coun- "no recollection of any such manuscript being
. In trying to prove that the Book of Mor- ty Court.'' Circuit Courts, Courts of Oyer and brought there, that Lambdin was dead, and
mon was a plagiarism or fabrication from the Terminer, Common Pleas, and General Ses- therefore could not testify in regard to it,"
old "Romance" of Solomon Spaulding, he sions, were held for every county, but there and concludes as follows: "Now as Spaulding's
seems to have little idea of the extent of the was no "County Court.''
book can no w.here be found, nor anything be
task he has on hand; but we propose to intro·
Upon an examination of all these certificates, heard of it after being carried to this estabduce here a few items that may help him to a it will be perceived that not one of them is lishment, there is the strongest p~esumption
proper estimate of that work. And as he puts authenticated in legal form; some are not that it remained there in seclusion tilll823
great stress upon sworn testimony of Mrs. Sol· signed at all; they are often contradictory and or '24, at which time Sidney Rigdon located
omon Spaulding, and that of some of her old much of them is upon hearsay. Not one of himself in that city. We have been credibly
neighbors, as evidence in the case, we shall them is certified under the seal of any court. informed that he (Rigdon) was on terms of in·
examine that in connection with that of E. D.
When it is considered that religious animos- timacy with Lambdin, being frequently seen
Howe, author of ":Mormonism Unveiled," first; ity Is the most bitter of all human hatred, and in his shop." "We &herefore must hold Sidand we may then, if time and space permit, that these were got up on the ground where ney Rigdon out to the world as the original
give you a little Mormon testimony, and then Joseph Smith commenced his ministry, among author and proprietor of the whole Mormon
let a oandid public judge for themselves. We those most bitterly opposed to him, if these conspiracy, until further light is elicited upon
do not propose to insert this testimony in full, certificates were really genuine 1 the wonder the lost writings of Solomon SpauldingP
any further than is necessary to get at the would not be that, though a righteous man, so . (Howe's History of Mormonism, pages 28'7,
turning points of the matter.
much was said against him, but so little.
289, 290).
First then, in 1833, or thereabouts, E. D.
Bunyan, Luther, Calvin, Knox, Wesley,
You will perceive, sir, from the above, that
Howe, and Dr. Rosa (Alias Philastus Hul- Whitefield, if so judged upon the exclusive M~ssrs. E. D. Howe and Hulbert deny, in the
bert), of Painesville, Ohio, for reasons which testimony of their enemies would come off mostpositiveterms,thattheyhaveseen,known,
we trust we will hereafter explain, undertook worse, and Jesus and his apostles far worse. or possessed the Spaulding Romance. We
the work entitled, "Mormonism Unveiled.'' But at this time, while most of the wi~nesses, wish all to keep this distinctly in view. It is
Having heard something of an old work of one whose testimony is recorded against him, are very plain to all that, were there nothing else
Solomon Spaulding, an old Presbyterian yet living, scattered through half the States, to draw from, that the whole theory of Rigdon
preacher of Conneaut, Ohio, who undertook in and able to answer for themselves, the Saints coming into possession of the Spaulding man1810 or 1811 to write a fictitious account of know, and continually assert, that most of uscript, so far as Howes's testimony goes, is
the emigration of some Jews to America, and these certificates are forgeries, never sworn to, the merest speculation and conjecture.
their wars, settlements and national affairs, so signed, nor seen by those whose names are
We shall now examine the testimony ot
as to account in a plausible way for the tumuli, signed to them; and they perpetually chal- those old neighbors of Solomon Spaulding,
and other antiquities about Conneaut. Hul- lange the world to the investigation, assured who Howe pretends certified to the identity of
bert spent a whole year in tracing up the that the cause which must be supported by the Book of Mormon with the Spaulding Romance.
Spaulding family in order, if possible, to get perjury is rotten.
Hulbert finally arrived in Monson MiddleRenry Lake, one of these witnesses, tells us
this old romance, compare it with the Book of
Mormon which had then been three years pub- sex county, Massachusetts, where he found the of an inconsistency in the tragic account of
lished, and. if possible, .u~e. it for the ~urpose widow and daughter of Solomon Spaulding, Laban, contained in Spaulding's manuscript
of destroymg the credibility of the Witnesses and whether or not he obtained the grand ob- and also in the Book of Mormon, which he
to the genuineness and real origin of that book. ject o:f hill search and labor of love from the pointed out to Spaulding, and he promised to
On this tour, Hulbert claims to have come widow, that is the "Romance" written by her correct. (Howe's History of Mormonism,
in contact with many of Spaulding's old neigh- husband lilome' twenty-three years before, took p. 282). Certainly a very strong circum•
If/wl~
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stance, except for the material fact that the l t<J.blish themselves, and their children and
inconsistency is not pointed out and does not friends in a delusion. This is the bitter end
of the Spaulding story.
exist.
Another witness, John N. Miller, whose
We shall now introduce a little of Mrs.
memory is so tenacious as to recognize "many Spaulding's testimony upon this subject as
passages in the Book of Mormon as verbatim elicited from her some time prior to 1840,
from Spaulding and others in fact" and to "find through the instrumentality of the Rev. John
in it the writings of Solomon Spaulding from Storrs, of Holliston, Massachusetts, and a
beginning to end," recognized it by some "hu- friend of his, named Austin, a near neighbor
morons passages," which Spaulding frequently of the widow Spaulding, in Monson, Middlesex
read to company. (Howe's History of Mor- county, in the same State.
It may not be amiss to state that at that time
monism, p. 283). As there is not a humorous
passage in the Book of Mormon, his testimony, there was a great deal more excitement in the
if, indeed, he ever gave it, will go for nothing. States upon the subject of lVIormonism than
Another witness, Oliver Smith, remembers there is now. l\'Iormonism then drew out
that Spaulding's manuscript gave an account many converts from nearly all of the denomof the arts, sciences and civilization of the first inations, and many of the ministers and leadsettlers of America.. (Page 235) But the ers of the different bodies were unduly alarmBook of Mormon contains none of these things. ed at the inroads Mormonism was making
There is not only no history of these things in among them.
the Book of :Mormon, but they are so slightly
Among these was the Rev. Storrs, in consealluded to in any way, that it is impossible to quence oflosing the deacon and several memknow what arts and sciences existed among bers of his congregation. Howe's work had
the people whose history is there recorded.
then been some years published; but the baseThe witnesses generally agree that the re- ness of that story, as well as the corruption of
ligious part of the Book of Mormon is not its authors, had been met and fully exposed
Spaulding's; and that his object in writing his by the Mormons, and others, and the convermanuscript, was to account for the antiquities sions to their faith went on as usual. Rev.
found so abundantly about Conneaut, some- Storrs being fully satisfied that something
times called New Salem, in Ohio. But the stronger than the Hulbert and Howe version
Book of Mormon does not in any way account of the "Spaulding story" was necessary to anfor those works. It does not place one of its nihilate Mormonism, urged his friend Austin to
scenes in that region, nor give account of any visit Mrs. Spaulding, get all the information
similar structures; nor does it appear by it, he could from her, and send to him forthwith.
that any person mentioned in the Book of Mor- The desired information was soon forthcoming,
mon ever saw or heard of the great lakes of and in some time after was published in the
North America, or ever approached the lake Episcopal Recorder of Boston, and with 1\Irs.
region; except one as a fugitive near the closing Matilda Davidson's (formerly the wife and
scenes of the book. And if the religious part widow of Solomon Spaulding) name attached
of the book was taken out, it is quite probable to it, went the rounds of the press for over
that we should have nothing but the binding two years. That letter, not to quote it in full,
left; or next to nothing, as any one may see reads as follows:
who reads the book.
"From New Salem, or Conneaut, Ohio, we
U nable to get certificates signed to his own removed to Pittsburgh, Pa.," that is in 1812.
satisfaction, Howe has added an unsigned cer- '·Here Mr. Spaulding found an acquaintance
tificate of one witness, Artemas Cunningham; and friend in the person of J\ir. Patterson, an
(Howe's History of Mormonism, p. 286); and editor of a newspaper. He exhibited his mannumerous unsupported statements of his own, script to jJfr. Patterson, who was much pleased
. of what various other persons have said, and with it, and borrowed it for perusal. He 1·ewould have said if he could have found them, tained it for a long time, and informed J\fr.
and asks the world on such exparte, unsworn, Spaulding that if he would make out a titleunsupported, contradictory, incredible and im- page he would publish it, and it might be a
pertinent testimony, and hearsay, to believe source of profit. This Mr. S. refused to do, for
the Book of Mormon plagiarized from Spaul- reasons which I cannot state. ***At length
ding's Romance.
the manuscript was returned to its a1tthor, and
Had testimony like this been given in open soon after we removed to Amity, Washington
court, upon a regular examination and cross county, Pa., where Jlrir. Spaulding deceased in
examination of witnesses, no reasonable man 1816. The manuscript then fell into my
would have deemed it else than a mere farago hands, and was carefully preserved. It has
of lies and contradictions. But when it was been frequently examined by my daughter,
picked up by a lawyer, in e:cparte examination Mrs. McKinstry, of Monson, Massachusetts,
of witnesses opposed with religious zeal to the with whom I now reside, and by other friends."
Here sir, you will perceive "some knavery
cause he is attacking, it amounts to nothing at
all. Thll plan once set on foot, it is a matter and crooked work." Here is where we need
of surprise that so bald a case is made out. the formidable talents of such men as the reBut against the testimony that any part of the doubtable J. L. B., of Clarinda, Iowa, to reBook of Mormon was plagiarized from Spaul- move the difficulties which )\Irs. Spaulding
ding's manuscript, is the overwhelming fact and the Hev. Storrs have placed in the way to
that in 1832 Orson Hyde introduced the Book the reception of Hulbert and Howe's work,
of Mormon at Conneaut, Ohio, the residence called ''Mormonism Unveiled," which makes
of Spaulding when he wrote his manuscript, Mr. Patterson say he has "no ncollection of
and there preached, and built up a numerous an.1J such manuscript being brcught to him for
body of Mormons, among Spaulding's old publication, and that he would not be likely
neighbors, many of whom were familiar with to have seen it, as the business of printing was
his manuscript found. They could not be de- wholly conducted by Lambdin at that time,"
ceived, and had no possible inducement to es- and makes the widow Spaulding say she is

[Feb. 15.
"unable to say whether it ever was brought
back from Patterson's office after it was taken
there or not, and knows not what has become
of it;" and that it could "no where be found."
-Howe's History of Mormonism, pp. 287,289.
From these statements, it is evident that
we have a real Tennessee lawyer's client's case
on hand. Howe makes it appear very plainly:
"1st, that he never borrowed any tea-kettle."
Mrs. Spaulding and Storrs make. it quite as
satisfactory; "2nd, that it was broke when he
borrowed it." And by what shall soon follow,
it will appear beyond question; "3rd, that it
was whole when he returned it."
The above letter also asserts, that Sidney
Rigdon was, at the time the manuscript was
in the hands of Patterson, "connected with
the printing office of Patterson and Lambdin."
But we will get at that matter presently.
The time when the manuscript was in Patterson and Lambdin's office, was from 1812 to
1814; for Spaulding came to Pittsburgh in
1812, and remained there but two years.Howe's History of Mormonism, pp. 282, 287.
Here she pointedly contradicts Howe again,
or at any rate the letter over her name does;
for Howe says 1823 or 1824 was the time
when Rigdon "located himself in Pittsburgh,"
-p. 287.
This letter obtained by Austin and Storrs,
so pointedly and flatly contradicted Howe, in
the effort to make out a stronger case against
the Mormons, that numerous persons visited
the widow, for the purpose of making a more
searching enquiry into this matter. The f'ollowing letter from Mr. John Haven, of HoiIiston, Middlesex county, Massachusetts, to
his daughter Elizabeth Haven, of Quincy, Adams county, Il!in-:ds, and published in the
Qul:ncy WMg, is a little item that grew out of
that enquiry, and speaks for itself. We need
not insert all the particulars:
"Your brother Jesse pa~sed through Monson, where he saw Mrs. Davidson (formerly
Mrs. Spaulding) and her daughter Thhs. McKinstry, and also Dr. Eli, and spent several
hours with them; duringwhich time, he asked
them the following questions, viz: Did you,
Mrs. Davidson, write a letter to John Storrs
giving an account; of the origin of the Book
of Mormon? Ans. I did not. Ques. Did
you sign your name to it? Ans. I did not;.
neither did I ever see the letter, till I saw it
in the Boston Recorder; the letter was never
brought to me to sign. Ques. What agency
had you in having this letter sent to Mr. Storrs?
Ans. D. R. Austin came to my house, and
asked me some questions; took some minutes
on paper, and from these wrote the letter.
Q1tes. Is what is written in the letter true?
Ans. In the main it is. Ques. Have you read
the Book of Mormon? Ans. I have read
some in it. Ques. Does the Book of Mormon
and the manuscript agree? Ans. I think
some of the names agree. Ques. Does the
manuscript describe an idolatrous, or a religious people? Ans. An idolatrous people.
Ques. Where is the manuscript? Ans. Dr.
P. Hulbert came !!ere and toolc it, and said he
would get it printed, and give me one-half the
profits. Ques. Has Dr. P. Hulbert got the
manuscript printed? Ans. I received a letter,
stating that it did not 1·ead as tlwy expected
and they should not publish it. Ques. How
large is the manuscript? Ans. About onethird ai'Jlarge as the Book of Mormon. Que$-
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tion, put to Jlfrs. ~McKinstry: How old were
you when your father wrote the manuscript?
Ans. About five years old. Ques. Did you
ever read the manuscript? Ans. ·when I was
twelve years old I used to read it for diversion.
Ques. Did the manuscript describe an idolatrous, or a religious people? Ans. An idolatrous people. Ques. Does the manuscript and
the Book of Mormon agree? Ans. I think
some of the names agree. Ques. Are you certain that some of the names agree? Ans. I
am not. Ques. Have you ever read any in
the Book of Mormon? Ans. I have not.
Ques. Was your name attached to that letter
which was sent to Mr. Storrs by your order?
Ans. No; I never meant that my name should
JOHN HAVEN."
be there.
There are several very interesting and important items in the above letter. First, that
Matilda .Davidson, or Mrs. Spaulding, never
wrote the letter over her name in the Boston
Episcopal Recorder. Second, it accounts for
the assertion in Storrs letter that Sydney Higdon was connected with the printing office of
Patterson and J~ambdin's at the time when it
was said that the manuscript was in Patterson's possession. (Since to leave this impression
was the chief object of Storrs writing that letter). Third, it shows that at the time when
Howe was writing his "l\formonism Unveiled"
or "History of Mormonism," that the genuine
"Romance" of Solomon Spaulding duly entitled "Manuscript Found," was entire and unmutilated in the hands of Hulbert and Howe,
though Howe, most pointedly asserts, that
neither Patterson nor Mrs. Spaulding knew
anything of its whereabouts and that it "could
no where be found." Fourth, it agrees with
the statement in Storrs' letter, that "Dr. Hulbert (in 1834) brought to me (Th-irs. Spaulding)
a written request, signed by Henry Lake,
Aaron Wright, and others, wHh all of whom
I was acquainted, as they were my old neighbors at New Salem," to let him (Hulbert)
have the manuscript in order to ''compare it
with the Book of Mormon." It agrees also
with the further statement in the same letter
that it (the manuscript) had been frequently
read by her daughter Mrs. McKinstry, and
by others," after the Spaulding family had
left Pittsburg in 1814. Fifth, it shows that
the written manuscript was only about onethird the size of the printed Book of Mormon,
and consequently would not contain more than
about one-tenth the reading matter. Sixth,
that Mrs. McKinstry, being but five years old
when her father wrote his manuscript in 1810,
she would be about twelve at the time he died
in 1816; and this would be two years after
the family left Pittsburg, the time she says
she used to read the "Manuscript Found" "for
diversion."
Rev. Samuel Williams, minister of the Baptist Church, Pittsburgh, was in 1842 actuated
by the same spirit of alarm, that possessed
Rev. Mr. Storrs, and made all the enquiry possible, in respect to the Spaulding manuscript,
and wrote another missile or pamphlet against
the Mormons. In this work, Mr. Williams
makes Patterson acknowledge the 1·eceipt of
Spaulding's rnanusc1·ipt, from Spaulding himself; and that in consequence of Spaulding
being"unable to furnish funds for the printing
of this work, it was, as he supposed, "returned
by Silas Engles, foreman printer of Patterson's
o:Bice 1 to the author, after it had been some
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weeks in his possession j" thus contradicting
Howe again, who says Patterson knew nothing about it.
Now as the chief object of all four of these
men, Hulbert, Howe, Storrs, and Williams,
was, if possible to fasten the plagiarism of the
Book of Mormon, from Spaulding's work, upon Sydney Rigdon, while the manuscript was
in Patterson and Lambdin's offic6l, or after it
went there, though it remained there at most,
but two years-from 1812 to 1814, it is necessary only to show that Sydney Rigdon, being horn in 1793 was at this very time but a
youth of fifteen or sixteen years old, working on his father's farm, some twelve miles
west of Pittsburgh, at a place called Piny Fork,
Peter's Creek, Allegheny county, Pa., where
he lived till the winter of 1819, the very date
in which Mrs. McKinstry, Spaulding's daughter, claims to have read her father's old "Homance," and five years after it was "returned
to its author," and was in the careful keeping
of her mother.
"In the fall of 1817, he professed religion,
and joined the Baptist Church of that place,
and in the winter of 1818 and 1819 he went
to Beaver county, where he studied divinity
with a Baptist preacher by the name of Clark,
and was licensed to preach, by the Conoquenessing Church, and went from there to vVarren, Ohio," where he "was ordained a regular
Baptist preacher, and returned to Pittsburg
in the winter of 1821 and 1822." Here he
took the care of the First Regular Baptist
church and continued to preach till the Baptist Association met some time in the fall of
1824, when some charges being brought
against him, for not being sound in the faith,
he was brought on t~ial, but being denied the
privilege of speaking in his own defence, he
declared a non-fellowship with them, and began to preach Campbellism. He and they who
joined with him, got the liberty of the courthouse, where they held their meeting; and he
and his brother-in-law, Mr. Brooks, followed
the tanning business till the winter of 1827
and 1828, when he (Rigdon) moved into the
Western Reserve, Ohio, and there continued
to preach, till the Latter Day Saints, or l\'Ior'
mons came to that place, and he joined them,
and continued to be an elder in that church.
The above account of Mr. Rigdon's life, previous to his joining the Latter Day Saints in
1830, is taken from the family records kept in
his father's house, and bears date of January
27, 1843, and is signed by two persons belong·
ing to that family; viz: Car vi! Rigdon and
Peter Boyer.
Please remember, that Howe says Sidney
Higdon "located himself" in Pittsl:l,urg in 1823
or 1824. Rev. Samuel Williams says 1822,
and the records of Rigdon's family says 1821
and 1822; so there is not much difference as
to the date when Mr. Rigdon first located
himself in that city; but all this brings out
the important fact, that it was at least seven
years between the return of the manuscript to
"its author" and Sidney Higdon's location for
the first time at Pittsburgh.
What then, becomes of the statements contained in Storr's letter to the Episcopal Recorder, that Sidney Rigdon (one of the founders
of the sect) who has figured so largely in the
Mormon History, was at that time, (1812 to
'14), connected with the printing office of Mr.
Patterson ag is !IJcll known in that region, and

as Rigdon himself hasfrequentl!J stated, and as
our very interesting friend of Clarinda, Iowa,
has also stated? It is a very reverend and
pious piece of forgery and fraud, that is all.
It strikes me very forcibly, sir, while poring over this mass of most palpable, and most
villainous fraud and contradictions, that, since
the world began, a more gross, unfounded, unsupported, unblushing piece of knavery and
forgery has never been palmed upon any one
people against another.
The whole idea that Sidney Rigdon had
ever been on any eccasion, or at any time in
Patterson and Lambdin's printing office, or that
such an office had been in existence at all, for
years before Higdon came there, is a most unmitigated falsehood.
Hev. Samuel Williams, when he wrote his
work in 1842 against the Mormons, though
aided by the whole body of the clergy of Pittsburgh, to involve Sidney Rigdon in either the
stealing, copying or possession of the Spaulding manuscript; was unable to bring up a
single witness to prove that Rigdon had ever
been a printer; not a witness that he ever was
in Pittsburgh, while Patterson and Lambdin's
office existed; not a witness that he ever saw,
or heard of Spaulding or his manuscript, previously to the publication of Howe's "Mormonism Unveiled," in 1834. Moreover, John E.
Page, who was then in apostolic charge of a
large body of Latter Day Saints in Pittsburgh,
answered Williams in a small pamphlet, embracing not only the facts herein stated, but
much more, and distributed them by tens of
thousands throughout the States and foreign
countries, inviting investigation and challenging refutation. Yet not a man since that day
has ever successfully overturned one of these
facts. No man after reading it could ever believe the '·Spaulding story;" and we defy
even the credulity of J. L. B. with its enormous calibre and capacity to take it in. If he
can, he has no need to laugh at the credulity
of "Ichabod Crandall."
If now, your patience is not already at too
great a strain, by the length of this article, you
will be kind enough to insert the following
abridged letter from Sidney Higdon; but first
let me say that the Book of Mormon rests upon
a basis, precisely as any other great national
fact. The testimony of some twelve men, as
to its real origin, is attached to its pages and
has never yet been impeached.
"Messrs. Bartlet and Sullivan:-In your
paper of the 18th inst., I see a letter signed by
somebody calling herself Matilda Davidson.
It is only necessary to say, in relation
to the whole story of Spaulding's writings being in the hands of Mr. Patterson, and who is
said to have kept a printing office, and my
saying that I was connected in the said office,
&c., &c., is the most base of lies without even
a shadow of truth. There was no man by the
name of Patterson, during my residence at
Pittsburgh, who had a printing office; what
might have been before I lived there I know
not. lVIr. Robert Patterson, I was told, had
owned a printing office before I lived in that
city, but had been unfortunate in business, and
failed before my residence there.
"This Mr. Patterson, who was a Presbyterian preacher, I had a very slight acquaint·
annce with during my residence in Pittsburgh.
he was then acting under an agency in the
took and stationery business and was the owner
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of no property of any kind, printing office or
anything else, during the time I resided in the
city.
"If I were to say that I ever heard of the
Rev. Solomon Spaulding and his wife, until
Dr. P. Hulbert wrote his lie about me, I
should be a liar like unto themsdves. Why
was not the testimory of Mr. Patterson obtained to give force to the shameful tale of
lies 7 The only reason is, that he was not a fit
tool for them to work with; he would not lie
for them; for, if he were called on, he would
testify to what I have said.
"Let me here, gentlemen, give a history of
this Dr. P. Hulbert and his associates, who
aided in getting up and propagating this batch
of lies. I have seen and heard at one time
and another, by the persecutors and haters of
the truth, a great deal said about the eminent
physician, Dr. Hulbert. I never thought the
matter worthy of notice, and probably never
should, had it not made its appearance in your
paper, or some other of equal respectability.
And I believe, gentlemen, had you known the
whole history of this budget of his, it would
never have found place in your paper. But to
my history.
"This said Doctor was never a physician at
any time, nor anything else but a base ruffian.
He was the seventh son, and his parents called
him Doctor; it was his name, and not the
title of his profession.
''He once belonged to the Methodist Church,
and was excluded for immoralities. He afterwards imposed himself upon the church of
Latter Day Saints, and was excluded for using
obscene language to a young lady, a member
of the said church, who resented his insult
with indignation, which became both her
character and profession.
"After his exclusion he swore-for he was
vilely profane-that he would have revenge,
and commenced his work. He soon found
assistance; a pious old deacon of the Campbellite Church, by the name of Onis Clapp,
and his two sons, Thomas J. Clapp and Matthew S. Clapp, both Campbellite preachers,
abetted and assisted by another Campbellite
. preacher, by the name of Adamson Bently.
Hulbert went to work catering lies for the
company. Before he got through, his conduct
became so scandalous that the eompany utterly
refused to let his name go out with the lies he
had collected, and he and his associates had
made, and they substituted the name of E. D.
Rowe. The change, however, was not much
better. There were scandalous stories about
the Howe family, of so black a character that
they had nothing to lose, and became good tools
for this holy company to work with. A man
of character would never have put his name to
a work which Hulbert was concerned in.
The tale in your paper is otte hatched up by
this gang, before the time of their explosion.
"Respectfully,
S. RranoN.

**

"CoMMERn, May 27, 1839."

We consider the above a complete refutation of Mr. J. L. B's slanderous column, of
October 26, in regard to the origin of the
Book of Mormon. We are only sorry that we
cannot further notice his vile and slanderous
assertions in regard to Joseph Smith slipping
"through the meshes of the law," &c.

w. w.

BoYNE, Michigan, December 6, 1876.

[Feb. 15.

Foretaste of the joys of abodes above,
When as guest,t not host, of my Christ and my
"Behold, I stand at the door, and knock; if any
King.
liL H. B.
man hear my voice, and open the door, I will come in
CLAM LAKE, Mich., Nov. 20th, 1876.
to him, and will sup with him, and he with me."

REVELATIONS 3 : 20.

.. -

"Behold, I stand at the door and knock,"
Poor hungering, thirsting, doubting one;
To Him, who stands waiting without, unlock
The pride· bound door, and let the "Sun
Of righteousness" into the dusty room,
Which a selfish life has filled with doubt
And darkness, and tainted air, and gloom,
With the rubbish of sin, and hath kept without
The person of Him, that glorious friend
At whose presence your former companions depart;
Those foul companions, who till the end
Your substance waste ;-and who rifle your
heart
Of its store of sweetness and freshness of youth;
And naught in return for your cheer they leave,
But the ashes of joy, of hope, and of truth,The after harvest-remorse and grief.
Arise! and ope to this guest, who seeks,
Nor content yourself to say-"Come in."
Not force,-will this gentle stranger, meek,
Ilut by power of Love Divine to win
His way to your heart, with his presenoe, your
room
To fill with a joy and a peace divine.
Why should He, in places so sad with the gloom
Of sin, seek shelter who left a clime
And abode of glory. 'Twas naught but for love;
And love, not force, must open your heart..
Come in, dear Lord I To this guest from above
I open the door, 'tis It needless part,
To longer wait. Now behold, a.nd lo,
In his glorious presence the shadows depart;
The foul images, muttering and lowering go.
I turn, and in penitent grief, to the heart
That loveth me so, I am clasped in embrace
So sweet and so pure; and the burden rolls
From off the heart. In the beautiful face
That was marred for me, I can look and behold
That tenderest grace; and the Almighty love
That completest design, from my sins me to save,
I have fed upon husks, with the bread from above
Feed me, Lord 1 evermore-and what I may have
Or can in return give to Thee, for this boon
Of Infinite Love, and of God's sacrifice.
''Thy heart in return, this day give, my son;
Nor thy heart alone,-thy allegiance, thy life."
"The contrast you've seen. You've abounded in
sin.
Through my love, my grace in you more shall
abound;
The glory and purpose of life shall begin
From this hour, and henceforth, in your life to
be found."
And now as a guest oft with me He abides;
Or, and if He depart, at my penitent cries
For deliverance from those false friends who deride,
And my tears of distress, to my rescue He flies.
And as eo in his hand the five loaves they once
grew,
And the fish multiplied to the multitude's need;
So does Christ and his love to my wondering view,
With microscope power my vision to feed.
And my soul satisfies with the Infinite Love,
Which the presence Qf my n~w companions*
now bring;

INFLUENCE OF PERSONAL CONDUCT.
I love the gospel of Christ for its own loveliness, and the more my mind dwells upon it the
more this love increases. The gospel is God's
love to man first and last. It is more precious
than gold. Yet we do not enough esteem this
great blessing, this glad tidings of great joy,
even by him who gave his life for us that we
might have life, and I often ask myself if I am
living in the light or after the fashion of this
world. If the latter, then I cannot be doing
the former. The Spirit of God cries, "Come
out of her my people," out of mystery Babyton,
her ways and her sins, her pleasure and her
carnality.
Should I permit myself' to join in the dance
with the world or with any of my own faith
who practiced it, how would I feel if one of
my friends of another faith, or some other one
to whom I had given tracts and articles upon
our doctrine of personal obedience and righteousness before God, should find me out?
Would not such a meeting bring a blush to my
face, one of shame that I had joined in the
folly and gaiety of the lovers of pleasure, such
even as members of other churches would by no
means join in?
What influence could I have witn my friend
under the circumstances? None at all; but
all the good they had previously credited to
me and to my doctrine would, by this simple
act of mine, be cast out of their minds, and I
would become to them as salt that had lost its
savor. 'l'hey would say, If you who claim to
have higher priviliges of wisdom and blessings
of the Spirit than we )lave, do these things
which we scorn to do, then we have had enough
of your teachings ; and you had better reform
yourself before you try to reform us. You
claim the holy name of Saint, and to have the
faith of t'he saints of old, and yet do what we
would not do. We never heard of Christ and
his disciples being found in the dance, or otherwise having fellowship with the unfruitful
works of darkness, which the Spirit of Christ
tells us to renounce.
Now I believe that when we went down into
the watery grave we made covenant that we
were willing to put off the old man and walk
in newness of life, that is, follow after spiritual
ways and blessings, not after the old ways and
the pleasures thereof. \Ve cannot cleave to
them and yet enjoy much of the Spirit of
Christ, for they are in opposition to each other.
We will not fiud Christ or his Spirit in the
dance. No two or three, or many, gathered
together~there has he promised to be with, and
that to bless.
But he hath said that.whosoever abideth in
him bringeth forth good fruits, and how often
in the meetings for prayer and praise have we
witnessed the power of the Holy Ghost, con-
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firming our faith and our desire to live righteously. Many times I have seen the sick
healed; my only child among them, restored
to health, and myself healed by the same power
more than once. I was living in Malad, Idaho,
when my child was healed, nine years ago; and
the elder said that the Lord would spare the
.. child and that he should Jive to be a blessing
to his parents, and he does live and is so to us,
thanks be to the Lord for it. To all appearance then he could not live.
If any person needs to thank God itis I, for
God has delivered me from false doctrine, and
shown me the way of life. I have no brothers
or sisters of the flesh nearer than Utah or
England, but I am endeavoring to show them
the better way, and my hopes are strong that
God will yet draw them by his Spirit to see
the truth, but patience must have her perfect
work. Your sister in the gospel,
RACHEJ, WooDHEAD.
-------o-CD-~~~---

[Western Monthly, Chicogo]

WHERE DOES THE WATER COME

FROM?
Concluded from last number:

We will now consider the more complicated
problem of the :Mississippi river and sources, fbr which, however, we feel in some measure prepared by a long residence upon its
banks and a careful study of its phenomena.
Our attention was first attracted by the probable excess of evaporation and discharge over
the rain-fall in Minnesota. As we have said,
we have only of late been able to avail ourselves of the careful water sections which have
recently . been made for the Mississippi at
Rock Island and at Keokuk, Iowa. We know
.of no points above, where t.he amount of dis' eharge by the Mississippi has in any manner
been investigated. We are forced to take the
discharge at Keokuk, Iowa, or at the Lower
Rapids as the basis of our calculations, although so far removed from the sources of the
river; for, by following the divide between
the valley of the Des Moines river and the
Mississippi, we are enabled more accurately
to estimate the area in Iowa drained by the
Upper Mississippi. Had we an accurate water section of the river as high up as St Paul,
Minnesota, or at Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin,
we should be able to make a far mora striking
exhibit of tLe excess of evaporation and discharge over the rain.fall in .M:inneso';a. We
are obliged to include wiith Minnesota an area
of 20,000 square mile.> from Iowa, 15,000
equare miles from Illinois, and 30,000 square
miles from Wisconsin; the most. of which territory is characterized by a much heavier rain'
fall than marks Minnesota.
Over the region specified, viz.: a poi·tion of
Wisconsin, Illinois, and Iowa, embracing an
. area of 65,000 square miles, the average an_nual temperature is ~.bout the same with that
·of Salem, Massachusetts, where the evaporation from an exposed reservoir of water protected from rain is fifty-six inches. In England, the proportional evaporation from a reservoir surface and from the land is as fortytwo to twenty-three inches. An equal proportion here would give thirty inches and foursixths as the annual evaporation from the land.
According to the rain charts and meteorological tables, half of the foregoing area has a
precipitation of thirty inches per annum; 10,000 square miles in north Iowa ha3 a precipi-
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tation of thirty-five inches, and 15,000 square
miles in Illinois has a precipitation of forty
inches, while a small portion of Iowa, say
7,500 square miles has a precipitation of fortytwo inches.
'l'he mean of the above would give thirtyfour inches and a half as the annual precipitation for the whole area of 65,000 square miles,
This would give three inches annual excess of
rain-fall over evaporation, or 17,500 ~quare
miles of water one foot deep.
The State of :Minnesota, embracing an area
of 83,000 square miles, has, for nearly its
whole surface, an average annual precipitation
of twenty. five inches; but, for a small portion
of the State, Blodget gives thirty inches. We
will take the mean of the two, viz.: twentyseven and a half inches, although we think
this much too large. Again, we take the English average evaporation, namely: twentythree inches for the land surface, which is
certainly low for Minnesota, wh0se average
summer temperature is seventy degrees Fahrenheit. This gives four and a half inches as
the annual excess of rain-fall over evaporation.
The lake ~urface of Th'Iinnesota we call15,000
square miles, although we have good authority
for placing it higher. We have, then, 68,000
square miles of land surface, which, with an
annual precipition of four and a half inches,
gives 25,000 square miles of water ene foot
deep.
With the low est.imate we made for Lake
Superior, viz., fifty inches annual evaporation,
and making the deduction for the rain-fall of
twenty· seven and a half inches, we have twentytwo and a half inches as the exeess of evaporation over precipitation for the lake surface of
Minnesota, which yields 28,125 square miles
of water one foot deep. This, diminished by
25,500 square miles, the amount precipitated
over the land surface of Minnesota, gives
2,625 square miles of water one foot deep, the
excess of evaporation over precipitation for
Minnesota. After deducting 2,625 from 17,500 square miles, the excess of precipitation
acknowledged for Wisconsin, Iowa, and Illinois, we have 14,875 square miles as the total
excess of rain-fall for the whole of the large
area considered. The annual discharge of water at the Lower Rapids of the .Mississippi is
27,000 square miles per annum, or at the rate
of 30,000 cubic feet per second, from which, if
we take 14,875 as above, we have 12,000
square miles of water discharged by the Mississippi river in excess of precipitation for the
entire area considered-leaving out of the estimate the amount eliminated by the Red River of the North, of which no water section has
been made, which yet drains a very considera•
ble portion of 1\finnesota.
We think we have been able to show that
L·lke Superior is supplied from subterranean
sources. The great depth of this lake, averaging eight hundred feet, and often reaching
to twelve hundred, certainly suffices to cut
across the water shed, for it penetrates throughout its extent to the granite, below which, we
think, surface water does not percolate to any
extent.
It is a popular belief that there is a subterranean connection between Lake Superior and
Lake Michigan. The latter lake is also deep
enough in many places to cut across the wv.tershed, of which we have spoken. The great
discharge accorded to the waters of the lakes

at Detroit-viz., 236,000 cubic feet per second
-is clear evidence to our mind that so great
an increase beyond the discharge at Sault St.
Marie, which is 90,900 cubic feet, is not entirely atmospherical. The fact that the increase of discharge _between Detroit and Niagara reaches only 242,494 cubic feet per second,
satisfactorily shows that the drainage of a
very considerable additional country with a
large rain-fall has had but little influence in
increasing the discharge. Lake Erie, it will
be remembered, is quite shallow, and certainly
nowhere penetrates the geological formations
which constitute the true water-shed.
tV e have taken pains to estimate the amount
of country drained by Lakes Michigan and
Huron, and place it as follows:
Square Miles. Annual Precipitation.

Illinois and Indiana ..•. 20,000 ........ 42 inches.
Wisconsin .............. 16,000 ... .... . 34
"
Michigan Peninsula .... 36,000 ........ 34
''
Canada ............... ·.30,000 ... .... . 34
"

which gives a total area of 152,000 square
miles, with an average l!Jrecipitation of thirtysix inches per annum. This, diminished by
twenty. three inches for evaporation from general land surface, leaves thirteen inches annual excess of precipitation, which yields 164,666 square miles of water one foot deep per
annum. To this, adding 90,740 square miles,
the amount received from Sault St. Marie, we
have 255,406, square miles. Lakes Michigan
and Huron, with an area of 40,400 square
miles, and an annual evaporation of fifty-six
inches, less thirty.six inches for the annual
rain-fall, will give 67,333 square miles of water
one foot deep excess of evaporation over precipitation on the lake surface.
We have accordingly 188,073 square miles
of water one foot deep as the total amount of
water received from precipitation and from
Lake Superior, diminished by the excess of
evaporation from the lake surface. This 188,073 taken from 267,180 square miles, the annual discharge at Detroit, leaves 79,107 square
miles of water one foot deep received from
subterranean sources, after purposely placing
the land evaporation at the low point of twentythree inches.
The rock exposed over the greater part of
Minnesota and western Wisconsin, particularly
in the lake region, is igneous rock, or the overlying Potsdam sandstone and calciferous saudrock of the New York geologists, in which
formations, with but the alluvial drift.cover,
the l\1innesota lakes are bedded. These rocks
nowhere come to the surface between Minnesota and the Rocky Mountains. The most of
the intervening country, although not differing
materially from Minnesota in the amount of
annual rain-fall, is remarkably dry and sterile,
and is often so destitute of vegetation that a
large portion has received the significant name
of Mauvaises Terres or the Evil Lands. This
region is all characterized by a surface exposure
of the latter secondary and tertiary rocks. 'l'he
Potsdam sandstone, which overlies the metamorphic and igneous rocks, is very uniform in
its thickness and development throughout the
United States, wherever observed. No matter
how much the other members of the Silurian
system may vary-as they do greatly-this
rock seems always constant. Into or through
this sandstone all the remarkable Artesian
wells hitherto bored in tho ~1iddle and Western
States have had to penetrate. The 1\fessrs.
Dupont, at Louisville, Kentucky, starting with
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the eornife~ous limestone, stru_-~k an Artesian for on the common del uvial and glacial theory,
vein at the depth of 2,086 feet, which depth may find here a ready solution. It is not imalmost exactly corresponds with the observed possible that some of the earthquakes which
thickness of the secondary rocks below the cor- occur may be attributable to the undermining
niferous limestone in Kentucky.
of vast rock formations, by subterranean waterThe well sunk by Mr. Belcl_!.er at St. Louis, courses, that many of the tremors which strike
penetrated to the depth of 2,199 feet, com- terror to the hearts of thousands may be due to
mencing with the upper part of the sub-carbon- the falling in of great rock strata far below us,
iferous limestone, and also corresponds to the and not through Plutonic agencies, for here in
thickness of the secondary rocks developed in the interior of continents as well as upon the
Missouri, below the "St. Louis limestone."
·sea, the watery god may assert his reign.
The well, completed in Chicago, in 1867,
We cannot but think that the great bulk of
has a depth of 1,190 feet, which would place water which, as we surmise, glides for so great
the vein in the lower part of the Potsdam sand- a distance under cover of so large a body of
stone. According to Mr. A. H. Worthen, formations, does not come from the Rocky
the accomplished Geologist of Illinois, all the 1rfountains at their nearest point, but to the
Artesian wells in that State, of which there north of the sources of the Sascatchewan river,
have been several, have reached water in the where the coast or cascade range and the Rocky
lowest fossiliferous sandstones. Prof. D. D. Mountains proper come in closer proximity,
Owen remarks that "the two great reservoirs insuring a greater precipitation of water t.han
of Artesian water in the valley of the Ohio are has hitherto been observed in the Rocky
the two great porous sandstones, one of whiclt Mountains within the limits of the United
is the millstone grit at the base of the coal States.
measures, the other the lowest fossiliferous
Perhaps, in this connection, a few remarks
sandstones.''
concerning the Mississippi and the country
The last, or Potsdam, sandstone, so far as through which it flows, will be forgiven in one
we have been able to observe, in the North- who has spent years upon its banks and has
west rests upon igneous rock or granite.
been an interested observer of its manifold pe·
The great continental water shed, then, is culiarities. The many pilgrims to the Upper
the rocky formation in which Lake Superior Mississippi, whether for pleasure, profit or
has its bed, and in which nearly all the lakes health, concur in their expres.;ions of admirain Minnesota rest.
tion for the beauty and majesty of the stream
Our theory may now, perhaps, be more and the picturesque loveliness and grandeur of
clearly understood. The great trade-winds of its banks, surpassing the storied Rhine even,
the Southern Pacific Ocean, sweeping upward in its show of ruined castles. But its stormalong the Pacific coast, and which in so marked wrought pinnacles and turrets have stories far
a degree moderate the climate of the Pacific more ancient, for are they not written all over
States, coming, a~ they do, surcharged with with legends of a wonderful past, to be transmoisture from the Southern sea-crossing itJ lated by Him aLme who has the key and is
their nvrthwest course the Rocky Mountains, read in Nature's lore? The Upper Mississippi
are there wrung dry of their moisture, as is ev- is a river sui ,qene1·is-with its own peculiari·
idenced by the great dryness of the climate east ties-until it is swallowed up, or overrun, rathof this range. A large portion of this moisture er, by the Missouri; after which it is no longer
finds its way to the southeast by the Missouri lovely in its str,mgth, but a wayward and turand other tributaries of the Mississippi, and by bulent stream, its picturesque features, with
the Sascatchewan, the great river which flows but few exceptions, merging into interminable
eastward from the Rocky Mountains to Lake bottoms or the dismal wierdness of cypress
Winnepeg; but another large portion, follow- swamps. Above the Missouri, however, the
ing the water- shed of the igneous rocks, glides Mississippi is swift and powerful, yet placid
underground, and does not again revisit the and clear-these features becoming more and
surfac.e until that water shed and its associated more marked as we approach its birth place
sandiitones reappear at the surface.
among the beautiful Jakes of the North.
That there is such a great underflow of
The Upper Mississipi is, perhaps, the
water near the surface in Minnesota is evi- most remarkable river in the world, not vis.
denced by the fact that an artesian vein was ited by tide-water, for the uniformity of its
struck, many years ago, in the neighborhood water stages. 'fhe difference between high
of Fond du Lac, near the western shore of and low water mark at St. Paul, Minnesota,
J_,ake Superior, in digging an ordinary well, at is only twelve feet; at Keokuk, Iowa, it is
the moderate depth of eighty feet. The result fourteen feet, while the Ohio at Cincinnati
was, the surrounding country was deluged, and has a difference of seventy-two feet. The
a small lake occupies the site at the present Missouri, also being a mountain stream, is cswriting. In several places in Minnesota there pecially subject to striking irregularities in its
has been observed to be subterranean connec- water stages, showing a diffJrence of thirtytiona between lakes which lie near together. eight feet between high and low water, which
Schoolcraft speaks quite positively to the same renders its navigation uncertain. Two causes
effect.
coml:ine to nroduce the remarkable uniformity
The sandstones which overlie the motamor- of water stages in the Upper ]Uississippi. The
phic and igneous rocks are readily subject to river, crossing as it does SJ many degrees of
erosion, and give formation to numerous rcser- latitude, is not exposed at, ow;e throughout its
voirs and veins.
length to the climatic influences whieh induce
To the geologist it would be a curious spec- low water, as are the rivers which follow one
ulation, as to how much of. the rock erosion parallel. It is not a mountain stream. Like
and denudation of strata, nmv attributed to the Nile, it has its or·igin in lakes. 'l'he State
surface action, may have been going on for of Minnesota bears within her breast the fountages far below the surface. :Many marks of ains which nourish and sustain our glorious
wear and excavations, now difficult to account river. Her myriad lakes operate as temporary
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detergents to the waterA, and constitute a syst3m of fecders to the rive1. Thus Nature anticipated the celebrated scheme of Col. Ellet,
who proposed to keep up the water stage of the
0 hio by a series of great artificial reservoirs or
feeders along its course, to receive the excess
of water during freshets, and to distribute the
same to the river during the low stages of
summer.
We have already indicated how Nature keeps
up the supply of water, so clear and bright, to
reclaim an otherwise arid desert to life and
beauty, and to keep the Mississippi running in
majestic strength to the sea, long after many
another river has been dried up and forgottenAnd Minnesota, with her myriad reedy lakes,
is a fit birth-plar.e for the majestic river, which,
beginning its course far to the North, terminates its wonderful career on the border of tropical life and fire.
·
The Mississippi is the silver cord which links
the present with the remote past. It now drains
the valley once occupied by an immense chain
of lakes, whose outlines may be well-traced in
the great prairies of the Northwest, and of
which the existing lakes in the North are mere
continuations or repetitions.
There are many evidences around us of great
recessions of the :M:issiEsippi. Within a stone's
throw of where we are seated, there was once
a cataract equal, if not superior, to Niagara,
which sounded away for ages in the remote and,
perhaps, unpeopleJ past. The wearing away
of barrier after barrier of rock bas permitted
the great valley water-course to shrink into its
present channel.
The great mother of waters in the North is
as full-breasted as ever, however. A slight
oscillation of the strata below might turn the
waters of the Northern lakes into the Mississippi, repeating the wondet·s of the North
in the West and South.
KEOKUK, Iowa, March, 1869.

---------.------------REASONS FOR LEAVING UTAH.
President Joseph Smith :-Having learned
from the !Ie?·ald that there is an agent for the
same in Birmingham, }~ngland, and having
once had a large circle of friends in that vicinity, l desire to answer the oft repeated question, "Why did you leave Utah?"
In order to be rightly underotood, I will
first give my reasons fiJr going there. On or
about the 3rd of 00tvber, 1847, I received tl1c
principles of the gospel of Jems Christ, nnd
with them the "pearl of great price," according to the promise of Him who cannot lie.
!h~e evidence of my fa~t,h ,in t?at .gospel was
Detore the world, mamfested m SIX years of
laborious toil, in the midst of circumstan.
p lVi:riy, revilings, conki,,d of abuse that
friends could inflict,
to death, and that some desired to d!'e'Jt,
were bidfied, according to
their own c mfersion. Dtuiog this time, I labored
WnrwickRhire, Staffordshire, Sbrop
\Y orczstershire, and in
other
;md mv works are well known in
all thnse places, and thanks to my preserving
God, I know that none of the above people can
produce a stained reword of my deeds, And
when the sfcrcts ofall hearts are made known,
my errors wili be seen to be through a want
of judgment, and not from a wanton desire to
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break the commands of God. I have no fear
Who does not know that as the head of a
of individuals appearing at the august bar of community, state or nation is, so will be the
juRtice to accuse me of wrongs inflicted upon people to a great extent, although, thank God,
man or woman. Neither do I utter this boast- there will be honorable exceptions among them,
ingly, but I say it to the honor and glory of as there are in Utah.
God, who preserved me for the same.
"When the head is sick, the whole heart is faint,
I also found that the majority of those that
And the spreading disease produces complaint."
received this gospel were honest in heart, and
But I am sorry to say that it exerts such a
were filled with the love of God in a preemin- debasing influence, that the people seem to
ent degree. This made my soul rejoice, for I lose sight of each other's welfare in their own
had found a people whose interest was one, selfish desires, hence that pure cementing conand who endeavored to imitate their divine fidence which the gospel brings, is gone, and
head. I wished to live and die with them. this fact is so universally admitted among
I said this people &ball be my people, and their them, that Brigham tells them "to treat every
God my God. In process of time, I was taught man as a rogue until they have proved him to
that it was my duty to gather my family from be an honest man." A very dangerous precept
the wicked nations and go to the vallies of indeed, for the 1\fast,er says "whatsoever measUtah, there to learn the way of the Lord more ure you mete unto others, it shall be meted
perfectly, and that I might worship Him with unto you again."
a purer worship than I could do, surrounded
This being the council upon which they act,,
with the pernicious influences ofthe old world. the natural consequence is that confidence
I was told that there intelligence flowed from and love take their flight to seek a more conthe eternal fountains unalloyed with the base genial clime. I have heard it stated there by
mixture of error, that there "it was without those who felt how hard it was to bear the
money or price;" that there my children would weight of the iron-hand, that it was impossible
be surrounded with a pure moral atmosphere, for an honest man to live in Utah. No wonand could be brought up in the fear of the Lord de;: then, that 13righam Young should confess
without the thousand enticements that beset in a sermon, published in the Desere~ News,
them in the old world. All this I was taught February 19, 1862, that "there is not another
to expect, yet I by no means expected to find community, according to our numbers, so inevery man and woman perfect, but I did ex- festcd with thieves as we are." Often have
pect to see them as a people trying to perfect I been asked by honest, but disappainted,
themselves by an enlightened obedienee to the wounded souls, "'Yhen will confidence be redivine precepts they had received, waging war stored?" My answer invariably was, when
with the depravity of the human heart and this people learn "to do unto others as they
curbing those avaricious and debasing pro- would that others should do unto them."
penslties that predominate in the human Yet they are no people that make such a b,oast,
character, and lead to the oppression of the of their righteousness as the people of Utah
fatherless and widow, and the treading down do, which reminds me of the words of an old
of the poor and the needy. Yes, I expected prophet, when speaking of a similar people
that a war would be waged against these evils, that departed from the Lord, that they would
in the love of truth and God; that the widow's profess to "lean upon the JJord and say, Is not
rights would be maintained, the cry of the the Lord among us? Our works are in the
poor heard, tho feeble knee made strong, and dark who seet,h and who knoweth us."
honest industry protected, honored and blest.
l have already intimated that I found, by
But judge of my disappointment, if you can, experience, that it is a system of oppression,
when I found the opposite of all this, in that and that far worse than the people endured in
pretended asylum of the oppressed. But their native land. I will now proceed to
when mine eyes beheld it, I did not for one prove this point.
I will commence then
moment think that such was the settled policy with the emigration fund. :First cJme the
of the church. I attributed it to the weakness ten, thirteen, and fifteen pound cJmpanies.
of man, and the worst view I allowed myself Those that could raise these various sums,
lo take of it was, that a few bad men had crept paid thcn1 over Lo the Church authorities at
in among us and were act.ing thus under a Liverpool, expecting that the Church would
cover of sanctity, and that ere long their hy- furnish them teams, &c., to carry them to
pocrisy would he manifested and their deeds Utah, and that when there, those teams
discountenanced by (,he church. But time would be divided or sold, and their means
and experience taught me that there, as in the divided among them that h~,d paid for the
old world, the biggest rogue rode the fastest same; but when they arrived there and each
horse, and was hailed as the best of men, and individual expected to receive hia portion;
such were put into all the responsible positions instead of thiR being the case, the church
1
and sustained there by those whose duty it' brand was put on every animal and the name
was to frown down such creatures and their of the church, (B. Y.) put on the wagons, and
acts, and hence I learned what I was unwill- even the untensils were claimed by this great
ing to acknowledge, viz: that the abominations personage, the church, and even if some poor
practiced were winked at and consequently man had found a stray ox, cow or horse on
sanctioned by the authorities. Yes, I was j t,he plains, the captain of his company would
forced to the conclusion that the settled policy claim it on behalf of the church; and, be it
of those men was oppression, ambition, gold rem;omb0red, that the wagons and untensils
and lust. In
to ueo a vulgar maxim of were worth more when they arrived there
Brigham Young, it was "tickle me Rilly, tickle than thev were in the States and the cattle
me, do; you tickle me anti I'll tick]~ you." after th~y had been winter~d, would be of
The correct rendering of which
'·If y0u double value, and a great many were when they
will sustain me in my proj0cts of ambition arrived there; hut a poorfiman must be content,
and lust,, .I will su?tai.n Y,~u in your bas::ness, ~f h. e gets t.he. re free ?f d?bt1 wi!~~ut ever t,hinkand we Will make 1t pay.
wg ofhavw~ what, m h1s S!mpllClty, he suppos-
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ed was his right. But if they had dealt candidly
with him, and told him what to expect, he
could have furnished his own team and thereby have secured it to himself at the journey's
end, but then they would have gained nothing
by the affair.
The next ruse was to persuade the honest
hard-working man who, during his long and
arduous toils had procured him a home on his
native soil, that it was his duty to sell the
same and donate the proceeds to the Perpetual
Emigration Fund, with the understanding
that it was to be used for his emigration, and
then to get him to sign a bond in J~iverpool
to repay the full amount of his emigration as
soon as possible after he arrived there (in
Utah,) telling the preposterous falsehood that
it would be an easy matter for him to do so;
hence, if he lives to reach his destination, he
has the satisfaction to find himself in a strange
land without a home, or any means in his
pocket, and bare of clothing, and of course
destitute of every other comfort of life, with a
debt upon h1s hands that will cost him years
of labor to get rid of. 13ut should he be arrested on his journey by the icy hands of
death, the burden falls upon his wife and children and they will be required to liquidate
the same. Methinks I hear you exclaim, "Is
it possible that those who clamor so loudly
about being the true benefactors of mankind,
can be so dead to every virtue as to exact
from the widow and fatherless so unreasonable
a demand? Is it not enough that they have
been deprived first of their home and then of
their dearest friends on earth, that oppression
should be added to irreparable loss and inconsolable grief?" There are hundreds of souls
that can bear testimony to this fact. Of
course they have to wait before these poor
ceatures can satisfy their demands; but these
demands are exacted if it is ten years hence.
In some cases the poor woman finds another
protector for herself and ch).ldren; ·in such
cases this man has to liquidate the debt, or if
he demurs, his property is taken by force, although he was perfectly ignorant of the transaction of the debt until after his marriage, as
is the case in some instances. Tell me, ye
lovers of justice, is this equity? Or is it oppression? But enough on this point. 1\fy space
is limited. I must leave the weary, worn
dragger of the handcart, half starved and half
clad, to tell his own wrongs, or you to imagine
how it is with him when he arrives, half dead,
and an enormous debt upon his hands that
his oppressors will exact from him to the last
cent, as soon as he has gathered something
around him. We will now look at the degrading principle of polygamy and see wherein
that ·is oppression. We are told in the pretended revelation on that subject, that whoever
w.ill not obev it will be damned. This is continually rung in the poor man's ears, and if he
does not comply with it he is denounced, and
ridiculed by the "faithful," and finally given
to understand thaL the time is nigh at hand
when all that wili not comply with the "celestial law," will be cut off. Hence the poor
man, in his desire to do as he is told and to
avoid the odium cast upon all monogamists,
rushes into polygamy although the wife he has
already is but illy provided for, and her little
ones arc half naked. Here, then, his mental
and physical strength is taxed beyond endur1j,nce to support his numerous family, to say
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nothing of the anguish he must feel, if his
heart is not dead to every principle of love and
virtue, in seeing the envious looks, hearing
the angry words, and witnessing the daily
quarrels that occur in his family, caused in
some measure by a want of the means to live.
Tell me, ye that are versed in the laws of God
and the history of his dealings with his people,
did he ever institute a system so debasing to
the human mind, so oppressive to his creature
man as this, which binds him in fetters the
most galling, and degrades his posterity to the
lowest degree? Did he not say to his people
on the western continent, "I will not suffer
that the cries of the fair daughters of this
people, shall come up unto me against the men
of my people. They shall not lead away the
fair daughters of my people because of their
tenderness, save I shall visit them with a sore
curse." Book of Jacob, 2d chapter, in Book
of Mormon. And is it not oppression of the
heaviest kind to compel the people to do so,
when God has declared there, that it is an
abomination in his sight? It is false for them
to say that they will be looked upon as honorable men, even if they should not comply with
it? The pretended revelation says they will
be damned and they do not damn men that
they suppose are honorable; but if they damn
them, God will not, but will exalt them for
their love of truth and virtue.
It is not only oppressive to the man, but
imagine, if you can, how that poor woman feels
who has united her destiny to a man for life.
lJ'hey have "lived and loved together" for years,
and she has borne him a family, and felt the
joy and pride of a wife and mother, but now,
the heart that has hitherto been all her own is
divided, it is no longer her's. The smiles
that were given to her are lavished upon
another who is young and beautiful as she
once was. Is it any wonder that a settled
pallor is on her cheek; that melancholy has
robbed her eye of its brightness, which is only
lighted up at intervals as the memory of the
past rushes on the mind and she realizes the
dark, dismal, cheerless present? And not then
with a gleam of joy as in happier days; but
with a demoniac gleam of hatred and indignation at the poor, misled creature that has
crawled into her bed and stolen the light, the
love, and the heart that was once all her own?
Was it any wonder that God should thunder
his anathemas against that people, that should
thus cause the cries of the fair daughters of
his people to arise to heaven against them?
Is it any wonder that God should "be a witness against those" that thus deal treacher·
ously with the wife of their youth, seeing they
do indeed "cover the altar of the Lord with
weeping and with tears?" Malachi 2 : 12,
14. Oh my soul! blush for those who were
once candlesticks in the templ!J or house of my
God; who have brought the daughters of
Zion to shame and made them a reproach and
a hiss in the earth. Oh, thou Redeemer of
Zion, hasten the day when the chains of thy
people shall fall from off their necks; that
those who have been misled may be brought
back from their wanderings; that their oppressions may cease; that Zion may arise and
shine and the day of her shame be remembered no more forever.
But to return. Another means of oppression is the perverted law of tithing. The real
law on this subject is, that the surplus prop-

erty shall be put into the hands of the Bis'b.op,"
"and after that those that have been
thus tithed shall pay one-tenth of all their interest annually." But how is it carried out
in Utah? The man that has not sufficient
means to provide himself with the absolute
necessaries of life, much less having a surplus,
is tithed one-tenth of his time, and one-tenth
of what he raises; also one-tenth of what
property he has when he arrives there; but
this last is sometimes exacted in Liverpool
before he starts. Now, I ask every candid
mind, if this is not the heaviest kind of oppression? Nay, is it not robbery to take the bread
from the mouths of those half naked children,
and especially when we understand that this
is no voluntary contribution. It is compulsory
upon every one, and if they will not pay it,
their little means will be taken from them under cover of law. But not so in the law of God,
every duty of the Saints mnst be voluntary or
God does not accept the same, neither will
His servants be found compelling them. God
says "I hate robbery." Neither will he take
away that agency which he has given unto
man. If He was to do so, man would be a
mere machine. Virtue could have no place
in his soul, in fact in the case of man the
word would have no meaning at all, and it
would be useless to talk of rewarding every
man according to his works.
But then, for what is it expended? We
were told in England that it provided fur the
poor and needy; but I think it safe in saying
that the first widow, the first fatherless child,
and the first poor person in any situation, has
yet to be supplied from that source, unless it
is the widows of the prominent dead among
them.
One thing I do know, I never saw any one
that really needed it receive any benefit from
it while I was there, which was four years
and a half. Even those poor men that worked
on the public works could obtain but a scanty
pittanee, and that mostly dry bread. And
when the poor, weary, worn, sun·burnt laborers applied in 1855, for something more than
dry bread, they were told by a pretended
prophet, "damn it, dip it in the creek aRd wet
it, if you cannot eat it dry," and their wives
that were very bare of clothing, were told to
go home and mend their dresses, instead of
banging around the tithing office to see what
they could get. But enough, I have told the
truth which thousands, both in and out of Utah,
can bear testimony to, and in those truths you
will find my reasons for leaving Utah. My
every hope was blasted. The peace, love and
pure, genuine, righteousness that had been
pictured to my mind was not there. Their
boasted family government was only a loose,
reckless negligence, that left the young mind
to grow up without restraint or instruction,
and I do not know that I have ever seen a
community of the same number that so utterly neglected the culture of the rising generation as do the peoplo in Utah. This state of
things is not confined to the mass, but the
children of the leaders are accounted the biggest rowdies in the Territory. I have not
made the above statement from a desire to injure or misrepresent those people, but from a
sense of duty and a conscientious belief that
this letter may be productive of good to those
for whom it is intended. I am av;are that in
publishing these things to the world, I run
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the risk of incurring the hatred and displeasure of the Utah leaders; but my trust is in
that God who gave me life, and who has promised to protect me from evil so long as I do
his will, or until I have finished my labor on
this earth. Thousands that have left Utah,
when they see this, will remember a great
number of evils practiced there, that are recorded here; but I think enough is written
to show that oppression is their modus operandi, and ambition, power and lust the objects
at which they aim. And if I am successful
in saving one poor family the misery and degradation which is realized in going there, I
shall thank God that my labors have not altogether been in vain.
I subscribe myself the friend of humanity
at large, especially a friend of suffering, bleeding Zion.
CHARLEs DERRY.

JOSEPH SMITH,

HENRY A. STEBBINS,
EDITORS.

.Plano, Illinois, February 15,

18~7.

WHY NOT?

A sister wrlting from a not far distant field says:
"Questions often come to mind that we fain
would have answered; one is, If one is striving
to keep the teachings of the word-and is starving
and can get nothing but bread, would it be a sin
to eat freely-because the word teaches that 'man
shall not live by bread alone'? Again; If one is
starving, not for bread or water, but for the word
of the Lord, would it be a shame for a woman to
impart gospel food; because the Scrfptures teach
that such honors belong to man? If these questions are literal and our faith is true, why could
there not have been some man converted in our
vicinity, that we could occasionally listen to a
gospel sermon, that we should not be obliged to
feed on promises alone?"
This sister lives in a neighborhood where an
Elder would be listened to with respect, and
where he would get a fair audience; and she unconsciously strikes a theme for serious consider.
ation, not only for us to whom the letter was addressed, but for many Elders who may be waiting
opportunites to drift to their doors. Besiqes this•
the actual hard fact that she and others are starv.
ing for that upon which they might feed and
grow, spiritually, appears in the terseness of tho
questions and their tone; and there arises to the
memory the startling fear, that while the men, to
whom the Scriptures may confine the honor cf
administering spiritual food are ·debating the
questions of heresy and proscriptio11, upon ab.
struse points of doctrine, that may be termed the
cakes, creams, ices, pastry, frost-work and froth
of a desert to the gospel feast, among themselves,·
portions of the flock, just as worthy of salvation
and just as precious in the sight of God and who
are to share the glory, are compelled to sit idly
by, waiting for these epicurian gospelers to finish
spoiling their own digestion, so that they may
receive their share of the solid food on the gospel
table.
For it is a fact, that as bread is the staff of
physical life and is ever eaten with a relish; so
are the simple principles of the gospel plan of
salvation tho staff of spiritual life, and are ever
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received and enjoyed with a relish by the house.
hold of faith. 'l'he knick-knacks of doctrine, abstruse, mysterious and enticing, with which some
are fond of tickling their own and others spiritual appetites are just as hurtful to the moral and
mental digestion of the saint, as are the spices
and after meal dainties of our state dinners, to the
physical man; onJys trong constitutions will withstand either; and those who indulge freely run
not only the risk of personal injury, but they
likewise injure others by their bad example.
We suggest as a topic for thought and converse
among tho Saints, Why should not these waiting
sheep be fed, though it may be there is only a
woman to feed them.
THE OGDEN "JUNCTION."
FROM the issue for August 23rd we quote:
"The San Francisco OaU of the 14th inst., con.
tains a report of a meeting at Oakland Point, on
the previous evening, at which Joseph Smith delivered an address. An elderly gentleman asked
some embarrassing questions of the speaker, who
had expressed himself 'opposed to polygamy in
every form.' He also stated that 'his voice had
always been raised against it, and his voice should
continue to speak against it.' This plain declaration, if correctly reported, puts it beyond the pow.
er of the speaker to dodge the issue that it brings.
The gentleman referred to, asked Mr. Smith
whether his father had not been a supporter of
poly.11:amy. He answered:
"'Evidences which have come to me have forced
the conclusion upon me that he neither practiced
it nor sanctioned it. I have so declared it. I have
so far failed to find conclusive evidence that he
ever sanctioned it or preached it. I know it is
said he did, but I have no evidence to convince
me of it.'
'
"A short time since we challenged }fr. Smith,
who had referred in his paper to some articles in
the Junction on the polygamy question, to state
plainly whether his father taught and practiced
polygamy or not. He suddenly ceased to allude
to the Junction and the subject of polygamy.
Now, being cornered in a public assembly, he
has been compelled to define his position and declare it. We do not know how to convince Mr.
Smith that his father taught, encouraged, and
practiced polygamy. He may be something like
the old lady who was accused of not being open
to conviction. "Not open to convictkm," said
she, "I'll let you know I am open to conviction;"
"but," added she after a pause, "I'd like to see the
man that could convince me.'' If he wishes to
oppose poi.vgamy, he had better attempt it on the
merits of the doctrine and practice, and come
squarely out in his true character, as an opponent
of the system for which his father lived and suffered arid bled and died."
The first thing to be noticed in the foregoing
is, that Joseph Smith was not questioned at Oakland Point, but in the city of San Francisco. The
next thing, the questions were asked in a quiet
gentlemanly way, and were not embarrassing to
the speaker, and were answered without heat, or
anger.
The position assumed there is precisely what
we have always taken; nor is there now any more
than there was then any desire on our part to
"d.odge the issue which it brings.'' On the contrary, when coming home from the west we staid
some three weeks in Salt Lake City, and spoke
four times in a public hall. In one of those efforts, in reply to a question offered through one
of the daily papers, we took similar ground, giving the law of the church as we found it in the
books and published records, and stating, just
what we have so frequently done, that we did not
know whether Joseph Smith did, or did not repeive tJ:)_e revel~tion which it is alleged he did;
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we contented ourself with denying in general
terms, throwing the burden of proof upon those
who affirmed the receiving of the revelation and
its defence.
We are not like the "old lady" referred to, as
we are willing to confess; while we could not,
and would not deny the force of legitimate evi.
donee, we would not "liki to see the man that
could convince us." We much prefer to believe
that Joseph Smith, tho founder, under God, of the
common faith of all professed Latter Day Saints,
was a good man, a true man, a man of God unpolluted by the lust of the flesh. Nor shall we
be content to sit idle, and dumb, under the ex parte
statements of men who are confessedly under a
necessity to make him like themselves if they
would have honorable human sanction for the
faith and practice of a dogma bearing strong
marks of the flesh, or the devil.
There has been, hitherto, little opportunity for
those having a faith in the fundamental principles upon which the church was built, and prospered, during the lifetime and ministry of Joseph
and Hyrum Smith and their fellow ministers, but
who oppose polygamy, both upon its merits and
in regard to its origin, to compare notes with
those who hold to that tenet; for from the earli.
est history of the Reorganization down to the
present, the elders from Utah have been instructed, as they themselves have stated, not to discuss
with the "Josephites," the "elders of the Reorgan.
ization." The same rule of refusing a comparison of reasons has prevailed in Utah. By instruc.
tion, doors were kept closed against the elders sent
from the Reorganization to Utah, notwithstand.
ing they went there with an invitation in their
hands for such comparison of views. And we
can not but think that the Editor of the Junction
has subjected himself to reprimand from the "pow.
ers that be," for even so cursory and argumentative a notice as he has given us.
We deem it not a httle singular that the Editor
of the Junction should rejoice that we had finally
been committed by speaking out, so that we could
not dodge the issue. Suppose that we were to
avail us of an example set us, what wa:s permissible under one set of conditions is not under another; hence, to dodge is permissible if to dodge
be necessary under the conditions. For instance,
under a "righteous law" of God and in the State
of Illinois, where it was unlawful to have more
than one, a man could have only one wife;
but in Utah a man may have more and be
justified. God may change from one law so
far as to command its opposite; and still be
considered as consistent by this Editor of the
Junction, but "little Joseph" if he but once
speak out, must be held to what he has spok.
en and the "issue which it brings." The one
must be bound by what he says, and its consequences, or he is untruthful and inconsistent; the
other, whom we have always been taught to believe
was wise and consistent above all men, may have
commanded yesterday, and to.day, command its
opposite, and "little Joseph," and all others must
think this to be consistent, and if he does not so
think, he must be charged with being "an oppo.
nent of the system for which his father lived and
suffered and bled and died."
Time which in its ceaseless flight has worn
many an idol to its dust, and the stem law of
compensation which has righted many a wrong,
will by and by bring to pass the reckoning day-

then it will be seen who they are who are oppos.
ing the truths for which the martyr lived and died.
-We bide the issue.
ARCTIC COLD AND STRONG DRINK.
THE London Times furnishes some statistics from
the records of the Arctic Expedition upon the
temperance question, which are confirmatory to
the advocates of total abstinence.
There were six of the abstainers on the .Alert and
Discovery, and at the end of July, when the sled g.
ing duties and expeditions northward wore over,
during which there was great suffering from the
scurvy and numbers disabled from the service, it
was found and is so stated as "a remarkable fact"
that the abstainers were entirely free from the
disease during the 84 to 110 days they were out
from the ships, much of the time living only on
the salt provisions of the ships, being far beyond
the limit of animal life. They also endured the
cold better than the others, and the fatigue, and
ate more heartily. In fact the testimony of officers and doctors is unanimous and conclusive
that it was demonstrated that no continued work
can be done as well upon grog as without it.
The only temperance man who suffered from
scurvy was one who broke his pledge and took
his allowance with the drinkers. This experi.
ence fairly refutes the old theory that men who
drink can endure more cold, and more fatigue
than those who do not.
THERE is only one drawback, at present, in some
otherwise very prosperous branches, and we are
almost ashamed to name what it is; but as there
may be a time when the truth may be spoken,
or written, we venture. The hindering cause re.
ferred to is a sort of deadlock between the "wonts"
and the "wills," the wills being arrogant and de.
termined, and the wonts obstinate and saucy;
there is a lack of adjustiveness between them
both, that we think strangely unbecoming, and
entirely unlike him who patiently held the "reed"
which the soldiery of Pilate thrust into his hand
as a token of the sceptre of power. He who is
right can afford to be conciliatory and magnanimous, and he who is wrong should be conceding
and generous, if he wants to become noble.
A VERY unmanly and unsaintlike method of proceeding against Elders or brethren to whom persons take a dislike for real, or fancied cause, is to
write to those in authority asking, "what ought
to be done with a man who does so and so," or
"what do you think of a man who says thus and
so." And after getting an opinion from the au.
thority written to, using it to the discredit of the
persons referred to. It not infrequently happens,
that letters are received by those in leading authority reciting certain hearsay accusations, but
which the writers do not ~are to affirm, they only
suggest that these officers should inquire into such
things. This is just the same as tattling, and its
effect is injurious. If an Elder does that for
which he is censurable, the person or persons to
whom it is known, if they desire or feel that it
should be officially inquired into, should make
specific allegations against the persons offending,
first to them, as the law directs; and failing to
get redress there, then to authority.
We remember the answer of a statesman, now
dead, in reply to a friend who urged him to hunt
up and punish some one that had put into circu.
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lation a slanderous story about him, he said, "I
am not now under any obligation to defend myself
against such stories as this; but should I pay
heed to this one, I establish a precedent, and
must thenceforth answer every man that chooses
to assail me. I have neither time nor inclination
to engage in such warfare."
This man was right, let it once become known
that an Elder, or Saint, stands ready to hunt every
slander or vicious tale that is blown into !he air
about him, and his hands will be full. A blacksmith urged to sue some one for defamation of
character, said, "I can go into my shop and ham.
mer out a better character in six months, than I
could get in the courts in a year."
WA'l'ERS that are never stirred become stagnant
and foul; but those moved by gentle zephyrs, and
lashed into thunderous waves by fierce winds,
keep pure by their commotions. So it will be
with the Church if we consent to abide by the
charter of religious freedom, the gospel by
which we are saved; the gentle breezes of argument, and the fierce winds of discussion may stir
the waters of our religious sea into waves mountains high; but if we remain steadfast in heart,
unmoved by fear, the storm past will find the
waters clear and us safe. Hemembcr that "everything that can be moved will be shaken."

BY request we republish the "Reasons for Leaving Utah," written by Bro. Charles Derry, and
published in the Herald of June, 1862. It is believed that it will do good, by enlightening some
of those in foreign lands as to the disappointments
and bitter experiences to be realized in Utah, and
thus, perhaps, saving them from like sorrows.
The recent article about Manchester, England,
has shown the need of their being thus enlightened. In our next we will publish Bro. Derry's
"Heasons for Uniting with the Heorga.nization,"
recently written.
Bro. Arthur Hailey writes from Cas!le, Andrew
county, l\Io., favoring !he settlement of Saints in
that region, as being a fine country, well watered and wooded, with plenty of good building
stone, and prices from $15 to $20 per acre, and
many, for some reason, are wishing to selL The
Saints !here are ready to assist !hose who wish to
locate in that region. 'They are seventy-five miles
north of IndepcndcncC', and uinc miles from St.
Joseph.
Bro. Silas E. Hussell writes from Cameron,
l'>Io., in favor of that region of country, which is
also near the above. Land is cheap and many
other favorable features exist, he thinks, to settlement by the Saints, and hopes that they will come
with the right spirit and with full intention to do
right, to mind their own business and work for a
living.
If some of the elders in or near Powesheik counly, Iowa, will call at Malcolm they will find
a Miss Alice Pratt who wishes to be baptized.
Her parents D,re members of the Church, and, as
she believes the gospel she is anxious to obey the
truth as soon as possible. She thinks that favorable openings exist for preaching there.
Bro. Joseph Luff writes that since last October
he has been preaching in Canada and l\Iiehigan.
He hears from Toronto, his home, that some there
are about ready for baptism, where formerly there
was much pn~judice against him for having left
the 1Hethodist Church, but where he believes a
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good work will yet be done for the Church of B. Young, by "An Old Mormon," in which he
Christ.
recounts some of the deeds of the former in op.
Bro. E. II. Webb writes from Sacramento, Cal., pressing his fellow men.
that the Saints there enjoy the appl'oval of heaven
Bro. Joseph Hammer sends a copy of the Bapin their meetings, and the evidences of God's love tist Battle Flag, containing part of a debate beand peace towards them, especially those who are tween two ministers, a Baptist and a Methodist,
constant in their service and attendance. Loving as to whether the :M:ethodist organization is "a
service towards God and each other characteri- branch of the visible church of Jesus Christ," or
zes their worship and association, but without not.
outward show or undue exuberance in demonBro. Henry Jlriarriott sends a copy of the Desm·et
stration, delighting in acts of devotion and of News, containing an account of the dedication of
kindness.
the Brighamitc temple at St. George, three hunBro. A. C. Everett, formerly of Michigan and dred miles south of Salt Lake City. The three
more recently of\Visconsin, writes from ·wayne dedicatory prayers, offered in the font room, the
county, Illinois, where aforetime he was an Ad- auditorium, and the sealing room, are given in
ventist. Some of his old friends deem him un- full, the first one equal to four eolumus of the
worthy of notice for hfLving believed God's work, HERALD.
but he rejoices more and more therein. He
Bro. Wellington Bearse writes from Mobile,
speaks highly of the brethren there, and of those Alabama, that brother N. C. Eldrcge and himself,
he met in St. Louis; finding them in conversation, both of Massachusetts, are running a trading vesin precept, and in practice alive and active in the sel between Mobile and the island of Jamaica
cause of Christ. J\!fay he and they continue thus this winter. They find none of the Saints, and
unto the encl.
we know of none in those regions.
Clerks of conferences will oblige both themBro. S. S. Wilcox writes from Shenandoah,
selves and us by sending in their minutes as soon Iowa, that !heir branch moves steadily and peace.
as possible after the sessions, for frequently we fully on in the work. Bro. Forscutt was lately
are crowded at the last to get them in before the there, and his preaching gave the usual satisfac.
time to which they are adjourned, and some go tion; but his health was not good.
in earlier than is necessary to avoid the press as
News from Bro. Jason W. Briggs indicate that
much as possible. If all were sent in early we the truth is not idle, though its influences, like the
would know just what to calculate on in time. dews, are often silent. The leaven is at work.
The Pacific Slope minutes will appear next i>sue Some of those who have heretofore thought that
and the Canada ones as soon as we are able.
we had no truth that should challenge the atten.
Bro. Francis lVI. Sheehy writes from Dallas, tion of Latter Day Saints, are fairly persuaded
Texas, near which he expects to locate on a farm. that there is a '·method in our madness," and that
He is pleased with the prospects, and says that reorganized mormonism will not down at a nod.
he shall do what he can for the cause, as the way
Sister Nancy V. Hichardson, formerly of 1\!ft.
may open.
Olivet Branch, _Florida, now lives near Rancho,
Bro. IVilliam Powell of Sweet Home, Missouri, I Gonzales county, Texas. She thinks that good
writes that he has been disabled from preaching might be done among her friends by the visit
by sickness, and wishes to be remembered in the and labors of an elder. Inquire for :ilir. Powell, .
prayers of the Saints that he may recover.
one mile west of the town.
Bro. T. IV. Smith has been prC'aching at Fan:
The almost universal voice of those who men.
ning, K<tnsas, so writes Bro. B. B. Brackenbury, tion the change in the HERALD in their le!ers to
and that a good time was had.
us, is in commendation; a little larger list would
Bro. R R Dana of Los Angeles county, Cali- double its size, or make its issue weeklr, andfornia, expected to start early in February with that would be "so nice." We are progressing.
Bro. J. :F. Burton on a preaching tour through
A brother in England sends us a copy of Beysome of the counties of California, hoping to do nolds' Newspaper, published in London, England,
good in lhe JUaster's cause.
in which some one signing himself "N" puts in
Bro. J. J. Cornish wrote from St. Thomas, On- a "Plea for lV[ormonism," especially for the poly g.
tario, that he had good liberty preaching there. amous part of it. We thank the brother for the
Some opposition but good results, and the Lon- paper; it may sometime be turned into a boomdon elders intend to keep up the effort there. He erang, against "N," and his compeers.
found the people of other churches dissatisfied
At last ad vices Bro. D. S. l'>Iills was at work in
with paying so much of their substance and their Southern California, about Gospel Swamp, and
earnings to support their ministers.
was doing welT for the cause.
Bro. J. Y. Graum1ich of Healdsburg, California,
Bro. II. P. Brown, formerly of Waverly, Iowa,
writes that their faith has been tried in various and late of Sacramento, California, has removed
ways, but by the help of God they have endured to Oaklands, California, where he will do what
so far, and by the same help tlley hope to contin- he can for the cause. Bro. Albert Haws, who
ue to stand. There is no preaching had there at last year labored in Alameda and other districts
present, for the want of some one to present the in California, has removed from Battle Mountain,
word in public.
Nevada, and has located at ·washington Corners,
Bro. John Keir of Braid wood, Illinois, writes Alameda county, California.
that some Brighamite elders have been there, but
Bro. J. B. Prettyman writes from Knox, Stark
instead of injnring the truth, their presence has county, Indiana, that they have been holding a
only shown the people that there is a great differ series of meetings there, Bro. C. W. Prettyman
enee between them and us, in precept and doc- doing the preaching, and being blessed therein.
trine.
As a result three desire to unite with us. Bro. C.
Some one sends us aRoeky Mountain Christian W. had also held a debate with a minister, who
Advocate, published at Salt Lal'e City, which, declares that he will not fight it any more. None
among other things, contains an "open letter" to of our traveling elder,~ call at I{no:x, ~nd tb.e
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Saints and friends there ·would like a visit and
some preaching from some of them.
Bro. C. M. Fulks of ·weir, Kansas, writes that
their Qpnference lasted four days, and during the
stay of the Saints, from Columbus and elsewhere,
they had a time of rejoicing and of peace in their
association and worship.
Bro. Abraham Halliday writes from Kingston,
Caldwell county, Jlriissouri, that. some of the
brethren are doing considerable preaching.· Bro.
0. A. Richey is working toward !Iaun's 1'liill
neighborhood, to give the people of that region a
chance to hear the truth rogain. Bro. H. has been
laboring as Teacher of the Far West branch, and
to have all the Saints obtain the three books of
scripture, and the HEitALD, for their reading and
instruction. He would advise those who seek locations in JHissouri not to buy until they have
looked in various places, so as not to wish hereafter that they had done so, or had not purchased
elsewhere.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Question.-What are the specific duties of a
deacon? Is he necessarily janitor of branch
meeting house?
Answer.-A deacon ls, as we understand it, ORe
in whose charge the sacramental service should
be lodged; to whom the care of the house of wor.
ship should be trusted; one who should see to the
seating of the congregation; take the collections,
and look after the comfort and well being of the
members in their assembling for worship. He
should be janitor, if competent.
Q.-Where is the law for all thfs?
A.-There is not much. We gave some of the
references once, in an article on duties of officers.
Q.---Is it proper and advisable for Elders, when
administering to the sick, to do so ostensibly "In
the name of the Holy Priesthood?
A.-No. Conference some time ago advised
the Elders to avoid the terms, "by virtue of," or
"in the name of the Holy Priesthood vested in
us;" and recommends the asking for the blessing
in tlie name of Jesus, and to avoid any ostentatious display.
Q.-Is not any one entitled to opinion, and the
right to express it, upon any subject which the
Church has not spoken authoritatively upon?
A.-Yes, if such person expresses such opinion
in spirit and manner becoming a Saint.
Q.-Is it right for brethren to assert that we are
as perfect in our sphere as God is in his?
A-The right to so state is conceded in the answer to the foregoing query; but we have not yet
seen the man, who, if he does say it we could
easily believe. That man may in his sphere, become perfected, as God is in his, seems to be possible, for we are commanded, "Be ye l'm·fect as
your father which is in heaven is perfect."
Q.-Is a District President necessarily a traveleling Elder?
A.-We think so, to a great extent.
Q.-Wbence comes the practice in the church
unt!cr Brigham Young of making members liable for casting a. dissenting vote, a vote 1m/ike that
of the priesthood then present?
.A.-We cannot answer this question, as we
have never been under the rule of Pros. Young;
we might conjecture, but prefer to let some one
familiar with the practice reply.
Q.-Has a branch anything to do with an Elder
rt!1d ]lis family, if they are all the time grim,
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quarreling, fault-finding, tattling, and accusing
each other of lying, &c. ?
A.-Certainly. They are disorderly, and should
be labored with, remonstrated with, plead with,
admonished, reproved and finally dealt with. If
families will not live in peace with each other,
they will not with neighbors, saints or sinners.
Q.-Don't many worlds mean as it reads, (D. C.
22: 7), and that each was, or is,. or has been peopled as our own, and that the first man of each
was called Adam? I think so, but for others I
ask its explanation in Herald.
A.-Certainly, the word "worlds" means worlds.
But nothing further than the facts of the existence
of many worlds, and that by the Only Begotten
they were created for the purpose of God, known
only to himself, is conveyed in the passage cited;
and the Lord specially provides a stay to applying
what is said of this world to other worlds by saying, "But only an account of this earth, and the
inhabitants thereof give I unto you." The name
Adam was evidently applied to the first man of
this earth; any further application of the name
would seem to be in violation of the statement,
"Here is wisdom and it remaineth in me," that is
to say, it is not revealed. We do not understand
that the passage cited; gives any account of the
peopling of the other worlds. It may be inferred,
but inferences are not always safe.

STEWARTSVILLE, Misssouri, Jan. 31, 187'7.
Bro. IIenry:-We have good meetings here;
the Saints enjoy themselves. I have not been a
member of this branch very long. I used to belong to the Long- Valley branch, in California;
but father sold his place and moved back here to
Missouri. I like this country pretty well. There
are a good many Saints here, in this part of the
Lord's vineyard, and they are trying to keep the
commandments of the Lord. I have read of
God's promise being verified to the people who
are trying to serve him; and may the Lord oontinue his blessings unto his people until they become more perfect. In gospel bonds,
THOMAS McKEE, JR.
TAnon, Iowa, January 4th, 1877.
B1·other Henry :-As the Lord in his goodness
has permitted me to return to kindred and
friends, after an absence of one year, we feel to
render due thanks to him for his care over us in
the past; trusting still in his promises, we hope
to be worthy of his love in days that are to come.
In this the beginning of a new year, we have
looked back over the few years that we have been
permitted to sojourn here, and we see that the
most of that time has been spent in folly, vanity,
and in rebellion to God and his word; yet we can
see where his protecting eare has been over us.
Many times our life has been spared by his
special providence, and at that time we did not
render thanks to him, but walked in darkness;
yet he has led us from darkness into light; from
bondage to liberty. Truly did ,Jesus say, "The
truth shall make you freo." I rt>alize this to be
true. In the gospel of Christ there is hope,
peace, and joy unspeakable.
In the seven years that I have been with the
children of God I have learned very much of
God's love, and yet I feel that I have onlyibegun.
Since I began to try to serve him, there has been
much to cheer IllG on my journey through life.
I have seen bright prospects, and a glorious triumph for the Saints of God; although the past
has not been without some trials. The last year
our time has been spent in the service of our
blessed JI!Iaster, and I hope our labor wiil bring
forth f1uit, that his name may be glorified by his
children.
I believe that I left my field of labor with the
confidence of the Saints, and many friends. I

remember the many kind favors bestowed by
Saints and friends, and I thank those who have
assisted me, and those who have so kindly provided for my family the past year; may the
choicest of heaven's blessings ]Je given to them,
both now and in the time to come.
Trusting that our labors will be crowned with
success in the future, I remain your fellow laborer for Christ,
R. J . .AN'l"HONY.
DANVILLE, Illinois, January 4th, 1877.
Bro. Henry :-.As temporal interests have called
us to spend the winter in Danville, Illinois, where
there is no branch of the Church, the Herald is
more valuable than ever to us; as it has to supply
the place of sermons and social meetings, and I
am giad to say that it is a truly good substit~te,
as we always feel benefitted by the sound doctnne
each number is sure to contain.
Wishing to be remembered in the faith and
prayers of all believers, and with a kind remembrance to those of our personal acquaintance, I
remain yours in gospel bonds,
A. w. c. BENJAMIN.
DE'l'ItOI'l', JI!Iinn., January 8th, 1877.
Brother Joseph:-The most that rests upon my
mind is the re-establishing of Zion, and the gathering of the Saints. We are in a cold country
and a good ways from Zion, but we are greatly
blessed from time to time, and we enjoy the gifts
to some extent, and are all trying to keep the tithing law, as well as we can in our poverty, and
some are trying to keep the word of wisdom, and
such have been greatly blessed in so doing. We
all feel the spirit of gathering, believing that the
revelations are just as binding as everBro. Marcus Shaw is at Clitherall, laboring
with the Hope of Zion branch, and is greatly
blessed in his labors; and Bro.l'l'Im·tin is traveling
and doing all he can for the advancement of the
cause, and exhorting the Saints to be faithful, and
to have their faces and hearts Zionward. Pray
for us that we may not lose the blessings that
have been promised us. Your brother in Christ,
c. A. SHEitMAN.
OrtEGON, Holt Co., Mo.,
January 29th, 187"/.
B1'0. Joseph:- I have been preaching- in White
Cloud, Kansas, in the Congregational Church,
having the free consent of the paster, Mr. Adams,
and the trustees, to the house. Congregation at
times quite large, at other times small. I preached some at Fanning, Kansas, to crowded houses.
Also at Ross Grove, Missouri, lately to good audiences, and at Bigelow one night to a very full
house. And yesterday I spoke twice at a new
point on the riverside in Missouri just below
White Cloud; house full and much interest
shown. .At all these points the people are anxious for more meetings. I have hacl all the liberty in speaking that I could desire. I have more
ca.lls in every direction than I can possibly fill.
At Fanning I believe' we got some long stantling
difficulties settled, and parties pretty well united,
and Fanning Branch which had been disorgan,
ized revived and reorganized. The Herald's present shape I fully approve. Quite a number who
do not not now take it promise to do so, and others to renew their subscription as soon as possible.
'1'. W. SMITH.
BANTA RosA, Cal., January 11th, 1877.
Bro. Joseph Sm.ith :-Since you left us I have
made a trip over to Bro. W. C. Sides, in Potter
Valley; preached twelve times to them, with very
good attendance and good attention, and though
a stranger in that part of the vineyard, some
would come to me after meeting with outstretched
hand and say, '·It is the only gospel I ever heard.
I thought I had heard .the gospel before, but I
have not." I think there will be a good work
clone there if it is followed up in the proper time.
I expect to return there in the spring, and want
Bro. D. S. :Mills to go with me, if it is possible.
Quite a number expressed their belief in the
work, and others said that th<'y could not find
any fault with our doctrines.
They are writing _from Hollister, wanting me
to come there and preach. I have not made up
my mind whether to go or not; but as the way
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seems closed in this district, for the present, perhaps it would be well for me ts go and spend a
few days with them. I think that it is best to go
where they want to hear the gospel. Brother
Jeremiah Hoot is there now, and wants me to
come very much. Yours in bonds,
JAS. J\II. PARKS.
FALL RIVER, :Mass., January 19th, 1877.

Brother Henry :-On December 24th the Saints
met to dedicate their new meeting house, which
they have been able, b,Y God's blessing to erect in
this place. The services commenced at 10:30
A. :r.r., by singing hymn 770; prayer was offered;
some appropriate scripture was read; hymn 768
was sung, and Elder Jolin Smith, of New Bedford, preached from Gen. 28: 17, "This is none
other but the house of God; and this is the gate
of heaven." He preached an excellent discourse,
instructive and comforting.
He spoke of the first worship of God by man
upon the earth; of Israel's journeyings during
their journeyings in the wilderness, and traced
the history of the Ark of the Covenant from the
time it was built until it was placed within the
temple at Jerusalem, which temple was the glory
of Israel; and the terror of the nations round
about. He spoke of the effect upon Eli, the old
prophet, when the Ark of the Covenant was captured by the Philistines. The sad news of his
sons' death he bore up under, but when the Ark
was taken, it was more than he could bear, and
he fell dead at their feet; for there his children
had been taught, there he worshipped, and from
there had proceeded God's word; that to him was
tile house of God, the very gate of heaven; and
when he learned of its loss, he knew that the glory
of Israel had departed.
Elder Smith commended the effort of the Saints,
and the sacrifice that must have been made to
erect this house, which was a testimony of their
faith and zeal in the Latter Day W ark; and he
hoped that more would be built by the Church
than had hitherto been, where our children can
gather and be tauglit the ways of the Lord, and
where the Saints can assemble for the worship of
God, and may this be "the house of God, the
gate of heaven." He tlien offered a most fervent
derlicatory prayer, and hymn 767 was sung.
Then the secretary of the building committee
read the fimmcial account of the branch with the
building, which report was accepted by vote.
The committee was then released, with a vote of
thanks, and three trustees were appointed, to
whom all the documents were referred, and they
were instructed to see that everything was com.
pleted, and to collect moneys to pay the debt still
remaining; with the view that when everything is
completed, and everything paid oft, the deed of
the building shall be turned over to the Bisliop
of the Church. A collection was then ta.ken up,
the Doxology sung, and the benediction was pronounced.
And now we lmve a home of our own, a place
wherein to lay our heads SCJ to speak, and we say
to the branches elsewhere who may be and are as
we have been, even knocked around from pillar
to post: Go thou and do likewise.
Yours in the·hope of Zion, JorrN GrLnERT.
DnUMBO, Ontario,

Januar~'

8th. 1877,

Brother Henry .·-Around here this fall and
winter, there has been considerable excitement
as regards religion, but not about the religion of
Christ; anything else for the mass of mankind.
I attended some of these protracted meetings, and
when there was privilege given, I improved the
opportunity and presented the gospel to the people. The preacher always acknowledged what I
said was scripture, and he seemed to be rather liberal minded. After those meetings closed, I commenced to preach in my own house, but few
came out. I do considerable fireside preaching
with those I can get to talk, and some have acknowledged the truth and I think will obey ere
long.
I attended one meeting of another class of people, who for two months have taken the whole
neighborhood. Their mode of worship exceeds
all others I ever witnessed. They open their
meetings after the usual form. and then deliver a
short discourse; after which is an invitation to

sinners to come forward to the mourner's bench,
Then they all engage in what they call prayer.
But I would call it by another name. Together
they all commence yelling as loud as they can,
some in German and some in English. This they
keep up for about an hour, and during this time
some of them fell over and lay until after the meeting was over. While under this power they were
motionless, cold and stiff. I asked some of them
what caused them to act so, and was told that it
was the power of God, that they were so filled with
joy. They have succeeded in getting quite a
number of converts. They seem to manifest a
great zeal for their cause, and they baptize any
way that their converts want them to, and after
baptism they are received into the church by
kissing and the right hand of fellowship by their
elder and the church. Their discipline forbids
taking up arms to fight; young men and women
from courting; tea parties, etc., etc. Some of the
young converts act very strangely wliile under
the influence they receive; they will talk to
themselves, and also laugh a silly laugh, and then
thank God that they are saved and that their sins
are forgiven.
Bro. Henry, the signs plainly show that we arc
living in the latter times, and Satan is struggling
for the mastery. As for myself, I feel that I am
growing stronger in the work of the Lord, and
my prayer is that all Christ's people will walk in
the light. Only three have obeyed the gospel
about here. Your brother in the gospel,
JOliN McKENZIE.

[Feb.15.

treat!ld me very kindly. I confidently expect to
hear good news from Bro. C. Scott ere long.
January 15th.-Since writing the above some
of the citizens of the place called upon me and
kindly proffered to pay for keeping fires, ligll.ts,
etc., as long as I desired to remain, so I occupied
the stand twice yesterday, to attentive audiences,
being greatly blessed of the Lord on both occasions. I had someway found favor in the eyes of
the people, being suddenly surr(i)unded with
friends where I least expected them, and several
persons offered their hospitality to me. I have
appointments for five nights in sucrcession.
I still desire to do what I can in the good work,
and I request an interest in the prayers of the
Saints that I may continue faithful in the same.
Yours in gvspel bonds,
B. V. SPRINGER.
PROVIDENCE, R I., January illth, 18'77.
Bro. Henry :-It is with thankfulness to God

that I write these few lines to you, to tell you how
the Lord has blessed me and my family. We had
a little boy that had got the typhoid fever and
was fast falling away. The doctor said that he
had done all that he could for him, and some of my
brethren and sisters tliat saw him, thought he was
too far gone, for he looked as though he was dead.
Our beloved president and his brethren pleaded
with the Lord in mighty prayer for his recovery,
and some of the brethren and sisters had a special
prayer meeting; the Spirit of God rested on them
and they said that he would live; and God has
raised him up as it were from the dead. The boy
said he would sooner have Bro. Bradbury, or any
PLATTSMOU'rn,.Neb., January 15th, 1877. of the brethren, than three doctors. The doctor
Brother Henry :-Since coming west last sum. says that he never knew such a case before.
·your brother in Christ,
T. H. ~fOORE.
mer, I have preached every other Sunday, in the
Court House here, and once at Rock Bluffs, and
lliCHLAND CEN'l'ER, vVis.,
during Christmas .five times near Louisville,
Cass county: held two sacrament meetings,
Dec. 31st, 1876.
Dear Friends, or Brethren, if I may so call you:
blessed one child, administered to the sick in and
out of the Church, and have been attended with After a long absence, I write to the Herald, hoping
the blessing of God in these services. To him be if it does me no good, it may be a warning to
others wlio are members of the organization.
all the glory.
Bro. E. C. Brand has been with me during the You are well aware that I, like the prodigal son,
last week, nnd he has been a blessing to me, and to wandered away from my Father's house; and
this city. Numbers are investigating, others al- ha"~:e suffered afiliction, both of a temporal and
most persuaded, and I hope to see a gathering to of a spiritual character~ and I believe with au·
the fold of Christ before long. From every point my heart that they were a just judgment visiting
I have calls to preach, especially among the Ger- me for my sins; yet, for a long time, I was ashammans. Pray fer me that God may give me his ed to return and confess my sins, til inking all the
Spirit to sustain me in the discharge of my duty, time that I could find some hopes or happiness
and give me grace to stand. Your fellow laborer in the denominations of the world; but I found
none. Afilictions still follow me, and now friends
in the gospel,
CnAs. L. ~fuETZE.
I stand and knock at your door, asking the prayLYNCHBURG, Ohio, January 13th 1877. ers of God's people. Will you let me in? I am
Brother Stebbins :-I am still striving to do the willing to make my crooked path straight, and I'
J\'Iaster's will, by filling the mission assigned me. ask pardon of all those wliom I have offended.
I left home December 29th with Bro. C. Scott, for I do not wish to preach any more until I have
Amanda, Butler county, Ohio, to attend a two proved myself to be a true Saint of God, for I
days' meeting at that place. We remained there would "rather be a door keeper in the house of
ten days, Bro. Scott preaching nearly every night God, than to dwell in the tents of the wicked."
to fair congregations at Amanda and Middletown. Please let me ask the brethren that know me, to
As my services were not needed, I left, January w~ite and let me know if ~hey will forgive ~ne.
7th and came to this old and aristocratic town, 'Direct to ~noc~ W. Bell, Rwhland Center, HI eliand immediately set about trying to secure a house land coun.y, Wis.
t(i) hold meetings in. I applied to those who were
----supposed to have control of the church buildings,
}foORESVILLE, Livingstone Co., 1\To.,
but eacli in turn seemed to throw the responsibilJanuary 7th, 1877.
ity on the next one; so, after spending three days
Em. J. Smith and H . .A. Stebbins:-! appointed
in trying to ascertain where the reponsibillty a meeting at J\tioody's school-house, preached
rested, I succeeded in obtaining the promise of twice. At my third appointment, I sent for Elthe Christian Church; with the understanding der Curtis, my first fruits of the gospel; he came
that I was to pay for fuel and light, and a man to and we held a three days' meeting, and brother
care for the house, but not having sufficient funds Emsley baptized three, a Mr. Wriglit und his wife,
to foot the bill, I was compelied to forego speak- and Jlrir. John Biggs, on the 26th of December.
ing to the people of Lynchburg. I have an ap- So the cause gains here. There are requests for
po~ntment for Monday night next at a school- labor at other points, which we shall fill as able.
house in the country, three miles from tliis city; Your brother in bonds,
A. C. INMAN.
whether I shall continue the meetings there will
depend upon the interest manifested.
MANDEVILLE, J\'Io., J anua1·y 3d, 1877.
I am undecided where I shall go next, most
Editors Herald :-I will write a few lines that
likely into Kentucky, thence wherever the Spirit you can publish ifyou are pleased to do so. The
may direct. I am stopping at the house of the work of the Latter Day Saints Church appears to
sisters Pemberton, who, although they are not be on the decline in this immediate vicinity; but
members of the Church, are firm believers in the I tliink there are some branclies building up in
work, and will probably identify themselves with this county.
the people of God ere long. Their kindness to me
I do not preach the doctrine of the Church in
will be long remembered; may God bless them. a regular way now, but I sometimes tell people,
As I came through Cincinnati I called on Sr. in private conversation, of my experience among
Emerson and spent a pleasant hour with her, at the Latter Day Saints. Some people cannot imthe house of her son-in-law and daughter, who agine how I Qa]l stand where I do, wlien I testify
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to them what I have known and seen, during my
connection with the Church. I tell them I don't
care whether they believe what I tell them or not.
they can see the same if they will take the trouble
to investigate in the proper manner. The reason
why I am so bold to make such promises to them,
is because I know whereof I affirm.
It does vex me sometimes, when I use great
pains to explain the difference between the Re.
organization and the church under B. Young,
for people to ask why it is that the Reorganization does not let people know that there is no
connection between the two bodies. I think I
came very near making a convert to the Latter
Day Saints' Church not long ago.
My friends, do not condemn me, as a teacher
without authority, if! yet make some converts to
your doctrine. I don't care how many I convert,
so it is done by the truth. Most respectfully,
J. L. TRAUGHBER, JR.
OTTER LAKE, Kansas, January 11th, 1877.
Bro. Hem·y :-I have been in the field some
of late in Marshall county, and with very good
success. Last Sunday, the 7th, had the pleasure,
of baptizing two, and more are ready and will
obey the gospel as soon as I go out there again.
We shall be able to organize a branch as soon as
spring opens. I am also going into Clay county
soon, where I expect some to unite with the
Church.
The work is onward here; the people seem to
be surprised to think our doctrines have been so
little understood. Invitations to come and preach
are received from all sides. May the Lord pre.
pare the way and loosen my hands so that I can
go and labor for the Master.
GEo. W SHU'l'E.
Yours in the gospel,
SCRANTON, Osage Co., Kansas,
Jan. 2nd, 1877.
Bro. Joseph:-We have been isolated from the
Saints till this last few months, most of the time,
· since we were baptized in Utah by your brother
Alexander; yet we have had the regular visits
of the Herald, Hope, Messenger, and tracts; from
which I am happy to say I have received many
rich treasures of knowledge about the gospel of
Jesus Christ. Although away from any branch
I have considered that it was my duty to warn my
neighbors; which I have done, in distributing
tracts and testifying to the work of the Lord, to
a small extent. The Lord is blessing my feeble
efforts by awakening an inquiry as to the claims
of the gospel. Bro. George Chapman, came out
here in October last, and told us that it had been
manifest to the Saints in Leavenworth by the
Spirit, that the Lord had a people in this locality;
and in a few days after Br. Chapman arrived Br.
Henry Green came. We then came together in
the harmony of the gospel to take into considera.
tion what was needful to be done for the work of
the Lord. We had a meeting at my house De.
cember 10th, 1876, and it was resolved that a
branch of the Church be organized here, to be
known as the Scranton Branch, and J. B. Jarvis
was called to the office of elder, and ordained by
Brn. Henry Green and Geo. Chapman, and chosen
as the president of the branch. The branch num.
bers seven members. The meeting adjourned
after singing and prayer.
Bro. Henry Green preached in the school-house
here, December 24th, and had a good hearing.
We expect to have the use of the school-house,
occasionally hereafter, and prospects look good.
We would be glad for Bro. T. W. Smith or any
of the elders that are traveling to pay a visit to
Scranton the first opportunity. Yours in the gosJ. B. JARVIS.
pel,
LACRoss, Hancock Co., Ill.,
January 22d, 1877.
Bro. Henry :-Bro. Blair closed his series of
meetings here last night; had large congrega.
tions, good attention, and a good time, and I think
that much good has been done in the way of
breaking down prejudice. Three were baptized
and others have said that they would obey soon.
The people seemed to think that Mormonism is
not so bad after all. There has been a wonderful
change in this country since four years ago, when
I was the only I"atter Day Saint in this township.

Now the branch numbers fifty-seven, with a fair
prospect of more uniting with us before long. I
don't desire any of the honor or glory, but do de.
sire that God's church may be built and established orice more upon the earth, preparatory to
the coming of the Lord Jesus Christ. To his
name be all the glory and praise, forever and ever and ever, amen.
I have assisted Bro. Blair some in opening the
meetings, being with him part of the time, and
can say that he is a man of God, the Spirit bearing witness. 1\'Iay God bless him with health and
with length of life, that he may bring many souls
to Chirst. Respects to Bro. Joseph. Yours in
the gospel,
SOLOMON SALISBURY.

61
my native village. In the church.yard I saw
where my father, mother, and brother lie. I
went to church on Sunday and heard much
scripture read and chanted. I visited the parson.
age and the rector received me with kindness.
We had a pleasant conversation on the principles
of our church, particularly on baptism, its mode,
design, and who were proper subjects. He was
as willing to receive evidence as he was to give it,
I asked him what I was to understand by Christ
decending into hell as those prayer books taught.
He said that Christ went into the spuit world
and preached to a certain class of spirits. I went
to the Methodist chapel in the afternoon and
heard a discourse on faith. They invited me to
preach in the evening, which I did. They never
heard but one sermon before from a Latter Day
Saint, which I preached before I went to America. 'fhe chapel was well filled and they invited
me to come again. I believe that some of the elders zeal exceeds their wisdom in giving stronger
food than they can digest, and so much. We must
learn to give just as the capacity can receive.
My address is 78 William St., Lansdown Place,
Losales, Birmingham, England. My respects to
B. S. JoNES.
all Saints. Your brother,

TABOR, Iowa, January 8th, 1877.
Bro. Joseph Smith :-I will tell you a dream I
had the other night. I do not know where I was,
but I was standing at the door of some house
looking to the left, where I saw a large church,
fenced all round: you were standing outside the
chureh, but inside the fence. Some one called
my attention and told me to look up, when I saw
an angel flying through the heaven, having a
trumpet in his hand, and making directly for
you. The angel seemed to be traveling from one
OGDEN, Utah, Jan. 8th, 1877.
end of heaven to the other, and he came and gave
Bro. Joseph Smith:- I have held meetings in
you the trumpet, and told you to sound it to the
ends of the earth. Respects to family and Bro. Plain City and Slaterville, eight miles from this
place, four since Thursday last, with the largest
Stebbins.
IVIns. E. C. BRAND.
and best attendance I have yet met. Yesterday,
by request, at the former place I canvassed the
PROVIDENCE, R. I., Dec. 6, 1876.
Marriage Question. I saw more emotion maniBro. Henry :-I believe that God is working fested there, and at Plain City the night before,
with his people in a special manner in this re. than anywhere in Utah yet. Yours, &c.,
gion, foT although the Saints have passed through
J. W. BRIGGS.
many trials yet it has brought to them certainty
and. knowledge, and a better understanding of
·
FARMINGTON, Ky., Jan. 16, 1877.
the work and of each other. We -are blessed in
Brother Henry:- I received the letter you forour meetings, the voice of the Spirit brings com- warded to me from Bro. Gerber of Georgia. I
fort and consolation to our minds.
fear it will be out of my power to go there and
Since I last wrote three more have been bap. do anything at present to counteract Brighamism
tized, and the Lord is confirming them in the in that region, for the Southern :Mission is so large
work. I have found great comfort of late in ad. that it is impossible to encompas it yet, even if I
ministering to the sick as called upon, and we had plenty of means to travel with. The mission
find peace and joy in believing the promises of is in a tolerable good condition, and we are slowGod.
W11r. BRADBURY.
ly gaining ground, but it is only slowly. It is an
easy matter to get people to believe, but it is hard
LEICESTER, Eng., January 10, 1877. to get them to obey. We have had some cold
Brother Stebbins:- I left St. Louis for England weather for this country and a good deal of' snow.
December 13th, and New York the 16th, on the There is some fear here that we are on the verge
steamer Brittanica for Liverpool, where I arrived of another war. I hope, however, that it may
on the 24th. It was a rainy, disagreeable voyage, pass over. Rem. ember me to Bro. Joseph and all
.
J. H. HANSEN.
but a quick one. We had 170 steerage passengers in the office.
and the ventilation was poor, the atmosphere im.
pure, and en deck it was so rainy we had but lit.
OAKDALE, Antelope .Co., Neb.,
J anuary-3rd, 1877.
tle chance to better our condition. The ship was
480 feet long, 48 feet wide, and made· to carry
Bro. Henry:-After writing last, I spent nearly
3500 tons of freight. There were 120 cabin pas- two weeks in :Merrick county, where I think there
sengers; and 140 officers and crew. It cost me are a few honest souls, who will obey the gospel
$46 from St. Louis to Liverpool. On my arrival some time. The five Saints there are doing as
in London I visited Bro. Thomas Taylor's and well as could be expected, considering their cirwas received cordially. I attended the fellow- cumstances. While there I was the guest of a
ship meeting Sunday afternoon, and was intro- Mr. Smith, of the Dunkard Church; I think he
duced to the Saints. The true Spirit was there. is not far from the kingdom. After I was there
By the request of Bro. Taylor I preached to them last fall a Baptist minister had considerable to
in my humble way at night. Since that I have say about us; among other things, he said "These
been traveling around to see my relations. I ex- Mormon preachers were like geese, a man might
pect to visit the branches soon.
pick them bare and throw them over the fence
As far as I have been able to judge, the general and then they would hiss at him." I went to his
practice of drinking ale and liquors, among all meeting while there the last time, and gave him
grades of society, is a great evil. The prevailing to understand that I was ready to be picked; but
practice in showing kindness to friends seems to he had come to the conclusion that he wanted no
be to give them all they wish to drink. But the controversy; therefore I was not picked and it is
English people are a kind hearted, outspoken not likely I ever will be by him.
The conference for Central Nebraska District
people, and no doubt thousands are as moral and
devout as ever lived on the earth, considering the met the 30th and 31st of December, at Columbus.
customs and traditions they have been raised un- We had a very good time; all passed off pleasant.
der; but where is the remedy for all the evils that ly, and we had the assurance of the Spirit that
have taken so deep hold of the masses? It seems the Lord accepted of our works. Bro. George W.
that moral suasion has little effect on them. It Galley was chosen as president of the District. I
only reaches a few, while the majority travel the think it was a wise choice. I do not believe the
broad road. Surely it was necessary that the work is destined to die in Central Nebraska,
Church should be organized to prepare a people though it seems to languish at present; the whisin doctrine, in piety, and in morals, for the com. perings of the Spirit seem to be that our prayers
ing of our blessed Lord. Neither liars, drunk. and labors are not in vain. I fear there can be
ards, nor adulterers will be able to stand when he but little done in the winter season, the storms
appears, but he will lay the axe at the root of all are often so severe that it is dangerous to go from
these evils, that the earth may be redeemed and place to place; but with the help of God we will
do all we can. Your brother in the love of the
universal righteousness brought in.
H:m:MAN Q. SMITH,
I left Birmingham December 5th1 and visited truth,

1
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Pouawattamie District.
A conference of the above district was held at
Council Bluffs, Iowa, November 25th and 26th,
1876; James Caffall, president; Frederick Hansen,
clerk.
Officials present: 1 Apostle, 1 Seventy, 10Elders.
Branch Heports.-Council Bluffs, 135 members,
Elders Heports.-Asa Walden and Andrew Hall
had not done any preaching in the field to which
they were assigned. Samuel Longbottom, S. P.
Guhl, H. N. Hansen, James Caffall, J,ewis Davis,
H. Hansen, W. Strang and A. G. Weeks reported
preaching both in the district and outside of it.
H. N. Hansen was continued to North Star
and vicinity. Elders and Priests not emr;loyed in
branch labor were, by vote, requested to do all the
preaching they can.
Andrew Hall, Bishop's Agent, reported: On
hand last quarter $20.60, received since in tithes
and offerings $41.10, total amount $61.70; paid
to the poor $5. 70, to the ministry $15.00, for rent
of Grange Hall $1.25, total amount paid out $21.95; balance on hand $39.75. ·
Committee of arrangements for the last October
General Conference reported: Heceived from the
district $54.70; paid out for conference (including
deputy sheriff's fees $14.00) $59.50, which leaves
the district in debt to the committee$! 80. Andrew
Hall, president of committee.
Hesolved that the resolutioa as published in the
minutes of the conference of August 26th, 1876, in
the Herald of November 15th, reading as follows:
"The resolution requiring the Elders to report to
this conference was repealed," be corrected so as
to read, The resolution passed at the May session,
relating to Elders' reports, be rescindod.
Hesolved that the branch presidents are hereby
requested to solicit means from their respective
branches for the purpose of defraying the debt that
the district owes the committee of arrangements,
and that the clerk notify those presidents who are
not present.
The district was left in charge of James Caffall.
The authorities of the Church were sustained.
Preaching during conference by H. M. Elvin
and James Caffall.
Conference adjourned to meet in Council Bluffs,
at 10:30 a.m., Saturday, February 24th, 1877. ·
§outh Eastern HHnoi!l D.istl'ict.
A conference of the above district was held at
Springerton, White county Illinois, December 2nd
and 3rd, 1876; G. H. Hilliard, presiding; I. A.
Morris acting as clerk.
Branch Heports.-Dry Fork 24, including 2
Elders, 1 Priest, 2 deacons; 2 baptized. Brush
Creek 61, including 2 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher;
1 died. Elm Hiver 9, including 2 Teachers. Little
Wabash not reportod. Deer Creek 21, including
2 High Priests, 2 Elders 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon.
Springerton 39, no changes; Sunday-school in
fair condition. Tunnel Hill, no changes.
T. P. Green has been in all the branches but
Tunnel Hill and Little Wabash; finds a good feeling everywhere; has baptized several. John F.
Thomas has filled his mission from last conference;
went to White county with Br. Brown, and
preached there; also to Williamson and Johnson
counties with I. A. Morris and held fifteen meet,
ings; finds a g:reat inquiry after the truth. Elisha
Webb reported that the work in Johnson and Williamson counties is spreading rapidly, and preju·
dice is giving away before the truth. I. A. Morris
had filled his mission from last conference.
At 3 p. m., prayer by T. P. Green. The president gave some good instruction; said that he had
not been much in the ministry the past quarter,l
but visited some of the branches, and desires stil,
to work for the Master. He oft'ered his resignation
but the resolution to accept was lost, and he wa,s
sustained in charge of the district.
Resolved that the elders mission themselves the
next quarter.
That we request the priests and teachers to labor all they can.
Evening.-Prayer by Br. Thomas and preaching
by I. A. Morris1 followed b,Y the vresident.

Sunday, 10 a. m,-Prayer by I. A. Morris.
The authorities of the Church were sustainec!.
A half hour was occupied in singing and prayer ;
then preaching by T. P. Green, followed by I. A.
Morris. At 3 p. m., the sacrament was administered by Brn. Thomas and Morris. At night, G.
H. Hilliard preached on the fulness of the atonement; it was one of his ablest efforts.
Adjourned to meet at Springerton, at 10 a. m.,
on Saturday, March 3rd, 1877.
FiUsblu~lll

Di§t:a.·ict.

A conference of the above district was held at,
Pittsburgh, Pr1., December-, 1876; Jas. Brown,
presiding; W. H. Garrett and H. S. Sulyards,
secretaries.
The Pittsburgh, Pa. Belmont, Ohio, Church
Hill, Ohio, and West Wheeling, Ohio, branches.
reported. The financial report of Church Hill
branch was returned for correction.
Elders Parsons, Garrett, Reese, Lawrenson, and
Deacon George Hepworth reporled.
Hesolved that the resolution of former conference that all reports given shnll, without.formal·
ity of motion, be judged as accepted, unless objected to, be rescinded, as conflicting with ••Book
of Rules."
i'hat all existing resolutions made previous to
acceptance of, and which confliet with Book of
Hules, be and are hereby reecinded.
Report of District Treasurer of Elders' Fund,
for quarter ending November 30th, 1876: Balance
last report $21.30, received from Pittsburgh
branch $13.45, West Wheeling $10.90, Belmont
$6 00-total $51.65; paid James Brown per order
of September conference $21.30; balance iu hand
$30.35.
Resolved thatmoneyin the hands of the District
Treasurer of Elders' Fund be subject to order of
District President.
Adjourned to meet at Pittsburgh on Sunday,
March lith, 1877.

Ncn•U.tern Nebraska Dhtdct.
Said conference convened and was called to order by H. Neilson, district clerk, December 16th,
1876. T. J. Smith being absent, Z. S. Martin was
chosen pesident pro tem.
1\1. H. Forscutt was invited to take part in the
conference.
F. W. Curtis stated that the resoluiion requesting branch presidents lo co·orerate with the
Bishop's agent was presented but not passed. As
no definite conclusion could be had, it was agreed
to let the minutes, together with F. W. Curtis'
statement, stand as it were until next conference.
Branch Heports.-Omaha (Scandinavian) and
Pla!te Valley, no change. Omaha (English), 1
added and 1 removed; 61 members. Elkhorn, 1
1 added and 1 removed; 26 members.
G. Medlock and J. Avondet, committee on enrolling scattered members reported having found
some, but had only enrolled one. The report was
received, and, as J. Avondet refused to act, they
were discharged, and G. Medlock, W. Ballinger
and H. Nielson were appointed to succeed them.
Elders Reports.-J. Avondet, W. Ballinger and
J. Gilbert had not filled their appointments. G.
Medlock had assisted some in the branch. M.
H. Forscutt had _preached once in Omaha. He
said that the Lord was now working in a very peculiar way with those Elders who exert themselves
to preach the word; and, in a short review of the
situation of the Church in this place, its present
prospects in contrast with its gloomy condition a
few years ago, he showed that the Lord had verified the promises given by the Spirit when a few
held meetings in private houses. J. Anderson
had not done much for two years. Br. Hodges
asked to have his and wife's name erased from the
Church Record. Nelson Brown had traveled and
preached with Z. S. Martin and T. J. Smith, as
well as alone. F. W. Curtis reported the Elkhorn
branch as doing well. H. Neilson had acted as
clerk and book a.gent for the district, and as assistant superintendent of Sabbath school, and done
some preaching besides. Z. S. Martin had done
his best.
Bishop's Agent reported ; Balance on hand
June 24th 1 50 cts.i rec;eived ~25 25 i ;paid the

[Feb. 15.

ministry $23.75, the poor $1; in hand $1.
Hesolvedthata collection be taken up to-morrow
afternoon to defray conference expenses and for
the ministry.
Sunday Sessions.-Resolved that we wish the
Elders to co11.tinue in their former fields all they
can, and that all the Elders not assigned anywhere
would do all they can to build up the cause of
Christ.
The authorities of the Church were sustained,
and also 'f. J. Smith as president of the district.
A collection of $6.86 was taken up.
Preaching in the morning and afternoon by M.
H. Forscutt, and in the evening by Z. S. Martin
and M. H, Forseutt.
Officials present: 2 High Priests, 10 Elders, 3
Priests, 4 Teachers, 1 Deacon.
Adjourned to meet in Omaha, on Saturday,
March 17th, 1877, at 2 p. m.
<1ihaHa~uli'!<i

Gll.·ovc Dish·ii.ct.

The above conference convened at the Salem
branch, December 1st, 2nd and 3rd, 1877; Eli
Clothier, president; John Pelt, clerk.
Prayer by the president. Visiting brethren
were invited to take part in the exercises.
Officials present: 1 of !he Seventy, 13 Elders,
3 Priests, 1 Teacher.
Branch Reports.-Galland's Grove, 170 members; Salem, 70; North Coon, 18; Camp Creek,
13; Pleasant Hidge, 11; Boonsboro, (organized
August 20th, 1866), not reported.
Samuel McBirney and David Norton were each
granted an Elder's license, and .Joseph B. Lewis a
Teacher's license.
Elders' Reports.-George Sweet, John Hawley,
John Pett, Wm. M. Ooreham, Eli Clothier; Henry
Ha!J.iday had baptized two and Samuel Longbottom
one. Priests Thomas Bullard and John Latham
reported, and Teacher Hichard Latham.
John Pett reported as Bishop's Agent: On hand
last report $36; received since $10; paid out
$25; leaving a bolance of $21.
Saturday, 10 a. m.-The report of committee on
difficulty in the Boyer Valley branch was accepted,
and committee di'Scharged.
George Sweet, John Hawley and W. M. Goreham were to investigate a difficulty in the Salem
branch ; said committee to report at the present
session.
John Hawley and Thomas Dobson were appoint·
ed to labor in Carroll, Calhoun and Sac counties.
George Sweet and Samuel Longbottom to labor
anywhere in the district the Spirit may direct.
All the Elders, Priests and Teachers not appointed
missons, were requested to labor all they can.
2:30 1'. Thr.-H. Carroll and Ben an Salisbury were
recommended to their respective branches for ordination as Elders; and the Elders appointed to
labor in the locality where they reside were requested to attend to their ordination.
The committee on difficulty in the Salem branch
reported. The report was accepted and the committee discharged.
The authorities of lhe Church were sustained ;
also Eli Clothier as president of the district.
7 1'. M.-The Saints held a prayer and testimony
meeting. Many encouraging testimonies were
given, and much of the Spirit of the Lord was enjoyed.
Sunday, 10:30 a. m.-Preaching by Jas. Calfall.
Afternoon, preaching by Eli Clothier. The attendance was large on both occasions, and the
discourses were listened to with marked attention.
The evening was profitably spent in prayer and
testimony meeting.
Adjourned to meet at Galland's Grove, March
9th, lOth and 11th, 1977
~.-~~~~--

Western IU:aine District.
The above conference was held November 18th
and 19th, 1876, in the Green's Landing Branch,
Deer Isle; J. C. Foss, president. Prayer by J.
W. Blastow.
Branch Heports.-Green's Landing, 35 members; Hockland, 18; Little Deer Isle, as last reported; Brooksfield, 2 added; Bear Isle, not reported.
Elders' Heport.-J: C. Foss 1 Peter Et~ion 1 J, W,
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Blastow, S. S. Eaton, G. W. Eaton. Priests: J. B.
Knowlton, E. B. Gray.
Evening.-Prayer by G. W. Eaton; preaching
by J. C. Foss.
Sunday Morning.-Prayer by J. C. Foss; remarks by the same; and the sacrament was administered. Afternoon.-Thomas Ames was released from the office of district president, and
George W. Eaton chosen in his stead. Prayer by
J. C. Foss, preaching by G. W. Eaton. Six p.m.Prayer by G. W. Eaton, preaching by J. C. Foss.
Adjourned to meet with the Brooksville Branch,
February 24th and 25th, 1877.

F':u· West Dish·ict.
A conference of the above district was held at
Crabb Orchard School House, December 2nd and
3rd, 1876. James Kemp, presiding ; Frederick
Collins, secretary; Robert Winning, assistant.
Visiting brethren were invited to participate.
Branch Reports.-Starfield 27, including 3 Elders ; 2 received by letter. Hannibal21, including
2 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher; 4 baptized. Bevier
58, including 1J Elders, 1 Priest, 2 Teachers, 1
Deacon; 10 baptized, 9 received by letter 9 removed by letter, 1 expelled. St. Joseph 4o, including 5 Elders, 2 Prieets, 1 Teacher, 2 Deacons;
2 received by letter, 8 removed by letter, 3 expelled, 1 died. De Kalb 75, including 1 Apostle,
1 High Priest, £J Elders, 2 Priests, 1 Teacher; 1
baptized, 5 received by letter, 2 removed by letter,
2 expelled, 2 died. Delano 27, including 2 Elder~,
1 Deacon. Far West 55, including 7 Elders, 1
Priest 3 Teachers 1 Deacon. 2 baptized 2 expelled', 1 dropped from record.'
'
Elder's Reports.-John Taylor by letter· D E
Powell, Wm. Summerfield, D. j_ Powell,' F. · M:
Bevins, D. Flanders, E. E. Binstead, A. J. Seeley
J. Franklin,- Sykes and L. W. Babbitt, in person.
James Kemp reported as president of the district;
T. W. Smith reported his labors in Bevier, Stewartsville and Andrew county Missouri
R C. Moore and Wm. Woodhead, delegates from
the Nodaway District, reported the good condition
of their district, and the determination of the
Saints to do all they can, and that they had come
to salute this conference as an evidence of their
good feeling as a district in the work we are engaged in.
Resolved that we reciprocate the salutation, and
return a like greeting, with a wish that God may
speed them in their good work.
F. M. Bevins and J. T. Kinneman were appointed as delegates to the Nodaway district conference
February 24th and 25th, 1877.
'
Resolved that the Elders in this district labor
according to their office and calling, subject at a
times to the district and branch authorities where
they labor, and that all resolutions interfering
with the above be null and void
Resolved that we sustain Br.' Joseph as President of the Cht~rch his Counsellors and the mem.
bers of the several 'quorums of the Church.
That we sustain 1'. w. Smith in his present mission; James Kemp as president, and Frederick
Collins as secretary.
A resolution to sustain Br. A. Bishop as Bishop's
Agent was lost.
Resolved that J. T. Kinnaman be recommended
to Bisoph I. L. Rogers as agent for this district.
A vote of thanks was tendered to Albert Bishop
for his past services as Bishop's Agent.
W. W. Blair, R. c. Moore' and Wm. Woodhead
were appointed an adjudicating committee.
Sunday Morning, 10 a. m.-Preaching by w.
W. Blair. After a recess of one half hour we were
addressed by T. W. Smith.
Officials present: 1 of First Presidency, 1 of the
Twelve 1 High Priest 17 Elders 3 Priests 3
Teache~s, 3 Deacons. '.
'
'
Adjourned to meet at Far West, on Saturday,
March lOth 1877.
'
------~-

The general cry is against ingratitude, 'but sure
the complaint is misplaced, it should be against
vanity. None but direct villains are capable of
willful ingratitude; but almost everybody is capable of thinking he hath done more than another
deserves, while the other thinks he hath received
l~es th!l-n hll deserved.

HERALD.

NEWS SUMMARY.
[Prepared expressly for the Herald.]

The commissioners appointed by the Government three years ago to examine the different
routes that had been surveyed for the proposed
Canal across the Isthmus as an international
route for the trade and commerce between the
Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans, have, after investigating the official reports of the various surveying officers, made their report to the Government.
The commissioners concluded that the route via
Lake Nicaragua is the best adapted to making the
interoceanic passage way for the nations. It will
have a_length ~f 181 miles fro:n Gr~yto':n on ~he
Atla~tJC _to Brwto on the P~mfic s1de, mcludmg
, the o6_ m1l~s through Lake N10aragua·, the surf3;ce,
of which 1s 107 feet ab_ove th~ sea level, m~kmg
necessary ten lock~ o!l e1ther ~Ide, between 1t _and
the sea. The pr~ndmg of _smtable and sufficwnt
harbor-room 3;t e1ther termmus for the commer~e
of all the nations of the world that seek admittance to the new road, seems to be the chi~f _diffic_ult. Th~ total cost of canal and_harbors 1t _1s esIImated_will be _$110,00?,000; th1s to be pa1~ by
the vanous nat10ns whiCh are to be benefi.ted.
~ever3;I Europ~an Gover~ments have express_ed _a
hvely mterest m the proJect, and plenty of ai~ ~s
expecte~ when the pla~s are dec1ded. on. 'I!ns
roU:te _w1ll save about mne t.~ousand m1les to .he
maJority of the commerce wh1ch now goes around
t~e cape, a very impo;rtan_t matter in distan?e,
lime and expense, cons1dermg the great and mcreasing. comme:cial interest between these two
oceans vw Amenca.
.
.
.
A ~um~ary of ~he campa1~n a~amst the In<hans smce ~ts opemng last sprmg pves the damage
to the lnd1~ns as follows_: ~our 1mporta_nt ~attles
fought besides many sk1rm1shes, resultmg m the
destruction o~ the lodges or homes of 3,000 Indians; the takmg of 5,000 buffalo r_obes and other
valu3;ble furs, to~~ of fresh and d~~ed m~ats, a!so
clothmg, ammumt10n, arms, etc ; uoO Ind1~ns killed, 450 wounded, 370 captured; 1850 pomes captured. They have been pursued and harrassed,
and had at ti_mes even to slay thei: poni~s to k~e_r
from starvahon; so_ the _army, w1th th1s exh1l!nt
feels . that the fightmg 1s abou~ over. , But_ t~e
quest!?~- of ~hat shall b~£done w1:h the •Nallon s
W~rds IS shll 3; perplexmg 9-ueshon.
.rhe cotton m1lls of Fall R1ver, Mass., are runn!ng on full time, and the wa_ges ~re ten per cent
h1gher than a. year ago. Prmts m good demand
and plenty_of co~ton on hand t~ work up.
.
A re?apJtulali_on of the fa1lnres of busmess
houses m the ymt_ed ~~a.tes for 1876 _ruts the number at 9092, w1th hab1htJes aggregatmg $191,117,786; but it is_thought that the worst is passed
busmess affaus, and that trade and labor w1ll
mend from this tim?, especially as our e~ports
now far exceed ~ur 1m ports, whereas once 1t was
the !·everse of this, as _far more gol~ went out for
!ore1gn pro~ucts, fineries and lux.unes than came
m ~or Amerwan goo.ds and maJ?ufactur?s. Meanwh1le the Londo~ Ttn:,es complams th~t 1t has bee_n
~he reverse of th1s 'Yith Englan~, saymg that _th_en·
Imports excee_;I the1r ex_rorts SIX hundred m1llion
dollars for l816, the Umted States~ who were once
among the best custom~rs, now bemg the poorest,
as_ they have been bn;rn~g less and les~ of eve_r~thmg late years. ~h1s 1s an encourag~~g exh1b1t
for the manufacturmg worth a_nd ab1l~ty of our
country, and the retrenchment 1n certam depart~ents.
.
.
?'he Razl Road_Gaz.ette show~ that 2,442.:mles of
rail road were hmlt 1n the Umted States m 1876,
and that there are now 76 640 miles in this
country.
Hurricanes, torrents, ofrain, inundations, :floods
and fires are making great destruction in various
parts of Spain, destroying life and property to a
fearful extent.
The Dritish Consul in fear of the rinderpest bas
passed strict orders to prevent receiving into
England any cattle, sheep, hay etc., from Germany and Belgium.
Through some legal technicality Slade, the medinm who was senteM~d to three months in an

!n

English work house was liberated, but Prof.
Lankester took out a new summons for his rearrest.
The English papers give further accounts of the
terrible storm of wind and water on January 1st,
the heaviest and most destructive of any since the
year 1703.
Several recent dispatches, concerning Pope Pius
Ninth, speak of his growing weaker in his illness,
and it is thought that he is drawing near his end.
President Grant endorses the resumption of
specie payment at an early day, in fact thinks that
it can be done immediatly.
A young man of unsound mind, living on Staten
Island, N. Y., assaulted his mother, aged 70 year~,
with a club, on February 1st, and killed her,
afterwards mutilating her body, and then attacking his sister, who escaped with some wounds.
He also injured a Mr. Curry before he was bound.
At Louisville, Ky., on the same day, a young
man of 19 years, also of unsound mind, killed his
mother, aged 65 years.
The Insurance Chronicle gives the number of fires
reported in the United States for 1876, as having
been over nine thousand, and the property destroyed was valued at seventy four million dollars.
Among a long list of buildings enumerated we find
that 390 hotels were destroyed, 87 :flouring mills,
215 saw mills, 258 liquor stores and gin houses
and 79 churches.
Every effort has been made by the European
nations to prevent a war between Russia and Tur·
key, as they fear that such a war would be a general calamity to all. As we write there seems less
prospect for war than at any time yet. Uussia is
embarrassed financially, Turkey is stronger in men
and armaments than supposed, and also has been
making overtures towards Servia for a peace, although her propositions are not satisfactory to the
latter, and things are yet unsettled as to the future,
but anxiety does not run as high as it did.
From revenue returns a calculation is made that
two billion cigars were smoked in the United Stat£s
in 1876, costing two hundred million dollars to
the smokers.
Eighty-six deaths from small-pox occurred in
London the last week in January. In this country
it prevails to some extent in various cities.
In New York City some fear has recently been
had concerning a pos.sible riot by strikers and lll.boring men out of employment.
Complaint is being made that of the ponies taken
from the Indians, and to be sold for the benefit of
the Indians, hundreds have been lost or stolen by
rascally white men, du-ring the drive from the
frontiers to St. Paul, the place of sale. The red
men becomes the prey of the spoiler at every turn
made, and there is not much choice between war
and peace, so far as results to them are concerned.
A stay of proceedings was obtained in the case
of John D. Lee, and he was not executed January
27th, but the case may go up to the Supreme Court
for another trial. Gold has not lost its power yet.
Fifteen hundred million people in the world.
Europe averages 82 to the square mile of her territory, Asia 48, Africa 17~, America 5~, Australia 1~.
Late statistics show that Charlestown, S. C., is
the most unhealthy city in the United States out
of fifty given, the rate being thirty deaths to the
thousand per year, and Peoria, Ill., the healthiest,
has thirteen deaths to the thousand. The other
forty- eight are all the way between these extremes.

- ....

Appointanmat of Bishop's A;{ent.
Having received official notice of the choice of
brother John T. Kinneman as Bishop's Agent for
the· Far West., Missouri, District., I hereby notify
the Saints of said district that I appoint him as
the agent thereof, hoping that whatever is necessary for the support of the cause therein, and at
large, will be done by them, and that wisdom and
the Holy Spirit will be his guide.
IsRAEL L. UOGERS, Bishop.

Expelled.
John H. Fewell was expelled from the Union
Branch, Indiana, on the 12th day of January, 18771
for apostasy.
ROBERT DUNLAP 1 Clerk.
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can to tile Seventy.
Members of the Quorum of Seventy are requested to write to me in time for the Annual April
Conference, making known their conditions and
purpose relative to labor in their office and calling, for the coming summer and season. A lengthy
er detailed report of past labors is not necessary.
Also as many of the Quorum as expect to attend
the conference will please thus mention it in their
correspondence.
C. G. LANPHEAR, President" of Quontm.
DAVIS CITY, Decatur Co., Iowa,
Jan. 27th, 1877.

Des Moines Dish·ict.
The quarterly conference of the Des Moines District will be held at Des Moines, Polk county,
Iowa, on the 24th day of March, 1877, convening
at four p.m., instead of the third of March. The
change is made in order to have conference during the light of the moon. All are invited to attend.
Wll!. C. NIRK, President.

PoUawaUamic District.
To the Officials of the Pottawattamie District:
Brethren, please remember that a quarterly conference will be held in Council Bluffs, Iowa, Saturday, February 24th, at 10:30 a.m.; and inasmuch as the law requiring the Elders to meet in
conference onee in three months, or as often as
said conference may direct, has not to our knowledge been rendered abortive, we respectfully invite
you to attend; or if distance or other obstacles
prevent, please report by letter, and in the event
of reporting by letter, think of the distance you
are from the above place, and mail in time to reach
the place of meeting on the above date.
JAMES CAFFALL.
Birth and Death notices inserted free; Marriage notices
one dollar each.

Man·ied.
At the residence of brother George A. Yerringlon, Providence, R. I , December 3d, 1876, brother
Charles W. Young, of Dennisport, Mass., to sister
Mary F. Randall, of Providence, R. I., Elder William Bradbury officiating.
---+1-+<~---

Died.
At DeKalb, Missouri, October 25th, 1876, of congestion of the lungs, sister Ellen Collins, wife of
brother Frederick Collins, aged 44 years. She
was of good report as a saint, a wife, and a mother. Four young children are left to the care of
the father.
At his residence in Healdsburg, Cal., December
28th, 1876, brother Richard Cox, in the 76th year
of his age. He obeyed the ordinances of the gos·
pel in 1846, and has ever been firm for the truth.
Near Creston,, Iowa, October 3d, 1876, of diptheria and membraneous croup, Daniel L. Bullard,
aged 5 years and 5 months, san of Albert i\1. and
Mary E Bullard, formerly of Henry county, Illinois, arid members of the Kewanee Branch.
At the residence of his daughter, near Davenport., Iowa, December 13th, 1876, brother Robert
Clift, in the eighty-seventh year of his age. Bro·
ther Clift was an old-time Saint, an Elder, at Nauvoo. At the time of Joseph's death, and the scattering of the Saints therefrom, he refused to join
with any of the factions, but he removed to Davenport, where he resided twenty-nine years, loved
and respected by all who knew him. He was baptized into the Reorganization June 23d, 1867, by
Elder Richard Rowley, who also preached his
funeral sermon, January 28th, 1877. Bro. Clift
leaves a wife, two daughters, one son, three grand
children, and four great grand children; also, a
large number of friends to mourn his loss.
At the residence of brother George Kemp, near
Tabor, Iowa, December 30th, 1876, of old age, sis.
ler Mary Dunsdan. She embraced the latter day
work in Devonshire, England, in the year 1847,
and. went to Utah in 1860, but returned to Iowa
in 1861.
At Philadelphia, Penn., December 27th, 1876,
dster Elizabeth Johnson, aged 65 years. She was
faithful unto dealh 1 and fell asleep with a bright

hope of a glorious resurrection. Funeral services I
lllannm.·s and Morals.
by Elder Wm. Small.
Manners easily and rapidly mature into morals.
At Coffeyville, Montgomery county, Kan., Jan- As childhood advances to manhood, the transition
uary 17th, 1877, Mr. William M. Jay, Mr. Jay from bad manners to bad morals is almost impermarried the widow of the late Elder James Hart.. ceptible. Vulgar and obscene forms of speech
He did not unite with the·Church, but his last re- keep vulgar and obscene objects before the mind,
quest was that his son would go to hear the Saints. engender impure images in the imagination and
He lived a good life and died in peace, and in the make unlawful desires prurient. From the prevalhope of a resurrection with the just. He desired ent state of the mind, actions proceed, as water
to be administered to during his sickness by Bro rises from a fountain. Hence what was originally
John T. Davies, but Br. John was too far away to only a word or phrase becomes :t thought, is meretriciously embellished by the imagination, is in·
come.
Dear husband, thou art gone to rest,
flamed into a vicious desire, gains strength and
And this shall be onr prayer;
boldness by always being welcome, until at last,
That when we reach our journey's end,
under some urgent temptation, it dares, for once,
Thy glory we may share.
At Newman's Grove, Madison county, Nebraska, to put on the visible form of action; it is then
of cancerin the breast, sister J anetfe Masters, wife ventured upon again and ng11in, more frequently
of George Masters, in the forty-third year of her and Jess warily, until repetition forges the chains
age. She was born at Bedwachte, Wales, and emi- of habit; and then language, imagination, desire
grated with her husband to Americn, nbout 18GO: and habit bind their victim to the prison-house of
was baptized at Brookfield, Ohio, in 1864; in 1'869 sin. In this way profane language wears away
removed to Nebraska, where she resided till her the reverence for things sacred and holy; and a
death, January 14th, 1877. In consequence of the child who has been allowed to follow, and mock,
evil acts of some so-called Saints, she became and hoot at an intemperate man in the streets is
somewhat disaffected, but still retained her mem- far more likely to becom intemperate himself than
bership in the Church, and during her last illness if he has been accustomed to regard him with pity,
repeatedly called on the Elderf, as the law directs, as a fallen brother, and with sacred abhorrence,
and was several times greatly blest and her pain as one self· brutified or demonized. So, on the
removed. Who shall say her rest will not be glo- other hand, purity and chasteness of language
tend to preserve purity and chaatenesa of thought
rious.
and of taste; they repel licentious imaginings;
At Soldier Valley, Iowa, February 3...1, 1876, of they delight in the unsullied and the untainted,
dropsy, after an illness of two months, sister Lou- and all their tendencies are on the side of virtue.
isa Paden, aged 48 years and 10 months, She had
been an old time Saint; and again, some over two
years before her death, she reunited with the
Dd'ence of the Goose.
Church. She was strong in the faith of the latter
It is a great libel to accuse a goose
being a
day work, and died in hope of a glorious resur- silly bird. Even a tame goose shows much inrection. Puneral service by Br. J, M. Putney.
stinct and attachment; and were its habits more
At Oak Lake, Minnesota, January 17th, 1877, closely observed, the tame goose would be found
Hyrum W. Sherman, son of brother C. A. and sis- to be by no mea.na wanting general cleverness.
ter Editha Ann Sherman, aged 6 hours.
Its watGhfulness at night time is, and always has
At West Belleville, Illinois, November 19th, been, proverbial; and it certainly is endowed with
1876, of apoplexy, Mary Angell, aged 53 years, 7 a strong organ of self preservation, You may
months and 19 days, She joined the old Church drive over dog, cat, hen, or pig; but I defy you
in England in April, 1842, and came to this conn· to drive over a tame goose, As for wild geese, I
try in 1866. She and her husband joined theRe- know of no animal, biped or quadruped, that is so
organization in April, 1876, at West Belleville, difficult to approach. Their sense of hearing,
Ills. She leaves a husband and eleven children. seeing, and smelling, are all extremely acute; inShe was a good Saint, a good wife, and a kind dependent of which, they appear to act in so ormother and neighbor. Funeral Services at house ganized and cautious a manner when feeding or
and grave by Elder J. E. Betts, and a funeral ser- roosting as to defy all danger.-Sportsman.
mon was preached November 26th, by Elder Geo.
Hicklin,
,
FoRCE OF HABIT.-If temptation be once yieldAt Rock Island, Illinois, December 5th, 1876, of ed to, the mind loses much of its moral force-is
congestion of the lungs, Mary, infant daughter of weak where it has once given way, It is long
before a principle restored can become as one
Francis G. and Alice D. Dungee,
At Laporte, Black Hawk county, Iowa, January that has never been moved. It is as in the case
20th, 1877, of diptheria, Joel Moore, son of Alice of the mound of the reservoir: if this mound has
in one place been broken, whatever care has been
D. Dungee, aged 10 years, 2 months and 9 days.
taken to make the repaired part as strong as possible, the probability is that, if it gives way again,
Addresses.
it will be in that place,
H. C. Bronson, 613 North Washington Street,
Peoria, Illinois.
The training of children ie a preparation for
Thomas W. Smith, box 55, Stewartsville, De the gravest and most important relation of life,
Kalb county, Mo.
and upon the character of our home-life must rest
Mark H. Forscutt, box400, Nebraska City, Neb.
the well-being of our nation and the permanency
of all our institutions.
Bul'ied Fol'Ci!its.
A vain man can never be altogether rutle. DeThe discovery of a subterranean forest just be· sirous as he is of pleasing, he fashions his manners
low the surface of the Thames river, is attracting after those of others.
a great deal of attention in England. The oak,
the alder and the willow are the principal trees
found. These retain their vegetable character,
1 February 77.
but other signa show that the forest belongs to the ~Look Here.-A mark opposite this notice will in·
period of the elk, and the red deers in the south form subscrib•rs that their time is out with the number thus
of England. There is such a subterranean fo"rest marked, as many fail to notice the time on their label. Rein the New Jersey flats; it consists chiefly of ce- mittances are desired. Attention Is called to the notice giving
dar trees which have become very hard, and in full instructions about how, and to whom to send all money,
some instances have paid the cost of extraction, orders, and business letters as recently ad vised.
The time of their burial has not yet been deter~·
mined, but the cause is undoubtedly due to the
THE SAINTs' HERALD is pub!lshod BEMHtONTHLY, at Plano,
slow subsidence of the State of New Jersey, which, Kendall Co., Illinois, by the Board of Publication of the Ro•
it is authoritatively stated, sinks now at the rate organlzed Church of Jesus Ohrist of tatter Day Saints, and
of about 16 inches in a century. If this sinking is edited by JosEPH SMITH and :!IE!fRY A. STnnmNs. $2.15 per
has been uniform, 3,000 years would have caused year. All remittances, ordera, and bu•iness communic~tlona
a sinking of 40 feet, and thus the forest may, 3,000 intended for the office of publication, mnsl l.le directed to
years ago, have been 30 feet above tide water Hen.·y A. stebbins, Bo:» 50, Plano, Kindall a., Ills. All sum•
'l
't · 10 f t b 1
d b ·
' over Five Dollars should be seat Dr.,ft on Ohlcago, Post Office
W h I e no'Y I IS •
ee
e OW~ an
tlrred under Order on Plano, by registered letter, or by l!lxpress. ltemlt·
the deposits earned on t.op of 1t by every flood.
tanoes sent in any other manner will be at the rlak of s~11der.
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SAW ANOTHER ANGEL
*,HAVING THE EVERLASTING GOSPEL TO PREACII TO TIIEJ\I THA'l' DWELI, ON 'l'HE EARTH
·*, SAYING,
FEAR GOD, AND GIVE GLORY TO Hnr, FOR THE HOUR OF Hrs JuDGMENT IS Cmm."-HEv. 14: 6-7.
"SANCTIFY THEM ~'HROUGH ~'HY TRUTH; THY WoRD IS TRUTH."-JESUS; JoHN 17:17.
"HEARKEN TO TilE WORD OF TII:BJ LORD, FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG You HAVE SAVE 11' BE ONE WIFE."-BOOK
OF MORMON; JACOB 2: (i,

"I
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PLANO, ILLINOIS, 1\([ARCH 1, 1877.

EZEKIEL-WAS HE A F AI.SE
PROPHEr1
A late writer claims that Ezekiel prophesied
that which did not come to pass in respect to
the subjugation of Tyro by N ebuchadnezzar.
He says:
"In the eleventh year he (Ezekiel) prophesies
that Nebuchadnezzar should come·and utterly destroy Tyre. He did come, and invested the city
for thirteen years, but did not take it. Then in
the twenty-seventh year, sixteen years after, Ezekiel admits the failure, and prophesies again that
he should have Egypt as a compensation for his
hard and fruitless attempt against Tyro. See Ezek.
29 : 17, 18, 19, 20.

We fail to see that Ezekiel prophesied that
N ebuchadnezzar would "utterly destroy Tyre ;"
but rather that he would conqu!lr it, which we
hope to show he did do. "Many nations," it
was said, would subdue and spoil Tyre, before
its utter overthrow; and of this event Ezekiel
said:.
"Therefore thus saith the Lord God ; Behold,
I am against thee, 0 'l'yrus, and will cause rnany
nations to come up against. thee, as the sea causeth
his waves to come up. And they shall destroy the
walls o( Tyrus, and break down her towers: I will
also scrape her dust from her, and make her like
the top of a rock. It shall be a place for the
spreading of nets in the midst of the sea: for I
have spoken it, saith the Lord God: and it shall
became a spoil to the nations."-Ezek. 26: 3-5.

In these verses is displayed the terrible calamities that would eventually come upon Tyre,
and come by means of "many nations" yvho
should come, not all at one time, but successively, one after another, "as the sea causeth
his waves to come up. And they [many nations] shall destroy the walls of Tyrus, and
break down her towers." No clue is here given
as to how long a time it should be from the
beginning of her desolations till she should be
"a place for the spreading of nets in the midst
of the sea;" but that it would be very consid.
erable is clearly intimated in the fact that "many nations," in succession, would be engaged
in the work, and that Tyre should "become a
spail to the nations as they should, in their
turn, make the conquest of it. This prophecy,
we see then, was to have its fulfillment by de·
grees. And to this history fully agrees, as it
shows that it was subdued and spoiled by
many nations.
Nebuchadnezzar, as we shall now show, began the work of subjugating and destroying
this great c!ty, which at that time was built
chiefly on the main land.

/ which had never been subject to any foreign
power, and was then in great repute for its commerce; by which many of its citizens were become
like so many princes in wealth and magnificence.
It had been built by the Sidonians 240 years before the temple at J erusa!em. For Sidon being
taken by the Philistines of Ascalon, many of its
inhabitants made their escape in ships, and founded the city of Tyre. And for this reason we find
it called in Isaiah, the daughter of Sidon, (Isa. 23:
12). But the daughter soon surpassed the mother
in grandeur, riches and power. Accordingly, at
the time we are speaking of, she was in a condition to resist, thirteen years together, a monarch,
to whose yoke all the rest of the East had submitted. It was not till after so long an interval that,
Nabuchodonosor made himself master of Tyre."Rollin, History of the Assyrians, ch. 2.

By this quotation we learn that Rollin supposed that N ebuchadnezzar actually succeeded
in making himself "master of Tyre" at that
time.
It is but fair to state that others, as well as
the writer referred to, have disputed the claim
that Nebuchadnezzar conquered Tyre. Smith,
in his Diet. Bible, Art. TJJre, says:
"It is still a disputed point whether Tyre was
actually taken by N ebuchadnezzar on this occasion.
However this may be, it is probable that, on some
terms or other, Tyre submitted to the Chaldees.
The rule of Nebuchadnezzar over Tyre, though
real, may have been light, and in the nature of an
alliance.',

stones, and thy timber, and thy dust in the
midst of the water."-v. 12.

N ebuchadnezzar, as we have seen, conquered Tyre, after a terrible siege of thirteen
years ; and this was about B. C. 572. And
about B. C. 330, after a seven months' siege,
Alexander the Great, made the conquest of
'l'yre, which "was at that time seated in an
island of the sea, about a quarter of a league
(one mile) from the continent. It was surrounded with a strong wall 150 feet high,
which the waves of the sea washed.''-Rollin,
HistOJ'lf of Alexander, section 6. It is clear
that it was in this last siege that the following
items of the prophecy found their precise fulfillment: "And they shall lay thy stones, and
thy timber, and thy dust in the midst of the
water." (v. 12). For it is historically true
that Alexander, in order to reach the island
city, built a causeway across the arm of the
sea, using therefor, in part, at least, the very
stones, and the timber, and the dust of the
former city. Rollin says that Alexander
"found the ruins of old Tyre, which stood on
the continent, and was called Palre Tyrus; [Ancient Tyre], materials to make piers, and he
took all the stones and rubbish from it. Mount
Libanus, which was not far distant from it, so
famous in Scripture for its cedars, furnished
him with wood for piles and other timber-

Smith, we see, claims that he subdued it.
The work to be accomplished against Tyre work."-Jbid.
As further evidence that Nebuchadnezzar
by Nebuchadnezzar is stated as follows:
"For thus saith the I,ord God; Behold, I will did conquer Tyre, as predicted by Ezekiel,
bring upon Tyrus, Nebuchadnezzar king of Baby- (and also by Jeremiah, 27: 2), we quote the
lon, king of kings, from the north, with horses, and words of Berosus, the Chaldean, found in Jowith chariots, and with horsemen, and companies, sephus Against Apion, Book I : 19.

and much people. He shall slay with the sword
thy daughters in the field: and he shall make a
fort against thee, and cast a mount against thee,
and lift up the buckler against thee. And he shall
set engines of war against thy walls, and with his
axes he shall break down thy towers. By reason
of the abundance of his horses, their dust shall
cover thee: thy walls shall shake at the noise of
the horsemen, and of the wheels, and of the chariots, when he shall enter into thy gates, as men
enter }nto a city wherein is made a breach. With
the hoofs of his horses shall he tread down all thy
streets: he shall slay thy people by the sword, and
thy strong garrisons shall go down to the ground."
-Ezek. 26: 7-11.

"This Babylonian king conquered Egypt, and
Syria, and Phoonecia, and Arabia; and exceeded
in exploits all that had reigned before him in Bab·
ylon and Chaldea,"

Tyre was the leading city of Phoonecia; and
if Nebuchadnazzer had failed to capture it
with the rest of Phoonecia, Berosus, and Josephus after him, would not have omitted to
mention it. From the language used we can
only conclude that his conquest of Phoonecia
was complete; and that both these writers intended to be so understood. The Phoonecian
annals, it is claimed by Prideaux, and after
him by Thomas Newton, show that Tyre was
taken, as predicted by Ezekiel. (Prideaux
Connect, Part 1, Book 2; also Newton on the
Prophecies, P- 164.
Newton, on pp. 174, 175, says:

The personal pronouns referring to Nebuchadnezzar are italicised that his special work
in the premises might be readily distinguished
from that of the "many nations," of which
Babylon could be but one, at most, who were
to come up against Tyre, in succession, "as the
"Nebuchadnezzar, as we have seen, destroyed
sea causeth his waves to come up." Tyre, as
we have seen, was to "become a spoil to the th.e old city ; and Alexander employed the ruins
and rubbish in making his causeway from the
"Nabuchodonosor, in the twenty. first year of his nations.'' (verse 5).
continent to the island, which henceforward were

reign, and the fourth after the destruction of J ern"And they ['many nations'] shall make a spoil
salem, marched again into Syria, and beseiged of thy riches, and make a prey of thy merchanTyre, at the time when Ithobal [Ethoba!J was king dise: and they shall break down thy walls, and dethereof. Tyre was a strong aud opulent city, stroy thy pleasant houses.,: and they shall lay thy
Whole Nq, :j65.

**

joined together. *
So that, as to this part of
the city, the prophecy hath been literally fulfilled,
'Thou shalt be built no more; though thou be
sought for, yet. shalt thou never be found again.'
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tPeb. 15.

It may be questioned whether the new city ever i her prey; and it shall be the wages for his army." be deceived, and they who leaned upon it
after that arose to that height of power, wealth, -Ezek. 29: 18, 19.
would fall. The prophecies of these "holy
a_nd greatn~ss, to which. it was ele~ated in the
ln the quotation from Jerome by Newton men of God" are perfect as to the fiacts they
time of Isa1ah and Ezekiel. It received a great
h
·
h
f
N b'
blow from Alexander, not only by his taking and we see ow true It .was t at, rom Tyr~ e - proclaim, though the style of language, and the
burning the city, but much more by his building uchadnezzar and hrs army took no spoil, "no methods of expression may be, in some sense,
of Alexandria in Egypt., which in time deprived it wages;" for before Tyre fell into the hands of peculiar to the person prophesying. That
of much of its .trade, and thereby cont~ibuted more the Assyrian king and his army, "whatever they are true, must be allowed from the fact
effectually to Its rm.n. !t had the mrsfortune _af- precious things in gold silver clothes and va- that God has ever held his people, and the na· d ff
·
' . ' ··
'
terwards of changmg rts masters often; bemg .·
sometimes in the hands of the Ptolomies, kings of nous km s o urmtur~ the .nob1hty had; they tions to a strict account for the manner in
Egypt, and sometimes of the Selucidoo, kings of put them on board their ships, and earned to which they received and observed them. If
Syria, till at length it fell under the dominion of the islands; so that the ?ity being take.n, !"Teb- they were not true, in part and in whole, they
the Romans. I.t wae ta.ken by t?e Saracens abo~t uchadnezzar found nothmg worthy of hrs la- could he of no binding force; for it would be
•t ·
'bl t · d
h' h
d
the year of Chnst 639, m the re1gn of Omar, therr bor" How preci•e this prophecy l and how
· .
"
·
qm e Impossi e O JU ge W IC was true an
third emperor. It was retaken by the Christians
during the time of the holy war, in the year 1124: exact ItS fulfillment! Well may we "tremble I which false, only by awaiting their fulfillment;
Baldwin, the second of that name, being then in at the word of the Lord."
and then the chief object of the prophecyJerusalem, an~ ~ssist.ed by a fleet oft~e,Venetians.
Rollin's testimony on this point is essentially knowing of things to come-would be of no
avail. Prophecy has always been of most value
From the Christians It was taken agamm the ye~r t.he same as that of St. Jerome. He says·.
1289, by the Mamelukes of Egypt, under their
,
.
.
Sultan, Alphix, who sacked and rased tbis and Si"It was not till after so long an interval, [thir- to Gods people by reaso_n of It~ showmg, bedon, and other strong t.owns, that they might never teen years] that Nebuchodonoser made himself fore hand, events and thmgs of Importance to
again afford any harbor or shelter to the Chris master of Tyre. His troops suffered incredible be foreknown.
I
·
h
f h f:
h ' G d
k
tians. From the Ma.melukes it was again taken, in hardships before it; so that.. according to theprophthe year 1516, by 8fJim, the ninth emperor of the et's expression, •every head ~vas made bald, and every
n VIeW t e.n
t e a?t ~ au 0 rna es
Turks; and under their dominion it continues at shoulder was peeled.' Before the city we.s reduced the words of h1s prophets bmdmg, and of force,
present. But alas, how fallen. how changed from to the last extremity, its inhabitants retired with upon all who have them, we have right to exwhat it was formerly! For, from being the centre the greatest part of its effects, into a neighboring pect that he will guard well his accredited
of trade, frequent;;d. by all the merchant. ship~ of isle, a mile from the shore, where they built a new prophets that they do not utter false prop hethe east. and west, rt IS now become a heap <lf rmns, cit.y; the name and glory whereof extinguished the • · t 0
· l d.
d
1 th t
d
visited only by the boats of a few poor fishermen remembrance of the old one, which from thence- mes,
see. a 80 a ways an
IDJS ea.' an
So that as to this part likewise of the city, the forward became a mere village, retaining the name means are prov1ded by WhiCh a false prophecy
prophecy hath literally been fulfilled,-•I will of Ancient, Tyre. Nebuch-odonoser and his army may be detected before any harm to innocent
make thee like the top of a rock; thou shalt be a having undergone the utmost fatigue during so parties results therefrom. The prophets we
long and. difficult a siege, and having found nothing now speak of are those whom God chooses
place to spread nets upon.'"
h . .
.
in the place to requite them for the service they
d
·
h'
h
h
.
S t. J erome, an em ment c nstJan wnter of had rendered Almighty God (it. is the expression of an appomts as IS servants, t roug whom
the fourth century, who is quoted by ~ ewton, the prophet) in executing his vengeance upon that to reveal his will and commandments, for laws
city, to make them amends, God was pleased to and statutes, with binding authority and power.
p. 166, says:
We find in Deut. 18: 22,"'"We have read, in the histories of ihe Assyri- promise by the mouth of Ezekiel, that he would
ans, that when the Tyrians were beseiged [by give them the spoils of Egypt. And indeed they
''When
a prophet speaketh in the name of the
Nebuchadnezzar], after Ihey saw no hope of es soon after conquered the country, as I have more Lord, if the thing follow not, nor come t9 pass,
caping, they went on board their ships, and fled to fully related in the history of the Egyptians."- that is the thing which the Lord hath not spoken,
Carthage, or to some islands of the Ionian and Hist. Assyrians, ch. 2.
but the prophet hath spoken it presumptuously;
.LEge an sea."
.
How full and definite these prophecies! and thou shalt not be afraid of hirn."
how exact and complete their fulfillment!
From this we may learn that if a person
And in another place he says :
Indeed, when we carefully examine the pre- called to be a prophet of God utters eve.n one
"When the Tyrians saw that the works for car.
rying on the siege were perfected, and the founda· dictions of the prophets in the light of au. false prophecy, that is the end of his prophetic
tion of the walls were shaken by the battering thentic history, we cannot fail to be filled with calling-the people shall no longer regard or
of the rams, whatever precious things in gold, sil· wonder, amazement and delight. at the nice, fear such as a prophet of God. This is conves, clothes, and various kinds of furniture the no· exact, and perfectly complete fulfillment of
sistent-a wise and safe provision. For, havbility had, they put them on board their ships, and
carried to the islands; so that the city being taken, prophecy. Like brilliant and unerring lights, ing proved himself unreliable in mattiefs of
Nebuchadnezzar found nothing worthy of his which they are, they cast forward through thA such great importance, he must not be tlmsted
labor."
darkness and gloom of unborn ages their illu- any farther.
These historical testimonies, we submit, are minating and cheering rays, bringing to our
In the 20th verse we learn further, as to the
entirely conclusive as to N ebuchadnezzar's view things that are not, but are to be; and fate of God's prophets who shall by any means
taking the city of Tyre, as predicted by Ezek- showing us things that are to come with un· prophesy falsely; and also as to how God will
iel; and they are also conclusive as to its hav. failing certainty, and with undeviating accu- preserve his people from deception through a
ing been captured and spoiled by "many na· racy. Well might the great apostle Peter say, prophet prophesying falsely: "But the prophtions," as that great prophet of God had fore- "to which word of prophecy ye do well that et, which shall presume to speak a word in my
ye take heed, as unto a light which shineth name, which I have not commanded him to
shown.
The writer before referred to says that in a dark place, until the day.dawn, and the speak, or that shall speak in the name of other
Ezekiel admits, sixteen years after he delivered day-star arise in your hearts : knowing this gods, even that prophet shall die." Nothing
the prophecy against Tyre, in the twenty. ninth first, that no prophecy of the Scripture is given c~n be plainer than this to show that God is
chapter, seventeenth to twentieth verses, that of any private will of man. For the proph- pledged to protect the innocent from decep.
his prophecy against Tyre had failed; and that ecy came not in old time by the will of man; tion through a possible false prophecy given
he "prophecies again that he should have but holy men of God spake as they were through his prophet. This terrible punishEgypt as a compensation for his hrd and moved by the Holy Ghost."-2 Pet. 1 : 19, 20, ment indicates the tender regard God has for
fruitless attempt against Tyre." This state- I. T. Such. dear reader, is the trustworthy his word, and for those to whom it is sent.
and very important character of the "prophecy Such manifest care is fitly calculated to inspire
ment lacks proof.
Ezekiel does not admit that his prophecy of the Scripture." ·
confidence, and trust, in the prophetic ScripWhen we consider the importance of the tures. In Ezekiel, 14th chapter, we are infailed; but he states that the king of Assyria,
and his army, had "no wages," ''for the service word of prophecy in the scheme of redemption, formed that if a prophet of God even inquire
and in God's government of the race, we may at the hands of the Lord, in regard to a matthat he served against" Tyre. We quote:
"Son of man, Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, well conclude that "prophecy of the Scrip· ter idolatrous, a "stumbling block of iniquity,"
caused his army to serve a great service against ture" should not be "given of any private will evidently to desire it for his own gratifi.cation, or
Tyrus: every head was made bald, and every of man;" but that it should be just what for the gratification of others, that it is. a great
shoulder was peeled: yet had he no wages, nor his it is, t.he mind and will of' God and of Christ, offence, and in doing this the prophet is liable
army, for Tyrus, for the service that he had and of the Holy Ghost-the Spirit of truth- to be deceived; and further, "If' the prophet
served against. it: therefore thus saith the Lord
God: Behold, I will give the land of Egypt unto absolute and perfect truth. U .oless it were be deceived when he hath spoken a thing, l
Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon; and he shall such it would mislead, disappoint, discourage, the Lord hath not deceived that prophet, and
take her multitude 1 and take her spoil, and tv.ke and destroy. They who trusted in it would I will stretch out my hand upon him, and will
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destroy him from tlze midst of my people lsTa- quoted to show the value and importance of the acts of men before they are born. They
the word of God, especially the prophetic scrip- outline the pathway of the just, and with their
el."-v. 9.
In the 11th verse we are told why God will
destroy him,-"That the house of Israel may
go no more astray from me, neither be polluted
any more with all their transgressions; but
that they may be my people, and I may be
their God, saith the Lord God.''
In Jeremiah 28 : 10-17, we are informed
that the prophet Hananiah (though not a
prophet of equal authority with Jeremiah, evidently), prophesied falsely; and for so doing
he was cut off by death. He prophesied in
"the fifth month" (v. 1), and he "died the
same year of the seventh month" (v. 17):"Thou makest this people to trust in a lie.
Therefore, thus saith the Lord: Behold, I will
cast thee from off the face of the earth; this
year thou shalt die, because thou hast taught
rebellion against the Lord."-vs. 15, 16.
The prophet is here indicted for a terrible
crime-a crime against God and against man
-and he is made to suffer, speedily, the
highest 'form of punishment pertaining to
this world-death. Such punishment was
threatened, we see, under the law of Moses,
and reiterated substantially, through Ezekiel;
and in this case, of Hananiah, we see how certainly, and how swiftly it was executed upon
the transgressor.
From all this we should
learn that for a propl1et of God to prophesy
.falsely is a capital crime; and one that the
Lord will not suffer the person to continue to
perpetuate to the hurt of his people, and to
the dishonor of his cause. God's prophets are
not ignorant of the fact that "that which cometh from above is sacred, and must be spoken
with care and by constraint of the Spirit" (D.
C. 63 : 16); and that if they speak "Thus
saith the Lord," when the Lord hath not
spoken, they can only look for disgrace and
punishment. Wm. E. McLellin "endeavored
to write a commandment, like unto one of the
least of the Lord's, but failed.'' This he did,
not intending to palm it off as the word of the
Lord, bu:t simply to imitate the la~guage of
Jesus Christ. And of this trifling and irreverent act the Seer has said, "It was an awful
responsibility" (lrfalem'al Stm·, vol. 14, p. 85).
Such an act, "awful" though it be, can be regarded as only an evil of very small magnitude
when compared with a false prophecy by an
anointed prophet of God. The Seer has said,
"It is a great thing to enquire at the hand of
God, or to come into his presence; and we feel
fearful to approach him with subjects that are
of little or no importance, to satisfy the queries of individuals, especially about things, the
knowledge of which men ought to obtain, in
all sincerity, before God, for themselves, in
humility by the prayer of faith" (llfill. Star,
vol. 14, p. 413.
From this and similar passages we may learn
that the matter of enquiring for the word of
the Lord, by a prophet of God, is a very grave,
and important one; and one to be carefully
and judiciously considered as to the motives
prompting, and the subject of the inquiry, etc.
Joseph, the Seer, because he delivered to
Martin Harris the one hundred and sixteen
pages of the MS. of the Book of MOl'mon"that which was sacred"-contrary to the will
of God, an act in no sense comparable with uttering a false prophecy, lost his gift of translation for a time, and also his "mind became
darkened.'' Thousands of passages might be

tures, and the accurate manner in which they
are given, and the providential care with which
they are preserved; all of which exhibits the
careful manner in which God requires his servants to treat these sacred affairs. Yv e do not
read that Samuel, and the prophets after him,
ever thought of questioning the inspiration of
l\'Ioses; or that Jesus, or his apostles, ever
thought of questioning the inspiration of the
prophets preceding them, or the scriptural
books bearing their names. Neither do we
find the writers of the Book of Mormon doubting any of them in the least, except in respect
to alterations in the text. And, what is more,
when the "choice Seer" enters upon his work,
he accepts all those scriptures for just what
they claimed for themselves after his correction, revision, and translation of them; and
certainly his example in this matter is worthy
of all acceptation by the Saints.
It is worthy of remark that Jesus never
threw the least discredit upon the writings of
1\f oses and the prophets, or the inspiration
by which they were given. On the contrary,
he endorses them. To the Jews he said, "Do
not think that I will accuse you to the Father;
there is one that accuseth you, even Moses,
in whom ye trust. For had ye believed Moses,
ye would have believed me; for he wrote of
me. But if ye believe not his writings, how
shall ye believe my words?" (John 5: 45-47).
Unbelief of the Scriptures was one of the leading sins of even the pious Jews, and it is not
at all surprising that the disciples of Christ
should be affected to some extent by these
pernicious influences. That they were thus
affected may be seen by the saying of Jesus to
them,--"0 fools, and slow of heart to believe
all that the prophets have spoken. *
And
beginning at Moses and all the prophets, he
expounded unto them in all the Scriptures the
things concerning himself" (Luke 24: 25, 27).
From this we see that Jesus respected and
honored "Moses and all the prophets," and
"all the Scriptures; and that he sharply rebuked his disci.ples for not believing "all the
prophets have spoken.''
Paul, than whom a more intelligent and devoted servant of God 'twere vain to seek, never questioned the inspiration of Moses and the
prophets. To the governor, ''Felix, he said,
"But this I confess unto thee, that after the
way which they call heresy, so worship I the
God of my fathers, believing all things which
are written in the law, and in the prophets"
(Acts 24: 14).
Abraham in heaven fully endorses them,"They have Moses and the prophets; let them
hear them.
If they hear not Moses and
the prophets, neither will they be persuaded,
though one rose from the dead" (Luke 16: 29,
31).
"l\Ioses and the prophets" have outlived
the blinding, hindering influence of unbelieving Jews and Christians, and have successfully withstood the malignant and unsparing
shocks of the great army of ancient and modern skeptics. Their light, received from the
great fountain, "The Sun of Righteousness,"
is still reflected clearly upon the dark pathway of the past, the blinding :haze and mists of
the present, and upon the dreadful and portentous gloom of the future. They reveal the
history of nations before they are founded 1 and
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divine rays reveal the cross and the crown,
the Sacrifice and the Savior-"the Lamb of
God," and "the King in his beauty." Their
beaming radiance illumines all the dark and
weary way of man, from Adam the outcast, to
Adam redeemed, kingdomed and enthroned
with his children in immortal glory. By their
light we are led back to the time when God
laid the foundations of the earth; "when the
morning stars sang together, and all the sons
of God shouted for joy," and across the intervening ages to that blissful day when God
shall have created "all things new"-the "new
heaven and a new earth," and his people
"shall inherit all these things.'' It lights up
the immeasurable past, and sweeps away into
the illimitible future. Such is the light of
God's word, as revealed through his servants
the prophets.
Let us therefore beware, lest the Master rebukes us with being "fools, and slow of heart
to believe all that the prophets have spoken.''

SUPPORT THE GOSPEL.-No. 5.
Our last article on this subject closed with.
the following words: "One may give every
week and never give enough. Does the Bible
help us in determining the proportion?"
It may very briefly be said that the rule of
the tenth was known before Moses or Jacob or
Abram; it is found, like the decimal system,
among nations that had no commerce or acquaintance with each other, and seems to have
been a part of original revelation; that this
rule was enlarged and afterwards enjoined upon the Jews, so that they seem regularly to
have given not less than onefifth, some say onethird; and besides this ordinary offering, they
added on special occasions, as when they set
up the tabernacle and temple, large and costly
free-will offerings. Passing from Judaism to
Christianity, where the stress is thrown on the
spirit and not on the letter, it is right to ask,
is christian love less potential than law? Are
we not constrained to give as much as Moses
commanded? Has christianity tarnished a
grace and degraded a duty? May a christian,
in the sweet grace of charity, stand behind the
Jew, and be hidden in his shadow? To ask
these questions is to answer them. The Apestolic Church did not lag behind Judaism nor
may we. In ordinary circumstances, to give
"according as the Lord has prospered," we
cannot think is to give less than a tenth. In
certain cases David may eat the shew bread,
and in certain cases we may eat all our loaf
and not spare a crumb. But the Bible spirit,
as well as the Bible teachings, would, we think,
put the tenth as the minimum; and this doctrine should be our rule both in preaching
and practice. And here let me say that I,
for one, believe that until this matter of giveing is preached it will not be generally, intelligently and faithfully practiced. It may be
just as pertinently asked of this as of any other
christian duty, "How shall they hear without
a preacher?" If it is a christian duty, then
it should be urged-not only in the pages of
the Church paper, which may be, and often is
carelessly glanced at and laid aside 1 to be no
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more thought of-nor in the business meAting,
where it is almost certain that only a majority
of the branch, and tho~e the very ones who
least need urging, will be present-but in the
pulpit-on those occasions when the greatest possible number of Saints are likely to
be present on Sunday and at "two day meetings, and at conference.
Its importance to the interests of the Church
should be explained; the great causes of the
Church should be presented; the magnitude
of the work should be set forth; our duty in
this regard should be plainly but earnestly
and forcibly urged; for, as has been well
said; "Without knowledge there will be little
interest, and without interest there will be
neither gifts nor prayer. Covetousness, which
is idolatry, though well dressed, orthodox and
respectable, must be shown to be a sin, and
the sin that doth most easily beset us." And in
no Church-in no organization claiming the
name of Christians-is this more necessary
than in ours. And yet there is a strong feeling
among our people against any mention of pe·
cuniary matters, except in private conversation,
or in strictly business meetings. Any allusion
to such things at any other time is spoken of
as out of place,-as quenching the Spirit, etc.
Why this should be I cannot tell, unless, it may
be, that, conscious as most of us are that we
don't do all that we might in this direction, it
is unpleasant to be reminded of our rAmissness
in the discharge of a known and acknowledged
christian duty. There was no such false delicacy-no such unnecessary sensitiveness on
this subject among the earliest worshipers of
the God of Israel, or among the early followers of the meek and lowly Jesus. The Bible.
b<~th the Old and New Testament, is full of
teaching and exhortation on this subject
Nor is it treated of in chapters separate and
distinct from other Christian graces and duties,
but so intimately blended that it is impossible
to separate them. Liberality in all its phases
is dwelt upon and so earnestly and presistently
presented as to show not only its importance
in the estimation of the sacred writers, but.
the nP-cessity, also, in those days as well as in
our own, of ''line upon line and precept upon
precept" in order to awaken the Saints to a
proper perception of their duties in this as
well as in other matters pertaining to the service of God.
We are told how liberality should be exercised-that we should give willingly and
abundantly, according to our means; with all
simplicity, without ostentation, and yet, upon
occasions, in such a manner as to provoke oth.
ers to the exercise of the same privilege (for
it is indeed a blessed privilege). We are told
for whatwe should give; for the support of
the ministry, for the forwarding of missions,
for the support of the poor, etc. '\Ve are admonished that the want of liberality lJrings
many a curse-that it is a proof of want of
faith-of want of love for God. We are reminded of the blessing attendant upon liber·
ality, and the promises to those who exercise
it. To incite us to emulation we have many
notable examples of the exercise of this virtue
In short, the treatment of this subject through·
out the sacred writings is such as at once
to show its importance and to give us an example of how it should be treated in these
latter, and in this respect, I fear. degenerate
W. R. SELI.ON·
days.

WHY I DID AS I DID.
REASONS !<'OR UNITING WITH THE REORGANIZATION OF TIIE CHURCH OF JESUS 0IIRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS.

Having given my reaEons for leaving Utah,
I will now give my reasons for uniting and
abiding with the Reorganization.
It is well known that when I left Utah, being ignorant of any other phase of Mormonism
then existing, other than Brighamism, andrealizing to my satisfaction that all the religion
there was in the latter system was but a
cloak to cover up their ambitious designs and
corruption; and believing that this was the
original Mormonism, I threw it behind me in
disgust.
·
None but God can tell what bitterness ef
soul, what heart-burnings, what restless days
and nights I spent, before I could throw away
what had been the only ray of light and hope
to my soul; (I here refer to the truth, not the
errors that had been taught me, and which I
had sincerely obeyed and labored for); nor can
any but He, tell the feeling of gloominess and
unrest that pervaded my mind, when I found
that I had no God, no Savior, nn beacon light
to point me to the only source of hope and life.
My only hope had failed me, and the creeds
of christendom were empty chaff-they made
God a tyrant, the Savior of the world faithless
to his promise, and his holy word a fable, to be
construed according to the poor, vain imaginations of man. I was afloat on the trackless
ocean, and my bark was tempest,tossed, without a rudder to guide, or a compass to direct
me. In this condition I reflected upon the
truths I had received, and the blessings I bad
enj 1yed, as the fruits of those truths; but these
formed the cloak that Brighamism wore, and
under them I could see the hideoU9 form of
corruption, and I turned loathingly away.
In this condition, one Sabbath morning. a
little pamphlet found its way into my hands ;
it lies before me now; the eleventh number of
the Herald, for 1860; and with it came the
Spirit of the Lor.d, resting mightily upon me.
I recognized its power, and my heart melted
under its divine influence. The words of the
Herald were as the light shining upon the
darkness, and they were a light to my feet;
my soul was stirred to its depths, and the old
bright, glorious, God given hope, reeeived in
the years agone, when I first bowed to His
truth, revived again in my soul- I was born
to a new life, I had something to live for. My
life was no longer to be a blank; the Eternal
had again manifested his love to me and· I
knew his voice. Oh! how sweet it sounded to
my soul!
I returned home, called my wife and little
children around me, confessed m.y sins to them
and my God, and asked their f(Jrgiveness and
his. It was a tremendous struggle with self,
but in the strength of God I conquered, and
we all bowed with broken hearts and streaming
e.:yes in prayer to God, and there and then I
covenanted to love and serve him with all my
heart, if he would only direct my mind.
While thus engaged, Utah stood like a
cloud of darkness before my vi~:~ion. I invol-
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untarily shuddered at the sight, but had
strength enough left to say, "Lord, thy will be
done." In an instant the cloud vanished from
before my mind, and my pathway seemed
bright, and Utah has never obscured my vision
since. Thank God for his loving kindness in
delivering me and mine from that horrible pit.
I now yearned for the society of God's peculiar people, and, agreeably to my family, I
started for Iowa, and tound Elders Blair and
E. C. Briggs on Keg Creek, in Pottawattamie
county. I recognized in them the Spirit of
the Savior of the world. I investigated more
fully the claims of the Reorganized Church,
was satisfied that God was with it, and that it
was founded on the Rock of Eternal Truth;
Elder William W. Blair administered the holy
ordinance of baptism to me in Farm Creek,
and, being confirmed by himself and E. C.
Briggs, I felt that I was once more a child of
God, and I sought for nothing higher.
My rea~ons for uniting with the Reorganized Church were :
1. I felt that God was with it; that it was
established in truth and righteousness.
2. That that truth was plain, unmistakable,
and in perfect harmony with every other truth
that God had revealed.;_ there was nothing
doubtful and dark about it. It required no
secret chambers to reveal it in. There were
no points, nor corners to hide up under the
cover of deceit; nGthing that needed the cunning and ingenuity of man to hide; nothing
for the "strong minded" that might not be revealed to babes. It was the plan of salvation
as taught by Jesus, and revealed by holy angels
in these last days. It directed every mind to
the Supreme Being as to one Jiving and true
God; and to Jesus Christ, his only "begotten
Son, as the only Savior of the world, and to the
Holy Ghost as the comforter, guide, teacher,
inspirer, sanctifier of our souls, and seal of
our adoption; and thus forbade the worship of
any human being.
3 It taught the sanctity. purity .and immutability of God's law, regulating marriage,
as it was reve!.led to Adam, renewed to Noah,
declared by .Moses, affirmed by Malachi, and
reaffirmed by the Son of God on the eastern
and western continents, and again revealed in
these last days through his servant Joseph,
saying, "1\:larriage is ordained of God. unto
man; wheref0re it is lawful that he should
have one wife, and they twain shall be ore
flesh "-D. C 49 : 3. Again, "Thon shalt
love th/j wife with all thy hPart, and shall cleave
unto her and none else."-D C. 42 : 7.
4. It forbids the shedding of blood. "And
now, behold, I speak unto the church. Thou
shalt not kill; and he that kills shall not have
forgiveness in this world, nor in the world to
come."-D C. 42 : 6. It forbids stealing.
'·He that stealeth and will not repent; shall be
cast out."-D. C. 42: 7. "If any man or
woman shall rob he or she shall be delivered
up unto the law of the land."-par. 22 .. In
fact, everything that is cont.rary to the strictest
principles of justice and right I found forbidden in the Iteorganized Church.
5. I found in tbe promises God had made
to Joseph the martyr, that it was the right of
his seed to lead the church of God, under the
direction of Jesus Christ, by the guidance of
the Holy Ghost, for it is written, "For this
anointing have I put upon his bead, that. his
blessing shall also be put upon the head of his
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posterity after him; and as I ~aid unto A bra· his assisting power, to keep myself in the path and painted on something resembling parchham, concerning the kindreds oft,he earth, even of my duty, and I ask the people of this Church ment. I was permitted to see what, as near
so I say unto my servant Joseph, in thee and to sustain me only when I am right; when I as I could judge, was a history of the travels
1:n thy seed ~hall all the kindreds of the earth am wrong I shall be punished. But, in the of this people from some country to their presbe blessed." In the language of one of old, meantime, I do not want to be made father of ent home, and the various prominent scenes
"What was I that I could withstand God?" all the lies told about me.
that have taken place up to a late period, all
I felt to bow to his will and own his sway.
I am sincerely glad you wrote to me. I am of which is very strange and wonderful,.and I
Soon after I joined the Reorganized Church, anxious to form your acquaintance. Show this take pleasure in giving to the public, as near
the Brighamites industriouslv circulated the letter to whom you will; I know in whom I as I can, a description of the figures and the
report that Joseph had nothing to do with the trust, for he "doeth all things well." Give interpretation of them. I could understand
Church, and that he was going to sue· the my regards to Elders Blair, Briggs, &c, when but a few words and some signs made by a
brethren for the use of Ids name. This I was you see them. May God bless you and all the principal chief among t,hem, but the pictures
satisfied was a base falsehood, although I had honest in heart, is my prayer. Yours in all ·speak rather plain. The first picture repronever seen the man; and, as many were coming faith.
JosEPH SMITH.
sents the people armed with bow and arrow
to me for information on the subject. I thought
It is now nearly sixteen years since I be- and spears, some on horseback and some in
proper to write to Joseph and ask for a plain came identified with the Reorganization, and chariots, and a people armed the same who
and straightforward statement, defining his in that time I havE> had ample opportunity to oppose them. The countenance of the people
position, and in reply I received the following test and know the spirit and operation of the are Asiatic, and they are dressed with mantles
manly answer:
work, having sat in some of the highest conn- and sandals, and this people seems to be deNAuvoo, July 11th, 1861.
cils, as well as the General Conferences; hav- feated and inclined to flee. The next scene is
Olta?·les Der1"y, llJsq., Dear Sir:
ing traveled with Joseph, labored with him, a body of women and children approaching a
Your letter of July 4th was received to. day; counseled with him, slept with him many mountain with sheep, horses and other aniand that I may show to you that I appreciate times, and ate and drank with him,-I have mals, the horses ladened; also camels ladened,
a straight. forward, honorable course and manly seen him under a great variety of circumstan· and a body of armed men in the rear. They
action, I answer you out of hand.
ces, and I am prepared to say that the work seem to be leaving the country and traveling
I thank our Heavenly Father that he has under his charge is of God; and so far as I over the mountains. Then come what apcast my lot in with those who dare to ask, and can judge by observation, not blinded by man pears an encampment, and the animals feeding
who cannot take unsatisfactory say so's for facts~ worship, or overweening reverence, I am now around, and these people dressed in blue.
Now, therefore, when any body tells you that prepared to say, that I have yet to see the man There seems to be several head men, one who
I am not in my place at the head of the new who so nearly illustrates the beauties of Christ's has something on his head resembling a crown,
organization, or of the Church, tell them that gospel as that man. Yet'I know that he, like and probably a king. They are met by a peoI wrote to you and with my own hand, and all other servants of God. that ever Jived, is ple who wear baggy trousers and turbans on
said to you, that as I said in the Conference on only a fallible man, liable to err, and hence he the heads. Next is another procession as beApril 6th, 1860, so say I now. I say more- needs' the continual prayers of all saints, that fore, and they travel down beside a large river;
over to you, that inasmuch as my father's he may always be guided of God; for unless Many are riding different kinds of animals,
voice has been heard on earth, so shall mine God. directs, the counsels of man are vain; his and many animals are being driven. Then is
be heard ere long. calling on the Saints in the Counselors I know to be servants of God, and represented the same leading men treating
name of Israel's God to come away from their they always have my deepest Jove.
with one another, and a peculiar looking peatransgressions and wickedness; and to turn
In conclusion, I thank my God that my lot ple resembling Chinamen. They have long
to the right ways of the Lard. J have been has been cast in this Reorganized Church of queues and the head partially shaved. The
called. and I will be called again and again, Jesus Christ. To me it seems the only hope next picture represents ships with square sails,
:f.Jr so is the promise to me until the people of humanity-the Ark of safety in the day of a~d on bo~rd of ships can be seen d!ffe~ent
shall know that power, lust, and gold are trouble. because God is at the helm.
kinds of ammals and people; the sun IS smknot the gods t.hat called me, nor the ends at
'
CHARLEs DERRY.
ing in the west, and they are steering northwhich I aim.
$--~easterly. The next reprrsents the ships near
I ask none to believe without invest,igation.
1 shore with distant mountains and many tree~
MOUND B. YTILDER"'.
'
~,
I desire that none may take hold of this work
"'
;;,
and animals
resemblin§; deer. 'l'he men apwho dnubts still. I don't, ask one to believe Prebi 111 toric naces o:f Colorado and New pear to be dre8sed in heavy garments, indion my words alone, but ask each and every
Mexico.
eating culd weather. The next picture repreone to seek God in prayer for confirmation in I Special correspondence of the St. Louis Globe-Democro.t.
sents the same ships; the sun is now rising
his faith; also that I may be tried by the
I see by copies of your paper that much in- above the mountains at the east and the ships
standard, "To the law and the testimony."
terest is manifested in regard to the prehistoric are sailing south ward along the shore, and
You and I may be brought together, then people of' this continent, known as the Mound birds, probably gulls, in the air near the ships.
you may know what manner of man I am. Builders. After spending several years on Next the ships are in the cove nearly surAsk W. W. Blair. ask E. C. Briggs, ask any, the frontiers of Colorado, New Mexico, and rounded by land, and the clima~e is apparently
or all who have known me, and see if one, Arizona, in search of precious metals, I have tropical, as the surroundings are green, the
(except enemies of God's gospel), will tell you reached eivilization for the Winter, and will people and animals are landing, and the importhat, I would hazard my soul in holding a lie give you an insight into my travels relating to tant personage with the crown on, is in the
to the f"ce of Jacob's and Joseph's God.
the peculiar pe61ple on the borders of the Ter. center of the group. Then comes another
I am a believer in !.he gospd revealed in ritories above named. I have had uncommon procession of the people with animals, etc.,
these last days; and I am thankful to my advantages for studying what I considered the some climbing mountains, and great plains,
Heavenly Father that he is going to uRe me historic people of this continent-the Zimis with the wild animals viewing them in wonder:
as an humble instrument in his hands of bring- and Moquis-who are undoubtedly the last of by the position of the sett,ing sun on the waters
ing the Saints back to a remembrance of their a once powerful and enlightened race, who they are traveling eastward. Next, comes a
covenants.
were once the Mound Builders, Aztecs and large river, with trees on each side. Here,
I do nnt wonder at the many stories that Toltecs. Their language is poculiar, so are for the first time, we see houses and mounds,
are in circulation in regard to my connection their habits, and they are totally unlike either some of them round and some with square
with the Church. According to report, I the Inrlictns or Mexicans. They have feast base. and in form of pyramid; cattle and she..ep
favored Brigham for years; so, also, Strang days, and worship the sun, but not a deity, are feeding on the plain, and this means setbuilt on the same; so again, uncle William; but as the central power of a deity for distri- t!ement. Now comes anot.her battle, but no
and :odl who have undertaken to steady the bmion of' divine favor. Th,Fy have knowledge chariots; they seem to be fighting a large and
Ark, held some claim on me. Now, brother of pottery, weaving, and several kinds of orna- dark race of men, who have feathers in their
Derry, the Lord works through whom he will; mental work, and are very industrious and h~>ads and down the back, and are armed
he has undertaken to do a certain amount. thrifty. Their pictured representation of their mostly with spears, and are nearly naked.
through me, and he wiil accomplish it, if I am history, of which they are very choice and The next is another procession, traveling tohumble and do not exalt myself. I hope, by jealous, is certainly wonderful, and is done ward the setting sun, and they are followed
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who knew no sin went to the Father, begging
REMARKABLE FULFILL}IENT OF
for help in his tiL?e of ne~d .. We.should live
]lltEAMS.
a meek, humble hfe, and m every mstance exDeal' Hendd :~Itisjustthreeyears to-day,
b
I b d0 :t
ll t
h ·
amine our hearts before going to God, that N
we do not ask for things we do not need, or I ovem er 6 t ' smce
a
arewe
o my
ask amiss.
family, and the church in San Francisco, to
James says, "Is any afflicted among you, let cany the glad tidings of this Latter Day Work
him pray." Our afflictions of mind, especial- to the sunny shores of Aust.ralia in company
ly, if we do not .feel t~e. Lord is near, are with Bro. c. W. Wandell, who ~ow sleeps in
M
·
t
· t
t'
t
greater than bod1ly affiwtwns; but when the d t'
troubles are removed we should pray the more, ea n.
any me~ en s, m eres mg 0 me,
giving thanks and praises. If we Jive prayer- have taken place smce then, and some before,
ful, meek, humble, so that our every day life that show tho wonder-working power and
shall be a .constant sermon of light and t.ruth goodness of God to his creatures, and the future
for our neJg~b?rs to ~ee, we should not be ~o often re!ld in visions and dreams.
.
•
,
. •
often complammg, usmg the words, "What rs
the use of preaching to them, they will notreYears befo_re appomted. on th1s llllS8IOn I
ceive the truth."
A sentence in Golden dreamed ofbemg sent to prison for three years;
Grains, Herald, Nov. 15th, reads thus, "The but it was not for crimes I had done, but bebest prayers are those we try to answer our- cause of another. Many of my fri~nds came
d
o
•
d b· d
db
I
selves after we have made them." This is a
·
1et us h ee d . nn7 e aroun me Wvepmg, an . a .e me goo y.
sermon wor"'h y of praise,
should pray earnestly for divine help, that we told them not to weep, 1t was all through anmay live a righteous life, in this way save our- other that I was doomed to go. I did not feel
selves, and b~ the means in the hands of the cast down, but felt quite reconciled to my fate.
This dream never left me. I felt t.hat it meant
Master of savmg others.
I have a long while desired to testify to the something.
Saints my belief in the power of prayer. Yes,
· t s, prayer Wl'll save me, 1'fl am save d.;
When the Australian Mission was prodear S am
for if we cease praying we are none of us in a posed, and Elder Wan dell appointed to precondition to be saved, but are likely to become side over the mission, and the news reaehed
castaways. In my childhood I was taken into father Green, the good old man who has now
the fold, but during the dark days was adrift
upon the troubled waters, thinking as many passed away, then president of California, he
others did, and good people too, that this of turned to me and said, "You are the man for
all religious schemes, was a falsity; yet I often that mission." I replied, "lt,..is too far off,
prayed; and how earnestly I have prayed that Father Green." In a few nights afterwards,
if this was the true way, it might be made the Lord showed me in vision, for I was neither
known to me, without any effort on my part asleep nor awake, the future, and my Jot in
to seek to know whether J',:Iormonism had truth the mission. I saw the old veEsel, her bulfor its guide. I was like many others, and warks painted black and white, our parting
did not want that to be the way for christians with several in tears, our long and tedious
to walk in, but my prayers were answered, and journey, and at last our entering Sydney bargreat is the blessing for which my heart is bor, and then towing up to the wharf along
ever thankful.
side of a great stone wall and between two
Let me tell more of answer to prayer. Dur- great stone warehouses we made f~st.; while a
ing the late war my aged mother often and voice as from the heavens said, "Sydney at
earnestly went to prayer in behalf of a son last."
In a short time aftEr this, we met in conferwhom she was convinced was in a perilous
condition spirtually and temporally. "I have ence, and there was no small debate, both in
heard a brother who was then a grown up conference and council, about the mission and
boy who was with our mother, say that he who should be sent. In the midst of it all, I
should never doubt the power of prayer. Now. felt assured how it would end. I was appointed
this brother was again gathered into the fold, to accompany Eider Wandell. We then were
as are nearly all of our mother's children, for 1 on the look out for a vessel (no steamer~ then
whom she so earnestly prayed. 1\Iothers, pray running to Sydney). At last we fou]'ld one, a
for ycur wayward children, there are many bs,rk bound for Sydney, to be sold. She was
times when the council or precepts of parents not one desirable to take such a long passage
fail to have right effect on the minds of child- in; but we secured a passage, and, after wit~--------+--~··I ren, then great is the need of going to God, neo:sing the scene of parting I had beheld in
PRAYER.
with our full hearts, in faith believing that vision, on the afternoon of the 6th of NovemAs Latti'r Day Saints, we believe in the pow- our prayers will be answered.
Yes, dear ber, 1873, we hoisted sail and cut cur way on
er of prayer; yet if we went to God in prayer Saints, prayer is the key which unlocks the the waters of the great deep. As we bore on
more than we do, we should not so often be store.house of God's blessings, by which they and the land faded in the distance, where all
heard complaining of ills, privations, and hind· are showered upon us. May the Father of all that. was dear on earth we had left behind,
ranees in many ways, both to our spiritual and good help us to live aright.
brought feelings that cannot be here described.
L . .E. FMNnBRs.
Nothing of great importance transpired as
temporal good. Our life should be a constant
------+--------we sw~pt" along- through wind and storm and
prayer and thanksgiving to God for all our
Extinguish vanity in the mind, and you natur· calm for weeks, until one night our vessel
blessings, the greatest of which is the light of
our blessed gospel. We are bidden to seek ally retrench the little super·fluit.ies of garniture sprung a leak in the bows. On examination
and equipage. The blossoms will fall of t.hemselves she was found to be very rotten in parts. The
first the kingdom of h11aven and its righteous. when
the root thaf nourishes them is destroyed.
seamen grew alarmed, the tea was runuing
ness, and are promised if we do this that all
Pride is never more offensive than when it con·
things shall be added unto us. Prayer is an descends to be civil; whereas vanity, whenever H high j pumps were kept at work night and day;
essential part of this righteousness which we forgets itself, naturally assumes good humor.
all was done with packing th'lt was possible to
are to seek. We ar€ bidden to pray oft, pray
Vanity makes men ridiculous, priue odiQHs, and stop the leak, but to no avail. One morning,
,
very early 9 all !oolled very blue. .After con,
without 0easing1 &c. ,Jesus .oftt:P prayed, he ambition terrible,

by the feathered warriors. There were several
other pictures I could not explain. That these
people are the degenerate descendants of a
once powerful race,· who once occupied the
continent, cannot be denied. As near as I can
interpret these pictures, they are a history of
these peculiar people, and the meaning is quite
plain. There is some written language connected with the pictures that I cannot decipher, but it represents something similar to what
I have seen of Sanscrit and Egyptian. No. 1
is the battle in their own.country-probably
Eastern Asia-and they were defeated and
driven out, and the first procession is their
leaving with their families. and their flocks
and herds. They travel through some part of
India or Arabia, where the turbaned people
are, and the leading men are treating for a
passage through the country. The next people are the Chinese, with whom they treat for
land or ships, and the ships leave the coast of
China and take a course northeast, that will
bring them into the cold northwest/and they
sail southward to a warm climate, and the land
is on the Pacific, where they leave their ships.
They then travel in procession, as before, over
the mountains and plains, and come to some
of our large Western rivers, where they settle
and build mounds;andihouses, and the battle
represented in the last picture is with the
present Indians, who probably came in from
Northern Asia and overrun the country and
drove out this people, and they retreated west.
and built the remains that are so thickly found
in New lYiexico, Colorado, and Arizona. The
people probably are the same who settled Mexico and South and Central America, and the
life and civilization was crushed out of a
noble race of men by the merciless· savage,
aided by the no less merciless and relentless
Catholic Spaniards, and all that remains to
tell of the once powerful and noble race of
this continent is the few remnants of Zimis
and Moquis, who have degenerated for countless ages, and know but little of those gone
' before, and the few arts of weaving and pot.
tery are all that is left them of all the knowledge that was brought from the most enlightened portions of the Old World. That the
discoveries made in this and other parts of
the continent are bound at last to unravel the
mystery of the mounds aud the mound-builders
is undoubtable, and when that is done we will
fin~ that Young America is the historic ground,
and that we are but following in th" footsteps
of a nation whose knowledge of arts and science
was second to none, and that they had attainC. FLINT.
ed a high civilization.
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versing with the seamen, and giving a hand at
the pump, I went to Bro. Wan dell, and said,
"Sbe is leaking very badly." He arose in his
bunk and said, "She'll go down." I said
nothing, but thought in myself "it cannot be,
this is the ship that took me to Sydney harbor."
In a short time the wind ceased, and the sea
became more calm and we shipped less water.
The captain feeling his danger, concluded to
steer for the nearest port. Charts and maps
were had, and we found the nearest port was
the Island of Tahiti. We were then about
1020 miles off by calculation. We changed our
course, had fine weather and all went on well.
About this time, in the slumbering ho~rs .of
midnight, I dreamed that I had· fallen among
a strange, dark people.
One of them was
very courteous and took me to his house, and
said, "There, here you can stay, there is your
bed in the corner." I thanked him and said,
"I did not wish to disturb his fan.i!y." But
he urged me to be at home. He introduced
me to a dark man, black mustache, and a bo,!k
in his hand. I said, "Let me see your book."
He replied, "You can see it, but you cant read
it." I saw groups of people together and considerable stir. I thought at first they were
- jealous of me, but I went to bed, and found
no bed but a mat and blanket. I asked their
names, and Brown and Smith were given me.
. And thus I awoke. I lay thinking on the
singularity of the dream, and when daylight
came I arose, took my pocket book and wrote
my dream. In a few days I told Bro. Wan.
dell that I had a dream and it was im-pressed
on my mind firmly that we would find friends,
if-we reached Tahiti, and one would be of the
name of Smith, the other would be Brown.
Brown's name was not so clear to me as Smith.
In course of time we reached the island and
anchored in the harbor at Petitete. Next
morning we went ashore and made enquiry at
several places if there was any of the name
Smith about the island. No such name could
we find. We walked around and viewed the
town and fortifications, and in the evening re
turned to the ship. Next morning we renewed
our search ; passing by a house on the outskirts of the t.own, two natives, large, :fine
looking men, came down and grabbed me by
the hand and shook me heartily, saying, "You
missionary, you missionary." I made signs
that I was. Bro. Wandell says, "Let us move
on." He kept walking along as they still
held on to me.* At last I got away from
them, and a~ I reached Bro. W., he says, ''You
had better beware of spies; you know the
Elders were banished from here by the French
government. We went on and met an intelligent native, who could speak French and Eng.
lish well. We fell into conversation upon
things in generaL We then asked if there
were any Mormons. He said they were located
about five miles from there, and we had better
go and see David Brown their leader. I then
felt assured that this was the man Brown, I
dreamed of. We returned, and passing the
same place, the same two men came and grabbed me again. Bro. W. went on, and I had
a job to get away from thPm. I had no fear
of them, but we could not converse, not underftanding the language. We hurried on our
way and found David Brown and the church.
He took us int.o his dwelling, and says, "Yon

* The two natives wbo hung on to me eo were Elders iu the
!)h1nch, good mon.

can stop here," and, pointing to the corner,
says he, ''there is your bed." I replied "We
do not wish to put your family about." "Not
so says he, "we can live at my wife's father's."
Here was, sure enough, the place and the bed
shown me on the sea. The bed also was a mat,
like Chinese matting (no bed) and a pillow and
blanket.
Rui pie, a noble man with black mustache,
was introduced who seemed so fond of us he
would be with us late and early. We held
several meetings, and as several desired baptism, one who had attended the meetings came
to me and said he was fully convinced upon
the truth of our mission and desired to be baptised. He was an Englishman by birth, and
was trying to raise a school to teach the English language. After conversing with him
some time I asked his name and he told me
his name was John Smith. .I then took out
my pocket· book and read my dream, showing
him his name was given to me while on the
sea. He was very humble and was baptizf'd
with fifty others. After the baptism, we all
w12nt to the meeting-house, a bamboo buildingthatched with leaves, beautifully FJlaited and
the long ends banging down to carry off the
water. While Bro. Wan dell was taking the
names of those baptized, Rui pie entered, carrying the very book I had seen in my dream.
I asked for it and he gave it to me and laughed .
It was the church record, but I could not read
it. Thus aJ.l things were fulfilled,- exactly as
shown to me in the visions of the night, hundreds of miles away and weeks before.
After our vessel had been rPpaired, we
raised our anchor and set sail for Sydney. In
four weeks we hove in sight of the iron bound
cnast of New South Wales. A pilot came
aboard, and next day we entered port Jackson.
A tug towed us up the harbor. The scenery
on either side was delightful. I believe no
prettier harbor can be found in the world.
Near circular quay we dropped our anchorWith the spy !!;lass I viewed the town and
harbor, but could not see anything like I had
beheld in vision of my landing in Sydney.
The captain, Bro. Wandell, and others, went
ashore in a small boat. Bro. Wan dell did not
return that night. Before nightfall the captain returned with a tug; we raised anchor
and the steamer towed us gently round, passing many vessels to Miller's Point, and there
we tied up along side of the great stone wall
about twenty feet high, back from the wharf
about fifty yards. There also was the two
large stone warehouses, about a hundred yards
apart, our vessel lying between. I s~ood upon
t.l.e quarter deck, and gazed with astonishment.
Here was the old ship with her black and
white bulwarks; here .were the warehouses,
and the wall; here was I, in Sydney at last.
VVhen all was fast, I stepped ashore and
could but give vent to my feelings in tears of
gratitude to the God of revelation who had
marked my path and guided me through the
dangers of the great deep. I was now a stranger in a strange land, far separated from the
Church and a loving family for the gospel's
sake. I little thought, that ere long my traveling companion wnuld fall by my side, and I
should be left alone for a time, to bcur the
banner of truth through this howling wilder.
nPRS of sin; but such has been my lot.
This land was long a penal settlement., a
prison to many, a prison to n1e; far, far from

home and hearts most dear; but as the three
years in this colony is near up I expect soon
to be released; feeling assured that the hand
that has guided me thus far will guide me to
the end, if I am true and faithful. I have
found many kind and loving hearts in New
South Wales; many not yet in the Church,
but who will be at a future day.
In looking over the past I am led to exclaim
what is poor, mortal man, but a worm of the
dust; and yet thy great condescension, 0 God,
make known to him the hidden mysteries of
the future at thine own time and in thine own
way. Well might the Psalmist exclaim "What
is man that thou art mindful of him."
With kind regards to all; hoping all things
will be overruled for the best in regard to the
office and gathering, I remain your brother in
faith and love,
G. RoDGER.

-.

SATURDAY NrGHT I!IUSINGS.
How the weeks rush along! l'!Iany Saturday nights have come and gone since last I
lifted my pen to write thus. 1\iany who were
then readers of the Herald have been laid beneath the clods of the valley-have reached
the Saturday night of life, and gone to their
reward! We, who remain, have been spared
through the mf·rcy of that great and good
being who has given us life and opportunities
f<Jr doing good. Let us improve the weeks
remaining to us, by exemplifying in our daily
lives the profession we have made. i_)o we
love God? Let us do his will. Has hate or
envy found a place in our hearts? Let us
banish them and f6rgive.
The sun that will rise to-morrow morning
will shine for all: the good and the bad; the
christian and the infidel; the friends and the
enemies of truth, will alike enjoy the sunlight
and breathe the free air of Heaven. But
there is an end; somewhere in the future
there awaits us a final Saturday night! What
lies bevond.'? Between this life and the other
there a great gulf fixed, and of those who
have passed to the other side none .have returned to tell us the story of f the realm of
shadows! Each week there crosses "with the
boatman cold and pale" many a spirit to the
other shore. Each Saturday night sees tears
fall and the stars twinkle above the last resting place of many a loved one. Let us hope
they have gone prepared to enter upon God's
Sabbath of rest; also that it may be our happy
lot to meet them there when we fhall have
passed the final Saturday night of our existence here.
The weeks are given us here to prepare for
an inheritance over there. Let us keep our
hearts pure; let us drive out the bad and
make more room for the good. Have we lost
ground in the battle of life? Let us not be
discouraged; rather let us begin the new week
with increased determination to conquer evil;
and also make a better record this week than
in the one that closes to night.
:My brother, or friend-you who are striving
to ~et gain-are you feeling that the week
just closed has added but little to your possessions? Remember God's patience, and endeavor to cultivate that divine attribute.
While you sit at your desk to.nil!ht examining
your booKs, give a thought to life's ledger;
it is kept in double entry; the column· in
which is entered the good is side by side· with
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that in which is kept a record of the bad. The
week is well nigh dead; while you sleep the
angels will bear the record to the recording
one above, and it will stand for or against you
in the day when the books will be opened. I
hope that all the dear readers of the Herald
have wrought well during the week, and are
prepared to greet to-morrow's light with glad
hearts, and meet their brethren in the spirit
that should characterize all true christians.
To-night I write this chapter in a dear
brother's house ; at home, yet not at home !
warm hearts have made me welcome, while
kind hands have administered to my wants.
May our heavenly Father bless them, is my
prayer.
Truly it is a pleasure to be a guest where
there are hearts like these-in a home like
Within these walls dwell a happy
this.
family band; they are united in faith and
love; they add to each others happiness by
kind acts and loving words, which are golden
links in the chain that keeps them away from
the contaminating influences of the outer
world, and attaches them to the home hearth.
This Saturday night I have mingled my voice
with theirs in songs of praise ; with them I
have knelt around the family altar, and now
their cheeks rest upon their pillows.
May their dreams be pure and bright,
And may their sleep be sweet.
In my own home there are those who think
of me to-night. 1\'fay God keep them safe and
well, and let this chapter tell them they are
mot forgotten.
Dear readers, there ramains but a few moments before this Saturday night will have
been added to the many gone before, and there
remains but one more Saturday night in the
year; one more week to be filled with deeds,
kind or otherwise. Before these lines greet
you the year will have closed and you and I if our lives be spared--will have entered upon
the new; may the prospects of all be brighter
than before, and may the love of God prompt
us all to better deeds-a better life-kind
words ,and acts that speak our love for each
other; then, when comes Saturday night, our
hearts will be filled wilh a glad peace that
none can take away.
In the coming year I hope to greet you
often through the Herald; and I trust that
these chapters may prove a mutual benefit to
us-the reader and the writer.
May the holidays bring you many happy
experiences; and, in the weeks which are to
come, may you improve each opportunity for
doing good so that, when the week closes,
yours Will be a glad
SATURDAY NIGHT.
The greatest and best men and women look
back to their homes for the impulses which have,
under the blessing of God, made them what they
are. And it must also be said that not a few
shipwrecks made by many are traced to the defects of the homes of their early years. As we
advance in life we remember with increasingly
fond effeotion fathers and mothers long ago dead,
the brothers and sisters with whom we played,
the counsels we often heard, it may be at times
with reluctant ears, the prayers and hymn~ we
learned, the morning and evening family altar,
and the church where me worshiped. The remembrance of these restrains great multitudes from
wandering from the right path, sweetens the lonely hours of many widely separated from kindred
and friends, and is one of th~ first experiences of
the prodigal when he has been arrested in his
downward cours~J.-l'res!q;tenrm Hanner.

JOSEPH SMITH,

HENRY A. STEBBINS,
EDITORS.

Plano, Illinois, Marolt t,
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BAPTISM OF CHILDREN.
IN reply to question as to whether parents are
compelled to baptize their children, we may say
that we understand it to be obligatory upon all
parents, wherever situated, to strive faithfully,
earnestly and prayerfully to teach their children.
the truths and principles of the gospel, and that
they should call upon the Lord in prayer, even
in their childhood, and that they should be taught
to do so reverently and understandingly, according to their years, so that they may desire to obey
the ordinances of the gospel at the age set by
command of the Lord, or soon after. But we do
not understand that there is any other compulsion to do this than the moral obligation of God's
law, to thus teach and instruct; also it seems evident that they are more excusable who live away
from the stakes or branches of Zion, than are
those who are surrounded with the conveniences,
associations, helps and aids to properly instruct,
guide, and bring up their children in the ways of
the Lord, such as are only to be found in those
places of gathering, those places which shoulcl be
the most select of any society on earth, so far as
morality, spirituality, and the examples and inculcations of truth are concerned, the places of
doctrine, precept, and of Sabbath-schools, the
places where parents and children can best im.
prove the golden hours in increasing their store
of know~edge of God's truth and of his kingdom
now and to come. Hence, the Lord shows that
where the advantages exist the parents are inex.
cusable, even to the blood being upon their own
heads; but, in a measure, the failure to do so anywhere and everywhere, is a fault and a sin to be
answered for, according to the privileges ancl op.
portunites, circumstances and means which have
been slighted and passed by, those which might
have availed, if not to save, at least to free the
parents from the obligation placed upon them by
the law of God in this respect. D. C. ()8: 4.
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cleanness ofpersons de~nds cleanliness ofhouses
and their surroundings. For disease lies lurking
in the cess.pool, drain, cellar and neglected cast
off clothing and house furniture.
Vegetable cellars under living or sleeping
rooms, are nurseries for every type of typhoid
fever; ancl persons who value their offspring,
must take especial pains to keep the places where
they live free from these evil airs, arising from
foul and unclean surroundings.
The air is like a vast sponge; it is constantly
taking up exhalations of all kinds from the earth,
and when full, it is wrung out by the invisible
hand of God's power, and those exhalations are
returned to the earth washed and purified. If we
close the doors and windows against the health
giving agents of God, sunshine and air, we deserve to be sick.
"Be ye clean that bear the vessels of the Lord."
Let us be clean in the air we breathe, the clothing
we wear, the houses we live in, and the cellars
we live over, ancl in the premises with which we
are surrounded. Let us think, and thh:tk well of
the air we live in.
THE WORLD IN COMMOTION.

A COURESPONDENT of the Chicago Times, writes
from England, January 13th, of the continued
rain storms, and the attendant display and force
of the other elementary powers, that if Moab was
anciently called the wash pot of the world, then
Great Britain might now with propriety and truth
be called the slop basin, so heavy and continued
were the floods, overflows and inundations, by
rivers and sea. He says that England began the
year in floods, and storms, and apprehensions,
both physical and political. He also mentions
the stormy nature of the political sky, and says
that a great outburst of evil and trouble is fully
expected from the complications. He quotes the
Lon dan Times, which says: "There is an uncom.
fortable feeling, something like the distress of na.
tions, and men's hearts failing them for fear."
The correspondent also writes of the political
situation of affairs in almost every part of the
world, that although it is of the gravest import,
yet that it is overshadowed by the vastness of the
prospects involved in the Eastern Question.
He gives expression to the idea, which seems
now to be held, that the Jews and Turks are in
AIR.
sympathy with each other, both coming from the
No•r long since, a brother treated the HEHALD East, and both against Russia; that the Jews are
readers to a homily on the air that we breathe. very large holders of Turkish bonds, which
Some thought at the time that he wished to show necessarily increases their interest in Turkish afhimself smart; but if more heed was paid to fairs; that the London Telegraph, which is owned
many of the ideas presented by that writer, there and conducted by Jews, gives forth a constant
would be less need for the healing power of God, stream of favor and sympathy for the Ottoman
1
or the healing art of man.
Empire; and that there is a kindred feeling on
God designed the boundless universe of the air, the subject between Lord Beaconsfield (Disraeli),
so constantly stirred by zephyr, breeze and storm, the Rothschilds and other rich Jews, and the
as a store"house of health for all his creatures, newspapers on the continent owned by Jews.
man included; hence, he who would avail himIt certainly is very evident that the fate of Tur.
self of all the agencies of health placed ready to key will to a great extent involve the fate of Palhand, must consent to breathe freely of that best estine; and if Hussia and her allies be the veriof all elixirs, fresh air.
table Gog and :iYiagog of prophecy, as few can
Just now the city of Chicago is being visited doubt, then the Jews already feel the spirit of the
with an epidemical scarlet fever. The whole antagonism that will eventually culminate on
medical force of the city is engaged in a com bat their own land, even when they shall be gathered
with local uncleanness, and foreign miasma, in back with their riches, and when the Triple Alan endeavor to counteract the disease and prevent Jiance, in their financial distress, shall seek "to
its spread. One point, upon which they all agree, take a spoil and to take a prey;" at which time
is this, personal cleanness is indispensibly essen. the Lord says (Ezek. 38: 10) the spoilers shall
tial to recovGry or fred om from the disease. This "think an evil thought" concerning those "that
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are gathered out of the nations, which have gotten cattle and· goods," and shall come "from the
north," and "in the latter days" for that purpose
and with that intention.
And so is the word of the Lord being fulfilled.
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the other sixty.one, have waited for the Sun of
righteousness to arise and shine into their hearts.
Bro. Kemp says, "they knew the sound of the gospel when they heard it again." God speed the
plow.
·
Every place where the Saints are living in
peace, after the precepts of their faith, there the
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Lord blesses their labors. See what Bro. Spring({uestion.-Where did the first rail way train run er writes of his reception in an Ohio town, in
and in what year?
his letter in the last HERALD.
.Answer.~By searching various authors we find
that the :first rail ways in use were those in and
PALESTINE AND THE JEWS.
about Newcastle-upon.Tyne, England, the rails
being of timber, and the carriages for transport- Now, while the eyes of the civilized world are
ing coal being drawn by horses. The date of turned towards the East, and all the nations are
this invention is referred to the period between awaiting the solution of the long- pending ques.
1602 and 1649. Afterwards they covered the tion, as to whether Russia shall be permitted to
wood with iron, and in 1740 they substituted advance on Turkey and gain a hold upon the
cast iron rails, fixed on wooden cross-sleepers. In Mediterranean Sea and upon Asia, which for a
1802 was obtained a patent for a steam carriage hundred years or more has been one of her aims,
which in 1804 was put upon the tracks to draw there has also sprung up latterly a flight of ruthe coal wagons. George Stephenson employed mors, surmises a,nd speculations concerning that
this method so successfully in 1814 that he en- geographical trifle of Asia, called Palestine, or
larged his plans, and, with the sanction of Parlia. the Holy Land, and the present movement of the
ment, he and others constructed the Stockton and Jews thitherward, as now fully reported in the
Darlington railway which was opened for carry- newspapers to be an establiscd fact of present
ing passengers September 27th, 1825, but it was history.
In another article we give the current rumor
1829 and 1830 before much advancement was
made, when a speed of ten to fifteen miles per about the Jewish feeling for Turkey, and its canshour was reached. In 1829 the first locomotives es, and what we may apprehend as a deeper ;rea.
were brought to this country, horse railways for son than money or than a love for Turkey which
stone quarries and coal mines having been in use they have little reason to have, as a race.
A correspondent of the London Times who is,
since in 1826.
Q.-Were the ties made of fir? I ask this to or was lately, in Palestine, writes of the eviden.
know if the prophecy in Nahum 2: 3, 4, was ful- ces of Jewish return that he saw while there
He says: "Everywhere, from Dan to Beersheba,
filled.
.A.-We have always supposed that, if the com. I saw evidence of the renewed energy and activ.
monly received interpretation of this scripture ity of the Jewish race. As a people the Jews are
among the Saints, was correct, that the prophet flocking back to the land of their forefathers in
only spoke of the tree he knew to be common or great numbers, and from all parts of Europe. In
most in use in those times to describe any trees Jerusalem and its neighborhood, .particularly,
that he saw in vision as afterwards cut down and every plot of ground for sale is eagerly bought
used. The oak does not seem to have been used by them."
in those days except as a shelter, a retreat, or a
Who may not see in this the realization of that
gathering place of worship, etc., whereas it is power that we may suppose from the prophets
stated that the fir tree "was especially used for was to move upon the people of Judah to cause
building" purposes of various kinds. While fruit them to turn their hearts and their faces towards
and ornamented trees and shrubs were well their beloved land and their promised inherit.
known in that country and cultivated with care- ance, when the words of their scattering and its
ful attention, there were very few trees available desolation should be fulfilled?
for their enduring qualities, the remainder were
'l'he Lord said, in Deut. 30: 1-3:
small, and of soft texture; hence those trees of
"And it shall come to pass when all these things
any size for much use were the cedar and the fir, . are come upon th~e, the blessing and_ the curse,
the latter in the main as various authors give us * * and t~ou s~a!.t call them to mmd among
'
.
all the natwns, "' _, and shall return unto the
to understand. Therefore undoubtedly, th1s was Lord thy God, * * that then the Lord thy God
why the prophet called the trees he saw after will turn thy captivity, * * and will gather thee
that name. Again he might not have referred to from all the nations."
the railroad ties at all, but to the extensive lum.
The aforesaid correspondent remarl's that the
bering business among the pineries of the north, Jews are a wealthy race. By our News Summary
the fir and the pine being alike evergreen. We it will be seen that the Hothchilds are worth, as
are also informed that the translators of old knew a family, thirty-four hundred million dollars, and
not exactly from the Hebrew what tree was re. others are also immensely rich; in fact, in the
old countries, their financial power is very great,
ferred to in the term usually translated fir-tree.
and their hold upon the national credit of many
BRO. JAMEs KEMP president of the North-west kingdoms is not small, Also the prophecy of
Missouri District, writes from Stewartsville, Feb- Ezekiel, chapter thirty.eight,shows that they will
ruary 2nd, that he had been laboring in and near have such an aggregate of wealth on their re.
Bevier, :Missouri, and had found two old time turn to Palestine as to be the envy of Gog "and.
Saints, had baptized them unto the renewal of many people with thee." The Turks nominally
their covenant; and had organized a branch to govern Palestine, but the Jews are large holders
be known as the Salt River Branch, Elder Robert of Tnrkish bonds, and the Turks are in want of
Thrutchly, presiding and in charge.
more money; therefore a writer asks if the Jews
Thus the work goes on; for twenty.eight years may not likely make a new loan, on condition
~hese aged 8ij.ints, oue ~ixty.three :years of age and that they should "obtain the right of governing

their own land under the guardianship -of the
great powers of Europe?"
That some of the powers will have this guar.
diansh ip, either from pecuniary, or other interests, or both, is eviden!led by the prophecy:
"Kings shall be thy nursing fathers and queens
thy nursing mothers, and they shall bear thy
sons and they daughters from far, and thy gold
and thy silver to the place of the Lord of ho&ts."
Another paper says that possibly a Jewish Re.
public may be established at Jerusalem, and that
it would be a notable circumstance if the war in
the East should eventuate in giving Palestine to
the Jews.
The London Spectato1' says that "a rumor is
afloat that the Porte has offered to sell the heriditary Pashalic of the Holy Land, to any person
accepted by the Jews, in return for a loan." It
also remarkS that "Palestine needs nothing but
irrigation and trees," and that "the restoration of
the Jews" would be a romantic event.
The New York Watchman says that the proper.
ty of the "ill-starred American Colony at Jaffa"
(we suppose Geo. J. Adams') has been purchased
by a German association called The Temple, which
is "composed of those who believe that the sec.
ond advent of Christ is near at hand, and that the
capital of his dominion is to be at Jerusalem."
As fast as the way opens this society is sending
to Palestine, for its settlement and improvement,
good, frugal and industrious men and women,
who do not preach there but who "work and wait
for the better day," and who are "gradually gaining possession of land and introducing European
houses and ways of industry."
Mr. Conway, the author and traveler, writing
of the present emigration of Jews, sees in the
movement "the probable foundation of a new nation."
The London Examiner says that there has been
"no. such organization and gathering of Jewish
opinion since the dispersion of the nationality."
Those eminent Jews, Hothschild and 1\iontefiore, "have a number of schools, a hospital, and
other institutions at Jerusalem, and have added a
printing office, from which a work treating of the
Holy Land has just been issued; the first book
ever printed in Palestine."
A correspondent writes that a rumor is out that
the Earl of Beaconsfield, Disraeli, intends requesting the Queen to make the head of the Hothschild family in England a Peer of the British
realm.
A German Jewish paper contains a late letter
from Jerusalem. The writer says that during
eight years the population of Palestine has doubled by emigration, but that house building and
improvements in that hitherto dead country have
not kept pace with the increase. 'rhere is scarce.
any commerce or trade, ancl the native farmer is
without energy, and with no farming tools to pro.
duee what might be called a real harvest, J.!or he
uses the most primitive implements. Yet the
ground is now very productive the writer says,
and wheat, barley and dura arc raised by super.
ficial plowing, and such poor helps as they have;
while "figs, lemons, oranges, etc., grow wild,
without the least care or attention." But, he says,
"the country would produce the finest fruits, and
be 'a land flowing with milk and honey,' if the
modern methods of agriculture could be appli-

ed."
Of the article from the correspondent of the
Loudon Times the Chicago Times of Janury
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18th made the following peculiar remarks. It
says:
"To the Christian world, that is to say, to believers in the utterances of the Bible, just as they
stttnd, this statement will present itself as one of
signijicunce. One of the prophecies of the good
book, and one which indicates that the end of
mundane things is nigh at hand, is that the Jews
shall be gathered once more to Jerusalem. Such
people will derive some hopes from the indications
above given. Nevertheless, it is but fair to give
warning to this class, lest they may become unduly elated over this seeming fulfillment of a
prophecy many centuries old, that, as one swallow does not make a summer, so a few hundred,
or a few thousand, Jews engaged in purchasing
real estate in and around Jerusalem, does not necessarily mean the fulfillment of the prophecy in
regard to the 'restoration.'
"The fact is, this 'restoration' has become an im..
possibility. It was foretold at a time when the
seer had no idea of what an expansion there was
to be in world's population. When the prophet
thought he foresaw the restoration of God's chosen
people, the entire known world was not much larger
than the State of Illinois. The captive Jews were
scattered around among a few adjacent tribes of
heathens, and their restoration to unity and power seemed a matter easy of accomplishment. It
was not suspected then that the world was much
greater than what lay within the visible horizon.
Jehovah was simply commensurate with this
pigmy world. He was supposed to sit up a mile
or two in the sky, whence he could overlook this
narrow world, and hence, when he had sufficient.
ly punished his people he would restore them to
Jerusalem as easily as a f~rmer gathers up the
scattered sheaves on a ten.acre lot.
"But the world has extended enormously since
those days. The Holy Land, once nearly all there
was known to the Jews of the world, is now a mere
speck in the vast areas known to geographers and
makers of maps. As discovery pushed the horizon of the known world further anril further away
from Palestine, it took the Hebrews along. They
are to-day scattered everywhere. They are interwoven with every nation in civilization. They
are an essential part of the mnsic, the monetary
system, the commercial enterprises, the government of the present day. They oecupy stations
of wealth, consideration, and honor. Not only
can they not leave their present locations, but
there is not one in ten thousand of them who could
be hired to pull up his stakes for the purpose of
resetting them in the soil of Jerusalem. The Jews
are a fixture where they are. They eannot be
torn out except by force, and this would ruin
them and disrupt society. In fine, what is believed to be a prophecy was simply the dream of
some patriotic Hebrew, who saw his people scattered, their supremacy gone, and who hoped for
their restoration."
It is pleasing to note the first sentence about
those who believe "the utterances of the Bible
just as they stand;" and the acknowledgment of
an idea once so scouted, that the prophecies in
God's word foretell "that the Jews shall be gathered once more to Jerusalem," in connection with
whieh also would "the end of mundane things be
nigh at hand ..''
Again to damper the ardor of those who beleive in such a restoration, and to strive to not beleive the nevertheless irrepressable facts, the editor
says that the gathering baek of "a few thousand
Jews" does not affect the issue, and that a general
gathering is "an impossibility;" but his attempted
reasons are no reasons at all, and his effort is a
very labored o!'le, as well as including some un.
truths in it. One is, that but little beyond Palestine
was then known and that the size of the world
was not suspected. It is amusing to see such a
statement, when history attests of the long previous establishment of the kingdoms of Egypt,
Assyria, Greece, Persia, Phenecia, and the settle.
ment of the vast Chinese Empire, and of Gog,
Magog and their fellows in Europe, which left.

Palestine that it was not a thousandth geographical part of the known world in the days of Isaiah
and Jeremiah. It is astonishing what men will
assert to carry their point, and directly against
the plainest truths of history, and yet in another
plaee they may boast of the glory of B:. by Ion; of
the antiquity of China; of the learning of Egypt,
and of the advancement of Greeee, all in the long
ago.
But of the entire return of the Jews we do not
read in prophecy, but only that the believing,
the obedient and the better class, as it were,
shall return. The Lord says of this very event,
in speaking of, their return, through Jeremiah,
chap tor 3: 14:
"Heturn, 0 back sliding children, and I will
take you one of a city and two of a family and
will bring you to Zion.''
And other places show that this is his intention only, and the present impetus towards Jeru.
salem, as seen by the extracts given, confirming
this idea. And after all this attempt to deny
present statements of travelers and historians and
to invalidate the Scriptures, the Times is forced
to admit the probabilit.y and the wonder and
glory of it, even the accomplishment of that
which the nations have sought in vain to do. It
says:
"There is a feature a1Jout this buying up of Jerusalem by the Jews that it is worthy of note.
For the best part of eighten centuries the infidel~
have l1eld possession of the Holy City and
sepulcher. For nearly or quite three centuries
the Christianity of Europe attempted to wrest
these places from the Saracens. Some half a dozen grand erus•des, occurJ:ed, in whieh were mingled. the very flower of the world's chivalry, from
nount Robert of Paris to StLouis and Richard
Uceur de Lion; hundreds of thousands of lives
were lost: and yet the Saracen retained his hold
upon the sepulcher. In those days the Jews were
a hunted and despised race. They were allowed
no part in the labor of rescuing from the infidel
the resting.plaee of one of their own race. Now.
this once-despised peo]Jle seem to be doing what all
Europe tr·ied vainly f01' centuries to do-they are
Rlowly conquering the Holy city"f1'0m the injirlel.
They are not doing it with sword, lanee, or battleaxe. They are simply employing the weapons
to whose use they have devoted themselves since
they v;ere scattered as a nation. These weapons
are .shekels. They are keener than the scimeter
of Saladin, and will cleave deeper than would
the ponderous sword of the lion-hearted Richard.
Should the Jews succeed in buying 1.tp J m·usalem,
after Christendom lwd failed to conqum· it, it will
be, in some sort, an avengement of the obloquy to
which Christianity for so many cent1.tries inflicted
upon Uwt peoJJ/c.
Thus the writer is carried away in contemplating that whieh he· feels will be, even while try.
ing to deny the evidences before his eyes, and heis forced to believe against his own will, and while
admitting it to he a just reward to the raee, and
an avengement upon the Christian world for its
conduet towards that raee.
We think that the above presentations will be
confirmatory to those who believe "in the utter.
anees of the Bible, just as they stand," hence to
the Saints.

[Feb, 15.
fact of vessels being driven aeross the Pacific,
from Asia to America, as reported of the ships of
the founders of ancient American civilization,
which statement has been so ridiculed by our opponents, we find an article in the newspapers as
follows:
"Since 1832 forty-one wreeks of Japanese vessels have stranded on the American coast; twenty-eight since 1850, only twelve deserted, and all
swept aeross the Pacific by the great current at
the rate of twelve miles an hour. In the great
past, it is said, America was thus settled, the
more recent Indian eoming by the way of Behring Straits.''
Thus from year to year, one by one, are added
to the "cloud of witnesses" that prove our testi.
mony of the origin of the people who made the
history of this continent in the dead and dusty
past, to be correct.
=====
Bno. M. H. FonscuTT has been laboring in St.
Joseph, Missouri, the following appeared in the
Chronicle, for February 5th:
'
"The Rev. Mr. :M. H. Forscutt, of the Latter
Day Saints, preached his first, of a series of sermons, at the rooms occupied by the Latter Day
Saints,. on Fifth, between Francis and Felix
streets, Sunday night. The congregation was out
in full force, and a large number of visitors attended. The discourse was able, interesting and
convincing, and the reverend gentleman is well
worth listening to. Christians, infidels, skeptics,
etc., can be edified and instructed by his expound.
ing of gospel truths. He discourses to-night at
the same place."
ON Crooked Creek, between La Harpe and Car.

thage, west of Fountain Green, in Hancock county, Iliinois, there is now a branch of the Church,
numbering over fifty members, presided over by
a nephew of the martyrs, a son of Catherine Salisbury, one of the surviving sisters of Joseph and
Hyrum Smith. And, in l\Iissouri, there is mis.
sionary labor being done in the neighborhood of
Haun's l'.'lill, where one of the massacres of the
Saints took place. Surely, the Saints are proving
true that word of revelation whieh tells them
that if they will keep the counsel God gave them
that they should "find favor in the eyes of the
people."
Bro. John Hansen writes from Kentucky, that
there are fears there of another war, to grow out of
our late closely contested election. We do not
think war to be imminent; though it being the
"abomination which maketh desolate," it is always to be dreaded.
Bro. James Foxall writes from Hannibal, }Iissouri, that he believes that the majority of the
twenty-one members there are trying to serve
God, and that good meetings are being held.
Bro. John Taylor presides and is considered as
the right man in the right plaee. Bro. FoxaU
thinks that many honest people dwell there, those
who begin to think that all religious faiths are
wrong because so many ways are taught and no
certainty in them. :May the honest indeed "ask
for the old paths," and be directed to the true
gospel ministry.
Brn. Joseph Smith and E. Banta are giving a
WE call the attention of our readers to the article course of doctrinal lectures at Cornton, De Kalb
on the }found Builders in our first half, written eounty, Ill., February 17th to 24th.
by a correspondent of the St. Louis Globe-DemoBro. W. W. Blair left for Kewanee, Canton and
cmt. The facts presented are very striking, and other plaees in that district February 9th.
are among the best antiquarian evidences of the
Bro. JIII. H. Forscutt commenced a course of
Book ofJIIIormon yet presented, although some of lectures at St. Joseph, JIIIissouri, February 10th.
the conclusions relative to the wars on this contiBro. M:. B. Oliver, near Woodbine, Clark counnent are of course incorrect.
ty, Iowa, writes that he :tla§ :many inviti)tions to
In connection with this aud to substantiate the , preach in tha;t region,
·
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structed by the visits of the Herald, by which worth three billion four hundred million dollars.
they hear from all parts conceming the work of
It is said that in Germany married people oan
God in which they rejoice. Sister Lively ex- not separate until they have applied t.o a clergyman, or civil officer, to make a reconciliation, and
presses her gratitude that she was led by the that he must do all in his power to persuade them
Spirit of the Lord to see the beauty and glory of to remain together. Many divorues are thus prethis gospel of the Son of God, after having been vented.
tossed about by the winds of doctrine before
In the famine-stricken districts of India are
twenty-three millions of people who live on the
encountered. She now feels safely anchored in "hand and mouth, principle, dependent on the.
the harbor of truth and that the day star has single staple of rice for a living; and, as they
dawned, making the way clearer aud brighter. make no provision for the future in the least, this
Some of her family obeyed the ordinances with improvident course, upon the failure of one crop,
brings starvation. The government has expended
her and they rejoice together, though they live thirty· two million dollars in relief of the needy,
twelve miles from a branch.
but it is a mooted question with English statesmen
Professor David Swing, of Chicago, lately whether they should thus expend vast sums to
preached a discourse in which he took ground help those who are so improvident. and unthrifty
as to make no preparation for their own futuro at
against woman suffrage, upon the general plea all. No rain yet, and the trees and every green
that the sphere of woman's action and usefulness thing is either burned or dried up with drouth.
was now very widely extended and would not be
The British steamer, Ethel, was wrecked, Feb.
. 1 1
b
fi
1
d
7th, an.d ninteen persons perished.
partwu ar y, nor ene cially en arge by the use
A colliery explosion near Bolton, England, ocof the elective franchise. His reasoning was cm·red :February 71h. and ten m~n were killed.
specious and flowery, and his sermon doubtless
Forty En~odish fishing vessels missing, and fears
entertaining to his audience. But an admirer of are ht1d that !hey and the two hundred men on
his, in a letter to the Tribune, takes him to task them have been lost. Later.-A week's search
leaves it undoubted that twenty-five vessels and
for his flowery embellishment. of his harsh con. one hundred and fifty men have indeed been lost.
elusion; he calls it a "dagger wreathed with
A gunpowder explosion in India killed fifty and
flowers."
wounded one hundred persons.
Thanks to Bro. H. R. liiills for 1'he Christian,
At Reading, Pa., a Dunkard e!der was baptizing
of St. Louis· Bro. Joseph Hammer for Baptist
converts, and. as t'Jey. d1p each ono t~ree
'
•
,,
t1mcs, the elder became chi!ed, as also (lid a
Battle Flag and Sc. Joseph IIerata; Bro. Thomas heavy lady he was baptizin~J:, and both came near
Stewart for Glasgow Mail, of Scotland.
being swept under the ice below, but were saved
Please do not send mutilated scrip and bills by some gentlemen who sprang into the river.
for we cannot pass it but will return~ such piece~ . 'I' be tot~! of petroleum shifPed fro_m. the oil re,
g10ns durmg 1876 amounted to ten m1lhon barrels.
to the senders.
The United States mints coined in Janu>try seven
-~-~--and O!Je half miliion pieces of gold and silver, valNEWS §U!Ill!AR'!l.
ned at nearly four million dollars.
[Prepared expressly for the Herald.]
They talk, iu Boston, of erecting a memorial
st.Rtue to Mrs Elizabeth Goose-the oril!inal uf
"Mother
Goose"-who died in Boston in 1i57.
The news from the East, in its general tone, and
It is said that between seventeen and twenty
notwithstanding tho past words about peace, indi-.
cates that Ru@sia is determinedly preparing for thousand alligator skins are tanned yearly and
war; and, even as we write, getting ready for an made int.o boots, shoes and slippers. Louisiana
advance moHment against the Turks.
Thero and Florida furnish the animals.
Capt. Eads, by his jetties, deepimed the channel
seems no longer ~.ny reason why sho should wait,
for G"rmany, by Bismarck's wo.rd. is in alliance at the mouth of the Mississippi so that vessels
with her, and the ~tdherance of Austria is expected, drawing nineteen feet of wafer pass through. He
which will make the Triple Alliance a unit again, received United States bonds worth $560.000 for
the work.
and !ill irresistable combination to oppose.
An extensive system of smnggling between the
Earl Russel, of the British Parliament, proposes
to put the question before the House of Lords in a States and Canada has been ferreted out by the demotion that England shal1 discontinue all diplo- tectives. During ten years the chief of the band
matic intercourse with the Ottoman Empire, on tbs has made $250 000 by the per cent allowed him.
Amasa Lyman, formerly one of Brigham's
ground that that nation is unworthy to rank with
Twelve, died February 4;h. He stepped aside
the enlightened people and nations of Europe.
A London correspondent gives a very interest- from their ranks about ten years ago, and so far
ing account of the installation of the eminent .Jew, as we know affiliated with no other people.
'['here has been more fighting with Indians in
Disraeli, or Lord Beaconsfield, as a Peer of the
British realm, at the opening of Parliament, Feb. Montana and Wyoming. Th~y arc said to have
8th, whereby the Premier of England attained to firearms, some of them possessing two rifles each.
Of the deaths in N.Y. City in 1876, 14,208 were
the high honor of a seat in the House of Lords.
Victoria sat on the throne, and t.he ambassadors children under five yPars of age, or about fortyfrom all na.tions were presrnt. The glitter and nine per cent of the whole. The rate of mortality
pomp attendtmt on royalty was there in- full arra.y, in the tenement houses of the cit.y is found to be
'"bile the muUUudes fi!l~d the streets and were double that occurring among people properly
noisy with their cheers, the artillery ihundereu housed and situatrd.
At a meeting of Methodist, preachers in New
&nd the bells :rang their jnJOUS peals, so that Dis:rr.lli entered upon his new position under majestic York, February 12th, the new revision of the Bicircumstances, anrl with dignity m;d :rrnown, leav- ble was considered, a,nd among t.he proposed
ing behind him the House of Commons forever. ch.,nges is the leaving out of the story of the anThe success of this man in hi;; ascent of the hill of gel's coming down and troubling the waters of the
fame has indeed be{>n wonderful, s·o much so as to pool of Bet.hsaida. Other changes will he baptizhave given him, 2,s well ae Napoleon, the title of ing into the name of Christ, in stead of in the
"the man of destiny."
name, which reminds one of the mistaken leaching
Thera is a, rumor that the mining companies of of some in the world about getting into the nama
intend to import cheap labor from China. of .J esu8, a mysticism of language we cannot solve.
!he English coiEers. The hand of op- "Straining at a gnat" will be '"straining a gnat;"
pression t1nd monoroly are indeed heavy, and the and "the love of money is a root of all evil" not
tt:lligent people and baptized se:ven, and otliers laboring man is year by year losing more and the root, etc., d.o. The new book will be called
ex.Qressed a feeling to unite hereafter. He ex. more of his bold upon the tangible substances of "the auth€.nticated word of God."
A Bbck Hills correspondent writes of the influx
pects Br. Heman C. Smith into that region short1y, the earth, and is everywhere more and more s,t the
and promises him a good field of labor.
mercy of the rich and great. Thousn,nds of Eng- of immigm.tion there, all classes and conditions of
.
.
.
.
lish miners a:re out of employment and in distress men, n,nd those of all ages, He presents a picture
S1ster J. L1vely of Chatham, Ontano, wntes and dealitution.
of lhe condition of many who have rushed there
!l.re H:>id to be from oomfo>·ta.blo homes only to find toil sud want,
(as also do many others) of being cheered and in- J The ltothchilds, all

Bro. Thomas Dobson, of Deloit, Crawford county, Iowa, writes that there are so many calls for
preaching that he is doing what he can to teach
the people the plan of salvation, notwithstanding
his advanced years and feebleness from recent
sickness. The veterans feel the need of warning
the children of men more than do those younger
in years and in experience; for they see with
clear eye the approach of eternity, and the value
of souls for that world; whereas younger men
anticipate so many years in the present world
wherein to work for themselves now, and for the
Lord by.and-by.
Bro. Jesse Seelye of Savannah, N. Y., writes
that a severe affliction has fallen upon them by
reason of the gradual loss of Sr. Seelye's eyesight,
the film increasing until she is now nearly blind.
The Saints are requested to pray for. them that
she may be healed; also that others, who are similarly in affliction, may be comforted, and, peradventure, be also healed. The feeling of being
shut out from vision of God's world and its beauties, and the one of solitude and loneliness of
spirit must indeed be very great. May the Giver
establish the heart and give comfort and hope.
Bro. Samuel Caudle writes from Xenia, Clay
county, Ill., that the Saints there are firm in the
hope of the gospel, and that there is a good pros.
peet for further addition in number.
Bro. P. Stilwell of Grand Prairie, Nobles coun.
ty, Mimi., writes that himself and family and
brother aud sister Spaulding feel strong in the
faith, although they be poor in earthly things,
The grasshoppers cleared their crops quite effectually last season, but they do not feel to murmur,
for their trust is in God that he will make all
things well.
Bro. John JiicKenzie sends us a St. Louis GlobeDemocrat, containing some Presbyterian sermons
on Nebuchadnezzar's dream. Both gentlemen
assured their hearers that Christ's earthly mis.
sion was the starting time of the stone that was
to break in pieces the kingdoms of the world.
Like erroneous conclusions were arrived at by
Prof. Swing and Dr. Ryder, of Chicago, on· the
subject of ~Iiraeles, about which there has been
some controversy there, because of a real or as.
sumed case of healing. These teachers in differ.
ent ways arrived at the same conclusion-"that
the age of effects produced by supernatural cans.
es is some hundreds of years past and gone."
Sister Susan E. Cook of Victotia, Knox county,
Ill., thinks that if some devoted elder came there
for a few weeks that a branch might be raised up
in that place. The Saints there wish that field to
be remembered in the appointments of the Gen.
eral Conference.
Sr. JaneS. Grumley writes from Iowa Point,
Doniphan county, Kansas that she has earnestly
prayed for an elder to be sent there to preach the
principles of the doctrine of Christ to the people.
She expected when she wrote that Bro. T. W.
Smith would come there soon.
Dro. Geo. W. Shute writes from PottP.wattamie
county Kansas that he has been on a three weeks
tour, and preaching near1yevery night or by day.
He had the attention of goodly gatherings of in.
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and he especially warns young men from goin11
upon such uncertain prospects. Gold is d oubtles~
there in abundance, but not to be easily obtained
except by those who have the appliances, and the
few may do well, but the greater number mee•
with disappointment., bitter and prolonged·. Peo·
ple there ask that a new territory be formed, to
be named Eldorado.
The report of religious progress for the year
1876, in the New York Times, says that it has been
a year of great revival ~!fort in the United States
tmd Great Britain. Thirty thousand are said to
have been added to the Methodist EpiAcopal
Church in this country during the year, 29.000
to the Presbyterian, 24.000 to the Protestant
Episcopal. 67,000 to the Lutherans-much of the
latter by German immigration.
A dispatch from Memphis, Tenn., JanuC~ry 19th.
reported quite a fall of smallli ve snakes during a
rain storm there the l81h, thousands of which
could be seen yet on the 19th. Their length twelve
to eighteen inches.
In relation to the Jewish exemption from epi·
demics, the Wnshinglon Star relates as follows;
"In the caRe of the London small-pox epidemic
the remarkable fact ha.s been noticed that only one
case of thiq fri~ht.ful disease bas en~aged the at
tention of the medical officer of the Jewish Board
of Guardians. The same exe&ption from epidemic
diseases has been noticed among the Jews in all
countries, and is attributed to their mode of living
It is an interesting q·uestion in a sanitary point of
view to what extent mortality from such disease
may be limited to pot'k-eaters. Bilious disease is
largely atributable, it is well known, to the use of
pork. But. the Jews not only reject pork from
their dietary, but they also. under their religionlaws, exercise extraordinary care to secure thr
meat. of anim>tls that are in a perfectly sound and
healthy condition when killed. In our Washington
markets, for instance, they deal only with certain
butchers. who provide them with meat from ani·
mals se!Pcted and killed under the conditions of
Jewish rules"
The St. Louis bridge across the Mississippi was
~inged by fire at. its eaRtern end, February 19th.
and six hundred feet will have to be rebuilt, de·
layinf! travel for two weeks. Estimated loss
$i50 000.
On February 20th another severe storm and
l!"le affected parts of England, the gale raging at
Quremtown, Liverpool and London. doing damage.
to shipping, and ca.nsing some other destruction
LATER-The storm is report.ed a.s the heotvies•
since eo.rly in January; thirt.y vessels lost, tbr
crews also of many. Its violence was extraordin~
ary, and ext.ended over all the British Isles and
part of France.
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many good, kind people, long to be remembered.
lVIay God bless and save all the faithful. On
December '7th, 1876, I parted with those about
Washington Corners, Alameda county, and started for my native land, the home of my family, and
in sixteen days I was safe in my father's house,
and the day after arrived at Scott's Bay, my
home.
The weather here has been very cold and bois.
terous most of the time, but my health and that
of the family is excellent. I do not deny my faith,
lmt earnestly contend for it; and l do feel that
God has been a great help in time of need. Your
brother in Christ.,
G. N. DAVISON.
AALBORG, Denmark,
!January 18, 1877.
Bro. II. A. Stebbins:- Your letter of December
23xd is welcomed, and the money sent came in
good time. I will give you a little information
of what I have been doing since I last wrote. I
had to work till Christmas to make some money
to get along with for myself nnd Bro. Brix. He
has some money due him from Davis City, and
he has sent there twice, but has got neither money
nor Jetter from them, so I had to get him an overcoat, etc., and after New Years we went out twen.
ty miles and have had good success, holding
meeting every night during the week, and having
good congregations. I shall always praise God
for his goodness toward us. It has done my soul
good to see the people flock together to hear, and
to be convinced of the truth. I return there to.
morrow, for I only came in to get the news, and
I am glad it was not in vain.
I shall do all I can to spread the truth as long
as I stay, praying God to bless the effort. I only
wish I could be in several places at a time, but it
cannot be. Give my best love to Bro. I. L. Rog.
ers, Bro. Joseph, and all the brethren in the office.
From your far off laborer for the truth,
M. FYRANDO.

CJ,EVELAND, Ohio, Jan. 2'.Hh, 1877.
B1·o. Steboins:-I have just read an article in
the Herald about the support of the gospel. I am
very, very much pleased with it indeed. It has
roused me to my senses. I can now see what
the duty of every Saint of God is. We often call
for elders to come and preach to us, little thinking that they cannot come without money to
bring them. Some of them would so like to come,
but cannot leave their families as their have to
work for their support. Dear Saints, let us stop
and thimk for a moment: can we not as Saints
help them with our little mite, so as to help along
this great work. I, for one, will do my best to
give a helping hand, and we can all give. Let us
~each have a box and put in what we can on the
first day of the week, and call it the Lord's box.
Your children can put in their pennies. Let us
do this with prayer, and the Lord will bless us
ScoTT'S BAY, Nova Scotia,
with his Spirit.
January 18, 1877.
I am one of the old time Saints. I came from
Editors He1'alfl :-In fulfillment of a promise, England in 1856 to go to Salt Lake, but I thank
made to many of the Saints on the Pacific Slope, God that I never got there. There are a great
I beg a favor to communicate through the Herald many old time Saints in Cleveland, but I am
to all whom it may concern a few things that sorry to say they have lost their faith. It is not
may be intert'sting and perhaps instructive.
1 to !>c wondered at, when we come !O know how
On April 15th, 1873, I bade my kinfolk. friends Bngham Young has done. Your Sister,
and family good. by, and started for the far west,
TIIYRZA JACKSON.
thinking of course to seek out a better country to
----make a home in, and on May 1st our steamer en.
TENANT's HARBOR, :Jliiaine,
tf>red the beautiful bay on the Pacific Slope.
.January 20, 1876.
While in Monteray county, sometime in the month
Brother Henry:-Scveral pieces have been ilil
of November, the message came to my ears of the Herald about the building up, and gathering
Latter Day Saints going to preach, and, glad to to Zion. I have read them all with interest, till
hear preaching of some kind, I attended, and I a piece came in the January 15th Herald, si,gned
was convinced of the truth of the word preached Perla Vvild. I would like to know who Perla
by Ern. J. R. Cook and Henderson. I accepted Wild is? I have seen this name signed to pieces
the gospel and was strengthened and built up by in the Hope, as I thought bordering on fiction.
Ern. D. S. Mills, Alexander Smith, and others; Truth is what we want and is what will stand at·
but knowledge of the thinl!'s of God comes not by the great and last day.
man, but from God by his Spirit, in dreams,
Sister Perla appeals to the Elders, the teachers
visions, prophecy and such ways as seemeth good of Israel, for their opinions. I will here say, Pnt
to him. The trials, conflicts, temptin12:s and vic. not your trust in the opinions of men, but search
tories, with the love, joy, peace, hope and increase for yourselves, all ye Saints, and see that the leadof faith, I need not recount., as all Saints are ac. ers do not step out by the way. As I understand
qnainted with them. But thus far I have had the subject, the pure in heart _are Zion, but not
grace and strength, thanks to the God of Israel. the city. That there is to be a city built is evi.
Staying nearly three years in California after I dent by what Christ said to his disciples on this
came into the Church I became acquainted with continent.

r:reb.11).

Book of Mormon, chapter 10, commences thus:
"But if they will repent, and hearken unto my
words, and harden not their hearts, I will estab'
lish my church among them and they shall come
in unto the covenant, and be numbered among
this the remnant of Jacob unto whom I have given this land for their inheritance, and they shall
assist my people, the remnant of Jacob, and also as
many of the house of Israel as shall come, that
they may build a city which shall be called the
New Jerusalem."
It is plain to my mind when the city is to be
built; and when it is built the pure in heart shall
inherit it. Now it is for us to purify ourselves
that the Lord may hasten the time and we be
ready to dwell therein.
I wish to say that the Herald should be in the
family of every Saint; but the excuse is, "I am
so poor I cannot take it." Some of the same ones
who thus state are spending money enough for
tobacco and tea to take half a dozen Heralds.
This I think, is not right. While our leaders are
struggling to keep the Herald up many of the
Saints are lending no help; when by taking one
or two chews of tobacco the less a day, and their
tea a little weaker, they could take the Herald,
get knowledge, and bel p the cause greatly. Saints,
wake up, let us deny ourselves of a few things
that the Lord has said are not good for us, send in
our subscriptions, have the Herald a weekly,
study the commandments God has given us, and
obey them; stop onr disputations, which Christ
said was of the evil one, and show ourselves wis.
er in our generation than the children of this
world.
D. S. S.
SACRAMgN'l'O, Cal., .Jan. 30th, 1877.
Bro. llenry:-Bro. Cornelius Bagnall has not
yet recovered his health, though he returned here
many weeks ago, and he has been in onr meetings some. He appears now and then to be getting better, and then he relapses. The ailment
is congesti0n of the brain. Bro. H. P. Brown has
gone to Oakland, near San Francisco, to take the
charge of the San Francisco and Alameda Sub.
Districts. We miss him very much, for he ~s an
able preacher, full of faith and of the Holy Spirit,
and a most esteemable brother and friend. Highly favored are the people who have his society
and ministrations, and we trust that our brethren and sisters there will rightly appreciate the
privilege of having him with them. We of Sacramento, felt to say to him: "Go, brother, go,"
because we knew that the Lord had called him
from among us to do, with divine assistance, a
work in that part that none but he can do. We
felt in our hearts, though we did not say it in
words,
We Jove tht~e so dear we all could ri3Rign,
Nay give up our lives. most gladJy for thine;
Rut. since the Lord calh; what f>lse can '"e doj
But submissively say, ~·Go, brother, go."

Yours in the best of bonds,

E. H. WEBB.

ADEL, Dallas Co., Iowa,
February 10, 1876.
JJJditM·slierald:-I have been preaching all the
fall and winter. Bro. Nirk, our president, and
Bro. John Sayer were with me a week or so ago,
but had to return home. I was ten miles from
Des Moines when they overtook me, and I gave
them a chance to go to work Had good congregations, and were the guests of Bro. Smith. From
there we went into Dallas county, and preached
in Xenia, where I spoke four times last fall. Br.
Nirk was again elected, and the people turned
out well upon short notice. We were well cared
for that night at the house of Bro. Biggs. Bro.
Nirk went the next day two miles west of Xenia
to make au appointment, and preach in a school.
house. The house was full, and Brn. Sayer and
Nirk preached, and the people seemed well pleaseel. Their stopping place was at liir. Bouton's,
whose wife is a member.
The next day the brethren left me to fight the
battle alone. Then on Sunday at Xer.ia I preached on the Restoration and ori the Divinity of the
Book of l\:Iormon, and I must say that I never
had better attention given me in any place, than
I had that night for two hours. Now I am at
Bro. Harvey's. I preached last Sunday in a
school-house two miles east of Adell, and again I
had the blessed opportunity of presenting th(i)
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gospel of the kingdom of God. But as the roads
are very bad now I think I will go to Des J\Ioines
and preach as opportunity may offer.
I have not seen a better time to preach than
there is now. In this district the way is open
every place, and I am the only elder that is traveling through this part of the country. I have
had a call to go to Osceola; there are three mem.
bers there, and Bro. M. B. Oliver is not far off. I
expect to be preaching all my days, for I know
iu whom I have believed. I do not intend that
anything shall stop me from bringing souls to
Christ, and I have the promise that my labor
shall not be in vain; blessed be his holy name
now and forever, amen.
N. STAMM.
HoPKINTON, Delaware Co., Iowa,
Jan. 20th, 1877.
Edit01·s of Herald:-We read the letters from
the Saints in all parts of the country, and, as we
cannot meet with them to give our testimony, we
think to write a few lines, for perhaps it will help
to cheer some one who is alone, like ourselves;
even as it does us, to read news from others. The
Herald is a welcome little visitor, and our only
preacher and teacher, and hailed with gladness.
We were baptized and confirmed into the
Church by Br. Ethan A. Shelley, Mason county,
Michigan, January 31st 1876, and we enjoyed the
society of the Saints until March 27th, since
which we have not seen a Saint. Although we
are alone and daily persecuted by those around
us, yet our faith is as strong as it ever was, if not
stronger; and we try to live accord in~ to the
commandments of God. My father jomed the
Church about six years (I think) after the first
rise of the Church; a number of' years after he
was ordained an elder, and when we came from
the east to Michigan he preached the doctrine and
organized a branch in Sanilac county. At that
time I was about sixteen years old and I obeyed
the gospel. The branch thrived and had the
gifts and graces with them for a good while;
then they got careless and the evil one came
among them and broke up the branch, and the
Saints became like sheep without a shepherd.
Although I was where I could not hear any
preaching, nor meet with the Saints until I went
to Mason county, yet I never regretted joining the
Church; my faith was always strong in the latter
day work, for I bad a witness with me that it was
not of man, even the manifestation of God's
Spirit; and although Joseph was slain still my
faith was strong that there would be another
raised up in his place, and that ne1ther B. Young
nor J. J. Strang were apointed to lead the people
in his stead. But I thank God that he has brought
forth another, to teach the gospel to the people,
as Christ revealed it to be taught. l'IIy wife was
a Catholic, and supposed that all the Mormons
were Brighamites, until we went to Sherman a
year ago last fall, and until a few days before we
were baptized she was very bitter against them,
and did all she could to hinder me from obeying
the gospel, but was at last convinced of the truth
and joined the Church with me. We desire the
prayers of the Saints that we may remain faith.
ful and be prompt in our duty to God. My father
and mother died in the faith and I hope to do the
same. Should an elder come this way we would
be glad to have him eall on us. They can tell
him at the depot where we live. Any Saint will
find a welcome with us. Your brother and sister
in Christ,
JorrN F.'& N. A. DROWN.
CANON CITY, Colo., 'Feb. 11th, 1877.
Bro. Henry :-Since I last wrote I have been at
another new field cal'ed Coal Creek in this (Fremont) county. Held a discussion with a Mr.
Forsha, a Presbyterian. Subject: Is God, the
Father, a material being, and not every where
present at the same time. My opponent proved
himself a gentleman, and a believer in the Bible.
I preached there (besides the discussion) seven
times. Mr. Forsha and some others expressed
themselves to believe what I preached. I also
found one Brighamite, who, with llis wife, after
hearing me received me and treated me kindly,
and will no doubt unite with us. I left an ap.
pointment for February 25th. I am now making
arrangement to hold meetings here. Thus far I
have not ~uceeeded in gettin~ a free !louse, which

I desire, because my purse is vei'y smaii. I can
get a church by paying for the use of it, which I
will do if I cannot do better. By leave of the
Editor of Canon City News I intend to stir up the
people before I leave this city. Remember me
kindly to brethren Joseph, Blair, Scott and other
inquiring Saints. As ever your brother in Christ,
F. c. WARNKY.
SHARPSBURG, Pa., Jan. 22nd, 1877.
Bro. Henry:-It is evident from all our surroundings that the Lord has chosen a poor people, and the more we abstain from the ways of the
world, so much the poorer we get, and some, by
and by, will not know where to lay their heads,
still the foxes will have holes and the birds have
nests. And it is evident the whole world is
troubled. The Lord hath said that he has decreed
a consumption of the nations. The political
doctors and statesmen say that they do not know
what is the matter, but every thing is out of joint;
and they give the best of evidence that they really do not know what is the matter with the times;
so the wisdom of the world is perishing. Well,
we must cheer up, because of great promises of
our Lord and Master, and watch for the opening
of the windows of heaven and try to be ready to
receive the mighty company that is to come, for
everything will depend on our worthiness. Oh
for the change! Oh for the rejuvination that is
to be, that we may be like him who has sent us
word that he is coming. Come then, 0 Lord, for
thy Saints are made to feel that they are not of
this world, and the germ of life within requires
celestial nourishment.
Please give my respects to Bro. E. Robinson;
I remember him and still love him as a brother.
May God bless you and the brethren.
ARCHIBALD FALCONER, 1}1. D.
PARK CITY, Utah, Jan. 20, 1877.
Bro. Joseph:-Your preaching at Salt Lake
City has done a great deal of good. The word has
gone like fire, east, west, north, and south. The
Saints on the Weber are up and doing in the
work of the Lord; and I pray that the same spir.
it will go to all the honest in heart. The Saints
at Henniferville are feeling well in the work. On
the 3rd inst, we held a meeting at brother C.
Hunt's; a large number of the Saints were there.
Brother Robertson, and other brethren came from
Silver Creek. We had a good time; the Spirit of
the Lord was with us; and the brethren bore
testimony to the great work. Bro. Brand first
brought the gospel to us, and the good news. I
hope the work of God will prosper and cover all
Utah. I know the Spirit and power is with us.
The Saints wish to be remembered to you all.
May God bless the honest in heart is the prayer
of your brother in Christ,
STEPHEN T. FosTER.
J\IIoNONGAITELA, Pa., Jan. 29th, 1877.
Bro. H . .A. Stebbins :-I am a member of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, and
I am truly thankful that I have found the true
Church of God. But it was very hard for me to
give up worldly pleasures; for when I would
forsake the wort d. I could have no more of that
pleasure; so I thought about rhese things for
many months before I could make my mind up
to be baptized. But I thought that it was surely
the true Church, and that the Elders preached
the true gospel, and I studied about this for about
three months before I was baptized. And I
prayed earnestly to my Heavenly Father for
knowledge, and to be guided aright, and to know
if Joseph Smith was a true prophet. For I was
seeking after the truth, I was seeking and determined to find it; and although my parents had
b~lon.ged to the Church for a good many years;
sull It seemed to me that I was not convinced.
But there was a conference held about thirty
miles from this place, and I attended it, and after
it was over I staid at the same place about two·
weeks. One Sunday morning, while at Church
listening to the elder who was preaching, I was
studying about baptism, and there seemed, as it
were, a voice saying to me "It is the true Church
of God; now is the accepted time; do not wait
until it is to late." So I was fully convinced,
and I ¥aVe my name for baptism and was bap-

tized, and the Lord has blessed me, and brought
me out of the dark paths into the paths which
lead unto that eternal home which is preparing
for those who keep his commandments; and oh
let us ever live faithful, so that we may gain that
home. It is a pleasure to think of it, for the Lord
has promised to bless us if we only do what is
right; and it is my determination to serve him so
that I may be numbered with the righteous. If
we would all contemplate aright the privilege
we have in Christ, and be more self-sacrificing,
and more affectionate one to another, as the Saints
of the living God are commanded to be, it would
save many trials which we now have to pass
through. Brethren and sisters, let us all live
faithful, and never fail to return thanks to our
Father in Heaven for his kindness towards us,
in protecting us from all danger. I close by asking an interest in the prayers of all. Your sister,
A. J\L BROWN.
EEL RIVER ISLAND,
Humboldt Co., California.
Brotltm· Joseph :-I believe that you are interested in the welfare of all belonging to the Church
of Christ, and I will tell you how we all are
generally. The members are scattered, have had
meeting through the summer and brotherly love
and the holy Spirit was truly with us. Elder B.
Robinson is our main stay, and he is a bold
soldier in the cause of Christ, has had much to
battle against. The little band of Saints here
have to bear the burdens of others wrong doing;
and by their daily walk and example live down
the evil doings of others. How hard this is,
Latter Day Saints can tell; then how careful we
of this most holy faith should walk? I thank
my sister for the instructions she gives of the
word of wisdom; I, for one, intend to profit by
it. While brother Joseph was in "Frisco," or
near there, we prayed that he might come here,
f@r we thought much good might be done by his
coming. I wish some good elder could come to
the aid of brother Robinson. We would like to
hear from ye elders in the field. We are well
satisfied with the Hentld in its new form. We
ask an interest in your prayers. Your sister in
the gospel bonds.;
A. WEr~DON.
WILMOTT, Ray Co., Missouri,
January 23d, 1877.
Bro. Henry:-We write again concerning the
country here. It is good both for farming and
stock raising, and any of the Saints wishing to
come to Missouri can do as well here as in any
other portion of the state. Land is cheap both in
small pieces or in large ones, or land can be rent.
ed for one third. This is alw a healthy country,
and the people are peaceable, the nearest dram
shop being fifteen miles away. We live eighteen
miles north-east of Richmond the county seat,
and fifteen miles from the railroad. Stores and
post office are convenient. We are forty miles
from Independance, on the state road leading from
Lexin~ton to Utica. If there a;e any o_fthe Saints
that wish to put up a steam gnst m1lllt would do
well here. '!'here is also a good place for a blacksmith shop, so if you wish to come this way we
will welcome you. We have lived here eight
years and know something about this country.
There has been a branch of the Church here for
seven years; some thirty members in it now.
Those wishing to come this spring can buy small
places cheap. Any information wanted further
can be had by addressing J. W. Johnson, as
above. James W. Johnson, president of Grape
Grove Branch; R. L. Ware, clerk.
LITTLE Sroux, Iowa, Feb. 6tb, 1877.
Edito1·s Herald :-Thinking it might be of some
interest I will mention my labor in this part. I
have recently held a series of meetings in Clay
and Jackson townships, in connection with Bro.
D. H. Bays, and others. We succeeded by the
aid of the Holy Spirit in bringing four to a
knowledge of the truth of the gospel, and to
obedience, and others are believeing; and some
have expressed their desires to unite with us
soon. So the work here is onward, Bro. D. H.
Bays being the chief laborer; and the good mas.
ter is with us, praise his holy name. Yours in
gospel bonds,
P. !,.. STID?IUi!Nf>ol'i.
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JANESVILLE, Wis., Feb. 10th, 1877.
Bro. Henry :-I thought you would be g lad to
hear from us so I take this opportunity. Union
prevails among us, and God blesses us with the
gifts of his Spirit. Br. Dutton, and I have tried
to do all we could in preaching the gospel here,
and in the surrounding country; and may God
bless the labors of his servants, is all that I can
say. With love to Br. Joseph and yourself, and
a request for your prayers I remain your brother
in the gospel COVEl,nant,
D. B. R\SEY.

dated my ordination 11th day of April, instead
of June, though it makes no difference.
Our Church doings and doctrine has certainly
expanded beyonLl its original limits; extensive
latitude has been given to speculative views, and
a great variety of conclusions adopted, or at least
suggested for others to adopt; it seems that some
of our big guns have been shooting heavy blasts
even to the demolishing of some of our pet theories, including some of our most venerable foundation stones; perhaps it is all right, only intendeel as a feeler, but when such things come over
the signature of those occupying the highest class
of teachers known in the Church we are jealous
for we recollect the day when speculative here:
tical views were suggested at first, that afterward
assumed the character of doctrine and commandments of the Church. Now we fully believe that
we may have adopted many views that will finally
be cast aside as unprofitable, for we know that
nothing in the form of doctrine untrue will do
any good.

\VEIR CITY, Kansas,
Jan. 31st, 1877.
Dear Editors:-At last we have the pleasure of informing you that as a district we are being made to rejoice, that our conference instituted
some provisions that will be the means of bringing action whereby the guilty may be brought to
justice, and receive their punishment when the
Saints will be called up to lift their hands against
them. While on the other hand, the innocent
"Truth eternal will remain,
may be liberated and privileged. to have access to
On its rock we'll meet again."
the wishes of mercy, esteem, confidence and love of
their brethren. A very great spirit of love per- But as you generously give me an invitation, that
vades every heart; all manifest a desire for union if at any time I could suggest any measure for
and peace at cost of any nature, yea, they offered the improvement of our Quorum you would be
to meet each other two-thirds of the way and pleased to receive it, I do feel like handing in
make any sacrifice required, in order to restore an item, the adoption of which I believe would
peace and union again; for we have been brought result in the most invaluable blessing and benefit
to realize that our actions collectively have been of the Quorum, both temporal and spiritual for
speaking louder than words; yea, reaching far. verily there is an inseparable connection bether out in the world than our elders, priests, tween the two kinds of blessings, among the
teachers, and good Saints have been privileged people constituting Saints:
"And your minds in times past have been darkto carry the Good News. 0, how much we see
that we stand need of an observance of the saying ened because of unbelief, and because you have
of our wise, inspired Master, "Watch and pray." treated lightly the things you have received,
We believe it to mean, (for truly it is the great which vanity and unbelief hath brought the whole
and grand cause of all our present troubles), Church under condemnation. And this condemwatch our temper, and pray for wisdom which nation resteth upon the children of Zion, even
would enable many of us to live more truly and all; and they shall remain under this condembetter the life of a Saint, not so apt to be taken nation until they repent and remember the new
unaware, but even retaining the presence of mind, covenant, even the Book of n'I:ormon and the forso as to say "Thy will be done not mine;" and mer commandments which I have given them,
also to say, "Vengeance is thine, Lord, and thou not only to say, but to do according to that which
I have written."
wilt repay." Yours,
C.l'ii. F.
That is what the Lord requires of all, other· wise the fruits of the kingdom will not be brought.
CnuncnrLL, Trumbull, Co., Ohio,
This requisition was made within twenty nine
months from the organization of the Church, and
February 11th, 1877.
B1·otlwr Henry:-We are a branch of twenty has been partially unheeded by the body, in view
one members, but there are none among us of the almost entire disappearance of those
capable of preaching the gospel in English, there- venerable waymal'ks that always did distinguish
fore an elder capable ~Df preaching both in the the genuine form and authority of the gospel of
English and in the Welsh language would be our Lord Jesus Christ, from the multitude of manvery acceptable here, one who is able to work made and assumed forms of gospel so universally
both temporally and spiritually. We are how- popular among the great and noble of the earth.
ever, trying to serve God in such a manner that I ean but feel the necessity of recommending the
we may be worthy of a place in the kingdom of above paragraph in the most solemn terms to the
God, and our desires are to show by our walk consideration, not of our Quorum. alone, but to
and acts that we are the people of God. Your the entire Church as the surest method of finding
brother and fellow laborer for Zion,
the old paths wherein is peace. If God had not
JOHN R. LEWIS.
revealed the Book of lVIormon to Joseph Smith
(or somebody else) the fullness of the gospel
would not yet have been upon the earth. Some
WEsT OAKLAND, Alameda Co., Cal.,
writers have called it, Book of Mormon, the
May 26th, 1876.
B1·o. OlwrleB Derry:-Yours of the 1st of May, stone that was cut out of the mountains without
came to hand on the 5th, and I was truly glad to hands, at all events it is the original Text-book of
hear from you again, and grateful for the renewal Latter Day Saints, and why we should lay it
of my license, although I am sony to say labor- aside either altogether, or in part, amounts
ing under painful affliction in my foot. About simply to apostasy from tbe latter day faith.
Now Bro. Derry you will see some very singuthe first of February I had a bad corn on tlHJ toe
next the little one on myJeft foot, it got chapped lar awkward marks on the face of many words
and sore; a person gave me some corn medicine in this epistle, reason why, I get lJut little rest
having a strong poisonous acid, having several day or night, consequently go to sleep right in
corns I applied (without thought) some of this the middle of a word, let the pen wander at its
acid to my sore toe, which soon inflamed my will &c.; this may be my last epistle to Bro.
foot giving great pain, with a dark dry rot. I Derry as the disease in my foot still seems to be
got a physician but he did not understand it. I spreading, I have laid aside doctors' prescriptions
then got a quack but it was ditto; they cut my and called the elders. If this fails farewell to
toe oft· at the second joint, but it did not stop, so this probation. Give my love to your family.
I got another physician a homeopathist, he pro Respectfully your brother,
TnOliiAS DuNGAN.
nouncecl it dry gangreene, peculiar to old people
alone, hard and tedious to cure. I have been unHENDERSON GnovE, Illinois,
der his care about a month with little improveFeb. 9th, 18'17.
ment. I have endured more pain wlth this toe
B1·other Henry:- We have had the pleasure of
and foot than ever I endured from like causes be- a visit from Bro. J. A. Robinson of Peoria. He
fore. I suppose I shall loose a part of the two arrived the 3d, and staid over Sunday, preached
joining toes, how long before I can call it well four times with good liberty, and I think that
enough to travel I cant tell, though it is a little good will result. One man has already said that
easier to day. Tuesday last we buried my poor he was convinced, and another thought that it
afflicted companion after long and tedious illness. would do to live by. Your brother in the covel dont know how it bappened but the f,lecretary n~nt,
W. D. J:,:mm.

[Feb. Hi;.
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Pacu· "'" ~- ~ ~ i!C ,.ope "'-"ll§SIOn.
The ~en: I Annual Confer~nc~ of the Pacific
Slope Mission convone_d at. lhus1o Hall, Oakland,
Ala~eda count~, C£1:hforma, October Gth_, 1876.
President J osepn Smith was called to preside over
·the conference, and D. S. Mills as vice-president,
Pet.er Canavan as secretary, GeorgeS. Lincoln as
assistant secretary, and Wm. N. Dawson to act as
deacon. .
Some fnendly and brotherly advice was given
by Pres. Smith concerning our action as Saints
to":'ards .one another, an~ towards those not yet
umted With us, and also m our business transactions, to act in a christian manner.
ONE P.~r-REPORTS OF DISTRICTs.-Nevada Dis·
trict reported by letter, as having fom branches,
Carson, Motlsville, Franktown aud Dayton. Carson 42 members, including 1 Seventy, 2 Elders,
2 Priests and 3 Teachers. Motts ville 42 members
including 6 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher. Frank:
town 19 members, including 4 Elders. Dayton
9 members, including 3E!ders. Very little preach.
ing is done in Nevada, and no traveling Elder
t~ere. A. B. Johns, president; T. R. Hawkins,
clerk.
Orcgon District, no report.
California District, no report.
The Alameda Sub District was reported by its
president, H. P. Brown, who staled that he had
not labored in his district since last conference ;
but he considered that the district had not suffered
for·lack of preaching, as Br. Mills, Br. Clapp and
Br. Joseph Smith had ably defended the cause and
expounded the doctrine of the Chureh therein.
BRANCH REPORTs.- West Oakland 47, 1 High
Priest, 6 Elders, 1 Priest, 3 Deacons; 3 received
by letter, 1 by vote, 1 died, 5 removed by letter.
Peter Betts, president; Peter Canavan, clerk. '
San Francisco 63, with 10 Elders, 2 Priests, 2
Teachers, 1 Deacon; 2 received by letter, 1 removed by letter; Wm. Hart, president and clerk.
Santa Rosa G7, 5 Elders, 1 Deacon, 1 baptized,
1 expelled, 1 died i Jeremiah Root, president;
J. Heger, clerk.
·
San Bernardino 152, with 7 Elders, 6 Priests, 3
2
Teachers,
Deacons ; 2 baptized, 1 received by
certificate of baptism, 4 removed by letter; John
Garner, Sen., president i R. Allen, clerk.
ELDERS REPORTs.-D. S. Mills reported his !abors in the mission; had preached in Oakland
and San Francisco ; had lectured in San Francisco wit.h Br. J. C. Clapp; thence to Watsonville and
San Benito. With Br. Joseph Smith, visited and
held meetings in Nortonville, Stockton, Sacramenlo, Davisville, Santa Rosa, Healdshurgh, Petaluma, Watsonville, San Benito, Jefferson, Gospel
Swamp, San Bernardino, and back to San Francisco. Is doing a11 he can. Thanks all for their
assistance towards him.
James Parks had been east on business. While
there he had preached as often as he could and
had baptized three.
David J. Phillips had been to Round Valley.
Also assisted in branch labor.
Daniel Brown, all he had done was in the
branch in keeping up the meetings.
H. P. Brown had been blessed in his labors and
administrations, especially in the healing of the
sick.
John Ca1·michaei had laboxed some in his distl'ict, but mostly confined to preaching in the J efferson branch; if .continued in his present field
intended to visit all the branches; considered the
district in a tolerable fair condition.
John Cobb had labored as circumstances permitted; held meetings every other Sabbath.
James B. Price had been living in Davisville
about seven years, has preached there, and has
assisted others to preach there, and endeavored to
get congregations to hear them ; bas labored and
prayed earnestly for his fellow men.
Jacob Adamson, Gporge Oman, Henry Burgess,
Lyman Ht1lchins, Joseph Vernon and Peter Canavan reported having done but little.
Orren Smith and A. H. Anderson were requested
by the conference to assist Ern. Ferris and Stromberg as committee of arrangements.
.At 7;80 p. m. 1 prayer b;r John ya;nliQh!lel
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Preaching b.y Pres Jo.seph Smit~, ~rom the text:
"Confidence man unfa1thful man m time of trouble
is like a broken tooth or a foot out of joint."Prov. 25: 19.
OcTOBER 7TH.-Nortonville branch reported 31
members, with 3 Elders, 1 Teacher; Thomas R.
Davis, president; Henry H. Green, clerk
Watsonville 39, with 4 Elders, 1 Priest, 2 Teachers; 2 baptized; 1 received by letter; Daniel
Brown, president; D. J. Philips, clerk,
Davisville 13 members, including 1 Elder; J. B.
Price, president and clerk.
Sacramento 52 members, including 1 High
Priest, 5 Elders; 3 baptized, 1 removed; E. H.
Webb, president pro tem.
Joseph F. Burton, of the Los Angeles District,
by letter, reported the district in good condition.
Orren Smith reported the work in the Stockton
and Visalia Districts; considers that the Visalia
branch is disorganized for lack of materals for
officers; Stockton branch in a good condition.
J. B. Price asked to be released from presiding
over the Yolo sub-district. It was understood by
the secretary and others that this request wa.s
granted by a previous conference, hence it was
thought unnecessary to take any further action.
E. H. Webb asked to be released from presiding
over the Sacramento sub-district. H. P. Brown
opposed releasing him. Release was not granted
H. P. Robbins, of the Stockton branch, reported
his labors as confined to the bra.nch; he is the only
Elder there; has gained friends to the mn1se
there, and believes that some there will yet join the
church.
Russel Huntlv had not done much but visit
with the Saints~ most of the time with the Newport branch.
Wm. Anderson preaches whenever he has oppor·
tunhy to do so; had preached in San Francisco
and Oakland; hoped for the time when he could
do more in the field.
Thomas R. Davis said .that his labors were confined to (.he Nortonville branch; held meetings
every Sunday and did all he could.
The Bishop's Agent's report was read.
At 1:30 p m., prayer by Peter Canavan.
Stockton branch 44, with 1 Elder, 5 Priests, 1
Teacher, 1 Deacon, 1 received by certificete of
baptism, 1 by vote, 4 removed by letter; H. P.
Robbins, president and clerk.
Alameda Creek 71, with 1 Seventy, 6 Elders, 2
Priests, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 1 baptized, 2 recPived
by letter; S. B. Robinson, president and clerk.
San Benito, no change; J. H. Lawn, president
and clerk.
Santa Maria 12, with 1 Elder, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher; 2 removed; Newton W Best, clerk.
Long Valley 40, with 1 Elder, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 1 expelled ; John Holmes, presi
dent and clerk.
Jefferson 21, with 1 Elder, 2 Priests, 1 Teacher;
John Carmichael, president; Hiram Holt, clerk.
Albert Hawes, G. N. Davison, Joel Edmunds and
Walter Bohall reported by letter.
Resolved that we sustain John Carmichael as
president of the Santa Cruz and San Luis Obispo
Districts.
That E. H. Webb be continued as president of
the Sacramento District.
That we sustain Orren Smith as president of t.he
San Joaquin District.
That J. M Parks be appointed to preside over
the Petaluma District.
Whereas, there are numerous members of the
Church belonging to the different branches composing this conference who have removed from
their respective branches with which they associate, or have been identified, wit.hout taking letters
of removal as directed by the General Conference,
therefore be it
Resolved that the officers of branches from
which such members may have :removed be instructed hereby to issue letters of removal to them,
sending the same to the persons themselves, or to
the officers of the branch where such persons reside, and noting such removals on their respective
records, and reporting the same to the ensuing
session of conference.
That J. F. Burton be sustained as president of
the Los Angelos District, and that R. R. Dana be
released.

I

That H P. Brown be released from presiding over
the Alameda and San Francisco Sub· Districts.*
The following were sustained:
Alma Whitlock as president of San Bernardino
District.
Bradbury Robinson as president of the Humboldt District.
J. C. Clapp as president of the Oregon District.
A. B. Johns as president of Nevada District.,
D S. Mills as president of the Pacific Slope
Mission.
P. Canavan as Recorder for the Pacific Slope
Mission.
John Roberts as the Bishop's Agent.
Resolved that all the licensed officers in this
mission are hereby called upon to labor in the field
as circumstances will permit.
That we sustain President Joseph Smith and all
the authorities of the Church in righteousness, by
our faith, prayers and means.
'l.'hat we sustain H. P. Brown in charge of the
Alameda and San Francisco Su'll-Districts.
That we deem it advisable to hold but one gener.
al session of the Pacific Slope Conference per year,
and that to be held in the fall; and that there be
conferences held in the respective districts from
time to time under the supervision of their r~spect
ive presidents, and the President of the Mission;
and that when we adjourn this session it shall be
to meet at Washington Corners, October 6th, 1877.
At 7:30 p. m , preaching by H P. Brown.
A collection taken up for rent of hall and advertising; amount collected $37.00.
The chair appointed H. P Brown, Peter Betts
and John Carmichael as a committee to audit the
account of the Bishop's Agent with the Church.
SuNDAY, OcT 8TH.-Met in the tent, (the Republican head quarters), at 9:30a.m.
Preaching by Pres. Joseph Smith, on the marriage question. After the preaching five gave in
their names for baptism, which was attended to
during the intermission.
The afternoon was occupied in partaking of the
sacrament and in testimony. Sister Maria Zimmerman was received into the Church, by vote,
nh~fu~~bQ~m.
·
At7:30 p.m., Pres. Joseph Smith occupied the
stand, and was blessed with good liberty of speech.
The audience was large and attentive; the large
tent was crowded, and a good number were outside to hear the son of the putative father of Mormonism hold fort.~ on the principles of the gospel,
and
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Neln·asi~;a Distrii<~t.

A conference was held at Nebraska City, Janu.
ary 14th and 15th, 1877, for the purpose of organizing those branches in Nebraska, heretofore included in the Fremont District, into a district by
themselves.
Sunday Morning.-Prayer by R. C. Elvin. l\1.
H. Forscutt was chosen to preside, and R. M. Elvin
as secretary. Prayer by M. H. Eorscutt.
M. H. Forscutt delivered a lecture on the resurrection of the dead.
Evening.-Prayer by R. l\I. Elvin.
M. H.
Fo:r~cutt lectured on "Eternal Judgment."
Officers present: 1 Apostle, 2 High Priests, 11
Elders, 4 Priests, 2 Teachers, 1 Deacon.
After a short intermission, the sacrament was
administered, and the Saints enjoyed God's bless ..
ings in testimony.
Monday l\Iorning.-Prayer by R. C. Elvin.
Branch Reports.-Nebraska City 112, including
2 High Priests, 10 Elders, 4 Priests, 2 Teachers, 2
Deacons. Platte River, reported by I. N Roberts;
Blue River by R C. Elvin, and Rock B!uit"s by W.
J. Olyear. Platte River, in good condition, 3 added, sacrament and preaching every Sunday.
Rock Bluffs, only four members left; prospects
good, but want help ; prayer meetings twice a
week. can hire a hall for preaching. Palmyra
and Moroni not reported.
R. C. Elvin reported havinv preached several
times. Intends visiting the Moroni branch, and
Rock Bluffs and Plattsmouth ; will do all he can
in the district; nothing lacking but active officials;

Platte River branch increasing and an Elder needed there ; good field between there and Fairfield;
Palmyra needs an Elder who can preach in Danish.
Address by James Caffall.
R.l\1 Elvin had writtea to the five other branches, and received replies from all. Notice of meeting for organization was read from Herald of Jan.
1st., also Sec. 11, "Rules of Order."
On motion it was
llesolved that the brethren who are present
from the several branches be recognized by the
conference as the legal representatives of said
branches to the conference.
Resolved that we proceed to organize,
First ballot for president: 1\f. H. Forscult 6, R.
C. Elvin 3, R M. Elvin 3, N. W. Smith 1.
Br. Forscutt declined because of a prior appointment from General Conference as missionarv.
· Second ballot: R. C. Elvin 9, R M. Elvin 4, If.
Kemp 1.
R.' C. Elvin was declared elected, and Br. Forscuti resigned the chair to Br. Elvin.
R. l\1 Elvin was chosen district secretary, and
J. W. Wald~mith was recommended to the Bishop
oft.he Church, for appointment "s Bishop's Agent.
The district was named the Southern Nebraska
District. Boundaries : Missouri river on the east,
Kansas on tbe sonth, Colorado and Wyoming on
th.e west, and Platte River on the north·
C. L Meutze reported by letter. On motion, he
was given a mission to Plattsmouth and vicinity.
I. N. B.oberts was appointed to Blue river and vicinity, in connection with the branch officers.
The president was authorized t.o a.ssign fields of
labor to the Elders not ot-herwise appointed·
Adjourned to meet at Nebraska City, April lsi,
1877, 0:30 a. m.

Information wanted of the whereabouts of Soren
Wilson. He lived in Carson City, Nevada, in 1863,
and some years after emigrated to Iowa. Any
information concerning him will be thankfully
received by John F. Clengbak, Falk's Store, Ada
county, Idaho.

'lnfot•anatiou Given.
Morgan and Susannah Watkins, about whom
·
· 18
· mace
1 Ill
· F< e·b ruary 1
lmqmry
. st ·H era ld, res1'd e at
Columbus, Platte county, Nebraska.
HE~IAN c. SMITH.

-----------·-BO!i'!l.

At Stewartsville, DeKalb county, Mo., February
lOth, 1877, to brother and sister James Kemp, a
daughter.

Died..
At Dowville, Iowa, of diptheria and membraneous croup, Florence Emelia, daughter of Hyrum
and Lovina Rudd, aged 11 months and 26 days.
She was blessed by the Elders. She was loved and
praised by all.
Oh, Father, thou hast take'n little Florence from our home,
To dwell among the angels and all the loved ones gone,
Help us then, our Father, to say ''thy will be done,"
And keep our feet securely, until our work is done.

At her home. in Centerville, Utah, May !lth,
1876, Mrs. Ann L. Williams; born September 8th,
1826. It appears from a letter lately received,
that we were incorrectly informed in regard to the
name and place of the death of this lady, whom we
noticed in Herald, January 1st, as Ann Lawrence.
At Fall River, Mass., December 31st, 1876, of
putrid sore throat, Alma Moroni, son of Thomas
and Elizabeth A. Whiting, aged one year and 4
months. Services by Elder John Gilbert.
Why should we weep for Alma dear,
As though we are alone?
For he's with the children near,
To that bright. eternal throne.

At Philadelphia, Pa., December 27th, 1876, after lingering for years with a cough and general
debility, sister Elizabeth Johnson, aged 65 years.
She was esteemed for her good character, and for
her firmness in the faith. Funeral services by
Elder William Small.
·
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Blank Books:
ty, Indiana, December 13th, 1876, Joshua Hilliard,
No. 28. The Basis of Polygamy: a Criticism upon
son of Charles W. and Catharine Prettyman, aged Branch Records; well bound in Leather backs and
the (so-called) Revelation of July 12t.h, 1843.
8 pages, 20 cents a dozen, $1.30 a hundred.
1 year, 3 months and 28 days.
corners, muslin sides, printed headings, and ruled for 624
names. Every branch should have one.
3 00 A Memorial to Congress,
8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.
District Records, printed headings ancl ruled for Trial
Addr!J.l§!l<e!!i.
of the Witnesses to the Resurrection,
1,248 names, and bound same as above
3 00
32 pagea, 8 cents each, 75 cents per dozen.
William Hart, 805 Folsom Street., San FrancisBranch Finance Books, headed and ruled for Prophecy on the late Rebellion,
co, Cal.
Receipts and Expenditures of money, for Branch, Dis·
20 cents per hundred.
Thomas W. Smith, box 55, Stewartsville, De
trict, and General Church Funds; price 35 cents.
~ An assortment of Tracts 50 cents.
Kalb county, Mo.
Baptism, Confirmation, and Ordination Certificates
IN GERl\IAN LANGUAGE.
---------+~·~-------bound in fiexlble covera, 40 cents each.
No. 19. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine, and the
Licenses and Notices:
Revelation on the Late Rebellion.
2 pages, 6 cents. per dozen, 35 cents per hundred.
The men who have gained success are, for the Elder's, Priest's, Teacher's, and Deacon's, Licenses, per
Who Then Can be Saved,
dozen, 12 cents.
most part, the men who made failures at the start.
4 pages, 25 cents per dozen; $1.40 per hundred.
The first speech was laughed at; the first book Blank Notices for Lectures, Preaching, and Two Days' Mce~- The Gospel,
Ings, eacb, per hundred,
50
would not sell; the first business venture was dis·
2 pages, 6 cents per dozen, 35 per hundred.
astrous. Such men, if their health had failed af·
Pamphlets:
Certificates and Reports:
ter their first effort, would have ranked as awong
20
Rules of Order and Debate for all the Deliberative Certif!cat••s of Baptism and Membership, per dozen
the failures of life. What we should teach the
Removal
Certificates,
dozen
20
Assemblies of the Church; also a Chapter on Marriage Certificates, per
per dozen
rising generation is this-be true to God, and true
25
Branch Rules, and one on Reports of Branches Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen
50
to your own selves. Try to be not. great; not sucAnnual Statistical Reports, two for
and Districts,
15
cessful-not a source of pride to your family and
Branch Financial Repo:rts, per dozen
30
3Z mo., 128 pages, bound in limp cloth, 50 cents.
friends--not to outshine others; not to be either Visions of J o"eph Smirh the Seer, Discoveries of District Financial Reports, per dozen
55
the future President of the United States or his
Sunday Sclwol Tickets :
Ancient American Records and Relics, with
wife; but try to be just what God in His wisdom
the Statement of Dr. Lederer (Converted Jew) Tickets for Prompt Attendance, per 100, 15e., per 1000 100
Tickets for Good Behavior, per 100, 15c., per 1000
had fitted you to be--nothing less, and nothing
1 00
and others,
Tickets for 1, 2, 3, or 4 Lessons, per 100, 15c., per 1000
1 00
more. If you have but a little wo1k to do, do it
In colored covers, 43 pages, by mail 10 cents each, three Reward Cards, per 100
60
for 25 cents, twelve for 75 cents.
well, and be thankful. If you are to live in a
Sheet l\lusic :
humble home, be contented
Sing your life song Voice of Warning and Inst.ruct.ion to all People,
74 pages, by mail 20 cents each; three for 50 cents, one Safe in the Fold, per dozen lCc., Feed my Lambs, per dozen lG
sweetly, though it may be heard by only a few.
dozen for $2.
Song of a Cheerful Spirit, per doz. lOc., Harvest Chorus
16
So live and work that you may have at last the Trial of the Witnesses, to the Resurrection of J eMiscellaneous:
approbation, "Well done," and tbe fadeless crown
sus-a Legal Argument,
Lithograrh Picture of Nauvoo Temple, 18 x 26 inches,
--.The JJfethodist.
36 pages, 10 ceuts each.
Sent by mail, carefu!ly packed, for
1 25
Concord a nee to Book of Covenants,
-------.-~.~~-
Emerson's Ready Binder, old IIerald size
70
24 pages, 10 cents.
85
"
"
"
nevr
"
"
The Western Rnral.
Minutes of Annual Conference for 1873,
Baldwin's Ancient America
2 25
Rollin's Ancient History. 2 vols.
6 30
34 pages, 10 cents.
With the new management of THE WESTERN RURAL Songs of Zion, by T. w·. Smith,
Cruden's Condensed Concordance of the Bible, cloth
1 85
comes marked impravements in that sterling Farm and Family
2 00
"
"
"
leather
32 pages, 10c. each, $1 per dozen.
"
Complete
"
cloth
2 75
Weekly. It has added a Crop and Weather Bureau so systematic as to include every important county in the Northwest,
from Ohio to the Rocky l\!ountains, and surpasses the reports

made by the Agricultural Department at Washington, inas·
much as they are presented fresh to the farmers in a

condens~

ed form each week. THE WESTERN RURAL also has Commercial and Market reports unsurpassed by any paper in the
country, and is the champion of cheap transportation and
equal justice to all classes. Combining its practical in forma·
tion on Rural Affairs, with the entertaining and instructive
literary departments, make it the most complete Farm and

Family newspaper extant. The price is $2.00 per year. Less
to clubs. Address THE WESTERN RURAL, Chicago, Ill.
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The Saints' Herald:
Official paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Chriet of
Latter Day Saints,-explanatory of the faith of the Church, and
contains correspondence from different parts of the world, giv-

ing accounts of the progress of the Church, and setting forth
the dealinga of God with his people. Published semi-monthly,
sixteen large pages. Price $2.15 per year, half year $1.10, free
of postage. J OSEPR SMITH and HENRY A. STEBBINS editors.

Zion's Hope:

Tracts:

No. 1. Mountain of the Lord's House.
8 pages, 20 cent.• per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.
No.2. Truth Made Man•fest.
12 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.75 per hundred.
No. 3. Voice of the Good Shepherd.
4 pages, 8 cent!! per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.
No. 4. Epitome of F:tith and Doctrine.

Hesperls:

4 pages~ 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.

Poems, by Da.l<t II. Smith, 2C2 pagea, fancy cloth,
gilt ed/ilOB
......
,;.,.,

2 ?5

"

60
3 15
1 00
1 65

FORSCUTT AND SHINN DISCUSSION.
DISCUSSION

BETWEEN

JOHN
L. SHINN,
No.5. The Gospel.
Of the Universalist Church, and
2 pages, 6 cents per dozen, 35 cent!! per hundred.
EL DER
MARK
H.
FORSCUTT,
No. 6 The •·One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects,
Of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of L. D. Saints ..
Pre-Requisites, and Design; and Who Shall
J. L. Shinn a.ffirms "The Bible teaches that the
Administer.
1R pages, 35 cents per dozen, $2.60 per hundred.
Coming of Christ to judge the World is now past."
No. 7. Who Then Can be saved.
Mark H. Forscutt affirms "'fhe Bible teaches the
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.
Literal Resurrection of the Body from the Grave."
No. 8. Fullness of the Atonement.
Price: Cloth, 75 cts.; Paper, 50 cts.
16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.
No. 9. Spiritualism Viewed from a Scriptural ~The discussion lasted four days, and makes a book of 194
Standpoint.
closely printed pages
20 pages, 40 cents per dozen, $3 per hundred.
The Narrow Way.
No. 10
NOTICE.
8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.
No. 11. The Plan of Salvation.
When changing your place of residence, or desiring your
18 pages. 35 cents per dozen, $2.60 per hundred.
paper sent to a different post-office, be particular in giving, in
No. 12
The Bible versus Polygamy.
full, the name of the post-office, county, and state wl!ere you
14 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $1.90 per hundred.
had been last receiving it, and distinctly state the !lame of the
No. 14. Reply to Orson Pratt.
post-office, county and state to which you wish your paper sent
16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.
in the future.
~ If your paper has been going In a
No 15. Idolatry.
1 package, state whose.
one page, 5 cents per dozen, 30 cents per hundred.

A paper for children and Sunday Schools, published •ami- No. 16. Polygamy; Was it an Original Tenet of
the Church?
monthly, price 60 ~ents per a.nnum, 30c. per half year, free of
•
postage. JOSEPH SMITH and HENRY A. STEBBINS editors.
10 pages, 25 cents per dozen, ~1.60 per hundred.
Holy Scriptures:
No. 17. The Successor in the Prophetic Offi.ce
and Presidency of the Church.
Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith the JJiartyr.
16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.
Bound in. Imitation Turkey, gilt
2 70
"
Turkey Superior
3 50 No 18. Rejection of the Church.
"
.,
clasp,
3 75
8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.
Rexburg
3 75 No. 20. The "0 n e Body;" or the Church of
New Testament, inspired edition
75
Christ under the Apostleship and under the
Rook of Mormon:
Apostasy.
1 25
16 pages. 30 cents per dozen, $2 ror hundred.
Full Roan, sprinkled edges,
Full Turkey M, .rocco, marbled edges
1 75 No. 21. Truths by Three Witnesses.
Full Turkey Morocco, full gilt, gilt edges,
2 25
one page, 5 cents per dozen, 20 cents per hundred.
No. 22. Faith and Repentance.
Doctrine and Covenants :
8
pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.
In sprinkled Sheep
1 25
Baptism
In Morocco, marbled edges,
1 75 No. 23
10 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.60 per hundred.
The Saints' Harp-Hymn Book:
No. 24. The Kingdom of God.
In Roan, plain
1 25
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.
In Roan, full gilt, gilt edges
~
;;g
No.
25
Laying on of Hands.
In Morocco, plain, marbled edge8
.ln Morocco, full gilt, gilt edges

Brown's Concordance of the Bible)

The Koran
The Bible Text Book,
Apocryphal New Testament

4 pages, 8 centa per dozen, GO cents por hundred.

No. 26.

I

Mountain of the Lord's House.

4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.

No. 27
The Sabbath Question.
l 50
12 paglls, 25 Gents per de"lln, $1.73 zy'!'lts p~>r Jnm«r~\1.
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* HAYlKG THE EVERLASTING GOSPEl, TO PnEACII •ro THEM THA'l' DWELT, ON THE EMt'l'I! *, SAYING,
FEAR GOD, AND GIVE GLORY TO Hnr, FOR 'l'HJ.ll HOUR OF Hrs JUPOlmNT IS Cm.IE,"-REV. :14,; 0·~7.
"SANCTIFY THEU THIWUG!I THY 'fRU'l'!I; THY WORD IS TRUTH."-JEBUS; JOHN 17:17.
"HEARKEN TO 'l'HE WORD OF 'riTE LORD, FOR TIIEitE SHALL NOT ANY M.ur AMONG YOU HAVE HVl<; IT BE ONE Wrb'E,"-I!OOK
OlC MORMON; JACOB 2:6.
"I SAW ANO'rFIER ANGEL
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PLANO, ILLINOIS, MARCH 15, 1877.

No.6.

HAVE WE NEED OF A NEW DISP.EN- was on condition of' their duing and teach in~ him. So it is with tbe present religionists, if
SATION?
all that he commanded. For we find Jesus they understood the teachings of Jesus, they
I have often wondered to see how few be- a•ldressing his apostles, as recorded in Matt. would believe in the divine mission of Joseph
lieve in the necessity for a new dispensation. 28 : 19, 20, as follows:
Smith, and the necessity of a new dispensation.
But I do believe that could the people be
"Goyethereforeandtrachallnations. **TeachBut, I ask, have we need of a new dispen·
made to see the need of such a thing that a, ing them to observe all things whatsoever I have sation? I have given some of the reasons why
great many more wou 1d investigate the doc commanded you; and lo, I am with you alway, we need one, and I now prepose, by the assistance of the Holy Spirit, to prove that we do;
trines taught by the Latter Day S'lints. To even unto the end of the world."
my mind the thing is v<'ry plain, but whether
The conditions are very clearly set fmth.
and in doing so it will be necessary to examine
l can express myselfsufficiently clPar to make
There is another principle very clearly set the dispensation ushered in by the Savior, to
the matter plain to the understanding of oth-, forth in 1\Iatt. 16 : 15. 16. Jesus asked his see if it has been perpetuated. If we find
apostles (15th verse) '·Whom do men say that thatit has not, my aim will be accomplished.
ers, remains to be seen.
In the first place, it will be necessary to , I am ? And they said, Some say that thou
In the 16th, of .M~rk, beginning at verse
prove that the dispensation that was ushered art John the Baptist, some Elias," etc. But. 15th, we have some of the divine teachings of
in by Jesus Christ has not been perpetuated, Jesus said, "Whom say ye that I am?" And Jesus himself. "He said unto them, gn ye
and it will then be seen that a new dispensa- Simon Peter answered and said, "Thou art the into all the world and preach the gospel to
tion is all. important. In order to see whether Christ, the sou of the living God." Mark the every creature. He that believeth and is
t.he plan which Christ established has been answer that Jesus makes (17th vs.): "Blessed baptized shall be saved; but he that believeth
perpetuated or not,, it will be necessary to ex- art thou, Simon Barjona: for flesh and Uood not, shall be damned. And these signs shall
amine the primitive pattern or organization. hath not revealed it unto thee, but my Father follow them that believe: In my name shall
To begin with, I will introduce Paul, and let who is in heaven. And I say unto thee. that they cast out devils; lfhey shall speak with
him tell what kind of an organization it was. thou art Peter, and upon this rock [what new tongues; they shall take up serpents;
He tells us (Eph. 4 : 10, 11) that when he rock? The rock of knowing that he was the and if they drink any deadly thing, it shall
(Jesus) "ascended up far above all heavens, Christ without the aid of flesh and blood-di- not hurt them; they shall lay hands on the
that he mi<;ht fill all things," that "he gave rect revelation from God] I will build my sick, and they shall recover."
Do they teach these things now? I have
S)me, apostles; and some, prophets; and some. church, and the gates of hell shall not prevail
evangelists; and some pastors and teachers.'' against it." Here is one grand feature of the never heard of their being taught by professed
It is evident, from tho foregoing, that they primitive ehuroh. But where do we find a Christians. Paul prayed, that the "God of
had prophets in that organization. Now, I church now claiming or believing in revela- our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of glory,
would ask, how is it possible to perpetuate a tion? Therefore they have not perpetuated may give unto you (his brethren) the spirit of'
thing and do away with its moving principle? the ancient pattern-bence the necessity of a wisdom, and revelation in the knowledge of
He places apostles and prophets ut the head, new dispensation.
him," (God). Here we find one of the greatas being the main features in the organization.
Again, in the 12th chapter of 1 Corinthians, est of the Apostles teaching them that direct
Where are the apostles and prophets now? we find our first witness (Bro. Paul) teaching revelation was a thing to look for, and someThere is no such person known, or was not till the Corinthian brethren as follows: "Now con- thing that should be enjoyed to enable them
Joseph Smith was the instrument in the hands cerning spiritual gifts, brethren, I would not to lmow God. Eph. 1 : 17.
Jesus said, "He that believeth on me the
of God of ushering in the long, long needed have you ignorant.'' And then he goes on
new dispensation.
and enumerates the gifts. He says, "To one works that I do shall he do also.'' Paul says
If we read on a little farther, we will find is given wisdom; to another, knowledge; to "Rejoice evermore. Pray without ceasing.
why Jesus placed these officers in his organ- another, faith; to another, prophecy." Where In everything give thanks: for this is the will
ized church. In the l~th verse, he says, "For do we hear of these things being taught in the of God in Christ J"esus co0.cerning you.
churches now? In the l'Hh chapter,he tells Quench not the Spirit. Despz'se not prophesythe perfecting of the saints, for the work.
the ministry, for the edifying of the body us to "follow after charity and desire spiritual 1:ngs. Prove all things and hold fast that
[members united in one body] of Christ." I ~ifts, but rather that ye may prophesy. In which is good."-1 Thes. 5: 16-21.
think this was a very good reason for putting the 5th. verse he says, "I_ would that ye all
It is very plain that revelation was taught
them there; and as we cannot find them now, sp.ake ,;Vlth to~gues, but rather .that ye proph- and that they did really enjoy the gifts of the
(outside of the Latter Day Saints) the organ- ~s1e?; showillg tha~ prop~1es~mg and, sp~ak- Holy Spirit. Can any person with the underization wbich Christ brought, has not been mg m tongues, workmg miracles, and toe. like, !standing of religion taught in this our day,
perpetuated, for we might as well say that we ~e~·e ":ell. understood to be a paru of the1r.
say that they have perpetuated the primitive
have perpetuated fire, but it will not burn now; ligwn m those days. 'vVe are told that no man Gospel ? N 0 I think the line of demarcation
or water, but it will not find its own level now; can take it _on himself to be a servant of God, is too clearly drawn to be mistaken. Paul is
as to claim to have perpetuated the gospel, or unless he Is called of God, as >yas l~aron. very careful not to teach anything contrary
the organization pattern, but that the officers (H_eb. 5 : 4} It_seems to ?e ~owa.s1twas I? ~he,1 to what he Jcnew to be true. And he said,
cannot do now as then; therefore, if they were days of Jesus. But few oeheve m the dtvme j But th u h
, f:
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o g we, or an ange, rom eaven, preac
no t perpe t ua t ed, we h ave nee<.1 oj ct new ts ca1 o: o;ep
. m1 n.. .t:!.!1 , CJmp.arat.Jve 1 any othH gospel unto you than that which we
pensation.
speakmg, 1eW believed m Jesus as bemg of dl·, have preached unto you, let him be accursed."
Some say that to claim that the gospel has vine origin. He brought a new dispensation, ) Gal 1: 8.
been lost, is to claim that Christ failed to ac- because he told them they had "all gone out of
The same writer tells us that God hath set
comp1ish the object of his mission. I do not the way." Ylhen they referred them to JHoses some in the Church, first apostles, secondarily
so understand it. He did promise to be with and the prophets, he told them, that if they prophets; thirdly, teachers; after that mirathem always~to the end of, the world; but ib under8t.ood the prophetg they would believe on ; cles; then gifts of healings, help11, govern·

re-,
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ments, diversities of tongues.- I Cor. 12: 28. ever learning, and never able to come to a
vVe will now turn to the fourteenth chapter,
Now, God put these iu the Church. Who knowledge of the truth." 'I' hat is true too. sixth and sevenLh verses, of John's Revelation,
took them o.ut, or who dare say that they arc They have been learning now for eighteen and read :
·
not in His Church wherever it is to be found j hundred years, or nearly, and they get fur"And I saw another angel fly in the midst of
either in the year one, or the year one thous. ther away the more they learn. Because they heaven, having the everlasting gospel to preach
and eight hundred and seventy six? It looks do not do as God requires, they do not believe to them that dwell on the Parth, and to every nato me the words of the Prophet Isaiah have in revelation, and they try by man's wisdom to tion, and kindred, and tongue, and people, saying
with a loud voice, Fear God, and give glory to
been fulfilled when he says,
find out Hod; they know more about God than him ; for the hour of his judgment is come : and
"The earth also is defiled under the inh~bitants He does himself (or they act so) and they go worship him that made heaven, and earth, and the
1
thereof; beoaus? they have transgressed the la-ys, groping along in the dark, as far religion is sea, and fountains of waters."
changed the 01'dmances, and broken the everlastmg concerned. Again Paul tells us:
This is to be at "the hour of God's judgcovenant."-Isaiah 24: IJ
. . speakelh express.y,
•
S ure 1y, th ey cannot c1a1m
· th a t th'IS
1
"Now the Sp1nt
that m
the 1 men t"
.
The reader may ask, how shall I know When latter times some shall depart from the faith, giv- refers to the time when Jesus came in the
I have found the true Church? I,et me say, ing heed to seducing spirits, and doctrines of dev- days of his ministry on earth. because this
that whenever you find it you will find it like ils; speaking lies in hypocrisy, having their con- . f
th
l h d b
b, ' ht b J
the primitive one agreeing' in every particular science seared with a hot iron."-1 Tim. 4: 1, 2. lOS a .ter de gospeh a h een Jloug B y esus
hr:st, an taug t to t e peop e.
ut, as we
'
.
.
.'
.
and the power attendmg rt; fo.;: ''the gospel Is
Every t~st~mony goes, to show that ther~ have noticed, they "changed the ordinance,"
the pow~1· of, God unto salvatwn unto them would b~ a fallmg a":ay. _rhe prop?et Mal~ch1 and broke ''the everlasting covenant." 'l'his
t~at ~eheve.
Head the fo~rth chapter of propheswd conoerm?g th:s new d~spensatwn, passage also tells us that it was to be done
Ephesians, and note .the teachmgs of the great when the Lord speakmg through h1m, says:
through the instrumentality of an angel, just as
Apostle P~ul. Af?ain, the only way that :fOU
"Behold, I will send my messenger, and he shall Joseph Smith says he received his authority.
can lc1.ww IS by domg as J es?s says, by domg prepare the way before me: and the Lord whom
Again, John says he saw things which
the Will of God. For He said,
ye seek, shall suddenly come to his temple, even would "short.ly corr1e to pass," but they were
the messenger of the covenant, whom ye delight
"The doctrine is not mine but His that sent me, in: behold, he shall come saith the Lord of hosts. yet in the future. Therefore Joseph received
and if any man will do His will, he shall know of But who may abide the day of his coming? and his authority J'nst as it was shown to J·ohn that
the doctrine whether it be of God, or whether I wh o sh a11 s t an d wh en h e appeare th •• f or h e 18
· the last dispensation would be begun.
speak of myself."-John 7 : 16.
like a refiner's fire, and like fuller's soap."-Mal.
Now I do not suppose that. I have said anySo there need be no doubt in t,he matter, 3 : 1, 2.
D S · k
· b ·1
h 1'
t.hing but what every Latter ay a1nt nows.
b ecause t h e Oh urc h IS
m t upon t e 10unIt is very evident that Christ, in his first The 'foregoing are some of the reasons why I
dation of the Apostles and Prophets, Jesus advent did not fill this prophecy
But it
~
'
'
· ·
am Gne, and I hope to be able to '•stand when
Christ himself being the chief corner stone. does show that there would be n new dispen•"
'"
"". he appeareth." And in order to do so, I must
(Eph. 2 : 20.) And the foundation of the sation; from the fact of his sending his mes'll
apostles and prophets, was direct revelation senger before his face, to prepare- the way rid myself of all dross, for if I am dross, I WI
from God. To know Jesus as Peter knew, And we must see that it does not refer to his be consumed by the "refiner's fire." If there
without the aid of fleshm_and blood. That was fi t
.
f
th f ' th 'h . t b
,, are any errors I claim them; but if any good
w
rs commg, rom e ace ac · e 16 0 e as ·a be done, or if I should be the cause· of turning
the "rock" that Christ told Peter he would refiner's fire and like fuller's soap." Now, when
~
build his church on. The fact that the church J
b b · B hi h
h
any man from the error of his wavs to the g1O·
esus cn.me as a a e m · et e em, 0 was rious light of the last dispensation, the glory
(as it was in the days of Paul) is no where to not as a refiner's fire.
and honor be to God.
·
be found, is ¥cason enou,.,"h why we -need a
A gam,
· "'Vh
1
o sh a11 s t an d wh en h e appear·
Praying that we as a people may be "pure
new dispensation.
eth ?" Let me ask, Who did not stand then? gold," I remain yours in Christ.
th
t
't' h'rm.? Th ey d'd
• d
. I wish now
. to show
b that
• a finew kdispensation
.
. h D'd
r
· ey no cruel y
1 .
~~n
CHAS. A. PAl\KIN.
IS not unscr~ptura1 ut m per ect eepmg w1t
he is to suddenly come to his temple, a temple
..- - - - - . . - . . - - __ _
it, and that the apostles and prophets under- prepared for him : for he is to be the "roessenger of the covenant whom they delight in."
"He came to his own, but his own received
him not." When this prophecy is fulfilled a
new dispensation will have been ushered in,
and a temple built to his name. 'When this
new dispensation has beg. un it will be as it was
"
when Jesus said, "And this is t:w condernna·
A falling away from what,? The true tion, that light is come into the world, and
faith. The same apostle says,
men loved darkness rather than light, because
"Preach the word; be instant in season, and their deeds were evii."-John 3: 19.
out of season; reprove, rebuke, exhort with all
long suffering and dootrine."-1 Tim. 4:2.
When Jesus carne they said, ''We know
"}'or the time will come when they will not en- who thou art. Thou art the carpenter's son."
dure sound doctrine; but after their own lusts shall And 80 many lost a great blessing. And why?
they heap to themselves teachers having itching Because they would not investigate: for had
ears: and they shall turn away their ears from the
truth, ancl shall be turned unto fables."-2 'l'im. they done so, tbey would have found out that.
4: 2-3.
he was indeed the Son of God. l<'or if they
This sounds as though they knew something had "done his will"-as we quoted a little way
of the future. Revelation enabled them to back:-t.hey would have lmozcn. It is so now.
know the future. Have they "turned from A great many are losing now, and will lose
the truth unto fables," or not? Let a person hereafter for the want of investigation. 'l'bey
investigate the matter, and answer this ques- say, ''We know 'Joe Smith;' he can't fool us."
tion to their own satisfaction. I have an- I~et me say they are fooling themselves-and
other passage :
if they want to know, all they have to do is
"This know also, that in the last days perilous just what Jesns told tllem, to "do God's will."
limes shall come. For men shall be lovers of their
If Joseph Smith had been some great man
own selves, covetous, boasters, proud, blas- of the world more would investigate the matter.
phemers, disobedient to parents, unthankful, un. But, "God's ways arc not man's ways," for we
holy, without natural affection, truce-breakers, are told that "he chose the weak things of the
false accusers, incontinent, fierce, despisers of
those that are good, traitors, heady, high· minded, earth to confound the wise [in their own con·
lovers of pleasure more than lovers of God; hav· ccit] that no flesh might glory in his presence."
ing a form of godliness, but denying the power That is, if God does a great work, with these
thereof; from such turn away."-·-2 Tim. 8: 1-IJ. weak men as his servants, they will give God
no says, in the 7th verse, tbnt "they are; the honor, in~tead of taking it to themselves

stood that there would be a falling away from
the true order or pattern brought by the
Savior. J>aul, in instructing his brethren concerning the corning of Jesus, said,
"Let no man deceive you by auy means: for
that day shall not come except there come a falling away first."-2 Thes. 2: 3.

THE WORD OF WISDOM.

"l also will offer mine opinion," of B. of 0.,
sec. 86.
Who is there living, except it be a Latter
Day Saint in whom there is no willful guile,
that can possibly appreciate the beauty and
utility of the Word of Wisdom, taking it as it
is written, without any attempt at sophistical
explanation. It breathes the love and care of
the omniscient, divine life, for the benefit of
the chosen and ·covenant people who are willing, according to their ability, to ab3tain from
the things of this world and adopt the ways
and the teachings of the law of the Spirit of
life, as it is in Christ Jesus.
Our dear Savior still ~ays, "Come unto me,"
and he points out t.he most fitting provision for
us to use, while on our dangnous pilgrimage
in Ihbylon.
The Son of .Man came eatin.g and drinking,
and the Jews had all manner ~f evil to say ~f
him. And now the dear, covenant people who
come to him, are allowed to eat and make
themselves comf<Jrtable. Yes, they can make
a mild, nouri~hing drink from barle.1;. There
is no n,oed to make maEh of it, bnt simply
roast it like they would coffee, and then make,
as the Lord says, a mild drink-there is no
danger there of being poisoned by the presence
of
of the Java or Jlfocha coffee. Then
the
c mld take the good Lord 2t his own
worcl and sit dowm to a warm, nourishing, and
co;:nfort~tble beverage.
;\ nd
is very Ol·-
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sential to help digest the rest of the food that
is taken, and the I,ord knows that perfectly
well.
We are not ordered to drink cold drinks·
and, I will say as a physician, just here, that
raw, cold water often contains more minute
li~ing ~rganisms and animalcule, than the gast:Ic flmd could destroy; especially in dyspeptic people, and that thousands have dropped
dead by taking a large draught of cold water.
Some go still further and drink ice-water producing paralysis of the heart. It is better to do
as the L1rd says. Let us reason together, and
prepare our food in all the simplicity of reaRENOCLAI'.
sonable beings.

J4MES l : 25. HOW READ.
Bro. Henr!J :-I have looked for a reply to
the article, ''To Whom it l\fay Concern," in
Herald, December 15th, 1876, page 739.
The instruction and criticism I approve of·
except our limits in prayer. Perhaps my zeal
exceeds my knowledge. Christ's prayer re
ferred to as an example, fi>r what I know may
only be the commencement of a prayer.
. Should we go back to Solomon, the wise.
David, and a host of others too numerous to
mention j men, according to sacred historv of
God's own selection. influenced. guided in their
pet.itions to God, by His own Spirit, we see
frequent n;petit.ions of the name of the Deity
'
made in their prayers to God.
ME'n's limiting views in regard to prayer to
God, I look upon as very, very superficial and
worth. very, very little. The essence the
depth, or in the language of Paul, the ":Ueat"
of Christ's teaching is that we cannot pray to
God acceptably, or seek wirh an.v degree of
success as to receiving, without God's Spirit to
guide us in our prayers.
Perhaps our first request in prayer should
be for the Spirit to guide and direct us that
we may not mention his name too often.' To
limit us to men's restrictions, would be to level
us with orthodoxy. The wide, world-renowned
orthodox standa~d a~thority, explaining Scripture to meet thetr g1lt edged notions like this
"Th e messages ofG od are. mcomprehensible
.
'
to'
man." Soon, forgetting what they have said
they tell me I "must always be governed by
God's messages."
Did not God favor his church with his
guiding Spirit, I. would take my chances.
Coul~ I find nothi~g better than orthodoxy,
the ddferent collectiOns of human oninions I
wouid stand aloof from all, so called, "church'es.
Takmg away this restraining of the word of
God from t~at latit.ude and generality. and thP
~nd,ers~andmgs of men from that liberty ':~'here
m CbnHt and the apostles left them, is, and
has been the only fountain of all the schism8
of the chureh. Hestore christians to their
just and full libt>rty of conforming their un
derstanding to scripture only, and as river~,
when they have a free passage, run all to the
ocean, so it may wP!l be hoped, by God's bles
sing, that universal liberty, thus moderated.
may quickly reduce christendom to truth and
R A. A.
unity.

PARODY ON "THE FAMILY BIBLE."

MY ST4RS,

Selected by A. B. F.-Obanged from one sent him by his
mother.

Right over there, to-night, above the southern horizon, a triangle of three bright stars
shines like diamonds in the sky. That brightest one is Sirius. It was the watch-dog of
the Nile. It rose when the great Nile flood
rose every year. As they had fever then, they
thought the Dug-Star Sirius warned them of
fevers. And some people here believe the
rising of the Dog-Sta:-dog-days are fever
days.
How brilliant it is! Wonder how far off it
is! J,et's see; how shall we come at it? The
tailor measures by the yard; but the yard
measure will not do. Railroads measure by
the mile. Well, that may do to start on.
Let's get a few distances. From New ~York
to Chicago is, say 1,000 miles, to Denver, Colorado, 2,000 miles, to San Francisco 3,000
miles. A pretty broad country, that.
But this will hardly do for the stars. It
may do for the star worlds that belong to th.e
•un. The moon is 240,000 miles off. About
500 times as far-say 100 000 000 miles~tnd we come to the sun. It is a' little less
~Jut that will do-130,000,000 miles to th~
sun.
Now, t_hat bright blue star, Siriu3, that
looks so httle beside our sun is over a 100000,000 tim~R aR far from n~ as the sun_:.
t.hat is 100 000,000 times 1 1 3 million miles
or about 100.000,000.000 miles. That is ~
good way off. and a good many figures.
But 100 000,000,000 don't get much knowled~e into our heads. Let's try another way.
The cars run about thirty miles an hour. To
get to the moon on the cars would take 333
days-say one year. To get to the sun we
would, have to go, if we lived long enough,
about 376 years. And now for a long trip.
If we could ride to Sirius on the cars at the
rate o! thirty miles an hour, we sho~ld get
there m abo~t 376,000,000 years, allowing for
no way stations at the moon and the sun.
But this is a little more time than most of us
can spare for a pleasure trip.
Let's try another plan to find out how far
off Siri~s is. If we can't go, may be we can
see. L1ght travels faster than the cars. Light
goes at the rate of 18,400 miles a seeond. In
about eight and one-half minutes the first ray
of light reaches us from tho sun, after he
rises in the morning. Now, although that is
t;aveling p;etty fast, :y_e~ it would take a ray of
hght, startmg from Sums, twenty-three years
to reach us here.
If Sirius were blotted out to-day, yet for
twenty· three rars its splendor would gem the
southern sky, and only when twenty-three
years had gone by, would we know the dire
~atastrophe by a dark space eclipsing the brillrant star. ·What a great blazing sun it is
pouring out its white heat way into the un~
traveled immensity.
We think some people and some things big
in this world of ours. But when we look at
the mighty sun, mightier than 2,000 of our
mn;:;, and then remember that the eye can see
6,000 of them in the ~parkling sky, and that
t.he glass can see 20,000 000 of them, some of
them smaller, hut many of them far mightiet'

How pensively pleasing the fond recollection,
Of youthful connection and innocent joy,
When blest with parental advice and affection,
Surrounded with mercies-with peace from on
big hI still view the chair of my aire and my molher,
The seats of their offspring as ranged on each
hand;
And the three best of books, worth more than all
others-The three sacred volumes which lay on the stand.
These books are the volumes of God's inspiration,
At morn, and at evening they yield us delight;
And the prayer to our Father was a sweet invocation,
For mercy by day, and for safety by night.
Our hymns from the Harp of thanksgiving were
swelling,
All warm from the hearts of the family band;
For the best of all books, excelling all othersWere the inspired volumes which Jay on the stand
Ye scenes of tranquillity, long since departed,
Though my parents are not, I their dying deplore.
Yet in sorrow and sadness our earth life was parted,
And I wander alone on a far distant shore,
I doubt not a Savior's kind care and protection,
And forget 110t the gifts from his bountiful hand;
0 [ let me in patience abide his correction,
And stndy those volumes that lie on the stand :
For they're best of all books, excelling all othersBible, Book of Mormon, and Covenants so grand.
Blessed volumes; light and guide of God's people ;
With them I'm encircled with parents and friends,
Their counsel will guide· me through toiling and
danger;
And comfort and cheer their perusal attend ;
Hope wakens to vigor, and rises to glory,
I'll hasten and flee unto Zion's blest land ·
For refuge lay bold on the joy set before
Revealed in those treasures that lie on the stand.
The old fashioned gospel, is the latter day gospel,
Revealed in those volumes that lie on the stand.

m:,

.

Hail, rising the brightest and blest of the morning,
The star which has guided my parents safe horne,
A beam of bright glory my pathway adorning,
Shall scatter the darkness and brighten the
gloom;
As sages and shepherds to worship the stranger,
In esctasy hastened to Canaan's far land1'1! bow to adore him, but not in a manger,
He's seen in the volumes which lie on the stand.
The old fashioned gospel, the Saints' blessed gospel,
We can glean from those volumes that lie on the
stand.

Though grief and misfortune press hard on my
feelings,
I'll flee to the goRpel and trust in the Lord;
Though darkness shuts out his meTciful dealings,
My soul is still cheered by his sanctified word,And now from things earthly my soul it is reaching;
I soon shall shout glory with the heavenly band;
In raptures of joy be forever adoring
--~---.......~~--Adversity, like winter weather, is of use to kill
The God ofthose volumes that lie on the stand·
those vermin which the summer of prosperity is The old fashioned gospel, the Saints' blessed gospel:
apt. to produce and nourish.
Revealed in those treasures which He on the
Van~L:f of va~!ties, saith the preacher, vanity

Qf
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!em" "shall be built beginning at the Temple paragraph ten of s1me section (98) for the
Lot, which is appointed- by tho fin gel' (:f the Lord said, "There is even now in store
>~'
Lord, in the western boundaries of the State an abundance to r2deem Zion and establish
of Missouri." "Verily, this is the 1co1'd of the her waste places, were the churches, who call
Lord, that the City New Jerusalem shall be themselves after my name, willing to lu:arlccn
built by the gathering of the Saints, begin- to my voice." But they did not hearken,
"SHALL WE GATHER HOME TO ZION." ning at this place, even the place of the tern· either to purchase Zion, build the city, or to
ple, which temple SHALL Im 1·eared ·In this "redeem Zion" and "build the was~e places.''
gene1·ation j for verily this generat.ion shall not Yet we are told, that the Lord accepted their
all pass away until an house sh<tll be built unto "offerings." What "offerings" did t bey make?
Dear Sisto· :-In answer to your queries
why, {nsults, to the Almighty, for they said
the Lord."
in Herald of January 15th, I submit the folIf the word "generation" mcr.r1s tho "Church "where is their God? Behold, he will deliver
lowing propositions :
in J osepb the martyr's day," or the "old or- in time of trouble; otherwise ·we will not go
lst.-Some of the promises and predictions ganization," then "all" of that "generation up unto Zion, and will keep our moneys."
of the Holy Spirit are conditional, and some shall not pass away until an house shall be Because of this spirit; because of the "transbuilt to the I"ord," hence this work cannot be gression of my people," the Lord said, "it is
are not; some are positive and emphatic. so far distant as some imagine, for old age is expedient that mine elders should wait for a
When the Lord said that "Jerusalem shall be fast creeping upon those who were left of that little season for the redemption of Zion." That
trodden down of the Gentiles, until the times generation-But there must be some of them too, after the Lord had accepted the offering
of the obedient, after they had been ''hindered
of the Gentiles be fulfilled," it was an uncon- who shall live to see the lHmse built.
by their enemies," which hindering caine
6th.-The
class
of
people
who
shall
inherit
ditional tlll'eatening. It was, or has been to
Zion : "Behold, the Lord requireth the heart about through the "transgressi&n" of the "re.
this time literally fulfilled, i. e., Jerusalem has and a willing mind; and the willing and bellion8," and the ''lustful and covetous desires"
been for centuries and is yet ."trodden down obedient shall eat the f?:Ood of the land of Zion of the "sinners in Zion;" some of them boastof the Gentiles." The prediction of Zachariah, in these last dayR; and the rebellious shall be ing of the "l~ord's promise to give them the
it
that "Jerusalem shall be inhabited again in cat off out of the land of Zion, and shall be land," vainly assuming that they could
without "purchase," and by their boasting of
sent away, and shall not inherit the land."
her own place, even in Jerusalem," is also
7th.-'l'he Lord commanded the Church as ''faith and mighty works" and through talkthat character, ap.d will no doubt be literally a hody to purchase the land, build t.he city ing of "judgment"-i. c., threatening destrucfulfilled. 'l'he promise "And, behold I come and temple. As a Church they did not obey. tion on their foes-they incensed them to that ·
quickly, and my reward is with me, to give to Some individuals did, and of those who "with def!ree that they were driven out, and the
every man according as his work shall be," is all their mights, and with all they have," "willing and obedient" with them. But
(had) attempted to obey the command, and ''they that remain and are pure in jleart shall
of the same positive and unconditional characwere prevented by their enemies, the Lord return" for the "mouth of the Lord has
ter, and so of hosts of other prophecies.
afterward said, "Therefore, for tll is cause [i.e , spoken H." It was doubtless the "mind of
the "prophecies and promises'' contained in that they did all in their power 'with a willing the Lord," in 1857, when he said that he "had
the "Book of Doctrine and Covenants" the mind,' to obey the commnnd, and were 'hin· not changed concerning Zion." Nor has he
Lord speaks in this unequivocal language, dered by their enemies,' for this cause] have changed, for "Zion shall yet be the home of
"Search these commandmeuts fiir tlwy are I accepted the offerings of those whom I com- tho pure."
true and faithful, and the prophecies and manded to build a city and an house unto my
Dth.-The command now is "to gather into
promises which are in them shall all be fu(/ill- name in Jackson county; Missouri." It is the reginns round about." And if the way is
ccl. What, I the Lord have spoken, I have sheer folly to say that the Church as a bod_y not yet fully opened for the Saints to "move
spoken, and I excuse not myself~ [and he do€s "hearkened to the word of tho Lord" in this in mass," thPy can and should "gather one by
not require of any one else t.o make excuses matter, as also it would be to say that the one." J3ut the "pure in heart" the "willing
for him], and thongh the heavens and the present Church has obeyed the revelation of and obedient,'' and those who can "mind their
earth pass away my word shall uot pass away, 1873 to "gatl1er into the regions round about." own business'' and who can buy an home for
but shall all be fulfillt:d, whether by my own The I,ord said of the Church in Juno, 18:H, themsdves, and their families, can do so in
voice, or by the voice of my scrvantR, it is the ":Behold were it not for the transgressions of the "regions round about," without any obsame."
my people, speaking concerning the Glum:h, stacles being thrown in their way by the ''feel2nd.-The L·Jrd gave this rule to his ser- and not indiciduals, they might have been re- ings of the people'' or any laws of the State.
vants in regard to the operation of his Spirit, deemed even now; but behold, they hcn-e ni?,t The land does not belong to the Saints, except
"And whatsoever they shall speak when moved learned to Dr: ol,crlient to the th\ngs which I in promise, and so dors remission of sins, and
upon. by the Holy Ghost, shall be Scripture; require at their hands," &.c. What things the gifts of the Spirit, but they arc conditional,
shall be the will of the Lord; shall be the had he required at their hands? Why to and the land is promised, on condition that it
mind of the I"ord; shall be the word of' the "build a eity and an hou;;e unto'' "tho Vml." is }!IU'r1vr.sed. 1f we a:rc true ];1ttcr Dc1y
'Lord; shall be the voice of the Lord; and the ''They vrere slow to hearken unl:o tho voice of Saints, we can nut help believing, and obe; ing
power of God unto Ealvation."
the Lmd." The rehelliou3 were to bD "cut the principle of gathering. 'fake Bro J oseph'o
3rd.-This Church believes as a rule, quile off out of thD lnnd of Zion," and shou!J be counsel on tho subject, and you will not miss
firmly, that Joseph Smith was inspired of God "sent away." And
were e.1st
~wd the rnark very i11r.
;;Shall we
tu Zinn ?" Ye~,
and spake by the moving of the Hol.r Gh(,st, tho 'tunoccnt f~uft'ered
nnd bt:eauso
the
heart,"
at which times he spa.kc t.he "mind of the guilt.:!·
I,ord," that he spake by the "voice of the
of b08t,h.--But, the Lord has ueereed that "J:i.on
I .. ord" whRt was the "will of' the Lord."
!l€ed apply."
shall not be r~wvcd out of her
notwith4th.-He spako the mind and will of the standing her children are scaHel'ed,
!:hat
Lord Gcd, in ,Jackson county, J\Iissiluri, ,July, remain and are pure iu heart shall
and
1831, and said that ''This is the lund of prom- come t,o their inheritances
and their chilise and the place for tho city of Zion." ''And dren *
to bnild
thus saith the :Lord your God, if yon u:/lt re- Zion. And (l!l this
ceive wisdom, here is wiBdom."
Again in [;c .fidjilled."
learned to be
August, 18Bl, "Behold, vmily I say unto you,
at their
Observe, 1st that snme c1f tLt
the J,ord willeth tl1at, the disciples and iJw ot ''Church" 'i.e., thoso who \Yerr
l;t~-u·f.:s are bt1rneJ in. the fire,')
children of men should open their hearts even to bnild the
and
were to
·1
will L;.ke
~.t the Ln;·J's
to pui'Cltase this whole 7'P[;ion of muntr.IJ, as and such of tlu:1n ns
be
in fH:art
.:wheJ.t.l} i::J
be ''gathered into
soon as time will permit."
shall ·return," "with their childr<;n ''and "build
5th.---'rhe "will of the Lcm1" is "concern- up the waslc
," bctt there mu:<t be a "bnrn" to deof Zion."
were ut
ing his Church" that the "City New J erusa- tTu1.t time "waste
ir: evident from

the glorious Sirius, we begin to feel our
own dimension, and, though we can never
take its measura, yet we can look with awe
and reverence on the mighty universe of God.
-Selected.
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gathered into" it. The present aspect of ln~t kill." Ih~t are n~t those who are con-~·10 members of the high council of Jerusalem~
political affairB indicates that the time may be ! stantly practising the above ways, and thereby not counting the presiding high priests. .
near at hand when "every man that will not bringing on bad colds, coughs, asthma or con· . When Peter asked, "Lord, how many ttmes
take his sword against his neighbor must 11 sumption, (by which disease so many of the I must I forgive my brother, is it enough 7
needs flee to Zion for safety." This Church ! human race are afilicted, and by which so ma-J times?" Jesus replied, "1 say unto you not
is not yet prepared to "deny the faith," or !o ny lives are lost), constantly breaking this 17, but 70 times 7."
.
slide off the "rock" of inspiration, nor to turn I commandment? There are also many lives lost I "A just man falleth 7 times and riseth up
away from the "former commandments'' "given by fever from the same source. The Scripture I again."--Pro~. xxrv,, lG.
concerning these things." The "minds" of I says that we are judged according to our\ When thine enemy speaketh fair believe
tho Saints, "in ti.m~ past have been dadwzed J works, and if so, we sh~ll most ~ssur~dly be I him not, for th~re are~ 7 abominations,., in h~s
because of unbelief," and because they have 'held accountable for hab1ts that w1ll bnng up- heart (Prov. XXVI., 2<J). There are 1 attrr"treated lightly the things they have received," I on our bodies that which may, sooner or later, butes of the Almighty, 7 gifts of the Holy
"which vanity and 7mbeli£f," "brought the j deprive us of the life which is given us. It is Ghost, 7 psalms of penance, 7 supplications in
whole Church under condemnation;" and they . true that we all have to die sometime, but this the Lord's prayer, 7 words of the cross, the
were to "remain under this condemnation un- 11 does not justify us in leading a life that will Catholic Church has 7 eacraments. There
til they repent, and remember the new cove-l usher in death any quicker than it would come are 7 wounds of Christ on the cross. In
nant, even the Book of Mormon, and the for-i if we would live as we ought to do. I think Revelations there are 7 angels with 7 golden
mer commandments, which I (the Lord) have these &inful habits .are but a slow way of com- chalices filled with divine wrath; also 7 lamps
given them, not only to say, but to do accord- mitting micide, or killing one's self.
with 7 flames are mentioned there. \Vho
in:; to that which I have written." If God 1 :My dear readers, I would not have you think does not know of tho "7 sleepers," the ·i youthhas not ''changed concerning Zion," he may that I do not wish you to look neat and clean. ful Christian martyrs who escaped into a
not require ''those sons of men" who offered to I mean no such thing. I only mean that they cavern near Ephesus and fell asleep, and
do as they were commanded and were hindered, should be very partieular always to have on slumbered undisturbed for 200 years. There
to do the work, but as the work is to be clone, enough clothing at all times to keep them are 7 wonders of the world; 7 wise men of
he will require it ''at the hands" of other warm, and not when at home, or at work, to Greece. The JHohammedan's paradise con"sons of men." And if' this "generation" or wear flannel or heavy clothing, but when gone, tains 7 heavens. Rome has been governed by
the Saints composing this Church are to "turn or not at work, to wear fine linen or cotton, 7 kings, likewi~e Prussia, for the 7th is Emtheir hearts and their faces toward Zion" is it cold and insufficient. I hope that those who peror Wilhelm. During the 7 years' war unto be only ftJr disappointment and deception? read this will look after these matters, and ex- der Frederick II. history mentions 7 imporT hey need not make much of a "turn" if Zion amine them closely; and that they will hold tant battles. The war in Spain between the
is the pure in heart only, for they may be fast to that which is good, and cast aside that Carlists and Christians lasted 7 years. The
found in every direction, or else they must, which is bad or false.
JoHN B. HATCHER.
FrancoPrussian war lasted 7 months, and the
keep on turning all day long.
----~........ o..
7th regiment was the first to distinguish
The Zion of America, like '·Zion of Jeru- SEVENTY TUdES SEVEN WONDERS. Iitself.
salem" has a location, has a place, and "shall
On tho 28th (four times 7) of September,
not be moved out of her place," even although
In an old copy of the German Evangelical 1870, Strasburg surrendered, on the 28th of
some of' the "pure in heart." were scattered Calendm·, published in St. Charles, :Mo., I October, l\Ietz, and on the 28th of January,
and' driven out of thrir inheritances, as well find an article by the Rev. Dr. Steiner (re- 1871, Paris. Rome is built on 7 hills; so
as the "transgressors" were. They have been cently deceased) upon the significance of the are Constantinople, Nurenberg, Bamberg and
moved out of their place, or places; but "Zion" figure 7. As there is generaliy more impor- Lisbon. Ancient Thebes, also Athens, Baghas not. been moved, it is still Zion, and will tanee attached to the ''lucky 3" we may a& dad and Morocco, each had 7 gates. Seven
be Zion, and the only Zion "with which we well give 7 a chance and see how conspicuously cities claimed the honor of being Homer's
have to do, for the Lord has founded Zion, it figures in the history of the world, more birthplace. There were 7 steps leading to
and the poor of his people shall trust in it." · particularly in religion.- 'Translator.
the tomb of Dariu3, the Persian King; 7
T. W. SmTn.
When God created the world he rested on steps to Solomon's throne; 7 arms or branch- - - - .,._
the 7th day. There are 7 days in the week, es to the lamp in the tcn;p]e at Jerusalem; 7
SELF-INFLICTED EVILS.
7 letters in the name Jehovah, 'l syllables in wicks in the perpetual lamp (eternal flame) to
the i\Iohammedan formula of pruyer-la ill the rites of the Greek Church.
Bad colds are the common complaint of the Allah ill Allah. As the flood was to begin on
;rhe River Nile has 7 mouths (but still rethe human race. Everywhere we find them. the 7th day and continue 7 weeks, Noah mains discreetly silent about its source).
If a neighbor comes in, the first question nsked selected 7 pairs of clean animals and birds, There are '1 Canary islands, 7 Ionian island~ 9
is, "Are your family all well." "Yos, all ex- male and female, and gathered them into the 7 colors in the rainbow; there are 7 tones in
cept having bad r.olds," is generally the an- ark. On the 7th day the dove returned with the musical scale, 7 precious metals. Pleiades,
swer; and then they begirt to talk about the its message. Every one is familiar with the one of our most beautiful constellations, num·
weather. They never stop to take things into i fat and 7 lean kine, the 7 fruitful D-nd 7 bers 7 stars.
consideration, but lay all the fauH upon the barren ears of corn, 7 years of pler!ty and 7
There are 7 cardinal virtues; three of theEe
weather. It is true that the changeableness
years of' famine. Jacob served 7 years for arc faith, hope and charity, "and the greatest
the weath?r does have some effect upon this Rachel, and was cheated with Leah and served of these is charity." The Duke of Welling·
disease; but I think that if parents would al" another 7 years and received his reward. ton had 7 marshal's staffs.
ways dress their little ones in just the same Seven days he was followed by Laban, his
'l'he Pope is priest of 1 churches.
amount of clothing each time, that the little father-in-law. ('l'hat was before the unhappy
The human head has 7 openinga.
ones would be less troubled with colds. And days of mothers in-law). When Jacob died
The entrances to the celebrated dome at
not only this, they would not be so fretful and his son Joseph lamented for him 7 days. Cologne have 7 pillars set upon 7 pedestals;
uneasy. It is just about the same case with Every 7th year the Israelites permitted their surmounted by 1 statues.
the _young men and women, or the greater fields to remain idle and untilled. (This was
\Ve might continue to enumerate for a
portiOn of them. They will wear heavy, every- called the "Sabbatical year)." At the siege column or more, and after we have exhausted
day clothing all the week, but when there is of Jericho 7 priests with 7 trumpets (trom- our memory, some seventh son of a 7th son
going to be a party or a meeting they will ex: bones) went around the walls of the city, and might predict a new set cf 7 wonders, arising
change them for a suih of light clothes, ex- at the 'lth blast the walls fell. (We have no from the Centennial era, not omitting the
changing comfortable apparel for fine or style- sueh dangerous wind instruments in our day, Missouri exhibit.-&. Lonis Republican.
ish ones, and thus they take cold. Young men although there would be little difficuity in
---··-----H-<>--··-~·-···and women, beware of so doing, for you are finding "b!owerB)." Seven times 10 years
Scarcely have I ever heard or read the intro·
not only breaking down your constitutions, were the Israelites held captive in Babylon. ductory phrase, "I may say wit.hout vanity," but
but you are also transgressing the law of God. Seven times 10 Hebrew scholars translated some striking and oharacteristio instance of vanity
followed.
God create d man an d gave unto him life that the Old Hebrew Testament into Greek for he.sToimmediately
be a man's own fool is bad enough; but thG
he 01hould live. God al~o said, "Thou ehalt the .Alexandrian library. There were 7 times vain man is everybody's.
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SUPPORT THE GOSPEL.-No. 6.

blessed savior, while here UPJOn earth, was of the gratification of a useless habit, however
one continuous act of self-denial; and those essential it may have become to our ideas of
"In certain cases we may eat all our loaf who have been called by him and sent forth comfort, we neglect a duty so well defined and
and not spare a crumb," but it is pretty cer-~ to preach his gospel, from that day to this, so frequently, persistently, and earnestly entain that these cases are much less frequent have been comp~lled to. the exercise of a de- joined, both in the Bible and in the later
than we are aenerally supposed to think.
grt1e of s~lf-dental w~wh none but them- revelations of the wiil of God as this of "giv0
•
selves can JUStly appreciate. And we are told in!! for the ~upport of the gospel."
When retrenchment IS contemplated, when that if we love even father or mother more
I have spoken of tea, coffee, and tob~cco behard times, or sickness, or want of employ- than Christ we are not worthy of him. We cause they are almost universally used, and
ment, or loss of crops, render more than ordi- are taught that we should so live that we may there is, therefore, to use a common expressnary economy necessary, where do we begin be able to s~y with the apostle Pa~l, ':Ne~t?er ion, more "money in them" than in any thing
t
t d
? I 't t t 00 0 ft
death, nor hfe, nor angels, nor prmCipahtles, else except intoxicating. liquors, which it is
en nor powers, nor things present, nor things to not supposable that any Latter Day Saint will
o cu own our expenses
s ~ no
the case that among the first thmgs, we les~en come, nor height, nor depth, nor any other habitually, or even occasionally use; but are
the amount or wholly omit the weekly offermg creature, shall be able to separate us from the there not other habits which some of us might
which we have been wont to make to the Lord, love of God, which is in Christ Jesus our give up. at the cost of a little or much selfexcu~ing ourselves with the thought that God Lord." And if this be so, we should surely denial, in order that tl1e cost of them may be
~
.
.
.
be both able and willing to give up habits paid into the treasury of the Lord w1"thout
does. not
us to depnve
ourselves
or our wh'w h f ew, 1'f any, 0 an h ones tl y say d o th em depriving
'
· '
'
• reqmre
.
.
.
tho~e dependent on us of a single
fam1hes of comforts whtch habtt has led us to any good, and which, in most cases, are pro- comfort wit,h which we have heretofore proconsider as necessaries rather than what they ductive of injurious results to a greater or vided them? Remember that. we are not now
really are, luxuries.
lesser degree, should we not? And should talking of this self-denial as aff.ecting our morBut there are many of the Saints who will we not be willing to give them up, even al or spiritual status, but to show that there
though we do not think them at all injurious, are ways by which many who thinK they cansay, and say it in perfect sincerity, "What if by so doing we may contribute the more for not "spare a crumb" might give very considhave I that I could dispense with? what do I the upbuilding of his kingdom, e'V'en "who erable amounts, and many more of us might
use that I could do without? what unneces- died that we might live?" And will not the increase very materially our contributions.
sary expense do I incur? Surely I need every sacrifice be lessened, the self-denial be easier,
And there are other ways in which money
cent that I can earn; I mnst eat all my loaf; if we do it for this object; if, as the Sabbath could be obtained for this purpose. and that,
I do not see how I can spare even one crumb." comes 1 week by week, we are able to increa•e so as to be felt but lightly by even the very
And there are, undoubtedly, some who do our contribution by the amount saved in this poor, if only the money so obtained he regardreally need and who really use all they can way?
ed as something in which we have no interest,
earn; but are there not some things which
I find it so; at least. Accustomed f<w thir- except to see that it. is deposited in the Church
most of us could get along without for the ty.five yoars, to the dally and often excessive treasury, never allowing ourselves to think
sake of having more to give for the support of use of all three of the stimulants mentioned, that it can be applied to any lesB sacred purthe gospel? Probably a large proportion of and engaged for much of the time in occupa pose.
the families of the Saints use tea and coffee, tions which often tax to the utmost my physiIn the village, or on the farm. a hen with her
and perhaps almost as large a proportion of cal powers, and require perfect command of season's supply of eggs and chickens, or a pound
the men, and possibly some of the women, use the intellectual faculties, I had learned to con- of butter out of every ten or twenty, or a
tobaceo in some form.
sider them as indispensable both to comfort collection of strawberry or raspberry vines, or
Now I am not going to give you a lecture and to efficient discharge of duty. A few a grape vine or two, set apart and cultivated
on the Word of Wisdom, for I don't believe months ago I determined to try an ex peri- for this especial purpose; and. on the farm, a
that any man or woman is going to forfeit ment, to test niy will· power; and, at first with· piece of ground. more or less according to the
eternal salvation by using either tea, coffee, or out any other m\Jtive, I abandoned the use, size of the farm and the bigness of the owner's
tobacco, however much abstinence therefrom· first of tobacco, and then of coffee and tea, (ex- heart, consecrated to God, and cultivated in
might be to their advantage, physically and cept a half cup of tea daily at breakfast as a whatever will produce the larj!eSt return, all
intellectually; but speak of this matter now preventative of sick headache, to which I am these and many an other way which will sugfrom a purely financial point of view, as con- peculiarly liable, and this I am gradually di gest itself to those who are really desirous of
nected with t.he interests of the Church.
minishing and shall soon be able to do with- doing their part in the great work which God
Every family using tea and coffee will spend out entirely). I have succeeded, so far, in has given into the hands of the Church in
for these two articles, with the necessary sugar, abstaining entirely, but I don't know that I these latter days, will, if conscientiously carat least three dollars a month, or thirty six should have held out after I had satisfied my- ried out, produce results which will astonish
dollars a year; and it will cost each person self that I could do without them, had not a us. We shall have thousands where now we
using tobacco not less than twenty-five cents higher and better motive come to my aid; for have hundreds of dollars, and may send out
a week or thirteen dollal's a year. These are there is nothing in my circumstances to ren- into the field ten laborers where we now have
low estimates; for, while there may be some der such self.denial necessary; but let me tell one.
who use less, there are many who use vastly you, friends, as one of my acquaintances says,
In this, as in almost everything else, "where
.more than the amounts named.
"I go slow yet when I am pa8sing a tobacco there is a will there is a way." There is
From the above statements, the truth of store;" and the "no, thank you," comes very means enough in the Church, poor as it is, if
which may be easily verified, it will readily be reluctantly when asked to take a cup of tea or we would but exercise that liberality, and the
seen that if each family that now uses tea or coffee.
, self' denial necessary, to render liberality pascoffee and each person who now uses tobacco,
There are but few who will permanently sible, which we ought, and which we might,
would give them up, ju1· the salce of giving to abandon any habit which has been long in- without depriving even ourselves, and much
the Lord, and would religiously apply the dulged, simply because it will promote their less those dependent ou us of a single 1·eal
amount thus saved to the support of the gos- pecuniary or even their physical or intellEctual comfort. All that is needed is the will, the
pel, the treasury of the Lord would be richer welfare; but if we do so, that we may thus deep seated, sincere conviction that we, each
by many thousands of dollars each year than have something t.o give in aid of the propaga- and every one, rich and poor, old and young,
it is now, and many more laborers would be tion of the gospel, and be sure to appropriate learned and ignorant, have something to do in
sent out into the fields now whitening for the the money thus saved to this obJect, looking upon this work of regenerating the world; and, in
harvest.
it as not our own, but the Lord's, God will this particular par~ of work, too, such a conIt will be said that this involves much of surely aid us in the performance of this duty. viction as obliged us to unite ourselves with
self-denial. True; but the service of God is And while the compliance or non. compliance this poor, little, despised, beloved Church of
one that calls for t,he exercise of self-deniaL with the recommendations of the \Vord of ours, such a conviction as will lead to earnest,
We are told that we must present ourselves a Wisdom, may not affect the question of eter- consistent action.
"living sacrifice," and that this is only om nalsalvation, it may well be considered wheth.
Bearing always in mind that there are
Hreasonable service," The whole life of c;>ur er God will hold us guiltless if, for the sake those in the Church who may be justified in
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not sparing a crumb, and remembering, too,
that it is not for any man to judge his breth-.
ren, and that each of us must judge himself
in this, as in other things pertaining to the
service of God. It may yet be well for us to
remember that "every one of us shall give an
account of himself to God," in this as well as
in other matters, and to consider carefully
whether we are doing all that we can, and all
that our conscience, in the light of all the
facts within our knowledge, requires of m in
this matter of the peeuniary '.Support of the
Gospel."
W . R. SEr,r,oN.
------.-..-

THE NOBILITY OF LABOR.
'l'!:iere iA one impress of legitimate nobility
stamped upon everything, worth preserving or
remembering, either for its beauty or usefulness, in all the universe. The blue sheet of
sky, spangled with the glowing finger marks
of God peering down into the darkness of the
night, like eyes that are lidless and never
sleep; the meteor gilding millions of miles
with flashing beauty, and consuming itself
with its own burning magnificence; the
(1uenchless sun raining its light and heat upon
the earth; the mountain range lifting its
whitened peaks into the clouds, and with its
grandeur breaking the monotony of the landscape; the blooming valley with the gorgeous
apparel of flowera and verdure; the brook and
the rivulet, the cascade and the cataract, and
the. turbulent ocean; the quiet dell, and the
boisterous volcano, hurling its molten madness at the skies, and spreading hissing, burning death at its base; the twisting tongues of
fire that stream from the darkness, and lick
the clouds, and glare among the mountain
tops, and frolic over the plains; the intricate
machinery of the human body, delicate as a
spider's web, yet housing the peerless and
most priceless gem that sea, or sky, or mountain ever hoarded; the rude cross of Calvary
dripping with the blood of God, and arched
with a sweet rainbow of promise to man, all
b~~r this shining signet of nobility--the nob1hty of labor--the labor of Eternal Thought.
Blood never makes a noblern11n. The blood
of the king is as poor a.s that o~ the peasant,
and often :poorer. The bl~od of the autocrat,
whose whtsper .shake~ a kmgdom ~nd whose
nod awes .a continent, 1s not ';llore ?nmson or of
greater vt;tue tha? the selr s whwh the ~~tocrat desp1~es. Bnth never endows no·b.thty.
The I?agmficence of the cradle or the tmted
frescomg and gorgeous drapny .of the palace
never created rank. He alone IS a nobleman
who ha.s ma~e the world be~ter and happier
fo_r hav:mg !tved, who has fnnged the clouds
With silvery beauty, planted the rose and
water~d it into bloom u:pon the desert waste,
beautified the forest v.:rld, or g~thered the
splendors of the v~lley mto charmm~ symmetry. There are Imlltons of noblemen s graves
o~er which a tear was never shed, and which
tim: _has leveled to .the even surface of the
prame! but fro~ whrch str~~ms ba?k through
centunes the g.ow of a noblltty winch charms
a world i~to humble worship of its sublim.ity
and genume worth. Many a man .has d1ed
unhonored and unsun1!: who left 111 every
footprint f.row. his childhood to the romp a

brilliant legacy to the world, and no I
I WILL TRY.
kgacy worth commemorating was ever left the
!leading in the Herald, last number of the
wurld, which was not baptized in the sweat
of honest toil. From mental and physical ex- twenty-third volume, some impressions were
ertion the earth has been made to blossom, made on my mind, and I thought I would nothe seas have been covered with life, civiJiz. tice a few points in the way of bringing the
ation has shot it:J sunshine into the gloom of
rudeness and Christianity has rained its soft- readers' minds to them afresh. ·what first
ness on the world. On every field that bears caused me to try to write for the Herald, was
a tempting harvest on its breast, on every the article on page 747, headed, "Do What
brick in every building that was ever reared, You Can;" so I chose to write under the head,
on every book of value that was ever written, "I Will Try." Who knows what he can do
on every thought that burns to light the world, before he tries ? The second article I will
in every workshop, and mine, and furnace, notice, is on page 753, ''We invite all who
and factory-wherever labor sweats, are written can; and especially the elders in the field, to
the credentials of nobility.
contribute doctrinal articles, and accounts of
_.___..
__
labor in the ministry, &c., &c. They might
4
write as briefly as they choose, they could give
MANNERS IN CHURCH.
the readers of the Herald many good things,
Good manners in church requires reverence some cheering news."
Yes, espeeially to such of' its readers as yet
in behavior, and hence must exclude ordinary
conversation both before, and during, and im: live a long way out of the border of the land
mediately after the services. Chatting, whis- of Zion, or away from the assemblies of the
pering, motioning-ali such conduct is out of Latter Day Saints, and not in a condition to
place where people have come together to en- emigrate; (from causes which cannot be helped
gage in the most solemn act of which they by those who are members at present); to all
are capable. What a spectacle for angels, such, the Ilerald, no doubt, is a welcome viEwho ever convene with God's people in their itor, especially when filled with good articles
worship, to be witnesses of the animated tattle from many of the elders and saints in general
of two worshipers, who should be subdued in -not only a semi-monthly, but we would say
t3 awe at the thought of being in the presence a weekly visit, as soon as it can be accomof God! I have sometimes taken my seat in plished.
congregations just as t,he services were on the
The point we notice next, page 738, is in
eve of beginning, and there was in the Church, making use of unbecoming language, which
audible thoughout, a confused buzz, which should be well remembered by all Latter Day
made me feel that I had not come to worship Saints. I am reminded when yet a member
God, but merely to be entertained for an hour. of the German Baptist Church, when a comAs for talking during divine worship, to char- plaint was brought before the church about
acterize it as ill-mannered is not enough-it some of its members making use of similar lanis wicked. At the conclusion of worship I guage as named in the artie!e referred to; and
would not have friends debarred a recognition also the words, "might.y good;" "mighty cold,"
of each other in a quiet way-especially is it "mighty well," and others of like character in
admissible thus to notice a stranger who may common conversation, when the word "very''
chance to be near; but an immediate entering should be applied in place of the word
into general hand-shaking and hilarious con· "mighty;'' as well as many other vain and
versation must go far toward stifling the de idle words that we often hear our good meanvout impressions which may have been inspir- ing friends make use of, which is unbecoming
to any professor of religion; more especially
ed during worship.
It is also in bad taste to make the Church for Latter Day Saints.
Another point in the same article, I notice
the place for the show of fine clothes. There
may be occasions when it is suitable to put on is the long prayer and repetition of words . In
the costliest dress which the means and the c.he church I named, which I once belonged to,
conscienGe will allow j but to make the house was an official member who made use of the
of prayer a scene for exhibition of the latest words, "0 God, our heavenly Father" fifteen
fashions, and thus to appear before God, is out to twenty times in one prayer, which took up
of all character. 'l'he plainest raiment which up about one· third of the time, as stated in the
is in keeping with the usual habit of a person article referred to. But we should be very
is most consistent with the gravity of religious careful how we give such things to be pubworship. Thoroughly refined people are al- lished, so we do not cause hard feelings in
ways averse to making a display of themselves those whom we will hit. It is not the inten·
True worth craves neutral tints. I,east of all tion of the writer to cause hard feelings, and
do well-cultured persons wish to draw the gaze hope it is not received as such. We should
of a congregation to themselves, when they be glad when such faults are made known to
and others are met for the serious matter of us, so that we may reform. Y ery often we do
religious instruction and devotion. They de these things and are not aware of it, until some
sire, also, that as fur as possible all distinctions friend makes it known j then, if we try, we can
of rich and poor, great and little, shall disap break ourselves of it. I know this from expe·
pear in the sanctuary· that thus by an ap rience.
I will lastly, but not least, refer to the arti·
pearance of equality, the lowly rna~ be encouraged to attend public worship. If there is one cle on pages 748 and 749, concerning the
place where a true heart wants to be free thiugs of this world's goods as we are blessed
from the affectation or even the semblance of with them. We should carefully consider the
assumed superiorit;, it is in the presence of matter as it has been laid before us, and not
the great God. "The rich and the po:1r meet withhold it from where it is needed, and
together; the I,ord is the maker of them all.'' wherever it will do the most real good for time
-f!eleeted.
D. Bo>n!AllJ',
and eternity.
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ri] ~- ~-- 5. "We believe that a man J?USL be <;_ailed of
)tr )}i jf r ~ )~ ~ ~ ~ )~: i' God by 'prophecy,_ and by laymg on Oi hands,
'lli> .--!" ~ 'r
~~; " "" ·
by those in authonty to preach the Gospel and
--~---·--------·---------------------administer in the ordinances thereof." (h)

s(

"We believe that marriage is ordained of
God; and that the law of God provides for but
one companion in wedlock, for either man OJ'
woman,-exoept in cases where the contract of
marriage is broken by death or transgression." (o)
"We believe that the doctrines of a plurality
and a community of wives ate heresies, and opposed to the law of God." (p)
These doctrines seem to be clearly stated, and
there is no necessity for hesitancy in accepting
them as the basis of belief of all Latter Day
Saints who are worshipping in "spirit and in
truth."
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JOSEPH SMITH1

HENRY A. STI<JBBINS,

EDITORS.

Iexisted"Wein believe
in the same organization that
the primitive church, viz; apostles,
6.

----------·----------- I prophets, pastors, teachers, evangelists, &c." (i)
Plano Illinois, Marcll15, 1R'I7.
7. "We believe in thegiftoftongues, prophecy,
'
revelation, visions, healing, interpretation of
THE Annual Conference of tho Reorganized tongues, &c." (j)
8. "We believe the Bible to be the word of
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints will God as far as it is translated correctly; we also
convene April 6th, 1877, at Plano, Kendall county, believe the Book of Mormon to be the word of
Illinois; and will be held in the Saint's 1\!Ieeting God." (lc)
House. It is expected that so many of those
(). "We believe al'l that God has revealed, all!
PALESTINE AND THE JEWS.
Whose duty it is to attend the annual !lssem bly, that 1! 0 doe,g now reveal i and we be)ieve _that 1
He w1ll yet reveal many great and Imp OJ taut·
as can conveniently come will be present. The things pertaining to the Kingdom of God." (lc)
••
•
•
b _
order of business sessions observed at the Annual
10. "\Ye believe in the literal gathering of hr add1t10n to our ~rtJCl? 1ll the 1a~t nu:n e. we
aud Semi-Aunual conferences of last year, will Israel and in the restoration of the Ten Tribes. notice that the Cincmnat1 Oommerczal thmks that
That 'zio!l w~ll b~ built upon this continent. probably the year 1877 will witness the birth of
be continued; unless press of business shall com- That Chnst wrll rmg? personally upon the ear.th, some new nations as the outcome of affairs in the
and that the earth will be renewed and receive
h
f
f J
. Pal
pel longer sessions.
The most important item of business, other its paradisal glory."
1 East: and among t, em ana lOll,O
ews m
11. "We claim the privilege of worshipping J estine. Its correspondent says, ·'\Vhatever may
than the usual reports and consideration of mis.
Almighty God according to the dictates of ?u.r have caused the gathering of the ,Jews to Palessions, known to us, will be the presentation of the conscience; and allow all men the same pnv1- .
th f t .
·t · ,,
resolution to amend articles of incorporation of lege, let them worship how, where, or what they tine, · he ac ~s ~;It~~· .
ect t the Jews is
which notice was given in the HERALD of first of mav."
Anot er no a ,e
ng m resp
o
·
12. "We believe ind being subject· to bkin. gs, the revival of the study of the Hebrew language
Jan nary last.
b
"""""""""'"""""""'~"""'=""'
presidents, rulers, an magistrates; Ill o evmg, among them by which reason it is coming to e
WHAT MAY WE BELIEVE?
hof.f.~'!~iea~~l~~~l~i~~i!~e~~~:~, true, chaste, more us~d ~ncl spoken than for ~enturies p~st.
1
"
•
•
•
•
benevolent, virtuous, and in doing good to all The Jewtsh Messenger considers this a ?ood s1gn
IN this age or darmg mqmry, and Jhppant ex- men. * * * If there is anything virtuous, love- for the race. Newspapers and magazmea have
amination of everything bearing professed marks ly, or of good report, or praiseworthy, we seek been started in Vienna and other cities of Europe,
of sacredness, it is beginning to be quite a ques· thereafter."
which is said to be exercising a power in foster·
tion, as to what we may safely believe? What
The foregoing, that may be fairly construed ing Jewish associations and interests.
pillars of belief will bear the strokes of the into a declaration of belief, if not a confession of
A writer says that there is a singular society in
mallet of examination? Yfhat ideas and notions faith, has formed the hitherto undisturbed cen- Europe which claims that the British nation are
of faith will bear the crucible of investigation? tral doctrines of the Saints' creed, round which identical with the lost ten tribes of Israel. They
To no people do these questions become of all others, whether closely, or remotely allied, are mostly Hebrew scholars. They think that
more apparent import than to the Saints; nor to were made to cluster; and with which all others their researches have proved this, and that it is
any other people are the answers that may be were expected to harmonize.
one of the essential truths of the age; also thLt
finally given to these queries more fraught with
No recognized revelation from God to the this is the tlme specified of God for the restorabeneficial, or disastrous consequence5, than to Churh has changed, modified, or repealed any j tion of Israel. They have found the point igthe Saints.
of the features of that declaration; and the only nored by the world at large, namely, the dist.ineFor the benefit of all, we herewith present a additions or changes that the Chttrch has made tion between hrael and Judah, their separateness
formula of the doctrines accepted and b~liev~d in subsequent presentationB of views, are :hcs~: as a people, and that God in his word makes
by the church, as stated by Joseph Sm1th, m Article 1 in Bection 4 is made to read: "Fatth w clear distinction in addressing them or speaking
1844. He being at that time the acknowledged God and in the Lord Jesus Christ." After article of them.
A ,Jewish scholar snys t11at "not only do the
representative man of the Church, was evidently 4 in section 4, it is declared:
"We believe in the Resurrection of the Body; Jews know that the ten tribes are not among
entitled to know what was most certainly believed, and what could be safely relied upon as a that the dead in Christ will rise first, and the their number, but they believe that wherever they
of the dead will not live again until the are, a descendant of David is reigning over
o
defensible statement of th e way o f sal va t.wn as I'e"t
· d
d d
thousand years shall have expired."
offered in the Scriptures, explame an· un · er"We believe in the doctrine of Eternal Judg- them."
stood by the inspiration of the Comforter. He ment which provides that men shall be judged,
A member of the society sayli, and we lllaj'
wrote thus:
rewa;·ded, or punished, according to the degree mark its significance; "The term Ephraim is sy.
"Believing the Bible to say what it means and of good, or evil, they shall have done." (n)
nonymous with Israel, and embraces the ten
tnean what it says; and guided by1·evelation accordArticle 8 is supplemented thus:
tribes as a consolidated people. :Manasseh is a
ing to the ancient order of the fathers to whom
"We believe that the ?ano? .of S?riptur~ is not thirteenth tribe decreed by the Almighty to be 'a
came what little light we enjoy; and circum· full, but that God by H 1s spmt Wlll contmue to
.'
. .
.
.
.
scribed only by the eternal limits of truth: this reveal His word to man until the end of time." (l) great .people,' I. e., a dtsttnct natzonaltty, neverChurch
mustundivided,
continue the
tenorunspent."'
of her way,
Article ,1 is made to read:
theless Ephr.aim _i,s
and
'spread
andeven
operate
. t.o be •g1.·eater.
1 than
f he,'.
Jlii(Gen.
1. "We believe in God the Eternal Father, and
"vVe . believe in t?e powe~·s and _gifts _of t?e J <18: 10), that 1s a ~rstmct natwna.rty rom an asin His son Jesus Christ, and in the Holy everlastmg Gospel, vrz: the g1ft of f!11th, d!s~eJn-~ sell. * * Ephraim and Manasseh must be two
Ghost." (a)
ing of spirits, prophecy, re:elatwn, ': 18 IOns, distinct nations, though of the same stock. I be.
2. "We believe that men will be punished for healing, t<?ndgues, han~t thbc. tlhnt~ rpr et~tewn<,c~~ llieve that it is one of the necessary clues to the
their own sins, and not for Adam's transgress tongue~ Wis om c any, 10 e1 Y ov , oc · •
•
h 'd
ions." (b)
(m)
.,
·
'
identification of I~rael that a great natw~ s OU1
3. "We believe that through the atonement of
Two articles are added, in regard to the mar· be known as havmg sprung from her. 'I he quosChrist all men may be saved by obedienee to the riage relation, which read as follows:
tion comes, When did JHanassch become separlaws
and ordinances
the Gospel."
(c) are: 1st,
~ ·
----~--------- ated from Israel?" The spealier said that he be4. "We
believe thatofthese
ordmances
"o'her·"
ch1'ldren opolren
of 1'n Jsrt"·
Fal'th 1'n the Lord Jesus Christ·, (cZ) 2d, Repent· ((j) Jo hn 20:21.22. Acts 8: 1i ·, 19: 6, I Tim. 4: H. Acts 1'1evec1 th a t t'le
1
'
~
•
9: 17. 1 Cor. 12: 'l,
h
'b f "[
anee; (e) 3d, Baptism by immersion for the re- (h) He!J. 5: 1. 5, G, s. Acts 1 : 21, 25; H: 23. 1cph. 4: IL 49: 19, 20 as belng "lost" are t e tn e o "i anas'
mission of sins; (f) 4th, Laying on of hands for ('I) 1 ~~~.n1 ;}~ ~~.6· M•tt. 10 : 1. Acts 6 : 4. J~ph. 4 , 11 1 2 : w. seh, and who because of the "straitness" of the
the gift of the Holy Ghost." (g)
Titn• 1 : 5.
place, had gone forth as a large colony and had_
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - (J) 1 Cor. I2: 1-·11: 14: 26. John 14: 24. Acts 2 : :J. Matt.
(a) Matt. 28: JD. 1 John 1: a. St. John 11: 20.
28: 19, 20. Mark 16: 10.
become strong and so "became lost to Israel."
1

1

1 1

(b) Eccl.l2: H. l\Iatt. 16:27. 1 Cor. 3: 13. HeY. 20: 12-15. (k) .Job 32:8. He b. 13: 8. Pro\'. 2v: 18. Amos 3' 7 .• .Te~(o) 1 Cor. 15: 3. 2 Tim. I: 10. Rom. 8: t-n.
23: 4; 31: 31, 34; 33: 6. Ps. 8.5: 10, 11. Luke li : 21>
(d) He b. 11:6. 1 Pet. 1:21. 1 Tim. 1: 10. John 3 •16, 18, 35.
Rev. 14: 6, 7: 19: 10.
(e) Luke 13:3. Ezek. 18: 30, Mark 1:5. Acts 2:38. Rom. (1) Job 32: 8. Hsb. 13: 8. Prov. 20: 18. Amos 3 : 7. Jer.
2: 4. 2 Cor. 7 : 10.
23 : 4; 31 : 31, 34; 33 : 6. Ps. 85 : 10, 11. Luke 17 ; ~6.
(f) Matt. 3: 13-15. John 3: 5. Acts 2:38. Mark. 1:4.
Rev. H: 0, 7; 19: IO.
Luke 3: 3. Acts 22: 16; 2:41; 8: 12, 37, 38. Mark 16: (m) 1 Cor. 12: 1-11; 14: 26. John H; g:1, Ae!• 2: 3· l\fatt.
li!, Col. 2:12, ~om, 9.' 4, 5. John a: 2~, :-<\et~ 8: sa,~9.
· 2S ·JV, 20. Morl< li.l: 1~ 1

\''~~)

Rev. 20:12. Elcc.
I 17
42I~~~-;
3
Jllatt.
• ~ •
19
(z>) Gon. 4 ·19 23, 24;1
IHh oh. Gton.
.
21

(c)

a~:..t~r.

fa',

46

3:17. 1\!att. 16: 27. 2 Cor. 5:10. 2

.i Cor.
·1, 7, 13. l'rov. 5
. . Heb,

15"·21. Mal. 14 · tb.
. ~.
•
13
7 · 9; 722 2· 2, in connection
Gal, 4th ll_nr;
S-JO. 1\Ial, 2. H, g;, l\fMt, !9 , ~-V.
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He considers also, that, as the blessings were "Unto perfection" signifies that they had not the holding of this conference, of which we now
placed "upon the heads of Ephraim and Manas- 1 yet attained thereto, but that they hoped to do so. publish the minutes; and we wish it d istinelly
seh," so it has bee~ "literally .c~rriocl out," "b?th Let us like those to whom the apostle wrote, understood by ail parties to the inquiry thus
under equal blessmgs and d1vme favors, wh1ch "Go on unto perfection."
·
sprung, and all others, that this publication of
will continue; because, when the time arrives, as!
----·-·- -·--·-------the minutes must not be construed as either deprophesied, for Israel and Judah to return, God j
"']'TIE TIME OF THE END."
nying or endorsing the one side or the other of
has provided that the land shall be divided into
the controversy; therefOl'c no significance must
thirteen parts and that one should be allotted to UNDEH the above caption one of the daily papers be given to it other than the mere fact of publil'fanasseh (Exek. 48: 4). This identity is the na- gives a long letter from its correspondent in Lon- calion.
tionof America." That idea is a, peculiar one to don. He writes of the anxious suspense felt by
·----~~
be now entertained, and the Saints will sec its all Europe over the aspect and complications of JVIu. A. D. HENDRICKSON, a brother of llr. Abram
significance, if others do not.
the Eastern question, eagerly awaiting any action Hendrickson of this place, called on us March
The correspondent adds that he will write again of either of the principals in the game, to see 7th. :M:r. H. has for eleven years been Superinand give some of the theories. concerning the whether the decisive move shall be for peace, tendent of the State Reform School of Wisconsin,
identity of the Ten Tribes, held by the Society. that they may draw the breath of relief; or, if it which is located at Waukesha. We felt very
should be the other way, to look on or take part much entertained during an hour's conversation
"LE'l' us go on unto perfection."
ill the death struggle, mean while counting armies upon the history of the institution, its uses, benThe standard of improvement is always held and estimating national strength, to fill up the efits and methods oflabor, education and reform.
up to us. All our teachers, spiritual and tem- time of waiting.
About 350 boys are now there, and the average
poral, fail not in challenging us to further imAnd in view of the feeling of apprehension so increases each year. Two hundred and thirty.
provement. It is always taken for granted that strongly felt concerning the coming of such a three acres of land are used as bnilding and ornanone are perfect; therefore there is constant struggle, sooner or later, it is related by the mental grounds, farm, garden and nursery. The
room and necessity for reform, and reform means writer that one class of so-ealled independent bovs are divided into eight or ten families, each
improvement. This is particularly true of the thinkers, who have not been able to solve the fa~ily occupying a separate building, and each
Saints. Though there may be some among them problem by the appearance alone, have turned family is regulated by a man and his wife. Regwho are confident that perfection is attainable, to prophecy, and are declaring that the prophets ular hours of schooling, labor, play and rccreaand that they have arrived thereto, by far the show "that we are close upon the dawn of a new tion arc had; and, besides labor on the farm, and
greater majority are quite convinced that none age," or era in time, the present one not being in the garden and grounds, various trades are
have yet ascended the heights of perfeetion to the last of those dispensations into which Scrip- taught and followed, and, according to merit, the
stand securely thereon.
lure and history show the world to have been boys are divided into difl'erent grades, with
To be perfect in all things is to have a full and divided, but is one which "is simply preparing privileges aceordingly, and all are taught to
minute knowledge of all that comes, or that can the way for that which, in God's providence, is emulate the best examples of obedience, and to
come into the sphere of daily duty; and to com- to sueceed it," and that now the "time of the be studious, diligent and industrious, and are enprehend all that is demanded of us, by our rela- end" is open to the unuorstanding of all who couraged in various ways to rise in the grades to
tionship to God and our fellow man, and to will pay heed, for which they quote 1 Thes9. 5; 1.1). the one of honor, when, if they have parents or
properly estimate ourselves.
They think that the Turkish power is now to homes they arc retumed to them, or if not, homes
Human greatness does not depend upon aspir. pass away; that the sixth vial is being poured are provided for them. This disposal of the waifs
ation alone; if it did, few would consent tore. out; tha.t the Jews will be gathered soon, while of the world, and of the disobedient, seems to be
main among the lowly. But he who would Russia and her allies will a.ct the part allotted to very salutary and of great benefit for the cure of
become great must consent to labor, and that Gog and Magog in the Scriptures; and they sa.y some of the evils of society in rel a lion to the
diligently, for those things, which his knowledge that the writings of Ezekiel, Daniel, ,Joel, Zech- young.
of the character of the greatness he desires to eriah, and John "prove that the close of the
""-~---,, .. - ----· ---·------·
attain unto, tells him will most certainly advance present age is near at hand and that the battle of
QUESTIONS AND ANSWEHS.
him toward the goal of his ambition. Perfection the great day of God Almighty" will take place
in all things is the most absolute, the completest by 1881.
(JuestiolL-Should an elder refuse to administer
greatness. He who would climb to this height
The apprehensions of evil remind us of those to the sick, when called upon so to do?
has much more to encounter in his onward felt by the troubled armies and people of JerusaAnswer.-Not without sufficient reason.
course than he who aims only for perfection in ]em before the last destruction, as related by
Q.-If an elder is called upon to administer to
one, or a few things. Yet the same element of ,Josephus, when omens, signs and wonders struck a sick person and refuses to do so, and the person
power by which he may succeed in one, or ll few awe and terror to the hearts of the people.
dies, is the elder censurable?
things, if applied to all should win success in
A.-That depends upon the charaeter of the
all; unless success has been suddenly won by an THE Bishop received tho title deeds of a. house circumstances causing him to refuse. If his exaptness or faculty suitable for, and peculiar to of worship and the lot on which it stands, in the cuse is a paltry one, he certainly gives occasion
the one thing in which direction it is sought. city of Keokuk, Lee county, Iowa, on the 27th of to distrust and lack of confidence in him as an
'The rule, then, is in favor of the general applica- Febnnry. The house is finished and is deeded elder, a man of God.
tion, and against the accidental development ot by the Saints to the Church. The following. let-~ Q.-How should an elder who r.cfuses to adgenius.
j tcr accompanies the deed:
minister to the sick when called upon so to do
Diligent ancl persistent efl'ort to overcome those I
KEOKUK, Iowa, Feb. 2(lt.h, 18'7'7. l be esteemed in the Church?
propensities of our natures most certainly known ,, Bro.,J,~·~epl!
the, lot cles~rib"ed in ~~.e de.ed,
A.-This would dep~nd upon h~s chmacter,
t b
'l . t 1 l t
'1
t . tl
d .
~.e, the Sal!1ts of "hL ~eolmk B.anvh, ha';-- bm!cl- walk and conversationm other partJenlars.
o e ev1 , OI o eac o CVl 'mus ,, ltl le en , le- eel a house for worclnp, twenty-two by tlnrty-sJX,
.
. .
,
suit in bringing: those putting forth that effort in size, of valuation one thousand dollars; and in
Q.·-IV hat cucumstance would J nst1fy an eluer
into close proximity to the condition desired, a to~en of our esteem and trust we hereby turn. over in refusing to admini~ter to the sick when asked
condition above sin. Not that the propensity is saJd property _to the Church of J esns Chnst of to do so, if any'!
to be eradicated from the nature; but that it is to Latter Day Sa tnt~. In bondG. WILSON,
A.-\'Ve thir:k among others ~hat migh~ !Jc
be held in subjection, directed to good, and eon,J. H. J Aeons.
urged, arc momentary want of fa1th; conscwustrolled from evil, by tho better judgment and
ness of present un worrhiness; mental, or physical
perfected will of the one putting forth the effort. WE publish in this issue the minutes of a confer- ill health; an admonition of the spirit to refrain;
The admonition is, "Let us go on;" signifying ence held at London, Ontario, ostensibly for the· an intimation that the person would die, and
that the apostle felt it to be a possible thing, and Kent and Elgin District. It will. be remembered sometimes personal fear of contagious disease;
that its probability was to l.Je determined partial- that a notice appeared in the HERALD for October though this last is an excnse of doubtful proly, at least, by a willingness, as expressed by the 1st, 1870, stating th!tt no conference would be priety, and depends for its validity npon the ternwords, "let us." To "go on," carries the con- held for that distrkt at the time pmvided for by perament of the one making it; in the case of
viction that one ha>ing started must not stop in adjournment.
certain temperaments the existence of this fear
$h~lr way; bnt mn$t ('ontimHI lo ~o forw~rd.
A question of conflict of ~tuthority ls ~prungby would unfit then1 for 9, successful administration.
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Great care should be used by the elders that' fore mentioned as being ill, so that he could not the trade of their na•.ion for the past year shows no
they do not needlessly refuse to administer; and prosecute the work that he intended, writes that improvemen~, but a decrease as great as in pre vi~ us
equally great care should be used in considering he is still quite unwell and desires the prayers of, yeard8 · 1t havfmglbS~~n one h u~_?rebd .and fifte en$m 1!1.
.
.
.
~
j1on o11ars or
tu over
ID,
etng near 1y 20
the refusal of an elder who does refuse, that he IS the Church Ill h1s behalf.
000 000 on iron and steel manufactures and nearly
not unnecessarily censured, or umvarrantably
Bro. W. R. Jl,feDonald, of Bevier, Mo., writes $20.000,000 ?n cotton produc~s, .al.l of which in flucondemned.
I that Bro. Forscutt arrived their February 26th, ence the natiOnal revenue, dJmi~Jshes pr?fit, and
Q.-A was baptized say in the year 1836 in I and would remain over Sunday Thhrch 4th.
/reduces employment., thus affectmg the r1ch and
'
'
'
1
•
•
'
the poor-the latter of course the ones who reallv
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Bro. R. JH. Elvm wntes that he had excellent feel it.. In Wales, especially, the iron trade buBland in 1850 was baptized in the Cutlerites, or attention in preaching at Plattsmouth, Nebraska, ness is gloomy, only 26 out of 88 blast furnaces
any other faction, and in 1865 was baptized in and that he ba.ptizecl one there, ]'ebruary 11th. are at work, the rest are stantling idle, and, of
no record kept He thinks that some good labor there would course, a large number of workmen also. In Stafthe Reorganization. There bein"'
•5
•
•
fordsh1re 55 furnaces out. of 147 are huBy, and 51
on the books of the branch, whwh baptism shall canse a branch to be established.
out of ()2 in the north-west district of England.
be recognized.
Bro. John :M:acauley, one of the dear old veter- Other districts are better. but the whole of BritA.-Both the baptism of 1830 and the one of .ans of the cross, who has stood firm in the faith tain has 968 furnaces, 4~37 of .which are idle: and
1865 should be entered of record if the particulars since the gospel was first preached in Scotland, the outlook ~or that ~msme~s 18 not, eucourag1~g.
.
.
.
'fhe Amerzcan Agrzculturzst, for March, mrnt1ons
are known. The baptism of 1836 was valld, and still does what he can to comfort and instruct the tbe purchase of 10.000 American plows by the
the person could have been received on it at his Saints, or the few who live at Woodbine, Harrison Russian government. for distribution among Rusoption. He having been baptized in 1865 there- county, Iowa; and we hope that the way may be si9.n farmer~, which is an acknowledgment of Amerby recognizing the Reorganization gives the open for his continuance in western Iowa among ican :worth in manufactuy~s, and it is. sai~ that
.
. .
.
Rues1a feels the compef!IJon of Amenca m the
Church the nght to enter hiS baptism of that elate the Saints, during the little of his earthly pil. European grain trade. The Agriculturist says:as his acknowledged reception into the Church. grimage now left. His wife, also an old time "The wheat growers of Southern Russia supply
If therefore, the particulars of the baptism of Saint, is with him, and they have had a home by what. is known as the Black Sea trade, and bei~g
1865 are known they should be recorded on the the kindness of Sr. James JYL Adams, of that much nearer to the market than we are, their
.
. '
wheat has had a great. a.dvant.age over ours. But
branch ICCO!d.
place.
American wheat has displaced the Russian wheat,
Bro. J amGS Kemp, writes from Stewartsville, to a considerable extent, in the English market,
BRO. NrcrrOLAS S'l'AMM, writing frotn Pleasant 1Ho-. that they have obtained the use of a church and the Russian farmers have now to exert themthere, and the people turn out well to hear the selves to hold even a portion of that trade. Hence
Grove, Iowa, February 5th, says:
word.
it i• determined to try the plows that we are using,
"I have ber.n preaching in this part for nearly
with a view to produce wheat more cheaply than
five years, and never had more liberty in preach.
Bro. David Dancer and family left Plano on hitherto."
ing to the world. There is plenty of sea.room the night of March 6th, for their new home in
The Bame paper also say• of thP ouilwPo k of the
here; there is no need for quarrel; good can be
done in many parts of the land; only we must Decatur county, Iowa. He had long been doing dreaded cattle di~ease, called the rinderpest, in
live so as to have the good Spirit always dwelling business there before he could arrange his affairs Germany :-"'l'his disease Js a typb~!d or ellteric
k tl
h
fl
,. · h' fe,er, Rnd very much resembles m1ts symptoms
· th' t t t
in our heart; and to do this we must love our m
Issae oma e ··1:c angeo ocacwnm IS and effects, that which is known inourWestnn
brethren and be at peace with one another. 'l'hat
home.
\Ve
regret
the1r
departure
from
Plano, States among hogs as hog-cholera. No more sudthis may be our lot is my prayer."
but the tide tends westward.
denly fatal or more contagious disease exists. It
Bro.'E. Banta has sold his house in Sandwich. bas rapidly 8pread from Germany, to Holland and
WE are in receipt of the prospectus of a new reBro. I. L. Rogers expects to move this spring Belgium, and has appeared amongst a cargo of
imported cattle in England. By an order of the
ligious paper about to be started at Lockport,
British Privy Council, all importations of foreign
from the farm to Sandwich.
Illinois, by }fr. John Syphers, to be called the
Thanks to Br. Thos. t:'ltewart, of Colorado, for cattle, sheep, and goats, from German, Duich,
AGITATOR. :M:r. Syphers proposes to bang away copies of Glasgow Mail/ Br. J os. Hammer, for French, a~ d. ~elgian ports are pro~ibited, and .all
at all religions, in whatever style may suit him St. Joseph Heralds. Br. John McKenzie for St. I cattle exhlbillng symptoms of the d1sease, are kill·
.
'
'
ed and the carcasses destroyed. The present scar·
at the titne of writing, under the banner of free
LoUJR Globe-Democrats.
city of beef and mu!ton in England, will be inthought. One of the headliues of his prospectus
---~creased by the loss of the mual imported foreign
reads thUS: "ONE WIIO WILT, PUNCH 'fiiE GREAT
NEWS SUMMARY.
supplies, unless the shipm.,nts from America are
I
RELIGION HORNET's NEST." Those who want j
[Prepared expressly for the Horald.J
considerably enlarged. Already it is proposed to
fit up more of the ocean sle9.mers with cool Jardhis paper can have it once a month for a year, on
In January two survivors out of a crew of four· ers, for the preservation of the meat, and to build
the payment of one dollar in advance, or on re. teen
men of the British bark Jfarie were taken steamships specially prepared for the lr9.ffic."
ceipt of the first number. He says he asks no from the wreck by an American schooner off the
Europe watches with interest the reorganiz11tion
WfSt ccst of Africa.
The J1Jarie had Eprung a of the French army. The strength and ability of
one to believe "one word he says."
We record elsewhere a letter announcing the leak in a gale o.nd filled with water which des· France in this respect after paying her enormous
fact of the settlement of the Keokuk, Iowa, branch troyed their pr'lvisions and fresh water, but, being war debt to Germany is said to be astonishing to
loaded with lumber, the boat did not sink. So all. Gen. Berth aut, the commander of her armies,
trouble; and it is with great pleasure that we she floated and the men died of starvation, and, as calls for over one hundred million dollars for milimake thi~ announcement; for as a rule the Saints soon as one died the rest subsisted on the body and tary purposes the present year. She has an army
so on until only the two were left, and one of of nearly 500 000 men, and yet her population is
of that branch are noble people.
A line from Bro. Charles Derry states that on them died in a few hours after the rescue. Only only 30,000 000, much less than that of the United
a small portion of the bodies were eaten. None States. What would American prosperit.y be with
March 1st, he was at Nebraska City, where he were killed but as soon as they died the throat such a standing army, and what the comfort of
would remain a week, and then go to St. Joseph was cut and the blood drank and the brains and her homes and the condition of her society in genMissouri. He wished to be at Conference, but heart eaten. They thus lived 32 days without era!, even with her broad territory to spread them
out upon, and garrison them in.
thought it somewhat doubtful if he could come. other food or drink.
The storm in Britain, noticed in our last, was
Four men were killed by a boiler explosion in
Bro. Forscutt was at Bevier, Macon county, a saw mill near Petersburg Ind, February 22d, very severe and destructive, over the greater part
JI,Iissouri, M:arch 1st, was to go thence to Hanni. and four others wounded.
of the English, Welsh, and French coasts. Rain,
Four men were killed and eight wounded, either hail, thunder, lightning, and hurricanes of wind
bal on the 5th; thence in time to Farmington,
seriously or slightly, at Pomeroy, Ohio, February were out in force, on sea and land.
Iowa.
21st, by a boiler explosion in a nail factory.
There was a great falling off of the beet-surr. ar
Bro. J. W. Brackenbury writes from White
Anether t h eatre b urne d, F ox ' s at Ph'!
d 1 h'
"'
1 a e p 1a, crop last year in France, Germany, Belgium, HoiCloud, Kansas, that Bro. 'I'. W. Smith's labors but with no loss of life, as all had left before the land, Russia and Poland, especially in France,
had been productive of good in that part of fire broke out. The Mercantile Library was great·· where only 184 ~ugar works were in operation
Kansas. Difficulties of Jollg standing have been ly injured and another building. Total loss about against 438 in 1875, and not two .fifths the sugar
$250,000. Later -Loss $1,100,000.
produced; one reason being that the saccharine
The desire in Europe for American manufac- quality of the beet has greatly decreased.
adjusted, and good feelings prevailed.
Bro. W. H. Kelly was at Whitestown, Indiana, tures increases; even in England, locomotives,
'l'wo hundred and thirty Sioux Indians surrenFebruary 17th, and at Galien, :M:ichigan, on the watches and other standard works of American I dered themselves and a hundred ponies to the
the 26th, where he has preached some.
invention and improvement are fast displacing home I comm11nder at Cheyenne Agency, February 26th.
manufactures. Even Turkey, so. dependent on It is reported that Sit.ting Bull and Crazy Horse
Bro. 1\II. T. Short ~as been preaching at Granby, England, is said to prefer American goods to the want peace. Spotted Tail, one of the friendly
Mo. He also bapt1zecl some there on Feb. 21st. English ones.
chiefs, with a guard of two hundred warriors,
Bro. Hiram Bemls 1 of Wb0o:n~in, whom we bo-, Apropos of thi~, theManehester C'ouriersays that went out in February, to Tongue River, to ~e~l;: !\:Q.
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interview wit.h the hostiles, and to counsel them to 1 alone there are 7,333 lunatics, while in all France I to do that, but to take a better course, not to· paaccept the terms of the Government,
there are 17,12ll insane men and 14,064 insane tronize them, to not go and bear them.
As a practical test of the generosity of the rich women.
There was some eight or ten other places where
towards the poor, two fashionable young ladies of
The North pole scheme for which Congress is ·the people wanted Bro. Cooper tog(} and preach.
New York city recently dressed themselves in a asked to give $50.000 is to land a party of seasoned Brother Cooper is an able man in preaching the
disguise of old clothing and solicited alms of the men at 81 degrees North, and leave them there gospel. Brother Savage and brother Cooper
gentlemen on the street, and at the houses along with abundant supplies to work their way to the have about the same manner in preaching, and
Fifth Avenue. They only gained ten cents of the pole as they can. At the expiration of three 1 they both have a good impression upon the
gentlemen during the hour's masquerade, and only years they will be called for.
! people; after they once preach in a place and
some crusts of bread from the houses of their
Six thousand seven hundred pounds of water. remove prejudice from the minds of the people
rich friends and acquaintances, a striking melon seed were shipped from Sacramento by a they are wanted to preach from all sources. I
proverb, the Tribune says, on the saying that Chinese firm to another Chinese firm in San Fran- have enjoyed myself among the Saints; they are
charity begins and ends at home.
cisco. The Chinese use the seed for food.
enjoying the blessings. My best respects to all
The severest snow-storm that has been experiLieu!,, Payer, of the Austrian Arctic Expedi· the Sai~ts in Plano. Tell my daughters that I
enced in the south of Norway since 1818 occured tion, relates the effect of the cold upon the arti- often th.mk of.t?em and my prayers are for them
in January. In some localities the houses were cles of food and drink. He says in part: "The and their _fa~ul!es. .
.
.
buried under sixteen feet ofsnow,-a weight which bread was frozen so hard that we feared to break
I am st1llm the fmth. Your brother m Chnst,
many were unable to sustain. Locomotion was our teeth in biting H, and it brought blood if we
AMOS W. BRUNSON.
pos~ible only by the nse of snow-shoes.
ate it. The attempt to smoke a cignr was a pun.
·-----An insane woman at New Milford, Conn., whose ishment rather than an enjoyment, because the
OI.Allf LAKE, Michigan, Jan. 24th, 1877.
Bro. Henry :-I am trying to walk in the light,
case was recently examined by a physician, has icicles in our beards always put them out, and,
been pronounced as having a softening of the when we took them out of our mouths, they were and to let it shine in every reasonable and sea.
brain, caused by the use of hair-dye.
frozen. The instruments I used in surveying sonable time. A revival is being held here, and
All sorts of rumors of the movements and in- seemed to burn when I touched them, and the the preachers ask me to help, and they seem willtentions of Russia and Turkey prevail, ancl affairs medals which my companions wore on their breasts ing to pocket a good many differences, (more
seem to be much mixed and very uncertain. Peace felt li~e hot iron."
_
. than I am even), and Joseph Smith's doctrine, to
between Turkey and Servia is announced. Also
D.urm!S the last thre~ years 2o,664 persons Ill a considerable extent, if not much is said about
that the English fleet will be withdrawn from India died from the bile of venomous serpents, him. But great is the ignorance of the word of
Turkish waters. It is said that the Powers of and 12,554 were devoured by tigers. One tiger God among priest and people. It does take a
Europe will reply to Russia's views, and will killed, during a few mo.nths, 108 per.e~ns.
great deal of patience to show people how God
praise her for her efforts in behalf of the Turkish
The cost of re-elevatmg an_d repa_nlng ~he col. hath again revealed the "old paths," and through
Christians, but. will not agree to her schemes of umn of the Place Vendome I;r. Paris: whiCh was so lowly means as Joseph Smith. But to me the
conquest. News comes of recent Turkish atroci· thrown. dow_n by the CommumRts durmg the late light is growing clearer every cay. The years
ties in Bulgaria. Mr. Gladstone in a speech said revolution, IS reporte? .at $61.718.
we are now living in are great with events which
of the Eastern question and England's part.icipaA new means of ra1smg money for the Pope has promise a near reward for the patience of the
tion in it.: "We ought to mind our own business, been adopted.b,v Catholic aut_hor~ties at Montreal, Saints, and may God help us all to prepare; for
and why we should mind the Eastern question is that of rece1vm~, as con!.r1butions, paper.r~gs. who shall abide His refining presence. My heart
beeause we have chosen to make it our owl! ques- books, and anythmg that wi,U do for paper makmg. is filled with longing for the time-the Lord's
tion. It is you. the people of England, whose re- The devoted people take It to a depot prepared time-for my gathering with the Saints, but past
sources and whose actions have maintained Tur- and the proceeds as Peter's pence go to the Papal experience, and the word, warn us to be wise.
key in the position of power she has abominably purse.
.
.
. .
.
This was a part of the commission to the apostles
misused. As to the black deeds done in Bulgaria,
The !at~ Englts? Arlie Expedtl!on collected Hx- by the master, to be wise servants. He who knew
the whole vocabulary of human language is insuf- tee~ species of b1rds on the shores of t.he Polar the hearts of all men, knew of the abundant lack
ficient to paint. them as they deserve."
Ba~m a.nd ;north of 82 degrees Nort.h LatJtude.
of even what we sometimes call worldly wisdvm
In consequence of the drain of men from the
Rus•t~, 1n Europe, has a populatiOn of 71: 730,- in those who are called to be wise scribes, and
Asiatic Provinces of Turkey agriculture is neg 980 while European Tu_rkey has a population. of instructors in the law of God.
lected and a famine prevails with a prospect for 8.500.000 The population of the whole Turkish
There is an old adage that "familiarity breeds
worse.
'
empire is 47, 660,000; of the Russian empire, 86, contempt.," which ought not to be. but too often
A famine prevails in Corea, and the people 586 000. Rus_sia bas 12,148 miles of railroad, and is true among those who are called to be Saints,
T k
955
1
and we are apt to think more of the Saints
have appealed to Ja.pan for aiel.
ur ey
ml es.
· when away and isolated from them. Perhaps a
The appeal to the Supreme Court in the case of
One of the lar~est droves of e>tttle ever seen r_n ferYent charity among us will do more than
John D Lee resulted in that court affirmin the any place was driven from Texas fron Capt Kmg e
d
d
.
g .
ranch to Kansas. 'l'he herd numbered 30 000 anything else towards correcting trouble. We
. .
f ormer d ects1on, am an or er was ginn referrmg h
·
must learn not to anticipate too much, avoiding
h
orne d Catt 1e, anc1 was a tt en d e db y 700 d nvers.
.
th e case b ac k t o th e I esser court f or fi xmg
anot er
It . 88 t'
f Ill' · 108 t that charity also which "covers" a multitude of
1 d th t th f
0
day for his execution. The court meets this
IS
·',~a e · a
e armers
IUOIS
•
d
b
th · d
t 0 f G 0 d 1'11 t d
month. Later.-Lee was sentenced March 7th to last ye~r $ 53 · 58 ~ wort.h .of sheep by do~s, and ~~n~~r:~nt ~~: aict to ~Jr~w~~r~l~ trou ble~ and~o
1
111
be executed the 23d.
the camne~ have It. • th~tr own way, be.atmg the make us more unselfish. I was at Alpine last
A lady and her four daughters were burned to shepherds m the Legislature and out of It.
month and had a good visit with sister 'M:ary and
death in the Bateman Hotel, Karn City, Pa.,
_,.
Nelson Norton, and Sherman Smith and family,
l\Iarch 5th.
.till;\
..11
who met me by appointment. We are not a perFive children were burned in a, house in l\Iichi·
~JLl'~'ft~p.OUutUJC.f
feet people yet, but the Reorganized Church is
gan Feb. 21st.
the best body of people in the world. I love
A whale ship from London lost at sea with
WnEATVILI.E, Crawford Co., Wis.,
the Saints and the work; also to contemplate the
twPnty-two persons.
February 2d, 1877.
establishment of the pure government of Christ,
The Deaf and Dumb Asylum at Council Bluffs
Bro. Joseph:-I took a notion to come up to and the manifestations of Gqd's power which
was burned on Feb 24th.
my son's and stop awhile; I found brother Savage are visible to every true Saint, that God is workDeath reaped a harvest at DeKalb, Ill., tho past busily engaged in the work, laboring to keep the ing among the nations to fulfill his ancient
winter by scarlet fever and diptheria.
Saints united in the faith, and making a good im- promises concerning Zion and Jerusalem.
H. W. Beecher's recent. lecture at. Rochelle, Ill., pression on those outside of the Church. He Europe may likely soon be convulsed in war,
brought $750. of which Mr. B. had $500 A taint requested brother Cooper and me to come down from which the Jews will flee to their promised
of infamy attracts the human race more than does here where he has organized fi branch; and we possession, which God is preparing for them;
a good name.
found a people that are living up to the faith of while the judgments pronounced by Joseph and
Six admirals of the United States Navy have the Saints. When we arrived we found three the ancients will drive the pure in heart unto
died within as many weeks.
ready to obey the gospel of Christ, who were bap- Mount Zion, and only in Mount Zion and in
The petroleum oil ring in Canada has been tized. We find in the new places where we go .Jerusalem, with the remnant, "shall be deliver.
broken and light is cheaper. .
that we have to remove the rubbish of Salt Lake. ance" from the chastening hand of Almighty
Postmaster McArthur of Chicago has gone into ism from the minds of the people. Their first God.
J\II. H. BOND.
bankruptcy and is a defaulter to the Government cry is "Polygamy;" but they appear to be honest
----about $40,000.
for they do not know the difference until it is exADDISON POINT, :Me., Feb. 16th, 1877.
A Howe sewinf! machine superintendent is a plained to them. Before we came here, we visited
Bro. Henry :-I'm feeling well both body and
defaulter for $20 000, and a Singer sewing machine some Salt Lake elders, eight miles from where in spirit, and my humble wish is to press on and
cashier for $15,000; one got away, the other we lived. Brother Cooper told them to come out bring all that I can to an obedience of the truth.
arrested.
and discuss polygamy, as they had it in their The cause seems to revive in a measure in this
The rinderpest cattle disease has appeared at books; but they utterly refused him. 'l'hey said part. On Sunday last at Indian River I hapHull, England, and in London. There is much that he could neither coctx them, nor persuade tized one, on Monday one more, husband, and
apprehension concerning the result.
them, nor drive them to debate it. He then told wife. My mind has been this winter to go into
The last official census of France shows a pop. them that he was agoing to lay it before the l'liissouri in March, but think now I had better
ulation of 36.000,000 Of these 37,027 are blind, people, and invited them to come in and hear stay in Maine until the latter part of summer.
and 20.512 are deaf and dumb-making an aver- him; but they did not come. After he had dis- Why I wish to go west is to get myself a home,
age of one blind person in every 950, and one cussed the subject before the people, there was and to take missions from there; for here the
deaf and d11mb per~ on in every 1,220. In :Paris talk of egginc; tb.ero, but we per~uaded tlvnn not winter @easOD. j$ ~o Jon~& and cold, &ud such. deep
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snow that it is hard to travel and hold meetings;
but Maino is a good field for lahor in the summer.
The Saints and friends in Maine would like to
have brother Joseph Smith come and sec them
again next summer, and if he wiH como please
let us know. Yours fraternally.
.J. ('.FoBs.
---·--~~----·"·

JhTTLE JHoFNTATN, Lander Co., Ne,·.
Feb. 7th, 187'7.
Dew·l!JcZUors :-I still hold to the faith of the
gospel, although tho Mormons, as we are called,
are not liked very well by some of the people in
this place. 'fhere arc several members of the
Church here, bnt I am sony to say they seem
cool, that is some of them. It seems as if the
time of falling away had come; and I am sorry
to say that I give away to temptation sometimes,
and I a~;k the prayers of my brethren and sisters.
Bro. ,Joseph Smith visited us when be was on his
way home. One man said that his preaching
suited him, and the Dentist's wife said that J\'Ir.
Smith proved what he preached. Some of you
have noticed by former letters that I have been
afflicted for several years. I am still n cripple,
but God has blessed me many times and in many
ways. I was administered to when Br. Joseph
was here and my health has improved a great
deal since.
TnYPIIENA DAns.
GLE:NWOOD, Iowa, Feb. 28d, 1877.
Dear Ilemld:--I want to tell how I was brought

'I

[JIIiar. 1:5.

HEHALD.

for; our Baptist elders would not lay hands on
the sick and anoint them with oil in the name of
tho Lord. On, no; that was Jl!Ionnonism! and
none but they would do that; so my husband informed me; for I knew not what doclrine they
did teach and believe. But my husband had
talked a great deal to me of the trnths which
Christ and his apostles taught, and I fully believed that God had the power to restore me to
health. At this time a lady, one of my neighbors, came often to see me, and she was a LP,ttcr
Day Saint, and conversation with her in regard
to the doctrine. they taught convinced me that
t~ey. taught the same doctrine that Christ and his
d;scrplco of old taught, pure a!ld unpcr;er~ed.
'Yet my father, ":ho w~s a B_aptrst, thougnt rt a
~lungerou~ doctnne to mvest1gate; for by. so domg we m1ght all ?ccon~e J\l~ormons. But m consequence of our IDvestJgatwns, we finally sent
for t~e Latter Day Saint Elders, and I was immechately healed, thanks he to God; and I am
now in the enj.oyment of better health than. for
many years before. Furthern:o:·e.I w!ls bapt~zed
last September, an9 >\ill now reJmcmg m the ll&ht
a~d love of my Ileavenly Ji~ather, and I pnnse
hi~ ~wly name for t_he b]esslllgs best?wed, ~nd
reJOICe to see others m th1s pla~e commg O\~c of
Mystery Babylon and embracwg the glonous
truths given us by our blessed Lord. Praying
that the gospel may sprea.a over all the land, I
remain your J.nunl1le sister in Christ.,
ELIZA

'y

Ar:i'ERl\f.AX.

through a terrible ordeal to realize t.hat the blessings which our Lord Rnc1 Savior promised to the
faithfnl are not done Rway with, but arc for us,
:'viY.rtTLB CnEEK, Douglas Co., Oregon,
as well as they were for those of the apostolic
Feb. 1lth, 1877.
Rge, if we will come to him in the manner that
Brn. Joseph anrl IIenrlf :-Some would like to
he has mark<·d out for us. And I bless his great hear of the prosperity of the canse, in this part.
name that I was led to see the light, and I am Tiler<;_ are eight membem here, all baptized by
trying to wa.lk therein. ]'or tl1e past twenty Brn. h BuellRnd J. C. Clapp. We are confident
years, (until last winter) I hall been a member of that others are believing and we think tlwt they
the Baptist Church, whieh I believed to be the will enter the fold when Bro. Clapp returns. He
true chnreh of Christ; but, early last winter I is now with the Sweet Home Branch. We arc
was brought low by sickness, and it seemed to not organir,ed into a branch yet, but hope to be,
me that I was about to lose my hold on this that we may enjoy the gifts that belong to the
world, and I began to feel that tte religion which citizens of the kingdom. Elder Clapp gains the
om Baptist minister taught us was not sufficient respect of many of the people wherever he goes,
for me; in consequence of which I eamestly and, as a consequence (being a preacher of
sought knowledge conccrnilig eternity and the r!~hteons11e~~) he receiws the hatrc~ of others.
world to come and commenroed to seareh the vVe would luw to see other laborers m the field,
Scripture, to obtain that whi;h I so~1ght after. and ar~ willing to lend our snbs.tanceto the Lo~·d,
Being too weak to read, my husband ~,nd my e~pP;Ct!ng our rewar? 'l'll:en qhns~ eo~es te c~a1m
father (who were both Baptists) read for me, an·J Jl11s Bnd~, and to. rmgn 1~1. Ius Kr.nguom. Il we
they assisted me greatly by making the gospel of wou!d dJsehargo our \lutres. as w1~e ser:vants, we
Christ the topic of conversation. Aud, during would soon sec tl;o _kmgdo!n commg m powe:·,
this time, the precious language of om Lord as and we can do th1s If we wrll act. toge.ther, presJreeorded in JHarl,, 1G: 15-1!! particularly attract- dents, C<?Unselors, ap~stles, ~eve~t1es, br.shops, and
eel my attention. The 1Gth Vl"rse naturally suited officer:s m. general, bemg umted.rn offenng prayer,
me; I think it suits all Baptists, for it promises supp!Jcatwns, and consecratwns. VVe should
that those who believe the gospel and are hap- also then be. ~etter. ex~mple.s to the flock. May
tized should be saved. I thought !hat I did be. the Holy Spurt gmc!e In. th1s matt:r, and let all
lievP, and that I hlld been brrptized, and that I say a me~, and act accor~lmgly. Samts ?f 9regop,
should surely he saved with a full salvation. let us stnve to make thrs part of the mrsswn selfBut after the commandment the Savior gave supporting, a~ d. this w:e can do if we wil~ unite
promise. "And these signs shall follow them that our t>fforts.by llvmg above the law. Paul dJreeted
believe" &c. ''Why," l thought, "there are more to put by 1n store upon the first ~ay of the ;veuk
precious promises, not taught iu the Baptist as. God h3'd prosper:ed the Sarnts. Bretnren,
church." "But," said one to me, "these things tlnnk of tlus and be w1se.
. _
Rre done away with." Said I "this is the last
JOHN H. LEE, B1s11op's Agent.
recorded language of our Savior before he as------cended to his :Father in heaven. Now what right
JANESYJI,LE, Vfis., Fe h. 12th, 18'1'"1'.
had any one to clo away with them; and, as such
Brother Stebbins :-I wish to write somewhat
doing awRy with is not recorded in the Script- about my christian life. Three years ago I was
ures, who has the right to do away with that baptized into the Church of Chris!, but a doubtwhich Christ has established; and if these ing hellrt kept me from receiving the Spirit, and
promises are not for us I am afraid that salvation it envelnped me in total darkness at times, more
is not for us. Cllrist says of the believer, 'They especially when suffering the reproaches put
shall lay hands on the sick and they shall re- upon the people of God. This might have ended
cover.'" I never had thought of this before, but in my turning uway from the Church as being a
I now began to search to find what the eleven delud~d people, had not the Lord called me to
apostles taught, and I found that James (who was learn ohcdicnc·e by sickness and suffering. 'I'his
one of them) taught: "Is any sick among you, I caused me to cry unto him, with all my heart,
let him call for the Elders of the Church and let Rnd he then showed me that if I was blessed it
them pray over him, anointing him with oil in would be by ways and means of his own appointthe name of the Lord, and the prayer of faith mell\, even which were to be vvith his people,
shall save the sick," James 5: 14-Hl. Then I the Saints; anrl, when I bcetlme willing to accept
began earnestly to ask God to guide and direct this, the ever blessed Spirit led me to that light,
me into the truth. illy husband had pwcurecl joy, and peace, which is inexpressible, and betwo of the best physicians that could be found to yond any thing I hlld ever experienced before.
attend me, but there seemed to bono hopes of my
And this is my testimony, that if w:c will do
recovery. So I felt indeed that I was in the his commandments we shall know of the doctrine,
bands of God; and, as a last resort I decided to whether it be of God or whether it be of man;
~'.1:\d for the elders, but, alas! who $hould we sen(! for •·in him is light ~l'd ,n? 4a,rkn~fiiS ?,t al !."

Hence I thank God that I have been brought to
know the gospel in its fullness. I have also been
greatly blest lately, both physically and spiritually
in coming before God with the brethren and
sisters, through the exercise of "that faith that
was once delivered to the Saints." Knowing
that there is a responsibility attached to these
blessings, and wishing through my Savior ever
to continue worthy of such, I have felt a great
anxiety to boar witness to the truth, if, perchance,
it may reach tho eye of some poor, unbelieving
soul, one ns I was, and show them that our God
is the same yesterday to day, and forever; that
he does regllrd his promises in healing the sick,
and in granting his Spirit, and the gifts thereof,
to his trusting people. I ask the Saints to pray
that as I have been blest so I may continue to be
with strength to fill out my days to his glory, and
to a complete recovery of my health. -Your si~ter in the everlasting gospel,
L. A. RASEY.
KrnTTn\KD, Lake Co., Ohio,
li'eb. 16th, 187'7.
Bro. Joseph .Smz:th :-I arrived home from my
preaching tour, west, on Tuesday evening, February 13th. I labored in Steuben county, Indiana,
nine weeks, preaching from four to six times each
week, to large and attentive audimees, with few
exceptions caused by the inclemency of the
weather. I baptized 'one ll lady who had been
afflicted with the heart disease for some years,
but who was healed at time of bantism, she came
out of the water pmising the Lord~ Her husband
is a member of the Lutheran c}Jurch, but favora}J]e to the latter day work. I left others believeing and investigating; some will be baptized as
soon as spdng comes. I baptized an old time
saint in Quincy township, :Michigan, prior to my
going to Indiana in November. Her name WllS
Williamson, she came to Coldwater seeking the
Reorganization. I thank the Lord for his kindnes~ to me. Yours in gospel bond8,
J OSEPTI F. 1\IcDOWET.h
Bt:r<LIXGTON, Iowa, Feb. 27th, 18'77.

Bclitors Herald :--For the past ten days I have
been laboring at this place. Yesterday we· baptized five adults-two men and three womenexcellent members. Jltlore Rre believing, anll
some will likely be baptized when Bro. li'orscutt
reaches here in JI!Iareh. Bro. Forscntt did a fine
work here, and his coming is looked for with
earnest desire by the Saints, and by many nonmembers. The Eogllsh.speaking branch now
numbers seventy-four, and the German near
twenty, I think, nearly all of whom are active,
t>nergetie workers. There is also a flourishing
Snndcty School in the branch. Prospects are
good for a largo increase in the church and
school. I go to clay to Canton, Illinois, for a few
day~.
IV. W. Br..-~.m.

ll'Iomm Cnv, Holt Co., :M:issouri,
February 3d, 1871j',
BroilwrJoseph:--It reJoices my heart.to read
the letters of my brethren and sisters; it strengthens me when I hear how the work is prospering.
I have been in the Church a little over two years
and I believe it to be the work of the Lord. I
have seen the gifts and blessings of the gospel
made manifest, and feel thc,nkful to my Heavenly
Father, that he showed me the light of the gospel, and that I was made willing to obey the
same, and I still grow stronger every day. I de.
sire to go on and try to Jiye the life of a Saint.
In hope of eternal life,
ELIZATIETII ANDEi<.
SouTH BEND, Cass Co., Nebraska,

February 18th, 1877.

Bro. Henrzt :-The branch here is in a good
condition, and numbers twenty.four members. I
was in Southern Illinois this winter, visiting in a
place where the gospel has never been preached.
I took some tracts with me and distributed them
among the people. A good many seemed ready
to hear and to investigate the word of God, and
I think it a good place for an Elder to go and
present the gospel in. If an Elder lives near
Washington county, ancl will go to Nashville,
he will get a good hearing. Inquire for John
Ro,!)ers i and :;;,t J3ridjjevort 1 f0r Thos. Ferguson ;
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.

at Covington for G. W. Stevens; at Ashley, for J. fore the c]osc had an armful of books on the bled to give its readers meat in dne season. 1\iy
thou~Zht
wife and I have resolved that we will help supready to hear. If any one should go, tell the the Sabbath. I only introduced the inspired port the missionaries by little contributions every
ones I have named tha.t I recommended them translation, asi<le from the common version. By month this year, and by our prayers for them and
there. ~nd if any one can go I hope they will, request I will preach at the place of del.Jate over their families. Although our contributions will
for I belteve there are people there who are hon- Monday March 4th. On 'fnesday evening last not amount to much, yet if all of us would do
est, and who will obey the truth.
elder Santee, Adventist, reviewed a discourse on even this much, the Church would be enabled to
JA::IIES FEllGFSON.
''The Sabbath," that I gave two wecl's ago, and last send more laborers into the fi.eld. It does not
evening I replied to him, enforcing the point that seem to be right to send men to labor and then
if as they said they were teaehing the Sabbath expect them to leave their families to shift for
PA w•ruoEEI', R I., Jan. 20th, 1877.
Uear Herald :-I do not think that I could JYet under and by the authority of Christ in the new themselves; ancl the elders themselves endure maalong without the llemld ami Hope; it mal{eS ;';1y eovenant then they must of necessity have the ny hardships, nncl finally have to give up for
heart rejoice to know that so many are bein<,. form of government instituted under that co.-en ant, want of means to prosecute the work, while many
brought out of darkness lnto this most marvelou~ (Corinthians 12: ~2'7-28), and as that covenant was of us live in comparative luxury, enjoying ourlight, and I feel thankful that I am numbered broken (Isaiah 24: 15) and as God does nothing selves. I have resolved to do something to help,
with the Saints. I live four .miles from Church without revealing it to his servants the prophets as long as I can find some means, even ifi have
but can go every Sunday, if well. I often think (Amos 3: 7), therefore M:r. Santee must tell us to sacrifice. I desire to keep my spirit pure, and
of those who live so far away from the Saints, when, where, and through what prophet God had unto the end endure. JUay the Lord bless you
nevertheless God is with his people everywhere. made known this secret to them; otherwise his and all who labor for the welfare of Zion, is the
JOHN PoTTS.
There is a good work being done in our branch; teaching, Jet him be never so honest, must fall to prayer of your brother,
--~--~-many are being bron~ht to the knowledge of the the ground; for nowhere de we learn that God
Fowr GARLAND, Col., Feb. 1uth,-187"1'.
truth through the efforts of our presiding elder, ever sent men to preach their opinions, conse])ear Herald:-No doubt you would like to
Bro. ·william Bradbury. He is an earnest work- quently they all came under the category of
er, faithful and true, and many others are willing tPaehers heaped to themselves by the people. hear a little news about the Church and its prosto make every sacrifice for the good of the truth. Thrn I declared unto them the restoration of the pects in Colorado, although I am only at present
everlasting covenant (Hevelation 14: (i) through prepared to give sueh news as received by corYour s!ster in the gospel,
ANNIE HOLT.
the Prophet Joseph Smith, and the Spirit bore respondence. Through that source the S!tints are
U:NION Fon-r, Salt Lake Co., 1Jtah, witness of the truth. 'fhe Elder made some ex- reported in good standing. There is only one
planations, stating that he would not reply at organized branch in the state, that is tho HntchFeb. 13th, 1877.
Bro. Henry :-Although I am not a subscriber present, and that he thought that the Spirit of in son or Hocky Mount;cin branch, presided over
of the Herald, yet the contents of every number God was with us. He came to visit me this by Bro. ,John Ellis; aucl he is one of the best
is read by me, and it is a welcome visitor, as I morning, and he says that these things are worthy Sain•s I know of; in truth, he is a servant of
have no doubt all true Latter Day Saints will of investigation and that he will send for some Christ; and his wife and daughters are also servconfess. To me the good teaching it contains books. 'l'he best of feeling wev11ilecl tlnoughQnt ing the Lord, and so are the Saints of the branch
is both encouraging and strenglhening to the all our investigations. Upon al'J iving at home generally.
I attended last. eonfereucr, August 12th, 13th,
mind, an<l it must be to all who are seeking for word was left that an appointn:ent was macle for
truth. It is uot often, however, that we see any me to night four miles from town. Next Satm. and 14th, 18'i'u. It was the first meeting with the
correspondence from this branch of the Church: dr~y evening I am to commenee preaching fifteen Saints in twenty years, and ·what a joyful time it
tmles distant in an Advent settlement. I preached was for me. The Holy Spirit was truly poured
so I take the pleasure of writing a few linf's.
Some twenty-six or twenty-eight oaints belong there in the fall. a.n(1 think tl.1at some of them are out on that meet..inp; of Saints, in prophecy,
very
near the. k~ngdom. Times are .very dull tongues and interpretation, and every heart was
to this branch, but we are scattered, and all diJ
not often get together, but vle have meeting every here n?>~, and ~I; 18 very bar? for my Wlf~ to take filled with love. During it a stranger arose and
two weeks, and God's promises are verified, to care of tne fam1ly anc, our l1ttle store wh1lst I go said, "Surely God is with yon people. I never
even the few who may meet. Our meeting last ont preaching, but she is willing to. do it so that heard the like of this in my life; will you hapSabbath was one that will be remembered, for the the gospel may be preached. Hopmg that our tize me for the rem is~ ion of my sins?" He was
Holy Spirit was with us, and every soul present Father will bless every e1Jort to spread the good baptize.d.
Elder John Ellis and I were appointed to labor
felt its influence. All were willing to testify to mmsP, I remain your brother in Christ,
D. s. CRAWLEY.
together, and in November he came to Garland,
the gospel of Christ, and to give thanks and
a distanee of 250 miles, and we started for Del
praises to God.
Norte, H.io Grand county, where we obtained the
We are not without our temptations, for there
FALL l.hvJnl, J\!Iass., February 7th, 1877. City Hall, and preached three times, with no opare some who will scoff, and some who call us a
Bro. Henry :-Om president informed you
poor deluded people, but we know in whom we sometime ago that we were building a house of position. I was taken sick and obliged to return
trust, and we care not. The Saints here were worship. It is finished and was dedicated De home, and have been sick all winter, and not
much pleased to see Bro. Joseph Smith when he cember z,Hh, 187G, by Elders John Smith and quite well yet. I have not baptized any yet.
was here, and we are always thankful to see aucl .John Gilbert. We were well rewarded at that Paul plants, Apollos W<1tereth, and God giveth
hear the elders of the Church, and to hear the 1ime for the labors we put forth in building a the increase. so I am satisfied if my brother does
word of God spoken to us. Many of our neigh- house to the Lord. for he gave us of his Spirit to the baptizing. As soon as I am able to travel,
bors were present when I.lro. Joseph ropoko in the a good degree. \Ve also realize a great difference will go out ag'ain, and hope that. my next report
wtud house, and some were mneh disappointed, between meeting in a hired room and meeting in will be better. F. C. \Yarnky writes that be is
for they expeet.ed to hear him wage war against a house of the Lord, for when we go into that preaching on the Arkansas River, and iu the snrthe Brighamite authorities and against the prin- house we always feel in the presence of God. Our ronnding country, and the people receive him
ciples they teach; while others expected to hear meetings nre good, yea very good, and God is warmly, and say that he preaches more truth in
him tell them where he got the authority to lead bestowing his Spirit. upon his people, although one sermon than do all their ministers together;
the Church, while some were quite satisfied with we have not fully deserved it. I often wonder yet they do not obey the gospel.
I trust that in the year 1877 many may be conthe sermon he preached. Gotl gnmt that all tlw why our Pather is so good to his children, eYen
honest in heart may be gathered out of these val- when we do uot lreep his commandments; and verted and brought to a knowledge of the truth.
Dear brethren and sisters, my testimony is the
lies. Your brother,
.J. C. \YIIITIIOI'"·
often times do the words of the poet:
same as it was forty-four years ago. I know that
"Alas: and did my Savior l;Jeed?
,Joseph Smith, ,Jr., was called by God to organize
And did my So,:ereign die~·)
CHElWKKE, Kansas, Feb. 22tl, .l877.
his church and kingdom on the earth, and I am
Bro. llem·y :-I write thnt my brethren in escape my lips, when I think of how much llr satisfied that his son Joseph is now tue chosen
California, with whom I have spent so many hap- underwent for rne; and of how little I have done prophet and leader, and that so are the others in
PY ho~1rs, and especially Bro. Gland Hedger in for his co.use, for I do know that this work is of authority oYer the church. May we all do our
and that we shall surely reap if wr duty. Your brother in Christ.
far oft Australia may know that my heart is yet the
I long for tho time when Zion shall
in the work, nlthou_gh circumstances have pre- faint.
'TnmrAs STEWART, Sn.
be
bui.H,
nnd
when we ~hall see JYiessiah face to
vented me from ;>pending as much of my time a>
f'
<
-1.ce.
I
cannnt
sn.y
that
there
are
1nany
joining
formerly in my ?.Iaster's servic'l. Yet I am dothe branch at present, but I can say that -.vo V\Tho
ing something for the canso and trying to
ha 1co taken upon us to serve the Lord feel th~t wo
the truth before those with whom my lot is
in grace, and in the knowledge of
Of late there has been great religious enthusiasm
Solld~l·Ea!lte~·a1 ~.Hllh» a~un ·n'e!ii1t Vh··
\Ye
''
attendance of Saints at
1nanifested thronghcut this rcgioi1. .A-lnorur
~i2miaft Di~tli"~ctt ..
nnd vvo
attendance at
others tho Seventh Day .Adventists have nmde
The ;:1.bovn confereno~ convened ut Syracusf\,
some ~tir, proselyting son1e of the !>:f elhoc1is1t our
I am srirry to sec so mnch difference of (1pinlnn Ohio, December 30th and 31st, 18/6. David
friends to their faith, and challenging tho world
I think that a great deal &fit ThomaR presiding; Hice \Vi11iams~ secretary.
to dispro\·o the scvf,nth
iheOJ'Y. One of HlP on the
Th.Iinu! es of l2,Rt Ressl.on should hl\ve read, D.·:tvi(I
is unnccessa,ry~ and I b~Heve it h; unsettling- the
Deeipie ministers
the·
f'aith
some. I think if we all gave more earn. .Jones. in3tcad of l).ctn1c1; aud t~le ;\Ilnennri11e ro·
was badly V!W5tct1.
by
debate \Vith their first elder in
part, J. II. est h2ed to thn,t vvhich has been 1.vritten fol' onr pod, 8hontd haV'e read 7 mfmberR instPad of 6.
4G rHemb£>r8. !fllCook~ and \VG continued fo11r evenings an(1 one instruetion ~;,nd profit Vi.'B ehou \1 see onr way 2~1 ; no change.
n1ore c1early.
day. Sunday last there 11vns a very
2 Teachers.
I lon; to read the Hm·ald, and think it has made
ance, and God gave truth the
mders Reports.-Edmund Thomas
prery,ched
good chango, and may wii;dom from above be
opponent wrote the proposition himself, and
rver
to 1!~
th'l t
may 1Je f.' D.,\\· l.'l'enty-one ~en;nans, ru:uJ thought. r.ome good lHHI
(~lu<1ed any evidence but the
ard

H. Ferguson. At any of those places they are ta,ble, and read what eminent divines

I
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(J.I;Iar. 15.
been accomplished. D. Thomas, D. Matthews,
John Harris, Rice Williams, Lewis Torrence and
Wm. Davis reported.
Priests Wm. T. Jones, Lewis Walters, D. Matthews, Jr., and James Pierson, and Teachers Jas.
W Moore and Daniel Jones reported.
D. Thomas was chosen district president for the
next three months, and Rice Williams was sus
tained as clerk.
Resolved that all the branches of the district
choose tlieir officers every six months.
Sunday, 10:3@ a. m.-Preaching by Lewis Torrenee and D Thomas. At 2 p. m., prayer and
testimony meeting, conducted by D. Thomas.
l\Iost of the brethren and sisters bore strong testimony ofthe work and of their desires to press on.
The good Spirit prevailed. The Church antborities wer~ sustained by vote.
At 6:30 p m, preaching by D. l\Iattbews, Jr.
and D. Thomas.
Adjourned to meet at Syracuse, at 2 p. m.,
March 31st, 1877.
--·----- ____..,..__ .
St L
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•
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1'wo sessions of the St, Louis District confer
ence have bern held, one DecPmber 3rd and 4th,
1876, and the other January 14th, 1877. The !at·
ter was held for the purpose of receiving the ad
dit.ions up to the end of the year, that a full state
ment. of the membership might be reportt.d to the
April General Conference, up to the end of the year.
The session of December 3rd and 4t.h, 1876. was an
interesting time; Wm. H. Hazzledine presiding.
ani! Thos. R Allen, clerk.
Branch Reports -St.. LoHis 278, including 7
Elders. 7 Priest8, 5 Te!lchers, 1 Deacon ; 1 re
ceived by letter, 2 removed by leti.er, 2 died. Gravoi8 61. including 1 High Priest, 3 Elders, 2 Priest•.
1 Deacon. Cheltenham 30, including 4 Elders, J
Deacon; 4 scattered mPmbers. Belleville 73, including 8 Elders, 4 Priests, 1 Teacher, 3 Deacons;
8 received bv letter. 7 ramoved by letter, 2 diPd.
Alma 44, including 4 Elders, 4 Priests. 3 Teachers.
1 Deacon. Alton 25 including 1 High Priest, 3
Elders, 3 Priests, 1 Deacon; 4 baptized. 6 re
moved, 1 exnelled, 1 died. Caseyville 22. includine:
5 EldHs. 2 Priests, 1 Deacon. Whearso 11. includ
ing 3 Elders. Coon Cr~ek 33, including 1 Sevent.y
2 Elders, 3 Priests, 1 Teacher. Boone Creek 12,
including1 Elder, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher.
An extra session was held January 14th, 18i7,
and t.he quarterly conferences of this district, in
the future, will be counted from this time.
At this session the St.. Louis branch reported no
changes, except Wm. S. Srill was ordaine:l an elder, December 3d. 18i6. by Abraham Rees. Belleville reported 1 received by vote.
Afternoon Session.-Officers present: 2 High
Priests, 12 Elders, 3 Priests, 3 Teachers, 1 Deacon.
Brn. Whiting and Walker acted as Deacons during the conference. The Saints enjoyed a good
time in communion. R. D. Cottam, the Bishop's
Agent for the St. Louis District, exhorted the con
ference on the subject of paying more liberally,
either in tithing or by freewill offerings to a;d the
work of God.
'
'
Evening.-I'rayer by Grorge Thorp. Preaching
by Brn. Still and J. Anderson. 1'he report of ap
pointmenls was read and adopt~d
Adjourned to meet at. the Hall. No. 130'2 Broadway, St. Louis, Mo., April 14th and IG:h, 1877.

mission, and [appoint him, we suppose-En.] to
labor in connection with the branch authorities.
That we sustain Chas. Hutchins, Sr., and C. N.
Hutchins, Jr, in their present field.
That we sustain the several authorities of the
Church, both spiritu!ll and temporal, in their sev-.
eral quorums.
That H. J. Hudson, Spencer Smith and Chauncy
Loomis be sust<tined as presidents of their respective branches.
That we recommend the several branches of this
district to organize Sunday-schools.
Officials present: 1 High Priest, 1 Seventy, 3
Elders, 2 Priests, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon.
Heman C. Smith tendered his resignation as
president of the discrict, and it was accepted, and
Geo. W. Galley was chosen in his place.
Geo. N. Derry was sustained as secretary.
At 2 p m., preaching by Heman C Smith.
ltesolved that Br T. Galley be sustained in his
former mission, aEd that he be granted a new li
censc
At 7 p. m., preaching 'oy G. W. Galley.
Adjourned to meet at Columbus, Nebraska, on
Saturday, March 31st, 1877, at 7 p. m.

I

Kent and

El~in Di~h·ict.

The above conference col)vened in London, On
tario, Saturday, October 14th, 1876 Gro Clevehnd. president protem; Joseph Luff clerk pro icm
The president chose Robert Davis and J obn Ship
py as his assistants. PrRyer by R. Davis.
The president stated that the notice in tbe Her
ald, announcin~ that the conference would not be
neld until further notice, he considered to he j]]p
gal. in support of which belief he read Sec. 121\
"'Book of Rules," also 13 of c. li: 13. He also
reminded them that their assembling Itt this tim•
was a manifestation of their determination to a bid•
hy the rules ef the Church and the decisions of th•
General Conference, rather that coincide with tb~
ncorrect. viewA and rulings of the MinistH in
Charge of the Mission and those of the President
of the District; yet. they were prepared to follow
their directions in all thin~rs. 3 ,8 long as they rul~<l
in righteousness. John Shippy then read from
B of C. 41 : 1, 2, in support of what the presideD!
had said.
Itesolved that Jas. Hobb, J, J. Cornish and Wm
Clow be a committee to examine branch reports
2 P.M.-Officers present: 2 Seventies, 4 Elders,
5 Priest~. 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon
Seventies Reports.-Robert Davis reported that
he had been to Michigan and obtained new openings for prellcbing, and preached about forty
times, baptized five, blessed several children, ad
ministered to many sick with marked effect. Geo.
Shaw reported no Jab or; had done only a little
wayside and fireside preaching; Lindsley branch
almost disorganized.
Elders' Heports.-Jobn Shippy reported having
done all in his power since last conferen-ce: had
pre~ched where~er a~d whenev~r he had opporI tun1ty: h&d as~.1sted 1n confirmmg s.everal, and
blessed some ch:ldren. John J. Cormsh reporte<l
I prospects for the spread of the truth in London;
I eight m?re had been baptized, and the wor_k was
prosperrng. Geo. Clevela~d _had labored m the
branch; also befn to !'lhchif!n.n and preacb~d
JosPph Luff was diss~risfied with his or.dination:
had done no preaclnng except. at firPsldes; be·
___,_..,
lievcd a harvest would be gathered in Toronto.
Priests' Iteports. -.1 as. Robb reported having·
C(!JI.ll.b•a1 Nebraska Dish·ict.
preached twice a week in Olive branch, and every
The above conference convened at the Saints' where talked to the people when opportunity
Meeting House, in Columbus, Platte county, Neb. offered. A. D€pper, Wm Newton and E SparkF
December 30th. 1876. Heman C. Smith, pres.; bad done no work except by the wa.yside, but
Geo. N Derry, clerk.
hoped soon to enter into the work more fully
Branch Repods.-Columbus and Cedar Creek Wm. Clow had preached once, and had proved the
branch reports read and accepted. [No items goodness of God.
given] -Ens.
Teacher John Cornis.b reported doing what h~
EJI]ers' R~ports.-H .1 Hudson, Geo. W. Galley, could. Deacon John Parker felt thankful for hie
Br. Brindley, Thos. Galley and Heman C. Smith ca.l!ing, but had not distinc!ly known his duty, yet
reported in person; and Chauncy Loomis and had done what he could for the truth.
Spfncer Smith by letter. Priests H. 0 Smith and
Itesolved that A. Leverton'slettertoJ. J. Cornish
(1 N. Hutchins reported in person; Charles H
be read.
Derry, by Jetter.
That A. Leverton be released from the presiSunday Morn in~, 31st.-Resolved that H. J 'I dency of the district.
Hudson and - Brindley be sustained in their
That Geo. Cleveland be appointed president of
former mission.
the-district.
That we nle~~~ G~o.
Ga,Uey frQID llis former' ·Evenin~ ~~~sion.~·Report
Oommitt~e on

....___

w,

or

Branch Reports: "We, beg leave to state that we
have only found one legal report, and the reason
for obtaining no others, we believe to be entirely
due to the published notice, that there would be no
conference held in the Kent and Elgin District, until further notice. Respectfully yours,
"JAMES RoBB, J. J. CoRNISH, WM. CLow, Oom."
Resolved that the report be accepted and the
committee discharged.
After discussion, the following was adopted;
Resolved that Joseph Luff's ordination be dis·
annulled, he having been ordained without a vote
of the branch to which be belonged.
John Shippy, chairman of committee on Lindsley
Meeting House, reported that it was now the prop·
erty of the district. and could not be sold without
a vote of the district.
The report was received and the committee confinned.
Whereas, there are those in the district who endeavor to make a distinction of color, etc., in
prfaching the gospel. therefore be it
Resolved that we do not respect such doctrine
and people, and that. we declare our determination
to carry out the General Conference rule in this
matter, to the letter.
That a copy of these minutes be forwarded to
.Joeeph Emmert., for entry in the district record.
That we inform the authorities of the Church
, that the maj01·ity of the district were in favor of
holding: thia conference, and not a minority, as
Alated in the Herald
That, we suMain the Elders and Priests in
oreacbing in thiR district whenever and wherever
'h•y ma.y find openings.
Thnt we sustain Geo Cleveland as president of
the district, and all its officers; also all the au'borilies of the. church, in ri.~rhtenusness.
Sabbath Services.-At. 10:45. George Cleveland
preached from Eph. 2: 10, 20; at 2:80Robert Davis
conducted prayer and t~st.imony meeting, n.nd at
f\:80 .John Shippy preached from Matt. 28:19 All
the services were of a char"-cter calculated to convince outsiders of the truth of the work. and to
build up Snints in the same The gifts of the gospel were with us, and the power of the Spirit felt.
Monday -John Hartnell, Priest, president of
Ushorne branch, reported no labor outside of bis
own branch. Joseph Luff was ordained an Elder
and Christopher Pearson a Priest, and licenses
were granted them.
Resolved that GGo. Cleveland and R. Davis be
•ent as representatives to the April General Conference of 187i.
During conference one was baptized, two ordained, and the services were well attended, and
marked by complete harmony, and an entire ab•ence of anything like cont_ention; it being admitted by all present to have been one of the most
profitable gatherings helrl by !be Saints for years.
Adjourned to meet at Usborne branch, June 9th
and 10th, 1877.
------~~·~------

Ccnti·al li;:ultsa§ Dish·ict.
'l'he above conference convened in Atchison,
November 5th, 1876; David Williams, presiding;
Daniel Munns, clerk.
Elders' Quarterly lleports.-Aianson Estes had
done but little, but wishes t.o do more, and have a
mission that he may go out in the country to
preach. Geo. Thomas had preached at Atchison
'ln<l G-ood Intent., and still desires to preach the
word of life and salvation. Daniel Munns had
oreached several times, and is still delermTned to
help the work along. David Williams had preached
in Atchison and Good Intent.
Priests H Pnry
~t.ewport and Hiram Parker reported.
Teachers
Watson Tbatche:r and 'fhomas Baily reported.
A mission was given to Br. Estes to preach .
when and where he can.
2 P. ~r Branch Reports.-Atchison 88, includin~r 3 Elders, 1 Priest, 2 Teachers; 3 baptized.
Good Intent 16, including 1 Elder, 1 Priest· Netewaka 10, including 2 Elders, 1 Priest. Leavenworth, no report.
Prayer and testimony meeting in charge of Geo.
Thomas and Dnnicl Munns. The Holy Spirit was
manifest, which caused us to rejoice.
At 7 p. Ill , preaching by Brn. Thoma~ !1-Dg WH·
Iiams.

Ad,jo1-mm:l to me!lt
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A conference was held at Henneferville, January
28th, 1877. Geo. M. Itobinson, president; W. L
MitcheL clerk.
The Wanship branch was reported by Geo. l\1.
Hobinson as in a very good con tition, although
the Saints are very much scattered. No change
since last report. Ephraim branch, by Stephen
Foster, as in good condition; 40 members, 5 Elders,
2 Teachers; 3 baptized, 1 died.
Afternoon.-A sacrament and testimony meet.
ing was held, and all felt well and njoiced.
Evening Meeting.-Geo. M Robinson was sustained as president of the Weber District. The
authorities of the Church were unanimously sustained, also all local officers.
We can with pleasure say that this district is in
a far better condition at this present time than it
ever has been before since Ern Blair and Brand
left here. Remarks were made by Wm. C. Owens,
Wm L. Mitchell and Geo. l\I Robinson.
Officers present: 5 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher.
Adjourned to meet at Wanship, April 28th and
29th, 1877.
-~-·-···--<>.....,..._._____

Iflichi~au Dihiitl·ict.
Conference convened at the Fowler School
House, at 10 a. m, October 28th, 1876. Prayer
by Br. Snively. In absence of E. C. Briggs, John
S. Patterson was chosen president p1·o tem.; Seth
JI.I. Bass, clerk.
Brn. Snively and McDowell were invited to take
part in the proceedings.
At 1:30 p m, prayer by Duncan Campbell.
Branch Heports.-Coldwater, 5 baptized, 5 removed by letter, 1 died, present number 40. Lawrenee, 2 baptized, 1 recei;ed by vot.e, 1 expelled,
1 died, 6 removed by letter, presenL number 59.
Sherman, 2 received by letter,:2 removed by letter,
2 expelled, 1 died; present number 38. Hopkins.
no change. Galien anrl Rt. Clair not. r~ported.
Elders Heports.-J. S. Patterson, Duncan Campbell, 'J F. l\IcDowell and J. S. Snively.
Branch Officers Ueports.-Geo. Corless, Bradford Corless and Seth M. Bass.
Report of Bishop's Agent read, and after considcration the following resolution was offered:
That the written report of the Bishop's Agent
be laid over until next conference, that some explanation may be had from Br. Blakeslee concerning it.
W. II. Reynolds, in charge of the Coldwater
branch, reported it as being in good condition.
E. C. Briggs, Duncan Campbell and J. S. Patterson were sustained in their field of labor; G.
A. Blakeslee as Bishop's Agent, and Seth M. Bass
as clerk of the district.
'l'he general officers of the Church were sustained.
At 7 p. m., peaching by Joseph McDowell.
On Sunday morning, preaching by J. S. Patterson. Afternoon, sacrament service, in which t.be
peaceful influence of the Holy Spirit. was felt.
At. 7 p. m., preaching by J. S. Snively.
ltesolved that the secretary be authorized to purchase a new record for the district, and to present
the bill for the same to the next conference.
The remainder of the evening was devoted to
preaching by J. S. Pat.!erson and others.
Adjourned !o meet at Coldwater, in June, 1877,
the day to be appointed by the one presiding over
the district at that time, notice to be given in the
Herald.
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the Church, to convene here on April 6th, 1877."
Done by a committee appointed by the branch.
PLANO,

--·-----

Good. News hoan

llliil!lOU!i'i,

"To whom it may concern: Having, at the request
of the Hev. T. W. Smith, of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Sdints, carefully investigated
the statutes of the State of Missouri, as to their
effect on any contemplated adventures in business
by members of that church, who are citizens of
other States, under which capital shall be introduced with a view to investment in business, and
joint stock or other companies may be formed, we
do hereby declare that it appears that the laws of
said State of Missouri do most clearly and positively favor such enterprises, and invites them by the
most liberal provisions and protection, without any
respect to persons, or religious or political belief,
(excepting the requirement of the observation of
the first day of the week. called Sunday, which in
l\Iissouri is about the same as it it is in the other
States). The Constitution of the State of Missouri
is a guaranty to people of all religious faiths of a
perfect equality-no one being in the least favored
' or restrained more than any other.
Furthermore. a long and extensive acquaintance
with the people of all northern and central 1\lissouri, enables us to truly assure all pPrsons that
with the possible exceptions tba.t may be in some
very obscure points, or a.mong some few unknown,
ignorant and uninfluential person~, any and all
persons, of any religious sect whatever, who propose to bring into our Stale either labor or capital, or both, are warmly welcomed with outstretched arms and gladly encouraged. No one drea,ms
of asking what any person's religious belief is, and
in North-west Missouri especially, our poeple are
f~<mi!iar with the customs and doctrines of the
Church first above mBntioned, and are not likely
to be surprised. as with a novelty.
Incorporated companies for ma.nufacturing, or
business purposPs. are required by law to have a
majority of their directors citizens of Missouri, as
is generally the requirement of most if not all
States. But it is w~ll known that citizenship does
not require an absolute residence. and that one
may be a citizen of a State for business purposes,
and yet reside for the most part elsewhere."
CLARKE IRviNE,
T. H KEMP.

I

l\larch 6th, 1877.

Southea·u Nebt•aska Distt•ict.
Hequest is hereby made of the presidents and
secretaries of the several branches composing the
Southern Nebraska District, that they make out
and send to the undersigned, on or before April
1st, 1877, a report of their several branches, (upon
blanks to be obtained at the Herald Office), embracing in said report ALL changes since their last
report. And I would ask .the scattered members
(and I have reasons to believe that there are a good
many of these in the district) that they would report on or before the date last above written, giving a full statement of the particulars of their birth,
baptism, and confirmation. I desire to make the
District Hecord as complete as possible, and I ask
your immediate aid
Yours in Christ,
Ronr. M ELVIN, Secretary of District.
NEBRASKA CITY, Nebraslm.
~

I

4tH<

Colorado

Dish·i<~t.

The quarterly conference of the Colorado District will be held at the Saints' Meeting House, at
Hutchinson, Jefferson county, Colorado, on the
21st of April, 1877, at eleven in the morning.
F. C. WARNKY, President.

Exco1nmnnicated.
At the regular business meeting nf the Nebraska
City Branch, held February 6tb, 1877. Garrit Neidorp was excommunicated, and notice of the same
ordered to be published in the Herald
Honr. ·M ELVIN, Secretanf.
Birth and Death notices inserted free; Marriage notices
one dollar each.

l'tlarried.

At the reRid~nce of Dr. D. R. Pomeroy, Plano,
Illinois, on Tuesday eveninjt, Fehru~ry 20th, 1877,
by Eld. H A. Stebbins, brother Plutarch H. Briggs
and sister Pamelia A. Cook, all of Plano.
At the residence of the bride's mother, in Little
Sioux, Iowa, on the evening of February 17th,
1877, by Elder D l\1 Gamet, Mr J. W Bonney
and sister Addie Fuller, both of Little Sioux.
At PhiladPlpbia, Pa, February 24•h, 1877, by
Br. Joseph:-When in Oregon. a few weeks ago, Elder Joh~ Stone: Mr. I,Ienry Suelev, aged 24
I called upon the above named gentlemen, who are yMrs: to st• 1.e.r Ehza A. "ebb, aged 23 years, all
among the best informed lawyers in these parts, of Philadelphia.
and asked them what were the laws of Missouri in j
Died.
:egard to the matters referred t?. The~e is. notbAt Des Moines Valley Branch, Iowa, December
mgt~ 1;:revent any number of Samts commg 1n and 8th, 1876, of membranous croup, Hardy A. Boyer,
colomzmg anywhere.
son of brother John and sister Hebecca Boyer
Your brother in the faith,
aged 4 years, 1 month, and 9 days.
'
1
At Cheltenham, Mo., February 6th, 18ii, Alma
T. W. Sll!lTII.
IKDEPEND.ES~E) l\-lo., :March 2d, l87i.
"'r
--------+•---c
1 Jones, son of David and Mary Jones, and grandchild of Wm. 0. Thomas, aged 3 years.
Ui~h PJ•ie!!t's Quot•a.un.
In St. Louis county, :'liissouri, February 12th,
Members of the Quorum of the High Priests, who 1877, Thomas Kay. Br. Kay was born in Hayhave not already forwarded their annual reports, wood, J,ancashire, England, l\Iarch 27th, 1809,
are respectfully requested to do so to the Secretary and emigrated to America in 1849.
of the Quorum, in care of H. A. Stebbins, box 50,
Plano, Kendall county, Illinois, by the first day of
At Mound Valley. Labelle county, Kansas, FebApril, if possible, stating labors performed, and 1•uary 81b, 1877. of lung disease, and after a lot1g
willingness and abilit.y to go, at the call of the pro- illmss, sister Margaret Davis. aged 41 years. She
embraced the gospel in Wales, wPnt to Utah in
per authorities, to labor in tb,ir ~pecial calling as 1861 • and returned to Kansas in 1870. A husband
High Priests.
and five children mourn her loss. She died in full
.........................
Jm~~e~'~!~~ ~~~a~~a~~~o~h!~~to~haereC~~:~h; ~l~~ ~~{!ts~nd in the hope of a resurrection with the
what you are willing and able to do. We must be
JEa,.te1·~1J :Iowa Dish·iict.
an·'u do1'ng - the enemy wo~k•
At Farm Creek, Iowa, February lOth, 1877, of
The above conference met at Buffalo, Scott ''P
u
• -• and so must w e ;
t.hroat diseas~. Frank A., son of Alexander and
" ready to work 1'n ur bolv ll'
county, Iowa, December 2d, 1876 ,· E. Larky, pre- a nd We· mu St b "
.
o
, ca mg. Frances A. Liles, a<>'P.d 6 years, 3 months, and 13
~s
F ra t er n a 11 v, YOu • ,
siding, and Charles Alford, clerk.
,..
Prayer by the president.
CHARLES 'DERRY, Pres. of Quorum. days. Services by Elder Edward Knapp.
Branch Reports.--Inlancl13 members. Buffalo
March 1st, 1877.
Yes, dear Frankie, much we miss thee,
~·-- --...q..~---'·----~-~
And thPre's none ran fiJI thy place,
26. Davcnnort 29. Butternut and Jackson not
With thine eyes so bright and lovely,
reported. •
Ge~Hll"al ()olld<!lNl&:wc.
And with smiling, happy face.
' at member"" l·n thl's d•,'strJ'ct shal', 'lnl·te
.
Yet.
hope of
to''life
eetare
thee,
Resolved
tn
'
'
""• t a regu1ar b usmess
mee t'mg o f th e I>! ano
Whabove
.. n thewe
•torms
o'er;
themselves with the branch nearest which they re- Branch, held on the first Monday in l\Iarch, 18i7,
Then with pleasure we shall greet the,
side.
the following resolution was adopted:
On that radiant, blissfnl shore.
A vote of' ihanks was tcndere;l to the district
••Resolved, that the Plauo Branoh give nctice
At Boomer. Pottawattamie county. Iowa, Janupresident. Preaching was had during the confer- through the Herald, that in consequence of many uary 19th, 18i7, after a long and painful illness,
enoe •. by Brn. Jere. me Ruby and Richard Rowley. removals from town,. and other causes, they will brother Thomas Th?mas, age:J 57 ye~rs, 4 months
AdJourned to meet at Iulaud, Cedar oounty, only be able to prov1de for the REPRESENAT!VE and 10 days. A w1fe and e1ght obJ!dren mourn
IC!wa, .Jnl!e
1877,
;1 ~r;;N, wbo may att~lld t.l~~ G~~~ra! Qt;mferlltllHl of, hiw. los~. :llr. Tl\Qma~ wa~ ba;ptigeg iu WaleP, iii
,,
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THE SAINTS'
He was at that time mast.e·r.of a vessel, b~t
g11ve up bis situ11tion and emigrated to America in
1851. and in 1852 he went ~o Uta b . . He was. bap
tized into the Reorganized Church m the fill of
1864 by Elder Henry Kemp ;-nd he died as he
·
'· ·
·
·
' ·
·
11~d lJv~d, In full fa1th of the latter day work, ~nd
wllh bngh!. hopes of a glorwus fulur~. Serv10es
by :Eldn C. G Mdntosh.

1840.
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l ~other's
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love is quenched, a.nd when you are No. 28. The Basis of Polygamy: a Criticism upon
\ scattere::! far and wide, ,You'll forget little difl'er-1
the (so-called) Revelation of July 12th, 1843.
ences, .and look back lovmgly to those da;s when
8 page~! 20 cents. a dozen, $1.30 n hundred.
you mlght have been SQ happy, and wish them A lllemonalto Congress,
back again. No love then will be like the love of 1 T . 8 pagf_ot•h·20 ~,~ntsperdozten,t$h1. 30I}' 0 rhundre.d.
b
h
d ·
.
h' h
J r1a o
e "unesses .o
e ~eeurrecuon,
rot ers an sister~, w ·IC JOU now esteem so
32 pages,Scontseach, 75 centsperdozen.
hghtly.
.
Prophecy on the late Rebellion,
Let those. of us w?o ~re sheltered m happy
20 conts per hundred.
homes chensh our btessmgs; for the days :oust
'fi/iiiir An assortment of Tracts 50 cents.
OBITUAH.Y.
come when we 'hall be scattered, and ''go Ill at
IN GERMAN LANGUAGE.
Si8ter Catherin?. Woo~lams, wife of Elder .hmes different k rk-dcors," never again to be a united
·
•
·
1
No. HI. 'Epitome of Faith and Doctrine, and the
Woollams, died at 11:4G p m .. Drcemher J8,b,1876. band.
Revelation on the Late Rebellion.
A native of Rolhwell, in the com.ty of NorlhhHmp
2 pages, 6 cents. per dozen, 35 cents per hundred.
ton, Englancl. Born l\hrch 221. 1806. Af(etl 70 pUBLIC AT I 0 NS ISSUED AND FOR SALE Who Tnen Can be t';;tved,
years. 8 months, 27 days
She joined the B~p ists
4 pages, 25 cents per dozen; $1.40 per hundred.
BY THE
in 183(), and the Latter D.;y S.tintR by haplism.
The Go"pel,
Board of I'ublication ofilte Reorganizett Chu:rch,
2 pagesi 6 ceuts per dozen, S5 per hundred.
Fehrua1·y 7>h, 1860. nud sbe wo~ bnptir.ed April
AT THEIR PUBLISHING HOUSE
:30th. 1805. into the lleorgQr,iztd Clnt-ch of Chri't. IN I'L.\:\0, KEND.U.L COUNTY, ILLINOIS
Certificates and Reports:
0
She 1ivrd B.E f~tr REI praetiC tble in 1he fAith t.-1he rm~
Certii:icat•s of Baptism und M<:Jmbm shipj per dozen
20
------otojo----l:temoval Certii1cates, per dozen
braced, and L~he }:ad a gqod kuowl0dge of the nLnd20
~Ia,rriage Certificates, per dozen
Thc
Saints'
Herald:
~5
festalior:s of the powtr of God, both in henJing nnd
Branch Statistical Reports. per dozen
50
by vision~, ~n:d hy the t~ncbing of the Spirit of Official papi'r uf thO Reorganized Church of .Je.Eus Cl!riet .of Annual StatistiCal Reports. two for
15
God.

1

She suffP.red great aftilclionS1-ber 1ife ha.v

Latter Day Saints, BXplanator,y of the faith of" the Church, and
contains correspondencG from J.iffereu1 parts of the world, giving accounts of the progress of the Chllrch, an~ setting forth
the<lealingsofGod with his people. Published semi-monthly,
·d.xteen large 11agee. Price $2.10 per yertr. half year $1.10, free
of postage . •Jog_epu SrmTu and Il£:<HY A. SrEBBI3ls editors.

ing bef"p one of sufferiz 1g nnd paln. She w, 18 al
wn.ys ready to bear her burub1e testimony to tJH
work of Goti, 11 nd she died in peace with all men.
'h

and with God, trusting L.st afHiction had worked
out. for her-an ctHnal sanctification
She is oleep
ing in Je@US wn.idng the reFurrection of the just
\Ve laid her br.,dy in the grnv€' on the 21st day of
D(!Cfmbr-r, brot1H'r E. BRtdf!: prf'Bching I he ftHJPral
"ern10n to a gno'i f:"thering of friend' and n<'igh
bors
And this is her t' stimony: Before joining
any church she lt.y at the point of death, and we
watched her ilS her hsl bre~1ih lefL her body. SbP
!a.y thus in a irance for about three hours, and
then she began to ·sigh, and in a ha1f bonr sbB
opened her eyes, and then she elosed them for
about fifteen minu'es more, nnrl then opened ibem
and said, "En.'Ve l come bRck." I answf>rrcl And
Ha.-id, '~You have not bee-n a w:-ly from here." •·Y €'B,
I have," was the answer. Then we gave hn- some
cordial and sbe revived, and she told all that sbe

had seen, sr1ying:

"~\

bright

an~e~

Brunch Financial Rep<YJ ts, per ciozon
District Financial Reports 1 per dozen

30

55

Sunday §cllool 'l'ickets:
J'icketa for Proru:pt Attendance, per 100, 15c., per 1000
for Good Behavior, per 100, gc,, per 1000
l'idrets for 1, 2, ;j, or 4 Lessons, per 100, 15c., per 1000
!-tew·ard Cards, per 100

1 00

Tic~ets

Zion's I:IOjle:

1 DO

1 00
60

Sheet iU ugic:

A. paper for chiluren and Sunday School•, published •emimouthly, price 60 ~entE< per ~tnnum. SOc. per half yoar, free Of
postage. JosEPn SMITH and HENRY A. Sr.EDBINS editt~rs.

Safe in the Hold, p.:'lr dozen lfc., Feed n('l' Lambs, per dozenl!l
dong of a Cheerful Spirit. per dGz. !Oc., Harvest Chorus
19

Uoly Scriptures:

Miscellaneous;

Inspired T.·anslation by Joseph Smith i/w ,\Iartyr.
Llthograrh Pictnro of Nauvoo 'T'emple, 18 x 26 inches,
Bound in Imitation 1'urkey, gilt
2 70
Sent by mail, carefully pached, tor
1 25
"
Tu~~ey SuRerior
~ ~~ Em~~·son's R~?,dy .Bir:,der, ~~c!vHe~~ld s~~o
~g
Itoxbur;; clasp,
;) 75 Baldwin's Ancient America
2 25
New Testament, inspired edition
75 Rollin's Ancient History, i vois.
6 30
1 85
Book of Mormon:
1 Oruden's Condensed Concordance of the Bible, cloth
11
t
o
"
"
leather
2 00
Fullltnan, ,prinkled edges,
1 251
"
Complete
"
cloth
2 75
Full Turkey M r ·cco,luarlJ1ed eih:;es
1 75 Brown's Concortlance of the Bibh\
60
Full Turkey Morocco, fuq gilt, gilt edges,
~
L'l.te Kcrv..n
3 15
rhe
Bible
Text
Boo!<,
1
00
Hocta·i.ne and Covenants:
1 Apocryphal New Testament
1 65
rn sprinkled Sheen
..... ..
1 25 ~-~-------------·-------------In Morocco, marbled cU. ges, ..... .
1 75
FORSCUT'r AND SHINN DISCUSSION.

251

carried mt>

ttway across a great aark water, wh1ch was very 1
The Saints' Harp--Hymn nook:
wide, and we eame into a bro>1tl road, in which rn Itoau. plain
1 25
DISCUSSION BETWEEN
thousands could walk abreast: and I saw a wide ln Roan: full gilt, gilt edges
1 75
pavement, whioh was paved ~·ilh gold, and it In Morocco, plain. marbled edges
2 01
H g V
J 0 H N
L ·
S II I N N,
shone so bright that it was dr.zzling to the eyes In Morocco, fu!l gilt, gilt edges
~ 25
Of the Universalist Church, allll
And we went on unlil we en me to the gij,te of he:tHeSJHll'iS:
ELDER
1\[ ARK
H.
F 0 R SCUTT,
ven; and then we ha1ted, and the- angel said, 'You Poems~ by Da~ Iu H Smith, 2(2 pages, fanc:r cloth,
Of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of r..•. D. Saints.
1
50
c9n l<·ok thrcu~h the gate and b?hold the glory of
gil! edges
f. L. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches that the
Oo<l, nnd ih\l great whi!c !hrorJP, nnd the Erermll
llhlllk Books:
1;oming of Christ to judge the World is uow past."
Father siltiogLibereon, and then yn1 !DES!. go back Branch Records, weli bound in Leather backs and \lark H. Forscutt affirm3 "The Bible tenches the
fnr awhile.' And ! ~nswered, <Unst I go bock'
corners, muslin sides, printed he~dings, and ruletl for 624 Literal Resurrect:on of the Body from !he Grave."
~1e2.,' sa1d lhn Hnge1, and he fnreed and brovgbt
names. Everybranchshouldhaveone.
3 Oi,
})rice: Clotb, 75 c!s.; J~ 1pcr, 50 ct.~.
me bnck." 'rtds occ~ured nhont the year 1836 District 1~ccords, printed headings and r11led for
.
.
A bon!. ti fiE Pn YPars "fl f:r t h n I. in .J a'> nary. 1850
1 248 names and bound same as abo' e
3 0(• . '~Jeb. The <hscusswn lasted four clays, and makes a book of 1U 1
closely printed pages
P-he was suffering with a burning fr.ver in thP 1 Bra:nch. Finance Bool:rs, hcadctl and ruieU fo;
--·.. -~~-~-·~·-"'~-,~·! hroat, so that her·. throat was stopped that~ nothing /
Receipts and Expenditures of money, for Brunch, Dis
N 0 TIC E.
could pass down, gnd she sent. for the Elders ()f 1
triet and General Church Funds· price :35 cents.
the Church of Cbrie!., ar:d they c.11me and Qd.minis- i"Ba lis~, Confirmation, and Ordination Certificates i Whc,n changi~g your place of rcaidenc~, or d~•iri~~ yo~r
tered to her, and when they anowted her vntb the
P
. , .
.
I papersm1t to a different post-office, be partJcular m gtvmg, m
oil, there cume a. third of an inch of coating of fur·
l)ound m .lexxbJe covers, 40 cents each.
full, the name of the post-office, county, and state where you
from ller tongue, nud she got better; and in aboul I
Licenses and Notices:
j had been l<wt receiving it, and distinctly state the name Of the
three \Vfl 12" kB she '\Vt~n t do w:a into f he wafer n nd was I Elder's, Priest's} Teacher's; and Deacon's, I.iccuzcs, per
j poat~ofrica: county and state to which you wish your I)HJ}er sent
baptir.ed into the·Chureb of (~hrist.. Ag}'lin, jus· [
f1vzeull2cents.
j in the future.
~If your paper has: bean going inn.
to her uniting ~.;vi l h r he H eOrfl"a n i z li ion i Blank Notices for J.. ecturt~s Preachinr.r and 1£vro Davs' Mn~i~ 1pa{:,!mge. st~t~ whose.
.
.
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Vi hen rrm1hng a letter, whether m a railroad car, on a steam
she had ::t very sort:; !l rn b, w h wn s be 01c~gu n to t run 1~
tngR ea..::r, per hundred, ......
......
5( ~ hoat, or while visiting at a frientl's, in every instance give
would take hPl' (;ff. SG EJJ(~l' Tbomns Heve1 and j.
po ·- hl t ~
11./our nwn add1·es8 where ynu arP takinn your paper.
mvself administered the ordinancz~ to heJ\ and thf' 1
u~l(;) e S.,
.
.
, w~~m ~a~ing subseriptions for H~RALD..and HOFE b~ p~;tic~
·
, f(' d . .
·r t
d · hn
. · 11 1 RulrsofOrderandDebateforallthcDehberatn-rlularmglVlngthecorrectaddres•.olthe newsnbscrtber.
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It ...... came we

1

We gave the glory to t.he giver· a· f a.ll good; n.nd 1
many more I could r~late as testimon-ies 10 the
truth of the "'OEpel of the kin"'dom of Gnd.
.r w.
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If yournaperhasbeendiscontmuod, state whereyouhave

;:\.:osemb.ieS of the Cnnrch_; also a ~napter 01' . la,stbcentakingit,aud thetimeitwasatopped.
Branc? H~1les, and one on Reports o! Branches 1 _ ..__
---~--·--·----------------· ........
and. DtR>rJct.s, .
. .
1 ,,,
171"1{
82 mo., 128 pages: oouud 1n hmp cloth, JO cents.
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·Visions of Jo,eph Smith th•J See!', DiscoYeries of ~ Looh: 1"rere.-A mark opposite this notice will in' E,de~ H. ;\.. '' 18.• t,J,,s : - wn.t 0 10 dlJ t at my
Ancient Amnioan Records and Relics, witb <orm subscriber• that their time is out with the number thus
(le~r. wtfe U>~d smce lne l;rcelpt. of your, letter.
the Statement of Dr. Lederer (Converted Jew) ,narked, as many fail to notice the time on their label. Ue·
whtcu was only "'few rhys oefore ber deatn. Sh~
and others
mittancos are desired. Attention is called to the notice giving
<lid not s:-e any B_l,fier before she di~d, but I tr?s'
In colored co'verP, 4~ pn.g;es, by maJl 10 cents each, three
·''·

she hti.-8 found reilef fron1 every pn,Jn.

She (hefl

for ~5 cents, tweive for 75 cents.

'Ull ingtrnctions about how, and to whom to send all money,

in the finn belief of the Church of Je~us Christ Voice of Warning and lnst>uction to all People,
•>rders, and business letters as recently advised.
! nm, very -retlpPctfn1!y yon rEi,
L. L SIVEBLY.
. ,.d, ot Fpean. .sr, !'.}.' ma.il 20 conta each; three for 50 cents, one ~-~---.--~--------...........~-------------~-----·----.. ,...
~.
,,0 q,r,.u
THE SAINTS' HLal.AI.D is published SE:O.H-MONTI!LY, at Plano,
8
28
1
}ioRxrxc ""' Towa, Fcl;. d, ,s, ·
Tria.! of the Wit.nesAes, to the Resurrection o.f Je.. Kendall Co., Illinois, by the Board of Publication of theRe·
--.. --~......~--·
sus---a Legal Ar9:nment,
organized Church of ,Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, and
A \Va :y- Vi> Sell.a.h~ WanD H '!{ QtHU.'!"(~is.
36 pages, 10 cents each.
1;8 edi1eu !Jy .TogEPn SMiTH and HENRY A. STEBBJ!fs. $2.15 per
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SAW ANOTHER ANGEL
HAVING •rnE EVERLAS'riNG GOSPEI, '1'0 PnEACII '£0 'l'liEM 'fHAT DWELL ON 'l'IIE EARTH
*, SAYING,
FEAII GOD, AND GIVE GLORY TO HIM, FOR THE HOUR OF Hrs JUDGMENT IS Cmm,"-REV. 14; 0-7.
"SANCTIFY THEJI! TIIROUGY TIIY TRUTII; THY 'IVORD IB TRUTII."-JESUS; JoHN 17:17.
"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF TIIE LORD, FOR THERE BIIALL No•r ANY l\fAN A~WNG YOU liAVE SAVE rr IlE 01\E WrFE."-BOOlf
OF MORMON; JACOB 2:6.

PLANO, ILLINOIS, APRIL 1, 1877.
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ELECTION.
Some time since there was a request made
through the Herald, that some one]would write
an article :upon the above named subject.
We do not wish to appear forward in comply
ing with said request, but would like to say
(few words respecting that doctrine; our on·
ly object being the condemnation of error
and the-establishment of truth.
The doctrine of election, or the doctrine
that God has immutably fixed from all eter·
nity the future condition of the human family,
either for "weal or woe," is a very old one
But where and when it had its origin we arP
not able to say. It held a very prominent
position in the tenets of I,uther and Calvin
and others of the reformers, and to.day it~
advocates are numbered by the thousands.
It is an offshoot of another like doctrine which
has much obtained in the world, that of "foreordination," or "predestination," which means
that God has from ail eternHy decreed whatsoever comes to pass, as one has expressed it
"from the death of a mut:quito to the revolu
tion of worlds." It is the head of many othe1
doctrines of a similar nature, such a'S "total
depravity," "frP.e grace," "effectual calling,''
"final perseverance of the Saints " &c. It is,
however, fast receding before superior light
and intelligence, and we eonfidently trust t•
see the day when it will be remembered onl,;
with the things that once existed.
The following passages of scrip•ure are used
as its main defense, Eph. 1 : '1, 5, 11; Hom.
8 : 28; Acts 13 : 48. 2 Thess. 2 : 11-13;
2 'fun. 1: 9; Acts, 18: 10, .Je~hn 6: 36,
Matt. 2±: 31; Matt. 25 : 41.
That there is an election of SJme characte1
mentioned in the scriptures, no one conversan
with its pages can deny, for the pa,s:~ges r<"
ferred to above prove it beyond a doubt; bu
that election has reference; to GcJd immutabh
fixing or decreeing from all eternity the futur:
condition of man, Wil must deny; because W·
believe it to be at variance with justice, j udg
ment and the word of God.
\V c shall first endeavor to pmve that, thi
eiection does not depend upon any act or de
cree of God heretofore, but rests entirely witl
the individuaL In support of thi~, we mig!,,
adduce hundreds of evidences. but will reft'l
to but a ft;W of the ruost point~d ones, as tim~
and space forbid us quoting alL In 2 Pete;
J.: 10, we read:
'-'Yherdore the rather, brfthr~u, giv~ d<l'gence

No. 'io

to make your calling and election sure: for if ye will have his or her part to act in the great
do these things ye shall never fall."
dra.ma of eternal government. we cannot

Does this look as if these brethrens' "calling
and election" depended upon any past decree
of God? Certainly not. But it did depend
upon their giving diligence to Peter's teach
ings. If they did this their "calling and
election" was sure; if they did not, as a nat
ural result, it was not sure; so we cannot but
conclude that it rested wholly with themselves.
Said the Savior to Nicodemus,
'•For God so loved the world that he gave his
only begotten son, that whosoever believeth in
him should not perish, but have everlasting life."
John 3: 10.

And to his apostles when he commissioned
them to preach the gospel to every creature,

entertain the idea for a moment that in it,
there is any inaction, any idleness, any drones.
The idea that so extensively prevails in the
world to day, that tb.e saved will have nothing
to do in heaven, but roam its flowery pathways and shout hallelujahs to their Hedeemer's name, we believe to be a delusion, a snare
to entrap the unwary, and a bait to allure the
lazy and idle mind. Although we believe
heaven to be a place of rest, of joy, of bliss,
we do not believe it to be a place of idleness
or inaction. In the grea.t vision John saw on
Patmos' Isle, the Saints sang a new song,
saying,

•·Thou art worthy to lake the book and to open
''Ile !hat believeth and is baptized shall be the seals thereof, for thou wast, slain and hast re·
"aved; but he that believeth not shall be damned." deemed us to God by thy blood, out of every
~1ark Hi: 1(],
kindred, and tongue, and people, and nation;
and hast made us unto our God kings and priests
Isaiah the prophet declares:
and we shall reign on the earth."
"Ho, every one that thirstelh come ye to the
waters, and he that hath no money; come ye, buy
If the Sa.ints then are to be made kings and
•tnd eat; yea, come, buy wine and milk without priests unto God and are to reign upon the
money and without price." Isa. 55: l.
earth, there will be something for them to do.

And John ihe Itevelator in closing his book '!'here will be duties for them to perform.
There will be no room for loungers "around
"And whosoever will, let him take the water of the white throne," and idlers and do nothings
life freely." John 22: 17.
will have to seek other quarters. From the
These quotations are so plain and positive quotation just ma.de above we discover this
•,hat comments are hardly necessary; for we tact, that this great celestial government on
•Jan not see how the most prejudiced mind, in earth, will rest to a certain extent upon the
he face of them, can for a moment entertain shoulders of the Saints, for they are to be
he idea, that God has from all eternity de· kings and priests unto God. What a responfinitely fixed the future condition of man sibility! What infinite results must hang upon
They certainly declare to the contrary and their actions! How ioyal, how tl'ue, how
prove beyond tbe shadow of a doubt that man faithful they must be to their God. Evm·y
fixes his own future condition. They posi- grain of leaven of "the old man" must be
r,ively assert that he is left entirely free to purged out. }~very thought, every word, every
choose the p:u-L he will act in the great here· action must be in righteousness. Deceit, hy,f,er; that God has not trammeled his actions pocrisy, vain ambition, vain glory and all
'Y any eternal decree or ordination, but left other fruits of sin must be unknown in their
midst; but love, true, genuine, fraternal love,
ns "calling and election" in his own hands.
\Ve will now proceed to show the nature of must be their ruling passion. Now God unhis election and by what method God elects doubtedly knew what oharaeters would be best
1is people. The word itself means a choosing fitted to perform these great and responsible
•r selecting out; and as applied to man by its duties, and in accordance with that knowledge,
.dvocates, a choosing or selecting out of a cer- has ma.de choice or selected out from all
ain portion of the human race, for eternal nations such persons as are thJ:;s qualified.
•appiness, while the rest are passed by. I do We believe that this is the true nature of t.hat
·wt presume the most extreme advocate of election mentioned in Holy Writ, and t.he only
his doctrine can find fault with this definition way it can be viewed to avoid collision wi~
,f the word, as m:1ny of them give it in nearly its saercd truths.
he same language. Then if there is an elecIn explaining how God makes this election
ion, (8"nd n·) t.rue believer in the word of God or how he chooses his elecb, we cannot do so
am doubt it), and that election is a choosing better than by drawing a brief illustration.
•Ut of cert.ain indivldual8 from v.mong others, \V e will BnppoEo an e<Jrthly government is just
"or certain purposes, God must have h11d some springing into existence, as did the government
!esign in making it.. He must have had cer- of tho United States at the time of the Revrain duties for them to perform. We believe olution. Vtws are first !:!Jade to control the
dHt every individ llal whom he hafl thus eleded, subjeetr', and to define the duties of the offbers,

,f prophecy on Patmos Isle, sayr,
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who are next chosen to execute them. The it is a parcel of nonsense scripturalized, for to Yea! hope and despondency, pleasure and pain,
We mingle together in sunshine and rain;
success or f11ilure of the government will de- tho non-elect it says:
pend upon the righteousness of the laws and
You can and you can't,
And tl].e smiles and the tears, the song and the
You shall and you shan't,
dirge,
the character of the men who are chosen to
You are damned if you do;
Still follow each other like surge upon surge.
enforce them. This the framers of the govAnd you are damned if yo:t dont.
ernment know; they, therefore, make good .
THOMAS .J. SMITII.
'Tis the wink of an eye, 'tis the draught of a breath,
laws and specify particularly the qualifications
---~~~·~----From the blossom of health to the paleness of
the officers must possess, in order to be eligible
death,
to office· in other words they set a standard 0, WHY SHOULD THE SPIRIT OF MORTAL
)
. h
BE PROUD~
From the gilded saloon to the bier and the shroud,and every one who takes part m t e govern0, why should the spirit of mortal be proud?
mental affairs must come up to the require· 0, why should the spirit of mortal be proud?
ments of that standard. Thus the govern- Like a swifL fleeting meteor, a fast flying cloud,
ment chooses or elects its office-cs, and so it is
A flash of the lightning, a break of the wave,
WHO WILL, AND WHO WILL NOT.
with the government of God. By and by he Man passes from life to his rest in the grave.
-proposes to extend it to earth. Good, honest,
"Lord who shall abide in thy tabernacle, who
upright and righteous characters will be need- The leaves of the oak and the willow shall fade,
shall dw~ll in thy holy hill ?"-Ps. 15: I.
ed to carry it on. To choose or elect such Be scattered around and together be laid;
Is it the drunkard? No; f'or, says Paul, he
1
·ones, he has also raised a standard; a stand- And the young and the old, and the low and the cannot. 1 Cor. 6 : 10.
ard conceived in infinite wisdom and estabh!gh,
Is it the one who commits adultery and forlished in holiness; and that standard is the Shall moulder to dust and together shall lie.
nicat.ion? No; P:tul again answers. Gal. 5:
everlasting gospel. All those who cannot
19-21.
al:Jide its laws are not meet for the kingdom The infant, a mother attended and loved,
Is it the murderer? No; John says in his
of heaven and consequently cannot share its The mother, that infant's affection who proved;
first epistle, 3 : 15; also, Doc. & Cov 42 : 6.
ri~Yhts and privileges. All those who can and The husband, that mother and infant who blessed,
Is it be who doubteth? No; such a person
d; come up to its requirements, are the elect Each, all, are away to their dwelling~ of rest.
is damned. Rom. 14: 23.
or chosen of God and will enjoy its glorious
Is it the one who has not the Spirit of God?
blessings. In short all the good, honorable, The maid on whose cheek, on whose brow, in
No. Rom. 8: 9.
whose eye,
honest-hearted people of the world who are
Is it the person that has not been buried
willing to obey the gospel of Christ from pure Shone beauty and pleasure,-her triumphs are by;
with
Christ in baptism, for the remission of
and holy motives arc his elect or chosen ones. And the memory of those who loved her and
sins· and had hands laid upon him for the repraised,
Then instead of God immutably decreeing the
ceptlon of the Holy Spirit? No Col 2: 12;
future condition of man, he only rears a stand· Are alike from the minds of the li'ving erased.
Rom. 6:4; Acts 2:38; Matt. 28:19; Mark
ard of righteousness, and it is man's obedience
16: 16; 1 Pet 3: 21; St.. John 3: 5; Deut.
or disobedience to its requirements that elects The hand of the king that scevter hath borne;
34:9; Acts8:17and 19:6; Heb. 6:2;
Tho brow of the priest that mitre hath worn.;
or reprobates him.
1 Tim. 4 : 14; 2 Tim. 1 : 6.
The
eye
of
the
sage
and
the
heart
of
the
brave,
By accepting the belief that this great gosIs it the one who says, "Any one has the
pel scheme for this election was framed in the Are hidden and lost in the depth of the grave.
right to perf.Jrm the ordinances of God's
courts of eternity, long before "the corner
The pertsant, whose lot was to sow and to reap ;
house? No. Heb 5 : 1-4; Rom. 10 : 14, 15;
stones of the earth were laid," or before "the
mornin"' stars sang together and all the sons The herdsman, who climbed with his goats up the Acts 13: 1-3 i Amos 3: 7.
Are they those who disbelieve in the power
steep:
of God ~houted for joy," and that Christ was
of
God manifested by gifts? No. Eph. 4: 8;
as a lamb slain from before tho f<mndation of The b~ggar, who wandered in search of his bread,
1 Cor. 12: 1-11; Mark 16: 17-18; Acts 2:
Have
faded
away
like
the
grass
that
we
tread.
the world for its establishment D.nd accomplish38, 39; 19: 6; 21: 9; 14:8-10.
ment; we have a clear and rens:mable explaThe saint who enjoyed the communion of heaven,
Is it the person that bows down to God,
nation of those passages of scripture before
rises to the feet, and when a little trouble
The sinner who dared to die unforgiven,
referred to and upon which the advocates of
comes takes God's name in vain, lies, cheats,
The wise and the foolish, the guilty and just,
this doctrine so firmly rely. If we are "chosen
steals,' backbites everybody but their own?
Have
quietly
mingled
their
bones
in
the
dust.
to salvation from the beginning;" it is because
No; becau;;e he who shall abide in the taberthe gospel £cheme was then framed for our So the multitude goes, like flower of the weed
nacle of the Lord "walketh uprightly, worketh
salvation. If "God hath saved us, and called That withers away to let others succeed;
righteousneEs, and speaketh the truth in his
us with a holy calling before the world began," So the multitude comes, even those we beholLl,
heart.''
it is for the same reason. If God "foreknew To repeat every tale that has often been told.
"Who shall dwell in thy holy hiil?" Ire
us," "pr11ilestinated ua," or called us," it was
who has obeyed all the commands of God. "If
by this gospel plan he did it. If God bad For we are the same our fathers have been;
ye love me, keep my commandmen:s.''-John
much people in Athens, it was because there We see the same sights our fathers have seen,-14 : lo. "If a man loves me, he Will keep my
were many there who would obey the gospel. We drink the same stream and view the same sun, words "-23v; 15: 14; 2 John 9; John 14:
Jf no one was able to pluck Christ's sheep out And run the same course our fathers have run.
1 1.: 10
2 ; ." : .
of his hands, it was because they had obeyed
The thoughts we are thinking our f<tlhers would
"\Vho shall dwell in thy holy hill, Zion?"
the gospel and knew its principles were true.
think;
He that feareth God, and worke~h righteous·
If God sent certain ones "st1·ong delusion,"
From the death we are shrinking cur frtthers would ness. Acts 10 : 35; James 1 : 2o.
that they might believe a lie and be damned,
Reader; if you have not obeyed the above,
shrink,
it was because they hated the truths of the
let me say to you, Flee to the Church of Jesus
To
the
life
we
are
clinging
they
also
would
cling;
gospel and would not receive them.
Christ of J,atter D1y Saints. They teach ~he
The following are some of the ab;~urdities But. it speeds for us all, like a bird on the wing
above, and without obeying that doctrme
:md inconeistencies the general belief in this They loved, but HH~· story we cannot unfold;
tauglJt by Christ., you cannot enter the kingdoctrine will involve: as it is but an offshoot They scorned, but the hea1'i of the haughty is c:>!d;
dom of God
For Jesus said, a man must
from "foreordination," and God foreordains They grieved, but no wail from their slum bel'S will
"iive bv every word tl1at proceedeth out of the
whatsoever comes to pv.ss, it mr.1kes him the
come;
mouth Jof God''-l\iatt. "b: 4. J,et us live in
author of sin. It destroys man's freE' agency. They joyed, but lhe tongues of their gladness are
obedicnc., to the law of God, and then we can
It destroys his accountahilit.y. It makes "indumb.
have a right to reign with God in his Holy
fant damnation" a certainty. H destroys
Hill, Zion.
.J. C. FoFs.
God's sinc0rity in
salva.tion to the Thy died, ay! they tEed ; and we thing~ thr,t. arc
now,
non~elect.
It rnakes n·1an n. mt:re ma.chine,
Yanity is the foundation of' the most ridiculous
acting cnlv as he is ac\sd upcn. It licenses \Yho wa1k on the turf th:i.t liN:J over their bruw,
and coniemplible vices-.tb{, vices of affectation anq
the elect t~ do as they please, and discourages Who make in their dew !lings a tr11nsient abode,
common lying!
the sinner from
to do hetter. In short I\feet t.hiugs that they met on their pi.lgdms,ge roe. d.
Here Vanity a~su12es her pert. grimace\
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A DESERTED VILLAGE-A WITHERED scorn and contempt, until they return andre- ance; and to temperance, patience; and to
BRANCH.
member the covenant they have made with patience, godlines ; and to godliness, brotherly
On the banks of the mighty Missouri, there him to serve him. Will his children rem emstood, a short time ago, a little pioneer village, ber this lesson to-day? Or must the hand of
God be still over them for evil?
named after one of the early explorers of our
Had this lesson been learned by the Saints
country. When I first entered it, it bade fair to of this once prosperous branch, how different
be a prosperous village. Evidences of industry the scene would be now. My pen would now
and consequent prosperity seemed to abound. be used to draw a more pleasing picture, and
The heralds of truth had found their way into it, to record a prosperity which would have
borne the impress of God's good pleasure aud
and had planted the ensign of the kingdom of boundless love. Instead of this, the branch
God; some of the scattered sheep of the fold has withered away. It has fallen from the
having wandered there, quickly recognized it trunk of the living tree and its tendrils are
as the old gospel standard around which they scattered, its leaves have become a plaything
for the boistrous winds of adversity.
rallied in the years past, and in a land far
A "'ew
~eeks
ago, as I was draw1'n::
near to
1'
~.
:::,
from the site of this little village; with glad this village, l was astonished to meet the very
hearts they recognized the Shepherd's voice, house in which I and others had often broken
and bowed in obedience to his will, and waved the bread of life, and lifted the warning voiee
the standard high in air, as a signal to their against the vices that were steadily increasing,
half way up a steep bluff, as though it was
neighbors, "that the kingdom of God had leaving the doomed village in disgust; it was
come unto them."
racked and brol!:en, and wore a desolate appear·
A goodly number profeosed faith in the ance, a fitting presage of what would meet
gospel and quite a branch was established my gaze when I descended the bluff. When
there. God was merciful unto them and fa. [ came to the place where the village once
stood, my heart was saddened at the sight.
vored them richly with the gifts of' his Holy The buildings were deserted; the gardens laid
Spirit. Many hearts were made glad by t.he waste; the wild sunflower, the stinking jimson
voice of the Spirit unto them in a manner weed, and countless other noxious weeds had
that could not be mistaken by those who had U!iurped the place of the health-givin~ vegeta
received the seal of adoption. Visions that ble, the lovely flower and the once blooming,
fruit-tree. In fine, the village was a desolagladdened the heart and enlightened the mind i r,ion-deserted of saint and sinner. Thoughts
prophecies that increased the faith and bright of the pleasant past rushed through my mind,
ened the hope; tongues and interpretations I could hear, in imagination, the angelic
that. evidenced the truth of God's promises, tongue; the inspired prophecy; the unwaverand strengthened the soul; healings in answer ing testimony; the solemn warning. Then
to prayer, restoring the child stricken by dis fell upon my ear the siCkening olamor of jars,
ease, to the almost despondent parent, in the fault-finding, bickering. I could see the hidvigor of health : these were among the bless- eons head of pride lifted up; the spirit of
sings enjoyed by this prosperous branch.
dishonesty, seeking, not another's welfare, but
Its fame was known far and near ; it was another's goods. I could see the pandering to
looked upon as a model branch in some in- evil habits: in fine, a gradual departure from
stances ; numbers were attracted by its pros- the truth of God, and the breaking of covperity and good fame. 0! that its members enants; and the truth riveted itself upon my
had been wise; that they had appreciated the 1 heart, that these evils had been the cause of
blessing they enjoyed, and had retained their I the downfall, the withering and scattering of a
integrity; then they would have continued to once prosperous branch, and I felt to mourn as
1
increase in wisdom, light and intelligence; t a father for a lost child. Yet, thank God,
their faith wauld have become mighty, and the there was something to rejoice· over; some,
graces of the gospel would have shone ia their who were fully ripe for the garner, had been
lives; scoffers would have been silenced, and gathered out of it before its desolation had
God would ha>·e been glorified in them. But, fully come; a few othera had retained the
alas! the lessons of the past were forgolten. greenness of' life, and, though scattered, yet
They did not seem to remember the rock from bid fair to be gat,hered into the garner of God.
which they were hewn and the hole from If' this picture should meet the gaze of other
leaves of this withered and scattered
which they were dug. Pride, which always I
"goeth before destruction," had found a place
I trust it may remind them of the life
in their hearts j selfishness (that wily serpent), they onc<J had, and lead th.em to retmn clothed
had followed and made room for iniquity, and with humility to the Lord, their God, and rethe love of many waxed cold. '['hey seemed new their first love, that it may yet be well
to forget that they oould only stand in their with t.hem.
integrity and truth, hence their fall was more 1 Beloved Saints, is this le.sson plain? Have
rapid than their rise.
1 you seen its like before? Shall we not take
One grand lesson has been taught in all the 1 warning? God is no respecter of persons.
history of God's dealings with his people; it j "Every mctn ip every nation who feareth God
is this, The wicked may flourish in their wick- I and worketh righteousness is accepted of him."
edness until they have filled their cup; but Before him the wicked shall not stand. 'l'he
God's people are only prospered when they temple of God must be cleansed. He will not
walk in humility and in truth before him. 1 dwell in unholy temples. The temple thf!t is
·when they transgress, be visits tbem with 1 defiled, God will destroy. Remember your
chastenings and scourgings; hiding his face j covennnts. "And besides this, giving ail dilfrom them and suffering them to become a hiss/ igence, add to your faith, virtue; and to virand a by-word among their enemies, a thing of tue, knowledge; and to knowledge, temper-

I
I

I

kindness; and to brotherly kindness, charity.
For for if the2e things be in you, and abound,
they make you that ye shall be neither barren
nor unfruitful in the knowledge of our Lord
Jesus Christ. But he that lacketh these
things is blind, and cannot see afar off, and
hath forgotten that he was purged from his
old sins.''
MoRAL.-"Grieve not the Holy Spirit."
"Live honest before all men."
LEE DEE.

IMPRESSIONS GAINED.
I must confess that I have been very favor·
d . 0 ne canno t go among th"IS
a bl y 1mpresse
people without receiving a deep impression,
that there is something more than mere form
in their devotion. That their life-work is more
than meat and drink, and the life the essentially vit,al is in demand. Their eager work
makes. those people eminently practical; a
straight line is t.he shortest distance between
two points, and they have little leisure to follow the line of beauty, too much is waiting,
too many things preparing. Forms are profane when they impede results. Technicali·
ties of doctrine, of polity, are not so precious
with them as the saving of souls, or the reaching of hearts; and yet, just because it is this
reaching of hearts, this saving of souls, this
evangelizing work that is especially so pressing this people onward. We find them intent
on that truth which is the wisdom and power
of God unto salvation, the christian atmosphere
enveloping them, and those ministerial brothren who occasionally visit or meet with them.
The communion season full of the thought of
that upper chamber, where Christ and the
Apostles met; the prayer meetings where the
Lord fulfills his promise of a manifested presence, where all testify to the vitality of their
faith, and the strong hold that Christ and his
words have on their inmost life. Their sincere
love and kindly feeling toward each other, both
towards those present and those absent, testify
that they still stand together in this their
chosen work and calling, and that whether
present or absent they have one Lord, one
faith, one baptism.
They utter the same
prayer, they preach the same word, they sing
the same praise; there is no difference. They
bow at the feet of the same adored Redeemer;
though sundered far, yet by faith they meet
al'ound one common mercy-seat, There are no
professing christians, I care not whom they
may be, whose spiritual life and energy would
not be broadened and intensified by being
brought into daily intercourse with this peopie. .And yet for all this, there is no christian ohurch or people on the face of the earth
who are so scorned and persecuted as this people, and they know it; for it b not alone by
the hearing of the ear that they know the
power of evil and persecution that has surrounded and followed them continuvjly. Their
eyes have seen them, they and their children
have felt and suffered them; and even now we
may hear threats and imprecatiom.
And
why is it so? Because they are trying to follow in the path Christ marked out for all true
believers; because they profess to receive and
enjoy a greater portion of God's Holy Spirit,
of the Comforter, tlwt was promised, than do
other pec.ph~. And it is !,his same Holy Spir-
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it that has upheld and sustained them through
all their trials and persecutions; this same
that tells them that the time is not
""Comforter
d
1ar istant when they will be permitted to look
upon a more beautiful sanctuary, the city of
their solemnities, and to go about Zion, telling
the towers the1·eof, and they will tell to the·
ge?erations to oome, what great and glorious
thmg God hath done, for thoRe that put their
trust in him. :May God in his wisdom judO'e
0
us mercifully, and not as we judge men.

''strangers" who should devour his strenath
should then be first and the Jews last; This
0
And also in Hosea 9 : 11, 12:
•
is acc_omplished in Ephraim, by his being in
"As for Ephraim, their glory shall fly away like the m1dst of the Gentiles and mixed with them.
a bird, from the birth, and from the womb, and
Now, by the words of Moses, "And they are
from the conception. Though they bring up chil the ten thousands of Ephraim, and they are
dren, yet will I bereave them, that there shall not
the thousands of Manasseh," the question
be a man left: yea, wo also to them when I depart
arises, What part of this work does Manasseh
from them!"
perform ? My answer is, he writes the stick:
Thus Ephraim becomes extinct as a tribe
of Joseph, which were to be the great things
or portion of Israel, and becomes. subject t~
of God's law. He performs this work by beGentiles and Gentile worship. In the 17th
BEVIER, Mo.
verse, we find that they are in this oondition ing the branch broken off. See Book of Alto wander among the nations. Thus, by this ma 8 : 1 : "li'or 1'\mulek: was a descendant of
mixing, Ephraim's children become Gentiles. Nephi, who was the son of Lehi, who was a
EPHRAIM AND l'lANASSEH.
Then the "stick of Joseph," to be in the descendant of Manasseh, who was the son of.
Joseph, who was sold into Egypt." Thus we
There seem to be some who carrv the idea hands of Ephraim must be so in the midst of find t,he records from which the Book of Mor.
the
Gentiles.
And,
as
we
have
already
found
that the B~o~ of ~1ormon was first ;ritten by
m~n was translated, were engraved by the
the seed of Ephraim; and that Lehi was also by the word spoken throu!':h 1\Ioses, that the children of Manasseh; and that branch beinD"
a descendant of him. Some, in writin"' upon posterity of Israel should be pushed together broken off did become great upon this land':
this, have advanced the idea that Lehi\ wife by the seed of Joseph, let us turn to the words and thus was fulfilled the words of Jacob, "h~
~as an Ephraimite, and that a part of the fam- of their great progenitor, where we find that
also shall become great." Thus Manasseh was
Ily was her seed, and the other was his· bnt I when Israel should be scattered a branch to become great, and also to do a great work in
should
be
broken
off,
which
should
be
of
the
do ~ot thin!~ this would work, as th~y, the
writing the stick of Joseph up0n this the land
family, were JUst as much the seed of Lehi as loins of Joseph, and carried into a far country. of Joseph; and of this Ezekiel the prophet
50
:
25.
In
the
27th
verse,
it
is
stated
Gen.
of .his. wife. Neither ca? I find by close ex.
~p~aks: "I will take the stick of Joseph, which
amwat.wn of all the scnptures, the stick of that of his (Joseph's) loins God would raise 1s m the band of Ephraim, and will join it
up
a
choice
seer
to
do
a
great
work
for
the
J u~ah or Joseph, that Ephraim is to be the
with its fellow, the stick of Judah, and they
wnter of the great things of God's law that be seed of Joseph ; and that the work of this seer shail became one in mine hand." Here we
should
be
in
the
last
days;
and
that
he
should
was to receive; but this I do find, that the
find Joseph and Ephraim spoken of as two
great work of the latter days, to be performed bring forth new words and convince them ot' tribes. Now Joseph being two tribes, namely,
that
which
should
have
already
gone
forth
by the seed of JusPph, would be performed by
among them, and his work (in the 32nd verse) Manasaeh and gphraim, which takes the name
both the seed of .Manasseh and Ephraim.
shall
be that which shall re3tore all Tsra(;l of Joseph? Now, turn to Numbers 13: 8,
"His glory is like the firstling of his bullock,
That
prophet
was to be like Joseph of old, for and we read that among the spies that were
and his horlJS are like !he horns of unicorns: with
them he shall push the people together to lhe ends the work brought. forth by his hands should chosen to spy out the land, there was chosen
of the earth: and they are the ten thousands of or~ng Israel u?to salvat,ion
'l'hus the great for the tribe of Ephraim, o.,hea, the son of
Ephraim, and they are the thousands of Manas- thmgs of Gods hw would, consequentlv, be Nun; and in the eleventh verse, for "the tribe
seh."-Deut 33: 17.
written unto him and his brethren, and he of Joseph, nameiy, of the tribe of Manasseh
Thus we find that the great aatherirw dis- would receive t.hem in the last days, just be- Gaddi, the son of Susi." Thus Mauasseh wa~
pensation is to be wrought thrt~ugh Ephraim fore Israel would begin to gather to their lona reckoned as the tribe of Joseph. and he also is
and lUanasseh, and the people to be pushed lost inheritance. Also in the 23rd verse, th~ o~ th~ seed of Joseph, unless he became Egyp·
together are the people of Israel, for Moses Lord said to Joseph:
t1an, m the same way as Laman and Lemuel
foretells, Deut. 28 : fi4;
could become Ephraimites, that is, through his
"Wherefore the fruit of ihy loins shall writ{!
"And the Lor<l will BCilllet' thee among all peo- and the fruit of the loins of Judtth shall write: and mother, who was an Egyptian woman.
ple from one end of the earth even unto the olher· th.at which shall be written by the fruit of thy
?-lso Num. 3± : 23: "The prince of the
and there thou shalt serve other gods, vdlich nei: loms, and also that which shrdl be written by !he
lher thou nor thy fathex·s have known. even wood fmit of the loins. of' Judah, ehall grow together nn- elnlda:en of Joseph, for the tribe of Manasseh,
Hanmel, the so? of Ep~od ;" while IDphraim,
and stone."
'
to the confoundmg of false doctrines, and laying
as a separate tnbe, receives a separate prince.
down of contentions," etc,
Al~o in Dcut .31 : 20, he says:
1n Josh. 17 : 1. there was a lot for the tribe of
"For I know ihltl after my death ye will utterly
Hence, then, there shall be a stick of J u·
cor:upt yourselves, and turn aside from the way dah and also a stick of Joseph ; and the stick Manasseh, for he was the first- born of Joseph;
and in the 14th verse, "the children of Joseph
:"'bJCh I commanded you; and evil will befall you
1? t.he latter days; because ye wiil do evil in the of Joseph is to be in the bands of Ephraim s~ake unto ,Joshua., saying, vVhy hast thou
s1ght of the Lord, to provoke him to anger through before salvation comes to Israel. (See Ezek. gtven me but one portion to inherit seeing I
the work of yom· hands."
37: 19). It is the seed of l~phraim that
am a great people'' 'l'hus Joseph .obtained
Also in the 30th chap. and :.>J vs. he S'1JS: reads the sealed book ·of Isaiah 29 : 12, and but one portion. which Ephraim and 'Manass2h
. '.'That then tha Lord thy God will turn thy cap· this sealed book, which is the stick of .Jo- shared alike. In chapter 18 : 5, "The bouse
tlv1ty, and have cnrr.passiou upon th<;~\ and will seph, is alsJ the truth whieh should spring of Joseph shall abide in their coasts on the
i1
ens~
1
return and gather thee from aU the nation>l whith- e.uu'''t'b
01 .'e ear.,,l,
'· s. o: 11'
•J, a,so
!,he salva , nort,h." Thus JY:hn~sseh in their genealogy
er the Lord thy G oct hath ~ca!tered thee."
t.wn w hwh should be brought out of the ground
obtains the name of Joseph.
Thus we find,
the words of
fiJr Israel (Isa. 45 : 8). It is
sealed
. d.m tao
' .earth, before it comes forth,
But, says one, is not the Book of Mormon
Israel was tn be scattered nnd gathered
ana'\.LlUi'lO,
called
the stick of }Jpbraim? I answer, cer.
in the latter days; and th;1t !his gathering in the bands of Ephraim. Now the ipestion
~1:wuld be through th'o seed of Joseph, and if arises, \Vho is the wriler? The answer is tainly so, and f!Jr pr(;of turn to Doctrine and
1t be throu;d1 the seed of Joseph the work bv The f'ru\t of the loins of J oseub..
' Covenants 26 : 2; then answer, the stick of
which it is dono must be uoon the land of J
In t.hc above we find the great restor a: ion ,Joseph being placed in the hand of Ephraim.
1
· d 'ooth
· tne
' trwes
.,
sep:1,
an
o·f· J oseph must act
by the seed of :bJpbraim in the midst. and from him going f,Jr! h unto all pe0ple, it
thmr P''·rt upon the sam.e land.
of
Gentiles, which. then, brings to pass then bec,.Jmes the stiek of Ephraim as well as
Jacob, in blessing the sons of .Joseph says the saying of Christ, "1'h'.l first shall be iast of Joseph though written bv 1\.hnnasseh.
Now, that the Ibok of 1\(Jnwm is the great
that "he also shnll be groat: but truly his and the last shall be
o;· the last shall b~
thin~s .of God'~ law written unto ~Jph~aim,
younger brother shall be greater than ho, and ihst, and t,he first last."
his seed shall become a multitude of natio;Js."
When ~J!wist first came in the furm of man, who IS 1u the rmd8t of the Gentiles, let u., view
-Gen. 4,8 : 25. While JHanasReh becomes tbe pro:.mses were firBt ox tended to the Jews a few pa~sages in the book itself. S,;e 2 N e"great/' Ephrairn becornea ~~a 1nu1titude of na. and thence to the
so at that tirne th~ phi 12 : 12 ;
"For aft<·r the bDok of which I htve spoken shall
tions ;"
then, he becomes sifted am on" Jews were fifi;t,, and the G.cutiics becanH~ last
come forth, and be wriUen unto the Ct. ntilea, anu
all nations, as is said b_v Hosea 7 : 8, "I~Dh~ buL when ho should ccme again, the
seo,!e;l up ag~,inunto ~he Lord, there shall be many
Nim hat~ mixed himself' among the peopl~." shonld first be extended to tl~e Gentiles and wh1cn shall bel!ne tne words which are written ·
In the nmth verse we read that it should be thence to the ,Jews. So that the Gentiles and they shall carry them forlli unto the remnarif
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of our seed. And then shalt the remnant of our
seed know concerning us."

ONLY A JEW.

So then the records were written unto the
PAST AND PRESBNT.
Gentiles, or unto Ephrain who was in the
'Ve re-produce the following article, from
midst of the Gentiles, and by them (the chi!- Whitaker's London Journal. Its perusal must
dren of Ephr.1im) were the Lamanites to have cause many a sigh for past sorrows and tribuknowledge of their fathers, as was promised
unto Enos, first chapter, third verse; also B.,ok lations of Israel's people, and likewise fervent
of Nephi, who was son of Nephi, son of Alma, gratitude for the overthrow of bigotry and
7 : 4: '•In the latter day shall the truth come prejudice:
unto the Gentiles, that the fullnesR of these
It is the year of grace one thousand one
things s~all be made known unto the_m." Hence hundred and eighty nine, and gay Cocuigne
these thw_gs come .u~to th~ Ge?t1les because shouts a joyful cheer for Richard Plantagenet,
of Ephraim, who IS m their midst. In the kinO' of En()'land who to-day is crowned at
9th chapter a~d 9th verse, th~ Gentiles should. We~tminAte~.
distinguish hi~1 from the
come upon thts land and receiv~ the fullness of cruelly brave warriors around him he is called
the gospel. In the 11th verse,It was that they the Lion-heartod, and Richard Crour de Lion
might know the origin of the people who is as feared as he is loved. All Westminster
should be scattered
them, that the! J?ight. is astir, and from far and near come the loyal
repent and be bapt1zed for the remissiOn of suhjects of the young prince dressed in their
th~ir sins. The 14th. chapter is also strictly best. Among those who a;e here to greet
wntten unto the Gentiles. Also the Book of their sovereian are bearded dark-visaaed men
Morm_on _is addressed unto all nations: as also in whose co;ntenances fea1: and hop~ call up
the wmd m~ up of the Book of Morom.
alternating tears and smiles; oppression has
Fr?m this we lea:n that the ~ook of ~lor- written deep lines upon their brows, and they
mon Is the great thm~s of Gods law wnt~en gaze furtively around as though they dreaded
by Th~a~asseh u~on th1s land, un~o Ephraim, the fatal spring of a tiger. They are gorwho IS Ill th~ midst of the Gentiles, who are geously attired, and the .richness of apparel
also to receive the_m upon _the same land evokes admiration, not unmixed with envy.
where they were wntte~, and mdeed th~y are They keep together and speak to none around
counted as a st:an~:;e thmg: They are m_the -for none will speak to them, except it be a
hands of Ephraim, m the m1dst of the Gentiles. sneer to laugh and gibe. And why? Soft
and in .due time they will go even unto the -th~y are Jews, descendants of Abraham;
I~amamtes.
FRANCis EARL.
men of whose nation Moses, David, Solomon,
_ _ _..,.__
Isaiah and Christ were members. Therefore
SCATTERED FRAGMENTS OF
I they must be despised, scorned, trampled unTHOUGHT.
der foot, robbed,-murdered. What l1ave
Great minds are not enfeebled by failure. they done, these Jews, that they should be
driven from one corner of the earth to the
Failure to them is like the Fpur to the noble
other-deprived of all jnys which make life
steed; it causes pain at the time, but only bearable, and held up as the scum of the
serves as an incentive to more vigorous action. world? Why avoid them as a pestilence?
Yet no ltiss cruel is it in those who administer They are Jews, they are rich, they are usurers
the pain, because of the good which results Are they not men? No, they are Jews!
from it. It is only God turning evil works to They may be hanged, drawn, quartered; their
a good account, and proving to the struggling wives and daughters offered as sacrifices to
souls that their steps are ordered by him. lust, and brutality; the whole race exterminaHow many would never have known that they ted. L'1ugh at him, spit upon him, tear him
possessed a talent worth cultivating if it had to pieces, throw his carcass to the do,;s. Ha!
not been for the cruel spur of enmity. How ha, he is but an infidel, an Israelite. He is
many would never have realized the sweetness only a Jew!
of success if it had not been for the bitterness
Are we wrong in ascribing these sentiments
of failure.
to the Christians of England at the time of'
How many bitter tears we shed because of the ascent to the throne of IUchard I.? We
the waywardness of our own hearts! How fear not, though it is hard to understand the
many cruel disappointments we experience by intensity of the intolerance directed against
yearning for that which it is not the Father's the unhappy Hebrews. Shut out from the
will to give! This life is pretty much what participation in the learned professions and
we make it; if we go beyond the Father's from numerous mechanical trades, the Jews
will, and persist in reaching out after that were compelled to give their almost undivided
which it is not best for us to hav@, we may attention to money-lending, and it was not
ever be miserable. If we put our trust in unnatural that they took advantage of the
him, and make ourselves contented with the chronic impecuniosity of their noble clients to
blessings for which he counts us worthy, place an enormous percentage upon the money
knowing that his ways are best, we may be lent. The chances for repayment were small,
always happy. Paul rejoiced in suffering believ- and the security being thus well nigh "nil,"
ing that glory was bJrn of it, why not we? the int,erest was proportionately large. Where
He gloried in tribulation and "persecution, one baron would honestly discharge his ohliconsidering that these earthly afflictions, which gation to the Jew, fifty barons would fail not
are but for a moment, work out for us a far only to pay the interest, but the capital, addmore exceeding and eternal weight of glory." ing insult and blows to the pecuniary injury
Why may not we also rl'jvice and be content already inflicted upon the luckless lender.
remembering that the Lord ordereth the steps Hoping to gain the good will and protection
of the righteous, and that all things work to- ef Richard the Lion-hearted, many of their
gether for the good of them that love Him.- number proceeded to the coronation with preslf!elect4a.
·
ents for thlll king, fully relying upon the

I

?Y
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strength of the douceurs to win him to their
side. All seemed to go well, when suddenly,
the word went around that a massacre of the
Jews had been decreed, and that their property
was con~equently confbcated. The mobheaded by gallant knights not too proud or
too brave to attack a peaceful and defenseless
people-rushed upon the Israelites, and
streams of blood ran through \Vestminster,
and soon all London rang with the deathshrieks of tbe victims. The cry of mercy was
loud, but the pack had tasted blood, and knew
not mercy. Old and young, men, women and
children fell beneath the sword of the Christian; bigotry spared but a few who hid from
the murderous crowd.
Throughout England the bloody herald
went and roused the populace to deedl'l of desperatiun, and everywhere Jews and Jewesses
fell, the murderers, incited by the preachers
of the Crusade, believing it a virtue to immolate the race upon the altar of intolerance.
In many towns, ineluding Norwich, liJdmondbury and Stamford, they offered in vain resistance; their chattels were siezed, and themselves tortured and kilied. At York, however,
the faint hope of defending themselves seemed
to inspire the Jewish residents; drowning
men catch at straws, and the ill-fated I~rae
!ites of that old city made for York castle,
fondly hoping that its strong walls would shelter them and their treasures. Taking advantage of the temporary absence of the governor,
whose fidelity they suopected, the Jews siezed
the stronghold, an act which so exasperated
the absent functionary that, with the assistance of the sheriff and an armed force. the
castle was at once besieged. The word' was
out and the fiat gone forth, and the Jews shut
up in the castle knew well that they couid
hope for no mercy from the maddened mass uf
Jew haters who surrounded them. The wob
was f·Jused to the pitch of higoted passion by
the clergy, who hurled their denunciations at
the Jews, dubbed them sorcerers, and cried
for their blood. But the Jews knew how to
suffer, how to die; they had been brought up
in peace and had little idea of warfare and
bloodshed, save what they saw of the oppression directed against them. 'rhey were looked
upon as mean money-grabbers, blood suckers
who thirsted for Christian blood; none believed that a spark of bravery or courage existed among them. But beneath the timid
mien of the Jews, the half. sycophantic, half~
helpless attitude with which they addressed
the nobles, there lurked a dormant heroism
which only danger could call into action.
Seeing that their case was becoming utterly
hopeless, the besieged met together in council,
and the Rabbi of York thus addressed his
brethren:
"Men of Israel, the God of our ancestors is
omniscient, and there is no one who can say,
•What dost thou?' This day He commands
us to die for his law-that law which we have
cherished from the first hour it was given,
which we have preserved pure throughout our
captivity in all nations, and for which, for the
many consolations it has given us, and the beliefin eternal life which it communicates, can
we do less than die? Posterity shall behold
its solemn truths sealed with our blood; and
our death, while it confirms our sincerity,
shall impart strength to the wanderers of Isreal. Death is before our eyes, we httve only
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to choose an easy and honorable one. If we 1 make this invidious distinction? There is they have to suffer for hours and even days
fall into the hands of our enemies, which fate, an impression abroad that "Jew" fully de- from a smarting tongue. I have heard some
you know, we cannot elude, our death will be 1 scribes nationality, whereas it but indicates of them say that they liked it best so. Will
ignominious and cruel; for these Christians I religious profession; Jews born in England not the "word of wisdom" apply to them? If
who picture the Spirit of God in a dove and are as English as Protestants and Catholics tea and coffee cannot be drank unless it is
confide in the meek and lowly Jesus, are indigenous to this soil, and it is therefore nearly boiling hot, it had better not be drank
athirst for our blood, and prowl like wolves either out of sheer ignorance or out of stupid at all. .Again, l have been at places where
around us. I~et lM escape their tortures, and spite that the words "a Jew" are placed after 1 they made the tea so strong that, to one unsurrender, as our ancestors have done before the name of an offender.
1 accustomed to it, it would pucker the mouth
The position of Sir George J essel cannot very much. Of cours(l such strength is in juri·
us, our lives with our own hands to our
Creator. God seems to call for us; let us not fail to suggest a contrast to the thoughtful ous, and here is another ooportunity for wisbe unworthy of that call.'·'
,Jew between the relative condition of the dom to be exercised, as the same revelation
These words, looked upon even through the Jews of the twelfth, and the Jews of the nine- says that "strong drinks are not for the belly."
spectacles of the practical nineteenth century, teenth century. ·when in years to come, the
Now I will try and show some of the inconare soul inspiring and ennobling. and thorough- student attempts to draw conclusions from sistencies connected with the subject. Is it
ly in harmony with the characteristics of the these facts, he will be at some difficulty to ac- right to "keep" the "word of wisdom" by abrace. The Habbi's advice, fearful in its im- count for the alteration in the status of the staining from the use of tea and coffee. and
port, was eagerly appreciated, and at the Jewish nation, and for the nature of the feel then substitute barley, drinking it as hot as
breaking of the next day the rabble were hor- ings with which they are regarded. When possible? This is certainly practiced by many,
rified to observe flames issuing from every part Sir George Jesse1 was called to the bar he and on the plea that they are "keeping the
of the castle. The five hundred beleagured practiced only by favor of the law benchers, word of wisdom." I do not object to barley
Jews had killed themselves, but not before "for a Jew was deemed unfit to enjoy the state coffee as a beverage, but I believe the other
they had destroyed their riches. The fury of of a barrister." That so great a revulsion of drinks, taken in moderation, are just as good.
the mob on this discovery was redoubled; a feeling should be effected in less than two I will admit that wisdom can be exereised by
Jew hunt followed, and the chase was well re- decades, is very remarkable, and must be abstaining from their use. First, it may D'lt
warded. .And this happened in England not traced to a more important cause than the be wise to spend that much money, little though
several hundred years back! The martyrdom marked ability of the Master of the Rolls. it may be, for them, when barley may do as
of the brave Jews is all but forgotten and un- Public opinion has undergone a stupendous well. Second, there is a sacrifice attending
thought of even by modern Jews themselves, change, and the intolerant minds-and there the abstinence; and we all know that when we
for the mind and the heart of the Christian are many-are led by the thoughtful and make sacrifice. and call on the Lord for help,
are changed. But not fifty thousand years liberal, who do not see in the Jew any char- it is well with u~.
will wipe out from the national escutcheon the acteristics dangerous to the general weal. Tol
.Again, some Saints "keep" t.he word of wisfoul blot upon its brilliancy incurred by the erance has gained the day. The Jews are dom by leaving off tea and coffee and silbstimassacre of the Jews. Strange that men fired talented and useful members of society, and tuting scaldin~ hot water with milk, because
by religious zeal, in what they termed their their hearts beat in accord with the hearts of they feel that they must have something hot.
love for God, should spill the blood of His the rest of' the population; they worship at
It will be noticed that all articles of food or
creatures-His chosen people. Still, in the the shrines of art, literature and science, as drink. which are not good for the body or
year 1876, there is a feeling, unexpressed as devomly as their fellow.citizens. Jews and belly. are mentioned in open terms, and do riot.
it generally is among Christians, that a .Tcw Gentiles are identical in every respect in thf' require any private interpretation of their
is infinitely inferior to the rest of mankind. social and political worlds-they differ but in meaning. .And where dops it say anything
This prejudice will never be wholly effaced, the mode of worshiping the Creator. In this about tea and eoffee? But. because they hapthough its operation may not manifest itself. respect they will always differ-and in this pen to be the t-teneral drilnks taken hot. it is
Can it be denied that a misfortune to an matter a Jew will always be "only a Jew l"-- at once supposed that bot drinks must necessarily mean them. .According to my view, t.he
Israelite is made little of; that his aspirations, Jewish Review.
his aJtlbitions, his woes, peculiarities, his ens-·--·-·-·---word "hot" is more to be observed than the
toms, his sensitiveness, are not respected? It :MORE THOUGHTS ON THE WORD OF word "drinks."
must be conceded that despite his improved
WISDOM.
Another inconsistency is this: I have known
brothers who drink neither tea nor coffee beposition, he is a member of a despised race;
he may be rich, talented, influential-gifted
Having noticed in the Herald many articles cause the "word of wisdom tells them not to;"
with all the graces and virtues of mortals, but on the "Word of Wisdom," and especially the and yet they use from ten cents to one dollar's
-he is only a Jew.
one in the issue of January 1st, together with worth or more of tobacco and cigars every
On Sep>tember third, one thousand one hun- the oft-repeated expressions of many 1ints, week. They do not, and will not realize tbat
dred and eighty.nine, was enacted the tragedy both in the West and in the Elst, I have con· this is positively spoken against (see quotation
in the first part of this. article). and it would
we have endeavored to describe. The waves
of time have rolled away much of the fanatic- eluded to giv>e my views concerning the same require "too much of a sacrifiee" to abstain
ism prevalent in this country. On September It seems to be the general idea that tea and from the use of it.
the third, one thousand eight hundred and coffee are discountenanced in the revelation,
.As I said in the beginning, it is because I
seventy-three, a Jew was raised to the dignity or word of wisdom. Now, right here let me have heard and read so much about the ••Word
of the Master of the Roll-a judge of the say, that I do not wish to be understood as de- of Wisdom," wherever I have been, that has
English Bench. The Jew in whom the govdrawn out my views Olil this matter. It is alernmen t of England thus r eposed its cobfi- fending tea and coffee as a beverage, only so most ridiculous how the word of wisdom is obdence is Sir G<wrge Jesse!, and since his faJ;. as the principle is concerned. Let u~, in served by some. In their anxiety, or zeal to
occupancy of that proud position, no shafts of the first place, see what the revelation says on "keep the word of wisdom," they display much
less wisdom and a great deal more ignorance
ridicule or spite have been hurled against this subject:
"And again, tobacco is not for the body, neither than they are aware of. .As far as they are
him, though he too is "only a Jew." Naturally the Hebrews of this country are proud for the belly, and is not good for man, but is an willing to sacrifice their feelings and appetites,
of this distinguished jurist, for in his person herb for bruises and all sick cattle, to be used they deserve to be blessed. But to expect a
they recognize the establishment of a powerful with judgment. and skill. And again, noT DRINKs blessing by substituting one thing for another
and salutary principle that a Jew is a man and are not for the body or belly."- Word of Wizdom. which has in one way or another an equally
This certainly says nothing about tea. or bad effect, or to abstain from drinking tea and
a brother.
.And let us say a few words anent the term coffee. But, asks one, what, then, does it cr1ffeee because it does not require much of a
"Jew" and its application. Despite the spread mean? I will endeavor to explain, in a round- sacrifice, but continue the habit of using toof intolerance, it is not unusual to observe in about way, according to my understanding. baco because it requires a great sacrifice is all
a newspaper the defendant iu a legal matter Some persons drink their tea, or coffee, so hot nonsense. I do not wish to discourage any one
cited as "a Jew." The religion of other that it will scald their throat and perhaps the from accomplishing a good intention and am
malefactors i~ ;never ID!;JAtioned-why do they entire passa¥e to the .st9ma~b; and often do willing to be corrected1 if any of my views ar6l·
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in opposition to the teachings of the Church;
but I desire the Saints to be a little more consistent in their ideas of how said "word of
wisdom'' should be observed. And above all
others of the gifts and blessings which God
has in store for his children, let us pray for
wisdom, that we may understand what is for
our good, in this as well as in every other matter. I hope that none will feel offended if
this article, or any part of it 1 flhould "come
home," for I have waitten it with a desire to
do ~orne good, if possible. That we may all
have sufficient wisdom and knowledge from
above to perform all things pleasing in the
the sight of God, is the prayer of
EDGAR

W.

KNIGHTS.

STRONG DRINK.
1'here is no more emphatic teaching in the
Scriptures than that which enjoins abstinence
from intoxicating drinks. In Proverbs 23 :
31 we are commanded not even to look upon
wine, lest we should be tempted to transgress
by its use. To intelligent persons it would
seem that no Bible injunction would be necessary to restrain them from the use of these
drinks, because all history and all experience
and observation show that the mischief and
misery coming from them are very great, at
the same time that no possible good can come
from them except the momentary gratification
of the appetite.
But it may be objected that the passages of
the Bible are not few, where wine is spoken
of as a good, and we are led to inquire how
these can be reconciled with those where it is
denounced as an evil? The apparent contradiction is so great and emphatic, that without
some satisfactory explanation of it, we could
not understand how both sorts of teaching can
come from the same inspired source. The
solution of this difficulty is, that in Bible
times, as in our day, there was an unfermented, intoxicat-ing wine, the use of which was
unattended with any injurious consequences.
This fact is well established as historically
true, and it relieves us entirely from the painful impression that the Bible is contradictory
in its several. parts in its teaching, as to a
matter of vast importance, since it does declare that no drunkard shall see God, while
we know that all persons who drink intoxicating liquors are liable to become such. The
love of strong drinks is an acquired taste;
but when this appetite is once formed, the
miserable subject of it becomes its slave.
It is often said by inconsiderate persons that
strong drinks will not hurt any one who abstains from them; but it is inevitable that,
while the habit of using these liquors prevails,
great injury and much misery must and will
result to many persons who entirely abstain
from them. There are many instances on
record of dreadful shipwrecks attended with
the loss of many lives, resulting entirely from
the intoxication of persons who were in charge
of the ships. There have also been many railway disasters that were caused by engine
drivers, or conductors, who were in a state of

partial or entire intoxi11ation. Thert have

But, the abstainers reply, that this is not a
been many instances of the burning of ships
at sea, with the loss of many lives, caused by question of opinion, but of fact-whether
fire originating in the spirit-room when some theirs is the better way of life: There can be
of the crew were there with a light, drawing no proposition easier of proof than this, and
they ask, If it was ever known that any one
rum for tht~ "grogtime," or stealing it.
And so it is a matter of almost every-day came to any harm because he was a teetotaler
observation that the wives and children of -any harm to body, mind, or estate? Since
drunkards suffer from violence, hunger, cold. the world was, never was there an instance of
and nakedness in consequence of the drinking that. And they ask further, If it can be
habits of husbands and fathers. It has often measured-the infinite mischief that has come
been said, that the use of strong drinks oc- to millions and millions of people, of the pa;;t
casions more misery and suffering to the people and present generations, because they were
of civilized countries than all other causes of not tetotallers, only :f<Jr that reason; harm to
mischief combined. It is the greatest obstacle body. mind, and estate; utter ruin to body,
in the way of the progress of the gospel mind, and estate; absolute ruin for time and
through the world, and the greatest source of eternity--for no other reason than that tbey
poverty, pauperism, degradation, insanity, and were not teetotalers. They insist, then, that
crime. Now there is a certain and speedy it is not a mere question of opinion, but a
remedy for all this evil-that is, total absti- matter of fact, that total abstinence from the
nence from the use of. intoxicating drinks. use of strong drink is the wiser, better, truer
If all persons would practice this, there would way of life.
••Go ye into all the world and preach the
be an instant cure of this dreadful evil. It is
important that all persons should consider gospel to every creature.'' In common conwhether or not it is a duty to God and to the versation, a missionary is spoken of as a person
world to practice this abstinence, as an indi- set apart specially to teach gospel truth in
vidual contribution to the great purpose of thinly settltd districts, or neglected parts of
banishiiJg intemperance; and, thus in an im- our own country, or in heathen lands. He is
portant sense, to prepare the way for the com- one of those supposed to be particularly ening of Christ's kingdom upon earth and the gaged in carrying the knowledge of' Christ's
mission throughout the world, and in preachdoing of God's will.
God's kingdom can never come, and his ing the gospel to "every creature." But we
will can never be done on earth as in heaven, are all missonaries in an important sense; we
while drunkenness continues; that must go are always preaching a true gospel or a false
first, and this can never be until men cease to gnspel by our example and by our daily life
use intoxicating drinks. And so we are justi- wherever we are. By every word ~nd every
fied in considering the use of these drinks as act we are silently influencing more or less,
a disregard of a duty to God and the world. for good or for evil, all those with whom we
Some years ago a famous English missionary associate. And so we are bound by our duty
returned to his own country from India after to God and to our fellow men to so live, that
a residence there of many years. A great if all the world should follow our example, no
meeting was held for him in Exeter Hall in harm could come from it.
And in the light of this obligation, the
London, where he related his experience of
missionary life and missionary work. The truly Christian man must feel himself bound
Christian world was startled by a declaration conscientiously to abstain from strong drink,
which he made at that meeting-that for every which is the cause of such mischief fnr time
convert to Christianity made by all the mis- and eternity to so many millions of those for
sionaries in that count,ry, at least a thousand whom Christ died. To the truly Christian
drunkards were made by the example 0f the man, it ought to be-it will be easy to obey
drinking Englishmen dwelling there. This the Scriptural injunction to avoid strong dril)k
missionary was the Archdeacon Jeffries, who as an enemy of human happiness-not even to
spent his life in missionary labors-the most "look" upon it, in the way of indulging in it
HoN. NEAL Dow.
difficult of which was the labor to counteract or of tolerating it.
the pernicious influence of the drinking habits
of his countrymen. Thoughtless people, bad
IRON OF ANTIQUITY.
people, are mi~sionaries wherever they live,
leading others to evil and teaching evil by a
The oldest pieces of iron (wrought iron)
bad example.
now known are probably the sickle blade found
I know that there are many men who are by Belzoni under the base of a sphinx at
considered to be Christian men, some of whom Karnac, near Thebes; the blade found by CoL
are leaders and doctors in the church, who by Vyse embedded in the masonry of th'e great
precept and example teach that the use of pyramid; the portion of a cross-cut saw exstrong drinks is lawful and that no Chrisctian humed at Nimrod by :M:r. Layard, all of which
duty requires abstinence from them. It is are now in the British Museum. A wrought
not a little singular that there can be so great bar of Damascus steel was presented by King
a difference among intelligent Christian people Porus to Alexander the Great, and the razor
upon a matter of such grave importance. Here steel of China for many centuries has surpassare Bishop Blank and Bishop Black and the ed all European steel in temper and durability
Rev. Dr. White and Dr. Gray, who insist that of edge. The Hindoos appear to have made
the moderate use of strong drinks is proper wrought iron directly from the ore, without
and wi~e, and that abstinenc? fro_m. them is passing it through the furnace, fwm time imot~erw1s~. They sa~ that their opmrons r:pon memorial, and elaborately wrought masses of
th1s subJeCL are entitled to as much we1ght iron are still found in India which date from
and respectful consideration as are those of the early centuries of the Christian era.
the total abstainers, who insist that every man
,
is so far :wrong as he ~eparts from thdr stand-I Every man has just a~ muoh vanity eco he wants
ard of falth and practice,.
unde:rstandl.ng.

1
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tized, makes a discrimination in the "dividing reason of the same atonement, and received the
unto them" the things of the Spirit.
same token of acceptance, forgiveness ofsins, and
Again; of precisely the same import is the the testimony of the Spirit.
JOSEPH SMITH, HENRY A. STEBBINS,
teaching of the parable respecting the giving of
To illustrate; there is offered for sale a wonEDITORS.
talents to servants; to one was given ten; to anoth- derful curative agent, called the elixir of life; the
er, :five; to another, one. 'l'he responsibility of price to be paid is one penny per person, and
Plano, [Hi no is. April I, 1~ 7 7,
each was the same; the liability to be called to each comer is to roceive the fuil of the ves.
EYE TO EYE.
an account was just alike, but the amount entrust- sel which he may bring in which to carry away
WE received quite lately a letter, in which the eel to them respectively was widely different; and his penny's worth. A, B, 0, D, and the rest come
how will this difference of trust be accounted for? trooping in bearing the vessels in their hands in
question is asked :
"When will the Saints he of the same mind and It is not compatible with the argumPnt to say which they had decided to carry their respective
heart; speak the same thing; be of the same that the Lord was unjust, or to deny that there portions. Before receiving their pennies, and
judgment?"
was a :fitness between the amounts entrusted and filling their vessels, the salesman announces the
The brother who asks this, is a good, kindly the condition and ability of the servants that were 1 terms of sale, which are the same in their applifeeling man, whose heart is pained by the idea trusted, for the Lord surely lwew why he gave cation to and operation upon all purchasers, withof con:filict and diversity of opinion and testimony, his commissions as he did-Was there a oneness out regard to amount paid or quantity taken
and bitterness of feeling among brethren. He between them, such as is the one we have under away. The vessel which each has brought is
evidently asks the question with the view to sug- consideration?
presented as one by one each has opportunity;
gest the unseemliness of much that appears to be
No. Hence it permits the further inquiry, was but, as was inevitable from the fact of there hav.
antagonistic, as seen among the leading men, (so there an equality among them? If not, were they ing been no previous consideration and agree.
called), of the Church.
of one mind? Two put their trust out to usury, ment, no two persons presented vessels exactly
We may not answer satisfactorily; and may the other did not. No question arises about the similar in shape, size, or capacity, for they were
possibly only add to the perplexity of this broth- inequality of the sums entrusted; nor any about of all classes and kinds from the half ounce vial
er and others of the Saints, who, like him, are the equality 0f the responsibility impo§ed-where to the large pail or cask, according to the caprice,
looking for complete oneness in sentiment, word then is the unity-=the oneness?
judgment, or condition of the bearers. No re.
and method among all defenders of the faith.
There were twelve chosen out of the number of mark is made of the varying sizes of the vessels,
1Ve feel assured that the generally expressed
though each is filled in turn, and the bearers dethought respecting all being of "one heart and the disciples that gathered around Jesus, both in part to partake at leisure and live.
the
old
world
and
the
new;
from
among
the
Jews,
one mind" is not the correat one; at least, that it
Is there a oneness of reception? Was there a
should be considerably modified, before there and the descendants of Lehi, respectively; upon
should be any very eerious lamentation as for a these twelve was laid a burden of spiritual labor, unity of thought and sentiment in the bearers;
which was to re-energize the world, with respon. either before,or after their payment of their pen.
general apostasy.
To make the matter plain, if we can, to be of one sibility exactly commensurate with the object nies and the filling of their vessels? And will
heart would seem to imply that the feelings 0f sought to be accomplished by their calling. This there continue to be a unity of thought and ex.
each and every one would be the same respecting responsibility is expressed by Paul for all of them pression about the elixir of life, which they have
the events of life, its circumstances and its issues. who were his cotemporaries, as well as for those received?
This will depend upon the manner of using it,
In order that they should feel alike they must who preceded him, in the words, "Woe is me if I
preach
not
this
gospel!"
After
the
calling
of
the
is
the almost universal declaration of all who
have been born alike, raised alike, under like
conditions, and be surrounded by like circum- twelve, other seventy were called-but it is not may reacl. But is the answer a correct onestances. This can by no possibility occur, for needful to cite any others, for the case of these, think it over and then reply.
Why, there can be no need for question. The
they are to come from the north, where it is cold; with their counterpoising brethren of the later
from the south, where it is warm; from the west, dispensation, will be sufficient to elucidate the person who received may by careful use and
where the winter is a rainy season, and the sum- thought we desire to present. What was the one. keeping make the half ounce vial last longer than
mer dry and barren; and from the east where the ness, the "one heart and one mind," existing be. the wasteful user of the gallon measure, or the
summer is the season of rain, and the winter is a tween these eighty.two men, (more or less in each :filled cask.
This is true, and may aiel us in conneetion with
season of frost and snow, and these, all of them, case), and the host of laborers and Saints to whom
of every type of manhood, are to sit down in the they ministered, as "unto the flock of God" over the fact of there being a common hope, and alKingdom of God with Abraham, Isaac, and Ja. "which the Holy Ghost had made them over. most universally common faith, held by all Saints,
to come to a more general similarity of mind and
cob. All differ in methods of speech, look differ- seers?"
There was certainly no error in their calling, heart. The responsibility is the same, the spirit
ent, and act diversely one from another, owing to
birth, education, and condition of life, how then no mistake in their choosing. Their fitness for of which we have received is the same; the labor
shall their hearts be alike-or one in the sense of the work is unquestioned; the responsibility of is not the same, the sphere in which we labor is
eaeh one is acknowledged to be equal with any not the same; the characters of all are not the
sameness.
Again; to be of one mind is, according to the other, the call equally definite; yet the characters marne; nor can we all see through the same specspeaking alike,
usual interpretation, as urged by many who feel of those ealled were widely different, their methods tacles; hence, to talk about
that we are wandering out of the way, to see, of thought and manner of expression by no means thinking alike, or acting alike, as determining
know, comprehend, understand, think and speak the same-indeed, so marked are these dif, that we are of one heart and one mind, is apparof all and every object, subject, principle, doctrine, ferences that it is quite obvious that the l\Iaster cntly impracticable.
lB our dream of a city like Enoch 1s to he a vain
sentiment, theory and thought connected with the was cognizant of them, and that he selected the
Godhead, the origin of man, the life and ministry men because of them. 'l'he ma~ses to whom their one?
If our dream is a vague indefinite one, yes. If
and suffering of Christ in reference to the redemp- mission took them were to be of all nationalitie 8 ,
tion of man, and all other topics of which Saints types, and characters of men; and, as 1ike at- our dream is in accord with facts, no.
Let us see, the city of Enoch was of one mind,
may think, or speak, in the same way; or in other tracts its kind, so were these men variously com.
words to be like in thought, sentiment, belief and mended to those for whom they labored. The one heart. Was it a city? Yes. Well, all were
expression one of or with another. This is not natural result of their labors would be the bring-~ not mayors, nor watchmen, nor storekeepers, nor
possible; nor does it seem at all probable that ing into the church of all classes, who were to be carpenters, nor any other kind of artificers; the
such a condition of things was contemplated by assimilated into oneness of mind and heart, if unity ofmind, (thought), and heart, (purpose), must
him from whom the commandment "be yc one" they ever attained unto that condition. There is have been of some other character than that
emanated. ":B'or to one is (to be) given faith," no reason to believe that they all so far- assimila- shadowed forth by occupation,
to another the word of knowledge, to another ted a~ to think in the same groove~ of thought,
Of the disciples it is said "they were all at one
prophecy; but it is the "same spirit," and is giv- speak in the same channels of expression, or act place of one accord." The Savior says, "that
en "to every one, severally" as he (Christ) or the in the same sterotyped mannei'; but, though we they may be one with me as I am one with them."
Spirit will. So far are they from being alilw, may not believe this, we are warranted in believ- Paul exhorts the brethren to be of tlle "same
that even the spirit into which they !!Xe all bap· ing that they h~ld tlH! fi!l1l'll~ lilOIDIDOl:l. hope. by mmd/ 1 "ipeil.k ili~ llll.ill6 thinilJ."
-%>
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All this implies that there is a principle of accord working in the minds of those thus exhorted, commanded, or acting ;-and we can safely
write that until the Saints, elders and all, shall of
themselves endeavor to bring themselves into the
sweet accord of christianity, though moving in
different ways, thinking in different channels,
and expressing themselves in different la.nguage,
carrying different burdens in differing spheres,
with different callings, they will not be in a conclition to say, "we are of one heart, one mind."
We have worshipped with the Saints in Maine,
Massachusetts, Penn 8ylvania, Ohio, Michigan,
Wisconsin, Illinois, Missouri, Iowa, Utah, Nevada and California, and can testify, that in the
hope of eternal life, a resurrection in honor, a

rest with Christ, a communion with the just and
pure here and hereafter, the salvation offered by
and through Christ as the Redeemer, they are of
one heart and one mind.
At some future time we shall write of this again.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Question.-Is the president of a branch a transgressor because he invited a visiting brother to
preach, he being a lay member, but a good
preacher?
Answm·.-There might be a question about the
propriety of so doing, but we do not see anything
criminal in it, or that a transgression can be alleged; yet few would like to give such an in vita.
tion to unordained men. The statement that he,
being a lay member, is a "good preacher," conveys the idea that he has been heard in that re"
spect, and, if he is so esteemed generally, why is
he not legally at work in that direction, without
necessity of any question arising?
Q-Upon what authority does the practice of
baptizing for health rest?
A.-Precedent only.
Q.-Is it a duty, or privilege, of the Saints, to
practice this ordinance, at the present time, and
if so, what formula of words should be used in its
administration?
A.-We know of no law authorizing or permitting it, except the precedent referred to. No formula of words is required.
BY late advices from Salt Lake City, we learn
that on JHonday, March 5th, the brethren, having
secured an excellent lot, well situated for their
chapel, broke ground for their foundation. This
is a strong reminder that those who can, and who
are disposed to do so, should now help the work
by their contributions.
We have stated elsewhere that we were favorable to the erection of the Utah Uhapel, as it is
called, and we have not yet changed our mind on
the subject. Send to John Cunnington, or to
Thomas N. Hudsm;~, Salt Lake City, Utah, the
sum you propose to give for the purpose of building a chapel in Utah, stating the purpose. Send
by money order, or registered letter.
ABEDNEGO JOHNS, of Genoa, Carson Valley,
Nevada, writes under date of March 6th, that he
had preached in Genoa, to a good house full;
the local paper states as follows: "Elder A. B.
Johns delivered a very interesting sermon at the
Court House last S~mday evening. Subje®t, 'The
Coming of Christ.'" Elder Livingstone of the
Walla Walla chu.reh had been preaching there at
Genoa, al!lo,
BRO.

WE thank Bro. Thomas Hudson, of Salt Lake I was acquainted with your mother, your grandCity, for late copies of Salt Lake papers. From mother (whom I often visited) and your aunt
the Tribww of March 3rd we clip the following 8ophronia. Looking back through the long vista
and viewing as it were in panoramic succession,
extracts from speeches made upon the occasion the turbulent scenes through which it has been
of memorial services in memory of Elder Amasa my lot to pass, not unmixed howev.er with maniJH. I,yman, held in the Liberal Institute, Salt testati~ns ?f the goodness and mercy of ~od. to
Lake Citv Februarv 25th 1877
me ana mme, ~long the P.ath wa;v of our Pilgi:Im•'
,} .
' . ·
.
age, I am reml!lded forcibly of the declaration,
, ,
:Mr. E. L. T. Harnson said, refernng to the I that, "All things shall work together for good, to
church which Amasa r~yman had joined in its those who love the Lord and are called according
early history:
to his pnrposc."
Its ancient spirituality had entirely disappear=,.,..--==,.,..,,.~.,.,..,
ed, and it was now worldly and sensuous. Its su- TnE following spoken in Boston by D. L. Moody
called "spiritual gifts" have disappeared, and the the revivalist, means more than, perhaps, he inspirit of its rule and govPrnment was entirely tended it should:
subverted and changed. Originally the church
"NrcoDE}fUS, D. D., L. L. D.-Now Nicodemus
was a system of graded powers, and of balancing was
one of the most moral men that ever lived;
and counterposing parts. In the original Charter
of the Church, the 'Twelve' was declared to be a he was as moral a man as ever lived in the City
quorum 'equal in power and authority to the of Boston, a member of the Sanhedrim, the highquorum of the First Presidency,' while the seven- est ecclesiastical court upon the earth at that
and if he was living in our time he would
ties, in their turn, were similarly declared to be time;
be called Dr. Nicodemus, D. D., or L. L. D., he
equal to the quorum of the Twelve; and this to would undoubtedly be a President of some theo.
prevent the exercise of undue authority on the
part of the head of tho system. Tho Twelve, and logical seminary or a Professor in some college,
the lower quorums under them, had, therefore, and yet this man was told by the Savior that he
be born again. He put it right to him, 'Exthe power to negative any proposition of the Fhst mustyou
be born again yon cannot see the KingPresidency, which they did not consiclel' right. cept
But Brigham Young had encroached upon this kom of God.'"
(~ncry: Are we to understand that the Nicodeguaranteed right of criticism and question, until
he had made them understand that their rights mus type of men are acknowledged as having the
as quorums were limited to the approYing of his lead in the theology of to-day, that the Nicodemeasures, consequently all the independence, dignity and authority of these quorums had vanish- mus class of men are just the men who to-day
teach and instruct the world in dogmas and isms
ed.''
that are synonymous with those taught by Nico
Jlvir. Wm. God he said:
"From his boyhood Amasa liT. Lyman was a dcmus and his fellows? It looks that way, but
leading apostle of Mormonism, not of the despot- that is a hard rub on modern christianity, Mr.
ic system that to-day holds the people of Utah in Moody.
its iron grasp, but an apostle of the religion of
its youthful foundm-, full of life and fi'(•shness and BRO. FORSCT:'l'T, was to leave Hannibal, Missouri,
fraught with blessedness to all mankind, for
whatever of superstition it contairwd, however March 15th or 16th, for Farmington, Iowa, to atignorant Joseph and his elders may have lwen, tend funeral service of sister John II. Lake, who
it. cannot be denied that in its inception at least, died February 27th, and was thence to go to BurMormon ism was spiritual, progrl'ssive anrl brellth.
ed a spirit of fraternity that touched the heart lington, Iowa, to remain till Conference.
and fed the soul of thousands.
Hundreds
We are authorized to say the term "represenfaof the elders drank in the teachings of the elo tive men of the Church," is intended to mean,
9.uent !'lpostle who in .turn maoe thousands rejoice the o·rneral officers of the Church; those appointm lhelr messa"'o or liberty and love."
1
"'
.
•
•
"I E . B -:" .
.
ed as delegatEs from c1tstncls or branches, mre"" r. ']I . h.e 1Sl"' sard:
.
.
·
.
.
''Th t f , ,
!Jf h
~ h
swnanes by General Conference, presidents of
· a or .nmse
e was not as11amec,1 ot av- rl'ot .· t' ";,
m ,. f h Cl· . 1 h
ing been a Mormon. He had separated himself - tc It~": uLCt ot1wr cdtce.s o t e llllC 1. w ose
from the J'lformon church because he found that duty It Is by law to attend general .sessrons of
under the impress of Brigham Young all that. was conference,
grand and life.JSiving _in the system had ~een
Bro. H. R. Mills writes from Pittsfield that the
crushed out of It, and It had been degraded mto
an unmitigated priestly despotism."
Baptist society there kindly offered the use of
-·~~-·----~--·----their house during Bro. Forscutt's recent labm s
THE following "'e clip from the Ohserver, pub- there. Good was done by his week's services, eslished at Cameron, Missouri, of March 2d, 1877: pecia!ly in removing prejudice from the minds
"An interesting series of sermons are being de- of the people, as they themselves confess. May
livered here bv Rev. Mr. Forscutt of the Latter the honest in heart be moved upon to join with
Day Saints. :fi;Ir. Forscutt is one of the most you Bro. Mills in the good work, as you desire.
brilliant speakers that. has eYer addre8sed the
B
ro. and Sr. :i\1. V. B. Smith, of Kappa, Wood.
people of this place. He is also a fine singer and
organist, and accompanies the singing at biB own ford county, Ill., write that Bro. Mather had been
services with tho organ. There are a goodly preaching there in the chapel belonging to the
number of Latter Day Sain1s in this vicinty, and Chrbtians, and with such good effect that it
their excellent music and good sermons draw
large audiences to their services.
caused investigation of the doctrine, and a desire
~=,,=-=-~==c-·.cc·
for his return. They think that a proper effo1 t
WE lately received a letter from a brother, Ed. would save souls in tho Kingdom of God.
ward L. Page, of Hannibal, :Missouri, from which
Bro. J. J'ti. Terry writes from Millersburg, IlL,
we extract the following:
of the baptism of one there, and of the prospect
"On the tenth day Jr April 1844, (nearly thirty- of more the same week. He says the work moves
three years ago), your father, of blessed memor·y, on.
baptized me at Nauvoo into the Kingdom of God.
Bro. A. 0. Everett writes that the Saints had a
Last evening I entered upon the "new life," ac- good conference at Springerton, IlL, :March 3rd
companied by my family, under the administration of brother .M:ark H. Forscutt. Your uncle and 4th.
Hyrum ordained me an elder, and gave me his
Bro. E. H. Webb writes from Sacramento, Cal.,
patl'ia;chal.blessing. I oft:n h:Jd familiar con- that Bro. Cornelius Bagnall fell asleep in death
ve!·satiOn with your fathe.r In Ins office over tho at 10 A.M. :March 10th. Brother Marcus Lowell
bnck store, for I loved llllll; and may I not also
. '
.
love the son, who is completing the work which preached the funeral d1scoune to a large gatherhe eorn.menced and gave his life to perpetua.te?.} in,g of Saint.s aBel frie~Clis.

***
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l''HE SAINTS' HE.R.ALD.
We are in receipt of letters from Bro. Chauncy
Loomis, Madison county, Nebraska, and sisters
}Iary Davis of Gorsr.utt Hall Farm, Staffordshire,
England, Janet Pearson of Bayham, Ontario, all
breathing a good spirit of peace.
Brn. Frank ~russel, Thomas Hougas and others
write of having had an excellent time at the conference held in Braidwood, Ill., February 24th.
The manifestations of the Holy Spirit were instructive and comforting to a good degree, causing much joy to the Saints.
Sister Mahitable Duty writes from Peaksville,
1\'Io., that although she does not have her home
among the Saints yet that she continues firm in
the faith of the gospel, and that though men may
differ in opinion yet the sure word of prophecy
remains.
Bro. T. F. Stafford of Lewiston, IlL, writes that
he has a standing appointment to preach at Bry.
ant once in two weeks, and that the interest in
the word of life increases, and the attendance is
large.
We thank Bro. Wm. Hart and Bro. Wm. Anderson, of San Francisco, Cal., for late copies of
the Call, Chronicle, and Post. The one sent by
Bro. Hart contains a three and a half column notice of John D. Lee.
Bro. H. T. Curtis writes from l\fontserrat, Johnson county, Mo., that only his own and another
family live there, yet they rejoice in the hope and
comfort of the gospel of the Son of God, and are
thankful that he led them to see its truth. The
two families hold prayer meetings in which the
Holy Spirit blesses them. They wish for a
preacher of the faith to come there, and so do
some of the people.
Sister E. Rohrer of Woodbine, Iowa, says that
she has been much edified by reading what is
known as Mother Smith's History of the trials of
the Church and the sufferings of the family.
Bro. John Burlington sends a St. Joseph Cl!ronicle with the following good notice of the Saints
near Stewartsville, Mo.: "About five miles north
of Stewartsville is a large and prospe1·ous settlement of Latter Day Saints. The community includes about sixty families. C. W. Skelton, the
real estate agent here, has recently sold several
tracts of land to settlers who are joining the community every day. These pay cash for their
lands, and are generally regarded as an excellent
class of citizens."
We thank Sister A. A. Bristol, of Vineland, N.
J., for a Vineland Independent,· also for a copy
of the Connecticut Evangelical Magazine, datedJ annary, 1804, something of a curiosity for its an.
tique appearance. Bro. A. B. F. of Dartmouth,
1\fass., sends a New York T1'ibune. Thank you.
Also Bro. C. 11-I. Fulks of Kansas for copies of
Cherokee Index, Ame1·ican Young Folks, Camp's
Emigrant's Guide, and some scraps.
Bro. F. C. Warnky writes from Colorado that
he has rented a hall in Canon City and preaches
every Sabbath evening. Some of the ministers
are against him, while others talk with him like
christians, he says, upon the gospel faith. He
also preaches at Coal Creek and soon goes to
Hutchinson again. He still :finds some of the
old time Saints here, and there are among the
mountains, those whom iniquity caused to grow
cold, yet they read and like to hear the old sound
once more.
A Mr. Hopkins reported to Bro. D. S. Mill&
lately, that the late visit of the senior editor to

lfttt..h h.&i dolil.t tll.t ~tPilll'il mne!l. iood ll!irYiq(;l,

Brother and sister Decker write from Oregon, i
NEWS SUMlUARY.
l'IIo., that they rejoice in the work, and that the'
[Prepared expresslj" for the Herald.]
conference held there February 24th and 23th
There has been very much in the papfl'S lately
was blessed of the Holy Spirit.
about the frauds practiced by the life imurance
Sister Eunice See of Adams Center, Wis., writes associations and their agents. Managers and opthat for thirty-two years she has been in the faith erators of the business are charged with perjury,
of the Saints, and bears her testimony to its truth forgery, and au appropriation of funds that literally amounts to stealing Also it was the custom,
above all other ways. In the old days they passed as charged, to make false assessmen!s and returns,
through much persecution because of the word, and to take false oaths as to the capital of the
but while at prayer a voice said to her that they company and other matters whereby frauds were
should come off conquerors through Him who instituted and continued. It is said that the general course of some companies has been only a
loved them, and from that time she never doubted system
of repeated swindling of the policy holders,
the work. Although enduring much trial and such as making assessments to pay death claims
Slleing much trouble, yet God has been their when the· men were still alive and well, and of
settling claims at a small fraction of their value
helper.
Bro. G. 0. Kennedy writ€s that the Saints in and making the remaining policy holders pay the
Colorado are striving to serve the Lord, and they whole amount of the claim; in one case compromi&ing for $250. and collecting $6.127, in another
feel thankful that they are going forward in the setlling for $500 and collecting $5000; also by
divine life, and not backward.
forging proofs and certificates of death defrauding
Bro. J. H. Lawn of San Benito Branch, Cal., policy holders out of $75,000 to $100.000, witwrites that Bro. J. 11-I. Parks has recently been nesses claim. Numbers of companies have collapsed, which, although a loss to thousa<>ds of polthere and preached eight good sermons to atten- icy holders, yet some prominent journals say it is
tive hearers. One lady offered herself for bap- a good thing after all, the business having been so
tism, but her husband said that he had rather overdone, and so much evil having been shown to
follow her to her grave, and refuesed to permit exist in the matter.
The Pope delivered his allocution at the Vatican
her to join the Saints. Bro. Lawn writes that
Palace in Rome, March 12th. He reviewed the
Bro. Park's efforts allayed prejudice in the com- events since 1870, and declared that the Italian
munity. Since the above, Bro. Parks writes from ecclesiastical laws deprived him of the means of
Santa Rosa of the above visit., of the good feeling administering the Church, and left him only the
among th!l Saints there, and of the interest among liberty granted by ordinary laws. He lamented
his inability to prevent immorality and irreligion
the people, some of whom are investigating. He in society. He pronounced conciliation with the
says that there are many calls in that vicinity for civil government impossible, and appealed to the
bishops _from other countries to obtain help of
an elder to labor.
Bro. Torville Oleson writes from Evanston, those faithful to his cause to induce their governments to take into confflideration the situation of
Wyoming, that they rrjoicc in the gospel of the Holy See.
Christ.
A London dispatch says that the Colorado poBro. E, C. Brown of Fonda, Pocahontas cotmty, tato bug has been discovered alive on some. goods
Iowa, sends for the HERALD and says that he is ~trriving in foreign ports-a fact not pleasing to
Europeans, but their pestilences com~e to us, and
tired of being in the wilderness, and is trying to our scourges go to them, keeping up the equilibwork his way out. He was baptized. by his rium all around, and cel'tainly all seem to have
brother H. P. Brown, now of California, in 1847, plenty on their hands of one distress or another.
It is said that the farmers in some counties of
but has had a coat of rust on since 1851, but is
Minnesota are feeling downcast and gloomy on
now determined. to get it off. He mentions a account
of the grasshopper prospect.. The State
visit from brethren Pett and Hawley at that has passed a law to pay $100 000 bounty, at so
place, as also does Bro. Harris Cook and wife. much per bushel for hoppers, and at so much per
They were all glad to hear the gospel proclaimed quart for eggs.
There is a rumor that Brigham Young, Jun., is
again.
to establish a colony of 500 Mormons in the MexiBrother and sister Wilsey, of Ell-aston, Han- can State of Sonora, for a permanent settlement.
cock county, Illinois, send us a dream each; tbe
Geo. C Wheeler, a chemist, at Dundee, Canada,
purport of the dreams is similar, the one seem- thought that he had discovered a chemical coming to indicate that the time for active labor is pound that would restore the dead to life, and so
strongly believed it that he committed suicide unbut short, and the other that the Lord is near at der that hallucination.
hand; each dream contains its own sequel. The
A new and peculiar disease, resemb-ling the
branch at Elvaston numbers nineteen; so states cerebro-spinal menengitis with which human -beings are attacked, recently killed a good many
Sr. Wilsey.
horses for the car companies in Brooklyn, N. Y.
The brethren of Salt Lake City Branch seem The horses died in twenty-four hours from time of
much awakened to the work there. They arc attack
fully impressed that good will come out of Utah
The great fire in Yeddo, Japan, destroyed 15,000
yet for Zion.
I houses, and many people lost their lives thereby.
.
.
•
The steamers George Washington and Cromwell
T he U tah S amts are cautwned by Pres.1' oung, have been wrecked on the southern rock-bound
W. Woodruff and Erastus Snow to come to the coast of Newfoundland. No p~rsons saved, and
April Conference at St. George, prepared to look the causes of destruction can only be guessed.
A firm in Chicago put IG,OOO postal cards in the
after themselves as far as practicable as the for.
.
'
post office in one day.
age 1s scarce,
and the number of
A $~oo
· St • J oh ns, INe w
.
. people. at St.
•
v .000 fi re occure d lD
George lB not large. From what 1s stated m the1r Brunswick, March !.lth. and a dozen men were
notice of the room in which they propose to meet killed by falling walls.
it will hold not above two thousand people.
A submarine vol?ano occurred in. one of the
Advices from Bro. D. S. Mills of Newport bays of ~he Sandwwh Isla~ds, throw_mg up lava
.
.
'
' and causmg the water to bo1l. The p1eces af lava
Califorma, to February 28th, 1877, state that he were red hot and emitted steam and sulphurous
was at San Bernardino, preaching; and would gas. A shock was also felt on land preceding the
visit Los Nietos :Rl Monte and the up country outburst.
region. An inc;ease had \cen had at Gospel
Later.-There has been an ~ruption of the vo~.
.
cano of Mauna Loa, Sandwwh Islands. It 1s
Swamp; branch now nnmbenng over one hun. said to have been the grandest display of this volQr!l~,
tano O!J. reoord1 the tlllumn~ of fin reaoh in~
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and were met by Bro. G. vV. Pilgrim and lady,
and were taken to their comfortable home two
miles south-east of the city. I did not get an op.
portunity of preaching in Independence this time,
on account of which failure the Saints felt disappointed. _The Court-house could doubtless have
I been obtamed, but tJle weather was very unfavor.
ab!e m?st of. the ti_me we were there, and the
I Samts !Ive qmt_e a d1~tanee apart. I learned that
B.ro. R1ehter of Burhngtom, Iowa, had bo.ught a
mce property ?n Co~rt House Square and mtends
to carry Oil hiS h~1smess as an apothecary .and
druggist there. Sister John E. Page, now sister
Eaton, li':es close bJ: the ~emple lot, which by
the. way Is. a beautiful pi~ce of gro_und, from
which a .view can be ootamed of ~1Jes of the
surroundmg countrJ:. Independ_ence IS truly one
of the m~JSt ~eautlful places m the country.
Property Is quite eheap there-houses and lots,
the former in good order, the latter well stocked
with fruit trees, shrubbery, etc., can be got for
~Jl)YJtJrt~"O'IlUbtlJCt
less (in many cases) than half the original cost.
IJ"
The people generally seem willing to sell out.
They seem to believe almost universally that the
BELTON, Oass Co., :M:o.,
:Mormons are going to return there. Property
:M:arch 6th, 1877.
in and around Independence can be bought at
Bro. Joseph:-After laboring at Ross Grove, reasonable figures, and it never has been offered
Holt county, JYio., where several were "almost by the Lord or the Church on any other terms.
persuaded" to obey the gospel, we went to Bige. We have no advice to give to any about coming
low, and preached twice to full houses, and from to Independence. Saints who wish to find homes
there went to White Cloud, Kansas, on our way in any part of this region of cquntry should first
to Iowa Point, to which place we were cordially purchase such property as would suit them, and
invited by a gentleman named Charles Williams, when convenient move thereon, and occupy it
of the Universalist faith, who heard us in :M:is. and live in peace with their neighbors and ob.
souri; he came to While Cloud and conveyed us serve the laws of God and the country. Property
to his home, where we were made welcome dur- both in Independence, and the surrounding coun.
ing the week that we stayed in that place. We try will no doubt fall in value beyond what it
were truly most hospitably entertained by him- now is, although it has fallen to half what it was
self and kind familv, and for which entertain- a few years ago. The rule that is now given to
ment we ask the Lord's blessing upon them. govern the Church is that of gathering (not in
This class of religious people are generally quite ha@te nor by flight) into the "regions ronnel about,"
liberal and kind in their treatment of those who and as far as our observation and information
differ from them in faith. Mr. Williams procur- reaches there are plenty of cheap farms in Jackson
eel us the church-school-house building, where county and in counties round about, and the peo.
we preached some seven discourses. The large ple are not opposed to the Saints' society in any
building continued crowded till the last, with a place where I have been. In Jackson county we
very attentive and deeply interested conil'rega. found abundance of timber and excellent build.
tion. When we left, a gentleman belongmg to ing stone, and good and abundant water. As far
the Church of England bought and paid for our as the eye could reach around Independence the
tickets to Fanning. A number of the brethren country appeared to be about half timber.
from !"Vhite Cloud came do:vn nea_rly every night
I baptized three near Bro. Fred. Campbell's on
a?d !1Ided ~s very much -;rHh their prayer~ and last Sunday; several more have signified their insmgmg. S1ster Grumley IS th_e only Sawt 1n the tention to obey, when we return there from Law.
place as yet; however we tlnnk. that a goodly renee, Kansas. On Sunday evening we came to
number are not "far from t~e. lungdom." W<- Lee Summit, expecting to preach a funeral dishad the assurance of the Spint before we wet~t course on behalf of a son of sister Richmond, but
there, that "a lasting impression should be made they failed to get a place for meeting. We met
upon the people" and that good would result Bro. Charles Shrader there, and with him came
Another ocean. steamer went ashore on the east· from our labors. We did not expect to gather in yesterday to this place, where he lives. He will
ern coast, ~he mght o~ March 17th. A rope was any sheaves at that time.
give all information possible. His address is
shot over 1t and the life boats went out ~nd res
On February 23rd, we went to Fanning to at. Belton, Cass Co., JYio., which is on the Pleasant
c~ed the passeng~rs and crew, and mos> of her tend the North Kansas District Conference, where Hill, Lawrence, and Western R R. We expect
$;::00 ooq cargo will be ~ot ou~.
a pleasant and profitable time was spent; peace to leave to-morrow for North Lawrence, Kansas.
. The N1agara SuspensiOn Bndge has b_een exam and harmony prevailed, and general good feeling. The article in Herald of March 1st on "Ezekieimed and the weak places are to b; repa~red T~e Bro. John w. Brackenbury, the efficient and faith- was he a false prophet?" is first ratlll, and just to
As.htabula horror has awakeneu an mterest m ful president of the district, believing that his the point, and very timely; a little more of the
bridges.
.
temporal affairs required him to change his loea- same sort from the same source would do good .
. Very severe and stormy weather has prevailed tion, resigned th!) presidency, and Bro. S. 0.
T. w. SMITH.
smce the very first day of March, mu~h snow and Waddell was chosen in his place. The branch
continually col~, the mercury reaching 12° and at Fanning is now in quite good condition, and
14° below z.e:o m some plac.es.
.
.
a peaceful feeling prevails among the Sain~s there.
ST. TnouAs, Ontario, Feb. 22nd, 187"1 .
On Monday, 26th ult., we left Fannmg for
. Th_e conditio~ o.f affans m the famme-str!Ck,en
Bro. Joseph :-I feel to thank God that I am a
distriCts of Ind1a lB reported as unchanged. 'I he Atchison where we spent one night and met at member of the true Church. I was a member of
drouth c?ntin_ues and prospects are gloomy.
the hous~ of Bro. Thatcher and had ~ preaching other churches for sometime, but, on the 5th of
A Cahforma paper says: •·Out: of a" flock of and testimony meeting, where the Holy Spirit June, 1876, I was baptized into Christ, by Bro. J.
sheep on the Pauma ranch,_numJ:>erwg 2,o00, ~nly was enjoyed in a goodly measure, and all present J. Cornish. And I have received a great deal of
800 are lef!·· th~ others hav1?g d1ed of starvation took part and enjoyed themselves accordingly. persecution since I obeyed the form of doctrine
The Pac1fic Iwral Press g1ves account of a suffi· The Saints here have been compelled to give np delivered unto me, and more especially since Bro.
oiency of rain having fallen in parts of California their neat hall because of their inability to pay Cornish has been here preaching. :M:y brother,
to insure a crop, and farmers and sheep owners the rent during winter, some of them having no William, came from London, and preached one
are hopeful nearly evP.rywhere.
work for months. '!'here is a good band of Saints Sabbath, and then Bro. Newton, of London, came
The Methodist Recorder of Pittsl;nug, Pa , lo?ks here, ulilder ths efficient presidency of Bro. David one Sabbath, and now Bro. Cornish is here again.
pleasantly forward to the commg convenl!on Williams. Our good Bro. Jld:unns who was at the But, I am glad to say that, notwithstanding the
wherein it is proposed to unite the Church North Fanning Conference, went home that day, twelve persecution, there are many who are on truth's
and t.he Church South, and suggests a day of miles, and came to Atchison eight miles, with ·side, and while there are many enemies, yet I be.
special prayer by ••both branches" that such a de- his daughters, and returned home after meeting, lieve there are more friends to the latter day work.
sirable consummation of unity m~ty take place.
and the roads were quite muddy. It is quite a Some have threatened to give Bro. Cornish a
An ocean steamer has left New York for Japan, pleasure to preach to Saints who are interested to threshing, but he has been threatened lilw that in
loaded with 394,000 gallons of kerosene oil.
that extent. Bro. Henry Stawpert and others other places, and also once was taken into a
A great insurreoticn now threatens the govern- helped us on our way quite liberally, for which wood, where a can of tar was put before him and
ment of Japan.
may the Lord return them four.fold-a "fdend in he was told to quit preaching that doctrine or re.
The recent harvest in New South Wales, Austra-j need is a friend indeed."
ceive the tar. But out of all the Lord delivered
lia1 ~~ reJlorted ,;oqd j,l,l [}!I' d!etrieta hfjl;l'd from, We we~~ Jl.e,Xt U!lf te .~ndep6~denee1 1tfissouri1 hil,ll. I ruu ~lad tlJ>~~ ~ ll.~ <J. ljai»t, !!Jl~ 1\tf fl!rith

16,000 feet above the summit, so estimated. Five
distinct columns could be seen, and the sight fr.om
the sea was a sublime one.
Alex. Sullivan, under trial for the murder of 1\Ir.
Hanford, was acquitted on March \Jth, the verdict
being "not guilt.y."
Six persons were crushed to death by the terri
fied th.rong rushing to escape from a Catholic
church at a false alarm of fire during the services.
The jury in the Ashtabula bridge disaster oase
brought in the following verdict on the 8th: "That
the fall of the bridge was the result of defects and
errors made in designing and constructing it," and
they state the particular weaknesses whereof they
affirm it fell They held that the railroad company
were responsible for the disaster.
An ice-gorge at Omaha, Neb, has caused the
Missouri at Omaha to overflow the Iowa shore and
with so great a stream that the making of a new
channel for the river was feared.
On March 15th, in Chicago, Wm. C. Pike shot
and killed S S Jones, editor of the Spiritualist
paper, the Religio Pldlo80phical Journal, for the
seduction of Pike's wife. :Vlr. Jones has assumed
to be the leader, or one of the leaders, ofa purer,
better class of that people than are Moses Hull and
Victoria Woodhull, although the latter have for
years declared that he was no better tban they
were, and the evidence elicited at the examination
appears to prove the truth of their assertions. lr
is a repulsive side of human frailty to look upon,
but naturally results from the teachings of the so
cial doctrines that are inculcated by many of them;
the false, pernicious, aud detestable theories for
human, happiness that but make human woe and
misery. And what shall follow thereafter?
Notwithstanding the unsatisfactory results of
the recent Artie expedition under Capt. Nares, the
English explorer, a scheme for another Amer·ican
expedition is already on foot to reach the North
Pole by way of Smith's sound, notwithstanding
that Capt. Nares has pronounced it impracticable
I!! consequence of a reduction of wages by the
coal companies the miners made another strike at
Wilkesbarre, Pa., March 15th. De,.tit.utbn has
been keenly felt, and large gatheringR of men claim
better wages in order to live. At Scranton, Pa,
the miners demand labor or bread, or they threat
en to h•lp themselves from the stores and markets.
'fhe relief association assists 2000 people, but that
is not sufficient. At a meeting the 15th some
cried, "We will have. bread or blood!'
The ship Bethany, from Hang Kong, China.
loaded with silks and tea, went ashore off Cape
1\Iay and became a total wreck. Cargo was v11lued
at $50 000.

In Victoria not as good In New Zealand crops
were much damaged,
Turkish outrages and cruelties are still reported
as continued in Bulgaria and Bosnia and Chris
tians are fleeing to Austria. At mesent the nations of Europe, after a long c~nsideration of
Russia's proposition, seem favorable to uniting in
accepting it, with some modifications, and if eo,
then Turkey will be requested by these grea1
powers with one accord to do that which will
subserve the pPace of Europe and meamrsbly, at
least, the interests of justice
It is reported from San Francisco that the Indians of Oregon, the various tribes have met in
council, and some favor peace with the whites and
some favor joining the Sioux against the whites.
In Wyoming some Indians are still surrendering
themselves, their arms and ponies to the officers at
I he agencies
·
·
~ ------·---
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is getting stronger. and the light is shining more
and more. I enjoy the Spirit, and have seen the
promises of God fulfilled.
DANIEL Cww.
P. S,-Since the the above was written, some
of the pe,Jple have given Bro. Cornish one day to
get out of this city.
C.umRON, Missouri, Feb. 281·d, 18'7'7.
Bro. Josoph:-I have lately moved to this
place, and by God's blessings we hope to do some
good in the way ofpreaching. There are five or
six scattered Saints here, and there is a prospect
of having more, for several have been earnestly
enquiring into the doctrine, and wanting to hear
preaching. There are eight churches in this
town. and I think there ·are some organizations
or congregations that have no houses. May all
those who seek the truth soon be bleRsed with it.
Your brother in Christ,
J. W. SYKES.
Fr.INT, Brown Co., Wisconsin,
Feb. 25th, 1877.
Bro. Joseph Smith :-,I left the October Conference for Crawford county, Wisconsin, where I
commenced preaching Wednesday evening, and
held forth every night., and twice Sunday. Baptized three, and continued the next week, and
baptized five. Organized a branch of seven members, called the Wheatville Branch, Crawford
county, \Visoonsin. There were several others
that were ready to obey the truth. There is a
large field open in that vicinit.y. I was opposed
by a Seventh Day Advent, which resulted in his
going and obtaining a. house thttt was shut against
all others, and we had a house full, and good attention.
Sister Gertrue!e Whitaker had been under the
doctor's care seven years; but was healed by the
power of God, and now is rejoicing in God. I
have been called to administer, and, generally
with immediate effect. 'fo God be all the glory.
The calls are urgent from every quarter, "Corne
and preach to us. Yours in bonds,
W~r. SAVAGE.
[The following letter should have been in the
issue for JYiarch 15th but was crowded out.] Eels.
KEOKUK, Iowa, Feb. 24th, 187'7.
Bro. Joseph Smith :-We wish, to state through
the Ilemlrl, that the long standing trouble has
been settled. The presid~nt of the branch called
a special meeting, and after having a season of
prayers and testimony; the president called for
a motion to settle the trouble between the branch
and Br. B. F. Durfee, the vote of the branch was
unanimous to restore him to the standing in the
Church that he formerly e"joyed. All were made
happy on co more; and lDok for a gond time.
We hope to be remembet·ed by the faithful in
the Church, that we may be forgiven, ancl all
are hopeful that we may profit by the past. Your
brethren in Christ,
B. F. DUIU'EE.
GEORGE Wu,SON, President of Branch,
J. H. JAcons, Clerk of Branch.
SouTH BEND, Cttss c.)., Nebraska,
:February 26th 1877.
Bro. Joseph :-Since writing last I spent a little
time at home, and preached at Oakdale and Cedar
Creek. ,January 28rd, I baptized five into the
Cedar Creek Branch. Preached a funeral sermon
at Newman Grove, and then went to Hiawatha,
where I found a good field of labor. 'i?Vas there
three weeks, and held nineteen meetings. The
people were well supplied with prrjudice. At
two different times a crowd collected at the
school-house for the purpose of mobbing me (so
said), but they offered no violence. The first
time some wanted me to stay in the house till the
mob dispersed, telling me that they had threat.
ened to hang me. I told them to keep cool and
say nothiug and all would be right. When I was
ready, I went up to the mob and shook hands
with them and passed out by them without harm.
They did not come again for several nights; they
theri put in an appearance, with about the same
result. Our meetings were well attended throughout; and, on the 18th (February), I had the privilege of baptizing three. One old lady, before
going into the water, told the people that she had
been. a m.omber 0f the Metlil.0dist <Jlhureh for
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thirty-one years, but ho.d now received li •'ht from
God. She afterwards said that when "'I came
there she was resolved to know whether I was
right or not, and that she prayed night and
to
know, and that she had "more peace and joy in
the four days since she was baptized than she had
for ten :years before ;" another evidence that God
10ill give to those who ask.
I believe that those who were baptized will he
faithful members; also brother anci sister Oliver,
who were there before I came. They will hold
tlH!ir prayer meetings and do the best they can
till a branch is organized, which I belien can be
done if properly cared for. Will the elclers of
Southern Nebraska District see to it? During
my meetings notes were left on the stand, or
handed to me almost every night, of which these
are specimens:
"Rev. Mr. Smith: Query-When was the temporal punishment inflicted on the human family
for the transgression of Adam changed to a spiritual death?" Never. "How is it that as in Adam
all clio, so in Christ shall all be made alive?
Signed-"One lost in the fog of Schisms."
"l'vir. Smith-Please answer in the public congregation, Can men who enjoy the light of the
Bible be saved without joining tho Church of
Latter Day Saints? Your answer is impm'lant to
many enquirers."
To this I replied that I had nothing to do with
their judgment, but only to present to them thP
gospel and leave them to accept or reject., as they
saw proper, and leave the judgment for their disobedir,nce in the hands of a just God.
I was greatly blessed in my efforts and feel
willing to give God all the glory. When my life
was threatened I felt resigned, believing that if
God had a work for me to do he would protect
me; and if my work was done I would freely
yield my life, for I have nothing to live for but
the work that God has assigned me. A great
many stories went around about me. One dav I
was in David City, and a gentleman told Mr.
Ackerman that the Mormon preacher got his eye
blacked the other night. JHr. A. said that he
thought not, but the gentlem»n insisted that it
was so. \Veil says Mr. A., "There he is, you can
look at, him," You can imagine how he looked.
One lady told me one night that if she was "a
man she would lick me till there was not a piec<>
Jpft as big as her hand." She was a very pious
Methodist. This happened before a large audi~nce
and they could see the 8pirit she was of.
I arrived B.t this place on Saturday, and
preached here yesterday, and at nig·ht went to
hear a Mr. Anson, who was a member of the
church in the days of the Martyr, hut who now
makes it his business to expose JYiormonism.
After he was through preaching, I arose and
made some ~nquiries "for information." He, not
knowing who I was, kindly g-ave me all the il~
hn·rna!ion he could. J\IIHde some false st>1tements;
among other things, said that the Book of Monnon
stated that Joseph Smith would sometime translate the sealed part of the book, and as Josenh
was dead and the sealed part not translated· it
must be false. After I got through asking questions, I announced that I woulclr(ply to him that
night. He looked as though 'something had
struck him.
I think the Saints here are generally strong in
the faith; they are certainly very zealous. One is
to be baptized on Wednesday. I do not know
hmy long I will stay here. I am resolved not to
be 111 haste, but to stay wherever I stop till I feel
that my work is done. I will make my way
toward north Kansas, to Glom ply with the request
of General Conference. 'fo those who have re.
quested me to visit them I will say, I will be
around as soon as I can, without slighting the
work between here and them. I remain yours in
hope of the triumph of the latter day work.
HEMAN C. SnnTII.
Ar.BANY, ·wilson Co., Kansas,
Feb. 26th, 1877.
Ern. Henry r<nd Joseph :-It has been about
two years since I tried to write you. 'l'he Saints
here, a~ a general thing, arc cnj oy ing good health,
for whiCh we feel thankful. They have had a
season of rejoicing in holding prayer and testimoay meetin$s, A good portion eyf thll Spirit
NEW
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was enjoyed. I have been preaching six miles
south of my place, and have awakened quite an
interest, and baptized one, Sr. Catlin, a prominent member in ihe Christian Church. Her husband was a recognized pretwher of their faith
but he is not now, for he was sent for by his
brethren to come and wipe the Latter Day Saints
out; and he came and we debated on the subject
of spiritual gifts, and he is willing to admit that
he made a failure in his attempt, although he
has not united with us. I heard him preach a
good sermon in favor of tho gifts yesterday. Sr.
Catlin was an honest seeker after truth, yet when
I first went in the neighborhood she wauld not
come to hear, but when she did hear she was
awakened to behold her situation, and she began
to search for truth, with prayer that she might
not be deceived. Shli had but little trouble until
Bhe came to the Book of J\IIormon and Bro. Joseph
as a prophet. These were obstructions that must
be rrmoved before she could unite herself with
the Church, and she went to God in mighty faith
she made one request of God that her prayer
should not be answered by a dream. After she
had poured forth her heart's desire, she sat meditating; and while she was so wrapped in spiritual
matters she was prompted by some unseen power
to write. Not knowing what was to be; slH! took
her pen, as one word was penned she knew not
what was next, but she continued until it was
finished,_:allleft, not another word was presented. It will be borne in mind that Sr. Catlin
strongly believed the Bible was all the revelation
we needed, but she was confident that if more
was necessary it was her privilige to know.
Thcere are three points made clear to her. but the
subject of baptism had not troubled her, for she
had told me she had obeyed that part; but in the
revelation it is made clear and upon this testimony she acted, sent the next, day for me to bap.
tize her. She went to God after baptism for an
exphtnation of the first as the pronoun "1" is used
instead of "you." Bro. Henry, the branch here
have had the testimony that the following is of
God and their desire is that it may be published.
i\IIore are almost ready for the adoption. I re.
main your brother in Christ.
\V. S. LoAR.
"In those days, when the prophet began to
prophesy in the name of the Lord, he sail'!.;
'People believe the Lord's teachings and ob·"y
them, as in the beginning, that you may be God's
pcmple.' And these truths taught by him, prove
him to be a true prophet. As concerning the
n"w renlation, the Lord spake to him and said,
'Go to a spot where you will find truths that are
bidden, and therefrom do you make plain, for
the people, and it shall bo if they will not accept
those truths, neither will I accept them for my
children. For these were needed to enlighten,
and bring about light out of darkness, that I may
find when I come a people that obey command.
ments as they did at first. Thllse things shall not
cease until we sec face to face, and know as we
are known. And further more, I say unto you,
the reason for a new baptism is this, that you
may have power to become a child 0f God and
to obey in the house, and that I may have power
to keep the temple of my Lord holy, for he is
holy and bids me to be holy also; for, without
holiness of heart, I shall not see God.' This the
Lord has given in answer to prayer."
MAG::s-OLIA, Harrison Co., Iowa,
lHarch 8th, 1877.
Bro. Joseph Smith :-Our district conference
has just closed, and I think .it to be the best one
I have attended in the district. Quite a number
of resolutions were adopted, most of which, if
lived to, will improve the condition of the work
in this part of the vineyard.
On account of physical and financial inability
I have not been able to do much preaching since
the Fall Conference. J\'[y labors have been mostly confined to the Magnolia Branch. AJJd when
it is known that the prosperity of the work, in
the Little Sioux District, is, in a great degree,
dependent npon the continued prosperity and
improvement of the Magnolia Branch, it may be
reasonably hoped that my efforts, in connection
with those of the zealous workers of the branch,
have had an influence in the right direction.
The ~Teat future m~lst reveal how m-uch or how,.
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little we have accomplished, and how good or you I was very unhappy for years. I lost my send the Herald to me at this place after 15th
bad our reasons are for remaining at home this health through walking from twenty five to thirty April. As there are many of the dear Saints of
winter. Perhaps somebody is measurably at miles a day for three months. IVe left i'Vyoming Southern Indiana and Ohio that I may 111ever
fault, and without offering further excuses for our- on the 4th of July and arrived in Salt Lake City, meet again in this life, I would exhort them to
self, and with good feelings towards all, we await the last day of September, without home, or faithfulness, and I request an interest in their
the final dieision of the great Judge. Yours in friends. We stayed there a while and went to prayers that I may be faithful, so that we may
the love of the truth,
JosEPH R LA~mErtT. Parowan, Iron county and remained about four meet in the "sweet bye and bye." With an
-----years, and got out of it as soon as possible. I am efl:'ectionate farewell. Your brother in Chnst,
SoUTH BE'rHLEHEM, Pa., l'lfar. 5th, 1877.
thankful that my partner and myself are united
B. V. SrniNGER.
Bro. Stebbins :-I am still happy in the bless- with the Heorganization, and very happy in the
ings of the gospel which the Lord has bfJen same. I feel more thankful than I have words to
NEBRASKA CrrY, Nebraska,
pleased to bless me with, and in those of my daily express to sec those letters in print. How often
Mar. 5th, 1877.
life. I feel unshaken in the faith. My cxpcri. l have thought, if I was not a woman I would
Deal' Hendel :--llro. 0. Derry arrived Febmarv
cnces have been many, indeed too many to be like to write the same; but thinking that it would 26th, and preached four evenings, when the partcontained in a letter like this. I met with the not look well, refrained from so doi11g. Brethren ing hand was given our beloved brother, but old
Saints at Hyde Park in conference February 2,!th and sisters let us all live faithful and never fail Boreas swooped down and clothed nature in a
and 25th, and we enjoyed a happy season before 1 to return thanks to our Father in heaven for his beautiful robe of white, and also prevented Bro.
the Lord. On the whole I think that the Saints kindness towards us in protecting us from all Derry from crossing the "Muddy," so it seemed
of Hyde Park Branch are a happy band, com- harm. Your sister,
IV. E. HAY.
necessary for him to abide with us over Sunday,
posed chiefly of old time Saints recovered from
---~-----notwithstanding the arrangements made by the
Brighamism, that faith having dwindled down to
STOCJWALE, "Wilson Co., Texas,
St Joseph brethren. Saturday evening two
four members here, and it is to be hoped that
J!'d>. 28th, 1877.
elders representing the Utah church, arrived, and
thos~ fo~~·, wil! soon be led to.lea;rn that there is
Brother llenr;1J :-Since I last wrote to you from the conversation became warm and interesting,
nothmg appomted to any of this Church COJ?· Bandera I have preached with good liberty at but always in the best of feeling. 'l'hey attended
trary to the Church covenants &c.," so that theu 1 Valley Pine Creek Bandera Benton City Somer- meeting and received the full benefit of one of
redemtion ~rom fraud and craft may be hastened.~ set, and at i'.It. Ollve Scho~I.lwuse. I gave as Bro. Derry's plain and able sermons upon the
I am fightmg er.r<;>r wh~rever, a;d wl:enever I clear a testimony to the truth of the gospel as I object of creation. He said that the "measure of
can get opportumtws to no so. 'Yours m bonds, could, and exhorted the 1wople to, at least, in- man" in the beginning was God's plan; that the
LEwiS D. j',fona . \N. vcstigate fairly before rejecting the message. I addition first made public August 2Dth, 1852, was
------have been listened to with respectful a tention an attempted innovation by those engulfed
BEVIER, Macon Co., J\IIo.,
generally, and treated with much kindness by through practicing the sin sustained by the spuMarch 5th, 1877.
many; some are also investigating nnd I hope rious revelntion. He presented strong evidence,
B1·o. llenry:-I am very much edified by read- they may yet embrace the truth. I exposed my. as those capable of understanding must have
ing the letters of my brethren and sisters, for all self in going from San Antonio to JVrt. Olive and seen. In the evening he spoke of God's covebear the saine testimony to this work, and I desire I took cold and am now suffering, from erysipelas nant to Abraham, showing how faithful God had
to add mine. I have belonged to the Church but on my hand. 'l'hese and other causes have de- been in keeping the covenant, even to the choosone year, yet, according to the promise of Christ layed me some, but I hope soon to be well, and intr of one of that seed, "Joseph the Martyr," to
in John 7: 16, "If any man will do the will of the to travel and p;each as the way may be opened wt~om the covenant was rencwe!l, that in him
(.Joseph) and in his seed should all the families
Father he shall know of the doctrine," I bave up. Your brothm·,
l,~>JES W. BnY,\N.
of the earth !Je blessed. We rejoice in the truth,
come to that knowledge. I belonged to the Iii.
---··---------and we are on the watchtower. Those from
E. Church eleven years, and did not know what I
-, . I _, 1\'f· .. 1- .•-t<~c.l 1,w
1 AIUS, nu, .,_a1C.l•
t , th 1
ol 7•
1
th ey b e]I. eve d or. w h a t 1· b c ]'reve d · urh
" a "!'8 e
]'' -'iton llerald ·-·when I wrote la.st I was at Utah, preach in our hired church this evening,
Holn\ J\1. EININ.
reason? I was In darkness, but now I am In the
. ""
.
. · .
. ,
,
, I ,
li ht of the gospel; yes, in the glorious light of Lynch b;11 g; O~no.. Afte~ n.y laoors therv went,
·gth ~
_ . h I d . . to ., 1 1.1 1 f 1
B
I
u
,.,
I by specmlmvttatwn, to Kenton county Kentucky
th
t ru;
, .or w1ne
es1:.e, ·l 1ee 1an' u •. anc1
and preached five nights. It was Sllid that I
URLINGTON, owa, 1uarc11 12 , 187· 1.
des1re to show my gratit a une to God by domg all l.dndled fire that would never be extinguished.
Brothe,r Stebbins :-It will be a year the 28th
that he has comman~1ed 0 1 c,
[l'iluch interest wns maHifested. I hope the w·ork of April since I and my family 1.mited with the
Bro. M. II. Forscu,t has been here, and_!or o!lc I there will not lJe nco·lccted as I feel confident Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ. I'Ve were
~eek presented_ the truths of th~ g?spel ot 0~~1sl that good can be don~ if the' proper labor is per. baptized by Bro. Forscutt, and I was OJ'd::tined
m plau;ness. .He went t~l Han.mba, to-day. Juay formed. From there I went to the Trenton an elder. I have preached as much as I cnuld
h~aven s bles~1pgs gon ~~~~ hun, ~n~ may _h~ be Brauch, Indiana, where I remained a few days, in this neighborhood to the Danish, and have
humble end fa1thf~l wL,a)-s.J 0nc.. »as .hapt1.zet~ and then to \Vhitestown, and preached there and baptized five. \Ve feel thankful for God's loving
!ast S~n.?ay b! B:.~·
D.; 0 ~es, malu~~ .s1x} in the country. I found an old time Saint, Aaron kindness towards us in showing us the right way.
m OU• .b: anch at P• esent. I vl~en men ~~e t.Jat '':e Beamnn. I:Ir.d a full house of earnest seekers vVe live seven miles from the branch in Bnrlinga.re stnvmg: truly to serve Gc:~ accoraiDg to lus a nor tl: 8 ricrht way Bro. Kelley called 011 us on ton, and when ·we do not go there to meeting we
law th_ey _w1~l ~om~ and
fw ~th u~. . n
his wa~ no~th ancl ~poke twice. I held ten meet- keep Danish meeting. Yours in Christ,
. Eve, plaY 1?o fm" t~e ~eL~; e ~f "' 10 ~·. a. d se.ek- ings while there and am confident that a branch
SonEN \VILSON.
mg to be WOI!hv Ot au mheLta._ee thvl mn, I ,tm can be raised U'J. I would gladly have remained
----·---·-·--your brother m gospel truth,
for a longer tiu{e lJ·lt duty called me away
I
NASli\'IJ~IiE:, Barton Co., Missouri,
',V ' I "'Eil F ll'f,·DO'' '• I D
·
.
~I
l 3d 1""'7
""'" '· '·" '
···- ·' ·
And now, after ' labonng
to the best· of
my
1\ arc l • , · 01 •
-----ability nearly four years in this mission, I feel
Btotluw Joseph:-I wish to say that I will corDEs 1Ionms, Iowa, 1Yiarch 3th, 1877. t that the time of my departure is at hand. Hav- respond with any wishing to move to this part of
.Den;• Editors:-I was so deeply interested in I in"' arranged my affairs to that end I shall turn the country. 'l'here is no branch here; the ncarBro. Derry's letters, "Heasons for leaving Utah," my face Zionward and settle in the "regions est is at Galesburg, about fourteen miles. I
and also "'\Vhy I did as I did"; that I was tempt- round about." My family feel like slmngers in should like to have more of the Saints settle here
ed to express my feelings in regard to the truth a strange land and long to return to the prairies t-hat we might have preaching. If any "\Yant to
of the same, thmugh bitter experience.
of the west, where they can enjoy the society of come, I will give them all the information I can.
I was in the 'I'abemacle, Salt Lake City, when thfJ Saints.. Of my labors here' I need say bnt Yours in tho one faith.
A. GnEEK.
Heber C. Kimball made use of that unbecoming little; the record is made anrl I cannot ehallge
- - -..····-·-·
expression telling us to dip our hrend in the creek H; but, from my point of view I feel that I h~we
LoNDON, Ont., niar. '7th, 187-7.
if we could not eat it dry. I was also there when done all that l eould under ·the circumstances.
Brother I!enrJJ :-I have bern preaching in Ihis
?Brigham expressed himself, in the same terms 'l'o the ~:hints and kind fnends of Bnuthern Tndi- city and at St. Thomas. At the latter place the
concerning some that ought to be sent to "l.Jell ana, ~vhom I am now about to bid farewell, v,'hat enemy worked hard to overthrow our cause, but
across lots."
shall J
? Language fnils to express my grali- some of the people of that place arc hon0st an1l..
I can say with Bro. Deny, "hnagine my dis. !nde for
manifested to me and mine, they stand for the right, though others are workappointment if yon
after coming thousands and l wi:lnot
it. I go with tl conscious- ing hard to put down the truth. The first night
of mile• leaving a
many dem· friends for ness that I bke
me T.be prayers of the notice was not circulated innch and few came,
what I thought
compnred to where I :Saints, and he best wishes of my friends. I hear but we had a general talk on the first principles
was. I eau safely
I never heard such the Macedonian
nnd I
that the Lord of for three or four hours. I preached after that
fearful, disgusting wonls fa1l from 1he lnw•"s! the harvest will
more
into the field, about two weeks then came home. Brn. Clow
costcrn1onger's lips in London, where I \Vas for su1 .;:;ly the harvest is great.
and 1:--re\vton ha.ve been there since nnd preached,
raised, and lived for twenty seven years, as l
A petition will be prcsentt·d to the General and I went again also, lJut previous to it I had
heard on the plains from the lips of the teamsters, Confe;·euce a,sking that brother Heman C. Smith notice to leave the city, with one dn.y l'·iven me
young men, sons of supposed God-fearing men. be assi,:rned to this mission. He would indeed to get out. The next day my friend ~'fr. Beal,
Our teamster told me when I told him what I lB the·i:ight man in the right place. T shall go who gave the room, had the following notice givthought, said, "You mnst not take any notice of io Iow>t ll.Y wagon, r;tnrting about April15 or 20, en him:
them. 'l'hey are only a little ·wild. 'Why, Brig·. passing tbrough Hancoek county, Illinois, 1o
"M;·. neal, Sir: 1Ne notify you and your
l1am picks out tho bPst men he can find." I mauCJ visit my mother who livrs at Burnside. I '"onld friends that if yon allow Mr. Ournish to preach
answer, and said, "God help us then. If the best like some of the Saints at Hush ville and L:< Crosse, in your honse bene(:forth th;ct conseqnenc.es may
rtre here, what .in the name of heaven shall we to write me that I may know where to find them ensue detrimental to your fnrnitnro and house,
find there? My hopes were bl!l.sted right then. as I pass through, also any Sai!lts who may be for the citizPns have determined to rid the com:r began to think God was unjust, and I can assure !iying in or ne<1r Springfield Jllinois. Do not: munity of such an impo~ter and his hellish doe'
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Resolved that J. R. Gibbs be released from the
trine. This ia no idle threat, govern yourself 11. l'riests John Kirkland of Birmingham; Hy.
accordingly.
The citizens, one and all."
Greenwood and GeorgeS. Greenwood of Stafford; presidency of the Western District, and the two
I toldl\1r. Heal that if he was afraid I did not Wm. Clark and John Heywood of Hanley; B. districts be discontinued.
Officials present: 1 Seventy, 11 Elders, 3
wish' to preach. But he said to continue, so I l\Iilhml and Wm. Booth of Sheffield, and Deacon
Priests. Prayer by T. E. Jenkine.
preached that night and then prep~,recl for the Chenery of Clay Cross reported
2 r. M.-Hymn 83. Prayer by J. Harry. The
hall on Sunday. Many threats were made, even
Sund11y Afternoon. October lst.-Preaching by
president addresse\1 the conference on their duto tar and feather me, and to throw me over the J. S Greenwood and John Seville.
bridge (a distance of eighty feet), and to railride
Evening.-Preaching by H. C. Crump and C · H. ties, and on the condition of the body of Christ.
Resolved that we uphold in onr faith and prayers
me, etc., but it made no difference with me the Caton. There was a very fair attendance, and
truth was preached just the same, and the honest enquiring spirit manifested. Tba hall used for Joseph Smith, President of the Church, and all the
received it. Before I left, the friends were glad meetings is known as the Albert Memoria.l Hail, quorums of the Church in America; also T. Taylor
as President of the European Mission, R. Evans of
that I came among them, as e;idenccd by giving and is ~ne of the finest in Sheffield
me some assistance, for which may God bless
By vote of conference all the I~lders, Priests, the Welsh ]);Iission, T. E. Jenkins of the Quorum
them, and may they soon obey. On my return etc., of this district, are requested to :report their of Seventy, J. R. Gibbs General Secretary, and
home I baptized two more. It does me good to labors to the next eonference. which will be held tho presidents of the Welsh branches.
The preaident bade us seek to the Lord for wissee my fellow men obey the. truth, and I l:_ope at Hanley, April 28th and 2\Jth, 1877, either in
dom, that we may organize the work more per·
that I may be able to keep m the field. ): our person or hy letter.
brother,
J. J. CORNISH.
'fhe brethren expressBd themselves as being fectly in Wales. A hymn was sung, and the rest
-·---------~·--s:ttidled wi.lh the proceedings of the conference. of the session was used in bearing testimony and
BmMINGHAM, England, l'!Iarch 6, 187'1.
,;.nd returned homo refreshed and strengthened enjoying the gifts of the gospel. All glorified God
Bro. Hen1'y:-I am happy to say that the Eng- both in body and mind. The authorities of the for his goodness and mercy toward us in these
lish Mission is in good condition, and I think Church, bo; h in America and England, were sus- lat.ter days.
At 13 p. m, preaching by T. R. Jenkins and R.
that the General Conference of the Church in tained by votP, 2.nd conference arljourned, as
Evans.
America, will do well to sust11in Bro. Thomas above.
Adjourned to meet at Aberaman, April 2\lth,
'fay lor as president of it; it will savemoney and
18i7. Prayer by J. It. Gibbs.
time too.
The year 1876 was a very b11d one for me. Had
A conference was heLl in the Cold water llranch,
~
about six months illB.ess in my family and ~ost
PhHadelphila D_h;trict.
one of my children; but, notwithstanding all February 4th and 5th. 1877. L F. West, pres;)
that, God has given me a good store of blessings, Jas C l\lcArthur, clerk.
A conference was held at Hyde Park, Penn.,
Branch Reports-Cold water, 3 expelled; othrr February 2!1h and 25th, 1877 Morning service
and I still love him and his cause.
wise
as
last
reported.
Eureka,
5
expelled;
other.
Yours in love,
CuARLEs H. CATON.
was a prayer meetin.g, Henry Jones in charge.
wise as 1"-•t reported, Hinot~, organized January
At 2 p. m, prayer by John R Griffiths. In26th,
1877,
reported
as
composed
of
1
Prie~t., 2
structions were received from the brethren. On
'l'URNER, Ill., March 8th, 1877.
Teachers,
and
10
members.
Other
branches
not
the arrival of L D Morgan, of South Bethlehem,
Bro. Henry:-In the Horald of March 1st I
he was chosen to pnside, Br. Stone being absent;
saw a letter from a brother, who says that "the reported.
Elders
E
Powell
and
L.
}'.West
reported
that
Lord has chosen a poor people." Of course we
John K Thoma.s, secretary pro tem.
th~y
were
pr~aching
nr.
l'owell
had
baptized
4
know that he has, but the writer says next tllat
Elder's R~ports.-Henry S. Gill, Henry Jones,
the more we abstain from the ways of the world and organized the Hinote branch. Teacher E James .Jenkins and John R. Griffiths reported in
Hinote
bad
but
recently
been
ordainerJ,
but
he
the poorer we become, and that some by and by
person. Henry Jones reported for Thos. C. Rees
felt well and desired to do his duty.
will not lmow where to lay their heads.
John Stone, Asa Copeland and Joseph A. Stuart
Saturday
afternoon,
preaching
by
E.
Powell,
Now if the brother will read the hi£tory of the
reported by letter.
Children of Israel and find great temporal bless. who nlso spoke on Sunday morning. Sunday
Branch Reports.-Hyde Park 28 members, .inafternoon,
preaching
by
L.
l"
West.
aftrr
which
ings promised to that people, providing they
cluding 5 Elders, 2 Priests, 2 Teachers. 1 Deacon;
three
were
baptized.
They
were
confirmed,
afrer
kept the commandments given unto them; for it
Sunday-school organized November 26th, 18i6;
is lie who giveth the commandments who also a short discourse by L .F West, on confirmation. teachers 13, scholars 28. Philadelphia 47. includAa.\~~med
to
meet
in
Santa
ltostt
branch,
May
giveth power to get wealth (Dent. 8: 18). If he
ing- 8 Elders, 3 Priests, 1 Te11cher, 1 Deacon; 1
will follow up their history it will be seen that -,lSi I.
received by vote, 1 died Hornerstown and Danthe nearer they lived to God, or the more they
ville branchfS not reported.
abstained from the ways of the world, the greater
The act of last conference creating a district
were their blessings on every hand. Solomon
treasurer was reconsidered, and the proceedings
was told that he should have wealth and honor.
A conference was held at the Saints' ChapP-L being c&lled illegal, a resolution was dl'ered, that
(2 Chron. 1: 12. The Lord gave Abraham :flocks, Llanelly, Wa,Je8. October 2\li h. 1876 ; Robert Evans, Br. Archibald Cameron be recommended to the
herds, silver and gold, (Gen. 24: 35). Turn to the presiding:; .J R. GiHs, secret,.ry.
Bishop of the Church, for appolntment as Bishop's
Hook of 1\'lormon, 1st Nephi, and find the prom.
Qpened by singing hymn 283. Pr <yer by the Agent..
ise made there: "Inasmuch as ye will keep my president., followed by his address to the officials
Sunday, 1(} a. m.-I'rayer by James Jenkins.
commandments yc shall prosper in the land; but on their duliee in conference.
Preaching by Br. Mnrgan, from Hom. 8 : 1, in
inasmuch as ye will not keep my commandments
The Eastern District was reported by letter:- English; Br. Jones followed in We!"h.
ye shall be cut off from the land." Follow those
Aber11rnan 6 Elders, 2 Priests, 1 Deacon, 17
WhcreaF, the elders of this district being unable
people in their journeyings for the next thousand members. New ~'redegar 6 Elders, 3 Priests, l to attend to the many calls for preaching, thereyears and see if th11t promise \Yas not fulfilled to Teacher, 20 members. Cwmwood 4 Elders, 1 fore Itesolved that we petition the General Con.
the letter. The apostle Paul told the saints in Teaeher, 1 Deacon, 4 members, 7 baptized. Llan- ference to set apart :Bider John 1'. DaviEs, of
his day to be not conformed to the things of this vabon 2 Bldei'S, 3 members. Merlhyr 1 Seventy. K•tnsas, to labor in this d!slricL
world. St.. James told them to keep themselves 1 E!de:r, 1 memba-. Totall Seventy, 19 Elder8, 5
John Stone was sustained as pr<·sident, L. D.
unspotted from the world, not the idea that if we 1 Prie.sts, 2 Teachrrs, 2 Deacons, 45 members, 7 J\Iorgan as vice-president, and Joseph A. Stewart,
would have an a1mndance of this world's goods b:>pt.ized. Ton yr Ystrad disorganized.
as secretary of the district.
we must follow the ways of the world.
Western District reported, by J. R. Gibbs, Pres·
The authorities of the Church were sustained.
I believe that if we live as we ought, n.nd desire ident of the District. :-Llanelly 11 Elders, 3
At 2 p. m., prayer by J. R. Griffiths. Pre"chthe things of this world that ·•ve may do good Pdeats, 1 Deacon, 24 membcre, 2 baptized. Mor ing by Brn. Jones and Morgan, in Welsh and Engwith them, not that we may consume them upon riston 4 Elder•, 2 Priest? 1 Drp.ccn 15 m~mbers. lish. At 6:30 p. m., preaching by Brn. Morgan
our lusts, it is our privilege to ask the Giver of 1 baptized. Ystr,a.dgyul~is 4 I~lde~s, 1 Priest, 8 and Jones; attentive congregations. Afterwards
every good for the same, and then to put. forth an rnembera, 1 expelled.
C11ern~:rvon 1 Elder, 1
!he Lord's sur. per was administered, and a season
earnest, honest effort to secure them.
.
Priest, 2 members
Tota120 Elders, 7 Priests, 2 of prayer and testimony followed, with the gifts
ALEX. ~IcOALLUM.
Denconp, 49 members. Cwmavon disorganized, its of the Spirit.
======"""'=
mPmbers joining the Morriston branch.
Adjourned to meet at Hyde Park, May 20th and
,fi¢,...'-tf~r~~ ,.~II£.
The llook accvunt was reported from ~hy 13th 27th, 1877.
l!oi!!/i!J!~ II! ll!~il-JW!Viii'
to October 29th 1876. In hand when last :re.
ported, £1 8s
Received for IIera1ds, E.
:----~Bh·mhR~Iuun Dil!ltrict, ER»&daud.
\Io 1·g•m £2 4o,
Bassett 9s, J. R Gibbs 4s. J.
Northel'n li!iHnoh; Dbtrict.
A. conference was held at Sh~ffiPld, England. 'lo.muel 12s, Evan D;cvis 5s 4il, E. Jenkins 4s. R
'i'he above conference convened a.t. Braidwood,
Septrm!Jer 30<h and OctobP'!' l;;t.. 1876; 'Thoma•· ThomaA fnr tracts Is-total ,£5 7s 7~1- P,1id to Will county, Illinois, February 24th, 1877. John
Ta:vlor. pceRiding; Chn.rles H Caton. clerk
H"ral<l Office, perT. Taylor, for 1 Bible 9s 8d. In IS. Keir, president; John Keir, Jr .. clerk p1·o tem.
'rhe following branohs were reported by dele hand .£4 17s 11}
Branch Reports.-Braidwood, 7o members, 13
g:ates: Birmingham by T. 'fay lor; Hanley by C
Re,olved that the brethren who have subscribed received by letter, 2 expelled. Mission Gi memH. Hass!\ll; Cl>ty Cross by T H. Point on; St,Jfor-d for the printing of tracts, be supplied with tracts, hers, no change. Burlington 30 member~, l died.
by letter; Farnworth by Hy. Boytlell; Sheffield ~ccording to their subscription
Plano 165 members, 4 ba.ptized, 5 received by
by John Wools! on. [No numbHs given] -Ens
Hesolved that. tracts will be granted free to ce!' letter, 2 received by vote, 1 expelled. Janesville
Eld(·rs H C Crump, 1' Taylor and C H. Caton. I rain traveling brethren, who are unahle to pay for 25 members, 1 received by vote. Streator 13 mem'>f Birminp:bam; .John Woolston of Sb<,ffielrl; Hy.! them
hers. 13 removed by letter, 1 expelled
Bny<l<Jll of Farnworth; C. A. Hassal of Hanley,
Committee on Hymn Book reported and prom·
Ehlers' Heports.-l"rank I,ofty and Thomas
and T. H. Poi~t.on of Cls.y Cross, reported in per· ~sed t~1 have the book ready for the printer early Hougas, presidents of llr~~dwood and M.iss. ion
son; John Sev1lJe, of Stafford, by lelter.
m 1817.
branches reported the QO"f\(htlo!l of tho~e Jtranql!es,
J.
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and Br. Hougas a~ked the pr!l;yers of this o~nf~r-llicense and be cited to a proper tribunal for triat
Some two days' meetings were appointed.
ence for the bet•er prospenty of the B;l!ssiOn
That we, as followers of the Lord Jesus Christ,
Sunday 1\Iorning.-Prayer by J. l\1. Putney.
branch. T. R G. Williams, who was president of do condemn the visiting of theaters and ball rooms Preaching by Joseph R. Lambert. At 2:30p.m.,
the Streator branch, till his removal, reported its as an evil example, contrary to !he purity of the prayer by John Macauley. Sacrament adminisspiritual ooudition. Peter Dev.lin had labored in gospel, and injurious to the righteousness of the tered by Phineas Cadwell and A. W. Lockling.
the branch. L. B. Scott had preached at the Saints.
Preaching by D. H. Bays.
Grange Hall and at Braceville, .and has other apThat any person engaged in the traffic or use of
The committee on the case ofUnionburgh branch
1
pointmenta out: Wm. Fribbons and l\I. Madison intoxicating liquors as a bevera~e shall not be el- vs. Samuel Wood reported that defendant was abreported.
Pr1ests Frank Mussel and Francis igible to hold or act in any office in the priest- sent and they asked an extension of time. The
Earl reported. Latter reported having preached 1 hood in the district, and that any member of this report was received, and committee continued.
22 times in Newton county, Ind., and 6 times in Church acting in violation of the above should be
At 7 p. m., prayer by Thomas Carrico ; preachJasp~r county, Ind., h~s traveled 339 miles on foot; labored with by those whose duty it is, with a ing by J, C. Crabb.
rece1ved fifty cents m money. Teachers John view to the removal of their practice.
Adjourned to meet at Magi101ia, at 2 p. m , June
Teasdale and Austin Hayer, and Deacons James
J. R. Lambert, John Thomas and D. H. Bays 1st, 1877.
Hunter and John Keir, Jr., reported.
were appointed to attend to any matters that may
No report having been sent from Marengo, Wm. require investigation during conference, or for the
Calhoon gave a verbal report of the ·condition of next three months.
that branch, and said that it was in a good condiA former resolution, requesting branch officers
t~on, and that ~h.e Saints ther~ haye the manifesta- to offer their resignation once in six months, was
Bm:u-d of Publication JlleeHn~.
hons of the Sp1nt, and are ahve m the work.
rescinded.
Minutes of the regular session, held in the Her·
John Kier, Jr., Supt. of Braidwood SabbathWm. C. Cadwell, D. H. Bays and P. C. Keemish ald Office, Plano, Illinois, March 6th, 1877. Presschool, reported that they had an average attend- were appointed to effect an organization in the ent: I. L. Rogers, Henry A. Stebbins, John Scott
ance of 30 scholars and 4 teachers.
Sabbath-school interests of the District.
and W. W. Blair.
Resolved that Jacob Stanley be ordained an
Resolved that every officer officiating in balising,
Met at 10: 30 a m. Prayer by the president;
Elder, at Streator Branch.
be requested to give a certificate of baptism to followed by the reading of the minutes of lRSt
That the Elders of Braidwood are requested to those baptized.
·
meeting. After some other business the report of
se.a tha~ t.he Saints at Wilton Center are furnished
Official Reports.-J. c. Crabb preached in 1\Iag- the Secretary was read as follows:
Wlth sptntual food.
.
nolia, Little Sioux, Union Center, Raglan and
Financial Report of the Board of Publication of
That James Parks be ordamed to the office of a Clay. Wm. c. Cadwell (Priest) labored in the the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Teacher.
.
,
branch, and also preached in other places. C. from Nov. 16th, 1876 to Feb 16th, 1877.
1
That F. Earl be or?amed an Elder.
. .
Downs had preached fifteen times and taken an Cash on hand Nov. 16th, 1876 ......... $ 25!) 08
. At 7 P; m., preachmg by F. Mussel, asststed by active part in prayer meetings. J. R. Lambert's Cash recipts ..................•...... 2. 961 33
J. S .• Kelr.
.
labor mostly in the Magnolia branch, but had done
Saobath, _10:30 a, m., prea?hmg by Thomas some outside. David Chambers, Jr., had preached
$3.220 41
Hougus, ass1sted by Peter D~vhn.
.
every Sabbath, in various places and branches:
====
EXPENDITURE
At 2 P; m., sacrament meetmg: ~res1d ed over ~y baptized five. Lehi Ellison, not preached any
Employees
in
Office
..............
,
...
$1,376
31
J · S. ~e1r and F. Earl. . Th~ Spmt of God was m out of the branch. Benj. Kester (Priest), preached
our mtdst, and was mamfest m tongues and proph- in Magnolia. Calhoon, Clay, Raglan, Six Mile Chicago firms for paper and binding . . . • 790 25
~
Grove and Twelve Mile Grove, Spring Creek and Incidentals . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 18 51
. The law havmg been loo~ed up (D. C. 11 :] 6), Union burgh, 38 times in all. D. H. Bays, labored Stamps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 70 35
10 76
1t w~s resolved that the mot~on made yes..~erday_ to in Harrison and l\Ionona counties, in connection Expressage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . .
5 80
ordam F Earl, be reconst_dered. A discussion wit.h P. L. Stephenson and others; held a series Church Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
took place, but Br. Earl w1shed to stand b~ the of meetings in Clay, one bnptized, others ready and Freight . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 24
34 11
law .and requ:ste~ a recommend to the llano others almost persuaded; in Monona county, de- Semi-monthly Mail....................
Branch for ordmat!On.
livered a series of discourses, and held a discus Church... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 10 50
Res_?lved that the r_equest be granted. .
sion with an Adventist, on conciousness after Rent................................. 141 75
At 1 ~- m., preachmg by F. Lofty, assisted by death. Henry Garner, assisted in the series of Utah Chapel Fund..................... 100 00
Wm. Frlbbons.
.
. .
meetings in Clay, and preached in other places. W. W. Blair, for past services . . . • . . . . . . 223 25
Resolved that 1ye sastam the au!.hormes of the Charles Derry, by Jetter, reported having preached Loans returned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 277 15
10 30
Chur~h by our faith and pra:l:'er~s.
in Whitesboro. Jed doe, Six Mile Grove and Twelve W. H. Cnrwen, for Olive Oil............
50 61
AdJourned to meet ~ Mtsswn, L> Salle Co., Mile Grove, Magnolia, Woodbine, Harris' Grove, W. G. Jarman, in full of his Draft . . . . . .
75
June 23rd and 24th. 1871.
in all41 times. P. Cadwell reported the Magnolia Joseph Lera, on account . . .. . . .. . . .. . .
Cash on hand, February 16th, 1877 . . . . . 86 77
-----branch; had baptized feur. A. W. Locklin g.
Litt.l!l~ Sioatx Districlo
preached at 'Voodbine and Raglan; last summer
$ .
3 220 41
1'he above conference convened at Magnolia, was in the East. and preached several times, and
===
Harrison county, Iowa, March 3rd, 18i7; J. c some since his return.
RESOURCES AND LIABH.ITn:s.
Crabb, president; P. Cadwell, vice president, and
Resolved that we recommend the branches of Total liabilities ....................... $3.790 65
Donald Maule, clerk; Wm. c. Cadwell, assistant the district to hold council or priesthood meetings Available resources ................... 1,509 61
clerk. Prayer by J C. Crabb.
at least every three months, or as ofteu as they
---Uesolved that all whose duty it is to report at deem necessary, to transact branch business, and
Net liabillies .................. $2.181 04thia conference, be hereafter required to submit that the names of branch officers be presented to
====
· d or reJecte
·
d ; an d th a t Inventory of Editors' Department ..... $ 142 15
such report in writing.
t h e couno1'l to b e sustame
· t ea of sat· d counci'l s b e presen t e d t o th e
"' pStore
"
Branch Reports -l\hgnolia 136 members, in- t h e mmu
""
. I ,
112,454
577 09
08
eluding 1 Apostle, 1 High Priest, 11 Elders, 3 branch for ratiflc11tion or rejection.
.
'
· r!B.er 8
·····
•
I'riests, 2 Teachers, 2 Deacons; last report 131, 4
Samuel Wood was granted a hearing on hjs ap- Available resources············· · · · 1,509 61
ba.ptized, 2 received by vote, 1 died. Little Sioux peal, and the case was referred to the committee. I
, .
118, including 1 Bishop, 3 High Priests, 2 SevenAt 7 P m., prayer by D. H. Bays.
1
Total Resources · · · · · · · · · · · · · .$1~~2 93
ties, 6 EldeJ·s, 4 Priests, 3 'l'eachers, 1 Deacon; no
John 1'homas reported having gone to. Smilh-~ Total Liabilities ................... $
55
change. Union Center 55. including 7 Elders. 1 lrnaan.ndi.;fesf~~:d ~- g~~d le~'i:Jseh anh~: pg~::c~:~e~~: Balance of Resom·ces ...............• 11,89_2
28
Priest; last report fi4, 1 received by vote, Six
.Mile Grove 25, including 5 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 little outside of the branch. P. L Stephenson
$lo. 682 93
Teacher, 1 Deacon; last report 22. 2 baptized, 1 preached in Clay and Morgan townships, and bap====
received by vote. Spring Creek, last report 14, tized one.
The report was approved and the items of represent 22, including 5 mders, 1 Teacher; 8 bDp
Missions Appoin!ed.--Colhy Downs to Twelve sources and liabilities were considered.
tized, 1 ordination.
Mile Grove and vicinity.
.John Thomas to
Adjourned with benediction by W. W. Blair.
At. 2 p m, prayer by Phineas Cadwell.
Smithland and ;·icinity, with the privileg;e of
At one p.m., prayer by H A. Stebbins. In conResolved that this conference will use its influ· calling an assistant. D. H. Bays to Whitesboro siderat.ion of questions concerning it, it. was the
et1ce to get every member to subscribe for the and .Jeddoe. P L Stephenson in his present. field. expressed opinion of the Board that the Pub!ishJ!era.lil and Hope, and as many o1hers as possible. privileged to ca.ll some one to assist him. David ing House is not responsible for books lost >n transWhereas, dancing is by this conference consid flhaml.wrs to Walker's Grove and Goodenough mission, whether SPnt for by the parties direct, or
ered contrary to the spirit of the gospel, and W. C Cadwell to the Willow. Benj Kester, undsr whether they employ some one to send for them,
therefore detrimental tc the Rpirit of the latter day dine! ion of the president.
the latter b~ing not the agent of the Board, but of
work, therefore,
Tne committee on Sunday-schools nported, and the parties themselves.
llesolved that no Elder, Priest, Teacher or Dea recommended that Sabhat.h· schools be organized
The following ws.s adopted:
con, who shall by precept or example encourage i.n all branches of the district, as far as practieable,
Whereas, we believe that tbe Hisiory of Joseph
its practice by the members of this Church. sh;tll and that a committee be appointed to organize Smith. as contained in the Times and Seasons and
be considered worthy tG officiate in any office in new schools and to have such oversight over all as Jllillennial Star, should be revised and published
this district, and that if any such Elder, Priest., wiil enable them _to adopt some uniform system of by the Reorganized Cimroh in book form, thereTeacher, or Deacon, hold a license, he shall, upon school government, and that such committee be re- fore be it
proof of the fact, be required by the branch au- quested to report progress at the next district conResolved that we present this matter to the next
thorit.ies in which he Bhall livl", to surrender his ference. Report was adopted.
, General Conference for its consideration, also ad·
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~ising the ~PP?intment of a cor_nr_nitt~e to prepare I desi~e was t.hat he might, get strong eno~gh to bo
for pilblwatJon, and that sohCltalions for loans
or donations be authorized,
Adjourned with benediction hy John Scott.
I. N. 1'1. CooJ•~:rt, Secret an;.
___ __.,___.______

IPUBLIC ATI 0 NS ISSUED AND FOR SALE

bapllzecl, but he grew weaker every day, till finally,
BY THE
:the day before be <lied, I baptized him in a bath
Board of Publication of the Reorganized (Jhurch
i tnb, I thinking the Lord might accept it, under the
ATTHEIRPUBLISlllNGnousE
'
circtirnst•· nces; and his mother felt better than IN PLANO, KENDALL COUNTY, ILLINOIS.
---ototo-~-1she would had there been no effort made to get him I
Exco»nmunicated.
iuto the water.
The Saints' lle:rald:
J. J. Cranmer was expelled from the Hannibal
At~ Hanf,n'ihbalb, l\l_o 'FJ< ebrualC'J 15 th, f18 77 • of~coSn Official paper .of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
.
.
.
1 "'es ton o , e ram
ames
son o 8 r anu r.
.
.
.
lVhssour.', Branch of the Church of Jesus Chnst of I ;", ll
"'
d ,
'
d " Latter Day Samts, explanatory of the fa1th of the Church, and
h
1or, age ' year, 4 mont .s, an o
. ,
''h cRY
l
ace R .~_a,y
t.
d
r~rom d'ff
t
fth e worId , g1v
. ..
1
on 1 h e ,,.... -xt
o f .J anun.ry, I '"'
...
r
J
T
1\i
eon
a1nscorrespon
ence
1
eren
par
so
l
L at I er D ay S illlld!,
1
1
1
1
1877, for unchristian conduct.
, ~~ys d ';~i';Vlc~~ •;Y , '••;Je~ o~n
;'Y 1or,
any ing accounts of the progress of the Church, and setting forth
1
1
0
.JOI!NT.n<.oll, !'resident,
I J.en s.c.owe<
ne as rcstmgpace.
therlealing•ofGodwithhispeople. Published•emi-monthly,
JA>IES FoxAI.r., Clo k.
I At South Bend .. l as's county, Nebraska, Dec. sixteen large pages. a Price $2.15 per year. half year $~.10,free
D:ll, 1876, D<>vid E Lee, son of Br. Joshua and of postage. Josua >5MITR and HENRY A. STEDDINs editors .
.- - - .
.,. I flislcr Jan~ tie Armstrong aged 2 years, 8 months
Zion's Hope:
'l'hornr.s AmeB, pre>Hlent d the Grecn'e l.<lll•llng 1ancl }.:!, do.y8. FunPnd services by E. C. Brand.
A paper for children and Sunday Schools, published semiBranch of the Cln1rch of Jesn~ Chri~t of L·1.ttvr 1
O, thou \rho caned our darling ono,
monthly, price 60 neuts per annum. 80c. per half year, free of
Day Saiids? for disord~r1y walk and llDC~ri~liar1 I
Help us to say, 'l'hy will be done:
postage. JosEPH SMITH and HENRY A. STEBBINS editors.
coitduct was expelled from iLe BraiJcb, w e.lll
We know our child is safe with thee,
Holy Sc:ri}Jtures:
· t o tl1a ] aw of !'ne Cl_tare h , l'''''·h ruary :oo
•
Where nought can llat'!l-' our little Lee.
f orm1ty
. •)t.D,
Inspil'ed 'l'mn.,lation by Joseph Smith the .Alartyr.
1877. Deer hie, Hancock county. Mair:~ .. ,
I Br Wil},i,'<m ~l'ard.;vas horn Ju;y ~0:!\ 1800, at Bound in Imitation Turkey, gilt
2 70
3 60
SAMUELS. }~A'l'O~, J>;eswcnt.
P•Jytnn~ \ uesh1r0, l~Jt1g~and. anu d1e,d Eebruary
"
'l'm;~.wy Su~erior
3 75
:JonN B. K:-~owLTON, Cle11c.
ll;h, 1877
ln o;· about the yea1·18•i8, he em
clasp,
Roxlmrg
......
3 75
bmced the Jailer day worll, and in 1853 he left his New Te;.t,tment, inspired edition
75
n;uive
land, went to 'Utah, but retmncd in 1854
Book
ol'
Mormon:
E!Jers James Logan und Jo;cph H. Lightcap
Embrac~d the Reorg:nniza!ion, and lu~s siuee re~ Full noan, sprinkled cdgesl
125
have been ~·xcommunicated from the Church, b)
'<~ided in Council B1uffM, Io\"?a. except a short tiiJH-' Full 'l'urkey l\l r.,cco, marbled edges
1 75
the Pbiladelpbia, Pennsylv.a1ia, Br:u:ctJ of !he 'penL in Boomer townFhip. 1'he J~,st few years of Full Turkey Morocco, full gilt, gilt edges,
2 25
Church, for persisting in t>?aching doc~rinEs incon
big life harl been bur·densorr.10 by reu~on of borlily
Doctrine and Covenants:
sistent with the hw of God and !he erJEl' of the ,,j]ments, brought on by excessiv~, unrcmit.t.ing. !n sprinkled Sheep
1 25
Church.
JonN STON~J,
~nd constant hard labor, from boyhood until long Iu Morocco, marbled edges,
1 75
PTeBident r:f l)kila.delplda Di8lriM.
p~<st
the
prime
?f
iife~.
_At
tr~,
yer,rs
ngs
he
en·
•
The
Saints'
Harp-Hymn
Boolu
.Mar()h 1:2th, 1077.
• __._,_____
·ered the servrce or Lord\ ernon, wnere here 1 In Roan, plam
......
.. .. ..
120
_ _ _ _ _.,.....
maiued, until his departure for America. His 1 In Roan, full gilt, gilt edges ......
.. .. ..
1 75
200
lh~:li'@~'ill!lli.Hou Gi\'C&m.
musical abilities were consider"blt>, which he ex !n Morocco, plam .. marbled edges
.... ..
2 25
ln answer to the in()uiry made in lfe1'ald of 1st
rtHJ for the benefit of the Church while his lnlllorocco, full gtlt, g<lt edges
March, ~tsto my whereabout", I would reply that health nermitted. He still lives iu the memories
Hesperis:
I live ill- Burlington, Iowa. J\ly 11ddreBs is Box of thos~ who knew him. His funeral s~rmon was Poems, by Da;t., H Smith, 2C2 pago•, fancy clo&h,
1 50
4.20.
Soia;~ \VILSON.
pren.ched at. the Saint's ~.Ieeting House in the!
gilt erlgos
'!.hove
-------·-·-----------------~
cHy, which was well filled, on Sunday, Feb.:
llhmh Books:
Birth and Death notices inserted free; Marl'iage notices
1 26th, 1877. He does not bequeath gold nor silver BI•anch Jf~ecords, well bound in Leather hacks and
··--~---·
one dollar each.
..
.
, I to his wife and children whom he leaves, but for
corners, muslin sides, printed headings, and ruled for 624
------------ their comfort and imitation, after seventy· one and
names. Ever.v branch should have one.
3 00
a half ;;ears of earth's cares and toils, he leaves an District Records, printed headings and ruled for
.J
1,~4S names, and Uound same aa above
3 UO
In London, Ontario, March 6ilt. 18'17, to brother excellent record for honesty, sobriety and integ- BrH,:nch Finance l:'llooks, headed and ruled for
and sister Harrington, a son. Mother and child dty. He loved the goepel which he believed to
ReeBipts and Expenditures of monev, for Branch, Dis·
the lu.~d.
,J, C.
trict, and General Church Funds; price 35 cents. ·
doing well.
----~~-~-..--Bapt,ism, Confirmation, and Ordination Certificates
bound in flexible covers, 40 cents each.
At Bevier, l\Iacon county, Mo., at the residenc~
F.iwc Excelhml! R•~hJ§,
.
of the bride's father, by Elder Ephr11irn Rowland
FORSCUTT AND SHINN DISCUSSION.
1. Never put off till to· morrow what can be done
1\Ir . .John 13. Jones to sister Maggie Mathews, both to day.
1
of Bevier.
DISCUSSION BETV{EEN
2. Never trouble others for what von can do I

It

'I'

I

I
I

"f

l\Iay their minds in fnture hleut.ling,
I\. now the purest of e.art.h 1 s peace;
3Ia.y no evil cloud descending,
Can:::e their perfect trust to c€ase.

~ ourrwlf.

Died.
At Farmington, Van Buren county, Iow~, Feb
ruary 27th, 1877, sister :i.Ia1·irtte R. Lake, wife ot
our esteemed brother~ .JoJn II Lake, 'l'he deceHFi
ed was born in Ohio, Febn:u:1ry 21r~t, 18J;), ann. wa~
!herefore •12 ye>ns 11nd ((days old 2,t the lime 0t
her dent b. Our hmented 8is!er wa8 o:Ce of thos,
noblP, self sacrific;ng qoirits who
tLc
into snl,jecl ion t.o the higbee law nf
and who cou~t no sacrifice too aonr
the t.so~q
pel's sake. Visited on her d~a\h-lted by u, minis
ter of the town wher.e ~he .lived, Bhe assured him
"h
'
' f h
t..
o.f h er per f ec t· I rus t lD .'0 riF-t, g,-r,(~ 0 t~·: _rtuf.'encE>
of all fea,r of death from her mmd, J.~.<e sam~
gentleman conducted her funeral obsequies with
much feelin
and naid
a cheerful tribute to her
1
. ~.
g:
n
•
,, -~), :-.
chrrs.ran wor,h. At her r"quest, rt \'i/18 •tsuvorl
fot• Elder l\Ia.rk. II. Forscutt to preach her funeral
o
Th ·
:s-. 11 • , 1 d.'Un b .
..
,., .
s':'rmonh.
"""'"elr C.oh.._""'rojJ~l e l: f1 ~e enJgl m~,.e CCvmmo
d 10USt anours,t CO ero ltSUS£ Jyt~le m:Jgre·
f,!ation&liBts was accepted, and on yesterday, 1\larch
18th. Elder Forscutt spoke with excellent libert 1
to a large congr~gation, creating such intere;;,
ths.t our own meeting house was crowded a.t nigh•
to hear a furt.hPr e1ucidRtion of our views on thf'
i'ttture state. Mav the consolations of the gosp0l
be ~ive:u to the b~renved l.nv~band and children.
and He who "lerupe1·s the wind to the shorn lamb,''
E=anctify this a~,d bereavement to their souls I\t
At the residence of his
siste'!' II:mnal:>
Hichrnond. near LPe's SumuHj
)fo., F~bruary 7th.1877, of
Lamb, n.ged liJ ye:1rs aud G rn::ntlis.
illness he requested that the ElJers be
for.
o:nd· wa~ admini~:ered to two or three times, Ilis

.
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3. Never gpend your money before you get it.
4 Never buy what you do not want because it
s cheap,
5. Pride costs :more than hunger, thirst or cold.

ELDER

G@i<hlN'O

---~-4----"··-

with a large family to support.,
rf'cently
an orJer to a sl ore in Grove~
'own, Now H11mpshire, for one dollar's worth of
wbif~h he took as fo1lows: tobacco. 40 cents;
10; pack of playing cards, 26; tell> to
balance, 25 cenis.

MARK

H.

FORSCUTT,

J. L. Shinn affirms •·The Bible teaches that the
Coming of Christ to judge the World is now past."
~'lark H. For.scutt affirms. "The Bible teaches the
Literal Resurrection of the Body from the Grave."

{~l"<'lh~s;,

l"' . '": .

SHINN,

Of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of L. D. Saints.

""""'" --.i"--Vaniiy keepe perBons in favor of themselvt:8,
•?ho are out of favor with all others.
Aln.9., for human natul'e that the wounds of vanty sbculd smart and bleed so mu:.:h longer than
the \vounds of affection f.
1
I If you a!'e determined to get the beam out of
1 your own eye before you put, vou:r finger in your
,)
brother's eye to get his ll10t"3 out~ you will probab
ly be very busy for the next few years.
It , ~ ...
t
• k ]; l
.
'h
~
1 ,
0 plC
' l8 ' 61 ,\' .
' 0 es lll 0 ' er k'eop,e 8
work, but 1t 1s
more p:rofltah1e to better your~
I, ~if
·,9 •t1 _. 8 f 1 ·
ll t' ., 1>]j ., . t
t
j ') ,. ;,.~
B~ -~? lll a
.n~ Vt ? ·( ~fH!. canno
crltlClSJ? .. lh.ose tnnt. can then. .lSCiV0S do good ser-·
vice are hnt ns one to a thousand compared with
•h
h ' H , , , f···<1t"':
h-., , ·f th
' ose w 0 t:-,J,!.. sva aUi ~:; .~.n 1· e l!lOOrs 0 0 ers.
A!n.s! it is not till time with :reckless hand has
torn out half the.leaves fro~u the hook of hn~an
l!fe t~at man b~gms to see tnat, the le».ves w~wh
'·er.a~n1 aro few In number, a.:nd to remember') faint'y :tl first and then more oi"n.J·ly, that upon the
1"'ady
of the book was written a story which
ila
fain write over again.

L.

JOHN

Of the Universalist Church, and
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discussion lasted four days, and makes a book of 194
closely printed pages
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SAW ANOTHER ANGEL lf<
iiAVING TIIE EVERLASTING GOSPEl, TO PREACII 'l'O TIIEM THAT DWELT, ON 'l'HE EARTH
*, SAYING,
FEAR GoD, AND GIVE GLORY TO Hr:M 1 FOn '!'HE HOUR OF 1IIs JuDGI.!EN'l' IS Co~rm."-REv. 14: 6-7.
"SANCTIFY THE11:1: 'fHlWUGH THY TntJ'l'li:; 'l'nY WoRD ts Tnu'J:'tt."-JE:stJs; JorrN 17:17.
"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF Tll:El Lon:D, !<'OR 'l'IIERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG You HAVE SAVE IT BE ONE WIFE."-BOOK
OF MORMON; JACOB 2:6.
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SUPPORT ,THE GOSPEL.-N·o. 7.
Perhaps you will think that this rmbject is
pretty nearly exhausted; but let me assure
you that new and important points are constantly presenting themselves, and even, if it
was, it would still be necessary to go over and
over, the same ground; tell over and over
again, the same :old story, until the Church,
as a whole, is awakened to a sense of duty and
prompted to earnest, energetic action in this
direction. And since I am not a preacher,
and therefore have no right to talk to the
people from the pulpit; and, indeed, as I am
ambitious of a much larger congregation than
any my voice could reach, it is to be feared,
that until the editors throw my communications into the waste basket, or the state of the
Church Treasury shall convince me that there
is no further need of exhortation, I shall continue to "stir up your pure minds by way of
remembrance" of this subject.
In former articles we have spoken of the
necessity for liberal contributions and of some
of the means by which we may be enabled to
give more abundantly than heretofore; let us
now consider what can be done to render more
practical and efficient the system adopted and
recommended by the authorities of the Church.
Like the subordinate officers of an army,
our branch officers come most directly in contact with the members, the rank and file of
the "army of the Lord," and to them we must
look to do the greater part of the gospel work,
in its details. And, as in an army, if these
subordinate officers do not do their duty faithfully, no amount of knowledge, skill, ability or
courage, or all combined,on the part of the SU·
perior officers, can make that army efficient.
It, therefore, becomes necessary that there
should be a careful and intelligent supervision
of all the interests of the Church; and, among
others, that there should be some one to confer with and direct, counsel and encourage
branch officers in the discharge of their duties
relative to the financial interests of the Church,
and to aid them in their efforts to advance
these interests. For this purpose, it seems to
me, we have the Bishop and his agents. It
is evident that the Bishop can exercise but a
general supervision, and that the really efficient work, in this direction, in its details, must
be entrusted to the Bil'!hop's agents; of whom
there is, or should be, one in each district
throughout the world, however small, or however few the number of Saints therein.
Whole No. 368.

No.8.
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I do not know what the letter of the law is that of the seed thus sown, all will not fall
with regard to the duties of the Bishop's agent, upon stony ground; and even that which
but I think I do know what its spirit is. The springs up where there is no "deepness of
Bishop has the general supervision of the earth," may, in this matter, produce some
financial interests of the Church. His agents, fruit befote it is "withered away;" and we
under him, exercise the same general super- have the assurance that seed sown upon good
vision in their several districts; and it is plain- ground will produce, "some an hundred fold,
ly just as much the duty of each agent to do some sixty fold and some thirty fold." It
all in his power; to use every means at his may be asked, what can the branch officers
command, or under his control, to advance the do? "Much, every way," if they are thor"
fi.nancialinterests of the Church in his district; oughly imbued with the spirit of their callas it is the duty of the minister appointed to ing, ready and willing to do the Master's
travel in that district to labor to build up the work; and, if they do not always know, ready
spiritual interests of the Church of Christ to learn from any source. Upon them we
therein; nor, having accepted the position and must mainly depend to arouse and maintain a
thus assumed its responsibilities, is he any healthy state of feeling in their respective
more excusable for neglect of energetic per- branches. The presiding officer as he meets
formance of his duties, than would be the the Saints from time to time; whether colminister, who, conscious of having been called lectively at Church or social meeting; or inof God, and the way having been opened, dividually, at their homes or on the street, may
should refuse or neglect to obey the call of have many an opportunity to impress this duty
duty?
upon their minds. The priest and the teacher
And what manner of man should the Bish- in the discharge of their duties, visiting from
op's agent be? He need not be a rich man house to house, have most favorable opportunibut he should be a liberal man; for it is said ties for awakening interest, arousing sympathy,
that "the liberal man deviseth liberal things," rebuking covetousness, imparting information
and one of his first and most important duties as to the wants of the branch, the district and
is to devise means whereby to incite the Saints the Church. They, too, know, better than
of his district to the exercise of a large-heart- any one else, or can more readily ascertain,
ed liberality. He should be an intelligent, the relative ability of the different members
earnest, zealous believer in the Truth and and can more easily enjoin upon them the neImportance of the LatteJ: Day Work, and will- cessity of faithful discharge of this, as well as
ing to work, as well as to pray, that the same of all other christian duties.
glad tidings which he has received may be
From time to time, reports might be made
carried to others; and that those whom God to the branch, of the amount of money conhas deputed to carry it are "worthy of their tributed, and by whom; or at least the num·
hire." Then he should have fair business ber of persons contributing should be given,
ability, and should recognize the fact that the so that it may be seen how many there are in
same means is needful to secure success in the branch who do, and how many who do not
the financial affairs of the Church, as are re- contribute to this object, without giving any
quisite in any other honorable business enter- names, if that is considered objectionable; alprize. As the wholesale merchant reaches though in my opinion, great pains should be
out by means of occasional personal visits; taken to eradicate the idea that the publicabut more frequently, and perhaps more effect- tion ~f the names of those who contribute fosively, by means of letters and circulars and by ters a feeling of ostentation. The feeling is
his traveling agents, until he becomes known too general that what we contribute for Church
to every dealer in the territory over which purposes is a ,gift j when, in realit.y, it is but
his business extends; so the Bishop's agent, the payment of a debt-the discharge of an
though he may not be able to leave home obligation incumbent upon us-an obligation
frequently, nor to visit branches, nor to attend which we can no more get rid of than we can
all conferences, should, personally, or by let- of the duty which rests upon UA of giving to
ters or circulars, or reports and through his our children the best possible education which
agents, the branch officers, strive to reach our means and opportunities allow. And so
every individual member of the Church in his we should desire to have due credit for money
district; and appeal to every motive which so paid, just as a man has a right to take a
might be supposed to influence them to more ·receipt for the payment of an installment of
regular, systematic, prompt and conscientious any other debt, on which he must continue to
discharge of.the duty of "giving as God hath make payments but which he does not expect
prospered them." His labor may not be pro- ever fully to discharge in this life. It is that
ductive of large, nor immediate results; but which we give in charity, for the support of
let him persevere, and we may rel1 upon it the poor, that it is said that we should not let
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our left hand know what our right hand doeth. Let us strive to get rid of this pernicious
idea that we are at liberty to give, or to withhold, as we see proper; and learn to regard
our debt to the Church as no more to be eva·
ded or delayed, than any legal obligation; and
take as much pains to obtain the means to
meet it as we would to raise money to pay our
taxes. Until we do this, we are not doing our
duty. Let us see to it that _our consciences
are truly void of offense in this matter.

------ ...
.

w.

R.

SELI.ON.

SCRATCHING OF AN. INVALID'S PEN.
Come, joyous, bright, glad sunshine, come;
come pure dry air and drive away the wintry
clouds and rain. Go away rain, go away; the
farmer would not sigh at thy going. He
would go forth and till his land, believing,
that when harvest time comes he will reap.
None would sigh at thy going, and truly would
I rejoice and be glad were you gone. Come,
bright, sunny weather, al).d pure dry air, arid
touch my poor, weak body, with a healing
breath. Yes, come; come and stay until I
have strength enough to leave this bed, this
room, this cage of mine, that has held me one
long year. Stay, until I can go out into God's
own grand and beautiful temple, and there,
with all nature, praise his name. 0, what joy
it would be to wander again in the woodland,
and to listen to the glad notes of the birds,
and watch them as they flit in and out among
the trees, building their nest,s and feeding their
young. To wander along the green mossy
bank of a crystal stream, and to gather the
flowers and moss that gaze on themselves in
the water below. 0, for the joys of my childhood's years, sweet to me is their memory;
light hearted and gay, was I, as the butterfly
I chased. Father, thou who art great and
good, the creator of all things, even from this
bed I will praise thy name. I will thank thee,
truly thank thee, that this room, the scene of
my affliction, has not been in a noisy, crowded
city, but has been in a cottage, in·a secluded
nook among the beautiful green hills of California, where has come to me, on the morning
air and g.entle evening breeze, the sweet odor
of many wild flowers and of clover, and of new
mown hay and ripening grain, and the s-weet
spicy odor of the mountain laurel, from the
evergreen hill out there, before my window.
I have had much to be thankful for during the
past year, although my suffering has been so
great.
For four long months I could not put food
in my own mouth, or raise my head from the
pillow; and for six long weeks my voice was
not heard. More helpless and frail than the
tenderest infant, yet more tender was the care
I received than the infant gets; mother, husband, and sister, how faithful the vigils they
kept. Not a movement of the eye or lips but
it was seen, interpreted, and responded to by
one of these loved and loving ones. Yes, my
nurses have been the kindest, my surroundings
the pleasantest. And even my suffering might
have been worse, for is not bitter mental an-

guish worse than bodily pain can be? My
suffering pas not been a Gethsemane. l often
think what'a terrible thing it is for reason to
be dethroned. 0, how thankful I am that
through all my suffering I have had a mind to
think, to reason, to reflect. May this priceless blessing be mine till death; and beyond,
in that other world, surely none are deprived
of it. To many there it will be a blessing still;
to others, (alas! sad thought), a bitter curse.
Gladly would they exchange it for forgetfulness. It is a blessing to all who are not hopelessly shrouded in the dark mantle of sin; for
if we havEl committed all manner of sin, except
that awful sin against the Holy Ghost, we can
repent amd look forward in hope of forgiveness
through the atoning blood of him who died so
cruel a death, for poor, weak, sinful man. How
great a theme to contemplate is the death of
the Savior! He died, not as other martyrs
have died, without power to save themselves;
for, if he would have done so, had he not
power to save his life? Having the power of
the Creator of the Universe, yet he suffered
himself to be led, meekly as a lamb to the
slaughter, in order that man might be redeemed from sin and death. How great was
his love, and how e:ruel the suffering he endured from those whom he did lay down his
life to save. 0, what afflicted one can go with
him and view his suffering from Gethsemane's
dark shades to the cruel cross, and not thereby
greatly lessen their own suffering? As great
bodily pain as he endured on the cross, we may
endure; but such agony as he endured in
Gethsemane's garden I think man never knew.
Yet great as was his mental anguish, he bore
up under its heavy weight, and was conscious
to the very last, fully realizing all the agony
of a death on the cross.
When I commeneed this writing, several
days ago, the rain was coming down in torrents.
It had rained for a number of days, and the
dampness was everywhere feH, even in the
most comfortable abode. Propped in the pillows, and with a hollow rattling cough, and a
throbbing pain in my side, I feebly wielded a
pen. But now the sun is shining, the dampness is dried away, the throbbing pain has left
my side, the rattling eough I have not once
heard to-day. Only one month more of wintry
weather, then comes the pleasant spring-time.
Ah, yes, but, as said one to a loved one only a
few days ago, "You had better make up your
mind to it, for she cannot last much longer."
Well, now, I do not believe that; I do not believe I have outlived, as it were, the very worst
and last stage of consumption, and improved
as much as I have, that I shall die this winter
or spring, just because damp weather does not
happen to agree with me. But God knows,
and his will be done. I am equally willing to
live or die; still, I will remember what a gray
haired elder said several months ago, when my
life hung by as tender a thread as ever held a
human life to earth. I heard him say this :
"For her to live would be as great a miracle as
for one to be raised from the dead; but she
will live, ar,cl attend the funeral of many who
now expect to go to hers." I did not doubt
this then, why should I now? I believe that
I have a little faith; but 0, such imperfect,
wavering, faltering faith. Had I that perfect
faith that some of the ancients had, disease
could not hold me captive with l1er galling,
fettering chains,
MrNETcrA.

[April 15.

DID NOT PAUL MISTAKE1
The apostle Paul, in the eleventh chapter
of Hebrews, has considerable to say about
"faith," and its (apparent) wonderful doings
in ages past. He says :
"And what shall I more say? for the time would
fail me to tell of Gideon, and of Barak, and of Samson, and of Jeptha, of David also; * * *who
through faith subdued kingdoms, wrought righteousness, obtained promises, stopped the mouths
of lions, * * quenched the. violence of fire."-Heb.
11: 32, 33.

First, we will examine Gideon, and see what
kind of a mali he was and the manner of his
faith. The 6th, 7th and 8th chapters of
Judges speak of this wonderful man. He
started out to fight-to slay the Midianites.
And after he succeeded in his bloody work, the
men of Israel desired him to reign over them,
but he refused-telling them that God should
do so-and that all he desired of them was,
the ear. rings of the prey. And they granted
his request. And the amount was "a thousand
and seven hundred shekels of gold," besides
other articles. This Gideon took this gold
"and made him an ephod thereof," and put it
in his city, Ophra; and all Israel went a
"whoring after it.'' (Judges 8: 23-27.) Thus
we perceive their manner of thanking God (?)
for the victory won. And this is not all. We
are told by the same historian that "Gideon
had three score and ten [70] sons of his body
begotten; for he had many wives;" and "a
concubine also." Some may say that he was
not in polygamy at the time (it is said) the
angel appeared to him. But it is evident that
he was. And if polygamy is not justifiable
before God to·day, how could it have been
then ? And if God reveals not himself to a
polygamous Brigham, how can we suppose that
God revealed himself to a polygamous Gideon?
"I am God, I change not."-Mal. 3 : 6'.
Next is Barak. (Judges 4 : 6). Here the
writer speaks of a woman, Deborah, a prophetess (?). And she says, "Hath not the Lord
God of Israel commanded, saying, Go and
draw toward Mount Tabor, and take with thee
ten thousand men of the children ofNapthali;
and * * * Zebulon?" Barak didn't know
whether God had said so or not, as his language
infers. <;If thou [Deborah] wilt go with me,
then will I go." Notwithstanding he is willing to go, yet she tells him, that "notwithstanding the journey that thou shalt take shall
not be for thine honor." Would God tell a
man to do that which would be for a man's
dishonor? And again, how much faith would
it take to add strength to ten thousand men?
Something like one said of yore, "Trust in
God, and keep your powder· dry." The sol~
diers might have exercised faith, but if their
powder was not kept dry, they might have had
poor success.
After the battle of Barak was over, it is said
that Deborah and Barak sang, saying, "Praise
ye the Lord for the avenging of Israel."
What better is this than the said prayers or
requests made of God by W. Woodruff, E.
Snow and B. Young, of Salt Lake City, or at
St. George.? (See Messenger of January, 1877).
Next is Samson. We are told that "he
judged Israel in the days of the Philistines
twenty years."-J udges 15 : 20. We are told
of him having killed a lion, and afterwards
some bees made a hive out of the lion's
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mouth, and Samson discovered this, and made
a riddle therefrom; and whosoever could explain the riddle, he would give them thirty
sheets or shirts and thirty ehanges of garments, etc. Well, thirty men tell the meaning
of the riddle (after Samson's wife reveals it),
and then Samson slays thirty other men, and
takes their clothing off of them, and gives it
his riddle expounders. How much faith did
it require to do this? "And the Spirit of the
Lord came upon him and his anger was kinkled."-J udges 14: 19. Paul said, The works
of the flesh are manifest in these, "anger,"
"malice," "envy," "hatred," "strife," etc.Gal. 5 : 19-21. "But the fruit of the Spirit
is love, joy, peace, long·suffering, gentleness,
goodness," etc.-V s. 22. Next he kills a
thousand men. (Ex. 30 : 13). And then
carries some gates up a hill. Then he performs some freaks with the hair of his headand at the same time apparently lying to his
wife about his strength. And last of all he
pulls down a house and kills all the Philistines
therein, and also himself. How much faith
did it take to do all this ?
Next is Jeptha, spoken of in Judges 11th
chapter, said to be "a mighty man of valor"a "Gileadite." He was thrust out of his fathers house. "Then Jeptha fled from his brethren, and dwelt in the land of Tob; and there
were gathered vain men to Jeptha, and went
out with him."-verse 3. We read of him
having led an army, etc., but discover no great
exhibition of faith on his part, in anything he
did.
"And David." "A man after God's own
heart.' 1 How long? In 1 Samuei 127 : 12,
we are told that he went and :
"Invaded the Geshurites, Gezerites, and Amalekitea; for those nations were of old inabitants of
the land. * * * And David smote the land [or
people], and left neither man nor woman alive,
and took away the sheep, and the oxen, and the
asses, and the camels, and the apparel, and returned*** unto Achish."

And when asked where he had made the
raid, he told a falsehood to justify himself.
"And he left or saved neither man nor woman
alive, to bring tidings to Gath, saying, Lest they
should tell on us, saying, So did David, and so will
be his manner all the while," &c.
"And Achish believed David, saying, He hath
made his people Israel abhor him, utterly."

Now David evidently knew that he had done
wrong. He said on a certain occasion, "my
sin is continually before my face."
"And David gathered all the people together and
went to Rabbah, and fought against it and took it.
And he took their king's crown from off his head,
. • . and it was set on David's head.
And he
brought forth the spoil of the city in great abundance."-James 1: 1-4.
"And he brought forth the people that were
therein, and put them under saws, and under harrows of iron; and under axes of iron, and made
them pass through the brick-kiln; and thus he did
unto all the citfes of Ammon."-2 Sam.12:29-31.

Here is. a license for the Catholic Holy (?)
Inquisition. (See Fox's Book of Martyrs.)
Now Paul goes on in his eleventh letter to
the Hebrews, and in speaking of the persecution of God's people, he says :
"They were stoned, they were sawn asunder,
were tempted [taunted] were slain with the sword.
They wandered about in sheepskins and goatskins;
being destitute, afflicted, tormented."-Heb. 11:
37, 38.

Paul undoubtedly thought the latter was
awful, but when David would commit such
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horrid atrocities on others, it was-done by
faith; by men of valor. Was it not wicked
for David to do as he did? It was barbarism. Done under the pretense of sanctifyjust as the Catholics have done; and ot.hers-Utah Mormons-included, under the royal
name of Christ, or Christianity. The Bible
being upheld as it was at the councils of Nice
and Trent-the estimation the primitive fathers placed upon it and the adoption of it as
"the only rule of Christian faith and practice"
has caused more blood to be shed than almost
anything else. St. John Chrysostom, in his
thirty seventh Homily on Genesis, says: "That
whatever is contained in the Scripture (Bible)
is a doctrine absolutely divine." This conclusion is utterly wrong; but men too ignorant
to know better have accepted and endorsed it
as truth. The inference is thiil: that if David,
this one, and that one, could do so and so under the divine approbation of God, and they
were his chosen,-then we who are his pro·
fessed children can do likewise unto our ene·
mies, or all who will not believe as we do.
This idea of endorsing every thing we read in
the Bible as having received divine approbation is an erroneous one. ·we must discriminate between what is of God and what is not.
We look upon God as being merciful, kind,
loving, long-suffering, forbearing, gentle, meek,
humble, good, &c., and it is evident that inasmuch as the foregoing are the fruit of his Holy Spirit, they are also characteristics of God
himself. Therefore inasmuch as with him
"there is no variableness, neither shadow of
turning," that whatever comes along, or has
been presented as the word of God, presenting
him in a different light than from the foregoing, we will venture to say it cannot be of
God. "Jesus Christ, the same yesterday, today, and forever." "Inasmuch as Manasseh,
Ephraim, Zebulon, Asher, and Naphtali, could
go into the land of Canaan and find land and
room sufficient for their tribes without slaying
and fighting-so could ,Judah and Joseph have
done the same. God said that Judah was always a rebellious, stiff-necked people-doing
as they pleased many times (Judges 1st chap.)
God has said in these last days, ''Renounce
war, and proclaim peace (D. & C. 95: 3).
"For Satan putteth it into their hearts to anger against you, and to the shedding of blood."
-63 : 8. If this is right or correct now, it
was ages ago. Christ came as Prince of Peace.
He said he governed the Israelitish church.
Had he changed.
J. F. D.

.·-

PURITY OF CHARACTER .

Over the beauty of the plum and the apricot there grows a bloom and beauty more exquisite than the fruit itself-a soft, delicate
flush that overspreads its blushing cheek.
Now, if you strike your hand over that, and
it is once gone, it is gone forever, for it never
grows but once. The flower that hangs in the
morning, impearled with dew-arrayed as no
queenly woman ever was arrayed in jewelsonce shake it so that the beads roll off, and
you may sprinkle water over it as you please,
yet it can never be made again what it was
when the dew fell silently upon it from heaven! On a frosty morning you may see the
panes of glass covered with landscapesmountains, lakes and trees, blended in a
beautiful, fantastic picture. Now lay your
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hand upon the glass, and by the scratch of
your fingers, or by the warmth of your palm,
all the delicate tracery will be obliterated. So
there is in youth a beauty and purity of character, which, when once touched and defiled,
can never be restored-a fringe mor~ delicate
than the frostwork, and which, when torn and
broken, will never be re-embroidered. A man
who has spotted and soiled his garments in
youth, though he may seek to make them
white again, can never wholly do it, even were
he to wash them with tears. When a young
man leaves his father's house, with the blessing of his mother's tears still wet upon his
forehead, if he once lose that purity of char-.
acter, it is a loss that he can never make whole
again. Such is the consequence of crime. Its
effects cannot be eradicated; it can only be
forgiven.

MAGNOLIA BRANCH.
The Magnolia (Iowa) Branch of the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints was organized March 13th, 1870, at the house of
Stephen Mahoney, and was composed of seventeen members, including two High PI"iests,
two Elders, and one Deacon. P. Cadwell
was chosen president and Stephen Mahoney
cle1·k. At the same time Thomas Carrico was
set apart to act as Branch Priest, and J. M.
Adams to act as Branch Teacher, while George
Blackman was elected Deacon. Two and onehalf years later the branches at Raglan and
Bigler's Grove disorganized, and most of the
members united with the Magnolia branch.
At the same time J. M. Adams was released
from acting as clerk, and Donald Maule was
elected in his stead. In June, 1874, the
Branch Priest and Teacher, as above named,
were released and Benjamin Kester elected
Priest, and Richard Chatburn ordained and
elected Teacher.
During the spring and summer of 1874 the
Saints, and generous harted friends, of Magnolia and vicinity, succeeded in securing sufficient
means to enable them to erect a meeting house,
and the supervision of its erection was given
to a committee of which J. M. Harviy was the
head. The building was pushed to completion
as rapidly as circumstances would permit, and
it was ready for use by the first of October
following. The meeting house was dedicated
October 11th, 1874, Elders Jcserh Smith and
Mark H. Forscutt being present.
In June, 1876, Priest Benjamin Kester
asked to be released from acting as Branch
Priest. His request was granted, and J. C.
Johnson was elected and ordained to fill the
vacancy.
At the Quarterly Conference in September,
1876, the numerical strength of the branch
had increased from seventeen when organized
to 125, and in view of this large increase it
was thought best to provide an extra set of
branch officers, and accordingly Wm. C. Cadwell was elected and ordained a Branch Priest
and Hiram Mahoney was elected and ordained
a Branch Deacon. In the following October
Wm. T. Fallon was elected and ordained to
the office of Branch Teacher. The branch or•
ganization at present stands as follows: Total
membership 135, including one Apostle, one
High Priest, eleven Elders, three Priests, two
two Teachers and two Deacons. Branch Offi
cers.-President, P. Cadwell; Priests, J. O,
4
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Johnson and Wm. C. Cadwell j Teachers, R.
Chatburn and Wm. T. Fallon; Deacons, Geo.
Blackman and Hiram l\'Iahoney; Clerk, Donald Maule.
It is now well understood in this part of the
c;:mntry that the above- organization has no
connection whatever with the Brighamite faction, and instead of endorsing their polygamous doctrines are among the most foremost advocates of the speedy suppression of that phase
of Utah corruption, as well as all others not in
accordance with the teachings of inspiration.
They believe that the Bible contains God's
will to man, as communicated through his inspired servants in different ages of the world's
history, but do not believe that it contains the
fullness of tj10 gospel, but that God will continue to reveal himself to man as long as the
world in its present state shall exist. Hence
they believe in the divine authenticity of the
Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants.
It is due to them, however, to state that these
books do not contain any principles essentially
different from those contained in the Bible,
and are only more lucid and explicit in the
statement of them. As citizens they are orderly and law abiding and embrace some of
our best members of society.-Courier
------.-~-··.----

THOUGHTS ON LIFE AND DEATII.
Lovingly inscribed to the memory of sister Julia
M. Bradley, who died of consumption near
Sandwich, Ill., Tuesday, March 13th, 18i7.

0! glorious hope, whose heaven-born light
Hath, from the morning of creation shone;
Whose long expected day the saints await
With martyrs crying from beneath His throne.
Sleep, sister, sleep, God's cause is marching on,
Its final triumph soon the world shall see:
And to His Son, as God himself hath sworn,
Shall every living creature bow the knee.
Seed time and harvest, winter's chilling cold,
The lteat of summer, and the flowers of spring
Will bloom and wither, seasons come and go,
Each to thy dwelling shall a tribute bring.

Methodist Chapels in London could not accomodate the criminal classes in its midst.
There are sufficient of these to fill every Methodist Chapel in London to overflowing, without
admitting a single honest person. More than
one third of all the crime of the country is
either committed or brought to light in London. The beershops and gin-palaces of J~on
don, if placed side by side, would form one
long street from Charing Cross to Portsmouth
-seventy-three miles. Having made that
statement, we are prepared for the next: that
38,000 drunkards arc brought before the
magistrates every year. The shops in London
that are open on Sunday would form a street
sixty miles long; and it is computed that upwards of a million of its inhabitants never go
to any place of worship, and practically live as
heathens, as much as if they lived in the center of Africa. If all the Londoners were now
to desire to go to places of worship, it would
be necessary immediately to build 900 more
than are now in existence. It has recently
come to my knowledge that there are young
boys in London so deplorable in their intellectual capacities, which are so utterly undeveloped, that their whole vocabulary deos not
consist of more than sixty words, and these
among the most uncouth and the foulest the
imagination can conceive; and I have heard
of one fact still more deplorable, which is mentioned by the authoress of 'Woman's ·work,'
that there are a number of little children in
London, being brought up in so-called homes,
from which love is so entirely absent that these
poor little ones do not know the meaning of a
kiss-and this, within sight and sound of our
own sanctuaries. What shall we do with t.hese
'waifs and strays,' whom J~ord Shaftesbury
calls 'half animal, half vegetable?' It is believed by those most conversant with the condition of the London poor that two most prolific sources of their penury and misery are,
their early marriages, and the false systems of
charity. The wealthy of London contribute
£2,000,000 a year to the poor; and we are
told it would have been infinitely better if it
had been thrown into the British Channel, and
that the truth of Bishop Whately's remark
has been discovered, that if you pay a man to
work, he will work, and if you pay him to beg,
h e Wl'II b eg, an d t h at t h e consequence is mendicity becomes a profession and a curse.
--..
A DREAM.

I

Sleep thou in peace, but from the paradise
Of God, watch thou the tender little feet,
Whose pattering steps once round thy pafhvmy
made
Music like falling raindrops, soft and sweet.
But with thy tenderest care bend low above
The whitening looks and furrowed brow of one
Thou didst call mother, for she nears the tomb,
And soon.for her shall set life's fitful sun.
Fareweil, but not for long, the hour draws near,
When all the saints of God with joy shall rise
To hail their King-death' a mighty conquerer,
With angel bands descending from the skies ;
Then shall the promised rest to Saints be given,
This earth the meek and lowly shall possess,
Their Prince shail over every power prevail ;
This is his n~me, "The Lord Our Righteousness."
FRANCES.

CONVERSION OF

[April 15.

LONDON.

Upon this strange, stern battle field of life,
Extract from an address delivered by the
With untried powers and tender forms we come, Hev. Hugh Price Hughes, B.A., at the MayAre marshalled in the army for the strife,
field Terrace Wesleyan Chapel, Dalston, ThursTo lose or gain an everlasting home.
day evening, November 30th, 1876, in aid of
From early morn, while yet the dew is fresh,
the Wesleyan Chapel Building-Fund.
Until the burning heats of noontide rise ;
No one knows the whole of London, or has
Midst light and shadow still the legions press.
been able to probe its misery or wickedness to
Still waits the soldier, gua.rding 'gainst surprise. the bottom j but, from time to time, the most
There is no respite, no off duty hour,
·astounding and appalling facts come under our
No furlough granted, for the untiring foe
notice, which compel us to consider them in
Upon his watch tower, every broken rank,
their sad significance. London is the largest
Each sleeping soldier well doth mark and know. town the world has ever seen. It covers nearAnd thus, until the solemn stars come out,
ly 700 square miles, and has a population of
upwards of four millions, which contains not
And night her mantle casts above the strife ;
fewer than 100,000 foreigners. I suppose we
We fold our hands to lay us down in peace.
can now mak e of L on d on a statement that can
Alike, victor and vanquished in the strife!
be made of no other city in the world; that
Sleep they alike?
there are more Jews here than in the whole
Write, said the voice-Write, Blessed are the dead of Palestine, more Irishmen than in Dublin,
From henceforth blessed who die in the Lord;
more Scotchmen than in Edinburgh, and, what
They rest from labor-rest in peace and hope,
· may be more extraordinary still, more Roman
Until the blest appearing of our God.
Catholics than in Rome itself. In the port of
Thus sleeps our sister, nevermore for her
London there are every day 1,000 ships, with
Shall camp· fire blaze or trumpet sound alarm;
9000 sailors, coming and going to every part of
She rests safe in the paradise of God,
the earth. 120 persons are added to the popuBeyond the power of sin or death to harm.
lat.ion every day, or 40,000 every year. A birth
takes place in I~ondon every five minutes;
Keep thou, dear earth, the form we loved so well, and, solemn thought, a death every eight minThe folded hands, the feet no more to tread
utes, with the regularity of clockwork; so
Life's stormy paths, lie gently on the heart
that, whether we make adequate provision for
Whence throbs of hope and joy alike have fled;
the spiritually destitute of London, the scythe
Keep thou in sacred trust until the Lord
of Death is never still, he is reaping his barWith trump and shout from heaven shall desc.end: vest, and they are being rapidly taken from
Then yield the casket-dust to dust no more,
our reach. There are twenty-eigl1t miles of
0, grave, thy victory hath a final end!
new streets, and 9,000 new hou~es added to
London every year; indeed, it seems to be JarThe dead who sleep in Christ shall first arise,
ger than any cit.y could ever have been expected to become. On its police registers
Not to ascend to realms of space unknown
But on this earth renewed, with Him to dwell
there are no fewer than 120,000 persons whose
A thousand years, whose <~tges a~e His own.
sole profession is crime. I suppose, all the

I

On the morning of the seventh of November 1
1876, (Presidential Election day), I dreamed
that I was in a room with another man who
had charge of a curious cabinet of small blocks,
arranged in very regular order and very close
together, under and behind what seemed to
be a counter. I was standing near the end
of this cabinet and could not comprehend its
design. This man, who seemed to be my instructor, beckoned me behind the counter.
Taking my position, as directed, my instructor
moved some secret spring and the blocks became detached from each other, and I perceived,
that instead of their being solid blocks, with
certain grooves and elevations passing longitudinally over them, they were in reality men
in ranks, fully equipped and properly officered
for war. I admired much their martial order
and their fine display in arms and uniform,
but particularly their commanders, who were
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stationed at equal intervals along the various pressed sentiment by the French people rela- priest, who is an enthusiastic investigator of
geology; and, through the courtesy of that gencolumns, and who seemed to be invested with tive to the present state of things?
JosEPH.--Well, Brother Henry, my exper- tleman, I gained much that I wanted to know;
much power.
I still demanded an explanation of all this ience has taught me that similar thoughts and and had it been possible, my stay in his commartial array ; then my instructor turning feelings pervade the minds of the French peo- pany would have been prolonged. Now tell
around to a blackboard took up a crayon and ple that I find manifest at home, in England. me, have you progressed any since I have been
very rapidly drew an intricate network of lines Want of faith in governments has put a stop away, in that particular line of study you have
on the board. I could not follow him, as he to the legitimate circulation of money; hence marked out for yourself?
traced out the curious figure he was trying to a stagnation in the various branches of indusH.-I can scarcely tell you. As you are
portray, and it was not until he had finished try, culminating in the increase of priee for aware, my circle of literary acquaintances is
his design that I was enabled to see any mean- the common necessaries of life, and general very circumscribed. I, in consequence, have
ing in the draft. But when it was finished I dissatisfaction among the artisan and laboring frequently to wait a very long time before I
can gain the opinion of another, worthy of ac
recognized in the drawing the map of Europe masses.
and a part of Asia, and particularly around the
H.-Things certainly have a very ominous ceptance, in regard to the meritof any proeast, south and west sides of the Black Sea look. True, the amicable settlement of the duction of mine.
J.-You have a periodical. Why not send
were great concentrations of a dark color, and Eastern trouble may, for a season,· change the
seemed to be in the shape of men being cru- present condition of things for the better; but your written thoughts to that paper? You
cified, their heads all pointing inward towards a settled state of things cannot exist, until that would then ascertain their merit or demerit.
H.-True, we have a paper called The Herthe Black Sea. The concentrations seemed to king reigns who must eventually reign; then
be about three or four in number, but very shall the will of God, only, be done on earth, ald, in which I have seen a request made by
and the rights of man guaranteed to all men the Editors, that persons would send written
large.
matter for publication in the same. I have
The next scene was laid in America; I without intermission.
J·.-You still hang on to your old notions, sent several essay~ ; but no notice has been
seemed to be in the suburbs of a town, in front.
1
of a small white house. I looked toward the I perceive! I often think, and wish, that you taken of them, not even by way of condemnaright and observed some thick hazle-brush and would see your way clear to devote youi·leisure tion.
J.-Indeed! that is a strange method of
it was in silent commotion. Presently I be time to the study of some branch of positive
held a beast with the body of a bear, but its science. I feel sure you would be much more proceding. First invite, then treat with sihead and breast seemed erect; on the left side benefitted, than continuing with those Latter lent contempt. And especially so, when we
of its breast was a huge serpent, attached near Day Saints, and using your brain battling consider the nature of that periodical. If you
its middle to the breast of the beast; the tail dogmas; especially, were you to associate your- were to send contributions to a paper of simiof the serpent was coiling downwards, while its self with a religious society more in accord lar character in England, you would see in one
head was erect beside the proper head of the with public sentiment; because you would corner of that paper a notification, to the effect
beast. This beast moved up the street and have a much better opportunity for gaining that your essay was not fit for that paper, if it
passed the house, while from towards the left information regarding any branch of science was not suitable; and, further, if any alteration
side of the house was coming down the street you might choose.
was needed as to style you would be informed
H.-I cannot begin to disparage any branch concerning that.
a large leopard. As they approached the
house I went in and found a number of women of what you call positive science; for each
H.-Ah, well! 1 suppose they do things
and children there, in great fear. I observed branch is a necessity; and I wish my time, differently in America? Yet it seems but a
the house was very clean and white, even to if I have ability, would allow me to grasp brotherly act to do as you say; because the
the window blinds, which were all closed. every branch. Yet I cannot hold your view contributor may imagine his letter sent, lost,
When the beasts had passed I opened a front relative to it; because you do disparage theol- and be tempted to write again, at double exwindow blind and called a number of the ogy, and call it mythology; although a study pense, of course. But, if such a notice were
women to look at the beast. It then turned of theology leads to a study of human nature; given in our Herald, it would prevent much
and came down the street again, passed the as we find it implanted in mankind; and no disappointment.
J.-To be sure it would. But perhaps we
house, and I went out the front door just as knowledge obtained could be of a more positive
the double.headed beast overtook the leopard, character than knowledge regarding humani- are too severe. It might be that those essays
before it entered the brush at the end of the ty. And, I assure you, I cannot find words have been unintentionally mislaid, and thus esstreet. The beast, whose shape was {,bat of a to expres~ the pleasure I derive from the capedthe compositor's pigeon hole. It will be
better if it be so; if it be not so, it is a pity
bear raised his head over the leopard's neck study of human nature.
J .-Well, well, Henry, I will not attempt a it should be otherwise. I must now bid you
and bit the leopard's head off, when the blood
flowed in great volume over the face, beard, and refutation of what you say; for I believe the good night.
H.-Good night Joseph; and, when I see
shoulder of the beast, which I now perceived gratification we enjoy here from the pursuit of
you again, which I hope will not be long, first,
was none other than a very strong man, of very knowledge is transient in character.
H.-Think you so? I d0 not. I believe I trust to have better news for you, -A1l redark complexion and fierce countenance, and
not above the medium keight. Immediately this life to be a preparatory one; consequent- voir.
after this, the man, dressed in black, wearing ly, in proportion to the purity of our thoughts
~ silk hat and carrying a sword, crossed to and acts, while in this state, will our enhanceLETTER FROM ENGLAND.
the other side of the l'oad, and following a by ment in the future be.
J.-I feel in no cue to-night to discuss theBro. Joseph :,-As you would learn from
way ascended a steep hili, and brandishing hi~
sword, roared with a terrible voice, similar to ological points; for my mind is too full of the the letter, which appeared in the Herald of
the roaring of a lion, all along the summit of wonderful construction of the earth.
November 15th, 1876, we had el!pectation of
H.-Everything God has made is wonderthe hill, the blood of the. other beast all the
ful, Joseph, and as my line of t.hought does baptizing some six others. I am happy in bewhile dripping from his hair and beard.
I. N. W. CooPER.
not, suit, tell me, have you obtained any ad- ing able to inform you that their new birth
ditional information worth storing with the was accomplished on the 16th of December
A DIALOGUE.
knowledge already possessed by yourself re- last., so that we now number twenty members,
garding your favorite study, geology? I read composed of five different families. We have
HENRY.-Ha, ha, Brother Joseph, when that articla on "The Silurian Age of the
did you return? Last evening? Well, I World," wriacn by you, and published in that had considerable uphill work in the shape of
thank you for so early a call after your return. periodical to which you contribute; and, crit- sickness; and a little opposition from those
I hope you will stay with me awhile? You icizing it with the slight knowledge I possess with whom we formerly worshipped; but God's
.
blessings have attended us throughout. We
intend t?? That is right. Come, sit in t~at of the ~cience, I saw merit therein.
arm cha1r by the fire, and tell me sometbmg
J,·-rhank you, Henrv. I have durmg my h
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aration so long, makes the present doubly ac- storing. While pursuing my studies I was Mtller, au old veteran m 1\Iormomsm, pre~eptable to.me. So tell me, wllat is the ex- introduced to Monsieur Yalena, a Catholic, pared, I believe, to resist to the death all her-
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esies, polygamic or otherwise. As a branch, Mormonidm. For the validity of its claims as the Presbytery was divided into two, the minwe are fully satisfied with our present position, the Church of Christ rest wholly upon the di· isters and congregations in New York and
and thank the Giver of all good for the liberty vinity of the Book of Mormon. So that Utah east of that State, forming one; and those in
Mormons stand U]pOn the horns of rather an Pennsylvania and south of it, the other; the
of the gospel. We have frequently come in awkward dilemma; for if the books are true, as latter was the Presbytery of Pennsylvania, the
contact with the followers of Brigham Young, we bear testimony that they are, they cannot former the Presbytery of New York ; this dimuch against the will of many of them, as we be the church of Christ; if the books are un- vision was ratified May, 1776.
Not long after this a small party headed by
hold our public meetings in the same building true, then they are not the church of Christ;
that they do. We feel that we have nothing for it is from those books that they profess to three ministers from the church of Scotland,
styled "Reformed Pres~yterians," made an
have obtained their authority.
Excuse my digression. I will now return effort to become united with the Presbytery -of
to fear but every thing to hope for in the future. We have quite a number of enquirers to the future prospect of the cause in this part Pennsylvania; which ultimately resulted in
who seem deeply interested in our principles, of the vineyard. So far as I can see, the out- there being three bodies, holding sepa"rately,
and will, I hope, ere long cast in their lot with look is very encouraging indeed. We have where union was sought and hoped for. Of
had a revival service in the Church of Eng- these three the Pennsylvania Presbytery was
us. One gentleman has already ordered a land; which lasted some fourtGen days and nearly broken
'
up, there being June 13th,
hymn book, which looks like business.
has created considerable enquiry and excite- 1782, the time when the division occurred,
In reference to the Brighamites in this ment. I hope that with God's blessing it will only two ministers left, Reverends W m. Marcity we sent an invitation to the conference cause many additions to the Reorganization, shall, of Philadelphia, and James Clarkson, of
president,. offering him the use of our room, for, "God moves in a mysterious way, his won- York County. The course of these two, howso that if he could, he might show us the error ders to perform."
ever, endorsed by the Synod of Scotland, proof our ways; or, on the other hand, we would
Hoping that we shall soon have the pleasure cured the sending of others to their aid; so
preach in his meeting room to his people with of seeing and hearing you in this country, I that in a few years this body was again prosthe right of reply, if they thought proper. I have the honor to subscribe myself your hum- perous.
need hardly say the ofl'er was declined; but if ble co-worker in the gospel of our Lord Jesus
The first educational institution was estabI wished he would come and converse with me Christ,
JosEPH DEWSNUP.
lished in 1793, in charge of Rev. John Anderson.
privately, which I also declined, as I consider MANcHESTER, England. }'eb.l9, 1877.
myself sufficiently well posted in the doctrines
While all this was going on, Messrs Robert
and theories of his section of the church; and A SKETCH OF RELIGIOUS HISTORY. Armstrong and Andrew :B'ulton were sent into
any attempt at my reconversion would only be
Kentucky, with authority to organize a PresAssociATE PRESBY1'EIUANS.
labor in vain. I am also of opinion that any
bytery. This they did November 28th, 1798;
doctrine that will not stand the te&t of public
'l'he Associate Presbyterian Church, as found soon after this, the Associate Synod of North
argument is not of much account. Of course in America, is an outgrowth from the Scot- America. They met in :May 1801, in Philathey are very delicate upon the question of
delphia. There were seventeen ministers prespolygamy; as this is one of those principles tish church. The causes which led to its form- ent; divided into the Presbyteries of Phil athat if you lack light upon, you must seek it ation were many; chief of which, however, was delphia, Chartiers, Kentucky and Cambridge.
in '•Zion," ·i. e. in Utah. But from observa- the system of govermental patronage, whereby
In 1820 efforts were made to unite the Astion1 and the experience of others, and the church livings, and benifices were bestowed sociate Heformed Synod of the West, with the
mental capacity of many who comQ from there,
Synod arranged for at Philadelphia; but.,. owing
I think the so-called light must be burning upon ministers, and these ministers appointed to the difficulties thrown in the way, these
very dimly indeed, and would be the better for to the oversight and charge of congregations efforts were abandoned.
trimming. From what I can understand from without the consent of those composing them,
Several ministers were deposed or suspendmembers of that body, it has become almost to the great detriment and injury of the ed during the time between 1838 and 1840;
impossible for them to obtain a Book of :lllor- church. Against this and its accompanying and these resolved themselves into the Assomon in this country. The authorities appear evils, as they were denominated, many remon· ciate Synod of North America. In addition to
to be teaching them that there is not any ne- strated, and this resulted in a secession in 1733. these two ministers of the South, who had been
This secession was not effected, however, suspended for connection with slavery, assumed
cessity for the written word, as contained in
the books of the Church; they have the liv- until the Church of Scotland had secured an the name of the same church; and these, in
ing oracles(?) Such oracles forsooth, as though act of Parliament by which the patronage of 1844, were about to blend with the Associate
God, the Unchangeable, could stultify himself, churches was abolished. This was done in Reform Synod of the Sou.th. A minister of
and accept that as clean which he has pro- 16L19, and continued in force until1712, when the Presbytery of North America also joined
it was repealed and the patronage again re- them.
.
nounced abominable and unclean.
There is one circumstance in connection vived; and this resulted in the organization of
This is a brief history of this sect gathered
with our secession which has given us no the Associate Presbytery of Scotland in Nov- from an article b.v the Rev. W. I. Cleland and
little amusement, When the question of the ember, 1733.
Rev. James P. liiiller, in "Rupp's History of
doctrine of polygamy was shaking the faith of
In 1744 a dicpute arose in the church re-I Religious Denominations," published in 1844.
a number of their members, an old sister, who specting. the oath to be administered to those
.
._
__
had been in Nauvoo, was brought to the front, who should be appointed as members; this
HOW SHALL WE BE SAVED AND
and she said, she "knew that Joseph Smith finally resulted in there being two bodies. each·
SAVE OTHERS 1
'
the Martyr had more wives than one." On claiming to be the "Associate Synod;" one
If I desire to show my gratitw.h to God by
what principle I know not, but I quite expect party was styled by the public Anti-Burghers,
doing
all that he has commanded me, how
that her knowledge was of the same class as the other Burghers. From the first of th2se
shall I find out what those commandments
that of the old lady interrogated by Br. Briggs sprung the Associate Church in America.
whei:J. in Utah. (See llfcssenger). As you say,
By constant immigration to this country are? Will it be by reading novels and light
brother Joseph, the question is not, Was the the number of persons holding to the doctrines and trashy literature? Ily going to tho et::n·e
martyr a Polygamist? as that does not affect of the Church of Scotland, both from Ireland after our day's work is done, and sitting on
the validity of the gospel one single particle; and Scotland, had become large; and the;,e the counter and talking politics, or some
the great question is, Are the Book of Mormon petitioned the Anti Burgher portion cf tho scandal, or about A. or B., what bad managers
and Book of Covenants divine revelations? If Scottish Synod to send some one to aid them. they are? I an~wer, No i but by reading the
they are; and that they are I have an abund- Alexander Gellatly and Andrew Arnot, ac revealed word of God, as found in the Bible,
ance of testimony; then we do lcnow that cordingly came, and in 1754, being authorized Book of Mormon, and Doctrine and Covenants.
polygamy is abominable before God, and can to organize congregations and to constitute a Let each one of us abo forgive our brother, as
not possibly be a tenet of the true Church of Synod, they organized the Associate Presbytery we expect God to forgive us. Christ has said,
Jesus Christ. On the other hand, if those Iof Pennsylvania. Mr. Gellatly died in 1761, ''If ye forgive not men their trespasses, neither
will your Father who is in heaven forgive your
books may be discarded with impunity; if they li'Ir. Arnot having returned home in 1756.
About the time of the war for independence, tresspasses.
are not divinely inspired; there is au end of
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I noticed in the Herald, not long since,
some questions and answers. One was "Is it
not the duty of the Twelve to go and preach
tbe gospel in foreign countries?" and the answer was "Yes." Brethren, have you ever
thought it takes money to send them there;
also to sustain them, and to supply their families at home ? When I read the question
and answer, I thought of it. Does any one
think that they would be farming, or laboring
for the bread that perisheth, or on home missions, if it were possible for them to carry the
good tidings of great joy to ·foreign countries?
I do not. Do we notice the Bishop's report?
If so, how are money matters ? Is not the
Church in debt to Bro. Rogers? "But how
can we help this?" By keeping the commandments of God; for what shall it profit us
if we gain the whole world and lose our own
souls?
One will say, It is not money that will save
me? Probably not; but not using it to save
others may condemn us at the coming of our
Lord Jesus Christ. The teaching of the
apostle Paul is to give as the Lord has prospered us. Do we remember the golden rule?
If so let us do unto God's work as we desire
him to do unto us. He will not withhold any
needful blessing from us. Shall we withhold
from his Ch1uch what it needs? JHay our
heavenly Father guide all his children aright
in this matter.
WALT~m H. McDoNALD.

HERALD.

two before his face into every city and place
whither he himself would come."-Luke 10: 1.
R
b
h
h I d "
· d h
emem er ere, t e ~or
appomte ot er
seventy also," mark the words, "other seventy
also." He sent them like the first twelve;
and hence the "seventy also" are apostles,
which signifies missionaries, or "ambassadors."
( See 2 Cor. 5 : 20; Eph. 6 : 20). They are

"messengers." (Mal. 2 : 4).
Some one will here say, that the word
"apostle" means "special witness," as in D. C.
104 : 11. 'Vel!, let us see how it reads.
"The twelve traveling counselors are called to
be the twelve apostles, or special witnesses, of
the name of Christ in all the world." The
primitive apostles were also called "witnesses,"
b " .
, f
"
· 1, * * l
?n y, ut Witnesses o
no t spema s
the Lord's "resurrectiOn." . (Acts 1 : 22).
Now the primitive twelve were apostles of
the highest order, or degree; so much so, that
no others could take their seats, as long as
they did not transgress; Judas only did, and
his seat could not be filled by any other than
one of them that was an eye witne~s of the
Lord's "resurrection;" and not that only, but
also one who had been with the Lord Jesus
from the beginning of John's baptism to the
same day of his resurrection. Read the first
chapter of the Acts, from verse 21 to 25.
Paul was not an eye-witness of the Lord's
resurrection, for Paul was converted two years
after tho resurrection of Christ; and therefore
not worthy to fill any vacancy of the office of
the twelve; but the two, Joseph, called Bar"SEARCH THE SCRIPTURES."
nabas, and .Matthias, (the members of the
.th sevent,y's order), were proper candidates for
We, of the Church of Jesus Christ, Wl
that office.
If Paul had been ordained to fill the vacancy
apostles and prophets, and all the spiritual
gifts to guide us, should also know what is an of the twelve, in the place c.f James, the brothapostle; and what were the duties of the er of John. who was killed by Herod (the first
of the twelve that suffered martyrdom), why
apostles in the church of Christ in tho prim- was he not ordained to that office in Jerusalem
itive days.
when there? And if one was to fill the place
Hence, let us therefore search the books, or of this James, Barnabas was the one more wor.
the Scripture, that we might come to that thy than Paul; because he was one of the
knowledge, and that we might know how sovontys. ButBarnabas andPaulleftforAntioch, and took John Mark with them to Anmany apostles there were in tho church in tioch, and there Barnabas and Paul were first
primitive days.
ordained to a full apostolicai order, not to fill
First, an apostle is one that is sent by God any vacancy of the twelve, but for the Genthe Father or by his Son Jesus Christ to tiles, by "Simeon that was called Niger, Lureach the' gospel of the new dispensation.[ cius of' Cyrene, and lYfanaen." (Acts 13: 1).
P
. (.'
. 1,,
, . . These thr~e must have been apostles t.hem·
There was no need o, apostles m L-o old clw selves, or Lucy could have had no auLhonty to
pensation, because tbc 1\Iosaic Jaw was only ordain others to that office.
given to Israel. Tho prophet Jonah was an
Now Saul, or Paul, was ordained an apostle
apostle, as he was eent to preach; the only ton the Gentiles. (See Ac~s 13: 47; 22 : 21;
H b
h t th t
L t
h 2n : 17; Hom. 11 : 13; lo : 16; Gal. 1 : 16;
e rew prop e
a ever was sen~ 0 preac 2: 8; Ji:ph. 3:8: 1 Tim. 2:7; 2 Tim. 1: 11 ).
the gospel, or repentance to the Gentiles, named So was Barnabas. This Barnabas was an
in the Old Testament. But when the time apostle of the seventys first, but now he became for the Lord Jesus to beginhis ministry came admitt,ed to the higher order. I will
(who also was an apostle), he chose some dis- give the few names of the seventys that I find,
ciples first to follow him; and the next year before I go any further. Clement of' Alexanof his mission, he chose twelve only, after he dria says that Barnabas, Barsabas, Sosthenes,
had been in prayer all the night. "And when Cephas (one that had the same name with
it was day, he called unto him his disciples; Cephas, or Peter, of the twelve), Matthias (who
and of them he chose twelve, whom also he was numbered with the tvvelve in the place of
called apospes." (See Luke 6 : 12, 1 3).
Judas), and one Thaddeus were of the sevenWhy were they called apostles?
tys. The first twelve apostles, whose names
Because they were sent to preach; or were are found in Acts 1 : 13, are the literal eyeon a mission
"And he called unto him the, witnesses of the Lord'R resurrection, with the
twelve, and began to send them forth, by two seventy, and the twelve are to sit on twelve
and two."--1'\'Iark 6 : 7.
thrones to judge the twelve tribes of Israel, as
The next year after that, he "appDinted seen in Matt. 19 : 28; Luke 22 : ;w.
other seventy also, and sent them t1vo and
In 1 Nephi:~: 21l, we read:

-----·----·-·-----
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"And the angel spake unto me, saying, Behold
the twelve disciples of .the Lamb, who are chosen
to minister unto thy seed, And he said unto me,
thou remembereth the twelve apostles of the Lamb?
[The twelve apostles in Jerusalem]. Behold they
are they who shall judge the twelve tribes of Israel: wherefore, the twelve ministers of thy seed
[the twelve apostles of Nephites on this land]
shall be judged of them: [of ,the twelve apostles in
Jerusalem] : for ye are of the house of Israel:
and these twelve ministers whom thou beholdest,
shall judge thy seed."
And Mormon says, in his 1st chap. par. 9:
"l write unto all the ends of the earth; yea, unto you twelve tribes of Israel, who shall be judged
according to your vvorks, by the twelve whom Jesus chose to be his disci~les [apostles] in the land
of J e~usalem. And I wn~e also unto the remnant
of thts people, [the Nephttes], who shall also be
judged by the twelve whom Jesus chose in this
land; and they shall be judged by the other twelve
whom Jesus chose in the land of Jerusalem."
Now from this we can see that the twelve
apostles of the Nephites on this land, are to be
under the twelve apostles in Jerusalem, and
Paul also will be under the first twelve; because he was also one of Israel, of the tribe of
Benjamin. (See Rom. 11 : 1, and Phil. 3: 5).
I wish to s1y that there was in the church
of Christ in primitive days, four orders of
apostles, as I will show. Clement of Alexandria says, in his seventh Hypotyposes, that
"The Lord imparted the gifts of knowledge t(\
James the Just, and to John and Peter; after
this, the three delivered it to the rest of the
apostles, and they to the seventy, of whom
Barnabas was one." The first twelve was,
then, divided into two orders. Peter, James
and John, the first order; and the remaining
nine, of the second order.
After that, there were other apostles also;
but not of the twelve. Barnabas, one of the
seventy, was ordained with Paul for the Gentiles, with many others of' whom we have no
record, which we will call the third order, and
the seventy the fourth.
That there were many apostles in the
church besides the twelve and the seventy, we
will look in 1 Cor. 15:5-7.
Paul there
says that the Lord "was seen [after his resurrection J of Cephns, then of the twelve; [this
Cephas was not of the twelve then, but one of
the seventy, foJ: there was one by that nameJ:;
after that, he was seen of above five hundred
breth.ren at on~e, of whom the greater -part
remam unto th1s present, but some are fallen
asleep; after that:, be was seen of James, then
of all." Look here, "all ihc apostles." This
Jameo was not one of the twelve, but he was
one of th~ brethre? (apostle). We read of three
Jameses m the Btble, one "James, the brother
of John," and one "James the brother of our
Lord," and one "James the son of Alpheus."
It may be that he was a brother to Matthew,
for Matthew is called son of Alpheus; see
Mark 2 : 14; and as Clement has it, "There
still was a considerable number who were apostles in imitation of the twelve, such as Paul
himselfwas."-Stowe, p. 397.
In ]jph. 4 : 11, Paul says: "And he gave
some, apostles; and some, prophets." If apestles were limited to the number twelve, then
Paul would not have said, "he gave some,"
but he gave twalve; or, with the seventy, he
gave eighty-two (12 and 70 are 82); but "he
gave some, apostles; and some, prophets. That
word "some" may mean some hundreds. And
there must have been a good many apostlc8
(missionaries), ag the twelve and tho seventy
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could not have been able to get up so, many that "Mark, the Evangelist, was a disciple of
churches in so short a time as thirty years; for Peter and his amanuensis, or interpreter, and
Tacitus tells us that the Christians in Rome that he was one of the seventy" apostles.
during the reign of Nero, and life time of the
In conclusion, I wish to say that this article
apostles, A. D. 64, were already "a vast mul- has been written only as a text for the Saints
titude;" and Pliny, of the next generation, A. to search and see if I am correct in my way.
J. A. STROMBERG.
D. 112, in his letter to Trajan, gives a similar
account of the great numbers in the remote
province of Bithynia. (Stowe, p. 159).
We will now search and see if we cannot
find more apostles than the twelve and seventy,
JOSEPH SMITH, HENRY A. STEBBINS,
in the New Testament. In Acts 15 : 22,
EDITORS.
"Judas surnamed Barsabas, and Silas, chief
men among the brethren" (apostles). Vs. 25,
Plano, lllinois, .April15, 1877.
"chosen men;" vs. 26, "men that have hazarded their lives for the name of our Lord Je- JOHN D. LEE'S CONFESSION AND EXEsus Christ." These two were of the seventy,
CUTION.
but they might have been ordained to the WHETHER for good or evil, to himself and others,
same order as Barnabas and Paul were at this John D. Lee has paid the tribute to the laws of
time.
the land for the commission of henious crime.
Rom. 16 : 7.-"Andronicus and Junia, my The sword has been held aloft, poised in the
kinsmen, and my fellow prisoners, who are of hand of justice waiting to make sure the blow,
note am~mg the apostles, who also were in
until it is made quite certain that descending up.
Christ before me.". They were "of note among
on John D. Lee it would strike one, at least, of
the apostles," that is they were apostles themthose guilty 0f the long talked of massacre at
selves. V s. 9, "Urbane, our helper in Christ."
1\'fountain
1\'Ieadow, Utah.
Vs.13, "Rufus, chosen in the Lord," of the sevThere can be but one opinion among Saints,
entys (apostles). ·
Apollos.-This man was also an apostle in true meaning, upright minded Saints, as to the
the church of Jesus Christ, as you will see, by henious guilt of those who killed those emigrants;
reading 1 Cor. 1 : 12; 3 : 5-9, and 4 : 6~9. and no voice should be heard e:;li:culpating, or ex.
In the ninth verse of the fourth chapter of oneratiug from just blame any engaged in it, or
this letter, Paul says, '·For I think God hath endorsing it, after it was done.
The effect that the fixing the guilt upon the
set forth us the apostles last;" mark here, "us
the apostles," and then he says, "for we are white men of Utah Territory, as UlOSt re£ponsible
made a spectacle unto the world." Read also in the consummation of the massacre, rather than
the lOth to the 13th verses, and you will see upon the Indians, according to due process of
that Apollos, as well as Paul himself, and Ce- law, may have upon the church in Utah, is yet to
phas, were of the apostolic order. Tychecus, transpire. It is not in accordance with common
in Eph. 6 : 21, is also supposed to have justice, nor with decent regard to the fair dealing
been one. In Col. 4 : 10, ''Marcus, sister's of community at large with its integral parts, to
son to Barnabas." This is the "John Mark," insist that all the church of the valley arc equal.
in Acts 15: 37; and in Acts 12 : 12, 25; and Jy guilty with the actual participants in the
in 13 : 5; Philemon 24, we have this same crime, because the leaders of those who did the
"Marcus" and "Aristarcus, DemM, Lucas, deed were members of that church. There can
[Luke] my fellow laborers." This "Marcus," be no reasonable doubt but what there are thousor "John Mark, cousin to Barnabas," and a ands in the Utah valleys, members of the church
disciple of his, was a son of a christian woman there, including men of every degree of official
named Mary, who had a house in Jerusalem, standing, who are innocent in fact and principle
where Peter came and knocked at the door of any complicity with murder, and other crimes
when delivered from prison by the angel. The against the Jaws of the land, and it is seriously to
Hussian, or the Greek Church, give him also be hoped that President Brigham Young, is, as he
the title of an apostle, and say that the sick claims to be, innocent of an active share in the
were cured by his shadow only.
crime for which John D. Lee suffered. However
Timothy, also, was first a disciple of Paul,
loth we are to be convinced that he was particeps
who took him to assist in propagating the gcs
criminis with those who are now known to be
pel in about A. D. 51 or 52, who accompanied
guilty, if he is morally, or in fact guilty, we bePaul to many countries; and Paul mentions
him and Sylvanus at the beginning of the two lieve he should be dealt with by law, just the
letters which he wrote to the Thcs3alonians; same as should be any of his followers; there
and Paul also puts Timothy's name with his should be no respect of persons; the same impar.
own before the second to the Corinthians; tial meeting out of punishment for guilt should
and in the letter to the Romans, Paul sends follow alike priest and people.
If the conviction and consequent punishment
Timothy's recommendation, and in 2 Cor. 1 :
19, Paul says that ''Jesus Christ, who was of John D. Lee for murder, should justly work
preached among you by us, even by me, and the downfall of all phases of "1\'Iormonism," be.
Silvanus, and 'fimGthy." And in 2 Cor. 5 : cause all have the principles of error, wrong and
20, Paul says, "Now then we are ambassadors crime in them, we shall say, amen. But, if it
[apostles] for Christ." Read also 2 Cor. 6: 1, shall be made to appear, as we believe that it wili
and you will see that Timothy and Sylvanus be, that the principles of"Jir.iormonism," so-called,
as taught by Joseph and Hyrum Smith, and their
were apostles as well.
The two Evangelists.-St. Luke and St. compeers, in their lifetime, are in no wise respon.
Mark are also called apostles, for the history sible for the outgrowth manifested in the massa.
and the Bible show that they were. Epiph- ere for which John D. Lee was executed, it will
anes and Origen say that "Luke was one of be one more link forged in the chain of the law
the eeventy ;" and Jerome aud Tertulian say of compensation to which we look for the right-

[April15.
ing of things now wrong. lVIany things transpir.
ing of late confirm our trust in the ultimate lifting of the cloud of ignominy under which the
truth has ~ll long been hid.
Our duty, as those to whom has been commit.
ted the "tnle riches," is to remain steadfast in the
truth which we have received. For OJae we do
not fear what may be beyond the confession of
John D. Lee.
At 11 A. u. on the 23d of 1\:Iarch, at the scene of
the 1\'fountain Meadow Massacre, 290 miles from
Salt Lake City, John D. Lee was shot, tlve bullets
piercing his heart, for his participation in that
terrible deed of twenty years ago, whereby ab@ut
one hundred and twenty men, women, and children suffered death. Before his execution he declar.
ed that he had not designed to do wrong in that
affair, but that, contrary to his feelings, he acted
in the scene of crime under his superiors, and by
his allegiance to the church of Brigham Young.
His last words are significant and show his rcc.
ognition of the contrast between the teashings of
Joseph Smith and those of B. Young, He said,
"I do not believe everything that is now taught
and practiced by Brigham Young. * * I believe
that he is leading the people astray. But I do be.
lieve in the gospel as taught in its purity by J oseph Smith in former days. I used to make this
man's [B. Y.'s] will my pleasure, and did so for
thirty years, but see what I have come to this
day. I have been sacrificed in a cowardly, das.
tardly manner. But there are thousands of.peo.
ple in the church who are honorable and good
hearted, whom I treasure in my heart."
His written confession charges Brigham Young,
George A. Smith, (now dead) William H. Dame,
Isaac 0. Haight, J. M. Higby, Phillip K. Smith
and many others with being the planners, aiders,
and abettors of that bloody deed, and claiming
that he stood out against the council which con.
vened the day of the massacre, and just before
the emigrants were decoyed out with a false flag of
truce to their deaths, but that, through fear for
his own life, and in blind submission to the teachings of those in charge, he gave up his opposition.
He said that it was stated by Colonel Dame, Lieutenant Colonel Haight and lHajor Higby that by
order of the president (B. Young) none of (he emigrants "who could talk" were to be spared.
They taught also that the words of their leaders
to them "were as the will of God," and that they
had "no right to qurstion," but must obey "as
commanded." 'l'hen follows an account of the
deed.
Hearing that such confession had been made,
Brigham Young on the 22nd telegraphed to the
editor of the New York Herald a denial of the
statement of Lee, if such had been made impliea.
ting him, in which dispatch he says that his
"course of life is too well known" for people to
believe for one moment such accusations. But
it is probable that his haste to make a denial,
even before the confession was published, will
only confirm many in the belief of his guilt.; tho
idea being that such a governed people as they
are, could not or would not have done such ~
deed without ~ithcr tho consent or the commanq
of their rulers, whose authority is so dcspotio
over the lives, service and property of men, as
other deeds of like tenor have shown these many
years, even a rule that ha& been feared and bowed
to more among them than that of the Almighty
himself as not only Lee's confes~ion, bnt that of
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others has shown, fear as a terror of the consequences of disobeying them.
One of the Salt Lake editorial defenders of B.
Y.'s name claims to feel very bad that said name
has been so reproached; for it says that with his
(B. Y.'s) nature it would "be impossible for him
to conceive or contemplate the execution of the
diabolical deed." The same writer says "Lee has
been a black spot upon this bright ( ?) land for
two decades." This and B. Y.'s own statement
of his reputation being so far aboverreproach may
be called, in the common parlance of the clay,
considerable in the way of cheek. But, evident.
ly, a great fear has come upon them, and the refuge of lies grows larger until it shall be swept
away, as prophecied.
THE Conference of the Church for April, 1877,
is past. The session was one characterized by
great unanimity of feeling among the elders present. The number attending was not large, yet
the building in which the meeting was held was
quite well filled for the first three days of thesession, by an earnest and orderly body of Saints, all
alive to the interests of the cause they represented.
There was considerable business of importance
done, the minutes of which will appear in the
next issue of the HERALD. The missionary field
was considered at some length, and provisions
made, so far as it was within the power of the
assembly to provide, for an active prosecution of
the work wherever laborers were and could be
laboring.
One measure adopted near the close of the Conference authorized the Bishop to call on the
Church to fill up, so far as could be consistently,
the depleted cofi"ers of the treasury, for the special
unloosing the hands of the.active elders, who
would devote their time to the field exclusively.
It is far better, so we fully believe, for the Church
to maintain a few efficient ministers who are constantly in the fielll, prepared, by both diligence
and constant acquaintance with the books and
work to present the views of the Church, than it
is to have now aDd then, a spasmodic effort here
and there; but in the absence of an ability to do
as we would we do as we can, and much credit is
due to the great body of elders for the efforts put
forth during the last year, and great praise is due
to Him who ruleth on high, for his eminent goodness in confirming the word spoken. The un.
questioned declaration of some of the brethren
was,~'iVe arc certainly improving."
The routine of daily business was: assembling
at nine, or nine thirty in the morning the Saints
held prayer and testimony meeting; the com.
mittees and quorums, held at hours of their own
choosing, those sessions which were deemed advisable by them, for such business as they found
necessary; consultations and mutual confenincm;
between the different officers of the Church as
made necessary-these occupied the forenoon.
At one p. m. conference convened for business,
and remained in session for from four, to fivf
and one half hours; the evening was spent in
preaching the word by elders appointed by th<>
chairman of the meeting. The elders appointed
responded without an excuse being offered in a
single instance, and each one was blessed; the
best succession of discourses being preached that
has been at any of our previous sessions.
Bro. D. S. Mills sent copy of San Francisco,
Cal., Call for which we th.ank him.
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A BROTHER writes, "Is there to be no end to these found depth, or absurd height, confound terms
efforts to divide and distract among the leading and mistake license for liberty. Some have done
minds of the Chmch? I ain tired of being asked this, and we fear some are still doing it, and often
to reconcile the contradictory statements and justify startling fallacies, by quoting, "where the
teaching of those in authority."
Spirit of God is there is liberty." This, while
So are we tired of trying to get the leading eminently true, by no means proves that where
minds to cease presenting teachings which they supposed liberty is, there the Spirit of God is. The
know must distract. But some, because they are fact is, as we regard it, the scriptmal declaration
strong and can soar amid the clouds of mysticism "the spirit of the prophets is subject to the prophand speculation and alight from their flight safe- ets," is reversed, for certainly, the spirit of the
Jy, in their new found liberty, seem to forget that schismatics is not subject to the schismatics, but
it is making men of less strength dizzy to follow rather to the devil. For they do not subject themtheir transcendental evolutions.
selves to the law, neither do they keep within the
Now, it will be remembered by some, that at rules of :he body, no: regard the bonds of good
two different times, a distinct and positive effort· fellowship; all of whiCh they should do.
was made to make the senior editor of the HER·· We are still indisposed to become the censor
ALD responsible for all matter published in that of the church organ, as we still believe in the nt.
organ; that at each attempt the editor positively most. latitucl~, con:patible with ~ue reg.a:cl f?r
refused to accept that trust, while the paper re- law, Ill ~~~ d1s?usswn of all questiOns ansmg m
mained directly under the manacrement and con- the consJUeratJOn of the Latter Day Work, and,
trol of the Church as a Church o';gan.
, its demand upon the Saints and its claims upon,
the world. We disclaim all claims to human,
The reasons for this refusal were then given,
'll
h
lcl
t
b
db
tl
t
d't
Th
infallibility;
but believe it to be within the rule
r
an d a e st 1 c
o e goo y 1a e 1 or.
e
paper to be a church organ must be free to all in of right that all acJs of the body in its representhe Church, upon all questions of law, or church tative sessions should be respected by all the
members, official and non official; and all decis.
polity, in which there has been no clearly defi'te
]I'
f
·
'th
b
t'
ions,
rendered in such sessions, should 'fie regard.
ni
ne o 1aw given, e1 er y revc1awn or
church action.
· ed in like manner, recognizing, of course, and al.
ways, the right of decision definitely and finally
Upon this point, it was then known to the ed.
to be in Christ the head of the Church. If he
itor, as it is now apparent to many, that these undeigns to speak, that is with us the end of controsettled questions were numerous; and that there versy; and where he has spoken, we acquiesce
was a disposition to launch out upon the seas of freely and fully.
speculation in the HERALD. If, therefore, he con.
We had lJoped that none would be troubled about
sented to assume the duties of censor of the grave errors of doctrine or }Jolity; unless they
church paper, it involved one of two things; ei- originated with us; for there. has been such a
ther to publish all that might be offered, thereby wholesome lesson taught in the past, against the
possibly compromising himself to both sides of introduction of heresy and schismatic speculation
possible diJ'ferenccs; or a q nite" certain warfare by one man power, that we had supposed that the
of a personal character respecting all points urged same careful suspicion extended to us that we did
in those communications which might be reject. not lead the people astray, would likewise be
ed. The latter course would have inevitably thrown round others, and if they erred that the
driven certain able but sensitive writers from the same remedy would be applied to them that we
support of the HERAI"D. As an evidence of this should have been subjected to.
we cite t.o a fact, of which proof may be given.
thnt certain writers did take occasion for offence wE
u
t' 1 ·
d J . ""
.,, publi'sh 1·n thi's 1·8seanar,IcesJgne·
.r:
at the failure to publish what was offered by thGm; D. to which we call the attention of the elders;
and demanded that it either be published, or rea- not because we endorse the sentiments of tho
sons given why it was suppressed; and in one or writer, as he has expressed them, but because
two instances favoritism, on the part of the editor we do not. The ideas ventilated are similar to
was hinted at. Another class, fortunately not those which have been set forth by some other
large, took hurt because of real or supposed writers and speakers regarding the moral tone
changes made in articles sent by them; and one of the Old Testament Scriptures, and our duty in
article now lies in the drawer to which is append- the premises; and as this class of reasoners have
ed, "If this article is to be changed, or criticised, as good right to be heard, in proper season, this
do not publish." Appropos of this, there '·are may be an opportune moment, when so much ; 9
hardly a half dozen leading minds in the Church being said and written on this subject.
that would consent to write and submit what was , We pl·esume some· w'll
p e
c
1 re g ret the aparane
so written to such eensorshi 1') ,· and this would of this article; but as we believe that the writer
effectually make the HERALD a one man organ,, is a man whose heart is set to do the will of God,
that of this censor.
and that he intended that this effort should be
Another reason was and is, that the quite well fraught with good, we insert H.
known position of the editor respecting the freedom of speech and of the press, would render the BY late papers, sent us by brethren in Califoraccepting a position requiring the severe criti. nia, we notice that the Saints in San Francisco
cism, and iL might be censure, which the strong- and other places in California, and in Nevada are
ly conservative element in the Church weuld expressing their approval of the bringing of J.D.
0emand should be visited upon too liberal writers; Lee to justice; and denouncing the policy of the
inconsistent and embarrassing.
Utah Church leaders by which so foul a crime
We believe in the largest liberty in thought was left so long unpunished. The Post of San
and speech; but while ready to advocate and de- Francisco, of March 26th contains a notice of one
fend the exercise of that liberty, we can not and meeting headed thus: "Brigham Young and his
will not offer an excuse for any who may, in their Apostles denounced by San Francisco Mormons."
Brn. Wm. Anderson, T. ,J, Andrews, and H, :p,
excessive zeal in following theories to the pro-
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Brown are doing a good work in San Francisco,
Bro. A. J. Giddings of Burkeville, Newton Co., occur in organized branches, under the direction
Oakland -and --vicinitr,-bafffornia; so writes an Texas, desires to hear the gospel once more, if an and charge of the presidents of those branches.
elder could come to that region. They feel very Indeed it is a matter of some regret that the elelder, under date of March 29th.
Bro. J. J. Taylor, at No. 7 Blomfield Place, lonely indeed without any meetings.
dership have been forgetful of the rights and the
Bro. Henry Hoagland and wife, at Wanship, privileges of the lesser officers, and have failed
Crouch End, Hornsey, England, would like that
some of the London Saints would communicate Utah, veterans in the cause, also wish to be remem- to encourage by their care and comfort the talent
with him. He lately tried to find the place of bered in the prayers of the Church.
that might be in their co-working subordinates.
Bro. Wm. Hawkins of the Nodaway District, Give the lesser priesthood a chance. The word
meeting in London but failed, not having proper
Mo., writes that he and others are doing what "preach" was probably not thought necessary in
direction.
Owing to the increasing number of death no- they can to preach the good news of the gospel teacher's licenfle by the committee that drafted
tices now constantly sent us, we shall be under in that region, crying repentance to the people the form of them.
:;:::::::a
the necessity of cutting obituary notices clown to and warning them of the hastening of time and
the briefest possible mention of the items sent. of the near coming of Christ to judge the world WE clip the following from the Nauvoo Inde.
We give this notice now, that no offence shall be and to reign in his kingdom. The Saints are al- pendent of March 23rd, 1877. One of the strong.
so practicing good works, as well as preaching est arguments that we ever heard against the au.
taken at our intended course in this regard.
Letter from Sr. Hannah J. Handford, Mound them, which is good news; for all teaching loses its thenticity of the Book of Mormon, was the alCity, Holt county, Missouri, asking to be remem- savor unless it is lived up to by the teachers them- leged fact, as was supposed by the speaker, that
bered by the Saints. She and her mother are selves. He writes of the good labors of Bro. T. no ancient coins, other than Roman ones, had ev.
W. Smith among them for the past months.
er been found in America. It is to be hoped that'
alone in the city.
We thank Bro. Joseph Hammer for copies of antiquarian researches, will, by and by, find on
Brother and sister Stranahan write from Northfield, Minnesota, that it has been nearly three St. Joseph, Mo., Heraldj Bro. C. M. Fulks for this side of the great waters, coins the counteryears since the few members who are there have Kansas City 1'imes and Camp's Guide; Bro. E. parts of those referred to in this brief slip:
"Among several ancient coins found lately near
heard a gospel sermon. All are trying to do Binstead for Kansas City Times.
We thank J. A.. Forgeus for copies of the Mis- Jerusalem, were shekels and half shekels of Juright, and they believe thatJt good branch could
dea, which are considered by many to be the
be raised up if an elder was there to labor. One smtri Valley Times, and The Catholic, lately sent mo~t interesting of all anc_ient coins. They are
us.
will be gladly received and cared for, and they
of ~1lver _and belong to the t1me of the Great High
Prwst S1mon Maccabeus. On the obverse side
will do for him all they are able to tlo. This and
What are we to understand by the words "but they had the cup of manna, and on the other the
other demands for like labor will be presented to remember that on this the Lord's day, thou shalt budding rod with legends in Hebrew. The date
the April General Confei·encc, which will doubt- offer thine oblations," (D. & C. see. i:i!J, p., 2.) is the Hebrew year 1, being the first of the Ponless do what it can, according the men and Was the commandment ever observed by the tificate of Prince Serion, or one hundred and
Church? If not, why not?
J. P.
forty-four years before the birth of Christ. In
means avatlable.
Bro. N. Stamm writes of there having been
The word "oblation" means anything offered spite of their great age, the coins are said to be
in fine preservation, both sides being perfectly
held a good conference at Des :tvroines ~larch in worship, a sacrifice, a gift or offering to the legible.
24th and 25th, peace and unity prevailing.
Lord, or to the poor. 'Ve, therefore, understand
Bro. J. T. Kinneman writes from Stewartsville, that it is commanded of the Lord that the Church, Bno. G.ruoua.ru N. DAvrsoN, writing from Kings
J'IIo., March 27tll, that Bro. Charles Derry was should, on the Lord's day perform their rites of county Nova Scotia, asks:"Can one, or more Saints, partake of the em.
there preaching; his health not very good, but im- worship, and deposit with the proper person to
proving.
.
receive them their ofl'erings for church uses, the blems o~ tl;te body in commemoratio~, agreeably
to the diVme law, where not orgamzed into a
Sister Emma E. Williamson, clerk of the Pitts. I poor, missions-~\z;c.
branch, or where there is no branch of Latter
field District, Illinois, writes that notwithstandThe Church has frequently essayed to cany Day Saints to communicate with."
ing the storms and bad weather, resulting in this command into effective operation; and there
We know of no reason why, if necessity or
small attendance at their conference; they had an are a number of good branches in the Church in strong desire on the part of Saints required it,
enjoyable- season. Bro. Forscutt's labors there which the order is now observed. If it is not that, an elder or priest being present to bless the
she thinks will result in good, if his visits could observed, there is no good reason, that we are emblems, the sacrament might not be adminisbe longer.
aware of, why it should not be. On the con- tered. In this care Bro. Davison is an Elder
Bro. JosephS. Ames wrote froml\Iodoc county, trary, we can conceive of many quite excellent and we should answer his question Yes.
California, !larch 18th, that he had been there reasons why it should be.
four weeks. He has found some old-time Saints,
Bro. A. J. Cato writes from Johnson county
NEWS SUMMARY.
[Pn'pared expressly for the Herald.]
and the people were anxious to hear the gospel. Missouri that people in that region arc giving a
Bro. Carl A. Gross sends us a copy of the J.'er- more extensive investigation to the claims of the
According to OdeEsa dispatches of 1\larch 21st
?'itorial Enterprise, of Virginia City, Nevada. It gospel than heretofore.
an English steamer, from New Haven to Constan:
contains a notice of the discussion of the J. D.
========
linople, laden with arms and ammunition, had
BmMIXGHAM, England.
been lost at sea.
Lee confession and execution held between the
Bm. Joseph Smith and Henry A. Stebbins:-\Ve
A Brooklyn (N. Y) servant dropped a lighted
elders of the Reorganization in a meeting of our the undersigned are appointed a committee to kerosene lamp, and the consequence was the despeople at San Francisco, March 25th, in which a~k you the following question; which was pre- truction of three d we !lings and a loss of $15,000.
the deeds of the Utah Church were denounr.ed as sented to the English JIIIission conference held in * ,__ Two children were suffocated to death in the
London, June, 1876, but for want of time was, upper story of a New York tenement, and anumthe cause of the truth being reproached.
with the president's consent, ordered to be for- ber of others were saved from the same fate only
Bro. Charles Derry wrote from St. Joseph, Mo., warded to you with a request that you would an- by the daring efforts of the firemen. The oonfial\Iarch 23d, that the Saints enjoyed the meetings, swer through the columns of the Herald, your gration was caused by a two-year-old child pullbut the interest among those outside was small. answer to be considered final so far as we are con- ing a burning kerosene lamp from a table.
It is stated that the Khedive of Egypt has offercerned: Has a Teacher a right, in common with
Mrs. Harriet A. Yates, of Lake City, Hinsdale the
Elder and Priest, to "preach" the gospel? ed the Sultan of Turkey 30,000 troops and three
county, Colorado, writes that she and her hus- One brother referred to the Book of J'liormon, men of war, in the event of a conflict with Russia.
band ancl others there believe the gospel and wish page 551. If it is not too much we beg to ask The long pending hitch in affairs between the othto show why the "preach" is found on the
f E
dR ·
h
to be baptized. They have seen Bro. F. C. Warn- you
urope an - ussia about er protoElders' and Priests' licenses and not on those of er powers 0
col, or proposition regarding what is to be deky's name in the HERALD, and would like him
Teachers. Respectfully submitted by your breth- manded of Turkey for the benefit of her Christian
to come or send some one to them. She says that ren in the cause of truth,
3~~~~~VOOD.
provinces, and to sub serve the peace of Europe,
a house can be had to preach in, and that numHENRY GREENWOOD. said to have been so long continued by Russia rebers wish to hear public preaching of our faith
.
. fusing to demobilize, or muster out, her extra solAnswer.-The ed1tors of the HEHALD concur m diers, and by her insisting upon certain other conand doctrine, and those who believe are constrainthe opinion that the Teacher is by the Jaw an-~ ditions, in case a general agreement of peace was
ed to obey, as soon as opportunity occurs.
thorized to "teach, warn, exhort, expound and in- m~cl:, it. is no_w s~pposed will end. ~y Russia subBro. Jacob Stanley of Streator, Ill., writes that
vite all to come to Christ" that this involves the mitt;ng to their ;;I shes. By some lt 1 ~ tho?ght.that
though few in number they continue to hold .
' .
!she IS only wearmg away away the time m diplomeetings, and that the Saints arc feeling well. nght to preach when occaswn demands or oppor- matic negotiations till spring opens and makes miltunity requires; that this may of great propriety itary operations possible, when she will tbrqw o(f
may they llc Bustainad and ble~scd in so doing.
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the disguise and commence war. Among the Turks .and these will be garrisoned by six companies of
At Waterville, Me., more than one half an esthemselves their own civil and governmental affairs cavalry and the same number of infantry. Gen- tate left in 1859, and valued at $500,000, has been
do not look promising of a lengthened national ex- eral Sheridan is of the opinion that if there had used up in paying lawyers and court expenses in
istence, even if left alone.
been posts in that country a year ago the Custer the suits between the parties contesting the will,
Our last news about affairs in the east is that massacre would not have occured.
and still it goes on.
Turkey entirely refuses to abi"de any of the condi ·
Nearly eight thousand persons make a living in
The following act concerning marriage has
tions of Russia's protocol or proposition for a set- silk manlifacture in the State of New Jersey. passed both houses of the Illinois Legislature :
tlement, and that all hope of one is now abandoned. There are $20,000,000 in the business.
"SEc. 6. Persons intending to be joined in
Russian troops are said to have made a forward
In view of the increased prevalence of horse marriage shall, before their mariage, obtain a limovement.
stealing in the interior of southern California the cense from the county clerk of the county where
T·he distress 11mong the working cl!lsses of Ly- Anaheim Gazatte advises an organization of farm- such marriage is to take place, anything in any general of special law of this state to the contrary notons, France, has been lessened by an improved ers for safe protection.
condition of business there. ·
The silencing of 1h ehime of church- bells in Phil- withstanding, or they shall cause their intention
In Germany times are reported as being very adelphia has developed a controversy of some im- to marry to be published at least two weeks previbad, the worst that they have ever been, the papers portance. The Rector of the church interfered ous to the marriage, in the church Ol' congregation
say. The vast sum paid by France as indemnity with, complains that the decision of the Court, if to which the parties, or one of them belongs."
to Germany made flush times, wild speculation, it be allowed to stand, will result in the stopping
Two more ports in China are open to foreign
riotous living and general extravagance of all of all church· bells, if apy nervous person shall be commerce.
The Chicago 'I'ribune editorially remarks: "The
kinds. so that the reaction is a national distress to found to make affidavit that they are annoyed by
all classes, rich and poor; while France, kept low- the ringing. The Philadelphia Telegraph, accepts conduct of the nation in its relations with the Inly, by the burden, is as prosperous as ever, and is the position of the Rector as the correct one, and dians may be summed up in the one word Perfidy:
astonishin !ghe world by her speedy recovery, by says that church· bells o·.1ght to be stopped when and that word gets its poison from lhe acts of the
her works of improvement, and her support of a they interfere with the peace of oven one person. men, members of Congress and Indian Agents, who
great army.
The prospect is, therefore, that a new crusade have violated every appeal, silent or otherwise, to
The milltary power of Germany is to be in- will soon begin upon all the church- bells in the the honor and integrity of their manhood. Secereased by an addition of 450,000 men to the city; and whether brotherly love will so complete- retary Schurz has promised consideration of the
1,200,000 now subject to call, but this proposition ly. prevail in that city as it has heretofore is a wants of the red man, as indicated by the delegation, and it is hoped there will be happier days for
is strongly apposed by the people, who are already question of serious import.
A naturalist walks bodily to the front and an- them and for the philanthropists doing a noble
burdened down under a depressed state of business and labor troubles, and by military exactions nounces that the presenation of Jonah in the work among them."
The Southern Hotel at St. J,ouis was burned at
which make Germany like a vast camp.
whale's belly was not a miracle. The throat of
Berlin dispatches of March 22d say the indus- the whale is large, and is provided with a bag or 2 o'clock, on the morning of April 11th. How
trial crisis in Germany was daily growing worse, intestine, so considerable in size that the whales many were burned to death or crushed by the fall
and destitution was increasing with significant frequently take into it. two of their young ones is not certain; rumors have been all the way from
rapidity and that a riot had occured in Berlin be- when wettk, and especially during a tempest. As 25 to 200, later accounts being favorable to the
tween laborers, so that ihc troops were called this :receptacle is furnished~ with two vents that lhe smaller numbers.
serve for inspiration, it is cla.imed that Jonah
out and several riotors were wounded.
Rome (Italy) dispatches sa.y a circular had been could have lived there comfortably, and, with a
issued from the Vatican, addressed to the Bishops, reasonable amount. of furniture, for many years,
and counseling patience and abstinence from prov- provided he could obtain food and chink.
ocation during the expected period of increased
The remains of a fossil elephant have been dis·
'l'ORON'l'O, Ontario, March 2nd, 1877.
persecution. The general health of the Pope con- covered in Wasl!ington Territory. 'l'ho bones inBrot1wrJosepk:-Havingreturned tomyhome,
tinued good, though he had lost the usc of his legs eluded a pelvis, ,iaw- bon~, tusk and oihers. The after an absence of about four months, I resolved
and had to be carried from place to plnce in a pelvis measures five feet ten inches across the upon making to you a statement of my labors
chair.
widest part, and the tusk is ten feet long. The and success in the vineyard of the Lord. Since
At Wilkesbarre, Pn,, March HHh, ten acres of jaw-bone i~ two feet wide, :wd hall one tooth on a my ordination in October last I have been travelsurface above the coal mines caved in, but not. be side, measuring at top len inches by three. The ing, by divine direction, with Bro. R. Davis,
discoverer thinks he has found portions of at least through various parts of Canada West and
fore the men all escaped.
Michigan, and have experienced what I suppose
The Ponca Indians of the west are said lo bB five animals
Russia has 540 monasteries and convents which is the lot of all Saints, namely, a share of the per.
"very much excited over the proposed removal of
secution that is consequent upon the preaching
that tri'oe from reservation to the Indian Teritory. enjoy an annual income of nearly $i,OOO,OOO.
Age.-The probabilities of living to be 100 years of the truth. We visited all the branches possible
They claim that they were induced to sign !he
treaty giving up their reservation rights and agree- old are, according to the statistics of Dr. Farr, in the time, and exhOTted everywhere in the name
ing to the removal by misrepresentation and un- 223 to the 1,000,000. That is to say, computing of the ~laster. I baptized four in Canada, and
der the impression that they were only aigning a the present average munber of deaths on the bas- on our arrival in Michigan preached in some
paper to enable them to draw their annuities. is of the recent official table of mortoJity in Eng- new places, viz: Imlay City, Thomas Station, InThey say they will fight before they will leave. land, out of every 1,000,000 now living, 223 live dependence, and other places. '\Ve then went to
A conflict between them and the Government is to be 100 years old, and the last one of the million Reese, and amidst considerable opposition from
the Methodists and Baptists presented our mesanticipated. The tribe is well armed and mount- will die in his 108th year.
There are $232,000,000 more of gold than silver sage, and, as a result, after two weeks' labor, bap.
ed, and determined not to be driven."
Occasionally comes evidence that the Indian is in existence. 'rhe amount of precious metal in tized :fifteen. We then organized a branch, called
not the only one who delights in scalping his vic- existence is $13,7 40,000,000. The increase of the Reese Branch, consisting ofniaeteen members,
tims, and that this deed over which the white race the amount of the precious metals in existence has -four having been received by certificate from
feels so horrified, and properly so too, is praeticed been greater within the last. twenty-eight years U:nio~. Branch, at ~t~rnside .. 'IV'c ordained by
by the snvage white man also. An Indian scalp than during the previous one hundred and forty. dire®tlOn of the Spi_nt, a Pnest, T~achcr ~nd
The richest. copper mine in the world is near Deacon, and, after gtving J?-Ccessary mstructwr,
arrived at the dead letter office, in Washington,
P_ ortage Lake, in Michigan. H produced thirteen I w~.~ sho:vn th~t I was at.ltberty to retur~ home.
recently.
ingot copper last year.
I aon:ed 1n T01.onto on JHonday, Fe!Jrua1y 19~h,
Some one sends us from California a San Fran- tonsr of
1 and, smce that time, have been under the necess1ty
, •.,
• . -, , .
. •
o
1
11
cisco Bulletin of I\Iarch Hith, from which we
r;.e~r!; t.we~,tJ.~;::~ne ~L"'o~ ac;~s of wh.a of attending to household affairs to sol_lle extent;
gather that. in some sectinns the want of :rain for wao 1a1 .. ed m "'u,om last yea., bu" It only ~v~r- but yet have endeavored to bear testimony for
crops and cattle was severely felt, but that in agee five bushels r;er ac.re, 1;-,le:i:l fifteen m1lhon God when and wherever an opportunity was
others the prospect was good, the weather being :1?res
bar~~.l:'· thn·ty-nme mHl;on of oats, .and ofl.'ered. As a result I baptized last night one
w·arm and delightful, and enough r~,in to ensnwe s1xiy-s1x mui;ons of rye were grown, bes1des woman, n,nd expect ere long to see many receive
fnir crO'PS. From the Pacific Rural P1·ess we ob- buckwheat an<.<. ol.~er prod.uce.
the word. I am now right in the very place,
tain like st<tlement
So many Au• en can ships have been lost the where for five years I preached :1\'Iethodism as a
On the morning of March 27th, the dam of the past winte~· tba.t ihe ship yards of New England local preacher, and ]: fine! the tide of oppos'ition
reservoir at Stafford, Conn., gave way, and the are expectUJg a bnsy year. .
runs high; but, by the grace of God, I intend
flood came down upon the village, washing away
At ihfl close of the loggwg season among the never to flinch from the task laid before me. I
three miles of railroad track, two bridges, a ~Iichiga.~ pine ;;oods, in March,, the n:easure of often feel my own incapability for the work, but
church, a bank, several cotton mills, etc.
mmber m the 10gs of the various nvers and am consoled by the fact that the God who has
Rear-Admiral Sir Edward Belcher, the explore1· streams was three _hundred and forty million feet assigned it wili qualify for its accomplishment.
who commanded the expedition in search of Sir to be sent to the m11ls.
There are may things that trouble my mind with
John Franklin in 1852, died in I,oudou last waek,
The Memphis Appeal tells what the South wants reference to the present position of affairs in
aged iS.
a.nd needs to awaken life, activity and p!·osperity: Canada also other matters that I am anxious
General Sheridan has the arrangements com- "The South wants its idle lands cultivated, it wants about. 'I would very much like to attend the
pleted for the erection of two new military posts to increase its commerce and manufactures, and it conference in Plano next month, for various
iu the Indian country as soon as the materials can needs northern capital, and is going to secure it reasons; but fear I will lack ability. My mind
be transported up the Yellowstone. One is to be by including immigration. There are thousands sometimes scans the work here in this great city,
located at the mouth of the Tongue river, the oth. and tens of thousands of localities in the south, and almost causes courage to fail. A city of
er near the mouth of the Little Big Horn river. beautiful, fertile, delightful and salubrious, now about seventy thousand inhabitants, and blessed(?)
Bach post will contain quarters fer 12 companies, lying idle for want of population."
with about twenty different denominations;
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representing the education, eloq_uence, natural to prayer meeting, and a sister spoke in tongues
and acquired ability, &c. of the best institutions to me and I had a witness that she spoke to me,
in the world, and I, without education, or more even before it was interpeted; and so after a
than average ability, placed here to sound a while I obeyed the gospel, and since then I have
warning note' among all classes, and declare had a witness of its truth. Yes, I know that it is
their forms and ceremonies vain, also to present the power of God unto salvation, and I have rewhat I truly know to be the one faith anciently ceived evidences otherwise than through the
delivered to the' Saints. May Gpd strengthen gifts. I was formerly a member of the Congreand inspire me for the task is my prayer, I also gational Church, but, never received in it what I
presume to ask your intercession before God on have in the Church of Christ. I feel to ask my
my behalf. I require some books, as I lilave Heavenly Father to help me that I may abide in
none of the standard works of the Church, the truth. From your sister in gospel bonds,
neither the Hymn Book; but, as I expect to be.
AuousTA H. CuRTiss.
gin work next week, I hope to be able to send
for what is, in my opinion, indispensably neces'i'VYANDOT'I', Wyandott Co., Kansas,
sary; namely, Doctrine and Covenants, Book ,
Feb. 26th, 1877.
of Mormon, Hymn Book, Herald, and Inspired
Brother Joseph :-I left my home last April and
Translation. These I must have, if possible; I traveled across the plains to the Rocky Mounhave endeavored to exhort the Saints wherever I tains, but was glad to come back again. I at.
have been to get all the Books, and many would tended the October General Conference at Council
do so; but everything bas been so dull that they Bluffs and was at a Saints' prayer meeting for the
are not yet able. Wherever we have traveled, first time in four and half years. I only preached
we have found more openings than we could eleven times last year, and, feeling ashamed, I
filL If you can find time to write a few words, told the Lord that if he would help me I would
they would not fail to encourage and strengthen preach at least one hundred times this year, and
your brother in the gospel of Christ:,
since January first I have preached twenty three
JOSEPH LUFJ<'.
times. Last week I preached here five times.
One man who heard· four sermons arose and told
lw;;E HILI,, Saunders Co., Nebraska, the people that he had heard the true gospel.
.
Feb. 28th, 1877.
'!'here was also much interest manifested in
Editors Het·ald :-I write of the work of the Kansas City, and I was treated with respect. I
Lord in this place. For about six years my wife believe that some of them will become Saints.
and myself were members of the Wesleyan Church Two Methodist and one Baptist minister attended
in Canada but in 1868 we came to western Iowa, the meetings, and the latter is investigating. I
settlipg near the North Pigeon Branch of the wish that some good, spiritual minded man would
Saints. There we became acquainted with the come and labor here. I met Bro. George Haywork they preached, and we obeyed it and re- ward, late of Council Bluffs, in Kansas City.
ceived the Holy Spirit by which we are witnesses On the 25th I baptized one lady, and Bro. Hay.
of the truth. I was ordained a priest and tried ward confirmed her. Saints pray for me that
to magnify my calling for some years, but subse- I may be more faithful. Your brother in Christ,
quently became lukewarm, a dangerous state for
JOHNs. WEEKS.
a Latter Day Saint to be in. Two years ago I
moved to this place, and I was determined to let
JYiarch 4t.h, 188'7.
my light shine once more, and we prayed that
B1·othe1· Stebbins :-In your next Herald please
the Lord would open the way for us to do good. tell me, which is the worst, to read a novel, or to
Shortly I was chosen as superintendent of the read a book of slanderous lies on }Iormonism,
Sabbath School here. Some of the people were and why. In my estimation the latter is the
suspicious and inquisitive as to my doctrine, so worst; the former seldom claims to be the truth,
I commenced holding meetings, and at every and it certainly does not prejudice any one and
opportunity we spoke the words of eternal life, the latter does. Your sister in p:ospcl bonds.
although some persecuted us; but we have tried
N. A. DROWN.
.
to live consistent lives although entirely alone in
[Sr. Drown answers her own question right
our faith. This winter a protracted meeting was
held by the :Methodists, and I was invited three well. We endorse her answer heartily.]-Ens.
times to preach, and, did so, bearing testimony
of the manifestations of the Holy Ghost; and
}fareh 12th, 1877.
our evidence has shaken some in the foundations
RespecterZ Brother :-I write, hoping that my
of their faith, for they wonder at the testimony account will be interesting to you. In the year
borne by the Latter Day Saints. Their minister 1846, I had the misfm'tune to lame both my arms
on this circuit is a noble man, a good christian · and had great difficulty in using them. Having
in charity, and desires to do right, and says that tried many remedies, and all failing, I was at
if there is more light he wants it, and that he last induced to try cold water cloths, which gave
sees nothing wrong in what we preach, included most ease of anything that I had tried; and it
Joseph Smith as a prophet and the laying on of was seldem that I could work without them; but
hands fo:r a greater portion of the Holy Spirit. though they gave me ease they failed to cure. In
Also one young man says that he will obey the In 1850 I strained my larynx, or wind-pipe, after
ordinances of the gospel. Lately a union Sa b. which I went under medical treatment; and doc.
bath School was organized and I was again tors have told me since, that my whole system
chosen superinten_dent, and I will teach the truth. was ruined by the bad treatment that I received.
We would be glad to' have some of tlile travel- From that time my strength failed fast, and in
ing elders come and see us. We are sixteen miles 1863 I became a hopeless, and almost helpless
from Wahoo, and would like to know what dis- cripple, having to crawl on my hands and knees
trict we are in, and to work in harmony with it, and getting worse every year, and finally was
and to receive help. We ask the prayers of the only able to creep a few yards and that with
Church in our behalf. Later-If ari elder or two difficult and great pain. For many years I havP
will come to our help we think that a branch can been a member of a Methodist society; but as
be raised up, for three have signified their inten- they did not believe that the gifts and blessings
were fol' the people of this generation, there was
tions of uniting with us. Yours in the gospel,
SAMUEL C. GRASS
none' amongst them to point me to the right
[You are nearest the Northern Nebraska Dis· souree whence I might obtain relief; and when
trict. Address Bro. T. J. Smith, Valley, Douglas it was seen that I was an hopeless cripple, I was
county, Nebraska.] Eds.
forsaken of all my so called christian friends;
and finally by my own family also, and by per.
KIRTLAND, Ohio, March 13th, 1877.
secution was driven from place to ptaee, until in
Brother Henry :-I wish to bear my testimony 18'75, I went to lodge with a distant relation who
of the truth of the work, and tell how I become belonged to the Reorganized Church of Jesus
interested in it. I happened to be in Kirtland Christ of Latter Day Saints. With them I learned
one time, and went to hear Elder J. F. :McDowell the doctrine taught by that people, and finding
oreach and I saw the difference between this them scriptural, a»d being for a long time satisChurch and others. I also went to prayer meet- lied that something more was needed than was
ing and there I heard the gin of unknown generally taught, I obeyed the fulness of the gastongues. I went away and prayed in secret to pel, not however expecting temporal benefit, but
!mow the truth of the matter, and then went again believeing that I should receive spiritual good.

Shortly after joining a branch of the said society,
I received a promise that I should be restored to
perfect health and strength, if I would continue
faithful. Up to that time it was with great difficulty that I could hold conversation, as an effort
to talk often affected the windpipe and caused
me to lose my voice; neither could I read to any
one, the act of moving my lips would often cause
the loss of voice, and I have been months before
I regained it, and in the greatest pain all the
time; so you may judge the C?ndition ~hat I was
in, but the day after the prom1se was g1ven, I be.
gan to walk; and now walk four miles, and ride
five and a half every Sabbath, to get to the meetings; and sometimes I walk the whole journey
there. I can use the arm that was nearly thirty
years crippled; I can read, speak aloud, and
join again in singing the praises of my God, and
my only desire now is to glorify myFath~r whiah
is in heaven and to spend my strength in his service. Should you think any portion of this letter worthy of publication in the Herald you can
select what you think is needful. My object in
writing is, that the Saints may be strengthened,
and that many that know not the truth may be
brought to the knowledge thereof through my
testimony. Should you require evidence of the
statements herein made, write to Bro. John Tay.
lor, Birmingham, England. Please remember
me to Br. John T. Davis who left England in
1875. I have not heard from him since his departure from England, but would be glad to do
so. Any letter directed in care of Bro. John
Taylor, Birmingham England, will find me.
Yours in the New Covenant,
JOHN HAYWOOD.
WILMOTT, Hay Co., Missouri,
JYlarch 10th, 1877.
Bro. Henry :-Having received many letters of
inquiry from the Saints concerning this place, I
have answered them to the best of my ability. I
will hE>re state that those who wish to come to
this plaee from the East, will come from St.
Louis on the 1\iissouri Valley Railroad to Norborne, Carrol county, lUissouri. We live fifteen
miles north-west of that place, five miles west of
Tinney's Grove, Ray county Missouri. Those coming from the west, come by way of Kansas City,
Missouri, to Norborne, or they can come, to
Utica, Missouri, on the Hannibal and St. Joseph
Hailroad, thence south to our place, thirty miles.
There is a lively excitement here about a railroad to be built through here this year from
Chicago. It is said that it is finished from Chicago to Laclede, Linn county, 1\>J:issouri, but I
don't know. I suppose the brethren at that place
know all about it.
We have plenty of good water, by digging from
fifteen to forty feet deep; we have small creeks
and branches plenty for stock water. We have
plenty of timber to keep up the farms; you can
get a farm in the timber if you want it, or you
can get it in the prairie. 'iVe live in the timber,
one mile south of the Waconda prairie, well
known for its fertility and stock raising. It is
the best in the timber here for grain growing;
though it will grow anywhere here. We have
plenty of limestone and coal, but they not opened
out yet. A man can get a farm here for from
$10 per acre to $25; but good farms can be got
at $15 per acre, wells and timber.
As we live in the region round about the land
of Zion, we arc particular in giving such information as we think is right; so the Saints will
know all about the country. We hope the Saints
who want homes in }fissouri will find them here
to suit them. We will still give such informatilm
as will be desired by the Saints. Praying for the
success of the latter day work, yours in the
cause of Zion.
J. W. JOHNSON.
R L. WARE.
P. B.-Please enclose postage stamp for reply.
HAZEL DELL, Caldwell Co., Missouri,
March 24th, 1877.
Bro. Hem·y :-The Hm•ald is a welcome visitor,
and there are several who would take the Herald
if it was a weekly, and more will as soon as circumstances permit. I am trying to see how many
I can get to su bseribe for it now, for I think it
should be in every family of Saints, a,nd I will
send you sonw 11'!-me~ ip. ~ f!nv clays, l woqld <kilci~~
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not take twice the price of my old Heralds and
do without them.
We are having good meetings, and are blessed
wj.th the gifts of the Spirit, for which we feel
thankful. Some who were given up by the physycians have been healed, and some which were
out of the church at the time. Prejudice is fast
being removed, and the people really think that
we have the same privilege of worship as they
S. CRU~L
have. Yours in truth,
COUNCIL BI,UFFS, Iowa,
March 15th, 1877.
JJea1• Herald:-The Galland's Grove district
conference adjourned on Sunday evening, convening on Friday 11th instant. The session was
peaceful. Reports showed that some of the
elders had, during the quarter, exerted themselves
to open up new places; this was, and certainly
is a move in the right direction. Others had
desired thus to work, but through a combination
of circumstances, had been prevented; and a
request from such to the brethren for their
prayers that God would interpose to remove the
existing obstacles to their usefulness, produced a
sensation, carrying evidence of their desires to
move on the gospel car.
The brethren of the above district do not claim
perfection, but there are some signs of improvement; and it may be said they are beginning
more fully to realize the responsibility imposed
upon them, with a corresponding d.eterminati®n
to make a more vigorous effort to sound the
gospel trump in their extensive district.
Sunday was spent in preaching the word, the
meeting house being densely crowded; beside
many outside unable to gain admission. Could
we have had a house as big as the one in Plano,
it would have been filled. Among the congregation were to be seen many bending forms,
whose heads were frosted over by the passing of
many winters; who, like Simeon of old, had been
and still were waiting for Israel's consolation;
whose manner and appearance evidenced an
internal assurance, that the gospel they had rElceived was no cunningly devised fable, and
though they had heard its sound, for thirty or
forty years, it was still music to their ears. An
opportunity offering for a commodious hall, in
Dunlap, Harrison county, Iowa, Br. Harmer got
some hand bills struck off, and Bro. Tuck's two
boys gave them an extensive circulation; and
on the Mond&y evening after the adjournment of
conference as above, we met and spoke to a good
sized congregation of attentive listeners. Tuesday a:acl Wednesday evenings, at the same place,
assisted by Elder D. H. Bays. Previeus arrangements rendering it necessary for us to leave, in
consideration of the interest manifested Bro.
Bays consented to continue the meetings.
On Thursday we met the brethren of the Galland's Grove Branch, and held a lengthy session,
in the attempt to edify and instruct each other in
those principles and doctrines, that we might
learn to govern his (Christ's) Church, a more persistent effort with godly fear, and due respect
for each oth(r, in this direction; and have less
air-castle building, and digging to render plain
some wonderful mystery. This we deemed more
in harmony with our profession, and tend to
unite us, so that we might present an undivided
front to the enemy; while soaring aloft, diSllving
beneath, or flying over the sea, we are losing sight
of the word which is nigh us, and missing the
stepping-stones to future greatness. "I~et us pay
the more earnest heed to the things we have
heard lest at any time we let them slip."
JAMES CAFFALL.
UTAil, 1.Iarch '!Lh, 1877.

Bro. Stebbins :-I received the Herald this

morning from you, and was glad to see them, for
I want to learn the way ot the Lord and of his
people. I was baptized into the Utah church,
June 11th, 1852, by my father, and never was cut
off from the church or disfellowshiped, until the
Order of Enoch, or the Order of God, as Brigham
calls it, came to rule. I then saw things that I
did not like, for those rules did away with the
freedom of man. Not being much of a reader, I
was, like many others, led astray from the law of
the gospel in many things. But in reading the

covenants and commandments, I find nothing
like those rules there, and I turned to the Bible;
it was not there. I then turned to the Book of
~Iormon, and in reading it, I found that man
should have but one wife, for polygamy was condemned, as I read, in the second chapter of Jacob. Seeing that, I then read the marriage covenant in the Doc. and Cov., as follows: "Yon both
mutually agree to be each other's companion,
husband and wife, observing the legal rights
belonging to this condition, that is, keepibg yourselves wholly1'or each other and from all others
during your lives." The Utah l'rlormors say that
the Bible sustains polygamy, but I do not find it
so. In Gen. 2: 24, 25, it reads: "Therefore shall
a man leave his father and his mother and shall
cleave unto his wife, and they shall be one flesh."
In Gen. 5: 1, 2: "In the day that God created
man, in the likeness of God made he him, male
and female created he them, and blessed them,
and called their name Adam, in the day when
they were created." In Gen. 6; 18: "But with
thee will I establish my covenant, and thou shalt
come into the ark, thou and thy sons, and thy
sons' wives with thee. In Gen- 7: 13: "1u the
self same clay entered Noah, and Shem, Ham and
Japheth, the sons of Noah, and Noah's wife, and
the three wives of his sons into the ark." We
see again, in Gen. 13: 1: "And Abraham went up
out of Egypt, he and his wife;" and in the 16th
verse, "And I will make thy seed a~ the dust of
the earth, so that if a man can number the dust
of the earth, then shall thy seed also be numbered," and yet he had but one wife.
Bro. Henry I would like to show to the world
that the Bible does not sustain polygamy, and
there is plenty more proof that it does not.
Your brother in Christ, JOSEPH MARRIOT'l'.
BEVIER, Macon Co., :Missouri,
1\farch 18th, 1877.
Bro. Henry :-You heard from Bro. James
Ken1p of a new branch organized, called the Salt
River Branca. Bro. Charles Perry and myself
went there, March 11th, and Bro. Thrutchly and
family made us welcome. We preached on Sunday, the 12th, at 11 a. m. The house was full;
good attention. Preaching again at 6 p.m. After
meeting, gave out some tracts. Some took us by
the hand and asked us to come again, and some
said they believed we preached the truth. Bro.
Thrutchly also rejoices in the work, and that Bro.
Joseph is the leader; and, Bro. Henry, often when
I was in Utah I heard them pray for Joseph to
take his place as leader of the Church and he has
done it. Praying God to bless you, I am your
brother,
T. D. REESE.
HOPKINS, Allagan county, Michigan,
March 25th, 1877.
Brother Henry :-Our branch now numbers
about twenty two but many of them have moved
from here, and their place of residence not known.
The remainder are so far apart and scattered so
much, that we cannot meet together. But as far
as I know, all of the scattered ones are true to
name. This winter we visited Bro. and Sr. Norton, at Alpine, and found them in the faith, although Br. Norton isnotamemberofthe Church,
he is in the faith, and I think believes the doctrine taught by the Saints. He told me he had
heard the Martyr, Joseph, preach many times,
and believed him to be a good man.
At Grand Hapicls we met Bro. M. H. Bond,
who is now residing at Clam Lake. He also
visited with us at Nelson Norton's. Had two
or three prayer meetings, and enjoyed them
as Saints alone can. Bro. Bond is full of
faith, and life in the work; but, like us he is
starving to hear the Saints talk, and sing and
pray &c. You know most of the Michigan Saints
and: know that they desire to help build up the
kingdom of God. Bro. N. W. Smith and family;
and J. E. Hopper and family, are in Nebraska.
Thep have been in the midst of a protracted
meeting held by three churches, (so called)
Congregational, Methodist, and Disciples, and
by the means they have had their hands pretty
near full. Some of the preachers prayed that
the Lord would preserve the young converts
from the lions,-you know what awful lions they
an~. Lions to defr;nd the truth. Lions to pull

down the works of darkness. Lions who love
truth more than error. Lions who fear not man
but God. Lions who will not destroy the lambs,
because they are sons of the Lion of the tribe of
J uda, Rev. 5: o; and I expect they have put their
foot into a hornet's nest. I received a letter from
Bro. J. E. Hopper. He said the Disciple preacher spoke against the gifts of the gospel, in a sermon, and· gave a chance to reply to his object.ions. And he replied in a ten minute speach
and knocked his arguments all over. Truth, he
said, shone bright; to God be all the praise.
Bro. Hopper's letter had the true Latter Day
Saint ring to it. Truth is mighty and will shine,
and those who help to spread the work, will
shine as the stars of glory, by and by; and it it<
my prayer to be able to stand firm in the truth;
may the Lord bless you my brother, and give
you strength all the clay long. As ever your
brother,
S. I SMrrn.
CHAIN LAKE CENTER, Martin Co. Minn.,
January 1877.
Brother Joseph:-You are home again, have
seen many things new, but met with nothing
that made you feel ring-streaked, and speckled,
till you was returning to Salt Lake valley. No
marvel, if you thus felt. Had it not been the
son of their beloved prophet, deceased, you might
never have left that valley; yet God's care was
more your protection than your by stancler's love
for your father.
But how do you find circumstances in theChurch? It seems the work moves very slow'
brethren so slack in giving to the families of the
traveling preachers that the latter think themselves justifiable in returning to their families ta
pick for them. Will this do? How then shall
the work go ahead? Will not such be in danger,
with the covetous, of rejection? I always thought
we must stand up to the rack if nothing was
there but straw. One says, "Perhaps we might
ride les$ and go thinner clad." Not thinner clad,
but it may be a little coarser; and ride older
horses, only over broad prairies; call at some
house when tired; and so preach as you go.
"Words fitly spoken are like apples of gold set
in pictures of silver."
I am sorry brethren do pay as though grudgingly
for the Herald, since it is a free messenger to
every one's ideas. I trust those ideas will yet,
with a little correctiolj, run into union. The
Spirit was not promised to place in all truth, but
to guide into all truth; and so it will do, as one
travels, leaving errors out. My time on earth is
nearly out, those who are younger I expect will
improve more than I, for more light will be shed
forth. I hope there will not come another
apostasy. · Every humble one will labor to col'·
rect himself as he travels aheaf. If others undertake much of this, it will work like drawing
the blade of the knife through the child's hand.
I do not attack other's pieces but write out my
own views, which hinders no one from doing the
same, and I will look at theirs and compare, and
next time try and better my own. Bro Stebbins
advises every brother to mind his own businesswhen settled in Missouri. Now let no one think
I am writing a dictation but only a sociable, asthough it might be better to do thus. My prayer
is (or you in your critical place, and for all the
church. Amen.
R. L. YouNG.
RocEY CoMFOitT, Missouri,

March 11th, 1877.

Bro. Henry :-I have been reading the
Herald. My mind hss been cheered by the
testimonies and correspondence of the Saints,
scattered abroad over the whole world, and the
soul-cheering intelligence of the advancement of
the cause of Zion. I feel that God is working on
the minds of the people, both Saints and sinners i·
the minds of the Saints to the help and assistance·
of those who arc gone forth into the world to de.
clare the fullness of the gospel of the kingdom f
and there are others that would be willing, I
have no doubt, to go and preach the glad tidings
of the kingdom if their families could be cared
for, and I believe all the true lovers of Zion are,
or should be, willing to help. It seems to me
that if the Saints were more collected together,.
t bat they could do a great deal more for the goou
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cause than they can in their scattered condition,
as they are in this region of country, where it is
a rare chance that we see a Saint, much more
help to any great extent in the support of the gospel, The Saints generally, as far as my acquaintance goes, are not overly well supplied with this
world's riches. If they were more together they
who are not sent to preach to the people could
work with their hands and provide for those who
do go; and also their wives and little ones, and
thereby relieve their minds of that care which
is a burden to them and a hindrance to the cause
they represent.
I kn.ow that I have done comparatively nothing since I have been a member of the Reorganized Chmch, in the way of assisting them to go
forth to teach the nations of the earth the glorious news of a crucified and risen Redeemer; but
itisnotbecauseidonotdesiretohelp; butitisbecause I am situated so far from any one that I cannot help them that are speNding their lives for the
cause. In this country a man cannot get money
for anything that he has sufficient to provide for
the necessary wants of himself and family, without getting for any other purpose. When I became a member of the Church, (and my wife
also), I was a user of tobacco; and also tea and
coffee. We have quit the use of all that we might·
have something to give unto the advancement of
the cause; but when we get these articlees by
trade and barter instead of money, it does not
seem to better our condition much. I feel determined, the Lord being willing, to leave this
place this fall and go somewhere that I can
be of some benefit to the up building of Zion, for
my whole heart's desire is in the work, and I am
L~~~n~!~ :;g~~t.in any way or capacity as the
If Bro. Gilbert Cox should see this, perhaps he
will remember one of his old members of the
Pleasanton Branch, and I would say to him that
things he told me about have beliln fulfilled to the
letter. We feel to rejoice that our brother has
been restored to his former standing in the
Church. I close, hoping ever to remain your
brother in gospel bonds,
HENRY HAINES.
AununoN, Minnesota, March 24th, 1877.

.Dear Herald:-The Saints in this part of the
world are trying to live to the law of the Lord.
Bro. Shaw held two meetings in Detroit Minnesota, which were well attended, and the professors and non-professors of religion, were surprised,
They asked, as they did in the days of Christ,
whence has this man this knowledge. There
seems to be some enquiry after truth, and I can
truly say that the Lord loves his children.
HENRY WAY.
KIRTLAND, Lake county, Ohio,
March 22d, 1877.
Bro. Joseplt Smith:-On February 18th, I was
called upon by an old-time saint of Solon, Ohio,
to preach to the inhabitants of the town. I
went on February 23d,-and preached on the
evening of the 24th in the Town Hall. Next
day (Sabbath) I was to speak again at half-past
two o'clock p. m. and when we reached the hall
-some Disciple gentlemen offered us the use of
their church; we accepted and ·spoke to a good
and attentive audience. Spoke again on the
evenings of the 26th, 27th, 28th, and 29th to large
audiences. Quite an interest manifested for the
time. No objections raised against us. As ever
for the truth.
JosEPH F. McDowELL.
DARTMOU'rH, Mass., March 10th, 1877.

Bro. Stebbins :-We desire your prayers and
those of the Saints in our behalf. I can truly say
t'lat my conscience condemns me not, but, I am
liable to err, and often do, yet not wilfully,
and by the help of God we will hold to the rod of
iron, and if blessed with means, intend not only
to take the Herald, but to help the cause with
dollars if possible so to do. We send you aN.
Y. Tribune for your gleaning. May God bless all
his children, the truly honest, who suffer for his
sake. Yours in theglorieus hope.
A. B. F.
Jos. R. Lambert., Magnolia, Harrison Co., Iowa.
Heman C. Smith, Blue Rapids, Marshall county,
Kansas.

[April15.

That James Caffall take charge of the district
during the coming quarter.
-----That we sustain the authorities of the Church
N Ol'thm·u llli nne!§ota. Di!iih•ict.
in righteousness.
A conference was held at Oak Lake, November
Preaching during conference by Charles Derry
11th and 12th, 1876; Marcus Shaw, presiding; and James Caffall.
Henry Way, clerk.
Conference adjour-ned to meet at Crescent City,
Branch Reports.-Oak Lake, 31 members, in- Iowa, May 26th, 1877, at 10 a.m.
eluding 5 Elders, 1 Deacon. Hope of Zion, no
official report. George Gould made a report that
lFJl•eJ!nont Dis'h·iict.
the branch was not in a flourishing condition, and
A
conference
was held at the Farm Creek
that there has been no change since last report.
School House, Fremont county, Iowa, February
Elders M. Shaw, B. B. Anderson, T. J. Martin,
C. A. Sherman, George Gould and Henry Way all 25th, 1877; Pres. Redfield in the chair.
Preaching by G. E. Deuel, at 11 a. m.; at 1 p. m ,
gave their testimony to the work of God, and that
God had manifegted himself in many ways, as he by ,J. R. Badham; at 7 p.m., by R. W. Briggs.
Monday, 26th.-As the secretary was absent, J.
did to the apostolic church. Priests R. B. Anderson and Clayton G. Gould hoped ever to be found R. Badham was appointed clerk.
Elders' Reports.-R. J. Anthony, R. W..Briggs,
lifting the standard of Zion. DcaconL. D. Sperry
D. Hougas, G. E. Deuel, Wm. Gaylord, Br. Goode,
reported.
Resolved that we sustain the authorities of the G. Kemp, J. It. Badham, E. C. Briggs, James
Caffall and Wheeler Bald win reported in person,
Church in
righteousness.
That we sustain the locating board·, with our and E. F. Hyde, E. C. Brand and Wm. Britton remeans and prayers, in changing the busmess cen- ported hy letter. Priest John Weeks reported by
tre of the Church, when they shall see proper to letter.
Branch Reports.-Glenwood, 16 members, indo 80
Pr~sident Shaw then presented the tithing law, cluding 3 Elders; 1 received by vote, 1 dropped
and the necessity of living according to the law; from record, Elizabeth Pierce, Sept. 3d, 1876.
and there was a resolution passed whereby tithing Mill Creek 23, including 3 Elders, 1 Priest, 2
could be paid weekly, and a list of names was giv- ~l.'eachers; 2 expelled. Nephi 20, including 2
en to Deacon Sperry, with instructions to place Priests, 1 •reacher, 1 Deacon. Shenandoah 49,
including 2 ·High Priests, 5 Elders, 2 Priests; 2
opposite each name so much paid weekly; raised
received by letter, 1 died. Elm Creek 22, includto-day $ 2 1. 10.
Resolved that we think that the Hope of Zion ing 2 Elders, ] Priest, 2 Teachers, 2 Deacons.
Branch is excusable in not paying any tithing this Farm Creek 29, including 1 Elder, 1 Priest, 1
year, as their crops were destroyed by the grass- Teacher, 1 Deacon ; 3 baptized, 2 received by
hoppers, excepting in individual cases where some vote, 1 removed by letter. Plum Creek 83, includitJg 1 Seventy, 9 Elders, 2 Priests, 3 Teachers,
may be able to pay, who should so do.
1 Deacon; 4 removed by letter, 2 expelled.
The day was spent in preaching, and the evenReport of Bishop's Agent.-''Due me at last reing in prayer and testimony. Many of the gift.s port $31.02, paid out since $6\l.83, total $100.85;
were manifested, and the saints truly had a re- receipts from all sources $25.40; balance due
freshing lime.
Agent to date $74.45, which I give for tithing and
Adjourned to meet at Silver Lake, Otter Tail balance the books. Wm. Leeka, Agent."
county, Minnesota, June 9th, at ten o'clock a. m.
Resolved that we sustain the Church authorities
in righteousness.
Officials present: 2 Apostles, 2 High Priests, 10
A conference was held at Council Bluffs, Iowa, Elders, 3 Priests, 1 Deacon .
Resolved that. the action requiring the branches
February 24th and 25th, 1877; .Tames Caffall, presiding; Frederick Hansen, clerk.
which wish the assistance of the district president
Officials present: 1 Apostle, 1 High Priest., 2 to pay his expenses be rescinded.
Seventies, 11 Elders, 1 Teacher.
February 26th.-R. J. Anthony was ordained a
Braneh Reports,-Conncil Bluffs, 131 members, Seventy by E. C. Briggs and James Caffall.
1 removed, 1 expelled, 2 died. N orlh Star, 29
R. J. Anthony, Geo. Kemp and J. Good were ap.
members, 1 removed.
pointed to visit Manti, to rectify some wrongs exElders' Reports.-H. N. Hansen, D· K. Dodson, isting there.
C. G. Mcintosh, Alfred Bybee, Peter Olson, H.
Brn. Good, Anthony and Wm. Gaylord were apPalmer, John Gallup, Charles Derry, Jas. Caft"all, pointed to visit Glen wood for the same purpose.
S. P. Guhl and Hans Hansen reported.
Adjourned to meet at Shenandoah, May 26th,
Bishop's Agent, Andrew Hall, reported as fol- 1877, at 10 a. m.
lows: "Cash on hand last report $39.75, received
since $38,50, total $78.25: paid to the poor $12,
N o11.·th Kan!i!as Dish·ict.
to the ministry $25, total $37; balance on hand to
A conference was held at Fanning, Doniphan
date $41.25."
Br. Hall requested to have his books audited, county, Kansas, February 24th and 25th, 1877.
which was accordingly done by Asa Walden and :Byrequest of J. W. Brackenbury, T. W. Smith
was chosen to preside pro tem. ; B. B. BrackenD.P. Hartwell, and found to be correct.
C. G. Mcintosh was requested to labor in North enbury, clerk protem. Some good instruction was
Pigeon and Boomer branches. All Elders and given by the president, and the remainder of the
Priests, not employed in branch labor, were re- session was devoted to prayer and testimony.
At 2 p. m., Branch Reports.-White Cloud 28,
quested to preach as much as praeticable during
including 3 Eld.ers, I Priest, 1 Deacon; 1 died.
the coming quarter.
Jacob Steinberg, (formerly of St. Joseph, l\Io.), Fanning, no report.
Elders J. W. Brackenbury, B. B. Brackenbury,
had for some time past sent in a request to be expelled from the Church, and, to give him a chance S. 0. Waddel, Joseph Blatt, and Priest J. F.
to defend himself if he desired; he was notified in Clemensen, and Deacon Wm. Blatt rer;orted. All
writing to appear here at 2:30 p. m., the 24th had labored as much as circumstances permitted.
Resolved that we request the president and clerk
inst., but not appearing, James Caffall aml Alva
of this district to certify to Bishop Rogers that J.
North testified to his request, and it was
Resolved that Jacob Steinberg be expelled from F. Clemensen was chosen Bishop's Agent for this
District.
the Church according to his request.
That the Saints of the district pay their tithings
Resolved that this conference does not approve
of the practice of dancing, and that any member so and offerings to said Agent, if he is appointed by
offending, and not desisting after repeated admon- the Bishop.
Resolved that we receive no reports except those
tion, shall be dealt with.
James Caffall was chosen as delegate to the Gen- made out upon blanks sold at the Herald Office.
That we sustain T. W. Smith as President of
eral Conference of April, 1877.
Resolved that this conference request the next this Mission, by our faith, prayers and means.
That we sustain all the officials of the Church in
General Conference to adjourn to meet at Council
righteousness. Preaching at 7, by T. W. Smith.
Bluffs or vicinity next fall.
Sunday morning, preaching by T. W. Smith.
That a collection be taken up in each branch to
defray the expenses of our delegate to conference. Afternoon, prayer and t.estimony meeting.

all
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Resolved that we invite the brethren of the Central Kansas District to meet with us at our next
district conference, with a view to effect a union
of the the two districts.
S. 0. Waddel was elected president of the district, and Chas. Herzing, clerk of the district.
Sunday evenillg, preaching by T. W. Smith.
Adjourned to meet at Fanning, May 26th, 1877,
at 10 a.m.

,. -

.Ke"\vanee District.
A conference was held at Canton, Fulton county,
Illinois, March 3rd and 4th, 1877; H. C. Bronson,
presiding; John Robinson, clerk pro tem. At the
request of the president, W. W. Blair addressed
the conference advisingly; after which proceeded
to business.
. Branch Reports.-Millersburg 39 members, last
report 44; removed by letter 5. Kewanee 115,
last report 119; removed by letter 5, received by
letter 1. Peoria 14; last report 14; baptized 1,
expelled 1. Canton 77; last report 70; (this ineludes the report which was too late for last conference); baptized 6, received by let.ter 2, by vote
3, removed by letter 2, expelled 1, died 1. Henderson Grove 24; last report 30; removed by letter 6. Buffalo Prairie 72; receive"d by letter 2,
by vote 2, removed by letter 3, expelled 1. St.
Davids and Princeville not reported. Financial
reports were received from Buffalo Prairie, Millersburg, Henderson Grove, Peoria, Canton S. S.,
making an aggregate receipt, with what was on
hand, of $74.06; paid out $56.24; balance on
hand $15.82.
Afternoon Session.-President W. W. Blair presiding. H. C. Bronson offered his resignation as
president of the district, saying: "Because of
adverse circumstances I feel compelled to ask you
to accept my resignation. For nearly five years
I have been trying to serve the interests of the
district., and what my success has been remains
with God to decide. I feel that I have done but
little, yet that at present it will be impossible for
me to do more while in my present circumstances;
hence, to do justice to others I must be released,
yet my faith in the work is unwavering, is dear
to me as to all Saints.''
Elders' Reports.--J. Jeremiah, J. A. Robinson
and John T. Williams; PriestsWm. Thorp, David
Williamson and Reuben Riggs; Teacher James
Williams, all reported in person; Geo. Burnham
by proxy. Reports by letter: E. T. Bryant, Levick Sturges, John Whit.ehouse, J. D. Jones, J. lH.
Terry and T. F. Stafford.
A vote of thanks was tendered to H. C. Bronson
for hili labors as president of the district for ·the
past five years. [We suppose also that his resignation was acoepted].-EDs.
A ballot was taken for a new president, which
resulted in the choice of J. A Robinson of Peoria.
Resolved that the secretary of the district shall
give the report thereof to each quarterly conference,
in the following form: Number of High Priests,
Elders, Priests, Teachers and Deacons ; number
baptized, received by vote on original baptism,
received by letter, removed by letter, or died, since
last report.
That we urge upon the branch presidents the
necessity of their members observing the collection
for the District Fund, ancl to forward the same to
the Bishop's Agent.
i'hat we deem it improper and unlawful to call
young and unmarried men to the office of deacon.
A renewal of license was granted to John Whitehouse and David Williams.
Resolved that we take action in regard to the
Henderson Grove Branch, which is without a presiding officer, and provide one for it.
That the president instruct the branch presidents to take steps concerning those .who are officiating as deacons in their l:n•anches, and who do
not possess the qualifications necessary a.ccording
to 1 Tim. 3: 10-14, and have them cease laboring
in such office.
That the district be represented in General Conference by the president, and that the Bishop's
Agent call on the several branches for the funds
to defray the expenses to and from it.
The general authorities of the church, and those
of the Kewanee District, were sustained.
Sabbath morning, met for social meeting, after

which Br. Blair preached. At 2 p.m., J. A. Rob" 29, Wm. Crick, Ill................... 1 00
50
" 29, Ruth Strope, Mo.. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
inson, with Brn. Blair and Mather, occupied the
stand. After which sacrament was administered. Feb. 2, A brother, Ill. .................. 10 00
At 7 p.m., preaching by W. W. Blair, on the Idol" 3, Sr. Mutha Kent, Ill.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
" 3, Eliza Hunter, Ill ................. 13 00
atry of Utah Morman ism.
Officials present : 1 First Presidency, 5 Elders,
" 3, F. G. Pitt, Ill.................... 1 00
6 Priests, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon.
" 6, John Henderson,\lowa . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Adjourned to meet at Millersburg, June 2d, 1877.
" 14, Gallatin Branch, Mont............ 25 00
" 14, John W. Short, Mo ............... 25 00
" 19, Frank Steffe, Mass.... . . . . • . . . . • . 2 00
South4H'n California Dish·ict.
" 24, J. F. Clemenson, Kan ... , . . . . . . . . 8 00
A conference was held at San Bernardino, Cal" 24, James Allen, Iowa............... 8 00
ifornia, February 24th, 1877. President A. Whit" 24, B. Nelson, Neb. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 5 00
lock in the chair; Richard Allen, Jun., clerk.
" 26, F. G. Pitt, Ill. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . 3 00
The president exhorted the Saints te be more Mar. 1, Mary Clements, Ill. .............. 10 00
faithful, and the Elders, Priests and Teachers to
" 1, A brother, Ill .................... 10 00
be more energetic in their duties.
" 12, J. L. Buckingham, Ag't, Oreg. Dist. 15 00
Elder Samuel Shepherd reported. Bishop's
" 15, E. N. Webster,~Agent, Mass. Dist. 20 00
Agent, R. Allen, Sen., reported. Teachers R.
" 22, Thomas Lester, N. Y. . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Allen, Sen., and E. Ridley reported. Priest J
" 23, David George, Pa.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Ward reported.
1 75
" 31, F. G. Pitt,
Resolved that we sastain R. Allen, Sen., as Bish" ::n, E. Short, Kansas . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1 00
op's Agent.
$279 75
That each member sign a subscription to pay
the expenses of the branch, each member to give Balance due I. L. Rogers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 103 45
what they feel like giving. That R. Allen, Jun.,
$383 20
J. Ward and R. Allen, Sen., take charge of the
(R.
====
means donated. That Br. Mills see Br. Canavan
ON UTAH CHAPEL FUND,
about the branch report. That we sustain all the Jan. 1, Balance on hand ......... , .... $111 11
Church authorities in righteousness.
" 4, From Morgan David, Utah ; . . . • • 10 00
. Preaching on Sunday by D. S. Mills.
$121 11
Adjourned. [Time not stated].-EDs.
DR.
=====
.,.
Jan. 18, Sent Chapel Committee .......•. $111 11
Mar. 25, "
"
"
. . . . . . . . . 10 00
=
-= ...._...
$121 11
ll:ufoJ•mation Wanted.
CR.
The following twenty-four members of the
CHURCH IN ACCOUNT WITH HERALD OFFICnl.
Fremont, Iowa, Branch have been absent from
Jan.
1st, balance due Church $63.35; received
five to fourteen years, and if they will notify me
from Sr. Jessie Hay $3.40, Geo. George $7.85,
of their whereabouts, and if any wish letters of removal and will notify me, they will do me a favor; Frank Steffe $2.00, Sr. Anna Carpenter $140, L.
H. Ezzell $3.60, Sr. C. Gifford $1.35, Sr. Susan
or if others knowing them will inform me of their
present location, they will oblige me. Some may Matthews $0.50, Davisville Branch $15.00, Braidwood Branch $10.50, Br. D. B. $10.00, Braidwood
have already joined other branches.
J,uena Baldwin, Wm. Galaher, Mary Ann Gala· Branch $4.25, A. Neilson $LOO, Sr. Susan Matthews $0.50, Sr. Eliza Shea $5.00, Jno. W. Short
her, Robert Leadingham, Thomas Stafford, Martha $5.00, Charles and Ann Davis $10.00, Frank
Stafford, Myron H. Bond, Jessie Yancy, Susan Steffe $2.00, Braidwood Branch $3. 75, D; F.
Yancy, Elmon Yancy, Jessie P. Yancy, James
Crane $1.10, Geo. N. Davison $1.00.
Total
Yancy, William James, Viola James, Jennie Ste.phenson, Henry J. Lyndon, Matilda Hale, Eliu $152.55.
DR.
Hale, Mary Hale, Martha Zundel!, Wm. ~· Phipps, Jan. 1, Stamps fer Pres. & Sec'yofChurch $ 3 34
Lyda A. Phipps, Eliza Landon.
" 6, Tracts for distribution . . . . . . . . . . .
30
J. J. KASTER, Clerk of Fremont Branch.
" 9, Printing letter and note heads. . . . 1 50
FARRAGUT, Iowa.
" 12, Blank Book for Locating Committee
50
" 15, Two Church Record books .....•.. 25 17
Bishop's QuaJ•te:dy Reptn•t.
feb.lO, Sr. J. W. Briggs ............. , ..• 10 00
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ in account Mar. 6, E. C. Briggs account allowed by the
.
with Bishop I. L. Rogers, for the quarter ending
Bishop .••...•......•.•..•..•. , .. 49 02
March 31st, 1877.
" 6, Heralds and Hopes sent to sustain
DR.
the Mission in England and Wales 58 87
ON TITHING AND OFFERING FUND.
$148 70
Jan. 1, Balance due I. L. Rogers ........ $85 70
3 85
" 4, Paid to the poor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 Balance due Church. . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
CR.
====
" 10, Sr. J. W. Briggs ................ 10 00
$152 55
" 15, to the poor ...................... 20 00
ON UTAH CHAPEL FUND,
" 18, to the poor ...................... 10 00
" 18, Sr B. V. Springer ............... 20 00 Jan. 1, Balance due Church ............ $117 50
DR.
=======
" 18, to the poor ...................... 25 00
" 30, Sent Building Committee ...•..•• $100 00
" 23, M. Fyrando, on Danish Mission. . . 45 00
Feb. 3, W. W. Blair .................... 35 00 Mar.19, "
"
"
. 17• 50
" 12, Church Recorder . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . 25 00
$117 50
" 16, W. W. Blair ..................... 15 00
Per H. A. S.
" 23, J. S. Patterson .................. 20 00
Mar. 9, Sr. J. W. Briggs ..•......•...... 10 00
" 13, to the poor ..• , ....•..•.........• 20 00
Nt!Vada District.
" 25, Bishop's Secretary .....•....••... 10 00
The
Saints
of the above District will please
" 31, W. W. Blair ..................... 30 00
take notice that the next conference, will be held
$383'20 in the Hall at Franktown, June 9th and lOth, 1877.
CR.
==== Punctual attendance is requested, and it is hoped
Jan. 4, From Sr. Anna Nielson, Neb ...... $ 5 00 that the Elders of the district will not forgat their
" 5, a Saint in Missouri . . . • . . . . . . . • . . 1 (')0 duty, but be present if possible.
" 7, John Phillips, Utah .............. 10 00
GEORGE SMITH, President.
" 9, David Morgan, Utah ............• 40 00
" 11, John Scott, Ill................... 1 00
Clune h. Libt•a1·y.
" 13, F. G. Pitt, Ill.................... 1 50
The Librarian returns thanks on behalf of the
" 15, Wm. H. Williamson, Ill. .....••.. 10 00
" 15, Jesse Ervin, Neb ................ 110 00 Church to brother Joseph C. Clapp, for the dona" 15, A brother, IJ.l.. .................. 10 00 tion of "The City of the Saints, ·and across the
" 22, B. Tomlinson, Ill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 iiO Rocky Mountains to California."
J onN ScoTT, Libmrian.
" 22, C. M. Wilder, Iowa .............. 10 00

Ill....................
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Galland's Grove District.

Tracts:

The following two day's meetings will be held
by John Rounds and T. W. Chatburn; At the Salem Branch April 14th and 15th; Pleasant Ridge
May 19th and 20th; Camp Creek June 2d and 3d.

No. 1. Mountain of the Lord's House.
s pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.
No.2. Truth Made Manifest.
12 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.75 per hundred,
No. 3. Voice of the Good Shepherd.
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.
No.4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine.
ono page, 5 cents per dozen, HO cents per hundred,
No.5. The Gospel.
2 pages, 6 cents per dozen, 35 cenliB per hundred.
No. 6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects,
Pre-Requisites, and Design; and Who Shall
,
Administer.

At Buffalo Creek, Madison county, Nebraska,
December 19th, 1876, after a long and painful illness, l<]lder Reuben W. Strong, aged 56 years and
10 months. He was ever ready to give a reason
for the hope he enjoyed of the gift of eternal life.
He joined the church thirty-four years ago . .SerI Ull
vice by Elder Chauncy Loomis.
.
. . :.
North Eastern Wisconsin Dish•ict.
At Providence, R.I., March 7th, 18;-7, of.spinal
A quarterly conference of the above district disease, Elizabeth, daughter of Br. Louis E. and
will be held in the Saints' Meeting House, at Sr. Elizabeth Miller, in her 13th year. Funeral
Blaek Creek, Outagamie county, May 25th, 26th sermon by Elder C. N. Brown. She was an at·
and 27th, 1877. W. s. lVIONTGOMERY, President.
tentive member of our little Sabbath-school.
.
Birth and Death notices inserted free; Marriage notices
one dollar each.
. PUBLIC AT I 0 NS ISSUED AND F. OR SALE
----- ·
BY THE
.

:Married.

I

N0 •

1

~.pagwh3: Th!"ica'!:'zb:· ~!;~a~r hundred.

4 pages, 8 cents per dozen,

No. 8.

Board of Publication ofthe Reorganized Chu1·ch,

AT THEIR PUBLISHING HOUSE
j.
. At the residence of the bride's mother, Little
Si{>UX, Iowa, March 7th, 18i7, by Eldsr D. M. IN PLANO; KENDALL COUNTY, ILLINOIS.,
--o+o+o-Gamet, Mr. Henry Heywood of Pottawattamie
+ +
county, Iowa, and sister Carrie Fuller, of Little
The Saints' Herald:
Sioux.
Official paper of the Reorganized Chnrch of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, explanatory of the faith of the Church, and
contains correspondence from different parts of the world, givDied.
After six months of sickness and suffering, Bro. ing accounts of the progress of the Chnrch, and setting forth
Moses M. Doyle, son of John and Mary Boyle, the dealings of God with his people. Publishod semi-monthly,
sixteen large pages. Price $2.15 per year, half year $1.10, free
on the 6th of )larch, 1877. He was born in of
postage. JosEPH SMITH and llENRY A. STEBBINS editors.
Knox county, Ohio, November !.lth, 1818, and
Zion's HOJle:
joined the Church at BuffBio Prairie, Illinois, in A paper for children and Sunday Schools, pnbllshed semi1.\olay, 1868, being baptized by Elder John F. Ad· monthly, price 60 cents per annum, Soc. per half year, free of
•ams; emigrating to Fremont county, Iowa, in postage. JOSEPH SMITH and HENRY A •. STEDDINS editors.
1873; was perfectly resigned, and looked for
Holy Scriptures:
·death as a release. Funeral services by Elder E.
Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith the Jfartyr.
•C. Brand.
,:
Bound in Imitation Turkey, gilt
2 70
"
•rur,k,ey Sup,,erior
3 50
At Sacramento, C;{l..lifornia, March lOth, 1877,
clasp:.....
3 75
'ten am., after an il!~e.ss of some months, Elder
Roxburg
3 75
•Cornelius Bagnall. .!:Elder Bagnall was born in
~~:~~~~~~~gilt
......
~
lLiecester, England, Sept. 19th, 180!1, and was,
75
!therefore, at his death 73 years, 6 months, and 21 New Testament, inspired editlon
Book
of
Mormon:
'llays of age. He received the gospel first in London, England, emigrated to Utah, became disgusted Full R.oan, sprinkled edges,
1 25
there; but retaining his hold of the "rod of Full Turkey Morocco, marbled edges
~ ~
Fnll Turkey Morocco, full gilt, gilt edges,
,,.,.,.
iron," came to Sacramento, and was one of the
Doctrine and Covenants :
first to receive the J1;ord when, in 1863, the views
1 25
and pusitions of the Reorganization were declared In sprinkled Sheep
In Morocco, marbled edges,
l 75
in the city. He acted for a long time as president
The Saints' Harp-Hymn Book:
c.t the branch; and felr with the harness on. Fu1 25
neral service by Elter Marcus Lowell, who spoke In Roan, plain
In Roan, full gilt, gilt edges ......
1 75
feelingly and appropriately upon the occasion. In Morocco, plain, marbled edges
2 oo
2 25
"Peace waits upon the fallen soldier of the cross." In Morocco, full gilt, gilt edges
At Keokuk, Lee county, Iowa, March 3rd, 1877,
Hesperis:
of general debility, Elder John Vest., aged 79 years, Poems, by Da.!d IT. Smith, 202 pagos, fancy cl<>th,
8 months. Bro Vest was born in England, July
1 50
gilt ooi.gee
......
13th, 1798, embraced the gospel in 1851, and emBlank Books:
igrated to Salt Lake in 1853; he so oil became dis- Branch Records, wall bound in Leatllet· backs and
satisfied and returned to the States in 1857, and
corners, muslin sides, printed headings, and ruled for 624
names. Every branch should have one.
3 00
was baptized into the Reorganized Church, by
Elder Newkirk, in 1864. He has been a faithful District Records, printed headings and rnled for
1,248 names, and bonnd same as above
3 00
member and died firm in the faith. He leaves an
Finance Books, headed :and ruled for
aged companion. Funeral services by Elder G. Branch
Receipts and Expenditures of money, for Branch, Dis·
Wilson.
trict, and General Church l>'nnds; price 31> cents.
At Grand Prairie, Illinois, March 2nd, 1877, of Baptism, Confirmation, and Ordination Certificates
lung fever, Pierce Monroe, infant son of Martin
bound in tlcxible covers, 40 cents each.
and Ellen Madison, aged 5 months and 23 days.
Licenses and Notices:
The remains were brought to Mission Branch and
Elder's, Priest's, Teacher's, and Deacon's, LiHenees, pet·
buried. Funeral services by Thomas Hougas,
dozen, 12 cents.
March 5th, 1877.
Blank Notices for Lectures, Preaching, and 'two Days' ?lleeiAt Willimantic, Conn., October 1st, 1876, after a
ings, each, per hundred, ......
50
40
long sickness, Bro. Wm. H. H. Brown. He was born Preaching Notices, Smaller, per hundred,
September 17th, 1813; accepted the gospel in
Pamplllets :
1849; united with the Reorganization in 1862; Rules of Order and Debate for all the Deliberative
was ordained to the office of an Elder the same
Assemblies of the Church; also ~~> Chapter on
year; he lived faithful, striving to roll on the
Branch Rules, and one on Reports of Branches
gospel of the kingdom.
and Districts,
In Harrison oounty, Iowa, December lOth, 1876,
32 mo., 128 pages, bound in limp cloth, 5I) cents.
Lillian Coon; born in Bedford county, Pa., July Visions of Joseph Smith the Seer, Discoveries of
Ancient American Records and Relics, with
4th, 1810; baptized in Richland county, Ohio, in
1838, and renewed his covenant in 1870. Services
the Statement of Dr. Lederer (Converted Jew)
by Elder J. R. Lambert.
and others,
In
colored covers, 43 pages, by mail 10 cents each, three
At his residence, 9 Gray Friars, Stafford, in the
for 25 cents, twelve for 75 cents.
county of Stafford, England, February 14th, 1877,
Voice of Warning and Instruction to all People,
of canoer of the liver, Bro. Wm. Shaw, aged 61
74 pages, by mail 20 cents each; three for 50 cents, one
years, and 8. months. Bro. Shaw was baptized
dozen for $2.
into the Church, August 15th, 1874, of which he Trial of the Witnesses, to the Resurrection of J ewas a consistent and unassuming member; and
sus-a Legal Argument,
36 pages, 10 cents each.
his career with the Church was short, and his
Concordance
to Book of Covenants,
affiiction severe, of him it may truly be said, "He
24 pages, 10 cents.
lived faithful, and fell asleep in hope of a resurMinutes of Annual Conference ior 1873,
rection with the just when Christ shall come. His
34 pages, 10 cents.
loss is keenly felt by all the Saints. Funeral ser- Songs of Zion, by T. W. Smith,
vices by Elder JQhn Smith.
32 pages, lOc. each, $t per dozen.

----------

iZ

16

60 cents per hundred.
Fullness of the Atonement.

pages, ?O. cents. per doz~n, $2 per hundred.

.

No. 9. Sp1;1tuahsm V1ewed from a Scr1plural
Standpomt.
20 pages, 40 cents per .dozen, $3 per hundred,
No. 10. The Narrow Way.
8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.
No. 11. The Plan of Salvation.
18 pages, 35 cents per dozen, $2 .60 per hundred.
No. 12. The Bible versus Polygamy.
14 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $1.90 per hnndred.
No. 14. Reply to Orson Pratt.
16 pages, 30 cents !'<>r dozen, $2 per hundred.
No. 15. Idolatry.
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.
No. 16. Polygamy; Was it an Original 1'enet of
the Church?
10 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.60 per hnndred.
No. 17. The Successor in the Prophetic Office
and Presidency of the Church.
16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.
No, 18. Rejection of the Church.
8· pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.
No. 20.. The "0 n e Body;" or the Church of
Christ under the Apostleship and under the
Apostasy.
16 pages, ao cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.
No. 21. Truths by Three Witnesses.
one page, 5 cents per dozen, 20 cents per hundred.
No. 22. Faith and Repentance.
8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.
No. 23. Baptism
10 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.60 per hnndred.
No. 24. The Kingdom of God.
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.
No. 25. Laying on of Hands.
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents j>er hnndred.
No. 26. Mountain of the Lord's House.
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.
No. 27. The Sabbath Question.
l2 pages, 25 oents per do,.en, $1.75 eents per lnnulred.
No. 28. The Basis of Polygamy: a Criticism upon
the (so-called) Revelation of July 12th, 1843.
8 pages, 20 cents a dozen, $1.30 a hundred.
A Memorial to Congress,
8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection,
32 pages, 8 cents each, 75 cents per dozen.
Prophecy on the late Rebellion,
20 cents per hundred.
~ .An assortment of Tracts 50 cents.
IN GERMAN LANGUAGE.
No. 19. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine, and the
Revelation on the Late Rebellion.
2 pages, 6 cents. per dozen, 35 cents per hundred.
Who Then Can be Saved,
4 pages, 25 cents por dozen ; $1.40 per lmndred.
The Gospel,
2 pages, 6 cents per dozen, 35 per hundred.

Certificates and Reports:
Certificates of Baptism and :Mombership, per dozen
Removal Certificates, per dozen
Mar_riage Certificates, per dozen

Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen
Annual Statistical Reports, two for
Branch Financial RepOI'ts; per dozen
District Financial Jteporps, per dozen

20
20
~5

50
15
30

50
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SAW ANOTHER ANGEL * *,HAVING THE EVERLAS'£ING GOSPEl, TO PHEACII TO THEM 'rHAT DWELT, ON 'f!IE EAHTII
*, SAYING,
FEAR GOD, AND GIVE GLOHY TO Hnr, FOR THE HOUR OF HIS ,JUDG;\1ENT IS Co.r>m."-HEV. 14: 6-7.
"SANCTIFY THEM TIIROUG1I TIIY TnUTH; 'l'IIY \VORD IS TRUTR."-JESUS; ,JonN17:17.
"HEARKEN TO TilE WORD OF THE LORD, FOR THERE SHALL NOT f.NY MAN AMONG You HAVE SAVE l'l: DE ONE WIFE."-EOOI{
OF MORMON; JACOB 2:6.

Vol. 24.

PLANO, ILLINOIS, MAY 1, 1877.

GENERAL CONFERENCE MINUTES.
The thirty-ninth Annual Conference of the
Church of Jesus Christ, being also the twentyfifth of the Reorganization, convened at Plano,
Illinois, at 10 a.m., Friday, April 6th, 187'7.
President Joseph Smith was sustained as presiding officer, and his counselor, President
Wm. W. Blair, as his assistant; Elder Henry
A. Stebbins, Church Secretary, as Secretary
of Conference, and Elder John Scott as Clerk.
The Priesthood were seated in their order.
The President stated that, unless otherwise
ordered, there would only be held business
sessions in the afternoon, and preaching or
~
other devotional services forenoons and evenings. He stated that the Plano Branch had
taken the action about entertaining the guests
at Conference, as published in the Herald, because of the removal of several families, and
the lack of places of entertainment, and not
because of any disrespect for those from a
disb>:?.ze. The branch thought it but courtesy
to let such facts_ be known to those distant
from Plano.
.,.,
l>.
. b , .> • ,
t-r
Sung. h ymn 6.9.
1ayer y l reswent Vv.
\V. Blair. Hymn 189.
President Smith said that the circumstances
that had surrounded the Reorganized Church
from the beginning had been peculiar. At its
commencement t h ere were seven or more
organizations whose leaders claimed to be ap·
pointed of God and as having authority to set
in order the Church of God. But only two
·
f
·
1
·
nUowheXISt 0h any Size;, na;ne y, the people m
ta , and t e Ueorgamzat1~n. The l.atter has
waged a steady warfare agamst opposmg evil~,
and at many times the work has seemed almost to fail but we have survived them. IV e
'
h
ld h
~r~sent a strange aspect to t. e wor , t e rehg10us world. The executiOn of John D.
Lee has seemed to cause the world at large to
lay to the charge of the Church, as a whole,
the evil doing that led to his death, but still
by many it is recognized that there is a dif- ference between us and the Utah church, and
the elders of the Reorganization have to meet
the reproach,' but we must not evade the issue
of facts but must stand up boldly and pro•
'
.
cl~1m the truth and the facts of. difference
fauly and squarely, and not be afraid to meet
the issue'; and let there be no dodging or
lying. He anticipates that many changes in
the Utah organization will arise out of this
.
.
•
.
.
affmr. From hiS expenence durmg h1s late
visit to Utah, he is satisfied that there are
hundreds of honest people there, those who
had no hand in or knowledge of that matter,
and believe that the Reorganization is the
1! "th •h
1 k 1!
d · J>
f
on Iy 1a1 c ey can oo 10rwar to wr re uge.
He spoke of the issue we will have to meet in
Wlwle l'i7J. 360

No.9.

Ithis

affair, that of the acceptance of those
CHURCH SECRE'I'ARY's REPORT.
people, and the consideration of their peculiar
Brethren :~I submit to you first a brief statefamily relations. He gave some:~ of his "ex- ment of the conditon of the various districts, or a
periences in California, and of the -many ~ho, few of them, as gathered from the reports sent in
on account of the doings in Utah, have fallen by the presidents and clerks thereof:
·
f · fid I'
h "
k
English JJfis.~ion: Of the 11 branches organized
mto a state o m e tty, men w o~never, new in England and Scotland 7 are in Birmingham
or heard of any evil doings till after 1844, District, and also 222 of the 306 members. For
and who say now that they will be with us the interest of the English Saints in this country
soon if they find that we have the truth. .
I give the number reported in each place, although,
Bro. John T. Phillips gave some of his ex- in some cases, the number differs from the Church
pericnces in the early days of the'. Church Record, as seen by the Recorder's Report: Bir-"
miugham 6\J, London 45, Hanley 37, Clay Cross
while in ·wales, and spoke of the pureness of 28, Stafford 9, Farnworth 17, Sheffield 18, Manthe teaching then, giving testimony of some chester 20, Plymouth 13, Portsmouth 8, Penston
remarkable cases of healing by the gospel or-· (Scotland) 15, Walsall1G, Glasgow 1, Nottingham
dinances.
3, Leicester 1, Liverpool 2, Leamington 1, Mansp
\ l ·
field 2. .For loss and gain, see list of increase reres. VV. V · 3lau had found many who ported by districts. 'fhe Birmingham District is
stumbled over the idea of the gifts~existing to reported ~:~s iu fair condition, considerably imsome degree in the Brighamite and the former proved over the previous year, and a good feeling
Strangite factions of the apostasy, and said among th~ Saints, and the brethren have labored
that it was once a mystery to him, but when in harmony. The high price of public places for
h
d
h
meetings prevents doing much public preaching,
e came to un erstand t e transmitted au- but in summer out· door preaching is had. On the
thority of the priesthood it ceased to be a whole they think that the year 18'iG was a suomystery, for he found, as othars may find, that cessful one for the cause in England. C. H. Caton,
in those cases there is always a clear line of' clerk. See al~o ~r. 1'aylor's letter.
.
individual priesthood to be traced back to the
Alabama._pt$trzct: Two branches reported. m
• • -1
a·
W
h
h .
, good conduwn, others not as good. Preachmg
ong1~a rec:'1.ver.
e are,_ as a c nrc , m a the past year by Elders ,J. H. Hansen, George 1'.
pecuhar pos1tlon now, both Internally and ex- Chute, G. R. Scogin and F. Vickery. G. T. Chute,
ternally, but he is confident of a glorious out- president; W. D. Clark, clerk.
coming of the work. However painful the
Colorado: Denver Bran.ch disorganized. Elde_rs
condition may be now, he hopes that the Warthnky, Sctelwardt and Ed• llts have labborl~d J?lUOhbtn
"'
f' h Ch
h "II
sou ern o ora o, an many are e tevmg eE! uers o t e
urc WI come to a proper un- sides those who have obeyed. Geo. 0. Kennedy
derstanding of the policy of the Church, and clerk.
_
'
to a uniformity of teaching. He spoke hopeSouthern ~ndiana: Spiritual condition fair: Hefully of the ultimate triumph of the cause.
man C. Smith, ~~. T. Short and B. v .. Sprmger
B
--,
S y
· t
f Rh 0 d I 8 l d have labored considerably, but C. Scott rs the only
0
b . ro. ~~od : emn~ on,f h.
e . an ' one whose entire time is devoted. Local elders do
emg ca e upon, spoKe o. JS expenences, what they are able. Harbert Soott, president; J.
and those of the brethren In the East. He s. Constance, clerk.
hoped that they would be found as wheat and
De.s 11(oines, I~'!a: Reported as not. i~ a vel"y
not as chaff.
flou~1shmg condrtron, but that the mmrstry ~re
Th
f th Ch
h
d makmg every effort they can for the cause the rem.
e pray_ers o · e _ urc we re .requeste Wm. c. Nirk, president; John Sayer, clerk.
1
for Sr Lomsa Cook, of I:anark, Jhno1s, who
Spring Riner, Kansas: Newtonia Branch dis orhas long been prostrated w weakness of body ganized, and Indian Creek organized. ~!. T. Short
and by disease.
appointed to repr~sent the _district at this conferSung hymn 1D7. Adjourned to 1:30 P.l\I., ence. J. T, D;mes, president; James Dutton,
with benediction by Pres. Smith.
cle;~;·thern Jlfinnesola: Work in fair condition.
1\I. Shaw and T. J. Martin labored in district, oth,
~
"'
_
.
ers in branch duties. M. Shaw, president; Henry
I<H.1DXY AF_._EH.NOON, APRIL GTH.
Wa~, ~lel·k.
. ;".
_
. ~
.
Sung hymn 1058. Prayer by Bro. James
.Noc"~way, l\Io .. B.,e10w Branch diso.gamz.ed.
~
A great deal of labor has been done the past
Carta! I. Sung hymn 105.
.
year,aud the condition of the district is good. T.
.The Secretary read parts of the mmutes of W. Smith did a good work among them, and
the October General Conference of 1876, and, T~omas Nutt ha~ com;uenced a good one }~ Atno objection being made, they stood approved. r ch1son count:r, wrth fan· prospe~t ?f orgamzm~ a
Bein"" called up::m Bro. Henry A. Stebbins ~)ranch. In rlolt county th~ mmistry are actrve
"'
_
'
' m duty for the truth. In N oclaway and Andrew
Church Secretary and Recorder, made a re- counties considerable was done last summer
por~ of the condition of the districts as official- and there are good and efficient men in those sec:
ly sent in; and of missionary and ministerial Lions. Wm. Hawkin.s, president; Joseph Flory,
labor of the elders who have reported by letter clerk.
to the President and Secretary of the Church j !il:'>t..Loui:;_;hlvi~,: ( 1:a,ntesbboth !n.ti\IJsbsou~\dand
1
1·
· · ,
(]l
h I'~ecor der, Blair,
. 1HOJS.T. w. eSmith,
u!S nee 1as
een 1!!81 C' y
ers
a,so liS statist tea' repJrt as j,lurc
J. H. Hanson and R J. Anas f0llow~:
, thony. One new brJ~nch, naono Creek, org~nized,

I
I

I
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The president, elders and priests of the district
have done good work, and the Saints have been
built up in the faith, and the spirit felt is good.
The Sabbath-schools are also a great benefit
among the young. Wm. H. Hazzledine, president;
Thos. R. Allen, clerk.
Central Nebraska: Elders Heman C. Smith,
Charles Derry and Geo. W. Galley have labored in
the district, which is in fair condition. H. C.
Smith, pres. and clerk.
Northern Wisconsin: Condition better than a
year ago ; members generally trying to honor God
and his cause. Not much preaching outside of
the branches. They would be glad of the labor of
an elder from abroad, who could devote his time
to the work. Wm. S. Montgomery, pres.; Peter
Harris, clerk.
Far West, Mo.: District divided, and DeKalb,
St. Joseph and Starfield branches to form a new
district. Considerable preaching has been done in
last six months among the people, and the elders
seem awake to the work, and good success is expected in the fields of labor. A. J. Seeley, pres.;
:M. l\I. Ballinger, clerk.
Michigan: Preaching is greatly needed in the
district, but little beyond local labor is had. S.
M. Bass, clerk.
Nauvoo and String Prairie: No written report;
to be represented by Solomon Salisbury, but Bro.
Salisbury cannot come.
Kewanee: The wo:rk in some parts is in a flourishing condition, but the district feels the want of
a constant laborer in the field, which can not be
unless the Saints impart of their means for that
purpose. J. M. Keck, clerk.
Fremont: Spiritual condition is fair, and no serious trouble or difficulty exists in any of the
branches, so far as known, yet there is a want of
activity. Eight branches are left in the district,
since the setting apart of those branches in Nebraska into a new district. Wm. Leeka;clerk.
Bro. Marcus Shaw president of the Northern
Minnesota District writes that he has devoted considerable time to preaching, and prejudice among
the people has been much lessened. Being so far
from the main part of the Church no traveling Elder visits them, and they wish one sent; and, although they are poor, yet the Saints will pay the
return fare of an elder to Iowa or Illinois, if one
can journey, preaching by the way, through a
country that needs it, from Lake Crystal north to
Otter Tail, and stay with them two months.
Bro. Geo. H. Hilliard, president of the Southern
Illinois District, writes that the cause of Christ is
gaining the confidence of the people in that country. They usually have full houses of listeners,
and many say that it is the truth, they believe.
l\Iore calls than he and other elderM can fill, especially as they have to provide for their families:
the Saints are willing to support some one in the
ministry, if Conference will send one. He had
been out preaching, and only at home three days
for the previous four weeks PrPjudice is removed, and a good work can be done. He expects to continue doing all he can, but would have
left there years ago and sought better surroundings
for his family, had not the Lord shown him that
his work there was not yet over.
Bro. R. G. Elvin, president of the Southern Nebraska District, writes that, as former president
of the Fremont District, he had traveled and
preached a great deal during the year, and enjoyed the blessings of God therein; has baptized
some, and has seen the sick healed by the prayer
of faith. Is now in charge of the Southern N ebraska District, and is willing to answer the calls
of the Holy Spirit, wherever it may lead, for he
rejoices in the good work, and longs to see theredemption of Zion. He also mentions the labors of
Brn. Charles Derry and Heman C. Smith in his
district, which is in a very good condition.
Bro. Jaclcson Goodale, president of the Pittsfield,
Illinois, District, writes that he has labored as
constantly as he could. The Saints are firm in
the faith, and hopeful. Bro. Forscutt's preaching
has caused interest and inquiry.
Bro. J. G. Crabb, of the Seventy, president of
the Little Sioux, Iowa, District, writes that the
spiritual condition of that district is as good as
heretofore; their last conference thou~ht to have
been the best held for sol!le time,
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labors of Brn. Foss and Banta, he learned, had
done much good, and Bro. nlair set some things in
order that needed it. Br. Ells writes that being
past the years generally allotted to man, he has to
circumscribe his labors and travels, not because
of less love for the work, in which he has spent so
many happy years. Therefore he must decline
:MISSIONARY AND :MINISTRY HEJ>ORTS.
hereafter any extensive field, and requests this
Reports of Missionaries, and those under conference to release him from the charge of the
Mission, and that he may only labor as
General Conference appointment, I have, by Eastern
his condition and circumstances may permit.
direction, condensed, giving the chief and imBro. E. G. Brand, of the Seventy, writes from
port.ant items of their labors, in the following Tabor, Iowa, that sickness and other troubles have
prevented him from full labor, yet that he has
form:
Brn. JJfagnus Fyrando and Peter N, Brix, of the preached in Iowa and Nebraska 49 times in the
mission to Denmark, write that since their last re- past six months, and baptized '4, besides ad minis·
port they have traveled and preached for many tering to the sick and in confirmations, ordinaweeks, holding meetings every night and on Sab- tions and blessings: also assisted other elders in
bath. People interested so that many times all their meetings. Has earnest calls ·both from
could not enter who would like to hear. Bro. where he has already been and from new places.
Fyrando had baptized eight and organized a If continued in his present field, intends to do all
branch of fourteen, Bro. Brix presiding; and ma- he can. Is greatly pleased with the change in the
ny more are believing, and the Lord has given form of the Herald and in the absence of many
them many friends. Bro. F. wrote from· Copen- controversial articles. He is unchanged in faith,
hagen, March 12th, where he intended staying un- fully believing in the eternUy and immortality of
til he left for America, to see if he can do good in the spirit of man, and in the revelations of Joseph
that city; for some follow him from his Il\ceetings Smith upon Jackson county as the place of Zion.
Bro. Joseph C. Clapp of the Seventy, writes that
to Bro. Peterson's to talk with him till late hours
at night. He has five kinds of our tracts printed for over two yeai'S he has labored steadily in the
in that language and will soon have another. The Pacific Slope Mission, in Oregon all of the time
Brighamites have done all they could to hurt his excepting three months in California. He writes
labors, but so far only to their own hurt, as the peo- that the best resuH accomplished has been in the
ple see the difference by contrasting the teaching. removal of pr~judice, in which his work has been
The news of the failing health of his son here in very successfuL He has al~o baptized 65, organAmerica has weighed on his mind, but he trusts ized 2 branches, and ordained 8 to various offices,
all to a loving God. He hopes that the Conference and blessed 40 children. Says that he has been
will send elders there to continue the work, those hindered some by sickness and some by poverty,
who are sober-minded and who practice fully what from doing more. He makes a special request to
they preach-such will do good and be blessed, be released by this Conference from said mission,
Elder Brix and Priest W. C. Matthiesen are now where he has labored two years instead of one, as
appointed; nevertheless he intends to preach the
laboring together.
[By order of Pres. Joseph Smith permission to gospel all that he can, wherever he may be.
return to America wa:s sent to Bro. Fyrando, Jan. He hopes to see an able elder sent to Oregon, and
one who can travel well on foot.
22d, 1877].-Church Sec'y.
Bro. Thomas Paylor, president of the English
Bro. John 0. "Fuss, of the Seventy, writes from
Mission, writes that he has done the best he could Maine that he has done all he could for the-cause
for the progress of the work in England, and that during the year since his appointment to Maine,
the labor of himself and of the elders with him, having preached in 22 different localities haphas not been without success. About 70 have tized 16, and, in administering to the sick, the
been baptized during the year, and the cause stead- Lord has heard, and healed them. Twelve branches
ily advances, notwithstanding the lack of facilities in that mission and the Saints are trying to do
for prosecuting the work, but he thinks that per- right. Many friends to the cause among the
haps it goes as fast as necessity demands, yet people. He requests that he be assigned to the
would like to see some one sent to take charge, J<:astern Mission, under direction of Br. Ells, insome one more competent than he thinks that he stead of to Maine only, so that he may labor in
is, although the mission is not situated so as to Ohio next winter, for in Maine that season is too
sustain a missionary with a house lind the neces- severe to do much during it.
sary means, nevertheless they will do what they
Tiro. John H. Hanson, of the Seventy, in charge
can.
of the South Eastern Mission, writes from KenBro. Robert Evans, president of the Welsh Mia· lucky, that from the October Conference he resion, writes that some young men in that mission turned to his field through Iowa, Missouri and
are taking good hold of the work, and in doing 80 Illinois, preachin~ some by the way. Has since
have the Holy Spirit to aid them, as do all the been laboring in Kentucky and 1'ennessee. l\lis·
other faithful ones, while some are careleEs and sion in fair condition. Prejudice is giving way.
losing what they have had; but generally t.he. In Ala.bama and Florida some gains in numbers
blessing of God is with them in Wales.
through labor of local elders, he learns. Hopes
Bro. P. W. Smith, of the Twelve, writes from that Bro. Anthony will be returned in that l\lis·
Stewartsville, Missouri, that he has been preach- sion, as he understa~ds ~~ .and is lik_ed b! t~e
ing constantly since last report, in DeKalb, Clin- people. Bro. Hanson IS wilhn~ to ?ontinue m h~s
ton, Caldwell, Buchanan, Jackson, Holt, Andrew fie!~ or elsewhere, as he m!l.~ be directed, as his
and Nodaway counties Missouri· Doniphan and des1res for the cause of Chnst are no less than
Atchison counties, and' at Lawren'ce, Kansas. Has heretofore.
baptized several, and numbers more, at various
Bro. Heman G. Smith, of the Seventy, writes
places, are near the kingdom, especially in Holt from Blue Rapids, K'lnsas, that after the October
county, Missouri, and at Lawrence and Iowa Point., Conference he labored in We~tern Iowa, holding a
Kansas. He reports having many calls to various debate and bptizing five. Then in 8 counties in
parts of Missouri and Kansas. By the help of the Nebraska, genera.!ly with I(Ood success and hapSaints in various places he has built a cottage in tizing nine. Bro. I. N. Roberts is now laboring
the DeKalb Branch, but ha.s not been able !()fully with him. Finds North Kansas to be a good field.
finish it. A conference of the Far West District Brn. Shute and Adams have done a good work at
is to consider soon the advisability of making two Blue Rapids. In general where Bro. Smith has
districts of it, eastern and western. llrn. Forscult been he fi uds the prospects promising, and he has
and Derry have labored in that mission, besides been blessed, as well as severely tried. If conlabor of local ministry.
tinned will labor thcr~, or, if appointed elsewhere,
Tiro. Josiah Ells, of the Twelve, writes from Al- he is ready to go.
legheny City, Pa., of the Eastern Mission. With
Tiro. R. J Anthony, of the Saventy, writes from
Bro. J. C. Foss he first went to south eastern Tabor, Iowa, that he labored in Kentucky and
Ohio to settle some misunderstanding, and then ~n Tennessee up to December, and the interest among
the Pittsburgh Distl'ict. He intended to go toN ew the people was increasing, and the prospect was
England, but lack of funds prevented, and the excellent for the future, if the work is prosecuted
necessity of laboring for his support. But the, there, He had to return to his home in Iowa, but:

Bro. 0. E. Cleveland, of Virginia, writes that the
few Saints in his region are firm in the faith. As
they have been without a house to hold services in,
he has not preached the past winter. He earnestly requests the Conference to send an elder into
that country the coming summer.
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has preached in Iowa and Missouri, and finds the praise and adore the name of God. His oompan-r
greatest d·esire to hear the gospel that he has ever ion, while she lived, ever prompted him to magnify
seen in those regions before, and he thinks that his calling in the ministry, saying that God would
the campaign should be prosecuted vigorously. care for them, and even <"O it was. He is willing
He wishes to be appointed by this Conference to to labor wherever the Conference may direct, if
2
12
South Western Iowa, Nebraska and Missouri, at they do so in accordance with what he may be Puce River
(Not on Record)
least until next fall.
abl~ to do.
There are some teachings and actions Reese
1 1
25
Bro. John T. Davies, of the Seventy, writes that in the Church that he does not feel willing to sus- Us borne
1
12
9
the preaching of the gospel in southern Kansas tain, but trusts that soon we will all come to a Wilksport
3\J
2 2
27
has been cont.inued during the past year. Several unity in teaching, and a uniformity or system in Zone
Alabama.
have united, and a good feeling prevails generally. action. Would like to be present with us, but
*Antioch
6
G
One new branch organized. Efforts to settle past cannot.
2
1 1 22 22
It will be noticed from the foregoing, that Bro. *Butler
difficulties are succeeding well.
7 1 1
88 88
Bro. F. a. lVarnky, in charge of the Colorado Josiah Ells wishes to be released from the charge *Coldwater
12
12
1
Mission, writes that since last conference he ha.s of the Eastern States; Bro. J. C. Clapp from the *Eureka
47
47
1
preached 71 times, baptized 1, and been blessed in Oregon Mission; Bro. F. C. Warnky from the *Evening Star
(Not on Record)
administering to the sick. Writes that he can Colorado Mission; Bro. C. G. Lanphear from Flat Rock
92
4 1 1 1 92
look back with joy upon his two years and a half Northern Illinois; also that Bro. J. C. Foss wishes *Lone Star
2 1 1
51
51
labor there, during which he has tried to build up a change of Missions from Maine to Ohio for next *Pleasant Hill
1
12 12
the Church of Christ. The Lord has blessed him, winter; R. J. Anthony that he may labor in Iowa *Pond Creek
Californin.
and provided for him and his, and given favor and Missouri, and not return to Kentucky and
Alameda
5 2 2 1 72
68
with the people, even hundreds of friends to the Tennessee till next fall.
*Brighton
18
2 1
13
cause. But now he wishes to be released from
Requests for laborers have been sent in as fol13
1
12
th&t region. He hopes that the conference will lows: For Bro. Heman C. Smith to be sent to Davisville
u
24
send some faithful man to take i.he charge. Such Southern Indiana; for Bro. John T. Davies to be *Eureka
.,,,
1
20
20
will receive hearty welcome. He intends, wher- sent to Hyde Park, and vicinity, Pennsylvania; ·*Healdsburg
1
1
21 21
ever he may be, to call sinners to repentance, as Bro. Geo. II. Hilliard requests a laborer in South- *Jefferson
2 1 2 1 41
3\J
ern Illinois. One is requested to come to North- Long Valley
long as God gives him life.
(No recorJ of officials)
Newport
31
Bro. D. H. Bays writes from Little Sioux, Iowa, field, Minnesota. Bro. M. V. B. Smith writes Nortonville
13
1
that, although under no appointment from the from Kappa, Woodford county, Illinois, of the *Oakland
1 41
41
5
conference, yet that he has labored for the ad- labors of Bro. J. W. Mather there and wishing his *Pine Mountain
9
1
9
vancement of the work, and constantly so for the appointment to return there. One is requested in Sacramento
3 1
03 52
past two months, in western Iowa, and, in associ- Northern Minnesota; one in Northern Wisconsin; S!ln Benito
20
1 1
37
The Pottawattamie District
ation with other elders, held series of meetings, one in Virginia.
\] 5 7 ~1 268 268
*San Bernardino
and also had one public debate, by which the cause Conference requests the appointment of the October *San Francisco
\J 1 I 1 60
60
gained, and he expects to hold another. He learns Conference to be made at Council Bluffs, and the Santa Maria
1 1 1
\)
18
from Texas that there is great need of an elder Galland's Grove District that it meet at Galland's Santa Hosa
G4
4 1
19
there, and he hopes that that field will be taken Grove.
Stockton
1 3
47
46
OHURCH RECORDEl;t'S REPORT.
into consideration, either now or next fall. He
14
Visalia
1 1
14
wishes to do what he can, and only regrets his
The following is a report of the branches as they -IC·Watsonville
53
4 1 1
53
lack of health and financial ability to keep the field stand upon the Church Record, 31 of them, as will
Connecticut.
continually.
be seen, not being upon it at all. Those marked Brooklyn
8
2
1
Bro. Charles Derry, president of the High Priests with a star I have not received reports of changes *Fair Haven
1 1
8
8
Quorum writes from Oregon, Missouri, that, hav- from during the past year; they stand the same
Colorado.
ing located his family near Logan, Harrison county as a year ago, but I trust that they will send full *Denver
13 13
1 1
Iowa, ·he- labored in that and adjoining counties, corrections as soon as they see the need as pre- Rocky Mountain
2
1
12 19
preaching from 5 to 7 times per week, then in sented in this report.
Florid ct.
Boomer, Cresent City, Council Bluffs, and Nebraska
(Not on Record)
------------~--;;;----;---·-- ....- c =='-_"'_"'-~-"'-;::· Hinote
City, while on his way to answer a call from St.
8[)
30
1 1
~ ~ ;
w ro ~ ~ g~ g~ *Th:Iount Olive
Joseph, Missouri. At Nebraska City two Brig1[)
. . . ·c ~ ~
..:=:~
o
~
~ *Santa Rosa
:.>.
1 1
19
hamite elders heard him preach, and he presented
1 1 14
i4
[
~ ~ :S ·~
~ ~~ ~~ *Unity
the monogamic system as the established order of
~--:::~ __1'-i_'-~~~~-o_-<__0_""1_
Illinois.
God, not polygamy, proving that God had never
Anstmlia.
Alma, (St. Clair Co.)
3 4 2 1 4G
43
deviated from the covenant established in the for- ~·Sydney
1 2
20
20 Alma, (Schuyler Co.)
17 1\J
mer system. Visited St. Joseph, Stewartsville Waratah
3 3 1
30
30
1
23
29 *Alton
3 1
and the Far West Conference, and has since been
Slcitzerland.
1
45 45
Amboy
preaching in Central Missouri District and St. *Zm·ich
1
1
15 15
lG
1G Batavia
2
Joseph, also in DeKalb and Oregon. Has preached
.England.
Belleville
7 2 2 ~1 58
73
8! times in four months, staying long enough in Birmingham
12
10
69 Boone County
G 2 2 1 62
each place to leave the people without excuse. Clay Cross
76
8 2
Braidwood
2 G7
(Not. on Record)
Has tried to do all the good he could and no evil. ·~Farnworlh
1
55
55
10 *Brush Creek
1 1
1 10
He thinks that in Western Iowa is ample room for Hanley
1 2
16 15
35 Bryant
4 4 2 3 21
his service, if pleasing to the Conference to so London
1 8 2
2 81 72
47 Buffalo Prairie
() 3 1 1 42
appoint; and if required, can labor in Missouri, Manchester
1 ~~
1
2G GS
20 Canton
5
also. He found the condition of the branches in Plymouth
Caseyville
(Not ou Record)
(Not on ltecord)
Iowa and Nebraska to be ~ood. In Missouri not 1 Portsmouth
1
f)
1 1 17
*Deer Creek
n
(Not on B.ecord)
as good yet the Saints are firm in the work.
*Sheffield
1 22
1
23
11
11 *Dry Fork
1 1
Bro. 0. G. Lanphear, president of the Quorum *Stafford
\)
10
9 *Elm River
(No recorcl of oflicials)
10
1 2 1
of Seventy, writes from Decatur county, Iowa, that Walsall
Elvaston
1
17 18
(Not on He~ord)
he has preached and officiated to the best of his
Scotland
Fox Itiver
40
·1
1 2 42
ability as occasion has afl'orded, and intends to *Penston
·
1 1 1
24
1 G 15 Henderson Grove
30
3 2 1
1
')•)
continue so doing. He desires to be released from
Wale 8 •
Kewanee
111463
114
Northern Illinois and appointed to labor wherever Aberaman
1 1 1
Leland
8
7
(Not on Hecord)
his circumstances may permit.
·
·*Beaufort
17
1 15
H
14 Marengo
J
5 1
2 1
Millersburg
no 39
Bro. Gordon E. Deuel writes from Glenwood, Caernarven
(Not on Record)
Mission
70
67
Iowa, that he has preached in the field assigned Cwmwood
(Not on Record)
22
1
25
38
him-western Iowa and eastern Nebraska, in Llanelly
39 Nauvoo
11 3
1
12
New Canton
14
Fremont, Pottawattamie, and Northern and South- Llanvabon
(Not on Record)
7 Pecatonica
1
10
ern Nebraska Districts. Has baptized several and *Merthyr Tyclvil
l 4
lO
7
2 1
14
1 H
has been blessed in his labors by the Spirit. The *lllorristown
4
14' Peoria
1 14
[) 3
2 1 1 1 43 G4
Lord is with the Saints in those regions. Is wil- New Tredegar
27
31 Pilot Grove
2 ]
35
ling to labor if he is continued, and will do the ·*Ystraclgylaes
13
13 Pittsfield
27
1
160 164
Plano
best he can.
Canada.
.,
\)
20
2 1
Bro. John H. Lake, ofthe Twelve, and president llotony
17 Princeville
1
"
of the String Prairie, Iowa, District, writes that Buckhorn
72 R,ock Creek
1 :n 40
2 2 3 1 89
4!)
44
his labors since October have been limited, by *Buxton
2 1
11 Sandwich
11
8
the prolonged illness of his wife, who has since '*East Dover
1 l
8
13 13 *St. Davids
1B
27
died, but he has not failed to lift his voice, both in Lindsley
2
32
42 Streator
1
1
32
1 1
public and in private, as opportunity permitted, London
114 *Springerton
1 4
32
and he expects to do the same as long as he lives. Norton C;·eell:
21 'runnel Hill
(No record of ollicials)
1
1
1
11'\
2 2
Notwith.standing his severe trials, he feels still to! Olive
2
28
32 *WabMh
..j..>

g

Q)

Q)

I

I
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Iowa.
DoJmer
Boyer Valley
Buffalo
Boonsboro
Burlington (Eng.)
Burlington (Ger.)
Butternut
*Camp Creek
Council Bluffs
1
Chariton
Crescent City
(No
Davenport
Davis City
Des Moines
*Des Moines Valley
Elm Creek
Farm Creek
Farmington
Fremont
Ga.Iland's Grove
Greenwood
Harla.n
!Jdependence
Inland
Jackson
Keokuk
L:J.moni
2
Little River
Little Sioux
Mason's Grove

2

1 1 17
3
5 1
1 37
2 1 28
6
3
1 1
3
2 1 48
1 1 1
19

3

29

1 1
13
1 11 3 2 3 114
2 1
record of officials)
45
2 1 1 1 28
6 2 1 2
2
1 1 64
1 1
30
2 1 18
2
1 2 1 1 32
1 1 2
1 1 43
2
4 1 2
50
1 1 15 3 5 4 143
3
15
1 3 2
42
7 1
40
1 2
13
1
12
3 1 2
30
1 3 11 8 2 1 19
2
3 2 1 1 86
3 1 8 4 5 1 110
1
10 1 3 2 106
M~tgnolia
1 1
10 1 2 1 77
:M:ill Creek
3 1 2
26
1
.11ontrose
45
Nephi
(No full report since 1863)
Newton
7 3 1 2 45
North Coon
1 1
22
Northfield
(Not on record)
North Pigeon
(No report since 1871)
North Star
5
2 1
Pleasant Grove
1 1 1
28
Pleasant Ridge
(Not on Record)
Plum Creek
2 9 2 2 1 92
Salem
1 6 2 2
65
Shenandoah
2
5 2
30
Six Mile Grove
5 1 1 1
S·ring Prairie
4 1 2 1 51
Spring Creek
(Not on Record)
Union
{Not on Record)
*Unionburg
8 1
35
Union Center
(Not on Record)
Vincennes
1
2
27
Wheeler's Grove
1
6 3 2 1 55
*Yell
4 1 2 1 27

*

Indiana.

42
1 1 1 1 22
1 1
14

Eden
Low Gap
*New Trenton
*Olive
Pleasant Ridge
Union
Yellow River

4

1

1 3

1
1
1

1

1
1

15
36

31

3

~0

Idalw.
Malad
Soda Springs

(May 1.

(No record of Officials)
(No report since 1871)

15
38

27
13
64
17
26
13
132
19
45
29
35
36
30
23
37
42

!]7
36
21

14
15
36
30
16

44
8

43

1
23
2 1 1 34
2 1 21
31
16
1
Record)
9
26
1
1
30
Record)
1 1 .

23
38

8

1
3
2
5
1
(Not on
1
2
3
(Not on
1
6
3

3
1

2

Brooksville
*Deer Isle
*Green's Landing
Kennebec

9

26
31

24
69

22

27

1 1 12
1
25
HJ
1 2 1
37
1 2 1 1 34

12
29
19
37
36

Farmington

Maine,
Bear Isle

31
I6

77
20

Kentucky.
1
2

1
1

24

28

2

1

Massachusetts.

2

1

34

1 2 1

34

1

27
20

1
1
1 2 1
1 1
2

1
1
1
1
1

14
14

6 1 1 1
2
1 1
7 2 1 3
5 3 2 2
1
(Not on Record)

Boston
Douglas
Dennisport
Fall River
Plainville
South Yarmouth

41
12
59
68
7

1

2
3

1

2

2

1
45
1
32
1 1 22
2 1 61
1
38

1
1
1 1
(Not on Record)

1

I
1

1

7 2 1
2
1
8 1 3
(No report since 1869)
1
2
'

1 1

1
(Not on Record)

Ohio.

37 *Amanda
31 Belmont
14 Brookfield
25 Churchill
14 Kirtland
14 Lebanon
*Minersville
42 Monroe
14 Syracuse
58 West Wheeling

1 1 1
1 2

40
32
22
59.
38
13

32
48
22
45

53
16

1

16
17

2
1

1

5

1 1
1
1
i

1 26
21
7

2
3

2
1

1

51

Providence
29 Simmonsville

8
8
23
23

7
46
12

1

(Not on Record)
6

45

53

6

3

Record)
2 2
1
1
3
2

22
14
42
77

28

7 5 2 1
1 2 1 1

8

13

1

1

26

-13

Pennsylvania.
Bethlehem
Danville
Hyde Park
*Mansfield
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

16

26

1

1 2

69
Oregon.
8 Coos County

Rlwde Island.

(Not on Record)
2 1 1
30
(Not on Record)
7 1 1 1 36
1 1
8
1 2 1 2
27
4

28

Prairie City
Sweet Home

Michigan.

Coldwater
*Galien
Hopkins
Lawrence
47 Sherman
170 St. Clair
16 Union
34
Missouri.
43 Alma
15 Allen ville
10 Boone Creek
34 Bevier
184 *Bigelow
89 Coon Creek
125 Carrollton
105 Cheltenham
135 De Kalb
24 Delana
45 Far West
Galesburg
54 Gravois
18 *Guilford
Grape Grove
Hannibal
29 Hazle Dell
21 *Independence
Joplin
87 Knoxville
70 Oregon
49 Platte
25 Ross Grove
46 Starfield
St. Joseph
*St. Louis
35 Salt IUver
Valley
28 *Waconda
56 *Whearso

Kansas.
*Armstrong Cadamy
Atchison
Columbus
''fFanning
*Good Intent
Indian Creek
Jackson ville
.,.I.eavenworth
::\found Valley
Netawakee
Nobletown
Pleasant View
White Cloud

Mason's Bay
May
Olive
Pleasant River
Pleasant View
*Rockland
*Union

(Not on
3
1
8
8

14

47
76

62

Texas.

1 1
27
27
48 *Bandera
8
l!talt.
3 1 2 1 15 15
33 Beaver
2
43 40
5
13 Ephraim
!)
1 1
9
32 *Heber City
1 1 1
8
8
67 *Kaysville
11
11
2
26 *Pleasant Grove
21 21
3 2
55 *Providence
7
7
*Provo
52 *Salt Lake City (No report since 1871) 146 146
1
1 1 20 20
16 *Union Fort
Wanship
(Not on Record)

Yi1·ginia.
1 1
14 25
I 1
17 22
1 1 1 15
29 Fairview
Wisconsin.
1 1
14 14
8 2 1
57
57
15 13 ·~<Binghampton
3() 34
3 1
1
11
16 Burlington
9
9
1 1 1 39
37 Darlington
(Not on Record)
1 2 1 42
40 Freedom
1
24 25
2 2
28
37 Janesville
(Not on Record)
3
22 27 Sandusky
(Officials not given)
25
5 1 1 1 60 40 Viola
(Not on Record)
1
18 6 6 2271 271 Webster
Wheat ville
(No report of officials)
8
(Not on Record)
28 28
1 3 2 1 1
38 *Willow
4 1 1
22
·l 1 1
27
27 Total on Church Record in 285 Branches
9796
3
12
12
Other 31 Branches not on Church Record but
:iYiinnesota.
numbers gathered from various sources 489
1 1 1
24 24
*Cannon Valley
*Hope of Zion
1 1 2 1 19
~~
Total
in 316 Branches
10285
*Oak Lake
1 32
3 1
Total in 296 Branches last year
9533
Montana.
Dry Creek
1
1 10
10 Net g9,in for year
752
Gallatin
il 1 1 1 20
21
====
Besides thase there are many hundreds of
*Willow
2 1 1 1 23
23
scattered members throughout the States and TerNebraska.
17 ritories who are unnumbered, and hundreds of
2
Bell Creek
8 others who have been declared by the branches
Blue River
1 1
1
8 as removed, and whose whereabouts are unknown.
1 1
Cedar Creek
7
5 3
Columbus
37 43 I would lika to see some action that would cause
23 district authorities and traveling ministry to se4
23
*DBsoto
10 cure tho names and the items necessary for the
2 1
14
Deer Creek
26 Church Hecorder, of all these members who can be ·
1 1 1 1 15
Elkhorn
25 25 found. And it might be well for all the branches
Florence
(No report since 1866)
15 that have heretofore declared members removed to
] 2 1 1 14
Moroni
2
10 4 2 2 97 112 report those to him also, that trace of them may
Nebraska City
71 not be so totally lost, as now seems to be the case;
Omaha, (Eng ) (No report since 1871) 71
38 and that all members who are not in branches, and
8 1 1 1 36
Omaha, (Scand.)
40 do not know that they are already recorded, be rePalmyra
3 2 1 1
25 quested to report. to the Recorder, giving the items
1 1 1
Platte River
31 of birth, baptism, &c.
PlaUe Valley
1
23
8
Durwg the year I have been kindly assisted by
Rock Bluffs
many clerks of districts and branches, to whom I
New Jersey.
12 r.eturn my sincere thanks, and hope, should I be
Hornerstown
1
continued, or should any other take the work, !hat
New York.
14 they will continue to aid as efficiently and as paWilliamsburg
(No record of officials) 14
tiently as they have hitherto done. Other~ have
Nevada.
47 made no responses, but some of !.hem will do so as
4 1 5
42
Carson
()
3
9 as soon they are able, for, in many cases records
Dayton
3
1 14 18 have been kept so imperfectly in the past that it
Franktown
4 7 1 takes much labor, patience and care to obtain per.
6 1
33
Mottsville
3
4
1
4
3
5
8
1 1
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will

feet ones now, but I trust that they
continue
until they fully succeed.
I have received DO branch reports through the
officers of the St. Louis and Southern Illinois Districts, and the Pacific Slope Mission during the
past year, but obtained some from the branches
by direct appeal.
In accordance with the resolutions of the SemiAnnual Conferences of 1875 and 1876, the following districts, a few out of the many, have sent an
annual statistical report to this Conference ; also
some branches have done the same; and, where
the districts in which they are situated, have not
sent an annual report I present the branch report
of changes, following those of districts:
.. -

cently from California, gave some account of represented here by him. He has sought to
the condition of the work in the region where introduce the gospel into new localities, and
he has lived.
has been blest in doing so. Prejudice has
Callands Grove District, represented hy Bro. been removed, and people are investigating.
James Caffall, delegate: Bro. Eli Clothier is In all the districts calls are made which, for
in charge, and he devotes most of his time to lack of laborers, cannot be answered. Fi·
the work, and he has the confidence and re- nancial aid is needed to this end. He has
spect of the Saints. Some of the elders have baptized two, assisted in confirming 13, and,
been very active during the past winter, and as per resolution of General Conference, or·
they have carried the gospel into new fields, dained Bro. R. J. Anthony as one of the
while others have been kept back by their Seventy, assisted by Br. E. C. Briggs. Is
circumstances, and to their regret, but these willing to continue, unless otherwise ordered.
will be ready to work as soon as the way opens. Thinks there should be persistent efforts made
Many old-time Saints in this district, who have in those regions.
~~
§~ established a good reputation ; others have
C.Q
Nevada: Pres. Smith stated that he stopped
O§ ~'"'
wC
.,;
~rs
w
w
·;; p;~ been behind in this; but altogether it is ex- in Nevada on his way home from California,
z~ ..:<"
c
""'~ ..:<
Districts.
!XI
pected that much good will be done in the and found an excellent feeling among the
·11 243 12 77 306 district,, as the president and elders realize the people towards the Saints. There are many
English Mission
9 347 37 63 373 responsibility resting upon them. Its spirit- of the old members in that country, those who
Kewanee, Ill.
10 562 45 73 590
St. Louis
4 135
6 27 156 ual condition is that many members are very express gratification that the Church is proAlabama
8
26 230 exemplary and zealous, while others are not gressing in its ancient purity. He preached
Spring River, Kan.
3 57 3 11 65 so, and need more dilligent labor of branch in various places and found that the lines of
Central Nebraska
5 189 62 53 180 officers among them. There is a general desire difference between the two organizations were
Des Moines, Iowa
5 304 28 80 356
Decatur, Iowa
7 307 1 23 329 to have the October General Conference held distinctly understood in that country. L'lPottawattamie, Iowa
borers ought to be sent there.
2 51 3 2 50 at Galland's Grove.
Northern l\Hnnesota
6 33
1
Pottawattamie District, by Bro. Jas. Caffall,
Utah: A letter from Bro. J. W. Briggs
Colorado
7 174 10 14 178 president, in person, as having but little min- was read, in which he stated that he had
Southern Indiana
4 135 11 11 135 isterial labor outside of the branches, and a visited some outside towns and settlements,
Nodaway, Mo.
3 56
8 64
Pittsfield, Ill.
3 26 169 great necessity exists for more earnest labors but had labored more in Salt Lake City, where
5
Far West, 1\'Io.
34 Hi 244 by branch officials. Some excellent members preaching has been regular and in a measure
7
Michigan
Branches.
are contributing their substance for the benefit effective. They feel the need of a meeting
38 2 3 39
Llanelly, Wales
of the cause. But few elders report at the house and the building committee are receiv·
3
2
89
90
Plum Creek, Iowa
conferences. Their late conference made re- ing aid from liberal people in and out of the
OFFICIALS IN THE ABOVE DISTRICTS:
quest that the October General Conference Church, and the wish is to have the church at
meet at or near Council Bluffs .
large assist. A lot has been secured and paid
.;
~
Massachusetts District: Bro. G. S. Yar- for and the foundation wall of a building 29x50
~
:: ;Eill :a e "'
;g
""' "' ·;::ill "'E-<""' A""""' rington stated that he expected Bro. C. N. is being laid. He thinks that Utah demands
::i " "'i>i
~
"
"'
Brown here in a day or two.
the best efforts of the Church, and that now
"'
-··"-"'"'
Michigan: Bro. J. S. Patterson reported his is a favorable time to reach the people, and
44 21 10 8
English Mission
7 5 5 2 labors there. The district needs a permanent that the recent John D. Lee developments
Alabama
2 1 1
Colorado
traveling elder. Brn. McDowell, Campbell and have made an impression that promises lasting
3 4 23 11 11 10
Illinois, Kewanee
1 9 8 4 4 Kelly have labored some there also. The results. Some are as troubled as if treading
Indiana, Southern
2 3 3 23 14 5 3 Saints of l\iichigan are a fine people, kind, above a threatening volcano. Opportunities
Iowa, Decatur
18 6 5 3 hospitable, and devoted to the cause. Bro. for sowing the seeds of truth increase, and he
Iowa, Des l\'[oines
Iowa, Pottawattamie 1 1 3 41 7 6 6 W. H. Kelley reported having labored a few recommends the appointment of Brn. W. H.
1 19 10 9 5 weeks in Michigan, and he agreed with the Kelley and Z. H. Gurley to that field. He
Kansas, Spring River
8 3 1 2
Minnesota, Northern
22 3 6 3 former remarks about the need of a laborer requests to be released from it as his domestic
Missouri, Far West
affairs require it; but, if he can, he will stay
1 17 5 4 3 there.
Missouri, Nodaway
2 1 40 26 11 9
Missouri, St. Louis
Nortlwm Nebraska, Bro. James Caffall, until the arrival of thos3 who may be sent.
9 4 7 3 delegate reported in person: T. J. Smith has Those in Utah who have stood for the truth
Michigan
1 1 8 6 1 1
Nebraska, Central
charge and for the past year has spent most of against all odds are worthy of great praise.
Southern Indiana: Bro. W. H. Kelley
The following districts have reported without his time in the work. Bro. Z . .!Hartin also
giving statements of loss and gain for the year: labors in it, they being the only two outside spoke of his labors there, and commended the
the local .branch ministry. There is ample efforts of Brn. H. and C. Scott, and others. A
!i
for twenty-five laborers in that vast dis- few years ago our people had scarcely a foot""' ·.:ill -~ I'! zl zl ~c ·~"
"'"' place
"'"f ~ ..."' " ·;::ill ~"'., " ~~
trict. In it are those, as in other regions, hold, but now their influence was felt for
"'
~
::i w." ""
~
E-<
" A" E-<A who are nobly exerting themselves for the hundreds of miles around.
"'"'
Southern Minnesota: Bro. Kelley said that
10 4 7 6 209 cause, while others fold their arms. The
South Easter.11. Illinois 7 2
Northern Wisconsin 2
2
6 2 1
62 effects of differences have been felt, but a bet- the cause there needs help, as that country
6
18 5 1 2 150 ter state of affairs is hoped for.
Central Missouri
has been very much neglected.
8
Fremont, Iowa
about 300
Southern Nebraska, by Bro. James Caffall,
Pres. Smith stated that a question of audelegate; a new district composed of the thority would arise, to be considered at this
All of which is most respectfully submitt.ed,
HENRY A. STEBBINS,
Nebraska branches of the Fremont District, Conference; that was concerning the Canada
Ol!urch Secretary and Recorder. organized recently. An interest and earnest- Mission, and the question will be as to how
Said reports were received, and ordered ness is manifested by elders and members that shall we proceed to adjust the matter. He
spread upon the minutes.
promises good for the work. The president, read a statement of Bro. J. S. Patterson con
The President called for reports from del- Br. R. C. Elvin, assisted by the brethren, has cerning his having silenced certain elders there,
egates of the various districts.
also advanced the Sabbath School interest in as published in the Herald, and of the refer·
Of California, Pres. Smith gave a short the branches. The Nebraska City Branch ence of the case to the General Conference
statement of his labors there last year, in vari- has taken great pains to secure the labors of which is requested to investigate it. Pres
ous places, from Healdsburg, north, toN ewport, the various traveling ministry and presiding Smith suggested the appointment of three, one
south. He also attended their October Con- authorities of the Church, so that the citizens of the Twelve, one of the Seventy and one of
ference, and tried by instruction and example may be informed of the gospel as restored.
the Elders, as a committee, before whom both
to remedy such evils as existed in their manner
Bro. James Oaffall, in addition to the above, parties in the case shall meet and state their
of conducting their conference business.
reported that, since the October Conference, grievances. The brethren of both sides of the
:Being called upon, Bro. Russell Huntly, re- his time has been spent in the four districts case who were present1 agreed to this method
·~·
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and, after some refusal to act by nominees, the their report appended, and both were read by present, for some difficulties of long standing
had been settled, and the work is gaining in
following were chosen by the body-Brn. Z. the Secretary:
H. Gurley, J. T. Phillips and E. Banta, to
Financial Report of the Board of Publication of numbers and condition.
whom the matter was referred.
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
Brn. Alex. McCallum and ,J. G. Johnson from August 16th, 1876, to February 16th, 18"17.
MISSION REPORTS.
were appointed as ushers and Mortimer Cal- Cash on hand August 16th, 1876 ........ $ 139 87
Bro. Z. II. Gurley said that circumstances
hoon as door-keeper, and to act as deacon. Cash Receipts from Aug. IG, to Feb. 16 · · · 5,240 72 had been such that he had not devoted much
Bro. M. H Forscutt, assisted by Bro. Z. H.
$ 5,380 59 time, but had preached every Sabbath. At
Gurley, to have charge of singing.
times his spiritual aspirations were elevated,
Report of Board of Publication for past six
EXPENDITUREs.
at others they were dragging in the dust.
months was presented and referred to Brn. G. P'lid employees.···· • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .$2,504 23 Found impediments in the work by reason of
12 50 some doing and others undoing what the
A. Blakeslee, G. S. Yerrington and J. S. Pat- The Church · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Freight, expressage and drayage . . . . . . . . . 124 47 fi
h d b 'I
Th R 1'
f h
terson.
Stamps and Postal Cards....... . . . . . . . . 138 23 ormer a
m t up.
e 1ee mg o t e peaLibrarian's report was read.
Incidentals............................
50 13 ple toward us is much softened. He had bapI would respectfully report that during the past Paper and Book-binding ......... · .... · · 1,064 42 tized two or three. In various places openings
year there has been added to the library 51 vol- Deposits.············ • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 391 13 for preaching are good. On several occasions
96 54 he had shown up the Brighamite doctrines
umes. Thirty-three of which were by donation, Coal and wood,.·······················
and eighteen by purchase, at a cost of $43.75. Rent .. " .. ··" .... "·" .. ·"· .. ·" .. · 441 75
d · d •
H
d ·
11 h
The total number of Books now in the library is Semi-monthly mail.....................
72 17 an m1s 01ngs.
e a VIses a w o propose
336. volumes. Those purchased were: The Saints' Bills payable..........................
75 00 to move into that country to have all things
Herald, 2 vols.; Life and Times of Horace Greely; J. W. Briggs, for Utah Chapel · · · · · · · · · · · 100 °0 prepared before they go.
The Chemical Forces-Heat, Light, Electricity; W. W. Blair, for past services · · · · · · · · · · · 223 25
Bro. W.li Kelley: Since April, 1876, I have
H'Is tory of th e s uperna t ura1 ·m a11 Ages an d Na- Cash on hand February 16th, 1877 . . . . . . . ____
86 'l'l labored in Minnesota, Iowa, Indiana and Michtions-all Churches, Christian and Pagan, 2 vos.;
$5 380 0"9 igan, as circumstances seemed to direct. There
Norse 1\Iythology, or the Religion of our Fore., '
is an interest manifested to hear in all of these
fat,hers; Geological. Survey of Illinois,vol ~;Row- Total liabilities ........................ $3,790 65
ells Newspaper D1~ectory, 1876; Doctrme and Available resources .................... 1 ,509 61 fields of labor, and, with a good effort by the
Covenants (Brigham1te); The World's Progress-1
____ ministry in those districts, evidently great
a Dictionary of Dates; Native Races of the Pacific
Net liabilities ................. $2,281 04 good would result to the cause. The Saints
States, 5 vols.; Compiled Laws of Utah, 1876 ;
h
" 1
d h 1 k fi
d · h f ·h
Townley's Biblical Literature, 2 vols. Those do- Inventory of Editors' department ......... $ 142 15 are opem ' an t ey oo orwar Wit a1t
nated were reported in the Herald from time to Inventory of Store department ........... 2,454 09 to the triumph of the cause, and express a
time. Respectfully submitted,
Inventory of Printers' department ........ 11,577 08 confirmation of their hopes by the testimony
JonN ScoTT, Librarian
Available resources .................... 1,509 61 of the Spirit. I always felt sustained by the
It was ordered to be incorporated in
- - - - Master, when standing in defense of the truth.
minutes.
Total Resources············· .$ 15 ' 682 93 The cause is slowly onward in those parts, and
Plano Rising Star Sabbath School report Total liabilities ............. S 3,'790 65
commends itself to the conscience and judgwas read.
Balance of resources · · · · · · · · ll,892 28
ment of' those who seriously investigate. The
----$15,682 93
·
·
According to resolution of "]Using Star" Sungreat cry IS,
sen d more Iab orers mto
t h e fi eld .
day School, I herewith present the statistical re- I. N. W. CoOPER, Sec1·ctary.
I have no disposition only to go on in the noble
We, your committee on the Secretary's Report of work.
·
port of the school for the year 1876. During the
year there were 48 sessions held, with a total at- Board of Publication, have examined the Report,
Bro. J. R. Lambe1't: During the last six
ten dance of 2,796; the average of which was: and so far as it shows on the face of it have found
h I h
b
bl
d
male officers 3.3, female officers 5.6, male schol· it correct, with a slight error in subtracting the mont s,f II ave hnot eken fa he to. ~vote ,myi
ars 19, female scholars 27.3, visitors 3; total aver- resources from the liabilities, which we have cor- time so u y to t e wor o t e mm1stry as
ii8.3. Average of penny collection 30~c. During :reeled.
G. A. BLAKESLEE, Chairman.
had desired, for reasons expressed by letter in
the last four years the school has steadily gained
R
d
d
d h
·
the Herald-poor health and financial em bar.1n num b ers an d usef u1ness. "'h
f 11 ·
eport
was
a
opte
,
an
t e committee was
. _ e o owmg are
rassment. I have preached in Harrison, Crawsot
was expressed in behalf of Bro. J. ford, Green, Boone and :Monona counties, Iowa.
the past many young members have been added to T. Phillips that he be released from the com- Though the prospect for continuous labor in
the Church by baptism, through the instrumental- mitt.ee on the Canada difficulty, but on ex- the minisfl} sometim~R .looks gloomy indeed,
ity of the Sunday School and Bible Class, and we pression of some of those interested, it was yet I am still .f~und wrllmg to labor to the ex·
expect, by the blessing of God, more will be added
t t f
b 1t
the coming summer.
JoHN ScoTT, Secretary.
decided not to make a change.
en
my a 1 I Y·
.
I. N. W. CooPER, Superintendent.
Concerning the Danish l\:l:lssion Pres. Smith
Bro. _M. H. Forscutt reported: Smce my
It was ordered to be incorporated in the stated that sick. ness in Bro. Fyrando's family report s;x mm~ths ago. I have labored a.s bes~
minutes.
had caused permission to be sent to him to I could_ m.portwns of Iowa.~ ~braska, Misso!ln
The question of the title of the Kirtland return to America, and that the Bishop had and Illmors. !'he go~d Spmt has been With
Temple being called up Bishop Rogers said sent him means to that end yet that he found me, and for thrs I prarse the Lord. For the
that he had conferred with his counselors, and so much to do that he see~ed loth to leave, kindness shown me. by G~d's :people, I desire
had requested Bro. Stebbins to correspond and and he requests as seen by the Secreta1·y's to express my gratrtude m thrs Report, and
see what could be done. Bro. Stebbins said report, that elder's be sent there.
because I believe that what they hav? done
that he had written to the County Recorder
Bro. Taylor's letter about the liJnglish 1\'Iis- for .me, they have done. for th.e Masters sake.
of Lake county Ohio, who referreil him to G. sion was re·read by the Secretary.
I feel assured they. will desrre no other acE. Paine Esq, who asked $20 for making an
The reports of Rrn. Hanson and Derry, con- knowledgeme,nt, until the day when ev~ry act
abstract of title.
cerning their missions, already presented were done to God 8 servant~ shall be accredrted or
Adjourned with the doxology: and bene- referred to.
/ charged as done to I-hm, and the re'Yard be
d · ction by p es Blair
'
rendered for good so done, or the pumshment
I Evenin<>'~ r~' chin. b Bro J mes Q. :If. II
IHSTRIOT REPORTS.
affixed for evil rendered. For that day, may
assi~ted b 0 B~o.
s.gY!rrin ton~
~a a , K.ewanee District: Bro J. A._ lt•)?inson, the Almighty .Father of. love assist us all to
Y
g
pres1dent, reported that, exceptwg m one prepare. Durrng my SIX month's labor, I
branch, the Saints were living in unity. Some have attended 159 meetings, preached 133
SATUHDAY, APHIL 7m.
baptized j others investigating. One elder offers times, baptized 15, confirmed 8, blest 6 chilAt 9:30 a. m. a prayer and testimony meet- himself for missionary work.
dren, administered to the sick 33 times, a
ing was held in charge of Brn. John Landers
No1·them Illinois Dist1'ict: Bro. J. S. Keir, portion of these times with marked evidence
and G. S. Yerrington.
president, reported having visited all but two of God's approval, followed by immediate help,
At 1 p. m. sung hymn 73. Prayer by Bro. of the branches. A fair condition and degree another portion with results less marked, and
W. H. Kelley.
of unity exists, but not so general lively con- still another without any benefit resulting, so
Minutes of yesterday were read and ap· dition in spiritual things as desirable.
far as I could judge. I have also ordained 1
proved. The committee on the report of the
Sp1·ing River: Bro. 1\1: T. Short, delegate, to the office of an Elder, or re-confirmed on
Board of Publication returned the report, with reported the district as in gooJ condition at him an ordination previously conferred by
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Hyrum Smith, the Martyr. Brother Page
believes that he was the last person baptized
by Joseph the Seer. Prospects are excellent
fur an ir:crease to the cause of truth existing
in the several parts of my recent labors, covering an extensive field, and to perform which
labors therein, I have travelled something over
1400 miles. God's grace sustaining me, and
your confidence justifying, I still wish to do
all I can for the dear Redeemer who has done
so much for me, and for us all.
Bro. J. T. Phillips said that he had preached at various places in Illinois and Missouri.
Was prevented from going to Pennsylvania,
which was included in his appointment. Had
baptized several. He gave a strong and feeling
testimony to the work, established by the Lord
through Joseph Smith, and of his knowledge
of the same, and love for it even unto death.
Bro. J. S. Patterson gave a synopsis of his
labors in Illinois, Michigan and Canada during
the past year. Bro. E. C. Briggs remained
with him till July, and then came west, leaving him in charge of the Canada Mission,
where he remained until February last. He
did not have a hearty co.operation from some
in the Mission, and he labored mainly where
his labors were appreciated. Preached in
Michigan on his return home, with Brn. Campbell, Snively and McDowell.
The Bishop's report was received, and referred to brethren M. T. Short, J. W. Mather
and G. A. Blakeslee as a committee to examine and report.
Report of' Music Committee was read:
In 'the a.bsence of the other members of the committee; but with their consent I report for them
and for myself. By a failure to nominate and
have endorsed the appointment of the other members of the committee at. the Semi-Annual Conference, their names have not appeared in the
Herald, and I now submit to your honorable body,
for your endorsement., the names of Norman W.
Smith, and John T. Kinneman, as my associates
in Music Committee. These brethren have been
working with me and for the Church in this matter, and are worthy your confidence and support.
During the last six months, the committee has
been engaged as much as possible in the work
assigned, each member, however, having his
family and ministerial duties to occupy the chief
share of his time· and attention, has prevented as
much being done as desirable, yet I think I my
safely say that the committee has done all possible
to be done in the time given but asks further time
for the completion of the work.
We have already, written by the committee, 57
new tunes for hymns 75, 693, 947, 195, 196, 274,
1117, 1094, 600, 66, 67, 868, 534, 523, 929, 64,
962, 17, 58, 1065, 766, 936, 923, 89, 805, 96, 104,
882, 7!H, 975, 589, 588, 572, 450, 920, 695, 22, 57,
1057, 273, 1088, 1111, 702, 649, 337, 825, 528,
667, 2, 889, 1035, 762, 981, 919, 5, 923, and 1115.

Contributed by others, original tunes for hymns
1027, 86, 179, 1018, 147, 29, 921, 671,
and 1096.

908,~744,

Others have been received which the committee
has not yet examined; but for the forwarding of
which they feel grateful to those who sent them.
To Brn. Eli Slater of Philadelphia, W. Garrett of
Pittsbur~h, Edwards of Omaha, T. W. Smith of
Missouri. Ed. Kay and C. Jensen of Council Bluffs,
Grist of Kewanee, J. Smith of Plano, and several
others, thanks are given for books and copies of
music by which the labors of your committee have
been materially lessened, and to Sisters Julia Alford, l\L A. Bradford, Oracy A. Lake and Brn.
H. R. Mills, Sherman I. Smith, and Eli Slater for
some original contributions of undoubted merit.
The Committee also learns that Bro. John A. Scott
has forwarded some original contributions, but as
the committee has not yet received them, it is hoped
that he will, if possible, supply them again, as his
ability as a composer is unquestioned.

HERALD.

135

And, further, your committee would urge that
the Conference at its present session take steps
for the publication of the work as soon as we can
have it ready for publication-a considerable portion of it being now available on demand.
And, further, your committee would urge that,
to save expense to the Church, and make it most
suitable to the needs of the Church, that. it be
printed in something like the form of the Scottish
Hymnal, if practicable, and that ita name be "The
Saint's Harmony."
And further, should you deem it wise to have it
published early, it will be necessary to include,
in the expense of publication, the expense of a
competent proof-reader to examine it carefully
while in process of publication.
Music is yet needed for a number of hymns,
and it is hoped that our brethren and sisters of
musical talent will continue to furnish original
tunes. The following hymns are those we wish
tunes for yet, original or selected; but original, if
practicable. Numbers 8, 25, 37, 172, 186, 17,

ting that fund for the purpose specified, which
provides that it may be used by an action of
h E l' h C ~
'f
d
d b th
t e
ng IS
on erence, 1 en orse
Y e
General Conference in America; and also the
resolution of September 6th, 1873, whereby
the sum then on hand was transferred to the
general fund of the Church, but subject to the
call for the purposes originally intended in its
creation, as per tormer resolutions.
Bro. Blair thought it ought only to be used
for the purpose specified in the resolutions read.
Most of it, if not all, was given by Saints in
this country for the purpose of bringing over
the poor Saints of foreign lands when occasion
required.
Bro. Geo. Hicklin spoke of the effort in the
Kewanee and St. Louis districts to establish
this fund for the emigration of the poor and
223, 241, 244, 257, 271, 294, 300, 336, 355, 375, that purpose only. Efforts to use it for other
377, 378, 391, 392, 393, 394, 418, 423, 432, 447, purposes would endanger or kill further contri454, 468, 481, 495, 496, 514, 555, 595, 599, 616, butions for the purpose specified in the crea619, 620, 621, 641, 660,668, 691,696,700, 705,724, tion of the fund. Bro. J: S. Patterson oppos747, 752, 755, 757, 760 764, 15, 792, 810, 817, ed it on the same ground.
853, 855, 863, 895, 901, 912, 922, 925, 926, 927,
'
f h
932, 937, 946, 948, 954, 956, 957, 966, 993, 996,
Bro. Z. H. Gurley spoke in defense o t e
998, 999, 1006, 1010, 1013, 1014, 1016, 1017, 1023, motion that it be so paid over.
1030, 1032, 1036, 1038, 1043, 1071, 1076, 1081,
Bro. M. H. Forscutt thought that to do so
1083, 1084, 108G, 1092, 10()8, 1106, 1110, 1116, would create distrust and injury to the cause
1118, 1119, 1120.
h E
· F. d
h
Yours in behalf of committee.
to so vote away t e migratwn 'un to anot er
MARK H. FoRsCUTT.
purpose. Does not think the emigration of the
Committee: Mark H. Forscutt, Norman W. poor from England is over; it has but just comSmith, John T. Kinneman.
menced, compared with what it will be.
On motion the selection of Bro. M:. H.
Bro. W. H. Kelley said that now, after hearForscutt of Brn. N. W. Smith and John T. ing the resolution concerning that fund he
Kinneman as his associates was sanctioned by was opposed to the resolution to transfer.
the conference.
Others spoke to the question, and Bishop
The recommendation about. publishing was Rogers made a statement as to the origin of the
presented, and Bro. Z. H. Gurley asked if the fund, that a majority, if not all of it, was given
Church had the money to publish it with. Bro. by the Saints in America, and that most of that
Cooper asked if an estimate had been made of raised had been used and only for the purpose
the expense of publishing, and as to what intended by them, for which he yet holds the
form the book would be in. Pres .. Smith an- notes of some who have emigrated and have
swered th!l first question, and Bro. Forscutt not yet paid it into the fund again. Said that
answered the second by presenting the Scot- he would like to have some measures taken to
tish H;ymnal as a sample of the style most de- have it repaid by them, and hoped that some
sirable, and he thought that an edition could day the Church will have thousands of dollars
be published with an editon of the Harp. Its to devote to this purpose. The transfer in
practicability was referred to Bro. Scott, Su- 18'73 of the sum on hand to the general fuud
perintendent of the Herald Office mechanical was only that it might be in use till called for
department, who stated the necessity, if it was for emigration purposes.
so bound, that it must be as thick as the Harp
The previous question being called, the
in order to bind at the top of it as proposed, vote was unanimous in the negative, that the
and that 800 pages of church music will have fund should not be so transfered.
The action of the April General Conferen·
to be electrotyped, or if there was a less quantity of music pages, it would have to be printed ces of 1875 and 1876, relative to the Utah
on thicker paper, to so incorporate it with the Chapel Fund, being called for, was read, esHarp.
pecial reference being had to the former part of
It was on motion :
the fund in hand before the present movement,
Resolved, That this subject be postponed till one which amount was, in April, 1875, transferred
o'clock on Monday next for consideration, and to the general fund until such time as necessithat brethren Cooper and Scott be a committee to ty required that it should be retransferred as
then provided, and which in April, 1876, was
examine the matter and report at said time.
The President presented the subject of the ordered to be so transferred "when the erecKirtland Temple title, and inquired as to the tion of said chapel should be found practica ..
further wish of the Conference in this matter. ble." The President stated, after reading the
Several questions were asked concerning g~t- above actions of Conference, that the Bishop
ting a title, the cost of the same, etc.; and, af- wished Conference to say whether or not it
ter discussion, a resolution was adopted au- considered that time had come, and if he should
thorizing the Bishop to secure an abstract of now pay it over, that is as soon as means comes
the title of said property.
into his hands to do so.
The President read the order sent from the
The following was moved:
English Conference to Bishop Rogers for him to
Resolved, That the Bishop be, and is hereby in·
pay over to the Utah Chapel Fund the amount structed to pay all moneys now in his hands for the
of Emigration Fund in his hands. A motion Utah chapel to the present building committee, on
was made that he be authorized to do so.
their order.
The President read the resolution adopted by J The following substitute was moved:
the General Conference of April, 1865, crca-1 Whereas, This Conference deems that H is now
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practicable to build a chapeJ in Salt Lake City, it
hereby Resolved, That the Bishop be and is hereby instructed to transfer all funds originally
placed in his hands for that purpose, as soon as
received.
On being put to vote after discussion the
substitute was lost, and the original motion
after further debate was adopted.
Appointments for to. night and Sabbath
were made, and notification for a business
session at 1 P.i'tL 1\ionday, and the Conference
adjourned with benediction by Pres. Smith.
At 7:30 P.l\f. preaching by Bro. W. H. Kelley, assisted by Bro. J. A. Robinson.

is

SUNDAY, APRIL 8'l'II.
At the morning service sung hymn 69.
Prayer by Pres. J. Smith. Sung hymn 188.
Preaching by Bro. Z. H. Gurley, from John
17:3. Benediction by Pres. Smith.
At 2:30 P.M. sung hymn 586. Prayer by
Brother John Landers. Three persons who
were baptized in the morning by Bro. F.
G. Pitt were confirmed· by Brethren Joseph
Smith and G. S. Yerrington, and then the
sacrament was administered, it being blessed
by Brn. Landers and Pitt; and passed by Brn.
P. H. Briggs and Francis Earl. During the
time thus occupied hymns were sung and testimonies were given by a few out of the large
assembly of Saints now gathered here from
various parts of the land.
:Following this Pres. Smith preached from 2
Cor. 5:20. Sung hymn 226. Benediction.
At 7:30 1' l\1. sung hymn 708. Prayer by
Bro. Thos. J. Stafford. Sung hymn 1056.
Bro. :M. H. Forscutt preached from Matthew
16:19, of Christ's Mission beypn.<l the grave.
Hymn 448. Benediction.
MONDAY, APRIL 9Trr.
At 9:30 a.m. a prayer and testimony meeting was held, in charge of Bro. Geo. S. Y errington. Also, during the forenoon various
quorums and committees held meetings upon
business pertaining to them.
At 1 p.m. convened again for business.
Sung hymn 91. Prayer by Pres. Joseph
Smith. The minutes of Saturday and Sunday
were read and accepted.
The report of the committee, to whom the
subject of the tune book was referred on Saturday, was presented:
We your committee on the report of the committee
on music, urging the conference at its present session to take steps for the. publication of a Tune
Book, and the practicability of publishing it in
form of the Scottish Hymnal beg leave to submit
the following as our report:
We find that the Scottish Hymnal and Tune
Book has 398 tunes occupying 448 {'ages. It has
422 hymns, occupying 298 pages.
The Saints' Harp has 1120 hymns, occupying
800 pages. The supposed 500 tunes requisite or
contemplated by the musical committee, woald
require 1, 000 pages.
The cost of Tune Book would be from $1.50 to
$2.50 per page for type setting and electrotyping.
From the shape the book would necessarily assume, a copy of the form of which is submitted,
we deem it impracticable to publish it.
We would therefore suggest that a Tune Book
(similar in shape to that attached to the Hymnal)
be printed separately, rather than any attempt
should be made to combine it with the Harp in itJ
present form.
We therefore earnestly recommend that the
Committee, who have labored so diligently in this
matter, complete the Tune Book, and submit the

D.

(1\'!ay 1.

same to the Board of Publication for their further for the amendment, that following the words
investigation before publishing the same.
"Publishing Committee" in Article 5, there
I. N. W- COOPER, \ a
't t
be added the words "Subject to the ratificaJoHN SCOTT,
f omml ee.
tion of the General Conference."
It was received by vote, and a motion was
The question was asked if this would be
_made that their recommendation be adopted.
valid without a publication two months previBr. Forscutt endorsed the recommendation; ously of such addition to the Articles. The
but, as the committee had already expended President decided that it would not. An apconsiderable funds in the work, he wished that
peal was taken, the matter discussed, and the
a proviso be made, that should the Board not
chair was sustained by vote. The vote was
decide to publish the work that the books and
taken on the amendment, and it was decided
manuscripts be returned to the committee.
in the negative.
·
Br. Banta asked what time should be given
A motion for a business meeting this evento the Board to so decide and return.
ing, was lost.
Br. Forscutt thought that three months
Adjourned, with benediction by Pres. J.
would be sufficient time.
Smith.
·
An amendment was.moved, that the Board
At 7 p.m., preaching by Bro. C. N. Brown,
be so instructed to return, should they not assisted by Bro. J. A. Robinson.
within three months decide to publish it.
After some discussion it was adopted, as was
also the original motion as amended.
TUESDAY, APHIL 10TII.
The following was moved:
At 9:30 a.m., a prayer and testimony meetResolved, That the Conference be more fully in- ing was held, in charge of Bro. John I~anders.
formed concerning the form of construction of
At 1 p.m., convened in business session.
of the tune book recommended.
Sung hymn 609. Prayer by Bro. Robert
It was adopted, and so far as could be the Davis. Pres. Blair in the chair.
question was answered and illustrated.
Reports from committees were handed in to
Resolved, That when the Board of Publication the Secretary, and the one from the committee
have determined upon what form they will publish on the Canada difficulty was read :
the tune book they will give notice through the
columns of the llerald.
We, your committee, would respectfully submit
.
the following: _whereas, a question of authority has
Th e fioll owmg was presented:
arisen in the Kent and Elgin District, as touching
Resolved, That Article 3 of the Articles of in cor- the right of certain Elders, viz.: George Cleveporation of the Church be amended by striking land, Robert Davis, George Shaw, John Shippy,
out the words, "To be nominated by the Presiding and two others, six in all, (as reported in Herald
Bishop and confirmed and approved by the Church of March 15th, in. minutes of Kent and Elgin disat any General Annual,·or Semi-Annual Confer- trict), to convene.)!•.conference of said districtence," and inserting therefor the words "To be 1 on October, 14th, IB76. And, whereas, a notice
duly published in the H~rald of October 1st, a.ncl
appointed by the General Conference."
Signed,
J. W. BRIGGs,
dated September 11th, 1876, signed by the presiZ. H. GuRLEY.
dent of that district, and by the President of the
,_
. I
.
Mission in charge, appointed by General ConI t was move d , an d .tue artie e ~s It stands ference, to the effect "that for good and sufficient
was read, and also as 1t would be If amended. reasons" manifested to them "that no conference
Pres. Smith left the chair and Pres. Blair would be held in the district until further notice
presided durinO'
the discussion of these sub- appears in the Herald.'' And, whereas, it appears
0
jects
in evidence, that all the branches of said district,
'1
df
B
J W
.·
with one exception, were governed by this notice,
A
. . ett~r was rea rom. ro. · · Bnggs, last aforesaid, as seen in the report of committee
givmg his reasons why h1s name appears at- on branch reports, in minutes of Kent and Elgin
district conference, of October 14th, 1876, and
tached to the above resolution.
Bro. E. Banta spoke in opposition, as did al- published in f!erald of March loth, 1877; ea!d
so Pres. Joseph Smith. Bro. z. H. Gurley conferenc~ ha~mg been conv~ned by .the afores!l1d
· · P
B
J S K •
k . brethren m disregard of said published notice.
spo k e. I~ Its 1avor. . ro. · . · e1r spo e m Therefore, we your committee, recommend that
oppos1t10n to the motwn, as d1d also Brn. J. S. said act be declared discourteous and illegal.
Patterson and G. S. Yerrington. Bro. Edwin And, whereas, the president of said mission, beGurley spoke in favor of the motion. Bro. cause o! said act, did silence from -rreac-hing the
James Caffall asked the chair a question per- afo.resaid brethren, Cleveland, Dav~s, ShMy, and
. .
b
.
Sh1ppy. And, whereas, we consider this act
tamm~ to the matte~, ut Pres. Blan refused premature; therefore, we recommend that license
to decide the questiOn. Brn. C. N. Brown to preach be restored to these brethren, except it
and A. M. Wilsey opposed the motion.
be to John Shippy, who, in the opinion of your
The previous question was called, and the c?mmittee, has been the ~eading spirit of the whole
main question being put to vote was declared difficulty;, an~ fro~ the mformat10n presente~ by
both parties m th1s matter, we do not consider
'
1OS t •
•
him a safe man to represent the interests of the
The followmg was presented:
Church of Christ. All of which, together with
Resolved That Article 5 of the Articles of In cor- the papers pertaining to this matter, presented to
poration of the Church be amended by striking us, are respectfully submitted.
Z H. GuRLEY, }
out all between the words "place" in line 20, and ·
"upon" in line 2~, and inserting in place thereof
Signed,
J. T. PHILLIPS, Corn.
the words, "by act of General Conference."
E. BANTA,
Signed
~· ~· BRIGas,
The report was, on motion, received and
'
· · GuRLEY.
committee was discharged.
It was moved, and Bro. Gurley spoke in faA motion was made that we endorse the auvor of .the ame?~ment .. Pres. ~oseph Smith tion of the committee and adopt their recom·
spoke m oppositiOn to 1t1 as dtd Brn. J. S. mendations.
Keir, Geo. Hicklin, G. S. Yerrington, and
This was spoken to by Brn. Robert Davis
Wm. H. Kelley. The reading of Bro. J. W. and Geo. Cleveland.
Briggs' letter in favor of the amendment proThe following was moved as an amendment:
posed was called for, and it was read.
.
Resolved, That we adopt the first recommenda·
Bro. ,J. S. Patterson moved as a substitute lion of the committee.
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Secretary read the fir~t recommendation. Synopsis or a revision of it, or a similar one, and
After a question from Bro. 1N. H. Kelley, report at this or the next General Conference.
and a statement being made by Bro. Z. H.
The report of the Board of J.1oeation was
Gurley, the notification that there would be read:
no conference, as published by Brn. Leverton
We your Committee on Location and removal,
and Patterson in Hemld of October 1st 1876 'made so by the Articles of Incorporation, respectand certain facts of the non-reperting of fully submit t~e follovying report:.
.
Your Comm1ttee at tts first meetmg decided that
bra~ches. at. the conference. of t h e K ent an d they could not safely attempt to make purchases
Elgm D1strwt, of October 14th, 1876, were with a view to secure a location with less than
$5000, at command of committee; that by loan
read.
Bro. J. A. Robinson, Geo. Hicklin, C. N. and donation the sum of $4:447,70 ha.s b~en
Brown Joseph Luff Arthur Leverton E. placed at the command ~f _commtttee; that m v;tew
'
'
'
and expectancy of recetVmg an amount sufficient
Banta, and J. S. Patterson spoke to the amend- to warrant the futher prosecution of the duty
ment.
assigned, three of your committee were appointed
On motion it was ordered that speakers on a committee of inquiry and observation, who,
this subject be limited to o11e speech each of up?n request hav~ reported mak~n~ suitab~e in
not over five minutes in leno-th
till all who qmry, and the fi~dmg of several ehgible_locahons;
0
•
'
that your committee have not yet decided upon
WISh have spoken.
.
a particular site, and therefore ask for further
On call the Secretary agam read the amend- time in which to perfect arrangements; and also
ment.
request a more hearty and extended cooperation
A motion was made that the amendment be with your committee in the endeavor to do what
11 mended by striking out the words "and ille- the Articles of Incorporation. require, and the
,
•
•
•
Church demands of your committee.
gal,. WJ~h whiCh the recomm.endatJOn closes,
Your committee further urge upon the attention
leavmg 1t that the act of holdmg such confer- of the Church, that a more liberal support would
ence was simply discourteous.
enable your committee to ?etermine definite!~,
Brn. J. S. Patterson, J. S. Keir, Robert and proceed to the completiOn .of the duty as di·
D· · Geo Cleveland C. N. Brown J. R rected a.t your last annual ~esswn. We respectavis,
·
. . '
'
fully abide your further achon.
Lambert, Geo. HICklm, Joseph Luff, Joseph
JosEPH SMITH Chairman of Cem.
Smith, Arthur Leverton, "\V. H. Kelley, M. PL.<No, Ill., April lOth, 1877.
H. Forscutt and Z. H. Gurley spoke on this.
Brn. Z. H. Gurley and M. T. Short moved
The previous question was called, and the that it be received, and the committee conamendment to the amendment, being put to tinued, with a hearty endorsement and support
vote, was lost.
from this Conference. Some questions were
Bro. I. N. W. Cooper spoke upon the asked concerning collections for this purpose,
amendment, followed by Brn. W. H. Kelley, etc., by traveling authorities and elders; and
Robert Davis, and J. S. Patterson.
these were answered by the chair, after which
The previous question was moved and or- the motion was put and carried unanimously.
Letters of request to be received into
dered, and~ the vote being taken "lit>on the
··
membership on baptism in the old organization
amendment, it was adopted. ,
The report and its recommendations as a were read by the Secretary, and Elder Ezra T.
whole now being befo-re the assembly was Whitehead of Mexico, N. Y.; Sarah P. Smith
spoken to by Brn. W. H. Kelly, J. S. Patter- of Delevan, Kansas, and Elizabeth Unsworth
son, Geo. Cleveland, R. Davis, E. Banta, J. of Kansas City, Missouri, were received into
Smith, J. T. Phillips, A. M. Wilsey, J. A. the Church.
Robinson, I. N. W. Cooper, J. S. Keir, and
t>,djourned with benediction by Pres. Blair.
At 7:30 p. m. preaching by Bro. J. R.
Geo. Hicklin.
The previous question was moved and being Lambert, assisted by Bro. J. S. Patterson.
put to vote, was decided in the affirmative.
A division was called for and debated, and
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11TH.
questions were asked, and, upon a rising vote,
At
9
A :!.I. a prayer and testimony meeting
there resulted an affirmative of 22 to 12, by
in charge of Brn. J. S. Keir and Robert Dawhich the report of the committee as a whole
vis.
was adopted.
At 1 p, l\1:. convened for business. Sung
Pres. Smith took the chair.
hymn 720. Prayer by Bro. James Caffall.
A resolution was offered respecting the leThe minutes of yesterday were read.
gality or illegality of the baptism of John
The President gave notice that he appointShippy, but it was not entertained by the
ed Brn. M. H. Forscutt, E. Banta and F. G.
chair.
Pitt as the committee to examine Winchester's
A motion was made that a tune book, or
Synopsis, as provided in the resolution adopted
section thereof, of 100 tunes, be authorized
yesterday.
and published.
The following report of the First Quorum of
This was discussed briefly, with reference
Elders:
to the question already adopted, and it was
We respectfully submit the following:
voted to be indefinitely postponed.
At a meeting of the First Quorum of Elders held
The following was adopted:
this day, with E. Banta presiding, reports were
Resolved, That this conference request the read from Elders G. H. Hilliard, R. M. Elvin, M.
Board of Publication to issue in pamphlet form B. Oliver and Geo. Walker, members of the quorthe article written by Bro. W. II. Kelley, and pub- um. Also one from Elder D. S. Mills of California,
lished, some time since, in the Herald, entitled President of the Third Quorum of Elders, in which
Presidency and Priesthood, subject to revision by he expresses a wish to see at an early day an action which will give the resident elders of the PaBr. W. II. Kelley, if desired.
cific Slope an organization or quorum in those reThe following was adopted :
gions, so that they may be able to convene in
Whereas, B. Winchester's Synopsis of the Holy council from time to time as the necessities of the
Scriptures has proven a benefit to many in the work in those region require, in which he requests
search of truth, therefore be it Resolved, That a an expression of the proper authorities to so pro
committee of three be appointed to consider the vide for, if agreeable, and at their earliest conadvisability and practieability of republishing said venience.

The following was mQved and adopted:
Whereas, We believe that the quorums of elders

would be better qualified to· act for the best inter·
ests of the cause, as organized bodies of the ministry, if the elders in different regions were formed into quorums by themselves, such as those on
the Pacific Slope, those in the far east, or those in
other sections as circumstances may hereafter require, therefore be it
Resolved, That we respectfully solicit the action
of the General Conference concerning it, and
that we request that if this proposition be looked
favorably upon that the Conference adopt some
measure providing for the accomplishing of such
reorganization, revision or exchange of members
as is herein contemplated, to be brought about at
such time as may be found practicable; and also
that if the General Conference:consider it proper,
or in accordance with rights heretofore accorded
to said quorum, that it place said contemplated
supervising in the hands of the First Quorum of
Elders, through its officers.
Alma Kent was taken into the quorum to fill the
vacancy caused by death of George Braby.
All of which is respectfully submitted for your
acceptance and subsequent action.
.
HENRY
April lOth, 1877.

A.

STEBBINS,

Serly of Quorum.

The subject was spoken to' and various views
were presented. Then the following was presented:
Whereas, the General Conferences have the power to authorize the organization of quorums, Resolved, therefore that said Conferences have the
power, and the right also, to authorize such changes or transfers of the members of such quorums
as the interests of the Church may demand.
Bro. E. Banta said that he understood that
the wish was to have the transfers made by
quorums instead of by the conferences.
Bro. C. N. Brown gave his views on the
subject.
The following was moved as a substitute :
Whereas, the General Conference has the power
to order the organization of quorums, therefore
be it Resolved, that the General C,anference does
now authorize the the quorums of Elders to make
such transfers of members as contemplated in the
repor.t of the first qu.orum ; and, furthermore, that
saidc. First Quorum be authorized to take the supervision of said matter, to see that it be properly
conducted.
This was spoken to by Brn. H. A. Stebbins,
E. Banta, Geo Hicklin, J. S. Pattmon, Z. H.
Gurley and W. W. Blair. Bro. Banta said
that it was not intended to make an immediate transfer, but when practicable, and when
that is done this power and privilege ends.
The previous question being called, it was put
to vote, and the substitute was lost.
The original motion was read.
It was spoken to by Brn. Cooper, Kelley
and Forscutt, and was then adopted.
A motion was made to table the report of
the quorum, but this motion being put to ro~e,
was lost.
After various amendments being p·esented,
and eit.her adopted or lost, a motion was made,
in substance, that this affair be referred to the
presidents of the Elders' Quorums, the Firat
Presidency, and the President of the Quorum
of the Twelve, which being put to vote, was
lost by a vote of 10 for and 11 against.
The following was moved : That the request
of the Elders' Quorum be granted.
On vote being taken, it was declared lost.
The report of the Committee on Bishop's
Report was read.
PLANo, Ill., April 11th, 1877.
We, your committee, appointed to audit the
Bishop's account with the Church, as presented
In his report., do hereby present onr statement,
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That we have examined the report, and have comReport of High Priests' Quorum as follows:
pared it with the bo(lks, item by item, both in
the cases of money received and disbursed by himself, and also to the accounts of the Bishop with
each District, as found upon his books, in all of
which we find no error, but that they are correct
in every particular.
M. T. SHORT, Chtlirman of Com.

It was received and the committee discharged.
The Bishop's report was read as follows:
Annual Report of Bishop I. L. Rogers, from April
1st, 1876, to April lst, 1877:
TITHING AND OFFERING FUND.

Balance due I. L. Rogers, Aprillst, 1876 ... $ 31 15
Bxpended for Missions, paid the ministry, }
and their families, for the poor, and for 1391 08
Church purposes···················· ____
CONTRA.

$1,422 23

Tit.hing and Offerings received during year $)1,318 78

I beg to submit the following report of the High
Priests' Quorum: Of the 63 names on the High
Priests' Record, only 42 are now members of
the Quorum, and of these 24 have reported
either in person or by letter, namely: Charles
Derry, Wm. H. Hazzledine, Lyman Hewitt, Wm.
D. Morton, Benj. Austin, Loren W. Babbitt, David M. Gamet, Thomas Dobson, Hie! Bronson, Edwin Cadwell, James Anderson, Wm. Redfield, A.
M. Wilsey, Henry J. Hudson, John Landers, Geo.
A. Blakeslee, Stephen Richardson, Israel L. RegMark H. Forscutt, Wheeler Baldwin, Joseph Parsons, R. C. B Elvin, Jackson Goodale, Ebenezer
Robinson. Of this quorum, as far as known, six
are presiding over Districts, one is Bishop of the
Church, Bro. I. L. Rogers, and two in the ministry
under appointment from General Conference,
namely: c. Derry and J\L H. Forscutt. These two
still intend to remain in the ministry, if sustained;
but no others have reported themselves in a condition to do so. Respectfully, in behalf of the
Quor?m,
MARK H. FORSOUTT, Secretar?J.
Apnl nth, 1877.

----

Balance due I. L. Rogers ......... $1~ 45

It was accepted and ordered to be put upon
the minutes.
UTAH CHAPEL FUND.
The Presidency presented the Board of PubIn hand, April 1st, 1876 ................. $ 5 50 lication for the Confel'ence to sustain or l'eject.
Received · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · _·_1_1_5_6_1
It was moved that the present Board be
$ 121 11 sustained.
A request was made by several that the
CO~TRA.
Paiu to Building Committee ............... $121 11 Bishop state whether said officers are now in
accordance with his wishes, and Bro. Rogers
DANISH ~USSION FUND.
said that he did not know how to better the
In hand, Aprillst, 187G. · · · · · · · · · · · · · '· · · .$10 10 Board at the present time, and that the present
Sent M. Fyrando, with other money··· .. ···.:.!~~ men had given entire satisfaction, so far as he
WELSH MISSION FUND.
knew.
The motion was adopted.
In hand Aprillst, 1876, and still so ......... $22 00
The subject of the place to which the ConAs will be seen by the reports of the Bishop's Agents
there has been an increase in their receipts, namely a ference shall adjourn to meet this fall was
thousand dollars, over and above last year, showing presented, and motion made that when we
that this arm of the financial affairs of the Church is adjourn it be to meet at Galland's Grove, Iowa.
growing in importance and usefulness, which I feel a Council Bluffs was also mentioned, but the
pleasure in presenting to you in the following condensed form, showing the receipts and expenditures in the vote being taken Galland's Grove was chosen,
and the time set for September 20th 1877.
various districts for the year past:
REPORTS OF BISHOP'S AGENTS.
DISTRICTS.

AGENTS' NA1riES,

Canada ...................... John Traxlar . . . . . . 20
Alabama and Florida .......... A. J. Odom, Jr.... .
California .................... JohnRoberts ...... 14
California, San Bernardino ...... Richard Allen ..... .
Colorado .................... John Ellis ........ . 5
Illinois,! Kewanee ............. R. J. Benjamin ... .
Illinois, South-Eastern ......... Benjamin S. Jones ..
Iowa, Decatur ...............• Wilson Hudson . . . . 24
Iowa, Des Moines ............. John X. Davis .... .
Iowa, Eastern ................ IJ. P. Russell ...... .
Iowa, Fremont ............... Wm. Leeka ........ 2D
Iowa, Galland's Grove ......... John Pett ........ .
Iowa, Pottawattamie .......... Andrew Hall . . . . . . 7
Iowa, String Prairie ........... J. W. Newberry ... 14
Indiana, Southern ............. Samuel Rector .... .
Kansas, Spring River .......... Richard Bird . . . . . . ?.3
Massachusetts ................ E. N. Webster ...... 2G
Minnesota ................... J. R Anderson .... .
Michigan .................... Geo. A. Blakeslee ..
Missouri, Central ............. J. B. Belcher .... , .
Missouri, Far West ........... *Albert Bishop .... 16
:Missouri, St. Louis ............ R. D. Cottam......
Missouri, Nodaway ........... A. N. Berrigo ..... .
Nebraska, Central ............ Charles Brindley . . . 6
Nebraska, Northern ........... Hans Nielson......
Nevada ...... : .............. T. R. Hawkins..... l
Oregon ..................... J. H. Lee .. . . ... . .
200

00 ..

15 00 .. 35

oo ..

29 00 ..

6

00 ..

38 .. 553 20 .. 561 58 .. 491 80 .• 75 78 ..

00 .. 219 47 .. 224 47 ..
76 85..

10 ..
50..
00..
53 ..
60 ..
70 ..
45..
50..
66 ..
55 ..
H 10 ..

17 00 ..
48 25 ..
02 ..
1 00 ..
33 97 ..
11 45 ..
22 •to ..

05 .. 200 GG .. 225 ol.. 226 14 ..
157 so..
luG 20 ..

GO ••

85 ..

73 75 .. 98 GO ..

44 47 .. 180 00 ..
23 50 ..

G3 35 ••

11 15 ..

3
90 .. 268
124
10 .. 113
52 .. 12
36
82 .. 112
50 .. 40
56

G2,.
45 ..
60 ..

17
45
28
96
79. '2273

00 ..
03 .. 208
60 ..
85 .. 120
95 .. 27
50 ..
81 .. 146
50 .. 67
50 ..

53 ..

95 ..
47 ..
G3 ..
00 ..

70
5
5
298
107
72
27
35
112
55

28 50 ..
5 65 ..
. . 2 00

80 .. 24 42.. 26 SG..
51.. 45 % .. 4:l 70 .. 2
00 .. 2D GO.. 20 35 .. 9
25..
75 25 .. 21
68 .. 2474 47 .. 1091 80 .. 487

53
. . 2 43
26 ..
25 ..
00 ..
63 .. 4 96

* Since succeeded by Br, J. T. Kinncman.
Per H. A. S., Secrela!·y.
ISRAEL L. ROGEHS, BISHOP.
Resolved, That hereafter the Bishop be request-,
An expression of the Conference was reed to incorporate with his annual reports a list of
t d
·
t b t k
all real estate deeded to the Church from time to ques e
concernmg measures o e a en
time.
·
respecting preaching the gospel with success

I

[.M:ay 1.

in large cities. It was spoken to by several,
and the brother making the request stated his
rea.soRs for such request, but, after further remal'ks, it was decided to lay the matter upon
the table.
Inquiries respecting certain ordinations and
sealings were presented, and was on motion,
referred to the First Presidency with a request
that they decide and l'eport to morrow.
MISSIONS.

The following missions were appointed by
separate motions :
James Caffall, Iowa and Nebraska, to have
the oversight
J. R. Lambert, Northern fowa and Minnesota, the same.
W. H. Kelley, Ohio, Indiana and Michigan, the same.
Z. H. Gurley, released from present field and
requ~sted to labor in Utah.
J. W. Briggs released from Utah but requested to remain till fall.
E. C. Briggs l'eleased from Canada and
Thiichigan and to labor in Western States,
Josiah Ells released from Eastern Mission,
and to labor as the Spirit may direct, and as
his ability permits.
A. H. Smith sustained in Southern Iowa
and North Missouri.
John H. Lake to Northeastern Missouri and
Southeastern Iowa and Western Illinois; but,
should his circumstances permit, that he go to
Canada.
T. W. Smith was, on motion, released from
his present field and was referred to the :First
Presidepcy for an appointment.
Glaud Rodger sustained in Australia, but
with permission to return to America, if he
deems it wise.
John T. Davies, Kansas, :Missouri and the
Indian Territory.
James McKiernan, present field, subject to
local authority.
J. H. Hanson, Southeastern Miosion.
R. J. Anthony, Iowa and Nebraska till fall
and then to Southeastern Mission.
F. C. Warnky released from Colorado, and
requested to continuehis labor.
J. T. Phillips to Ohio and Pennsylvnnia.
C. F. Stiles released from present field, and
to labor as opportunities afford.
Duncan Campbell, the same.
J. F. McDowell, Ohio and Indiana, under
direction of W. H. Kelley.
B. V. Springer to labor as he can under local authority.
Charles Derry, Northern Iowa and 1\iinnesota.
Elder Th:I. H. Forscutt wished to be released
from all responsibility of traveling under appointment of General Conference, stating his
reasons as follows:
There had been resolutions from the High Priests'
Qaorum on the Secretary's table since Monday
last, affecting the quorum to which he belonged,
and setting forth the objections held by the quorum to the policy of some in the Church in some
matters, of vital interest to the Church, but these
resolutions had been withdrawn by the President,
pro tem, of the quorum, by direction it was stated
of the authorities of the Church. Had that document been presented, he would still have labored
under the jurisdiction of the General Conference,
but the suppression of it and the sustaining of that
which it condemns by a vote passed to-day to not
only sustain the party pursuing the policy condemned, but to request him to continue longer in
the_ field without any protest against that policy,
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was to Bro. ForscuU's mind an · endorsement
of
We decide. that the
legality of the ordin)ltions b h
Tr 11
Cafi'aII , BI air,
·
·
b e·
Luff, Pitt,
that Poll·cy , and a s he cou ld n ot m
conscience
re ferre d to IB
not aff ected by the subsequent feel. ret ren .L"-e ey,
fore God and before man sustain that policv, he ings of the parties so ordained; but, in order that Banta, Brown, Davi~ and Snively; after which
could not accept an appointment from the General unanimity. of feeling and action may be obtained, it was put to vote and the rep?rt as a whole,
Conference. He expected still to labor for the w.e d~em 1t pro~er, or permissible, that such or- as amended, and as here published, was put
Master, however, in every way possible, wherever dm!l't10ns may be reconferred by the direction and to vote and declared adopted. A division behe could help his cause, on the -invitation of Dis- act:on of the _branch, or district conferences to ing called for the vote was found to be 16 for
trict and Branch authorities. Bro. Joseph Smith wh1ch the r-arhes belong, a record of such recon·1· d 10
·
d h d ·
disavowed all knowledge of the suppression of the ferring of authori_ty ?Y reordination to be kept by an
~gainst, an t e a optwn of the report
document referred to until that day.
the branch or distnct. Plano, Ill, April 12th, was declare.d.
. .
.
His request was granted.
1877. Rcspeetfully submitted,
The subJect of appomtmg a conference m
N. Brown was, agreeably to his wish, reJosEPH
s~nTn, tj oJ'" t he p r.esz·aenC!/. Canada
WM W BL
d h was h'brought up ' 1and a motion was
leased from charge of the New England Mis· · AIR,
rna e t at t IS matter be eft with the First
sion, and requested to labor in said mission.
The report was accepted, and a motion made Presidency, they to consult with the Canada
Magnus Fyrando and P. N. Brix were sus- to approve and adopt.
brethren and the local authorities there as to
tained in the Danish Mission, with permission
Brn. J. S Patterson and C. N. Brown spoke time and place, which motion was adopted.
for Bro. Fyrando to return if he so wish.
to it, and M. T. Short asked what was meant
On motion it was Resolved that this Conference
J. C. Clapp released from Oregon and re- by reconferring. The chair said it meant to recognize Bro. Arthur Leverton as the president
quested to labor with D. s. Mills.
reordain. Bro. Short asked what would be of the Kent and Elgin District, till the sitting of
D. S. Mills sustained on Pacific Slope,
the effect if the branches or district did not the conference to be appointed in Canada.
J. S. PatterRon released from Canada and vote t? 80 reordai.n. Brn. Cleveland, Kelley,
The Presideat made a statement concernappointed to Eastern Iowa and Western and J. Smith, and Kwr spoke to the subject., and ing the Australian Mission.
Central Illinois.
upon vote the report and recommendations
Thomas Taylor was sustained in the EngA. J. Cato to labor in Southwest Missouri were adopted.
!ish, and Robert Evans in the Welsh Mission.
and Southeast Kansas, subject to local authorThe following was read :
Abraham Reese was requested to fill the
ity.
Whereas, I have been informed by the president mission given him last fall.
Heman C. Smith in prewnt field till Fall of the .London (Canada) Branch, that two Elders
Bro. Joseph Luff made inquiry about the
Conference.
(at a hme. when they were silenced) did profess to validity of his ordination, and ~?ave a statement
?ave received revelation commanding or instruct~
C. G. Lanphear released from Northern Ill- mg t~em to seal up to eternal life a young sister of the two ordinations and their causes.
inois, and to labor as circumstances permit.
of sa1d branch, which command they did put into
The Presidency said that beyond all question
J. C. Foss to labor in Maine till Fall.
operation by performing something like an ordi- the first ordination was legal, and the second
J. X, Allen to St. Louis District under lo- nance, we therefore present this paper to the con- but a confirmation of the first. After remarks
. .
ference, desiring that the matter be investigated, th f 0 II ·
d
d •
ca1 auth onties. .
. .
as to the nature of the ordinance, and also as to · e
owmg was a opte : •
M. T. Short, "\Vestern IllmoiS and Iowa.
the rights of elders to perform such ordinances if
Resolved that we recognize the first ordination
Columbus Scott in ,V. H. Kelley's field, un. , such there be in the Church. Signed,
'
as legal.
der his direction.
JoaN S. PATTERSON.
Resolved that Joseph Luff labor in Canada under
James J.\L Wait, "Wisconsin.
To the Conference of the Reorganized Church of J. H. Lake, if Bro. Lake goes there; if not then
Joseph Lakeman, Maine and :New Bruns- Jesus Ghrist of Latter Day Saints, in session at Plano that he do so under recognized authority.
lllinois:-The First Presidency, to whom you;
B.ro. Snively spoke of Brampton and Port
wick.
Francis ]1' l Northern Indiana
d hono~able body refer~ed ihe question respecting Whitney as fields for labor to be done in.
~ar ,
an ''sealmg unto eternal life," propounded in the pa-,
h
T e resolutions of the High Priests' Quorum
Michigan.
per attached hereto, submit the following in reply:
E. Banta, Michigan, Indiana and Ohio, if We know of no law of the Church creating or were spoken of, but at Tequest of chairman
circumstances permit.
a~thorizing "sealing up to eternal life," as an or- of their meeting were not presented.
Bro. Forscutt said that the non-presentation
G. S; Yerrington in ·connection with C. N. ?mance; o~her than such sealing as may be found
m the "laymg on of hands for the gift of the Holy f th
d h'
"
Ghost," in confirming members into the Church. o
em cause
liD to re.use any traveling
Brown.
J. W. Mather, Central Illinois and Eastern We therefore decide that such persons as me.y have responsibility.
and Southern Iowa.
performed a rite supposed to be one of "sealing unThe First Presidency. Quorum of Twelve
Robert Davis to Michigan and Canada.
to life," as an ordinance of the Church, have erred High Priests' Quorum, 'the Bishop and hi~
Adjourned at 6:20 p, l\L with benediction. but, such error is not of such a nature as to be: Counselors, the Quorum of Seventy, ihe three
come a crime against the law governing the
f Eld
d h '''ld
At 7:30 P. IlL preaching by Bro. J. S. Keir, Church, as the fact of such "sealing up unto eter· quorums o ~ ers an t e .ni ers as a body
assisted by Bro. M. 'l'. Short.
nallife" cannot be determined as to its truth or were sustained; also the lesser priesthood of
falsity, except at the judgment day, when the ~cts the Church, the Church Secretary and Reof all are to s.ppear for arbitration and decision; corder, and the Church Librarian, were all sustherefore the act of those men referred to in the tained by vote.
THURSDAY, APRIL 12TH.
~nquiry s?bmitted to us, and of which complaint
Pres. Smith said that it was the duty of the
At 9 a.m. a prayer meeting in charge Of IS made, IS not such an act as demands official inquiry
and
condemnation.
members
of the body, for any dereliction of
brethren J. L. Adams and Geo. Hicklin.
While this is our decision; we decide, while duty, to bring him or any officer of the Church
At 1 p.m. sung hymn 720. Prayer by Pres.
Smith. Minutes of yesterday read, corrected there is no ordinance of the kind referred to known to trial, if it was done legitimately.
to the law, the written law of the church, it is
Bro. I. L. Rogers asked: If one on a mission
and approved. Reports of committees called therefore of the things of the unwritten law if the P
h Ch
right ~xists at all to seal up unto eternal life', other I Or t e
urch writes erroneous doctrines for
for.
m
confirmation
by
the
laying
on
of
hands
the
Herald what steps should be taken?
to
than
The Presidency presented their replies
for the gift of the Holy Ghost, the performance of
The chair said that a formal protest to the
the matters referred to them yesterday.
such an ordinance, or the solemnizing of such a Church, or one to the Board of Publication,
First one read:
rite is of doubtful propriety, and should in no should be made.
To the Bretl!rcn in Gunjerence assembled :-Where- case be done except upon unqualified directions of
Bro. Rogers asked as to whose hands should
as, a certain elder and priest having been ordained the Spirit. Further, that elders should not teach
by an elder whom they subsequently thought to be nor practice such rites as a rule of the Church. ' be unloosed. He thought better to have a
an unworthy man at the time of said ordination,
few ministers and they sustained, than many
All of which is respectfully submitted. ·
and feeling dissatisfied with their ordinations and
Done at Plano, Illinois, April 12th, 18i7.
unsustained.
their usefulness in the Church bein·g impaired
JOSEPH
. Prestdency.
.
1'h e ch air
. rep1'Ie d •h
t un dou b te dl y t h e
Wn. w. SMITH,}
BLAIR, of the F1rst
v a
thereby, they have nquested me to present to
Twelve ought to be first sent out.
the General Conference such questions as would
Report was received and committee was disBro. M. T. Short said that he personally
cause such action to be taken as shall remove from
their minds the present doubts regarding the va- charged.
had $100 for any one of them who would cross
lidity of said ordinations, all of which is respectResolved, that the Conference adopt said rey:ort the ocean to foreign lands.
fully submitted. Signed,
J. S. PATTERSON.
as the voice of the body.
The following was adopted:
Po the Conference o.f the Reorganized Church af
It was spoken to by Bro. Snively, and the
Resolved, That the Bishop be authorized to make
Jesus t1Mist of Latter Day Saints, in session at Plano,
Ill.:- The Presidency tow hom the question couched repo:t was re-read, and then spoken to by Brn. a cail upon the Church for means to support the
in the affixed paper, referred by you on yesterday, DaviS, Patterson, Keir, J. Smith; then slight- missionary efforts now being made.
A vote of thanks was extended to the Plano
ly amended, and further spoken upon by
submit:

c.
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Saints for their hospitality to the guests during Conference, also one to the ushers and
door keeper.
Closed by singing "When shall we all meet
again" and with benediction.
The Conference lasted seven days, and the
sessions both of business, of preaching and of
prayer and testimony, were attended by the
peaceful and orderly influence of the Holy
Spirit, and in general the gathering and its
~eligious and soci.al privileges were greatly enJoyed by the Samts, and we trust. that the
meas:ures adopted and reconfi_rmed Will be p_roductive of_good to t_he cause m g~neral. Five
were baptized durmg the sessw?, some of
them those who were fur~her conviCted of the
truth of the gospel durmg the Conference,
even unto obedience. W. H. Deam and Nettie M. Thrall were baptized the afternoon of
Thursday by Bro. H. A. Stebbins. Preaching that evening by Pres. J. Smith. Bro.
W. H. Kelley preached once in Plano and
Bro. M. H. Forscutt five times after Conference closed. A good interest among the
people and D. I~. Gibson baptized.
J OBEPH SMITH, } p .d I
w.
w. BLAIR,
res! en s.
H. A.

JouN

•.

STEBBINs, Secretary.
ScoTT, Clerk.

~------··---

JOSEPH SMITH,

,.,~~

HENRY A. STEBBINS,
EDITORS.

Plano, Illinois, May 1, 1877.
FROM the Secretary's report, as made to the Annual Conference, and published in the minutes
in this issue, we learn that the Southeastern Illinois District is able and willing to sustain an Elder in the field, provided one was sent by the
Conference. It is suggested by the spirit of inquiry at om· elbow, that if the district is in a con.
dition to sustain a minister, if one is sent from
abroad, that the same condition ought to sustain
one already in the district, eqaully as efficient as
one sent from elsewhere. We therefore advise
that the brethren take the matter under consideration, (not only to say, but to do), and retain the
service of Bro. George Hilliard right where he
has developed. A "newer broom might sweep
cleaner" for awhile, but the old one knows the
field the best. If this is found to be impracticable,
an exchange might be made with another dis.
trict also in condition to sustain their Elder, and
so a good work be wrought. But when the work
is undertaken those attempting it would do well
to remember that conference resolutions are not
bank checks, nor greenbacks; and that promises
are neither bread, potatoes nor pie crust, though
like the latter sometimes made only to be broken.
THE brethren in Salt Lake City are anxious for
t'J.e material aid by which the chapel may be
finished. While writing of the Utah Chapel, we
deem it advisable to state, that the Emigration
Fund to which reference was made in the late
Conference, as having been ordered to be paid to
the use of the chapel, was a fund raised by contributions from Saints to be devoted especially to
emigration purposes. It was very properly deemed unwise to divert this fund to any other object
with a probable result of losing it to the one for
Whi.ch it wal'i created; as to do so would be to act

in bad faith toward the depositors in that fund.
We took no part in the discussion upon the
question, but certainly commend the wisdom of
Conference in refusing their consent to the payment of that fund to the Utah Chapel. It is true
that the amount is not large, but the principle is
just as important, and applies with equal force to
ten or ten thousand d6llars; and while we will
be pleased to see the chapel prosper we can not
afford to see it prosper at the expens~ of what we
deem right dealing. We write this without prejudice to the brethren of the Conference in England, as we feel assured they acted conscientiously in the matter. Of course by the failure of the
Conference in America to endorse the action of
the Conference in En land the order to pa to
th h 1 f .
g
'
y
e c ape al18 •
==~=,..,.,.,

TnE delay in the issuing of the last number of
the HERALD was due to the sitting of the Conference at Plano; all hands attending the session.
Bro. J. F. Patten writes from Charles City,
Floyd county, Iowa, that the people there are inquiring for the news of the kingdom, and wish
Bro. Kelley to return and preach to them. It is
thought that an Elder could do much good there,
and Bro. Patten is very anxious for some one to
come.
Bro. W. S. Loar and Sr. M. A. Atwell of Wilson
and Greenwood counties, Kansas, write of the
progress of the work under Bro. J.oar's ministry.
Several have been baptized, one of them a Disciple minister who once debated with Bro. Loar.
The Saints have had some trials by Satan's guile
in his manifestations but happily all ended we11.
Some have also been well nigh destitute because
of the crop destroyers last year. It is our prayerful hope that the bounties of heaven will be bestowed upon them soon in those regions.
Bro. F. M. Sheehy wrote from Lisbon, Dallas
county Texas, April 3d, that the grasshoppers
had destroyed the vegetables in their gardens,
and much more evil was feared from them.
Sr. Sarah A. Rose, of Graysville, Ohio, is laboring to gain subscribers for the HERALD and
HOPE. She thinks if all the Saints who could
would take them, that a weekly HERALD might
be had. She had been in better health the past
winter, but has not entirely recovered her hearing,
although, since obeying the gospel, she has nearly
obtained it at times. She has faith in prayer
offered to the great healer, and she desires those
of the Church in her behalf.
Bro. A. J. Cato writes from Johnson county,
Missouri, that he expects henceforth to spend his
time in the ministry. The people are investigating more and more fully the claims of the Church.
He needs tracts, as do many other traveling Elders, and if there are those who wish to~ help
preach the gospel, there is a chance to do so by
sending dimes or dollars to place tracts in the
hands of the ministry.
~ro. Joshua Armstrong, president of Platte
River Branch, Cass county, Nebraska, writes that
they enjoy the gifts and blessings of the gospel.
They number twenty-four members.
Sr. M. A. Christy, of Portlandville, Plymouth
county, Iowa, would like to know if thue are any
Saints in that region.
Bro. P. H. Rensimar, will please accept our
thanks for late copies of Salt Lake 'l'ribune. Bro.
Wm. Anderson, we also thank for late Galls and
Post, San Francisco, Cal. Bro. Jos. Hammer for
lit. Jo~Jeph HtJrctk!1 giYing a sltetQli of Caldwell.

[~by
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county history in connection with John D. Lee's
execution.
Order no more Doctrine and Covenants at $1.25
until further notice is given, for we have none on
hand. Still have those at $1.75.
Bro. J. R. Cook, writing from San Benito, California, April 2d, 1877, states: "We are having a
very dry season; cows are selling for $2.50 each.
Bro. Hyrum Holt and I think some of going to
Brittish Columbia."
The Herald Office will send five quire packages of note paper, prepaid, to any address in the
United States or Canada, for 61'5 cents per pacltage. Or one quire note paper and one package
of envelopes for 25 cents. Or one quire letter pa.
per and the envelopes for 30 cents. Send to usual address.
The large space occupied in this issue by the
minutes of the General Conference prevent the
publishing of many letters. Hence we notice
some and leave others for the next issue to insert
or notice.
Bro. Charles Hassell, of England, sends us a
copy of Zion's Herald, published at London, England, by the Methodist, New Connexion. It ap.
pears to be a well conducted sheet, and the number sent us contains some excellent articles.
Bro. :Mark H. Forscutt may be addressed till
May 6th at the following places, in their order of
date; he having made appointments to speak
there at the dates named: To April 23d, Peoria,
Ill.; to April 30th, Canton, Ill.; to 1\Iay 2nd, St.
Davids, Ill.; to May 4th, Bryant, Ill.; to May 6th,
Lewiston, Ill. ·
A 1\'Ir. John Justice, living at Corsicana, Navarro county, Texas, wishes that some Elder would
pass that way; himself and wife wish to be baptized; so he wrote uncler date of April 6th.
Bro. S. 0. Foss, writing from Jonesport, Maine,
states that the Saints in that region are doing
quite as well as they can; though it is much the
same there as elsewhere, some active, others idle.
"Silent commotion" in 24th line, 1st column,
page 117 of HERALD should have been violent
commotion.
Bro. Briggs Alden writes us a characteristic
letter, from Fontanelle, Iowa, but being written in
pencil and very close, it is hardly readable to us,
so that we are obliged to forgo the publication of
it. Bro. Alden is very sincere and devoted to the
cause of the truth.
Bro. J. J. Cornish of London, Ontario, writes
under date of April 17th: "I baptized one more
last night."
The Board of Publication calls the attention of
all the local and traveling ministry, to their re.
quest that said ministry will send to the Herald
Office, on a postal card, the name and post office
address of every adult person baptized by them,
that the HERALD and HoPE may be introduced
to their notice; as it is thought that many new
members may not know that the Church publishes a paper. By this means the circulation may
be increased, the members benefitted, and the
truth more widely spread.
Bro. C. M. Fulks of Weir, Kansas, writes of the
death, after a short illness, of Bro. Wm. D. Fulks.
He was a young man of promise. We are sorry
to hear of his going from a life of usefulness.
If G. N. Durfee who sent $2.15 for copies of the
HOPE for a Sabbath School will give us his post
office and state we will send them- JHuch time
ill continually lost to u~ l1y omissions of this kind.
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We thank Bro. D. 0. Trout of Whitestown, In.
diana, for copies of Indianapolis Journal and Cin.
cinnatti Enquirer/ A. B. F. for New York 1'rib.
~tne and New York Herald/ Bro. W. N. Dawson
and others for papers containing articles on Pre.
historic America, copied from the New York
World. The Journal and Enquirm· each have
brief communications about Joseph Smith and the
Book of Mormon, and both are so very silly and
absurd that they cannot do harm to any degree.
The Journal writer gives altogether a different
account of the origin of the Book of Mormon
than the Spaulding story. Thus satan keeps his
children busy at repeating his falsehoods but is
not wise enough to make them all speak the same
thing, and yet all claim to speak solemnly where.
of they know. A curious and credulous world
this is-when it does not stop to reason or inves.
tigate.
Bro. Hans Nielson sends a copy of The Western
Magazine, published at Omaha, Nebraska. It
contains a plea for 1\formonism .which we think
to insert in next issue, or parts of it.
ANCIENT RUINS IN COLORADO.
THE Pacific Rural P1·ess of San Francisco, in its
i;sues for March 10th, 17th and 24th, gives i!lus
trations of some ancient ruins visited by the Hay.
den Survey party in Southern Colorado and Utah.
The account mainly describes those habitations
called Cliff houses which are situated high up in
the sides of canyons, some of them a thousand
feet above the ravine. It seems very likely that
in some age of pre-historic America the people
built them thus, either for safety from their ene.
mies and persecutors, or else that they were made
by outlaws and robbers, refugees from justice.
'fhe masonry of the walls is said to be "as firm
and solid as when first constructed, the inside be.
ing finished with exceptional care." The tenaci.
ty of the mortar is still, after so long a period of
time, spoken of as remarkable. Also upon the
table lauds are to be found remains of villages
and ruins grouped and scattered over "the whole
length and breadth of the land." "Turn which
way they would, the members of the party stum.
bled over the old heaps and into the old cellars,"
nnd "they continually picked up" new forms and
designs of the "painted, glazed and ornamented
ware" spoken of. Ancient watch towers were
found, and what were evidently defensive works,
in places where the way led upward to table lands
upon which villages were located, as shown by
the ruins.
In closing its articles the Rural Press gives this
legend of the Indians, that in the distant past,
when their forefathers cultivated the laud, and
had their homes and flocks and herds on the fer.
tile valleys, though, from the traditions, they were
very much less acquainted with the arts and ad.
vantages of civilization than the people who
flourished earlier than they on this continent,
that there came a savage people who continued
from time to time to devastate their farms and to
persecute and slay them, till they were forced to
the mountains for safety, and that there they col.
lected and built dwellings, and watch towers, and
fortifications, and stood at bay, again and again
defeating the attacks of their foes, till at last, hav.
ing protected their families iu a retreat south.
ward, the defenders also followed,. and located in
what is now Arizona, where their descendants,
the lVIoquis, live yet, preserving the history and
traditions of their fathers.

The Davenport, Iowa, Gazette, gives account of
some archrological treasures found near that city,
copper axes and hatchets, pottery, and some pic.
tureclrocks, small slabs of shale, one representing
the sacrifice of a human being, and one what seems
to be a zodiacal record, twelve figures in a circle
with a center figure, with rays pointing from it
to them.

U1
the close of the discourse a fanatical monomaniac
from Midland came forward declaring that the
speaker "had not told half the truth," and pro.
ceeded to denounce the people (Latter Day Saints,)
calling them clogs and lowbreu ignoramuses, and
inciting the people to acts of violence until there
was actually danger of riot. The speaker raved
like a madman and exhorted the good christians
to club them out of their houses, if they came to
visit them. Such language has left the impress.
ion on the minds of the people of the community
that mormonism, as bad as it may be, shows more
marks of christianity and common decency than
that kind of language shows that church digna..
tary to possess. Being an outsider or gentile;
what effect such discussions will have on the
church. But morally it is damnable."
The sister who sent me the inform~;~tion, states
that the Saints are rejoicmg and others are ready
for baptism. Bro. Davis is on his way there.
The above puts me in mind of the dog barking
at the moon, while she heedlessly shines on for
the benefit of the universe. My soul is aglow
for the spread of truth. We are still meeting to.
ge~her here, and enjoying the Spirit in our assem.
bhes, though only eight persons, all told. On
my way home from Conference, I remained in
London over Sunday and by request, preached
in the morning and evening, also conducted
prayer and testimony meeting in the afternoon,
where we were greatly blessed. At the close of
the evening service I baptized one woman, who
had, for the first time, heard the truth preached
that day. Already I believe I realize the clouds
dispersing and the Spirit's deseent, after a long
period of darkness. 1\;Iay the strides of truth be
rapid. Yours in the gospel of Christ,
JosEPII LuFF.

WE clip the following from the Vineland, N. J.,
Daily Journal. It will be news to many who
once lmew James Ivins:
"DIED.

"JAMES IviNs.-Aged eighty years and twelve
days. Hemains to be interred at Upper Freehold,
Monmouth county, N. J., near the place of his
birth, on Saturday next, the 7th. The deceased
having resided in Vinelan!f for about ten and a
half years, had formed a wide circle of acquaintances and friends who highly appreciated him
for his many excellent qualities, as a kind neigh.
bor, a good citizen and humble christian; one
whose faith shone forth more in deeds than words,
as all who knew him can testify."
THE following is one of the ways employed by
the Saints in San Francisco, California, to pub.
lish our views and doctrines. We clip from a
San Francisco paper lately sent us:
"Joseph Smith (Latter Day Saints) vs. Brigham
Young's Uormonism and his Doctrines ofRebell.
ion, Polygamy, Adam God Theory, and Blood
Atonement (continued); examined by Elder D. S.
Mills at half. past two P.M.; by Judge H. P. Brown
at ha]f.past seven I'. lii. Grand Army RPpublic
Hall, 71 .New :Montgomery street.
~ ·~·~~------

TmWNTO, Ontario, April 25th, 1877.
Dear Brother Joseph ;_:Inclosed please find a
clipping from one of the local journals in Michi.
gan, being the opinion of an uninterested spec.
tator on the occasion referred to, concerning some
of our most fashionable and pious opponents.
During the last few days in January, and the :first
two weeks in February last, Bro. R. Davis and
myself labored in Reese, Michigan, amid much
opposition. At the end of twa weeks we baptized
fifteen into the Church, and left scores of en.
quirers and anxious hearers, the whole town be.
ing in an uproar. Some of the preachers came
to hear us from the Methodist and Baptist
churches; but refused to openly investigate the
doctrine, though often invited so to do; yet when
before their own congregations and in their pas.
toral visitations, took special care to warn their
flock against the "Joe Smith" doctrine. One
Elder of the Baptist Church undertook to prove
the "Signs" were needless, having accomplished
their work in establishing the gospel at its outset.
The rumor had gone abroad that we would be
away before the time appointed; but we heard of
it and remained, taking a front seat at the meet.
ing called. He made use_ of the usual statements
and ideas, and pointed out the success of the
gospel without these signs, &c. At the close of
the meeting we asked for. five minutes to speak
but were positively refused a minute. We then
asked the preacher to meet us the next day and
offered him one hour for every thirty minutes
occupied by ns, but he refused investigation in
a.ny form. After we ha.d left, it appea.rs, he be.
gins to lecture aga.inst Mormonism, assisted by
two other Elders of the same persuasion. It was
one of those meetings, or lectures, that the writer
of the following attended, and the "fanatical
monomaniac" referred to was one of the a~sisting
Elders.
·
"On the evening of March 22d, an intellectual
individual undertook to enlighten the people of
Reese, on the s>_1bject of the doctrine of the Latter
Day Saints; ancl to show them the errors of their
way. He gave a very fair discourse. The most
noticable feature of which was his pugilistic at.
titude which he assumed, as he became sufficiently
inflated to give vent to his riotous ange~ But at

lHYR'l'LE CREEK, Douglas Co., Oregon,
March 19th, 1877.
Dear Herald:-When I last wrote to you, I
was in Salem, and was about to begin a trip
southward. I have been on the move, and have
done considerable preaching. and perhaps some
gGod; but sometimes I think it quite a difficult
matter to get people to see the true light, yet "the
stone is rolling." I have leCtured and preached
over sixty times in this place, and have answered
all the popular objections that are urged against
us, as a Church; and the fruits are that a goodly
number of the influential citizens of this place
are very favorably impressed with our doctrines.
I look to see the sowing here produce an abund.
ant harvest.
I have baptized eighteen since I wrote you, and
have brought many more to confess that ours is
the doctrine of Christ. I organized a branch at
Ott, Coos county, and left them rejoicing in the
spirit of true brotherhood.
I have very urgent requests to visit Eastern
Oregon; also, Idaho and Washington Territories,
and I shall make an effort to go this spring; with
company, if I can-alone, if I must.
This has been the :finest winter ever known in
Oregon. At the present time the green grass
affords abundant pasturage for stock, and the
trees are putting on their dress of green. Every
thing looks cheerful for this country, for the
time of year.
I close, for I am to speak to.night on the need
of revelation; and as certain controversies have
lately showed the blindness of sectarianism in
this place, I hope to be able to make some stmng
points in favor of the blessed message that we
bear. I trust that I may have the faith aud
prayers of the Saints for the success of this mis.
sion; for it is not all "flowery beds of ease," I
can assure vou. With sentiments of true love for
all of Zion is friends, and breathing a prayer for
her prosperity, I am yours,
J. C. CLAPP.
Dowvru,E, Crawford county, Iowa,
1\'Iarch 31st, 1877.
Dear Herald :-It has been a long time since I
have seen any thing from this part. We have
meeting twice every Sabbath. I have not at.
tended very much this winter on account of poor
health and inconveniences. We expect to organ.
ize a Sunday School as soon as the weather
makes it possible for scholars to come from a distance. The Galland's Grove quarterly conference

I
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was well attended; many could not be seated, us, where I have been invited and promised con. other appointment to speak in the Spring Hill
and a number couldinot get in at all, and had to gregations. I have several investigating and School-house, which was very kindly offered to
stand outside, I hope that the Saints at the Grove reading in this town; all of good report. And him any time he so desired by Mr. L. :Th'I. Hvwell.
Ever praying for the welfare of Zion, I remain
will ere long erect a new church which will ac. here let me digress:
JAMES BAMBER.
comodate all.
I believe that I could have baptized, or prose- your brother,
We have had some little excitement of late, ior lyted a dozen into the Church, had I not been
the Methodists have been holding a revival at strenuous as to the law of adoption, and purity of
N.Kw AL:t3ANY, Wilson Co., Kan.,
·
April 2d, 1877.
Dowville, and now the Seventh Day Adventists thll motives and actions of those who not only
ars holding meetings near here, and many are ought to take upon them the name and reproach
Brn. Joseph and Henry :-I will inform you of
believing in their theory. Dear brothers and sis- of Christ, but whom I want to have some reason- the progress of the kingdom here. InN ovember
tors, I realize that we are living in a day when all able assurance concerning their willingness and last Brn. John and Richard Davies came here
who can be shaken will be shaken, and when all fixed purpose to keep his commandments, by and organized this branch of ten members.
who profess to be Saints will have to be Saints obedience to the law of God as recorded in Doc- Since that time I have been preaching all I could.
indeed. It is a day of trial and vexation, when trine and Covenants, unto true repentance. Noses I commenced labor on Painterhood about six
men's hearts fail them with fear. Pray for me, don't count for anything. I want to build upon miles south, and have spoken about ten times
that I may be one who will be ready when Christ the foundation something that will stand. I have there and baptized five. Two more have offered
comes.
not abandoned the pleasures of the world, tho de. themselves to be baptized this week. Prospects
I will tell vou a dream I had last night: I sire for gain, friends, good name and all the are good for quite an increase in numbers. The
thought I was in the top of a.n unfinished build- world holds dear, for any other purpose; and I members are all determined to do their duty.
ing, one which had no roof on it, and close around expect to stand for the truth the law and the tes. Your brother in Christ,
WILSONS. LOAR.
this building were mountains, and on them there timony, and not to make proselytes on any other
was a man who had a large vessel in his hand. terms. There seems to be a kind of a.n impres.
SnmATOR, LaSalle, Co., Illinois,
This vessel contained a clear liquid, like water, sion among the people, (and I've thought some.
April 7th, 1877.
and the man poured the liquid out upon tho times that it wasn't always confined to the Gen.
Dear Eclitors :-Concerning the condition of
earth, and I heard a voice, saying, "The wrath tiles), tbat to be dirty and poor, and ragged, and the work of the Lord in this part I would say
and the judgments of God are being poured out unreliable in temporal affairs, and persecuted, not that we have been blessed in our little branch
upon the earth." Then I was frightened, and I always for righteousness' sake, etc., was somehow, this week by a visitor from Braidwood, namely
looked for some place to fly to for safety, and I or in some way a connection and necessary at. Bro. Frank Lofty. He preached twice to us,·and
saw a child which I catJght in my arms, and, tend ant of Christ's doctrine and church; that the Saints wore truly blessed, so much that we
picking up a lamp, I turned to fly; but I heard abandonment of good name, by those that hadn't could not stop the tears from coming, and we felt
voices singing, and caught these words: "But a very good name to abandon, would somehow to say God speed Bro Lofty, as we bade him good
there will be joy among the Mormons." Then I eount in their favor ;-let the Elders see that fruit bye. On Thursday evening we held our social
awoke.
meet for true and God-accepted repentance is meeting, and we had a foretaste of the joy which
Praying that God's word will spread over all brought forth, and we shall have less dead is to come. Some of the Saints said that they
the earth, I remain your humble sister in Christ, branches on the great and True Vinfl.
never before felt the influence of the Holy Spirit
IsABEL S. WILDER.
Well-I want you to send any tract, word, ar. so powerfully. Dreams and visions have been
--·--·---ticle, or advice, you have, that will assist me in given to us of late showing us that God will in.
tlcRANTON, Kansa8, April 4th, 1877.
my lecture. Please write me what answer you deed bestow his gifts, and language cannot des.
Brother Henry:- '\V c arc trying to present the would make to Rev. 22: 11; of the rich man and cribc the feeling of love we enjoyed, and the
true light. Prejudice is very strong, but we are Lazarus and the gulf; and upon all disputed Saints here feel determined more than ever to go
determined to do our duty, and we trust in God texts. Also help me with your prayers. It is the on to perfection. I have been hoping to see
for strength. I realize for my own part more opening wedge of the light of truth and will set something in the Herald from were I first enjoyed
than ever the need of treasuring up the words of people to thinking and prepare the way for a the Spirit of God. 0 brethren and sisters of
the Lord, that when we stand up before the peo. work in North Michigan; God grant it. I have the Kewanee Branch, I feel for you, I pray for
ple to declare the gospel of Jesus Christ we may set my ha?d to tho gospel plough ~nd don't pur. you, and cannot resist this expression that we
do it in the power of the Spirit, which Spirit is pose lookmg back. Your brother m trut!J,
I must work while it is called to day. I still
promised to lead and guide us into all truth.
lYIYRON H. BoND.
cherish the feelings that I enjoyed while assem.
1Ne that have once erred in going to the land of
---·------bled with you. How can we help praising God
salt, can look back and see our mistake, orfe
NEwToN, Iowa, April 8th, 18'77.
when he was so merciful as to be willing to save
unnecessary if we had been more dilligent in
Dear Hemlcl :-There are many op~nings for Sod om and Gomorrah, providing there was only
treasuring up the words of the Lord, given in the the preaching of the word in this District, and a few righteous. I thank God that I was brought
Bible, Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Cove- some excellent opportunities have been granted· to a knowledge of the truth, and that our Renants. What a harvest of consolation we could to the elders in good neighborhoods. Brn. Walker dee mer intercedes for us at tho right hand of
have enjoyed by this time, if we had held fast to and Houghton have filled two appointmentsoflate God. Our prospects look rather dark temporally,
tho rod of iron, wh!ch is the ~ruth of God. But' at Kellogg, about eight miles east from here, and as our employers want to pull clown the price ·of
I am thankful to htm for sendmg good shepherds quite an interest exists there, it being something labor, but we feel determined to servo our Creator
again to gather up the sheep, those that have been new for them. Bro. T. E. Lloyd and myself have to the end through evil as well as through good
scattered in tho dark and cloudy clay, and for been holding meetings every two weeks, south of repo_rt, Any Elder who .":ill giv~ us a ca!l.will
bringing us back to the true gospel of Christ, and here about three miles at the Coal Banks since recetve a welcome. Desmng an mterest m the
I trust our experiences will be sanctified by the tho first of tho winter. 'we find some ther~ quite. prayers. of God's people ~ still remain your
Lord for the good of some souls.
favorable, and I think that ere long some will be I brother 111 the gospel of Chnsl,
Yom brother in the gospel,
J. ll. J.uwr~.
ready for the water. We also have an appoint- I
JACOB STANLEY.
-------------~
ment about six miles north. west, once every two I
--~----~Cr,A~I LAKE, JVIich., 1\farch 13th, 1877.
wer.ks; no trouble to get a house full. We shall
.LONDON, Ontario, April 9th, 187'7,
Bro. Henry :-I had a long talk with Bro. endeavor to work for our :Master as time will
Bro. Hen1'?J :-On the '7th I baptized two more
:Marsh, a. Presbyterian minister of our placE>, who permit, but we have a poor chance of going to fill heads of families; I also had good liberty in
is a good friend of mine. ·we could agree on our appointments, having to walk and sometimes preaching last night. I believe others will soon
many things, but when ·we discuss the que,;tion of find it bad roads. Bro. Lloyd is an able speaker, unite with us, for many are enquiring after truth.
the future punishment of the wicked, we, of and has done well in presenting tho truth to the I want to go to St. Thomas soon again, because I
comse, split wide. He had never known my faith people, being blessed with much of the Spirit. I feel that we will have a branch raised up there,
on that point, and took occasion to make the sub- talk :1 little at times, h11t do the most of my part although persecution is groat.
J. J. CORNISII.
ject tho theme of his sermon, the Sunday (last) in singing and reading.
---·-following, and did well, considering the tools he
Our little branch is progressing slowly, yet we
XENIA, Clay county, Ill.
had to work with.
shall try to outride the storms and anchor our
March 20th, 1877.
Bro. Henry:-Om late conference was blessed
Now, this was done for my benefit; and I ex. barks on tho other shore. Bro. ·wesley Barber,
pect to reply, or rather, perhaps, in public to ven. Deacon of our branch, has been down with the with peace and decorum; not a discordant ele.
tilate the doctrinal points of Calvin's faith, in our rh~umatis.m about five weeks i has suflered much ment appeared to blight the harmony and unity.
public hall next week, Friday evening, in con- pam, b?t IS some better now.
Our brethren seem to have learned that "petty
trast with the Bible teaching on the subject of
Praymg for the welfare of God's people, I am I strifes" about "minor points" are only clogs on
God's eternal and just judgl)lent. I shall have a as ever yours,
D. C. WIIrrB.
the wheels of progress; that they retard rather
full, critical, and intelligent h0use. There is a
-----·----·--·-·
than increase the gospel work.
GALLATIN Co., Montana,
As a. district we are doubtless advancing. New
good deal of talk and wonderment among some
people of this town, who knew me in a business
1\Iarch 25th, 1877.
fields of labor are frequently opened, resulting in
acquaintance while at Bond's :Mills, to know that
Editor's Herald :-The work in this part is additions to the Church. But, while this good
I a.m a "Mormon;" as I have, since coming here, moving on slowly. 'ro day Bro. A. B. :M:oore result is being had, the Lord is also taking some
been letting my "light shine;" and my books and preached on the existance of a God, providing of our members to be with him. On the 21st of'
tracts are over all the country, and are certainly, that tho Bible is the word of Gorl. Some man. February Alney Haws, a.n aged veteran of the
if nothing more, removing prPjudice.
ifested a strong belief in what was said.
gospel, was called to his rest. Also March 10th
It is almost impossible for me to get away from
Tllere has been some very dark clouds hanging T. G. Clements, a worthy young brother, passed
home, as I have my family to see to and support; over the Saints of JVIontana, but I believe it is beyond the veil'. In this connection I wish also
and I a cripple at that; but I am going to pre. the desire of all toarousethemselvestotheirduty I to mention the voluntary death of Elder J(>hn
sent our faith at two or three places sunounding in thi~ latter day wqrk, Bro. JHoore made an. , Buntinl'l', of th~ C~r~stiap C)lurch, who cornmit1
1
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ted suicide February 19th by hanging himself in
his barn, near Jeffersonville, Wayne county. Mr.
Bunting was formerly one of the ablest and most
efficient preachers of his denomination in this
part of the country. But about the year 1870
brother Wm. Anderson of Montrose, Iowa, while
here preaching, was violently opposed by Mr.
Bunting, who sarcastically demanded a sign, and
brother Anderson gave him this sign: That the
judgment of the Almighty should visit his household, and that Mr. Bunting should die degraded.
Every feature of this prediction has been fulfilled.
One member of his household has been affiicted
with :fits; another died after almost a year's sickness, and a third was injured by the kick of a
horse. In addition to these, various church difficulties, family troubles, and :financial embarrassment, are assigned as the reasons for his self destruction. And so lessened was he that his own
brethren would not allow his funeral to be preached in their meeting house. If brother Anderson
has a memorandum of his prediction we would
like to see it that we may be certain about the
language, but the above is the testimony of it by
the brethren and sisters who were present.
A. N. CAUDLE.
GnEEN's LANDING, Jlile., April 2d, 1877.

Bro. Hem·y:-I love the glorious work of the
latter days, and I rejoice in every thing that
marks its on ward course; and I am thankful that
God gave me a willing heart to obey the gospel.
Eight years ago myself and husband were baptized, and I can thank my Heavenly Father that
he has blessed us with his Holy Spirit. I love to
read God's word. Dear Saints, think of the sacrifice that was made for us, and if we obey from
the heart and are keeping his commands he will
take the truths of God and show them unto us.
liy desires and prayers arc that Zion may speedily be redeemed. We are having no preaching
here now, for Bro. G. IV. Eaton is now laboring
in the Eastern District; but we are having prayer
and testimony meetings about every Sabbath.
Our ·attendance is small. \Ve have had some
serious troubles, but I rejoice that some are trying to keep the law, and ·are everydav· Saints.
From yot1r sister in hope,
•
CYNTIIIA B. KNOWLTON.
·wooDBINE, Harrison Co., Iowa.
April 12th, 18i'7.
Brethren Joseph cmcl Henry :-This morning
hwther and sister l\Iacauley left us for their
home in Wisconsin, and I do not know when I
have felt so deeply affected as when the word
farewell struck the chords of affection. At the
time I was also suffering in body, and I desired
that he should administer to me, and 0 how fervent was the prayer that went up that I might hecome strong. In a short time the pain left me,
and I felt to praise God for giving his servant
this power, and I know that God is the same unchangeable being, and that the failure is in us,
and that for lack of faith in him the promises are
often withheld. So I felt to cry unto him for
more of that faith which layeth hold of the precions things of God. I have been blessed and my
famiiy many times in a similar manner, ancl I am
therefore thankful to have a knowledge of the
truth as it is in Christ Jesus.
And now that Bro. Macauley has left us alone
again, I have felt, as well as my sisters, to ask,
Did we appreciate him as we ought? For truly
he did his best to instruct us in the things of God,
and to show us the green pastures beside the living water, f,Jr his heart is full of love to God with
that ever abiding zeal. 0, how good it is to be
clad in the armor of truth. He is seventy-eight
years old, but still feels desirous of doing more
in the work, and I hope that he may be blessed
in his desires, and that his relations and friends
may receive his testimony I sincerely hope for
their sake that an Elder may be sent to \Visconsin, and that some Saints may there be found to
cheer them.
And now I see and feel that it is good to be a
Saint in very deed, although the world mock and
deride. 0 that sin and error may be brought
down and truth eternal established. :M:ay God
help us to endure to the end. Your sister in the
covenant!
..
:j<jl;\THEn n.oHmm.

==========~======~========~==

BAR'l'ON, Labette Co., Kansas, April, 1877.1 mim to save the settlement of Stony Hill from de.

Editor's Herald :-The Saints in the Uound struction.
Valley Branch are trying to serve God to the best
of their ability, and, by the help of his Spirit,
they intend to do so as long as they live. Sr.
l\Iargaret Davis, who died recently, was my wife.
She was 41 years old instad of 43 as sent to the
Hem!d. I was not at home when the letter went
off. Now if there is a sister among the Saints
who is without a home, I would like to have one
to take care of my house and children. I have a
vcr.v good home and dislike to break it up.
Your brother.
BENJ. H. DAVIS.

Two small ve10scls wilh their cargoes foundered
in the Atlantic, near Wilmington, N. C., on the
16th of April. The crew of one, 16 men, and it is
supposed also the crew of the other, were entirely
lost.
There were 176 deaths from plague at Bagdad
in Asia, in one week, and it is appearing in otliet
places ..
The cattle plague still gives trouble in England.

NEWS SUMMARY.

Confereuce Notices.

[Prepared expressly for the Herald.]

A conference :will be held at String Prairie,
Iowa, convening on Saturday, Jun.e 2d, 1877. A
full and punctual attendance is desired, and the
branches are requested to bear in mind the duty
of sending representatives, for there will be bl,lsiness of importance presented at said session.
JoHN H. LAKE, President.

The war news in the East is very exciting for
the European nations at our latest ad vices, April
28th. The Czar of Russia sent forth his manifesto,
April 24th, declaring war with Turkey, giving as
a reason his desire to ameliorate the condition of
the oppressed Christian population of the Turkish
provinces. He says that the rejection of the protocol and the refusal of the Porte to accede to the
'fbe Spring River District will hold a quarterly
just demands of Europe leave no other way but
for Russia to act independently in this matter, conference at the Columbus Branch. May ~5th,
JAntES DuTTON, Clerk.
and to force a reform in Turkish rule by war, as 1877.
peaceful efforts have not succeeded. He says
that he is profoundly convinced of the justice of
lhaforDnatiou \Vanted.
their cause, and of the necessity of action, and he
Ephraim Bird, of Hawthorn street, West Smethinvokes the blessings of God upon his armies, wick, near Birmingham, England, would like to
and ordered them across the Turkish frontiers. know the present whereabouts of Thomas Bird.
This makes the province of Roumania the meet- When last heard of, in August, 1875, he was at
ing ground ancl field of carnage, for a time at least., St. Joseph, 1\Io., and then intended to go to New
as Hussian troops have already crossed, and the Orleans, and thence to England; but no tidings of
Turks have destroyed railroads, etc., in that prov- him have been received since then. Any one
ince, and as we write a speedy conflict is expect- knowing about him will do a favor by addressing
ed. The Hussians have also crossed into Asiatic as above.
Turkey. People arc fleeing from the horrors of
war, soldiers are throwing up entrenchments, and
Samuel Harler desires. intelligence of his brothwe can imagine that we see and hear the dread
pomp and circumstance of war, which may con- er, Edward Harler, native of Abertillery, l\Ionvulse all Europe under the mighty e·nergies and mouthshire, Wales. When last heard of he was
national power that can make the earth shake in Brazil, Indiana, and left there for California
with the tread of millions who are hut sent out to about six years ago. He is forty years of age,
slay their fellows, but for which they have these light complexion, and by occupation a collier.
many years been kept and trained and prepared. Samuel Harler, Temple street, Tredegar, Wales.
The English press condemns the Czar's manifesto,
as being a hasty and unadvised action, one not
Wanted to know the whereabouts of sister Hanfor Europe, but for 11m·self alone. England is nah Skeery, or either of her sons, James or John.
alarmed over her own interests in the East, and They will hear of their old friend, Wm. McLean,
Brittish officers on leave have been ordered to by addressing me at 5i Second street, San Fran·
join their regiments. The chief nations of En- cisco, California.
rope are now sustaining and increasing their armies to the utmost of their abilities.
.Born.
In this country the European war news has
caused the speculators in grain to rapidly put up
Born, March 7th, 1877, to brother Wm. C. and
the price, wheat advancing 40 to 50 cents per ·sister E. Lanyon, of Davis City, Decatur county,
bushel within a few days previous to writing. Iowa, a son,-his name to be Delpha.
One speculator on 'Change, Chicag-o, who had
At London, Ontario, April 17th, 1877, to brother
bought wheat at $1.45, sold 150,000 bushels at William and sister H. Claw, a son. All is well.
$1.~~· r:ealizi~g, ~~2.500 by t,he week's. advan~e.
At Watford, Ontario, February 'bth, 1877, fo
Vanous other parties made $100.000. 01 upward, brother and sister Lewis, a daughter. The child
each.
. .
. .
.
.
is doing well
The famme m Indra rs approachmg rls worst
.
.
~~
condition, by its long continuance, but the near- I At ~ondon, Ontano, March 23J, ~811, to ~lr.
ing of another crop time is looked forward to for· and s:ste_r Webber,. a daughter. It ts well with
relief. An outbreak of cholera has also taken both :notner and child.
place in Akyab, and a fourth of the number of
Married.
Europeans living there died within thirty hours.
At. the residence of brother William Hartman,
A severe ,gal~ or tornad.o occurred at Ga~veston, I of Fayette, Iowa, on the evening of February 6th,
Texa~, 4pnl 2<±th, and. d1~ CO?Siderahle a am age 1877, by Elder c. H. Jones, Mr. R. P. Corbin and
to bmldmgs, and to shrppmg m the harbor.
sister Elizabeth Hartman both of Pleasanton
T~Je steamer Alas.ka ar~ived_ in S~n Francisco, Iowa. May much happine~s be theirs to enjoy. '
Apnl22d, from Chma, wrth 9o0 Chmese passen.
. ,
gers, and among them a number of small pox
At the residence of th~ bn~e s parents, N ewto~,
case 11•
Iow~, on the 22d of Apnl, 1817, by El?er Job~ X.
In some parts of California rain has fallen to do Davis, Mr. Frank A. Needham and Blst.er Dmah
considerable good, and if this or a moist atmos- Amos, both.of Jasper county, Iowa. May peace
phere continues awhile longer fair crops are and prospenty attend them.
hoped for where previously they were despaired
At. Fall River, Mass., April 19ih, 1877, at the
of. But in other parts the grain, the grass and residence of thB bride's parents, by Elder John
the flocks of sheep all have a poor prospect. The Gilbert., Mr. John E'itten to sister Mary J. Hack·
artesian wells are effectual in some places. One ing. May their pathway be that of the just.
well. is mention~d in the Pac!Ji~ Rural Press as
pie(~.
tlowmg a suffic1ent stream to rrngate 200 acres of
At 1M h ,
E 1 d J\1
h th
~
f
land
anc es,er, ng an '
arc 13' · • 18 ' 7 , 0
N~ws from Honclout, New York, April 13th, bronchitis, Willard, infant son of Tho:ra~ and:-ra;~
said that forest fires were raging near there, and tha Hughes, grandson of John and S a Ma he ~
in one place an area of ten square miles was o~ Nebraska Ctty, Nebraska, aged 10 months anq
burned over, It tqok, tb,e earnest efforts of all the 2u days,
1
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At the Little River Branch, Decatur county,
Iowa, December 18th, 1876, sister Hannah Perdun,
oonsort of brother David Perdun. She was born
August 6th, 1800, was married to David Perdun,
January, 1821, lived and walked as his companion
till separated by his death, December 3d, 18i5.
She raised a family of seven children, the youngest of whom is now thirty-eight years of ag.e. It
is written of her: She hath done what she could,
At San Bernardino, California, March 13th, 187i,
of old age, sister Charity Shepherd. Sr. Shepherd
wa.s born in Addison county, Vermont, May 4th,
1794; she was baptized into the Church by Solomon Hancock, iu Ohio, in 1831, and recovenanted
in baptism, in March 28th, 1870, the rite being
administered by brother James W. Gillen. She
testified to the last, that she knew the latter day
work to be true. Her history was an eventful one,
and for forty-six years identified with the faith
and Church of Christ.
At !Viachias, Maine, March 16th, 1877, sister
Josephine, wife of brother SaiL uel J. Foss.
At Watford, Ontario, February lith, 1877, sis·
ter Martha M., wife of brother W. Lewis. The
deceased was 42 years of age, had given birth to
twelve children, of which seven are now living.
She has belonged to the Reorganized Church of
Jesus Christ about fifteen years; was one of the
first in Canada, and always contended for the faith
once delivered to the saints.
At .}!ottsville, Douglas county, Nevada, April
8th, 18i7, sister Elizllbeth 1\Iott, aged i3 years, 5
months and 1 day. Sr. Mott became a member of
the Church in 183i, in Canada. She removed to
Nauvoo, whence she removed to Utah, thence to
Nevada in 1852, where she united with the Reorganization by baptism at the hands of Elder A. H.
Smith, in July, 1867. She wa.s born in Amsterdam, Montgomery county, N. Y., November 7th,
1804. None knew sister Mott but to respect her.
She retired to bed at her usual hour on Saturday
night., and when found early on Sunday morning,
the angel of peace had been with her,-her body
was at rest, her spirit was flown. She fell asleep
in Christ.
Services by Elder George Smith, of
Pleasant Valley, were largely attended.
At Council Bluffs, Iowa, ;June D•b, 18 76 , Ida
May, daughter of John and Amy White, aged 5
years, 11 months and 11 days.

S~INTS'

ME

ALD.

At her residence, ·near Elvaston, Hancock county, Illinois, December 2d, 1876, sister Jane Wells,
wife of Alanson Wells. She was born in Park
county, Indiana, August 23d, 1830, was baptized
and confirmed July 25th, 1875, by Elder John H.
Lake, who also conducted the services at her funeral.
At Canton, Illinois, April 9th, 1877, i'homas
Morgan, aged 18 years, i months and 6 days. He
was born at Mineral Ridge, Trumbull county,
Ohio, in 1858.

I
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A CALL TO THE SAINTS.

In accordance with the instruction of the late
General Conference, I hereby make this call upon
the Church for funds to sustain the missions appointed and continued by vote of said Conference.
Subscriptions from branches and individuals in
districts where there are ;Bishop's Agents, should
be paid to said agents, and such funds as are
paid in answer to this call, and so specified, should
by them be sent to me together with all actual
tithings received by them, as heretofore directed.
But other offerings not so specified but paid in
to be used in the districts by the instructions of
their conferences are to be so retained and used,
if needed, or, if not, then they may be sent to the
general treasury of the Church. Where there
are no agents all these funds should be sent directly to me.
As the servant of the Church, and in the hope
of the gospel, I subscribe myself your brother in
IsnAEL L. RoGEns,
the Lord,

r
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The Saints' Herald:
Official paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ Of
Latter Day Saints, explanatory of the faith of the Church, and
contains correspondence from different parts of the world, giving accounts of the progress of the Church, and setting forth
the dealings of God with his people. Published semi-monthly,
sixteen large pages. Price $2.15 per year, half year $1.10, free
1 of postage. JOSEPH SMITH and HENRY A. STEBBINs editors.

Zion's Hope:
A paper for children and Sunday Schools, published semimonthly, price 60 cents per annum, SOc. per half year, free of
postage. JosEPH SMITH and HENRY A. STEBBINS editors.

Holy Scriptures:
Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith the Martyr.

Bound in Imitation Turkey, gilt
u

Tur,k, ey Sup,,erior
"
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clasp,

Roxburg

Arabesque, gilt
Itoan, plain
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New Testament, inspired edition

2 70
3 50

3 75
3 75

2 40
2 20
75

Book of Mormon:
Full Roan, sprinkled edges,
Full Turkey Morocco, marbled edges
Full Turkey Morocco, full gilt, gilt edges,

125
l 75
2 25

Doctdne and Covenants :
In sprinkled Sheep
In Morocco, marbled eUges,

1 25
1 75

The Saints' Harp-Hymn Book:
In Roan, plain

In Roan, full gilt, gilt edges

In Mdrocco, plain, marbled edges
ln Morocco, full gilt, gilt edges

1 25
1 75
200
2 25

Hes})eris:
Poems, by Dr«hl IT. Smith, 202 pages, fancy cloth,
gllt •<Ill"•

Bishop of the Ohw·clb.

1 50

Blank Books:
Branch Reco:t•ds, well bound in Leather backs and

corners, muslin sides, printed headings, and ruled for 624

names. Every branch should have one.
3 00
At last we have the news of an aggressive District Records, printed headings and ruled for
1,248 names, and bound same as above
8 00
movement of Rttssia.. The movement is a surprise.
The Czar h,ls ordered his forces along the south Branch Finance Booirs, headed and· ruled for
Receipts and Expenditures of money, for Branch, Dim ..
shore of the Black Sea upon Turkey in Asia. The
trict, and General Church Funds; price 35 cents.
direction is toward .Jentsalem. The present outlook is one of romalic interest. The suggestion Baptism, Confirmation, and Ordination Certificates
bound in fiexible covers~ 40 cents each.
made in •Daniel Deronda' S€ems a possible fact in
Near Ellsworth, Kansus, (date of death not giv- history. Russia is marching two hundred and fif
Licenses and Notices:
en), of bronchial consumption, sister Susan Den, ty thousand strong toward the Holy Land. But Elder's, Priest's, Teacher's, and Deacon's, Licenses, per
nis, daughter of brother Adam and sister Angeline it is a long march. The intervening country is
dozen, 12 cents.
L. Dennis, aged 22 years, 3 months and 18 days. desolate and dangerous. The Moslem, too, as well Blank Notices for Lectures, Preaching, and Two Days' Meet.
b 22d 1871 b Eld
1ugs, each, per hundred, . .-....
50
' d 0
S he was b aptlze
cto er
,
-, Y
er · as the Jew, and both of them more than the Rus Preaching Notices, smaller, per hundred,
40
H. Gurley, at Lamoni, Iowa.
sians, love the ancient fatherland bordering the
Pamphlets:
At Corinne, Utah, March Hith, 18i7, of brain Mediterranean; and the iu~a:ding hosts f!<:m the Rules of Order and Debate for all the DeliberP.tive
fever, sister Thirza Moore, aged 10 years and 6 North ;nay
.rep~lled. _EVI~ently a crJsls has
Assemblies of the Church; also a Chapter on
months. She was baptized last July, at Omaha, come. War IS mev1table, Jll~gmg .from the latest.
Branch llule~ and one on Reports of Branches
Nebraska, by brother Medlock. She spoke of her announcements !rom the cap1tals of Europe. Ger- I
and Districts,'
death before it occurred, and was no.t afraid to go. many and Austria are uneasy.-Sclected.
\
32 mo., l2B pages, bound in limp cloth, 50 cents.
At Chatham, Ontario, March 18th, 1877, of dip-~~-----~·-~---~Visions of Joseph Smith the Seer, Discoveries of
Iberia, aged 4 years, 8 months and 10 days, WilSong is the tongue through which the emotions
Ancient American Records and Relics, with
liam Reynolds, son of S. C. and Elizabeth R~y- especially speak. A dry soul seldom sings; and
the Statement of Dr. Lederer (Converted Jew)
nolds. Services by Elder Robert Davis.
when an occasional song breaks forth, it is evidence
and ,others,, . " ,.
, .
At Blenheim, RondEau, Ontario, March :28th; that one of heaven's dew-drops has fallen upon it,
f~-~5~~~~ ~~:~t;.4 [0~· ~·~~~£a mml 10 cents each, threo
7
1877, Thomas E., infant son of Richard and Mar· moistening it a lit!k The voice of religion is a Voice of Wa~ning and Instm.ction to all People
garet Coburn, aged 1 year, 1 month and 8 days.
voice of song. Both the heathen's God and the
74 pages, by mail 20 cents each; three for 50 cents, ~ne
At Grand Manan N. B February 7th 1877 Christian's God are jiraisud in song. There is at
dozen for $2.
Carlton Mansfield L'akema~, aged 3 years' and
least this unity and the pagan Christian service.
Trial of the Witnesses, to the Resurrect.ion of J·e1
sus-a Legal Argument,
months, son of George H. and L. Lakeman.
Those who come to you to talk about others are
36 pages, 10 cents each.
At Noble, Dickinson county, Kansas, July 14th, the ones who go to others to talk about you.
Concordance to Book of Covenants,
1876, Alma, son of brother J. F. and sister Eliza--·---24 pages, 10 cents.
beth McClure, aged 1 year, G months and 26 days.
.. .~...
Minutes of Annual Conference for 1873,
liLU•ul'C!!!!;C§,
34 pages, 10 cente.
At San Bernardino, California, December 30th,
William Hart, 865 Folsom Street, San Francis- -----·-----·------·-----------·---·-·-·-1876, of pulmonary bronchitis, sister Eliza Mee. 0 , Cal.
Sr. 1\Iee was born in Leicester, England, SepternThomas W. Smith, box 5~>, Stewartsville, De ~Look Here.-A mark opposite this notice will inber 30th, 1821. Her husband, Sydney 1\Iee, was Kalb county, Mo.
form subscribers that their time is out with the number thus
bol"D in Trington, England, May 24th, 181i, and
H. C. Bronson, 6lll North 1~.'ashington Street., marked, as many fail to notice the time on their label. Re·
J
Dl'Hh 18'""6
mittancesaredesired. Attention is called tothenoticegiving
d d f t h "d f
16 0
YP Ol ever, anuary ~v' •
I ·
Peoria, Illinois.
full instructions about how, and to whom to send all money,
At Unionburg, Harrison county, Iowa, March
Mark H. Forscutt, box 400, Nl hra~·:,a City, Neb. orders, and business letters as recently advised.
19th, 1877, after nine days' sickness, brother Ed·
E. C. Briggs, Wheeler's Grove, l ottawattamie
THE SAINTs' HERALD is published SEMH<ONTHLY, at Plano,
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SAW ANOTITER ANGEL * *, ITAVING THE EVERLASTING GOSPEL TO PREACH TO THEM THAT DWEI,L ON 'l'!IE EARTH
*, SAYING,
FEAR GOD AND GIVE GLORY '1'0 HIM, FOR THE HOUR OF HIS JUDGMENT IS Cmm."-HEV. 14: 6-7.
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"HEARKEN '1'0 THE WORD OF THE LORD, FOR 'l'IIERE SIJ:ALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG 1_'"0U HAVE SAVE IT BE ONE WIFE."-BOOK
OF MORMON; JACOB 2:6.
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TnE following cut from the New York Her. '
.
.
ald of Apnl 14th, was evrdently wntten by
one who has been through the flint mill of
Utah experiences, and knows whereof she affirms. It is, of course, improper to convict
· of th e fiew · but a ny sys ·
th e mass by •h
o e sms
.
. .
'
.
tern_ that reqmres ?uphcrty and dec~rt to
achreve success, and msures debauchery m the
thoughts and practices of the mass of its devotees cannot safely be defended by the more
. ' .
·
.
f
mtelhgent ones. It Is susceptrble_ of proo'
strong proof, that the system complamed of by
the writer of this clipping, has been imposed
upon the womanly element of Mormonism
against their wishes and feelings by special
.
.
'
pleadmg, and m far too many cases by systematic proscription and persecution, as stated:

WOMEN ENSNARED IN UTAH.
ScRANTON,

Pa., Aprilll, 1877.

To lhe Editor of the Herald:-

I, as a wife of an elder in Brigham Young's
Church, would like to say a few things in behalf of the women in Utah, a great many of
whom cannot read for themselves, and are led
into false doctrine by the leaders of the Church i
and even where they can read, they are deceived by the false representations of the el .
ders, until they get to Utah, and then, by the
force of circumstances, they are compelled to
stay and submit to fate. The way it is done
is this :-The elders, when on a mission, generally avoid the subJect of polygamy, confining
themselves to the principles and doctrines
taught by Joseph Smith, telling women that a
belief in polygamy is not necessary; that a man
cannot marry the second wife without the first's
consent; that not one-half of their people were
polygamists, even going far enough to deny
their own belief in the doctrine. I went to Utah
on the strength of these statements, and when
I got there I found I had been deceived by
false prophets, ravening wolves. I came home
to Pennsylvania, satisfied there was something
rotten in the Church in Utah, and when I
came to study the Book of :Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants I found they were leading the people astray. There is no such thing
as polygamy in the gospel taught by Joseph
Smith, and a true Latter Day Saint is not required to, nor will not, follow a prophet any
further than he follows and teaches the doctrine of Christ and His apostles, and none know
this better than the leaders of the Church in
Utah.
In 1850, John Taylor, one of the twelve, in
a discussion held in France said :-"We are
Whol~

1\'b, 3?'0.

accused of_polygamy and actions the most obscene-actwns that none but a depraved heart
could believe·" and in refutation of the accusation he said, "I will read you our belief on
marriage," and he then and there read an article fro~ _the Doctrine and Covenants that. in
most posrtrve terms
. confined
. a man .to one w1fe,
he at the same trme knowmg that rt was a de·
liberate and unqualified lie, and he was a polygamist at that very time. In regard to the
testimony given by women of Utah, I do not
consider it worth a "rushlight." In 1842
nineteen women published a card in the
Church paper in Nauvoo declaring they knew
of no other marriage ceremony than the monogamic ceremony in the Doctrine and Cove.
nants, and in 1869 so~e of those very ':om~n
swear they were ma~r1ed to Jos~ph Snnth m
1841, two years before they clarm the sham
revelation was given. I received a letter from
a lady friend not long ago, and in answer to
an inquiry of mine as to how another lady felt
whose husband had taken another wife, shg
says, "Sister l\1-- would rather have a little
peace and happiness here than all hell here
and all the glory hereafter. These are my
sentiments too." Poor girl! she has since taken "hell," for her husband has married another. With beautiful consistency the names
of both women can be found in the famous petition of Congress. Of course, there was no
undue influence brought to bear on the women
who signed that petition! I can best show
the magnanimity with which they always use
women by telling the circumstances of one of
their victims here, in Scranton. Her husband,
in spite of all she could do, went to Utah.
She, being too smart to let the elders fool her
with falsehoods, refused to go with him. One
of the elders told him to give her one-third of
his property and then he was free. She is the
mother of a large family; three of the children
are alive and one has died since he left. The
night her baby died she received a letter from
her husband, tellin!l: her if she would not come
to Utah he would do something for his children, but never anything for her again. Oh,
how kind t how considerate!
One of the elders writes my husband thus:
-"I was surprised to learn of Brother-going to Utah. I do not think he will be sorry, though the love and companionship of a
wife must be hard to sacrifice; but the Savior's
promise to those who leave all and follow Him
will be verified, and Brother--'s wife may
eventually become reasonable and tractable
and join him in Zion." Arch fiends! When
I think of the misery and wrongs women suffer at the hands of the men who have sold the
saints ag Judas Iscariot sold Christ, I almost
cry to God for the eloquence of Demosthenes

No.lO.
,.Ji

that I might awaken the hearts of my countrymen to action. The forced position of the majority of women in Utah is a disgrace compared to which African slavery was nowhere. It
should cause the cheek to blush and the blood
to tingle with indignation and shame in the
veins of every man who loves his mother, wife,
daughter or sister. And if the government
of the United States allows one rebel against
its laws to sit in the hall of Representatives,
let them drop the "bloody shirt" in the wave
of oblivion and tell Jeff Davis to come and
bring one of his best broken and trained black
slaves and George Q. Cannon his female ditto.
Then, with the happy quartet before him, let
Dr. Newman thank God for this happy, free
country, where all are born free and equal but
black men and white women.
A

TRUE LATTER DAY SAINT.

WHOSE SIN WAS IT 1
The :Mcrrmon bishop, John D. Lee, has paid
the penalty for his great crime. Lee was no
ordinary criminal; he was a religious enthusiast and not a man of brutal instincts. Although he committed wholesale murder, and
mercilessly sacrificed the tender infant, the
helpless invalid and the gray·haired matron,
yet he was noted for benevolence, for enterprise, for brain power and for devotion to his
religious belief; but he was a persecuted man,
and this it was that led him into crime.
Religious persecution in the nineteenth
century and in Republican America is a curious fact; for our political creed has been
said by its enemies to mean "unlimited license." However, unlimited license certainly
did not mean license of any kind for the Mormon. Popular clamor drove him a fugitive
flying from his home and temple in Ohio.
Again, in Missouri were their factories destroyed, their farms laid waste, their saints
(they were saints to them) assassinated and
their prophet imprisoned for years, charged
with treason. As applied to Joseph Smith
this was a ridiculous charge, but it is one that
has always been very convenient when the imprisonment of rllligious leaders was the object
in view. At last compelled to abandon the
labor of years we see them flying from their
homes while murder, rapine and pillage stalk
over their well-cultivated farms and through
their thriving villages. Women and children,
sick people and cripples, the aged and the
idiotic were shot and burned in their homes
by scores.
On the banks of the Mississippi, far from
their persecutors, they stop their flight.
Again peace and prosperity smile upon them,
and Nauvoo, a city of 20,000 inhabit.ant.s 1
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springs into life at their command. Temples
of worship are erected, farms and orchards
teem with wealth, and yet a volcano slumbers
beneath them; they worship at a strange
shrine j they reverence a now bible; they
have "Latter Day Saints," and they foilow the
teachings of living prophets. Against them
comes the combined weight of all other churches, divided as between themselves, but united
in the efforts to put down the new dogmas.
A crusade against them is organized by religious fanatics, but being taking up by the criminal classes and ignorant enthusiasts, it is carried to a result nor contemplated by its originators. The prophet was slain, their city
destroyed, and after a brief battle the last
Mormon is driven across the father of waters,
and on the western bank of the great river, in
full sight of their desolated homes, over thtee
hundred women, children and feeble folks perished; and still they refused to doubt the
truth of the revelations contained in the book
of Mormon, and still they trusted in the teachings of their living prophets. "Let us go beyond the reach of our enemies," they said, and
into the land of savages they plunged that
they might leave behind their more deadly
and unrelenting foes. Storms howled over
their unprotected heads, cold pinched, heat
scorched, and hunger withered them. Seasons came and went before the emaciated survivors arrived on the barren deserts beside the
Dead Sea of America. From the Mississippi
River to Utah it is said the Mormon trail
could be followed by the rude piles of stone
which marked the graves of the devoted followers of the American prophet.
They were now on Mexican tm:ritory, and
they flattered themselves that here they could
remain walled in by the everlasting mountains,
and if they could only wrest from the desert
sufficient nourishment to sustain life, they
could live and die in peace. But the Mormons, though gone, were not forgotten.
Brother Jonathan fought and conquered Mexico; and, having seen the industry of the Mormons, he believed their territory, barren
though it was, might some day be valuable,
and so he took it and sent a military expedition to secure obedience to his laws. Brigham
Young was then a penniless but spirited young
leader, and he heard that the old enemies of
his faith were sending an army to destroy his
people. Then he called together his men,
formed them into battalions, and they swore
to fight for liberty as did their fathers in 177 6,
and if we mistake not, their songs indicated
something of that spiritRemember the wrongs of Missouri,
Remember the fate of Nauvoo,
When the God-hating foe is before you
Stand faithful, be firm and be true.
By the blood of our martyrs and sages,
By their toils and woes, and their pain,
We .~ill figh~ for our homes a~d our alt~rs,
'hll we mmgle our blood w1th the slam.
In the narrow pass where the Weber rolls
down its angry floods, the ~formon band blocked the path of U.S. troops, and here first they
opposed our governmental authority. At last
the Mormons were convinced that the army
was not designed to destroy them, and was
not even sent to fight them, so they withdrew
to Salt Lake, packed up all they owned, and
taking a southerly direction departed. A deserted city was not wanted, and the command-
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ing general followed Brigham, and by making
many kind promises and usin~ much persuasion, induced him to return.
With varying fortunes the l\Iormon people
battled with a sterile soil, ravenous grasshoppers, savage Indians and a hostile Congress,
until one summer a band of emigrants entered
their settlements. It is claimed that they had
carriages that once belonged to the Mormons
when they lived in Missouri. It is claimed
that the leaders of the emigrant party boasted
of their prowess in driving Mormons from their
State, and it is said that when they saw that
irrigation was turning the desert into an oasis,
that they warned the Mormons that when they
reached California they would raise an expedition and drive them from the country. How
much of this is true we do not know. Certain
it is that the emigrants, though almost out of
provisions and half starved, were unable by
any offers of money to purchase supplies.
This exasperated them and caused threats to
be used. The Mormons had been bathed in
blood, no man had .ever gone through the semblence of a trial for murdering a Mormon.
Vengeance had cried aloud but her voice had
not bde~n hhe~rd. Josepdh"dSmHith's g~osf:t whhi~pere m t err ears as 1
am1et s at er s
to the princely Dane, "Remember me!'' Their
brothers, sons and daughters had many of
them perished on the bleak prairies, and their
chief men, their fathers and their fathers'
friends, had been shot to death or stabbed in
the back. Neither. age nor sex had been
spared by their relentless enemies. "Do unto
others as ye would that others should do unto
you," was forgotten.
The sufferings and
wrongs of two generations rose up before them;
their enemies were in their powor, and should
they go by unharmed? Revenge was offered,
should they refuse ? They forgot the teachings of Christ, and remembered only the Mosaic rule of an eye for an eye, a tooth for a
tooth. They remembered how Joshua smote
the Philistines and left none to mourn, and
then came the carnival of blood. We will
draw a curtain over the ghastly scene. It was
terrible, but whose was the sin? We trace it
back and despite popular prejudice, in the
face of the people of the whole world, we say
it was not the Mormons', not John D. Lee's,
not Brigham Young's, erring, passionate, sinful mortals though they be, but it rests on the
heads of those who instituted religious persecution in Republican America. "Ah, but these
Mormons were law breakers," you say; "they
had too many wives." That is true; but polygamy was unknown until after the killing
of Smith and the destruction of Nauvoo.
The book of Mormon, page llS, says: "Behold
David and Solomon tmly had many wives and
concubines, which thing was abominable before me, saith the Lord. Wherefore, my brethren 1 hear me, hearken unto the words of the
Lord, for there shall not any man among you
have save it be one wife, and concubines he
)lhall have none, for I the Lord God delightP.th in the chastity of women." It is safe to
say that no polygamic revelations would ever
have disturbed the dreams of Mormon saints
had they not been driven out into the wilderness where Brigham Young had recourse to
the patriarchial method of building up his
"Zion." And again we trace the sin of polygamy back to the men who instituted religious
persecutions in the Nineteenth century.

John D. Lee has paid the penalty for his
crime; it was just and right that he should,
and Justice cries aloud for others who aided
in that bloody massacre. But cast your eyes;
back on the prairies of Missouri, the banks of,
the Mississippi and trace the graves above ...
which no friendly hand has written, "Ven-1.
geance is mine, and I will repay saith the i
Lord." Glance back at the murder of Joseph~:
Smith and his friends; see how they died and~·
with prayers on their lips; reflect on the hun-'
dreds who perished on the plains. Remember
all this, and remember too that men now live,
and prosper who make it their boast that they,
helped to kill Joseph Smith and drive the'
Mormons from Illinois.
·
Remember this, and you will say with US' .
that though we rejoice that one of the Mount-'
ain Meadow murderers has at last been convicted, by a Mormon jury, that before another
word is said about the Mountain Meadows,
we should indict and try the fanatical bigots
who taught the Mormons how to murder, and
who made it possible for them to hold in veneration a host of martyrs.- Western lffagazinei
•'
A REPLY TO J. F. D.
I would like to write a few of my thought'\
on the subject presented by J. ~'- D., in the
Herald of April 15th.
First, Paul does not, in any verse of the
11th chapter of Hebrews, use the word "wonl
derful," in connection with the word faith,
Why then should such great stress have beeii
laid upon that word in the article mentioned'?
It is not necessary to show that all their act~
were wonderful, or otherwise that Paul wa~
mistak~n. If it can be shown in. one instan<t~
that either one of those worthies "throng~
faith subdued kingdoms, wrought righteous:ness, obtained promises," &c., it is sufficient.
Is not Paul's statement correct, as to Gideon:'?
Did he not subdue kingdoms through fait~f
Was it not an act of faith for him to go again"
that great multitade (Judges 7th chap.) wi~~
but three hundred men, armed only with
trumpets in one hand and bearing pitchef'S
with lamps in the other? What did he a.ecomplish in the end? He subdued Midia~,
(Judges 8 : 28), and he also obtained a promise, for God said he should smite Midia\1.
(Judges 6: 16). Thus through faith Gideob
subdued the kingdom of Midian and obtainefl
promises.
J
Then J. F. D. refers to Gideon's polygam;f;
but what has this to do with his faith in ailcomplishing the work God designed he should
do? Right here let me ask J. F. D., how de~s
he know that God does not reveal himself ~.o
"B. Young," at least in judgment. He saj:s
that it is evident that Gideon was practicii!g
polygamy at the time the angel appeared ,to
him, and hence that God could not reveal hil(b.self to Gideon. In the first place, it cann<ot
be proven that he was practicing f>Olygamy :at
that time, for we find that when the angel fir;st
apeared to Gideon he said : "The Lord is wrth
thee, thou mighty man of valor." Judges ~:
12. Can the thought be entertained for a ~o
ment that the Lord would be with and chO fle
him as a deliverer for his chosen people wh n
he was practicing that which was abominable
in the sight of the Lord ? God chose Abraham, and promised him great blessings because he knew he would keep the way of the
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Lord. (Gen. 18: 18, 19.) Now God did not I appalled at the prospect. The excitement in
approve of Gideon's transgression, for we see Russia, has to all appearance at least, carried
that after he made an image it became a snare the pacific Czar along with it. The passions
to him. (Jugges 8: 27). Thus we find that agitating Turkey cannot be supposed to be less
J. F. D., not Paul, was mistaken, in the case vehement than those in Russia. In Austria,
of Gideon. Space will not here allow an ex- the Magyar population is waxing hot against
fended examination of the different persons the Slavs. Germany and France look calmly
'harned here, but we conclude that Paul did on; but Italy acknowledges her deep interest
pot mistake when he made the statement found in the questions at issue; and England looks
in Heb. 11 : 32, 33.
somewhat doubtfully on, indignant at Turkey,
One other point I wish to notice, that is J. but suspicious of Hussia, and in a mood very
F. D.'s position on 2 Sam. 12 : 29-31. He capable of being turned into open antagonism.
says that it is a license for the Papal InquisiAmid all the circumstances which have
tion, but I think that I shall be able to show brought us to this state of things, nothing has
before I get through that it is not. Then he been so remarkable as the helplessness of hugoes on and presents Reb. 11 : 37, 38, and man diplomacy. Again and again all sagacity
~ays: "Paul undoubtedly thought the latter has been at fault. Things have drifted on, in
tas awful, but when David would commit such spite of the most resolute efforts, into an enhorrid atrocities, it was-done .by faith by tanglement of interests which seems to have
men of valor." Now then David did not com· no solution possible, save by the bloody arb itmit these horrid atrocities. Please turn to 2 rament of war. Everything has the appearance
Sam. 12 : 31, and 'read: "And he brought of moving on, sooner or Jater, to some great
forth the people that 'were therein and put them catastrophe. When the probability of Engunder saws and under axes of iron," etc. Who? lish interests being virtually compromised is
I say the cities. Proof: "And thus did he clearly recognized, it is remembered that the
unto all the cities of the children of Ammon." future of the Holy Land and of the Jews must
Vs. =31. "And_ he brought the people that inevitably be affected by any events which in~ere in it, and cut them [the cities] with saws volve the downfall of the Turkish empire it is
and with harrows of iron, and with axes. Even difficult to avoid seeing in the present confuso dealt David with all tlw cities of the children sion and alarm the probable signs of the latter
of Ammon."-2 Chron. 20: 3.
A. c. E.
days, and the beginning of that predicted se_____
ries of events of which the coming of the Lord
DISTRESS OF NATIONS WITH PERin glory will be the highest climax. The consumption of Rome has begun, the waLers of
PLEXITY.
the Euphrates are being dried up, and the first
·.The London tri-weekly Record, the princi- notes of the last apocalyptic trump seem al·
pal journal of the evangelical clergy of the ready to vibrate upon the ear.
Church of England, speaks as follows, in a late
Christian Herald.
leading article :
01)
.._
THE WORD OF WISDOM.
<•There shall be signs in the sun, and in the
moon, and in the stars, and on the earth distress of
For a few months past, I have noticed some
nations, with perplexity: the sea and the waves
roaring; men's hearts failing them for fear, and comments on the Word of Wistom, (D. C.
fo~ looking for those things that are coming upon see. 86), in consequence of which I felt to add
th~ earth, for the powers of heaven shall be
a few lines, and if I disagree, with some, I shall
shi).ken."-Luke 21 : 16.

Buch is our Lord's description of the times
w]l.ich are immediately to precede the coming
of-ithe Son of 1\Ian. This prophetic language
in4icates not merely literal disturbances in the
or~er of nature, but also those political and eccle:siastical convulsions of which the natural
disturbances are representative j convulsions in
empires and their ruling dynasties, the upsetti~g of thrones and kingdoms, revolutions
ail¥lng nations, and the uproar and disturbances
of wars, and signal calamities by sea and land,
may likewise be included. The broad lesson
is, 'that a period of great political changes, natio~al disturbance, and material suffering, will
imJ;D.ediately precede the epoch of the consummation and the personal advent. of Christ.
n is difficult, look where we will, not to
recognize in the present condition of Europe,
and. of the world at large, these predicted indiC:ations of the Lord's second coming; and
thC: first outbreak of the storm appears to be
alr~ady upon us. The political atmosphere is
so ~ighly charged with electricity, like the materiitl atmosphere before a thunder-storm, that
it Hf ·difficult to conceive the possibility of its
pas~ing away without mischief. The passionate expectation of war is eminently one of
those things which tends to fulfil itself. Two
nations, at all events, are marshalling their
hosts with hot haste, and neither seems to be
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endeavor to do so conscienciously.
After God speaks of wine, and strong drink
and tobacco, declaring for what purpose they
were to be used, etc., he says:

"And again, verily I say unto you,- all wholesome
herbs hath God ordained for the constitution, nature, and use of man, every herb in the season,
thereof; and every fruit in the season thereot,;
all these to be used with prudence and tha.nks·
giving. Yea, flesh, also, of beasts and of fowls
of the air, I, the Lord, hath ordained for the use
of man, with thanksgiving. Nevertheless, they
are to be used sparingly; and it is pleasing unto
me that they should be used only in times of winter,
or of cold, or famine. * * * These hath God made
for the use of man only in times of famine and excess of hunge1•. -l<- * * Nevertheless, wheat for
man, and corn for the ox, and oats for the horse,
and rye for the fowls and for swine, and for all
beasts of the field, and barley for all useful animals, and for mild drinks, as also other g1·ain."

Now mark. "And all saints who remember
to keep and do there sayings, [among them
feeding to their stock the grain specified],
walking in obedience to the commandments,''
shall receive health, wisdom, treasures of
knowledge, and the destroying angel shall pass
them, etc. Who doubts it? I do not. But
it is quite evident that if flesh, and fruit and
grain are used otherwise than in wisdom, or
cold, or through excess of hunger, it is displeasing. J~et wisdom dictate, not fashion.
Notice particularly the third paragraph; for,

Igiven,
in order to be an heir of the promise therein
I believe one must keep the word literally.
James tells us, in Jas. 2 : 10, "For whosoever
shall keep the whole law, and yet offend in one
point, he is guilty of all." "Wisdom is justified
of her children." Let us use wisdom in all our
incomings and outgoings. I do not wish to
disparage any one in striving t') keep the
"word of wisdom," but, on the contrary, as we
are in a progressive state, to toil boldly on, and
when you have learned to keep the whole letter of the eigty-sixth section, then, and not till
then, to my mind, can you lay claim to the
promise of God. If you fail, you are not cut
off from a right to the tree of life in the kingdom of God and the Lamb, for it is "a word of
wisdom,
to be sent greeting, not by commandment or constraint, but by revelation,"
for "the temporal salvation of all saints.'' A c ..
cording to the three first lines, "Behold,* *
in consequence of the evils and designs which
do and will exist in the hearts of conspiring
men in the last days," is another reason for the
revelation. May God bless us all with charity,
and assist us to go on unto the perfect day, so
that we may be counted worthy to reign with
God and the Lamb, is the prayer of your unworthy brother,
E. II. GtrRLEY.

***

*

SANDwicn, Illinois.

·--4$-...--·----EXTRAORDINARY ARCHlEOLOGICAL
DISCOVERY IN MISSOURI.
AusTIN, (Tex.), March 11.-In Stoddard
county, Mo., strange archmological discoveries
have been made and unique relics of a forgotten race exhumed. I have written to the
World already of inscriptions on a tablet of
stone inserted in the inner wall of a ruined
temple in Guanajuato. The writing is in the
same characters, if my memory be not griev.
ously at fault, as those used by the Sun W orshippers of the old temple of stone in Western
Mexico. The tablet exhumed in Stoddard
county is of glazed terra cotta, and is almost as
perfect as when deposited in the mound from
which it was taken a few days ago. It is ten
and one-half inches wide an.I thirteen inches
long, and covered with characters clearly cut,
bearing a suggestive resemblance to Sanscrit
letters. On both sides of the tablet appear
these unique hieroglyphs. The tracing was
evidently executed when the clay was yet soft
and thin; it was dried, hardened and glazed.
The whole appearance of this undeciphered
leaf from the continent's remotest history has
many characteristics of the library tablets of
the Assyrian King Assur-bani-pal recently dug
from the mounds at Nineveh, and when I remember how near the likeness is to the inscrip·
tions in the old 1\:Iexican temple, I am persuaded that some explorer will yet have photographs made of all these drawings and of that
discovered on a stone not far from Tuscaloosa,
Ala., and comparing the strange record of
the unknown races, ascertain their origin and
determine, perhaps, the vexed question of
unity. The characters on this Missouri tablet
are arranged in regular lines or rows, and are
clear and distinct in outline.
A key to solve the mysteries involved in
these two "pages" of prehistoric lore would be
an "opensesame" to the profoundest mystery
that affects the fortunes of the human race.
Is there no Champollion to make stones eloquent, dead centuries loquacious, and to invest
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mummies with habiliments of ancient life?
Were the Mound- builders of the Valley of the
:Mississippi of the same race with those who
reared temples at Chichen and Copan and
Otolum and Palenque? Were the bearded
Nachez Indians the descendants, as they claimed, of this race, whose power was coterminous
with the two oceans and extended, as their raconteurs told the followers of Bienville and
La Salle, even to Africa? They said that
when the continent was convulsed, as never
before or since, their broadest, richest domain
east of Florida and South America was submerged and the West was upheaved. The
Jhench forefathers of the writer of this said
further that the Natchez Indians were never
beaten till their priests were made drunk and
sacred fires that burned perennially on the
great mound below Natchez were suffered to
become extinct. When this cataclysm befell
the hapless race no further serious resistance
was encountered by the French invaders. The
Natchez were destroyed or dispersed, and this
was the end of the latest and very remote descendants of the Mound-builders that left traces of their toil everywhere, from the great
lake of the Gulf, in the Valley of the Mississippi. Whether the writer of the strange glyphs
on the Stoddard County stone was of the Colhuas, or Toltecs, or a wanderer from the Orient, a voyager with Hanno or some Phoonecian who passed beyond the Pillars of Hercules to return no more-these are inquiries to
be solved by him who translates the story inscribed on this tablet and on that in the Temple of Guanajuato. If Congress should appoint a commission to survey the lowlands of
the Mississippi, not only with reference to the
possibility of controling its floods, much might
be done in the way of exploring the hidden
mysteries of the swamps, once the seat of this
unique and ancient civilization.
The Stoddard county tablet has been forwarded to the learned Orientalist of Harvard
University. Though the similarity between
the characters employed by the Mound-builders
and the Sanscrit "letters" is striking, it is perhaps only fanciful, and a careful analysis of the
structural forms of these glyphs may reve:>.I no
likeness whatever to any alphabetic language.
In fact, the inscription may be wholly idiographic, and the language employed by the
writer may not have been developed into lexicographic unity. If this be true, speculative
archmologists may again infer that this was
the oldest of inhabited continents and the seat
of the earliest civilization of our race.
New I'orlc World.
------~-.-4GP~~---

THE GATHERING.
Editors Herald: -Inasmuch as the sub·
ject of "the gathering" seems:to be agitated
through the columns;or the Herald and elsewhere, I will venture a few thoughts on the
subject.
The prophet says, "Surely the Lord will do
nothing until he reveals his secrets to his servants, the prophets." Amos. 3: 7. It seems
to be with some a question whether there is
now at this time any place "revealed for the
gathering of the Saints, or whether there
must not yet be a revelation given for that
purpose-the locating of Zion. In examining
this matter it will be well if we can distinguish
between unconditional prophecies, and proph-
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ecies connected with commandments. Prophecies are sometimes unconditional, and are given with a, verily thus saith the J~ord, thus
and so shall come to pass. Sometimes they
are as promises or threats, on conditions of
obedience or disobedience to certain terms or
commandments. Of the first, see .M:at.; 8: 11,
12; 24: 2; Acts 1: 11; Dan. 2:44, 45;
Malachi 4 : 1. Of the second, see Malachi
3: 10, 11, 12; Mark 16: 15; Deut. 11 : 13,
28. "Thou shalt ask and it shall be revealed
unto you in mine own due time where the
New Jerusalem shall be built," D. & C. 42: 17.

what the Lord says in his preface to the Book
of Covenants:

"Wherefore fear and tremble, 0, ye people, for
what I the Lord have decreed in them, [the
revelations in Book of Covenants] shall be fulfilled. *
-:f Search these commandments for
they are true and faithful, and the prophecies and
promises which are in them shall all be fulfilled ;
what I the Lord have spoken I have spoken, and
I excuse not myself, and though the heavens and
the earth pass away my word shall not pass
away, bnt shall all be fulfilled." D. & C. 1:
2, 7, 8.
"The works, and the designs, and the purposes
of God can not be frustrated; neither can they
come to nought, for God doth not walk in crooked
paths, neither doth he turn to the right hand or to
the left; neither doth he vary from that which he
hath said, therefore his paths are straight, and
his course is one eternal round."--D. & C. 2: 1.

*

i Go ye forth unto the western countries, ·lf * *
gather your riches, that ye may purchase an inheritance, which shall hereafter be appointed unto you; and it shall be called the New Jerusalem,
a land of peace, a city of refuge, a place of safety
for the Saints of the most high God: And the
glory of the Lord shall be there, and the terror of
the Lord also shall be there, insomuch that the
wicked will not come unto it, and it shall be ca1led
Zion. And it shall come to pass among the wicked,
that every man that will not take his sword against
his neighbor, must needs flee unto Zion for safety.
And there shall be gathered unto it out of every
nation under heaven, and it shall be the only
people that shall not be at war one with another;
and it shall be said among the wicked, Let us not
go up to battle rtgainst Zion, for the inhabitants
of Zion are terrible; wherefore, we cannot stand.
And it shall come to pass that the righteous shall
b!) gathered out from among all nations, and shall
come to Zion, singing with songs of everlasting
joy."-D. & C. 45: 12, 13, 14. See also 52:
1, 2, 9.
"Hearken 0 ye elders of my church saith the
Lord your God who have assembled yourselves together according to my commandments, in this
land which I have appointed and consecrated for
the gathering of the Saints, wherefore this is the
land of promise and the place for the city of Zion."
* -:< * "Behold the place which is now called Independence is the centre place and the spot for
the temple is lying westward upon a lot not far
from the court house." D. & C. 57: 1.
"A revelation of Jesus Christ, unto his servant
Joseph Smith, jun., and six elders;
lf * yea,
the word of the Lord concerning his Church, established in the last days for the restoration of
his people, as he hits spoken by the mouth of his
prophets, and for the gathering of his Saints to
stand upon Mount Zion, which shall be the New
Jerusalem; which city shall be built, beginning at
the temple lot, which is appointed by the finger of
the Lord, in the western boundaries of the state
of Missouri, and dedicated by the hand of Joseph
Smith, jun., and others, with whom the Lord is
well pleased."
,, "Verily, this is the word of the Lord, that the
city New Jerusalem shall be built by the gathering of the Saints, beginning at this place, even
the place of the temple, which temple shall be
reared in this generation; _for verily this generation shall not all pass away until an house shall
be built unto the Lord, and a cloud shall rest upon
it, which cloud shall be even the glory of the
Lord, which shall fill the house; and the sons of
Moses according to the holy priesthood, * *
and
also the sons of Aaron, shall offer au acceptable
offering and sacrifice in the house of the Lord;
which house shall be built unto the Lord in this
generation, upon the consecrated spot, as I have
appointed; and the sons of Moses and of Aaron
shall be filled with the glory of the Lord upon
Mount Zion in the Lord's house." D. & C.
83: 1, 2, G.

"And they that have been scattered shall be gathered, ·lf * *therefore, let your hearts be comforted concerning Zion, for all flesh is in mine hand;
be still and know that I am God, [unchangeable,
and will perform that which I have decreed].-2:
1; 1: 2, 7, 8.
"Zion shall not be moved out of her place, notwithstanding her child1•en are scattered, they that
remain and are pure in heart shall return and
come to their inheritances, they and their children, with songs of everlasting joy to build np the
waste places of Zion. And all these things that
the prophets might be fulfilled. And behold there
is none other place appointed than that which I
have appointed; neither shall there be any other
place appointed than that which I have appointed
for the work of the gathering of my Saints, until
the day cometh when there is found no more room
for them; and then I have other places which I
will appoint unto them, and they shall be called
stakes for the curtains, or strength of Zion."98: 4.

We believe that when these declarations
were made they were unconditional and positive prophecies, just as much so as the promise
or prophecy of the second coming of Christ,
or of the destruction of Jerusalem was; for
the same terms and language were used, even
a "thus saith the I;ord it shall come to pass,"
&c. And if one fails on any account, may
not, yea, must not., the others? llut hear

In D. and C. 98 : 5, the Lord says, "The
children of Zion, even many, but not all, were
found transgressors, therefore they must needs
be chastened." Here we find the reason for
their expulsion and affliction was because of
trasgression; yet the Lord declares most emphatically that "Zion shall not be moved"
"nor any other place appointed" for the work
of the gathering, "until there is no more room

*

*

Therefore, we believe that the promise that
a city shall be built up on this continent is as
sure as the promise that the ,Jews shall return
to Palestine; and that Zion's location is as
definitely pointed out as is that of the capital
city of the Jews, the one in Jackson county,
l\'Iissouri, the other at Jerusalem. We think
that the position is not tenable which holds
that because the Lord commanded a house to
be built in Nauvoo, after the Saints were driven out of Missouri, that therefore the promises
and prophecies concerning Jackson county
were nullified, or made void in any sense whatever. The Lord intimated that they might
be driven, even before their expulsion, as in
sec. 63, par. 8, he says that there is a possibility of their enemies coming upon them; and,
if so, "they shall scourge them from city to city
* * * and but few shall stand to receive an
inheritance."
Again, in August, 1831, he says:
"Ye can not behold with your natural eyes for
the present time, the designs of your God concerning those things which shall come hereafter, and
the glory which shall follow after much tribulation ; for after much tribulation cometh the blessing." -58 : 2; also, read par. 3.

In March, 1833, the LJrd declared that
"Zion shall not be removed out of her place."
(Sec. 87: 8.) In December, 1833, after their
expulsion, (see 98 : 1-3) the Lord says:
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in Zion.'' The parable in D. and C. 98: G, the command to build at Nauvoo, and after
also teaches that because of disobedience "they the rejection or the first organiz'ltion. The
were overcome by their enemies.'' See, also, Lord says:
D. and C. 100: 1. In D. and C. 100: 2, the
"Beholcl I have not cast off my people, neither
I ..ord says that he has "decreed that his peo- have I changed concerning Zion, the pure in heart
pie shall begin to prevail against tlJCir ene- shall gather and Zion shall be reinhabited."-Rev-.
mies from that very hour" on conditions of elation of November 18, 1851.
obedience; but the reverse, if disobedient.
Again,
"Let my commandments to gather into thereSee, a1so, D · an d C), 100 : 3 ·
gions round about, and the counsel of the elders
These last promises were on conditions; of my Church guide in this matter, until it shall
while the prophecies in sec. !.18, par. 4, de- be otherwise given of me."-Revelations of March
clare positively, "that notwithstanding the 1st, 1873. See Herald of May 1st, 1873, page 285.
children of Zion are scattered they shall be
Evidently the command here given to gathgathered; and they that are pure in heart er into the "regions round about," refers to
(who will keep his commandment and not those given on the same subject before the
"pollute their inheritances" as he has declared commandment to build at Nauvoo. See D. &
in sec. 97, par. 4, that "he will raise up unto C. 98 : 9, (1933), and 102 : 7, 8. For after
himself a pure people who will serve him in 1841 there was no command given to gather
righteousness) shall return (from whence they "round about" Nauvoo, or any other place;
were driven-Jackson county, Missouri), to for at Nauvoo was the "rejection of the Church
build up the waste places of Zion" "that the with their (baptism for the) dead;" and the
prophets (who prophecied unconditionally) next we hear concerning the Saints and Zion
might be fulfilled."
is in 1851, and 1873; when the Lord declares
In D. and C. 98: 10, the Lord says:
his "purposes concerning Zion are not chang"There is even now already in store sufficient, ed," and that the commandments to "gather
yea, even an abundance to redeem Zion and es- into the regions round about," are in full
tablish her waste places, no more to be thrown force j thus proving to a demonstration that
down, were the churches who call themselves after the command to gather at Nauvoo did not in
my name willing to harken to my voice." (De- any sense whatev~r nullify or make void the
cember, 1833).
In June, 183±prophecies concerning Zion; (in Jackson coun"If it were not for the transgression of my peo- ty ); or give us any reason to think that any
ple .,. * * they might have been redeemed even other place has been or ever will be appointed
now; * * * and my people must needs be chas- for "the begining of the work of the gathertened until they learn obedienee, if it must needs ing" of the Saints to "build up Zion the New
be, b_y the things they suffer; * * * therefore it Jerusalem," as God has most emphatically deis expedient in me that mine elders should wait
for a little season for the redemption of Zion."- clared that such a city and a temple should
D and C. 102: 2, 3.
be built up in "this generation.''
In par. 5, the same section, the Lnd says,
The question may arise, why do we not
"the strength of mine house have not heark- gather to Jackson county and build up the
ened unto my words;" as commanded by the city and the temple, if that is the place apLord through his servant Baurak Ale, (Joseph pointed? The answer is "Let my commandSmith), in December 1833, sec. 98, pars. 6, 7, ments to gather into the regions round about
r:
I n sec. 102 , par. 10 , (Jackson county) and the counsel of the elders
8 , sec. 100 , pars. 4 , n.
(June, 1834), the Lord says,
guide in this matter until it shall be otherwise
"Let those commandments which I have given given of me."-Revelation of March, 1873.
concerning Zion and her law, be fulfilled, after
Here we are given to understand that we
her redemption; ~- * l<· and they shall have power are to carry out the previous commands, (those
after many days to accomrlish all things pertain- given before the command to gather at Nauing to Zion."
· h a ll ( or WI'II) be otherwise givvoo), ' ' untl'! Its
D. and C. 102: 2, says, "Zion can not be en," so that we are not left in darkness as to
built up unless it is by the principles of the the will of the Lord concerning the gathering,
law of the celestial kingdom;" w·hich "law" &c. And we can confidently go on expecting
was the law of "consecration," "tithing," and to receive a com-mand to gather to build up
and of"receiving inheritances.'' See sec. 106, Zion in theLord's own time and manner, and
(1838), sec. 101:82, 81, 77, 51, '10, 42.
whenever he in his wisdom sees fit to give thQ
"It is contrary to the will and commandment of Saints such command or commandments.
God that those who receive not their inheritance
The revehtion in D. & C. 107: 15, releasby consecration, agreeable to his law which he ing "those sons of men" from the work of
has given that he may tithe his people, to prepare
them against the day of vengean0e and burning, building up a cit.y and house unto the Lord's
should have their names enrolled with the people name in Jackson county, Missouri, does not
of God, neither is their genealogy to be kept or to in the least intimate that the Lord will notrebe had where it may be found on any of the rec- quire that work yet from others beside "those"
.ords or history of the Church; their names shall who had been commanded and were hindered.
not be found, neither the names of the fathers, the
names of the children written in the book of the It only released them, and shows that their
law of God, saith the Lord of Hosts. "-Revelation offering was acceptable; while the command
of September, 1832. See page 16 of Concordance to the Saints now is to observe the commands
and Reference Guide to Book of Covenants.
to "gather into the regions round about until
Thus we find that even after the Saints it is otherwise given."
were driven and scattered, the Lord again and
We believe the same principle that released
again, speaks of the "redemption of Zion," those who were commanded to build up Jackson
of "building up the waste places of Zion," of county, 1\l:issouri, did also release all who tried
those that were "scattered" (who were pure to fulfill the command to build Nauvoo. See
in heart) "returning to Zion," and "receiving D. & C. 107 : 15, 1G. But in neither case, will it
their inheritances," according to the laws of nullify any unconditional prophecy or promise
"consecration;" which laws were to be "exe-j concerning either phce; but if the Lord has
'\luted after Zion's redemption," and long after decreed that NauvoJ "shall be'' built up, and
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"polished with that refinement which is after
the similitude of a palace," we must wait as
he has told us concerning the gathering to Zion, until it shall be commanded. As he has
also declared that Kirtland will he build up,
(D. & C. 107 : 27), we do not consider that it
is at this time the duty of the Saints to build
up Kirtland, (as a stake), but wait until so
commanded; as the I,ord declared in 1873,
"It is not expedient in me that there shall be
any stake appointed until I command."
And as to the question concerning "this
generation" being settled when "those sons of
men" were released from the work of "buildup a city and house" in Jackson county, Missouri, as it may be claimed; we do not see the
grounds upon which a conclusion can be arrived at. It is true, "those sons of men"
were living in and were a part of the generation which the Lord declared "shall not
all pass away" until a house shall be built, &c.
But the generation spoken of has not yet all
passed away, nor will it all have passed away for
many years yet to come; and so long as any
part of it is remaining, the Lord will have
the opportunity to fulfil the declaration he
then made; and as we do not understand that
he has ever declared otherwise but what he
will yet fulfill his promises then made, we still
feel.to look forward to the time when Zion (in
Jackson county) will be redeemed, and the
Saints (the pure in heart) will be gathered to
the land of their promised inheritances; and
until that time arrives still feel to sing with
the poet who says:
"0 come let us sing of the fair land of Zion,
The sanctified home of the pure and the good;
Who trust in the Lord and his promise rely on,
Whose garments are cleansed in the Savior's
own blood.
"0 long have her sons and her daughters in sadness,
Been sighing and praying for her full release;
But soon will their sorrow give place unto gladness,
Ere long the oppressor's dread power will cease.
"For Zion 'shall never be moved,' said the Spirit,
Although her dear children be 'scattered and
peeled;
Her redemption is promised, let all the world
hear it.,
Her wounds, and affliction, and sorrows be
healed."
"For the promise of God is sure and unfailing,
The place of our Zion is fixed and secure;
All effort to change it will be unavailing,
For Zion will yet be lhe home of the pure."
"The temple of God shall be built where appointed,
And this generation will witness the same;
And the servants of God, by his power anointed,
Shall do mighty works in the Savior's dear name.
"0, let not your minds from the truth be diverted,
Nor doubt, for a moment, the word of the Lord;
But from all the errors of men be converted,
And stand for the honor of God and his word."
JosEPH FLoRY.
CRAIG, IIoH Co., Jl:Io.

------~~~------

The Canadian Minister of the Interior reports
that there are 91,910 Indians in the Dominion, of
which number about 10,000, belonging to untreating tribes, are settled between Peace river and the
United States boundary. In the five older provinces, they have personal property worth $489,234;
real estate worth $7,633,708, and in invested capital the sum of $2,844,972.
A number of gentlemen, residents of the Pacific
coast, have formed a company, with v, capital of
$10,000,000, gold coin, to get out lumber in Alaska,
for ship-building and other purposes.
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DID CHRIST PRE-EXIST 1
DAVIS CITY, Iowa, February 22<1, 1877.

Bro. J: W. Briggs :-To my mind there is
no doubt upon this matter; and if the Scrip·
tures are to be accepted as evidence, (the perception of truth), I believe can be successfully
affirmed. I regard Christ as the great Second
Cause to this world, for "the world was made
by him," (He b. 1 : ·~; John 1 : 10), and he,
undoubtedly, was the indivi'dual addressed
when God the Eternal Father, said, "Let us
make man in our own image." Gen. 1 : 26.
The necessity of believing this, is evident
from the saying of Paul to the Ephesians.
Eph. 3: 9, 10 : "And to make all men see what is !he fellowship of the mystery, which from the beginning of
the world hath been hid in God, who created all
things by Jesus Christ: to the intent that now*
**might be known by the church the manifold
wisdom of God."
J!'or Christ is denominated "the first-born of
every creature."-Col. 1 : 15. And why?
Because, as the "first-born" o£ every creature
is the beginning of their strength, so Christ is
and was the beginning of all creatures.
For by him were all things created, that are in
heaven, and that are in earth, visible and invisible, whether they be thrones, or dominions, or
principalities, or powers; all things were created
by him and for him: and he is before all things,
and by him all things consist."-Col. 1: 16, 17.
Hence he could truthfully say to John (Rev.
2 : 14) that he was "the faithful and true witness, the beginning of the creation of God."
The apostle Paul, in He b. 1 : 8, makes quotation from Psalms 45 : 6, 7; and the same
quotation is also made from the Septuagint, by
Eusebius, in Ecclesiastical History, page 12,
and reads thus:
Thy throne, 0 God, is from everlasting to everlasting. A sceptre of righteousness is the sceptre
of thy kingdom. Thou hast loved righteousness
and hated iniquity. Therefore hath God, thy God,
anointed thee with the oil of gladness above thy
fellows."
When was this language addressed to Christ,
and by whom? The answer has been made by
Paul, in Hebrews first chapter, wherein God
is represented as the individual addressing
Christ; and in the sixth verse we are told that
it occurred "when he bringeth in the first-begotten into the world;" hence the love that
Christ had for righteousness was prior to
his coming into the world.
In further proof, I read a quotation from
Septuagint, from Ps. 110:
"From the womb before the morning star did I
beget thee; the Lord hath sworn and will not repent, thou art a priest forever after !he order of
Melchizedeck."
Hence Christ was made with the addition of
an oath both Christ and priest after his own
order; not with a corporeal anointing in this
life, but with the "oil of gladness" and command of God, (which is authority), he became
such "before the morning star;" or, as Eusebius expresses it, "before the constitution of
the world, obtaining an immortality subject to
no infirmity of age, to all endless ages." Hence
the saying of Christ, in John 17 : 5 : "And
now, 0 Father, glorify thou me with thine
own self, with the glory which I had with thee
before the world was." Again, John 6 : 62 :
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"What if ye shall see the Son of man ascend
up where he was before."
Paul said, Heb. 2 : 16, that Christ "took on
him the seed of Abraham." To what did he
take on this "seed?" Undoubtedly his spirit;
hence his saying to Ether, 1 : 8 :
''All men were created in the beginning after
mine own image. Behold, this body, which ye now
behold, is the body of my spirit: and even as I appear unto thee to be in the spirit, I will n,ppear unto
my people in the flesh.''
Now we may properly understand Christ's
saying to Nephi, 1 : 3:
"On this night shall the sign be given, [the sign
of his first coming], and on the morrow 00me I into the world, to show unto the world that I will
fulfill all that whioh I have caused to be spoken
by the mouth of my holy prophets."
With these I now connect Paul's testimony,
in Heb. 10 : 5:
"Wherefore, when he (Christ] cometh into the
world, he saith, Sacrifice and offering thou (God)
would est not, but a body hast thou prepared me."
Vs. 7.-"Then said I, Lo, I come of * * to do thy
will, 0 God."
And just at the time immediately prior to his
coming "into the world" it. is recorded of
Christ as saying, (Ps. 40 : 9), "' have preached
righteousness in the great congregation." This
agrees with Paul's testimony in Hebrews, already quoted, where God testifies of Christ,
"Thou hast lm;ed righteousness and hated iniquity." And because of this, God "anointed''
him-gave him authority and power to bring
to pass his eternal purposes-prior to his coming into this world or the creation of it. If
we can believe our own senses, I think we may
safely conclude that Christ did "pre·exist."
And may God enable us all to come to a
knowledge of the truth and a unity thereof.
And in this last clause, I invite your especial
attention, Bro. Jason, as it is believed by very
many that you take entirely opposite grounds
to these views; however, I confess that I do
not so understand your position, and am inclined to the opinion th!lt you have been misunderstood. At all events, I ask for a reconciliation and restoration of good feeling. And
may the good Lord enable us to bring this to
pass now and evermore. Yours in bonds,
z. H. GURLEY.
SAr,r LAKE CrTY, l:tah, March 6th, 1877.

Bro. Zenos II. Gurley :-Your letter of
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man as such does, is conceded by all who call
themselves Christian. But, if you ask the
question, "Did Christ pre-exist?" for the purpose of using an affirmative answer, as proof
that man-all men-pre-existed, this requires
you to affirm that Christ is only a man. For
only in that case would his pre-existence prove
man's pre·existence.
It is certainly declared that the Spirit of
Christ was in the prophets, (1 Pet. 1 : 11) 1
that he was in the wilderness, (1 Cor. 10: 4)
and in the bosom of the Father. ( J no. 1 : 18):
(Though I cannot place his anointing as far
back as you do, because Paul places it after
the baptism of John. Acts 10 : 37, 38).
If you mean, Did the divinity that attaches
to Jesus, the Christ, pre-exist? 'I answer I believe so. And now, perhaps I might ~econ
cile you to what you call my position, by
calling your attention to the definition of the
pre-existence denied. See ]lfessenger for Oct.
18'75. "Conscious, intelligent existence, in
which agency is possessed, constituting it the
first estate and probation of man." And also
by reminding you that man was given his
agency in this world-in Eden; previous to
which, not possEssing agency, could not be
on "probation."
I confess a sort of pre-existence for man,
body and spirit; which, taking the Scriptures
for authority, is to my mind, clearly set forth
in the case of J.,evi, who paid tithes in Abraham, "for he was yet in the loins of his father
when Melchisedek met him." Heb. 7: 5-10.
All nature is in harmony with this; and if we
can believe our ow11 se:~ses, it is the divine
method of propagating the human species-as
of every other. l<Jmigration is another thing;
of which our senses do not take cognizance.
In conclusion I must say, that the quotation
from Col. 1 : 15-17, is an extravagance of expression seldom met with, even in Paul ; viz.
attributing the creation of the "throne and do~
minion" in Heaven-his Father's throne-to
"his dear Son." This would make him the
great first cause, instead of the second.
Bro. Gurley, do you know the theological
point on which Servetus and Calvin differed?
It was this: "Christ is the E'ternal Son of
God," said Calvin. "No," said Servetus, "he
is the Son of the eternal God." This was heresy-and you know the rest.
In reference to unity of faith, on this point
at least, I think whoever accepts Jesus Christ
as a teacher sent from God, is a believer; and
if they adopt his teachings in practice, will be
counted righteous, the effect of which is peace.
I invoke this end, and expect it through no
other means. Yours faithfully
W. BRIGGs.

February 22d is received, and carefully read,
and I think duly appreciated. I<.Jven were I
disposed to controvert any part of its contents
I ~~ould _readily endor~e, and reciprocate the
spmt 'Y~lCh p~rvades 1t; .but I can subs tan.
t1ally, 1f not cucumstant1ally endorse, what I
understand to be the drift of the whole.
On the examination ofthe theory of the preexistence of man, as set forth by Edward . Br~. !Jriggs :-I hold Christ's pre-existence
Beecher and Orson Pratt, found in "The Con- m a different sense, or degree from man; and
flict of Ages," and "The Seer " I have refer- the "anointing with the oil of gladness," and
• • " .spo k en of 1n
' A cts 10 : vc,
ng as
red to an argument sought to ) be used, as un- t'ne " anomtm_g
answerable, by :M:r. Pratt, in favor of man's two separate mCldents. Yours in bonds,
pre existence, drawn from Christ's pre exist-,
Z. H. Gum.n.
ence; anti, so far as he is a man, the same ar-1
---Add~;;;.----guments, that to my mind disproved the preWilliam Hart., 8()5 Folsom Street, San Francisexistence of any man, would apply to him; 0 , cal.
but so far as he is divine, or superior to, or
Thomas W. Smith, box 55, Stewartsville, De
distinct from man, it would not apply.
Kalb county, Mn.
The articles in question were not an arguH. C. Bronson, 613 North Washington Street,
ment for, or against the idea of the pre-exist- Peoria, I~linois.
,
.
"
f d' · 't
Th • Ch · t
'f) t d' .
Mark IL Forscutt, box 400, Nebraska C1ty, Neb.
av uriS· mam es S lVIn·
E. C. Driggs Wheeler's Grove, Pottawattamie
ence 0 lV!nl y.
ity in a different sen~e, or higher degree than 1 county, Iowa. '
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LETTER FROM BRO. D. S. MILLS.

fires forever; a thousand ages seem to have fornia; where he fought a good fight, finished
interv<>ned, and all is hushed in death. Thus his course, and kept tll:e faith, having instructSAN FRANCisco, California. March 29th, 1877.
was I wrapped in thoughtful reverie-as I ed, comforted, baptized and blessed hundreds
Decir Herald :-Being fully aware of my slowly wound my way over hills, up, and of the children of God.
We found the
dereliction in duty as a correspondent, you are across ravines, through the thick undergrowth Saints hereabout alive in the work, and, with
probably not as much affected by it as I am, of dwarf pines, that have everywhere sprung Bro. Nightingale, liberally aiding in the great
when I see it manifest in those contributors up, to hide the marred and disfigured face of work of the latter days, for all of which God
will bless them many fold.
llat as mother earth. in her widowed solitude.
whose articles we so much prize. Be t
I am here' at Salmon Falls, once quite an
As I retraced the ground so recently travit may, one thing is certain, we felt quite let important mining town-town, never again: ersed by Bro. Joseph and self, I am daily
down and sad on the departure of our beloved I halted at what was once stage and post more impressed with the great good his flying
president, Bro. Joseph Smith, from: our midst, office, the American Hotel, kept by an old- visit has accomplished, in removing prejudice
having 80 long and richly enjoyed his society, time brother, Thomas Orr, where, after weary from the stubborn minds, in strengthening and
toil, many happy hours have been spent be- confirming the Saints-adding much wise incounsels and instructions; the sunshine of his neath the hospitable roof-with his interesting struction. In his wake the Spirit is doing its
presence being only clouded by the unpleasant and agreeable family; where and by whom work here with many whose curiosity alone
thought that parting time was surely coming many wearied and destitute Elders journeying brought them out to hear him. This looks
-this, our selfishness, is only overcome by to foreign lands, have. been. kindly an? freely like wholesaling the work and is what has
the knowlcd"'e
that thousands of tried . ood fed, clothed, a~d supplied With gold to JOurney long been needed and is needed everywhere;
0
•
• •
• ' g
' onward-all JOyfully done for the love they it causes the Saints to rejoice, as well as the
hopeful souls, are desmng and needmg the bore the truth. And here, after so long a time plain manifestations of the power of God we
same precious boon to strengthen and buoy of changing events, I am rejoiced to find the so oft hear, see, and feel, when we keep his
them up on their journey to the tree of life; old, white. haired veteran stilllivi.ng and loving law; thus confirming the word, and adding to
the dread moment arrived at Sacramento after the same truth he embraced thirty years ago the cloud of witnesses for the weal or woe of
D. s. MrLLS,
P
d and upwards, having never fellowshipped the this generat,ion.
.
th e (to me ) more th an usua l 10e1tnO"S
an
· h h'
1
ConUntwrl.
0
•
•
·
great apostasy, but here, w1t
JS excel ent
salutatiOns had passed and a longmg look as wife remained shut up in the everlasting hills ;
---~-~·4·-A VISION.
the train moved ou bearing him to other far and though they have, alone as it were, grown
off loved ones. "\Ve slowly took our way from old in the fait~, that_faith is u!'shaken; and
I will forward an account of something that
Sacramento to the low, timbered foot hills of as I was blest m leadmg down. mto the water was presented to me on the night of December
.
.
this aged sister, with her amiable daughterthe old, snow·cappe.d Srer:as some forty unles in-law, I could not help thinking of and ad- 16th, 1876, as follows:
away up the American nver; whose waters, miring that faith which had so long blest and
As I was upon my beil, neither asleep nor
like those of the broad and placid Sacramento, sustained her during the long years that had awake, a beautiful representation was presented
are reddish and muddy still, from the effects elapsed and during which they had not seen to me, that of the Church of Jesus Christ of
.of placer mining on their tributaries, since the an Elder, or met with Saints b fellowship. Latter Day Saints situated in a very beautiful
golden days of "49," where here upon this
"But," said the dear old lady, "I knew it was city, built upon an eminence, which rose above
historic primitive mining ground of Mormon truth, and God would bring it around right a fine harbor on the sea-shore. I was in this
Island, the richest placer gold mines were when young Joseph came. Oh, that all my city, down near the harbor, and was clad in
opened by the discharged boys of the :l\Iormon 1 children could see it and know it as I do, that white, when one, who was also clad in white,
Battallion, who often dug and washed with we might be an unbroken family iu the king- came to me and said: "Behold the light-house
rude rockers from three to five hundred dol- dom of God;" to which I responded a hearty which guides the vessels of sin into the chanJars per day to the hand; of the finest quality amen; and some of them will ere long, I think. nels of the gospel;" and I beheld and saw a
of gulch gold. They were also assisted by
After a pleasant and long to be remembered radiant light-house at my lefb, on a projecting
several of the brethren who arrived in 1846, visit, I bade adieu, and left for Sacramento, point, as I stood facing the channels which
on the ship Brvoklyn in charge of Elder where I met with Saints j held Sunday ser- extended from away at my left to the harbor
Samuel Brannan; most of whom became per- vices, finding an excellent spirit prevailing, a little at my right.
manent and leading citizens of California, and with the old veterans at their post, Brn. Webb,
Beyond the channels there was a very dark
assisted more in the developement of the re- Brown and others, all raising a warning voice sea, and a very dreary and dismaJ looking city
sources of California than any other class, or in the vineyard, and instructing the Saints in was in the distance. The light-house appeared
colony that evllr has visited our golden state; much wisdom. They are quite equal to the to be built of white marble up as far as the
for, while most of thoEe who came in early' task in Sacramento.
glass,· and the glass seemed to be very trans'rhence I returned, via. boat, to San :Fran- parent, and it shed a very pure white light,
days were unprincipled, enthusiastic adventurers, these were more puritanic and staid, cisco, having a very agreeable controversy of which did not seem to proceed from lamp or
possessed of those inestimable principl€S, and two hour's length, on the boat with a zealous candle, and its rays extended far over the black
genius that coupled with industry and patient Baptist minister en route from Chicago to San and dreary sea. At the end of the view, as
economy, early helped to give tone and in- Francisco; we parted with good feelings and far as the eye could discern, I beheld the city,
tegrity to our youthful state
a fair understanding of each other's views. He which looked so black and horrible, like the
In recapitulating I well recollect having seemed surprised when I closed by bearing sea which was between us and it; and this city
I understood to be the city of Delusion.
met and conversed with some of them when testimony to the truth.
I was in these mines from 1854 to 1857.
Next day I arrived at home, having done
The harbor had two channels, one the gospel
The earth to the bed-rock at that time, had just; as Bro. Joseph remarked before parting, channel, the other the channel of despair. I
been all worked and washed over six or seven that I would go up and baptize two, just two, saw a great many vessels coming up the gospel
times, each time yielding less, but paying still good souls. After spending a few days in sec- chnnel, which channel was straight and narrow,
under more scientific treatment until it fell to ular affairs, I then repaired to Petaluma and and many were wrecked on the rocks and
the last claimant, the irrepressible John Chi- Santa Rosa, Sonoma county; having good op- sand-bars while trying to get to the harbor.
naman, who swarmed in ravines, ~orges and portunit.y to dispense the word, in my weak Those vessels that did come to the harbor had
river beds, with "rosker," "tom," "sluice" way ; found Saints united and faithful i striv- a new appearance, with sails of ·pure white.
"Hong Kong" and "Hungarian riffles," making ing for the crown of life.
As they eame up in tum to the dock~ they infour and six bits a day.
:From thence I repaired to Stockton, as per quired of some standing there ( d;·essed in the
But alas, as I gaze around what a change previous appointm9nt; held meetings, felt we purest white) of the government and laws of
twenty years has wrou,c;ht here. Siknce were refreshed by the Spirit of the I~ord. I that city. The answer was given that the
reigns on every handj no sound of ringing then accompanied Bro. Nightingale home, up city was sovemed and its laws executed by
picks, or grating sluice fork, interspersed with to Linden, where rest~ the earthly remains of Apostles, Prophets, Evangelists, Priests and
. jovial minerd' voices, fall upon the ear; the our beloved father in Israel, :BJlder Hervey Teachers, whereupon the people C'lme ashore.
rude cabins are gone with thei.t· Amoking camp- Green, whose loss we deeply feel all over Cali- Many other vessels with sails of darker hue,
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and some very dark, moved slowly up the Zion; here are the Saints, all anxiously waiting
channel, and swayed to and fro in its waters. to receive. Why not then let the inheritances be
They also inquired about the government and allotted?
It is much easier to originate theories than to
laws of the city, and, being answered the same,
they quickly turned, and swaying to the left defend them; to invent ideas of procedure than
with amazing velocity, they entered the chan- to carry them into execution; and this one is no
nel of despair, which led to the ocean of Sin, exception to the rule.
from thence to the city of Delusion. Many of
It should be remembered in this connection,
these, bearing too far to the left, I saw swal- that the same reasons for believing the quotation,
lowed up or taken in by a large whirlpool be- "one mighty and strong" to be the word of (or a
fore r_eac~ing the city of Delusion.
word from) God, would lead us to conclude, that
This Clty not only seemed bleak a?d deso- those who did not submit to the law of consecralate, but ~here seemed_ to be. no a~ch_Itectural tion as given of God to the Church would not be
harmony m the formatiOn of Its bmldmgs, but
.
.
. . .
'.
.
II
.
l 't
d
d
fi.
I entitled
toreceivesuchadlVlSlOnofmhentances;
a hwas ltrhregut anty, f tJhsor ber at~f' lco_nt l swn, and in fact their names are not to appear in the
e eau 1 u 01 y were ,
,
.
w ereas e s ree s o
regularly laid out, having paved walks, which 'Book of the la:V o~ God.
Hence, unless thmr
were adorned with beautiful shade trees of ~ame~ were so Jecorded, o~ they to whom these
rich foliage, and all set in a lovely green. In- mhentan~es were to be assigned were w~rl~! to
deed its splendors were glorious to behold. It have thmr names so enrolled, even th1s one
was radient with its own hallowed light which mighty and strong" would not, and could not if
mingled with that from the light-hodse. It he would, divide to them an inheritance.
Again, it must not be forgotten, nor lost sight
was also beautiful in architectural symmetry,
and harmoniously agreed in all its design and of, that in the division and assignment of inheritstructure, and with the light overshadowing it. ances both the law of God and the laws of the
JANEsVILLE. Wis,
D. B. RASEY.
]and are to be observed; for an inheritance to be
valuable to him that receiveth it, must have a ti~~
'?
~ 1-- tle defensible at law of the land, and in the moral
~ fi
'
"' and spiritual laws of God.
The one who essays the task of setting apart
JOSEPH SMITH, HENRY A. STEBBINS,
the titles to places whereon to build and inhabit,
EDITORS.
must have proceeded legally to the acquirement
Plano, Illinois, May 15, 1877.
of what he so sets apart; or must know that they
who receive them are by right entitled to them;
"MIGHTY AND STRONG."
this demands a partial knowledge at least of
Tms expression is often used by Saints with ref. what is legal, as well as what is morally right,
erence to some character of mo(!ern times, whose and such a qualification would of itself make a
coming and labor is to work for the Church, as a man strong, if law and right make for strength.
The law of God, moral right, demands that he
body, and for the individuals of it, separately, signal and great good, spiritually and temporally. who divides must divide equally; so say, like.
Of this character, as to who he is or may be, it wise, many of those who wait for the redemption
is not our present intention to write; but of the of Zion, "It is an equality that we want." There.
nature of his supposed work, and the character. fore, any one receiving must be equal with every
istics which qualify him for that work, and other receiving in like manner; hence he who is
which mark those who are to be especially bene- thus to separate these lots must observe this prinfitted by that work we shall try to write some- ciple of equality. And though at first thought it
may appear easy to decide upon this idea of
thing.
One of the principal labors which this person- equality, it is very difficult, for the Lord's equal.
age was to p'erform, according to one of the most ity takes into account the worthiness of the recippopular ideas expressed regarding it, it is to di- ient, including his spiritual, moral and physical
vide the 'inheritances of the Saints by lot. To worth, his faith, faithfulness, diligence, capabilimake this dividing of inheritances more plausible ties, absolute and constructive needs, and the naand more practicable, the one to do it is to be ture of his dependencies; all of which makes such
"mighty and strong;" or to speak within the a scale of measurement that a positive standard of
reasonable bounds of expectation, entirely capable classification is to human abilities of adjustment
to make the division contemplated. :Moreover, extremely delicate and difficult, if not impossible;
this same one is to be sufficiently wise to make yet to this scale of measurement this bishop of
this division in so just a manner that there shall bishops, this magistrate of magistrates is expected
be no cause for fault-finding, or censure among to bring all these inheritors for the examination,
adjudication and settlement of their claims to an
those thus receiving their inheritances.
It will be seen that the duty necessarily enjoin- inheritance-truly such an one must needs be
ed upon the person who shall answer to the de- mighty and strong-mighty to bear with unflinchscription given in the foregoing, is a very ardu- ing courage and unyielding fortitude the various
ous and delicate one; one fraught with grave conflicting element3 of humanity with which his
consequences in case of failure to perform aright, mission must lie, strong to resist the constant war
both in regard to time and manner. For individ- of temptation that must beset him.
This brings us to the pomt to which we desired
ual interests possibly numbering thousands are
involved; and a degree of progress, spiritual and to bring the reader: If such is to be the work and
character of the coming man, whom many are extemporal, of the whole is likewise involved.
Before the strength and wisdom of this person ·pecting, what are the efforts we are severally
can be fully tested, it would appear that there making to pass under the rod of measurement, to
must be something to be arranged and somebody abide the arbitrament of one of \Yhom is demandto receive what is so arranged. To this, however, ed of God and man the exercise of so just a disthere is a ready answer. There is the land of crimination, so unyielding an integrity, so un.

a·
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[1\1ay15.
flinching a devotion to principle? Is it not de..
manded of all that we shall all become mighty
and strong like the one whose work is to bring
us so much good? We think so.
ELDEHS' COURTS.
We are asked the following questions:1st. If a member violates God's law and is
found guilty of the same by the Branch Council,
[Elder's Court], has the Council the authority to
retain or cut off a member without the vote of the
branch?
2d. 1f not, how can the members of the branch
vote intelligently on the motion when it is put
before them, they knowing nothing of the case
except what the the council makes known to them,
namely, that they have found said member guilty?
3d. JYiust the members vote to suit the action
that the council has taken in the matter?
4th. If the members vote contrary to the council, what then?
1st. No. An Elders' Court has not the au.
thorit.y to affix the penalty and to forgive or
expel without an action of the branch upon the
verdict they render. The Rules of Order adopted
by the Church, read as follows, sec. 15!l: "The
court is not to pass final sentence of acquittal or
condemnation;" and the law in the Doctrine and
Covenants reads: "And the elders shall lay the
case before the church, and the church shall lift
up the hand against them."
2d. The branch in appointing an Elders' Court,
(sec. 153 Rules of Order), does so that these offi.
cers may find out the facts in any given case
which is committed to them for that purpose,
without the necessity of the whole branch wait.
ing in attendance upon the trial, and this is also
in accordance with the requirement of the law of
God. And such court is supposed to, and of
course should, render a righteous verdict, and one
in accordance with tho testimony, and as directed
by the law. Then, from these facts and the ver.
diet, they may decitle what they think the penalty should be, and present it to the branch, with
their verdict. Then it is the duty of the branch
to receive said verdict as being correct in its find
ing of the guilt or innocence of the party, without,
as a body, hearing the evidence in the case; be.
cause that evidence they have already referred to
certain officials to decide upon, and from them to
receive the knowledge of guilt or innocence.
3d and 4th. If it is meant must the branch en.
dorsc the penalty recommended by the court, as
well as its verdiut, we answer that the Hulcs of
Order say that the court is not to "state definitely
what shall be the punishment inflicted, but they
may recommend * * * or suggest what in their
judgment would be adequate punishment for the
crime committed, and upon this recommendation
the church may act."-Sec. 15!l. There are some
who holtl that the branch is under obligation to
endorse whatever penalty the court may affix or
recommend, and that the language, "And the
church shall lift up the hand against them," il
imperative that the branch shall endorse not
only the verdict of guilt, but also the recommendation of punishment, from which however the com.
pilers of the work and other church authorities
ditier, holding that the branch may accept or rc.
jeot the penalty suggested, or that it may fix an
entirely different one from that suggested. Evidences of penitence or deeper guilt, appearing
subsequent to the trial, might make such chang'
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es to a lesser or greater punishment seem necessary and just. If sufficient new evidence arises
to make it probable that a new verdict would be
the result of further investigation, and the branch
or a majority should so consider, the case could
be referred back to the court for its inquiry, but
it would not invalidate the former verdict, nor
cause its rejection. We presume this covers all
the ground intended by questions three and four.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Question.-Has a man authority to preach and
baptize and lay his hands on new converts and
pray for the Holy Ghost to come; and to anoint
the sick according to the law, and perform any
duty that comes under the office of Elder; such
a man having never been in reach of a branch of
the Church, to be identified with the same, he
having been ordained by the Elder who baptized
him; and is such ordination legal?
Answer.-Yes. We answer to each clause of
the question.
Q.-Have not the Elders the privilege, or authority, to hold forth to the people from the stand
the New Translation, Book of }Iormon, and Doc. trine and covenants, so that the people may know
exactly what they are going into when they obey
the Lord?
A.-Yes; but it is not always wisdom to insist
upon a presentation of these books, till the first
principles of the gospel are thoroughly taught.
A.n Elder once remarked, "If I can succeed in
getting people to obey the gospel and to receive
the Spirit, there is no difficulty about getting
them to believe the Book of l\Iormon-it follows
as a matter of course."
-Q:=:-Is it the undivided duty of the Saints tore.
port all their properties to the Bishop, and receive their stewardships; and afterward give as
tithing, one tenth of their income?
A.-It is undoubtably a privilege existing under the law for the Saints in their present condition to so observe and keep the law of tithing. But,
as it is to be by a free exercise of their agency
that they keep this particular law; and as the
Church has no power to compel an acquiescence
in it, we do not care to say that it is imperatively a dnty.
Q.-Can a man be a true Latter Day Saint and
refuse to aclmowledge the llook of :fii01·mon, New
Translation, aod Doctrine and Covenants as Inspired?
.1:-A man fully imbued with the genius and
spirit of the Latter Day Wo1 k, will undoubtedly
have and receive a good degree of faith in the
books referred to; out we think it quite possible
for a man to be fully impressed with the truth of
the Latter Day Work, that Jesus is the Christ,
and the gospel true, and know very little about
the Book of JHormon, or Doctrine and Covenants,
or be undecided and doubtful about them. We
know some just such, who are excellent men, who
will mall.e every sacrifice for the sake of the cause.
IVE are asked the following questions:
Can those be Saints, or ought they to be called
such, who may frequently be found pitching
quoits or playing marbles on the Sabbath day,
and that within a few rods of a congregation assembled for worship? Or are they who buy on
promise to pay, and who borrow on promise to
return, and yet do not? Or are they who on the
Sabbath attend Dutch weddings, where beer and
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tobacco are free, and who are often seen with a
cigar or pipe in their mouth?
We would feel hopeless of oui' case, as an accepted Saint of God, were these our habits. In
the light of the written word, of the Spirit of truth,
which should dwell in one, instead of the darkness of Satan's kingdom, we will let every man
answer his God and his own conscience on the
above points--and then reform.

Bro. N. Young writes from Carrollton, Missouri, that the branch there is not very prosperous,
but he feels assured thai the work is true, and is
seeking a full salvation.
Bro. Benjamin Sly of Mindoro, La Crosse county, Wisconsin, wishes us to send a "good Elder"
there to preach to them, and he says that a place
is open for services. There is a chance for the
Wisconsin elders, or for any one else who can go
there, or who will go; but we have no one now
Buo. BmGGS ALDEN writes under date of JHay whom we could send, or whom we know could go.
4th, that the twelfth article in the statement of
Si<ter 1\'Iary Hinds, wrote some time since, but
belief, published in HERALD for March 15th is her letter was overlooked, about the good preachrather a hard pill to swallow.
ing they had enjoyed at Blue Cut, Jones county,
\Ve admit that in any event where rulers sought Iowa, from brethren E. Larkey and Jerome Huby.
to enforce arbitrarily unjust rules, or laws subver.
Bro. A.. C. Everett writes from Springerton, Illisive of human good, and injurious to the personal nois, that Bro. Hilliard is having full houses to
peace and safety of the subject, it would be preach to in that region, and the prejudice is behard; but the rule of social and c,)mmunistic ing removed, with fair prospects for a gain in
good, demands the existence and absolute en. numbers. Bro. Everett rejoices greatly in the
forcement of just such a clause as the article gifts and blessings of the Holy Ghos"t.
twelve referred to. The safety of society requires
llro. T. J. Stafford, under date of :May 4th, wrote
that the principle of self protection against evil from Lewiston, Fulton county, Illinois, that Bro.
doers shall be merged in the greater powers of J\!I. H. Forscutt who had commenced labor there
the community; and this upon the ground that and had appointments out with the best of prosindividual rights are delegated to society for the pects for full houses and a good hearing, was sudgood of all; in return for which snnender of in- denly calle,d home to Nebraska City, by severe
dividual rights society agrees to grant to the sickness in his fmnily. We regret to hear this,
individual privileges, immunities and powers both for the sake of the work he was engaged in,
which could not otherwise accrue or be enjoyed. and for that of himself and family. Bro. Stafford
To do this society must be governmentally organ- writes that he felt the loss severely, as the interest
ized and all must be subject to the government, or among the people was widespread to hear Bro.
there would be inequality before the law. It cer- Forscutt.
tainly appears that this was the intent and purA. brother writes: "If you hear of a place west
pose of the originators of the article referred to,
among the Saints where a store for groceries and
to impress the principle of fealty to the governgeneral merchandize could be profitably estabment under which the Saints lived that they
lished, please let me know."
might enjoy those powers which are guaranteed
By card, dated Jl.fay 3rd, we learn that Bro. l\I.
by association. The right of rebellion always reT. Short had preached six times at Kappa, Woodmains with the oppressed.
ford county, near Bro. l\I. V. B. Smith's, and
Bno. EnENEZEit RolliNSON, of Pleasanton, Iowa. twice a short distance in the country. He had
one of the old Kirtland Saints, writes under date baptized·two, and blessed two children of brother
of ~lay 3rd, 1877: "I heartily endorse your re- Smith's. He thinl's others will hear the message.
We publish in this issue, a letter from Bro. Z.
marks on the subject of Teachers and the lesser
priesthood, preaching in the branches, and other H. Gurley to Bro. J. W. Briggs, on the subject of
places." It is so often remarked that the Reor. the pre-existence of Christ, and Bro. Briggs' reganization is teaching so contrary to the old time ply, to which we invite attention. \Ve presume
usages of the Church, that the expression of a no more timely articles have of late appeared in
man of so extended an experience as that of Bro. tha HERALD; and think these letters will serve to
show how easy it is sometimes to mistake the inE. Hobinson, is grateful to us.
The newspapers all over the country arc teem. tent ancl breadth of what a man says or writes.
We thank Bro. :fiiortimer Calhoon for a copy
ing with letters, articles, and communications,
having for their occasion, topic and chief inspi- of Chicago Times, centaining a new version of
ration, John D. Lee, his execution, and the Mor- the origin of the Book of }Iormon: we also thank
mons. There has not been such a deluge of news- Sr. D. U. 1VfcGlashan for .a Stockton (Cal.) Indepaper writing about the peculiar people in many pendent aJ'ld Napier (N. Z.) Daily Telegra:pl!.
We thank Bro. J. J. Cornish for copies of Onyea;·s. Almost tvery mail some one sends us papers with marked articles about the l\Iormons in tario, Canada, papers, the London Free Press, and
them. Among them is one which we copy entire, the Journal and Times of St. Thomas, also for
from The Western iWonthly, published by J. H. The Echo, a small sheet published by the RePierce, Omaha, NelJraska. The writer is evident- formed Episcopal Church at St. Thomas. It has
ly disposed to look at both sides of the story, and four pages of the size of our HmtALD, in place of
is not inclined to condemn a people wholesale our sixteen pages, and is only issued once a
from e.u parte testimony from their political month.
Bm. J. 1\I. Harvey writes, ~Iay 1st, that Bro. J.
and religious enemies. "\Vhatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also .reap," is as true now as R. Lambert had started for his field of labor in
when uttered, long, long ago. \Vhen the world J',finnesota.
gets fully awake to the fact that even Latter Day
We receive regularly the Western Rural and the
Saints have rights which demand a portion of Young Folks' .Monthly, of Chicago, the latter a
respect, perhaps the truth will be heard, seen, and good paper for the young, and costs but one
dollar a year.
acknowledged.
\Ve thank Elder J. A.. :B'orgeus for copies of the
\Ve also thank Bro. I~. c, Donalson for a Kan'
Little Sioux:; Iowa, Sentinel, and The Catholic.
sas City Times.
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[May 15.

Read carefully the Report of the Board of Re-~ pel preached, or to be taught, except by the writ- of salvation has not changed, and that every man
moval, and the resolution of commendation ten word and the HERALD. She sends a subscrip- who wishes to obtain pardon for his sins, and be
in the kingdom of God, must believe on
adopted thereon by the late Conference, as pub- tion to help publish the History of Joseph Smith. saved
the Lord Jesus Christ, repent of his sins, be bap.
lished in the Minutes in our last issue.
She writes that the climate where they live is very tized in water for the remission of them, and then
Bro. J. S. Patterson writes from Kewanee that- unhealthy, and this season excessively dry. They it is his privilege to have the hands of the Elders
he has been doing some preaching there since wish to be remembered m their situation by the of the Church of Jesus Christ laid upon him, that
he may receive the gift and manifestations of
Conference, and that he hopes to start out on his Saints.
the Holy Ghost. Unless he comply with this
mission soon, for he feels like helping on the ·
eternal order, he can never receive pardon for
"WHO IS THE LIAR"
his sins, nor be saved in the kingdom of God.
worlr, is improved in health and hopeful in spirit.
Sr. Hannah Eaton writes from Deer Isle, blaine, IN the J1£iUenial Star of January 15th, 1850, there
that she rejoices in the work of God. Her hus- appears an article with the above pithy caption, TuE St. Thomas :J'imes, Canada, where Bro. J. J,
band, Bro. G. W. Eaton, is out preaching most written by Elder Thomas Smith of Northampton, Cornish has been laboring, has the following
of the time, having recently labored at Jonesport, England, in reply to a book written by one Bowes, item:
"ANO'l'IIElt l\'lortMON BAPTISM.-Two more vicCrow ley's Island, Addison Point and other places. to which we call the attention of the Saints, tims
of credulity were joined to the Mormon
He fin@ls many who are honest in heart, and she and espeCially invite the attention of the Ogden Church on Sunday evening, and baptized in the
is willing to suffer in order that the light may Junction, Deseret News, and of the people of Utah creek below Wilson's bridge."
It seems to irritate his feelings a little that
shine unto them.
generally. We extract as follows. Elder Smith
truth is making its way, and that people continue
By the late decision of Judge Shafrer, of Utah, says:
"In order to prove my statements made at to believe it.
in the case of Mrs. Ann Eliza Dee Young against
Pres. B. Young, the former is declared not to have Northampton in December 1840, and to clear
myself, I have taken the following list of lies
NEWS SUMMARY.
beQn a wife ·but a menial in the service of Pres. (lies?) from :M:r. Bowes' book"
(Prepared expreesly for the Herald.]
Young, and therefore not entitled to divorce, or
"12th Lie.-J oseph Smith taught a system of
alimony, but wages as such menial; and the lat. polygamy."
European war news, May 8th, was that the Rus"12th Refutation.-The Hevelations given sians had taken the city of Kars, the Turkish
ter having already paid a sufficient sum for such
through Joseph Smith, state the following :-'If
services as were rendered by Ann Eliza, is dis- any commit adultery, they shall be dealt with stronghold in Armenia, Asiatic Turkey, wit.h 17,000 prisoners; but on the 9th, our latest, it is decharged from further obligation to pay. Whether according to the law of God.' Page 127.-'He nied, although the Hussians made two efforts to
this horn of the dilemma will be anym~re pleasing that looketh upon a woman to lust after her; or, storm the place. On the European side, in Houany commit adultery in their hearts, they shall mania, has been some artillery battles between the
to President Young, than in the other wherein if
not have the Spirit.' Page 150.-'Thou shalt
Ann Eliza would be declared a wife and entitled love thy wife, and shalt cleave unto her, and none cities of Kalafat, on the north bank of the Danube,
and Wid in on the south, between the Russians and
to a divorce, and the president made to pay else.' l>age 124.-'We believe (wE llELIEVE ?) the Turks. Turkish gunboats on the river have
that
one
man
should
have
one
IVife.'
Doctrine
heavily as alimony, remains for his own private
also destroyed or damaged some Roumanian villages by shelling them.
cogitation and decision to determine. In either and Covenants, page 3!31."
It would appear that I<~lder Thomas Smith had
At a public meeting in Athens the Greeks cried
case Pres. Young loses; in the one money, in the
"War! War!" but the Greek Prime Minister urg.
other moral prestige: and the latter is just now held a discussion with this J"\Ir. Bowes; that sub- ed prudence.
sequently, 1\Ir. Bowes published a tract to which
the most valuable to him.
England exciting debates have taken place
Elder Smilh replied; hence it is but fair to pre- in In
the House of Commons on the Gladstone resoluBro. J. C. Clapp writes from Sweet Home, Oresume that Elder Smith did not intend to be misun- tions, one of which was in Eubstance that the Houge
gon, that he is still at work as usual, although his
derstood, and wlien he wrote "lie," he meant to considered that Turkey "by her conduct towards
health was poor. He desires aid through faith
say that the statement thus characterized was her mbject population and her refusal to give guarand prayer, and it is to be hoped that he will not
antors for their better government, has forfeited
lack of receiving sufficiency in body and in spirit false; and when he used the word "refutation," all claims to the moral and material support of
he meant that the statement so characterized Great Britain." In EUf>portin~ l:is viewP, M-r.
to enable him to do his work with pleasure and
should be understood as conveying the .opposite Gladstone stated in the Home, May 7th, that he
satisfaction. He has served the cause long and
knew "no chapter in the history of the last sixty
faithfully, giving all the interests of his life here. to what he called a "lie."
years of England's foreign policy so deplorable as
tofore to the gospel. He has organized a new A LATE writer in the Christian Standanl, states that of the last eighteen months. The conference
of the nations became a farce from the moment
branch call ell the l\'Iyrtle Creek Braneh of twelve in an article on the Origin of JYian, as follows:
that Turkey was informed that England would not
members, and says that there is a good prospect
"With help of the Lord and consent of his edi- enforce :my decision that might be arrived at."
f~'l' more uniting. He thinks that Oregon is a tors, I hope to adduce such other proofs, all found Speaking of the Turkish rule over her Christi'an
very important part of the Pacific Slope :Mission in the Bible, as will prove instrumental in satis- provinces, he said, "We seem to have been relapsand that it needs a great deal of work done in it. I fying all readers of the Stanrlarcl, who really want ing into a position where outrages were to be re( to know the truth and will 'search the scriptures" garded as a matter of sentimental regret, action in
~ro. L. D. M_organ of _south Bethlehem, Penn., oiled to find it, that we are·of the rebel angels regard to which was to be determined by what
wntes that all IS well with them there.
who were cast out of heaven with Satan. And, might. be considered llrilis~ interests. If we are
Bro. J olm H. Lovell of Canaan, J efl:'erwn county, for the purpose of awakening a more general in- unprepared to go further, we must be prepared to
Indiana, writes that Bro. Columlms Scott has terest in the subject., and an earnest desire on the see the duly pass into other hands, for the consci.
.
•
.
part of my Christian readers to know the truth ence of mankind will no longer be content with
done good by h1s P1:eachmg among them recen:1Y· in relation to it, I will pause here, and submit remonstrances and expostulations. It is incomBro. Joseph Sqmres, of Brooklyn, N.Y., wntes for their consideration still another pressing ne- patible with the honor of England to be content
that Bro. Thomas Lester was to start l\Iay 8th to eessity for a correct understanding of this revela- with protests and remonstrances after the atroc:ties have been mentioned in the royal speech. No
make a home in southern Kansas, and Bro. tion."
Squires thinks of going there this summer.
This seems to be a new departure for an ortlw- British interest is endangered, and Russia is not
Bro. Heman c. Smith is the first to send the dox writer to take. It has been thought a wild mad enough to toueh British interests. Russia
could plead that what she nsked was wh~.t all Eunames of new members for introducing the HER- notion to believe that a portion of mankind were rope asked; but others were content with refusal,
ALD to, as requested in last issue.
of those fallen spirits; how then of the idea that and she was not. It waa a terri hie thing to infuse
into the minds of the Turkish Christians that Rus
Bro. David Hall, of Shelby county, Iowa, is the all are.
sia was their only hope. The lihstern question
iirst to send money ($5) for the fund to furnish IN i"Iillenic~l Star, of October 30th, i852, is a long could no longer be trifled with, and it. could only
tracts to traveling Elders, as suggested in last editorial upon the unchangeable character of the be satisfactorily settled by the united notion of
HERALD. That is good, and we hope others will "Plan of Salvation," the perusal of which will Europe."
A motion was made that the House decline to
do likewise. Be it little or be it much, it will be doubtless be new to some of the readers of the
entertain any resolution tending thus to embarass
gladly accepted by the sowers of the seed of truth, Herald; we quote:
the government. Another said that the tendency
as a great help.
But as a tina! and irresistilJle iestim~ny to all I of ~Jr. Gladstone's position would ~e to ~ro f o wnr
Bro. N. Stamm still keeps at the good work in the world of the unchangeableness of His nature, ugamr,t Turkey as the ally of Rmsta, and the dethe Des Moines District, Iowa. He has baptized God has mercifully designed once more to reveal, bate waxed strong, and intense interest waE mali·
three recently. He is going soon into ·warren through His servant Joseph Smith, that scheme ifested. On the Sih, a member of the IIous;J cenof salvatio11 which He has so often revealed be- sm'Pd Earl Derby's reply to Prinoe Go1tscbakdf
and Clark counties.
fore, and which has been so often rejected by of Russia as tending to provoke Russia. and to re ·
Sister A. F. Robinson, of Visalia, California, mankind. And we bear testimony to all the vive the hopes of Turkey. In the House of Lords,.
writes that they have no chance to hear the gos. world that God has not changed, that tlle scheme' also, there is much debate and rather stormy time~
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over the situation, and as to what course England
should pursue.
English news is that 35,000 British troops and
11,000 horses are now ready for embarkation.
The war ship Achilles is ordered to tho squadron
at Plymouth immediately, and the JJJinotaur to be
in readiness to join it by June 1st. Tho War Office
has decided who shall be the commander-in·chief
in case the English army has to proceed to the
seat of war.
. The Turkish government owes English capitalIsts more than one thousand millions of dollars
whic~ is, as the pape:s say, a good reason why
English people may wrsh to preserve the Turkish
Empire.. A daily journal says: "It is clear from
this that if Russia should overthrow Turkey then
the vast sum borrowed from England would
be lost to the last shilling."
For Roumania it is reported that her note of
complaint against Turkey's conduct will be immediately followed by a declaration of independence
and of war.
Constantinople dispatches say that the Turks
since Lord Derby's reply more than ever look to
England for support.,
.
News from Bosnia shows the continuation of
'l'urkish outrages on unarmed and helpless men,
women and children. Fire, sword, robbery and
lust have len but ruin and desolation in many
places. Entering the villages, a general scene of
plundering, rapine, outrage and murder follows,
the houses are burned and the cat!!~, sheep and
goats are driven off.
Russia discountenances any rising of the Christi~ns, but will enlist them in her -army if they
WISh,

Grave apprehensions are felt by residents of
Alaska of serious difficulties with the Indians if
the. recent order of the government withdrawing
Umted States troops from that territory is carried
out. The Indians are bold and im~udent, and the
pres~n.ce of troops is necessary to keep them in a
condrt10n of peaceful subjugation.
Indians continue to come into the Red Cloud
agency. Sitting Bull is reported to have gone
north of Yellowstone, with from two to five hundred lodges .
Crazy Horse and his entire band of Indians
surrendered at Red Cloud agency, May Gth. It
was don~ quietly and without display. Crazy
Horse sard that he would smoke the peace·pipe
and establish eternal peace. Lieutenant Clark
with cavalry met them five miles out, but, when
nearing the Agency, the Indians chanted the
chant of peace, betokening the submission of this
once clreaded tribe. There were about 1,100 all
told and 300 warriors. 700 ponies were turned
over, besides 560 previously. These were givt~n
to the Red Cloud Indians for their services. This
makes a total of nearly 4.000 who nave sun·ende.re~ at Red ·etoml aud Spotted Tail Agencies
.
w1thm ten weeks.
The Deaf and Dumb Asylum at St ..Johns, N. B.,
took fire on the 28th ult. The inmates, thirtv·five
in number, barely escaped with tbeir lives. ·Five
were taken from tho upper windows by the fire
brigade.
A terrific thunder, lightning and hail storm,
visited the vicinity of Springfield, Illinois, on the
27th nlt. The wind tore up the tJ·ees, unroofed
houses and barns, leveled fences and drove the
lttrge hailstones through the plate glass windows
inflicting damage to the amount of many thousand
dollars. Over 100 panes of glass were broken in
the state house. Outside the city the damage is
also said to be considerable.
'
. Tho treasury of the United Stales up to date has
d1sbursed $30,344,000 silver currency, of which
amount $18,095,000 was in lieu of fractional currency, and $12,249,000 for currency obligations.
There is a balance on hand of three and a half
millions.
Thirteen lives have been lo3t in a wreck on Burnett Island, Nova Scotia.
Four hundred miners at New S traifsville, Ohio,
struck on the 30th ult., against a reduction of thirty cents per ton. Trouble is expected.
A theatre in Buffalo, N. Y., was destroyed by
fire on the 30th ult. It was vacant at the time.
Loss $20,000.
Keen and Keeler's wholesale dry-goods house at
Toledo 0 , was burned on the 30th ult. Loss on
stock and building $4.0,000.
A section of the roof of the New York Postoffice
fell in on the first inst., killing two men, dangerously injuring two, and slight.ly injuring two oth·
ers. The building is not quite completed; but a
part of the roof fell in, and buried the laborus
wbo were at. work in the room beneath.
. The Coroner's jury in their inquest upon the vic
ilms of the Southern Ho!el burning concluded that
the fire probably originated in the wine cell!tr.
They passed six resolutions of censure upon the
lessees ~f the hotel for lack of facilities for escnpe,
for puttmg out fires, for neglect to warn in season
for having infhmmable mMerial in the cellar fo;
inefficient watchmen and for lack of ~ysteO:atic
:rules of action in oases of fire.
'
The island of Heligoland, situated in the Ger.
man ocean, ar;d belonging to Great Blitain, is re
ported to be gradually disappearing. It is now
less than a mile in superficial extent; but in 1649
it w~ts four miles in circumference; in 1300 it
m~asured 46 miles, and in 800, 120 miles.
The
encroachment of the sea is effected almost entirely
from the north-east., owing to the current and the
direction of the prevailing winds.
In Egypt a war tax on land of twelve million
dollan has been vcted.

The report of the naval condition of Europe
shows that the British navy is far superior to that
of any o.ther power. She has nearly 400 vessels,
and o9 1ron clads, 21 of them being of the firstclass, with armor from ten to twenty-four inches
thick. From 1860 to 1874 she expended 65 million dollars in constructing new war ships, more
than half of it for iron clads. E'ra.ncc has a good
many war vessels, but mosily of light tonnage;
and Germany has but 13 armed ships afloat. Russia has altogether 29 iron clads. Austria has but,
one first class one. Turkey has 21 iron clads be':'
sides other war ships.
'
'rhe Russian Synod has published a Russan version of the Bible, the result of twenty years' labor.
A dispatch from Salt Lake City s&ys that an ac·
Lion has been brought by the District Attorney to
test the citizenship of Geo. Q. Cannon, the Utah
delegate to Congress, who it is charged holds illegal
naturalization papers.
Greenman's Hotel, St. Paul, destroyed by fire.
Loss $35 000. A $100 000 fire at Sherman, Texas.
'l'he national debt has decreased four hundred
and fifty five million dollars in the past eight
years.
The Black Hills fever continues. The daily departures from Omaha average one hundred. Three
Jines of et1ges run from Cheyenne, and other places on the Pacific Hail Road, to D"adwood.
The Illinois Legislature has passed a law against
tramps a.nd loafers. lt provides !hat all idle and
dissolute persons, and those who go about begging
or who use any juggling or other unlawful games:
runaways, confidence men, railers and brawlers
those lewd in speech or behavior, those who hab:
itually neglect tht>ir employment., and do not carefully prepare for themselves and their families,
and all who are idle or dissolute, or who lounge
or lodge about public or private buildings or sh.;'J.
ter phces, etc., shall be deemed to be and they are
declared to be vagabonds; and any sheriff, constable, city marohall, or police officer of any town
or county, village or city, may arrest such and if
found guilty, ouch parties may be put at h~rd laber on the streets or highways, or in the calaboose
or jail of tbe place where convicted.
This law
will evidently work injustice to some by its misapplication, and on the other hand, it will doubt
less do good also.
Ad.d.J:esser.:.
. :Rec~ntly in the oil regions of Pennsylvania the
C. G. Lanphear, Davis City, Decatur Co., Iowa.
hgh!mng struck a tank of kerosene oil which conAlex. H. Sm;th, Andover, Harrison county, Mo.
tained 22,000 barrels. The tank bu~st. and the
Donald Maule, Secretary of the Second Qnorum
fhmes set fire to another t!lnk of 25,000 b&rrels, of Elders, Magnolia, Harrison county, Iown.
and the oil ran a stream a mile long, destroying a
Charles Derry, Logan, Harrison county, Iowa.
~mall village in its course; besides other property,
Arthur Leverton, Bothwell, Ontario.
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OAKLAND, Cal., 21 April, 1877.
Bro. Joseph Smith:-IWmembering your last
request to me to write you, I thought I would
this morning comply with that request; although
I must confess that I have nothing on my mind
that will be very interesting to you.
I moved down here in December last, intending to devote my whole time to the ministry,
but soon ascertained that I must do something
else to support my family. I therefore sought
and found employment for myself and son, and
only preached Sundays and Sunday evenings.
By the request of the "Frisco" Branch, I gave a
course of lectures in their hall on New 1\'Iontgomery st_reet, on. Sunday evenings, which occupied
the t1me wh1le Bro. \Vm. Anderson made his
southern trip. Whether my effort did any good
I leave others to report. However, our attenda_nce was usnapy good, and I generally had good
!Jbert.y. The mterest kept up and still keeps up.
The difficulLies which like an old ulcer had
distracted the San Francisco and Oakland branhes, have been ~djusted ~y withdrawal and pruning,
and a good sprnl ofumty and love seems to obtain
in both places. Other people now attend our meetings generally, and seem to be strengthened and
edified. The Oakland Saints got a new hall built
the past winter, at Center Station, which is com mo.
dious, comfortable and pleasant. We have an organ in it, and Sr. Pope, late of Cold water, :Mich.
branch, presides at it; and assists our musicai
department. Three weeks ago to-morrow I spoke
in the forenoon in our hall; and in the afternoon
I listened to one of the ablest and most convining argltmentative discourses, by Bro. D. S. Mills,
I ever had the pleasure of listening to. It was
complete vindication of the Church as represented
by the Reorganization in contrast to the misrule
and corruption of the Brigham Young faction.
In the same evening Bro. Mills addressed the
Sai~1ts an~ many others in our hall in this city,
wh1le I d1d the same at San Francisco· making
four discourses in one day. We had go~d attendance and good attention. On the Wednesday following Bro. Mills and myself started on a visit
south. We visited 'vVashington Corners, San Jose,
Santa Cruz, and stayed with Bro. :!\feeder and
lady, and partook of their kind hospitalities.
After seeing the city and partaking of a good dinner prepared by Bro. }}feeder's very excellent and
kind hearted wife, we wended our way over the
Santa Cruz 1ifountains, occasionally remarking
of the objects you saw in your pilgrimage over
the same road, and arrived at Brother Daniel
Brown's in the evening.
On Sunday I was requested to speak at the
morning service, which I did, it being understood
that Bro. l\Hlls would speak in the evening.
Evening came and Bro. Jl.Iills not feeling well I
again tried in my way to instruct the hearers, Into the "good way" and to teach them "to walk in
it" with the assurance that by doing so they
would "tind rest for their souls." The church
was full and I had better liberty than in the morning although I anticipated a different result, as
no doubt many had come expressly to hear Bro.
Mills. But being blessed with a kind and gener.
ous spirit, they seemed to be willing to excuse
him for what he could not avoid, and to give me
their prayers and attention.
We had a good time; that is, I did·at least.
The Saints at Watsonville are full of the spirit of
the work; are united and are receiving the blessings of the Spirit. Bro. D. Brown, the old veteran president of the branch, has resigned and Bro.
David Phillips is chosen to fill his place. We enjoyed a most excellent visit with all the Saints
wherever we went, and we left them feeling joyful in the work... May the choicest blessings, temporally. and spmtually contin!Jally attend them,
rs my smcere prayer to the g1ver of every good
and perfect gift.
Last Sunday evening, while we were speaking
at Watsonville, our well beloved fellow laborer
Bro. T. J. Andrews, at my l'equest, came over and
gave a most excellent discourse, as I am inform.
ed by those who heard him, at our hall in this
city. Every one speaks very highly of his effort
and I hope he will feel like doing so often:

a
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Bro. Albert Haws paid us a visit since I got
home. He has got him a good house at the Corners, and if there were means to give him and
family a living he would devote his whole time
to the work. But as that does not seem practicable at present, he thinks of engaging in something
else until the way opens up which I sincerely
hope will be soon realized. His family are well
as are all the Saints where we have been as a
usual thing.
Bro. Betts lives by the side of me and is now
quite sick. He thinks it the clyptheria. I hope
it is not serious. I have opened me a law office
on the corner of Ninth and Broadway streets,
Oakland, and hope soon to be able to support myself and family and contribute some of my time
and money to the work. We are all well and
very much pleased with our new home. Bro. J.
S. Julian of Sacramento has moved his family
here for their health; they have improved since
they came here. But I have made my letter teo
long. I remain yours for the truth,
II. P. BP.OWN.

SwEET Hmm, Linn Co., Oreg.,
April 27th, 1877.
Bro. Henry: I am going to start on Monday for
a long and hard journey of :fifteen or sixteen hundred miles, through eastern Oregon, Idaho and
Washington Territories. I will be gone about
three months, and then I will leave Oregon, if
the Conference has given me permission.
Love to Joseph and all Saints. Your brother
in the New Covenant.
J. C. CLAPP.
ScoTT'S BAY, King's county Nova Scotia,
April 5th, 1877.
Dear Herald :-It is with pleasure that I read
your contents, written by the brotherhood: for I
feel an interest in the work promulgated, and hope
the instructions given may be to my benefit, as
the progress is to my cheer. And while I feel to
endorse the general teachings, and could add
some good testimony to the great work engaged
in; it may be wisdom to leave the space to those
who are t~apable of imparting good, wholesome
words and doctrine, and only ask a little space
that I may briefly state my position, more especially, for the benefit of the loved ones of the
faith with whom I formed an acquaintance while
on the Pacific Slope. I hear from many by private letters, and many through the Herald.
J\'Iyself and family are enjoying good health
and a. reasonable measure of the good Spirit; for,
only a few days ago, I had positive and ready answers to prayer, that produced a joy in the soul
that words cannot express. So I have no hesitation in declaring that our God is a prayer hearand a prayer answering God.
It was generally suppos()d by my kin, and Baptist brotherhood, that I became deluded under
false teachings, and that as soon as I heard good
sound preaching again, I would turn from Sl'l'inc
feeding to my father's house (Baptist Church).
But, seeing that I would not return, they with
one voice agreed not to allow my heresies taught
publicly, and the ministers of all denominations
made themselves quite busy, even mo:·e than was
becoming to servants of God, warning the p~ople
against the evil in their midst; cautioning them
against having anything to do with them, and
read none of their works, for it was of the Devil,
and he (pointing to me), was the Devil's emissar:l'. This was some of the public pulpit preaching. I felt it pretty hard gospel, but let it pass
along, saying to the people in private conversation, the preachers do not hurt me, the case is between them and their God and if they did not
know, I did know that they knew but little of
what they were talking about. Sometimes I feel
determined to stay and prove them in the wrong,
by living my religion or faith, if I can get no
other way of teaching. But, though the clergy
stand off and wont approach to show me my errorrs, or give me any chance to give a reason for
my hope, I occasionally meet with private parties, and, like Paul, take them by guile, by advocating temperance, speaking on such principles as
all are willing to admit, till I get their attention,
and then, as it does sometimes, the Spirit flows and
my tongue is loosed, and then I, or the Spirit,
presents the gospel in its true order. With the

exception of three public meetings in the Advent
church, this is about all I have done, or can do,
at present, together with circulating tracts and
sometimes writing to some who are inclined to
investigate.
The Lord is working, and in mysterious ways,
and all that is needed is strong faith and patient perseverance, to see a work go on here and
hearts be led to rejoice in ths everlasting gospel.
The faith of some is being shaken, and weeks of
prayer have been held to get up revivals, and all
is dead, or no extra stir. Of course the Devil is
in the midst and false teachings are contaminating the minds, and sad is the condition of things.
Well, we feel it to be the case, but hardly agree
with the majority, that good Bible teaching will
contaminate the mind or destroy the soul. How
strangely inconsistent the wise men of the age do
talk. And now I ask a question and close for the
present. Can any man, however good his pretentious may be, enjoy the Spirit of God and deny his word, and denounce his work ? 1\'Iay God
prosper the righteous, and bless the faithful, and
strengthen the weak, reclaim the erring, and save
us for Christ's sake.
GEo. N. DAVISON.
EAGLEVILLE, Harrison Co., Missouri,
April 7th, 1877.
Dear Herald :-I am located in Harrison
county, Missouri, northeast of Eaglevile, eight
miles, and ten miles southwest of the colony.
Land is worth from three to eight dollars per
acre. This is a fine stock country.
vVe have recently organized a branch to be
known as the Lone Rock Branch, composed of
twelve members; and the prospects are good for
an ingathering of others. Our able brother, Z.
H. Gurley, brought the gospel to this country a
few years ago; and laid the foundation for a good
work; which I believe will be accomplished if
we will but live our religion.
I would say to the elders of the Southern Indiana District, that on my way out here I stopped
in Martin county, Indiana, near the West Badon
Springs, and preached three discourses to very attentive congregations whilst I was with them.
Some avowed their faith in the gospel as we represented, and our opinion is that a church can be
raised up there.
Dear brethren and sisters, we have passed
through considerable privatations and sorrow,
since we left you; have been matle to drink of
the bitter cup of afiiiction. The Lord has seen
fit to take from our embrace our dear little Harbic.
But all this draws us closer to God. The promises of our blessed Savior become more dear and
we hope to stand fast to the encl. And that we
may do so, I sincerely ask an interest in your
prayers. May the God of peace be with you all,
and bring us all to the enjoyment of our hope, is
the prayer of your brother in Christ,
I. P. BAGGERLY.
MA1UN, N. B.,
March 18th, 1877.
Btother Joseph:-It has been some time since
you have heard from me by letter; and as we
have, or think we have, reasons for doing or
not doing certain things, I will name some
things which were not the reasons why I did not
write before. I do this from a sense of duty
which I owe to my personal friends, also to the
Church which I profess to love better than life.
I have not kept silence because I have lost faith
in the Bible, Book of .1\oformon, or Doctrine and
Covenants. Having strong faith in the above
named bool•s, inspires unwavering faith in him,
"the chosen of God," as au agent for the re-establishment of the gospel of Christ in these, the lat..
ter d~ys. In the second place, it is not because
I believe that God has not a chosen people,-men
and women who firmly believe the doctrine as
taught by the Church, and who have confidence
in, and stand by each other, endeavoring to keep
the unity of the spirit in the bonds of peace. In
conclusion, it is not hBcause I believe that God
has ceased to work by human instrumentality
and in the same way a.s he did anciently. These
are some of the many reasons I could name, which
have not been the cause of my silence.
Eight years ago the 6th of last November I was
legally baptized by Bro. T. W. Smith, and cheerGltAND
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fully complied with the requirements of the gospel; and having obtained a knowledge of the
truth as taught by the lawful administrators of
the gospel, I have been blessed in believing the
word of the Lord, and seeing signs following hon.
est hearted believers. I have had some severe
trials of my faith, which I now painly see were
blessings in disguise. I feel that I am to-day,
wiser and stronger by having passed through the
purifying process.
I do not speak of these things boastingly, but
to encourage my brethren who may now be pass.
ing through trials, which they fail to understand,
a.s being necessary to their spiritual growth.
"Whom the Lord loveth he chastiseth, and scour g.
eth every son whom he receiveth." One thing I
:find very difficult to observe; it is this, "Fret not
thyself because of evil doers, neither be thou envious against the workers of iniquity." If we
take the history of the past, with the prophetic
declarations, we will not be surprised a.t some
things which are now transpiring. "Not every
one that saith, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the
kingdom;" notwithstanding that some have
prophecied in the "name of the Lord," and in his
name clone wonderful things; they may be impostors. There is only one safe way, one reliable
rule by which we shall be able to distinguish the
genuine fi·om the counterfeit. "By their fruits ye
shall know them." If I am truly a christian, and
wish always to remain one, I must do right, "He
that doeth right is righteous." If I do wrong and
persist in doing so I am not in possession of the
Spirit of Christ, and, "If any man have not the
Spirit of Christ he is none of his." How important then that we should possess the "Spirit of
Christ," and a.s God has declared that "His spirit
will not dwell in unholy temples," it is our duty
to see that every thing impure and unholy is eradicated. Not only must our a<;:tions be right, but
our thoughts and words must be pure, "Let no filthy communications proceed out of your mouth."
"'fhe pure in heart shall see God."
My brethren, let us try to be more Christlike,
in every department of our. lives, that "when
Christ who is our life shall appear, we shall also
appear with him in glory." Your brother in
Christ,
JOSEPH LAKEMAN.
LmmoN, Ontario, Jlifay 2<1, 1877.
Bro. Ilenry--I just returned home from St.
Thomas. I baptized three more while there,
making eleven members now there, all heads of
families but one. 'fhree or four more say they
will unite when some of us come there again.
J. J. CORNISH.
JHoNONGARELA, Pa., April 30th, 1877.
Bro. Henry :-.l}Iy heart rejoices to read the
letters of my brethren and sisters, and it gives me
strength to press onward. \Vc live about thirty
miles fnnn any branch, and we do not meet with
the Saints very often, and it is very lonely for us
on the Sabbath; still I am contented, for the
Lord has blessed me with many great blessings,
for which I thank him. lHany times I have
thought of what the day of judgment will be,
when every man will have to give an account for
all the sins done while in the body. If we do
not stand firm in the cause we cannot expect to
be blest. But if we pray in faith to the Father
we shall receive of him. Pray for me. Your
sister in the gospel,
ANNA l\L BIWWN.
HuTCHINSON, .Jefferson Co., Colo.,
IVIay 3d, 18'77.
Dear Bro. HeMy :-Our conference passed o:fl:"
well; had quite a large attendance. After conference I continued to preach in the neighborhood
every other evening, and I expect to continue my
meetings till next Wednesday. A good interest is
manifest. Last week I baptized four, and yesterday Bro. Ellis baptized one, and there are
others standing at the door of the kingdom.
The Saints of this place seriously object to my
going away. They offer to pay for the support
of my family, each member one dollar per month,
if I would stay; but my mind was made up to
leave if the General Conference released me; yet
I may stay. The spiritual progress of t.he Saints
here is good. Bro. Ward has been ordained an
Elder. He is young but full of faith and thA
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Holy Ghost. The Spirit also manifests that Bro.j
Standring (a priest) should be ordained an Elder.
He is an able preacher, an~ we have two other
young brethren who prom1se well.. Remember
me kindly to brethren Joseph, Bla1r, Scott and
others. I feel well and hope this may find you
the same. JVIy family are all well, so are all the
Saints here. I remain your brother in Christ,
F'. C. W ARNKY.
MACHIAs, Maine, April 19th, 1877.
Bro. Henry :-Home again. Five weeks ago I
left for Brooksvile, where I preached a few times.
Then I went to the Cape and preached four sermons; much interest manifested. Some of the
Methodists were angry, and, at the close of the
Sunday evening service they raised a fight, and
fists flew for awhile between them and those favorable to our cause, but the former got the worst
of it. After that I preached on the Ridge, as it is
called, in the town of Sedgwick, six sermons and
baptized three. Others expect to obey before
long. I expect to return there in a few days. The
boys promised me some eggs if I came to the
above named place, but instead of eggs it was
rocks, that is, they sent them with full force, and
they struck all around me, but not one hit me.
Several times have I been stoned in this manner,
but no harm done to me. Praying for the spread
of the gospel, I remain yours evel',
J. C. Foss.

will come, that I may be able to meet him on the
way. I desire the prayers of the faithful that I
may be sustained and strengthened. I feel very
weak to carry on the work here alone. Ever
praying for the prosperity of God's people and
the canse of truth, I remain your brother,
JAMES W. BRYAN.
MONTSERRAT, Johnson Co., Mo.,
April 5th, 1877.
IJear Editors :-I write you of my labors and
intentions, in the work. I spent all my time in
preaching the gospel, from December 10th, 1875,
to October 1st, 1876. Then my wife and I decided that I had better work through the winter,
and that when we had obtained the temporal
blessings that we thought necessary, then I could
go and preach again. But, in spite of all our
labor, fate was against us, and instead of obtaining what we sought for, it seemed all the while,
to vanish farther from us. While in this con.
dition, and a few days after we returned home
from our quarterly conference, my wife advised
that we sell what we had, and that I should go
and preach the gospel, and said that she would
make a living for herself and our boy. If there
is a person that can describe my feelings when I
heard these words it is more than I think; for
there was a burning within my breast, and a sensation seemed to pervade my whole body that
was indescribeable. What! Shall we sacrifice
all that we have, not knowing what will become
of us? Yes. Why? Because Jesu~ has said
"Every one that hath forsaken houses or lands,
brethren or sisters, or father or mother, or wife
or children, for my name's sake shall receive a
hundred-fold, and shall inherit everlasting life."
Matthew 19: 29th. Then we went to God in
prayer that he would guide us aright, and he
answered our prayers, and showed us that by
carrying out this plan he would bless us; and he
also showed us many things that we should do if
we were faithful. I am now at Bro. Curtiss, near
~Iontserrat. I preached last Sabbath at Mr.
Dellar's in that place, and also on Tuesday. Mr.
Dellar is a member of Bickertonite faction,
whose Zion is now established in Kansas; but I
do not think that it will be very long before he
will unite with us. Already quite an interest in
this part of the country, but what the result will
bs time will determine. 1\Iy only hope is in this
work, and my greatest desire is for its progress,
and for the final gathering into one fold, witlit
Christ our king and our lawgiver. To this end
I wish to labor. Brethren, pray for me that I
may not come under condemnation for neglect.
ing to lift up my voice in defense of the gospel
of Christ. Your brother,
A. J. CA'l'O.

I

LAKE CITY, Hinsdale Co., Colorado,
March 25th, 1877.
Editors Herald :-Although a stranger to you,
yet I have a desire to know more of the truth, and
hence I address you and all who are interested in
advancing the kingdom of the I~ord. I hope that
soon those here who now believe, and who desire
to be adopted into the family of God, may have
an opportunity. There are four who wish to be
baptized, my husband and myself included; and
several more have expressed similar desires, and
there are a good many who are interested in the
tru,th, and who would be glad to listen to preaching. We are very thankful that we were incidentally, or perhaps providentially, brought into
the society of Mr. John A. Taylor, who has done
a good deal of fireside preaching here the past
winter, and has told us the truth as it is in Jesus,
the value of which we estimate beyond the wealth
of the universe. Mrs. Emma Fox, one of our
friends, takes the Herald, and we have the privilege of reading H, and in looking over its content&
we noticed mention of Elder F. C. Warnky,
preaching at different points not far away, and
we would be glad if he or some other elder would
come here. There has heen a house offered in
Lake City for 1\'Ir. Taylor to preach in. I believe
that good has been accomplished here, and there
is an opening for much more. I ask your prayers,
and those of all the Saints, that we may be led into the light and continue to walk therein evermore, and be brought to enjoy the gifts and blessings promised to the obedient and faithful.
Yours in hope and love of the truth,
HARRIET A. YATES.
[Can net Bro. Wamky, Ellis or Stev;art visit
Lake City?]-l~ns.
GnOESBECK, Limestone Co., Texas,
April 23d, 1877.
B1·otlwr Henry :-I have walked about two
hundred miles since I last wrote you, and
preached in many new places. The prospects
are fair for a gathering in. I preached ten miles
from here Saturday night last and I met with
opposition from a Disciple, but not to the injury of
the cause of truth. One of their elders gave me
his hand and desired baptism. I think he will
be a firm and faithful brother. He was too well
read in the Scriptures not to recognize the truth
when fairly presented. I shall baptize him as
soon as I return from McOlennan county where
I have an appointment for next Sunday. I shall
labor here for about two months and then go on
eastward. My address will be Groesbeck, Limestone county Texas for about two months, and
then Elkhart', Ande1!son county. If Conference
assigned any one to this field, or if any elder is
coming here to labor I. wish he would WJ.·itc me
at this place, at what tlme, and by what route he

FARMINGTON, Ky, April 7th, 187~.
B1·o. Joseph :-I keep up our regular appomtments. The attendance generally good. I look
for good results this summer in this part of the
mission. I feel satisfied that in time the Lord
will establish peaee and unity, and that Zion will
yet "blossom as the rose," and that the pure in
heart will rejoice in it. God grant that it may
come speedily. In the mean time I will try to
fulfill my calling, and do what good 1 can, and
not be disturbed by the fleeting shadows of the
"clouds without water" which seem to disturb
some. If this is the church of Christ, (and I feel
sure that it is), there is no cause for fear. The God
who established it, is able and will sustain it in
spite of every opposition. Yours in Christ,
J. H. HANSEN.
-----DowvrLLE, Iowa, April 23d, 18"17.
Brother Henry :-I have been attending a discussion between Elder J. Bartlett of the Seventh
Day Adventists, and Bro. D. H. Bays. The
questions were, First: "Resolved that the seventh
day or Saturday is the Sabbath, and therefore binding in the Christian dispensation."
Elder Bartlett affirmed, and Elder Bays denied.
Second: "Itesolved that the New 'I'estament
Scriptures teach First-day obse1:vance." El?er
Bays affirmed Elder Bartlett deriled. Accordmg
to my mind, Bro. Bays successfully refuted every
argument brought forward by Elder Bartlett on
the first proposition; and that Elder Bartlett did
not successfully refute one argument brought for-
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ward by Bro. Bays on the second proposition. I
attended all the sessions, although I had to walk
ten miles after working all of the rest of the time
that it did not take me to go. I was very anxious
to hear it, for I had had some conversation with
Mr. Bartlett, and he had said to me, in the presence of others, that our elders could not do any
thing with him.
Our branch is steadily ini.proving, and taking
into consideration the scattered condition of the
members, we are doing well. The officers have
been at work this winter, and the results have
been good, and I hope that they will continue. I
feel assured that for a branch to prosper, her officers must labor continually. Your broth11r in
the truth,
CrrAs. E. BuTTERWORTH.
OREGON, Holt County, Missouri,
April 8th, 1877.
B1·ot1wr Henry :-Bro. 'I'. W. Smith visited this
branch a few weeks ago and preached the everlastiRg gospel in its purity. He is a good speaker. Bro. Charles Derry is here at present. He
has preached three very able discourses. As a
branch we are trying to live so that tha world
may see that we are what we profess to be. I am
but young in the cause, but my faith is strong in
the work, and if we obey his laws, and keep his
commandments we shall inherit eternal life.
Your brother in Christ,
Wl'<r. I. REEVES.
RIVERTON, Iowa, April 28th, 1877.
Brothe7' Henry :-Our branch is so scattered
that to meet with them on Sunday I have to go
seven to eight miles, which is too much to walk,
or to drive a team that works at the plow all the
week. I have attended the Presbyterian Church
some, and have exchanged tracts with their minister. Since the people read the statement of
John D. Lee's confession and execution they inquire if the Book of Mormon endorsed polygamy.
One evening at a singing school Mr. Workman,
the teacher, heard that I was a ~formon, and sent
for me to come to the part of the house where he
was. He wished to see a Book of Mormon to
find whether it did endorse that practice. I
loaned him one, and he liked it very well. I
hope some good will yet be done by your unworthy servant. Yours in the gospel,
·
LEwis C. DONAI.SON.
KIRTLAND, Ohio, April 27th, 1877.
Brother Henry :-On the 4th of April I left
Kirtland for Fort Recovery, Mercer county, Ohio.
I stopped in Cleveland over night preached to a
small but attentive audience, at a house or room
secured for that purpose on Orange street. Left·~
on the 5th for the place of destination, and on
the evening of 7th spoke to a crowded house, all
eager to hear a "Mormon;" but when they discovered that he was not a "Mormon" they were
gladly disappointed. This occurred three miles
south of town. I spoke nine times in the
country, in two school houses and one church.
Preached one funeral sermon, that of Sr. Lowry,
who departed this life last October. I spoke
four times in the town of Recovery, in the Good
Templar's Hall. Haised quite an excitement
through that section. On Sunday, April 22d, I
baptized three, and believe that I left some thinking upon the principles of our doctrine.
J OSEPII l!'. JVIcDOWELI..

The investigations into the management of the
life insurance companies are bringing to light
some interesting revelations, showing what becomes of the money of the policy-holders. Take
the case of the Equitable Life; the following payroll was disclosed to the astonished gaze of the
public: President $3i,500. Vice President $22,000.
Actuary $20,000. Secretary $16,500. Assistant
Actuary $7,500. Assistant Secretary $5,000. Auditor $5,000. Cashier $5,000. Supt. Bond and Mortgage Department $4,500. Seve~teen bookkeepers
$~1,000. Twe~ty five c~erk~ $ll2,000. Attorney
$~5,000. Medical exammal!ons $4i,OOO. Cashier $36,000.
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indeed is .a venial e:ro:; for it usually
carries 1t9 own pun1shment With It,
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JUa§ruwina!leU;;; Diish·ict.
Conference assembled at Dennisport, and organized with G. C. Smith as president, and Senterlow
Butler and C. N. Brown as clerks. Prayer by G.
C. Smith.
Elders' Reports.-Jesse W. Nichols, John Gilbert, G. C. Smith, G. S. Yerrington, C. N. Brown,
John Smith, Wm. Cottom, S. Butler, Eleazar Small,
Ebenezer Joy, T. F. Eldredge, Nathan Eldredge,
Louis Chase, I. Small and G. S. I,innall, in person;
Wm. Bradbury, Wm. Pond and Erastus Vickers,
by letter; H. H. Thompson and S. H. Morse, by
proxy. Priests John Potts and Charles A. Coombs
and Deacon Frank Steffe reported.
Branch reports from Boston, Fall River, Douglas, Providence, Plainville, and South Yarmouth,
were referred to John Smith, C. N. Brown and E.
Small.
Jesse W. Nichols, G. S. Yerrington and Albert
Nickerson commit tee on grievances.
Sunday: preaching at 10·30 a.m. by C. N. Brown.
At 1 30 p.m. a prayer and testimony meeting, conducted by J. W. Nichols and S. Butler. At 3 p.m.
preaching by John Smith. At seven p.m. preaching by John Gilbert.
At 8.20 p.m. business was :resumed, and committee on branch reports recommended the acceptance. of the Providence, Fall River, Plainville and
South Yarmouth reports; also, that the Boston and
Douglas reports be retained in the hands of the
District Clerk till next conference, and that the
clerk of the Boston Branch be requested to produce the branch record.
The committee on grievances reported, but it
was referred back to them.
A letter was read from A. J. Cowden, and on
motion it was laid on the table, and the brother
was referred to the Providence Branch, he being
under the jurisdiction of that branch.
The financial report of the president of the dis·
trict was read: received from .Bishop's Agent $8,
expended $4. 95, on hand $3.05. The District Clerk
was requested to notify the branch presidents that
all members of their respective branches are required to pay the sum of five cents per month for
the support of the district, in accordance with a
resolution of last conference.
G. C. Smith was sustained as president, and S.
Butler as clerk of the district. Joseph Smith was
sustained as president of the Church, and all the
authorities thereof.
Adjourned to meet at Fall River, 7 p.m, June
2d, 1877.

Nodaway Di;;;trict.
The above conference convened in the Courthouse, Oregon, Mo., on Saturday, February 24th,
1877; Wm. Hawkins presiding, and Benj. Fisher
clerk, pro. tem.
Branch Reports.-Oregon 33 members, including
6 Elders, 1 Priest., 1 Deacon; 2 baptized and 3 removed. Ross Grove, 37 members, including 1 Seventy, 1 Elder, 2 Priests, 2 Teachers; 3 baptized.
Platte, 38 members, including 7 Elders, 1 Priest,
1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 1 baptized and 1 expelled.
Guilford, no report. Elder Rasmussen of Oregon,
and Teachers Andes and Ross of Ross Grove, re·
ported their respective branches as in general good
condition, and the Saints feeling well in the cause,
and rlesirous of pressing forward.
Elders.Rasmusson, Hoyer, Nutt, Fisher and Hawkins, reported their labors during the last quarter. Their reports show that they are no idlers.
Teachers Ross and Andes reported their labors
as confined to watching over the flock. Deacon
Dixon reported.
Whereas, there seems to be too little interest
taken in our conferences by the brethren and sisters of distant branches, judging from the representation here; and whereas, we believe that the
Saints, and especially the priesthood, should feel
that their presence is necessary; and while we
recognize the principle, •·That every man is free,"
yet we also recognize that God expects every one
to do his or her duty; therefore, be it Resolved,
that we believe that every oue holding the priesthood should consider that upon him devolves the
duty of helping to build up the Kingdom of God,

and that all such should be on hand whenever
business is to be transacted. Carried unanimously.
Elder Nutt was authorized to labor in Rockport
and vicinity, and all the Elders and Priests of the
district were requested to labor diligently in their
respective neighborhoods.
Resolved that the Elders obtain new licenses.
Priest JohnS. Weeks, Sumner county, Kansas,
reported by letter having preached in Atchison
county, Mo., eight times. He received courteous
attention and there was a desire to hear more, and
if this conference will send some one there, he or
they will be well treated and cared for.
Wm. Hawkins sustained as president of the district. Brethren N utt' and Andes were appointed
as a committee to visit Bro. Flory about his du!.y
as district secretary.
Evening was devoted to prayer and testinony.
The Holy Spirit was with us richly, and every
heart rejoiced.
Sunday Morning.-Prayer by the president, and
Elder N utt addressed the congregation. Afternoon.-Prayer by Elder Nutt, and the sacrament
was administered, and a glorious hour was spent
in speaking to one another, and we feel that if a
book of remembrance is kept we shall not be
ashamed of the record.
Evening.-Prayer by
Elder Fisher, and preaching by Elder Nutt.
The promises of the Lord are that if his Saints
here live their profession, that the day is not far
distant when many of the honest in heart shall be
added to our numbers, and we shall see the fruits
of our labors. We pray that we may never weary
in well doing .
Monday morning.-Adjourned to meet at Ross
Grove, May 2Gth and 27th, 1877. This appointment is not made with any degree of partiality,
but with the feeling that if the branches desire
conference to be held among them, they must see
to it that they are properly represented, as the law
of the Lord directs. Truly we can say we spent
a happy time-peace, harmony and good feeling
prevailing throughout.
Fal'W(~§t Disb·h~t.

A conference was held in the Farwest Branch,
convening at 10 a.m., March lOth, 1877; James
Kemp, presiding; Wm. 1'. Bozarth, clerk pro. tem.
Prayer by Wm. Summetfield, All visiting brethren were allowed a voice in the conference.
Branch Reports.-Farwesl, 3 baptized, total 58,
with 7 Elders, 1 Priest, 3 Teachers, 1 Deacon.
Delano, 2 received and 1 removed by letter; total
28, with 3 Elders, 1 Deacon. S tarfield, total 27.
Bevie;, 6 gain, 4 loss, total 60, with 8 Elders, 1
Priest, 3 Teachers and 2 Deacons. St. Joseph, 1
received by vote, total 41, with 6 Elders, 2 Priests,
1 Teacher, 2 .Deacons. Hanni ball baptized, 1 expelled, 1 died, total 20, with 2 Elders, 1 Priest, 1
Teacher. Salt River, 6 baptized, total 6, with 1
Elder. DeKalb, not reported.
·
Elders' Reports.-F. C. Graham snl James Foxall, by letter. Wm. Summerfield, in person. A.
J. Seeley, president of Farwest Branch; H. P.
Sherad, of Delano Branch; Thos. J. Franklin had
preached all he could; James Kemp had visited
nea.rly all the branches in the district, baptized 6,
ordained 1 Elder, blessed 7 children. and organized
the Salt River Branch, in Macon county; James
L. Richey had preached in connection with 0. A.
Richey; John Mcintyre, John Burlington, 0. A.
Richey and Jacob Snider, reported their labors;
Wm. T. Bozarth had preached lfi discourses, baptized 3, found a good interest in most of the places
where he had been. Teachers Henry R. Casto
and A. Halliday, reported.
1: 30 p.m -Prayer by T. J. Franklin. .John
Burlington was chosen as assistant clerk.
The adjudicating committee appointed by last
conference,-namely, W. W. Blair, Wm. Woodhead
and R. C. Moore,-reported in case of Thos. Worrell, recommending to restore him to full fellowship iu the DeKalb Branch. It was received.
Their report in the case of L. L. Babbitt was read
and laid on the table, for future action.
Resolved that all Eders of this district that have
no licenses be granted them.
Frederick Collins resigned as secretary of the
district, and M. M. Ballinger was chosen in his
place.
James Kemp offered his resignation as president
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of the district, and Andrew J. Seeley was chosen.
A vote of thanks was tendered to brethren Collins and Kemp, for their past services.
Resolved that the authorities of the district are
requested to go to Cameron and organize a branch
of the Church at that place.
That we hereby divide the district. 1'he west line
of this district to be the range line running north
and south between range 31 and 32, or the line
running north and south through the center of DeKalb county, Missouri, thence north and south to
the boundary lines of the Farwest District.
Evening.-Prayer by J. D. Craven. The report
of the adjudicating committee was received, and it
was referred to the other district yet to be organized.
J. T. Kinneman was released as Bishop's Agent,
because he is no longer a member of the district.
Officials present: 1 High Priest, 15 Elders, 1
Priest, 2 Teachers, 1 Deacon. The authorities of
the Church were sustained, and T. W. Smith in
his present mission.
Sunday.-Prayer by John Mcintyre. Preaching by Charles Derry.
Resolved that we sustain Bro. Charles Derry in
this mission, and that we petition the General
Conference to continue him in this mission.
Adjourned to meet in the Delano Branch, on
Saturday, May 26th, 1877.
------.......--~---

StJ:inll l"D'ail'ie Distl'ict.
A quarterly conference was held at Farmington,
Lee county, Iowa, March 3d, 4th and 5th, 1877;
J. H. Lake presiding, and W. R. Sellon, secretary
pro. tem. The business was much facilitated by
the appointment of a committee, brethren James
McKiernan, John Matthews and B. F. Durfee, to
whom all reports, papers, etc., were referred, and
who, as far as possible, arranged all business, for
presentation to the conference.
Branch Reports.-Vincennes 27, including 1
Apostle, 2 Elders. Burlington 69, including 2 High
Priests, 5 Elders, 1 Priest, 4 Teachers, 1 Deacon;
6 received by letter, and 1 removed by letter. Elvaston 18, including 1 Priest; 1 died. String Prairie 42, including 3 Elders, 1 Priest, 2 Teachers, I
Deacon; 3 removed by letter, 2 baptized. Pilot
Grove 57, including 2 Elders, 2 Priests, 1 Teacher;
2 received by letter. Farmington 44, including 1
High Priest, 1 Seventy, 2 Elders, 1 ·Deacon: 1 r.emoved by letter. Keokuk 36, including 4 Elders,
1 Priest, 2 Teachers. Burlington (German) 17, including 1 Elder, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher. Rock Creek
and Montrose, no reports.
Branches reporting show a total of 310; which,
with branches not reporting, and with accessions
since date of reports, and with members of the
Church residing in the district but not connected
with any branch, will give a membership very little, if any, short of 400 in this district.
An unusual amount of business was transacted,
which was due, in great measure to the prompt
and able manner in which the committee performed their duties.
Report of Bishop's Agent.-On hand June 6th,
1876, $3.02, received to March 1st., 1877,$3.70, total
$6.72; paid J. H. Lake $6. 70, balance on hand 2o.
Received since June, 1873, $207.22; paid for the
support of the ministry, $202.45, district expenses
$4. 75, total $207.20, balance on hand 2c.
A resolution passed at the March conference,
1876, was taken up, and, after amendment, was
adopted as follows: Hesolved, that this conference
consider that members of this church, residing in
this district, who have not attached themselves to
any branch, shall be amenable to the branch nearest their residence; and that branch officers should
visit and labor with them in connection with members of' the branch, and that they be requested to
unite themselves to the most convenient' branch.
That the Elders of this district shaH report to
each conference, either personally or by letter.
That we sustain J. W. Newberry as Bishop's
Agent.
That brethren B. F. Durfee, John Matthews and
James },fcKiernan, be and are hereby appointed to
audit the books of the Bishop's Agent, and of the
secretary of this district, and to confer with the
.Bishop's Agent with regard to financial matters,
with authority to investigate all matters relating;
to this department.
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Th~t we raquest all the Saints of this district to
contribute all they can towards the support of the
cause, the same to be forwarded to the Bishop's
Agent, and that he be authorized to pay out the
funds that may come into his hands, for the support of the cause at large, but particularly for the
support of the Elder or Elders who are appointed
to labor from time to time in this district as traveling ministers; and that the agent is hereby re·
quested to urge branch presidents to put into execution the acts already passed in regard to raising
means for the support of the ministry, and forward
it to the Bishop's Agent.
That John H. Lake be sustained as president of
this district.
Although the weather was very unpleasant, and
the attendance therefore small, yet there was even
more than the usual interest manifested on the
part of those few who did attend. Our deliberationa, though often earnest and even warm, were
conducted with the utmost kindness and good feeling· and they will we trust have a tendency to
adv~nce the inter~sts of th~ Church in this Dis·
trict. There was large attendance at our meetings in spite of the unpleasant weather to listen
to the gospel as ably preached by Elders John
Matthews and J. H. Lake, and we hope that the
seed which has been sowed will germinate, and in
due time to bring forth fruit.
Adjourned to meet at String Prairie June 2d
1877; every branch should be fully rep'resented.'

A conference of the above district was held with
the Brookfield Branch, February 24th and 25th,
1877; J. C. Foss presiding. Prayer by J. C. Foss.
In minutes of last conference E. B. Gray should
have been called a Teacher and not a Priest.
Resolved that the report of the Green's Landing
Branch for the preceding quarter be sent to the
district secretary.
Branch Reports.-Green's Landing, 1 added,
present number 33. Brookville, gain 2, present
numl»er 26. Bear Isle, Deer Isle and Rockland
Branches, not reported.
Officials present: 1 Seventy, 3 Elders, 1 Priest,
1 Teacher.
George W. Eaton resigned the office of district
president, and Jonathan H. Eaton was chosen in
his stead.
Resolved that we sustain J. C. Foss in his mis·
sion, and the authorities of the Church by our
faith and prayers.
Preaching in the evening by J. C. Foss. On Sunday morning an exhortation and prayer meeting
was held. Preaching in the afternoon by G. W.
Eaton and in the evening by J. C. Foss. The house
was filled to overflowing, and the best of attention
was given.
Adjourned to meet with the Little Deer Isle
Branch, June 8th, Oth, lOth, 1877.

A conference was held in the Court-house at Carrollton, March 3d and 4th, 1877; president J. D.
Craven in the chair, Samuel Crum, clerk pro. tern.
Branch Reports.~Hazel Dell 26 members, including 4 Elders, 1 Priest; 1 baptized, 6 received
by letter, 3 received by vote, 1 died. Knoxville
16, including 3 Elders, 1 Priest. Carrollton 18, including 1 Elder, 1 Priest., 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 1
baptized, 1 died. Valley 37, including 6 Elders,
1 Priest; 1 died. Alma and Grape Grove notreported.
Reports of Elder8.-E. Curtis had preached 22
times, baptized 4. J. Westwood had preached. W.
'J. Booker labored in the branch. A. Young labored in his branch and baptized 1. A. Johnson
reported. J. D. Craven had spent much time in
visiting the branches, and had held meetings every
Sunday except two since last conference; baptized
3; found the district with few exceptions in good
condition. S. Crum had labored some.
2 p.m.-Priest Samuel Martin reported. A.
Young, E. Curtis, W. J. Booker and J. D. Craven,
reported the Carrollton, Hazel Dell, Valley, and
Knoxville branches.
Appointment of :Missions.-J. N. Cato under directions of brethren Booker and Westwood. E Curtis and S. Crnm a~sociated together. Jos. West-
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wo.o~ and W. J. Booker to labor together, as the
may direct. A. Johnson and W. W. Felkins
were associated together; also, R. L. Ware and A.
Young. All the Elders and Priests not thus associated are requested to labor as their circumstances permit.
Resolved that no officer be permitted to preach
in this district without a license from the Church.
Officials present: 8 Elders, 1 Priest. J. D Oraven was sustained as president, J. B. Belcher as
·vice-president, and A. J. Cato as secretary of the
district. $1.65 was raised to buy stationery with.
At 7·30 p.m. preaching by Joseph Westwood.
A vote of thanks was tendered to the Judges of
the County Court for the use of the Court-house.
Adjourned to meet in Knoxville Branch at 10
a.m., June 2d, 1877.

Los An~eles Sub-Dhtrict.
.
Th1s conferen~e convened at Los A~~~Jes, Cal.,
March 11th, 1817; John Brush preSHilng, J. F.
Burton assisting, R. R. Dana clerk.
Newp~rt Branch 08 members, including 8 .Elders, 3 Priests, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; added by haptism 17, by letter 20.
Elders' l'teports.-;-Joh~ B_rush feeling well.. J.
F. Burl_?n has baptized 1?, mtends s~on to go mto
the fie~ct. R. R. Da;na will soon go mto the field
for a time, has bapllzed 2. Br. Prothero has bap·
tized 2. Priests John S. Damron and James Hen·
derson reported. J. G. Walker and S. L. Crain
reported. D. S. Mills said that news from various
parts of the Pacific coast was cheering; thinks
this is largely due to brother ,Joseph's visit to this
coast; expects to spend his entire time in the ministry. Letters from brother J os. C. Clapp, stating
that the work in Oregon is prospering, and now in
good condition. John Garner, sen., said that an
editor of San Bernardino states in his paper "There
are a people in this place called Latter Day Saints,
made up of our best citizens." Teachers reports:
Allen Baldwin had visited nearly all the members
of the branch, finds most of them trying to keep
the commandments. Deacon Geo. Barr reported.
R. R. Dana and J'. T. 1'edford, committee s,ppoiriled to examine the Branch Record, report the
record too defective to send a report from it to the
Church Recorder. Report received and committee discharged.
J. G. Walker, superintendent of the Sunday
School, reports a good interest manifested, and
still increasing.
R. R. Dana, book agent, reported amount of
books sold, number on hand, and amount of funds
forwarded to Board of Publication. Report received.
·
Licenses were granted to Elders John Brush and
S. L. Crain; Priest Wm. W. Garner and JohnS.
Damron; Teacher Allan Baldwin; Deacon George
W. Barr.
Resolved that all the authorities of the Church
be sustained in righteousness, by our faith, prayers and means; D. S. Mills, as president of Pacific
Slope Mission: J. F. Burton, of Los Angeles SubDistrict; and R. R. Dana as book agent.
Sunday, 11 a.m.-Preaching by D. S. Mills. In
the afternoon sacrament was administered, and in
the evening Br. Mills preached.
Adjourned to meet at Newport, June Otli, 1877.

I

'\Vho Live

Lon~est?

The longest-lived people, according to the Jewish Chronicle, are the Jews. Among them it remarks,
"Hereditary diseases is very rare; scrofula is
scarcely to be found, their freedom from inter marriages pre~erving the initial purity of their blood.
'Their exemption from infection in such scourges
as typhus, cholera, the plague, has often been remarked, but it is attributable to the scrupulousness
with which the vast majority attend to the hygienic
prescriptions of their ritual. The average length
of life exceeds that of their Christian contempor·
aries by five years, a fact to be recommended to
the notice of life insurance companies. In addition to the favoring conditions already mentioned,
this may be in part due to their predileation for
such trades and professions as are not dangerous,
aml which permit the strict observance of their
religious laws. Innkeepers, bakers, miners ·are
scarcely to be found among the English Hebrews."

Conli'et·ence l'f otic~!s.
Notice to the Saints of the Kent and Elgin District
Ontario: The April Conference 1·eferred the adjust~
ment of tho time and place of holding the next session of conference for the above named district to
Elders Joseph Smith and W. W. Blair. In pursuance of the duty thus assigned, we wrote to the
several branches composing the district, as we believe, suggesting Blenheim as the place, and Saturday and Sunday, June 16th and 17th, 1877, as
the time. To these letters we received replies
from the Zone, Botany, Buxton, Buckhorn, London, Puce River, and the branch at 1\Ioore; and
all of these except the last named agree that such
time and place will be satisfactory. We, therefore, appoint June 16th and 17th (third Saturday
and Sunday), as the time, and the Blenheim
Branch as the place of holding the next session of
conference for the Kent and Elgin District. We
hope far a cordial acquiescence in this appointment,
and look for an excellent session. May peace
crown all our labors.
JOSEPH SMITH,}

WThr. W. BLAIR,

0

of the Pres!dencif.

PLANO, Ill., May 4th, 1877.

A conference of the Michigan District will be
held, we understand, at Cold water, Michigan,
June 9th and lOth, 1877. Bro. Kelley intends to
be there; also, Bro. Blair expects to be present.
The next conference of the Massachusetts District will be held in Fall River, Mass., June 2d
and 3d, 1877.
GEo. C. SMITH.
President of District.

.Notices,
Information wanted of the whereabouis of a Br.
Ezra Strong, who was formerly a member of the
Wheeler's Grove Branch; was born in Van Rensalear county, New York, June 28th, 1788; baptized
in Reorganization in Grove Township, Pottawattamie county, Iowa, October 12th, 1862, by Elder
Levi Graybill. He left here in 1862 or 1863, and
has not been heard from since. Any information
of his whereabouts will be thankfully received by
H. Newberry, secretary of the Wheeler's Grove
Branch, Pottawattamie county, Iowa.
Birth and Death notices inserted free; Marriage notices
one dollar each.

Died.
In Birmingham, England, on April. 16th, 1877,
from bronchitis, Harry Kirkland Crump, aged 1
year and 10 months.
March 18th, 1877, near Eagleville, Harrison
county, Mo., from the effects of a fall, Harbert
Clinton, son of Isaac P. and F. A. Baggerly, aged
4 years, 10 months and 7 days. Harbert was an
unusually interesting child, and a natural singer.
Just before he died he expressed a wish to go
home, and sang these Jines:
"VVe are almost down to the river side,
Soon shall our wanderings cease,
If Jesus himself will be our guide,
We shall walk through the valley in peace."

Funeral services by Elder James Gillen.
At Weir City, Kansas, April 9th, 1877, after one
week's suffering, Wm. D. Fulks, aged 15 years, 8
months and 22 days. He was born July 19th, 1861,
near Vincennes, Lea county, Iowa; he was baptized at Mound Valley, Labette county, Kansas.
At Philadelphia, P11., April 3d, 1877, of consumption, brother Robert Cameron, aged 34 years.
He filled the office of clerk of the branch for four
years and a half; his accounts were always correct. His Joss will be greatly felt by his family;
he leaves a wife and three children to mourn his
loss. Funeral services by Elder John Stone.
·At Pleasant Hill, Cass county, Mo., January 12th,
1877, of cancer, sister Violet James, wife of William James, and daughter of mother Mary Badham
of Farm Creek, Iowa, aged 22 years, 1 month and
21 days. She had been a member of the Church
since her thirteenth year ; she bore her sufferings
patiently to the last, and passed away in firm trust
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in her Maker, and with quiet resignation to his
will, leaving three little ones to be cared for.
At Farm Creek (Emerson), Mills county, Iowa,
January 12th, 1877, at 4 p.m., of diptheria, Clara
Alice, daughter of mother Mary Badham, aged 14
years, 4 months and 12 days. She had never been
baptized, but her life was one of spiritual mindedness; and her most marked characteristic was
strict obedience and unfeigned love and devotion
to her feeble and widowed mother. A short time
before she died, she called her mother to her side
and said, ••lib, when will you come?" Upon being asked, "Where?" She replied, "Across to the
other shore. 1\:Ja, how do they get across?" She
passed away with all the quietude of an infant,
with her wonted pleasant look upon her features.
At Jonespart, Maine, April 23d, 1877, Lysander
C. Smith, aged 36 years and 7 months. All feel to
mourn the loss of our friend. Funeral services
by Elder J. C. Foss; text, Hebrews 2: 6.
At Jonesport, Maine, April 20th, 1877, Oriana
Norton, aged 21 years and 4 months. She was not
a member of the Church, but her last. words to her
parents, who belong to the Church, were, "Be
faithful, the Church is right I know Joseph Smith
was a prophet; and if you are faithful you will
enter the Kingdom of God." Funeral services by
Elder J. C. Foss; text, Revelations 1: 7.
At Gibson Township, Mercer County, Ohio, October 24th, 1876, sister Philena Lowry, aged 80
years, 4 months and 14 days. She was born at
Saratoga, N. Y., June 7th, 1796, was baptized in
1842, at Harmony, 0., and remained in the fait!J.
till her death. Se1·vices by Elder J. F. :McDowell;
text, "She is not dead, but sleepeth."
At Kewanee, Illinois, April 23d, 1877, of the
measles, Isaiah, son of William and Sarah Earley,
aged 1 year, 5 months and 6 days. Funeral services by Elder JohnS. Patterson.
At Kewanee, Henry county, Illinois, March 11th,
1877, by fallin~ into a coal shaft where he was at
work, Deacon, Thomas Charles, Jun, son of Elder
Thomas and sister Caroline Charles. Bro. Charles
was born in England, January 3d, 1858; was baptized May 4th, 1875; was ordained a Deacon, and
served acceptably and faithfully in the Kewanee
Branch, endearing himself to all the Saints by his
unifirmly saint-like and consistent behavior. He
also served the ·sunday School as librarian, faithfully and well. He did his work well and cheerfully. Services by Elder JohnS. Patterson.
At Deer Isle, 1\h.ine, J\Iay 21st, 1874, Joseph
Harvey, aged 13 years, 11 months and 13 days ;
also, at the same place, June 3d, 187 4, Margaret
Harvey, sged 2 years, 1 month and 28 days; both
ceildren of brother Benjamin and sister Susan
Harvey.

WE commend the following to the perusal of the
Saints; it is pithy and true. We clip from an exchange.
You have heard people talk about their getting
· h t h emse 1ves on cer t am
· occasiOns;
·
angry w1t
an d ,
unquestionably, if one is to be angry with anybody,
it were better that that body be one's-self; but did
you ever notice that when such people are angry
with themselves it is generally on account of the
most trivial and inconsequential things? A man,
in driving a nail, strikes the head of the hammer
on his thumb, and forth with begins to be "mad"
with himself; a woman attempts a bit of social
· k
· 1 b t f '1 t
, 't t h
tr10 ery ~n a l'lV~ , U al s ,~ c~uy 1 ou > W ereupon she lS ferocwusly "mad w1th herself-probably because there appears no other direction in
which to cast the madness. and if either of these
•' .
.
,
unfortunate per~ on~ tell of h1s or h.er case;
seem to be a relief tO each to mentiOn how "mad
he or she was with him or herself. . But the people
who become thoroughly angry w1th themselves
because of some bad habit-because of a blandlike tongue or a dishonest tendency, maybe-are
they not numbered among winter roses?

1t WI!!

It was prettily devised of .iEsop, the fly sat upon
the axle tree of the chariot- wheel, and said, "What
a dust do I raise!" So are there some vain persons
that, whatsqever goeth it alone or moveth upon
greater means, if they have never so little hand
in it., they think it is they that carry it.

[May 15.

Pamphlets:

Pohu Explo1·ations.
Fred D. Stuart, who was in the expedition which
discovered tho Antarctic continent Ill 1840, has
prepared an article for publication in relation to
the open sea said to exist near the North Pole,
with some comments on what is claimed to have
been accomplished in that regard. He does not
say there is an open polar sea, nor that such a_
thing is impossible, but offers some suggestions regarding the theory of a polar open sea which will
be interesting, especially to those who have given
the subject attention. 1\Ir. Stuart approves in the
main of Capt. Howgate's plan of operation submitted to Congress. He thinks that great care
should be taken-much greater than heretoforein the selection of those to whom the outfit and
conduct of any expedition should be entrusted, especially to be employed in polar research. His
remarks in regard to the qualifications of the offi·
cer to command, and his views as to the means
which should be employed to solve the problem of
an open polar sea, may lead ta the adoption of
other plans than those heretofore employed to settle the queston. The suggestion made by him as
to the origin or cause of an open polar sea, if one
should be found, will doubtless elicit comment,
and, perhaps invite others to give their experience
and views touching polar explorations.

Rules of Order and Debate for all·the Deliberative
Assemblies of the Church; also a Chapter on
Branch Rules, and one on Reports of Br&nches
and Districts,
32 mo., 128 pages, bound in limp cloth, 50 cents.
Visions of Joseph Smith the Seer, Discoveries of
Ancient American Records and Relics, with
the Statement of Dr. Lederer (Converted Jew)
and others,
In colored covers, 43 pages, by mail 10 cents each, three
for 25 cents, twelve for 75 cents.
Voice of Warning and Instruction to all People,
74 pages, by mail 20 cents each; three for 50 cents, one
dozen for $2.
Songs of Zion, by T. W. Smith,
32 pages, lOc. each, $1 per dozen.

PUBLIC AT I 0 NS ISSUED AND FOR SALE

No. 8. Fullness of the Atonement.
16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.
No. 9. Spiritualism Viewed from a Scriptural
Standpoint.
20 pages, 40 cents per dozen, $3 per hundred.
No. 10. The Narrow Way.
8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.
No. 11. The Plan of Salvation.
18 pages, 35 cents per dozen, $2.60 per hundred.
No. 12. The Bible versus Polygamy.
14 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $1.90 per hundred.
No. 14. Reply to Orson Pratt.
16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.
No. 15. Idolatry.

BY THE

Board of Publication of the Reorganized Ch!!rch,
AT THEIR PUBLISHING HOUSE

IN PLANO, KENDALL COUNTY, ILLINOIS.
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The Saints' .IIerald:
Official paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
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sixteen large pages. Price $2.15 per year, half year $1.10, !i:ee
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Zion's Hope:
A paper for children and Sunday Schoole, published semimonthly, price 60 cents per annum, 30c. per half year, free of
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Uoly Scriptures:
Inspired Translation by Joseph SmWt ll!e Martyr.
llound in Imitation Turkey, gilt
~ 70
"
'fu~~ey SuBerior
3 ~g
clasp,
3 75
Roxburg
Arabesque, gilt
2 40
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New Testament, inspired edition

Book of Mormon:

Full Roan, sprinkled edges,
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1 75
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Doctrine and Covenants :
In sprinkled Sheep
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No. 2. Truth Made Manifest.
12 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.75 per hundred.
No. 3. Voice of the Good Shepherd.
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.
No. 4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine.
one page, 5 cents per dozen, 30 cents per hundred.
No.5. 1'he Gospel.
2 pages, 6 cents per dozen, 35 ceuta per hundred.
No. 6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects,
Pre-Requisites, and Design; and Who Shall
Administer.
18 pages, 35 cents per dozen, $2.60 per hundred.
No. 7. Who Then Can be Saved.
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.

4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.

No. 16. Polygamy; Was it an Original Tenet of
the Church?
10 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.60 per hundred.
No. 17. The Successor in the Prophetic Office
and Presidency of the Church.
16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.
No. 18. Rejection of the Church.
8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.
No. 20. The "0 n e Body ;" or the Church of
Christ under the Apostleship and under the
Apostasy.
16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.
No. 21. Truths by Three Witnesses.
one page, 5 cents per dozen, 20 cents per hundred.
No. 22. Faith and Repentance.
8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.
No. 23. Baptism
10 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.60 p&r hundre<l.
No. 24. The Kingdom of God.
4 pages, 8 ceuts per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.
No. 25. Laying on of Hands.

I
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1 25 No. 26. Mountain of the Lord's House.
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4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.
200 No. 27. The Sabbath Question.
2 25
12 pages, 25 ceJ>te per dozen, $1.75 cents per hurnlred.
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Blank Books:

Branch Records, well bound in J,eather backs and
corners, muslin sides, printed headings, and ruled for 624
names. Every branch should have one.
3 00
District Records, printed headings and ruled for
1,248 names, and bound same as above
3 00
Bran~h Finp-nce. Booh:s, heade<l an~ ruled ~or
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Baptism, Confirmation, and Ordination Certificates
bound in flexible covers, 40 cents each.
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the (so-called) Revelation of July 12th, 1843.
8 pages, 20 cents a dozen, $1.30 a hundred.
A Memorial to Congress,
8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection,
32 pages, 8 cents each, 75 cents per dozen.
Prophecy on the late Rebellion, ·
20 cents per hundred.
~ An as8ortment of Tracts 50 cents.
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SAW ANOTHER ANGEI,
*, HAVING THE EVERLAS'.riNG GOSPEl, TO PnEACII TO THEM TIIA'r DWELJ, ON 'l'IIE EAHTII * *, SAYING,
FEAU GoD, AND GIVE GLOHY '1'0 HIM, FOR THE HOUR OF HIS JUDGMENT IS Cmm."-HEV. 14: 6-7.
"SANCTIFY THEllf TunOUGl:f THY TRUTH; THY WonD IS TUUTH."-JESUS; JoHN 17:17.
"HEAP.KEN TO THE WORD OF THE LOP.D, FOR THEHE SHALL NOT ANY 1v.fAN AMONG You HAVE SAVE I'l' BE 0NJ<l WIFE."-BOOK
OF MORMON; JACOB 2:6.

"I

No.u.

PLANO, ILLINOIS, JUNE 1, 1877.

Vol. 24.

:BOOK OF MORMON.
"Search the Scriptures; for in them ye think
ye have eternal life; and they are they that testify of me."-Matt. 5: 30.

lVIy intention is:to prove from the Book of
Mormon who were the writers of it, their origin, and to what tribe o(tribes they belonged.
First, Nephi, in speaking of the separation
from his brethren writes thus:

The next one who kept the plates was Omni, son of Jarom; see page 96. And on the
same page Amaron followed, and having no
son, or for some other reason, delivered the
plates into the hand of his brother, Chemish.
Page 97. Abinadom, the son of Chemish, took
the plates; on the same page, Amaleki received them from his father, Abinadom; and
Amaleki, having no seed, gave the plates to
king Benjamin, who was a descendant of Nephi.

write without reading; and do it so well, being
able to write grammatically, that they would deceive those who did not care to read the Book
of Mormon, and know for themselves.
On page 334, it is written, that Nephi died
and his son Amos kept the records. On page
335, that Amos died and his son Ammaron
kept the records; and he being constrained of
the Lord, hid the records in the hill of Shim.
From this hill the records fell into the hands
of one Mormon, who took them and made an
"And now 11Jl the people of Zarahemla were abridgement of the contents, and they were denumb e. ed with the people of, or with the N epbites; livered into the hands of l\:Ioroni.

"And thirty years had passed away from the
time we left Jerusalem. And I, Nephi, had kept
the records upon the plates which I bad made of
my people."-B. of M. p. 47 reprint of 3rd Amerand this, because the kingdom had been conferred
ican edition.
"And I, Mormon, being a descendant of Nephi,
upon none but those who were descendants of
I remember,ed the things which Ammaron comThis shows that Nephi had kept the record Nephi."-P. 135.
manded me."-P. 336.
of their journeyings in the wilderness, and of

This shows that all the kings were of Lehi;
their doings to the time of which he speaks. or descendants of Lehi ; and that all that had
It will be remembered that Nephi spoken of'
Nephi was the son of I~ehi, and Lehi was a any thing to do with the plates thus far, five on page 334, Amos and Ammaron, were dedescendant of Joseph.
hundred and nine years, were descendents of scendants of Lehi; and although Mormon was
not the son of Ammaron, yet he declares he
"And it came to pass that my father Lehi also Lehi. On page 141 we read:
found upon the plates of brass a genealogy of his
was a descendant of Nephi. Indeed, there
"And now, I said unto you, that after king Mofathers; wherefore he knew that be was a deseems
to be a firm determination on their part
soendan~ of Joseph; yea, even that Joseph who siab had done these things, be took the plates of
brass, and all the things which he had kept, and that there should be no mistake in regard to
was the son of Jacob."-B. of M.p. 10.
conferred them upon Alma, who was the son of who it was that should write the law to EphWe learn from these quotations that Lehi Alma."-P. 141.
raim. Moroni followed his father, Mormon,
was a descendant of Joseph, and Nephi who
The father of this Alma, on whom the sacred and, on page 345, is this language used:
kept the records was his son. It is my jnten- things were conferred, was a descendent of
"Behold, I am Moroni; and, were it possible, I
tion to prove that the book which the Latter Lehi.
would make all things known unto you. Behold,
Day Saints believe to be God's law to Ephraim,
"But there was one among them whose name I make an end of speaking concerning this people.
was not written by himself, but to him by his was Alma, be also being a descendant of Nephi." I am the son of Mormon; and my father was a descendant of Nephi. I am the same that bidetb up
brother Manasseh; and thus make the proph- P. 123.
this record unto the Lord."
ecy of Hosea appear reasonable; which reads
The son of this Alma was first chief Judge,
as follows:
After reading this, no one will deny that I
and succeeded the kings after they had reigned
"I ht~ve written to him (Ephraim) the great five hundred and nine years on this continent. have followed the writers of the records from
things of my law, but they were counted a strange And all the records that had been kept, both which the Book of Mormon was translated;
thing."-Hosea 8: 12.
by the kings and prophets, with the sword and and have honestly found them to be the deIt will be discovered by reading the above breastplate and brass plates taken from Laban, scendants of Lehi exclusively. It will readily
quotation that the law was to be written to, and also the Directors and Urim and Thum- be perceived that I have proved from the
and not by Ephraim. And I shall now pro- mim were all given to this son of Alma, and writers of the record themselves, that they
ceed to bring testimony from the Book of he gave them to Helaman.
were of one family, that of Lehi.
Mormon as evidence to prove the statement
It now remains to be proved whether Lehi
"And it came to pass in the thirty and sixth
made above in regard to Ephraim; and that year of the reign of the judges over the people of was a descendant of Manasseh, or Ephraim;
the descendants of Manasseh wrote the rec- Nepbi, that Sbiblon took possession of those sa- and if they should be of Manasseh, why should
ord from which the Book of Mormon was cred things which bad been delivered to Helaman we say that they are Ephraim ; unless, sectatranslated. And furthermore, that we have by Alma."-P. 263.
rian like, we wish to make the word of the
This Helaman and Shiblon were sons of Al- Lord too wonderful for us to understand.
no evidence from the Book of Mormon that
any of the seed of Ephraim are on this conti- ma. See pp. 210 and 214; Alma writing to The following, written by Alma, of Amulek's
nent; that is, among the Lamanites, but on the his sons. And again, on page 264, it is sta,ted preaching to the people of' Ammoniah; con·
contrary, Judah and Manasseh. I have shown that Helaman was the son of Helaman, and tains this stateme,nt:
. that Nephi was the first who kept the records. and that his sons kept the records from that
"Now these are the words which Amulek
·And now see, "the words which Jacob, the time down to the coming of Christ.
preached unto the people who were in the land of
Again, by way of strong evidence in favor of Ammoniah: I am Amulek, I am the son of Giddobrother of Nephi, spake unto the people of
Nephi."-P. 81. So Jacob must be of the the descendants of Lehi having written and nah, who was the son of Ishmael, who was a de·
scendant of Aminada; and it was that same Ami•
kept the records of the people of Nephi:
descent of Nephi. Again:

nada who interpreted the writing which was upon the wall of the temple; which was written by
the finger of God; and Aminada was a descendant
of Nephi, who was a descendant of Lehi, who came
out of the land of Jerusalem, who was a descendant
of Manasseb, who was the son of Joseph, who was
son, Jarom.
So far the writers all appear to place great sold into Egypt by the hands of his bretbren.""Now behold, I Jarom, write 11 t'ew words, acP. !61.
cording to the commandment of my father, Enos." stress on the line of their descent; and for this
It really appears .useless to waste time on
they
thought
sorne
might
reason,
I
suppose,
~P. 95.

"And He Iaman was the son of Helaman who was
"And I, Jacob, saw that I must soon go down to
my grave; wherefore, I said unto my son Enos, the son of Alma, being a descendant of Nephi, who
was the son of Lebi, who came out of Jerusalem in
take these plates."-P. 93.
the first year of the reign of Zedekiah the king of
Enos, at his death, gave the plates to his Judab."--P. 293.
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these quotations, for a more correct account were, and tow hat tribe or tribes they belonged.\ holding on to that place, has deceived himself,
could scarcely be expected, or hoped for. All,
Now, if will go with me to the history of and taught doctrines that are not in the Book
but the most blind and bigoted, must see at the kings of Judah, from king David to the of Covenants, and will not be sanctioned by
once that all the writers were descendants of time that Lehi left Jerusalem, in the first year the Lord, as doctrines of his Church. The
Manasseh. This shows that God's law was of the reign of Zedekiah, you will find that this consequence is, that Brigham with his followwritten by Manasseh to Ephraim, as it should Zedekiah was a literal descendant of David, and ers have been rejected with their dead, or the
be, and not written by Ephraim to himself. must be a descendant of Judah. Thus we have preparation that was made for them, and yet
Now, let me ask, who would be more capable found, on this continent, Manasseh and Ju- remains to be accomplished by the Church.
of writing and teaching the law to a youth, dah. And why should we not find a history
I have deviated somewhat from the original
than his elder brother, especially one like of Ephraim, if he was here; for, remember, in course; but the reader will pardon me for this
Manasseh, whom the Lord had blessed. Who his blessing he was set before Manasseh; and digression. I will return to the Book of Morcould be better calculated to be a guardian it is not probable he would rem~in silent for the mon, and conclude.
than such an one? This seems to have been space of one thousand years, and all this time,
I think that I have shown, beyond contraManasseh's task; and was he faithful to it? too, the Lord was revealing himself to Manas- diction, that the descendants of Manasseh had
We shall see in a moment. He was faithful seh; this is not Joshua like. And let me here the whole control of the records from which
in keeping 'and writing God's law to Ephraim say, that when the I~ord reveals anything to the Book of Mormon was translated; and also
for the space of one thousand years; so much the children of men Ephraim will be apt to be that the descendants of Judah were among the
so, that he allowed none but himself to handle where he can hear some of it. He will have N ephites. I have failed to find Ephraim there,
the record but the one family, amid wars, re- something to say in the matter, either good or but have shown that, according to Ephraim's
bellion, famine and distress, he was true to his bad ; and be known as Ephraim; and certain- blessing, he was set before Manasseh, and that
charge until he had completed the law, and by ly, he is to begin and govern the work in the the position of Joseph, the martyr, in the
the command of God, hid it in the earth for last days. For, through the choice seer, this Church, proves him to be ofthe house of :Tosafe keeping. And not slacking in his dili- generation was to have the word of the Lord; seph of old, and of the tribe of Ephraim; for
gence he carefully watched it for fourteen and through his lineage the priesthood was, or he was set before all his brethren in the priesthundred years; and finally, after Ephraim had is to remain with the children of men. Or, in hood. Now, if the word of the Lord is corarrived at the years of understanding, then, other words, when it is on the earth, it will be rect, that in the mouth of two or three witwe behold Manasseh, or his seed in the person presided over by the line of the house of J o- nesses every word shall be established; and if,
of Moroni, coming to Joseph Smith, a descend- seph, through Ephraim.
according to the Book of Mormon, the Lord
ant of Ephraim from among the Gentiles,
In the Doctrine and Covenants, section 81, does not work among the children of men in
where he had wandered since he left Samaria; it is stated that they with whom the priest- such a dark and mysterious way that the
and he, Moroni, like a faithful brother, taught hood had remained were lawful heirs.
children of the kingdom cannot find out if they
him, Joseph, concerning the commandments
And again, in section four of the same book, try, and there being no evidence in the Book
of his God; and instructed him how he must it is recorded that this generation shall have of 1\Iormon to prove Ephraim to have been
proceed; for he, Moroni, was about to deliver the word of the Lord through Joseph, the with the N ephites or Lamanites, he cannot be
into his hands the record of his fat,hers, for martyr. And again, that the one who should here; unless it is by some dark, mysterious
translation. Moroni, like a dutiful brother, follow in the prophetic office, must teach in a way, like the following: that Lehi, or some
further cautioned him against wickedness, and manner that will confirm his words.
other married an Ephraimite woman, and thus
taught him how to overcome the temptation of
The Lord has prefaced the Book of Cove- the Manassehites and Judahites have become
the evil one.
nants, with these words, given November 1st, Ephraimites. If this be true, that the best
"But," says one, "you are carrying the idea 1831 : "Behold, this is mine authority, and men made such mistakes in their record in one
that Ephraim is not on this continent among the authority of my servants." And again : point, who can believe any of the rest of it?
the Indians."
"What I, the Lord, have decreed in them must for, remember the Book of Mormon is declared
True, I am, most certainly; for there is no be fulfilled."
to be the word of God. If we are to take the
proof to the contrary.
It will be seen, by the above quotations, Book of Mormon in such a way as we must, to
Are there only the descendants of Manasseh that he who teaches contrary to the Book of believe that Ephraim is on this continent with
on this land? Some writers say t:here are two Covenants "is not" called of God to preside the Lamanites, we may yet find out on the
or three kinds of people here.
over his church.
same ground, that the gospel we preach, which
So they do; and Mr. Fowler, or Mr. Wells,
And again, the right to preside over the is according to the plainness of the Bible, Book
says that the American Indians have the Jew- whole church or priesthood, rightly belongs to of Mormon, and Doctrine and Covenants, may,
ish nose.
the house of Joseph, through Ephraim. Book by some mysterious way, turn out to be a fable,
I will try to prove that some of the tribe of of Covenants, section 26. In this section, it and the true doctrine be like that of the
Judah are among the Lamanites ; and if I do, is plainly shown that Joseph's lineage was Friends or Quakers. One is about as reasonand do it by the Book of Mormon, it will counted from Abraham to Joseph, that was able as the other. Let us take the law, and
prove their statement correct, and the Saints sold by his brethren. Now all we have to do, that says, "Every word shall be es,tablished, by
will be edified, and made glad.
is to ascertain which has the right, Ephraim two or three witnesses." It is not safe to set
Now, follow me to the Book of 1\Iormon, or Manasseh, and this will settle the question. forth a doctrine that we have no proof of.
page 274, and we will find the following lan- Again, return to Doctrine and Covenants 84:
This system of things is what troubles the
gua~e:
3. They are said to be lawful heirs according world, with all its christianity; they want to
"N·ow the land south was called Lehi, and the to the flesh. A man may, by the appoint- get something too spiritual to understand
land north was called Mulek, which was after the ment and ordination to the Melchisedek themselves, and this may trouble us, if we do
sons of Zedekiah; for the Lord did bring Mulek priesthood, preside; but this does not make not look out and stand by the law and the
into the land north, and Lehi into !he the land
him a literal descendant of the chosen seed, testimony. My testimony is, although it is
south."
but an heir according to promise; the heir by said that the Book of Mormon has no dates, and
On page 279, the following was found:
lineage has a double confirmation, which is by that it is a jumbled mess, that no book of the
"And will ye dispute that Jerusalem is destroy- lineage and promise; and when this heir same period, gives any more perfect account of
ed. Will ye say that the sons of Zedekiah were
not slain, all except it were 1\lulek? Yea, and do makes his appearance, the one that is heir only its writers, than does the Book of Mormon;
ye not behold that the seed of Zedekiah are with by promise must give him the preference. and that the locations of their cities, and rivers,
us, and that they were driven out of Jerusalem?" Now, allowing that Brigham Young was called and divisions of their country, were as well
From the foregoing we learn that the seed to preside at one time, it will be plainly seen known to them, as the cities of the old world
of Zedekiah, king of Judah, was with the peo- that he has no right now; for the reason, that were known to the historians of those times
ple of Nephi on this continent; and th:.lt they one of the rightful heirs by lineage and priest- and places. For the location of many of them
were driven out of Jerusalem. The reader hood, has made his appearance, and has proved cannot be ascertained at the present time.
To close these researches I will say, I have,
will perceive the exactness with which the himself worthy by proclaiming the revelations
people of Nephi, or their historians, have la- and doctrines given through Joseph, the seer; if possible, been strengthened in the truth of
bored to give us a true acount of the different and cannot with safety be rejected. Thus that wonderful book. And for me to believe
tribes that came to this eontinent; who they Brigham is simply in the wrong place; and by that a novel could be written covering a period
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of time of one thousand years, with so much
care and attention, preserving one particular
line of descent, is out of the question. The
book carries with it a conviction, such as no
novel writer was ever able to attach to his
works. Every reader of the Book of Mormon,
if he admires its virtuous teaching, will say
with me, it has led them to nobler aspirations,
and to higher conceptions of purity and holiness. So much so, that while novel reading
would keep me bound to earth and its pleasures of every kind; the reading of the Book
of Mormon has raised my mind heavenward;
and, instead of earthly things, I can say,
''IJord, thy kingdom come. Thy will be done
on earth as it is in Heaven."
CYRIEL

E.

BROWN.

AMERICAN VIEW'S ON THE EUROPEAN WAR.
Perhaps no foreign war has ever caused
m0re of a partizanship of feeling in America
than the present one seems to be doing. As
a matter of interest, and for preservation of
the contrast in views, we give an editorial from
the Virginia City, Nevada Enterprise, and an
extract from an editorial in the Chicago
Tribune, also an extract from a sermon by the
Rev. Brooke Herford, of Chicago.
NO SYMPATHY DESERVED BY RUSSIA.

The armies of w· estern Asia and Eastern
Europe are taking their positions in preparations for probably the mightiest war of modern times. Statemanship has been exhausted
to prevent the struggle; the counsels of neutral nations have been in vain, and the wisest
and most prudent diplomats, baffied, give up
further efforts to maintain peace and say "it is
no use." When we from this distance look over
the field and try to ascertain what principale
is to be vindicated by this murder of men, we
can find no answer. Russia, to sustain her demands, advances a falsehood. She pretends
that she inaugurates the war in the interests
of Christianity, while the condition of her own
subjects is a perpetual disclaimer against so
false an assertion. She pretends to feel sympathy for the men who are in Turkish provinces and who are not Turks, while the echoes
which now and then come back from the dreary
Siberian wastes, where Russia's political prisoners are groaning out their lives, furnish
sufficient evidence that when the Russian G-overnment asserts a sympathy for anything, it is
dealing in parables. Stripped of all subterfuge, the naked fact stands out clear and all
the sacrifices which are to follow in wake of
this impending war are but to minister to the
lust of Hussia for territory which belongs to
another. We see plainly then that what is to
be done by the great G-overnment would, if
attempted upon a smaller scale by an individual, consign him to prison and to die. Does
it alter the nature of the crime which the Czar
proposes to commit, because a million of armed
men, backed by the resources of a mighty empire, wait to respond to his orders? Not at
all. If the masses of Russia were a cultivated
and Christian people, there would be some little significance to this movement. There is
none now, and when .the Czar appeals to Heaven, and declares that to further the Master's
cause he thus involves Europe in a new up-
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were made in the most positive and solemn
manner by Prince G-ortschakoff to Lord Derby.
The Czar has recently sent an autograph letter to the Emperor of Austria repeating the
assurance that Russia wishes for no annexation.
The protocol virtually reaffirms it. The manifesto declares that the sole obJect of Russia is
the amelioration of the condition oftheSclaves,
and the whole spirit of it is in consonance
with this declaration. Russia long ago gave
Europe public notice that, after all negotiations
had failed, if the other Powers did not unite
with her to enforce the reforms, she should
act independently and alone. The negotiations
were certainly exhausted:>,Qne after the
other, the English, G-erman, an.d. Austrian
notes were contemptuously rejected. Then
the Powers met in Conference and presented
an ultimatum, which was also rejected, although
the demands of Russia were materially modified to accommodate the Porte. Russia would
have been justified even then in declaring war
and crossing the frontier, but still delayed until the Turks actually believed that she did
not intend to fight at all. Once more she
went before the Powers and asked them to
unite with her in enforcing th~ reforms.·
They declined; but at the suggestiqn of England united in a protocol calling upon Turkey
to accept the decision of the Conference, and
assuring her if she did not they should leave
her to her fate and not interfere in her behalf
whatever might happen. The declaration of
the protocol in fact was tantamount to saying
to Turkey: "If you do not give guamntees
to carry out reforms in accordance with the
decision of the Conference, negotiations will
be closed, our relations with you will be suspended, and Russia shall be free to enforce
them if she is so disposed." The protocol was
as contemptuously and summarily rejected as
the programme of the Conference had been,
and, now Russia has marched into the old
Turkish province of Roumania, in violation
of no treaty obligat.ions, for the Treaty of
Paris was virtually abrogated by the protocol.
If any inference at a.ll can be drawn from
such an exhibition of doubt and distrust as
this, it is that England would voluntarily continue the Turkish tyranny rather than trust a
Russian promise; that she would allow the
Christians to be ground down into the dust by
the Turks, to be robbed, plundered and
butchered, rather than expose her Asiatic
THE ENGLISH RUSSOPHOBIA.
possessions even to a suspicion of damage or a
The insane jealousy which England has future possibility of loss from Russian snpre·
always manifested of Russia has again crop- macy.-Ohicago Tribune.
ped out, and notwithstanding the popular senREV. BROOKE HERFORD ON THE EASTERN
timent of aversion towards the Turks, which
QUESTION.
the latter have aroused by their butcheries
Speaking of the Turkish outrages in Buland persecutions of the Christians, by repeated
violations of their promises and obligations, garia and other provinces, he said:
"And I confess it seems to me that the just,
a.nd by their repudiation of their indebtedness
to England, the entire press, reflecting we natural consequences of these wrongs is this
prt;Jsume the opinion of the peopl~ and the war undertaken by Russia. I do not think it
G-overnment, is giving the Turkish butchers is wonderful that the Russians, of the same
the benefit of its moral support in miscon- Sclavic race and the same G-reek religion as
struing the acts of Russia, and seeking to these oppressed peoples, should feel stirred to
prejudice her in the eyes of Europe. In his the very depth with a rude, fierce, fanatical
Livadia speech, the Czar affirmed that Hussia sympathy, which, whether the Czar wished for
had no designs upon Constantinople. As if war or not, made it very difficult for him to avoid
to strengthen this declaration, he sent dis- it. Perhaps it would have been a truer thing,
patches direct from Moscow to the Queen in the abstract, for England to have stepped
reaffirming the statement, and adding that in, to have taken part in whatever coercion
Russia had no intentions upon the English might be needful to wring from Turkey justpossessions in Asia. The same assurances ice and right for these subject Christian pop•
heaval of bloodshed, sorrow and debt, he adds
sacrilege to murder. Long ago there were the
Crusades. The plea was to wrest the H
Sepulcher from the possession of infidels. It
was a long carnival of blood. A million murders were committed by men who, while they
cut throats, invoked the blessings of the Most
High. It seems the experiment is to be repeated, except that, instead of battle ax and
spear and shield, there will be rifled cannons,
revolvers and needle-guns. It is strange how
nations have, for nearly nineteen hundred
years, tried to establish the religion of the Savior. He came on earth preaching peace; He
would not even resent a personal injury; His
mission was one of love and forgiveness, and
yet, ever since, those who assumed to represent Him and His faith have worked as often
with tlie sword as with the Testament. An
appeal to religion has so often deluged Europe
with blood that it may almost be said there is
not a flower grown upon her soil that does
not gather its carmine from the gore of heroes
and martyrs. It is a strange thing that a
monarch dares to give as his reason for spreading desolation and despair throughout millions
of homes that he is doing it in the interest of
religion, to please the humble and lowly one
of Nazareth. But it is only a false plea, at
best. It is just a hundred years since Catherine had inscribed on Moscow's southern gate,
"Way to Constantinople," and laid her plans
to add G-reece to her empire. That dream
has been reawakened in the breast of every
sovereign who has succeeded to her throne.
It is that wish which is now marshaling Russia's hosts. But the Turk is there with the
same keen cimeters which the Saracens wore,
and if from the West any Richards are enlisted in this war, they will join the Crescent and
the Cross together, and make common cause
against the dreadful power of the North.
When a man tells a falsehood in order to justify a crime, people rejoice to see him beaten.
Russia promulgates a falsehood in order to
justify her course, which is to furrow Europe
anew with graves. If she is beaten, and the
remnants of her armies are sent howling back
to their Northern lairs, the world will not
much grieve over the result. Hussia is acting
now a part as false as that played when Poland
was dismembered to satisfy the lust for power
of ambitious sovereigns.- Vbyinia Enterprise.
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ulations; but these things do not often get arranged on abstract princples; the work of vindication has been undertaken by those to
whom it naturally belongs, and I believe that
England's duty is to carry out her warning
and let Turkey be stripped of the power which
she has finally shown herself unfit to hold.
Of course there is the doubt of Russia's
good faith in the matter. I fully admit it;
it is the one great doubt which causes the real
"perplexity" of the crisis. There are those
who think the whole difficulty, from the insurrection in the Herzegovina to the Turkish
atrocities in trampling it out, has been in tentionally brought about by Russian intrigues.
And on that side, indeed, stands the agreement of nearly a century of such schemes.
But on the other side are the changes
which have come over l{ussia. Almost
as much as Turkey has gone back since
the last war, Russia bas gone forward. The
lesson of the Crimea was not given in vain.
'l'he present Emperor, who succeeded just as
that struggle drew to its close, had been known
before to be opposed to the war, and one of
his first acts was to sign a treaty of peace.
And at onee a change in the character of Russian policy was fell; through Europe. It has
been directed much less to external aggrandizement and much more to internal development. There has been a vast increase of commerce and manufactures, building up a strong
middle class, and most of all, there has been
the emancipation of 14,000,000 of serf::J. I do
not think all these things ought to go for
nothing. And in addition we have had the
Czar's emphatic disclaimer before Europe of
any purpose of permanent conquest, and his
indignant remonstrance against the continued
distrust of the English Government. These
things have produced a strong impression in
England. The common voice of the Liberal
party is, trust Russia. That is the word of our
noblest English statesmen-Gladstone and
J ohn Bright. That all are not convinced, that
the party whose gaze is ever backward, should
judge still by Russia's past as I have sketched
it, is not wonderful. And so it is. There you
have the seeretofthe curious conflict of opinion
in England, and the absolute uncertainty as to
what England will eventually do. Will those
who would have Russia go through with the
work unhindered, be strong enough to hold
back the conservative Government which will
watch Russia's every step and battle with suspicion, and hold her hand from making any
real effective change? Parties are so nearly
balanced that no one can tell. It will largely
depend upon the way Russia does the work.
For myself, I cannot help believing that in
the main Russia is acting in good faith. I do
not mean that there are no selfish objects
mixed up with the unselfish ones. That would
be hardly human, let alone Russian. Probably
the Russian Government would not be so ready
to act on the pressure of its people if it did not
see some prospect of advantage. But I do believe that the real spring of the war is the natural, honest pressure of the Russian people.
And now, as to what the end may be, I dare
not prophesy. I am not even anxious to forecast. What I hope to see is, the object of the
waraccomplished-whateverelse comes-these
subject races taken utterly from under the heel
of Turkey, and started in some career that
shall have a possibility of liberty and progress.
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It may be under Russian protection. If it is, [that the one closely corresponded with the
I cannot see that that is to be objected to. other. It should also be noticed how, in preThat is the natural outcome; and now the portion as we advance southward, the peculiar
Russian rule, like the rule of ancient Rome, is features both of the country and the people,
no necessary curse to rude peoples. That would which we have noticed, become gradually more
have been the natural ending long ago but for and more marked; for Thessally and Epirus,
England's hindering. I earnestly hope Eng- which possessed the plainest seaboard and most
land will hinder no more, and if she does not uniform surface, had at the same time tho
I do not think any other nation will. I do least Hellenic population; in the central disnot think England should hinder on account tricts, intervening between these and the Isth.
of those subject provinces, neither do I think mus of Corinth, there is a marked advance in
she should hinder from any anxieties about both respects; but the culminating point is
herself. That bugbear of Russia threatening reached in the Peloponese, where the most
our Indian Empire and having to be kept typical races::are found."-" Classical Geog1·aphy,"
back from the Mediterranean is almost passed by II. F. Nozer.
away from the people of England, though it
-·~---still haunts her older statesmen. England
RELIGION AND BUSINESS.
cannot keep Hussia forever from the lVIediterranean! She has no right to do so. She
The motives that impel the man of the
would not herself for a moment submit to be world to go to church are not always of the
kept out. Her empire is a poor one if it is to highest order, though we doubt whether quizrest on grounds like that.''
zing him pays as well as to preach the gospel
straight at him with earnestness and power.
-.-.-THE GREEKS AND THEIR COUNTRY. There is such a man in Toledo, and his long
and steady attendance at a revival meeting
-The country commonly called Greece, but finally attracted the notice of the preacher.
by the Greeks themselves Hellas, properly be- IJast Saturday evening the good man made
gins with Thessaly. It was in many respects his way to the pew in which the subject of
the most remarkably-formed country of the this incident sat unmoved by the excitement
ancient world, and this formation had a great around him, and the following conversation
influence on the history and character of its took place:
inhabitants. The remarks which l1ave already
"My friend, are you a Christian?"
been made on the characteristics of Europe as
"No sir," was the reply.
compared with the other two continents can be
''You seem to be always looking toward the
applied with still greater force to Greece. No rostrum with great earnestness. I hope an
other country has so long a sea-board in pro- interest has been awakened in your heart.''
portion to its area, or so diversified an outline,
"I am just waiting to see what that man up
or such innumerable bays and harbors. Again, there in the choir will decide to do."
though Greece is a mountainous eountry, yet
"Ah, my dear sir," said the pastor, "you
it is not, like Thrace, an irregular jumble of must not wait till your friends come to Christ.
mountains; but the whole surface, whether You must act for yourself. You must embrace
highland or lowland, is delicately marked and your Savior whether any one else does or not."
carefully defined in small distinct districts.
"0, that ain't it. You see that man always
The effects of these peculiarities at once ap- gets religion at every revival, and I am just a
pear in the history. As the sea was every- layin' low for him to come forward and say
where in their neighborhood, the Greeks that he has had· a change of heart, so that I
were essentially a maratime people; and the can stand at the door when he comes out and
separation of the country into areas of limited ask him to pay me that $10 he owes me be·
extent caused them to form a number of sep- fore he has a chance to backslide."
erate states without being combined into a
The minister turned sadly away.
united nation. And the character of the peeple was affected by the same influences. For
RELIGION.-WHAT IS IT.
the mountaineer is usually characterised by his
patriotism and love of freedom, and the seaThere has been, and is yet, a great deal of
faring man, from his changeful and adventur- talk in the world about religion, holiness,
ous life, gains boldness and an aptitude for sanctification, justification, etc. Many people
new ideas; and thus in the Greek, with whom talk about getting religion, and in order to get
both influences were present, the two elements it go to church. I,et me apprise my friends
of character were combined. At the same that there is no such thing as getting religion;
time the great variety of surface that the you cannot get it by going to church to hear
country presented being diversified by mount- preaching, to sing, to pray, or do anything of
ains, hills, valleys, and plains, and the conse- the kind. I remember on a certain time when
quent variety of occupation of the inhabitants, attending State camp-meeting of being asked
fostered that versatility for which the Greeks by a young man if I had religion? I replied
were famous; and the temperate climate and in such a manner that he walked away from
absence of objects of overwhelming magnitude me. People pray to get religion. They atwere in accordance with that freedom from tend divine service in order to get it, and think
extravagance which was the secret of their they do get it. But all this is time lost.
taste. In the formation of a national characWe ask the question, '\Vhat is religion? The
ter two elements must be present-one internal, apostle James informs us what it isthe nature of the race, the other external, the
"Pure religion and undefiled before God an <:I the
conditions under which it is developed. Now, Father is this, To visit the fatherless and widows
the reason why the Greeks were so remarkable in their affliction, and to keep himself un8potted
a people, especially in respect to their intellect, from the [vices of the] world."-1: 27.
was that they possessed these two elements, the
Now can any one get this by going to
race and the country in great perfection, and church, singing or praying? I answer, No.

.
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It is a practical work, not of inward grace
alone, but something we can do to benefit our
fellowmen. Then kind reader, if you don't
practice these things, never go anywhere to
get religion. Let_.:your_religion be made of
acts of benevolence.
What kind of 1eligion will have saved those
to whom Jesus will say (at the day of final
separation) "Come ye blessed of my :Father,
inherit a kingdom prepared for you from before the foundation of the world? Let us
hear what kind it is to be"For I was in prison and ye visited me; I was
sick and ye ministered unto me; naked and ye
clothed me; an hungered and ye gave me to eat;
thirsty and ye gave me to drink."
And then they will ask the I~ord when they
saw him in all these various conditions and
thus ministered unto him? Wbat is the answer?"Inasmuch as ye did it unto the least of one of
these my disciples ye did it unto me."
Here then is the true character of the religion of Jesus Christ. That was the kind of
religion he manifested to the whole world during his ministry here on earth. W eil did the
apostle James remark, saying,
"If a brother or sister be naked, and destitute
of daily food, and one of you say unto them, Depart in peace, be ye warmed and filled; not with.
standing ye gave them not those things which are
needful to the body; what doth it profit ?"-2: 15,
16.
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"Justification" is not a gift. Paul did not
understand it so-neither did he teach that it
was a "gift." He said to the Roman brethren,
"Therefore being justified by faith, we have
peace with God through our Lord Jesus
Christ." No sinner was ever justified or
saved of God, simply by faith. Paul said
"we." We, who? Why, we who have believed, repented, been baptized for the remission of our sins, have received the Holy Spirit
by the laying on of .hands, etc. "We," that
have done all this, are justified by faith, a
continuation of their faith in Christ, as the
only Savior of the world. And just according
to the degree of faith they exercised, just to
that degree were they justified of God.
It is strange that people will pray for something which they themselves must do. You
c::m never rnanifest your religion before God
by "enlarging the borders of your garments,
and making wide the phylacteries thereof."
All this, and a "long face," slow walk, folded
arms, are no constituent part of the religion of
Jesus Christ. There are in many places more
(so called) infidels who carry out the principies of Christ's religion than there are professed christians who do. How can people be
Christ-like, if they do not follow Christ, by
or in precept and example? Give unto us
"pure relib()'ion, and undefiled."
JosErn F. McDOWELL.
---~.....-~it

We answer-not any. There is entirely
THE GATHERING.
too much spiritual religion in the world. A
SENTIMENT:
certain man went to a deacon who was barrelHe who defrauds the poor, or facilitates not his
ling some apples in his orchard and said, righteous endeavors in providing for his family,
''Brother - - there is a brother so and so would disinherit the Almighty. "The poor is God's
sick, I would like you to pray for him." The heritage."
.
Labor and all marketable merchandisE' are cap·
deacon respon ded , " I h ave no tlme
to pray Hal. Money is a vehicle for !he convCJ.ient exjust now, you go t,o my cellar and get some po- change of capital.
tatoes, pickled beef and salt pork, and some
"Labor is the bedrock of finance" and the only
beans, and take them to him; that is all the true wealth of any people.
praying I can do at present"
Every institution, or organization, may have
Here is exactly the kind of praying we want within itself the means of its own perpetuity,
done for the poor. 'Ve want more practical, or the ingredients of its own destruction.
'rhe Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
benevolent praying among professed christians,
and less of this telling God of his divine at- Saints is an institution, or organization, protributes, mercy, love, etc. He knows all that perly so called; and its characteristics are such
already.
as to distinguish it from every other organizaIIeJ.e is some of Christ's religion: "All tion among men.
things whatsoever ye would that men should
It is not only a religious order trascending
do unto you, do ye even so unto them." This every other of its kind in the systematic arwas also the religion of Confucius, a heathen 1 rangement and the comprehensive design of
philosopher, but would have done to teach the its organs, but it is pre-eminently a Co-operachristian of to day. Then remember if we tive, Mutual Aid, Beneficial Society.
don't practice rtligion, that there is no web
The leading characteristics of this instituthiug as "getting religion."
ticn which mark it as a creature of divine oriAgain, some people talk of "holine~s'' as a gin, without deocending to details in their degift from God. I assert that it is not a gift. lineations, are providing for the poor, preachThe apostle said, "\Vithout holiness no man ing the gospel of Jesus Christ without charge,
can seethe I . ord." Hence, holiness is nothing and the gathering of the people.
more nor less than the keeping of the comThat these designs may be accomplished,
mandments of God-obedience to which will depends altogether upon our observance of the
gain for us an entrance into the celestial city. social demands of these temporal requirements;
Again, many people seek for the "gif"" (?) and herein are contained the seeds that must
of "sanctification;" by this they me:w to be eventually work oui; in the coherency, consisperfect. If perfection is attained unto by as tency, and perpetuity of the work; or termimany as profess sanctification (perfection), it nate in its disintegration.
is a wonder to me that we tlo not hear of some
There should be either no necessity for this
one being translated.
production, or there should be no necessity
What iss::mctification? The Lord said unto tor its apology. The languishing of Zion in
Moses one time, ''Sanctify the children of Is- her SC9.ttered condition; the oppression of the
rael and the vessels of the tabcrnac\o
the poor ;:mder the lash of their task-masters; the
morrow." What for? \Vhy, Lor a special great famine for rhe word of God, and the al·
purpc,se; "Set them apart for a l'pecbl worlc nwst :;bortivc eff1rts of the ministry to keep
on the morrow." It is no
"
in the fi,;Jd, Zmuf{IJ procl,r£m the TU>.crr,Bit!J for

this movement; therefore, an apology would
be superfluous.
It being my firm conviction when first uniting with the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints that the looking after the poor,
and the preaching the gospel without price,
were the two great works that should ever
characterize a people chosen of God; and believing from the doctrines set forth by this
people, as well as from testimonies received
that this is the church and kingdom of God,
prompts me to go forward in this measure; for
it is painfully apparent that the first of these
is entirely overlooked, or tacitly ignored;
while the second is but feebly maintained, or
at best its execution is on the decline.
Believing that the rich will never in a becoming manner lay to their means for the benefit of the poor; and in view of the near approach of the end, as forshadowed by the signs
of the times, I have determined to set on foot
a means for the commencement of the "beginning of the gathering," by organizing, if possible, a company of men of moderate means who
are willing to unite, and work together toward
a common end, as will hereinafter be stated;
or, if unsuccessful in organizing a company,
I propose to purchase a location with acquired
and borrowed means, and conduct it agreably
to the following plan of business, which is submitted for the benefit of individuals who, and
churches that may desire to co·opemte in the
great work of the last days.
PLAN OF BUSINESS AND STATEMENT Ol!'
PRINCIPLES :

For the government of agents or companies
purchasing lands in the "regions round about
the land of Zion."
First. The name of this company shall be,
"The Common Sense JJfutual Ag1'£cult1tral
Association."
Second. The officers shall be such as the
circumstances demand, and shall be the creation of those concerned.
Third. :i';loney may be obtained by borrowing at an interest not exceeding six per cent,,
and for a period of not less than two years.
Fourth. The amount borrowed by an
agent, r:ot acting for a branch, or district, shall
not exceed $10,000. The amount borrowed
by a company must be regulated by the
company.
Fifth. The amount of money borrowed must
be invested in real estate, land not including
improvements.
Sixth. All improvements must bathe result
of personal or "labor capital."
Sevent,h. All t.he lands, with all the improvements, together with all property passessed by the (agent or) Company shall be
security for money borrowed.
Eighth. This Company shall have power
to sue and be liable to be sued; and may, or
may not have a corpomte seal.
Ninth. All donations shall be faithfully upplied to whatever is designated by the donor;
provided, the specification does not require
any irregular transaction.
Tenth. There shall be va:rious funds established to which donations, or for which deposits may be made j such as, "home fund"
for the poor, all of which shall be expended
for the purchase of land for the poor; traveling elder's fund: which shall be expended in
the support of
of .Elders constantly in
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the field; settler's fund: which shall be under• stood to be for the purchase of, or improvement of lands for those who wish to purchase
land for themselves, with a view to settling
themselves or some others on the same.
Eleventh. All useful branches of business
shall be established at as early a day as practicable, and on a scale with each branch of
business to suit the wants and conditions of
the Company, and those engaging in such
business.
Twelfth. The object of establishing the
various branches of business is to make labor
capital, and every individual a producer, and
therefore a contributor to the general wealth,
and each· branch of business a resource.
Thirteenth. The object of producing funds
is, first, to accomplish the purchase of the regions round about; second, to support families
of Elders traveling in the ministry; third, to
provide for the poor.
Fourteenth. The regions round about should
be bought on a joint compound principle of
purchase, viz., that all lands should be put under immediate cultivation, and all surplus proceeds of cultivation be applied in purchasing
new lands for homes for those who labor to
improve the same.
This compound principle of purchase could
be joint; that is, it would be consistent with
revelation in D. & C., p. 269 and 270, sec. 98,
paragraphs 9 and 10: "Now, verily I say unto you, let all the chUTches gather together all
their moneys; let these things be done in their
time, be not in haste; and observe to have all
things prepared before you. And let honorable men be appointed, even wise men, and
send them to purchase these lands; and every
church in the eastern countries when they are
built up, if they will hearken unto this counsel, they may buy lands and gather together
upon them, and in this way they may establish Zion."
Sec. 100, par. 6, p. 278. Companies of tens,
twenties, fifties or hundreds to go up to the
land of Zion to locate lands round about, and
inasmuch as it is performed for the benefit
of the church it will be a joint purchase, although each agent should purchase for his
respective branch independently.
Fifteenth. The families of all Elders traveling in the ministry should be well provided
for, and in a manner that they would not feel
themselves in anywise to be paupE'rs, or as dependent on the benevolence of the people.
This could be so successfully done that it
would be almost imperceptibly felt, and we
would soon have a corps of effective ministers
in the field whose time and talents would be
undivided.
Sixteenth. The poor should be judiciously
provided for. None will be encouraged to
settle with the colony for the first year; except those who are able to maintain themselves
for one year, or until crops can be harvested;
thereafter labor capital will be the basis upon
which every deserving poor man must stand
and by which he will be assisted to a home
and a tract of land of his own. It will be the
duty of the company to give, and the privilege
of the poor to receive land in exchange for labor, which they can improve upon and increase, without the burden of heavy interest
and with all the bcr:efits of co-operation enjoyed by the company. Every individual must

be considered as an unit of and an equal in
society.
It is not contemplated in this gathering into the regions round about, to establish the
laws of tithing or consecration, or to make absolute equality in goods or properl;y, or to appoint inheritances, or to establish the storehouse of the Lord. It is intended to purchase
the land, provide for the poor, support the
ministry and see that none of the Lord's people suffer from want, neglect or abuse; and to
be a means of preparing the Saints for the
laws of tithing and consecration, and for
equality, without which we never can become
one in the Lord, build his temple, or become
Zion. Sec. 77, par. 1; sec. 81, par. 4. Neither can Zion be redeemed. Sec. 51, par. 1 j
sec. 102, par. 2. Neither can we become disciples of Christ without providing for the poor.
Sec. 52, par. 9.
It is, in other words;the beginNing of the
gathering, which implies that churches which
are established should gather in different places by buying land in regions round about,
(sec.58,par.11; sec. 98, pars. 9, 10), and send
workmen there to labor, sec. 58, par. 12.
STATEMENT OJ!' PRINCIPLES.

First. We believe that no church titles, or
sacred names of any kind, should be adopted
as, or incorporated in, the names of companies;
unless they are so directed by revelation, or
they are willing and able to carry into effect
the principles such names involve and imply,
and are willing to suffer the penalties attached
for their violation. See D. & C, sec.102, par.
2; sec.56,par.5; sec.51,par.1; oec.77,par.
3; sec. 81, pars. 4, 5; sec. 89; sec. 101, pars.
1, 2, 3, 9, 10, 11, 12.
Second. We believe that each company
should and could be, not only a self-sustaining,
but a progressive, beneficial, independent organization.
Third. We believe it to be consistent with
reason and revelation to proceed in a quiet,
unassuming, yet business.Jike manner to purchase all the land in the regions round about
Zion. We further believe that every legitimate manner of procuring means is justifiable. See D. & C., sec. 48, pars. 1, 2; sec. 58,
par. 11; sec. 57, pars. 2, 4, 5; sec. 98, par. 10.
l!'ourth. We believe to gather quietly, so far
as the Church is nominally concerned, is eminently wise and judicious, and in harmony
with the spirit of the revelations, especially for
the present; for the reason, that at the present time it is contrary to the State laws of Missouri for any church to hold extensive landed
property within her borders. Therefore, it is
beautifully consistent for the different branches to send agents, and to buy and hold the
land in the names of their agents, or of the
individuals for whom they buy.
Fifth. We believe the regions round about
Zion to have been the counties joining ,Jackson county, which is in the State of Missouri,
and Zion has not been moved out of her place;
sec. 98, par. 4. Therefore, tbe "regions round
about" must still be the same in extent, notwithstanding the then "adjoining counties"
may now be divided.
Sixth. We believe the land should be
bought See D. & C., sec. 58, par. 11; sec. 57,
par. 2; sec. 48, par. 2; sec. 102, par. 8; sec.
98, pars. 9, 10.
Seventh. We believe now is the time to be-

[June 1:
gin the gathering, by purchasing all the land
all around Zion and making settlements by
the various churches.
Eighth. We believe now is the time referred to by the Lord in the parable of the twelve
olive trees. Sec. 98, par. 6-10.
Ninth. We believe that not only the signs
of the times declare it, but the sentiments
everywhere manifest, by the Saints locating
individually in the "regions round about,"
and from the great fact that it is now tolerable for the Saints to gather "consirtent with
the feelings of the people," as there is also a
great desire on their part, in every region, to
sell their land at low prices and on reasonable
terms.
Tenth. We believe it would redound to the
greatest and most permanent good to the whole
body to begin the gathering, or, in other words,
the purchase of all the lands in the "regions
round about," by agents or companies of the
different branches or districts, and proceed at
once to settle on the same and create employment for the poor, and extend the purchase of
lands surrounding each settlement as fast as
circumstances and opportunities permit, until
all the land that can be, is purchased.
Eleventh. We believe it would be conducive
to the successful purchase, permanent and
peaceful occupancy of the land, to print and
circulate a circular letter or tract, embodying
the plans and principles of the commencement
of the "beginning of the gathering," with
suitable laws for the government of the Saints,
not as a Church cr religious body, but as Cl'lonies or settlements of Saints, until the laws of
the State of l\Iissouri may be so modified as
not to prohibit the establishment of a church
with extensive landed property within her
borders, or until such times as we are com·
manded further of the Lord.
Twelfth. We believe that farming is the
most certain, and most honorable of employments: "He who tilleth the soil shalt have
plenty of bread, but he who followeth after
vain persons shall have poverty enough."
How many are compelled, who take up farms,
to do so with mortgages covering the entire
valuation of their property, with a heavy interest, from ten to sixteen per cent, eating up
the great bulk of their incomes; added to this,
they may be a great distance from market
and are compelled to sell all their produce at
a great sacrifice; while on tho other hand they
are compelled to pay an exhorbitant price for
all they use or consume, yet how few do we
find, who are industrious farmers, ever failing
in their business. When, however, all these
evils can be avoided, and all the benefits of a
commercial mart be enjoyed in the rural district what great results may not reasonably be
expected by a "Co-operative Agricultural Association."
Thirteenth. We believe that "all people
were born free and equal, with certain inalienable rights, that among these are life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness."
Fourteenth. "\Ve believe that all monopolies
are directly antagonistic to the above grand
principle of our National Constitution, and
tend more or less to destroy the peace, comfort
and happiness, and to enslave the minds and
bodies of all poor or dependent people.
Fifteenth. We believe it to be the noblest
work of man to alleviate the condition of the
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poor, the needy and the helpless, and to exalt trades, work-shops, mills, factories, stores, agthe humble and righteous.
riculture, schools; the civil, religious and so.
Sixteenth. We believe. the best method of cial circles, together with all business and busdoing this is to invigorate their minds with a iness transactions, we propose to inaugurate;
proper conception of the true dignity of man- the leading features of which have been feebly
hood, by placing within the reach of every in- expressed; to accomplish which, we welcome
dividual the means whereby he can, without to our assistance all persons of moderate capital
fear of disaster, successfully carve out his own who are willing to work in design with us, to
fortune.
prepare for the gathering of the Saints, accordSeventeenth. We believe that an equality ing to the will of God, in purchasing land in
in eartb ly blessings is necessary, by the mass, the regions round about.
to the full enjoyment of heavenly or spiritual
It is not our purpose to exclude the wealthy
blessings.
from participating and working with us in
Eighteenth. We believe that eqnaWy does, what we deem to be the most reasonable,
not consist in an equal dividend of property plausible, and most likely means to succeed in
or effects, for this in many cases would neces- the "beginning of the gathering;" but we do
sitate a continual dividing and breaking up of feel that man, not money, should be the standinterests and estates, and still no such equality ard of society; and God, not gold the object
realized, and instead thereof a great injustice of worship.
would be inflicted on the thrifty, wise and
Feeling an inward monitor and motor imjudicious, as well as an injury to the indolent, pelling us in the design, we trust to the favors
the careless and profligate, for all people are of Heaven for good men to aid with necessary
not alike constituted.
wisdom, means and advice, in the work that
Nineteenth. We believe that equality does must eventually engage the attention of all
more properly consist in framing such a code Tme Latter Day Saints.
of laws as will guarantee to the most indigent
With the most sanguine hopes for the suea comfortable support, and place him in such cess of the enterprise,. we earnestly request
a condition as will enable him to compete with that all who desire to benefit by it will inform
all his fellows in supplying all the necessaries, us directly, by mail, the amount they can incomforts, and ordinary luxuries of life, and as vest by the first of March, 1878, (without infar as possible, consistent with public and in- jury to themselves), and what port,ion of said
dividual prosperity, provide his family with a amount can be raised prior to the Fall Confersuitable home of his own, both comfortable ence, and whether or not they expect to settle
and attractive. And it is stiil further and immediately with the Company.
more completely embodied in such a consistent,
It is designed to have the company fully presocial relation as will open such a free, uncon· pared for settling by April First, 1878. In
strained intercourse with all classes, that all order to do this, committees must be appointed
such barriers to our higher mutual develop- for "location," and various other business trans-·
ment, as rank, family descent, official position, actions; we, therefore, want the correct names
benefits or advantages of education, dress, per- and post office addresses of all who are in symsonal appearance, or wealth may be neutralized; pathy with the movement, together with all
and instead of being a means of self-exaltation, information that may be useful to the company
should be esteemed only as so many opportu- or its organization.
Praying for the welfare of all God's people,
nities or obligations by which we are in duty
bound to exalt the less fortunate in life.
and the speedy redemption of Zion, I am very
Twentieth. vYe believe there is no law, lm- truly your brother in the kingdom and patience
man or Divine, that justly prohibits an indi- of Jesus,
I. N. w. CooPER.
vidual from improving on his talents or prop- PL&No, Illinois, Fob. 2Znd, 1877.
erty.
Twenty-first. We believe it to be tho duty
P. S. We are authorized by the Company,
of all people of means, but especially of Latter
Day Saints, to so arrange for the poor that which is now sufficiently organized to guaranthey may all becomo well informed, independ- tee a settlement according to the above deent, self. supporting citizens; but fearing from sign, to state that all persons who are in sympast and present indications that this will never pathy with the movement and can endorse the
be done, therefore, we believe that the poor
and those of moderato means should combine principles set forth in the foregoing article and
their money and labor cnpitul to consummate desire to cast their lots with us, to make it
so noble a design.
knvwn to tho company by addressing the un.'l~wenty-~e?ond. We ~elieve th~t no ?.nter- dersigned, to whom questions upon matters of
pnse tendmg t:oward .tne ~a~hermg Will .be 1 business may be referred until otherwise notisuccessful, or w1ll recewe DJVme approbatwn fied or until a further or"'anization of the
where labor is not con~idere.d capital; whe~e com'pany. Stamps should invariably accomt?e poor are oppr~ssed m theu wages, o; theu pany any business communication when an anrights as equals m the str~ggle o_f hfe for swer is expected.
peace, comfOJ;t and preser.vatwn are Ignored.
\Y c eamestly req nest any persons knowing
Twenty-thud. vVe beheve that ev-ery man of suitable locations for colonization to comwh~ is able ~o ":ork. and willi~g to invest his municate the same, at as early a date' as possi.
cap1tal, (whwh IS h1cl labor), m the comn~on
stating tho amount of land that can be
stock sh?uld be looked upon as a standmg bought in or nearly in a body, the price per
?ash cap1tal, to be reckoned by the amount of acre, nature of lhe soil and seasons, to what
mterest, (benefit or labor) he produces, and best adapted, rate of taxes, railroad or river
one \~hom tho commonwealth Oilnnot afford to communications, together with all other addo w1thout.
.
.
..
.
vantages that would
to make it a de sir. Such an enterpnso 2 Wlth s~1t~ble Connstl.tu- able location.
I. N. w, CooPER,
t1on and By L1ws, wnh regu1D.t10ns govermng
Pl.Axo, Ill., May 12th, 1877.
Box 50, Plano, Ill.
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LETTER FROM BRO. FREDERICK
PETERSON.
Beloved Brethren Smith ancl Stebbins :-I
am indebted to you for the He1·ald, and herewith, send my subscription for a year, as I
wish the Herald to be my guest. Furthermore,
I have thought I would write a testimony in
behalf of the righteous cause which I have received through the kindness of God, and the
revelation from the Spirit of God is good; if
all men are wicked, and redemption reaches to
all who will have salvation.
I came to this country in the year 1869,
twenty years of age, not for the gospel's sake;
because I had not up to that time heard it;
but to seek my living in a righteous way. I
was single-but February 4th, 1870, I married, and therewith began my enlightenment;
because sickness was guest three years in my
house, and thereafter I was separated from my
wife, who was sent to the asylum at Mount
Pleasant, Iowa, where she was buried; but as
she was of the "poor in spirit," she must be in
glorious custody until the resurrection.
Brethren and sisters, those whom the Lord
loves he will chastise; but I say it is better to
be obedient before chastisement comes upon us.
We have many friends who stand on one side,
and do not know if they will take up the cross
or not; I say, wait not too long before you go
into the water, for baptism for the remission of
your sins. Let that spirit that speaks within
you, counsel you to prepare a preventative for
the day of chastisement; and many will receive what they ask for; as a sign which follows all who in reality believe the truth; but
does not follow the infidel.
I do not doubt that hundreds; yea, thousands, will eome and confess and receive the
gospel in that day; but not until the Lord has
been speaking with earthquakes, that shall
cause groaning in the midst of her [the earth],
and men shall fall upon the ground, and shall
not be able to stand; and also by the testimony
of the voice of thunderings, and the voice of the
waves of the sea, heaving themselves beyond
their bounds.
And all things shall be in
commotion; and surely, men's hearts shall fail
them ; for fear shall come upon all people ;
and angels shall fly through tho midst of
heaven, crying with a loud voice, sounding the
trump of God, saying, "Prepare ye, preprre
ye, 0, inhabitants of the earth; for the judgment of our God is come: Behold, and lo! the
Bridegroom cometh, go ye out to meet him."
And immediately there sball appear a great
sign in heaven, and all people shall see it together. And another angel shall sound his
trump, etc. (See D. & C., sec. 7, revelation
given December 27th, 1832). It was then
preached that the hour of judgment was coming near, near in 1832; and the elders were
then instructed to labor diligently, that they
might be perfected in their ministry, etc., and
to prepare the Saints for the hour of judgment
which is to come; that their souls may escape
the wrath of God, the desolation of abomination which awaits the wicked, both in this
world and in the world to come:
In paragraphs 23 and 25, the Lord says:
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"And after your testhnony cometh wrath and
indignation upon. th
.. epe...o.ple," etc.; and the·n it
·
b
p
shall.be proclaime d from a ove, " repare ye,
prepare ye, 0, inhabitants of the earth, for the
judgment of our God is come." Here we Eee
two different dispensations; one, warning at a.
time when the hour of judgment was to come,
etc,,· another, warning that the judgment of
~
d'
our God was come, etc. In the first 1spensation we are instructed that the judgment would
last one eternal hour; also forty-one years, eight
months, two weeks, five days and eight hours
in mortality. The Lord has said he never
spoke or gave commandment which was carnal,
but spiritual and eternal; and Peter says, "But
beloved, be not ignorant of this one thi
"that one day is with the Lord as a tho usa
years, and a thousand years as one day."Pet. 3 : 8.
Again the Lord says, "On that day· they'
shall know that I am, and have been speaking
this word;" for we can see this .w~rd so. perfectly in fulfillment, that these d1stmot Signs,
which should follow the second dispensation
have begun; ttnd the voice of the waves of the
sea heaving themselves beyond their bounds.
I was born a Lutheran, of good parents, but
did not know of the powers of the gospel's
truth, but morality, which is a principle of
power to happiness, so far as it goes. The
Spirit of prayer's prompting I was not acquainted with; yea, I could not pray; but in
the hours of affiiction I learned it; therefore,
I say, Lutherans, Oat.holics and Freethinkers,
and all who have a belief that there is a God;
call upon him in faith, and· the blessings will
come unto you according to his word and
promise.
In all my affiictions, there has been a light
shining for me; because prayer is the key to our
Father's heart. My prayer is now, that I may be
faithful in my calling whereunto I am called.
Asking the Saints that we may grow and prosper in grace and mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ,
and escape the wrath and indignation of our
God; so that our hearts may not fail us in the
hour of judgment. My fraternal salutation is
to all the Saints; may we remain one family;
yea that we may be increased with new brothers and sisters; for there is joy in heaven when
one sinner repents, more than over ninety and
nine who need no repentance. Why should
we therefore, not be joyful when we see the
gospel is making progress.
Remember the word of Jesus: "He who doeth the will of my Father which is in heaven,
the same is my brother, and !lister and mother."
With regard for every upright brother and
sister in the Lord, I remain your friend and
brother,
FRElJ. PETERSON.
---..-.~

Curiosity in children is but au appetite after
knowledge. I doubt not but one great reason why
many children abandon themselves wholly to silly
sports, and trifle away all their time insipidly, is
because they found their curiosity balked, and
their inquiries neglected.
Bring distinctly befoTe your own mind the well
known fact that children delight as much in exercising their minds as their limbs, provided only
that which is presented to them be suited to their
capacities, and adapted to their strength.
Joy and sorrow of children -Children sweeten
labors, but they make misfortunes more bitter;
they increase the cares of life, but they mitigate
the rememberance of death.
The Japanese make waterproof boots of paper,
and Londoners like them.

N 0 TIC E.
When changing your .place of residence, or desiring yonr
paper simt to a different post-office, be particular in giving, in
full, the name of the post-office, county, and state where you
had been last receiving it, and distinctly state the name of the
post-office, county and state to which you wish your paper sent
In the future.
ll(!b If your paper has been going In a
package, state whose.
When mailing a letter, whether in a railroad car,on asteam
boat, or while visiting 'at a friend's, in every Instance give
your .non address where you are taking your paper.

When taking subscriptions for Hl!IRALD and HoPE be:partlcular in giving the correct address of the" new subscriber."
If your paper has been discontinued, state where you have
last been taking it, and the time it was stopped.
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-----~-~
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Plano, lllinois, June 1, 18?7.
PRIESTHOOD.
is always essential to the successful
carrying out of every scheme devised among men,
either for their good or evil, to benefit or tG injure.
Priesthood is but another name for authority,
and should mean an intervening power. The
priesthood rightly considered signifies a body
of men rightfully holding power to administer
in the name of Jesus Christ for the conferring of
spiritual blessings upon men; nor should it ever
be conceded to mean a class of men holding
power from God to contravene the laws which
have been given of him for the government of all,
or to do that which places in Jeopardy or destroys
the people and their liberties.
None talk more constantly about the priesthood
than Latter Day Saints; none should understand
more fully what is meant by, and comprehended
in it than they. None should respect the author.
ity of the prie~thood more than a people wko profess to be governed by laws emanating from God,
given to the priesthood, and interpreted by the
same.
The day was, we trust it will never be again,
when it was thought by many that the priesthood
could do no wrong; when the authority with
which they were clothed was an unchallenged
guarantee that all acts done by them were but the
reflected light of wisdom divine.
Whatever other mischief this thought did not
work, this much we have grave reasons to believe that it did: it engendered haughtiness and
pride in the men who made up some considerable body of the priesthood; and made suspicious
and selfish the men who" were administered to by
them. The loss of confidence followed as a matter of fact.
There is in the principles making the priest.
hood a necessity to the success of the Church of
Christ, nothing that provides for such a result
where men called, and ordained to the exercise
of its duties, and blessed with its prerogatives,
conduct themselves· in accordance with the
design of its inception and object. These require
an unselfish devotion to the performance of those
AuTHOitrTY
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duties, that looks only to the end, the good of
man; the means, a personal and continued service; an enjoyment and exercise of those prerogatives, not as personal perquisites that attach to
the individual by reason of some innate and latent worth, but because of the labor performed
and the fidelity with which it is done.
If the army of Elders com posing the priesthood
have ever forgotten that they are men chosen for
the accomplishment of a specific desigll. had in
view by him who called them, and that this calling gave no authority, and conferred no dignity
n t found in direct accord with the design, then
h that army become dGficient in the principal
to their success; and every portion of it that
sists in thus forgetting what they should cer.
n:ly remember, disgraces this calling, and
hould be discharged from service.
The powers of the priesthood, of which W«:l
have in times past heard so much, are conferred
for no other purpose than the salvation of .mali,
and are continued only in the just exercise of
them in pursuit of this object; hence any act of
any man called unto this calling performed with
any other intent, or attended with a difrerent re.
sult is not authorized of God, and hence does not
bind the powers of heaven.
Balaam's ass spake once by the will of God,
but remained ever after an ass still, with no
powers of speech more than others of his kind,
In him was found no assumption that his natural
utterance became the oracles of God, because he
did at one time speak by virtue of God's power.
We have sometimes thought, (we ask pardon
therefor), that some men have not been so wise
as men, as this ass was as an ass; for they have
presumed to act as if having been empowered
and directed of God to say and do certain specific
things, all that they henceforth did and said must
be of God.
·we have heard men use the words, "By virtue
of the Holy Priesthood vested in us," when we
knew that it was not by virtue of that priesthoo~
that they spake, but .by reason of a command ..
ment either of the Spirit, or the law.
This arrogating to .man that which belongs to
Gocl, in such boastful and inconsiderate ways,
has been the means of turning some away from
the truth, who loved the truth but failed to reeog.
nize it in such guise; and some have been so much
hurt and disgusted that they have disliked to hear
the words "holy priesthood," so conscious have
they been that the authority conferred was abused,
and a boasting spirit lying beneath the language
used. The formula of words suitable to each
cf.se is not specifically given; but Christ and
Paul in the New Testament, and the former in
the Book of Covenants, charge the Elders to seek,
and do what they do in the prosecution of their
ministry and in pursuance of their calling "in
the name of Christ," and not in the name, or au.
thority, or by virtue of the priesthood.
Political oppression has been fostered in the
name and influence of the divine right of kings
to rule; social oppression in the name of fashion,
and religious oppression in the name of the
priesthood, until men who hate oppression have
loathed the name of all three of these tyrants;
although God gave men kings; fashion is the reflex of public opini.on, vom popnli, vo::e Dei,· and
priests have been and should be still sent of God.
It was the abuse of the statement made to Pe.
ter, "whatsoever ye bind on earth shall be bound
in heaven," that gave rise to and made possible
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the inquisition, and caused Luther to protest
against iniquities to be found at Rome; it was
an absurd assumption upon the part of the then
Evangelical churches that all were as but one
church in the sight of God, that led Joseph
Smith to ask of God, "Which one, 0 .Lord, is
acceptable to thee?" And the abuse of the
power conferred by which the "first elders" were
to "cry repentance" to this generation, that led
many into the bondage of men who had vitiated
the priesthood and who have made the sacred or.
dinances a mock to thousands. Let us be warned
in time,

I

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Question.-Should a member of a branch who
has had a standing with the Church for a number of months, and neglects, or refuses to partake
of the sacrament, be accounted in good standing
in the Church?
Answer.-That would depend upon the reason
assigned by such member for not partaking. If
the reason was of such a kind that it had not
been removed during the months they had been
a member, we do not see how a standing could
be denied them.
Q.-If a member should go over to another
chur.ch but still requested to remain with the
branch, how should he be dealt with?
A.-If "going over to an other church" means
uniting with their church as a member, we should
say excommunicate such person for apostacy; if
it means only attending their worship from time
to time, let them alone, they have a right to hear
and examine for themselves.
Q.-If a man is called of God dare he preach
without a license from the Church?
A.-We presume so; but, unless he has been
ordained by those having authority, and it is
known to the Church, neither his preaching, nor
his administrations will be accepted and acknowledged by the Church.
Q.-Is an elder eligible to preach if his license
is stolen from him?
A.-Yes; unless the thief steals the Spirit from
him when he steals his license.
Q.-Dare such an Elder administer to the
sick?
A.-We think so.
Elders whose names are not enrolled in any of
the quorums, of the Church, may report their
names to Elder H. A. Stebbins Church Secretary,
who will place them where they can be enrolled
when practicable. This is in answer to an enquiry sent us by an Elder of five years standing
not yet enrolled.

·=
LA GRACIOSA, CaL, Hay 13, 1877.
Dear Brother Joseph:- We will suppose that an
Elder, Priest, or Teacher is in charge of a pra:ver
and testimony meeting and one or more are presentt who are not Saints, but are known to be well
disposed towards the doctrine. They have a very
good meeting, and after the Saints are about
through one of those persons (not Saints) rises and
state that it has been some time since he has had
the privilege of praying with christian people;
and asks the privilege of praying with the Saints;
would said Elder, Priest, or Teacher be justified
in granting him that privilege, or should they
N. W. BEST.
tell him no?
[Answer.-By all means grant the privilege
asked, even though the applicant should be a
stranger to all present. No one really indifferent
to truth would make such requst, ancl no possible
harm could arerue to the Saints hy granting it.

Bno. ALBERT Brsnor, of Stewartsville, Missouri,
was indicted before the spring session of the
Grand Jury of DeKalb county, of that state, for
the murder of Sister Caroline Ente, who was
found dead near a path leading from Charles
Bishop's to his father, Bro. Albert's house, some
time last summer; but upon trial of the cause on
the 15th of May just past, after four witnesses
had testified, the Judge, discovering that there
was no grounds upon which to hold Bro. Bishop,
so instructed the Jury, who, without leaving their
seats pronounced their verdict of not guilty. Bro.
Bishop was set at liberty at once. One of the
witnesses examined was the physician who was
present at the coroner's inquest held upon the
body of sister Ente when she was discovered; he
testified that her death was the result of natural
causes and not by violence.
We are sincerely glad that Bro. Bishop's innocence was made to appear and that he is officially
set free from suspicion. We hope for the honor
ef common manhood that the prosecuting witnesses will hold their peace in regard to this matter;
as to further declare any criminality on Bro.
Bishop's part respecting the death of sister Ente
is to provoke the· public sentiment against their
unmanly course.
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of John D. Lee, if he be innocent in the crime
and death of their father; at least, it would seem
so for the sake of censistency.

IN 1844, · at the death of Joseph and Hyrum
Smith, it is estimated that there were in Europe
and America from 150,000 to 200,000 believers in
the principles of Mormonism, as promulgated by
the Elders of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints, and but one organization bearing the
name. This increase in numbers was the result
of fourteen years ministerial labor, whithout the
aid of the teaching, or practice of the tenet of
polygamy. In 1876 the estimate of one who has
had access to the means of knowledge gives in
Utah, as gathered, 110,000, and abroad, not gathered, 15,000, outside figures, making a total of
125,000, at a liberal estimate; and there are several
bodies bearing the name Latter Day Saints,
though only two of importance in number. This
decrease from the original figures estimated in
1844, has resulted after thirty-two years ministerial labor with the aid of the teaching (since 1852)
and practice of the tenet of polygamy. Who is
responsible for this disparity, and what are the
causes of it? The sons of the first Elders of
the Church are interested in aseertaining what are
the proper answers to the foregoing questions, for
READ carefully the article in this issue headed upon them falls the loss in prestige and in fact.
"The Gathering." It is by organizations similar
to the one proposed, in spirit and intent, that the WE have the pleasure of presenting a letter in
settlement of the land may be efiected. As to its this issue from Bro. Mitchell Arthur, of the Shetland Islands. It will be seen what he is doing,
working details, they remain to be tested.
We cheerfully give the article room, as it looks and what can be done by an elder, if one can go
in the right direction. We believe brother Cooper there from Scotland, or possibly from England.
to be sincere and honest., and devotedly in earnest We are glad to know of labor being done there.
We pray for the success of Bro. Arthur in the
in this work.
Of the merits of the details as presented we ex- field, and would like to hear that some good elpress no opinion, suggesting and advising a der goes there to baptize and to do further labor.
Bro. Hiram Kendall, of the Galland's Grove
scrutiny and examination that will result in giveing each reader a correct view of what is ad- Branch, Iowa, writes that since he was baptized
he has had testimony that has satisfied him of
vanced, and its availability.
It may be well to state, that the confidence of the truth of the work of God which we are enthe Saints in days past has been so sadly broken gaged in, and that he feels like the man who is
in communistic schemes and joint stock affairs, described as having built his house on the rock,
that many just glance at a scheme, and give it a for the foundation is good, and such that neither
"pooh;" but let us set these notions aside and floods nor winds can destroy it, nor men nor Saread what may be offered to us as a means to tan tear it down. He wishes to do whatever he
carry out the redemption of Zion; and if there is may be able, and as may be pointed out to him
and to others, for the advancement of the cause
good in such schemes let us use that good.
of Christ among men. ~Iay he, by a goodly life,
'IVE clip the following from a San Francisco set a wise example, and find joy in whatever degree oflabor for the Master, there may now or here.
ChJ'onicle of May 5th, sent us by a brother.
"On the evening of the 19th inst. the Great after be given him to do, or requires of him.
Mogul, Brigham Young, accompanied by his
Sister Essie McKee, of Stewartsville, 1\'Iissouri,
son John W. Young, Patriarch John Smith, D. writes in thankfulness for the blessing of healing
H. '!Veils and several others, arrived at Beaver
City, Utah, en route for Salt Lake City from St. by God's power, through the ordinance of his
George. Captain Wimmer's company of Iron house, Bro. T. W. Smith administering, and she
county cavalry escorted the party to Beaver. rejoices in hope.
They were all well equipped, being armtild with
Bro. James Foxall writes from Hannibal, Misthe latest and most improved breech-loading
rifles. Brigham Young deemed this precaution souri, of a short tour taken by himself and Bro.
necessary, it is said on account of threats made Nitchcr, during which they preached at Palmy.
by the sons of John D. Lee."
ria and in .Lewis county, Missouri, and were well
If the suggestion made in tho closing lines be treated and their message listened to attentively.
true, how certainly sad it is that Christ's words
We call attention to the letter of Bro. C. A. Da.
prove correct, "a man's foes shall he those of his vis of Australia, written the 6th of April and re.
own household."
ceived by us the 11th of May. While the Saints
Feudal and family hostility have been constant will rejoice in the good fruits of Bro. Glaud
attendants of polygamy from the days of Lamech Rodger's labors they will sorrow to hear of his
and the slaughter of the seventy sons, all the way poor health. The zealous laborer, wherever he
down ; nor need we look for anything else but may be, is anxious for the advancement of the
cheapness of human life where honor and true work committed to him, and will do more than
virtue are made cheap also.
he should for his own well being, rather than see
Brigham should have had friends in the sons the need and tlle demand go unsupplied. We ap-
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preciate the fact in our own life, yet deprecate
the necessity for it, or the seeming necessity, of
the few bearing the weight of burdens that many
should share, and we can earnestly pray, as commanded, that the Lord of the vineyard will send
more laborers into the field, and so it must be as
those in it wear out with hard service or step
aside from the work committed to them.
We thank Bro. L. C. Donaldson for Riverton
Advocate/ Geo. I. Stebbins, of Colorado, for Roclcy
Mountain Herald and Denver '1'1·ibune; and Bro.
W. N. Dawson, of California, for San Francisco
Bulletin. Bro. C. H. Hassel of Hanley, England,
sends a clipping from the Staffordshire Sentinel,
of April 30th, being over a half column notice of
the branch of the Reorganized Church in Hanley.
It i& a fair notice, and speaks favorably of our
people there, and of their abhorrence of the polygamous teachings of B. Young. A synopsis of
what we believe is given, also a mention of the
late conference held there and of the presence of
Elders Taylor, Caton, Miller, Dewsnup, Pointon,
Crump, Greenwood and Boydell, with a synopsis
of their remarks and teachings.
Brother N. Stamm writes from Warren county,
Iowa, that prospects for farmers throughout that
region are very poor indeed, the rains having fallen heavily for weeks, flooding the ground so as
to make planting impossible with many; and
hence the prospect of even a fair crop is almost
a hopeless one. The saints ~s well as others there
are poor, as is the usual case with the Lord's people, and therefore where the labor of their hands
is destroyed, or their work is prevented, there
is trouble indeed, and sorrow of heart is felt both
by those who actually suffer, and by those who
only hear of the suffering, if they have hearts to
feel. To appeal to the giver of all good for relief
from the accuser and ufliicter of mankind is the
only source for redress, and to receive patience
to endure, the only way we may abide, till the
abundance of peace and righteousness shall reign
supreme.
Bro. W. N. Dawson of lone Valley, California,
sends a dollar towards tract fund to assist the
Elders who preach the gospel, for he wishes to
assist the work what he can, and such assistance
will surcly·be blessed. He writes that the Saints
there enjoy the Spirit of God. Times are hard,
for the weather is very dry for the crops in those
regions. Sister ·woodstock, of ·wisconsin, also
sends a dollar.
The State Register, published at Springfield,
Illinois, in its issue for May !.lth, contains a list of
the magazines and periodicals on file in the
Springfield Library, among them the SAINTs'
HEHALD. At a late meeting of the stockholders
the thanks of the association were extended to the
publishers of papers which are sent to the library,
regularly. The HEHALD is also sent to the College Library at Abingdon, Illinois.
Brethren at Far West, Missouri, would like to
leam the address of Bro. J. S. Lee. The last address known to us was Tooele City, Utah. He
spoke in Salt Lake City last Fall in the 1\I. E.
Chapel tv full houses, and made able defence of
the truth.
Bro. Robert Davis had reached Reese, J\'lichigan, on the 11th of Jlilay, and had baptized fourteen at, or near Charles City.
Brother Wm. Anderson, of San l!'mncisco, California, sends us a Chronz'cle of the 5th of JHay,
containing a very bitter denunciation of President
Brigham Young; in which the editor makes
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some useless blunders in statements respecting
the history of the Church that show badly in the
esteem of fair minded readers-the "devil is
scarcely so black as he is painted."
A letter from brother Daniel Fisher, dated at
Joplin, Missouri, :May 11th, brings good news
from the Spring River District. The Saints are
finding it better to be at peace than at war, even
for an idea.
We thank brother Wm. Hart for a San Fran.
cisco Post of the 2d of April, 1877.
Some good soul sends us a copy of the vVom...
an's Journal, published at Boston JVIay 3d, in
which appears two letters from women, one from
Salt Lake City, Utah, in favor, or defence of polygamy, and signed L. L. Dalton; the other from
Scranton, Pennsylvania, signed "A True Latter
Day Saint," it being the same that we published,
taken from the New York IIm·alcl.
Brother Samuel A. Reeve of Mount Holly, New
Jersey, who is a machinist, and also has some
knowledge of farming would like to secure a
place to work among the Saints in the west
Any one knowing of a situation to suit will
please address him at l'IIount Holly, Burlington
county, New J erscy.
Sr. :JVIargaret View, of Plattsburg, l'tlissouri,
sends us a dream, typical of the coming of Christ,
asking an interpretation of it. It is, or should
be to her clear, that if a Saint lives as he or she
should, the fire -which will destroy the wicked
will not hurt the Saints.
Bro. Thomas Jenkins has our thanks for a
copy of the Cardifl:', vVales, lYeekly lYiail, for
April 28th, 1877, with a supplement, containing
an account of a colliery flooding, and the rescue
of several i m prisoncd miners.
In an interview accorded to a correspondent of
the New York !Jerald, by President B. Young,
at Cedar City, Utah, April 14th or 15th, and pub.
lished in the issue of that paper for JI.Iay 6th,
1877, President Young positively denies all
knowledge of the Mountain JIJ:eadow Massacre;
so also does Daniel H. Wells. President Young
characterizes J. D. Lee as a villain.
The equality in number of the sexes being proven in Utah by census returns, suggests a question; will a population of one thousand women
married, one each, to one thousand men, give a
less aggregate of increase in the population in a
given time than will the same number of women
married, ten each, to one hundred men? And
will the preponderance of material ancl moral
prosperity be in favor of the latter and against
the former? The kingdom of God is practical, or
it is nothing. Census of 1870 gives :Males 44,121,
J<'emales 42,665, an excess of males amounting to
1,456.
Sr. Jason Briggs and her family left Plano, on
the 24th of Jl.iay, for Red Oak and Wheeler's
Grove, Iowa, in the vicinity of which last named
place, we understand the family propose to make
their home in the future.
vVe learn that it is very wet in the Southern
part of Iowa, and northern part of :Missouri, this
spring. Not a fourth part of the spring plowing
had been done up to Thiay 17th. Fears were entertained that t.l1C wet weather would prevent the
putting in of a crop, not that the grasshoppers
would harvest the crop fifter it was raised.
We hear of a number of the Elders of the Utah
Church being in different sections of the country,
who invariably refuse to discuss the questions at
issue between them and the Reorganization. The
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day was when a J\1ormon elder would not turn
his back to an opponent, no matter what his faith,
if he was a representative man. We trust that
tlil.e Elders of the Reorganization will offer these
gentlemen every opportunity for an interchange
of views and arguments.
Brother A. J. Weatherbee writes from near
Rushville, Illinois, that there is a little branch
there some eight miles east of that city. They
have good meetings though they have had much
wet weather and very bacl roads so far this spring.
One of the brethren, Solomon Salisbury, was
elected Justice of the Peace, in Pilot Grove Town.
ship, Hancock county, at the last spring town
meeting. This is worthy of note as this used to
be quite a strong anti-l'IIormon tonwnship, and
the brother and his religious opinions are well
known.

NEWS SUMMARY.
[Prepared expressly for tho Herald.]

The war in the East since our last notes has, on
the whole, been rather to the loss of Russia. Our
last was of their repulse in trying to take the city
of Kars in Armenia, Asia. On the lO~h they attempted to cross the Danube at Reni, but Turkish
artillery prevented, and on the 13th, in Armenia,
a Russian force was beaten by the Turks. On the
other hand some Turkish gunboats have been destroyed by the Roumanians, and on the 11th a
Russian masked battery opened on the Turkish
monitors in the Danube and a shell struck an iron
clad and blew her up, an<l she sank at once, with
her crew of 300 men, only one man escaping. Much
sickness reported in !he Turkish camps; 3, 000 in
Mostar, alone, and at one time. A Turkish gun
boa.t was captured by a I'tou~anian battery below
Kalafat. The Greeks have also had a collision
with the Turks in Thessaly. The Athens press demands war. CircaEsia rebelled a.gainst RUEsia,
but the insurgents were defeated and (\riven to the
mountains. The Poles threaten to revolt against
Russia. Austria and Germany warn Turkey not
to excite the Poles to war. The British fleet is
guarding the mouth of the Suez Canal. Italy is
said to be jealous of the supremacy of England in
the Mediterranean. As Egypt is under Turkish
rule England grants that the Russians have a right
to blockade her ports. The Turkish ruler of Egypt
has intended to send 10,000 troops to aid Turkey.
The Gladstone resolutions in the House of Commons, England, as mentioned in our last, were defeated by a vote of 354 to 223, and a resolution
passed that the House declines to entertain any
motion whose adoption would embarrass the government in its protection of British interests. Sixteen more Bulgarian villages have been pillaged
and burned by Turkish troops, and in Bosnia many outrages are reported, both upon persons and
property, and the Turks declare it their intention
if the Russians cross the Danube into Bulgaria
that they will leave it but a desolation for Russia
to enter, for they will destroy the cities and what
property they cannot remove, whenever they have
to evacuate the country. A correspondent of the
New York Tribune, writing from England, says that.
the English people are againts tha.t country havi!lg anything to do with the war, and that public
meetings have been held in every part of the country upholding Mr. Gladstone's views. The present conflict and the future war prospects are the
exciting topics of conversation in England.
LATER.-The Russians have taken Ardaho,n,
Armenia. A Turkish Pasha and his troops are
captives, and eighty-two cannons were taken. The
capture was only effected after several unsuccessful assaults and grat loss of life. Another report.
brings news of a great insurrection among the Circassiaus, which makes a fire in the rear where
Russia did not expect H. Another attack upon
Kars resulted in llussiau defeat. There is a. general uneasiness among the people in Austria about
the war and the situation of their south- eastern
border, along the Danube. Great excitem~ent prevails in France, over the fact of President McMa-.
hon having dissolved the former cabinet and ap·,
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pointed a new one of entirely different political! On llhy lOth, the new court-house in process of
views. He has also prorogued (al'ljourned) the As- erection at Rockford, Illinois, fell by the o-ivin<'
sembly and there are fears of revolution and civil way of a wall, which was too frail to suppo~t th~
war.
weighty and lofty structure above it, and ten men
This year's crop prospects in the various coun- were killed and a dozen mangled by the mass of
ties of California are reported as varying a great falling limber, iron and stone, while a loss of
deal, most of them only fair to middling, while $40.000 is estimated. Much public feeling pre.
some are very good and some are very bad. In vails because of the inefliciency of the planning
Colusa county they expect about one-sixth of a and constructing of such a large public building,
crop, and that most of the farmers there will hard- where sooner or later many lives would be lost by
ly have enough hay to keep their teams in feed its fall, in all probability_
till next year, ~hile,_ shoul~ creditors and. mor!gaThe Bureau Veritas of Paris has just published
gees press thetr clatl?s, dtstress and r~un wou!d its general report of the merchant-navies of the
~orne to many, financtally. In :\Iendoctno, gram world for the year 1876-77. These navies are
IS badly rusted, and hay worth $30. per ton.
In comprised in 5, 771 steamers, representing in gross
Lake and Thl!onterey prospects good, m the former 5, 686,342 tons (net tonauge 3, 7 48,529 tons), and
a better ;p~ld expected than. fo.r years before. 58,208 sailing vessels, representing a tonnage of
Other count1es good, bad, and md1fferent.
15,553,888 tons. In these figures only sea-going
Although the Black Hills of Dakota Territory vessels are included. The sailing vessels of the
are said to be rich in deposits of both gold and sil- merchant-navies of the world arc distributed as
ver, yet the lack of capital to erect mining machin- follows:
ery and to develop the full richness of the placers,
Flags.
Yesscls.
Tons.
and thus create labor, has prevented the employ- Great Britain .. _...... _..... 20,265
5,807,375
ment of the great mass of men who are thronging United States ........ _._ .... 7,288
2,390,521
to these new fields, hence thousands are destihtte Norway._ .................. 4,749
1,410,903
of money and of employment. Thirty thousand Italy ........ __ ....... __ .... 4,601
1,292,076
were reported to be there up to May 1st. Flour Germany_ ... _..... _........ 3,456
375,995
has twice sold at forty to fifty cents per pound, but France ..... _._ ............. 3,858
725,043
usually only twelve. The returning tide of disap· Spain ............... _... _.. 2,915
557,320
pointed treasure seekers is expected soon. Wages Greece ....... _........... _ . 2,121
426,925
are $4 to $6 per day; board and lodging $16 per Holland ........ __ .......... 1,143
399,903
week. Men who have capital, a few hundreds or Sweden ... _............... _ 2,121
399,128
more, have a fair chance if they know how to use Russia. ___ ..... __ ......... _ 1,785
391,058
it.
Austria .... __ ... _..........
983
338,684
The mining troubles at Streator, LaSalle coun- Denmark- ... - .. - ........... 1,348
188,958
ty, Illinois, took a terrible phase by the attempted Portugal ..... -.............
456
107,0"16
poisoning of sixty men who were substituted for South America ......... _....
273
59,458
the miners who were on a strike. It is supposed Central America .. - .... -....
153
59 944
to have been done by the latter in their anger. Turkey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
305
48:209
By efficient medical assistance all were saved from Belgium ....... -. . . . . . . . . . . .
55
23,344
death, but much suffering was endured.
Asia .. - ........ -...........
42
16,019
The steamer Dakota was wrecked on the British Africa, Liberia ....... - - .. - . .
3
454
coast near Liverpool, May 10th. The four hund·-----red passengers and _the crew were landed without
Total .... - ..... -- ...... 58,208 15,553,888.
A wheat elevator, with dock and twenty-four
loss of life. She was worth $750,000. In 1858 a
vessel was wrecked on the same point and four cars, was burned at Winona, Minnesota, l\Iay 17th.
hundred lives lost, and a year ago a fine ocean Loss $86 000
steamer was wrecked there.
A fire at Brooklyn, New York, lasted all day,
The steamer Oii!J of Brussels, of the Inman Line, l\hy 13th, chielly in the oil works, by which $100.
which left New York April 21st, it was feared was 000 worth of property was destroyed.
lost with all on board, was heard of at New York,
One-half of the business portion of St. Stephens,
May 13th, the Oii!J of Richmond having passed her New Brunswick, was burned May 15th. Business
at sea on the 8th. Her shaft was broken when houses, dwellings, wh:1rves, banks, railway depot,
two days out, and when met she had been out twice postofiice and one schooner destroyed, ninety-five
her time for the trip.
buildings altogether, a total loss of $300.000.
A most dreadful and extensive famine is reportAn English ship-yard on the Clyde was partially
ed in the Chinese Empire, by which thousands of burned, May 13th. Loss $'!00.000.
her dense population are perishing daily. 'rhe
The word Czar is from the name C:xnar. In
great drouth of last summer destroyed their crops, Russian it is CZ&r or Tsar, aud in German it beand as in that country their necessities are not comes Kaiser.
~reat, and they Jive yearly upon what they raise,
The Russian Empire embraces about one seventh
withont laying in store for the future, and with of the territory of the entire globe, or over 8,000,such a swarming multitude in dead this seems im- 000 square miles. About one-fourth of this, known
possible, therefore when a failure takes place they as Russia in Europe, lies west of the Ural Mountcome to want.
ains, which form the boundary line between EnFarmers in Minnesot11 and Kansas h:we felt rope :1nd Asia, while the remainder, over 6,000,000
much relieved about the grasshopper plague, for a square miles, lies east of the Ural range, and
little red bug or pa.rasite attacked the eggs and I reaches to the Pacific and Behring's Straits.
destroyed the life of them, and hail storms, frosts
Prominent European capitalists have been neand wild birds have been destructive to the young gotiatiug for some time, and at last succeasfuliy,
locusts. St.ill there are ~.uough left to cause all w).th th2 Land Commis:Jioners of Florida for $3,the trouble necessary for their part in the ills and 000,000 worth of or11nge lands.-They intend to
misfortunes of !if<•, but the farmers are burning, bring into the State 2,000 or 3,000 ha.rdy farmers
ditching and otherwiEe dolng their best to destroy from :England, Germany, Italy and France.
the pests.
According to some statistics on serf emancipaIn Southern Illinois, as well as in Cenntral and tion which have been published in the Golas, !here
Southern Iowa, very wet weather has been a hard are still 2,000,000 of serfs in Russia, their emanone on the farming interests this spring.
cip:1tion not having been di"ected, either in conseBy a hurricane at St. Hippolite, Canada, May quence of the high price of land or their own un·
18th, the Roman Catholic church was blown down willingness to accept the new state of things.
and two men killed. Other houses :1nd buildings
In the last 300 years there have been 146 Arctic
were demolished.
Expeditions, and full 1,000 books on the subject.
Hail-storms in Rhode Island and Massaohuelts, So says C:::tief-Juslice Daly.
May 18th, did a good deal of damage to mills snd
Nine vessels of the J,ong Island fishing fleet.,
d we !lings in se~eral places. Hailstones five inches valued at $50,000, with ninety-five men were lost
~tcross, and weighing ten ounces are reported.
last winter.
An explosion of fire damp in 11 coal mine at
It is claimed that ihe population of P11les!ine is
Pottsville, Pa., May 9th, killed six men and now double what it was ten years ago. The princwounded others.
ipal emigration of Jews thither is from Russia.
A tidal wave five feet high, on Lake Erie, wa~
The receipts of American Tract Society for the
-reported May 15th.
past year are $441,268; expenditures, $441,119.

I

In the same period 209 colporteurs labored in 32
States, addressed 6, 937 meetings, made 152,883
family visits, and prayed with 98,378 families.
During thirty-six years, over 13,000,000 volumes
have been distributed.
A firm at Syracuse N. Y. is maufacturiug flour
barrels of paper. Cost will be about one third
that of wooden ones. They are hooped with wooden hoops.
Earthquake statitslics for 1875 show 97 shocks
in various parts of the earth during that year;
number of lives lost 20,000; most serious ones
having been one in New Granada and one in l\Iexico.
Ice in the St. Clair River, above Detroit, 1\Iich.,
was reported as sufficient to make quite a blockade
as late as May 17th, and several vessels were injured by it.
A recent earthquake in South America, extended along the coast of Peru and Bolivia and the city
of Iquique was greatly injured and much property
destroyed. An attendant tidal wave traveled at
the rate of 200 miles per hour.
Terrible forest fires are reported in Canada and
New Brunswick, and in the states of New York
and New Hampshire, May lOth, and later. The
village of Clinton Mills, N. Y., with its valuable
mill property, besides churches, dwellings, stores,
etc., was entirely destroyed, as was also several
smaller hamlets in New York, $750.000 worth of
property being destroyed at the former place.
That whole region was enveloped in dense smoke,
and the people of the village turned out in full
force to fight the fire and save their homes, but in
many places they had to flee for their lives.
The largest chain ever manufactured in this
country is being constructed in Troy, N. Y. It is
to be 450 feet in length, composed of about 500
links made of 2~ inch iron, each link requiring a
33-inch bar, weighing 50 pounds. The aggregate
burden of the chain will consequently be about
30,000 pounds, or 15 tons. This manmoth cable
is made to be used on a marine rail way in one of
the largest dock yards of San Francisco Cal , for
drawing ocean vessels upon the dock.
Two shoe factories burned in Lynu, l\Iass , in·
volving a loss of $130,000 and throwing 200
workmen out of employment.
One hundred hands are thrown out of employment by the burning of the American Knife Company's factory at Northfield, Conn.
A recent census of India shows thrtt 636 of the
natives are authors and poets, 130 rrstronomers,
23,000 fortune tellers and pedigree makers, 30,000
religous mendicants, 8,000 painters and sculptors,
38,600 actors and jugglers, and 1,000 snake charmer~.

The Modoc Indians now numbering fift.y-fom
males and sixty-three females, are located on a
very fertil tract containing 4,000 acres in the
northeast corner of the Shawnee Reserve, Indian
Terl'itory. They have engaged energetically in
labor during the past year, and as a result have a
large and valuable crop on their farm. The Government has expended $1,882 for their schooling
for ten months, which is under the supervision of
the Society of Friends.
'!'he rapid extension of the cultivation of peanuts
is due to the use now made for them for the oil
contained. Last season's product reached 2,000,000 bushels, valued at $3,000,000. The oil is in
la:cge demand as a substitute for olive and almond
oils and keeps a much longer time without becoming rancid.
The Chicago Times slates that all the large hotels in that city are supplying the rooms on the
upper floors wit.h coils of rope, long enough to
reach the ground, as a means of escape in case of
fire, in conformity with an act of the legislature
requiring such a means, passed since the great
Southern Hotel fire in St. Louis.
From clippings sent us by Bro. Charles A. Davis
·of Australia, we learn that their summer (which is
while we have our winter) was a time of destruction by storms, hurricanes, earthquakes, lightning,
drouth and other agencies and powers. The Wellington Gazette tells of the loss of one hundred
thousand sheep in one neighborhood alone, and of
three thousand cattle in another, caused by the
drouth. At Lochiel the face of the earth became
but dust and sand, with no vegetation upon it, for
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neither blade of grass nor green bush could be that he was called of God to preside over the cold. Bro. Short will remember having procured
found for miles around, and the sheep and cattle Church after his father. This testimony I re- this opening originally. April 22d, baptized two
perished, while disease and death incre~~ed ceived not of flesh and blood, but from the God more at Olive, Ripley county; and ~iay 1st, aramong the people. Day and night. the mercury of heaven. Hence I was baptized on the 24th of rived at home, where I expect to remain a few
stood 90 to 100 degrees above zero, with no breath October, 1871, and my wife on the 12th of the days and rest. Wishing the work success, I reC. ScoTT.
of air moving to cool the heated earth and its in- next April, and last summer three of my children main, yoms,
habitants. A hurricane occurred near Toowoomba were baptized.
Now, brethren, sisters, and friends, it is imporREESE, Tuscola Co., ~'l:ich.,
January 18th, which destroyed buildings, and.
forest and fruit trees, and left ruin behind it. In tant for us to work for the building of the kinglVlay 12th, 1877.
other places or following the drouth came terrific dom of God upon the earth, that we mll,y receive
Bro. Joseph :-I would inform you of my labors
of
the
Spirit
which
was
given
us
when
the
gifts
thunder storms and local floods of pouring water,
since Conference- The day after I left Plano, I
damaging or destroying buildings and other prop- we obeyed the gospel of Christ. We have often arrived at St. Charles. About four miles from
heard
our
friends
in
the
world
say
that
the
spiritSt. Charles, in the vicinity of Swan Creek, I found
erty. Several people were struck by lightning, some
being killed, others wounded, while still others ual gifts are not manifest amongst us enough to a few Saints; but not any organized branch;
be
a
testimony
unto
them.
I
think
that
it
rs
our
neither
had they an ordained officer among them.
narrowly escaped either. There was an earthquake in Queensland, :February 26th, but no dam- own fault if we do not have them, for I can bear I was kindly received by Bro. Oscar Beebe and
testimony to them. There comes to my mind a wife, and by all the Saints in that vicinity. Bro.
age done,
prophecy that was uttered here, and which was Beebe, although not having the priesthood, has
literally fulfilled. It was in November, 1875, labored with the Saints, held meetings. and has
that I felt the spirit of prophecy come upon me, been the means, in the hands of God,of keeping
and I said that before long the Spirit of God the Saints together, and had many others believwould move upon brother Joseph Smith to go to ing the truth.
OMAHA, Neb., February 18, 1877.
Utah. 'Ve well remember that brother Joseph
I labored in that vicinity, and my Heavenly
Brother Henry:-! have to-day filled my :fiftieth was then in charge of the Herald Office, and I Father
blessed my labors. I have enjoyed more
year, and I look back upon the past as upon a sometimes wondered how will this come to pass, of his Spirit
in presenting the truth since Conferdream, but it was in itself a reality. Twenty but on the 24th of July, 1876, when brother Jo- ence than I have since I have been in the minisyears ago I was made happy in being convinced seph was on his way to California and Utah I had try. I thank my heavenly Father for this; it is a
of the truth of what was called Mormonism in my the joy to see him in my house.
pleasure to present the gospel when we have the
native land, Sweden. A deep impression was
I will pray for God to bless his servants to fulof God to assist us.
made upon my heart, to seek for the kingdom of fill the glorious work that he has ;revealed iu the Spirit
I was called upon several times to administer
God and its righteousness, and I found sufficient latter days. Your brother in the gospel,
to the sick and they all received immediate relief;
proof in the Bible that an everlasting gospel
ANDREW J OIINSON.
truly God is workin~ with his people.
should be brought to the earth by an angel; and,
I labored in that vicinity for about three weeks
as faith increased, I received more light, concern~
~
and blessed many children; baptized fourteen
ing the blessings that should be given to the faith- ,
, Sc~TT~JILLE, Ind.,,l\ia!. ?lh; 18l7.
and confirmed them; and left many more bclievful children of God. And so I was baptized the
Dem He1 ald ·-;S-nce my last wntmg I have in g. I anivecl at Reese yesterday, and to-day, at
day after I had filled my thirtieth year, for the ~ravele~ th.;rough .~me parts of the Souther~ Incl. t
f tl1c clock I expect to baptize some I do
purpose of having my sins forgiven. I had read ran a D1stnct, partrcularly the eastern, trymg to w~
h
m~n
'
in my Bible that Jesus came unto John and de. assist in the salvation of m.an. September 20th,\ noJ'.I~l~~c t~Bro. L~~r and all the Saints. Yours
sired to be baptized. It was not for the remission I left Floyd county for Jefferson, where I began . th
ROBERT DAVIS
'
·
of sins, but he knew the will of his father, that it a series of twelve meetings in the vicinity of the m e gospc1'
must be so to fulfil all righteousness, and thereby Union Branch, and October 8th, I baptized one,
WooDmNE, Iowa, April 8th, 1877.
he laid down an example for all those who would James Eulitt. October 10th, I went to Ripley
Brother Henry :-lVJy heart has been grieved
believe in his divine calling, and, as he was thir- couoty, and held three meetings with the Saints
these few weeks past that I must leave the Saints
ty years old when he was baptized, so I felt satis- of the Olive Branch.
October 20th, I again went to Jefferson county, again, aud go back to Northern Wisconsin. I
fied that I could well follow his example at the
same age. I was perfectly satisfied in my own and held a series of meetings at Hall's School prayed to know why I was brought here for such
mind with the testimony which I had received House. Quite an interest was aroused among the a short time, and then return into the night; and
that Joseph Smith, the martyr, was sent from God, people at Hall's Hidge; and there is a prospect of 1I will tell you how God made known to me that
and that he was killed for the cause of faith; but good to the cause, and many set themselves to 1 my coming was not iu vain. You remember the
who is now leader for the people of God, was an work to investigate the matter. From October vision I had of being carried in the Spirit to
important question to me then. I was tolll that 31st toN ovember 9th, labored variously, and then where I saw the heavenly hosts and heard the
God had called another in the year 1847, by name went to Dearborn county, where I remained till music. That blessed vision has never left my
Brigham Young. I was willing to believe this, December 1st., aud held nine meetings at two memory, and ofttimes I have been comforted by
and not long after that I was sent on a mission, school-houses. I attended the conference, De- it. I have often wished to know the hymn of
and I worked faithfully for the latter day cause, cember 2d and 3d, at the Olive Branch, in Ripley which they sang a verse, and some weeks ago, in
notwithstanding I was persecuted in the worst county. From December 7th to 27th, was in looking over the old Hymn Book, I found it. The
manner by my relatives ancl friends. But time Jefl:'erson county. I in the time attended a series verse was, "Yc daughters of Zion, declare have
went on from February l!Jth, 1857, to June !Jth, of twenty-two meetings, in three places, and was you seen the star that on Israel shone." Finding
1868, when I turned my back upon Babel to go assisted for one week by Brn. H. Scott and S. this comfOTted me.
You remember that in the vision a messenger
to Zion. Although I left behind me a loving Rector, at the Union Branch.
On the 20th of December, in company with Br. conveyed me upward to a mansion, where he left
wife, aud four small children, and in poor cirB.
Y.
Springer,
went
to
Amanda.
Ohio,
where
I
me.
But one came out from what I called a palace,
cumstances, but a home in the promised land
was dear to me. ·we had a hard voyage across remained till January 26th, and endeavored to and carried me through a large dark hall, but I
the Atlantic in a sailing vessel, and thirty-nine hold forth the word of life on twenty-one occa- knew by the sound that it was full of people, and
persons died on the ship, and some inN ew York, sions, at Amanda and :Middletown. Bro. Springer I saw some dark or black faces, but I tarried not,
ancl some on the journey across the States. But was with us for one week, and then he went else- and the angel took me through and seated me at
at last we reached Omaha on the 22m! of August, where. A number manifested a considerable in- the door of a large house that was filled with
1868. I determined to stay there for awhile and terest while we were at Amanda, and some seemed heavenly beings, male and female, all dressed in
work, so as to send some means to my f»mily. I to be very near the kingdom when we left them. glorious robes. The men had instruments of
was successful in that effort, but still through all We have a good impression of the Saints there. music, and the women sang. While waiting I
I upheld Brigham Young as a prophet, seer and Brn. 'l'. W. Smith, Blair, and others, arc kindly left my seat to go and look at the outside of the
building, but when I did so the personage came
revelator, and no human power could convince remembered by them.
January 26th, returned to Dearbom county, In- and carried me in, and through the darkened hall,
me of anything else. I received my family here on
the 27th of October, 1860, with the exception of the diana, where we staid till February 15th, preach- but it was not EO dark as at first. He gave me no
youngest child which I heard with sorrow had ing on either side of 1he Ohio and Indiana State reproof, and set me down on the very same seat
died in New York. I was doing very well here, line, a number of times, to a people greatly in- he had put me on at first, which I had left.
I have often wondered what this dark hall, and
but I wanted to go to Zion as soon as possible, to teres ted, and who responded to our necessities,
see and hear the great prophet(?) and his apos- quite liberally, and in a substantial way. Feb- mv leaving my seat and being returned to it meant;
tles. 0 what a foolish thing a man can be led mary 24th and 25th, attended the two-days' bnt, as my coming here irom Wisconsin seemed in
into. But thanks be to God a happier day was meeting at UnionChapel, Ripley county; preach- vain, and I saw I must return there, I feared that
at hand. On the 27th of September, 1871, we had ed four times with good liberty. February 28th, this was where I erred; but suddenly as a flash
an invitation from a friend to go the Saints' meet- went to Hall's Ridge again, and remained till with the memory of the vision one day came an asing-house to hear young Joseph Smith preach, March 11th, preaching twelve times to large and surance that it was not in vain. And truly I have
which we accepted; although we did not under- interested audiences. I then went to Ripley had the pleasure of meeting with the Saints in constand much English at the time. But as soon as county, where I preached occasionally, till March ferences, and with some old Glasgow brethren, and
brother Joseph got upon the stand I received an 24th. Then attended the two-days' meeting at in this place we have each Sabbath met with the
impression by the Spirit that l!e was the man that Union, Jei'i'erson county, and remained a week Saints, and the first of each mouth we have parwas called of God to lead his people. I am not before returning to Hall's Ridge, where I staid till ta.ken of the Lord's supper. Then c:,mc an exable to describe the feelings that went through the 17th of April, held sixteen meetings and bap-l planation of the vision to my mind. 'l'he dark
my whole being when I saw his person. I felt as tized ten persons. We then closed the meetings hall represented the world before I first joined
if I saw his father, though I had never seen him, in the midst of intense interest, not being able to the Church, and my seat was the office I held,
lmt thl'ough the Spirit I received the te8timony cont.inue them longer, having taken a severe. having been ordained a high priest at Glasgov?,
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over that conference. This seat I left when, after
the death of Joseph, I searched the claims of the
false leaders to find the truth but found it not, till
I fomtd the Reorganization. From 1844 I was
out of the church. Bro. Carrico and I hunted for
the truth together, and he came to this country to
investigate the last impostor, 0. B. Thompson,
and was to let me know the result. He found
him false like the rest. Then I gave up all hopes
and settled down, determined to be no more deceived. But afterwards I heard of the HeO!·ganization, and received the news gladly. But then
came my grief; I was not in it, and I had no
chance to join it, and I could not travel so far,
for, having been deprived by wickedness and dishonesty of all my property, I had not the means
to spare1to travel with; but I prayed the Lord to
open the way for us to enter the Church of Christ
again. Then in 1869 I heard that you, dear
brother, would be at Hudson, and you know the
rest. You brought me in after I had gone out,
and then coming here last year I applied at the
October Conference for my former standing
which I had before Joseph's death, and Brn.
Derry and Forscutt and the High Pnest's Quorum
received me into their midst, and I am now set
down upon the same seat I was placed in in 1842.
'l'herefore I rejoice that my coming here was not
in vain, and I know you will rejoice with me.
As I have no hopes of meeting with the Saints
in this life again, I want to send you a copy of
my labors while in Scotland, that they may be
known. Like all the rest who have gone before
me in God's work, and like those who will follow
after me, I have known what it was to be hungry
and to be full, to be hated and to be loved, and to
be in weakness and weariness, and in storm am!
in cold, for the cause of truth. And now as I am
to settle again among my relatives and friencls,
and away from the Church, to await till my
change comes, I make request of you to preach
my funeral sermon, for you brought me in and
you have seen and known me. It would have
crowned my happiness here could I have seen
Bro, Joseph and Bro. Rogers before I returned to
Wisconsin, and to have grasped your hand, but I
will in Zion. :My love to them and forget us not.
JOHN MACAUI.EY.
LAMll'l'ON, N. S. ·wales, Australia,
April 6th, 1877.
Bro. Hen·ry .A. Stebbins:-We, in this far off corner of the globe, feel anxious for the Church in
Zion. and we know that the Saints in America
are glad to hear from all of the same faith, in
whatever part of the world they may be. Our
president, Bro. Glaud Rodger, has been away on
the Manning River this summer. He has baptixecl sixteen and organized a branch amid strong
persecution. He is still there, and hopes to add
more, for, by his letter received April 3rd, four
more had given their names for baptism, and several are believing. He writes that his health is
failing, and hopes some help will be sent from
this General Conference, if the Lord wills. This
has been the hottest summer know in New South
Wales; sheep and cattle have died by thousands.
We, of the Hunter River Branch, are holding on
to the rod of iron, and we praise the Lord that he
sent his servants to this part of the world, that
we might hear the gospel in its fullness. I send
a few scraps to show that the judgments of God
are following the preaching of the gospel in this
part of the world. Yours in the one faith,
CHARLES A. DAVIS.
LARWICK, Shetland, Scotland,
April 27th, 1877.
Brother Hem·y:-I thought that you and others
would like to hear from this part of the world.
It was the Lord's will that I should leave Ameri.
ca; for he told me so in a dream after I was baptized, while asking him what I should do that my
people in Shetland might hear the gospel. He
said that I should go home with the glad tidings.
I was told this in 1869, but I thought to get out
of it, and wrote letters and sent home, but the
Lord would not give me rest in that country, and
I had to come to my native land. I arrived June
9th, 1876; I was a welcome guest, for I had been
away nearly thirteen years. I told my errand,
and some of them believed. I visited some fam-
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ilies and told them the good news, and I thought
that would do, as I only held the office of a Teacher. But the Lord told me in a dream that I was
called to teach in a district school, in Shetland,
and that if I did not I would lose my books. I
thought of this dream often; for I was the only
one of the Church in all the islands, so far as I
knew. Now the Lord says by the mouth of two
or three witnesses everything shall be established,
and I thought to put off speaking in public till I
should get some one with me. Then the Lord
spake to me in another dream. I thought that I
had planted some potatoes, and I went to ·see if
they were commenced to grow. I saw small
vines come to the surface, and, on the far corner,
large vines, all in full blossom; and I saw many
little children, all in very white apparel, sitting
under t1le vines, and I went to call the people to
come and see. Some came with me, and I tried
to show them the small vines, but they could not
see them. I showed them the large ones, and
they saw them, but, as soon as they who came
had seen them, the blossoms all closed, and commenced to droop. I looked around and it was
nearly clark. This is what I saw, and I believe
that we are living late in the evening of time.
I have had one meeting in the ~Iethoclist chapel, and a fair congregation, but they would not
give the chapel again. I went to see about the
school house, the one that I dreamed I was to
teach in. It was about two miles from my place.
I found the teacher at home, and he was very
kiad to me. And I told him what I believed, and
he said that he thought I was right, and that he
would like to hear more of it. I asked him if he
would let me have the school house, and said that
I would pay him, if it was only for one meeting.
He said that I could have it as often as I wished,
and at no charge, for he was not teaching now.
I went to the Free Church and published it at the
door that I would have a meeting the next Sabbath evening, at four o'clock, and I had a crowdeel house. All seem to be satisfied, and I had
great liberty of the Spirit, and I had a meeting
last Sabbath to a fair congregation.
I ask you to send an elder from Scotland, or
from any near place, to baptize some that is believing, and others are investigating. I hope
their eyes will b~ opened_. I will pay t?-e eld~r's
fare back, and h1s travelmg expenses, mcluclmg
board and lodging.
The way that I became acquinted with this
Church, was this: I was asking the Lord to direct me to the right church, but I found none till
I was in Austin, Nevada, and there I got a little
book called "Joseph Smith the Prophet," and I
had not read one-half its pages till the Lord made
it known to me that Joseph was a true prophet
of God. I declared to all that the house that I
would belong to that Church, the first time I had
the chance. Afterwards Bro. E. C. Brand came
there, and I with others were baptized. I was
confirmed and appointed to the office of a deacon
at the same time, June 22d, 1869. Afterwards
Bro. W. W. Blair came to Austin and he appoint.
eel me teacher of said branch, and I belong to it
yet.
I received the Herald regularly, except two
numbers, those of February, 1877. When the elder comes tell him to ask for Mrs. Whit, living
in Greenfield Place, Larwick. My love to all the
Saints, and I request an interest in their prayers
that I may be faithful. I remain yours in hope,
MITCHELL ARTIIUR.

PROVIDENCE, R. I., March 29th, 1877.
Bro. Stebbins :-There is a saying, and a true
one, that "In union there is strength," and I wish
we were all united as one; what a good work we
could do, and how the work of God would
spread. I have heard some of my brethren say
that they could lay down their lives for this work,
and if it was worth any thing it is worth every
thing, and they would not think any sacrifice too
great. I thought, "what good brethren, and what
faith!" I wished that I had such faith; but, alas!
how little their faith was, for when there came a
call for a little assistance to the work, they have
not so much faith as to give a few cents. I have
faith enough to give a little of what I have, fo.t; I
know that we cannot meet in halls without pay.
ing for them, and the burden generally falls on a

very few. But if we would all put our shoulders
to the wheel, if it was ever so little, the whole
work would go along much easier, anli!. God would
bless us. What will it profit the work of God if we
have not faith enough to pay a cent. It is said
that Goclloveth a cheerful giver, and let us give
what we can, if it be but little, and give cheerfully, for small things must not be despised, and we
ought to do the best we can for the work of God,
for his goodness to us in giving us the gospel.
Your brother in the gospel, T. H. MOORE.

CHARLES CITY, Floyd Co., Iowa,
May 11th, 1877.
Brother Stebbins:- I have begged and urged so
much for an elder to some here and spend a little
time preaching, that I am almost ashamed to say
any more. You know of brother Kelley's attempt
to open up the work here a year ago, many are
saying, when is he or some good elder going
to come again; and now will you please send me
the address of brethren J. R. Lambert and Charles
Derry, who were appointed to labor in Northern
Iowa and in Minnesota. A man living near this
place has my Heralds, Doctrine and Covenants,
and Book of Mormon, is investigating, and he
says for me have some good elder come and he
is ready for the work. He has been an elder of
the United Brethren order, and my wife heard
him preach once, and it was regular Latter Day
Saint doctrine. He says that our papers contain
his sentiments, and what he has tried to hold
forth to the people. He says that an elder will
find his house open, and he also has a good team
that is always ready for gospel use, and he wants
to spend the rest of his time in the service of his
]!laster. Your brother,
J. F. PATTEN.
HYDE PARK, Penn.,
~fay 8th, 1877.
B1·otlwr Henry:-This will inform the readers
of the Herald that Bro. John T. Phillips arrived
safely at Hyde Park, and that the Lord is bless.
ing his la·bors among us. He is respected by the
Saints in this region. We have baptized four into this branch since last conference. There are
four members now at Plymouth, where there is a
chance of doing much good, by perseverence and
good faith. There are several more convinced,
who will soon be baptized into this branch. We
feel to rejoice in the gospel of Christ, and we
have good meetings, the Lord blessing us abund.
antly with his Spirit, and a good feeling prevailing. Therefore we glorify our Father who is in
heaven for his protecting care, and may the Lord
bless the labors of all his servants for the extension of his glorious Kingdom among the nations
of the earth. Your brother in the gospel,
HENRf JONES.
BI.UE RAPIDS, Marshall Co., Kansas.
April 24th, 1877.
Brother Joseph:-! again write of the progress
of the work in this part. Leaving South Bend,
where I last wrote from, I went to Palmyria and
met two elders of the Brighamite faith; heard
them speak once, and then I preached in their
presence from 1 Cor. 7: 2. They spoke the next
day, but never attempted to meet my argument.
I challenged them to public investigation but
they cl10clined.
~larch 17th I was joined by Bro. R. C. Elvin,
president of the district, and we succeeded in settling some difficulties of long standing. All
seemed to be peaceful, God grant it may so continue. Here I was also joined by Bro. I. N.
Roberts. who has remained with me until to-day
and assisted me in my labors. We called and
spent a few days with the Blue River Branch in
Gage county, Nebraska. Thence to this place,
and have spent the time here and in Clay county,
to the best of our ability.
We found the work here in a flourishing condition. Bro. George W. Shute's labors have been
blessed with souls coming into the Kingdom.
He is a good faithful man, and worthy the confi ..
deuce of the Church. We organized a branch
here the 15th inst., to be known as the Blue Rapids Branch, sixteen members and have baptized
one since. The organization was characterized
with great unanimity of feeling, and the Spirit
testitled of our worl{s; all felt to thank and praise
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God. Bro. George W. Vail was ordained an elder, Bro. JacobS. Goble a priest, and Bro. :1\'Iahlon
Smith a teacher, all worthy men. Bro. A. J. Taylor was chosen secretary. This is a good field of
labor, and I trust you will hear good news from
here ere long; but I do not feel at liberty to make
any arrangements for future labor, until I hear
from Conference, as I see that a request was to be
presented to have me assigned to Indiana. I
have not yet heard if it was granted, but it matters not to me. With the help of God I shall do
the best I can, wherever I am sent. Your brothHEMAN C. SMITH.
er,
Pr.EASANT RIDGE, Shelby Co., Iowa,
April 1st, 1877.
Editor8 Herald :-In looking over the many
encouraging letters from different parts of the
globe, concerning the latter day work, I see but
little from this part, and perhaps some would be
pleased to hear how the cause is prospering here.
'rhe first ·persons baptized on this Ridge united
with, the Harlan Branch; the first start being
made February 20th, 1876, by six, Bro. and Sr.
Hardman, Bro. and Sr. Bishop, Sr. Salter and Sr.
Dennit. This baptism was administered by Bro.
J. H. Lake, who was holding a series of meetings
on the Ridge. Bro. Lake's labors will long be
remembered by the friends :1.\ere. The Saints are
remembering him at the throne of grace, that he
may have strength to stand in the trial he is called
to pass through by the loss of his companion.
On April 2d. 1876, the Rev. Chas. Ashton, a
learned divine from Harlan, preached a sermon on
this Ridge on baptism, in which he ridiculed all
believers in immersion, positively deBying that
there was any scripture to prove that baptism
was essential. By request of some that were not
Latter Day Saints, he consented to preach in four
weeks from that day from Mark 16: 15-18. The
gentleman was here, according to appointment,
and took his text as requested; but instead of
throwing any light upon the Scriptures, he spent
nearly three hours in abusing Joseph Smith and
his followers. The few Saints that were here
moved along as though nothing had happened,
putting their trust in the God who rules for the
good of those that do his will; and the result is
that long since he ceased to hold any meetings
here. Our meetings have been kept up regularly,
and they are well attended, always having a full
house.
August 13th, 1876, we organized a branch, with
eight members; to-day we have sixteen members.
Our prayer meetings are well attended; and some
of the gifts have been manifested among us; and
several instances of healing have occurred by the
power of God. Many here are believing the
word, but have not fully decided to obey; may
God help such in discharge of their duty. The
Herald is taken by nearly all the Saints here, and
by some families that do not belong to the
Church. We sent $8 to the office this spring, for
papers and cards for a Sunday-school; and today we organized a union Sunday-school. Our
papers, cards and books are in the school, and
the best of feeling prevails.
We are greatly indebted to the Elders from the
Harlan and Salem branches, for their assistance
in our meetings. The Harlan Branch has not
had any meetings for the last two months, on account of not being able to procure a room; but
to.day they succeeded in starting their meetings
again. Your brother in Christ,
w~r. M. GoRErrAM.
PERU, Illinois, April 21st, 1877.

B1'otlter Stebbins:·-The Herald is to us a welcome visitor, which we prize very highly, and we
would not willingly be deprived of it, for any
consideration. Our means of subsistence is small,
and we have to use strict economy to live. Our
healths are good, and we never enjoyed our minds
better than we do now. The peace and love of
God is with us, and it dwells in our hearts daily,
and our prayers ascend continually that the
Saints may be purified as the I.Jord is pure, and
that they may become one as the Father and the
Son are one, and we pray in faith, for we know
that our prayers will be granted, which gives us
great joy and encourages us to continue our petitions. Abraham prayed in faith for the bles~ings

which the Saints are now beginning to enjoy,
while he had to wait for thousands of years for
the answer which the Saints who now live faithful will enjoy as soon as he. When the day
breaks in the east we know the sun will soon appear, and Jesus makes the comparison in Matt.
24: 27; and, in verse 35, he says, "Verily I say
unto you, this generation in which these things
shall be shown forth, shall not pass away until
all I have told you shall be fulfilled. The darkness is past, and the true light now shineth. May
all the Saints be watchful, and have their lamps
trimmed and burning, and well replenished with
oil. I will write again and let you know when
we are ready to start on our mission. :1\'Iay every
good attend you that can add to your happiness
and comfort, and our prayers will continue to be
offered up for all who are laboring to promote
this glorious cause, while we have a being¥ Your
brother in the Lord,
JOHN LANDERS.
OnANGEYILLE, Ontario,
April 30th, 1877.
Brother Henry:-Although I am a long way
from you or any of the Church I thank the blessed :1\'Iaster that I can claim to be a sister to you
and all those that have entered the Church of
Latter Day Saints. J\fy brother, I was baptized
last October by Bro. Cornish, in London, Ontario.
I went there with my mother. She was in the
Church in Joseph the martyr's time. Although
I live forty miles away from her I still have her
blessing, and the blessing of the elder who laid
his hands on my head thirty-five years ago. He
said that I should satisfy her yet by obeying the
everlasting gospel, and thank the Lord that I did,
for it hath given me peace that I cannot describe.
I never heard an elder preach until last October.
From your sister in Christ,
MARY JANE DRURY.

[June 1.

questing to be reinstated as a member of the
Church, and it was Resolved that if he will by
mortgage, or otherwise, secure to certain members
of the Baptist Church payment for a span of horses
for which they are held responsible, and if he will
make amends of all past offenses, that then he
shall be recognized us a member of the Church,
otherwise he shall be dealt with as the law of God
directs. At 6 p.m. preaching by D. H. Bays.
Saturda.y.-Elders James Caffall and John Hawley reported in person, and Thomas Dobson by
letter. Bro. Longbottom had preached 51 times
in the district. Geo. Sweet, John Hatcher, John
A. J\Iclntosh, Charles Butterworth, John Rounds,
John PeU, D. H. Bays, Eli Clothier, T. W. Chatburn and Jon as Chat burn, reported their labors.
John Pett reported as Bishop's Agent: on hand
last report $21, received $13; p11id out $17; leaving a balance of $17.
2:30 p.m.-Ingvert Hanson and Ralph Jenkins
were appointed to labor at the Crandall settlement;
Jonas Chatburn and William Goreham in the Long
Branch neighborhood; John Hawley on the Botany; John Hatcher in his own neighborhood; John
Rounds and Thomas Chatburn to hold a series of
two days' meetings, and other Elders and Priests
were requested to labor all they can.
Jacob Crandall, and Jane his wife, were admitted to membership on their orip;inal baptism.
John Hatcher and George Hawley were each
granted an Elder's license.
All the authorities of the Church were sustained, and Eli Clothier as president of the district.
At 7:30pm. preaching by James Caffall.
Sunday, at 11 a.m., preaching by James Caffall,
and at 6:30 p.m. by D. H. Bays. 'l'be congregations were unusually large, and much of the Spirit
was enjoyed, both in speaking and hearing.
Adjourned to meet at Deloit, June 8th, \lth and
lOth, 1877.

MAGNOLIA, Iowa, May 18th, 1877.

Bro. Joseph:-I must let you know that we left

Ea!ih~ll.·n

.lllainc Di!ih'ict.

Kopenhagen April 20th, Glasgow the 27th, Larue,
Ireland, the 29th, and arrived at New York May
8th, after ten days pleasant sailing. I arrived
home on the 13th and found my boy in a very
low condition, but he seemed to take quite a
change as soon as I got home, and yesterday we
had his arm in a sling, and he was sitting up a
long time. I must tell you I was sorry to have
to leave the mission and brother Drix alone. vVe
were sure some one was sent from the General
Conference to his help, but how sadly disappointed. Is there no one that will go? 'rhey
will be well received. It is hard to be alone.
From January 22d to April 6th there was eleven
baptized, and many more are believeing. Five
of the members came over with me from Den.
mark. God bless brother Drix and the mission
is my prayer. My love to all the Saints, not forgetting your kind family. Your brother in
Christ,
M. FYRANDO.

A conference was held at Jonesport, March 3d
and 4th, 1877; Joseph Lakeman presiding; Andrew 'fabbut, clerk.
Branch Reports.-Mason Bay 28 members; l\'[ay
33; Pleasant River 14; Olive 31; Little Kennebeck 36. All the above branches in fair condition, according to president's report. Union
and Pleasant View not reported. G. W. Eaton
of Western Maine invited to take part in the
proceedings.
Elder's Reports.-J. D. Steele, B. K. Rogers, A.
D. McCaleb, George W. Eaton, J. C. Foss, Joseph
Lakeman, John Benner and E. C. Foss. Priests:
Andrew Tabbutt, A. W. Kelley and S. P. Steele.
'l'eachers: N. W. Crawley and J. S.'Walker.
Officers to labor under their old licenses.
President Joseph Smith and his Counselors were
sustained; also, E. C. Foss as district president,
and Joseph Lakeman, J. C. Foss and G. W. Eaton,
in their missions, by our prayers and means.
Preaching on Saturday evening by Joseph Lakeman. On Sunday morning a testimony meeting.
In the afternoon preaching by G. W. Ea.ton, and in
the evening by Joseph Lakeman. The session
Galland's Grove Disbict.
passed with apparent satisfaction to all.
The above conference was held at Galland's
Adjourned to meet with the Pleasant River
Grove, March 9th, lOth and 11th, 1877; Eli Clo- Branch, Saturday, June 16th, 1877.
thier, president; John Pett, secretary. The president said that the labors of the Elders were conWe!ilel'lll \Visconf!iin Disb.•ict.
fined to too narrow a limit. People in remote parts
of the district desire preaching, and a lively interConference was held at North Freedom, Sauk
est in the work is manifest almost everywhere. county, Wisconsin, February lOth and 11th;
What is now needed is a more efficient ministry, Frank Hackett, president pro tern.; T. J. Ward,
one. that will spend more time in the field.
clerk.
Officials present: 1 of the Twelve, 1 High Priest,
Branch Reports.-Willow and German Freedom
1 Seventy, 18 Elders, 3 Prie~ts, 2 Deacons.
no change. Wheat ville and Webster not reported.·
Branch Reports.-Galland's Grove 174 memA committee was appointed to audit the treasbers, with 1 High Priest, 1 Seventy, 15 I~lders, urer's account, and they found it correct, as fol3 Priests, 5 Teachers, 4 Deacons; baptized 6. Ma- lows: "Received $41.91 ; paid out $32.85 ; balson's Grove 102, with 1 High Priest, 7 Elders, 1 ance on hand $9.06."
Priest, 3 Teachers, 2 Deacons; ba.ptized 5, expelJohn llerline offered his resignation as treasled 2. North Coon 16, with 2 Elders, 1 Teacher, urer, for he expected to be absent. Resignation
1 Deacon; 1 expelled, 1 died. Boonsboro 16, with was accepted and Robert Oehring was cho~en as
3 Elders, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon. Boyer Valley 40, treasurer of the district.
with G Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher. Camp Creek
Elder's lteports.-Brn. Oehring, IIacket and
13, with 1 Priest, 1 Teacher. Salem 71, with 1 Berline reported in person, and Brn. Savage, E.
Seventy, 6 Elders, 3 Priests, 1 Teacher, 1 Dea- C. Wildermuth, and C. W. Lange reported by letter.
con; 1 baptized.
Priest T. J. Ward and Teacher F. Ode reported.
A letter was read from Thomas McTignor :reResolved that :Br. Savage be released from the
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presidency of the district, on account of his living
so far from the district.
That we grant Br. Berline the privilege of going
on a roving mission.
That this conference requests all officers belonging to the district to report to the next conference,
either in person or by letter, otherwise !heir li·
censes will be demanded, and the cases of those
belonging to quorums will be referred to the presidents of their quorums.
That Brn. Hackett and Oehring be a committee
of two to labor with disorderly members who are
not connected with any branch, but within the
district.
Whereas, resolutions have been passed for all
scattered members to unite with the branches, and
whereas some have not complied with said request,
therefor.e be it resolved that we consider them in
transgression, and that we consider their cases at
the next conference.
Officials present: 3 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher.
Adjourned to meet at North Freedom, June 23d
and 2'Hh, 1877.

...

-

Decahn- Dish·ict.
A conference was held at the Lamoni Branch,
Iowa, March 2d and 3d, 1877; A. W. Moffet presiding; E. Stafford, clerk.
Saturday JHorning.-'l'he brethren heretofore
appointed to embody the previous resolutions passed by the district, and to report the same, were
not prepared to do so, and the committee was continued and requested to report at the next session.
Branch Reports.-Lamoni 180 members; baptized 7, received by letter IJ, removed 10, expelled
2, died 2 ; error in last report 2. Little River
presented a report, but an objection was raised on
account of some removing from the branch being
denied letters of removal. An appeal from the
parties aggrieved was presented, together with a
remonstrance from some of the members of the
branch, and Alma Kent, C. H. Jones, S. V. Bailey,
,T. W. Gillen and Horace Church, were appointed
to investigate, with power to examine all witnesses
and· obtain all the testimony in the case.
Afternoon.-Bishop's Agent reported as having
received: for the Utah Mission $23.10, for other
purposes $42; disbursed: to J. W. Briggs, Utah
Mission,$23.1\:l; tothepoor$10.50; to A. W. Moffet $3; balance on hand $28.50.
Elders Z. H. Gurley, S. Ackerley, S. H. Gurley
(by proxy), J. McDiffit, E. Stafford, 0. P. Bailey,
C. Sheen, A. W. Moffet., and Priests H. Harder, A.
S. Cochran, F. W. Seward, and C. W. Dillon reported.
Resolved that all resolutions passed by this and
like bodies in this district, be embodied in a book
kept for that purpose, except those passed and rescinded, and that the Bishop's Agent purchase a
book suitable for the purpose.
Calls for preaching were sent in from Osceola
and Allen ville, with a particular request for A. H.
Smith and J. W. Gillen to be sent.
Resolved that the President appoint two days'
meetings in various parts of the district, time and
place to be designated by him.
That we sustain all the authorities in the Church
in righteousness.
'l'hat we adjourn to meet at Lamoni, at 10 a.m.,
June 22d, 1877.
E. Robinso.n and A. J. Blodgett reported. Report of committee on Little River affair reported
that the persons named in said appeal were found
to be in good standing, and entitled to 1111 the rights
and privileges as members of the Church at the
time of asking for letters of removal, as there were
no charges preferred against them at the time they
requested letters of removal ; and furthermore,
that letters of removal were voted to them at a
regular meeting of said branch, by a large majority of those present at said regular meeting; therefore, the committee did not find sufficient grounds
to justify the appeal.
Resolved that we accept and approve of the report of the committee, and that the committee be
discharged.
That all the papers relating to the appeal and
the remonstrance be returned to the parties sending them, without their being read to the conference.
That the oocretary notify the Little River Branch
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of the action of the conference in this matter, and
also that he instruct them to grant letters of removal to said parties.
That the president and clerk of the Little River
Branch make the necessary changes in the branch
report, and that then the said report be accepted.
Saturday evening J. W. Gillen and A. Kent reported.
Resolved that. the resolutions heretofore passed,
having for their object rules of action for the members of the Church in this district, be, and the
same are hereby confirmed.
A request from J. W. Briggs, desiring help for
the Utah Chapel Fund was presented by W. Hudson, and the president thought there was no necessity for a resolution in this matter, but exhorted all who could, to put their hands in their
pockets, and to be governed by their own feelings
in the amount given.
Brother and sister Adams, formerly of the Leon
Branch, were granted letters of removal.
Sunday morning, E. Robinson, of Pleasanton,
preached. Afternoon, J. W. Gillen preached.
Resolved that we suspend the rules in order to
receive the reports of branches handed in to day.
Little River, IJ2 members, at last report 107, increase 1, decrease 16; 2 High Priests, 4 Elders, 2
Priests, 2 Teachers, and 1 Deacon. Davis Oily 35,
at last report 25; 6 Elders, 2 Priests, 1 Teacher,
2 Deacons; 1 baptized, 11 received by letter, 3 by
vote, 5 removed by letter. Allenville 29, including 1 Elder, 2 Priests; 5 removed by letter, 3 ex·
pelled, 1 died, which would make the original
number 41.

§outb Easte»·n Illinois IHsh•ict.
Conference was held in the Saints' Chapel,
Springerton, March 3d and 4th, 18i7; G. II· Hilliard presiding; I. A. Morris, clerk.
Branch Reports.-Dry Fork 23 members, with
2 Elders, 1 Priest, 2 Deacons; 1 died. Brush Creek
60, with 2 Elders, 1 Priest, 2 Teachers; 2 died.
Elm River 11, with 2 Teachers; 1 baptized.
Springerton 40, with 1 Priest, 1 Teacher; 1 added
by letter. Sunday School in good condition. Tun"
nel Hill 36, with 3 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher, 1
Deacon; 1 expelled. Little Wabash and Deer
Creek not reported. Elders T. P. Green, A. N.
Caudle, I. A. Morris, and George H. Hilliard reported in person, and John F. Thomas by letter.
Priest Brown reported.
At 2 p.m. a prayer and fellowship meeting. At
7 p.m. preaching by brethren Caudle and Brown.
Sunday, March 4th: at 11 a.m. preaching by I.
A. Morris and T. P. Green; at 4:30p.m. the sacrament was administered by brethren Green and
Morris; at 7 p.m. preaching by G. H. Hilliard.
Adjourned to meet in the Brush Creek Branch,
at 10 a.m., June 9th, 1877.

'.l'o the §aints ht If.licl.ai"an, Ohio,

and Indiana.
Brethren: It having fallen to my lot, by appointment of General Conference for this year, to become a laborer in your district of country, I take
this opportunity of addressing you a few words,
asking that the peace and benediction of God, and
the Master whom we serve in the spirit of the gospel, may rest upon you: that evidence of divine
guidance, protection and care, both in spiritual
and temporal things, may be given to the confirmation of your faith and hope. Dut'lf having called
me here for a season, I was not able to enter at
once, upon the responsibilities of that mission.
By act of June Conference, held at Decatur,
Michigan, 1876, a conference was authorized to be
held at Coldwater, Mich., in June, 1877, the time to
be fixed by the one having the mission in charge.
The responsibility having fallen upon me, by appointments from the recent Annual Conference,
all conccrned are hereby notified that the time is
set for the second Saturday and Sunday in June
next, (llth and lOth.)
I should have been better satisfied, had circumstances favored a consultation with the brethren
directly interested, as to the best time; but there
was no oppertunity for so doing. The appoint-
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ment is made in th~e hope of securing at that time,
the attendance of one, and perhaps two, of the First
Presidency; and it is desired that it will prove to
beag convenient a time a> any for·all who may
wish to attend. Com~, as many as desire and can,
with prayerful hearts, faith in God, and filled
with the spirit and Jove for the good cause, and it
is beyond a question that we will have a pleasant,
joyous and profitable gathering.
The Cold water Saints, doubtless, retain their
ancient kind, hospitable disposition, and love for
the brethren; and feeling thus ussured without
consultation with them, I feel warranted in saying that those from abroad will meet a Saints'
welcome from them. 1st, Officials are expected to
attend as a duty, if they can. 2d, members, as
they may desire and feel interested in being encouraged, and encouraging others; and t)lere a1•e
none that should not be interested and alive in the
"Army of the Lord."
I am desirous to hear, by letter, from the mem.
hers scattered abroad, concerning the . work in
their respective localities; the interests manifest
and openings for the presentation of the word, together with their own faith and confidence in the
cau~e, with desire and ability to keep it along;
and I shall take gret pleasure in supplying the
necessary labor, if practicable, giving all the cheer
and comfort in my power to the isolated ones. I
ask the faith, prayers, and hearty co-operation of
all the brethren, that this year may be one fraught
with good to Zion's cause, in that district where
we are especially called; and to secure the results
desired, Jet us feel that we have a mutual interest,
and so labor for the common good.
I shall expect your confidence and esteem, unless I shall unfortunately forfeit it by some departure from the code governing laborers in the
vineyard of the Master, when I shall not ask it. To
the ministry, I would say, "Be ye wise servants
and harmless as doves;" "Study to show yourselves approved of God;" "Give heed to the doctrine;" study the word; be diligent, and rely on
the arm of God; let meekness and humility temper your whole lives; "Lay hands suddenly on
no man," however anxious he may be to have you;
God should direct you first; combine with your
zeal, prayer, patience, wisdom and knowledge:
and with these, with confirmed confidence, I pre·
diet that your effort for good will be known, and
God will bring you to honor, with gladness and
joy will fill your hearts as you direct waywat·d
feet in the path that leads to God. Be studious
and careful in J eur habits, not forgetting the
study and practice of the hygienic laws which secure a healthy physical man, that the spiritual may
be the more effectually used for good. Believe in
the supernatural, so called, that God can do all
things, consistent with himself; in wonders and
miracles; but be able to see other things, the
more common, and remember that God requires
the exercise and use of all the light in us; and
that a truth of common report, is of God ; and is
useful in its sphere, and should find place in our
lives, so well as those that seem to lead us up to
the marvelous.
Excuse these friendly suggestions, they are intended for good; and may the spirit of your calling and God's directing hand be with you. May
peace abide upon all. Your fellow laborer,
WM. H. KELLEY.

-.

NORTHFIELD, Rlce Co., 1\Iinn., 9th May, 1877.

....

Notices.
To the High Priests everywhere: In order that
the officers of the Quorum may be able to correspond with you if necessary, please forward on
postal card your address to the Secretary, Mark
H. Forscutt, box 400, Nebraska City, Nebraska.
Please, all of you, send your address at once, and
I will furnish the president of the Quorum a copy.
It will only cost you one cent each. Do not fail
brethren; it may be important to correspond with
you, and the correct addresses of many of you are
unknown to me. Fraternally yours,
MARK H. FoRscurr, Secretary.
DISFELOWS!l.IPED.-Henry T. Lewis, member Of
the Hyde Park, Pennsylvania, Branch of theReorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
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Saints, was expelled from said branch May 6th,
1877, for bad conduct. By action of the branch.
JoHN E. Tno~rAs, Clerk of Branch.
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ONE BY ONE,
One by one they're gathering in,
Who hear the trumpet's sound,
With joy forsake the haunts of sin,
And walk on holy ground;
They gladly bid the world adieu,
With all its pomp and show,
And seek the holy, pure, and true,God's kingdom here below,
Yes, one by one they lay aside,
The evils of the world,
And seek in Christ their lives to hide,
Though burning scorn be hurl'd;
They follow in the narrow path,
That he so meekly trod,
And walk, in trusting patient faith,
The way that leads to God.
They sink beneath the sacred wave,
In likeness of His death,
Trusting His mighty arm to save
Their souls from endless wrath;
They rise again, to a new life,
With all their sins forgiven,
No more the slaves of sinful strife,
But theirs the peace of Heaven.
The Holy Spirit seals them now
The children of our God,
Accepting thus their solemn vow
To tread the path He trod;
This light divine, .illumes their souls,
And fills them with His love,Helps them o'er self to hold control,
And hold the "Iron Rod."
One by one, they're called away,
From all earth's weary strife,
To wait the Resurection Day,
Then rise to endless life;
To reign with their beloved Lord
On earth redeemed and blest,
And praise the one, the great adored,
Who gives His children rest.

c. DEltRY.
-~--------Died.
At Fayette, Decatur county, Iowa, April 28th,
1877, sister Nancy Wheeler. Sister Wheeler was
born at Fox River; Davis county, Iowa, January
30th, 1846, and was baptized June 8th, 1874, by
Elder George Braby.
At Fayette, Decatur county, Iowa, May 7th,
1877, Caroline McHarness, daughter of brother
Moses and sister Susanah McHarness, aged 22
years, 5 months and 22 days.
Near Braidwood, Illinois, May 9th, 1877, sister
Julia A. Scott, wife of brother L. B. Scott, aged,
according to the Church Record, 39 years, 3 months
and 4 days, having been born February 5th, 1838,
at Bradford, Pa. She obeyed the gospel when fifteen: years of age, and was always firm in the work,
and during the fifteen years of her membership in
the Reorganized Church was healed four times
when dangerously ill. She was a faithful wife
and mother, and her husband and three sons have
lost a friend indeed. Her remains were taken to
Galien, Mich., where her relatives live, and where
funeral services were held by Elder H. A. Stebbins,
on the Hlt.h of 1\fay.
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SAW ANOTHER ANGEL
*, ITAVING THE EVERLASTING GOSPEI, TO PREACII TO THEM THAT DWELT, ON THE EARTII * * 'sAYING
FEAR GoD, AND GIVE GLORY TO HIM, FOR THE HOUR OF Hrs JuDGMENT IS Co~m."-HEV. 14: 6-7.
'
'
"SANCTIFY THEM THROUGR THY TRUTH; THY WORD IS TRUTH."-JESUS; JoHN 17:17.
"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF TilE LORD, FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG You HAVE SAVE rr BE ONE WIFE."-BOOK
OF MORMON; JACOB 2:6.

"I

PLANO, ILLINOIS, JUNE 15, 1877.

Vol. 24.

POLYGAMY CONTRARY TO GOD'S
LAW.
I was baptized when I was fourteen years
old, in Manfield Branch, Nottingham Conference, England, and I came to Utah in 1861.
I thought that I was doing the will of the
Lord by doing so, and I went through the endowment h9use in 1862, and into the secret
combinations, and still I thought I was doing
the will of the Lord. I also believed in polygamy, and in blood atonement, and in Adam
being our Father and our God. How dark are
the ways of man ! . Is this doing the works of
Abraham? No, it is not, for Abraham worshipped the same God that made the heavens
and the earth, the same God that created all
things. Why then did we believe that Adam
was our father and our God ? Because our
minds had become darkened.
Some may s... y that this darkness came because we put our trust in man, instead of in
God; and also that it was to fulfill the word of
the prophets; but we did not know it, and I
never would look in the Bible, Book of Mormon, noi: the Doctrine and Covenants, for we
were told that we had the living word of the
Lord, and that was all we needed. So you see
how our darkness came. Since I have read
those. books, I find that it is not of God, but
of man. As I said in my last Jetter, I found
that polygamy was condemned. In the first
place, I discovered that those who did walk
with God were they who had butone wife.
"And God said, Let us make man in our image,
after our likeness; and let them have dominion
over every living thing on the earth. So God created man in his own image, in the image of God
created he him, male and female created he them."
-Gen. 1 : 26, 27.
Did God walk with Adam? Yes. And
Enoch walked with God three hundred years
and begat sons and daughters, and no one can
say that Enoch had more than one wife.
"And ihe Lord said unto Noah, Come thou, and
all thy house, into the ark, for thee have I seen
righteous before me in this generation."
Does this look like a man had to go into
polygamy to be saved? I think not.
"And the Lord said unto Abram, after that Lot
was separated from him, Lift up now thine eyes,
and look from the ph1ce where thou art northward,
and southward, and eastward, and westward; for
all the land which thou seest, to thee will I give
it, and to ihy seed for ever; and I will make thy
seed as the dust of the earth, so that if man can
number the dust of the earth, then shall thy seed
also be numbered."
And he had but one wife.
"And Melchizedek, king of Salem, brought forth
bread and wine: and he was the priest of the Most
High God, and he blessed him and said, Blessed
be Abram of the Most.. High God, possessor of
heaven and earth."
Whole 1\"v.

372.

"And b2hold the word of the Lord came unto
him saying, This shall not be thine heir, but he
that shall come forth out of thine own bowels,
shall be thine heir."
"And God spake unto Moses, and said unto him,
I am the Lord, and I appeared unto Abraham, unto Isaac, and unto Jacob, by the name of God AImighty; but by my name, Jehovah, wae I not
known to them."-Exodus 6 : 2, 3.
"And the brother of Jared did see the finger of
the Lord, and it was as the finger of a man, hke
unto flesh and blood, anti afterwards he did see the
body of the Lord."-Ether 1: 8.
I have not seen that the brother of Jared
had any wife at
This looks to me that if

No. 12.

and I know not many who live in peace. And
in all ages when the Lord has had to destroy
the inhabitants from the face of the earth,
polygamy has had its part in their evil doings,
and it has been destroyed as it was with King
Noah and theN ephites. Judging that which
is to come by the past, then polygamy will be

their destruction again; and they are in the
mountains all ready, and also with their secret
combinations, as it is related in the Book of
Mormon:
"And now, my brethren, I have spoken unto you
concerning pride, and those of you which have
a~icted your neighbor and persecuted him because
a man had to have two, or three, or more wives ye were proud in your hearts of the things which
to be saved in the kingdom of God, then Adam, God hath given you. What say you of it, do ye
Seth, Enoch, Noah, :M:oses and Isaac, would not suppose that such things are abominable unto
not be there, and many others would be in him who created all flesh, and the one being is as
the same case. But those men did know the precious in his sight as the other, and
flesh is
of the dust, and for the self same end hath he ereLord, and the Lord knew them, and he blessed ated them, that they sl10qld keep his commandthem and saved them from their enemies.
ments and glorify him forever? And now I make
Now we will look at the polygamists and see an end of speaking unto you concerning this pride
how they stand, and the character of them from and ~ere it not that. I must speak unto you con:
the beginning.
cernmg a grosser cr1me, my heart would rejoice·
exceedingly because of you; but the word of God
"And Lamech took unto him two wives, the burthens me because of your beginning to wax in
name of the one was Adah, and the name of the iniquity. They understand not the scriptures, for
other Zillah. And Lamech said unto his wives, they seek to excuse themselves in committing
Adah and Zillah, Hear my voice, ye wives of La- whoredoms, because of the things which were
mech, hearken unto my speech, for I have slain a written concerning David and Solomon his son.
man to my wounding, and a young man to my Behold David and Solomon truly had many wives
hurt. If Cain shall be avenged seven fold, truly and concubines, which thing was abominable beLamech seventy and seven fold."-Gen. 4: 19, fore me, saith the Lord: wherefore, thus saith the
23, 24.
Lord, I have led this people forth out of the land
"Now Sarai, Abram's wife, bare him no child- of Jerusalem, by the power of mine arm that I
ren, and she had an handmaid, an Egyptian, whose might raise up unto me a righteous branch from
name was Hagar. And Sarai, Abram's wife, took the fruit of the loins of Joseph. Wherefore, I, the
Hagar, her maid, the Egyptian, after Abram had Lord God, will not suffer that this people shall do
dwelt ten years in the land of Canaan, and gave like unto them of old. Wherefore, my brethren,
her to her husband, Abram, to be his wife. And hear me, and hearken to the word of the Lord:
he went in unto Hagar, and she conceived; and For there shall not any man among you have save
when she saw that she had conceived, her mistress it be one wife, and concubines he shall have none;
was despised in her eyes. And Sarai said unto for I, the Lord God, delighteth in the chastity of
Abram, My wrong be upon thee; I have given my women. And whoredoms are an abomination bemaid into thy bosom, and when she saw that she fore me: thus saith the Lord of hosts.-Wherehad conceived, I was despised in her eyes, the fore this people shall keep my commandments,
Lord judge between me and thee,"-Gen. 16: 1-5. saith the Lord of hosts, or cursed be the land for
"For Sarai conceived and bare Abram a son in their sakes. For if I will, saith the Lord of hosts,
his old age, at the set time of which God had spo- raise up seed unto me, I will command my people:
ken to him; and Abraham called the name of his otherwise, they shall hearken unto these things.
son that was born unto him, whom Sarai bare to For behold, I, the Lord, have seen the sorrow, and
him, Isaac. And God said unto Abraham, Let it heard the mourning of the daughters of my peouot be grievous in thy sight because of the lad, ple in the land of Jerusalem; yea, and in all the
and because of thy bond-woman; and in all that lands of my people, because of the wickedness and
Sarai hath said unto thee hearken unto her voice, abominations of their husbands. And I will not
for in Isaac shall thy seed be called. And'Abra- suffer, saith the Lord of hosts, that the cries of the
ham rose up early in the morning, and took. bread fair daughters of this people, which I have led out
and a bottle of water, and gave it unto Hagar, of the land of Jerusalem, shall come up unto me,
putting it on her shoulder, and the child, and sent against the men of my people, saith the Lord of
her away; and she departed and wandered in the hosts;. for they shall not lead away captive, the
wilderness of Beersheba."-Gen. 21: 2, 3, 12, 14. daughters of my people, because of their tenderness, save I shall visit them with a sore curse,
Let all those who have more than one wife, even unto destruction; for they shall not commit
and who wish to keep the commandments of whoredoms, like unto them of old, saith the Lord
the Lord, do as Abraham did, and put the Ha- of hosts."-Jacob 2: 7.
gars away, and live in peace. Read the hisNow I have seen this thing, and also many
tory of Abraham and Sarai for yourselves, and other things which give much light on the
compare it with your own case, for I am well doctrines and words of Jesus Christ, which
acquainted with polygamy, as far as seeing it., teach peace on earth and good will towards

all.

all
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man, freedom and salvation towards the human
family; and I alao saw that there should be
one man who should be raised up among the
people of the Lord, and his name should be
Joseph, like unto Joseph which was sold into
Egypt. This was not Brigham Young.
And now I will give another little quotation
to those in polygamy. You will find it in the
Doctrine and Covenants, third edition, p. 125.
"Thou shalt love thy wife with all thy heart,
and shall cleave unto her and none else ; and he
that looketh on a woman to lust after her, shall
deny the faith and shall not have the Spirit."
Now this is the cause that I did leave Brighamism; and in March, 1876, I was baptized
into the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ,
by Wru. P. Smith, of Union Fort, Utah. We
meet every other Sunday, and when we come
together, we do so as brothers and sisters
should do, for Union is the name of our branch,
and union is our spirit, and we have good times
in the Spirit of God. .Your brother in Christ,
SANDY, Utah.
JosEPH MARRieTT.

.. - ..

A DREAM.
Here is dream which I had several years
since, and one which bas been repeated at three
different times during my life, with an intervening space of several years each time, and
each time exactly tke same thing.
In my dream I was sent by some persons
who had authority over me to a maiden aunt
of mine, to get a certain book which contained
valuable information. This book was in this
woman's keeping, and no person was allowed
to read it; yet those who sent me for it said
to me that it would be given to me and to no
other person. I went and asked for the book.
She presented it to me, and, as she did so, she
opened it at the title page, with this remark:
"This much you are permitted to behold at
this present time, and no m_?re ; but tb~ ti~e
is to be when you may look mto that wbrch 1s
now withheld." This was what I saw: A
book about the size of the Book of Mormon,
and facing the title page was a picture, or what
appeared to be a picture. This was divided
perpendicularly in three equal columns; the
first or left band column was all that I saw at
first. In this I saw men, women, children,
beasts, birds, insects, and all kinds of vegetation, not as in a picture, but as in real life, the
people moving, talking and singing, and all
contented. The top of this was light as day,
but, as I glanced along· down the column, it
grew dark and then darker, until I could distinguish no object. Then my attention was
called to the second column, which was dark
as dark could be, not a single object to be
seen, neither man nor beast, nothing but midnight darkness. I then looked to the remaining third of this picture, and there light began
to dawn and objects became visible, and as in
the first, so in the third I saw men, women,
children, beasts, birds, insects, trees, plants,
and everything that makes life pleasant. I
thought that I could hear the people sing and
rejoice, and the light increased and grew.
brighter and brighter as I beheld it.
GILROY, Cal. March lst,l877.
J. F, KINGSBURY.
Methinks it is exceedingly lovely to behold the
pictures of purity, though they be hung in frames
of poverty.
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REMINISCENCE OF UTAH LIFE.

Early in life's fair morning, while tender was the heart,
Bro. Henry.-This is a dream that I had the
I felt an ardent longing to choose the better part;
winter the United States troops were staying
For I had learned the Scriptures and well I understood, at Fort Bridger, on their way to Utah. It was
That only those are blessed whose friend is Israel's God. a time of great anxiety, and many were the
predictions that were given by the leaders in
I sought to find his people, and many a church I tried; Utah; prominent among which were the musBut 'mid their various teachings how hard 'twas to de- tering of young men into the ranks of the army
cide;
for the defense of Zion, and, while giving them
Yet found I noble spirits; so with the zeal of youth,
a great endowment, telling them that they
I strove my God to worship in spirit and in truth;
should meet the enemy and have great power
over them, and saying that'if they fell upon
But always something wanting distressed my troubled the swords of their enemies they should not
mind;
be hurt, but that one of them should chase a
My Spirit would be panting for what I could not find. thousand, and two would put ten thsusand to
flight. After some time had been spent in
.At length, there came a whispering of doctrines drilling, and in preparing robes for these young
strange and new;
warriors, (for it was necessary that they wear
And most pronounced it worthless, with followers poor, these continually as a means of protection),
and few;
Brigham was again seized by the prophetic
And many a zealous shepherd raised cries to still the spirit, and I think this time truthfully. He
sound,was told that the young men must stay at
"False prophets!" and "delusion I" re-echoed, all around; home as they were not pure enoughfand thereNigh scared the timid listeners, who scarce knew what fore ~ere as liable to be slain as their enemies.
they heard,
Again he prophesied that the Lord wo!lld
But felt their heart·strings thrilling, to "truth's pure not suffer the troops to cross those mountams,
saving word."
and if President Buchanan persisted in sending them forward he would, not live twelve
True-there were no surroundings;to draw the worldly
months. This was the theme of nearly all who
eye,
got up to preach. During this time I bad a
No deep words of vast learning to set the preacher high; dream which was strongly impressed upon my
'Twas a straightforward story, the same as Peter told, mind and is to this day, and I have seen most
To that great congregation on Pentecost of old;
of it fulfilled. I related it at the time to various parties, but was told to banish it, because
"Repent" of all your follies and come and be baptized; it came from the devil.
Your sins shall be remitted, for God has authorized;
In my dream I saw a large body of men-,
And then his Holy Spirit, through laying on of hands, some dressed like soldiers and some like citiShall witness your obedience to heaven's just com· zens, and all walking promiscuously together, '
mands;
without any discipline. I watched them adAnd show you all the beauty of God's redeemingplau, vance until they came close to where I '!as
Teach you to know the mysteryofhis great love to man. standing, and there thc:>y appeared to establish
their quarters. I then appeared to turn about
.And still the heavenly cadence through all the strife and to look in another direction, towards a
and noise,
place that was known as Rush Valley Gap.
Fell on my spirit sweetly, 0 I 'twas the Shepherd's voice, There I saw another large body of people, but
For it unlocked the fetters that galled my aching breast; it was not as large as the first. They appearI took the yoke of Jesus and surely have found rest; ed to have their families along, and much proAnd many a precious blessing I.daily feel and see,
perty. They advanced until they came to a
Besides the gifts of healing, of tongues and prophecy; stream that wall called South Creek, in Cedar
OI 'tis the same pure gospel, the Lord from heaven Valley'; but, to my astonishment, that small
revealed:
stream had growth to the dimensions of a rivThe everlasting covenant, his precious blood has er yet the party appeared to be prepared for
sealed.
tb~ emergency, and in a short time boats were
brought forward, and they commenced to ferry
.And though long years of darkness, through sin and over their goods and themselves. [Upon the
folly came,
bank of South Creek the government officers,
To t.hose who keep their covenant God ever is the same. when they came, erected a mill to grind horse
feed, &c., putting in a large stone dam, thus
Through trial and tribulation his faithful saints he'll swelling the proportions of the small creek to
bring,
that of a river.] I then seemed to wonder who
Till Judah's restoration, and Israel's gathering;
this party was, and so I enquired, and was told
Till with his"presence glorious the waiting earth is blest; that they were civilized Indians. They all
Till through his reign victorious, with him in peace appeared to be dressed alike, their pants apwe rest;
peared to be wide and loose, their coats were
.And then till full salvation in endless bliss we gain,
what I call a tunic, or frock coat., but they apThe glorious consummation of all his toil and pain.
peared to be made of linen, with blue and white
stripes. I was next alarmed by the sound of
Dear Lord I wilt thou uphold us? to work and watch bu"'les and, turning quickly around in the
for thee,
dir~cti~n of the sound, I saw that the first
That we may ne'er grow weary, though rough the mentioned party had sentinels posted, and that
road may be,
upon discovering the movements of the secon_d
Walk hand in hand in meekness, this road that leads to party they had given the alarm, and that their
officers and men were quickly pressing forGod,
Marking the shining footprints thou hast before us trod. ward. One of their most prominent officers
rode a black horse. I watched them until
JULIA EDWARDS.
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they came to the place where the second party
were ferrying, and one man appeared to be
shot, but this did not appear to prevent them
crossing over their goods, &c. The next thing
I noticed was a man running towards me, pursued by some others. When he got to where
I was standing he appeared to hide himself
behind me, where he appeared to be securely
hidden; for, when his pursuers came up, they
were quite enraged because they had lost him.
One of them now got upon the roof of my
"' house, and I ordered him down, telling him
he would fall through. He then began to tear
away at the logs. I told him he would tear
my house down, and if he did not quit I
would thrash him, and at the same time I
stepped towards h ·
Th
t
1m.
ey n?w wen away,
ahnd when I turnehd aroudnd. I di~covered t?at
t e young man w o ha h1d h1mself behmd
me had al~o fled. I now turned t? go down
the steps mto my own house, (for It was half
dug out and half logs), a~d when I opened
the door what was my astomshment to find the
room filled with guests, there being seats on
every side, and all well filled.. I stood in amaze.h
ment. My f:at er seeing my embarrassment
approached me, saying, "Why, George, do you
not know these people?" I replied, "No."
He then took me by the hand and introduced
me to each one, calling them by name, and
saying, "These are all your friends." I thought
as he did so that I knew them perfectly well.
This ceremony ended, l passed out and went
into another room, south of mine. There I
fi
d
h
· 'l 1
d
oun anot er company Slmi ar y seate , but
the room was dark as midnight. There I recognized Brigham and his Twelve, Joseph and
H yrum .Smith , Uncle John Smith, Willard
Richards and Jedediah M. Grant. These latter parties I knew were all dead, but they were
p~esent. In the center of the floor I recogmzed the young man who had hid himself
behi~d me, but he was now dressed i?- black
clothrng, and appeared to be addressmg the
company. I now noticed J. Thi. Grant rise
from his seat and the thouaht struck me instantly that he was coming to tell me to leave,
that I had no business there; but I thought
I would save him the trouble, and so turning
round went out. Thus ended my dream or
vision.
Afterwards I did in reality see the troops
enter Cedar Valley precisely as I saw them in
my dream, and they camped in the north end
of the valley, for a short time, then removed
to South Creek and built up Camp Floyd.
But my mind has never been satisfied as to
who the civilized Indians were. The man nn.
~
on the black horse I recognized in General
Johnston, the commander of the United States
troops in Utah, who rode a black horse as I saw
in my dream. When I first saw Brother Joseph
in Brother Hudson's house, he was dressed
in black, and it struck me that he was the
man I saw addressing Brigham and his Twelve,
his stature and general appearance correspondin g. The room that party (in my dream) occupied belonged to my brother-in-law, Mr.
John Barrow, who joined the Reorganization,
but who was cut oft· for advocating and teaching polygamy. The company I saw in my own
house I am satisfied are the members of the
Reorganization, for my house was the first in
which they held their meetings for a long
time; in fact the Columbus Branch was organized therein, the seats being arranged precise-
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ly as in my dream. As to the light, I know
-that it brought light into my heart, for I had
become miserable as one without hope. But
I have seen the light, and I still rejoice in the
hope of the Saints, desiring to go on to the
end of my days by the help of the Divine
Master. Yours in the covenant of truth,
GEORGE W. GALLEY.
,. - ..,_
EXTRACT FROM A LETTER.

Dear Uncle John :-Your kind letter came
to hand. You said that not one of your family belonged to a church; that you had seen
so much speculation in the matters of religion
that it had almost disgusted you. You think
there is a hereafter, but you think so much
fuss about it is unnecessary, imd say that you
expect to get to heaven, and meet me in a
better world than this. Dear uncle, I hope
indeed to meet you there, and I am glad that
neither you nor yours have joined any of the
churches of men. for as one of the old prophets said .
'
'
•
"The priests teach for hire, and the prophets
thereof divine for money; yet will they lean upon the Lord and say, is not the Lord among us."
-Micah 3: 11.
When John the Baptist sent his disciples to
Christ, to ask if he was the one that should
come; or should he look for another, (Luke 7:
19-22; Matt. 11 : 2-5) they saw Jesus heal
many; and he said to them :
"Go your way, tell John what things ye have
seen and heard ; how that the blind see ; the lame
walk; the lepers are cleansed ; the deaf hear;
the dead are raised; to the poor the gospel is
p,reached."
. , . .
Then one part of Chnst s miSSIOn was to
preach the gospel to the poor. Is _tha~ ?o~e
no,~-a-days, by th~ churche~? Chnst said..
Go, preach, say1l!g, The kmgdom of heaven_ 1s
f:e ~~~~·. ~=:~ t~uet ~:~hs~le~n!e ~:o!~a!r!'efili:~
gold, or silver, orbrassinyourpurses, nor scrip."
See Matt. 10: 7-10; Mark 6: 7, 8; Luke 22: 25;
Isaiah 55 : 1-3 ; Luke 6 : 20.
'
You know that Christ says that the servant
is not greater than his master, (John 13 : 16
and 15 : 20). I was told not a great while
ago, and by a responsible person, that there
was, some time ago, at one of the churches in
San Francisco a sale of pews to the highest
bidder, and that the highest sold for three
thousand dollars, and the lowest for three hundred ; and about the same time, a church in
San Francisco, offered twenty thousand dollars
for the service of a Rev. Mr. S-, of New York,
but he said that he could not come unless they
would bear the expense of himself and family
from New York to San Francisco, and then
furnish him with a good house, free of cost. If
they would do this he would conclude that it
was the will of the Lord, and would come.
Now, I ask, is this preaching the gospel to the
poor? How can the poor ever hear the gospel at such a price as this. The prophet said
that it was without price, and the church established by Christ was not like the churches of
the present day; for in those days Christ and
his ministry did not preach for hire, nor divine for money. Now you, with all honest people, will acknowledge that the church organized by Jesus Christ was right; and, evidently,
what was then right, must be right now, for
God is not changeable in his ways. Let us
now see what that organization was. Read

Matt. 10 : 1; Eph. 2 : 20 and 4: 11; 1 Cor.
12 : 28. What did they teach? See ~Iatt.
28 : 19,20; Mark 16:15-18. Some say that
baptism is not essential to salvation, but read
Matt. 3: 5, 6, 13-15; Mark 1 : 4, 5, 9, 10;
John 3 : 24; Acts 8 : 36-39 ; 22 : 16; Rom.
6 : 3-5.
Dear uncle, if I should go to England, or to
the British Isles, I would be in the kingdom
of Great Britain, would I not? And if I should
go to heaven, I would be in the kingdom of
God? Most assuredly I would. Let us see
what Christ says about it. He said unto Nicodemus:
"Verily, verily, I say unto thee, except a man
be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God.
*Spirit
* it· he
"Except a man be born of water and of the
cannot enter into the kingdom of God."
-John 3 : 3, 5.
E
Mark the language of the Son of God. " xcept a man be born of water and of the Spirit,
he cannot enter the kingdom of God." Christ
did not say' Except you, Nicodemus, are born
again, you cannot enter the kingdom of God,
but "Except a man be born again." How
are we to be born of the Spirit, or receive the
Spirit? Acts 8: 17-19 i 9 : 17. On the day
of Pentecost, when the Spirit of God was
come, and the gifts were enjoyed by the discipies, and every man heard in his own tongue
the word of God, and the honest in heart be
came convinced, and said:
"Men and brethren, what shall we do? Then
Peter said unto them, Repent, and be baptized
every one of you, in the name of Jesus Christ, for
the remission of sins, and ye ahall receive the gift
of the Holy Ghost; for the promise is unto you,
and to your children, and to all that are afar off,
n d h 11
1 •
even as many as the Lord our ...,o
s a cal.'Acts 2: 37-39.
Now, dear uncle,
not God calling the
children of men at the present day? All denominations admit that God is calling, and if
so, then certainly t~e pr?mise. is to us. . .
. You spe~k of then bemg Slxde~ommatwns
m Y?Ur neighborhood; f~ur ofwhwh are now
holdmg protracted meetmgs. So I see that
you are not in !ack of excitem.ent. There are
~our churches m lone, one m1le fro~ where I
!Ive, ?u~ I seldom go, for I hear but httle that
IS ed1fymg, for .none of them preach the gospel
th~t Jesus Chnst and the apostles pre~ch~d;
neither do they have . the same orgamzation
that the ~burch of ~hnst ha~; an~ they deny
the promises of Chnst. Chnst sa1d :
"He that believeth and is baptized shall be
saved; * * * and these signs shall follow them
that believe; in my name they shall cast out dev·
ils; they shall speak with new tongues; they shall
take up serpents ; and if they drink any deadly
thing it shall not hurt them; they shall lay hands
on the sick and they shall recover."-Mark 16:

is

16-18.

Now which is right, the Bible, or they who
deny the promises contained therein? Christ
said, "They shall follow them that believe,"
and you know that it takes the same power and
authority to nullify a law that it does to create
it. Christ gave these promises, therefore none
but Chri:st can take them away, and nqne ha-ve
a right to say that they are done away. Where
in the Biblej or anywhere else, has Christ said
that they were done away?
In Matt. 38: 19, 20, Christ said that if they
would teach what he had commanded, ho
would be with them to the end of the world.
Please read carefully 1 Cor., 12th chapter.
There it says that by one Spirit are we all hap·
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tized into one body. Some say that it takes
all the different sects to make the one body;
that every one is a branch of the body; but I
fail to undersbtnd it so, for the same apostle said,
Eph. 4th chapter, "One Lord, one faith, one
baptism" Mark the language, "one baptism.''
Is this the case with the sects ? Do all baptize with the same baptism? No, no; some
sprinkle, some pour, some immerse once, and
some immerse three times. Let the Bible decide which one is right. See Matt. 3: 13-15;
Mark 1 : 4, 5, 8, 9; 16 : 16; Luke 3 : 3;
John 3 : 5. 22, 23, 26; Acts 2 : 38, 41; 8 :
36-39; 16 : 33; 22: 16; Rom. 6 : 4, 5. I
believe the promises ; yea, l.et God be true,
though every man be a liar, Rom. 3: 36. For
the one body of Christ see 1 Cor. 12 : 27, 28:
"Now ye are the body of Christ, and members
in particular; and God hat.h set some in the church:
first, Apostles; secondarily, Prophets; thirdly,
Teachers; after that miracles, then gifts of healing, helps, governments, diversities of tongues."
Also, Ephesians 4: 11-14.
"And he gave some Apostles, and some Prophets, and some Evangelists, and some Pastors, and
Teachers; for the perfecting of the Saints, for the
work of the ministry, for the edifying of the body
of Christ; till we all come in the unity of the
faith, and of the knowledge of the son of God, unto a perfect man, unto the measure of the stature
of the fulness of Christ; that we henceforth be no
more children, tossed to and fro, and carried about
with every wind of doctrine, by the sleight of men,
and cunning craftiness whereby they lie in wait
to deceive."
This is the body of Christ, for God set them
in the church. For what.? For the perfecting of the Saints, for the work of the ministry, for the edifying of the body. For how
long? Till we all come in the unity of the
faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of God.
For what? That we henceforth be no more
children, tossed to and fro, and carried about
by every wind of doctrine. This is the doctrine that Paul preached; and Paul said :
"But though we, or an angel from heaven,
preach any other gospel unto you than that which
we have preached unto you, let him be accursed;
as we said before, so say I now again, if any man
preach any other gospel unto you, than that ye
have received, let him be accursed."-Gal. 1:8, 9.
The two verses preceding the ones quoted,
read:
"1 marvel that ye are so soon removed from him
that called you into the grace of Christ, unto another gospel; which is not another, but there be some
that trouble you, and would pervert the gospel of
Christ."
Paul foretold that there should be falling
away from the faith:
"Now we beseech you, brethren, by the coming
of our Lord Jesus Christ, and by our gathering
together unto him, that ye be not soon shaken in
mind, nor be troubled, neither by spirit, nor by
word, nor by letter, as from us, as that the day of
Christ is at hand; let no man deceive you by any
means; for that day shall not come except there
come a falling away first."-2 Thess. 2: 1-·3.
Also, 2 Tim. 4 : 3, 4 :
"For the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine; but after their own lusts,
shall they heap to themselves teachers having: itching ears, and they shall turn away their ears from
the truth, and shall be turned unto fables."
If this had not all come to pass, there would
not have been any need of an angel coming to
earth again, to restore the gospel.
"And I saw another angel fly in the midst of
heaven, having the everlasting gospel to preach
unto them that dwell on lbe earth; and to every
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nation, and kindred, and tongue, and people; saying, with a loud voice, Fear God, and give glory
to him, for the hour of his judgment is come.".Rev. 14: 6, 7.
The Church of Latter Day Saints is the only one that enjoys the gifts and blessings promised, and the only one that has the same organization as the primitive church.
I am as ever your loving nephew and wellwisl;ler,
W. N. DAwsoN.
lONE VALLEY, Cal., 2blh Feb., 1877.

THE WAILING-PLACE.
Let us get hence under the deep wall of the
temple and witness the one solitary spectacle
in all the city that is really and truly affecting.
It is Friday at the Jew's wailing-place. Narrow, crooked, and filthy streets lead down under the hill of the temple. As you approach
the open space against the huge blocks of
stone that are imbedded in the foundations of
the walls, your ear is startled by a chorus of
agonizing cries. Such a wail might have ascended from the streets after that night of the
death of the first·born. Turning out of the
slippery and ill-smelling passage into the place
of wailing, I beheld a multitude of men, women, and children apparently stricken with a
common sorrow that could only find expression
or relief in tears and piercing cries. There
might have been 200 mourners; a very small
company of strangers stood apart and looked
on in amazement. Old men with snowy beards,
old women withered and weather-beaten, sat
against the wall opposite the sacred stones of
the temple reading their prayer-books and nodding their heads quickly and violently back
and forward as if they would impress upon
the very air the earnestness of their muttered
prayers. Young lads stood against the temple
wall and read their litanies, kissing the stones
from time to time with affectionate reverence.
d
.
Th e women were more d emons t rahve, an as
they threw their hands above their heads,
wrung their hands and wept bitterly. Their
cries and sobs were echoed by the chorus of
mourners, and a hysterical wave of emotion
passed through the entire assembly, that swayed to and fro like the corn in the wind.
Some of the mourners knelt apart, and, with
their foreheads pressed against the wall, worn·
smooth with kisses, their eyes pouring rivers
of tears all the while, they talked to those
huge blocks passionately, as if they meant the
very stones should hear them. and reply.
Small wicks floating in oil were lit from time
to time by those who had just come to wail.
An attendant. kept a supply on hand, and
those who give him a trifling fee were at once
served with a light, which was, however, left
burning in his charge. A few of the mourners knelt in meditation; a few gave way to
violent grief-a grief that seemed to verge
upon despair. All were evidently thoroughly
in earnest as they repeated over and over
this litany:
For the place that lies desolate:
We sit in solitude and mourn.
Par the plac.e that is destroyed:
We sit in solitude and mourn.
For the walls that are overthrown:
For our majesty that is departed:
For our great men who lie dead:
For the precious stones that are buried:
For the priests who have stumbled:
For the Kings who have despised Him,
We sit in solitude and moum.
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On every lip I seemed to hear the name
,Jerusalem said over and over. It was this
antiphon chanted by each in turn, accompanied
by a nervous swaying of the body, and a total
disregard of the surrounding:
We pray Thee have mercy on Zion!
Gather the children of Jerusalem!
Haste, haste, Redeemer of Zion!
Speak to the heart of Jerusalem!
M:ay beauty and majesty surround Zion!
Ah, turn Thyself mercifully to Jerusalem!
May the kingdom soon return to Zion!
..Comfort those who mourn our Jerusalem,
May peace and joy abide with Zion,
And the branch (of Jesse) spring up at
Jerusalem.
Until sunset these men and women cry out
to the stone, beat their breasts and weep their
tears, some of them no doubt believing that the
Kingdom of David is at hand.
Of all the
shrines that are prayed over and fought over
within the city of the Great King, I have
found none that so to11ched me or filled me
with so sincere emotion as that narrow court
under the ancient wall of "the holy and beautiful house," with the sun sinking on the despair of an outcast people ayd the air burdened
with their unceasing lamentations.
C. W.

STODDARD.

JERUSALEM, Dec., 1876.

LETTER FROM W. C. KINYON.
[We publish this by request ]-Ens.
Mr. J. L. Traughbe?·, Dea?·Brotlter :-Ireceived your kind letter, and was truly glad to
hear from you, and to hear you express yourself as you have in that letter. It. gives me
great and inexpressable joy. I do thank God
that he has heard my prayers in your behalf.
I have prayed for you, and will continue to
pray for you, till you receive the Spirit of God
in great power, through obedience. And I
know you will some day, if you will do the will
of God.
You say you would like to have proof that
the Reorganization is the "true church of
Christ." You think it fills the pattern too full.
I think 80 too, in some things; but I know
there will be a radical change in it some day;
but I am not caring about that,· it is the work
I am caring for. You seem to think the
church that Joseph organized on the 6th of
April, 1830, was not the true church of Christ,
but if you will read the 9th and lOth chapters of the Book of Nephi, the grandson of
Helaman, you will find that the work was to go
forth from the Gentiles to the remnant on this
land, and to the whole house of Israel. What
work? The preparatory work ofGod, through
preaching the gospel of Christ for the gathering of Israel. In the 9th chapter of Nephi,
Christ says it behooved the Father that it
should come forth from the Gentiles, that he
might show forth his power unto the Gentiles,
that if they would not harden their hearts,
they might repent and be baptized in Christ's
name and know of the true points of his doctrine, that they might be numbered with the
house of Israel. In the 9th chapter he gives
a sign that when the things that Christ had
declared, and the things that would be declared,
to them by the Holy Ghost, should be made
known to the Gentiles, and then come forth
from them to the remnants on this land, that
h
h
b ·
k
h h
k
t en t ey were to egm to now t at t e wor
of the ~'ather had already commenced unto the
fulfilling of the covenant that God made unto
L>
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that people who were of the house of Israel.
Now when this work should come unto the
Gentiles it was to be a great work, and there
were to be those who would not believe it,
"though a man declare it unto them." Now,
if this work had never come unto the Gentiles
it never could have come from them unto the
house of Israel. This agrees with the saying
of Christ, "The first shall be last and the last
shall be first." When the gospel was declared
by Christ, he told the apostles not to gQ unto
the Gentiles, but to go to the house of Israel;
but when the house of Israel rejected the gospel, then they went to the Gentiles, and
among them Christ established his Church.
Now in these last days the gospel has been
restored by an angel of God, with the command to preach to the Gentiles first, and when
they reject it, then it will go to the house of
Israel. Christ says :
"But. if they will repent, and hearken unto my
words, and harden not their hearts, I will establish my church among them, and they shall come
in unto the covenant, and be numbered.among this
remnant of Jacob, ***and they shall assist my
people, ***that they build a city which shall be
called the New Jerusalem."-Nephi 10: 1.

And they shall also assist in gathering the
house of IsraeL And it must be by preaching
the gospel; for Christ said that when the gospel would be preached among the remnant of
this people (the Indians) at that day the work
of the Father would commence with all the
scattered tribes of God's people, even with the
"lost tribes," to prepar@ them to come to
Christ, and call on the Father in his name,
and be gathered home.
Now it is well known that Israel, or the
Jews, do not call upon Godin the name of
Christ. 'l'hen the work that was to commence
at the coming forth of the Book of 1\iormon was
to preach the gospel of Christ; and when Israel
believes and obeys it, they will then call on God
in the name of Christ. This is the great work
that was to commence with all nations unto
the restoration of the house of Israel from all
nations; for they are to come out of all nations.
And this work of gathering will not be in
haste, as some think. This was one great
cause ofthe disorganization of the church in
these last days; they wanted to bring about
the gathering before all things were prepared.
When this gathering takes place, then will be
brought to pass the saying: "Sing, 0 barren,
thou that didst not bear ; break forth into
singing and cry aloud, thou that didst not
travail with child, for more are the children of
the desolate than the children of the married
wife, saith the L~rd." For the desolate, barren land will be covered with the house of Israel, so that they will have to enlarge the
place of their tents, and to stretch the curtains of their habitations. They will lengthen
their cords and strengthen their stakes, and
they will break forth on the right hand and
on the left, and their seed will inherit the
Gentiles, and will make the desolate cities to
be inhabited ; they will never be put to shame
any more.
You say, "The Book of Mormon contains
the fullness of the gospel." I know tha~ it
contains the fullness of the gospel, and whatsoever is more or less than this, is of man, and
not of God.
Now in the year 1830, when the Church
was organized, God declared it to be his
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tion of the 3d chapter of Malachi is the only
part that might appear to be fulfilled.
God sent a messenger before Christ, at his
first coming, but that is no sign that God can
not send one before Christ's second coming.
At first the messenger was given the nature of
man; secondly, he was an angel, for it is written: "Behold, I will send you Elijah the
prophet before the coming of the great and
dreadful day of the Lord." That "great and
dreadful day" will be when the wicked will
burn with fire, and in that generation Christ
will come to his temple. It appears that if
Elijah did not come before to prepare the way
that no flesh could be saved. Now it appears
by "Holy Writ" that Elijah (John Baptist)
was a messenger before Christ's first coming
and that he (Elijah) was to come before .
Christ's second coming, as an angel on about
the same business, but in a different way,
as Christ is also to come in a different way.
Whoever believed John Baptist at his first
coming were ready to receive Christ, and all
that would not believe him were wrong. AlliiiA>!I, 1\Io. April, 1877.
W. C. KINYON.
so, those who will believe John Baptist at his
second coming and those he ordains, will be
looking for Christ's second coming, and will
CHRIST'S SECOND COMING.
be "children of light;" and all those who will
There is in scripture abundance of evidence not believe are wrong.
But, how, with those who will not receive
proving Christ's second advent, and the manany more from God and have got enough?
ner in which he will come j which many people The examples of the ancients will answl)r;
believe: That he will come as he went up those that had enough and would not receive
when he arose, and that he will "come sudden- from God, were not of God; mark how willing
ly to his temple," is according to scripture. God's ancient people were to receive, and how
unwilling they were to receive when they were
Yet many believe, becau8e they cannot know
doing all manner ofiniquity, though they claimthe day nor the hour, that they must remain ed to be religious, and some went under the
in darkness_; which seems to me to be a sad cloak of being God's high priests, etc. These
mistake, for we have evidence that God is were people who had enough and received no
willing to give us light, if we are willing to more revelation and were condemned of God
for their folly.
receive. For the Scripture reads: "Ask and
But how shall we know which is the right
ye shall receive," and so it has been with all way? For perilous times shall come, and
God's people in ancient times, and those who they (the world) shall go on deceiving and 'bewere not God's people did not receive and were ing df'lceived. If a person believes they are
right and are not right, of course they are dein the dark.
ceived, and this will be the case with many at
The prophecy of Isaiah (chap. 53) seems to Christ's second coming. The Scripture exbe literally fulfilled in Christ's first coming, plains to us the condition the world will be in
and if this prophecy and many others are ful- at the second coming of Christ: "But as the
filled so exactly.~ and literally, will not unful- days of Noah were so shall also the coming of
the son of man be."-lHatt. 24:37 Now, then,'
filled prophecy be fulfilled in the future as lit"the days of Noah'' seem to be an example
erally as the past has been? Why not?
for us, as the flood came and swept off the inIt appears that Christ's first coming was habitants from the earth; so the coming of
preceded by a messenger-John the Baptist the son of man will come upon them in the
crying (preaching) in the wilderness. If we same manner, as a thief in the night.
will have it, this was Elijah who was to come.
I~et us inquire who were right in the days
Elijah (John the Baptist) came in the flesh of Noah? Why, it seems to have been those
and blood, the same as other men in that re- who were saved in the ark. And did those
spect; but. ordained of God to prepare the way who were saved in the ark have imy knowlbefore Christ; and Christ, also, came and was edge of things to come? Yes, Noah was warnbaptized of .John the Baptist as an example ed of God of things to come, and was a preachthat all might follow and be saved.
er of righteousness for about one hundred
As Christ's first coming has passed and years before the flood. Noah and those who
the prophecy CvBcerning his first coming had a foreknowledge were saved, and those
seems to be so literally fulfilled, as given in who did not have a foreknowledge were drownthe 53d chapter of Isaiah, and that Christ's ed in the flood. It is also very evident that
second coming seems to be plainly foretold in Noah was very unpopular, as only eight perthe 3d chapter of Malachi, there can be no sons were saved with himself. The rest of
doubt; for this prophecy has not yet been ful- the people might have supp0sed that Noah
filled. But some might say, thiR has refer- was a great humbug, but they at last found a
ence to Christ's first coming because it reads: great mistake when the scorner was consumed,
"Behold I will send my messenger, and he and those who would not listen and receive
shall prepare the way before me." This por- from him were cut off. The coming of the

church, "clear as the sun, fair as the moon,
and terrible as an army with banners," and all
the additions since that time are not of God,
but of man, but all this will be brought right
when the gospel is carried to the house of Israel. But this does not hinder the gospel
from having the same power it always had.
It is the power of God unto salvation to every
one that believes and obeys it. When this
gospel was restored to man, the authority or
the priesthood was also restored, in order that
the gospel might be administered. It would
have been of no use for God to have restored
the gospel without the priesthood to administer it.
Brother Joseph never claimed but two
priesthoods in the church. This is what all
the prophets claimed. I fear Joseph claimed
too many offices growing out of these two
priesthoods. I test all things by the Book of
Mormon, for God showed me three years be·
fore I came into the work that the Book of
Mormon would lead me right.
I remain as ever, your brother in Christ,

.-.
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Son of Man being likened unto "the days of
Noah," there must be some one who will have
a foreknowledge and warn the people of things
to come; this is the mercy of God, and the
justice of God follows by destruction. How
was it with the Antediluvians who would not
receive a foreknowledge from Noah? After
being warned, so they could have no excuse,
they were drowned in the flood; except those
who received the warning.
How will it be with people at Christ's coming? As in the days of Noah some will have
a foreknowledge of things to come direct from
heaven; and the rest of the world will not receive and will be overtaken as a thief in the
night, for such have got enough and do not
want to receive any more.
•'And he said, Go thy way, Daniel; for the
words are closed up and sealed till the time of the
end. Many shall be purified, and made white,
and tried; but the wicked shall do wickedly ; and
none of the wicked shall understand; but the wise
shall understand."-Daniell2: 9, 10.
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then who are the children of the light; for in
this case, one person can read scripture and
follow it as weli as any one else; and in this
case, all will be children of the night, and there
will be no difference; but Paul makes a plain
distinction between the Church of Christ and
the rest of the world. The one class will have
a foreknowledge, and the other class will be
suddenly overtaken with destruction. Then
we must come to the conclusion that the
Church of Christ, must, in all ages, have the
Spirit of God and revelation as it was in the
days 0f Paul, by which means they can receive
the light from God; and if they have not the
same order of things with respect to receiving
from God, how can they have light? And if
they ~ave. not the same :ules and the same
doctrmes m the church m these days, men
must have changed them; and if so they have
changed the ordinances; and if they have any
other doctrine, or discipline, they must have
followed the commandments of men; and if
they followed the commandments of men, in
the time of Christ's first abvent, they worshipped God in vain. If the doctrines or disciplines of men would not save them at that day,
will the same transgression save them now?
Those who at Christ's first coming were
teaching the doctrines of men, would not receive any more from God, because God's doctrines were not so popular with the world as
the doctrines of men were, for they had them
changed and conformed to the most popular
notions of learned doctors and priests. This
being the case in those days, let us be careful
how we make disciplines to save ourselves by,
lest we come out as did those ancient Jews,
that received no more from God, and consequently were in the dark, and justified them·
selves by their own disciplines.

The above quotation explains plainly, that
those who do not understand shall belong to
the wicked, the same as in the days of Noah;
and at the first coming of Christ, they were
very religious people and had their doctrine
fixed to suit them; and they would not receive
any more from Gpd. They had just enough,
they wanted no more, nor less; but Christ's
apostles were willing to receive more till they
should receive a fullness, and increase in the
knowledge of the truth, as Christ and his people had a knowledge of things to come, even
to the second coming of Christ. God's people
in all ages have been blessed with a foreknowledge, until they have transgressed God's laws,
and refused to receive any more, and became
the children of the devil, under the cloak of
being very religious, and appeared so before
"This people draweth nigh unto me with their
the world, because they were conformed to the
mouths, and honoreth me with their lips; but their
popularity of the world; but the children of hearts are far from me. But in vain they do worGod shall be wise and shall understand.
ship me, teaching for doctrines the commandments
"But ye, brethren, are not in darkness, that that of men."-Mat. 15: 8, 9.
day should overtake you as a thief. Ye .are all
And they had not the light, for Christ was
children of the light., and the children of the day: the light. God's spirit had withdrawn from
we are not of the night nor of the darkness."-2
them, because they had withdrawn from God
Thess. 5: 4, 4.

The above quotation indicates plainly that
the children of God have some favor more than
all the rest of the world. 'l'hey are to have
light, and are to understand. And how can
they be favored any more than other people,
except God reveals the light unto them? The
favor that Paul had was a direct revelation
from the Lord-a foreknowledge of things to
come, and of the second coming of Christ.
If St. Paul had not had this blessing conferred
upon him, he would have been in the dark.
The church in the days of Paul had a foreknowledge from their ministers, and also direct from God through God's spirit. And this
foreknowledge made them the children of the
light; otherwise they would have been children of the night, that that day would have
come upon them as a thief in the night. Those
who have a foreknowledge, in any age of the
world, as did Paul, they are children of the
light and will be looking for the second coming of Christ; but those who have not a foreknowledge by the Spirit of God, or otherwise,
must be children of the night, and the day of
Christ's coming will overtake them as a thief
in the night.
If we were to have no more light or revelation since the Revelator's time, (St. John),

and his commandments. Those who had a
foreknowledge, as Paul and the church had,
will be children of the light, and will be looking for the coming of Christ; those who have
not will not be looking, till the time is past
and it is too late. The summer will be over,
and the harvest ended, and they not gathered.
LORENZO FAY.

CULTIVATE THE FARM.
Many farmers do not raise much of a crop,
because they do not cultivate sufficiently well.
How is it that farmer Jones raises more f1om
fift.y acres than his neighbor does from twice
the amount of equally good land?
Answer. The first is not content to plant
and "trust to luck," but watches his crop day
and night, until it is safe in his barn; while
the other spends all his time sowing and planting, to the almost entire neglect of the growing crop. The first man's ground yields all
its strength in corn, &c., while that of the latter expends itself on weeds, that choke out
the seed planted.
So it is with many churches. No amount
of labor is spared to convert "the world;"
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while the "converted" are allowed to choke,·
dwarf, wither, and die for want of due attention to proper cultivation-visiting, teaching,
and praying with. Better convert but fifty in
a city, and cultivate these to the highest degree of "perfection," than to build up a church
of hundreds to be neglected until they become
dwarfed- half-hearted -if not entirely to
wither and die. The I.ord, in the revelations,
expresses himself very emphatically about the
luke-warm,-"1 will spew them out of my
mouth." Let us plant all we can, but do not
neglect to cultivate, and that to the highest
degree of perfection.
x. 4.,
.., _ .,
"WRESTING THE TRUTH"-DAUBING
WITH UNTEMPERED MORTAR
·
NUMBER TWO.

In the Chnstian at Work, for December
9th, 1875, I find a sermon delivered, or an
article from the pen of the Rev. John K. Allen,
entitled ''Failure of the Gospel of Culture," in
which are found some sensible remarks, but
the beauty -and symmetry of which are marred
by a misaplication of God's word. He says :
"In the thirteenth chapter of his First Epistle to
Corinthians he (Paul) has given us a panegyric of
love-a beautiful and wonderful description of
which has won the admiration of multitudes who
did not pretend to appreciate its inherent. force.
Here, for the sake of these Corinthians, who had
been abundantly dowered with gifts, he contrasts
accomplishments with the graces of the heart.
These gifts were outward and did not affect the
character. They were temporary; but love, as a
moral quality should always abide."

Here the writer seeks to belittle the gifts of
the Spirit by stating, "They were outward,"
and "did not affect character." If I understand the writings of the apostle and the declarations of Jesus aright they did affect character in more ways than one. Paul speak of
them as the gifts of the Spirit of God, and
Jesus promises them as the result of a lively
faith in him, and lays down this principle of
faith as the condition upon which they are
to be enjoyed : ''These signs shall follow them
that believc."-1\Iark 16.
Does it affect the moral character of a man
to believe in God ?
"He that believeth in me shall have everlasting life," is the answer. Faith is the first
step in the christian's life aud these blessings
are, promised as a part of the reward of that
faith ; hence, to obtain these blessings, his
moral character is affected.
But Paul tells us they were given:
"For the perfecting of the saints, and for the
work of the ministry, for the edifying of the body
of Christ, till we all come in the unity of the faith
and of the knowledge of the Son of God, unto a
perfect man, unto the measure of the stature of
the fulness of Christ."-Eph. 4.

Since this is the purpose for which these,
blessings were given, and since they could only
be obtained through a lively faith in Christ;
and, further, since these blessings increase our
faith, our knowledgP, our wisdom in the things
of God; and as this knowledge of things of
God is only revealed to them that love him, do
not these blessings increase our love to him
and thus affect our moral character? If they
do not, then they fail in the object for which
they were placed in the church. Every command, every ordinance, every gift God haS'
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placed in his church, was intended to affect
the moral character of his children; to make
them holier and better men and women, and
whenever those men and women who received
those blessings became reprobate to the truth,
the Holy Spirit with its attendant gifts was
withdrawn, and they sank rapidly into a degraded state of immorality and vice; thus
proving that as the possession and enjoyment
of them tended to improve their moral character, so their rejection of them tended to degrade them.
Mr. Allen next quotes the words, "Whether
there be prophecies they shall fail; and says:
"In two respects is this true. The prophet is
one who has insight; this is part of his gift; but
this gift may by and by depart from him as sight
does from the eye. Dimness shall come over the
vision in time, and the tongue which may have
once been eloquent shall become thick, and the
tones tremulous, until at last the oracle shall be
dumb, ~nd then suppose that when the gift is
taken away, there is nothing beside? His gift of
prophecy would fail, and then what concerning
him as a character?"
Is this the sense in which Paul spoke of
prophecies failing? We have shown above
what purpose God gave these gifts for. "The
perfecting of the saints," etc., and it is in
view of that end being answered, and in no
other view, that he anticipates their failing.
God recognizes what poor helpless creatures
we are, just emerged from great moral and
spiritual darkness into the kingdom of God.
Babes indeed, surrounded on every hand by
spiritual foes, within and without, whose busil)ess it is to darken our minds, making evil
look like good, and good like evil, and assailing us in all our weak points, seeking to allure
us from the light back into the darkness, that
they may destroy us. He also knows that we
are not prepared to enter immediately into the
fulness of his glory, and that we !have to be
prepared step by step, little by little, as our
corrupted natures can receive the light. Hence
he promised the gift of the Holy Ghost th~
Comforter, . who should "guide us int~ all
truth," and "take of the things of the Father
and shew them unto us;" "line upon line here
a little and there a little," until we ha~e attained unto "the knowledge of the Son of
God, unto a perfect man, unto the measure of
the stature of the fulness of Christ;" and
when that perfect condition of things is wrought
in us all, then says Paul, "prophecies shall
fail;" they shall come to an end. They only
reveal a partial knowledge of the things of God,
but "then we shall see as we are seen and know
as we are known."
:Mr. Allen next considers the "second respect'' in which prophecies shall fail, which
does not materially differ from our own view
which we consider is the only sense in which
the apostle predicts the end of prophesying.
He then refers to the gift of tongues. He
says:
"The gift of tongues was miraculously bestowed
on t~e day of P~nte?ost. As a miraculous gift it
conhnued a.s a s1gn m the church for some time.
To-day, howe~.ey, men are born with natural aptitudes for acqmrmg language. Oue man can easily
learn many, while another cannot become master
of the tongue in which he was born."
Does he mean by t.he above that men did
not possess such aptitudes for acquiring language in the days of the apostles ? If they
did not, how was commerce conducted between
pations to the extent it was? How did the
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learned of the various tongues or nations communicate their ideas to each other? As we
find many instance& of their traveling into
other lands to study the wisdom and learning
of the same, it is evident that they must have
had the aptitude for acquiring a knowledge of
each other's language then as well as now·
hence the lack of this aptitude was not th~
cause of the gift of tongues being given.
The writer'fl hypothesis seems to be based
upon the idea that the gift of tongues was only
intended as a means of preaching the gospel
to other nations; but such an idea is not warranted in the promise, nor in the Scriptures
where the gift is spoken of as being enjoyed.
Jesus said, "These signs shall follow them that
believe." He did not say, in this connection,
at least they shall follow you who preach, but
"them that believe." Now all who believed
were not necessarily prea.chers, nor did all who
preached enjoy this gift. If they had there
would have been no need of interpretation,
for when they preached to a foreign nation in
the tongue of that nation the people would
understand it, and interpretation would have
been unnecessary. But Paul says, "To one is
given divers kinds of tongues; to another the
interpretation of tongues."-1 Cor. 12 :4-11.
In the 14th chapter, he teaches the Corinthian
church not to speak in tongues unless there
be an interpreter present. And, mark you
the interpretation is just as much a gift of God
as the tongue itself. From the 12th, 13th and
14th chapters of the First Epistle to the Coririthians we learn that these, with all the other
gifts, were enjoyed in the Corinthian church
where they all had one common language, and
as these "new tongues" were enjoyed by them
it is evident they were given, as Paul declare~
elsewhere, for the perfecting of the saints, and
for the edifying of the body of Christ. When,
then, shall they cease? "When that which is
perfect is come."
Mr. Allen says:
·•In the subsequent ch~pter the apostle cries, •I
thank my God I speak w1th tongues more than ye
all.' But yet if Paul were to revisit this earth today, he would be where the infant just born is.
He would have to learn from the beginning, for
tongues have ceased."
The writer then labors to show how the

was as fanatical as Joseph Smith. He said he
?ounte~ all earthly things as dross in comparIson With the "excellency of the knowledge of
Christ." He also declares "the wisdom of this
world" to be "foolishness with God." He also
declared that no man could "know the things
of God but by the Spirit of God." He recognized the gifts of the Spirit as so many means
by which the children were to grow into the
perfect knowledge of God, and when that was
attained by them, these gifts would be no
longer needed on their part. But what of
their descendants? If the fathers cannot obtain a knowledge of God without the Holy
Spirit, can the children? Is there any other
way prepared? Can the wisdom of man,
which is necessarily bounded by his earthly
vision, comprehend that which is infinite unless assisted by the inspiring Spirit of God,
that "searcheth all things, yea, the deep things
of God?"
Is the knowledge of God essential to our
salvation? Paul says, Jesus will be "revealed
in flaming fire, taking vengeance on them that
know not God." From this it appears that
knowledge is necessary to, prepare us for his
second coming. Christ says, "This is life eternal
that they might know thee, the only true God,
and Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent." The
above being true, ignorance of God is death;
and since the apostle has declared that, "No
man can say that Jesus is the Lord but by the
Holy Ghost," how can we expect to be prepared to meet him if we reject the means the
Holy Spirit would use to make us acquainted
with God ? "Can man by searching find out
God?" Can human learning supply the empty
void that only the Holy Spirit could filnn ancient times?
This writer speaks of the learned, living and
dead languages taught in colleges, and says,
"they pass away." There is a great difference
between the languages taught in colleges and
those given by the Spirit of God. The lan.guage of the schools can convey no knowledge
beyond that which is known to man, while the
language given by the Holy Spirit not only conveys sounds to the ear, but brings fresh from
h h
f h E
1 h.
t e t rone o t e 1 terna IS mind and will,
words rich with glorious promises, bright with
radiant hope. Words abounding with comfort and joy; words of instruction, of reproof,
of rebuke or correction, as the child of God
may need. They are given too in such a manncr as we cannot mistake the source. The
confirm what is written; they harmonize witl
all revealed truth. They are more beautiful
than "apples of gold in pictures of silver."
They are radiant with God's own glory. Well
may the Latter Day Saint rejoice in them,
and hunger and thirst after them as the hart
panteth for the fresh water brooks. "Covet
to prophesy, and forbid not to speak with
tongues." When that which is perfect is
come, then that which is in part shall be done
away"
CnARLEs DERRY.
·

world has advanced in knowledge since Paul's
?ay, a~~ reasons from this fact that the promIsed g1 s are no longer needed. QueryWhat knowledge d_?es the ~orld possess of
God and heavenly thmgs that It has not learned
fr?m the apos~les and the prophets, together
w1th the teachm~s of ~esus Chnstof that d~y?
Has the str~am nsen hig~e~ than the fountau~?
~as Paul, m the paradtsai?al state, stood st_Ill
m the knowledge of ~he thi~gs of God; whi_le
tl~e;:, who only can Sit at his feet as he was m
his 1m perfect state, have made su.ch wonderful
progress that ~au! would be eighteen hundred years behi.nd m the great .race for knowled.ge? Then mdeed Paul miStook when he
said, "For me to depart and be with Christ
would be far better." He thought he would
be made p~rfect in the know ledge of God; that
William Anderson, Oakland, California.
he would '·see as he was seen and know as be
William Hart, 865 Folsom Street, San Franciswas known." What great delusion Paul would co, Cal.
Thomas W. Smith, box 55, Stewartsville, De
hav~ been saved from, if some of his pretended
admirers, who have so outstripped him in the Kalb county, Mo.
Charles Derry, JJogan, Harrison county, Iowa.
race for knowledge(?) had been there to have
Mark H. Forscutt, box 400, Nehraska City, Neb.
hinted to him of the superiority of worldly wisE. C. Briggs, Wheeler's Grove, Potts.wattamie
dom over the wisdom of God ! But then Paul county, Iowa.
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THE CHOOSING OF MATTHIAS.
THE question is asked, "Was Matthias called according to the teachings of the Scripture, or 'as
was Aaron?'" This question arises because after
prayer the disciples "gave forth their lots" to ascertain whom the Lord desired to have fill the
place made vacant by Judas' transgression, and
we answer that it is evident from the written
word of God, from the history of his dealimgs
with his Church, and from our own experiences,
that the Lord has various methods of making
known his will to his people and to others; in all
of which he shows his directing hand, and. wherein, according as the circumstances are and as the
case demands, he reveals himself and portions of
his truth, sometimes by his own voice, sometimes
by angels, or at others in parables, types and in
symbols, or in plain language to the people
through his prophets; also by moving upon the
Jl]lders and Saints "by his Spirit" in the way of
wisdom and knowledge, or to carry out plans
and adopt methods which shall solve the problems, nevertheless all of which he directs by his.
counsel and to the desired result, as well as
through prophecy and tongues.
From the decisive and unhesitating way in
which the apostles acted on the occasion spoken
of, it is evident that they either had some general
or some definite direction, by reason of which
they used the casting of lot in the choice of one of
the two men who were found to be qualified, perhaps so known to them by the Spirit, but only
one of whom was wanted for the vacancy to be
supplied. Evidently this method was known to
be acceptable to God, at least for this occasion, if
no more, or they would not have used this method, and they understood that the Lord would
therein answer their prayers and make known
which was the man best qualified to do the work
and endure the toils of an apostle, as certainly as
by any other method of revelation. For this intelligence, therefore, they sought, that God, by
"the Spirit of wisdom and revelation," would direct.
· Eusebius says that Barnabas was one of the
Seventy, and other early writers of the Church
say that Matthias was also one of that quorum.
In the work of the ministry during the present
time we have known of some good results through
prayer to be rightly directed, and then by lot deciding, where either way would have been proper
and ac(:leptable, but where one was truly supposed to be bettm· than the other, us the result
clearly proved.
The special reason for doing as related about
chosing Judas' successor, of course we cannot
give, btlt doubtless it was the proper course, and
we have no doubt but, were the circumstances
known, the call or choosing would be as apparent
as that of Barnabas and :Paul to fill the next vacan(:y that occurred in the quorum of tho twelve.
Bro. Wm. Anderson, formerly of San Francisco,
California, has removed to Oakland, California,
where he has located in business. He wrote us
on the 21st, 1\fay, in good spirits,

Bro. David Strachan of Church Hill, Trumbull Anthony recently preached there, and they were
county, Ohio, writes that they have good meetings fed. Some were baptized during the spring, and
and enjoy the Spirit: also a Sabbath-school, Mr. the prospect for others is cheering.
Frew, superintendent, who, though he does not
Brother G. 0. Kennedy write& from Colorado
belong to the Church, believes the doctrine.
that there is quite an increasing desire to hear our
Bro. Benj. N. Fisher, of Forest City, :Missouri, doctrine in that country, and also a demand for
writes that the Saints had a time of rejoicing at the Book of lformon. He says that brother
the recent conference of that district. He assures John Ellis is anxious to be out in the field
us that the brethren are striving to do effective and expects soon to be, as does also brother Stewpreaching by example, which is good news tore. art. Brother Ward has gone to Southern Color.
ceive from any quarter.
ado, brother Story of California with him; the
Bro. James Prosser, of Kellogg, Jasper county, former a young man, but faithful, and the latter
Iowa, says that the prospect there is favorable for one who went from England to Utah, but found
the work, if they had a public hall or place for naught good there, and subsequently in Califorpublic preaching.
nia found· the true church. Brother F. C. Warn.
Bro. J. J. Cornish reports two more baptisms ky had gone to the Black Hills country.
at St. Thomas, as informed by Bro. Newton.
Brother John Landers wrote from Peru, IlliBro. Wm. Crumb, Jun., of Dansville, Pa., writes nois, June 1st, that himself and wife were just
that he would like a place among the Saints on a ready to start for Kansas. He had previously
farm or some such work. Says that he is 18 been preaching near Rochelle, Illinois. We wish
year~ old, and, although not large of his age, yet the old veteran of the cross and his companion a
can do considerable work. Any one wishing can safe journey, and success still in the work of God.
address as above.
The Saints of the Des Moines District, Iowa,
Bro. N. W. Smith of Fairfield, Nebraska, re. would like to see brother Patterson or brother
ports that Bro. Hopper's family and his own have Short at their conference, June 23d and. 24th, as
prayer meetings, and are strengthened in speak- the missions of those Elders includes that region.
ing spiritually to each other, though no other
We return thanks to the senders of the followSaints live there.
ing papers received: Brethren George Hayward,
Brother I. N. W. Cooper, the Secretary of the Joseph Hammer, and A. White for Kansas City
Board of Publication, and our co-worker in the 1'imes ,· sister W. V. Mason for Washington, Iowa,
Herald Office, is called to mourn the loss of his Press; G. I. Stebbins for Black Hills Times, Denwife by death. We sympathize deeply, as will ver Herald, and Boulder News; brother A. Greek
all who knew them.
for Carthage, l'lissouri, Press, and Union in
Brother Russel Huntley, of Gospel Swamp, Christ; brother Henry Marriott for two copies
California, was with us on the 30th ultimo. He Deseret News, containing minutes of the Brighamhad been at Wl\shington, D. C., for a few weeks, He Special Conference held May 12th and 13th,
but had returned to his old home, DeKalb, Ill. in Salt Lake City; J. J. Cornish for London, OnHe expects to spend the summer in the east and tario, Free Press; to brother D. S. Crawley for
return to California in the fall.
Kansas City Journal of Commerce; brother Hiram
Deal in honor, and honestly with all men,
L. Holt for a San Francisco Chronicle, which confriends or foes. An honorable man will not wage
tains another collection of idle tales and unfounda dishonorable warfare against his worst eneed statements concerning the origin of the latter
mies· nor will he do a dishonest act though
day work, and the designs of the former leaders,
great' benefit to himself might accrue therefrom.
assertions made by ~ newspaper correspondent
Saints, Latter Day Saints, should by all means
to tell something strange and sensational, and
and under all circumstances be honest, both in
evidently based upon and taken for granted be.
dollars and cents and in principle.
cause of B. Young's abuse of wrested power. It
Bro. N. Stamm writes that he preached at Osis strange how wildly and recklessly, and with.
ceola, Clark county Iowa, ten times during the
out any regard for truth, men will draw upon
eight days previous to May 29th. He enjoyed
their imagination to tell something marvelous;
the Spirit, and believes that many will yet obey,
upon one hand lauding beyond merit, upon the
although there is opposition that hinders now.
other villifying either beyond measure or withHe goes soon to Decatur county.
out cause. Brethren D. 0. Trout, H. A. ~tawpert,
Sister Emily M. Van, of Swan Creek, lHich.,
and John Edmonds also send papers.
writes that several have been added to their
Brother A. Bennett of Beaver, Utah, says that
branch through the labors of Bro. Oscar Beebe,
and those of Bro. Robert Davis, the latter doing a number there are ready baptism, but, as he
the baptizing, as previously noticed by us. The dwells there alone, he would like an Elder to be
Saints rejoice in the Lord and are faithful in bear. there to officiate, or to assist. He is doing aU
ing testimony, while the Holy Spirit comforts, that he can, so he writes, to cause those whom he
blesses and heals them. They· remember Bro. can get to talk, to hear the truth, but thinks to
Davis' late ministrations with pleasure. Sister move to the States this season. We hope that he
Van writes that she is striving to live for the will do all he can in the gospel work while he
promises of God. · She sends some clippings stays, and not wait too long for another Elder, if
about the_recently reported military stir among any are truly sincere and repentant unto obedi.
the Brighamites and the belligerent speeches of ence to God's law for the remission of sins.
Brother J. J. Cornish wrote from London, OnBrigham Young.
Bro. Phineas Tempest writes from Ham burgh tado, May 28th, that he had just baptized a formIowa, that he rejoices to say that the work is er Brighamite, who came from Liverpool, Engmaking good progress in that vicinity, altough in land, and who says that he never received the
times past it suffered greatly. Not only among Holy Spirit as promised, until he now received
the members but also by others a good spirit is the pure doctrine, when he can testify indeed
manifested. He speaks highly of the efforts of that this is the Church of God. The drinking,
the Elders who have preached there. Bro. R. J. smoking, and card-playiug of their Elders made,
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sadness and darkness for him, and to wonder if a good sHe and will soon have a neat place to Utah, and the other the Reorganization·- over
the work was really true. Then he began to worship. For sometime they have met in a which he was then presiding. The execution of
John D. Lee, or rather the crime for which he
think about the leadership and about Joseph's private house.
was executed, had been charged by the world as
·eldest son, and desiring to know the truth he
We call attention to the request of brother W. a crime of the Church. But the world must
came to America and to London where he prov- Lewis of Watford, Ontario, as published on last recognize the clifl'erence between the Utah Church
identially found the Reorganized Church, and page of June 1st HERALD, and say that it should and the Reorganization, 'and the latter must stand
boldly forward and proclaim the truth and the
now rejoices in the truth. His name is George have read page 437 paragraph 10, instead of page facts of the difference fairly and squarely, and
Ford. Brother Cornish was going to St. Thomas, 433 of the Book of Mormon.
not be afraid to meet the issue.
The Secretary and Recorder reported upon the
Brother J. J. Cornish wrote June 4th, that he
Glencoe, Bothwell, and to Blenheim to Confer.
had just returned from St. Thomas, where he con- condition of the districts officially sent in. As to
ence.
the progress in the United States there were
We are iu receipt of a copy of the American firmed two baptized by brother Newton, which general reports from sections showing a satis.
Spi1·itual Magazine, for October, 1876, evidently makes thirteen members there. Brother Cornish factory state of affairs in most of the parishes,
sent us by W. Banks, an old-time Saint. We are says that he has determined to take the field en- and promising results from missionary labors.
The report of the branches as they stand on the
thankful for the paper, and welcome brother tirely for one year; his wife being willing to do Church Record, showed a total in 316 branches
tb.e
best
she
can
for
herself
and
child,
that
he
may
Banks.
of a membership of 10,285,-a gain of 752 over
last year. More detailed reports were received
Brother Charles M. Fulks, of Weir City, Kan- labor for the Kingdom of God.
The Northern Illinois Conference will be held from brethren representing various districts, upon
sas, in the dry goods, groceries, and variety busithe influence of the Church andits gradual ex.
ness, wishes us to say to our brother wishing to at Mission Branch, June 23cl. aud 24th. We hope tension, as opportunities for sowing the seeds of
know of a place where such a store could be to meet a goodly number of the Sai:nts on that truth increase.
A committee was appointed to look into the
profitably established, that he thinks that place occasion.
affairs of the Canada Mission, and reconcile the
a good one. Weir City is a new coal mining and
BROTIIER and sister James H. and Annie Morgan, differel'lces as to a question of authority raised by
:zinc smelting place, with fair prospect of an inlate of Greenwoud Colliery, near Scranton, Penn. that Mission.
The financial report -of the Board of Publication
crease of that business. It is south of Fort Scott,
sylvania, are requested to report to the Hyde showed the receipts to be $5,380.59, and the ex.
not far from the north line of the Indian Nation,
Park Branch, of which they are members. Ad- penses $5,293.82, leaving a balance of $86,77;
and only a few miles west from the Missouri line.
dress John E. Thomas, clerk of branch. There the total resources to be $15,682.93, and total
Brother D. S. Crawley of Cherokee, Kansas,
was a notice sent us for insertion; but it being liabilities $3,790,65, leaving a balance of resources
$11,892.28.
writes that he is preaching all the time and opcontrary to a resolution of the last Fall Confer.
On motion, a resolution was adopted, after a
portunity he has. He baptized one recently, and
ence we, of course, did not insert. JI:Iembers lengthy discussion, instructing the Bishop to pay
others are nearly persuaded. The continued rains
must not be disfellowshipped when their where. over all moneys in his hands for the Utah Chapel
in that country have been servere on the farmers.
the present Building Committee.
abouts are unknown. Notice should be given to to The
financial report of the Bishop disclosed an
. Sister Ella Dudley writes from Ferndale, CalChurch Recorder, and when parties are discov. expenditure of $1,422.23, and receipts of $1,.
ifornia, that the Saints of Humboldt are trying
ered, letters should be sent them, with a notice to 318.78, leaving a balance dus him of $103.45.
to do all they can for the spread of the gospel, al.
For account of the Utah Chapel Fund he had re.
the Church Recorder.
though they are few in number and widely scat
ceived and paid over to the Building Committee
If, by the action of the branch, such are de. $121.11; and for account of the Danish Mission
tered.clared removed then letters should be issued to Fund, $10.10; and for account of the Welsh MisBrother Clarence M. Wiltler, ofDowville, Iowa,
them and a good effort be made to find their ad- sion Fund he had on hand $22. After devotional
says that the Saints are awake to their duty in
dresses and the letters be sent to them; also are. exercises the Conference adjourned.
that region, and good meetings are the rule.
port of said action should be sent to the Church
Brother Wm. H. Kelley wrote from Galien,
FAIRMON'l', W. V. May 23d, 1877.
Recorder, that he may enter their names among
Michigan, May 28th, that he was holding some
Editor's Ilerald:-D.ear brethren; I write for
the scattered members of the Church, so that they
informat'lon, and desire that my letter be pubmeetings there, having arrived from 1\finnesota
may not be lost from its records and statistics. lished in the Herald, but you are to be the judges
a few days before. He was expecting to go to
If this is not done the Church suffers a numeri. as to whether my article is a suitable one for the
Coldwater by June 5th.
cal loss which greatly lessens the net increase of columns of your good paper, or whether I am a
Brother John A. Robinson, president of Kewa- the Church from year to year. As it now is there suitable contributor of such matter. I have for
long time been a preacher of the gospel of the
nee District, writes June 4th, from Millersburg, are thousands who are not on record anywhere, alatter
day, as restored through Joseph; but have
Illinois: "We had a pleasant conference; dedi ca. and instead of dropping their names without no membership in the society known as "The
ted a nice little church; preached to packed branches, districts, and the General Church Rec. Reorganization," whose leader is Joseph Smith
houses with good liberty; ordained one to the ord having a place for them as scattered mem- son of the martyr. I have been for some time a
constant reader of the Herald, and can say that
office of Elder; baptized five; left brethren 1\L 'f. bers, it would be better to retain them till some- it has done me good. I could not do without it
Short and J. II. Hopkins to continue the efl'orts thing more was known of them, even if the branch now.
There are two objections which I have to meet
made by us; would have liked to remain but records are burdened with names of long absent
in a public discussion with a Methodist preacher.
could not."
members, but the next best thing is to do as above There is a letter published in the Hemld of OcFive were baptized at the Kewanee District suggested. Where their addresses are not known tober 15th, 1876, from William Small, at the close
Conference, held at Millersburg, June 3d; so retain the letters and the Church Secretary may of which it is said by Patterson that he Sidney
writes Bro. E. T. Bryant.
know something of them, or he may advertize as Rigdon "was not connected with the office for
Bro Samuel H. Gurley, of Sedgwick, Iowa, to their· whereabouts that the letters may be sent several years afterward." Rigdon himself says
in a letter dated JHay 27th, 1839, and copied. in
says, that he has a good location for general mer. to them.
Hemld of February 15th, 1877. "There was no
chandizing, which, with an eighty aere farm,
man by the name of Patterson during my resi·
f "I
13 b h Ch'
1' .,,
dence at Pittsburg who had a printing office."
under cultivation, he will sell. The brother who I
Nits rssue or 11 ay · t • t e
wago n,;une, We infer from Small's letter that he was connect.
was seeking such a location, of whom mention with which we exchange, gives a summary of ed with Patterson after the manuscript was re.
was made in a late number of the Hemld will our General <Donference Minutes, which we pub- turned to J\'Irs. Spaulding. And according to
please take notice.
lish nearly entire, thanklng that paper for its Small's letter he questioned Patterson on the
·
f
subject in 1841. Rigdon's letter is dated at
Bro. D. S. Mills, of Santa Ana, California, courtesy in giving so kindly a not we
o ·us among Commerce, in 18S 9. ~Now, there is surely an
Elder in charge of mission, was at Santa Cruz, their religious news:
incompatibility in these two accounts, which I
on the 18th, of May. He would speak at Watson.
"LATTER DAYSAIN'i'S.-TheAnnual Confe.rence for one, would be glad to have removed. So
ville on the 20th, and from thence reach his of the Church of Jesus Christ opened at Plano, that these letters could be used as evidence
Illinois, Friday, April 6th, and concluded its against the "Spaulding story." In the article
home by way of San Luis Obispo. He was feel- business
Thursday, April 12th. President Jo. signed W. W. it is positively denied that Rigdon
ing well, and cheerful.
seph Smith occupied the chair, with President ever was "on any occasion, or at any time" con.
The Saints in Sandwich, Illinois, are moving William vV. Blair as his assistant. Elder Henry nected in Patterson and Lambdin's printing office.
in the matter of securing a chapel in which to A. Stebbins was chosen Secretary of the Con- This letter of Wm. Small, is accepted by you,
fercnce, and Elder John Scott as Clerk.
and published in good faith. Now, was it ever
worship. They have purchased a meeting house,
Upon opening the exercises, President Smith the case, that Sidney Rigdon had any connection
built at Asbury, three miles and a half out of spoke of the organizations whose leaders claimed! at all with said printing office, who can tell?
There is another matter to which I wish briefly
.Sandwich, and nwving; it into the city. They have to be appointed of God, one the organization of
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to call attention, not that I am doubtful of the
"Latter Day Work." There is objection founded
on paragraph 6, page 194, Sec., 54, D. C. I shall
not quote from it here. You will doubtless understand me. Please say how this is to be understood. I would like thooe answers made through
the Herald, but whatever is right you will do,
with regard to it. I am truly and respectfully
yours in the gospel faith,
D. L. SHINN.
In the foregoing letter of Elder D. L. Shinn, we
are asked to explain and remove an apparent incompatibility between the statements of two men,
made at different" times and under widely different circumstances. Let us see in what this incompatibility consists:
The letter written by Sidney Higdon in 1839,
and published by us in HERALD for February 15th
1877, is part of an article written by Mr. Wing~eld
Watson, of Boyne, Michigan, in reply to an article
published in the Inter Ocean, of Chicago, and
which was sent to that paper for insertion, but
was refused because of violation of publisher's
rules, being written on both sides of paper, afterwards sent to us and printed. by us upon the veracity of the writer only; we not knowing whether the letter is genuine or not; however, supposing it to be so. In that letter Mr. Rigdon states
that he was not' connected with Mr. Patterson's
printing office; the Gen. Patterson referred to by
brother Small, if he be the same referred to by
Mr. Rigdon, says that Mr. Rigdon was not connected with the office at the time that Mrs. Spaulding brought the so called romance to him for
publication, and not for several years after; leaving it only a matter of inference that Mr. Rigdon
was at any time of his life connected with an
office of which Mr. Patterson was owner, or pro.
prietor. This inference is only accidental, and is
completely denied by the emphatic declaration of
Mr. Rigdon himself. Besides this, the only point
upon which a discrepancy in the evidence of
these two men would be fatal, is the one in ·which
the Spaulding romance is involved, and on this
point there is an agreement, for from both statements it is certain that at the time of the. presentation' of the said romance for publieation Sidney
Rigdon was not there, had nothing to do with
either office or manuscript, and Mr. Patterson
states that Mrs. Spaulding received the manuscripts from himself, and took them away. This
destroys the Spaulding romance tale so far as it
states that Mr. Rigdon obtained it through Patterson, or Patterson and Lambdin's office.
This being the only vital point in the case, we
think it unnecessary to attempt any further comparison.
The statement made in the Doctrine and Covenants, sec. 54 (lxiv we presume is meant) par. 6,
it has been assumed by the enemies of the Church,
was construed by the elders as justifying the taking of property, not theirs by honest means, and
appropriating to the private or public uses of the
Church. This is a false assumption, not warranted by the language of the paragraph in ques.
tion nor by any public teaching or practice. The
text is:
"Behold, it is said in my law, or forbi?~cn, to
get in debt to thine enemies/ but behold, It Is not
said at any time, that the Lord should. not take
when he please, and pay as seemeth huu good;
wherefore as ye arc agents, and ye are on the
Lord's err'and; and whatever ye do according to
the will of the Lord, is the Lord's business, and he
hath set you to provide for his Saints in these last
days that they may obtain an inheritance in the
land'of Zion and behold I, the Lord, declare unto you, and iny words are sure and shall not fail,
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that they shall obtain it,- but all things must co~e
to pass in their time; wh~refore be not ":eary m
well doing for ye are laymg the foundatiOn of a
great work'. And out of small things proceedeth
that which is great."-D. & C. 64 : 6.
The force of this paragraph lies in the words
italicised. Firstly: They were not to get into
debt to their enemies; this would be to give
themselves into the power of those who might
harrass them. Secondly: Whatever they did as
the Lord's agents was to be done according to
his will, as it had been, or would be expressed to
them. This rightly construed can mean nothing
more n<Tt less than this, that in the prosecution
of thcmtHhings comman
by him they must observe the laws expressi of his will which they
l;.lad received; and tha
ver improbable the
fulfiliment of the prom
to them they must
pursue no .imp:~~oi>er colirse to ·~ure it, for he
(God) was not bound by human
and when
he chose, he could take whatwasareetl:ed anu pay
when noo~ssary; and until he saw fit to take, they
as his agents must refrain. He assures them,
however, that if they weary not in "well doing"
they shall obtain an inheritance. Thirdly: It is
by no means consistent to found an objection up.
on a sentence, in which but a possibly remote inference of evil meaning may be couched, when
the book from. which the sentence is taken con.
tains in great numbers rules and positive injunctions forbidding the very thing which is supposed
to be inferred; more especially, when the very
paragraph from which the sentence is culled enjoins upon those who are called to be agents that
they shall do what they do in accordance with the
will of the Lord. Unless, therefore, it is conceciled to be the "will of the Lord" that men shall
steal and rob, or obtain lands, goods and inheritances, by fraud, it is inconsistent and absurd to
construe this paragraph, as justifying or sanction.
ing anything of this kind.
Our understanding of this paragraph in brief
is this: The Lord had commanded certain
men to do certain things; the performance of those
commands required them to travel, labor and do
business in a country where the enemies to their
faith abounded; in order that they might be kept
clear of any meshes of evil doing, which would
give their enemies a cause for molesting them,
the Lord tells them that they are his. agents, and
doing his business; that he will look after the
measures by which the object aimed at shall be
accomplished, and that in the prosecution of
their work they must keep constantly in mind
what he had declared to be his will; if they did
this they should be instrumental in laying the
foundation of a great work. Some of the commands referred to as his will are found in section 42, beginning at paragraph 5, and continuing
to paragraph 23. Taking these, together with the
one we are considering, it is clear that no license
to do wrong is found in the text.
We trust that this will be satisfactory, and that
blessings may crown the enquirer. "\Ve welcome
Bro. Shinn to our columns.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Question.-1Vould it be legal to refuse to sustain any of the authorities of the Church at Conference when no charge has been preferred
against them? Would it not be proper to prefer
charges and prove them guilty of misdemeanor
before objecting to their standing?
Answer.-It would be legal, but under most
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circumstances unwise to refuse to sustain an officer, and he not accused of anything unfitting him
for his office. There might be cases, however,
in which the first step towards inquiry and re.
dress, might properly be taken by a refusal to
sustain. There might likewise, be cases in which
it would be proper to refuse to sustain when no
charges for misdemeanor or criminality would
lie; incompetency, and nonfeasance, are of this
sort. To second question, Yes.
...

- ..

NEWS SUMMARY.
[Prepared expressly for the Herald.]

The war-cloud in the East waxes stronger, an(!
it is full of significance for the future as well as
fruitful of present results, in death and destruction. The changes have been rapid and important lately, notwithstanding the overflow of the
Danube in Europe, and the revolt of the Circassians in the Russian rear have interfered considerably. May 15th, the Russians on the Danube,
by their cannonading fired and burned a Turkish
town. On the 21st they crossed that river, and
burned another town. On the 26th their torpedos
destroyed another Turkish Monitor. On the 30th
the Turks shelled a Roumanian town and destroyed
ten small vessels. The Russi11ns are in heavy force
all along the Danube, and it is reported that a crossing in force at three places will be ordered as soon
as the overflow abates sufficiently. On the Asiatic
side there has also been stirring times. On the lOth
the Russians carried the outer works of Ardahan
and captured a small town; the 11th stormed
other heights, and were also repulsed at Batonm,
on the Black Sea, after a desperate struggle; the
14th the Turks bombarded and burned a Russian
town on the Black Sea, and drove back the Russians ; on the 17th the Russians attempted to recover the town and were repulsed, also bombarded
Kars unsuccessfully ; the 18th they had their first
great victory in the capture of Ardahan with
eighty-two gnus and a great stock of army stores
and amnnition. On the 20th the Sheik ul Islam
proclaimed a holy war, which virtually calls to
arms all Mnssulmen to Turkey's aid; the 25th the
Turks :nade a desperate attempt to retake Ardahan, but failed, and the Russian left and center
were also advanced; the 28th the Russians fully
invested Batoum, while Kars is also surrounded
and Erzeroum advanced on, all three of them im·
portant positions in Turkish Armenia. The general appearance is that the Turkish troops are
outnumbered, buth in Europe and in Asia. The
Russian army on the Danube, it is said, will be increased to 400,000 men.
In France the political dissension has caused
much commotion. As noted in our last, President
McMahon removed the Ministry of the majority
and appointed one of the minority, or of the Bonapartist monarchial part.y, and also prorogued the
Assembly. Since then the new Ministry have been
removing Republican officials throughout France
and appointing Bonaparfists; also they have pros.
ecuted Republican newspapers.
Germany, in view of the French condition of affairs, has sent reinforcements to the garrisons on
the frontiers between her and France.
Italy is in league with Germany preparing to
oppose the possibility of France making an eft'ort
to restore the temporal power of the Pope.
In the Turkish government there has been, and
is yet, quite a crisis and overturning. and the abdication of the present Sultan is regarded as poasible.
Ronmania declared her independence May 22d,
and her army was incorporated with the Russian
forces. Servia has not yet declared hers, but has
her army ready.
Greece is taking offensive measures against Turkey, and is ready for war when the Russians
cross the Danube.
The Queen of Holland died June 3d, nged 59
years.
An alarm of fire in a Catholic church in New
York City caused a temporary panic, but the fire
was extinguished and the tumult quelled withou~
loss of life.
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John Lathrop Motley, the historian, died in
England, June 2d.
Ex-President Grant has been received with high
honors in England by the Queen, the Prince of
Wales and the nobility.
Some train wreckers changed the track of the
railroad at a place fifty miles west of St. Louis,
Missouri, on the night of June 2d, in order to run
the passenger train down the embankment, and
thus make a general destruction for the purpose
of robbery and plunder; but as the train was running slowly and the obstruction was seen, only the
engine and baggage oar left the track. l'hree men
were killed in this way, and the robbers fired at
others, but not fatally, and fled. The attempt was
indeed a diabolical one.
The vi!la.ge of Onota, Schoolcraft county, Mich.,
was destroyed by fire, May 31st, making three
hundred people homeless. Heavy fires were reported, June 1st, in the woods of north-eastern
Michigan.
The Rail Road Gazette gives statistics showing
that 982 railroad accidents occurred in the United
States during 1876, causing 328 deaths and the injury of 1097 other persons, the number of deaths
being an increase over those of other years. Of
the instances where trains ran off the track, one
quarter were caused by misplaced switches.
There were 98 failures of bridges and trestle
work.
The use of the Suez canal has so shortened the
route to India that the London Economist estimates
that the sailing craft thus thrown out of employment is equal to 2000 vessels of 1000 tons each annually.
Railway wheels of paper have been· made at
Sheffield, En gland. They are covered with plates
of iron and have steel tires. Two thousand tons
pressure is put upon the paper in making the
wheels. The result is said to be more satisfactory
than those of all steel or iron.
A suspension bridge over the Avon, at Bath, Engiand, fell during a celebration there, June 6th,
and it is reported that twelve persons were killed,
and twenty-one were injured, some fatally.
The town of Mount Carmel, in southern Illinois,
was struck by a tornado on the afternoon of June
4th, and in two minutes a great share of the place
was wrecked. Fourteen bodies of the dead, which
is thought to be all, have been taken' out, and
about fifty were wounded. Three-story business
houses were totally demolished, as well as one
church, and many other stores and residences;
while two other churches, the public- school building, court house, and a score of others were damaged more or less. Men, women and children were
blown about like feathers, and the bell of the
court house, weighing 500 lbs., was ca.rried sixty
feet or more, and some ruins were carried a mile.
Succeeding the roaring, whirling cone of wind and
the crashing of buildings, came a breaking out of
fire among the ruins, notwithstanding the torrent
of rain that followed the whirlwind, and all this
with the cries of the wounded and the lamentation
over the dead made a dreadful scene.
Great fires are reported in the woods of Lower
Canada, by which also houses and barnw:are being
destroyed, and many large and small fires, in
towns and cilies, all over the country, are being
reported.
Great destruction of life and property was caused
on the 10th of May by a great tidal wave along the
coast of Peru and Centra.! America, very much like
the one of August 13th, 1868~ There was a frightful upheaval and ingress of the sea. The wreck
of the United States steamer, Wateree, ef Arica,
as left two miles inland on the former occasion,
was this time carried a mile further up country.
A half dozen fine vessels of the guano trade were
sent ashore and wrecked. Cities and towns were
destroyed and six hundred or more peoplll killed.
The sea rose sixty feet higher than the regular
waves.
The steamer City of San Francisco, on May 16th,
struck the rocks thirteen miles from shore, when
fiv-e days sail north of Panama. She was turned
shoreward, though gradually sinking, and the
boats and life preservers being used, all were
landed safely on the Mexican shore, 137 passengers and the crew, but not a pound of baggage was
!laved·, and the ship's money, and that of the pas-
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sengers in the purser's hands was lost. The
steamer ran nine miles and then sunk in thirty feet
of water, in the meantime all getting to shore.
Gen. Miles recently had quite a brush, on the
Uosebud with the Indians, under the chief Lame
Deer, who was killed and his band defeated. These,
with Sitting Bull and his men, are said to be the
only organized hostile bands now out. In Arizona
the Indians are committing some murders and robberies. A proposition has been made by a Capt.
McDonald that the Indians, instead of being settled on reserv.ations, be all trained as soldiers, and
regularly incorporated in the army.
The Governor of Illinois has veto£d the bill
which passed the Legislature whereby silver was
to be made a legal tender for all debts, public or
private, in the State. President Hayes thinks
that Governor Cullom should have let this method
be tried inasmuch as the people of the State favored it, and thus discover its merits or demerits.
A terrible fire occurred in Montreal, May 30th,
by which seventy-five families were made homeless and $150,000 worth of property was destroyed.
In Oscoda, Michigan, some saw and flour mills
and lumber were burned October 30th, making a
loss of $150,000.
Prospects for crops in California have very
much improved in some regions during the last
half of May and early in June.
A heavy wind-storm prevailed at Sioux City,
Iowa, May 30th, by which considerabl"e damage
was done to buildings and crops.
Since January 1st, ten persons have been adjudged insane by the County Judge of LaSalle Co.,
Illinois, all of them women.
Many destructions of life and property by lig~t
ning hiffe already occurred in various places in
the United States this spring.
The American Israelites held a session in New
York, May 29th, and feur Hebrew secret societies
were mentioned which have an aggregate member·
ship of 50,000. A prayer for intervention was
sent to the United States government in behalf of
the Israelites in Turkey, asking its intervention to
prevent the outrages, hardships and persecutions,
to which they are subject, or lif!,ble. It is said
that seven hundred Jews are destitute, houseless,
and almost starving, in Widdin, caused by the go,
ing down of tradE', because of the closing of the
Danube to navigation.
A water-spout ne-ar Burlington, Iowa, .June 4th,
flooded Hawkeye Creek and did thousands of dollars damage to machine-shops and foundries in
that city.
.
TheN ew York Herald has been, this spring, par-.
ticularly aggressive upon Brigham Young's Church
and the doings in Utah, and recently an attempt
was made to assassinate its correspondent J. B.
Stilson, in that city, it is supposed by some part.y
or authority of that people.
There is now taking place at Dixon, Illinois,
the trial of Rev. S. H. McGee for the poisoning of
his wife last February.
The steamer City of Brussels, mentionpd in our
last, which left New York, April 21st, but broke
her shaft at sea, arrived safely by s&il, at Liverpool, May 29th-a trip of four limes its usual
length.
Reports of the famine in India do not differ materially from those of the past months. The government works are the only salvation of the people from destruction by it.
Since Pres. McMahon, of France, took charge,
March 25th, 1873, he has had eight different Cabinets, the one recently appointed being mainly
monarchial, and what is known as ultramontane.
-------~~~~------

HAMBURG, Iowa, May 30th, 1877.

Brother Joseph Smith:-The Fremont District
Conference, held at Shenandoah, closed on last
Sunday evening. A good spirit prevailed, three
were baptized after the close of the session.
Brother l't'Iark is now preaching there with an
excellent interest manifested. The prospect for
preaching is good, considering the busy times;
may God speed the good work for it is his. May
his favor be with his people forever. Yours in
Christ,
R. J. ANTHONY.

BOONSBORO, Iowa,
May 25th, 1877.
Dear Herald:-It is with joy that I write to tell
of the glad news about the work of God in this
part of the vineyard. Brother John H. Lake has
been with us two weeks, and truly he is a workman thatneedeth not to be ashamed. He preached
nearly every evenipg, and he had great liberty of
Spirit, and very attentive congregations. Being
convince« of the doctrine nine were baptized for
the remission of their sins, and others are believ..
ing. Those who have been members in the
Methodist Church for thirty years, and who have
believed their final home was beyond the bounds
of time and space, have, since they heard our Elders, confessed that their doctrines were as chaff
before the wind. The truth has reached the
hearts of many, and it has left an impression
that can not be easily removed, and I believe that
if brother Lake could have stayed two weeks
longer, that a good number more would have
obeyed. Four of the nine baptized are intelligent
young men. The hearts of the Saints rejoice
when such men as brethren Lake, Lambert, and
Clothier are with them, and they forget their sor.
rows and troubles. They are also trying to live
right. My heart rejoices when I reflect that the
meek shall inherit the earth, and when the Saints·
of God can sit under their own vines and fig-trees
and eat the fruit thereof, and none molest or
make them afraid. Tyranny and oppression shall
not then be known in the land.
None of us here are very good preachers, but
we are trying to show that we are the people of
God, by our actions, and actions speak louder
than words. Yours in the one faith,
SAMUEL McBIRNIE.
May 23d, 1877.

Dear Sir :-Having become a member of a
branch of the Brighamite Church which was
organized in my neighborhood last November,
and afterwards having by chance gained possession of and read a pamphlet containing an
outline of the doctrines of the -Reorganized
Church, I desire to give the subject some further
investigation before emigrating to the gathering
place of the Brighamites. I have never belonged
to any other religious creed, and want to be sure
I am right in this, before moving any further in
the matter. Any assistance or information which
you may give us, will be highly appreciated. I
discover that our Utah Elders are very bitter
against your people; too much so, I think, for
Chi'istians. I am determined to give the subject
a fair and impartial investigation, at least so far
as I am able, and if we are wrong, by the help of
God to get right, and to hold fast. Will you help
ns, by sending us books or any and all documents
which you may have, that will throw any light
on,.the subject, and send bill of cost, and we will
readily pay it. We have a goodly supply of
Brighamite books and documents, and we get
the Deseret News weekly. If you will send us
documents we will write to you again and more
fully after investigation. Very respectfully and
truly yours.
***
CLEVELAND, Ohio, 1\<Iay 30th, 1877.

Bro. Stebbins :-In the Herald of April 15th I
saw notice of the death of my beloved former
presiding elder, C. Bagnall Almost twenty years
have passed away since I heard of him, and many
times have I desired to hear from him before I
died. Well do I remember the :first time in
Brompton, England, that I heard him preach;
I could hold out no longer, for as soon as I heard
him speak I knew that he was a man Gf God,
and the next week he baptized me and nine
others. Many blessings did I receive under his
hands, and many times was I sick and he laid
his hands upon me and I received my health
again, but to God I give all the praise. Bro.
Bagnall was a man of great faith, and he was
truthful and good, and many times have I heard
him talk to the Saints as a father would to a
child. Thanks be to our Herald for bringing to
light God's children. When my eyes shall close
in death, and this body be laid in the tomb may
it be said to me: "Enter thou into the joy of thy
Lord." I am in this great city all alone, no
church of ours here; but I go to meeting on
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Sunday when I can. I have to work out for my
living and work very hard for a little. I hope
that brother will write more on "Support the
Gospel;" it was meat and drink to my soul. I
long to hear from my brothers and sisters, for
God has promised to take care of all his faithful
children: "I will gather them saith the Lord;
they shall be my people and I will be their God."
Nearly all that brother Bagnall promised me in
blessing has come to pass, and I look for the rest
to come. I hope that the blessing of God will
rest upon all his servants. Your sister in the
gospel,
THIRZA JACKSON.
FONTANELLE, Iowa,
Jll[ay 1st, 1877.
Dear Brethren:-Will you allow me to express
a few of those feelings that are in my heart..
When the hour came for me to attend to family
duties, I took the book that contained the 16th
chapter of 2nd Esdras, and in reading I was truly
refreshed by the presence of that power that
makes truth manifest and plain; that it seems
proper I shall write a few things that were made
manifest to my mind, as it has been many times
before.
I begin with the 14th verse', "Behold the
·plagues are sent and shall not return again, until
they come upon the earth." Here let me say to
all persons who have been observing what has
been going on in and among the European N a.
tions for these thirty or forty years, that they
must, I think, see that their plagues have been in
their midst and are now very visible. "The fire
is kindled, and shall not be put out till it con.
sumes the foundations of the earth, like as an ar.
row which is shot of a mighty archer returneth
not backward; even so the plagues that shall be
sent upon the earth shall not return again."
Here you will discover the prophet saw the
sorrow and grief that would pervade, or be found
in the hearts of all that would he tormented when
these calamities should come upon the (European
Nations) earth, he says: "Wo is me! wo is me!
who will deliver me (or us) in those days. The
beginning of sorrows, and great mournings; the
beginning of famine and great dearth; the be.
ginning of wars, and the powers shall stand in
fear, [has not this been so for years], the beginning of evils; what shall we do when these evils
shall come."
Now mark, "Behold famine and plagues, tribulation and anguish are sent as scourges, for
amendment; but for all these things they will
not turn from their wickedness; nor be mindful
of the scourges. But because victuals shall be
so good and cheap upon earth that they shall
think themselves to be in good ease, and even then
shall evils grow upon earth; sw6rd, famine, and
great confusion; for many of them that dwell upon earth shall perish of famine and others that
escape the hunger shall the sword destroy."
Thus the prophet continues to portray the cause
of all the miseries that are in Europe; yet all the
sects, and I fear the Church of. the last days, do
not heed the warning as they ought. Fashions
never ought to l>e cultivated among us.
13. ALDEN.
DowvrLI,E, Iowa, .!Yiay 10th, 1877.
Dear Herald:-Welcome messenger! How I
love to read its pages. It is like balm to the soul.
A great many times when I feel wearied, and almost discouraged through the temptations, trials,
and afflictions of this world, I will take up the
Herald and read the letters, some of which are
soul-cheering and comforting, while others make
me feel that my afflictions are very light com-.
pared to those of some of my brothers and sisters,
and that I ought to continually thank and praise
my Father for being so merciful and kind to my.
self, and to my family. I am not ashamed of my
Savior; I love him, for he is loving, kind, pa.
tient, and ever ready to forgive; and he has
promised us such great blessings if we will only
do his Father's will, which he knows must be
done before we can receive those blessings; and
if we must obey before we can receive them God
must fulfill his promise after we obey, because
he CB,nnot lie. I am not ashamed to be called a
Latter Day Saint. I love the name, for it is connected with a grand and glorious work that must
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be accomplished in these the last days, a glorious
work that none but those who have obeyed the
gospel of our Savior, and have received the
promised blessings, can appreciate. I care not
how much I am sneered at, for the gospel's sake,
for what is the good will and friendship of a
mocking, vain, selfish, and pleasure-seeking
world, compared to the good will and friendship
of a being who is full of righteousness, truth, and
love, who is no respecter of persons, is always
ready and willing to forgive, and who, if we will
only live faithful and obedient, will shower down
blessings upon us that the whole world combined
could not do if they would. Jll[y greatest desire
is to be true and faithful, and to keep all the
commandments of God, and to set an example
that is worthy of imitation; and although I
stumble very often, and am very far from setting
a perfect example, yet I know that God will forgive, if I continue to try to do his will; for he
has proven it in the past by the power of his holy
Spirit.
Now, dear sisters, for to you more especially
do I want to speak, what can we do to help this
latter day work progress? The call has come
from heaven, and the earth must respond, for God
has said that he has a great work to do in the
last days, and that the time has come, in which
it must be done, hut perhaps some one asks,
What can we do more than we are now doing?
We cannot go out into the world and preach;
we cannot baptize, for we have no authority;
neither can we lay on hands for the healing of
the sick. Very true, but the next thing to doing
these things is to help and to encourage those
who have the authority, and in every way that
lays in our power. Dear sisters, we mJ.I§t saCI:ifice a great deal before we can be ~"'15'rthy to
receive a crown; and dearly as we love our hus.
bands, sons, and brothers, we must help them,
and encourage them, to g~out into the world and
preach the gospel, so that the honest in heart
may have a chance to hear and obey. Let us
continually call upon our Father in heaven, in
their behalf, that they may be filled and guided
by his holy Spirit, that, when they go out to
wmk and to do their Jll[aster's will, they may
have the strength and power to fight the battle,
and to conquer the adversary, and we know that
he will protect them. 0, ye Elders in Israel,
every one that has been called to preach the gos.
pel of Christ, do not delay; for, as surely as God
has called and ordained you for that purpose,
just so surely will he open the way. Work, for
the tim~ is short; work, for the day is near at
hand when Christ will come to claim his own,
and then, then ye will be ready. Your sister in
the everlasting covenant.,
SELINA CIIATllURN.
NEWPORT, Los Angeles Co., Cal.,
Jll[ay 8th, 1877.
Brother Stebbins:- Brother R. R. Dana and I
left home 1\Iarch 14th for a trip northward, to distribute tracts, and to teach the doctrines of Christ,
as much as was possible for us to do. The first
night from home we were entertained at brother
Frank Clapp's, Los Nietos. Three days traveling
from there brought us to brother Samuel vValk.
er's, on the Ojai (pronounced Ohi), where we
stayed over Sunday. We called the neighbors
together and held a meeting in his house. He is
a long distance from any branch of the Church,
but is strong in the faith in which his father died.
Leaving on Monday, we traveled until on Thurs.
day evening and arrived at La Graciosa. Here
is a branch of the Church presided over by brother James R. Jeffries, who, for upwards of thirty
years was a minister of the Baptist Church, and.
was often chosen as moderator in their associa.
tions. He is an able expounder of the scriptures,
and a worthy member of the Church of Christ. We
were made welcome by brother N. W. Best, the
branch Priest, and all the brethren seemed anxious to make our stay as pleasant and profitable
as possible. We had the pleasure of assisting
brother Jeffries in holding meetings in La Graciosa and at Guadalupe. We also visited among
the people, distributing tracts, and talking as God
gave us ability. On Sunday, April 8th, brother
Jeffries baptized a 1Hr. Graves and his wife, and
the Sunday following brother D&na baptized

eight others. On Tuesday following we left La
Graciosa, homeward bound, leaving in Guadalupe and La Graciosa several persons interested
in the latter day work, and investigating it; may
God help them to find the truth and obey it. We
could have employed a few more days pleasantly,
and perhaps profitably, but duties at home called
us. We arrived April 21st, after having had a
very pleamnt trip of five weeks. May the blessings of heaven abide with the Saints of Santa
Jll[aria. Your brother,
J. F. B
CHESTER, Penn.
Dea1' Hemld :-"Owe no man anything," Romans 13: 8. I was glad to see you in a new
quarto size, and in a new dress; but I am sorry
to say thou hast a great many delinquent subscribers; which makes thy guardian sorry. A
few kind words given in the editorial, under the
title of "Annual Greeting," made me write this
article.
The payments of debts, like a motion to ad.
journ, is "always in order," but it is at this season
of the year particularly that the settlement of
accounts is generally looked for, and every one
owing a debt, no matter how small it may be,
should make a strenuous effort to pay it, either
in whole or in part. The accounts of most
tradesmen, artizans etc., are made up of small
items which, to the debtors may be insignificant
sums, but to the creditor they are all important,
and form an aggregate whose very mention would
doubtless startle the debtors into a just perception
of their duty. Reader if you owe a debt, no matter how small it may he, go at once and pay it,
if you can possibly do so. "Stand not on the or.
der of going," but, go at once. Your pocket
book may be a little lighter; but so will your
heart, and your conscience be; and you will be
in a better mood to begin the new year. The
Herald is the organ of the Church, and it ought
to be supported.
WILLIAJ\f STREET.
ALLEGHENY, Penn.,
May 19th, 1877.
Brother Joseph:-I write to inform you how
the work of the Lord is prospering in this loeali.
ty. Since our last conference I have been labor.
ing in the borough of Jll[ansfield, seven miles from
Pittsburg. On the 28th of 1\iarch I had the pleas.
ure of baJ?tizing four precious souls into the king.
dom of God. This makes nine colored persons I
have baptized in this branch of the Church, and
judging from appearance, there is a prospect of
more. Two years and four months since I organ.
ized a branch of the Church in this place, and
presided over the same until I changed my place
of residence, on account of business. I left it in
charge of brother David Jones, priest of the
branch. In a short time he moved away to work
in another locality; hence the branch was left
without an officer. In this condition it remained
until I went and made arrangement to attend up.
on it; and I have pleasure in informing you that
the members are in a good spiritual condition
and have the work at heart, and desire to see it
prosper. They are poor as regards this world's
goods, but rieh in the things of God. I hope to
report again soon. Yours in the kingdom,
JOSEPH pARSONS.
PROCTOIWILLE, Missouri,
Jll[ay 13th, 1877.
Brother Hen1'y:-We are still enjoying our.
selves in the great work assigned to the children
of the Lord, and tho, most of the Saints are trying
to serve the Lord as the law directs; and in so
doing we see the great need of organizing a Sunday School for the benefit of our children that
they may be taught the principles of the doctrine
of Christ, that when they arrive at the years of
accountability they may be constrained to go
forth and obey the gospel, and grow up in righteousness instead of wickedness upon this the
chosen land of the Lord. For this can never be
a land of Zion to us unless we observe the laws
that God has given to govern the Saints in Zion.
Therefore may God help those who arc living up.
on this land that we may never pollute our illheritance, but perfect ourselves by keeping his
laws so that we may all stand and endme his
pre~ep~() when )le sball CO!lle.
'
.. ,, , , , ,
~hfSLEY CURTIS,
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OAKDALE, Neb., May 21st, 1877.
Brother Hem·y :-The Saints here are so scattered that they do not meet very often, and they
are in a lukewarm condition. There is not much
being done to arouse them, or the rest of people,
to a sense of their duty. The Saints are anxious
to have some good Elder, come and labor in this
district, and think some good could be done, for
the people are interested, and come out to hear
when there are good speakers, but poor ones do
not attract much attention. Some are doing what
they can, under the circumstances, to forward
the cause. There has been a great deal of rain
this spring, causing high water, and doing considerable damage by taking away bridges.
Ever praying for the right to prevail, I am your
brother in the gospel,
C. I-I. DERRY.
LACRoss, Hancock Co., Ill.,
May 17th, 1877.
B1·otlwr J osepl!:-We are all well, for which we
feel thankful; have had some sickness in our
family, but think out of all danger now. The
branch is in tolerably good condition. We have
preaching every two weeks. I have an appointment at Elvaston on the 27th of this month. I
am still striving to do a little for the Master's
cause when opportunity offers. I was elected
one of the Justices of the Peace for our township,
this spring, by a fair majority. I don't feel to
boast of it, but write to show how that the dark
cloud of prejudice is breaking away; and you
know it must be when they would elect a Mormon preacher for a Justice in Pilot Grove, Hancock county, Illinois, when they knew he was a
full blooded Mormon at that. Thank the Lord I
am, and when the roll shall be called on Mount
Zion, I hope to be there with the blood-washed
and redeemed of earth, sanctified and redeemed
by the gospel of Christ. Pray for me that I may
hold fast until the work shall be done, when the
crown of life eternal shall be given to all that
have done the Master's will.
. Ever hoping and praying for the welfare of
God's people in their scattered condition, I subscribe myself your fellow laborer in the gospel,
SOLO)ION SALISBURY.
HYDE PARK, Penn.,
May 15th, 1877.
Dear Brethren:-Brother John T. Phillips arrived here from the .April Conference, and we all
are so pleased with him as if we had brother Davies. He is an excellent worker in the great
cause. Two old time Saints were baptized the
first week he was here; and he has five or six of
the world ready for baptism; they have given
him their word. He left Sunday, 11th, for Plymouth, twenty-two miles from Hyde Park, where
there is four members of our branch, and where
we keep monthly meetings, but he will return to
the conference the last of this month. Praying
that the Lord will bless his efforts in this field.
with success. Yours in the gospel,
JOHN E. TnoMAs.
WEIR, Kansas, May 20th, 1877.
Dear Editors:- I read the article on the Word
of Wisdom, in Herald of May 15, 187.7; and in
my mind I ran over the past, and what was
taught me by brethren Davies and Hart at Mound
Valley before I had the privilege of reading
much, and before I had had any experience.
Then I thought of what I had been taught by
many brethren, and of what I have read in all of
the Church publications, and some more experience as well. I retired at a late hour, after family worship, which we never neglect, neither can
we avoid it, and I dreamed that we had moved,
but that we were still in the same business. Early
on Sunday morning we set out for some place
appointed, for the purpose of organizing a Sunday School. It seemed that we were rather late,
and that we could hardly get into the house, but
I then discovered that the organization had heen
effected. Then some brother, an Elder, approached me with a cigar in his mouth, smoking. He
also carried a hat and seemed to be collecting for
the benefit of the school. I drew a handkerchief
from my vest pocket, which let fall a quantity of
silver and nickle pieces, also my silver watch. I
remarked, "I guess that I have all the change
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from the store;" and, while picking it up I asked
my father, who has been dead some years, how
much I should throw in; he said fifteen cents.
Then I gave to my oldest brother, who was helping pick up the pieces, who also has been dead
for years, one fifteen cent piece and one thirteen
cent piece. Then he spoke out, in spite of my
motions for ,him to hold his peace, for I did
not want it known, "Here is twenty-eight cents."
I then looked around and saw the brother before
mentioned standing sucking his stub of a cigar
befor11 all the house, and I was moved upon to
make a vow, and made f\ solemn vow that I would
never sustain any brother in authority who used
strong drink or tobacco, and after making this
vow I awoke in an excellent feeling, and with a
full determination to live according to the same,
both in precept and in example. In this is a
manifestation of the spirit of the gospel.
.A FRIEND OF 'l'HE KINGDOM.

SAN BERNARDINO, California,
May 23d, 1877.
B1·o, Joseph:-We are all well as usual, and
the Saints are generally well I believe. .A good
feeling seems to be manifest here toward us as a
people.
I have just returned from Gospel Swamp.
The Saints there seem to be trying to live their
profession. Their meetings are well attended
and many seem to be interested. Hoping to
hear from you soon, I remain your friend and
brother as ever,
JoHN GARNER, SEN.
Cr.AM LAKE, Mich.,
May 10th, 1877.
Brother Henry:-Since I wrote you I have been
presenting the gospel to the people, and with
much liberty and with blessing to myself, at a
place ten miles from here, called Cherry Grove.
Good interest manifested, and more interest last
Sunday than before, although the attendance and
attention have always been good, so much so that
some are beginning to cry, "Great is Diana,"
etc., because the best of the flock are seriously
investigating. They are called the best and
strongest class of Free Methodists in northern
Michigan; yet one of them told me that a Mormon had, in five discourses, got them into a fiutter and commotion as no one else had ever done,
and he also told them that if their boat couldn't
swim in Bible water that it might go down for
all of him, and he is the pillar of their church.
I spoke last Sunday upon the evidences of the divinity of the Book of Mormon, using Psalms 19:
7, as a text, and it was well received by th,e thinking portion of the people.
I may be in Grand Rapids upon business June
1st. I might possibly attend the Coldwater Conference. It takes faith to accept the cross and
promises of reward, but I believe, and in believing I am ready to work as God makes my way
and the light clear. The Free Methodists hold a
quarterly meeting next Sunday where I have
been preaching; I am invited to be there, and
will if I can. They will have their best men
there, but I may have a chance to speak, for I
have good friends of their own number, those
who are honest and want the truth. I feel my
weakness, but know that I can trust God and this
work. Remember me, for I am encompassed
with foes; alone-and yet, "blessed be God, I am
not alone." The work is truly the Lord's. I have
abundant evidence of the calling of Joseph Smith,
and can speak with confidence, and the honest
in heart see it too. The Lord is with me by his
Spirit and his providences in many ways. Yours
MYRON H. BOND.
as ever,
FAJ,K's STORE, .Ada Co., Idaho,
May 20th, 1877.
B1·other Joseph:- I want to inform you of the
ha!'vest. In the fall of 1869, brother vV. W. Blair
gave me a mission to this country, where my
brother and a few more Danish people live; the
most of the scattered sheep from the church in
Utah. I left Carson Valley, Nevada, in the spring
of 1870, and with my little team traveled out here,
about five hundred and fifty miles. I have, since
that time, where I have had an opportunity, told
the people of the plan of salvation which God revealed to his servant, the prophet, in the last days.

I have preached in the Danish language, alld
sometimes in the English; but I am not very able
in the English language. I have given tracts and
books to the people, by which they can examine
the Holy Scriptures and judge for themselves;
some bear testimony that.our faith and doctrine
are Bible teachings. I have baptized nine, all
Danish, and blessed eight children. We have no
branch organized, but we belong to the Mottsville
Branch in Nevada, and by request of brother D.
H. Jones, president of the branch, I report to him
twice a year. If an elder, able to speak the English language, could come and stay here, he
would do great good. There are many seeking
for truth, but it needs to be explained to them in
tho language they understand. We live a long
ways from other Saints; the nearest is in Malad
Valley, over three hundred miles from here. I
often wish I could go to Conference, but I am
near sixty-two, and I do not feel able to travel
much; but will do all I can for the cause of
Christ, and the salvation of my fellow men.
The Herald is a good friend, and is a great
blessing to the Saints, mostly those who live away
from others, like we do. It comes and visits us
twice a month, and I wish it could come oftener.
Every number brings us glad tidings, and teaches us the way of righteousness and gives us new
life. We meet together once a month in testimony and sacrament meeting, and the Lord is with
us; he comforts our hearts and we rejoice in the
gospel of peace. My love to you and all. Your
brother in the covenant,
JOHN F. C.LENGBACK.

BARNSVILLE, Belmont Co., Ohio,
May 12th, 1877.
Brother Stebbins:-I thought I would like to
tell you how I come to be in the fold of the Good
Shepherd. More than a year ago I heard through
brother Hugh Winland about the faith delivered
to the Saints, and since then I went down to the
1\'Ionroe Branch, where I heard and believed the
glad tidings and was baptized .April 19th, by
brother Stephen W. Hogue, and at confirmation
I received testimony that I was accepted, for
which I thank our heavenly Father. J\fay he
lead us by his Spirit through the darkness and
,sorrows of this life unto the true light. When I
gave up all for his sake the Lord answered me
first with a voice, saying, "Now is the time." I
then arose and was baptized. Your sister in
Christ,
MARY C. SUMMERS.
SouTH CoTTONWOOD, Utah,
May 24th, 1877.
Brn. Joseph ancl Henry :-Bro. J. W. Briggs
stayed with us one night about a week ago, and
he and a brother and two sisters from Salt Lake
City called on us last Sabbath. My family and
myself are working to get means to return to
Wisconsin, for I find that my Zion is not here.
I would not exchange my home and the loveliness
of nature there, had I them back, for all of this
filthy land, where vice is of the grossest kind.
May our Heavenly Father bring me and my sons
and daughters safe from this place to our former
happy home, and we will praise him forever.
Your sister,
ELIZABETH MATTHES.
PAICINES, California,
l\1ay 8th, 1877.
E(litors Ilerald:-.Although we feel the need of
rain very much, and the times are veryhard in
this part of the state, on account of the drouth,
yet we are trying to live our profession, and are
proclaiming the faith of the Lord Jesus Christ,
telling the people to "seek first the kingdom of
heaven and its righteousness," and then they can
with confidence ask for all other blessings. I
have been holding meetings six miles west of
here, and some are interested. Brother J. R
Cook filled one of my appointments there. I have
also held meetings ncar San Juan, at two places
the same day, 11 a. m. and 3 p. m., with fair attendance and good liberty. Some have said that
they believe what they have heard thus far, and
I know that three or four arc almost ready to
obey, but I told them last Sunday that I wanted
them to be thoroughly convinced in their own
minds that this is the work of the Lord, aud not
of man; and that then it would not be excitement
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but the Spirit of the Lord and true repentance
that would induce them to enter into the covenant. The people of the town of San Juan want
me to come there and preach, and a Jew storekeeper offers to furnish a large house gratis, so I
left an appointment to preach at that place. It
was different from this when brother Alexander
Smith and D. S. Mills were there two years ago;
we then had to rent a hall for them to preach in.
That was my home for eighteen years, and I think
that they have a curiosity to see me, but whatever
their object may be I ask your prayers in my behalf, that the work may prosper. Your brother,
J. H. LAWN.

Des Moiues District.
The above conference convened at Des Moines,
Iowa, March 24th, 1877; Wm. C. Nirk, presiding,
and John Sayer Clerk, assisted by George Newton.
Branch Reports.-Newton 49 members, with 7
Elders, 2 Priests, 1 Teacher, 2 Deacons; 3 received
by letter, 8 removed. Independence 45, with 8
Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher; 2 received by letter.
Des Moines 33, with 3 Elders, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon;
2 received by letter, 5 removed. Des Moines Valley 32, with 1 Priest, 1 Teacher; 2 baptized.
Pleasant Grove, no report.
Elders' Reports.-N, Stamm reports having devoted the whole of his time since last conference
to preaching the gospel; baptized two. Wm. C.
Nirk has visited all the branches in the district.
John X. Davis, George Walker, Moses Houghton,
Robert Young, John Sayer, Wm. N. Ray, I. N.
White, Thomas E. Lloyd, and Teachers Merrill and
Shelhart reported.
John X. Davis, Bishop's Agent., reported: "On
hand last quarter $9.10, received $4.15, total
$13.25; paid out $6 50; balance on hand $6. 75."
At 7 p.m., preaching by John X. Davis and Wm.
N. Ray.
After the service business was resumed.
Resolved that the Rules of Order of the Church
be adopted by this district.
A bill of $2.60 was presented by the clerk, and
a collection of $2.09 was taken up.
Resolved that all the official members of the district labor under the direction of the president.
Sunday.-At 11 a.m., preaching by N. Stamm.
Afternoon, sacrament and testimony meeting, in
charge of Geo. Walker and I. N. White, during
which Talley Clark was ordained an Elder by
them. Evening, preaching by I. N. White and
Wm. C. Nirk. Business was resumed, and Wm.
C. Nirk resigned as president of the district, which
was accepted and a vote of thanks was tendered
him for the efficient manner in which he has labored during his presidency.
A vote being taken for a new president, Wm. C.
Nirk was re-elected, and John Sayer was sustained
as clerk, and J. X. Davis as Bishop's Agent.
Adjourned to meet at 3 p.m., Saturday June 23d,
1877.

CentJ•al!N ebraska Dlstl•ict.
The above conference was held in the Saints'
Meeting House, Columbus, March 31st and April
1st, 1877; G. W. Galley, president; Geo. N. Derry,
secretary.
Branch Reports.-Columbus and Cedar Creek
reports read and accepted. Deer Creek same as
last reported.
Elders' Reports.-Geo. W. Galley, H. J. Hudson
and Br. Brindley reported in person. C. N. Hutchins, C. Loomis and Heman C. Smith, and Priest
Chas. H. Derry reported by letter.
Missions.-Resolved that we request Brn. C. N.
Hutchins, Chauncy Loomis, C. H. Derry and H.
0. Smith to continue in their present fields.
That we sustain Brn. C. Loomis and Spencer
Smith as presidents of their respective branches.
That we indefinitely postpone accepting the resignation of Br. Hudson, and continue to uphold
him as president of the Columbus branch.
The conference granted Br. Geo. Masters a.Ictter of removal.
Sunday, April lat.-At 10:30 a.m, preaching
by G. W. Galley. At 2:30, sacrament meeting.
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Joseph Smith and the authorities and quorums of
the Church were sustained in righteousness; also
G. W. Galley as president, and G. N. Derry as sec·
retary of the district.
Officers present: 1 High Priest, 2 Elders, 1
Priest, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon.
Adjourned to meet at Columbus, on the last Saturday and Sunday in June, 1877, at 7:30p.m.

Eastern \Vales Dist:B.'ict.
A conference was held at Aberamman, May 12th,
1877; Thomas Venables, presiding; E. Morgan,
clerk. Prayer by John Hall.
Plans for carrying on the work were considered;
also the payment of funds for the use of the president; but he wished the matter left to the Lord's
direction.
Resolved that the Elders choose places in their
respective regions to preach in, and so report to
the president that he may know where and when
to meet them.
Offiaials present: 1 Seventy and 10 Elders.
Pres. Joseph Smith, his Counsellors, and all the
authorities of the Church in America, wer11 sustained; also Gland Rodger in Australia, Thos. E.
Taylor in charge of the European Mission, and
Thos. Venables of the Eastern Welsh District, with
the Branch Presidents, Elders, Priests, Teachers
and Deacons thereof.
An opportunity being given at the afternoon session, the Elders and Saints improved the time in
.speaking, praying, testifying and singing, and the
gifts of the Holy Ghost were manifested. At 6
p.m., preaching by Thos. E. Williams, John Hall
and T. E. Jenkins.
Adjourned to meet at Pengam, June lOth, 1877,
at 11 a.m.
-

Soutil·Eastern Ohio uud "\Vest Vir·
~inia Districl.
The above conference was held at Syracuse, Ohio,
March 31st and April 1st, 1877; David Hopkins,
presiding, and David E. Matthews, clerk pro tem.
Branch Reports.-Syracuse report was read,
but not accepted, because of certain things which
appeared to be not correct, and John Harris, Thos.
Matthews and L. W. Torrence, were chosen to investigate the matter, and also to decide who should
transact the business of conference. Lebanon, 2
baptized, 2 expelled. Minersville, no changes.
Elders' Reports.-David Hopkins, David Matthews, Thos. Matthews, Rice Williams, Lewis W.
Torrence, Wm. T. David, John Harris, Edmund
Thomas and David Thomas reported in person.
Priests L. Walter and D. E. Matthews, and Teacher
·David Jones also reported.
David Hopkins was chosen as president, and
Thos. Matthews as clerk of distl·ict for three
months.
_
Resolved that each officer elected by the conference be limited to three month's service, and when
their term is out some one else shall be chosen.
That henceforth each officer of the district be
required to report to the conference, either personally or by letter.
At 7 p.m., the committee of investigation reported that the Syracuse branch report did not appear to be legal, and it was referred back to the
branch for correction. As to who should do the
conference business, it was decided, as understood
by them, that it was the law for said business to
be conducted by the Elders.
Sunday.-Preaching in the morning by John
Harris, and in the evening by Thos. Mathews,
with sacrament meeting in the afternoon.
Adjourned to meet the last Saturday and Sunday
in June.

Southm·n Nebt·aska District.
A conference was held at Nebraska City, April
1st and 2d, 1877. Sunday, April 1st, preaching
morning and evening by R. J. Anthony, assisted by
brethren Goode and Waldsmith. In the afternoon
a testimony meeting was held, and the evening
preaching was followed by a prayer meeting.
Monday, April 2d, prayer by James CaffaU. R.
C. Elvin presiding, and John Goode clerk pro. tern.
Branch Reports.-Nebraska City lll, with2 High
Priests, 10 Elders, 4 Priests, 2 Teachers, 2 Dea.
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cons; 1 expelled, 2 marriages. Palmyra 43, with 2
Elders, 2 Priests, 1 TeaQher, 1 Deacon; 3 baptized.
Rock B!uJfs 13, with 1 Deacon; 3 baptized, 2 received by letter. Platte River 25, with 2 Elders,
1 Priest, 1 Teacher·; 4 baptized, 1 Elder ordained.
Moroni 13, with 1 Elder, 2 Priests, 1 'reacher, 1
Deacon; 2 expelled. Blue River 9, with 1 Priest
1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 1 baptized.
Elders' reports in writing: R. C. Elvin, Heman
C. Smith, H. Fields, I. N. l~oberts, C. L. Muetze,
R. M. Elvin, and F. L. Tucker.
Nebraska City financial report: "January 13th,
cash on hand $9, 90, received $91.90, total $101.80; expended: the ministry $47.05, church rent
$35, wood, oil and printing $17.05; March 28th,
balance on hand 2. 70."
Reports by J. Caffall and J. Armstrong. Dea·
con J. L. Spurgin reported the Rock Bluffs Branch.
Priest Alex. Buchanan the Nebraska City Branch.
Elders Paul C. Peterson, Knud Johnson, James
Thomson, Samuel Longbottom, R. J. Anthony and
George Kemp reported.
J. W. Waldsmith was chosen as District Treasurer.
Resolved that the Treasurer be authorized to
disburse means that come into his hands for the
benefit of the district.
A motion to purchase a District Record was
adopted.
I. N. Roberts was appointed a mission tc South
Bend, Ashland, and vicinity.
The president was authorized to appoint fields
of labor for the Elders and Priests the coming
quarter.
Resolved that the several branch presidents are
requested to make a financial effort to sustain the
work of the gospel in this district.
That all office-bearing members of this district
are requested to report at next session of conference, or give their reasons for not laboring.
Adjourned to meet July 8th, 1877, at half-past
ten a.m., at Nebraska City.
R. C. Elvin was sustained as president, and was
authorized to organize Sabbath Schools in every
branch throught the district. The Church authorities were sustained. Preaching in the evening
by James Cafl:"all. Officials present: 1 Apostle, 1
High Priest, 1 Seventy, 10 Elders, 4 Priests, 3
Teachers, 2 Deacons.

No:rtlteru Nebraska Distl•ict
A conference was held March 17th, 1877, Jas.
Caffall, presiding pro tern.
Bro. Avondet wished to have the phrase in the
statement referring to him, contained in minutes
of last session, altered so as to read that he did not
wish to-instead of "refused to." His request was
granted.
The resolution authorizing presidents of branches to co· operate with the Bishop's Agent, referred
too in last minutes, was proved to have passed six
months ago.
F. Curtis said it was inconsistent for him to remit the 15th of each month. The president said it
was only money that was to be remitted, and that
we were greatly in need of such a system. The
following modification was then passed:
Resolved that the resolution authorizing the
presidents to co-operate with the Bishop's Agent,
be so modified as to read, that the -presidents report
to the Bishop's Agent the week preceding each
quarterly conference.
Br. Deuel was invited to take part in the conference.
Branch Reports.-Omaba, English, not being
made out on the printed blanks, was rejected.
Omaha, Scandinavian, no chan~e. Elkhc>rn, 2
baptized, 28 members. Platte Valley, not perfect.
Geo. Medlock reported for the committee on enrolling scattered members.
Elders' Reports.-Z. S. Martin had been preaching with good results, and baptized two; many
calls for preaching and people who once would not
hear us will do so now. W. Ballinger had not
been to Papillion, on account of sickness. Thos,
J. Smith had done all he could. J. Caffall, previous to last conference, had preached at Blair and
Wisner, and baptized two; he recommended that
some one be sent there. N. Rumel, F. Curtis, A.
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J onasen and R. Brown reported the spiritual condition or their branches.
In Platte Valley was a misunderstanding about
receiving Br. Boulson, choosing him to preside and
ordaining him an Elder, before he had gotten his
certificate of removal from the branch he previously belonged to. Z. S. Martin stated that he had
ordained Br. Boulson, according to the wish ef the
Platte Valley Branch, which had previously chosen him to preside, with the understanding that he
should be ordained. Br. Boulson had reminded the
branch that he had no certificate of removal. Br.
Boulson's statement of his oase harmonized with the
above, and he wished the conference to decide. J.
Caffall and T. J. Smith, according to agreement of
conference, gave their decision in the case, after
hearing the evidence, that said ordination and appointment of a presiding Elder in that branch was illegal, and without force and they recommended that
if the Saints of said branch desire Br. Boulson to act
as their presiding officer, that they first receive him
as a member, and then ordain him, and receive him
by vote of the branch as presidi:ng officer ; and
they also recommended that their deliberations be
presided over by the branch officer or some one he
may appoint.
Bishop's Agent's Report.-Balance due Church
at last report $1, received since $47.35; paid to
the ministry $43.81; due Church $4.50.
Missions Assigned.-N, Rumeland W. Ballinger
to labor south in Omaha. Z. S. Martin continued
in his former field, and Br. Perkins to be associated
with him.
The authorities of the Church were sustained by
vote, also T. J. Smith as president of the district.
Officials present: 1 Apostle, 1(1 Elders, 3 Priests,
2 Teachers, 2 Deacons.
Collection of $7.10 for conference expenses.
G. E. Deuel preached an excellent discourse
Sunday morning.
Adjourned to meet at Platte Valley, June 30th,
1877, at 2 p.m.

Sauta Cruz District.
A conference wM held at Watsonville, California, March 31st, 1877; John Carmichael, president; I. A. Tuck, secretary.
Elders' Reports.-John Carmichael, D..J. Phillips, J. H. Lawn and Daniel Brown, reported in
person; Richard Smith, by letter. Priests I. A.
Tuck and Jacob Smith, and Teacher L. E. Hutchings reported.
Branch Report.-Watsonville, 60 members; San
Benito, 20; J efferaon, 21; Long Valley, 29.
Joseph Smith was sustained as prophet, seer,
and revelator, and all the Church authorities;
also, John Carmichael, as president of the district.
Adjourned to meet at Watsonville, California,
July 14th and 15th, 1877.

tion; Wm. 0. Thomas, superintendent. Belleville
74, with 9 Elders, 4 Priests, 1 Teacher, 3 Deacons;
no changes; Sabbath School reported for the quar·
ter, money on hand $23.38; George Richards,
superintendent; James A. Kirk, secretary. Caseyville 28, with 6 Elders, 2 Priests, 1 Teacher, 1
Deacon; 2 baptized, 4 children blessed. Alton 25,
with 1 High Priest, 3 Elders, 3 Priests, 1 Deacon;
Branch in good fellowship. Coon Creek reported
in good condition, but no statistical report. Boon
Creek reported in good standing. Wltearso, not
reported. Alma 40, with 2 Elders, 3 Priests, 1
Teacher, 1 Deacon; 7 removed to Wayne county,
Illinois.
Richard D. Cottam, George Thorpe, Joseph Slinger, William Smith, James Whitehead, Thomas Angel, William Gettins, Abraham Reese, and John
Beaird, reported their labors.
Resolved that a meeting of the priesthood should
be held in St. Louis, on Sunday, June 3d, at ten
a.m., to consult about transacting the business of
our conferences on Saturday and Sunday, instead
of Sunday and Monday.
Adjourned to Sunday, July 14th, 1877.

- ...

Died.
Three daughters ofGilmond and Celestia Brooks:
Mary, at DeKalb, Illinois, March 25th, 18il, (age
not given); Mabel Elsie, at DeKalb, Illinois, January 16th, 1873, aged 7 months and 18 days; Lenora, at Sycamore, Illinois, April 18th, 1877, of
the measles, aged 2 years and 24 days. They were
bright children. Lenora, shortly before she died,
sang, with her mother;· a favorite hymn of the
child's. Sister Brooks is comforted in the knowledge of their happiness beyond.
At his residence, Kewanee, Ills., June 2d, 1877,
of dropsy and consumption, brother William Birch,
aged 66 years. He was born at Aberdare, Glamorganshire, Wales, June !:ld, 1811; united with
the Church in the days of the first Joseph, in his
native country, and with the Reorganization after
coming to America, and remained unshaken in
faith till the end. Services by Elder John S.
Patterson.
At Harlan, Shelby county, Iowa, June 3d, 18'17,
of inflammation of the lungs, Sarah D. Harford,
aged 2 years, 2 months and 3 days. The death of
our little girl, whom we thought the embodiment
of many good qualities, has cast a gloom over our
entire hoasehold. And this lamentable fact reminds us again:
Friend after friend departs;
Who has not !oat a friend I
There is no union here of hearts,
That doe• not here have an end.
TIIOMAS HARFORD.

St. Louilil Distl'ict.
A quarterly conference was held in the Saints'
Hall, St. Lonis, April 8th and 9th, 1877; Wm. H.
Hs.zzledine presiding; T. R. Allen, clerk.
Prayer by John Beaird, and a very interesting
sermon was preached by James Whitehead.
Afternoon.-Officers present: 2 High Priests,
13 Elders, 3 Priests, 6 Teachers, 1 Deacon.
A recommendation from St. Louis Branch was
presented, that Fred. Gerber and Charles Pate be
ordained Teachers, and they were ordained by
James Whitehead, Abraham Reese, and Richard
D. Cottom.
The sacrament was administered by William Anderson and R. D. Cottam. A very profitable communion season was enjoyed, the time being extended to five o'clock.
Monday, April 9th.-Willia:n Still was appointed to assist the clerk.
Branch Reports.- St. Louis, no statistical report; but Zion's Hope Sunday School reported 12
teachers, 65 scholars, average attendance 45, average of visitors 3, money on hand November 26th,
$7.14, received $29.90, total $37.04; expended
$4.50; on hand $32.54; William Anderson, superintendent, Samuel Burgess, secretary. Gravois,
1 High Priest, 3 Elders, 2 Priests, 1 Deacon; 3
baptized, total64. Cheltenham, 30 members, with
4 Elders, 1 Deacon; money collected and expended $9.40; Sabbath School reported in good condi-

She was born March 15th, 1814, and died in the
triumph of faith, aged 63 year~, 1 month, and 28
days.
At Brooksville, Maine, May 25th, 1877, Mary E.
Howard, aged 37 years. Services by Elder John
C. Foss. •rext, John 11: 25.
At Shenandoah, Fremont county, Iowa, May
25th, 1877, of old age and debility, father Benjamin
Austin. Father Austin was born in Redfield, Oneida
county, New York, May 30th, 1803, and was therefore seventy-four years old lacking five days. His
life was always an active one; and at its close
was blessed with a peace that passeth understanding. Like one of old, he called his family
round him, blessed them severally, and charged
them to keep the faith, and the future in blessedness was sure to them. He was for some years a
member of the Olive Branch, at Nauvoo.
At Plano, Illinois, on Sunday, May 27th, 1877,
of quick consumption, sister Sarah J. Cooper, wife
of brother I. N. W. Cooper, aged 31 years, 9 months
and 16 days. She was born August 11th, 1845, at
Downingtown, Chester county, Pa.; where, also,
she was married, May 26th, 1867, ten years and
one day before her death. Of her, as the wife of
him who now mourns her loss, and as the mother
of the five children (one an infant) who are thus
bereft, nothing can be said but in praise; and
words are too feeble to express his feelings of
grief, or the extent of their sad loss; but we may in·
deed say in fullest terms that she was a faithfula.nd
devoted wife, a tender and loving mother, and that
in those social ties and obligations that make home
a place where true affection holds most honored
sway, and in all the relations of life, both within
and without the home circle, she was known as a
true example of noble womanhood, and was held
in highest esteem, even as her memory will be by
many. That she wrought no evil to any by either
tongue or action, has been often noted. As we
have heard exclaimed of her, "Would that we could
see more of such." Becoming convinced of the
truth of God's word a.nd worlo, she followed her
Savior into the waters of regeneration, and in aocordance with that profession has sought the new
life in Christ, in hope of a redeemed and glorifie_d
body like his. Four years ago she was, through
her faith in him, healed and saved from the power
of death ; but the testimony then felt was that her
time was only prolonged for a season. Before she
went she expressed the happiness of her spirit,
and an unwavering trust in God and his work, and
in her Redeemer, exhorting her husband to be resigned, as it was all for the best; saying that she
was ready to go, and once she spoke of seeing the
•·crown of life and the hand of the Lord." It can
truly- be said of her "Blessed are the dead," and
the sorrowing hearts can look up to Him with confidence that He will restore and give back that
which is now gone. Services from Revelations
14: 13, by Elder Henry A. Stebbins, assisted by
Elder Joseph Smith.
At Council Bluffs, Iowa, May 23d, 1877, of consumption, after a protracted illness and much suffering, Sarah Ann, wife of Lewis Davis, aged 41
years, 5 months and 19 days. Deceased was born
December 4th, 1836, in Shropshire, England, of
Welsh parentage. For twenty-one years she filled
the high station of wife and mother, and she leaves
seven children, who with her husband and many
friends and acquaintances, mourn her loss. She
left her native land in 1856, and has resided in
Council Bluffs since 1865. She died in hope.

At Llanvapon, Wales, February 7th, 1877, sister
Jemima Bowen, aged 55 years. She was an oldtime Saint.
At Deer Creek Branch, Nebraska, May 12th,
1877, Charles Hutchins, aged 65 years, 10 months
and 22 days. He was born in Canada West, June
20th, 1811, and was baptized into the first organization by Z. Pulsifer, and renewed his covenant
early in the Reorganized Church, in Midland county, Michigan, having always retained his love for
the truth. In an early day, in Canada, his house
was assailed by a mob and Elder Eli Maginn taken
therefrom and tarred and feathered for the gospel's sake. He suffered much for two years beJ. c.
fore death, although several times helped by the
At his residence, in the city of Milwaukee, Wis·
ordinance of God's house, and he passed away in
consin, March 28th, 1877, of old age, brother Sepeace. We mourn, but not without hope.
phcnus Hickey, aged 79 years, 11 months and 20
C. N.H.
At Aberamman, Wales, February 5th, 1877, of days. Brother Hickey embraced the latter day
old age, sister Mary Griffiths, aged 87 years. She work in the year 1836, in the Dominion of Canada;
obeyed the gospel in 1843 or 1844, and joined the subsequently removing to Nauvoo, Illinois, where
with his brethren he passed through the trying
Reorganization in 1866. Services by Mr. Win- scenes
of distress that befell the Church. During
stowe, clergyman.
the years of darkness that succeeded, he was sepAt Fleur-de-Lya, Menmouthehire, Wales, Feb- arated from the association of his brethren, but
ruary 6th, 1877, Mary A. Williams, daughter of through all the loneliness and separation, he ever
George and sister Elizabeth Williams, and grand- remained true to the hope and faith which he had
daughter of sister Mary Hoiskins, aged 16 years. espoused. His last illness was borne with christServices by Elder T. E. Jenkins.
ian fortitude and forbearance; and when within
Near New Philadelphia, Ohio, May 15th, 1877, a few hours of his last., he offered up prayer to God
of inf!ammatio11 of the hmg~, sister Mawtha Ganger. for himself, his dear wife and loving children, who
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were left to mourn his Joss. Mav the God of the its bright gilt edges and morocco binding, is truly an invalu·
Tracts:
widow and the orphan remember them in much able pocket companion. It contains more than 18,000 words No. 1. Mountain of the Lord's House.
mercy. As no Elder of the Church could conve- rules for spelling, many abbreviations, words and phrases;
8 pages, 20 ceafll! per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.
niently attend to the funeral services, we are in- proverbs, etc., ordinarily met with in the Greek, Latin and NO. 2. Truth Made Manifest.
de bled to the Rev. Ephraim Eaton, of Evanston, for Modern languages. Whether it is con,venient or not to have
12 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.75 per hundred.
No. 3. Voice of the Good Shepherd.
kind services rendered, who spoke words of com- copies of any other books of the series, we certainly recom4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.
fort to the bereaved ones. Of this brother,. we mend that all should possess a copy of the Pocket, which• No. 4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine.
cheerfully say, "Blessed are the dead who die in when not otherwise obtainable. may be had by mail, by in·
one page, 5 cents per dozen, 30 cents per hundred.
the Lord;" and God grant that his family may be closing $100 to the publishers, MESSRS. lvisoN, BLAKEMAN, No.5 .. The Gospel.
sustained to follow in his footsteps, that when the TAYLOR & Co.,.138 and 140 Grand Street, New York.
2 pages, 6 cents per dozen, 35 cents per hundred.
death angel shall come for them, like this kind
No.6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects,
husband and loving father, they may pass away
Pre-Requisites, and Design; and Who Shall
in hope of a glorious resurrection.
BY THE
Administer.
"Though the waves of death flow over thee,
18 pages, 35 cents per dozen, $2.60 per hundred.
'Tis the rest that gathers power
Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
N0 , 7. Who Then Can be Saved. ·
For the endless life before thee;
AT THEIR PUBLISHING HOUSE
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 oents per hundred.
IN PLANO, KENDALL COUNTY, ILLINOIS. No. 8. Fullness o'f the Atonement.
Fear no dying:
Like the resurrection flower,
---o+o+o--16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.
Death defying."
Z. II. G.
+ +
No. 9. Spiritualism Viewed from a Scriptural
The Saints' Herald:
Standpoint.
Official paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
20 pages, 40 cents per dozen, $3 per hundred.
Fl"Uit.
Latter Day Saints, explanatory of the faith of the Church, and No. 10. The Narrow Way.
8 pages, 20 cents per dozeB, $1.30 per hundred.
The .earlier in the day fruits are eaten the bet- contains correspondence from different parts of the world, giving accounts of the progress of the Church, and setting forth N 11
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A PANACEA FOR UTAH EVILS.
tETTER FRO!I REV. BALLARD S. lJUNN.
[See Editorial Comments, "Shall the Constitution he
Amended ?H on page 200.
SALT LAKE CITY,

June 2.

Editor Chicago 1'ribnne.

After a residence of more than six years in
this Territory, under circumstances the most
favorable to a just and fair study of the Mormon problem, I am forced to the conclusion
that that problem will never be honorably and
satisfactorily solved by Congressional legislation, "specially designed for Utah," while our
National Constitution remains as it is. To
reach the evil of polygamy, and at the same
time deal justly with a rapidly-increasing population that already outnumbers that of some
of the States, in my humble judgment, a constitutional amendment that will amend and
explain Art. 1 of the Constitutional Amendments proposed by the first session of Congress,
held in 1789, and adopted by a majority of
the States, is absolutely necessary.
Upon such an amendment-the character
of which I will indicate before closing this
letter-just and equitable legislation could be
based which would reach and effectually deal
with, not the Mormon anomaly alone, but
other communities that outrage decency by
debauching woman in the name of religion,
while claiming protection under "thejree-exereise-thereof" clause of the National Con~titu
tion. Ever since the execution of John D.
Lee, one of the fiends of the Mountain Mead. ows massacre, wild, sensational, and for the
most part baseless rumors, intended to affect
not oniy the Mormon leaders, but the whole
population, have been telegraphed throughout
the country, with the view of arousing public
sentiment, in the hope that it will take shape
in the form of summary proceedings against
the Mormons.
Upon principle this is all wrong, because it
i3 wicked and false; while as a policy, it is
the old mistake over again. The Mormons
have only to wait patiently for the reaction
which is sure to follow to reap an abundant
harvest of converts in the persons of ignorant
men and women in whom a strong sense of
justice easily overrides their immature reasoning powers and lands them on the side of the
persecuted. Every lying telegram sent over
the wires, every false letter sent abroad, and
every illegal persecution, yields some sort of
Whole No. 3'd3.

No. 13.

return for the up- building of Mormonism: for under a high state of excitement induced by
their leaders are shrewd enough, in the absence delirium tremens that there are no serpents
of actual bloodshed and violence, to make besetting him, and no murderers seeking his
these false issues of "their enemies" do the life, as Lo try to reason a Mormon out of his
work of the needed persecutions.
religious belief.
''The blood of the martyrs the seed of the
Just here I may be permitted to venture an
Church" is not only true of the Church of opinion as to the origin of Mormon revelations
God, but it is true of every form of false relig- -not the Book of Mormon, that I believe to
ion. Without pesccution they languish and be the result of a conscious fraud~and the
die; with persecution they flourish and prosper. process by which they are obtained. This
If Mormonism had never been driven from opinion is founded upon a careful study of
home, its women insulted, and its prospects the psychological condition of the Mormon
slain, it would long since have shared the fate mind. Their revelations are identical in char•
of the thousand other religious delusions that acter with so.called Spiritualistic revelations,
have died for lack of violent opposition.
· and both are the result of antecedent desire in
Knowing this as I do, and believing that the heart and mind for the thing sought to be
action-just, firm, decisive, and statesmanlike revealed.
-has been too long delayed, and having an
The thing is first desired, then expected, and
earnest desire to do these people a real service, when the revelation comes it is the result of
--:-though all unappreciated as it will be by strong desire and expectancy, otherwise called
them for the present,-I ask permission, faith by the Mormons. This accounts for the
through your widely circulating journal, to in~ fact that nothing unpleasant or distressing has
dicate a mode of treatment that wiJl enable ever been revealed to a Mormon or Spiritualist.
our great Government ho:norably to repair its
Contrast these modern revelations with those
past mistakes, while it UJetes out even-handed recorded in the Bible foretelling the most awjustice to its citizens in criminal error~ temper- ful calamities that were to befall, and, as a mated with Christ-like mercy and concern for the ter of history did befall, prophets, kings, and
innocent victims of a sensuous, religious delu- nations, and the Divine source of Scripture
sion.
revelation will appear, and, appearing, manifest
I ask this permission in the hope that some the false and deceptive character of the mod·
real statesman, already in the National Legis- ern.
lature, will take the pains to verify my stateTheir so-called miraculous cures, which have
ments, and then urge upon Congress the been the means of converting many sensible
adoption of the plan proposed, or something people to Mormonism, are ,brought about in
wiser and more catholic if possible. The the same way,-that is, by desire and expeccompetent physician first informs himself as tancy on the part of the sick and the healer as
to the nature of his patient's disease before well. Of the influence of expectancy in proprescribing for him.
.
ducing the most remarkable changes in the
Following then, the example of the physic- bodily organs, either curative or morbid, the
ian, let us enquire as to the character of this history of medicine affQrds abundant and vatroublesome Mormon malady, and get the testi- ried illustrations ; and it operates no less remony of those under the dominion of the dis- markably in calling forth movements which,
temper as to its effect upon themselves.
not being consciously directed by the person
At the very threshold of this inquiry, they who executes them, have been attributed to
inform you that they /(now their religion came ·supernatural power.
Balaam was doubtless a Mormon in so far as
from God, because it was revealed io them
through the Prophet (Smith); and they assert self deception is concerned, and by the Morwith equal confidence that polygamy is right, mon process got permission to go with the ser- ·
because it was commanded by God through vants of Balak. He wished to go, because
the Prophet ,Joseph.
there was money in it; therefore he "inquired
At this stage of the investigation you will at the mouth of the Lord" until desire and
discover that the average Mormon is not expectation obtained permission.
amenable to right reason; for he will vehemJoseph Smith in like manner desired many
ently contend that Mormonism is true because wives, because, to a sensual, fanatical, emotionhe l~nows it is true. If asked how he knows al nature like his, sexuality was the chief good.
it is true, he will quickly inform you that the The same kind of desire that blinded the eyes
spirit of truth, bearing witness with his own of David in the matter of Bathsheba produced
spirit, testifies to him that his religion is true. in Joseph Smith the expectancy which resultyou have now the deluded victim of his ed in the revelation to take many wives. The
own delusion fairly before you, and you might rule therefore is with all false revelations,
ns well try to convince the inebriate suffering whether of Spiritualism, Quakerism, or Mor•
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monism, antecedently to the revelation, the
thing and the desire for it, have been in the
heart of the revelator, and only needed the
false light that Satan can cast upon any subject in the mind, or desire in the heart, to cause
it to flame forth from the deceived and deceiver
as the light of God.
Hence the difficulty in the way of reasoning
with a Mormon. To him these false revelations and miraculous cures are real. He calls
upon his desires, affections, emotions, and expectations, and they answer him just as he
would have them answer.
This description applies to all sincere Mormons; and all are sincere, from the highest tc
the lowest, with a few exceptions, in the persons of certain money-grabbers, who pretend
to believe in it that they may better attain
their darling object. If you ask the more intelligent Mormons why they violate the laws
of Congress and shock the moral sense of the
nation by the practice of polygamy, they will
inform you that Congress has no power to make
such laws, for the simple reason that the Constitution guarantees "the free exercise" of all
religions; that polygamy is a part of their religion, being commanded of God through the
Prophet Joseph, and that they have a right to
practice it. At this point the Mormon seems
to have the advantage in the discussion; for
no candid man can deny that the Constitution
does guarantee to all "the free exercise" of
their religion, whatever that may mean.
To the n'Iormon mind the conclusion is perfectly clear and logical. Polygamy with him
is not a crime, but an "exalting" virtue, commanded of God as a part of his religion, "the
free exercise" of which the Constitution guarantees. And when I tell you that the Mormons
regard the Constitution as a work of inspiration, designed by God to protect His people,
in practicing what be has revealed in "the latter days," what wonder if they resent and endeavor to evade all laws of Congress that
from their stand-point violate the spirit of the
Constitution? ~'he unprej ndiced, philosophical
mind sees more of justice in the Mormon's
defense against the charge that he is a chronic
law-breaker hurled against him by his "enemies," than the multitude are willing to admit.
From the time that l~omanism, in the name
of religion, forbade the clergy to marry, on
down. through all the sects that have interfered with the normal relation of the sexes,
to "Shakerism" in our own day, the polyandry,
promiscuity of Free·loveism and Church Familism, in our own country, Mormonism sees a
custom that has come to be a law which gives
them all the right to regulate the relation of
the sexes, and therefore resents any law of
Congress punishing polygamy as a crime.
Furthermore, Congress not only allowed but
fostered polygamy for more than twenty years.
'ro say that Congress has fostered polygamy
at any time will sound strangely in many ears;
but facts are stubborn things, and the facts
in this case seem to justify the assertion, in a
qualified sense, if not absolutely.
And now as to the facts.
When Congress gave to Utah an organic
act, polygamy was not forbidden by that act;
and yet it was notorious at that time that
polygamy was not only preached, but extensively practiced, in the Territory. This, to
the unprejudiced mind, is tolerably good evi-
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dence that that Congress understood the Con·
stitution to forbid legislation on the subject of
religion, polygamous though it was.
At this stage of the enquiry the question is
pertinent: If Congress did not mean to foster
polygamy, as it fostered every other interest
of the Mormons, material, moral, and spiritual,
by thus giving them a basis of government,
why did they not say so, and take vigorous
steps to crush the infant evil before it had
time to grow into the hydra-headed monster
that it is, able to shock and horrify the moral
sense of Yves tern Europe and America?
I suppose that the reason why they_ did not
was because the Constitution was in the way.
Later on the Government declared war
against the Mormons, not on account of polygamy, but for other alleged irregularities and
outrages. At the close of that war, when the
Government recognized the belligerent rights
of the Mormons by sending Commissioners to
treat with and a Governor to rule over them,
said Governor and Commissioners were entertained by Brigham Young and danced with
his many wives. In all these acts Government
not only recognized, but fostered polygamy,
in that it was conserved at a time when a little statesmanship could have cast it out as an
unclean thing, if there had been no Constitution in the way.
To one in this Territory who stands aloof
from political radicalism on the one hand, and
the religious fanaticism of Mormonism on the
other,-studying the situation, as far as he
may, in the spirit of a Christian philosopher
and statesman,-the subject is a vast one,
involving momentous issues. He sees upon
the backbone of this great continent a moral
and social excresence that has firmly taken
root, and he plainly foresees that, if the appliances that stimulate its growth be not
speedily removed, it will spread southward into Arizona and the Pacific States of Mexico,
whence the sparse populations now beckon
them onward so rapidly that fifty years may
suffice to find its adherents as many millions
as they now number hundrods of thousands.
If these strange people be not wisely and
effectually restrained, and their all-engrossing
delusion of sanctified lust dissipated, they will
set back the moral progress of the millions
that will flow unto them as they have set back
the progress of their present votaries four
thousand years, and place religious, suffering
woman just where the worship of one God, as
revealed to Abraham, found her, in which degraded relation God in his wisdom permitted
her to remain until the perfect law of matrimony, as re-enacted by the Savior of mankind,
restored her to the holiness of sexual love, in
the sacred "one" in "twain" of man and wife,
as contradistinguished from the lust that defiles and the polygamous companionship that
degrades.
And if the unstatesmanlike, ungodly radical movement against the Mormons just now
urged by certain influential journals that deal
so largely in falsehood and exaggeration should
take the form of "special legislation dcsi:gncd
for Utah," the result will be another mistalce
in point of statesmanship; while l\Iormonsim
will receive an impetus similar in kind, but
greater in degree, than any former persecution
has yet imparted.
What then shall be done? 1\'Iy answer to
this question is, let the people of the United
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States take this matter in hand and begin
aright. Take away the sheltering arm that
protects alike polygamy in Utah, Freeloveism,
Polyandry, and Promiscuity as practiced in
Oneida Community in the great State of New
York, and other so called religious institutions
in Kansas, and elsewhere throughout the Union,
based upon abnormal relations of the sexes.
Let Art. I. of the amendments to the Constitution which were adopted in 1789, which
stands thus: "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof, or abrido-ing the freedom of speech, or the press, or the
right of the people peaceably to assemble and
to petition the Govern-ment for a redress of
grievance," be so amended that it will read as
follows: "Congress shall make no law abridging the freedom of speech or the press, or the
right of the people peaceably to assemble and
to petition the Government for a redress of
grievances, or respecting an establishment of
religion or the free exercise thereof: but Congress shall have power by appropriate legislation to prohibit in any individual, sect, or
community, the practice of polygamy, polyandry, promiscuity, and every form of crime attempted in the name of religion."
I specify in the proposed amendment the
abnormal relations of the sexes, because they
are known to be the basis of a number of socalled religions under the name of "Church
Familism," "Marriage Reform," "Progress,"
etc., etc., which are flooding the country from
New York, Boston, and other great centres of
population with literature more vile and corrupting than the wildest ravings and coarsest
harangues of Mormonism on the subject of
polygamy.
Upon such an amendment a national law
could be based that would effectually reach
every form of vice now practiced with impunity
in the sacred name of rtligion.
The catholic character of the law would
divest it of the nature of persecution; for,
instead of being "special" or "class legislation,"
it could be labeled universal legislation in the
interest of morality throughout the country.
This would take the wind out of the Mormon's sails; for he would find himself treated
just as other citizens arE' treated,-something
he has never experienced since the rise of
Mormonism, and something, I may add, that
their leaders dread more than anything else,
for their persecution would cease, and they,
perforce, cease to be the "peculiar people of God," and be tried as common criminals are
tried.
As to the penalties attached to the proposed
law, I would make them quite severe, including fines and imprisonment at hard labor, and
I would make cohabitation proved evidence
sufficient to convict, without reference to marriage ceremonies.
This is the lame point in the present law,
even if it proves constitutional; proof of marriage is necessary, ana that is very hard to get.
But for the past I would give almost entire
immunity; inflicting no greater punishment
upon the polygamist than to require him to
live with and provide for his many wives and
children the remainder of his natural life, with
no power to make other disposition of his
property than an equal division among his
wives and children.
This state of things I would permit, not
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that it would be unmixed with evil, but because it would be a less evil than the abandonment of the women, which would lead to
prostitution and the consequent disgrace and
bastardy of the children.
Thus would I crystallize the sound moral
sense of the nation into a just and universal
law that would environ Mormonism with an
impassable barrier, over which it could no
longer leap in the name of religion; and with
it I would encircle all kindred isms, suffering
only that which is pure and of good report to
escape, imprisoning their vices and immoralities until they rot out and disappear with
the natural Jives of such as have disgraced the
nation and polluted the name of Christian by
defiling lovely woman under the guise of
BALLARD S. DUNN.
religion.

and permanent good accrue in various ways. close, the Rev. Morgan, by permission, put in
Those of the faith and those not of it are in- an answer, and desired miracles to convince
vited to attend, and they come with their hap- him, stating that God had called him by a
piest and best looks, full of glee and life, and, voice to the ministry, and that he had made
with the toils and cares of the day forgotten, fabulous sacrifices for the cause he was engathey pass a cheerful hour.
ged in, and was still making them. But when
To my mind this is all right and legitimate. I asked him what the voice said, he answered
Why should not a community adopt a policy that he did not say he heard an "audible voice."
whereby they can meet and enjoy themselves This left me still about where I was before, to
socially, get acquainted, exchange thoughts philosophize over the situation, as to whether
and create a fund in reserve, to serve any de- a man can hear an inaudible voice, or, rather,
sired purpose of the association? In this way hear one and at the same time not hear it.
it is a treat to attend, a treat to give, a treat ·He affirmed that Christ did not organize a
to be generous, and a treat to know that we church, as a reason that the Methodist Church
have a secured fund of our own, to serve any is not his church. When I handed him a
purpose the body may wish. I bid the society proposition afterwards, affirming that he did,
success, and may its members have many hap- to invite investigation, he said he meant that
py times. Should any close, hide-bound, mis- Christ did not organize his church during the
erly soul at.tend, one who lives only for self, time intervening between the commencement
and who holds to his pennies with a death of his ministry and his crunifixion. The forLETTER FROM W. H. KELLEY.
grip, give him a punch with that delectable mula would then be (1 ), Christ never organEditors Herald:- From the April Confer- box, get the gospel of liberty pry under some ized a church; (2), Christ never organized a
ence I, by request, made a visit to Minnesota~ corner of his stingy feelings, heave up the old church during the time intervening from the
May 20th found me at Lake Crystal, where nasty selfishness, let a beam of unsullied light commencement of his ministry until his ernI held a number of meetings, and where a into his soul, and he will begin to learn that cifixion, therefore, the Methodist Church is
good interest was !llanifested. Quite a revival this big world was not made to be grasped and not the Church of Jesus Christ. If the Methhad been in progress during the winter, under owned by a few; but to !iye and do good in. odists. can stand this, I think others ought.
the auspices of the Methodist friends, but their That it is better to give than to receive; and He handed in the following, and offered to disefforts were not as successful as was desired, more noble to contribute in a sensible way, to cuss it: "Resolved that the Church of the
for the people had heard too many Bible facts serve a good end, than to cling to treasure Latter Day Saints has apostlic power, and that
of late years to be deluded with the spasm of with such avarice, in the hope of piling up they demonstrate it to the world." Not havmomentary excitement, or through the inspi- wealth. His feelings will soon start out as ing been sent out to demonstrate the power of
ration caused by an electrifying, popular air. early buds, leaves, and flowers do in spring, to the Latter Day Saint Church, and not caring
They felt to dig deeper, and to found their make him realize that he never knew before whether he believed they had any or not, I
faith upon the solid rock so that when the what real life was. You may perchance de- did not accept.
winds blow and floods come they may not be velop a soul large enough to make a Latter Day
We agreed, publicly, that it was each ones
moved. It is well !
Saint of him.
duty to not only preach his own faith, but
Bre.thren Burrows and Crane, and sisters
On Sunday, May 29th, I had the pleasure point out the errors in another's faith, in a
Burrows, Crane, Shepherd, Hunt and Cookson of baptizing sister Alice Cole, in the beautiful christian way, and stand for the right. Here
constitute the membership of our faith at that Loon lake. The wind blew and the waves Mr. Morgan showed himself in advance of
place. Though no church organization has dashed upon the shore, yet sister Cole had the some of his members. He said he should feel
been effected, they meet every Sabbath in so- courage to traverse the watery wave and obey perfectly free in his own pulpit, and should
cial meeting, and thus encourage each other the mandate of the Master, to be "born of the air Mormonism as he saw fit. I felt equally
in the faith. All of them are valiant for the water." The wind and waves seemed but to free, and had just demonstrated that I felt
cause; and, considering their surroundings, presage the coming storm and troubled feelings right at home, and I think I am safe in saying
they are doing well.
among the people. She had been a Method- that the rights and duties of ministers are
In order to be useful, and at the suggestion ist many years, was baptized by Methodist pretty well understood in Lake Crystal just
of sister Cookson, they organized a society, hands, and acknowledged to be one of their now. That they are about over that old decalled a Sociable, with a president, secretary best members. Now, she had been baptized ceptive notion, the devil's cloak, that if you
and treasurer, etc., the object being to create by the Latter Day Saints, which was taken as know your neighbor to be in error, and deceiva fund, and in a way that would not be felt by a hint that they did not acknowledge Method- ing the whole community, you must not say
any, with which to render assistance to any ist works. This brought on a storm. We anything about it, lest he might not like it.
cause they might see fit to aid. They meet were bigoted, selfish, close communion, thought
When I was in Utah, the cry was, "Why
together at stated times and convenient places, no one right but ourselves; and, of course, the don't you preach your doctrine and let ours
and spend the evening in chatting, singing, Methodists were humiliated and insulted. Just alone? Why don't you Jet polygamy alone?
reading, and taking counsel together, and in think, a Mormon, and presume so much. The You will not make any converts by finding
due time the treasurer presents his or her tide run so high that it was needful to explain. fault with us," &c. The same hue and cry is
claims by sending around the penny box, to
A meeting was appointed, and I called in made here. "Why don't you preach your
give each one a chance to try their benevolent person on the Rev. Mr. Morgan to endeavor faith, and Jet others' views alone?" That is,
powers. In a little while they had accumu- to conciliate matters, but a share of the time don't say anything about assumption of authlated a considerable sum, and no one felt but we talked about debate, so this failed. I want- ority, baby baptisms, sprinkling, pouring, a
that they were as well off as before, and they ed him to affirm that the Methodist Church is mourner's bench, a six months' probation, salevidently were, and better too, for they had the Church of Jesus Christ. To this he ob- ary grabbing, falling down, hooting, yelling,
got away from home, mingled together in a jected, for he did not believe it was himself. and carousing around, unqer the name of recheerful society, to the improvement of health, Here we come to a unity, and after promising ligion. Oh, no; don't say anything about
taste, the cultivation of the social and moral that he would attend my meeting in the even- these things! If you do, somebody will get
qualities, and had contributed only that which ing, I bid him adieu. In the evening, at the offended. For my part I believe it is a duty
would have likely been wasted on some unnec- hired hall, for we had been invited out of the to present the truth and rebuke the error,
essary or frivolous thing, now to be used for a school-house, and the churches were closed wherever found; especially when floating un.
permanent good. No back-biting, slandering, against us, yet we were called in question for der the garb of truth.
evil speaking, rowdying, gambling, etc., are being bigoted and selfish, the blind guides failThe evening's discussion evidently resulted
allowed. Pi,eces are selected by the various ing to see themselves as others see them. I in good, for religion was the main topic among
members, as they may chance to find during spoke upon the subject of authority, the Rev. couples and squads of men, for some days.
their readings, poetic, religious, historical or Morgan and friends being in attendance. I Some felt hurt, some were angry, others re·
comic, and are brought, presented, and read felt a degree of liberty, and met the issue joiced, and still others were glad; and upon
by the secretary. In this way pleasure, profit, squarely j good attention was paid. At t,he the whole there was a general awakening of
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thought. Many other things were said and
done, which cannot be written in this Jetter;
· if they were, I presume, Mr. Editors, that even
the Herald could not contain them.
On May 7th, I baptized Bro. Lionel Kipp,
a young man of promise, who had recently
come from York State, to visit friends at Lake
Crystal. There are several more who would
feel just as happy in mind, in that place, had
they obeyed the convictions of their own consciences, and set out in the straight and narrow way. They were convinced, but not quite
ready. Upon the whole, the cause is gaining
ground there, and I was assured that my visit
did good, aside from the pleasure of meeting
with friends. May the Lord confirm the testimony of the truth in them, and keep them
from the evil.
Tuesday, the 8th, I bid adieu to the saints
and friends at Lake Crystal, though with some
reluctance, and the evening found me at Northfield, the guest of uncle James and sister Permelia Stranahan; they made it very pleasant
for me, at their home. They are anxious for
some preaching to be done there. I had no
time to do it, as my allotted time for that state
was out. This is the town where the bank
robbery tragedy occurred nearly a year ago.
I saw the bank that contained the coveted
wealth, the places where two of the robbers
fell dead; and the window out of which the
fatal bullet came that stopped them in their
mad career. I surveyed the scene, and concluded that I enjoyed a visit there, then, much
better than I would to have been present when
that shooting was going on.
On the 9th, I went to Dundas to see mother Empey; she is an old-time Saint, and always
has a good word for the cause. Phillip and
Nellie reside with her. This winter, when Ann
Bliza was lecturing in Northfield she stated
that Joseph Smith had a number of wives. At
the close, mother Empey took the liberty to
tell her that Joseph had but one wife; that
she lived in Nauvoo eight years, and there was
no such thing known there. "Oh !" exclaimed Ann Eliza, "you are a 'Josephite.' Well,"
she continued, "I was told so.'' I suppose
Brigham told her so, before she became a neglected wife, i. e., failed to receive her share,
that is the nineteenth part, of' the illustrious
leader of' the Salt Lake Church. She is certainly an outraged Ann Eliza, and the world
should lend her sympathy. Her plea is, "She
was a neglected wife," so I was told.
Friday, the lith, I went to Cannon Falls,
and stopped with brother De Witt and sister
Irena Stranahan, and was kindly received.
This was once my home, and I was made welcome again. Sisters Stone and Emily Stranahan reside here, both advanced in years. Brother J. Dibble had recently died, leaving a
wife and six children; the wife does not belong to the Church, but is a kind, good woman. I had time to call on father and mother Klapp, Sam and Lizzie, some three miles
away; all were in the faith, but discouraged
because they hear no preaching, and perhaps
will not soon, for there is but little, if any, inducement there for an Elder to labor. May
their faith :lbide, notwithstanding the surroundings.
.Monday, the 14th, 1\Ir. Nathan Dibble gave
me a carriage ride for thirty miles, and we remained over night with Bro. 1!'. M. Campbell,
near Mantorville. 'rbis community has but
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little interest in religion of any kind. Some
years ago, several were led to embrace our
faith, but have moved away. I preached the
last discourse there, I was told, some eight,
years ago, but I did not design it as a funeral
effort.
Wednesday, 16th, found me at Chatfield. I
was kindly'cared for by sister Carl and her
excellent family which, indeed, is a large one.
Her husband does not belong to the Church,
but regards her belief, and treats those of her
faith with proper consideration and respect.
This is much more than can be said of all of
the men, and for their;kindness, I thank them.
While here, I called on my old chum, brother
C. H. Crosby, and found him following his
work on the farm. He is in the faith, takes
the Ile7·ald and JYiessengcr and reads them.
Thus he is happy with Lizzie and Effa. Why
not? Also met sister Hattie, of whom there
are few, if any more worthy. Faithful and
devoted to the right, she abides with confirmed
confidence and hope, waiting for the great
consummation of things, the triumph of the
gospel, when the blessed of all ages shall meet
to 'De awarded for true and faithful lives here.
We have few better examples. :M:ay her faith
and innate goodness ever abide. I am indebted to her brother Alfred and wife, Jerusha,
for many kindnesses and substantial benefit,
all of which are especially appreciated and remembered.
This closes my labors, in that mission, for
the time. For some years, I have put forth an
effort to sow the good seed of the kingdom in
that section, as circumstances would permit,
and it is gratifying to know that the effort was
not a fruitless one. Some are able to testify
that they were made glad by the hearing of
the ·Word, in being guided into the light that
leadeth unto life; who now rejoice in the truth.
Many others are seriously considering, and now
and then one, who heard years ago, but procrastinated the day of obedience, unites with
the Church, thus showing that it is good to
sow the seed, though no immediate resuLts may
be seen. I now bid the Saints adieu, while I
go to labor in another field, trasting that the
fraternal feelings, unity and confidence, which
have hitherto blessed our associations may still
abide, while we strive to reach the prize for
which we set out. Whatever of merit you have
seen in me, that imitate and cherish; whatever weakness, fault, or imperfection, that excuse and forget, remembering that they are
faults of the man, not of the faith he represents. We have labored through some difficulties, common to the lot of man, but have
been guided through them all, and have been
often made to see, even in the small things of
life, that the hand of God was guiding us.
Again, let me say that the testimony we bore
is true, and though trial, sorrow, sacrifice and
disappointment come, remember that the gospel
is :true, that God is true, that Christ is our
life, and that if faithful, he will bring us to
enjoy that never fading prize. 'l'o this end
Wbr. II. KEr,LEY.
may peace abide.
Robert Burns once observed that he could not
pour out his whole soul without reserve to any
human being without one day repenting the confidence. This peril of betrayal is one that is inaep·
arable from earthly friendship.
Take things as they are, and make the best of
them. That is the only true and practical philosophy.

LETTER FROM BRO. J. C. CLAPP.
Bro. Joseph:- I am over here in eastern
Oregon, lodging at present with Elder John
Buckingham, who, with his family, constitute
the majority of the Prairie City Branch.
I stopped at :Mr. John Shelly's thirty miles
below here, on the John Days River, preached
twice, and left other appointments. I found
a few day's rest very acceptable after a nineteen days journey across the Cascade Mountains. Mr. Shelly, who is not far from the
kingdom, and Sr. Shelly, his wife, made me
more than welcome to their table and a good,
comfortable bed; and the way I enjoyed the~e
things can only be appreciated by those who
have "done likewise.''
Yesterday, I preached to a large congregation in this city; subject, polygamy; showing
the doctrine of the Church upon the subject of
marriage, and drawing a line of distinction between the true Church and the Utah apostates.
Also showed that re'bellion, idolatry, murder,
incest and polygamy are the legitimate fruits
of apostasy. We think the lecture did good.
A gentleman told Bro .. Buckingham that it
was just what he wanted to hear.
Among those that gave a listening ear, was
a very intelligent gentleman by the name of
Higdon, a nephew of the late Sidney Rigdon.
He expressed satisfaction, and wanted to hear
more.
Since I came here, I have learned that the
April Conference kindly released me from this
mission. But, as I am out on rather a selfimposed mission, I will try and fill it, and
when I make the trip to Idaho and Washington, I will again visit Douglas and Coos counties, and then I shall feel that I have done
my duty in this country. I do not know when
I will be able to join Bro. Mills in California.
I wish to speak for my successor, whoever
he may be, that the Saints will provide tracts
for him in greater abundance than they have
for me. Some of my brethren may say, "I let
Bro. Clapp have a lot of tracts/' Another
may say that a certain branch let Bro. Clapp
have $14.00 worth of tracts, etc. True,
brethren, and I suppose the books of the office
will show that Bro. Clapp has had a hundred
dollars worth of tracts from there; but all of
them have been distributed among the people,
and I have actually needed as many more. It
might be said that "if all the elders should lay
such a tax on the Church for tracts, that the
Church could not stand it," This is true, also,
but there are but few if any elders that have
needed so many tracts as your humble servant;
for I have traveled more among unbelievers,
and opened more new places for preaching,
than perhaps any other elder in the Church.
I do not say this boastingly, but to Jet my
brethren know what I have been doing, and
why I have been burdensome to some of them
for tracts, etc.
When I came to Oregon I came as a stranger
to a strange land, among a strange people.. I
was in poor health, and inexperienced, but full
of zeal for the truth. And, as Oregon was
mostly settled by :Missourians, I was met with
all the stories that were ever hatched up and
afloat against the Saints, by their persecutors
in Missouri, and Illinois; (these were very acceptable weapons in the hands of my opponents); but I have not fled my colors, but
have fought from the pulpit and lecture stand,
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and by the printed word, until 1 have been
instrumental in raising up many friends for
the cause; and I can promise my successor
that his labor will not be as hard as mine has
been for the past ten years.
I recollect of giving, on one occasion, a gentlemen a whole file of our tracts and then talking with him all night, in order to convince
him of his error; and when I had succeeded,
he took a bundle of tracts home with him to
distribute among his neighbors. There are
little fires thus kindled in many parts of this
country, that are held in check at present by
sectarian prejudices, but will, ere long, burst
forth and be the means of purifying many
souls.
There are many now in Linn, :M:arion, Grant,
Lane, Douglas and Coos counties, who will
welcome a messenger that comes in the name
of the Lord; whereas, when I first came, penniless as I was, there were but few places where
I cguld get a morsel of bread, or a shelter from
the storm.
I do not wish to censure any of our elders,
for I know their task is hard enough at best j
but if the elders from the east had paid a little
more attention to Oregon, the mission would
have been much farther advanced. But it
seems that California is the center of attraction
for the elders of Israel, as well as for every
body else, and: it seems that even in California
the preaching is confined to a few neighborhoods. The elders that travel in California,
as a general rule, know where they are to lodge
and get their meals, every day that they are
out traveling. It is a nice thing to visit with
a brother and preach once or twice a week, ar,d
then have the brother take you in his carriage
and carry you to the next brother; and so be
passed around over the country; but it does
not supply th~ bread of life to the many where
there are no Saints.
Now, as I am about to leave this mission, I
can use more plainness than I could while I
was presiding. And, brother, while you are
laboring for the Lord and the good of his
cause, just give Oregon a call, and speak a few
words. of encouragement to the Saints. You
can stand for a month or two, what I have
stood for ten years.
The Saints in Oregon are a good people, as
a general rule, and are dear lovers of the truth.
They are generally poor, but honest, and I
wish to bespeak for them an energetic elder as
my successor in the mission.
I know it is time for me to close this long
letter, but I wish to say a word about the
Herald. I find that there are some that are
not well pleased on account of some articles
that have lately been published in it; for instance, the article of J. F. D., and that very
weak reply by A. 0. E. l!'or my own part, I
consider the Editors' remarks concerning the
article of J. 1~. D. were sufficient to show the
people where the responsibility of such an article lies; but still people will talk and find
fault, and I think the less occasion we can
give them the better. If A. C. E. had said
nothing he would have shown himself wiser
than he has by answering the letter referred
to. There is also an everlasting fire kept up
bet ween the writers in the Hemld. It seems
that no one can write on any subject., but you
will see following it, "Reply" to this one; or
"Reply" to that one ; until our dear paper is
getting nearly as bad as some of the Camp-
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bellite papers. Some of the brethren are
afraid to write for fear of criticism; and oth·
ers, it seems, write because they love controversy. I, for one, believe that a stop should
be put to this debating through the Herald.
If there is any good in debating knotty questions, there ought, I believe, to be some other
way of debating them than through the
Church organ; and for my own part, I cannot,
conscientiously, labor in the interest of the
Herald until a change takes place.
The .Afessenger has also fallen in the minds of
the people, in this country; but Zion's Hope
stands high.
I will ·not worry you with any more of my
complaining at this time. May Heaven bless
us all, and prosper the work that is entrusted
to us is my prayer ; and 0, that the time
would come when "the watchmen will see eye
to eye," that they might "lift up their voices
together and sing." Your brother,
PRAIRIE CITY,

Oregon,

J.

C. CLAPP.

May 28th, JJl77.

A TRIBUTE OF RESPECT
To W. F.
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DoNALDSON, oN ATTAINING

IIrs

MAJORITY, FEBRUARY 8TH, 1877.

Around the festal board we greet thee,
And fain would join thee in a hymn of praise
To Him whose kindly hand did keep thee,
And guard thy footsteps in thy youthful days ;
He who measured out thy narrow span,
Has blest, preserved, and led thee on to man.
Couldst thou look back, and see the many snares,
Set by arch-fiends to trap thy youthful feet,
To lead thee down to darkness unawares,
And there thy soul's destruction to complete,
Thou wouldst see cause to bless His sacred name,
His matchless goodness through thy life proclaim.
This day the Jaw decrees thou art a man,As men measure men, by length of years,Life is not always measured by that span;
Sometimes 'tis measured by the weight of cares ;
But thine may safely measured be to-night,
By !hat unfailing standard, truth and right.

I \vould not flatter. No! I'd curse the pen,
That poured such poison in thy listening ears;
But I would write thee down among the men
Who rule in actions more than rolling years ;
As one who strives to know, and aims to do,
To others as you would be done unto.
Yet one thing lackest thou; like one of old,
To follow thy dear Lord through love and hate,
To seek for safety in his sacred fold,
And like him enter through the narrow gate;
Come, then be born to a new life to-day:
Believe, repent, and wash thy sins away.
'Twould be a fitting gifL; angels would sing,
To see the first blush of thy manhood's morn
A consecrated gift to God, their king ;
Another soul from death to life new-born ;
Heaven would echo back the glad refrain,
Another soul once dead, now born again.
Then what quickening power would fill thy soul;
What light would burst on thy astonished gaze,
To guide thy feet, and give thee self-onntrol,
And help thee wRlk in wisdom's pleasant ways;
What joy to know thy sins forgiven,
Thy name enrolled among the sons of he10veu.

God bless thee, William, and prolong thy days ;
Until thy measure is on earth complete,
And thou prepared to join angelic lays
Of endless praise around the mercy-seat;
Not weight of years alone perfect the man;
Perfection must be sought on God's own plan.
LOGAN,

Iowa.

CHARLES DERRY.
[From the Omaha Herald.]

AN EARNEST APPEAL IN BEHALF OF
THE FOLLOWERS OF JOSEPH
SMITH.
COUNCIL BLUFFS,

May 15,

1877.

To the Editor of the Herald.

'Yhen thousands are crying for vengeance
on an innocent people, for the crimes of some
who once bore their name, and seem ever
ready to credit every false and sensational report from Utah, it is but justice to sometimes
look at matters from the Mormon standpoint.
That good and evil will be amply rewarded,
and that to nations and individuals who shed
innocent blood, a day of reckoning will inevitably come is a fundamental principle in the
Mormon creed.
The people of Utah are making history; and
none regret more than they that any who had
the right to be called Mormon should be the
cause of one dark paragraph in that history.
They heartily respond to the sentiment, "mete
out justice to all and protect the innocent,"
but they too comprehend why so many consider only the first part applicable to Mormons;
why justice to them wears one thing and to
their fellow-citizens another.
About thirty-eight years ago they were driven from the State of Missouri by an authorized mob of State militia. But one alternative
was offered them-extermination or flight.
They were treacherously disarmed, and in
this condition were robbed of household goods,
and their domestic animals and grain wantonly destroyed.
Men, women, and children were driven out
into the elements in the month of December,
with a meager remnant of necessaries saved
from the grasp of their plunderers, who were
in some cases, led by so-called ministers of the
gospel. Some were whipped until their bowels gushed out. Old men, men in prime of
life, and beardless boys, were killed when unarmed and defenseless; women in conditions
which demand the protection, and are supposed
to elicit the tenderest sympathies of manhood,
were compelled to flee in destitution from
burning houses; others were abused, and sometimes until death kindly released them from
suffering. Some of their leaders were starved
in prison, and then human flesh set before
them, and if the assertions of those. who
brought it were true, the body of some woman
victim supplied the horrid repast. About
four hundred persons perished in the fiendish
persecutions.
As the new religion had not then been
preached in foreign lands, with very few exceptions, the sufferers, were native Americans.
The country-their country looked on with
the approval silence gives, and an indifference
which evidenced no sympathy. The proper
authorities were petitioned for protection and
redress, until the chief executive of the nation
was reached; his reply "Your cause is just,
but I can do nothing for you," has assured
him an unenviable immortality, and can only
be considered the response to the cry of the
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oppressed, whom it was bound, by every con- Mormon camps of 500 of their ablest men for
sideration of justice and humanity, to protect. preparing shelter and the necessaries of life
Were any of the Mormons guilty of crimes? for the ensuing winter. There was not even
The power that could thus destroy could have a plea of necessity for this despotic act-this
easily punished the guilty and protected the extension of human suffering, for the proffered
innocent.
services of many volunteers had been refused
The turf had hardly had time to form over because not needed.
the graves of the victims of Missouri vindic·
Not one eminent statesman potent in the
tiveness, before the Mormon leaders, Joseph power of high official influence, and scarcely
and Hyrum Smith, were assassinated in Car- a moiety of public opinion has yet demanded
thage jail, while in the hands of the officers of that those who perpetrated nearly every crime
law and under the pledged protection af Thos. known in the catalogue of human depravity,
Ford, the Governor of Illinois. As there was against the Mormons in JYfississipi and Illinois,
no cause for legal action against them, a mob should be brought to justice. The States
of State troops were permitted, by the passive which sanctioned these criminal proceedings
treachery of the State executive, to answer ·by the official acts of the representatives of the
the ends of premeditated violence. This people have made no restitution for the
occurred on the 27th of June, 1844, less than financial losses of the persecuted. The Gcnsix years after the expulsion from Missouri.
eral Government has turned a deaf ear to their
The city charter of Nauvoo was annulled complaints, and they are still exiles from the
by legislative enactment, and its militia dis- lands of which they hold government titles.
armed by order of the executive of the State. There are many still living who suffered in
Left defenseless in the hands of their enemies these terrible persecutions, and some carry
the treachery that had brought the Smiths' the marks of their sufferings on their bodies.
in reach of their assassins followed up the 'l'here is also a large amount of documentary
people, until they were forced to endure th.e evidence as to the facts in tho case. How
storms of winter on the prairies of Iowa in the long must justice still wait? How can our
month of February, 1846. The sick and des- country afford to let these bills against it actitute, whom the straitened circumstances of cumulate?
JAMES A. LITTLE.
those already gone had not permitted to succor
and assist, were all. that were left of the
The foregoing letter we clip from the Ogden
founders of this beautiful city. The mob Junction of l\fay 26th, 1877. In the main it
knew no mercy and therefore extended none is certainly a fair defence; but in the item reto this pitiful remnant.
After making a heroic but desperate effort specting the enlistment of the Mormon Battalin self defense, in the following September ion, the writer certainly mistakes the nature
they were forced across the Mississippi river of the demand made by the government.
to famish, to sicken in the hot sun by day and
The ·Iate "History of Utah and Her Foundthe chilling dews of Autumn nights; shelterers," written by Mr. Edward W. Tullidge, a
less and homeless, in sight of hundreds of
empty houses which their own hands had as- most ardent admirer of Brigham Young, treats
the enlistment of the Mormon Battalion as a
sisted to build.
Nauvoo, founded in sorrow and destitution, masterly stroke of policy on the part of Pres.
with the cap stone of its magnificent temple Young; and giving the official papers in the
laid in the ashes of persecution, had become,
in the short space of seven years, one of the affair shows that the invitation made to the
most populous al)d flourishing cities of the Mormons to enlist grew out of a correspondthen great west.
ence with President Polk asssisted by a personNow for thirty years, its desolate gardens al interview with James C. Little, and that
and decaying houses have been a silent though
in purauance of the understanding thus obtainimpressive monument of the indifference of
ed
an order issued from Colonel S. F. Kearney
the American people to the wrongs and sufferings of a portion of their fellow citizens, be- by which an officer was instructed to proceed
cause their religious doctrines came in contact to the Camp of the Mormons and endeavor
with traditional public opinion.
to enlist four or five companies of troops.
The loss of property was probably greater
These
when organized were to choose their
in the Nauvoo than in the :Missouri persecutions. While the loss of life by direct violence own officers, except one, who was to hold chief
was perhaps less, the subsequent loss was great command; were to receive pay from the date
on account of the long period of destitution of their enlistment, and were to be discharged
and hardship occupied in journeying to the in California, the then supposed land where
only shelter left them-the mountain deserts.
One :thousand lives were probably sacrificed the hegira was to stop, and were to retain their
in the Nauvoo exodus and the journey to the arms and equipments. :Mr. Tullidge gives the
Rocky Mountains. The bones of the Mor- whole transaction as the result of the acumen
mon dead are scattered along from the :Miss. of Brigham Young, securing the transporissippi river to the shores of the Great Salt
portation of some five or oix hundred of the
Lake, with scarcely a monument now left to
indicate a sad tale of bereavement, or to tell Saints in his charge across the plains, not only
free of charge for their daily food, but actualthe name of the departed,
· About 500 persons died at Winter Quarters ly receiving pay from the Government for
-now known as Florence, much of the suffer- each day's travel toward the promiEed land.
ing and loss of life at that place may be attriThere is no evidence that there was any debuted to the action of the general government
in calling for a battalion of men for the :Th'Iexi- sign upon the part of Government to put the
can war. It depleted the destitute, scattered Mormons in jeopardy, or to injure them by

this demand· for troops. The order to enlist
these men at the outset states, "It is understood that there is a large body of Mormons
who are desirous of emigrating to California,
for the purpose of settling in that country,
and I have therefore to direct that you will
proceed to their camps and endeavor to raise
from amongst them." Thus is the reason particularly given why the effort to enlist was
made. If, therefore, the raising of this Mormon Battalion was a successful stroke of diplomacy on the part of Brigham Young, as
stated by their latest historian, it is improper
for Mr. Little, or any other to declaim against
that act as a piece of cruelty on the part of
Government.
We have reason to know that out of all the
number of those who held titles to lands in
:Missouri, who wero driven thence, nine-tenths
sold and alienated their titles beyond legal recovery, or just right to demand restitution,

THOUGHTS ON THE WORD OF WISDOM.
NUMDER 'l'WO.

I h~d not thought to write more on this sub.
ject, but for several reasons, which we will not
now name, we resume the task.
A very large majority of the failures of all
the righteous and good men who have gone before, has been on account of a lack of knowledge. Hear what the wise man said: "HapPY is the man that findeth wisdom, and the
man that getteth understanding." And again :
"lt is better to get wisdom than gold." Also:
"Wisdom is the principal thing."
How apt are these sayings; how truthful !
How great is tbe need of' wisdom in our day.
And how eager shouM the Saints be to profit
by every hint given as to how it may be obtained j especially when· coming from the
Divine Author, as is the case with the Word
of Wisdom.
It seems that a brief thought, or a single
glance at the condition of mankind at present
ought to be sufficient to c"~nvince any one of
the necessity of such a revel~tion being given.
As we look around us, what do we see? It has
quite truly been ,said of us that we are "a nation of dyspeptics." \Ve see the rapid increase of diseases; the almost universal suffering of the human family j the almost total failure of the wisest and most prominent practitioners of medicine to give satisfactory relief
to the suffering; the uncertainty of all their
specific remedies and prescriptions. Where
then in their sufferings should Latter Day
Saints look for relief'?
We learn by reading the Scriptures that
when Christ established his church, he not only
brought his disciples to the ensign of eternal
truth, but to the standard of health also; a
restoration to health was one of the fruits of
obedience to his teaching. It was a part and
parcel of the gospeL Christ not oniy forgave
the sins of the inner man but of the whole
soul. He not only gave relief to the horrid·
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suspensions of the mind, caused by sin against
the higher law, but also the sin against the
law of nature. How merciful is our God, who
will not leave his penitent and faithful children to drag out a life of misery and afHiction.
n
h"
h d
.t1 or t lS purpose "t e ay-spring from on high
hath visited us * * * to guide our feet into the
way of peacc."-Luke 1 : 78, 79. The song
of the angelic host was, "Glory to God in the
highest, and on earth peace, good will toward
men."-2: 14. See the promise of Christ
also: "Peace I leave with you, my peace I give
unto you."-John 14 : 27. There is no peace
for those weary, worn, fatigued, and tossed by
affliction, only as their sufferings are healed.
But what meaneth a restoration of these
things? Is the gospel restored with all its appendages, or a part? Hundreds of the Saints
testify that the gift of healing is in the Church,
.
.
even t h oug h 1ts manifestatiOns are limited.
Saints, how many have we seen; or how
many of us have been restored to health and
vigor on the act of obeying the first·principles
of the gospel? And how oft do we reflect upon the bright prospects we then had in view;
and how oft do we year.n for the return of that
peace and tranquility which then pervaded
our souls? Many have been led to call that the
first love. A sad thought indeed that this love
should diminish instead of increasing. Yes,
how painful the thought., how heart: rending
the scene, that in many instances follows; for,
instead of these great blessings remaining for
any length of time, the persons who received
these blessings have continued in the thralldom
of these fatal habits, and again been dragged
back to the old, languid path a of imbecility and
misery. Some of these have from time to time
called for the elders to administer, and, perhaps have been greatly blessed at times; but
the blessing is no more permanent than before;
and after nature has answered to the great desire for health, time and again, she is finally
worn out, and the poor creatures have dragged
along for awhile, and then gone the way of all
the earth. Some of these cases never heard
"
d f · d " t
h · ·
t h e wor o WlS om
aug t Jn 1ts proper
light; but have heard it spoken of in a very
light manner by those bringing the gospel
tidings to them; by those who officiate in the
ordinances of the Lord's house. Now, wbo is
in the fault? The case is clear tbat.their faith
was not deficient, for they execised it to that
extent as to regain their health. They were·
ignorant of the direful nature of their habits.
Now, brethren, do not say we are laying too
much stress on the "word of wisdom;" that
we are sticklers; or that it is our "hobby/' etc.
But remember, that to eay that if such individuals would "keep and do these sayings,
walking in obedi!lnce to the commandments,"
they would not receive their health, is to deny
a positive declaration of God. We choose to
say with the apostle, "Let God be true, but
every man a liar."
Do not think we are laboring to blend this
revelation with the commandments, for not so.
We have been trying to keep in view the distinction between those thingt~ which are strictbe
ly forbidden and those which are said
unwise, imprudent and injurious. Or between
the positive commandments and those things
which the Lord says are pleasing to him. We
have no desire to confound them into one. vVe
, see no reason for it. We have merely been
trying to show that these sayings are indis-
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pensable to those who w0uld keep all the commandments; as much as a breakfast is to a
man who wishes to do a big day's work. Now,
the breakfast he eats and the work he does are
not one j but were it not for his victuals, his
day's labor would evidently be a slim one.
Just imagine, if you can, the magnitude of the
labor required of the mind to predominate
over the wiles of the adversary, the lusts of the
flesh, the allurements of the world, and then
no longer rob it of the most essential weapons
to fight with, nor starve it to death for the
want of proper nourishment.,-"wisdom and
knowledge."
The word of wisdom claims to be given for
the purpose of "showing forth the order and
will of God." And we confess our belief in a
strong alliance between the commandments of
God and his order and 1iJ1:ll. Hence, we feel
safe to treat upon them side by side each in
their own sphere. So, to illustrate the necessity of heeding the word of wisdom, let us compare two characters, A. and B. A. belongs to
the church, but has wandered far from the
standard of vigor, and those principles which
warrant health; is suffering the penalty by
physical dilapidation. B. is a worldly man,
living far from the ensign of truth and those
principles which warrant eternal life; he is
suffering remorse of conscience on account of a
banishment from God. Both see the necessity
of doing something, but what? J3oth are incessantly praying for relief; but what is the
result? The Saints say that B. may pray until dooms-day, but unless he complies with the
requirements of the plan of salvation, his sins
will not be remitted. How is it with A? All
agree that nature is governed by law; all agree
that God is the Law-Giver. Why then is it
not just as necessary that A. should comply
with the principles governing his case as it is
for B.? B. must have faith in the plan or
principle and must repent of his wicked acts
and dead works. Is it not just as needful for
A. to have faith, and to repent of his unwise
and injurious habits? If B. does not obe.y, he
·11 b y no means h ave th e Com1or
i'
t t
WI
er o gm e
him into all truth. Will God give A. those
''hidden treasures" of knowledge by which
he may guide his course wittingly, if he obeys
not? God has instituted principle3 to govern
the "te~poral salvation" as VI ell as to govern
B's eternal salvation. The Book of :Mormon
tells us there can be no law without there is a
penalty attached. Now, will God make null
and void the penalty attached to one code of
his law to agree with the filthiness or foolishness of A., any quicker than he would adopt
another code to the sins and iniquities of B.?
\Ve think these terms quite synonymous. Now
the point we wish to present is this: "The gift
of healing" will not, and cannot be exercised
to that extent which it ought to be for the
welfare of individuals, and the enhancement
of the Lord's work, while the "word of wisdom" is so universally neglected; unless God
will repeal and rescind the declarations of a
law mad!) by his hand. Will he do it? Or
must we abide by the law?
The question has often been asked, Why
are the administrations of the elders so often
fruitless? The foregoing may give a faint insight to one of the causes.
I would respectfully summons the attention
of all who neglect .the "word of wisdom," on
account of it not being given in form of a corn-
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mandment, to the following scripture:
"For behold it is not meet that I should command in all things, for he that is compelled in all
things, the same is a slothful and not a wise servant; wherefore he receiveth no reward. Verily,
I say, men should be anxiously engaged in a good
cause, and do many things of their own free will,
and bring to pass much righteousness: for the
power is in them wherein they are agents unto
themselves. And inasmuch as men do good, they
shall in nowise lose their reward. But he that doeth
not anything until he is commanded, and receiveth a commandment with a doubtful heart, and
keepeth jt with slothfulness, the same is damned."
-B. of C. 58: G.
And again, we quote from a revelation given
December, 1833:
"Behold, I say unto you, there were jarrings,
and contentions, and envyings, and strife, and
lustful and covetous desires among !hem, therefore by thesQ things they polluted their inheritances. They were slow to hearken unto the voice
of the Lord their God; therefore the Lord their
God is slow to hearken unto their prayers, to answer them in the clay of their trouble. In the day of
their peace they esteemed light.ly my counsel; but
in the day of their trouble, of necessity they feel
after me. "-B. of C. !JS: 3·
"But," asks one, "what allusion has this to
the 'word of wisdom?' This calamity happened them on account ofjarrings, contention~,
and strife, etc., not because they kept not theEe
sayings." Very well; but notice, they were
slow to hearken unto the voice of their God,
"they esteemed lightly his counsels." Furthermore, I ask for the cause of all their "jarrings," etc. I have more charity than to believe that all these things have crept into their
midst wholly on account of their malevolence;
but for want of those ''hidden treasures of
knowledgewcame their sad degeneration. The
next verse shows conclush;ely thatit was not
their malignancy, for God says "my bowels
are filled with compassion toward them."
To show a further relation between these
sayings and the great work of salvation, we
quote from sec. 50 : 1:
"Hearken, 0 ye elders of my church, and give
ear to the voice of the living God; and attend to
the words of wisdom which shall be given unto you,
***as touching the church, and the spirits which
have gone abroad in the earth. Behold, verily, I
say uuto you, there are many spirits which are
false spirits, which have gone forth in the earth,
deceiving the world."
It makes no particular differencewheth.erthe
words of wisdom referred to in this quotation
allude to the revelation which was afterwards
given, Februry 27th, 1833, or not. But to
us they seem to be closely linked together;
for we see they were to be given as touching
the church and the false spirits which· had
gone forth in the earth. Now, when we consider the fact that Satan i('l. opposed to the work
of redemption, it is nothing unreasonable to
suppose that he would marshal all his energies
and all his hosts to thwart the plan. And we
think it but reasonable to suppose that he (Satan) would move upon the hearts of those evil
designing men and entice them to enter into
conspiracies in these last days, in which conspiracies liquors of all kinds, teas, tobaccos,
etc., are adulterated and poisoned.
The devil knew, and so do those conspiring
·men know, that when a man becomes perfectly
saturated with poison that they could not
break off their habits without causing them
much misery; that, like tl!e opium eater, to
stop at once is death, ( witlaout divine interposition), and to continue is just as bad-slavish
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bondage and misery. Hence, the conspiracy
answers two ends : Firstly, the devil holds many from enjoying health, destroys their usefulness, and thus greatly impedes the work of
God. Secondarily, the parties who engage in
this wicked work enhance and prolong the
sale of their poisonous drugs, sapping much of
the surplus of the Saints, wherein God's store·
house is in a great measure robbed.
We quote again :
"Behold, I, the Lord, am not well pleased with
many who are in the church at Kirtland, for they
do not forsake their sins, * * * and observe the
words of wisdom and eternal life which I have given unto them. Verily, I say unto you, that I, the
Lord, will chasten them and will do whatsoever I
list if they do not repent and observe all things
whatsoever I have said unto them."-Sec. 95: 4.
Who can conceive of language anymore pOS·
itive than this? Who can find a word that
comprises more than this little word "all.?"
Not all commandments only, but "all things
whatsoever I have said unto them. The "word
of wisdom" is one of these sayings, and also
one of the words which they failed to observe.
When the Lord set his hand again to restore
the gospel" of peace to earth, his all. searching
eye saw the conditions of man. He knew of
all their meanderings in ignorance. He knew
perfectly well the folly and the nature of all
the habits they had and would imbibe. He
knew the impossibility of man attaining to the
required elevation without health. Hence, we
'conclude, that it is not probable that God,
W hose natur·e 1's love, whose a1"m 1"s the best
interests of his children, would (while reveal·
ing the truths of heaven for their benefit) fail
to apprize them of this important fact also.
And to this end how beautiful the plan, how
precise the rule, and how comprehensive the
terms which are found in the word of wisdom !
Why then marvel, or be surprised? 'Why
wonder at the condescension of a loving Father? Why be amazed at finding such a revelation? And, above all, why make sport of
those who try to profit by this God-given principle? Its necessity, its probability, its numerous testimonials, all speak in terms too
positive to doubt. Earnestly praying for the
developement of all good principles, and the
abandonment of folly and bad habits, I will
D. R. BALDWIN.
eon elude.
SEDGWicK, Iowa.

A Drean1.
I dreamed that I saw a tree growing at the edge
of a stream of water. There had been twelve large
limbs upon it, but they were all cut off. I heard
a voice saying that the choicest fruit they could
get had been selected, and they had grafted in the
twelve limbs that were cut off, but !bat they
had not had time yet to do much. Then I
dreamed that I was up in the tree, standing on
two short limbs that were grafted, but I had nothing to hold to. I looked to my right hand and
there I saw a young tree that had grown from the
root, and a voice said to me "take hold with your
right hand," and I took hold of it, "for it is suffi.
cient to support you." Then the voice said again,
"God is going to do a great miracle, and show the
people in this age of the world that he is the same
as in other ages. After this I was moved, and the
trees with me, across the stream, and placed on
the other shore; then I awoke.
E. o.

Ad.d1·esses.
Thomas Taylor, 283 Bell Barn Road, Birmingham, England.
Heman C. Smith, box 154, l3lue ll3plds, Marshall county, Kansas.
W. H. Kelley, Galien, Berrien county, Mich.
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------------------Plano, lllinois, July l, 186'7 •
SHALL THE CONSTITUTION BE
AMENDED.
REv. BALLARD S. DUNN, a clergyman of the Episcopal Church, located in Salt Lake City, has in
a letter to the Chicago Tribune, published Saturday, June 9th, endeavored to enlighten the general public as to the right method of dealing with
and solving the "vexed question" of Utah Mermonism.
Much that this reverend gentleman has to say
may be correct, but certainly, much of it we believe to be founded in an erroneous conception of
the case in hand, notwithstanding his six years'
residence there; and we write this with the confideuce of forty years acquaintance and a life interest in the question of the past, present, and future
of Mormonism.
Mr. Dunn sums up the whole of the creed as
lies and deception from the first; but admits, and
herein claims that the strength of the cause has
lain and now lies, that the people, from the leading men to the humblest follower, are honest;
except some who for money getting have stultified themselves and professed belief where they
had none. Now, to deal with this terrible evil
which has fastened itself to the back bone of the
republic," and prevent its further spread, the
reverend gentleman proposes that panacea for all
political ills, "an amendment to the constitution,"
that shall not only cure the national dishonor of
the evil complained of in Mormonism, but shall
likewise efface from the corporate system of the
body, political, moral, and social of the republic,
all other evils of a supposed similar nature.
Does not Rev. Ballard S. Dunn know, that if,
with a view to reach the Utah development of
evil, which is the objective point of the present
and past efforts to abolish Mormonism, a general
sweep should be made at all religious systems
affecting to regulate the domestic relation, it will
serve not only to arm the :Mormon people with a
just cause for a new cry of "persecution;" but it
would rouse, not only the sense of justice in the
rude and unlettered among those taking no part
in the conflict of religions, one against the other,
but the intelligent and better portion of all those
societies which he names, would unite in common
defense :1gainst the usurpation of congressional
powers to do just what the originators of the colonies, and the framers of the Declaration of Independence, and the makers of the Constitution evidently intended should not be done. Besides this,
such an act would make the Government a party
to the persecution wagec1 against them.
Again, it would seem, that if there should be
such an attempt made and the object so glaringly confessed, that it was designed to reach the
Utah "honest" "fanaticism," it would serve only
to show with how thin a vail men could endeavor
to cover up and hide a wrong act.
l'!Iore than all this; there is a principle of law,
older than the Constitution of the United States,
that it is not within the purview of law making
powers to pass ex post facto laws. Whatever crimes
against the common weal of the nation; whatever
infringement of the peace and dignity of the
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people of the United States, these Latter Day
Saints, or Mormons, these followers of Jesus
Christ according to the tenets taught, as it is
claimed, by Joseph Smith, may have committed,
or have been guilty of, have been so committed
under the Constitution of the United States; and
if punished by law, they should be punished by
the operation of those laws enacted under and by
virtue of that bulwark of human liberty.
We are not in favor of the exercise of mob vio.
lence, neither upon the part of individuals nor of
societies; and in governments it would be terri.
ble.
'l'o attempt to amend the Constitution as pro.
posed by Mr. Dunn, is admitting that it is inadequate to the accomplishment of the design of its
framers, and would offer a pretext and create precedent for every other encroachment upon the
1:iersonal rights sought to be protected by it and
the laws passed by the several States under it.
We are of the number who believe that the
Constitution was the production of men chosen,
or permitted in the wisdom of the Divinity which
watches over the destinies of men and nations, to
be the magna charta of the liberties of all men,
irrespective of creed, color, or nationality; and
this includes political, social, and religious free.
dom. That under this charter and within tho
range of its provisions, and in the broad arena of
this American land, the battle of liberty and free.
dom against tyranny and oppression; right against
wrong; truth against error; toleration against
intolerance; and fair and candid investigation
against dogmatism, might be fought out to the.
end; and we arc prepared to abide the issue,
Should that issue prove that in our fan:1ticisn~
we have been over foolish, and the hoped for'vic,
tory shall be with the powers opposing truth and
right, we shall submit with what grace we may.
'l'o us there seems to be a way of meeting the
issues raised in this Utah question which offers,
a better chance for its proper solution than is af,
forded by the proposal of Rev. Dunn. 'I'he un-.
prejudiced enforcement of already existing laws,
by men in authority, who neither feared nor fa-.
vored any class, would long since have prevented
the growth of what Hev. Dunn is pleased to calh
a system of "sanctified lust." The proper enforce-.
ment of laws against crime, in favor of the 1\'Ior'.
mons, and. against them equitably, and in the,
true intent and meaning of the clause guarantee-.
j,pg the free exercise of religion, would have made·
friends to the government of those now and al-ways heretofore pronounced as outlaws, instead;
of making them feel that while they might ex..
pect ·hate and ill usage from cotemporaneous.
churches :1nd creeds, they had no right to call for·
the common prot~?ction which the Constitution
guaranteed them in demanding; hence, compelling them to act as outlaws, hostile, apparently, to.
the institutions of the country.
The day was, as acknowledged by all, within
and without, when that, now so universaliy denounced, was not a part of the religion& belief of
the Jjformon church; when it was universally
!:1ught by that church that marriage was under
control of civil law, regulated by such customs as
prevailed as the result of such law; when all
marriage contracts entered into before uniting
with the church must be sacredly observed and
fulfilled. This was done while the church was
existing in republican States of the Union, having
statutory enactments declP,ring who might and
might not legally contract in marriage. It was.
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also done when no removal from the jurisdiction
of those states was contemplated, or commanded
of God, as, indeed, no command to remove has
yet been given or claimed. Here then is the key
to this question, one which statesmen are too susceptible to opportunities for personal advancement, or too careless to the commission of wrong
so long as themselves escape from its personal
injury, to use.
Besides this, venality has lain perdu across the
threshhold of governmental officers, and so long
as a conflict, in which themselves should take
part could be staved off, they would shoulder the
responsibilities upon their successors; until, with
the "average }formon" only, to say nothing of
the shrewd men who have led them, ah almost
certain conviction is reached that government
officers do not intend to do a duty which may
involve sacrifice of ease or comfort on their part.
They have learned that. the average officer and
politician is weak-kneed and vascillating.
When asked the question in 1866, by the chairman of the Committee on Territories, "What additional legislation would you recommend to
Congress in the .case of Utah," we replied, "We
recommend none; there has already been too
much that has not been enforced." We insisted
then; we insist now, that if the Government
would enforce the already existing laws, in the
purport and spirit of them, all this terrible anxiety and apprehension about the encroachment of
this horrible evil, would vanish and men would
cease to violate them; not because of the severity
of the law, but by reason of the certainty of its
enforcement. The remedy we propose is to deny,
in theory and in practice, in dealing with this
Utah question, the sanctity of polygamy as are.
ligious tenet; to deny at once, and in toto, the
right of any man, or body of men, under the privileged plea of religious sentiment, to disregard
the principles of common right underlying and
ruling in the community, state and nation, in
which such religious tenet is to be practiced.
No matter what may be said in glorifying free
love, promiscuity, Shakerism, or polygamy, the
theory of man's salvation, the vital point in all
this huge conflict of religions, can not legitimately be based upon any one of them; and the latter
is so glaringly in contempt and defiance of the
laws obtaining in the republican states where the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints rose
and flourished, that it is and has been a wonder
that any one ever gave a moment's dubious thought
to its plea of sacredness.
When, in 1866, we made the reply to the com.
mittee, referred to above, it was quite actively
circulated in Utah that we had gone to ·washington to incite the Govemment to hostility to the
church there; and that we then told lies to fur.
ther this design. Nothing is farther from the
truth. vVc had not the remotest idea of asking
the Government to take a single hostile step
toward the people in the valley. We went because a process commanding us to appear and
testify was sent us. And when asked what questions were propounded to us we gave what we
believed then, and still believe to be the truth.
The conviction forced upon us then, that Govern.
ment officials and congressmen were alike venial,
vascillating and fearful in dealing with the question, "What shall be clone with Utah?" is still
with us in just the same force now as then. 1Ve,
furthermore believed then as we believe now, that
to assume the ground that the Constitution, and
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laws that may have been, or that may be enacted
under it, are powerless to prevent or punish what
is so roundly denounced as a huge crime, is to
admit its political correctness and will debar
further prosecution of so called offenders. For,
if the practice of such a tenet as a part, or the
whole of the :M:ormon religion, is not now a
crime, no subsequent legislation, even though it
be so solemnly enacted as by an amendment to
the Constitution can make it such.
Rev. Dunn is right in that he says that Government has fostered what now is so irksome to bear;
Governmental officers have dined with it, supped
with it, danced with and hob nobbed with it.
Statesmen, of nearly every grade, have visited it,
bowed to it, s];look hands with it, tampered with
-and feared it;-and President Young, and others of those shrewd, quick witted men around
him would have been greater asses than the obstinate brute that Balaam bestrode if they had
not discovered the strong side of their case and
the weakness of those seeking legislation against
them, when so palpably shown; it would have
been a crime of folly if they had not.
WE have a new edition of bound Branch Records, the small ones advertised for $2.00 each.
They are large enough for any branch except the
very largest. We are asked for a still smaller
one, at a less price, but the difference does not
lie in the few sheets of paper that a smaller one
would cost, but it is in the binding and in the ex.
pense of ruling of four kinds of blanks; namely,
the record of names, with all the items of birth,
baptism, etc., a record of the blessing of children,
one of marriages, and one for the recording ot
·branch business transacted; so we must adhere
to the old price, and they are much cheaper than
would be sold at any book store with that amount
of ruling and work on them, and bound in leath-.
er and cloth.
We also mention again our new and improved
statistical report, as advertised on last page, as
the thing to make correct reports on, either to the
conferences or to the Church Recorder.
And the Branch Finance Book should be in
use in every branch; for each should have a fund
for branch expenses and its poor, and for district
purposes, and for the general treasury of the
Church, and accounts thereof should be kept,
and it be understood that such a book is open in
the hands of the branch president or such finan.
cial clerk as the branch may appoint from time
to time.
"THE average Mormon is not amenable to right
reason," says the reverend Ballard S, Dunn, in
his letter published by us in this issue. The reason that the reverend gentleman gives for this
is, that when the Mormon says that he knows
that the doctrine of his belief is true; and when
he is asked how he knows it is true he answers,
"The Spirit of truth bearing witness with my
spirit, testifies that it is true." Therefore, you
can not reason with a Mormon, says this gentleman.
To Mr. Dunn, as to hundreds of others, it seems
to be a terrible thing for a man to say "I know;
because the spirit of truth bears witness with my
spirit, and maketh me to know." For what other purpose was the spirit of truth sent into the
world to bear witness if not to testify in such way
as would give knowledge? Of what benefit
would this bearing witness be, if no con-

viction of truth was wrought? And of what
worth would this conviction of truth be, if a man
should not be able to say, "I know?" If a man
knows, why should he pause to reason himself
into a belief of what he knows; or why is he not
amenable to right reason; if he declines to admit that reasoning of another may dispossess him
of that which he knows? Mr. Dunn would think
it the absurdity of folly that he should deny what
he knows because another wants to reason him
out of it. It is this persistent assurance of the
average believer that torments the learned and
more than average religionist.
Our friend assumes again, that the psycholog
ical e;xplanation of the revelations received by
Joseph Smith and all other Mormons, is found
in the "desire and expectancy of the heart and
mind."oftheonereccivingtherevelation. Thatif
the desire and expectancy be in accord, the thing
sought is received. To enforce this idea he states
that neither spiritualists, nor Mormons ever receive revelations of disagreeable things. This
certainly does not agree with the history of the
church; and is not in keeping with the revelations in the Book of Mormon and Doctrine and
Covenants; for in them are shown the fact that
many unlikely and disagreeable things had been
revealed, and moreover foretold.
Was it an agreeable thing to be told, as were
many in the church in the early days, (and to a
certain extent afterwards), that they were not
pleasing God, or that they were in condemnation
and should remain so until they did as they were
directed-but this statement made by l\'l:r. Dunn
is so glaringly wide of the truth that we think it
unnecessary to put it to further ex;amination.
The "desire and expectancy" being in accord
the thing sought is revealed. We apply t@ this
statement a scriptural test that neither Mr. Dunn
nor any of his compeers can h;npeach.
"Ask, and it shall be given you; seek, and ye
shall find; knock, and it shall be opened unto
you."-Matt. 7: 7.
"Therefore I say unto you, What things soever
ye desire, when ye pray, believe that ye receive
them, and ye shall have them."-Matt. 11: 24. ·
"And all things, whatsoever ye shall ask in
prayer, believing, ye shall receive .."-Matt. 21: 22.
These sayings of the Great Teacher, would
seem to warrant the belief that if a man wanted
anything which was within the gift of God, he
was both to desire it, and to expect (believe) that
he should receive it. The inference one would
naturally draw from the statement of :Mr. Dunn
would be that a man asking anything of God
must neither desire nor expect it, when he asked
for it, if he did the devil would be sure to answer .
his prayer.
IT is summer.time, when it seems to be thought
by many that renewals of. subscription are not
expected, or that we do not have to buy stock
and pay bills. We find hundreds in arrears for
the HERALD for months past; and other hundreds who have been taken off the. list after the
HERALD was sent them six months after their
time expired, and who are charged o:a our delinquent book with the amounts. Now, although
the times are hard, and we do not wish to force
our claims, yet can not many of our subscribers
send a little each, a dollar or two, or even less;
also pay the branch or district agent for books
they have had, so that they can pay us?
We hope that none will really carry out the
thought expressed by a writer-that of not labor-
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ing for the interests of the HERALD; for it is the
official paper of the Church, and although some
things may not be accordilag to our liking, never.
theless the interests of the Church, and of its
press and publishing house can not well be sepm·ated; and working against, or failing to work
for one, is just so much injury to the whole fabric. With patience, and doing the best each
one can, there will come, in due time, 11 more
hopeful condition of affairs in respect to the
things complained of-and not far hence. Do
not weary in well doing.
A sister living at Darlington, Wisconsin, sends
a dollar to help the work along, and says that they
have had no preaching since father Gurley
preached there, but she thinks good could be
done by an able Elder. She circulates her HERALDS and HOPES well among her friends and
neighbors.
Brother Heman C. Smith held a discussion at
Blue Rapids, Nebraska, June 4th and following
evenings, with Rev. W. F. Boyaldn, an epitome
of which was published in the Blue Bapids Times.
The reporter evidently tried to be fair, but says
that as the report is not verbatim, neither party
is responsible for any statement in it. The first
question, "Is the Book of Mormon what it purports to be; and does it contain a revelation of
God's will to man?" was affirmed by brothe.r
Smith, in the usual method of defense by the Elders; and :M:r. Boy akin's denial was much the
same as those usually adopted by the clergy.
The result we haye not learned. We thank
brother Smith for the Times.
In a copy of Tlte Oatltolic, for June 2nd, sent us
by Elder J. A. Forgeus, and for which we thank
him, is an article written by a Protestant, strongly
advocating the claim that Peter did live and labor at Rome; an idea that Protestants usually
deny. The article is an able one, and cites some
late archeological discoveries strongly corroborative of the claim. The writer states, "Nor can
there be any doubt that the presence and death
of St. Peter at Rome, though hardly capable of
demonstration, were attested by a chain of evidence which in any ordinary case, where no ulterior interests were thought to be at stake, would
be accounted conclusive."
Brother J. C. Clapp expresses himself as displeased with the conduct of the HEHALD; and
while we may regret the causes which he alleges
as the reasons for his displeasure, we call to his
remembrance that this is the first letter for pub.
lication received from brother Clapp, for a long
period, and the first intimation from him that he
was displeased. Will brother Clapp please read
that portion of the editorial in HEHALD of April
15th, present year, found in page 121, beginning
at the top of second column, and tell us how far
from the truth the statements therein made are.
Bro. Samuel Evans and others send mcmey for
tracts to distribute to their neigbors, so that they
may have every opportunity of hearing the gospel.
Bro. J. H. Lake writes from Farmington, Iowa,
that the Saints are well, and that the elders are
battling for the truth. Bro. Lake has been in
great trial and sorrow, but he has the prayers and
confidence of all tlie Church for his comfort and
success.
Sister Eliza G. Page, an old-time Saint, and
one of the true ones of earth, lives at Hudson, St.
Croix county, Wisconsin, eighteen miles from St.
Paul, JHinnesota, where she has been for thirty
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years. She has hoped to see a branch raised up, 1 As will be seen from the minutes of the meetbut, except a passing visit from brother Kelley, ing of the Board of Publication, brother W. W.
there has been no labor there since we, the junior, Blair's reply to Elder Wm. Sheldon is to be pubpreached there in 1869, and baptized four, across lished. It has been revised and enlarged since
the St. Croix Lake, in Minnesota. She requests one last year, when its publication was first contemor both of us to -come this season, and thinks that plated in book form, consequently it will be a
some would be baptized, besides doing her much much larger work, and we look upon it as to be
good in the word of God; but there seems no one of the best things in defense of some points
opening for this. Yet it is sad that this and that has yet been written. Its title will be "Joso many other fields lie uncultivated, where work seph the Seer-His Prophetie Mission Vindicahas been done and the promise is good for more, ted, and the Divine Origin of the Book of Marbut with none to go or to send to do the work. mon Defended and Maintained." It therefore
Sister Page desires to be remembered in the pe- includes both a general and special defense of
titions of the Saints.
the divinity of the latter-day-work, its prophetic,
Brother II. P. Robbins, of Stockton, writes of and also its antiquarian proofs that it is the work
the drouth and intense heat in that part of Cali- of God. We will say more hereafter about it.
fornia. June 12th mercury 113 above in the
Brother J. A. Snodgrass writes from Elizabeth,
shade, and generally ranging from !)8 to 110. Joe Davies county, Illinois, that he is the only one
Further south financial affairs are still worse by of the Church in that place. He would welcome
the failure of the crops but in the north prospects an Elder to that region.
Brother John Spaulding, of Nobles county,
are better, yet fierce hot winds prevail, causing
destruction. He says that th.e Saints are leaving Minnesota, writes that they are looking for brothStockton for other places, and'that soon none, or er Charles Derry in that country. Some are ready
but few, will remain.
to obey the gospel. Grasshoppers arc plenty, but
Brother G. 0. Kennedy writes from Colorado are not doing much damage, and crops look well.
stillmore of the interest felt there in the Book of
Brethren J. J. Vickery and S. G. JHayo are
Mormon. He also gives account of a rain there preaching in Calloway county, Missouri, and
June 7th which turned to snow, which fell till they look for good results, as the people arc
noon the 8th, then nearly a foot being on the searching for truth, and they expect to baptize
ground.
some soon. JYiay they labor yaliantly and reap
Brother Jesse Walker of Walker's Station, Hod abundantly, by God's blessing.
River county, Texas, would like some Elder to
Brother L. W. Babbitt sent us notice of a two.
day meeting to be held at the Pleasant Grove
visit and preach there.
Brother T. J. Phillips, of St. Thomas, Canada, Branch, De Kulb county Missouri, June 23rd and
lately baptized three, sends word of his joy and 24th, but too late for June 15th HERALD. He
gladness in having obeyed the word of God. May says that they are anxious to see the work again
he be steadfast and grow in the Spirit.
progress. Two were baptized June 3rd.
Brother Jacob Stanley writes favorably of the
Brother Thomas C. Kelly sends fifty cents for
tract fund and sister Sarah Bass one-dollar.
spiritual condition of the branch at Streator, La
Brother John 'Vatkins writes of the organiza. Salle county, Illinois.
Sister F. W. Grady lives alone in her faith in
tion of Lucas Branch at Cleveland, Lucas county,
Iowa, pow numbering twenty-four members. The the city of Rockford, Illinois, and is firm in her
Elders preach in the Presbyterian church there faith, but her deprivation of hearing the word,
each Sabbath evening, and also are filling appoint- and of meeting with the Saints is trying, as it is
ments in other places around.
to many others. Her health has recently im.
Bro. Thomas Dobson writes that the Galland's proved.
Grove Conference passed off well; and so writes
Sister Eliza Hunter, of Alton, Illinois, says that
brother E. J\L Wildermuth concerning the Eastern the Saints there are feeling well in the good work,
Iowa Conference, "a good attendance and a good and are enjoying the Spirit of God.
Brother W. R. Calhoon writes from Marengo,
time in general."
Brother E. H. Webb of Sacramento, California, Illinois, that his faith is the same as heretofore.
writes of the presence of some Brighamitc Elders,
Brother Lorenzo Fay, of Monroe county, Mich.
with whom our Elders expect to compare doc. igan, mentions the dry weather and the crop.
trines. Brother Webb says that brother Fuller destroyers, and indeed the newspapers bear daily
has been very ill with the lung fever and sister evidence of how momentous is the condition of
l'~uller by a fall has suffered much. They desire affairs on every hand, and of the· interest and
to be remembered by the Saints in prayer.
anxiety felt by the people. In some places drouth,
Sister Hoxrma Fuller, kllwwn to many as "Amit in others floods, in others locusts, in others chintz
Boxy," now aged eighty-one years and four bugs, in others the potatoe bug, in others hail,
months, still lives at Otho, Webster county, Iowa, tornadoes, etc., etc ..
and bears her years and her infirmities with the
Brother Wm. H. Frost of the Palmyra Branch,
patience, resignation, and cheerfulness for which Nebraska, writes of labors among them by breth,
she has been noted for so many years.
ren R. 0. Elvin and Heman C. Smith. Branch
Sister Elizabeth JYicJYiillen of Cahokia, Clark afiairs look rather dark. There are many good
county, lHissouri, says that -the HEHAI,D is her hearted people in that country, and he hopes that
only preacher, and like the hundreds of others that branch yet may be a shining light to them,
who are scattered abroad, it is the welcome mes- that the honest in heart may be gathered in. He
senger with tidings of truth.
thinks that it is the duty of all the Saints to take
We thank brethren Charles JYI. Fulks, Ji'red. C. the HEHALD to help on the work and themselves.
\Vamky, Joseph Hammer, Levi Cheeney and also.
Geo. Haywood for various papers sent by them,
Six copies of the Jolly Giant of San Francisco,
those from which we take items and make clip- California, anti-Catholic, received from brother
pings.
J. C. Clapp 1 for which we thank him,
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Brother Daniel Fisher, of Joplin, Missouri,
mentions his baptism by Elder Zachariah Wilson,
in 1835, in Wayne county, Illinois. He was at
Nauvoo at the time of Joseph's death, and after
that waited the coming of young Joseph. He is
sixty years old but can travel on foot and preach
the gospel yet. l\fay he have joy and peace in
the Holy Ghost.
Brother David Evans writes from Sullivan, 1\fissouri, tl).at the Boon Creek Branch is prospering.
Nine had been baptized since it was organized
last year, and others are on the way. May they
indeed seek the truth and ubey it.
Brother Wm. G. North, of Wilson county, Tex.
as, writes that he is trying to live according to
the gospel· of Christ. He says that affairs there
are prosperous, but that some miles east of them
a wind and hail storm did considerable damage
to houses, property, and crops. Hail stones as
large as a man's fist were reported as having fallen.
Sister Nancy Caverly, of Louisiana, Missouri,
says that they have heard no preaching since her
brother from California, J. M. Parks, was there
over a year ago, when he baptized her and her
daughters. She wishes that some able Elder
would come and preach there, as she believes
that some are favorable to the cause, and if she
was sure that she could get a house to speak in
she would make an exertion to have one come,
and as it is she would like to have some traveling Elder call. She lives four miles from Louisiana, on the Franklin road.
Sister Louisa T. Carroll writes from Joplin,
Missouri, that though she and her husband are
advanced in years, yet, through the protecting
care of a kind Father they still live and are try.
ing to serve God. They hope to see "the hills of
Zion flourish," being awake to "the signs of the
times and the distress of the nations," and there.
fore welcome proper efforts to effect a harmony
of gathering.
"Elder D. H. Bays and Uncle John 1\fcintosh,
of Galland's Grove, Iowa, will be in Harlan on
the 23d and 24th inst., (June), and assist in con.
ducting services of the Latter Day Saint~ Church
held here at that time." So says the Harlan .llm·ald.
A copy of the New Bedford, 1\'Iassachusctts,
Evening Standard, containing an interesting ac.
count of affairs in South America, received from
brother Jesse vV. Nichols, of Fairhaven. We
thank our faithful father in Israel for his watchfulness for interesting news from all the world.
We thank brother C. D. Norton for a copy of
the Hackney and Kingsland Gazette and Shore.
ditch Telegraph, containing a sermon on the Ten
Lost Tribes, preached in the JHaberly Chapel,
Islington, England, which we read with interest.
It is nearly time that divines began to hunt after
Ephraim.
WE have the following sad news from brother
Hyrum lludd, of Dowvillc, Iowa, written June
20th. We invite the attention of the Saints in
general to the request made in it:
B1·otlwr Henry:- I inform you of a sad occurrence. l\Iy brother was badly hurt yesterday
by getting his hand entangled in a belt in the
m.m, and he was thrown around the shaft, his
hand was torn from his arm, about two inches
above the wrist, his arm broken above the elbow,
and his left leg was broken. We ask tho Saints
to give him their prayers that the pain may be
cased, for that is the only source we have to go to.
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Therefore, by his request, I ask you to have the Illinois State Penitentiary, at Joliet, during May.
branch at Plano, and all other praying people to If so many are convicted of slate's prison offence~
remember him.
besides the number either never caught or neve;

NEWS SUMMARY.
[Prepare<l expressly for the Herald.]

A water-spout in tho Elkhorn valley, Nebraska,
Juno 6th, Hooded tho country to quite a depth, for
several miles around, and did some damage.
Western Tennessee was visited by a disastrous
storm, June 7th.
On the 12th, there was a volcanic eruption in
the mountains, near Yuba, California. Huge
boulders were seen l'ising in the air, and there
was a dense volume of smoke, with a violent motion of the earth.
The Pacific Rural Press gives account of a hot
sirocco-like wind in San Joaquin county, California, which was very trying to endure, and which
shelled out much wheat, 15,000 bushels, it was estimated, on the farms on the Sonora road. Also,
a fearful north wind and storm prevailed in Solano
county, June Gth to 8th, doing damage to the wheat
crop.
A terrific thunder storm, accompanied by hail
and a tornado in one place, occurred at and near
St. Paul, Minn., June 14th. Houses, barns, fences and other property were destroyed; $50,000
estimated loss. Some killed and injured.
A heavy storm at Keokuk, Iowa, and vicinit.y,
did considerable damage to railroad~, by washing
out track and embankments.
Violent wind, rain, and hail storms in various
parts of the country have done damage to crops
and property, but generally throughout the west
and northwest the crops are doing finely. In Nebraska, Kansas and Minnesota, the methods of
fighting the locusts are effectual to a great degree,
a.nd only in some instances will much damage be
done by them,
The strikes of the colliers in !he Pennsylvania
coal fields are very general throughout that State,
owing to the reduction of wages. There has been
considerable of this in Illinois. At Braidwood
many hundreds are out of employment, numbers
of our brethren included, and much suffering has
taken place.
Six hundred silk weavers are on a strike and
out of employment at. Paterson, N. J.
On the 8th of June, a fire at Bridgeport, Conn.,
destroyed a hat manufactory, with a loss of $250,000, and throwing 250 hands out of employment.
Fifteen thousand hats ready for shipment were
destroyed. By,: the falling of the walls eleven men
were killed.
On the 8th, a fire at Galveston, Texas, burned
three squares of buildings, inflicting a loss of
$1,500,000.
The city of St.John, New Brunswick, was nearly destroyed by fire, ;rune 20th, two hundred acres
of the best part of it being burned; post office,
custom house, city hall, academy of music, four
churches, all the banks but one, five newspaper
offices, !he chief hotels, the shipping in the river,
as well as the city buildings and main business
houses, pdvate residences, etc. Loes estimated at
fifteen millions of dollars. Thirty lives lost and
fifteen thousand people were made homeless. The
United States and Canadian cities are sending them
food and supplies.
A fire at Burlington, Iowa, June 18th, it was
feared would sweep much ofthe city, but a heavy
rain came and saved them, with a loss of only
$200,000.
A correspondent in a city d,1ily gives a personal
account of the terrible fvrest fires in Michigan,
Osceola county. A sea of fire twalve miles wide
swept over the forest, and he and his family where
he staid, only escape<t by fleeing to a cave in a
clearing, leaving everything behind. They were
almost suffocated, and the heat and fire remained
so long behind the Hames that they were prisoners
for two clays, surronnded by desolation, and with
no food or water. Similar losses and experiences
were had by others. .
By a railway collision at Point of Rocks, Maryland, four persons were killed and eighteen wounded. The engines were completely crushed, and
trains badly damaged.
One hundred criminals were received into the

convicted, how many thousands of lesser criminals are there? The lime of sixty-three expired
during !he month. There· were 1661 convicts remaining on June 1st, a larger number than ever
before, it is said.
The destruction of property by fire crackers, and
other fire works, has been so great. from year to
year, that as the Fourth of July draws near, anxiety is felt; and the city council of Chicago have
passed an ordinance forbidding retailing such
goods, and attaching a penalty of from $25 to $100.
Statistics show that over $154,000 worth of property was destroyed by them last year. Two fires
alone, within the past ten years, took $15 000 000
in property.
'
'
The loss by the falling of the new court-house
at Rockford, Ills., was $46,000, or its reconstruction to cost $206,000, in place of $1GO,OOO, as first
contracted for.
Five murderers were hung in the United StaleB,
June 15th, and eleven on the 22d. Most of these
were Mollie Maguires, in which association of
miners there has been much stir, and many threats
have been made. Hundreds of them meet in sec.ret, and these labor troubles are bearing deadly
fruit.
The Boston Board of Health has succeeded in
bringing five candy manufacturers before the
Criminal Court for adulteration of candy. A large
number of specimens of the ordinary candy sold
was analyzed and found to be not only something
besides sugar, but it was also poisoned with chromate of lead, as an ingredient in the make up.
There are indications that a formidable opposilion to the treasury policy of withdrawing the $1
and $2 greenbacks from circulation will be manifested at the next session of Congress. The argument against the retirement of the notes is that
they are a great convenience to the people who
have small remittances to make by letter, and who
do not live near a money order office.
A new oil well has been struck in Pennsylvania,
which yields 4,000 barrels per day. The immediate effect was to lower the price of that held in
speculators' hands.
The First National Bank of the State of 1\Iissouri failed J nne 19th. It startled the business
community, for it was considered safe, and had a
capital of $2,000,000. Other National Banks are
in danger of suspending.
The war between the two parties who are contending for supremacy in Mexico, still continue~.
The I.erdo party has captured Acapulco, on the
Pacific coast, although the Diaz party holds the ·
city of Mexico, !he capital, and !heir gunboats are
trying to retake Acapulco.
The Indian Commission appointed to locate the
Indi!ms who have gathered to the Spotted Tail
and Hed Cloud Agencies, have selected two sites
along the Missouri river.
The Shoshone Indians, in Wyoming, a friendly
tribe, and under government care, has for months
been suffering with hunger and starvation, through
the rascality of the contractor, who has since November held back 70,000 pounds of provisions
from them, and 55,000 pounds for a lesser period.
By an outbreak of Indians in Idaho, June 15t.h,
about twenty men were killed. The cause, by
official reports, is said to have been the killing of
an Indian by a white man, for which no redress
was obtained, and because of threats and force
used to bring them to meB,sures, a.gainst which
they rebelled. The troops followed the band, but
were repuled with loss, the Indians having good
a.rms and being good marksmen, while the soldiers
were cowardly. Gen. Howard, in command there;
thinks that 1,000 to 1,500 Indians are united; but
they will be overcome by superior numbers.
The Indians killed all the men on !he Salmon
·river, but not the women and children, whom they
allowed to go to other settlements in safety. The
situation in Northern Idaho it is thought exceeds
in danger any previous outbreak, and great excitement prevails there, while troops are being
sent to the scene of trouble, but they are few in
number al'ld may be overpowered, yet volunten
companies are being organized in Idaho and Wyo·
ming.
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Victor Emanuel, the King of Italy, is financially
AtOka., Canada, June 15th, the Indians burned
a Catholic Church and seminary. The trouble embarassed. His income of two and a half milarose by the Catholic clergy demanding the Pro- lion dollars does not support him. He has three
testant Indians to remove a certain fence, which hundred and forty. three palaces and houses, and
SANDWICH, Illinois, June 6th, 1877.
the latter refused to do, claiming that the land. had about fifty horses; hence his expenses are not
Editors Herald:-Just returned from St. Louis,
always been theirs by inheritance and privilege. sma 11. II e is very genrrous of gifts, at one iime I thought a few words to the Herald readers in
The Indians fled in a band into the woods. Pray- giving one hundred and fifty watches to his vari- respect to that part of the Lord's vineyard would
ers were offered in the Methodist Churches of Mon- ous favorites. A bill has been introduced to raise be interesting, so I write to say that St. Louis
treal in behalf of the Indians.
his salary.
District is prospering in the work of the Lord.
An educated Indian in Canada, has written to
Further intelligence from the Peruvian coast Its president, Bro. Wm. Hazzledine, and its vice.
the Chicago Tribune a defense of his race, showing gives details of the earthquake and tidal wave president, Bro. Abraham Heese, both assure me
cause for the uprisings of his people, because of which destroyed half-a-dozen cities and villages that the work in their district has never been in a
the way they have been plundered and driven, $20.000.000 of property and 1000 lives. Also fires better condition, so far as unity, peace and
wronged and murdered, and how where they try broke out and robbers plundered the places, alto- brotherly love are concerned. JHanyofthe branchto do right they aro many times unassisted, and gether making a scene of terror and suffering to es are steadily increasing their numbers, and
not only neglected, but. persecuted and robbed, un- the surviving. The same tidal wave reached the there is a very sensible progress in doctrinal
til their only friend seems to be nature and her Society Islands, sweeping away many houses, knowledge, and in prudent management of church
woods and waters, away from the white man's ill- stores and whaifs, and taking some lives.
affairs. All appear desirous that the will of the
usage. He proposes that each College tak o in an
Only one-seventh of the area of Greece is under Lord should be done, and that he should reign
Indian to educate, as a noble way to promote a cultivation; its surface being hilly, and in parts in them and rule over them. We noticed an in.
crease in active zeal, on the part of many, as also
better feeling, and to fit them to care for them- mountainous.
selves by this start.
The Joss of thirteen lives by accidents on the a steadfastness, and a solidness in godly purpose,
The London Times says that the dead by the water were reported June 14th and 15th, and these that was truly refreshing and full of good promfamine in India will be hundreds of thousands, and at only three places out of probably many such ise.
Our meetings, whether for preaching, prayer,
;probably millions before it is over. Eight thous- accidents.
and villages have been almost, or quite depopulaA violent ~ind storm, or tornado, occurred at sacrament, or testimoBy, were honored of our
ted, besides a vast territory of intervening and River Fall~, Wisconsin, and across the St. Croix, good Lord and King by the precious presence of
his enlightening and comforting Spirit. One
surrounding country.
in Minnesota, June 14th, doing great damage.
From the seat of war, our latest, June 23u, is
June 20th there were serious wind and rain new branch has been organized in the district of
that a part of the Russian army has crossed the storms at Quincy, IlL, Iowa Cit.y, Iowa, and at St. late.
During my sta.y some were baptized; among
Danube, after weeks of preparation. Much secrecy Joseph, Mo., destroying buildings, trees and grow·
them an old member, George Van Beek, who
has been maintained for some time as to the plans ing crops. A great amount of water fell.
to be carried out by the Hnssian army, but the
It is stated 10.000 sheep were destroyed by a says he remembers well of hearing Joseph the
whole affair has heen looked upon with anxiety storm May 14th and 15th, in the Aspen Valley, martyr state in a public meeting that "If Brigbam Young should get the lead of the Church,
California, near the Yosemite.
by all Europe,
Fifty thous;tnd men are said to have visited the he would lead it to hell." This same testimony
The English Cabinet has held many meetings
and diEcussed England's position and duty and l3lnck Hills this year, and that ten thousand are I have heard from many old-time Saints, among
have at last decided to make a move in their own now there without employment, who would be glad them Bro. and Sr. John Conyers, of Harrison
behalf and take a slice of Turkey while they can, to work for their board, or to have means to get county, Iowa; Sr. Clark, of San Bernardino, California, widow of Elder Hyrum Clark; and Bro.
when all the other nations have their hands full, away.
'l'he !Ion. Mrs. Norton, the poetess of celebrity James Whitehead, of Alton, Illinois. This testi.
and therefore has decided to occupy Egypt. It
seems that Russia in the time of Nicholas proposed in England, especially so twenty five years ago, mony just now is seen to be very important, as
the merits of Brigham ism are being revealed.
a partition of Turkey and that England take died June 15th aged 70 years
Among those baptized was a Bro. Thorp, at
June 2Gth--Marblehead, Mass, visited by a conEgypt as her share, and Germany is willing, and
Austria does not care and France is absorbed in flagration which burned 15 acres of the business Caseyville, Illinois, who was once an officer in
her own work, and by her dread of Germany, to portion of the city, includjng hotels, shoe factories, Brighamite Church. He, with his father's fami.
ly, who are now believing in the Reorganization,
engage in a foreign war, and if England seizes a church, dwelling h ou'lrs, in all 72 buildings. remembers well that the Utah elders taught, in
Egypt she cannot consistently object to Russia Loss $534 000
A destructive storm of rain and wind attacked England, the God-forsaking, Christ-denying docalso taking some, so that together they will pluck
Chicago, June 25th; and Clinton, Peoria, Dixon, trine that "Adam is our Father and our God, and
her as lawyers do a client.
the ONLY God with whom we [Brigham and his
'l'he l\lontenegrins, one of 'l'urkey's western Bloomington, and many other places suffered from fellows] have to do." If this doctrine is not utprovinces on the Adriatic have had some terrible the same. Near Kankakee a passenger train was terly Anti-Christ, (1 Jno. 2: 22-24), and one of the
battles with the 'l'urks. On the lOth the latter blown from the tract, all but the engine. Build- "doctrines of devils," (1 Tim. 4: 1); and if it is
suffered a terrible defeat at Durga Pass, with a ings, trees and crops were damaged in I hose re- not "denying the Lord that bought them," (2 Pet.
Joss of over 4,000 men during the four days fight. gions, and in Indiana and Ohio.
2: 1), then we fail to know the use and meaning
A peculiar distinction has just been made be- of plain words. God help the blind followers of
'l'he former held the pass and lost only 700 men.
Afterwards it was stated that the 'l'onks gained a tween Gentiles and Israelites, by Judge Hilton, the blin'd!
success, but on the 15th the l\Iontenegrins Npulsed the keeper of the Grand Union Hotel at S:uatoga,
While at Canton, Illinois, the first days of last
a Turkish assault with terrible loss to the !alter, N. Y. Mr ..Joseph Seligman, a well known Jewish
who were routed and slaughtered at every point. banker of New York City, on going there, as in March, I heard that some Brighamite elders who
And on the 20th they were again defeated, but previous summers with his family, was informed had just como from St. Louis and vicinty, report.
they are now sending in forces to outnurnbet· the that no J ewfl would he entertained, and he was cd that a large number of the Reorganized
1\Iontenegrins. Not much fighting ha.s been done given n reasoll that so many Jews stopped there Church, at and about St. Louis, had joined the
in Europe between Russia and 'l'urkey-all have Ju.st year, and so few Christians, that it was sup· Brighamites. This I could not believe at tho
time, and on writing to Elders Wm. Hazzledine
waited for the attempt to pass the river, but in pos€d the presence of the former kept the latter and Joseph E. Betts, of that district, I found that
Armenia tho Russians again att:tcked Kal's and away, and so Mr. Hilton had resolved to admit no
the report, so far as they knew, was not true; and
were defeated, yet, on the whole, the Turks nro ,J ewH this year. l\Ir. Seligman was indignant., and on going into that district this last May, I found
returned toN ew York, where his fr-iends and other that not one of the Heorganized Church had
falling back.
More horrible outrages by the Ba~hi-Buzouks Jews held a meeting over it. Judge Hilton says joined them; but, on the other hand, some of
on the Christian provinces are reported.
that perhaps he might have seen to Mr. Seligman's their sect had joined the Heorganization. This
The typhus fever is causing the loss of t bon- accommodati0n had he personally known about "speaking lies in hypocrisy" (1 Tim. 4: 2) is not
sands in the Turkish armies.
the ca.se, although the Jewish people were not only common to that class of teachers, but it is
The Porte has for sometime been despondent of encouraged to come, those of the class of Mr. justified as being ri,qhteous, if they shall think it
any help from England.
Seligman, whom Mr. Hilton claims, is vulgar and expedient at any time. In this they "call evil
A des]:'atch says tha.t 15,0i'JO mounted Arabs r1re ostentatious. The .Jews thought at first to make good, and good evil." (I sa. 5: 20). And such
plundering Syria between Damascus and Aleppo. a demonstration, but gave it up, yet they feel that has been their practice for many years, ull.til it
Curses have come home to roost, by the Bashi- the act proscribes them as a race. Jewish busi- has become notorious to Saints and to the world.
Bozouks plundering and committing outrages in ness houses in all paris of the United States are While at Farmington, Iowa, in January last, I
Constantinople, They are eff€clive tools, but hard resolved. to withdraw patronage from A. T. Stew- met with a Utah elder who openly advocated
masters.
art's store, Mr. Hilton being the heir and succes- "speaking lies in hypocrisy." He admitted that.
Some Russian soldiers convicted of committing sor to t.hat property. There is some fears that the elders at Nauvoo and elsewhere, afterward,
excesses after the capture of lhe 'l'urkish town Ar- the Rothschild's will oppose American credit in after Joseph's assassination, both taught and prac,
dahan, were shot by order of the Hussian com- Europe, and the Secretary of the Treasury, at ticed lying in regard to polygamy, etc., when
mander.
Washington, has condemned Mr. Hilton's course they thought it policy; and he sought to justify it.
Occasional outbreaks of the cat!le plague con- as unwise. Many letters and articles appear in by citing Abraham, Paul, and others, seeming to
tinue to occur in England, notwithstanding the print One Chicago writer says of the Jewish ex- forget that God has said, "Thou shalt not lie,"
mN1sures taken for its Enppression.
perience of injustice in that city, tbat there is not (D. C. '12: 7), and that it is the devil who teaches
Over twenty-four million •heep are owned in the a Bchool there in which does not occur daily acts "that it is no sin to lie," )D. C. 9: 3), and that,
British hlcs.
cf injustice and insult to .Jewish children, because "All liars, and whosoever loveth and maketh a.
John S. C. Abbott, the well known historhn, of their race. That people are feeling very gore lie
shall have their part in that lake which
aged 71 year~, died recent.!y in Connecticut.
over the r.ffair everywhere.
burneth with fire (lnd brimstone, which is the.
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second death." (D. C. 63: 5, and Rev. 21: 8). We who delivered the dedicatory discourse. In the and feel that I am passing a way; and it is only
said to him that if Paul, and Abraham and oth- afternoon five were baptized by him, in the pres. the light and small matters that I can attend to;

ers, did tell lies, that could not justify the act, as
they were but fallible men; but we felt sure the
Scriptures proved that Paul stated nothing but
the truth, though he was accused, by his enemies,
with lying. (Rom. 3: 7, 8). And, as for Abraham,
he told the truth, (Gen. 20: 12), though not all the
truth-he made a mental reservation.
Another evidence of their "speaking lies in hypocrisy" is seen in the fact that Elder Pierce, of
Brigham City, stated not long since, that in conversation with me last fall, in western Iowa, I
said that Joseph the martyr was a fallen prophet.
I had a brief conversation with him it is true;
but it is utterly and unqualifiedly false that I
said, or even intimated thaf Joseph was a fallen
prophet. No person ever heard me say any thing
of the kind'; for I have never had such a thought.
I could only have said that Joseph was fallible,
and erred at times in judgment, and policy, and
that in the great temptations besetting his pathway he yielded to sin, at times, (D. C. 9: 1; 90: 8),
as did Moses, (Num. 20:12, 24; 27: 12-14; Deut.
32: 50, 51), and, like Moses, he lived and died the
prophet of God, holding the keys of the kingdom.
(D. C. 85: 2).
But the day of wrat)l for evil doers is evidently
at hand. The· Lord has promised to "sweep away
the refuge of lies, (Is a. 28 : 17), and has said that
"The rebellious shall be cut off out of the land of
Zion, and shall be sent away, and shall not inherit the land;" (D. C. 64: 7); and that "The rebellious shall be pierced with much sorrow, for
their iniquities shall be spoken upon the house
tops, and their se01·et acts shall be revealed;" (D.
C. 1: 1); and has further said that "the rebellious
* * shall know mine arm and mine indignation
in the day of visitation and of wrath upon all TIIE
NATIONS." (D. C. 56: 1). That day is at hand.
May the Lord open the understanding of his
Saints, and keep them in perfect peace.
W. W. BLAIR.

*

June 7th, 1877.
Dear Herald:- I was baptized a year ago last
November, and my sisters and brothers also; and
I am thankful that I was, although before that I
loved" to dance, but now I feel that I can give
that up for the blessings which our Father in
heaven gives to those who obey the gospel and
keep God's commandments; I try to keep them
but I feel sorry to think that I do not live better
than I do. There are only a few in this branch,
but there are enough to hold meetings, for it
does not matter how few assemble in the name
of the Lord, for he will bless them.. I was
poisoned with poison ivy, and I was very sick,
but I was administered to and was healed almost instantly; so if we have faith we shall receive the blessings he has promised his children.
One of our sisters left this place and her little
boy was taken ill, and as there were no Elders
around she got the doctor, but he soon gave him
up, and said that he could do nothing for him, so
she sent for brother Davis, the president of this
branch. He is a good man and faithful servant
of the Lord, and he went up as soon as he could
and administered to the boy, and he received the
blessing. We have been blessed greatly with the
gift of healing in the branch. 1\'ly father was
very ill last winter, and the folks that came in to
see him did not think he would recover; we do
not think he would if he had had a doctor, but
we have a friend above whom we can put our
trust in. How good it is to have such a friend.
I will close my letter asking an interest in the
prayers of all my brethren and sisters. Your sister in the gospel,
SARAH C. GHEEN.
NEw BosTON, Illinois.
June 12th, 1877.
Respected Editors:-Having some good news
to impart I thought to inform you of it. The
Kewanee District Conference has just passed
pleasantly, and we trust that good will result.
Having our new church nearly completed we
concluded to have it dedicated, which we did,
after obtaining sufficient subscription to defray
indebtedness and to com:FJlete the building. The
house was crowded to repletion, and the people
listened attentively to brother J. A. Hobinson,

ence of quite an assembly. Brother 1\'I. T. Short
was with us and did valiant labor for the truth.
He also remained and held meetings during the
week following, accompanied part of the time by
Br. J. H. Hopkins.
Circumstances demand a change of location
for me, and the care of the branch has fallen to
my brother, Joseph L. Terry. 1\'Ioistcned eyes
testify that I leave many friends behind, for whom.
I shall ever pray, that they may live to their covenants, and that we may all meet on Zion's fair
land. I am now at New Boston awaiting a boat
for Quincy, from thence to Cameron, lio., and
vicinity. There is one Saint living here, and
another (my sister) who, I think is very near the
kingdom. Wherever I go I want to lift up the
warning voice, and spare not, for it is a momentous period, and a clay of warning. Hoping to
prove faithful and be instrumental in doing good,
I remain your co-laborer for truth,
J. lL TEUJtY.
NASIIVILI,E, ltfissouri,
June 4th, 1877.
Brother Ilenry:-Wc would be pleased to have
the Saints who wish to come and settle at this
place, and especially a good Elder, one that will
work for the truth. There is but two families of
us here, and we are not rich in this world's goods
but if we can· get a good man we will furnish
him the land to live on, and do all we can to help
build him a house, and help him all we can in
every way. We have had no preaching within
the last two years, but there are several who wish
to join%the Church. They have received instruction by reading tracts kindly furnished by
brother C. M. Fulks, and they wish to hear the
word preached. Others, are convinced of the
truth but are not willing to leave all for Christ,
and who wish we had some other name to be
called by the world besides that of "lformons."
We would be very glad to have brother J. C. Foss
come here and settle if it is convenient, for we
see that he wants to come west. This is not as
near Independence as some would like to move,
but we have a good country and we can work
here and aid in building up Zion. We have
good schools and land is very cheap. And I
think that all w110 intend to purchase should do
so soon. There is room for all classes if they
intend to live right. A good blacksmith can get
plenty of work to do right here.
The grasshoppers arc beginning to hatch out
but so late that I dont think they will do any
harm. We feel to thank God for all things, for
we are in his care, and he has said that the
righteous shall not be forsaken nor their children
beg bread; and through all our affliction we
should thank God that he is still mindful of us.
Yours in a full hope of the gospel.
A. GREEK.
BLAIRSVILI,E, Pa.,
13th June, 1877.
Bro. Hen?'y.-I thank you for your confidence
in sending the Herald, and I enclose some funds.
In future you will please to mail it to my present
place of business, instead of to Sharpsburg. I
do not forget that the Lord has decreed a consumption on the earth, and I am made to feel as
do other men, that trade, business, and financial
pursuits are now badly crippled, and partly suspended; not because there is no money in the
country, but because, in his wisdom God is
taking away the Spirit of light, and men are
groping along in confusion of thought, and the
word of the Lord is being fulfilled. The great
men of the earth are now the involuntary actors
before God, so that the wisdom of the wise will
perish, and the counsel of the worldly-prudent
will be hid. And we, that is all who can, had
better be preparing a place of refuge, a place of
safety, where Spirit of Godly protection may hover over; for I know right well that many will be
glad to come by-and-by, and to creep in to find
shelter when they can no longer support themselves in cities of Babylon. ]'arming will be
good and profitable for all those who understand
it, or who have the strength to perform the labor.
I have just now entered my three score aud ten,

I would be glad of the name of any branch ol'
any brother within a few miles of here. I never
saw a more moral town in all my travels than
this one. There is not a house for strong drinlt
in the place, and yet it seems at present that they
are all asleep as regards the truth. I have spoken
to many, but they give me to understand that they
have got plenty of orthodox faith, just what Saint
Paul would call heterodox.
Give my love to brethren ,Joseph, Blair, Hobin·
son and all the Saints, till I write again.
AncrrmAI,D FALCONEn, M; D.
ALLENDALE, Worth county, Mo.,
June 8th, 1877.
Brethren Joseph and IIenry :-It has been some
four years since I wrote any for the Ilerctld, and
I will write a little, so that my many friends may
know that I am still in the faith. It is very near
thirty-five years since I became a believer in the
latter-clay work. Myself and wife, and her parents, went to Utah in 1849, and remained there
nearly seventeen years and became dissatisfied
with their proceedings, proving Brigham and
Heber false prophets at the time Johnson's army
came to Utah, and also both before and afterwards.
Two months before brother Alexander Smith
first went there we were baptizad by J. S. Lee
into the Reorganization. We labored in Tooele
City and Camp Floyd, and raised up a branch of
about forty members, but we left there in the
Spring of 1867. I sold my beautiful home and
came to the States; have labored most of the
time for the Church in Missouri. Have not since
been able to purchase my family a home. We
were thankful for deliverance from bondage and
oppression, and I could write considerable about
what we saw and heard and passed through, but
space will not permit. Before leaving there I
had a dream, which was received for myself, as
I was somewhat troubled at the time, because
Brigham told the people from the time they went
there that it would be but a short time before the
Church would go back to Zion, and the ones
whom he and Heber would choose would go
back, and the rest would remain. I dreamed
that I was at Independence, J\Hssouri, and there
were two armies going to fight, and the one that
whipped was to have it. One army was a long
line of men, known as Brighamites; they were
on the west. The other army was the J osephites;
young Joseph at the head, and on the east. The
lines extending from the south to the north, as far
as the eye could see, in single file; but Brigham
I did not see. Both lines advanced to within
twenty feet of each other. Half way at the head
of the lines stood three personages, but as I could
not see them distinctly, I could not tell who they
were; but I thought that the one who was to give
the word "charge," was the Savior. I stood but
a few feet from where Joseph stood at the head.
Both armies felt determined to win. Before the
word "charge" was to come I looked to the right,
and as far as I could see both lines were perfectly straight; but I did not see any man on either
side have any fire arms to fight wit.h. This looked very singular to me-a great battle to come
off and nothing to fight with. All waited eagerly
for the word "charge," and just at the time we
expected it, the Brighamites stepped over into the
line of the J oscpites, and they became one. The
country was beautiful; no houses, no fields, no
fencing, and no inhabitants that I saw; but every
thing looked to me as it was in the beginning.
This satisfied my mind.
We moved to this place last :March, and then
there were some thirty membe:·s in the branch,
with no one but a 'feacher to take lead, and they
were so cold that he could not get them together;
but we took hold ancl helped them to get fully
organized again. I was chosen to preside, and we
are now holding regular meetings every Sunday.
The Saints arc getting more united, and we feel
strong in the faith and determined to contend for
the truth and the law of God. The Spirit has
promised that if we live humble and prayerful,
this branch would be blessed, and much good be
done, for it was of his planting. Hemember us,
as this is a hard place, and sin abounds. I heard
from Bro. Joseph S. Lee last fall; he was living
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near old Fort Halleck; his address is Fort Hal- until Wednesday, preaching evenings to attentive
leck, Wyoming Territory. I remain your bro- audiences, who were favorably impressed with
the facts presented, and him as a teacher. He
ther in the gospel,
A. J. BLODGETT, SR.
will be welcomed again. Since he left, I have
been following up the meetings in the same
KIRTLAND, Lake county Ohio,
and feel encouraged to still try, as I feel
places,
June 5th, 1877.
Brother Henry:-! went to Solon, Ohio, accord- that there is some wheat, and of a good kind, that
ing to request, and commenced a course of will be gathered in ere long. The brethren gave
lectures on the evening of JHay 17th, continuing me a warm welcome, as a laborer in this district,
until the 26th. Had attentive and interesting and so far I have felt at home and blessed in my
audiences. Baptized two, one a prominent mem- effort to sustain the cause. I go to Steuben counber of the Presbyterian Church. I am to baptize ty, Indiana, to-morrow. Still trusting with an
another next Sunday. On Saturday May 19th I abiding faith and hope in the triumph of truth, I
sent requests to the two ministers of the town, to remain as ever your brother,
Wl'II. H. KELLEY.
give way on Sunday evening, as I desired to
deliver a lecture on "Utah Mormonism, its docSPRINGEitTON, Ills.,
trines and usages," and would like to have the
Jnne 17th, 1877.
citizens hear it. The Presbyterian minister wrote
Bro. Henry.-It seems as though the chastening
a note in reply, stating that "he could not grant
hand
of
the
Almighty
was
on
this part of the
my request, as he was sttre his people would not
allow of it, though his own convictions of duty country. It rains almost continually, and in nine
would allow it." The Disciples gave way; so I days recently there fell nine inches of it, so says
delivered the lecture in their church to a large authority. Still, for all this, the Saints trust in
audience, nearly all of the Presbyterian members God and rejoice in his promises, generally; and
attending. The Presbyterian had a congregation as for myself, I think that I can report an increase
of about ten or twelve, mostly young folks. I'll of faith, although I am greatly tried at times. I
send you a copy of a sketch put in the Chagrin want to bill more patient in tribulation, and to be
Falls Exponent, May 24th, concerning the course able te say, "Thy will be' done, oh, God." When
oflectures; I send it as published: "Rev. J. F. will dawn the day that our trials and sorrows
l'i'fcDowell of the Latter Day Saints persuasion is will be ended? Your explanation about the prodelivering a course of lectures upon Theology in phet Jeremiah and the disciple of Jesus on this
this place. His lecture and exposure of Utah continent of the same name, is satisfactory; also,
Mormonism on last Sunday evening was very your explanation about the New Jerusalem on
interesting, and should he deliver it in any ad- this continent, which gave me great light
A. C. EvErtET'l'.
joining place we would advise all to go and hear
him."
A Disciple gentleman conveyed us to the water
LENOX, Taylor Co., Iowfi,
and back, and several Disciples attended the bapJune 18th, 1877.
tism. I occupied their church most of the time.
Dear Ilemld.- I would like to write a few
Left all feeling well. Yours for truth.
words for you, as I see nothing from this part in
J. F. McDowELL.
your columns. I cannot, as many of the brethren and sisters do, tell you of our meetings and
enjoyments with the Saints, for we are alone, no
CoLDWATER, Michigan,
meetings of our faith close enough to attend; but
June 20th, 1877.
B1·otlwr Henry :-In company with brethren I live in hopes that the word will find its way
Blakeslee, Blair, and sister Blakeslee, I left Galien here, for many of the Elders pass through this
on the 8th to attend the conference appointed to part, and we would be glad to have them call on
be held at Coldwater. We arrived there and us. Enquire for John A. Smith, one half mile
found brethren Lock and B. Corless waiting to southeast of Lenox. My desire is to live faithful,
welcome and care for those who might come to so that I may be saved in the kingdom of God.
the conference. After a five miles ride through a My father died strong in the faith of the gospel,
pleasant atmosphere and over a good road, along and my mother lives strong in faith; she heard
which lay splendid farms and luxuriant crops, Joseph the martyr preach his last sermon on
we arrived at their respective homes, and passed earth. That we may all prove faithful is my
E. :ttl. S;mTn.
the night pleasantly. Saturday morning, the 9th, prayer. Your sister,
brought with it clouds and rain, which prevented
a meeting until the afternoon. In the afternoolll,
IIori{ms, J'rfissouri,
conference convened and disposed of the business
J\'larch 25th, 1877.
part of the session at one sitting. In the evening
Bro. Stebbins:-! was once a member of the
a prayer and testimony meeting was had, in which Reorganization; but through weakness and unthe Saints participated freely, testifying of their faithfulness, and considering the commandments
faith, hope and confidence in, and love for the of G.od a light thing, reading with a biased mind,
truth. The Spirit was present in an impressive not with the intention of finding fault, but prommanner, confirming the believer, and each was ising to return by-and-by and be more faithful;
made to feel that it is indeed good "to be a Saint but alas the Lord being displeased with such
in latter days." Sunday was devoted to preach- promises delivered me unto that master whom I
ing, brother Blair spoke in the morning, brethren served, (satan), and he has launched me in that
Bond and Blair in the afternoon, and brother awful temporal punishment, where I am now
Earl and myselfaccupied the stand in the evening. suffering under the painful task.
'fhe day was pleasant, and the audience large
Yemen that have made yourselves free through
and attentive. A goodly number seemed im- the atonement of Christ, be wise, and continue
pressed with the importance and truth of what so; for it is awful to suffer in this awful hell,
was said, the attendance from abroad was small. even in this probationary state; and here I believe
Brethren Allen !mel Bass, and sisters Bass and to be one great cause of you as a people suffering
Harrington, from Decatur, and brother Bond persecution, misrepresentation; hatred and scorn,
from Clam Lake, were present.
is on the account of the ungodly conduct of the
On :tvfonday morning the brethren began once professor of this faith. The same reason
with reluctance to take the parting hand. Two why a great many good people clout come to hear
day's meetings were not enough to satisfy their the word preached, and why they arc ready to
thirst for hearing the word, and to enjoy the believe all the false publications. I believe the
association; and, they expressed regret that we above mentioned to be the reason, but I must
could not have continued an other day, which confess all. I never met with any such knowwould have been well, had opportunity favored. ingly but myself. I do confess that I have been
Yet quite a number gathered at brother Lock's, a sinful and unholy being, and would say to all
where they spent a portion of the day in a pleas- of my fellow beings, judge them not by me, for
ant way. If that same unity, faith, love, friend- it would not be right to judge neighbor Jones by
ship and Spirit, shall abide with them, here neighbor Brown's conduct, or deeds. I now
manifest, it will not take a prophet to predict humbly beg pardon of one and all this may come
the certainty of their triumph, and the realization to; both believer and unbeliever, should you
of all of their hopes when the Great Shepherd feel as though you could pardon me this once
shall como to receive the waiting ones.
and accept me with you again, by the renewal of
Brother Blair remained in the neighborhood my covenant, he it the Lord's will, I will endeavor

,
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to serve him and no more go astray by hearkening
to the wicked one. Again I say forgive me of
the past, and judge me hereafter by my fruits,
walk and · actions. I was baptized into the
church, April 5th 1874, by Elder David Williams,
residing at Atchison, Kansas. I stayed there and
attended meetings until October 1st of the same
year, when I left for Utah. But not having been
a member in fellowship for near two years, I
hope my fellowmen will not endeavor to throw
odium upon the members of this Church, on the
account ot my unchristian-like conduct. I confess all, and say that I am ashamed of all, and
plead with all to forgive me of my past life, ancl
that God may forgive and be with me. I covenant that I will live a life becoming a saint.
I have written this hoping that it may be printed in the Herald, and that a copy of the same
may be sent to L. B. Feagins, Buchan"an, 'l'aylor
county Iowa.
WILLIAJIII. C. FEAGINS.
SwEET Hmm, Linn Co., Oregon,
May 29th, 1877.
Dear Herald:-While reading your columns I
feel greatly rejoiced to see so many valiant testimonies to the truth of the latter day work; and
such great faith exercised by some. I hope the
Great Spirit may ever dweU with all Saints, and
keep them in the straight path that leads to eternallife. We feel our loss when we see that our
beloved brother, .f. C. Clapp, is released from his
mission; but, trusting that all is for the best, we
are willing to submit. He has ever been a faithful servant, a kind brother, and a true friend to
the Saints of Oregon; and our prayers and good
wishes shall ever accompany him.
I cannot write as good news as some do,
though I hope the dark cloud will soon pass
away, and the light will shine brighter than ever.
We still trust in God, believing that his cause
is just, and that all is for our good. There are·
many good Saints here, and they are trying to
live their profession, but those whom God loves
he will try, and we must expect trials on our
way. I ask the prayers of the Saints in our beL. TURNBULL.
half. Your lnother,
STEWARTSVILLE, DeKalb Co., Mo.,
June 13th, 1877. ·
Bro. IIent·y.-l write you about how we are getting along· here, in the border of Zion. About
three months ago we left Burlington, Iowa, and
bought a home here, and it is a fine country, with
good soil, although the weather is wet this season.
I hope that the Lord will be merciful unto U8,
and that we may live faithful, so that the judgments of our Gocl may pass by. We are organized into a German branch, and are getting along
finely. We live in peace; and enjoy the gifts of
the gospel in our meetings; also, our number is
increasing, and many of the Germans will yet
come in from Iowa and other places.
Yours in Christ,
1'El'IINE HINDERKS.
NonTn BnoorrsviLLE, :tviaine,
June 4th, 1877.
B1·o. J oscph :-Six years have passed since I
became a member of the Church. I gave you an
account of how I was led into this work. Have
been four miles from the nearest Saint for nearly
six years; and, having poor health have been
able to meet with them but a few times. Have
tried, with the help of God my Father, to struggle
on in the straight and narrow path. Have
stepped out many times, but Father has always
accepted me when I've turned to Him. Two
weeks ago the first Latter Day sermon was
preached in the hall, which was freely offered.
Expected to receive persecution, as I was the
means of Bro. J. C. Foss' coming; but to my happy surprise, there has been no persecution. J\'Iany
liked the sermon-call them Bible truths, and a
few have called to hear me explain those things.
Am weak in body, weak in mil!.d, (but not weak
in the faith of the gospel), so I cannot do as some
others might. But s[nce the meeting I have daily
explained to one or more. 'l'hink if there was an
elder to preach to the people here many might
embrace the truth. Desire an interest in the
prayers of Saints, that Gocl might raise up a righteous branch here,
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The more we study God's words, the more we
pray and meditate on these things, and compare
them with their daily fulfillment, the plainer and
more perfect they are. We can only exclaim,
Praise be to God for his marvelous kindness to
the children of men!
MIRA M. SNOW.
PHILADEI.PHIA, Penn.,.
June 20th, 1877.
Dear Brother Stebbins:-We are still striving
to do the will of God. Since I last wrote to you
we have rented a room at Hornerstown, New
Jersey, to hold our meetings in and we have held
four there. . Brother Small and I try to get up
there once in two weeks, and I think there will
be some good done there this summer. Love to
all the Saints. Yours in the gospel,
JOSEPII A. STEWART.

Pittsfield Distl'ict.
A conference was held at Pittsfield, Illinois,
March 24th, 1877; Jackson Goodale, president;
Emma E. Williamson, clerk.
Branch Reports.-Pittsfield 84 members, including 2 Elders, 1 Priest: 1 expelled. Alma 19; 2
baptized. New Canton 11; 1 died.
Official Reports.-Jackson Goodale had preached
in Pittsfield eight times, and preached two funeral
sermons. Cornelius Mills had labored in Pittsfield.
John Miller, Priest, had assisted Br. Mills in taking
charge of the branch.
The question of J. C. Avery, as to whether he
retained his priesthood after re-baptism, was answered by the following : That a person who by
transgresilion has rendered re-baptism necessary
to ret&in a membership in the Church of Christ, has
of necessity lost his priesthood.
Resolved that the reports of branches to this
conference of this district will not hereafter be accepted unless they are made out on blanks furnished at the Herald Office.
That we sustain Br. J. Goodale as president of
this district.
Preaching Saturday evening and Sunday forenoon and evening, by Jackson Goodale, the JlVOning service followed by a short prayer meeting.
Adjourned to meet with the New Canton branch,
August 18th and 19th, 1877.

Alabama District.
The above conference met on Saturday, March
lOth, 1877; Geo. T. Chute, presiding; John Henderson, secretary, pro. tem. ·
Branch Reports.-Pleasant Hill, no change since
last report. Flat Rock, gaining. Butler, in working order. Lone Star, no report. Elders :Frank
Vickery, George Vickery, J. F. McPherson, G.
T. Chute, and Priest Warren Allen reported.
At 6:30p.m., preaching by Frank Vickery. Sunday, at 11 a.m. and at 2 p.m., preaching by Geo.
T. Chute. Adjourned to meet at Flat Rock Branch,
at 10 a.m, Saturday, July 21st, 1877.

Webea• District, Utah.
A conference was held at Wanship, April 80th,
1877; George 1\L Robinson, president; W. L.
Mitchell, clerk.
Branch Reports.-Wanship was reported by
Geo. M. Robinson as in good condition, no change
since last report. Ephraim, by Stephen Foster,
as in good condition; two added by baptism.
Wm. L. Mitchell said that he had sent for tracts,
and had taken half to the Ephraim branch, and
half to the Wanship. He reported the financial
condition of the district. District teachers were
released, and Geo. M. Robinson was sustained as
president of the district., also the authorities, of
the Church. Wm. L. Mitchell spoke of the Salt
Lake City chapel, and of the help wanted. The
matter was t'alked over, and all said that money
aid by them was out of the question at the present
but all were willing to do what they could in work,
or in coal, or wood turned to account. Wm. L.
Mitchell was appointed secretary and treasurer of
the district, also to find out if any thing other than
money could be accepted for the chapel. Remarks
were made by some of the brethren on the duties
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of the different officers of the Church, acting in
lesser offices than those they were ordained to.
A fellowship and sacrament meeting was held in
the afternoon, and in the evening Wm. L. 1\litchell
preached from D. and C., Sec. 100, on the deliverance of the Saints from bondage, followed by
Henry Hoagland and John Grimmet.
Two were baptized at the conference, old-time
Saints from Bear Lake Valley, who hnd been in
this :country over twenty years. 'l'hey had become convinced that the Utah Church had lost the
faith, but found that the Reorganiztrd Church had
it in its purity. They were confirmed, and Br.
John Grimmett was ordained an Elder.
Adjourned to meet at Henneferville, Sunday
July 29th.

N ot·th li.ansas District.
A conference was held at Fanning, May 26th,
1877. Visiting brethren were invited to take
part.
Branch Reports.-White Cloud 21 members; 8
removed by letter. Blue Rapids, 19. Fanning, no
report.
Elders Reports.-8. 0. Waddel had labored to
the best of his ability ; baptized three. B. B.
Brackenbury, Chas. Herzing and Thos. Davies
reported. Hewan C. Smith reported his labors at
Blue Rapids and vicinity; organized branch of
sixteen members; intends to labor in this district
for the three months to come. Gev. W. Shute
baptized seven at Blue Rapids; is at the disposal
of conference. Elders Williams and Munns, of
Atchison reported.
The resolution recommending J. F. Clemensen
for appointment as Bishop's Agent was rescinded,
on account of his expected removal from the district.
An Elder's license was voted to Geo. W. Shute;
also that licenses be iEsued to all those ordained at
the Blue Rapids branch.
Resolved that if the North Kansas District desires to disorganize, and to unite with the Central
Kansas District, we will give them a hearty welcome.
After considerable discussion, the North Kansas
District was disorganized.
'l'he authorites of the Church were sustained.
Officials present: 1 Seventy, 8 Elders, 2 Priests.

Ccntt·al Kansas Dish·Ict.
'l'he above conference convened at Atchison, at,
7 p.m., May 5th, 1877; David Williams, presiding,
and W. B. Thatcher, clerk. Prayer by H. C.
Smith. Some instruction was given by Brn. Williams, Smith and others.
Sunday Morning.-Prayer by J. B. Jarvis.
Branch Heports.-Atchison, 38 members, with
8 Elders, 2 Priests, 2 Teachers; no change. Scranton, reported verbally by J. B. Jarvis without
items. LeavenT<orth, reported by Geo. Chapman
as disorganized. Good Intent, 17 members, with
l Elder, 1 Priest; 1 baptized.
Elders' Reports.-Geo. Ch~tpman, Geo. Thomas,
J. B. Jarvis, E. J~stes, H. C. Smith, David Williams, Daniel Munns and Henry Green, in person.
Br. Thomas had baptized one. Geo. W. Shute reported by letter; had baptized two.
Resolved that we recognize Br. Shute as an Elder, and that we extend to him the privilege of
laboring in this district.
David Williams was sustained ns president., and
Wm. Williams as clerk of the district.
H. C. Smith was requested to visit and set in
order the Netawaka branch.
The following missions were rtppointed: J. B.
Jarvis and Geo. Chapman to Scranton and vicinit.y.
H. Green and G. George to Netawaka and vicinity.
D. Munns and G. Thomas to Good Intent and vicinity. E. Estes and H. Stawpert under the direction of the president.
Resolved that if the North Kansas District desires to disorganize, and to unite with the Central
Kansas District, we have no objections, and will
welcome them.
D. Munns was appointed delegate to the North
Kansas District Conference.
The 2:30 p.m. meeling was devoted to a sacrament and prayer meeting, under direction of Brn.
Green and Jarvis,
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The authorities of the Church were sustained,
and H. C. Smith in his field of labor.
. Officials present: 1 Seventy, 7 Elders, 1 Priest
and 2 Teachers.
At 7 p.m , preaching by H. C. Smith from D. C.
41: 1.
Adjourned to meet at Atchison, August 4th, 1877,
at 10 am.

.Nodaway Dish·ict.
The above conference convened at Ross Grove
School house, Holt county, Mo., on Saturday, May
2Gth, 1877. Owing to the non-arrival of the president, Reuben Hoyer was called to preside, pro.
tem ; J oaeph Flory, secretary.
Elders lteuben Hoyer, Thomas Nutt, Benjamin
Fisher, William Hawkins and Joseph Flory, reported theil• labors in their respective places and
callings, showing that they were all busy, with
more or less success, in the latter day work.
Priests' Iteports.-Abraham Sears reported his
efforts, and that his branch as being in good condition, excepting there are a few who are not at·
tending the branch meetings as they should. J.
W. Welsh was doing something for the cause. N.
Biergo had labored in his branch, which was in
good condition. Teachers S. C. Andes and R. K.
Ross had both been at work, advocating the truth.
Elders Hawkins and Nutt gave earnest exhortations to the Saints to contribute of their means for
the spread of the gospel.
At2:30 p.m., William Hawkins in the ohair.
Branch Reports.-Ross Grove 40 members, in·
eluding 1 Seventy, 2 Elders, 2 Priests, 2 ~eachers;
1 baptized, 4 received by letter, 2 removed by
letter. Platte 87, including 7 Elders, 1 Priest, 1
Teacher, 1 Deacon; 1 baptized. Oregon 83, including 5 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Deacon; 2 removed
and 2 received by letter. Guilford not reported.
Elder Nutt and Teacher Andes who had been
appointed at the last conference to wait on Elder
Flory, and "stir him up to his duty as district secretary," reported having visited him and found
him fully excusable for being absent from the No·
vern ber conference, on account of sickness, and
also in a measure so for his absence from the Fel:ruary. Report accepted and committee dis chargee!.
'I.' he secretary was authorized to correspond with
A. H. Smith, and request him to preach some this
summer in the Nodaway district.
The subject of contributing for the support of
the gospel, and especially to the traveling minis·
try, was warmly urged upon them, and a good
feeling seemed to prevail. A number expressed
themselves willing to use their means for that purpose.
William Hawkins as president, William Powell
as vice-president, a!ld Joseph Flory as secretary,
were sustained; also, the general authorities of
the Church.
7:30 p.m.-At the house of Br. Andes a season
of spiritual refreshing was enjoyed in prayer and
testimony, and the gifts were manifested, the spirit
signifying that the Lord would, in his own due
time, bring to pass the gathering of his Saints to
Zion, by giving to them commandments through
his servant.
Sunday, at 10:30 a.m., preaching by Thomas
Nutt. At 3 p.m. sacrament and testimony meeting; good instructions were given. At 8:30p.m.,
preaching by William Hawkins.
Monday, 9 a.m., four were baptized.
Adjourned to meet at Sweet Home, at 10 a.m.,
Saturday, August 18th, 1877.

....

Flliladclpilia Di§h•ict.
The above conference convened at Hyde Park,
Pa., 1\Iay 26th and 27th, 1877; Lewis D. Morgan
presiding, pro. tem.: Wm. Harris, clerk pro tem.
Pr11yer by Henry Jones.
It was decided to hold a prayer meeting before
proceeding to business.
A committee of three was appointed to examine
the request of David Mills for an Elder's license;
and a committee of five to take into consideration
the interests of the work in this district.
At 6:30 p. m., prayer by Henry S. Gill, and
preaching by Daniel S. Morgan.
Sunday.-At \)a.m., prayer by John R. Griffiths,
and an hour was devoted to prayer. At 10 a. m.,
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prayer by Thos. C. Rees. Preaching by Henry
J"0n-es and Lewis D. Morgan. Gonfirmation was
· ajfministered to four who were baptized by John
T. Phillips the previous week, and the sacrament
was partaken. A good meeting was enjoyed. At
2 p.m., prayer liy Henry Jones. Preaching by
John R. Griffiths and Lewis D. Morgan.
Business Proceedings.-John E. Thomas was
chosen as assistant elerk.
Br. Morgan stated that Elder Thos. Henning, in
conversation with him this day refUsed to be tested
by the law and the testimony, or to stay to the
meeting, but he was informed that his case would
be dealt with whether he staid or not; but he departed. On motion, a committee of three was appointed to investigate his case.
Branch Reports.-Hyde Park, last report 28 ;
baptized 8, expelled 1 ; at present 35, including
5 Elders, 3 Priests, 2 Teachers, 1 Deacon; 1 Priest
ordained since last report. Sunday-school similar
to last report. Danville, same as at last report.
Philadelphia and Hornerstown, not reported.
Elders' Reports.-John Stone and Wm. Crumb
reported by letter; Henry Jones, Henry S. Gill,
L. D. Morgan, Thoa. C. Reese, John R. Griffiths
and James Jenkins in person.
Committee on Dr. David Mills reported that,
without any hard feelings or pr~judice, they felt
to ref't:ise him a license until he became a member
of our branch.
The report was accepted.
Committee on the interests of the cause in the
district reported that they considered that Lewis
D. Morgan should be elected to preside, under the
consideration 'that Br. Stone has sufficient to do as
president of his branch. Also that no president
of a branch is eligible for district president while
he holds the former responsibility,
The report was accepted.
!ICommittee ori Thos. Henning's case reported that
on investigation they found him unworthy of membership in the Church~
The report wai! accepted, and it was resolved
that his office as an Elder would be withdrawn
from him;. and on subsequent motion it was voted
that he be cast out of the Church for disobedience
and neglect of duty.
Resolved" that the resolution of last conference,
concerning Dr. Archibald Cameron as Bishop's
Agent is null and void, owing to his not possessing
the higher priesthood, according to D. and C.
[It is not essential that a Bishop's Agent should
hold the Mgher priesthood ; any person may act,
if chosen by the body].-EDs.
At 6 p.m., prayer by HenryS. Gill. Preach·
ing in Welsh by Br. Jones, and by Br. Morgan in
English.
Lewis D. Morgan was chosen district treasurer,
to receive funds to defra.y the, expenses of Elder
J(}hn T. Phillips in this district.
Adjourned to meet in Danville, August 25th and
26th, 1877.
Six have been baptized in ou'r branch since Br.
J. T. Phillips came, and several in Plymouth, and
a branch organized there.

Notices.
ST. Lours DrsTRICT.-We are informed that the
conference of this district meets the second Sunday in July, instead of July 14th and 15th. Now,
as generally the conferences meet on Saturday and
Sunday, and it takes less space to publish the
dates, we usually give them instead of saying such
or such a Saturday and Sunday, and with a little
care the exact date may be given by the conference authorities, and thus save any misinterpretation by us.
BEWARE OF HrM. -A man known as Darius Hyde,
residing for some time past at Galland's Grove,
Iowa, of his own free will and choice, bargained
with me for a number of acres of land, and gave
me a& security for purchase money due a mortgage
on a span of mules, wagon, and harness. He has
now absconded for parts unknown, taking with
him other property belonging to me, besides the
mules, harness, and wagon; also, thus hindering
me from getting a crop from the land, as I should

have done had he not agreed to buy. Should it
happen that the said D. Hyde should settle among
the Saints, .as he probably will, claiming a.s he
does a standing in the Church, I would be glad to
be informed, and am willing to pay whatever expense may be incurred by the impartation of such
·information. The following is a description of
property: one medium sized mare mule, bright
bay in color, blind in the right eye, saddle or harness marks on back; one medium sized mare mule,
dun color; both are branded "U.S." on the left
thigh. The harness and wagon in use with said
mules are both old. Truss Svenson, Dowville,
Crawford county, Iowa.

(July 1.

23, and 25, were designated for present translation.
T.he publication of BJ;"o. W. W. Blair's reply to
Elder William Sheldon, of the Adv.entist Church,
as contemplated last year, was authorized, the
same having been revised and adiled to by its
author.
In answer to a.n inquiry abo1.1t the prospect of
publishing the Ji'orscutt and Treat. discussion, it
was resolved that the Board is not at present pre·
pared to take action in the matter.
Bro. H. A. Stebbins and Sister Marietta. Walker
were appointed a.s a committee to prepare a Sabbath
School Question Book.
Adjourned to first Tuesday in September, with
benediction by Br. W. W. Blair.

NOTIFIED TO REPOR1'.-James Gillespie having
removed from the Pittsburg Branch some timo ago,
and never reported, is requested to do so; or any
Died.
one who can give any information in regard to
At Nebraska City, Neb., April 26th, 1877, of
his whereabouts, will confer a great favor. Wm. congestion of the brain, Anna, daughter of Corne-.
Lawrenson, president; Frank J. Reese, clerk, No. lius and Maren C. Meijer, aged 11 months and
10, Dinwiddie.Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
27 days.
At Nebraska City, Neb., April 27th, 1877, of
ExrELLED.-On the 17th of June, 1877, for un- scarlet fever, Agbert, son of Cornelius and Maren
christian.like conduct, William Henderson, of the C. Meijer, aged 6 years, 6 months, and'18 days.
Boyer Valley Branch, of the Galland's Grove Dis·
At Willow Creek, Gallatin Co., Montana, after
trict.
CHAS. E. BUTTERWORTH, President.
fourteen. days' illness, George Q. Green, son ·Of
Br. James Green,.. aged 10 years, 3 months, and
Bro. Ezra Strong, who was enquired for in the 24.days. His mother died January 18th, 1869.
At Oakland, C.a.l., on the 29th day of April, 1817,
Herald, of'May 15, I think, without doubt, is one
I found last summer in my travels. He told me sister Amy Ann, wife of llr. 'Orren Smith, of the
that his age at that time was eighty·eight years; West Oakland Branch of the Church of Jesus
and that he belonged to the Church in early days, Christ of Latter day Saints, aged 62 years, 1 month
and that in 1862 he joined the Reorganization. and 12 days. Sister Smith embraced the faith of
His address is Pekin, Cawletz county, Washington the Latter Day Saints in New Haven, Conn., and
was baptized into the Church by Elder E. Ward
Territory. Yours truly,
L. TuRNBULL.
Pell, in November, 1843 prior to this she was a
Primitive Methodist. In company with her famiBoat•d of Pn.blication Meeting.
ly she arrived in San Francisco, October 16th,
Minutes of a regular meeting of the Board of 1846, being one of those who came to California
Publication, held at the Herald Office, Plano, Ills., in the ship Brooklvn, under the management of
June 5th, 1877. Present: brethren I. L. Rogers, Samuel Brannan. Having been raised from a bed
Henry A. Stebbins, John Scott, and Wm. W. Blair; of sickness several times· through the power of
David Dancer being absent.
God by obedience to the ordinanae, she had a deOpened with prayer by Dr. I. L. Rogers. Min- sire to be found among the faithful, and went to
utes of the previous meeting were read and re- Utah several .times,. believing it to be Zion. After
ceived. The following was 11dopted:
hea.riJilg brethren Alex. H. Smith and Wm. AnderResolved, that the Secretary be instructed to son preach in Utah, the family came to San Franmake a report to the next General Conference of cisco,
and sister Smith was baptized by Elder John
the action of the Board concerning the publication Roberts of the Reorganization, August 11th, 1868,
of the History ofJ oseph Smith.
and died as she had lived in the full belit:f of the
The Secretary's Report was read as follows:
gospel of Jesus Christ and its promises.-Preamble
FINANCIAL REPORT.
and resolution: Whereas, it has pleased our heaCash on hand, February 16th, 1877.
- $86 77 venly Father to remove from the labors and cares
Total cash receipts from Feb. 16th to} 1 8g0 6o of this life, our sister, Amy Ann Smith; and
whereas, while we all sincerely .feel the loss of her
:May 16th, 1877 '
Sum total -;:$.,. 1,-::9-::-67=--::3:-=7 presence among us, yet we feel to rejoice that
while she has ceased from her labors here on
earth her works do follow her unalloyed by the
EXPENDITURES.
Employees in office $i,240 50 cares of earth in that far better life in the Church
Triumphant. Therefore, resolved, that in the
Freight, express, stamps, post :ards,}
91 23 death of Sister Smith the Church has lost a most
and incidentals
41 77 worthy and estimable member, a patient witness
Semi·monthly mail Chicago firms
305 59 for the truth, a pattern ·of Christian constancy,
53' 05 virtue and goodness. Resolved, that we, the memCoal, wood, and hauling
Utah Chapel Fund
17 50 bers of the West Oakland Branch, realizing the
51 48 weakness and inadequacy of this ofl:'ering, yet sin·
W. G. Jarman, for Draft
cerely and earnestly tender our heart-felt sympa·
D. F. Lambert, balance for reporting}
13 73 thy and condolence to Dr. Orren Smith, the comForscutt and Shinn discussion
3 66 panion and sufferer for the cause of Christ with
Mrs. J. W. Briggs, on Bishop's account
148 86 our deceased sister, and extend Jhe same to the
Cash on hand May 16th, 1877
children and relatives, and pray our Heavenly
Sum total
$1,967 37 Father to so temper this dispensation to the condition of each of them, and us that we may truly
The subject of publishing the Tune Book, as say, "Thy will, 0, God, be done."
referred by the April General Conference to the
Board, was presented, and Bro. Stebbins read a
1 July 77
letter from Bro. Forscutt, the chairman of the JJ(jf- Look Here.-A mark opposite this notice will incommittee, concerning the matter; and he also form subscrib~rs that their time is out with the number thus
as many fail to notice the time on their label. Rc·
stated what information he had gained about the marked,
mittances are desired. Attention is called to the notice giving
cost of setting and electrotyping. But, in the ab- full instructions about how, and to whom to send all money,
sence of the copy of said book, the Secretary was orders, and business letters as recently ad vised.
authorized to inquire of the chairman of the com 7 THE SAINTs' HERALD is published SEMI·liiONTJILY, at Plano,
mittee as to when the committee will present the Kendall Co., Illinois, by the Board of Publication of the Re·
Music to the Board for its investigation, as pro- organized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, and
is edited by JosEPH SMITH and HENRY A. STEBBINS. $2.15 per
vided for by act of the Conference.
year. _ All remittances, orders, and business eommunica.tioD.8
The Business Manager was authorized to call intended for tho office of publication, mnst bo directed to
upon competent brethren to translate into the Ger- Henry A. stebbins, Bo!ti 50, Plano, Kindall Cb., JUs. All sums
l'ive Dollars should be aeDt Draft on Chicago, Post Office
man language such tracts and other printed mat- over
Order on Plano, by registered letter, or by Express. Remit·
ter aa the Board may direct. Tracts No~. 41 22, tancos sent in any other manner wll.l be at the risk of sender
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* *, IIAVING THE EVERLAS'rJNG GOSPEJ, TO PREACII TO 'l'IIl~M THA'r DWELT, ON 'l'IIE EARTH * *, S,t!:) _tiG,
FEAR GOD, AND GIVE GLORY TO Hnr, FOR THE HOUR OF IJrs JUD~UIENT IS Cmm."-REV. 14: u-7.
,_,
"SANCTIFY TIIEU TIIROUQJ;I THY TRUTII; TIIY WORD IS TRUTH."-JESUS; JOHN 17:17.
"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF TIIE LORD, FOR THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVJTI I'r m~ ONE WIFE."-BOOK
OF MOR1ION; JACOB 2:6.
"l SAW ANO'l'IIER ANGEL
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PLANO, ILLINOIS, JULY 15, 1877.

AUTHORITY IN THE NAME OF GOD.
I think that I have so clearly demonstrated
the necessity of baptism as a saving ordinance,
that few will feel disposed to question it.
J3ut as baptism is one of those ordinances, or
sacraments, of the gospel, which is to be administered in the name of the Father, and of
the Son, and of the Holy Spirit, I propose now
to show what it is to act in the name, not only
of God, but in the names of men and nations
also.
·
Th.ere are just two ways in which any one
can act in the name of God, nations, or individuals. The one is when a man is legally,
properly, and justly called, set apart, and
qualified for that purpose; and the other is,
when he assumes t9 act in any of those names,
without either being called, authorized, or legally qualified so to do. If any man should
·undertake to act in the capacity of constable,
magistrate, supervisor, county clerk, or any
other .officer in the State of Michigan; "in the
the name of the people" of this State, without
• being legally and properly authorized by the
voice. of the people acting according to the law
of the state, he would everywhere be deemed
guilty of a great crime, and at the first opportunity would be punished, either by fine or
imprisonment, or both, in the discretion of the
court. The law of the State against that crime
rtijlS as follows :
"If any person shall falsely assume, or pretend
to be a Justice of the Peace, Sheriff, Deputv Sheriff, Coroner or Constable, and shall take upon himself to act as such, or to require any person to aid
or assist him in any matter pertaining to the duty
of a Justice of the Peace, Sheriff, Deputy Sheriff,
Coroner, or Constable, or shall falsely take upon
himself to act or officiate in any office, or place of
authority, he shall be punished by imprisonment
in the county jail, not more than one year, or by
fine not exceeding four hundred dollars."

The object and importance of this law is apparent to all. To set it aside, or abolish it,
would be to involve the State in ruin, reduce
it to a mere mob, and place their lives and
property at the mercy of' the lawless. There
would ·be no safety or protection to life, or
property; and like as in California, Oregon,
Wisconsin, Illinois, and all other new territories, before law and a body of officers were
chos:m and qualified to expound, enforce and
execute the law every man in meeting his fellow man, would try to be first with his finger
upon the trigger of his chief protection.
A very simiiar law to that above quoted, is
found in every civilized state and nation on
earth. This law merely forbids men to act in
the name of the people of the different states,
emperors, kings and monarchs where they exist, when not.legft!ly authorized and 11ualified

so to do, according to the law under. which all
persons are empowered to act in these different
names, and punishes them for its violation. All
organized bodies of men, from the school district to the most powerful monarchy, must
have officers to transact the business growing
naturally out of the wants of the people composing them; and to create those officers, there
are and must be well defined laws, showing,
and making plain, how those men must be appointed, and authorized to act in those different
offices; and when thus clothed with power to
enter upon the duties of those offices they act,
"in the name" of the body, or state or individual
which has thus ehosen them. The officers of
the school district act; in the name of the
district. All the state officers act in the name
of the people of their respective states. The
officers of the United States act in tlie "name
of the United States." 'l'he officers of monarchies, or empires, act in the name of the
sovereign, or emperor from whom they derive
their authority. This is a rule to which
there is no exception. It is universally allowed
that where the authority to make or enact laws
exists, there also exists the power to authorize
men to expound, administer and execute those
laws, for the common-protection and defense of
the people.
It thus appears, arrJ very plainly too, that
to act in the name of any person or people, is
to act in their authority, when it is legally
and properly conferred; and to so act without
being legally and properly called and chosen
by the person or persons in whose name he
acts; is to become a transgressor, an impostor,
a usurper, and a criminal.
This great principle, so universally necessary
to the safety and well being of all people, was
first derived from the laws and government of
the Almighty God; the sole author of all
good and true government. So important is
it in itself that no nation ever did, or ever will
exist without it. To say that it began in the
lifetime of Adam, is foolishness. It is as old
as the Almighty himself. In those myriad
far.off shining worlds, it was just as necessary
in the dim ages of the past as it is now. The
righteousness of this principle is everywhere
recognized throughout the Scriptures. Korah,
Dathan and Abiram endeavored to set it aside,
and perished as the consequence, themselves
and all their company. (Num. 16: 1-49).
Abimelech did the same thing, and miserably perished, he and all who supported and
aided him in it. (Judges 9th chapter).
Absalom was found in like transgression (2d
Sam. 15, 16 and 17 chapters). And he, and
all his aiders and abettors were alike slain :
and fearful and terrible calamities overtook,
~ooner or later, all those who opposed those

whom God sent, or called and set apart to act
in his name.
The same things are true of ihe New
'restament.
"lam come in my Father's name, and ye receive
me not; if another cometh in his own name him ye
will receive." John 5: 44.

In plain English: "I am legaiiy, truly, and
justly authorized and sent by my Father in
heaven, to do the work that I am now doing,
in his name, and though he has called me by
his own voice and anointed me with his holy
oil, to do this work, and made others besides
me witnesses of this great and glorious fact,
ye believe me not: but if one comes along
without any such call or anointing, and altogether in his own wisdom, and assumed authority, him ye will receive. Yes, indeed; it
was very much then, as it is now. The ttue
messengers whom God had truly ealled and
sent, might preach the most sublime truths,
and make every duty, calling, prophecy and
mystery of the kingdom plain as the hour of
the day, by the sun, and that class of people
would only think these men the more deluded,
the more worthy of stripes, imprisonment or
death; but let a Mr. Spurgeon, a Mr. Moody,
an Alexander Campbell, or a Henry Ward
Beecher come along and though he might,
like Mr. Moody, be candid and honest enough,
to tell them that he did not know what the
new birth was, one of (the most important
points necessary to a man's salvation) and thus
prove from his own lips that, God never sent
him, there could scarcely be a church large
enough found in the country to hold their
audiences. The little matter of grossly contradicting himself, a few minutes before, by
saying that it was "one of the plainest things
that was ever written," in their excessive
charity, would be very easily covered up. "For
he whom God hath sent, speaketh the words
of God, for God giveth not his Spirit by measure unto him." (John 3: 34). Thus if God
had really sent Mr. Moody to act in his name,
as well as the authors of those "numerous commentaries, sermons and books," which he says
he has read on the stbjeet of the new birth,
without giving him any light on this important
principle, this would be to them all a matter
very easily made plain and understood.
It is not very reasonable to suppose that the
President of the United States, or any of the
Sovereigns of the Old World would send a
man, as a minister, to do that which they
knew he knew nothing about; much less, that
the Almighty would do any thing of that kind.
No one in his right mind would ever hire m
man to build a house, either Qf brick or wood,
whom he knew was neither mason nor carpenter.
And as the new birth is evidently the thresh•
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hold or entry to the new life, God sends no
man to lead men into the new life, who is
so ignorant as not to knowthe entry or door
to that life when he sees it before his eyes.
When a man is elected to any office in any of
these States, though he may be ignorant of his
duties in some measure at the time of his election; when he enters upon the duties of his
office, he finds himself fully furnished with
laws, and instructions necessary to guide him
in all the duties of his office. So also when
God sends a man to accomplish any one work
in his name, he gives him full and sufficient
intelligence to guide him in that work, whatever it may be, both from his written law and
his Holy Spirit. In good keeping with this,
the Savior makes use of the following language,
to the Twelve Apostles:
"Ye have not chosen me, but I have chosen you,
and ordained you, thatye should go and bring forth
much fruit, and that your fruit should remain,
and that whatsoever ye shall ask the Father in my
name, he m~1y give it you." (Jno. 15 : 16 )·
There is one thing peculiar to the or dinations of God's house that always distinguish
them from the ordinations of men. Moses was
made prophet by the hand of the angel that
appeared to him in the bush. (Acts 7 : 35 i
Gal. 3: 19, In. Trans.) "Joshua was full of
the spirit of wisdom, for Moses had laid his
hands upon him, and the children of Israel
hear ked unto him, and did as the Lord commanded Moses." (Dent. 34 : 9; N um. 27 :
15 to the end).
Moses, by his ordination under the hands of
the angel, had more wisdom to guide him in
his ministry than all the generations of his day,
including all Israel. He could reveal the mysteries of the past, the present and the future,
as no one without such an ordination ever did
or ever can reveal. them. Being raised up to
be a rt;tler and deliverer to a.ll I~rael, both by
the vowe of God and .the ord1~at10n of t~e angel, h~ was nece~sanl,Y put 10 possessiO~ of
such Wisdom and mtelhgence as God only g1ves
to men whom he appoints to lead his peoplethe whole people. A~d had. not Moses b~en
already called ~nd ordai.ned h1msel~ to so high
and hol,Y a callmg, he m11?ht have laid on hands
to orda~n ten thousand hmes, and the P.ers~ns
so ~rdamed would have been no more ":Ise, 10telhgent, nor any further advanced m the
kcowledge of God or the mysteries of hisdkingdom than they were before. They woul have
been simply sccta~ian ordinations; which are
the merest form without a shadow of the power
of the priesthood or of godliness.
In the calling of Saul to be a deliverer and
a leader to Israel, it is said that when Samuel
had, by the word of God, set him apart, and
anointed him to be king, God gave him another
heart, as he turned to go from Samuel. The
Spirit of God also came upon him, and he saw
all the signs that Samuel spoke of his seeing,
and had also the gift of prophesy on the same
day that his ordination took place. Again,
when God removed him, and put David in his
place, by revelation and a similar anointing
and ordination, we read that "the Spirit of
God came upon David from that day forward."
(See 1 Sam. 10 : 1-9.)
If it be asked then how it happcnd that
David foretold so many things in the Psalms
in relation to the coming and sufferings of
Christ, the resurrection of the dead, and the
everlasting rest of the saints, etc, etc., it is
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very easily answered. First, by strict obedience to the commandments of God, and not
the precepts of men. Second, by his faith;
and, Third, by his ordination. What he received by obedience and faith without his kingly ordination, would be merely for himself, and
family, if he had one; but as he was ordained
and anointed to be a ruler of the people, this
anointing and ordination put him necessarily
in possession of far greater wisdom, knowledge,
gifts and intelligence, than he would have had
were he a mere private citizen.
It is a mere accident, that we have the fact
that Abraham was anointed to a certain degree
of the priesthood. David has preserved it in
one of his beautiful and inspired songs; otherwise, like many other things of great worth
pertaining to those times it had passed into
the shades of darkness. God reproved Abimelech for taking Abraham's wife, and commanded him further to "touch not" his "anointed, and do my prophets no harm." (Ps.
105 : 14). Abraham was therefore anointed
as David, and Saul and Joshua and Aaron, and
many others were. This familiarity with God
and his laws, statutes, commandments and precepts, as well as his predictions and prophecies
in regard to his posterity, betrays his ordination, and anointing for that very purpose.
Who anointed him and ordained him, we do
not learn from the Scriptures, any more than
we can learn from that book who ordained and
anointed thousands of others; but of one thing
we may rest assured, that whoever it may have
been, it was some one to whom God revealed
himself, and sent and commanded to do it, as he
sent Samuel to Saul, David and others. These
things show the difference between the ordinations of God and the hollow, cold, and lifeless
ordinations of men. The one is the glorious
substance, the other is the merest shadow, the
hollowest pretention. They show too, what it
is to act legally, justly, and truly in the name of
the Almighty; being set apart by him so to do.
Among the nations of men it is a fact a little
too well known, that a man may h~ve any
amount of knowledge in regard to the laws and
affairs of his nation, may be very upright as a
citizen, and possess every natural qualification
and talent to serve his country as an officer,
yet until legally authorized, all know that it
would be a clear net of usurpation and crime
so to do; but 0, how reckless, how' regardless,
how foolish how vain how wicked how crimina! are me'n in rega;d to our "g;eat King,"
"our 1~Law"iver" the "King of Kings" and
Lord of L~rds ,', who dwells on high whose
'
,
laws are perfect, and whose pure eyes "cannot
look upon sin with Lhe least degree of allowance," whose words are eternal words, and
"whose commandments are life everlasting!"
For if we should believe their words, God has
as many ways of appointing his ministers,
almost, as there are differing 8ects upon
earth.
One contends, as the Quaker, that there is no
particular form needed; and that God speaks
through all his people, one as well as another.
Others, as the Campbellite, the Adventist,
the Congregationalist, and many others, that
any company of men who believe themselves
called, have a right to ordain one another.
Others, as the Catholic, the Episcopalian, and
"other orthodox sects," that they must have a
"continual succession of apostolic ordinations,"
and each one of these tries to show a succes-

sion of ordinations through different channels,
clear back to apostolic times.
It is very evident that they have altogether
lost track of the true order of appointing, and
qualifying God's m,inisters, and that spiritually, the whole sectarian world is reduced to a
mere mob; and that so far have they departed
from the true order in this direction, as well
as in many others, they have no clear, or defi~
nite knowledge as to what constitutes a true
minister of God, or what the distinction between the false and the genuine, or how to
distinguish the one from the other. It is
true they have their own peculiar criterions;
but the very things which one would hold as
evidence of the true calling, another would
condemn as impertinence and imposition. Is
it any wonder then that Paul, looking down at
the doings of the present day, should say they
would be "reprobate;" that is, refuse, spurious,
"concerning the faith." (2 Tim. 3 : 8).
But, as I was writing of the difference between the divine, the heavenly ordinations, or
the ordinations of God's church and kingdom,
and those of men; and as a great many have
a very fanciful and shadowy conception of the
nature, time, and manner of·Christ's authority,
his ordination, etc., I propose to show that, so
far as the manner is concerned, there was no
difference between his ordination and that of
Saul, David, Joshua, or the twelve apostles;
not a particle. But the gifts conferred by his
ordination were much greater; simply because
he was made the first born among many brethren; that is, the eldest brother, the captain of
our salvation, the highest authority that has
ever been conferred upon man upon earth. In
virtue of it, he holds the keys of the resurrection, and of the life everlasting; and also of
death; and he opens and shuts these, and no
man on earth, or in heaven can alter, change
or counteract auy of his works.
The word Christ to many, is an unmeaning
term ; but it literally signifies the Anointed.
Hence, he quotes the language of Isaiah written centuries before in reference to himself,
saying:
"The Spirit of the Lord God is upon me, because
he [God] hath anointed me to preach good tidings
unto the meek, to bind up the broken hearted, to
preach deliverance to the captives, and the opening
of the prison to them that are bound."-Luke 4:
16-21 ; Is. 61 : 1-3.

"Wherefore, holy brethren, partakers of the
heavenly calling, consider the Apostle and High
Priest of our profession, Christ [the Anointed] J esus."-Heb. 3: 1.
"For every high priest taken from among men
is ordained for men in things pertaining to God."
-Heb. 5: 1.
"As my Father hath sent me, even so have I sent.
yocr."-John 20: 21.
This implies, that ,as Christ called and ordained his apostles to the power of preaching
the gospel, healing the sick, casting out devils,
and having all their prayers answered; (Mark
3: 13-15; John 15 : 16); so God conferred
all the power that Christ exercised in his ministry by the anointing or ordination, before he
entered upon his ministry.
Now he was a great High Priest, and was
in all things made like unto his brethren ; and
as his brethren must in this life receive the
priesthood by revelation and ordination, before
they can enter upon and fill, or accomplish, a
faithful ministry, so also must he. "Seventy
weeks [of yearsJ are determined upon thy people, and 'upon thy holy city," says the angel to
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Daniel," to finish the transgression and to make
an end of sins, and to make reconciliation for
iniquity, and to bring in everlasting righteousness, and to seal up the vision and prophecy,
and to anoint the Most Holy." (That is Jesus). Four hundred and forty-nine years must
elapse from the time the commandment goes
forth to restore and rebuild Jerusalem, in the
time of the Babylonish captivity, before the
Most Holy, or the Messiah is anointed, consecrated, and endowed with power and authority
to enter upon his ministry. (Dan. 9 :24, 25):
May we not well ask here: If the Most Holy
person, Jesus Christ, could not enter into, nor
take upon himself in any way, any of the duties of the priesthood till truly called, ordained
and sent, how wilLGodjustify any other person
or persons who run without such call, and such
· ? y '] h ·zz
en y, e WI not.
ordinatiOn
The very law that God has made, forbidding
men to act in his name without being truly
called by revelation, and ordination under the
hands of those who possess the priesthood, is
an eternal oath that he will not hold them
guiltless. "Thou shalt not take the name of
the Lord thy God in vain, for the Lord will
not hold him guiltless that taketh his name in
vain." (Second commandment, Ex. 20). Or,
·
h
d
h
·
h
mot er wor s, w o assumes, many way, t e
duties of the priesthood, without being legaily set apart to that office-work, according
to the Scriptural pattern shall not by him be
held guiltless. And, indeed, what could be
more wise, reasonable, or just? Could any
one be said to be a wise governer or ruler,
prince or emperor, and yet be so blind as not
to make any provision or regulation against
usurping his authority? If there is no law
pointing out how God's ministers are appointed
and qua:lifled to act in his name, we might as
well try to find out how two parallel lines can
cross one another as to find out his ministers; for no man can even detect the spurious,
till he knows what constitutes the genuine.
Accordingly every minister of every denomination of sectarians, is under the necessity of
acknowledging every other minister's claim to
be as genuine as his own, although they may
be as wide as the poles apart in their religious
faith and doctrine. All this evidently comes
from the want of knowing how the genuine
ministers of God are clothed and vested with
power and authority; for not being genuine
themselves, they cannot detect the spurious.
Hence every man's claim is allowed, no matter
how differently or strangely brought into being.
Besides the apostles, Jesus chose also a quorum of officers called "seventies;" who, when
they were "appointed," that is consecrated and
ordained, were sent "two and two before his
face into every city and place where he himself should come." (Luke 10: 1). By and
by, "th e seventy retnrne d again with joy, saying, Lord, even the devils are subject unto us
through thy name," (vs. 17); through the
exercise of the authority and power conferred,
in their ordination of course, to act in his
name.
Paul says to Timothy, "Neglect not the
gift that is in thee, which was given thee by
prophecy with the laying on of the hands of
the presbytery;" or in other words, the laying
on of the hands of the priesthood. (1 Tim. 4:
14; 2 Tim. 1 : 6, 7). From all these exampies it is perfectly clear that the power of God,
the gifts and inspiration of God to preach the

gospel and work according to the pattern laid
down and taught in the Scriptures, is conferred by ordination through the imposition of
the hands of God's called and ordained ministers; and that no one can confer such power
nor work according to this pattern, unless he
is himself so called, and so ordained; and it
must be equally clear and certain that whosoever follows any other must follow a deceiver,
whose authority and power is no better than
his own.
It will be very easy, accordingly, to understand what it is to work by, and accomplish
any thing by the name of Jesus Christ; and
what he meant when he said:
"Go ye into all the world and preach the gospel to every creature, * * baptizing them in the
name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the
Holy Ghost. * * * In my name they shall cast
out devils, they shall speak in new tongues, they
shall take up serpents,and if they drink any deadly thing it shall not hurt them; they shall lay
hands upon the sick, and shall recover."-Mark
16:16,17,18.

"Now brethren 1 beseech you by the name of
our Lord Jesus Christ, that ye all speak the same
thing, and that there be no divisions among you;
but that ye be perfectly joined together, in the
same mind, and in the same judgment."-! Cor.
1: 10,
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"In the name of Jesus of Nazareth rise up and
walk."-Acts 3 : 6 . "To him give all the prophets
witness, that through faith in his name, whosoever believeth in him shall receive a remission of
their sins."-Acts 10: 43.
I don't mean to say that the name of God
in all cases implies authority; for like all other kings and rulers, God has his own peculiar
title or appellation of person as well as they.
The careful reader will be able to distinguish
the one from the other as they occur, by their
connections.
It is very evident from the Scriptures that
Christ is the true source of all authority
among men, in virtue of his ordination under
the hand of God. For,
"Him hath God by his right hand exalted, [raised
up], to be a prince, and a savior, to give repentence to Israel, and forgiveness of sins."-Acts 5:31.
To speak "in this enlightened age" of God's
"right hand," amongst those who have been educated to believe him "without body, parts, or
passions," is at least, a little novel; but when
we go back to the plain testimonies of apostles
and prophets, that "God made man in his own
image, after his own likeness," (Gen. 1 : 27),
and that Jesus Christ, though made in all
things "like unto his brethren," was nevertheless the brightness of his Father's glory, and
the express image of his person, (He b. 2: 17 j
1: 3), the novelty will cease, and our own follies in believing anything else, will only be apparent.
"Thou hast loved righteousness and hated iniquity; therefore God, even thy God, hath anointed
thee with the oil of gladness above thy follows."
-He b. 1 : 9.
"Wherefore God hath highly exalted him, and
given him a name (authority) which is above
every name."-Phillip 2: 9.
"God hath anointed Jesus of Nazereth with
the Holy Ghost, and with power,"-in other
words the Holy Ghost who inspired him, and
the ,"power" that he exercised throughout his
ministry were given him at his ordination, or
anointing under the hands of God. (Acts 10 :
37, 38, 42).
The ministers and priests of the sectarian
churches at the present time, seem to have little idea of the enormity of the crimes they

commit in either receiving their so called authority at the hands of men like themselves,
or assuming it in their own proper persons, as
many do. They seem to have little regard:to
the fact that had Christ assumed;to"act in)he
name of Almighty God without being legally
and properly called, anointed, and)et apart to
his high and holy calling, as he was by the
voice of God, and the imposition of his hands,
the Jews would have been justified in nailing
him to the cross, or stoning him to death!
(Deut.l3: 1-9). But God sent him according
to the law of heaven, and Israel rejected and
put him to death, contrary to God's law; as,
"When thou art come unto the land which the
Lord thy God giveth thee, and shalt possess it,
and shalt dwell therein, and shalt say, I will set a
king over me, like as all the nations that are about
me; Thou shalt in any wise set him to be king
over thee, whom the Lord thy God shall choose."
-Deut. 17: 14, 15.
"Keep thee far from a false matter; and the innocent and righteous, slay thou not; for I will
not justify the wicked."-Ex. 23:7.
In the eyes of the present and past generations, it has never been considered very wrong
to usurp the power of the priesthood of Almighty God. Indeed, what could be more
praiseworthy, or were needed among men
. .
h
h II
than to teach them re11gron; to s out a alujahs, to convert the heathen; to send them
Bibles, and ministers? That is all very well.
It is one thing to advocate the necessity of
doing right, observing the laws of the State,
upholding the principles of freedom contained
in the Constitution; and another thing to be
clothed with authority to expound, administer,
and execute any or all of these laws as an officer of the State. Every one sees the difference. So, also, in G-od's house; men have a
right to seek for truth, to advocate truth, to
uphold it, and contend for it, and so far as
they can, live by it; but all this confers no
righi>- upon any man to assume the duties or
the office-work of God's minister, in any degree whatever.
All Israel, we read, were obedient unto
Joshua "and did as the Lord commanded :M:oses," that is, while Joshua lived. But if
Joshua had not received the true spirit through
his ordination under the hands of Moses, it
would have been very widely different; for
then Joshua, like all other impostors and pretenders, would not have been able to work ac·
cording to the pattern, but would have led them
slowly but surely to certain ruin and destruc·
tion as they and all others, without such a
leader, have done, and must do, sooner or !ater. (Deut. 34: 9).
Whenever Israel followed those whom God
sent, it was well with them; but calamity, de·
struction, desolation, and captivity awaited
them always when they were so blind, and un·
fortunate as to follow those whom God has
never sent, but who were so fearless and re·
gardless of his commandments, as to usurp his
authority.
Men have taken great pains to tell us the
difference between the numbers that have fallen in war, and by intemperance; but the
number who have fallen directly and indirectly through usurpation of the name of Almighty
God, as far exceeds the entire sum of all these,
as the population of the earth exceeds that of
the United States. It may well b(said to be
the sum of human crimes. Without any
doubt, it was a usurped priesthood that brought
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on the deluge and that led the people to oppose and persecute Noah. It was a usurped
priesthood that turned all his children to idolatry, and led the Egyptians to oppose Israel,
and that afterward led Israel and other nations to rebellion, idolatry, war, ruin and desalation. It was a usurped priesthood that
nailed Jesus upon the cross, and martyred the
true minist;ers and messengers of God in all
ages.
It was a usurped priesthood, that firmly established what is now known to be Catholicism
in and all over the old Roman Empire; that
"wore out," by fire and sword, "the saints of
the Most High," and that has led men to oppose the revelations of God in these last days,
and martyr and persecute the messengers, and
saints whom he has sent with his word, as of
old, and that is fast preparing the world for
another universal desolation by the fire and
judgments of heaven. 0, ye blind leaders of
the blind! Ye rebellious, ye stifl" necked, ye
uncircumcised in heart and ears; ye perverters
of the right ways of God, ye opposers of proph·
ets and apostles of both ancient and modern
times! Will it_ be any wonder, when you
come up by and by in the judgment, and say,
"I"ord, Lord, have we not prophesied in thy
name, and in thy name cast out devils, and in
thy name done many wonderful works;" that
Christ will say unto you, "Depart from me,
ye workers of iniquity, I never knew you!
You prophesy! vVhen I sent my messengers,
the prophets, in the past, to warn mankind of
the impending ruin they were bringing upon
themselves_ by their wickedness, you always
stood between them and the gate of heaven;
prophesying evil upon my servants, neither
entering in yourselves, nor permitting those
who would to enter. In the days of my own
ministry, and in those of my servants, the
apostles, when we foretold the ruin, the .gesolation, the suffering and captivity of my people,
if they did not repent, you were foremost in
accusing both myself and them, of all kinds of
evil and imposition ; and never once could you
rest, until our blood was shed; nor could you
see the coming evil, until all were overwhelmed
by it. And in the last days, when I saw the
approaching ruin coming upon the world because of the wickedness and infidelity of man,
growing out of the divisions, contradictions,
false doctrine and confusion which you by your
own wisdom had increased and multiplied, and
called upon my servant Joseph Smith and others, and sent mine angels to confer upon them
the Holy Priesthood by the laying on of their
hands, that they might have wisdom to build
up my church, according to the pattern, that
men might be guided aright into everlasting
life j you were the first and the foremost in
accusing them of all kinds of crimes. The cry
of murderer, thief, traitor, robber, impostor,
false prophet, conjurer, knave and all other
foul epithets known to your language, were
heaped upon them both from your pulpits and
your presses; thus causing and justifying their
murder, and martyrdom. And yet, while the
evils which they prophesied were daily and
weekly coming upon the world you could not
see them. You prophesy? You cast out devils?
If you cast out devils, what are all those numerous buildings called Insane Asljlums for?
You did 'many wonderful works'? You built
up hospitals, and asylums for the infirm, the
blind, the deaf and dumb, the disabled; but
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behold all these buildings are consuming wit- theless the counsel of God [alone] shall stand."
nesses against you, that the faith of God was -Prov. 19: 21.
not among you. Did I not promise in my
WrNm'rELn WATSON.
Father's name, both by my own voice and the BoYNE, Charlevoix Co., Mich.
voice of my servants, my apostles and prophets,
·~--..
._...,_,.._...,_ __
that these signs should follow them that be- IN a California paper we find a list of the aulieved; that in my name they should cast out thorities in the Brighamite organization. We
devils, heal the sick, the blind and the deaf, publish it, as many of the names in the list
the infirm and the disabled-speak in other will be of interest to those of our people, who
tongues or languages also, and foretell future
events j and that where two or three were knew them in the old days, beiore the rejectgathered together in my name, there I would ion of the Church:
be also to answer their prayers, if their de'I' he Officm·s of tb.e Moi•mon
sires were good before me? Behold, all these
CBnucb..
testimonies were written before you; but you
At the Conference of the l\formon.Church,
constantly brought my Father and myself into held in the new Temple at St. George, Utah,
disrepute and contempt, by your teaching April 3d to April 8th, the following officers
them that these glorious promises were only were elected as authorities of the Church.
intended for a certain age, and a certain peo- They were all nominated by George Q. Cannon,
ple j thus creating the belief that I was unjust, and all unanimously chosen:
that I had respect of persons, that I was dumb,
Brigham Young, Prophet, Seer and revelathat my words could not be depended on, till tor, and President of the Church.
scarcely a man was left among your followers,
John W. Young and Daniel H. Wells; Counwho did not love in his heart almost any kind I selors to President Brigham Young.
of pleasure more than my testimonies, my
Lorenzo Snow, Brigham Young Jr., Albert
promises andmy commandments. They pre- Carrington and George Q. Cannon, Assistant
ferred gambling, theater and circus going, the Counselors to President Brigham Young.
tavern, the saloon, the corrupt 'dance-house,'
John Taylor, Wilford vVoodruff, Orson
the ball-room, the brothel, the race course, the Hyde, Orson Pratt Sr., Charles C, Rich,
prize fight; consulting of evil spirits, and evils Lorenzo Snow, Erastus Snow, Franklin D.
of all kinds, before the blessings and promises Richards, George Q. Cannon, Brigham Young
and pleasures flowing from keeping my com- J., Joseph F. Smith and Albert Carrington,
mandments.
members of the Quorum of the Twelve.
"Thus you shut their eyes, and darkened
John Smith, Patriarch of the Church.
their understanding and they 'knew not' till
John D. T. McAllister, President of St.
my judgments and my coming overtook them George Stake. Thomas J. Jones and Henry
as a thief in the night, and took them all away. Eyring, his counselors.
You carried my word to the heathen, and
Marius Ensign, James G. Bleak, John 0.
sent many missionaries also j but by your Angus, W m. Empey, Erastus W. 1\icin'tyre,
teachings you blinded them, as you blinded Samuel Miles, Richard Bently, John M. Mcfar·
the minds of men in your own lands; you lane, Erastus W. Snow, Charles Smith, John
built up the same errors and institutions, and Lytle, Archibald Sullivan, Joseph Birch, Meminfidelity among them, that you had among bers of the High Counsel of St. George.
yourselves; and thus you made them two-fold
William Fawsett, President of the High
more the children of hell than they were be- Priests' Quorum of St. George Stake. Willfore. Lift up now your eyes and behold, from iam G. Perkins and John Lytle, his Counselthe days of Adam down till the present time, ors.
and declare at what age you have not been my
Joseph Young, President of the First
greatest enemies j and what evils you have not. Seven Presidents of the Seventies; and Levi
directly and indirectly brought upon men.
W. Hancock, Henry Herriman, Albert P.
"The institutions you have built up on the Rockwood, Horace S. Eldredge, Jacob Gates
earth have cost thousands of millions, not only and John Van Cott, Members 6f the First
in their construction, but in keeping them up Seven Presidents of the Seventies.
afterward, and in supporting whole armies of
W m. Squires, President of the Elders' Quoidlers who were appointed over them; and the rum of St. George Stake. Erastus B. Snow
poor have been oppressed, and ground down and Ephraim Wilson, his Counselors.
to support and keep them up in luxuries and
l~dward Hunter, Presiding Bishop. I,eonrefinement j yet they have not profited man at ard W. Hardy and Ii.obert T. Burton, his
all, but have been a continued injury; and Counselors.
l~aston Kelsey, President of the Priests'
through all these evils together have many
millions of men perished in darkness, without Quorum of St. George Stake. D. Covington
any knowledge of the true way.
. .
and William Barnes, his Counselors.
"These were the many wonderful works
Thomas. Cottam, President of the Teachers'
'highly esteemed' among you, but 'an abomina- Quorum of St. George Stake. Josiah G. liartion' in the sight of my l!~ather, and in mine, dy and Samuel B. Hardy, his Counselors.
Edward vV. Starr, President of Deacons'
and that of mine holy angels. 'Depart from me
ye workers of iniquity. Ye never knew me.' Y e Quorum of St. George Stake. Frederick W.
servants of the Most High God, come forth, Foremaster and George Baker, his Counselors.
and 'hind them hand and foot, and cast them
Brigham Young, Trustee in Trust for the
into outer darkness where there is weeping and Church.
wailing and gnashing of teeth.'" (Matt. 7 : 22,
Albert Carrington, President of the Perpet23; 25: :.31-46 j 1 Cor. 6:2, 3; Ps. 49: 14). ual Emigration Fund to gather the poor.
"But in vain do ye worship me, teaching
Truman 0. Angell, Architeet of the Church,
for doctrines the commandments of men."- and William A. Folsom, assistant. Orson
Matt. 15: 9. "There are many devices [re- Pratt, Historian and General Church Recordligious cont,rivances] in a man's he1rt.; Never- er, and Wilford Woodruff his Assistant,
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bors,-complimentary and otherwise,-were
all being over-heard by them; would you say
Brother Henry :-I wish to say a few words
just what you have said to-day, or yesterday,
to the Saints in regard to brother Cooper's
or last week? And stili they do hear many
of them in the end, and in worse terms, too,
proposition on the gathering. Some say that
it is a very good thing, but has not come from
than you employed in talking about them.
Suppose all the secret motives and thoughts
the right source; thinking, no doubt, that
nothing of the kind ought to be done without
of your soul were photographed before the
direct revelation through brother Joseph
eyes of the world; could you hold your head
Smith. Now, if no former revelation taught
up as you do now, and talk proudly of other
the propriety of the Saints gathering together,
people's faults? Yet they are coming out, litthere might be some weight to this argument;
tle by little, in your most trivial actions where
but when former commandments to gather into
you have not thought worth while to place a
the regions round about inasmuch as is consistguard.
ent with the feelings of the people, stand unIf you could draw aside the vail of the furevoked, I conceive that new revelations are
ture, and see the green mound swelling over
unnecessary, so long as we treat lightly the
some precious member of the home-circle;
former commandments.
would your words have the sting and the ice
A DREAM.
In the Journal of Commerce, published in
about them which now so often wound that
Kansas City, Jackson county, Missouri, it is
I had a vision or dream on the morning of heart? Could you then think calmly of your
stated that they wish the Mormons would re- May 7th, as I was lying in bed, thinking of impatience, your coldness, and your bitter
turn to Independence, and see if they could the visit home which I am about to make. I neglect? Yet many have seen such a mound,
promote the growth of that county. No doubt thought that I was at home, and father and and have wept a life away to recall the words
they would be well received, especially when mother were there, and a Methodist minister. and acts of unkindness, but in vain.
If it were known certainly by you that in
known that they were not polygamists, so long vYe began talking of the recent execution of
as they acted the part of good citizens. Infi- John D. Lee, and of Mormonism. He asked a year from this time you would be called
delity, spiritualism, etc., predominate too much me if there were not some lVformons in Kirt- away from earthly toil, what would your life
now for much religious persecution to arise land. I said, "No," but said that there were be? How does your present zeal look in face
from so called orthodoxy; and aside from spir- Latter Day Saints there. He asked what of such a fact? Are you willing to go into
itual blessings, the Saints as well as others, books we believt'd in besides the Bible, and I the presence of God with such sheaves of your
•the friend Quakers for instance, can become told him. He asked to see them, and I hand- labor as you now have to bear? Can you
wealthy by uniting, gathering together and ed him the Book of Covenants, which, after think of the recording angel's score to your
working according to the laws of God and the reading he did not object to. He asked to see account and be confident? Do you .realize
.country; thus becoming able to send the gos- the Book of l\Iormon, but as I had none he just now, as you will then, what it is to have
pel to the nations.
sent and got one. After he had read it he a Saviour, a Redeemer.'!' And yet you may be
Three years ago, as many of the brethren gave it to me, and made some sarcastical re- called hence any hour; you may not have
will remember, I was several months looking mark about Joseph Smith. He asked me if I another day to work for the Master; you
:at the country, found a good location, and believed him to have been a martyr, and I may know that the record in the angel's book
.tried to get the brethren to join together in said that I would answer his question by ask- is being kept daily just as surely as if you
•One place in Barton county, Missouri, but fail- ing him another: "Do you believe in Jesus looked upon it; and you may now have all the
.ed. And now, when visiting various places and Christ, and that he sealed his testament with peace and confidence of a-faith in the world's
•seeing the poverty of the brethren, unable to his own blood? If so, why n.ot believe that IUr. great Substitute for sin .
Time is bearing all forward to the age of
,do anything for the cause they love so dear; Smith could do the same? Yes sir, I do, and
.in the new lead mines, when looking for a that both were necessary for the salvation of eternal verities. There will then be no more
jplace to start business, to enable myself to pro- man." As I spoke I held the Book of ]\for- supposition, but the Truth will flash along the
,vide for my family so that I could preach mon up in my right hand, which was support- universe, and show every soul in its real state.
'morP, my heart was filled with sorrow, to see ed by the back of the lounge on which I was Let this forecasting of the coming time make
,one of the brethren here at work at the anvil, sitting, and a bright light shone encircling the you vigilant, active and paycrful.
.others at the mining shafts, toiling hard, in a book and my own head, and a voice said,
------~·~-.-----iplace not much better than Sodom, away from ''This is my book; you may put it in the fire
A WORD TO MINISTERS.
•their families, and at the end of the year hav- but it will not burn, yet woo unto that hand
;ing nothing but a living, and a poor one at that casts it into the fire." And there was
\Yhcn you preach do yon constantly tell
'that; or like some have done, getting in debt silence in the room for some time, then my your hearers what ministers of other denomin:so much that they thought they could never father said, "It is enough;'' ma said, "She is ations teach, instead of teaching them what
:pay it, and so leaving; thus bringing reproach going to die." The minister remarked that Christ and his apostles taught? Do you
.on the cause, I began to think more and more he would like to hear some one of our faith spend the hours of service in pointing out the
of the gathering, and let business go, and be- preach, while I felt so happy and 80 peaceful. defects in other churches, holding up to cenYour sister,
A. H. CuRrrss.
sure and reproach the sins and errors of other
gan to talk to the brethren about the gathering.
·Only yesterday, I took my children to a Sun- KmnAND, Lalw co., Ohio.
sects than your own? Do you etrive to tear
--~-~----down other societies, instead of building up
day School pic-nic, and while others were enjoying themselves, my heart was raised to Go'i
SUppOSE.
the Church of the risen and glorified Christ?
praying for Zion's redemption and gathering,
Is it not best to teach what Christ and
'When my children might meet with hundreds
Suppose you knew that fifcy persons were his apostles taught, and have but little or
of the young Saints upon such occasions, in- watching you, daily, in order to imitate your nothing to say, directly, as to what other sects
stead of learning sectarian teachings.
conduct; would you comport yourself' c]!:actly teach? Is it not best to build your neighbor
In union there is strength, spiritual and as you do now? Is there nothing which. you a good and beautiful house, and invite hili).
temporal; the brother that has only a small would need to amend? Do you think, in your kindly into it, instead of trying to frighten or
farm, or only a claim without a title where honest heart, that the wo1·ld would be benefit- shame him out of his old cabin, or undertake
they can barely make a iiving, isolated from ed by more of your like, taking your good and to rudely tear it down about his ears? Is it
church privileges, would do well to eonsider bad qualities just as they stand in your char- not best to use skill, wisdom, and sagacity in
this. I am ready to sell, or rent until I can acter? And yet, you lc now that there are preaching, rather than invite contempt, hatred,
sdl, to gather with the Sa.ints; it is what we numbers of persons who are being influenced and persecution, by rude speeches, ridicule,
lefr, our home in California fur.
by you co1ch day, c,Jnsciousiy or unconsciously odiou.3 comparisons, harsh and. unlovely serTo morrow, Saturday, I go out to battle fur to themselves, and are thus becoming more mons? Are you unoloan and untidy in your
person and appeamnce? or are you vain and
the truth, will continue for several Q.ays twelve I and more like ~vou.
:miles west of home;
opposition 1 Suppose
about your neigh·! ettremely sty !ish? Are you diligent in pros•

THE GATHERING.

from the Christian Brethren. Sunday, my
family can stay at home, or go to sectarian
gatherings. 'W.ars, famines, pestilences, earthquakes, the sea heaving itself beyond its
bounds, (see the papers), all admonish us of the
near approach of the end. God help us to
watch and pray; and not only that, but to do
his holy will, gather together, have churches,
schools, manufactories, mills, herds, etc., of our
own; raise our children together that they
may grow up in the faith, that Zion may be
redeemed and the glory of the Lord rest upon
his people, and all the honest in heart of all
nations may say: "Come and let us go up to
the houso of the Lord and learn his way."
D. S. CRAWLEY.
Your brother,

1
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ecuting your labors? Do you read thoroughly
and meditate patiently the word of the Lord?
Can you quote correctly, and readily, all the
essential passages of the Scriptures? Are you
an example to the believers in the doctrine,
and in all the Christian virtues?
Do you make your homes all that the true
Christian minister's home should be-a heaven
on earth? Are you doing all you can for the
cause of Christ, in the salvation of souls?
When y9u pray, do you use vain repetitions,
repeating often the names of the Deity, and
that, too, in a careless, irreverent, or pompous
way? When you preach, or teach, do you see
that your words are "like apples of gold set in
pictures of silver?" Do you talk through
your nose, or use an affected and unnatural
s~yle? Are you sober? Are you sincere?
Are you serious, and in real earnest in your
effort to save souls and to glorify God? When
you speak, do you drawl your words-but-ah,
and ah, if-ah, well,-ah, yes-ah?
Do you
"a-hem," and gurgle in your throat as though
you had a croaking frog there?
Do you romp with the ladies other than
your very near relatives, young or old, joking
them, tittering and laughing with them, kissing them, and giving them much of your time
and attention? Do you speak lightly, and in
a belittling manner of your fellow-laborers, or
of any one else? Do you think and speak
highly of your own efforts? Do you labor for
money, for honor of men, for place, or for applause? Do you control your own thoughts,
feelings, desires, words, and actions ? Do you
pray with the heart, or with the lips? Do you
pray to be heard of men, or to be heard of
God? Are you instant and earnest in prayer,
like the worthies in all ages?
Are you sure you have none of the defects
here indicated? Examine carefully, and see.
If you have any of them, put them away. Do
you know of a fellow-laborer who has any of
them? If so, will you love him truly, and
kindly call his attention to the same? Will
you wisely ask others to point out to you any
of these defects, if you have them, or any other ones? Seek to please God, and also your
brethren unto their edification !

church, and watch over it in it.s various places; had a perfect right to rule what they had oradvise, counsel, rectify wrongs, see that the ganized themselves; but if God has set up his
Saints live their religion and live peaceably to- Church after the same ancient pattern and <'rgether; to warn those that go astray, to re- dained men now, as then, to guide his people,
claim them if possible, and if not, to have them then it is reasonable to look for light and
severed from the church, that it may be re- knowledge through that channel, otherwise
lieved of its dead branches. In our profession these men stand. merely as an ornament, and
to the world we claim that the one great cause not for any use.
of their divisions and their various creeds is
In all ages, when God has had a people on
that they have no inspired men, no men called earth, we find that to be the way in which be
of God to guide them and make known to has led them; and to me it seems the only
them the will of God. This I fully endorse safe and successful way for a people to grow
-and have believed for the last twenty years.
in grace and in knowledge of the Lord. If
I think the Bible, and Book of Mormon too, the rules and governments in the Church even
fully sustain that idea, and that in accordance down to the smallest transaction of business,
with these books, the Saints have a right to comes through that channel, dictated by the
expect the officers of the Church (called and Spirit of God, and the Saints look for and acordained in God's unchangeable way) to be in cept it as such, it seems to me, that would be
possession of the Spirit of God, and qualified the surest and quickest way to unity. But on
to teach and advise in all things pertaining to the other hand, where the advice and opinion
the Church of God. The words in the above of even the pillars of the church is not to be
named chapter certainly sustain this idea, and countenanced any more than the opinions of
having become convinced that the Church of any and everybody else, every man arguing
Christ exists again on earth, I in all simplicity his views to be the right ones, and
either
expect to see the same pattern, the same plan have his way or ruin if possible, then I can
of government, the same gifts of God, the see no prospect for any thing but contention
same connecting link between Christ and his and strife continually. For instance, Bro. A.
followers as eighteen hundred years ago, and says to Bro. B., "l differ from you on that
only with an assurance of that kind could I point. I do not think your theory will work
right." "Nevertheless," says Bro. B., "I feel
ever have become a Latter Day Saint. ·
To my surprise, when I advance these views, sure that I am right, and will not give up my
the Saints here seem to be somewhat surprised opinion for any body." Bro. C. says, "You
at me, and seem to claim that, instead of the are both in the wrong, and unless I can have
rule and government of the Church in its va- my views carried out I will have nothing to do
rious branches should be expected to come with it." Bro. D. says, "If that is the way
from the head, down through the various offi- you are going to rule things, I am going to
cers, instead of that, it, the members, shall keep aloof from all of you, and let the branch
rule and dictate the officers and priestqood. go to destruction for all I care." At this point
For instance, if an apostle or an elder, pre- Elder E. steps up, and talks somewhat ·after
siding over a district, should see difficulties the manner of Paul, telling them that he bas
arising (even of a serious kind) in one of the heard that there is contention among them and
branches thereof, be has no right to interfere, that he believes it. He then goes on and adbut must stand still and be a silent spectator vises them; points out to them the best course
and see that portion of the Church go to de- to pursue, and, like Paul, says, that though this
struction, unless the members under him shall is not a strict command of God, yet he believes
give him permission to act in the matter. This himself to be in possession of the Spirit of God,
is a strange doctrine to me. Imagine, (all as much as to say that God bad called him,
who believe in God revealing his will to his and would be likely to counsel, advise and
servants now, as before), imagine an apostle or teach through him. But, instead of taking
ARGUs.
elder, whose duty it is and who we will say is heed to his words, be is told by them all that
in possession of the Spirit of God, being com- his counsel is not wanted, that they have a
pelled to keep silent and see serious difficulties right to settle their own affairs, and want no
VIEWS ON CHURCH GOVERNMENT. going on in one of the branches of his juris- interference of any one, whether he be orBURLINGTO~, Iowa, J\Iay 23d, 1877. diction; the Spirit of God revealing it to him dained of God or not.
Bros. Joseph ancl Henry:-I desire to make and inspiring him with light to judge in the
With that kind of church government., I
known to you some of my views in regard to case; and yet, unless that branch shall ask fail to see the need of the officers that Paul
the latter day work, with no particular wish of him to assist them and take the matter in hand speaks of. They become merely hirelings,
having it published, unless you should desire to he must remain a silent spectator, and the subject to the will of the people, not to the
do so, having lately started anew in this church promptings of the Spirit, (however great they will of God, and must stay where they are until
of latter days, with a full faith that it is reor- may have been), are entirely set at naught. the people call them, and keep, their advice to
ganized after the old pattern before the apos- To me this seems an insult not so much to themselves until they are asked for it.
tasy.
man, but to God; as much as to say, when we
Dear brethren, I used to be an Elder myFinding that I differ somewhat from most of want any dictation from God through the self, many years ago; and, although the wrong
the Saints here, in my views about church priesthood we will let you know j until then, man was at the helm at that time, yet the gospel (as now preached by the true Latter Day
gove1·nment, I am anxious to be set aright in leave us to take care of our own affairs.
this matter.
I can find nothing in Scripture to sustain Saints) is the one I embraced then; the spu1 believe that Paul's fourth chapter of his such church government. And, although I rious doctrines were not known to me then,
letter to the Ephesians clearly teaches that have enlisted with all my heart in this latter ncr until afterward. I felt then as I do now,
apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors and day work, and would like to give it my best that there was nolhing grander than to defend
teachers were set in the church for the perfect- support, it will be about as hard for me to get the gospel and Church of Christ, where it foling of the Eaints, to assist them to unity in the used to this new theory, (if this is the rule of lows closely after the old pattern, to prove the
faith; and in this epistle,as well as all through the Church), as it was for me in former years necessity of its existence on that very same
the New Testament Scriptures, it seems plain to accept of the various new ideas and doc- plan, with the same officers, the same author(to me at least) that it is taught that through trines that sprung up in the apostate church. i ity, the same communication with God, the
these officers the Saints should be taught and If this Church was an institution of man, I same gifts and blessings, the same government,
guided; that they should be pillars in the I could find no fault. I should say that men and the same unity of faith; but any straying

will
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away from the old path, (which Scripture
seems to point out so plainly, and which at
the same time is so reasonable), I am very reluctant of accepting. I am glad that I am
nothing more than the very lowest of the
Saints now, and feel more at liberty to speak
on this subject on that account; but I know
I have taken up too much room and detained
you too long; if indeed you can make out my
writing at all, as it is very imperfect, owing to
my being a foreigner and not well acquainted
with the English language; but hope you will
bear with me as this is my first letter to you.
With the best of feelings towards you and
all who contend earnestly for the faith once
delivered to the Saints, and with a prayer that
we may soon all come to unity in faith, I am
very respectfully, yours,
FRED JonNsoN.
BURLINGTON,

Iowa.

[We were not aware that such a principle of
government as that referred to by Br. Johnson
had been taught or adopted any where; or that
such a rule had obtained anywhere as the
government of the Church. What we object
to, and the idea may have originated in this,
is the priesthood arrogating to itself dictatorial
authority, not sustained by the law, by which
blind and unquestioning obedience is required.
The right t::l interfere in the case of wrong doing remains always with the eldership, but must
be exercised aegitimately J.-El!s.
HOLINESS.
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when God shines out in a Christian's features
and cnhaloes his presence with glory, the
veriest foe will recognize the divino power of
the Gospel.
Holiness- full purpose,- entire consecration,-thcse are good words and represent an
excellent thing. A soul at full liberty in
Christ ,Jesus carries a graceful majesty wherever it goes. Its power is steady and radiant
as the light of the sun. The sanctified Christian does not need to a~anounce by his lips that
he is holy. The very wording of such a grace
but dims its luster. We sometimes doubt tire
holiness of men who boast of it, who seek public occasions to proclaim it, who draw unkind
comparisons between themselves and quieter
souls, who claim an elevation of heavenliness
where no temptations ever creep, and where
no trouble ever starts a sigh or a tear.
We believe in holiness. It is the privilege
of every believer to be holy in his purposes
and unselfish in himself. We believe it because it is the teaching of Chrift and the apostles. 0, that the whole Church might be
thrilled and filled with the blessedness of it!
"Why, woman," said a critical class-leader
to a quiet, patient, deeply pious and devoted
Christian, whose whole life was a beautiful tribute of devotion to Christ and a constant theme
of gratitude deep down in the hearts of the
poor whom she secretly visited and blest."Why, woman,"-for she was not a talker anywhere, but a worker everywhere,-"have you
no religion, that you sit still in such a meeting
as this! Have you no religion?" "None to
speak oj," said she, tenderly. What a rebuke
to the leader who sought to force an utterance
from her lips! Let us be tender toward the
disciples who may be the silent, though the
really shining Saints of God, and measure no
man's holiness by what he may say, but be vigilant only toward oursefves and have abundant
charity for all !

When Alexander with his army approached
Jerusalem, Jaddus the high priest, went out
of the city to meet him, adorned with his
priestly robes, an outer garment of purple embroidered with gold, and bearing a golden
plate upon the front side, whereon the name
.of God was written. The royal 9eauty of the
apparel, shining in the sun, and circling radiTHE DUMB TAUGHT TO SPEAK.
ance from th~ high-priest, was a sight so impressive and solemn that the emperor fell to
The first school in which deaf mutes were
the ground in reverence for the great name taught to speak, was Whipple's Home School
inscribed in gold upon the garments of the for Deaf Mutes, located at Mystic River, Ct.,
priest. ·There was such a mighty power in the of which a visitor remarks in the Christian
appearance of Jaddus, standing in his array of Union, as follows: "Conversing with those
light and majesty before a conquering army, scholars who have enjoyed ~fr Whipple's mode
that the hosts were halted who marched with of instruction for some time, one would not susbanners against the city. Though not a word pect that they ever labored under any defect
was spoken, there was an influence in the silent of hearing. The pleasure which the scholars
representative of God who faced the foe, and take in being thus aple to talk with others is
by very force of the one great name he bore very great. It s,Jems to them like breaking
upon his breast-plate of gc;ld, stayed the c1n- cut into a new life. The late Jonathan Whipqueror of i.he world and all his marshaled ple, grandfather ofthe present principal, taught
multitude.
his own deaf son to speak orally, and to conIf the mere outward exhibition of God's verse j this was tho first successful experiment
name upon a breast-plate has such woiJdrous uf the kind known in this country, and out of
power j if the mere beauty of outward apparel it has sprung the present institution. The
carries such convincing and overcoming grace, wonderful art of teaching the dumb to speak
-how much more when the heart itself is consists in training the pupil to observe and
imaged with God, and when the Christian be- imitate the motions of the lips and other orliever wears the spotless righteousness of Jesus gans of speach of the person speaking to him.
wherever he goes! There is always such a Mr. 'vVhipple has also invented a hieroglyphic
sparkling luster in holiness of heart, that even alphabet, showin gthe position of the mouth,
when no word is said, the beaming face and in articulating each of the elementary sounds.
lovely life of a true Christian bear evidence of A reproduction of the position by the pupil
a present God. "\Vhocver beholds the radiant., with his own mouth accompanied with voice,
shining character of a consecrated disciple of produces the word. The advancement of the
Jesus, is convineed, astonished and impressed; scholar, by means of this training, is more
and although an antagonist mav come with tho ranid and hi8 &rticulation more perfect than
.power of the world and Satal{ to attaGk,
1otle would think possible. I doubt not that a

deaf mute may thus be taught to address an
audience in such a manner as scarcely to awaken the suspicion that he ever was a mute though
still entirely destitute of hearing."
God, by and through human instrument~,
has often caused the dumb to speak, by giving
the Spirit and a command; but that is a mir ..
acle, and promised in the New Testament to
follow the believers.
TOBACCO.
ANOTHER ACCOUNT IN THE INDICTMENT
AGAINST TOBACCO.

Tobacco now has another disease to answer
for. The new disease has been discovered by
Dr. Baker, Secretary of the Pennsylvania
State Board of Health, who says: "There has
come under my notice for several years, but
more particularly during the last two years,
a kind of rheumatic condition of the walls of
the chest. The patient complains of a dull,
heavy pain in the chest walls. The disease,
in a large majority of cases, is confined to the
left side. The pain is circumscribed and lim·
ited to a space of not more than two inches in
diameter, just below and a little to the left of
the left nipple. At times the pain is very
severe, and always constant day and night
when the patient is awake. I have investigated the disease to some extent, and find it
to be more common among tobacco users, especially those who use the weed to excess.
Patientil suffering from this complaint invari~
bly come to their physician with the belief
that they have heart trouble." -Salt Lake ller·
ald.

TO MOTHERS.
A teaspoonful of cold water poured into an
infant's mouth, daily, will prevent its getting
sore; and for those already affiictcd, wet the
lips and tongue every few minutes with pure
water. Try it mothers, and save your babes
much suffering, and yourselves much care.
But, if you are determined to use something
stronger than water, we recommend sage tea,
honey, and a little borax or alum; wet the
mouth occasionally with it, and in two or three
minutes rinse it with pure water.
If your child is raging with fever, do not
lay chunks of' ice on its forehead, leaving the
back of its head hot; but lay a thick cloth,
wet in cold water, not ice water, on the back
of its head and neck, changing it as often as it
becomes heated, bathing the head, face, and
when it can be done without chilling them, the
entire body with cool water; keep cold cloths
all round, and on the head, but most on the
back of the neck, and never lay ice on it.
If your infant takes cold, keep its ears, nostrils, throat and breast, well oiled, and give it
plenty of fresh air, and it is in little danger;
but if something else must be given, syrup ipecac is good, and easy to take.
Where an adult has congestion of the lung,
or ether internal pain, we recommend mustard drafts, croton oil, or anything that will
cause counter irritation, and let any one
breathe fresh, pure air, and as much of it as
you possib1y can, and be healthy, happy, useful, and live long upon the earth.
MORMON!.\,

There are Hve Jewish members in the British
Parliament,

Our vanity is ihe cor:stant enemy of our lliguity.
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outset, efforts at communism, was the Icarian certainly raise."

One day as he entered the field

Lool>: Here.-A mark opposite this notice will in- Community, that purchased the Temple, Arsenal, late in the season of corn plowing, to take his

form subscribers that their time is out with the number thus
marked, as many fail to notice the time on their label. Remittances are desired. Attention is called to the notice giving
fnll instructions about how, 8-nd to whom to send all money,
orders, apd business letters a• rocontly ad vised.

and other Church property at Nauvoo. This was
a company of French under the enthusiastic lead
of Monsieur Cabet, a man of some ability. It
flourished for a time in Texas; but what were
the causes that led them to Nauvoo we can not
say. They came to the latter place with all the
prestige of a new and active theory; and for a
time seemed to be going famously. The whole
JOSEPH SMITll, HENRY A. STEBBINS,
was under the management of a directory, MonEDITORS.
sieur Cabet, its founder and president at its head.
Plano, Illinois, July 15, 1877.
They held all property as the property of the society, all labored as directed by the board of
BRO. COOPER AND THE GATHERING. management; all eat at the same table, only having their little family circles separate at night.
WILL some one tell us why it is not proper and
They had their own workshops, mills, printing
practicable for any man, brother Cooper or any
office, theater, schools, no church or divine wor.
other brother, to study the developments of the
ship,-holding the socialistic idea that man lived
latter day work, become acquainted with the
for and was amenable only to his fellow man.
word of God as contained in the books adopted
There was no apparent reason for the failure of
by the Church, and the history of socialistic ef.
this scheme, as discovered by one from the outforts, both in and out of the Church, and either
side, except the one we have hinted at, the want
upon these researches and the accompanying re.
of a willingness in adaptation.
fiections, with the aid of the Spirit of the latter
One of the first whisperings of discontent was
day work, or by the aid of the Spirit, to evolve a
aroused by the president carrying into the dining
s.cheme which may prove to be successful in carhall his silver cup from which to drink at the gen.
rying out and on the great work, seeking of "their
eral table, while his compeers drank from com.
ownselves to bring to pass much righteousness?"
mon pewter, or still cheaper tin cups.
One of the reasons why hundreds of the Saints
To the growl of dissent to which this gave rise
now ready to gather at a word, are, and will be }ir. Cabet did not respond wisely; and when to
under the necessity of gathering empty handed this was coupled the alleged fact that two daughto the call, if it should suddenly be heard, is that ters of the president were being educated in
they have stood still without endeavoring to move France at the expense of the common treasury,
in the direction desired, of their own wisdom, while the other children of the community wore
and waiting divine direction that never came.
winning an education at home, he was called an
The Lord, at one time, when a number of the aristocrat. But in addition to this, economy
Elders were gathered in New York State, told grown mad, as,is too frequently the case in a
them that when they arrived at the Ohio, he community of interests, reduced the rate of living
would manifest himself unto them and give unto to almost starvation point, which resulted in
them a law "suitable for them in their then concli. weakened frames and ·-consequently brought the
tion and in the New Jerusalem." 'iVe have no rea- productive powers of the community to the minson to suppose that this law has been broken in imum also. Nor, if this was not enough for its
its provisions; and one of them signifies distinct. destruction, the association of units in labor,
ly that "men who wait to be commanded, and re_ looked at in the aggregated result, deceived the
ceive a command with doubtful hearts" are con. participators, and this resulted in a decrease in
demned, and one thing is certainly discernible to the individual proclution, till the gross proceeds
any man who thinks seriously, and that is, that divided by the number engaged in the labor
such men never accomplish any thing.
showed disastrously as compared with the aggreOne of the most generally received traditions gate of the same number working separately and
of the Church is that there is to be at some period for individual good. Only one condition could
of the Church's existence a practical application follow and that was as inevitable as fate, the mass
of the community of interests, or as the more com. grew lazy. While the few remained energetic
mon reasoner states it, "all things common" the- and forceful, the greater number grew inert, eithory, oneness in temporal things.
er incapable of full, free; energetic, and produc.
So far as we know anything about the past his- tive activity, or absolutely lazy and idle, conse.
tory of the Church, (and for this knowledge we quently querulous, fault-finding, vieious and ready
are dependent upon reading, and what others tell for revolt.
·
us of their experience), repeated failures have oc.
A similar condition of things ensued in a comcurrecl; ei\her in the conception, or in the carry. munity organized under the prophet James J.
ing into execution the various schemes attempted. Strang, as stated to us by two participants, now
Some years ago our attention was called to the both dead. 'l'o illustrate we recite the story of
subject of a community of interests, and in con- one experiment in corn raising. A number of
nection with the various experiences of the Saints them united in the cultivation of a large field, I
we read whatever we found in reach from Dr. think some twenty or twenty.five running their
Johnson's Happy Valley, to the latest develop- plows side by side. This, of course, at each turn.
ment of cracked-brained free-loveism. The result ing showed a wide strip of land, and a few days
of our reading and the thoughts growing out of plowing turned a wide field of soil ready for
it is, that there is a system of a community of in- planting. The planting lind hoeing and plowing
terests which is practicable, and that the chief the crop were all done in the same largo gang;
requisite to the success of that system when it and the brother in his quaint way of telling it
shall be happily discovered, or revealed, is will- said, "\Ve were just playing smash, and had
ingness in aclaptt:~tion.
much talk about the beauty of working together
One of the apparently most promising, at its and what we should do with the crops we should

place with the long line of crop raisers, it occurreel to him that the field lopked smaller than
common. He took his place, however, and went
to work with the rest. They would plow a round
or two, then resting their horses at the end of the
rows they would discuss the community of labor
principle, according to the last sermon preached
from the stand. This day he had little to say
but his mind was terribly active. He worked all
day and the next day was gloomy and restless, so
much so that one of his fellow workmen noticed
it and asked if he was sick He replied that he
was not; but that if the brother would come to
his home that afternoon after work was over, he
would like to talk with him. This was agreed
to, and when they mot, this restless brother proposed that they should go and measure the field
that they were cultivating; so they procured a
measure and did so. Returning to the house
they sat down, calculated the number of acres,
averaged the probable yield, and made the discovery that divided by the number of men en.
gaged in the work each mlln would receive hard.
ly three-fifths as much as his individual labor
would have brought him if working separately.
Looking at the aggregate accomplished had
deceived them as to the amount of labor each
had clone. It was a hard lesson. This is,
however, ihe experience of all or nearly all
similar associations, the conjoining of labor has
given astonishing results, but in far too many
instances the t:~ssociatiion of labor has lessened,
and consequently cheapened individual effort.
This, of course, will be understood as not applying to those productions of labor, where the
united strength of many is required to acccim.
plish a specified work.
}'[any of the schemes of the unity of interests theorists among the Saints, have literally eaten them.
selves up; and being eaten up by themselves have
had no power of reproduction. This is eminently the case with some of them we could name if
pressed, but prefer not. Consumption, not production; financial disease, not health, prevailed,
and the poor things starved-how could they
help it!
Well, without writing a word laudatory or disparagingly of Bro. Cooper's scheme, we reproduce
a part of what was written by us in an article
entitled "The Situation;" pp. 20 and 84, of vol.19:
"We do not defend the men who were the founders of those sehemes, we do not condemn them
personally, for we do not know them, at least not
many of them, but the principle of the associa.
t.ion of labor and capital is a measure of policy
and sound wisdom, we believe." "\Ve must
therefore buy lands, t:~ml improve them; plant
orchards and vineyards, and eat the fruit of them;
build houses, and inhabit them; make homes,
and enjoy them; build cities, villages, and hamlets, and people them; build workshops, manu.
factories, mills, tanneries, foundries, t:~ncl aU other accessories to useful labor, and run them; establish schools, colleges, business houses, and
make use of them; erect meeting houses, places
of ·worship-temples-and worship in them."
"As t1 means to the succc.~sful carrying out of
these measures, we believe a necessary and additional one to be the creation of incorporated com"
panics, having legal exbtence according to the
laws of the states where it may be designed to
carry out such measures, with legal safeguards
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who was in good standing in the old organization, I not be recognized as Christians by other denombut who subsequently joined the Methodist inations." There is also a sketch of the WatsonChurch?
ville Branch organization. Had we room, we
.A.-We believe that his former baptism entitles would publish it entire. The editor also gives a bit
him to a membership in the Church without re- of history of Brigham's usurpation and of his
baptism, if he so desires; for the church spoken of original claim to hold authority only till young
could neither add to nor take froin his standing Joseph reached his majority, in which he sadly
in the Church. If he loves the work of God in failed, and also in getting him, (Joseph) to Salt
the integrity of his heart, and feels the old love Lake, the latter refusing to go but in time acfor that truth within him, his former baptism cepting charge over a people who had remained
would be legal, and he can present himself to a in the faith of his father without the adoption of
branch or district for acceptance, as they may the evils of the others.
decide.
Some good brother sends us a Hawkes' Bay
A BOOK OF MORMON STORY.
Q.-Is it right for an elder to receive money (New Zealand) Herald, for Saturday, l\Iay 5th,
Bno. GEo. 0. KENNEDY, of Colorado, informs us from a sister for the good of the Church and then 1877, for which we thank him. Some interesting
of his having learned a new story about the ori- not give it to the Church?
items of news are contained in said paper.
gin of the Book of Mormon, one that seems some.A.-No; not if the money is placed in his
Brother George Masters writes us from Newthing like the Spaulding story, but yet so unlike hands for the purpose of paying it over to the man's Grove, Nebraska, under date of June 19th,
it as to make one feel that it is very unfortunate Church, that is to the Bishop or to his Agents; or that he was endeavoring to blow the gospel
for Satan's agents that he does not get all of them to be used for "the good of the Church" in some trump at the grove; he was weak, but was helped.
to tell the same thing; for as it now is no sensible other way specified. But if given for the elder's We hope that the Master will confirm the word
man can believe either of them, for each one is personal benefit, or to dispose of as he may find unto him in his laboring.
Elder Albert Carrington, lately returned from
positively the true story, and yet all vary too most necessary, then he may use it as he finds to
mach for any to believe except those who love be good for the cause, even in his own labor in England to Salt Lake City, reports to the Deseret.
the ministry, if needed.
News that there is "a general indifference through,
and make lies.
out Great Britian in relation to spiritual affairs,"
This one is told by a Presbyterian minister at
Del Norte, and he says that Joseph Smith work- IN view of the supposed intended urging the and that "but few converts have been made lateed for a Presbyterian minister, who wrote a man- prosecutions against the perpetrators of the ly in Scandinavia." So says the Ogden Junction,
l\Iount11.in Meadow crime, Bro. "\V. W. Blair, ad- of the 23d ultimo.
uscript, which, upon his death, while Joseph was
vises the Saints to provide themselves with the
at his house, the latter stole, and from it produced
Brother Robert "\Varnock, at work in Utah and
lJiernorial to Congress issued by the Church, while
the Book of Mormon.
the west in the interest of the Marsh Harvester
the Cragin Bill was pending. This advice. we
and the "Warrior" and "G. & D. JVIower," lately
Now it seems strange why the Presbyterians
concur with, believing that the Government will
had some rascally capers cut with a moweJ'
should claim the honor of having produced such
of necessity be compelled to adopt that view of
which he had sold to certain parties at Salt Lake
a book, such a falsehood, as claimed in this inthe matter before they can successfully legislate
City. The object evidently was to injure the sale
stance, and in that of the Spaulding story. Why
concerning it.
of his machines. Brother Warnock advertises
they should covet its authorship, when lhere are
Sister Josephine Barnes writes from Boone,
the trick through the Junction at Ogden.
so many things in .it that are directly opposite,
Iowa, that the Saints in that region rejoice in
and even in positive terms strongly in condemnaBrother D. L. Bowen writes from Stewartsville,
what the Lord is doing for them. They hold regtion of doctrines such as they teach, is a curious
Mo., that he has bought land there, and is ready
ular meetings in a hall at Boonsboro.
thing. Thus we think that their }'ll'actice of inBrother A. K. Anderson of Lamoni, Decatur to aid by advice and what assistance is in his
fant baptism (or so they term it) would prevent
county, Iowa, speaks of the good conference held power, any of the Saints wishing to locate in that
any of them from even daring to write such there June 23rd and 24th. Eleven were baptized. region. He says at the close of his letter, "Any
words: "I know that it is a mockery before God
Sister Annie l\L Doty of Jackson county, Wis- one wishing to come here will find a place to
that ye should baptize little children. This thing
consin, sends word of her love for the truth, and stop at my house till they look around.'' Land
shall ye teach, repentance and baptism unto those
that she would like to assemble with the Saints ranges from four to twenty-two dollars, according
who are accountable * * and little children need in their meetings.
to location and improvements.
no repentance, neither baptism."-l'lloroni 8: 2.
Bro. R. l\L Elvin says that one was baptized at
Sister Mattie E. Spaulding speaks with thankNor, may it be said, that the illiterate Joseph and fulness of the coming of Brethren Charles Derry Nebraska City, July 1st. No grasshoppers there,
his compeers could insert in that Presbyterian and J. R. Lambert to Nobles county, !finnesota. but plenty of rain.
lie so many things contrary to that creed, espec- For results of labor see Brother L.'s let.ter in this
For the interest of her many friends we write
ially as the doctrines of that body were respected issue.
that sister Maria Powers, widow of Bro Samuel
and honored, because by long usages and by
Brother J. R. J efi'ries of La Graeiosa, California, Powers, lives at Afton, Wisconsin. Always frail
tradition they were supposed to be true, and were sends a copy of the reputed death warrant of of body, she is still more feeble now, with the
reverenced as sucl1.
Christ, which was in the HERALD some years ago, struggle for life, which she finds to bo so severe
The book will safely stand the test, and who- but which we will insert again.
for herself and her children.
soever will may obtain from God, according to
Bro. W. R Calhoon writes from JVIarengo, Illi;
Brother J. J. Cornish writes that Brother RobHis promise, a testimony by which they can re- ert Davis and himself organized a branch at St. nois, that the Saints are enjoying the refreshing
main unmoved, even through faithful prayer, and Thomas, Ontario, those baptized there during the of the Holy Spirit in their meetings, !lnd with
by steadfastness in the full hope of the gospel of past months. He speaks highly of I'res. l3lair's them he stands firmly for the name of Christ, not,
Christ.
labors in settling affairs in the Canada branches. withstanding the reproach for doing so.
k-~-----"'-===
Bro. JVIarcus Shaw writes from Detroit, Minnc,
Sister Amanda Overstreet, of Chatham, Ontario,
QUESTIONS AND ANSvVERS.
writes a letter of thank fnlness for gospel light sota, that the crops look quite well there but thst
the grasshopper invasion will prevent the ClithQuestion.-Shoulcl a brother take up the time, received.
or permit himself to be led· to use one or two
Pres. Blair writes that all seems working to- eral brethren·from realizing any crops, which we
hours in exhorting and teaching in a Saints' meet- gether for good in Canada. He was at London, much regret to hear. He says that they hope for
ing, and thus hold the meeting open for four or and would remain till the 10th.
a visit from the traveling authorities appointed
five hours?
Bro. Daniel Drown of Watsonville, California, by the General Conference. Bro. T. J.Jirlartin
Answer.- No. It is not good for any one to sends a copy ofthe Tmnscript of that place, which had held a debate with a Shaker on the literal
thus use the time and afflict others by his tedious- contains a half-column notice of the Latter Day resurrectiGJn of the body, ancl the vole at the close
ness, whether it be a bore of two homs length or Saints, meaning the Reorganized Church. It stood as eight to one in his favor. Good openings
a good deal less.
kindly gives the contrast between our faith and for preaching in. those regions.
We thank the following brethren for papers re.
Q.-Would it be legal to receive into the Church the practices of the Brighamites. It says of us
on his former baptism; and into a branch, one. that it sees "no good reason why they [we] should ceived: Geo. Hayward for J{ansas Oity Ti1nes j

against the management of such incorporations
by irresponsible and evil designing men."
We are, and have been long of the opinion that
the Saints should of themselves seek for advancement, moral, social, religious and temporal by association of money, labor and temporal interests,
living, laboring and suffering with and for each
other. This cannot be done except in such enterprises as the Order of Enoch, and the one proposed by Bro. Cooper, and those of a similar
kind. The Saints can go forward, if they only
would.
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W. R. Calhoon, 1\'Iarengo Republican,· J. J. Cor_
nish, Toronto Globe and St. Thomas Journal;" N.
Trook, .Advocate of Christian Holiness, the latter
containing an article on ''The Possibilities of
Faith," which we intend to publish with the
views of other ministers and editors on miracles.
Some one sends us a London (Eng.) Telegraph.
Bro. Joseph Hammer sends a St. Louis Times,
and some one two copies of the Miner's Journal
of Pottstown, Pa., Bro. J. A. Crawford a Fulton
JJemocrat of Lewistown, Illinois, which contains
a column review of the article of Rev. Dunn in
the Chicago Tribune, the same that was referred
to in the editorial, "Shall the Constitution be amended," contained in the last Herald. Brother,
Crawford makes a good defense of the first Joseph,
and of the Reorganization. Bro. Clapp sends a
Tribtme from Dallas, Oregon.
THE old story of those who wish to see the Indians exterminated, because they cannot be civilized, or to any degree sustain themselves by labor,
is put to shame by the following report of the
Board of Indian Commissioners:
GROWTH OF INDIAN CIVILIZATION.

The last report of the Board of Indian Commissioners afl'ords the following interesting statistics of the present condition of the 266,000 Indians of the United States, compared with their
status eight years ago:
1868.
1876.
Houses occupied by Indians .. 7,476
54,717
Schools on Indian reservations
111
344
134
437
Teachers ................... .
Scholars ................... . 4,710
11,327
Church buildings . . . . . ..... .
177
Church members ............ .
27,215
Wheat raised (bushels) ....... 126,117
463,054
Acres ofland cultivated ...... 54,207
318,194
Indians wearing citizens' dress
104,818
Corn (bushlills) .............. .467,363 2,229,463
Oats and barley (bushels) ..... 43,976
134,780
Hor£es and mules owned ..... 43,960
310,043
Cattle owned ................ 42,874
811,308
Sheep owned. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,083
447,295
Sw!ne owned. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29,890
214,076
JERUSALEM AND THE JEWS.
A correspondent of the London Times says that
the building trade of Jerusalem is very prosper.
ous. New buildings are seen in all parts, and on
the north and west sides of the city and along the
road to Jaffa, some of them quite extensive buildings. Within the walls considerable is being
• done in erecting tenements, and these are de.
signed as houses for the Jews of various nations,
and are erected by societies, to be let or sold.
Those who are able are to be permitted to pur.
chase these habitations by periodical payments
, on a principle similar to those of English building societies. Until recently the Jews simply had
their quarter and were thus separateQ from
all others and could not settle in any other por.
tion of the city, as is also common in the cities of
the continent of Europe, but now they have the
freedom of the whole city to purchase property
wherever they can get it, and to build or locate
both within and outside the city walls. This
freedom is said to be causing a great increase in
Jewish citizenship of the humbler classes. We
append the following newspaper extracts about
that people and their city:
"The Jews are building model tenement
houses in and near J crusalem for the usc of their
own people (free of rent when that is necessary),
whether or not they intend to return to t1leir own
land."
"The Jewish lflessenger says the number of Jews
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in this country is variously estimated at from 250,000 to 1,000,000, of whom New York contains
from 50,000 to 75,000."
"Dr. Schafi writes from Jerusalem that the
Jews in that city number 8,000, or one-third of
the population. They are all orthodox, and are
growing in influence every year. Much has been
clone for them by Baron Hothschild and Sir Moses
Montefiore."
An exchange says:
"With 10,000,000 Jews living in the world;
with Jews at the helm of State in England,
France, Germany and Turkey; with Jews in positions of power and influence in Italy, Belgium,
and even Russia; with Jewish bankers holding
the purse-strings of the foremost nations; with
Jewish artists, novelists and journalists in the most
prominent places in the Old and New World, there
seems to be no reason to despair for the future of
the race."
THE following, sent by Bro. D. S. Crawley, of
Cherokee, Kansas, is from the Kansas City (M:o.,)
Journal of Commerce. It speaks lightly, yet somewhat anxiously, as can be seen, in favor of the
location of the true Latter Day Saints in Jackson
County, or, as the editor says, "We hope they
will fix on Independence." He errs, however, in
saying that President Joseph Smith is waiting
for B. Young "to get out of the way," only as all
circumstances and events wait upon time for their
fulfillment.
'THE "HOLY PLACE."

The troubles of Brigham Young, and his great
age, are both the means of reviving the true Mor.
mon church as they style themselves-those who
reject polygamy and recognize Joseph Smith, jr.,
as the true prophet. He resides at Plano, Ill., and
is waiting for Brigham to get out of the way.
There are many Mormons outside of Utah, and
this c0untry has some of them, and in St. Louis
they have a church of over two hundred members.
There is one advantage we have in this section
-always provided that Joseph junior, is a true
prophet-we will not have to go far to enjoy the
blessings of the saints. He has fixed upon Jackson county, Jltfissouri, as the final rallying point,
and it is here the place of the second coming is
fixed. Our Second Advent friends are only certain as to the time, but our lHormon brethren
have fixed the locality. Now, whether it is to be
at Independence or out in the neighborhood of
the Orphans' Home, is an unsettled question, as
both were sacred ground when the Mormons were
here. 'l'hey had selected a temple lot at Inc1ependence, and we were told in Brigham Young's
office in Salt Lake City that he had the patents
for most of that town and vicinity, laid away,
signed by Gen. Jackson. We hope they will fix
on Independence, for then something might be
done to reform that old court house clique of
Bourbons down there.. Every other kind of religion has been tried on them without effect, and
this looks the last chance.
THE following scrap was sent us by Mr. Wingfield
Watson, of Boyne, ~Iichigan, cut from his County
paper. He says: "It is quite safe now to presume
that John the Baptist has some slight chance of
escape from everlasting ruin; and we may indulge in the hope that even the Mormons [so called] may possibly have as good a chance, seeing
that the acts [baptism ordinances] of both, are in
the "possible limits" of that which may be permitted by the Presbyterian faith * * * although
it has neither "sanction nor command" in the
Scriptures." The extract reads as follows :
"The Rev. M:r. Clark, a member of the Presby.
tery of Lackawanna, baptized a man by immersion. 'l'he Presbytery objected to it, arid censur.
ed M:r. Clark for baptizing in that fashion. li<Ir.
Clark took the case to the Synod. The Synod
spent two da:IJs and a night in debating it. Some
brethren said that baptism by immersion was the
wrong 1.oay. Others said that it was the right way.
Others maintained that it made no difference.

Others, that whether right or wrong according to
Scripture, the Presbyterian Book of Discipline
neither recognized nor contemplated it. The debate
was as spicy as it was protracted. The judgment
of the Synod was, "that the administration of baptism by Rev. J. H. Clark, in the case excepted to,
came within the possible limits of a pe1·missable
administration of the q•ite, and although without
any sanction of command or fact in sacred Scriptures, yet dicl not invo.Zve a moral wrong."
THE following from the Toronto, Ontario, JJaily
Globe, of l\fay 26th, is hard on the medium.
Canon Gilbert and three priests of the Roman
Church in England recently engaged the best
medium whom theN ational Association of Spirit.
ualists could recommend, and told him to set to
work. The spirits were out of gear and needed
oiling. The violin was dumb, the table was stationary, the spirits stayed away. The visitors
assured the medium that they were willing to
wait until midnight if he would undertake to
write upon a closed slate, move objects at a distance, or do some other marvel. The slate was
opened, but its surface was a perfect blank, and
the medium's effort to produce a double self in
a darkened room was an ignominious failure.
The Canon paid him a fee of two guineas and in.
vited him to try again some other day, but he ob.
jected on the ground that it was a case of four
skeptics against one spiritualist. Evidently spirits
don't count.
Bro. W. W. Blair writes from London, Ontario,
Jnly 2nd, "District prospects are encouraging.
Bros. J. J. Cornish, Joseph Luff, Robert Davis
and W. Carlton Irish will labor continually. Bro.
Irish is improving rapidly, and seems very anx.
ions to learn the right ways of the Lord and do
them. He will travel with Bro. Davis in Ontario
and Michigan. Bro. Davis is a faithful, spiritual
man, and greaLly honored and beloved by the
Saints."
Bro. L. D. Hoisington writes from Winterset,
Madison county, Iowa, that many there will con.
verse with him upon the gospel, and he thinks
that if an Elder would come a good work could
be done.
Sister Elizabeth Emmons, of West Joplin, Mis.,
souri, wishes to know where she can meet with
the Saints. She wants to hear preaching again.
Will some of the Saints of the Spring River Die,
trict please hunt them up.
A Daily Evening Post, San Francisco, Cal., of
June 25th, 1877, contains a notice of the organiza.
tion of a congregation of Saints at West Oakland,
al!ld states the difference in belief between us and
the Utah people. Bro. Wm. Anderson writes rath.
er encouragingly of the movement there. He re.
ports that Bro. H. P. Brown preaches in the hall
taken by the branch. The Saints at San Francisco
have given up their hali; most probably finding
the rent too heavy a burden for the number to
bear. We thank Bro. Anderson for copies of the
Post and OaU sent us.

---~~-----NEWS SUMMAR f.

[Prepared expressly for the Herald.]

Tornadoes, hurricanes, and fierce storms of wind,
rain and hail, accompanied by vivid and destructive lightning, have been of constant occurrence
thr0ughout the land. On Sunday, .July 1st, and
on the previous night, many parts of Indiana, as
well as various parts of Illinois, Ohio, Kentucky,
Pennsylvania, New York, New Hampshire, and
Minnesota, suffered greatly from those dreaded
scourges. Churches, public buildings, dwellings,
etc., were lorn to pieces or damaged, crops were
destroyed, many lives lost, and many other· people
injured. Near Franklin, Indiana, two houses were
blown down and ev~ry member of both famiHe@
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killed-five in one, six in the other. On the 5th
there was also a widely extended storm.
Prospects in the famine districts of India are
better.
·
The health of the Pope is again very poor. If
late news is to be credited, he is dangerously ill
again.
Forty-six business firms in Cincinnati, including
some of the wealthiest Jewish houses in that city,
have taken joint action in reference to the Hilton,
Seligman affair, and, resenting the affnnt as one
which is directed toward the entire Jewish race in
America, have entered into a compact pledging
themselves to hereafter hold no business relations
with the house of A. T. Stewart & Co.
Two hundred warriors of the Nez Perces tribe
are intrenched in the rough country on the Salmon
River, awaiting an attack by the standing army
of the United States.
As a means of terrifying the Mollie Maguires,
the recent executions appear to have been of no
avail.
Correspondents detail the operations of
these bandit.ti since the hanging, and their depredations seem to be more strongly marked than ever.
Several murders have been committed, and anumber of unfortunates driven out of this pest-ridden
district, for having assisted in the punishment of
the executed Mollies. At the mines, superintendents are surrounded by armed body-gaurds, and
there is an atmosphere of terror throughout that
section of the State inhabited by these desperadoes.
Robert Dale Owen, the eager man, who sought
to fathom the mysteries of the spirit land, is dead.
He was best known for his spiritualistic tendencies, and especi'ally remembered as having been
deceived and humiliated by the Katy King exposure. His subsequent insanity was laid to that
charge, but he was subsequently reported as recovered, but his health, for some reason, broke
down and gave way.
Some more deceptive tricks in spiritual manifestations have been exposed in Belmont county, Ohio;
where the deluded were enjoying what they thought
to be 'ihe exhibitions of most wondrous power by
the spirits, but which were by human agency.
The relations between the railroads and the
States, from which they derive their franchises,
are now definitely determined by the highest tribunal in the nation. The rights of the railroads
under the charters and the power of the States in
their governing capacity are now clearly defined.
The decision of the United States Supreme Court
in the case of the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy
Railroad against the State of Iowa fully affirms the
principle: that all qua.si-public corporations are
subject to legislative control as to their charges.
The whole controversy resolves itself into the simple fact that corporations which enjoy franchises
and special privileges from thp public are subject
to State regulation in the matter of charges; that
their possession of charters does not release them
from obligations to the Constitution and laws of n,
State; and that nothing short of fixing rates in the
charter itself can bar the State from the authority to establish them at any tiine in the future.
But it must not be concluded that the railroads
can never again impose upon the public. They
may seek to control elections and to bribe Legislature~, as they did formerly to secure valuable
franchises or subsidies; in the futiU'e their purpose will be to elect Legislatures or bribe them t,o
fix an un:reaBonably high limit of charges. The
people will suffer in proportion as they permit
public office to be corrupted and neglect their own
interests.
Terrible tales are told of plunder and outrage
by tramps in many places of Pennsylvania. The
citizens are forming themselves into vigilance committees to protect their Jives, persons and property, from what seem to be organized bands of robber tramy:s. They rob and burn houses, murder
the men, outrage the women, and perform all manner of deviHry. The authorities advise the people
to arm themselves and shoot a.ny they find having
criminal intentions, for the slow course of t.he law
can not be waited for. The disposal of some of
the wicked in this way is reported already.
Gen. Howard's troops are hurrying towards the
scene of the Indian troubles in Idaho. The Mon··
tana tribes are reported as likely to join those of
Idaho, and fear of a genern,l rising is entertained;
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also, of Indians in Oregon and perhaps Nevada.
Recruiting of troops on the Pacific Slope has been
ordered. In the Big Horn country, Montana, the
miners and Indians have had a fight, and the whites
were vietorious. Indian loss liG; white only 14.
The progress of the war in Europe has been
favorable for the Russin,ns in Europe, and large
armies have crossed the Danube and progressed
southward, while the Turks pillage and burn the
Bulgarian towns as they retreat before tho Russians. A great slaughter of troops took place
when the Danube was crossed, and cities bombarded, and shattered or burned. Shot and shell killed
the people in tho streets and in their beds, and destroyed life and property, without regard to any.
Such are the outlines of war's horrors and misery,
but the details we can not give-this is left to the
imagination of those not thus assailed lly misery and
woe. But in Asia, the Russians have been sorely'
defeated and driven in their battles with the Turks,
and compelled to fall back.
There is a belief now that England and Austria
will form an alliance and make war on Russia, not
in behalf of Turkey, but for their own interests,
to have their share of the sick man's bones when
his spirit. shall have fled. The war feeling in
England increases, and Disraeli's views are more
and more sustained. The British squadron of the
Mediterranean has been ordered to Besika Bay,
in the Grecian Archipelago, below Constantinople,
which action is looked upon with suspicion by the
Turks. The movements of the European powers
are much like that of vuHures, or carrion crows,
about a dying animal.
Two hundred thousand dollars were raised by
contribution in various places for the sufferers
from the fire at St. John's, New Brunswick, besides food and clothing donated.
Buenos Ayres, South America, news gives account of the heaviest and most disastrous storms
ever known there. Hundreds of thousands of cattle and sheep destroyed.
An Alexandria dispatch says the exhumation of
Cleopatra's Needle for London has been completed. Eighteen inchos of the apex are gone, and
the corners are somewhat damaged, but otherwise
it is in a fair condition. The Needle is sixty.nine
feet long and eight feet Equare at the base; its
weight about iwo hundred and twenty tons. Three
thousand five hundred years ago this obelisk stood
in front of the Temple of the Sun, at Heliopolis,
and was brought to Alexandria during the reign
of Cleopatra; but the means by which this great
pillar was then moved, is not known. Now a ship,
or casing, is to be made on purpose for it to be
towed to England em.
l\Ien of science say that on an average some part
of the earth's crust is disturbed by the internal
forces, either in the shape of earthquakes or by
volcanic cruptbns, at the rate of nearly three
times per week. In 18i5 one hundred days had
recorded shocks of more or less violence, while
there must have been many more in unfrequented
regions, where volcanic forces are known to exist.
It is estimated that twenty thousand people lost
their Jives by them that year, while the property
loss was enormous.
Quite a charge, with quotations in proof, is being made against Appleton's new Encyclopedia of
strong favoritism for Roman Catholicism. H has
left out historical passages which in its previous
·editions were derogatory to the system and government of that spiritual and temporal power, substituting praise and eulogy therefor. Jesuit aid
is suspected.
It is estimated that of the 286 general wars,
twenty-two were for plunder, four-four for extension of territory, twenty· four for revenge andretaliation, six for disputed territory, eight for
honor, fifty-five civil wars, forty-one for titles and
crowns, thirty to assist allies, twenty-three on account of jealousy of rising powers, and twenty-eight
religious wars. This is a fearful induction. In
it families are divided, parents aga,inet children,
brothers against brothers, and churches of one
common faith and communion split asunder. Ministers of the same gospel fraternity, eaoh pray for
the others' discomfiture.
A tornado at Pensaukce, near l'eshtigo, Wis., on
the 7th, destroyed saw mills, planing mills, grist
mi.lls, stores, dwellings, a hotel, the depot, etc.,

making general devastation, and killing six peo-ple, and wounding many others. Those heavy
buildings, with their machinery, were like sticks
before the wind, and it carried property, cattle
and people, and everything movable through the
air, as if they had been straws. Other settlements
were destroyed, or badly damaged.
At Westfield, Mass., and near l'oughkeepsie,
N. Y., on the 9th, there was great destruction of
property, buildings, crops, etc.
July lOth;-Col. Perry, with troops escorting a
pack train to supply Gen. Howard, was attacked
by Indians, on the 4th; but Col. Whipple came to
his rescue, and repulsed them; yet they are in
such force as to surround both of these commands
together. This bold stroke it is feared will more
and more draw other bands to Chief J'oseph: and
there is great alarm in Idaho, and the people are
fleeing to Walla Walla.

CrrEESELAND, Angelina, Co., Texas.

Dear Bretlwen :-As there are no Elders in
these parts, I am ever praying to God for his
mercy on this pe01ple, and I pray you to send us
an Elder, to preach the gospel of peace, and to
bring glad tidings of good things. I am anxious
to have my name enrolled in the Church of our
Lor<!l and Savior Jesus Christ. Let me know
when a minister can be here. I have great sym.
pathy with you in the building up of Zion, and
for the help of the poor. Ever praying for the
spread of the gospel, yours sincerely in Christ.
WILLIAM ROBUCI{.
[If the authorities of the Church had sufficient
means at their disposal to send men into all those
places where the bread of life is called for, they
would feel blessed indeed; but, as it is, the means
are not at hand, and therefore the men who could
go still labor for the bread that perisheth. We
wish that Bro. Bryan, or some other Texas elder,
could visit Angelina county, which is about half
way down on the eastern side of Texas. Bro.
Robuck feels the spirit of the gospel, and desires
to save others].-Ens.

-----

LAKE CRYSTAL, B!ue·Earth Co., Minn.,
J'une 26th., 1877.
Editors Herald :-Since the Plano conference,
I have been doing what I could for the cause of
the Master. Before leaving home for Plano, I
had fully determined to take no mission from the
Conference, but to do what I could near home,
excusing myself on the grounds of my poor health,
and the condition of my family ; but, while at
Conference, I had to change my mind, in order
to act conscientiously, and follow the impressions
of the Spirit. On my return home I called at
Boone, Iowa, stayed part of a day and baptized
Jlifrs. Cook, of the Christian church, who, I think,
will be a faithful Saint. I arrived at Woodbine
Apr .14th., where I met my dear wife, soon to witness her tears, and hear the sad words, "0, Joseph,
I am so disappointed." She had never said to
me, "I do not want you to go ;" but rather, "Do
as you think best, Joseph; I am not so much afraid that the children and I shall suffer for food
and clothes, but it is so hard to have you away
from home, nearly all the time." But now she
had co11.cluded from what I told her, of my own
free will, that I should not be far from home this
summer.
April 25, I started on my mission, since which
time, with the exception of one discourse, I have
been laboring outside of all branches, and whero
there are but few members, sometimes none. In
Dunlap, Harrison Co., Iowa, I preached once ;
Castana, Monana Co., three times ; Moorhead,
once; Smithland, Woodbury Co., four times.
This is a new place opened by brother J' ohn Thomas last winter. We held our meetings in th¢
Adventist Chapel. This place should be looked
after.
lVIay 19, I arrived at Fonda, Pocahontas Co,,
and was kindly received by brother and sister E.
C. Brown, and remained one week ; preach~q
four times, but did not form very favorable iill.
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Though this week is very full of trial to me, is dead in Oregon. I shall not try te keep it up
pressions of the place. On Sunday, :M:ay 27th, I
preached in a school house about four miles from yet I would not exchange my hope in Christ for any longer, for I do not feel that I can labor in
Fonda, with good results. At this place I was all the fame and wealth this great world contains. its interest and for the interest of the Church at
kindly cared for by brother and sister Harris Sometimes I feel wounded in spirit; yes, dear the same time. J\by the Lord give us wisdom
Cook, with whom I stayed till Tuesday morning, brother, wounded almost unto death; but, God that we may not bring our holy message into
when Bro. Cook teok me to Bro. 'iVm. H. Harts- being my witness, there is not an evil thought in disrepute. Yours,
J. C. CLAPP.
horne's, near Sioux Rapids, Bnenavista Co., where my mind towards any brother in the Church.
I stayed one week and preached three times, But when I feel satisfied that the. interests of the
MACHIAS, Maine,
twice in the country, once in the town of Sioux work are endangered, or the motives of good men
June 20th, 1877.
Rapids, with very good results for entirely new impugned without cause, it cuts me to the very
Brethren Joseph ctnd IIenry:-To-day I arrived
places. I found a good home with Bro. and sis- quick.
at home after several weeks tour, five of them in
ter Hartshorne's family, and was kindly treated
I expect to leave here in a week or less, but the Western :M:aine District. Preached in ten
by them all.
which way I shall go I know not yet. It is hard different places, five of them at lilew points, and
June 5th., I was taken to the station, twenty-five to tell which of the many places to visit. Some- baptized three. Attended their conference at
miles distant, by Frederick Hartshorne, when, af- body will be slighted, or feel so, I am sure, but Little Deer Isle. Eleven years ago the work
ter receiving the present of a ticket to my next it cannot be helped. :M:y love to brother Joseph started on that island; the few that obeyed at
stopping place, I was on my way to Lemars, Plym- and all, not forgetting yourself. Your co-worker first bore a great deal of persecution from the
JOSEPH R. LAMBERT.
Baptist Church. Their pastor, named Grose, was
outh Co., Iowa. I arrived about 7 : 20, among for Christ,
their leader at that time, and led his members on
strangers, but with letters of introduction in my
from
bad to worse; so much so that they wanted
pocket; and, after walking through the mud nearLACRossE, Hancock Co., Ill.,
to raise up mobs to drive the Saints from the
ly four miles, I presented one of my letters, and
June 19th, 1877.
was kindly received. I remained in this place
B1·. Joseph :-Br. B. V. Springer of Indiana, island. But how was it at our last conference?
six days, a11.d preached three times to fair sized has been with us a few days on his way west. A few days before our conference the old pastor
and attentive congregatitms. Could I have re- He preached at Burnside, three nights last week, came to the island to muster his force, one half
mained sufficiently long, I would have tried to and last Sunday, at our School house, to very mile from where we held service, but I learned
effect an opening in the city. Elders wishing tQ fair congregations and with good liberty. They on Sunday that he only had from four to eight
preach here may inquire for Alex. Calhoon, or seemed to be well pleased with him. There was persons, while our house was crowded. It was
William Jennings, between three and four miles a goodly number of his own folks, and old friends, said by many to be the best conference ever held
that knew him when he was a boy and when he on the island. The Saints and friends of the
west of Lemars.
!fly next stopping place was Sibley, Iowa, where held very different views from those he advocates Western :M:aine District meet on that island the
I met Bro. John t\paulding ready to receive me now. He is a good workman, one that need not be 4th of July for a dinner, and hold meeting
and take me to his home, about eighteen miles ashamed anywhere, and the desire of this Branch through the day.
On Saturday and Sunday last I attended the
north-cast of Sibley, Grand Prairie tp., Nobles of the Church is for his welfare; and may the
County, Jill inn. I learned after meeting Bro. Lord remember him is my prayer; hoping that Eastern J\Iaine District conference at Addison.
Spaulding (Monday June 11) that on the follow- there will be friends raised up to assist him as It was a good one. Ry the way, brother N. W.
ing Wednesday they expected Bro. Charles Derry. he journeys on his way to Zion. Br. Joseph, the Crowley, at Indian River, has rcrt ofl using to.
He came according to promise, and I was truly work here has assumed a permanent hold that I bacco. Hope that others who use it will follow
J. C. Foss.
glad to meet him. ·We held our first preaching did not expect that it ever would; and I believe his steps. Yours ever,
meeting Saturday afternoon, also preaching on that at no distant day some of the best citizens
Sunday morning and afternoon; after which will embrace the doctrine we teach, casting their
FARMINGToN, Kentucky.
eight precious soulswere baptized by Bro. Charles influence with us; then the work will advance
June 25th, 1877.
Derry. This was the result of labor performed very fast. The people have been very much
Bro. Henr.z;:-I herewith send you a notice of
by Wm. H. Kelley and John Spaulding, assisted surprised to find such men a Brn. Blair, Lake, the death of my child, whose loss I have been
by Bro. Stillwell. Monday night we preached and Springer, amongst us. They believed that called to mourn. I have had a good deal of
and Tuesday afternoon held confirmation meet- it would be impossible for Latter Day Saints to trouble this summer. 1\'Iy wife has beell. very
ing; when Bro. Derry and I instructed the young bring any able men to advocate the views they sick for nearly a month; and for some time she
Saints as best we could, and organized them into held; but, thank the Lord, he has some able men was very low, but, thank God, she is now better,
a branch numbering eleven members, to be known in the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day and we think will soon get well. This, with the
as the Grand Prairie Branch. Bro. John Spaul- Saints; men who are not afraid to stand forth loss of our babe, has been a heavy cross for us to
ding (Priest) was chosen to preside, and ordained against all opposition. A servant of Christ,
bear, but by the grace of God we have borne it so
an Elder, ·wednesday night preaching, and
S. S.u,rsBunY.
far, and we trust to his help for the future.
Thursday night prayer meeting. Friday, I left
The church here is on a stand still at present.
for Lake Crystal, J\finn., being taken to Adrian
PRAIRIE CITY, Grant Co., Oregon
lYe are just now having a very heavy opposition
station by the kindness of :M:r. Gordon and Bro.
June 4th, 1877.
from the Christian and Baptist churches, but by
Spaulding. The friends and Saints of Grand
Dear Bro. Henry :-Your kind letter is at hand, the help of God we will stem the tide. I will rePrairie treated us with great kindness, and Bro. and I am encouraged by the comforting remarks ply to them as soon as they get through, and I
and sister Spaulding, Bro. Stillwell, and others, contained therein. I have held some tolerably think that good results will follow. In Tennesee
seemed to enjoy themselves splendidly. Brother good meetings here, and had have other appoint- the prospects are good, I think, for an increase to
Derry remained with them to preach there, and ments, fttrlher down the river. I will speak in the church. Hemember me to Bro. Joseph and
in the regions round about.
Canyon City next Sunday. I feel that it would all in the office. Pray for me, that I may overI arrived here Saturday morning, sick, but as not be right for me to leave this mission for a come all opposition. Your brother in Christ,
there was an appointment made for me on Sun- few months, notwithstanding I am anxious to
Jmm H. HANSON.
day morning, I made an eJiort to fill it., and was leave. The great excitement about the execution
----blest with the Spirit. I am to speak again to-night. of John D. J~ee is causing much dispute in this
BLUE RAPIDs, Marshall Co., Kansas,
He1:e, as elsewhere, I find the Saiuts very kind, country, and I have been lecturing upon the
June 15th, 1877.
willing to do what they can for the progress of subject of polygamy, and its kindred evils. I
Brother Joscph:-Aftcr writing last I attended
the glorious work ; but there are only a few of find my lectures have done much good in the the Central Kansas District conference at Atchithem in the places where I have been, and their way of disabusing the minds of the people in rc- son; had a good time. The brethren are (most
acts and words have led me to aok, ''What could gard to our true position, and I feel impressed of them) alive in the work. 'l'hey regret therenot be done by the Saints, where they are numer. ·that I must make a complete tour through the lease of brother T. vV. Smith from this mission.
ous, if they all had the same desires as these country, and lecture upon the subject of mar- He has the. confidence of the Saints of Central
riage, and other subjects that will draw a distinct- Kansas. I went to Good Intent, where I spent a
have ?"
I do not know, yet, how long I shall remain ive line between us and the Hocky Mountain short time very pleasantly, and did what good I
l1cre, nor which way I shall go when I leave ; apostates.
could preaching. The Saints supplied my wants
the calls are so numerous and urgent, that someI expect to leave here in two weeks for Idaho. I in a liberal manner. May God bless them. I albody is sure to be disappointed after we shall do not know how I shall go yet, but if it is the will so visited the Fanning conference, North Kansas
have done the best we could. My labors have of the Lord for me to ,qo, I will go s1tre; distance District.
been blest, this summer, but my health has been about five-hundred miles. I have no conveyance,
On the night of the 4th of June I commenced
very poor. I am sorry to say that, without a but I have got courage enough to carry me a discussion at this place with Dr. vV. F. Boy akin,
change, I shall be unable to continue in the field, through, and faith to believe that I will do good on the following proposition: First, "Is the Book
especially if I have to labor alone. May God by going. I want to get among the :M:orrisites or ·of Mormon what it purports to be, and does it
kindly care for His work and His people, is my Davisites, near \Yalla Walla. I think good can contain a revelation of God's will to man;" I
prayer.
be done among them, now they have had time to affirmed. Second, "Does the Heorganized Church
July 4th.-Day before yesterday a man came see their own folly.
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints teach dochere from Dodge county, sixty-five or seventy
I got sixteen letters to-day, and as I have to trines in opposition to revealed truth;"~ 1\'fr. Boy.
miles, to be baptized. I baptized him yesterday. answer the most of them, you must excuse haste, akin afrlrmed. The debate lasted six nights.
Last night in preaching I felt an unusual degree and when I get time I will write you a brief Though some things were not as pleasant as we
of God's Spirit upon me, and was constrained to history of Oregon for the Hemld, as many are woulrl like, yet we are thankful that it went oJt'
hear my testimony to the truth, and was enabled, writing to me inquiring about the conn try. as well as it did. After the first night Mr. Boyathrough God's blessing, to present some pointed· This is a great country for stock, there is a world! kin's moderator failed to appear, and :M:r. Arthur
reasons why the go~pe! vve trtJ.ch came direct of grass here, but it is not a good cou-ntry for l1 Smith, my choice for moderator, conducted the
from God,
·
farming; frosts are too frequent, The litessen,qm' 1 discussion in a very gentlemanly and orderly
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manner, with entire satisfaction to both parties.
I am satisfied that good will result from it.
Many of our enemies acknowledge that ~ir. Boyakin did not make a point. Many are enquiring
for the Book of Mormon to read. The Saints are
unshaken and encouraged in the work. I do not
know how to express my gratitude to God for
the cause in which we are engaged. My heart
is full of peace, and I fe0l a greater determination to go on than ever before. ~fy daily prayer
is that I may become more worthy of the confidence reposed in me by God and by my brethren.
Father and mother Landers arrived here last
night. I had the privilege of meeting them for
the first time; have spent most of the day hearing
them relate their long experience in the work, and
I have been greatly edified. May my old age be
like theirs. To-moi-row brother George W. Shute
and I will start on a tour through Clay, Dickenson, Mitchell, Osborne, and Smith counties to do
what we can for the Master. Yours in the bonds
of peace and love,
HEMAN C. SMITH.

seeking the good Spirit's guidance and all will
be well. Kind regards to yourself and brother
Joseph, and to all the household of faith. As ever, your brother in Christ,
G. RoDGER.
HARTFORD, Warren Co., Iowa,
June 14th, 1877.
BTother Henry :-Thanks be to the giver of all
blessings who has preserved my life these many
years, and who has brought me safe home from
my trip into Clark and Decatur counties. I en.
joyed myself while with the Saints. I like the
country out there; it is a good location for those
who want to farm it. I also was in Missouri,
a few miles; there is plenty of open country for
settlement; good land to be had in that part of
the country, good water. Land from eight to
twelve dollars per acre.
I preached twice inN ew Bud a, and on my way
home I preached iii a school house six miles from
Osceola. I had good liberty, and a house full.
Good attention was given, and some will not forget it soon, and some will obey the gospel. I thank
the friends and also the Saints for their kindness to
me. I can say that in all my labors in preaehing
the gospel of the kingdom of God, I havlii truly realized the blessing. I have received knowledge and
understanding of many things partaining to the
gospel, and testimony hy the Holy Ghost; and I
know that this is the work of God, and I know
that God will bring us oil· triumphantly, if we are
faithful in keeping his cammandments. I have
had a dream that the Lord was going to hless me
with my hearing, and I know that it will be fulfilled. I found an old-time Saint near Osceola.
He desires that the traveling elders should come
and see him. He is from Denmark. They had
the Book o~ 1\'I?rmon in the German toJU;_ue .. N.
C. Larson, IS hrs name.
N. &'i"AMM.

LnrA, Adams Co., Illinois,
June 26th, 1877.
Ern. Joseph and Henry :-You don't know the
pleasure your paper affords me. The Herald is
all I see or hear of the Church, the nearest
branch being at Elvaston, about fifteen or twenty
miles oft: I never hear preaching, but I still
live in hopes that one day I will live where I can
attend church and commune with the Saints.
None of my children belong to the Church. ~iy
family consists of four, two sons and two daughters. They are all married, and I am living with
them. Any Elder or Saint, coming this way, will
find a welcome with any of them. It has been
eight or nine years since I have heard any preaching by the Saints. It is a comfort to me to read
NEWTON, Iowa, June 26th., 1877.
in the HeTald those good letters that come from
different parts of the country. That we may all,
Editors Herald :-The Des Moines District.
at no distant day, gather together in the land of Conference convened at this place, J nne 23d. and
24th. A fair representation was present. We
Zion is the prayer of your sister in the faith
were favored with two discourses by T. E. Lloyd,
NANCY P. PENICK
one "The operation of the Spirit," and the other
"The Apostasy, and, the Restoration of the GosBUNGWALI, FLAT, Myall Lake,
pel." Bro. Myers also favored us with the glad
N. S. W., Australia,
sound of the Gospel. The Saints seemed to enMay 27th, 1877.
Brother Hem·y:-I have just returned from a joy the Good Spirit during the entire Conference.
visit to the Manning River District, where I la- Our worthy brother, W. C. Nirk, resigned the
bored a few months over a year ago, and baptized presidency of the district, and Bro. Geo. Walker
one, brother L. Ballard. On my return I found was chosen to preside for the ensuing quarter.
him firm in the faith, and that the good word Our desires are to increase in the knowledge of
sown in the hearts of others was still growing. God, and to continue in the good work in which
I had a hearty welcome, and again began to bat. we are engaged. Yours in the one faith,
G. M. JAMISON.
tle for victory; for in this age we have a warfare
with a powerful enemy, who knows his reign is
PROVIDENCE, Utah, June 25, 1877.
but short. And I am happy to say that the result
Bro. Joseph :-I came from Soda Springs last
of my labor has been the organization of a branch
consrsting of twenty-three members, with four woek to this place to meet our brethren from Maofficers, all but one baptized within the last four lad in conference. For some reason they did not
months-hearts and souls that love the truth, and come, but the Saints came together ; and not in
who faithfully bear the cross amid the sneers and vain, for we had a good time, at least I had, bescoffs of a wicked world. There are also quite a ing well repaid for my journey of eighty miles.
I have read with much interest the article on
number in the neighborhood who are believing
and friendly to the cause, and whose manifesta- emigration, by Bro. Cooper, ii looks in a right
direction, and if entered upon in the spirit of the
tions of kindness shall long be remembered.
We are far off from Zion's borders, but are re- gospel, which is the spirit of self-sacrificing, it
membered by the good Lord, and we feel that we will prove a blessing to all who take hold with a
have a place in the hearts of the Saints and ser- motive to do good to our poor brethren in the
vants of God in other lands, those whom we nev- Church, and also a means of establishing upon a
er saw, but we hope that time will shorten the small farm the families of such brethren who may
distance and bring us closer together before the be appoiated to labor in the vineyard of the Lord.
arm of the Lord falls heavier on the nations of The Lord has given me more stock than I can use,
the wicked to hedge up the way of escape. The in cows and steers; if they can be made available
signs of the times still whisper to us, "Cry aloud for the use of our poor brethren who may be
and spare not," "A day of warning, and not of gathered to the land purchased for the object
many words;" for, ere lm~g, a voice will speak set forth in Bro. Cooper's letter. I cannot say
louder than ours, and pierce the hearts of many. exactly how many head of horned stock I have
We long to see the Herald and the Conference on the range, besides what are in use ; as I fear
Minutes. I hope that Australia has been remem- some are missing. In a few weeks I hope to be
bered, and Elders sent, for the field is long and able to send you, or Bro. Cooper, more particlars.
wide, and the harvest is ripe. We are out of There may be some brethren living in Utah, or
tracts for circulation, so the Elders who come Montana who will feel interested in the work of
must look to that amd supply themselves. I will the gathering, and if so we could make a company
make my way down the Hunter River, among and travel with our animals to the places appointthe scattered Saints, and reach Sydney in about ed by duly authori?;ed agents. I do not believe
two months, where I hope to meet some one or in land speculation under a cover, as is the case
more from the good land; if it has pleased the in Utah and in the neighborhood where I live.
Lord to give us help. If not I trust to be faithful The Lord will gather his Saints who make a covto my God, the Church, and my fellowmen, ever enant by sacrifice. In doing good to others, from
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a right motive, we are rewarded now in so doing.
Our great Master, whom we profess to serve, has
left his foot prints for his disciples to tread in.
It is enough, if the servant be as his Lord. If we
confess him truly before men, he will confess us
before his Father, and the Holy Ones, and if we
suffer we shall also reign with Him. We have
our agency in this life, that we may prove ourselves worthy of the reward promised only to the
faithful. Praying that we all may be able to keep
the commandments of our Lord and Savior Jesus
Christ, I remain yours truly,
JAMES BOWMAN.
KEWANEE, Illinois, July 5th, 1877.

Bro Hem·y:-Ihave baptized two in Woodford

county, and they are numbered in the Peoria
branch, it being twenty.five miles away; but still
it is the nearest organization to them. I also baptized six at Truro. I am to go there under instruction of Bro. J. A. Robinson, and organize a
branch. Your brother in union and love,
M. T. SHOUT.
June 18th, 1877.

Bro. Jienry:-I love to read of the wonderful
things that God is doing throughout the land.
Truly, he "moves in a mysterious way, his wonders to perform." I hope that I may live to see
the Saints gathering from the north and from the
south, from the east and from the west. The
Spirit of God is working in the hearts of the people here. Two were baptized last Sunday in the
Galland's Grove branch; may God bless and
guide them into all truth. And he surely will if
they are only faithful. I believe that the time
draws near for the coming of the Son of Man, the
Lamb of God. I can see the signs, and so can
every other man that will read the Bible. Christ
is coming, and let us watch and pray; and don't
let the oil go out, neither fall away into darkness,
as I fear some are doing. And contention is an
abomination in the sight of the L~rd; Jet us all
pray more and have less disputings among us.
I thank God that I have found the Church;
and I can say that I have been blessed, and my
family has been healed by the laying on of han dB.
This is surely a blessing, to be healed without
doctors. Jesus is a good physician, and he will
heal all that. will trust him and obey the gospel.
I am heartily glad that I am a Latter Day Saint.
HIRAM KENDAI.L
DowviLLE, Crawford Co., Iowa,
July 4th, 1877.
B1·other Stebbins:-I am sorry to find that you
have Sill many who are in arrears for the Hemld
and so very many who are delinquent. I did not
suppose that such could be the case; that times
are hard we know, but I think there are but very
few but could, if they would, subscribe and pay
for it. I have labored for the interest of the Herald and I shall continue to do so. Being "of the
body" if it suffers in any of its interests, I suffer
with it; if it is in prosperity and rejoices, I rejoice
with it. I hope, if it should be in the wisdom of
Him who doeth all things well, that these hard
times so generally felt and so much complained
of may at least for a season, cease. The prospects
here are encouraging, the grasshoppers have done
but little damage, and the creps look well.
Brother Forscutt has been preaching at Harlan
and at Pleasant Ridge lately, with what success
I have not heard. Brother Caffall has been with
us lately, he preached a few times at Dowville, at
the Grove, and on the Mosquito, if nothing more,
much to the comfort and encouragement of the
Saints. Others of the elders are lifting up the
warning voice in the neighborhood, occasional
heed is given to it, and two good honest souls
were added to our branr.h by baptism about three
weeks ago.
A severe hurricane passed over Dowville and
Denison on the evening of the 23d June, doing
much damage to property, particularly at the latter place. One house was blown down in Dowville
besides other damage being done to out buildings,
etc.; but at Denison the storm was more severe, the
Episcopal church was demolished, two other
churches sustained considerable injury, roofs
blown off, etc., but no loss of life sustained. Thus
fulfilling the words of the prophet Jeremiah 30; 23,
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24, "Behold the whirlwind of the Lord goeth forth
with fury, a continuing whirlwind; it shall fall
with pain upon the head of the wicked. The
fierce anger of the Lord shall not return, until he
have done it, and until he have performed the intents of his heart in the latter days ye shall consider it."
I have had a severe attack of lung fever, came
nigh unto death, but the Lord in (tnswer to pray.
er has again raised me up, for which I am truly
thankful. My recovery has been slow, and it
may be some time before I shall attain to that
degree of health and strength I have enjoyed almost uninterruptedly for more than fifty years .I
find myself writing familiarly to you, like I was
acquainted with you, although I never saw you;
but, being of the household of faith, and having
the same precious hope and a co-worker with you
for the spread of truth and the establishment of
Zion, you will excuse it. With kind regards to
yourself and Brother Joseph, yours in the bonds
of peace,
JOHN PETT.

GRAND PRARIE, Noble Co. J'tlinn.,
July 2d, 1877.
Bro. Henry:-All is well. The opposers rage,
and the people imagine a vain thing, but truth is
winning its way step by step. Let us have an
interes.t in your prayers. My purest love to you
and Joseph, and to all the Saints. Your brother,
CHARLES DERRY.

....

-

Southern Indiana District.
The above conference met with Olive Branch,
Ripley county, Indiana, December 2d, 1876. Harbert Scott, president; E. C. Mahew, clerk protem.
Branch Reports.-New Trenton 14, including 1
Elder, 1 Priest; no change. Eden 36, including
4 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher; 2 removed by letter.
Union 31, including 1 Seventy, 3 Elders, 1 Priest,
1 Teacher; 2 baptized, 1 died. Olive 15, including
1 Priest, 1 Deacon; no change. Low Gap and
Pleasant Ridge not reported.
Elders' Reports.-B. V. Springer had intended
preaching, but was taken sick; if able to arrange
his affairs, intends to devote all his time to the
work. John A. Scott felt ashamed that he had
done so little. Samuel Rector had done the best
he could in presiding over the Union Branch.
Harbert Scott reported that the work in the district
was in tolerable fair condition so far as he knew.
C. Scott had labored in Floyd, Jefferson, Ripley
and Dearborn counties; preached about 47 times
and baptized two. Wm. H. Chappelow reported
by letter, having performed his duties as president of the New Trenton branch; administered to
the sick with good results. Priest J. S. Christie
had endeavored to do what he could for the Master's cause; in the adjoining neighborhoods found
that some wonld like to hear, but no houses could
be obtained. Deacon Wm. T. Gilliland had done
all that he could.
Some reports from scattered members were read.
Harbert Scott, J. A. Scott and C. Scott were appointed to investigate the troubles existing in
Union branch.
The boundaries of the district were extended so
as to include Hamilton and Butler counties, Ohio.
Resolved that hereafter the conferences of this
district be held semi-annually, until otherwise provided for; and that during the time intervening
the president appoint two days' meetings in the
various branch~s. and that he fill said appointments, assisted by such other aid as he may be
able to procure.
That the officers of the different branches be
requested to offer· their reisgnation once in six
months.
The president appointed a committee of three to
arrange the f1nther business and meetings of this
conference.
Harbert Scott tendered his resignation as president of the district, but it was not accepted; and,
on motion, he was sustained as president; also J.
S. Constance as secretary ; Samuel Rector as
Bishop's Agent., and C. Scott as traveling minister.
At 7 p.m., preaching by H. Scott and s. Rector.
Sunday, Deo. 3d.-At 11 a.m., J. A. Scott and
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C. Scott occupied the stand, and at 7.30 p. m. B.
V. Springer and H. Scott.
Monday, 11 a m.-Report of Bishop's Agent;On hand last report $1; received $28.50; total
$29.50; paid out $8.50; on hand $21. Samuel
Rector, agent.
Resolved that the funds in the hands of the
agent be used for the furtherance of the cause in
the district.
That we sustain B. V. Springer in prosecuting
his mission.
The authorities of the Church were sustained.
A social meeting followed, J. S. Christie presiding.
At 7.30 p.m., preaching by J. A. Scott, assisted by
H. Scott.
Adjourned to meet with the Union Branch, .Jefferson county, Indiana, September 1at, 1877.

will offerings for the benefit of the traveling Elers and their families.
Business of a loca.l character was transacted.
All seemed to enjoy themselves, and a good time
was had, although few were in attendance, owing
to the inclemency of the weather, and high water
in the creeks and river.
D. S. Crawley preached on Sunday morning,
and Daniel Fisher in the evening, assisted by R.
H. Davies.
Two days' meetings were appointed to be held
at Joplin, commencing July 21st, 1877.
The conference adjourned to meet at Jacksonville, September 14th, 1877.

Fa1· West (ll.lo.) Distl'ict.

The above conference convened at Delano branch,
May 26th and 27th, 1877; A. J. Seeley, president;
T. W. Smith, assistant; M. M:. Ballinger, clerk.
Pottawattaanie Di!!tl'icG..
Prayer by the president.
The above conference was held.in Crescent City,
Minutes of a special conference, which was held
Iowa, May 26th and 27th, 1877; James Caffall,
in the DeKalb branch, to consider the propriety of
president; Frederick Hansen, clerk.
Officials present: 1 Apostle, 3 Seventies, 6 El- organizing a separate district, were read, and the
delegates therefrom, Wm. Lewis and F. M. Bevins,
ders.
Branch Reports.-Crescent City 28 members. reported.
The action of last conference in dividing the
Council Bluffs 128. [No changes given].-Ens.
Reports of Elders.-Peter Olson, C. G. Mcintosh, district was reconsidered, and it was decided that
Jas. Caffall, Hans Hansen, H. N. Hansen andA. justice was not done the branches in setting them
off without due notice being given them, and the
G. Weeks, in person.
C. G. Mcintosh was appointed to labor in his resolution, by which such separation was made,
former field, and Alfred Bybee associated with was rescinded.
Resolved that the matter of dividing the district
him; and all Elders and Priests not already provided for, to labor as much as they can during the be deferred three months, and that due notice
thereof be given to the several branches.
quarter.
Branch Reports.-Bevier report was objected
Andrew Hall, Bishop's Agent, reported that he
had on hand at last report $41.25; received $14- to, and ordered to be returned, with instructions.
25; total $55.50: paid out $25; on hand $30.50, DelBno, Far West, Germ·an DeKalb, American
Whereas Peter Olsen continues to preach and DeKalb and Hannibal branches reported. [Numteach contrary to the doctrines of the Church, by bers not given].-Ens. Starfield, Salt River, St.
declaring to the public that Saturday is the Sab- Joseph and Pleasant. Grove not reported.
Saturday night.-Prayer by L. W. Babbitt. Jas.
bath; therefore be it resolved that he be requested
to give up his license as an Elder to the president Kemp, L. W. Babbitt and W. G. Booker, presidents
of the DeKalb, Pleasant Grove and Far West
of the district.
Resolved that the labors of presidents of branch- branches reported, also A. J. Seeley, of the dises in visiting scattered members, as recommended trict, and J. D. Flanders, J. W. Sykes, 0. A.
in a former resolution, be continued, and that they Richey, Wm. Lewis, Jas. Wood, T. W. Smith, reported in person; W. R. McDonald and D. E. Jones
report to the next conference.
Andrew Hall reported that he had received $3 by letter. Teachers A. Halliday and Thos. McKee,
on the debt that was due him for preparing for the Sen., reported the Far West and DeKalb branches.
The report of an adjudicating committee was
fall conference; and that there was yet $9.40 due
read, and the action of a former conference on it
him.
On motion the bridge timber belonging to the was considered. The recommendations of the
committee, concerning Thos. Worrell and L. L.
district was given him for the balance due him.
The district was left in charge of James Caffall. Babbitt, (the former for a restoration to fellowPr.eaching by James Caffall and C. G. Mcintosh. ship, and the latter to make certain acknowledgAdjourned to meet in Cou;ncil Bluffs, at 10:30 ments in order thereunto), were adopted, and it
was decided that the DeKalb branch, as at present
a. m., Saturday, August 25th, 1877.
organized, or existing, is where these cases belong.
The action of last conference, releasing John 1'.
Spt•inl{ Rivm· Dista·i€t.
Kinneman as Bishop's Agent, (he belonging to the
A conference was held at the Columbus (Kan- separated portion of the district), was reconsidered
sas) Branch, May 25th, 26th and 27th, 1877. J. and rescinded.
T. Davies being absent, J. A. Davies was chosen
All Elders not serving in branch 'offices were reto preside pro tem.; James Dutton, clerk. Friday quested to labor in the ministry as much as their
evening devoted to prayer and testimony.
circumstances will admit.
Officials present: 8 Elders, 4 Priests, 1 Teacher,
At 10 a.m., on Sunday, had a season of prayer,
and at 11 o'clock T. W. Smith preached an effective
2 Deacons.
Branch Reports.-Columbus 23 members, in- discourse on the "Time of the End" and "Signs of
cluding 2 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; the Times."
1 removed. Mound Valley 30, including 3 Elders,
At 1 p.m., A. J. Seeley was sustained as presi1 Priest, 2 Teachers, 1 Deacon; 1 received by let- dent and JYI. M. Ballinger as clerk of district; J.
ter. Joplin 14, including 4 Elders; 1 baptized, 2 T. Kinneman as Bishop's Agent; also the several
received by letter. Pleasant View, GaJesburg, authorities of the Church, and 1'. W. Smith in his
Jacksonville, Indian Creek and Armstrong Acad- present field,
amy not reported.
The resolution to defer the division of the disOfficial Reports.-Elders Daniel Fisher, R. II. Da- trict was reconsidered and rescinded, but a movies, W. S. Taylor, Ezra Depue, J. A. Davies, Jas. tion to "now divide" received no second.
Dutton, C. W. Short, D. S. Crawley in person; M.
A committee to draft an order of business by
T. Short by letter, Priests C. M. Fulks, T. S. Hay- next conference was appointed, consisting of W.
ton, Curtis Randall and B. F. Bird; Teacher Evan T. Bozarth and 1'. W. Smith.
Llewelyn; Deacons R. M. Barmore and Charles
Adjourned to meet in Delano branch, August
Bird reported.
25th, 1877, at the house of J. D. Flanders, near
Wm. France, of Mound Valley, was granted an Cameron, Clinton county.
Elder's license, and Wm. Lee, of Columbus, was orA testimony meeting was held, and the gifts were
dained to the office of Priest.
enjoyed, and earnest and interesting testimonies
The authorities of the Church were sustained; were given.
also John T. Davies as president of this· district.
With the exception of a little misunderstanding
ltesolved that we urge upon the branch officials at the beginning, the conference was very peaceof this district the necessity of teaching, and of ful and harmonious, Some unhappy differences
constantly keeping before the members the im- were healed, a much better understanding and
portance of the law of tithing, and of making free· more union among the Elders were manifested at
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the close than has existed for some time; The desire to divide seems to have been almost extin·
guished. The Spirit of God is a spirit of union and
peace, and not of division and contention. "Whereas there are divisions among you, are ye not carnal and walk as men?"
--------~

...

~------

Fa·emont District.
A conference was held at Shenandoah, Iowa,
May 26th, 1877; Wm. Redfield, presiding; J. R.
Badham, clerk pro tern.
Branch Reports.-Shenandoah, 45 members,
with 2 High Priests, 5 Elders, 2 Priests; 4 removed by letter. Farm Creek 26, with 1 Elder, 1
Teacher; 3 removed by letter. Plum Creek 82,
with 2 Seventies, 9 Elders, 2 Priests, 3 Teachers,
1 Deacon; 1 died. Mill Creek 21, with 3 Elders,
1 Priest, 2 Teachers.
Elders' Reports.-Wm. Redfield, W. Baldwin,
M. H. Forscutt, J. R. Badham, S. S. Wilcox, D.
Hougus, J. Calkins, Wm. Gaylord, J. J. Ka.ster, R.
J. Anthony and G. Kemp, in person, and E. C.
Brand by letter.
Report of Bishop's Agent.-"Received from
John Leeka $26.55; from Esther Griffith $1.50;
total $28.05. Paid toR. J. Anthony $26.55; balance on hand $1.50. Wm. Leeka, Agent."
Shenandoah Financial Report.-"Received from
all sources, from January 6th, 1876, to 1\Iay lith,
1877, $178.85; paid out $176.70; balance on
hand $2 15. Eber Wilcox, Branch Treasurer."
Committee to visit Glenwood reported all difficulties setUed ; branch disorganized by the officers
resigning.
Report received, and committee discharged.
Committee appointed to visit Fremont Branch
reported nothing done. They were discharged,
and Stephen Woods, W. C. Matthews, J. R. Badham, Moses Gaylord and M. H. Forscutt, were appointed in their places.
On motion, the Fremont Branch was declared
. disorganized, and J. J. Kester, the clerk of that
branch, was authorized to give letters to the
members of said branch who are in good standing,
the balance to be referred to the above committee.
M. H. Forscutt was requested to give his full
~ reasons why he would not labor under the direc·
lion of General Conference, which he did.
The resolution authorizing the district secretary
to furnish each branch with blank reports was repealed, and each branch required to furnish its
own blanks.
Resolved that branch authorities take charge of,
and. visit transient members, near their branches,
and instruct them in their duties, and report to
the district conference those who refuse to comply
with the laws of the church.
Wm. ·Redfield was sustained in charge of the
district.
Officials present : 3 High Priests, 1 Seventy, 13
'Elders, 4 Priests.
Missions.-M. H. Forscutt was requested to labor in the district, and R. J. Anthony continued.
Daniel Hougas at Gospel Ridge. Wheeler Baldwin
and Wm. Redfield in the branches.
The word was preached by M. H. Forscutt and
R. J. Anthony. Three were baptized, and two
children were blessed.
M. H. Forscutt preached the funeral of Bro.
Benjamin Austin, who died May 25th, 1877.
Adjourned to meet a.t the Gaylord School House
Saturday, August 25th, at 10 a. m.

Birth and Death notices inserted free; Marriage notices
one dollar each.
B~n·n.

To brother Levi and sister Susanah Atkinson, in
Virginia City, Nevada, on the morning of the 28th
of June, 1877, a son.

Died.
Near Linn, Osage county, Mo., June !lth, 1877,
after a long and painful illness, Elder George S.
Mantle, aged 72 years, 5 months and 19 days. He
was born in 1805, in Shropshire, England; obeyed
the gospel in 1846, emigrated to this country in
1847, and was baptized into the Reorganization,
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August 8th, 1865, by Elder William Hazzledine.
He was ever ready to give a reason for his hope of
eternal life, and the Sunday before his death, he
bore a soul-cheering testimony.
At Nebraska City, Neb., May 12th, 1877, of
spasms, Margaret, daughter of John and Anna l\1.
Anderson, aged 10 days.
At Nebraska City, Neb., May 25th, 1877, of
scarlet fever, Annie, daughter of Richard and Ma·
ry J. Meredith, aged 2 years, 9 months, and 25
days. Funeral sermon by Elder M. H. Forscutt.
At Birkner, Illinois, April 17th, 1877, of measle~,
Joseph Houston, son of James and Mary Houston,
aged 2 years and 7 days. Services by Bro. Francis Izatt.
At Salt Lake City, Utah, May 3d, 18ii, of ly·
phoid pneumonia, sister Julia Clarke, daughter of
Joseph and Ann Clarke, aged 19 years, 4 months,
and 7 days. She was beloved by all who knew
her, for the consistency of her conduct as a Saint,
and for her amiable disposition. Services by Elders J. W. Briggs and Thomas Hudson.
G G.
At Sacramento, Cal., May 17th, 1877, sister Sa·
lome Eddy, daughter of Br. E. H. Webb, aged 32
years, 10 months, and 18 days. She was born in
Gloucester county, England, and was baptized by
her father in St. Louis in 1852, and in 1864
joined the Reorganization by baptism. Though
her companion was opposed to the Church, yet
she held to her faith, and died in it.
E. II w.
At Philadelphia, Pa , June lOth, 1877, of consumption, sister Esther Manfoot, aged 38 years
and 4 months.
At Bevier, Missouri, May 2, 1877, Bro. David
Matthews, aged 62 years, 6 months, and 2 days.
Services by Elder E. Rowland.
Near Plano, Illinois, at nine in the evening,
June 23d, 1877, sister Mary Seaton, wife of Bro.
Joseph Seaton. She was born in Northampton,
England, August 30th, 1813, and was therefore
nearly 64 years old. For eleven years she was a
member of Christ's Church, and, we understand,
was faithful in her belief. She was also a true
companion to her husband. She suffered for many months, and for weeks before her death was
speechless and helpless from paralysis.
At Bartlett, Iowa, June 4th, 1877, of catarrhal
fever, Lidge Jane, daughter of D. P. and L. A.
Hartwell, aged 10 months. Services at the house
of the parents, at Carterville, June 6th, by Elder
R. M. Elvin.
At Bartlett, Iowa, June 5th, 1877, of neuralgic
and rheumatic fever, sister Elizabeth Hendrickson, aged 74 years, 3 months, and 12 days. She
was baptized in 1846, by Elder Henry Mowery, in
Boone county, Ind., and removed immediately to
Nauvoo, where she remained only eight days, and
then started west, with the intention of going to
Utah, but on account of the false doctrine that was
taught, she settled in Fremont county, Iowa, and
lived there until the time of her demise. She was
baptized into the Reorganization in 1862, by Elder E. C. Briggs. During the first part of her sickness she manifested a great desire to live, as much
so as do the young, and praying with all her soul
for a knowledge as to her acceptance. On the last
day she obtained an answer from on high, that her
sins were forgiven. Calling her children and
grand children around her, she exhorted them to
serve the Lord, and to live so as to come to the
same joy of gospel light as she then r~joiced in.
Her last words were: "Hallelujah! I am going to
Jesus, to drink of that flowing fountain of eve.rlasting bve." A husband and five children, and
a large circle of friends, are left to mourn. Services by Elder R. J. Anthony.
At Pittsburg, Pa., July 2d, 1877, at twenty-five
minutes to five o'clock in the afternoon, of asthma,
sister Hannah E. Price, wife of Bro. Jesse Price,
aged 72 years, 2 months and 19 days. In Zion we
will meet her.
At his residence, in Kewanee, Henry county,
Illinois, July 4th, 1877, of old age and general debility, brother James Robinson, aged 75 years, 11
months, 2 days. Bro. Robinson was a native of
Cumberland, England; was in faith and fellowship
with the Methodist Church for many years, but
he united with the Church about nine years ago,

since which time he has remained a faithful and
consistent member, holding fast to the faith till'
the end. His departure is universally regretted
by Saints and friends. Services by J. S. Patterson,
At Kingston, Caldwell county, Mo., June 20th,
1877, Julia, infant daughter of Bro. A. G. and C:.
S. Weeks, aged 8 months and 20 days. She bore
her sickness with remarkable patience in one so
young. Elder 0. A. Richey delivered impressive
discourses in the house and at the grave. Elder
T. J. Franklin preached her funeral sermon in the
Congregational Church, July 1st.
At the house of E. P. Simmons, (her brother-in·
law), in Child's Valley, Napa county, Cal., at five
in the afternoon, June 20th, 1877, of congestion of
the brain, sister Laura Roberts, wife of Bro. John
Roberta, Cal. Sr. Roberts was born in St. Louis
county, Mo., March 13th, 1822, and was at her
death 55 years, 3 months and 7 days old. She was
on a visit to her sister when that terrible disease,
laying hold of her frail body, bade her go; her
suffering was intense, yet she bore the pain with
fortitude, retaining her senses almost to the last.
A few hours before her death, she asked her hueband to pray for her, and bless her, which he did;
she was suffering then, the most intense agony,
she quietly fell into an unconscious state, and remained so until she gently went to sleep, dying
with scarcely a struggle. Her faith in the gospel
was unwavering, as she manifested to those who
kindly cared for her and watched over her during
her sickness. How sternly does death gather in
the good, tried, and true; how pitilessly he takes
father, mother, brother, sister, husband, and wife;
leaving aching hearts to cherish sad memories of
those gone before. Sister Roberts was a woman
full of the tenderest solicitude for the good of the
human race; loving and kind, her efforts were unceasing in trying to please, and make happy her
home; she was loved by all who knew he. A loving wife, a true and faithful sister in the gospel
of Christ,-a Saint indeed,-her loss is a sad one.
Her rest must needs be glorious. "She sleeps
well after life's fitful fever."
At Farmington, Graves county, Ky., June 5th,
1877, Damona Ka.ttie, daughter of brother John H.
and sister Ann E. Hansen, aged 17 days.
In Pottawattamie county, Iowa, June 5th, 1877,
sister Sophia Ann Miller, aged 59 years. She was
an, old-time Saint. Services by Elder David Chambers, Jun.

Notices.
wish to ask of any of the Saints Whd
may have knowledge concerning it, as to who
"Messrs. Bartlett and Sullivan" were, and as to
where they issued their paper, and its name, for
they were the firm of publishers to whom Sidney
Rigdon addressed his. letter regarding the "S pauld·
ing Story."
WINGFIELD WATSON.
INQUIRY.-!

BOYNE, Michigan.

Addresses.
Josiah Ells, care Wm. George, No.8 Sligo Row,
Pittsburg, Pa.
James Brown, box 100, Monongahela City, Pa.
Thomas Taylor, 283 Bell Barn Road, Birmingham, England.
Alex. H. Sm;th, Andover, Harrison county, Mo.
'l.'t•ue !iltl'eu~th.
We must measure a man's strength by the power of the feelings he subdues, not the power of
those which subdue him. And hence, composure
is often the highest result of strength. Did we ever
see a man receive a flagrant injury, and then reply
calmly? That is a man spiritually strong. Or
did we ever see a man in anguish, stand as if carved
out of solid rock, as if mastering himself? Or one
bearing a hopeless daily trial remain silent, and
never tell the world what cankered his home peace?
That is strength. We too often mistake strong
feelings for strong character. A man who bears
all before him, before whose frown domestics
tremble, and whose bursts of fury make the children of the household quake because he has his
way in all things, we call him a strong man. The
truth is, he is a weak man; it is his passions that
are strong-he, mastered by them, is weak.
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WE have a new edition of bound Branch Records, the small ones advertised for $2.00 each.
They ani large enough for any branch except the
very largest. We are asked for a still smaller
one, at a less price, but the difference does not
lie in the few sheets of paper that a smaller one
would cost, but it is in the binding and in the expense of ruling of four kinds of blanks; namely,
the record of names, with all the items of birth,
baptism, etc., a record of the blessing of children,
one of marriages, and one for the recording ot
branch business transacted; so we must adhere
to the old price, and they are much cheaper than
would be sold at any book store with that amount
of ruling and work on them, and bound in leather and cloth.
We also mention again our new and improved
statistical report, as advertised on last page, as
the thing to make correct reports on, either to the
conferences or to the Church Recorder.
And the Branch Finance Book should be in
use in every branch; for each should have a fund
for branch expenses and its poor, and for district
ptlrposesj and for the general treasury of the
Church, and accounts thereof should be kept,
and it be understood that such a book is open in
the hands of the branch president or such financial clerk as the branch may appoint from time
to time.

HERALD.
No. 21.

Doctrine and Covenants :
In sprinkled Sheep
In Morocco, marbled edges,

1 25
1 75

The Saints• Harp-Hymn Book:
In
In
In
In

Roan, plain
Roan, full gilt, gilt edges
Morocco, plain, marbled edges
Morocco, full gilt, gilt edges

1 25
1 75

2 00
2 25

Hesp.eris:
Poems, by Da•ht H. Smith, 202 pages, fancy cloth,
giU edges

Blank Books:
corners, -muslin sides, printed headings, and ruled for
Hecord of Members' Names, Blessing of Children, and for
Marriages; also blank paper for recording minutes of
Branch Business Meeting.~. Every branch should have
one. Price: for large branches,
3 00
The same, for smaller branches
2 00
District Records, printed headings and rulea for
1,248 names, and bound same as above
3 00
Branch Finance Books, headed and ruled for
Receipts and Expenditures of money, for Branch, District, and General Church }'unds; price 35 cents.

Baptism, Confirmation, and Ordination Certificates
bound in tlexible covers, 40 cents each.

Licenses and Notices:
Elder's, Priest's, Teacher's, and Deacon's, Licenses, per
dozen, 12 cent~.
Blank Notices for J.ectures, Preaching, and Two Days' Meetings, eacb, per hundred, .•...•
50
Preaching Notices, smaller, per hundred,
40

Pamplllets:
Rules of Order and Debate for all the Deliberative
Assemblies of the Church; also a Chapter on
Branch Rules, and one on Reports of Branches
and Districts,
32 mo., 128 pages, bound in limp cloth, 50 cents.

8 pages, 20 cel!ltl! per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.

Truth Made Manifest.

12 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.75 per hundred.

No. 3. Voice of the Good Shepherd.
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.

No.4.

Epitome of Faith and Doctrine.

one page, 5 cents per dozen, 30 cents per hundred.

No.5.

No. 22.

Faith aud Repentance.

8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.

No. 23.

Baptism.

10 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.60 per hundred.

No. 24.

The Kingdom of God.

4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.

No. 25.
No. 2G.

1 50

Branch Records, well bound in Leather backs and

No. 2.

Truths by Three Witnesses.

one page, 5 cents per dozen, 20 cents per hundred.

Laying on of Hands.

, 4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.

Visions of Joseph Smith the Seer, Discoveries of
Ancient American Records and Relics, with
the Statement of Dr. Leder~r (Converted Jew)
Seeds A 'l'housand Ye~ns Old.
and others,
The mines of Laurium were worked by the anIn colored covers, 43 pages, by mail 10 cents each, three
cient Greeks 1,500 years ago, but their processes
for 25 cents, twelve for 75 cents.
were very crude. The immense beds of refuse Voice of Warning and Instruction to all People,
which they left behind them contained consider74 pages, by mail 20 cents each; three for 50 cents, one
dozen for $2.
able silver, which has been extracted by improvSongs
of Zion, by T. W. Smith,
ed methods of mining. After the refuse had been
32 pages, lOc. each, $1 per dozen.
carried to the furnaces, yellow poppies sprang up
and blossomed on the level which had been clear- Trial of the Witnesses, to the Resurrection of J e
sus-a Legal Argument,
ed. A German scientist affirms that this peculiar
36 pages, 10 cents each.
species-glaucium-was described by Pliny and Concordance to Book of Covenants,
Dioscorides, but bad disaappeared from the earth
24 pages, 10 cents.
and was unknown to modern science until the ref- Minutes of Annual Conference for 1873,
34 pages, 10 cents.
use at Laurium, under which the seed had been
concealed for 1,500 or 2,000 years, was cleared
Tracts:
away.
No. 1. Mountain of the Lord's House.
A celebrated clergyman recently said that he
had found more good in bad people and more bad
in good people than he ever expected.
Soi:ne people act as if their debts were like coffee, and would settle themselves in time by standing.
Little fiah must start on a small scale.

[July 15.

The Gospel.

Mountain of the Lord's House.

4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.

No. 27.

The Sabbath Question.

12 pages. 25 cents per dozen, $il..76 cents per hundred.

No. 2S. The Basis of Polygamy: a Criticism upon
the (so-called) Revelation of July 12th, 1843.
8 pages, 20 cents a dozen, $1.30 a hundred.

A Memorial to Congress,
8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.

Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection,
32 pages, 8 cents each, 75 cents per dozen.

Prophecy on the late Hebellion,
20 cents per hundred.
~ An assortment ~f

Tracts 50 cents.

IN GERMAN LANGUAGE.

No. 19. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine, and the
Revelation on the Late Rebellion.
2 pages, 6 cents. per dozen, 35 cents per hundred.

Who Then Can be Saved,
4 pages, 25 cents per dozen; $1.40 per hundred.

The Gospel,
2 pages, 6 cents per dozen, 35 per hundred.

Certificates and· Reports:
Certificates of Baptism and Membership, per dozen
Removal Certificates, per dozen
Marriage Certificates, per dozen
Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen
Annual Statistical Reports, two for
Branch Financial RepOi'ts, per dozen
District Financial Reports, per dozen

20
20
~5

50
15
30

55

Sunday School Tickets :
Tickets for Prompt Attendance, per 100, 15c., per 1000
Tichets for Good Behavior, per 100, 15c., per 1000
Tickets for 1, 2, 3, or 4 Lessons, per 100, 15c., per 1000
Reward Cards, per 100

1 00
1 (10
1 00
60

Sheet Music :
Safe in the Fold, per dozen lCc., Feed my I.ambs, per dozen 16
Song of a Cheerful Spirit, per doz. lOc., Harvest Chort1s
10

Miscellaneous :
Five Quiros of Note Paper, free of postage,
One Quire of Note Paper and a Package of Envelopes
One Quire of I.etter Paper and a Package of Envelopes
JJithograph Picture of Nauvoo Temple, 18 x 26 inches,
Sent by mail, carefully packed, for
Emerson's Ready Binder, old Herald size
"
"
"
new "
"
Baldwin's Ancient America
Rollin's Ancient History, 2 vols.
Cruden's Condensed Concordance of the Bible, cloth
"
"
"
u
leather
Complete
cloth
Brown's Concordance of the Bible,
The Koran
The Bible Text Book,
Apocryphal New Testament

65
25

30

1 25
70
85
2 25
6 SO
1 85
2 00
2 75
.~

60

65

1 00
1 65

FORSCUTT AND SHINN DiSCUSSION.
DISCUSSION

contains correspondence from different parts of the world, giv~
lng accounts of the progress of the Church, aud setting forth
the dealings of God with his people. Published semi-monthly,
sixteen large pages. Price $2.15 per year, half year $1.10, free
of postage. JOSEPR SMITH and HENRY A. STEnmNs editors.

The Plan of Salvation.

18 pages, 35 cents per dozen, $2.60 per hundred.

Na. 12.

The Bible versus Polygamy.

14 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $1.90 per hundred.

Zion's Hope:
A paper for children and Sunday Schools, published semimonthly, price 60 cen~s per annum, SOc. per half year, free of
postage. JOSEPH SMITH and HENRY A. STEBBINS editors.

Holy Scriptures:
Inspired franslation by Joseph Smith the Jlartyr.
Bound in Imitation Turkey, gilt
2 70
"
'fnrkey Superior
3 50
u
•'
clasp,
3 75
Roxburg
3 75
Arabesque, gilt
2 40
Roan, plain
......
2 20
New Testament, inspired edition
75

Book of Mormon:
Full Roan, sprinkled edges,
Full Turkey Morocco, marbled edges
Full Turkey Morocco, full gilt, gilt JJdges,

8 pages, 20 cents per dozel'l, $1.30 per hundred.

No. 11.

1 25
1 75
2 25

No. 14.

Reply to Orson Pratt.

16 pagesj 30 cents pe:r dozen, $2 per hundred.

No. 15.

Idolatry.

4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.

No. 16. Polygamy; Was it an Original Tenet of
the Church?
10 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.60 per hundred.

No. 17. The Successor in the Prophetic Office
and Presidency of the Church.
16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.

No. 18.

Rejection of the Church.

8 pages, 20 cents pe-r dozen, $1.30 per hundred.

No. 20. The "One; Body;" or the Church of
Christ under the Apostleship and under the
Apostasy.
16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.

REV.

JOHN

BETWEEN

SHINN,
Of the Universalist Church, and
No. 6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, ELDER
MARK
H.
FORSCUTT,
Pre-Requisites, and Design; and Who Shall Of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of L. D. Saint•.
PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
Administer.
J; L. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches that the
BY THE
18 pages, 35 cents per dozen, $2.60 per hundred.
Coming of Christ to judge the World is now past."
Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
No.7. Who Then Can be Saved.
Mark H. Forscutt affirms "The Bible teaches the
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 oents per hundred.
AT THEIR PUBLISHING HOUSE
Literal Resurrection of the Body from the Grave."
No.
8.
Fullness
of
the
Atonement.
IN PLANO, KENDALL COUNTY, ILLINOIS.
Price: Cloth, 75 cts.; Paper, 50 ct.~.
16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.
- - · ototo-No. 9. Spiritualism Viewed from a Scriptural ll@b The discussion lasted four days, and makes a book of 194
closely printed pages
Tlle Saints' Herald :
Standpoint.
Official I>aper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
20 pages, 40 cents per dozen, $3 per hundred.
NOTICE.
Latter Day Saints, explanatory of the faith of the Church, and No. 10. The Narrow Way.
.
2 pages, 6 cents per dozen, 35 cents per hundred.

L.

When cha.nging your place of residence, or desiring your
paper sent to a different post-office, be particular in giving, in
full, the ·name of the post-office, county, and state where you
had been last receiving it, and distinctly state the name of the
post-oflice, county and state to which you wish your paper sent
in the future.
ll@b If your paper· has been going in a
package, state whose.
When mailing a letter, whether in a railroad car, on a steam
boat, or while visiting at a friend's, in every instance give

your own add1·ess where you are taking your paper.
When taking subscriptions for HERALD and HoPE be particular in giving the correct address of the "new subscribe·r."
If your paper has been discontinued, state where you have
last been taking It, and the time It was stopped.
THE SAINTs' HERALD is published BEMI·MON'l'RLY, at Plano,
Kendall Co., Illinois, by the Board of Publication of theReorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, and
is edited l>y JOSEPH SMITH and HENRY A. STEBDINS. $2,15 per
year. All remittances, orders, and bmdneso c:ommunictt.tions
intended for the office of publication, must be directed to
Henry .A. Stebbins, Bo:» 50, Plano, Kindall a.., llls. All snms
over Five Dollars should be sm•t Draft on Chfcago, Post Office
Order on Plano, by registered letter, or by Express•. B.emlitances sent in any oth<>r manner will be at the risk of sender
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Official' Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.
"!SAW ANOTHER ANGEL * *, HAVING THE EVERLAS'riNG GOSPEl, TO PrtEACII TO TIIEM THAT DWELL ON 'l'!Ilc EAitTII * *, SAYING,
FEAR GOD, AND GIVE GLORY TO HIM, FOR TilE HOUR OJ<' HIS JUDGMEN'r IS Cmu:."-UEV. 14: 6-7.
"SANCTIFY THE}[ THROUGH 'fHY 'fRUTH; TIIY WORD IS TRUTII."-JESUS; JoHN 17:17.
"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF TIIE LORD, FOR THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG You HAVE SAV.E IT Blc ONic WmE."-1:300K
OF MORMON; JACOB 2:6.

Vol. 24.

PLANO, ILLINOIS, AUGUST 1, 1877.

THE SAINTS' INHERITANCE.
"Blessed are the meek; for they shall inherit
the eiuth."-1\Iatt. 5: 5.

This subject does, or should, interest all
prof'tlssors of Christianity, and offers room for
much speculation. I venture a few thoughts.
In endeavoring to trace out the definition
of the word meek, in all its bearings, we understand it to mean, Christ-like; for all his
teachings to the disciples was in meekness;
and intended to instill into their minds, the
force of the word; as for instance, their Lord,
after perceiving among them a lustful desire
after greatness, reproved them, thus:
"And Jesus called a little child unto him, and
sat him in the midst of them, and said unto them,
Exc·ept ye be converted, and become as little children, ye shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven."
-Matt. 18; 2, 3.

0! what a lesson of meekness is here taught!
to tbink'of those whom he had chosen and ordained, being assembled. together; he, in order
to teach them to be humble, did as much as to
say, "Now cast your eyes and attention, for a
few moments upon that child, as it sits in your
midst; it came· when I called, and remains
silent i nay more, well pleased where I have
placed it, a gem of worth, a pearl of great
price, seeking for no higher position, and envying no one the position they occupy, and
without sin ; I tell you this is meekness."
But, after this lesson, so peaceably taught, did
they understand it at that time? It appears
not, fromwhat followed; for about one year
after this, they gave expression to the same
feelings, to which the Lord replied in the following manner :
I•But Jesus called them unto him, and said, Ye
know that the princes of the Gentiles exercise dominion over them, and they that are great exercise authority upon them; but it shall not be so
among you; but whosoever will be great among
you, let him be your minister; and whosoever will
be chief among you, let him be your servant; even
j).S the Son of man came not to be ministered unto;
but to minister, and to give his life a ransom for
'many."-Matt. 20: 25--28.

If more evidence than the above quotations,
was necessary to convince the disciples that to
be great;, was to be meek, humble and submissive; we assert that they received it in following their great teacher through all his troubles,
trials and scoffings; and witnessing, as they
did, that he did not once offer to retaliate, but
bore all with patience. Yes, and the testimony still increases, for they finally saw him
nailed upon the cross, and heard him exclaim,
"It is finished!" they, meanwhile, remaining
as idle spectators. All t.hrough his sufferings
WYoole No. 875.

and death, Christ taught them that meekness
is greatness. Vlf e think, however, that it was
not yet so th01;pughly imprinted upon their
minds as it was after his resurrection; for they
then did partake of that Spirit of meekness by
which their Lord was raised frvm the grave,
hence had become great. The last they saw
of him, was when their faces were turned
heavenward, as he was ascending into heaven ;
not, however, without the promise made to
them of his return; also the promise of the
Comforter; viz:

No. 15.

"But when they believed Philip, preaching the
things concerning the kingdom of God, and the
name Gf Jesus Christ, they were baptized, both
men and women."-Acts 8 : 12.

We desirE. the reader to notice well, that it
is the believer, and men and women, that arc
spoken of in Scripture as being subjects for
baptism; and not little children, as is argued
by some, for they are without sin, and hence
have none to repent of; or, if they had, they
would be incapable of repenting. But we
think the language of our Savior, previously
quoted, and the following, enough to silence
"But the Comforter, which is the Holy Ghost.,
whom the E'ather will send in my name, he shall any such doctrine:

••But .Jesus said, Suffer [let] liltle children,
teach you all things, and bring all things to your
remembrance, whatsoever I have said unto you." and forbid them not to come unto me; for of such
is the kingdom of heaven."-Matt. 1\l: 14.
-John 14: 26.

To inherit, is to take by inheritance, legally,
an estate descending from an ancestor, (or ancestors), to his (or their) heirs; those heirs to
be recognized by the ancestor, (or ancestors),
either by lineage or adoption. If by the latter, it must be by complying with the law,
framed and recognized by the authorities; as,
for example, a foreigner can only become a
citizen of the United States by complying
with the laws of those States; after which he
is entitled to, and can claim all the rights and
privileges equally with a free-born citizen;
for the reason that he has meekly complied with
the requirements of the law; and has been inducted into the republic, through the opera·
tion of law: hence is an heir of the law, and
receives protection from the same.
And now, beloved readers, as there is a
promise given in the text, to some certain
ones, the meek, specified; and none are forbidden from accepting; but all are invited to
partake of those promises, it behooves every one
to search the divine law, and ascertain for
themselves what is therein required of a foreigner, who desires to become an heir of the
kingdom of God. There certainly is not a
true Christian believer but what will acknowledge that there is a perfect code of laws, contained in the Bible, (New Testament), for the
induction of foreigners into the church or
kingdom of God; then we say, when you become convinced as to the meaning of the law,
(and it means what it says), you are in danger
to hesitate longer, but should obey its teachings at once. Did it require a long period of
time in the days of the apostles for a person to
sit upon the stool of repentance before obeying? Let the Scriptures be heard in reply :

It seems that the plainness and force of this
teaching, coming from the Divine Teacher, is
enough to satis(y the most skeptical; but in
the face of all this, and more, we sometimes
hear apparently sane men and women say,
and have also heard it proclaimed from the
pulpit: that infants needed baptism, and, what
is worse, infants may be subjects of damnation.
Such declarations are without Scriptural foundation. We again refer them :
"To the law and to the testimony; if they speak
not according to this word, it is because there is
no light in them."-Isa. 8: 20.

The above is presented to show the difference between the doctrine of Christ and the
doctrines of men. He says, '•The meek shall
inherit the earth;" they virtually say the
meek shall not, by condemning little children ;
for; as has already been shown from Scripture,
they are meek, humble and without sin; and
that baptism was and is for the remission of
sin, we will presently show.
We now refer to the promise of the Comforter, (John 14: 26), that was to "teach them
all things, and bting all things to their remembrance, whatsoever he had said unto
them." We presume that those disciples, after having been instructed by their Lord for
more than three years, in regard to things
pertaining to the liuman family, and they being "endowed with power from on high,"
would, we think, be enabled to preach the
truth. Reader, just imagine yourself one of
that vast congregation, and seeing those twelve
chosen,. ordained, empowered men, standing
before you and declaring,-

"ltepent, and be baptized every one of you, in
the name of Jesus Christ, for the remission of sins,
"And he [the jailor] took them [Paul and Silas] and ye shall receive the gift of the Holy Ghost."the same hour of the night, and washed their Acts 2 : 38. Please read the chapter.
We learn that about three thousand of that
stripes; and was baptized, he and all his, straightway."-Acts 13: 33.
congregation were willing to accept this prom·

We see no hesitation here; but obedience, ise, and obeyed the command without hesitaimmediately after his question: "What must I tion, thus meekly submitting to the ordinances
do to be saved?" Again:
of t.he I.ord's own appointing; t.hey thereby
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became heirs of his kingdom, by being adopted in through the law that was ordained from
the foundation of the world. Hear what Paul
says of such as have obeyed that (the gospel)
law:
"The Spirit itself beareth witness with ~ur s~ir
it that we are the children of God; and 1f chlldr~n, then heirs; heirs of God; and joint heirs with
Christ."-Rom. 8:16, 17.
Here, they are acknowledged as children of
God; his heirs, and joint heirs with Christ.
For more proof, see Gal. 4: 1-7; also, the following:
"To open their eyes, and to turn them from
darkness to light, and from the power of Satan
unto God, that they may receive forgiveness .of sins,
and inheritance among them that are sanctified by
faith that is in me."-(Christ) Acts 26:18.
We now see that in order to become heirs
of God, and joint heirs with Christ, it behooves every one to be baptized for the remission of sins; or they cannot, scripturally,
lay claim to the promise in our text. T~is
promise has not yet been fulfilled; for, mstead of the meek possessing, or inheriting,
the land, or earth, it has always been to the
reverse; the proud, haughty, and overbearing,
and unthankful have had the control of the
Lord's domain, throughout the ages to the
present time. The meek and humble all this
time have had to submit to these self appointed lords over the creation of God. Christ
himseif, in the meridian of time "had no place
(of his own) to lay his head." We ask the
reader to read the eleventh chapter of Hebrews.
Here the apostle Paul is reviewing the promises made to our forefathers, showing to the
Saints of his day what great faith the former
day saints had in the promises which God had
made unto them. Yes, they were faithful
through all their pilgrimage. We quote:
"These all died in faith, not having received the
promises, [that which had been promised] but
having se'en them afar off; and were persuaded of
them, and embraced them, and confessed that they
were strangers and pilgrims on the earth."-Heb.
11:13.

they shall not plant, and another eat; for as the
days of a tree, are the d~ys of my people, an.d
mine elect shall long enJOY the work of the1r
hands; they shall not labor in vain nor bring forth
for trouble; for they are the seed of the blessed
of the Lord, and their offspring with them; and it
shall come to pass, that before they call, I will answer, and while they are yet speaking, I will
hear. The wolf and the lamb shall feed together,
and the lion shall eat straw like the bullock, and
dust shall be iha serpent's meat; they shall not
hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain, saith
the Lord."-Isaiah 65: 21-25.
The foregoing, and the,following are to my
mind to be fulfilled in the Millennium; for the
best of reasons; it cannot be placed anywhere
else.
"And the kingdom and dominion, and the greatness of the kingdom under the whole heaven, shall
be given to the people of the Saints of the Most
High, whose kingdom is an everlasting kingdom,
and all dominions shall serve and obey him."Dan. 7:27.

Also give attention to what John the revelator says:
"And hast made us unto our God kings and
priests; and we shall reign on the carth."-Rev.
5:10.

If we compare this with the last clause of the
fourth verse, of the twentieth chapter, we deduce the following, that the Saints are to reign
on the earth with Christ a thousand years.
There could be more evidence produced, in
confirmation of what has here been said, but
we did not intend to write so much upon the
subject; but in conclusion, I feel to exhort
the saints of God, everywhere, to be faithful,
meek, and humble; for great are the promises
of our Lord and Savior to such as remain
steadfast to the end.
Remember, brethren
and sisters, that we are but pilgrims on the
earth, whilst it remains in the present state;
but the time is not far distant when the words
of the text will be fulfilled to the great joy of
all those who keep his commandments; for
they are the meek, and hence will inherit the
earth. His words are sure and faithful, and
the signs of the times bespeak his second
coming near; it behoves all to have their
lamps trimmed and brightly burning; yes, to
help spread the gospel all you can.
Ever praying for the Lord's people, I am
yours in hope,
J. H LAwN.

These worthies had all received evidence
enough from Jehovah ; that in the future they
should inherit the land (earth) which had
been allotted to them. The Psalmist, in exhortation, says:
PAICINES, San Benito Co., Cal.
"For evil doers shall be cut off; but those that
..
wait upon the Lord, they shall inherit the earth.
* * But the meek shall inherit the earth ; and
shall delight themselves in the abundance of peace.
I die a wretched sinner; and I leave to the
* * For such as be blessed of him shall inherit the world a worthl"ess reputation, a wicked example,
earth ; and they that be cursed of him shall be and a memory that is only fit to perish.
cut off. **Wait on the Lord; and keep his way,
I leave my parents sorrow and bitterness of
and he shall exalt thee to inherit the land; when soul all the days of their lives.
the wicked are cut off, thou shalt see it."-Psalms
I leave to my brother and sister shame and
37: 9, 11, 22, 34.
grief, and the reproach of their acquaintances.
I leave to my wife a widowed and broken heart,
The following will serve to show how long
and a life of lonely struggling with want and sufthey are to possess the land of their inherit- fering.
ance:
I leave to my child a tainted name, a ruined
"The righteous shall inherit the land, and dwell position, a pitiful ignorance, and the mortifying
recollection of a father who, by his life, digraced
therein forever."-Ps. 37: 29.
humanity, and at his premature death joined the
Isaiah, after speaking of the restoration of great
company of those who are never to enter the
the house (children) of Israel, and the build- kingdom of God.
ing of the waste plac<1S, says,
·------~
~-------An anchor is an emblem of hope, and means
"Thy people also, shall be all righteous; they
shall inherit the land forever; the branch of my firm, steadfast, and reliable. If an anchor is not
planting, the work of my hands, that I may be made of the right material, say of wood instead of
iron, it would be of no service to a vessel. If it
glorified."-lsa. 60: 21.
This needs no comment; it is too plain to was made of iron, but straight like a pole, instead
of with a hook on each side, it would not catch
justify an explanation. We quote farther:
hold of anything. Is our hope like an anchor, and
"And they shall build houses and inhabit them; of the right material and right shape? Let us
and they shall plant vineyards, and eat the fruit of search the scriptures, and if we so prove, let us
them; they shall not build, and another inhabit; rejoice.
w. c. L.

- ..

..
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LIFE.
We do not think the thought of death is half
so sad even to the most life-loviQg, and deathdreading as the thought of passing out of the
minds of men, and above all, out of the hearts
of those we love. It is dreadful beyond a doubt,
and from such a contemplation it is most natural we should shrink. We do not consider
that we need dread such an oblivion, if we
take pains to engraft ourselves upon the hearts
and minds of those with whom we mingle.
There is scarcely a heart that is so ungrateful
as to forget one who quickened its throbs by
deeds of kindness. The echo of kind words,
they fall back upon the heart, like showers that
bless the earth from which they came. Ah
yes, in after years they return over and over
again, when perhaps the lips that breathed
them are far away, or silent in the grave. Has
any one felt the pain, too, that a kind word~ffl'
tone may contain, when they are felt to be undeserved ? The power of a reproving, depreciating glance, how like an arrow its poisoned
fangs seem to fester in the heart that refuses to
forgive itself, though others have forgiven
it. This teaches the worth of kindness; the
very pain its absence costs.
We stand in the present, the island that
lies between two vast oceans of time. We
think as we look into the future, we hear the
muttered threats of storms unborn, of griefs
that are to try us, and of disappointments that
are to vex us. Through the cloudy mantle,
however, we discern the halo of bright dreams,
that perhaps may be realized; therefore, as we
press our feet upon the shores of that future,
we take delight in the beauty of the scenery
around us, and forget the sad experiences and
warnings of by-gone years. Pity it is so. ·
What good does it do us even though we
are able to trace our paths back across the
ocean of days and hours belonging to the past?
Does the view of that deviating track and the
remembrance of the mad winds and waves,
make us more timid and prayerful, more anxious for strength higher than our own ? We
fear not. If we could but be induced to make
steps of our past falls, to lead us upward, how
happy would we be. What .is before us? We
know not at all; but this we know; .that
there will be the same need for faith and prayer; that the cardinal points of every year are
precisely the same; that the needle always
points us toward excellence; toward perfection. Although we know not all the future
has in reserve for us, yet we know it has the
demands to make on us that the past has made,
and that we shall have no time for idleness;
or any less lack of opportunity for the display
of ambition.
"Let us then be up and doing
With a heart for any fate;
Still achieving, still pursuing,
Learn to labor and to wait"
We know not how soon the sands of life shall
run out; we know not that we shall ever stand
again upon the verge of another open year.
The fancy that now pens these lines may be
soaring in some higher scene of existence;
and many an eye that will read them, may be
viewing more glorious visions than human imagination can bring forth, before this time next
year. None of us can read the closed page of
the future, therefore we must do our best now,
and leave all the rest with God; hanging with
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the faith of a little child upon our Father's
love, knowing that his promise will be fullfilled.
We trust we shall mount up with renewed
strength to do battle to our enemies, these passions of ours that so clog at every step we
take. The world tries to teach us a very injurious lesson. H is to be hoped none of us
will learn to be selfish, utterly lost in self.
We hope self-interest may never gain the supremacy over our love for "one another."

THE GODS.
·wherever we go we are almost certain to find
a belief in some kind of deity. Among the
celestials of China, even there we find a prevailing belief in. a deity; and a worship which
adapts itself to the general education, culture,
and nature of the devotees. It may be said
with some assurance, that the peculiar disposition and character attaching to this deity, is
generally iu conformity with the disposition
and nature of the believers therein; but more
especially of the organization of the worship
thereof. The various notions of deity entertained in the world, differ in the character
they attach to deity, fully as much as do their
possessors in education, ancestry and mode of
life. And we may apply this rule to the classes
of believers in a state hereafter; for we believe
it to be true. As a rule, the faiths of the many
nations outside of Christendom, correspond in
a great· measure with natural disposition and
character, condition of life, and culture obtaining therein. And may we not truthfully affirm
· the same of Christendom itself to an extent?
M:en who believe that God saves and damns
out of mere caprice, may also find that element in their own disposition. The roasting
of Servetus for a mere difference of opinion,
brings down the righteous indignation of the
just.minded upon John Calvin, the originator
of Calvinism.
The Indians are naturally a warlike people ;
and they believe in one supreme spirit, called
the Great Spirit. They think the Great Spirit
inspires them to war and carnage, and in so
doing they are fast dwindling away. Their
god is in character a regular warrior, a master
chief. Their hereafter corresponds precisely
with their rude and uncultured existence and
mode of life. They have conjectured and do
believe, that just beyond the "river of death,"
is situated a boundless and inexhaustible hunting ground. Such belief, none will deny,
would be adapted to the natural tastes of the
Indians.
The eastern nations of remote ages had a
great variety of deities. .Some worshipped
the sun, the moon, the stars; and others bowed
down to snakes, animals and reptiles as divine.
It was common, while a person only worshipped
one, as the case might be, to admit the exist·
ence of myriads, differing in power, excellency,
glory and dominion. Some nations worshipped
men of great renown, of whom legendary lore
informed them. They regarded their heroes
and celebdties as being deified, and therefore
entitled to worship. That men had by deeds
of valor and heroism, attained unto divinity,
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was surely an incentive unto the living. Such
a faith made men ambitious and vain, that they
might rank with the gods.
Each nation had its own peculiar divinities,
as it had its own celebrities and heroes. To
many of their deified men they gave the distinction of supernatural origin; or, in the end
had been transformed into some strange appearing creature, to be adored of man. This order
of things prevailed in Greece and Rome, from
time almost immemorial. There was a deity
for every art and department in life.
The "god" invariably had a helpmate, a
goddess. How naturally this companionship
suggests itself to the god-makers. Their conception of God rose no higher than that plane
of action and thought, whereon they stood.
They had a god of medicine, of poetry, war,
peace; of thunder and rain, and so on almost
innumerably. The Romans, in their conquests,
always made very remarkable discoveries, so it
would seem. They could see so plainly that
the gods of the conquered were their own gods,
but known by another name, that was all the
difference.
The Chaldean god, fire, and an Egyptian god,
which was an image, which had secretly been
filled with water with apertures therefor filled
with wax, once had a contest. The gods
fought, but not with the mountains. The firegod was esteemed as quite invulnerable. He
could do many wonderous things-melt the
metals and consume all friable substances. The
fire was kindled under the image-god; when,
lo l the wax melted, and out rushed the water,
putting out the fire, while the Egyptian imagegod, stood a monument of glory, the victor.
That was a bad day for the Chaldean god, fire;
for he lost prestige and reputation.
Some supposed that all nature was divine;
and in bowing to any object, they therefore
worshipped God. Their idea of God was tangible. They desired something real, of which
they had evidence of its existence. The idea
of to-day, that God is everywhere, is but the
old one revamped; and it might be urged,
justifies, logically, the olden time practice. If
we admit that there is a supreme existence, a
being of infinite power and wisdom, we must
conclude that it exists in space, and must have
relation thereto.
·
In the days of Abraham, so the Book of
Jasher states, the people were idolators,
they had and believed in many gods. Abraham is said to have destroyed some of his
father's idols. Btlt subsequently, the living
and true God was revealed and believed in by
him. He thenceforth ignored the other gods,
and was called the "friend of God;" and later,
the "father of the faithful." His descendants
in the land of Egypt, generally recognized only the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob;
while their Egyptian neighbors had as many
as their hearts desired. After their exit from
Egypt, when God spake unto Moses upon the
the mount, where God wrote the decalogue
upon tablets of stone, he specially commanded
them to have nD other gods. Yet, before
Moses came down from the mount, a golden
calf was made, and wordhipped as deity. This
state of things existed outside of Israel, even
after the days of the Lord Jesus. Hence, in
alluding to the faiths and vain worship of tke
idolatrous nations, "gods" are spoken of in the
writings of the prophets. It would therefore
indeed have been strange, if in the Psalms and

other writings, the prevailing notions and
"gods," had been unnoticed and unmentioned.
The forms of the gods differed greatly.
Some of them were represented as having
wings, like the angels of those that never saw
angels. Others had many arms; and others of
still more curious form. It is but just to say,
that not all believed in the varied orders of
gods. 'l'here were multitudes that believed
only in the existence of one god, and that the
]~ather of all.
The Jews, so the statement is,
believed that the deity of their fathers, which
is the God that Jesus recognized and taught
his followers to worship and pray to, is millions of miles in length. How much different
is the view or conception of the same Being
now held by many alleged Chr.istian churches!
Without size, body, parts and passions; every
where; without center and circumference, and
yet filling the immensity of space! Surely,
that would be that which none could comprehend.
The Bible teaches that God is a personal
being, not many beings, but one; and is the
great First Cause of all that is. There is no
getting back of this first cause, to another. He
spoke unto the prophets, and gave the law. It
is written that he said unto Moses that he knew
of none other. Aq,d it is not to be presumed
that the man Moses was wiser than the Allwise God. Through the Christ, he created
the worlds, and all that therein is; and hence,
in Heb. 11 : 3, Paul says that the "worlds''
were framed by the word of God. Of necessity, if there are other gods, they must have
territory and dominion. Where then is their
rule and god-like power evinced? What have
they done? They did not create the worlds,
for that, so Paul said, was done by God.
I am aware that it has been taught that
th~re are gods greater than the God of Abraham, Moses, and Jesus Christ. What. is there
that has not been taught? Every heresy has
had its exponents.
The doctrine as taught in the west, is but
the late forthcoming of the old doctrine of
heathen renown, of the deifying of men, and
their exaltation to gods. But in ancient times,
great renown, valor and wonderful achievements were essential unto that end. Now
there is nothing noble, daring or saintly, necessary, so it would seem, but only a wantonness after strange women; the practice of
brute nature, that of polygamy. In ancient
times those who believed in men-gods were
practically monogamists; and hence it may
not be strange that their gods had but one
goddess, or wife apiece. In modern times,
there is a variation or so, to suit the occasion.
The gods, like those that emulate them, are
polygamists. Surely there is a consistency
that is rare indeed,
Now we state positively, that no such doctrine was taught by the prophets of old; and
that accounts for the entire want of r.vidence
in its behalf in the old Scriptures. Neither
did Jesus, nor John the Baptist, nor the Apostles teach any thing whatever of the pluralgod system; at least, they did not hand down
to posterity any testimony of that character.
I will admit, for argument's sake, that there
is one word that possibly might be used ad•
vantageously by the friends of the plural theory. Paul speaks of the "god of this world!"
but not in complimentary terms. This god of
this world might rank along with the gods of
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the Chinese of to-day; or the god, gold, that
is so much loved; not to mention the deified
men, idols and rulers of whom Paul speaks,
when saying, "lords there are many and gods
there are many." Notice what follows: that
to us, "there is but one God." There was in·
Paul's mind an utter disregard of the gods,
and want of that reverence, that might formerly have been frail. It was the mission of
the apostles and prophets, to lead the people
from dumb idols and deified men-gods, to the
living and true, the "only wise God." In St.
John 17: 3, Jesus says, "It is eternal life that
they might know thee, the only true God, and
Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent."
Men, mortal men, in some instances, have
been called gods ; but that is not the sense
that the people of the west, nor those of heathen renown, would have us receive the idea
of the existence of the gods.
Those that teach the plural-god doctrine, do
not, strange as it may seem, appeal to heathen
mythology for proof, but to some modern
teacher or celebrity, whom they aver taught it.
Many great and good men, have erred in speculating upon that whereon they were confused.
To me it is no authority that a teacher taught
it, or any other "ism," when such was not the
truth of God. The celebri<iy and office of a
man is no authority for speculation; nor do
they confer sanctity unto a heresy. Many
heresies have been bolstered up by great
names, and it seems that the experience of the
past forty yerrs fhould press upon us the expediency of testing all things, and holding fast
to that which alone stands unshaken.
From the reading of accepted revelation as
found in the books, we find that Christ was
intimately connected with the Father, and was
the instrument used in creation and redempt-ion. The Spirit was the power used in the
accomplishment of the works of God. The
Spirit has been called God, and that too, so it
would seem, because of its mission-work in the
purposes of the Almighty. The Spirit is that
which God promised to send, pour out, and
give to the people; and hence it cannot be the
Lord himself. He is the sender, the giver, the
pourer out, of that which he has promisedthe Spirit. Christ has been called God; and
the Roman Catholics worship Mary as "the
Mother of God." Yet Jesus himself said that
he was but the Son of God, and that in leaving, he would go to their God and to his God.
The Spirit, some have supposed to be a person,
and a third part of Deity. As a person, no
doubt, because of the pronoun "he" as applied
to it by Jesus shortly before his crucifixion.
Personal pronouns, some people seem to forget,
are applied to inanimate things, 0bjecLs of no
gender. If we were to say the Spirit were a
person, we would be justified thereby to assert
that it is a male dove, from the record of its
descent at Jordan upon J csus, in that form.
Necessary to personality is size and form.
How then could a person be present in Asia,
Europe, Oceanica and America, in and with
God's people, irrespective of their number?
We therefore conclude that the Spirit is not a
person, but an influence that proceeds from
God.
The day is past for mere priesthood to give
authority and validity to theory and doctrine.
Now is the day of investigation; and it is not
the policy of the Church to follow in the ruts
that mark the flight of a rejected people to the
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west; but by the truth to be free indeed. The
WARNKY AND ADAMS DEBATE.
voice of experience tells us not)o be speculative, nor to ascend the "dizzy bights of "con- THE following notice of the efforts of Bro.
jecture," but to stand on terra firma. Surely F. C. W arnky appeara in the H1~e1"jano lndiwisdom will be justified of her children.
pendent, La Veta, Colorado, we copy entire.
March 9th, 1877.
Tnos. E. LLOYD.
Bro. W arnky was to debate the following resolution,
with Rev. B. 1\'I. Adams, in the Bapl'ULLNESS OF THE GOSPEL.
TuNE.-"1 want to be an Angel."
tist Church. "Resolved, That the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
The fullness of the Gospel
is the only true Church of Christ on earth."
Is again restored to earth ;
And Gentile nations hostile
Rev. F. C. Warnky, a disciple of the Latter
Day Saints, has been sojourning for some time
Now seek to know its worth;
in La Veta, forming the acquaintance of our
And people long enshrouded
citizens, and applying himself during the six
In sin's dark, gloomy night,
working days of the week to the business of
With hearts and minds unclouded,
photography, in which business he is a success,
Are basking in its light.
as many of our readers can testify, and baa
The Saints of God with gladness
applied himself so closely thereto that it was
Proclaim the truth abroad;
not generally known that he was an expoundAnd hireling priests in madness,
er of the doctrine peculiar to the Latter Day
Oppose the work of. God;
Saints, until the announcment was made that
be would occupy the pulpit at the Baptist
But Jesus in his own time,
Chapel on Sabbath afternoon and evening.
In his appointed way,
Rev. A. H. Quillian was expected to preach
Will hasten on his kingdom
in the morning, and at the appointed hour for
In this the latter day.
opening service, quite, a large congregation
Go speak the word with boldness,
had assembled to listen to him. Mr. Q. not
Nor in your weakness trust;
arriving-, Mr. W. occupied the pulpit, and
Reprove the world of coldness,made an able argument in defense of the
Show them that God is just;
bible, just as it is-to be taken literally.
His justice and his mercy
Afterwards, by request, in the afternoon, he
delivered a discourse upon the doctrine of the
Surely go hand in hand;
Latter Day Saints, and here (to correct a
If we'll obey the gospel,
false impression which many may have) we
And follow his command.
will say that Mr. W. is not a polygamist, and
Humble and deep contrition,
does not believe in Mormonism as practiced
From you he will require;
in Utah.
1'o be baptized of water
THE DISCOURSE.
Also baptized by fire;
Text-Acts, 4th chapter, 12th verse :
Thus you'll receive the knowledge
"Neither is there salvation in any other; for
Of Jesus, the true way ;
there is none other name under heaven given
And you'll go on rejoicing
among men whereby we must be saved."
In this the latter day.
Religion was defined as being faith in future
existence, and preparation therefor. All reYe Saints of God, take courage,
ligion tends to morality, and for that reason
And push the work along;
all religions are beneficial to mankind. There
Relying upon Jesus,
is but one religion taught in the Bible, and
The mighty and the strong;
that is the religion of Jesus Christ, and that
And, if you lack for knowledge,
is the doctrine taught by the Latter Day
Or wisdom from on high,
Saints. Everything upon which a dispute
In prayer ask God to help you,arises must be decided by some standard.
You'll surely find him nigh.
The judge upon the bench decides according
to the law, the merchant by his scales, etc.,
And when this life is ended,
and the religion of the different sects must be
And all our trials o'er,
decided by the Bible, taken as a standard, and
In those bright courts in glory;
acknowledged to be perfect. Men, when callWe'll reign forevermore,
ed by God to preach, are laboring for God, and
With Saints of by-gone age~;
must look to God, not man, for their pay, and
For from the great I Am,
should preach by inspiration, from a pure
We have an invitation
heart, and not from previous study and preTo the marriage of the Lam b.
paration. Baptism is essential to salvation,
F. A. CLOUOH.
and by baptism we mean immersion. "Repent
----·-+-----and be baptized for the remission of sins."
lMAQINATION.- A contented citizen of Milan, Christ himself was baptized.
As well expect
Italy, who had never passed beyond its walls dur- Noah to have been saved without the ark as to
ing the course of sixty years, being ordered by the expect to be saved without baptism. All that
Governor not to stir beyond its gates, become im- believe are fit subjects for baptism, and when
mediately miserable, and felt so powerful an incli- baptized, are fit subjects to receive the Holy
nation to do that which he had so long contentedly Ghost, which can only be given by the laying
neglected, that., on an application for a release from on of hands. Christians should be known by
this restraint being refused, he became quite mel- their works; were thus known in the time of
ancholy, and at last died of grief. The pains of
imprisonment, also, like those of ~ervitude, are Christ, and should be thus known now.
The above is merely a brief synopsis, from
more in conception than in reality. We are all
prisoners. What is life but the prison of the soul? memory, of the speaker's remarks. Space will
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not allow us to go into details. It is expected ant, and the speakers were greeted with a
that the discourse will call forth a reply from smaller audience than the one of the night before. The Elder denied that the church as
some of our other pastors.
established in the time of Christ was the kingThe following is cut from the next issue of
dom referred to by Daniel, and charged that
the same paper :
if the negative affirmed to the contrary, they
We refer our readers to another column for must acknowledge that it was the Roman
a report of the debate held in the Baptist Catholic Church, and not one of the evangelChurch, in this place, on Thursday, Friday ical denominations. The organization and
and Saturday nights last, between Elder doctrines of the Church of Latter Day Saints
Warnky, of the Latter Day Saints, and Rev. were described. Faith being the foundation
B.l\1. Adams, of the Baptist Church. A large of their creed, as faith is the foundation of all
and appreciative audience was present on each Christianity (and upon this point the two disevening of the discussion, and an unusual in- putants seemed to agree), only the Elder
claimed that true faith is the faith of miracles,
terest was manifested.
Agreeably to notice previously published in and maintained that as there were apostles,
the Independent, Revs. Adams and W arnky prophets, etc., in the church established by
met last Thursday evening in the Baptist Christ while upon the earth, so there must be
Church to debate upon the following question,. apostles, prophets, etc., in the true church of
to· wit: "Resolved, That the Reorganized present time.
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
Adams thought that if the Elder had reis the only true Church of Christ on the earth." ceived the Holy Ghost through the laying on
Elder Warnky affirming, and Rev. Adams de- of hand~, and could work miracles, that it was
nying. Judge Hayt was chosen as moderator folly for him to preach, when he had it in his
on the part of the Elder, and Pn~fes13or Mor- power to convince and convert the people 80
ton on the part of Rev. Adams, while Mr. quickly by putting these supernatural powers
Rose, of the firm of Foin & Rose, was selected into practice by healing the sick, restoring
as the third.
the blind, etc.,-and thought that he (Adams)
The Elder opened the discussion, maintain- should be accredited with a great deal of
ing the affirmative of the question in a forci- courage for daring to oppose, even in deble thirty minutes speeeh. Delineating the bate, one who had received such extraordinary
church established by Christ during his reign powers, and in conclusion called upon the Elupon the earth, and asserting that for 1800 der to furnish the people with some ocular
years the doctrines of this church had been demonstration to convince them that he was
set aside, and human ingenuity had establish- thus possessed.
ed instead thereof a multitude of false docThe Elder retorted by affirming that faith
trines, as represented by the various denomi- does not come by seeing, but by hearing, "If
nations of so-called Christians of modern times. they hear not MoEes and the prophets neither
The true church not again appearing upon the will they be persuaded thoue-h one rose from
earth until re-established in all its former pur- th d ad"
'
~
e e ·
ity and simplicity, in accordance with God's
On Saturday evening, as the hour at which
perfect hw, by the Latter Day Saints in 1830.
The true church is known by the signs which the discussion was to commenced approached,
follow its apostles, as in the time of Christ, the people flocked to the church en masse,
such as healing the sick, casting out devils, and the speakers were listened to by one of
restoring the blind, etc., and cannot be coun- the largest audiencies that ever assembled in
terfeited by the ingenuity of man or the de- La Veta, showing the deep interest the contro·
versy had awakened.
vices of the devil.
Mr. W. opened the discussion by defining
Rev. Adams denied that the true church
had ever passed out of existence, or had been what was meant by laying on of hands.
To this Adams did not reply, but, taking
hidden from view since established by Christ
while upon the earth. Daniel, 2d chapter, for his text, "By their fruits ye shall know
44th verse: "And in the days of these kings them," commenced to give an account of what
shall the God of heaven set up a kingdom, had been done by the members of the Church
which shaH never be destroyed; and the king- of Latter Day Saints living in Missouri, but
dom shall not be left to other people, but it in this he was interrupted by the moderators
shall break in pieces and consume all these calling him to order, on the grounds, First,
kingdoms, and it shall stand forever." The that his remarks were too personal. Second,
church, as established by Christ, is the king- that as the speaker admitted that his infordom referred to by Daniel, and has never been mation was derived from others, it was hearsay,
destroyed. If this kingdom was established and no evidence. Third, that it was irrelin 1830, and not in the days of the Camus, evant and immaterial to the question. Mr.
then Daniel must have been mistaken. Here Adams thought the moderators should allow
the Elder's doctrine of baptism being essential him to proceed, but as they would not, he left
to salvation, as set forth in Sunday's discourse, this subject, and closed his argument by rewas handled without gloves, and many quota- capitulating what had been said before.
tions from scripture were given, to show that
Thus ended the first and last public religsalvation depends upon faith, and that baptism ious discussion ever held in La Veta, and with
has nothing to do with it.
this necessarily brief synopsis of the arguThe meeting was well attended, and much ments, we will leave the subject with our
interest manifested in the discussion. It was readers, to make their own deductions.
agreed that the argument should be continued
Elder Yvarnky, of the Latter Day Saints,
upon Friday evening, each speaker to be al- discoursed to a large and attentive audience
lowed thirty minutes in his opening argument, in front of the post office on Sunday evening,
and afterwards ten minutes to close.
1Oth inst. We understand that he was denied
Fridal H~ning it waa §tor!Jly and unpleas, the privile~e of speaking in the church,

NEWS FROM THE FIELD.
LETTER FROM c. N. BROWN.
Bro. Joseph:-Finding ourselves quietly at
home again, and remembering that some at
conference expressed a wish and expectation
to hear from us through the Herald, we write
briefly of our privileges and efforts in the
great latter day work, since April 6th, 1877.
Bro. G. S. Yerrington arrived in Plano, April
4th, but the undersigned was not at liberty to
attend the first two days of the Conference;
but leaving Providence, R. I., at 7:20 a.m.
April 6th, arrived at 9 p.m. on the 7th. at
Aurora, about ten hundred and fifty miles from
Providence, and fourteen miles from Plano,
but the nearest point made by the train Saturday evening. Sabbath morning, finding no
other timely conveyance, I took the "foot
train" from Aurora, and passing along the
railway through some beautiful farming conntry, arrived for the first time in Plano, at ten
o'clock a.m. of the 8th, and was cordially greeted at the dwelling of our worthy president, by
himself and amiable family j consisting of his
excel.lent ~ife, his son-in-law, Dr. l\IcCallum,
four mte.lhgent daughters an~ three sons; ~he
latte.r bemg the younger portwn ~f the family.
The1r hous~ was also well filled With other able
representatives of the fullness of the gospel.
yVe ":ere soon ready for church, and. the mornmg discourse of Bro. Gurley was a nch reward
for the walk from Aurora.
We listened to many able discourses, and
~he enti~e co~fer~nce season was fraug~t. with
mstructw?s m nghteousn~ss, and prlVIle~es
and blessmg.s know? only m the commumon
and fellowshlp. of Saints ..
We met With those m Plano who were
strangers to us and our manner of faith, and
we inquired of them concerning Joseph Smith.
They professed to know nothing of his religion,
but assured us that as a man of truth and bonor, he was beyond reproach; and that he was
respected and esteemed by all who knew him
as a man always ready to defend the right without respect ofpersons. We found many excellent people in Plano who were numbered with
the household of faith.
Bro. Joseph requested us to make his dwelling our home while we remained in that region. We were not much grieved with that
proposition, but with a goodly number of assistants proved his hospitality and patience for
ten days or more, and found it nothing wanting. Bro. Patterson, Bro. Yerrington and
myself were granted an unexpected pleasure,
by way of a drive in the country. Our host
serving as coachman, provided a span with an
easy riding carriage and took us over excellent
roads, past fine scenery and through beautiful
farming districts, where the vast fields just
carpeted with thrifty wheat, or black with
soil newly turned, bespoke the unwasting fertilit.y of the lands of the west assuring us that
it is the most desirable locality of all the earth
for a free and independent people. We called
upon our esteemed Bishop, Bro. Israel L.
Rogers; and as we briefly surveyed a portion
of his possessions of many hundreds of acres,
and saw the numerous horses and cattle, feeding in different fields or gathered in groups;
we were not a little reminded of the property
of the first Israel, when he was called Jacob
and fed the flocks of Laban in the land of
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Haran. Returning, we pilssed other enviable we found liberal minded men, and were assis- Ipleasant one, where many favors both tempordwellings, expansive fields and evidences of ted in the services upon the stand by the elders al and spiritual were received. The Lord will
thrift and fertility, which were enough to make of that persuasion, while the pastor, Mr. Hoyt, reward them and others in Savannah.
those acquainted with New England's rocky, voluntarily gave me his place, to preach to
Bro. Yerrington labored with me, this being
sterile coasts, long for a home in the Eden of his congregation, and he with them attentively the only place where we intended to make a
the west.
listened. I arrived on Saturday, 28th., and continued effort for the "Gospel of the KingWe visited Sandwich by invitation of Bro. took leave the Thursday following, having dom." The greater part of our meetings
Blair, and passed a very pleasant evening preached seven times to large and attentive were held in a school-house two miles from the
with that brother and his household; also, congregations. A deep interest was manifest, village, and there Advent ministers who fortarried all night, and the next day were priv- and earnest requests made for me to remain, merly had spoken to the people ·of that place,
sent notices of appointments for morning and
ileged to dine with Bro. Banta. We returned also to return soon.
to Plano, and upon Tuesday morning reluctThursday I arrived at Wellsville, and was evening, preaching at the same house every
antly parted from our home in Plano and the proffered a home at Mr. Wm. H. Merritt's as Sabbath we were there. Nevertheless, the
many choice friends found there.
long as I would preach this gospel of the Good Spirit assisted and the plainess of the
In company with Bro. H. A. Stebbins, we kingdom to the people. I remained over the truth of God prevailed, and four or five of
passed one day in Chicago, but time and space Sabbath, and accepted the invitation of a room- their most worthy and prominent members
forbid me to write of that great metropolis of mate of earlier years, now Rev. A. H. Mary- were made to see that they had hitherto been
the west. The next evening found Bro. Steb- ott, pastor of the M. E. Church of Scio, N. taught, and believed, only a part of the gospel
bins, Bro. Yerrington and myself, enjoying the Y., to speak to his congregation; also spoke. of Christ, the most precious parts having been
hospitalities of Bro. Blakeslee's happy home once in Wellsville, N.Y., where much interest omitted. I had only about two weeks and
at Galien, Berrien Co., Mich. We tarried was manifest; but further appointments de- three days to remain with them; during much
of this time we held our meetings in different
with them over the Sabbath and, occasions manded that I move onward.
were presented for each of us to stand as pub·
I stopped one night and morning with our localities every evening. Upon the 28th, we
lie witnesses for the promises, powers and excellent sister, Hyde, and family, at Hornells- were privileged to baptize eleven worthy memcommandments of the gospel of Christ. We ville, who, true to the faith, is anxiously and hers into the faith, and assist them in organizing
may very rarely be welcomed to such a family prayerfully desiring the gospel to be preached a branch of thirteen members. We feel thankcircle, and to a house so well ordered.. Bro. to her kindred and neighbors. I then pursued ful to the Good Master for the promising
Blakeslee, though worthily holding the office my route to Savannah, Wayne Co., N. Y., young branch at Savannah, knowing that it
of a High Priest in the Church of God, is where I arrived May lOth; Bro. Yerrington has embraced a number of the very first class
nevertheless a business man of the most sue having arrived before me, and filled one ap- citizens of the town; and yet we know that if
cessful type, and conducts his extensive lum- pointment for meetings, which I could not they prosper well, and are enabled to overcome
bering mill, and broom-handle factory, store, meet. During the interim of our separation, and endure all things, it will be only through
and farming interests, without a foreman; yet Bro. Yerrington having business at New York, humility, patience, and st.rict obedience to the
apparently without effort, in the most quiet made his route from Chicago through Aile- holy commandments of God. I took leave
and judicious manner. We made the acquain- gheny City, calling upon Bro. and Sr. Ells, of them upon the 29th, Bro. Yerrington
ancc of other excellent Saints in Galien, and who are truly veterans in the service, and tarrying a few days to complete what I had
shall long remember the spiritual light and with whom he tarried several days, meeting not time for. He also left them in good spirits,
temporal favors reoeived and enjoyed at that with the Saints and enjoying the hospitalities with interested ones asking that we soon replace. Brn. Stebbins and Yerrington returned of our worthy sister, Salyards. He next stop- turn.
We met at Plano, Savannah, and other
through Chicago, M:onday morning, the 23rd, ped at the Saints' home in Philadelphia-Bro.
and I, for business purposes passed through E. Lewis', where many have been bountifully places, many of the true and worthy ones of
the lumber regions of Michigan. We had cared for. There he remained several days, earth, whose kindness and courtesies we have
enjoyed the company of Bro. Stebbins every meeting with the Saints, and speaking to them not time nor space to tell, but while we reday from the time we arrived in Plano until by request of Bro. Stone. From Philadelphia member them and their deeds of love with
this parting, and as I reflected, I could but he passed through New York, and arrived in thanksgiving, we will not forget to ask Him
feel that I had met in him, one of the noble Savannah at 11 p.m. upon a dark night, a stran- who rewards the giving of a cup of cold water
and faithful few, who are worthy of the high ger, and by mishap, without the knowledge of to reward them also as a man can not.
·with confidence and prayers for Zion's
trusts committed to them of God and the peo- Br. Seelye's place of residence, where he had
pie.
intended to go. And here permit me to state cause. Yours in the Gospel,
Upon my route I stopped at Kalamazoo, that Bro. Yerrington's dwelling in Providence
c. N. BROWN.
Grand Rapids, Reed City, east and west Sag- has been cordially open for the last t.en years PRovmENc•, R. r., June 15th, 1877.
inaw, Bay City, Portsmouth and Wenona, in- to all who came in behalf of this latter day
quiring into lumbering interests. I was in- work, and many, many have been the strangerformed at Messrs. John McGaw and Co's, at guests at his board. The Good Master does
LETTElt FROM CIIARI.ES DERRY.
Portsmouth, that they sawed about 45,000,000 not leave suoh an one unprovided for. At
Dear Herald:-No doubt you think me
feet of lumber annually; also at Messrs. Sage that hour in Savannah, the only two men to very remiss in not writing oftener; but there
and Co's., Wenona, that they had enlarged be seen offered him assistance, one proposing is some Quaker about me, I don't like to write
their works and were intending to saw 200,000 to accompany him a mile or more to Bro. until the spirit moves me; and I am opposed
feet of lumber, and produce 400 bbls. of salt Seelye's house; the other extending an ear- to talking without I have something to say,
per day. Messrs. Hall, of Bay City, running nest welcome to the hospitalities of his own and as I have never conceived that I had an
four of Hall's patent machines, average about dwelling. The latter he accepted, and the over supply of wisdom, I have never felt like
120,000 shingles per day, through the season; sequel proved him to be a prominent business dribbling out my folly under the impression
one machine being able, under the most favor- man of the town, and his wife a noble-hearted that others would mistake it for wisdom; and
able circumstances, to cut 50,000 shingles in woman of rare abilities; and both became the above is my only apology for not writone day. They also do a large business in pro- deeply interested in the gospel, cheerfully pro- ing oftener. It does me a vast amount of
ducing salt, as do nearly all the lumbering es- viding a place for public meetings upon their good to hear from my brethren and sisters, and
tablishments in Saginaw and Bay City, utilizing own premises. as often as we could make ap- I only regret that you do not appear every
their waste lumber to· pump and evaporate the pointments. Bro. Jesse Seelye and wife have week freighted with the cheering news from
salt water, which is found in the salt vein at been staunch members of the faith for more all parts of the world; for every time you
a depth varying from ten to twelve hundred than forty years, and well known citizens of come, you do indeed cheer and gladden the
.
Savannah during that time. He has faithfully heart and strengthen our faith as well as add
feet.
From this point I made my route directly served the public as a justice of peace, which lustre to our hope. I know it is ungrateful
to Clarksville, N. Y., where I was welcomed office he still holds; and all who spoke of their for me to receive and never to give, therefore
:~,t the house of Mr. Brunell Childs, and was character represented that no man can justly I summon memory to set by my side and reprivileged to speak repeatedly in the meeting- say aught against them. We need not assure call the events and experiences as well as dohouse of the United Brethren; with whom you that our home with them was a very ings of the past, while good resolution por,
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know us in our new dress. Our meetings are
well attended by numbers, and enquirers after
truth. Services having been suspended-as I
hope, temporarily-at San Francisco, I have
invited the Saints there to attend with us and
partake of the sacrament, which we administer
every Sunday. A number of them have
availed themselves of the opportunity; and it
adds to our congregations on Sundays, much
to our joy and satisfaction. May God bless
our sister branch and enable them to go on
with their services with renewed zeal and diligence, and overcome all opposing obstacles,
until they shall finally triumph, is my prayer.
By a wrong punctuation in my last letter, I
am made to say that the Saints have built a
hall at this place. That is not correct. It
was newly built, and we rented it at sixteen
dollars per month. It_ is finely carpeted and
lighted, and beautifully arranged in all its appointments, and we think the finest hall of its
size on the coast. We enjoy the privilege of
its use wonderfully. We have Sunday-school
at 10 A. M.; preaching services at 11 A. M.,
one hour; after an intermission of fifteen minutes, then sacrament and testimony meeting,
if we desire, until two o'clock P. 1\I.j and in
the evening at 7:15, preaching. We are at
Center Station, and the cars land us at the
door. It is the most convenient place I ever
saw, for they can come from San :Francisco to
the door for fifteen cents, or from Brooklyn,
Berkley, or Alameda for nothing. A good organ is rented with the hall, and that materially
assists us in our musical department.
Bro. Betts has been in poor health all winter. He has lived this summer the second
door from us; He has talked of leaving here
for Santa Rosa, but we rejoice to learn they
will change their business and remain in this
city. They are most excellent Saints, a most
estimable family, and we should miss them if
absent from our meetings, very much. I hope
the Saints will bear Bro. Betts before a throne
of grace, that our Heavenly Father will restore him to perfect health, for he is a necessary workman in this dispensation. We cannot
afford to lose such men. They are hard to find
in these days.
Your cousin, Samuel H. Smith, from Salt
Lake City, is here now, and attended our meeting Sunday and Sunday evening. In the evening he expressed his great pleasure in the
discourse on the first principles of the gospel,
by myself.
Samuel seems like a good man, and my soul
run- out after him; and although I never saw
him before, I loved the man at sight; he
seemed like one of my old fellow Saints. He
looks much like his uncle, Wm. B. Smith; except the color of his hair. He told me he was
going up to Sacramento for a few days, when
he would call on me, as he wished to make
some enquiries. He is stopping at Atherton's,
who were cut off from our branch and baptized by Job Smith, sometime this spring, into
Brighamism. Samuel will learn no good thing
of me from that source ; but I trust they will
not prejudice his mind much.
Bro. Mills is at Santa Anna. They lost
their case before Carl Schurz; but think we
will get a rehearing. We are now trying to
settlo the case and purchase the land, but do
not know what will be the result. If the
Saints lose their homes it will be a terrible
told us "Joeli!mith" w&s t':!llot I put on the armor now, and you would S0!H'cely blow to them,

trays my hopes and declares my determinations for stealing horses. He called us "Joe Smith
Mormons." I gently reminded him that as a
for the future.
After I returned from my southern mission gentleman, I should not be found calling him
I felt it my duty to labor around home and a "Jack Wesley Methodist." This roused
thus try to lead some into the kingdom there, him, and he vented his wrath vigorously; but I
that my family might be blest with the socie- think he found he was hurling it against a
ty of the Saints; so that while I was about rock, and I challenged him to prove his charbreaking the bread oflife to others, they might ges, but he refused-! think good will result.
enjoy a similar blessing from other hands. I
I left an appointment for this evening and
am satisfied some believe, but as yet had not invited the "reverend gentleman" to be presobeyed; but I persuaded conference at Mag- ent; he refused, but repented and came. The
nolia to furnish Whitesboro and Jeddoe with Lord gave me good liberty, and although some
the word. A worthy young man, one that expected that he would expose Mormonism, he
will truly represent the Church, was appoint- was silent, with the exception of a few groans
ed; and I left to answer a call at this place,
which undoubtedly were the result of a troubNothing particular happened on my way, led mind. I left another appointment.
only that I had not enough means to carry
The meeting before~ I had the pleasure of
me; but I asked God to open my way; and meeting another of the very numerous neighhe did, so that I did not lose an hour and only bors of the martyr. I have met them in alone meal.
I offered the conductor all the most every place where I have traveled; they
money I had. He asked me where I should are indeed a numerous body. It puzzles me
get my breakfast. I told him that I must do to tell how they all got crowded into one small
without as I had done without my dinner. village; but I never dispute the word of a man
Without another word he handed my money who knew "Old Joe Smith" and went to
back all but one dollar, and I thought God school with him. I wonder if the school-mashad something to do with it. I must also ter is not around? Pity he is not, because,he
mention the kindness of the hotel keeper at could nail the testimony of his numerous puLemars, who gave me my supper. One little pils, and clinch it too. Glad I never had so
item more, the brakesman went to sleep and many play-fellows. But this pious "old neighforgot his duty, hence neglected to call out bor and playmate" was shocked to find that
stations. I woke him up, told him I thought we were allowed to preach in the school-house,
we were past the station I wanted to get out. still he was there again this night, but silent.
He said no, it was next station. "\Ve thunder- A good feeling prevailed, if I can judge from
ed on in the darkness, till the conductor came. the attention paid. One family outside the
He told me we were past the station, stopped Church have promised to take the Herald.
the train, and I got off to wend my way back One dear old lady, a good friend, felt woundto Sibley station. We had only got about a ed because she was not privileged to sit at the
mile beyond. The night was pitch dark; I Lord's table with us on Sunday; but I would
could hardly see the ties, and before I was not wonder if she became entitled to that privaware, I found myself on some trestle work; ilege before long. I will send in my next the
I heard the water, apparently some ten or names of members and organization of the
twelve feet below; one false step and I had branch.
gone; but thank God that false step was not
I am encouraged in the work of the Lord.
taken.
Expect to work in harmony with his will in
I found my way to Sibley all right. Next all places; feeling keenly my weakness, but
morning I met Brother Payne Sibley, who had knowing where my strength is and how to get
come sixteen miles to meet me. Perhaps you supplies. All I ask is, that the Church will
don't know there were two glad hearts just not suffer my loved ones at home to lack the
then? But there were, most certainly; he to necessaries of life. They have been negligent
meet me, I to be met by a brother. He in the past; but the Lord has been true to his
brought me out to Grand Prairie, and here I word, and I pray him to bless the stranger
was met by Brother Joseph R. Lambert. I outside of his gates, who is not afraid to ask
was glad to see him, but had I known he was if they lack for anything, and is never backhere I should have taken another direction; ward to help when they are in need, yet it
because duty calls in so many places.
grieves me to impose upon the kindliest naOn the 14th we held a prayer meeting, two ture. May God's peace be with you and all
gave in their names for baptism. On the 16th the Saints.
CHARLES DERRY.
Elder Lambert preached, and on the 17th your GRAND PRAIRIE, Nobles Co., Diinn.,
• h
•
June 2oth, 1877.
humb 1e penman m t e mornmg, and Elder
Lambert in the afternoon; after which eight
were baptized by the writer. They were mostLETTER l!'ROJ\I H. P. BROWN.
ly fruits of Brother John Spaulding, priest,
Bro. Joseph Smith :-Having a little spare
who had thrust in his sickle determined to do time this morning, I thought it might not be
all the good he could. So it was Paul plant- uninteresting to you and the readers of the
ing, and only Apollos watering, while God Herahl to know how we are progressing here
gave the increase. On the 18th I preached in the Golden State.
again, and on the 19th the eight were confirm-! Our much esteemed sister, Laura Roberts,
ed, and a branch organized, with John Spaul- departed this life on last Wednesday. Her
ding for preBident, and Brother Trowbridge loss we all deeply deplore; but we sorrow not
clerk.
as those who have no hope. You, with us,
Elder Lambert ief't here on the 22nd, for have witnessed her goodness and love of the
Lake Crystal, leaving a name and impression !ruth. Thus, one by one, they pass away who
for good behind him, that will not be forgot- have borne the burden and heat of the day.
The Oakland branch is prospering finely.
ten. That night I preached at Little Rock,
and met with sGme opposition from a Method- Unity, love and harmony prevail; and we have
1
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l\Iy family are all well but my wife. She is
poorly. I hope the Lord will restore her and
bless her, for she is worthy. The Secretary of
the High Priests' Quorum will know my address is here. Truly and sincerely, fraternally
yours,
H. P. BROWN.
OAKLAND, California, June 26th. 1877.

JOSEPH SMITH,

HENRY A. STEBBINS,
EDI'l'ORS.

Plano. Illinois, August 1, 1877.
ADAPTATION FOR A GATHERING.
WE wrote somet)).ing respecting associations in
our last issue; but we did not q_uite complete
what we intended to write. We urged that one of
the most nrgent and promin.ent reasons why there
had been so many failures in carrying out the
schemes devised for the bene:tlt of the Saints, in
the times past, was a lack of "willingness of
:>daptation."
It n1ay be needful to explain what meaning we
intended to convey by this expression. We will
therefore try in this to make our meaning plain,
thot1gh we trust many have already understood

us.
!§orne men seem to be so constituted that they
find themselves at home in all classes of a society, and easy under all conditions of life, having
a faculty of taking apparent advantage of every
development of surrounding circumstances; nei.
ther elated into folly by success, nor depressed to
wickedness by disaster; neither overcome. by
what they cannot help, nor defeated by what they
might help, but do not. In other words they
adapt themselves to the condition of things sur.
rounding them and govern themselves according.
ly. This spirit of adaptation may be cultivated,
and indeed, if it be not inherent it must be. Now,
lest we may be misunderstood, we wish to state
definitely that we do not counsel the say nothing
and do nothing policy, which permits everything
to pass along unquestioned, thereby winking at
evil; but we mean that if a company of Saints
agree to adopt certain rules of business association providing for the working details of that as~ociation, every one of the whole should not only
give the nominal consent of their vote, but should
strive lawfully to carry out the measures decided
upon, and adapt their times and methods of working to the general voice directing it. For an instance of this, suppose that forty families agree
to accept the plan proposed in Bro. Cooper's ar.
ticle, and unite for the purposes therein set forth.
Certain things are to be done, the locatiNg of
lands as an example. The whole forty families
can not traverse the country to and fro; hence,
two, three or five are chosen, and they inspect the
land and report to the forty at their business
session; thirty of. the forty are in favor of one
certain locality; the other ten in favor of another.
Here is a chance to test the power of their bond
of unity. If the ten insist that their view is
right, and the thirty persist in their view, the ten
will have to yield or abandon the enterprise. If
they decide to yield, the character of their acqui.
esence is detennined by their cheerful, or sullen
behavior, and this behavior will be in perfect
keeping with their willingness to adapt them.
selves to the will of the majority. If they decide
not to conform to the will of the majority, the
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bond of their union, which was supposed at the
outset to be strong enough to bear the pressure
of their daily intercourse, and the entire transac.
tions made necessary by their association, is bro.
ken; and no art can mend it, whether that art be
found in human wisdom, or divine direction.
It is not to be urged as an answer to this, that
a case like the one supposed is not probable; for
it is absolutely certain that in all associations,
political, social, or religious, where latitude is
guaranteed to the individual members for the
e)i:ercise of opinion enforced by voice or ballot,
there will frequently occur occasions where diversity of opinions will exist; and when these
occur the weaker, because the fewer, must will.
ingly acquiesce in the decision of the stronger,
becauM the most numerous; become subject, by
reason of their weakness, to the strength opposed;
or go out, thereby ceasing to be a part of the as.
sociation. Hence, the only thing which will sue.
cessfully carry out the plan desired and keep the
bond whole and unbroken, is the spirit of fidelity
to the main intention, and a willingness of adap.
tation that will bear, forbear, labor ancl be labor.
eel with~in short a spirit of self-abnegation roy.
al in its character and grand in its results.
It may be said that if the scheme presented by
Bro. Cooper, or the one being carried on by the
Order of Enoch, or any other had been command.
eel of God by revelation through the recognized
channel, that all would be willing and ready to aid
it., and give their all to its success. We are not
now disposed to say that such would not be the
the case; but there having been a long standing
common understanding of a certain command to
become strong and powerful, to the end that a
more complete redemption of the land might
come, we see no got'ld reason why this growth in
strength may not be fostered by the spirit of the
latter day work, directing men in their own and
separate labors, and moving them to conjoint ef.
forts for the accomplishment of the object devoutly held in view.
If men are to be allowed to obey the command
that will obligate them to "bring to pass much
righteousness" (a), within the spirit of it as con.
nected with this momentous question, there must
be much discretionary power left with them as
to the methods by which they shall do their work.
It will be wise, also, to take into the considera.
tion the fact that the command just cited was
given in connection with others respecting the
settling of the Saints upon the land of hope, according to their choice; and, as if it were with
impatience at the dilatoriness of some, it is said,
"It is not meet that I should command in all
things," "JIIIen shoul_d be anxiously engaged in a
good cause, and do many things of their own free
will."
One sad and very discouraging feature connected with this failure in adaptation so often refer.
red to in this article, is this, as soon as a brother
or brethren, after a careful perusal of the law,
have made up their minds to set forth in some
given direction to accomplish some good for the
general cause, by employing their means and ]a.
bor united, and take steps to prosecute their in.
te~t, th~re is. son~e one who is not doing any.
thmg, Glther m hls own way.or any bo:ly ;Js~'s
way, who suggest'.s tha~ there lS .speculatw~ llllt;
~ncl by a c~nstant 1teratwn by tins person, d1strust
lS throw]l_J~~he way of the effort;~~~-~~~~~~~~
(«)Doc. & Cov. 58: o.
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laudable the effort, however closely those engaged
in it may keep to the rules of honor between man
and man, their hearts are burdened and their feet
hampered by suspicion and blame. At the risk
of being personal we cite as an instance of this
the fact as stated by one who should know; the
Order of Enoch, notwithstanding all that has
been said to the contrary, has not up to this present year received six per cent. for the use of the
money invested; the rise in the price of lands, we
think, included. Besides this, very much of the
labor necessary to the carrying on of the business
has been done without remuneration from the
company, and some have suffered serious personal pecuniary Joss within the last year to give ef.
feet to the effort, denying themselves that the
whole might be benefitted.
It seems to us that it should long since have
occurred to these croakers, that if men called to
do so important a work a& we all think this work
of ours to be, shall accomplish anything toward
the fulfilling of their mission and the proper completion of the great stewardship entrusted to them,
they will need to increase in worth and make, or
create wealth. And it will not much matter
what honest means they· adopt to enlarge their
possessions, if they are frugal and diligent, there
will be an increase and they will be Hable to
have it said of them, and possibly to them, "they
speculate."
·
Honest men should care but little about charg.
es of dishonesty, and all the thorough workers for
Zion's temporal welfare, conscious of the rectitude of their intentions must learn to bear, hard
though it may be, the unjust censure and coarse,
unkind thrusts of unwise brethren. We by no
means favor the hasty methods of acquiring
wealth; but steady and legitimate growth in tern.
poral things must be had, or there will be nothing from which to pay the tithings which the
Lord justly demands of his stewards, the Saints.
We must not steal; we must not "milk the Gen.
tiles;" we must not defraud, either our brethren
or our enemies; we must not put our money out
to usury, (unlawful interest); but there are many
ways in which we may employ the means with
which our labors and frugality have been blessed
of the Lord, pay from the increase thereof our
tithes and consecrations. We believe, firmly believe, that the association of labor and C!J.pital, in
the prosecution of thousands of enterprises, to be
proper; and any well considered scheme, faithfully carried out, will result in good.
Quick and vast returns of money. invested
must not be expected; nor must too much be
anticipated; for trial and possible disaster lurk
round every enterprise, and these should be fore.
seen, or at least provided for, in a boundless stock
of patience, self.abnegation, and a complete willingness to adapt ourselves to the conditions as
they devolop. If the schemes adopted by us are
of our own choosing, or adoption, none are re.
sponsible for their failure but ourselves. If, on
the other hand, the schemes are imposed upon
us without choice, or assent from us, some one
else is at fault, if we clo our part, should they fail.
If the schemes of our choosing succeed, we shall
deserve the credit of their success at the same
time that we share the benefits of that success.
But if schemes are forced upon us and they sue.
ceed and we be benefited by that success, we eat
bread not sweetened by the toil of winning it.
The Order of Enoch met our approval, because
we saw in it the beginning of a practical carrying
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out of principles of legitimate enterprize in.
tended to foster thrift, industry, frugality and labor. We pledged ourselves to expose villainy if
we detected- it in the carrying into effect the provisions of its articles of incorporation; and as we
had not then any "money interest" and have since
acquired none, we shall feel no scruples about
redeeming that pledge; but it is pleasing in us to
state, that so far the honorable men with whom
the enterprise began, and who still drive it for.
ward, are above just blame; and undeserving the
names of "money grabbers," "corrupt ring,"
"speculating clique," "enemies of the poor," that
we have heard applied to them. If there is proof
to the substantiating these charges, such proof is
not known to us, and we have taken pains to make
inquiry to the verge of impudent inquisitiveness.
That there may haye been errors of judgment,
and some cause of personal complaint given, in
carrying out the business in detail is possible,
and may be probable, we cannot say what they
are however. That some personal dissatisfaction
with the action of the directors and management
has occurred we are aware; but whether this dis.
satisfaction arose from unjust and wrong action
on the part of the men conducting the affairs of
the Order, or from over expectation and consequent disappointment of those dissatisfied, re.
mains a question. For instance, it was anticipated that the Order would provide homes for thl.l
poor, a place of rest and refuge for the indigent,
and support for the families of the elders in the
field. Have they done so? is disappointedly
asked by some who would desire to see this all
done, and by others who expected some share of
the benefit to be thus conferred. The answer,
No; is to these the condemnation of the scheme.
Let us enquirl'! a moment, exercising a little every
day common sense in the consideration of the
matter.
The Order advertised for a stock of fifty thou.
sand dollars, they raised a little over forty-four
thousand. The interest on this sum, put at interest
at ten per cent per annum, if it could have been
done, (and there are some who find fault with the
Order who hold it a sin to let money at any rate
of interest), would have given only an annuity
of four thousand four hundred dollars; this sum
would have sustained the families of not more
than eight elders, allowing less than six hundred dollars per year as the average of expense
for each family. This would, of course, have
precluded any relief to the poor of any class, and
would have defeated the establishment of are.
treat for the indigent of any sort. If the interest
had been used for the use of the extremely indigent, it would have provided homes for but very
few; and, unless a building had been built, fewer
still, for any reduction of the original sum of
$44.000, would have reduced the ammal receipts
for interest. Besides this, if any one of the objects had alone been served by the devotion of
the capital stock to it, each and every other one
would have had just as good reason to complain
as some now think exist because these spoken of
have not received this expenditure.
But, why do not these men start manufactories,
shops, and various branches of industry, by which
the poor Saints might be able to make a living
and not be dependent on the Gentiles? Yes, this
is one of the vital questions, why not? That is
what we all expected when we heard of its organjzation.
'J_'his question is easily answered, much more
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easily than is creditable to the good sense of
those asking it.
The Sandwich Manufacturing Company, doing
business in Sandwich, Illinois, has now a capital
stock of about $250.000, employs possibly one
hundred and fifty or two hundred men, and declares a dividend of eight per cent on capital
stock. The Marsh Harvester Factory, at Plano,
Illinois, has over a million of dollars employed
in its business, as we are inf(!)rmed, and employs
about three hundred men; but what the dividend
is we do not know, as the profits, if any, accrue
to a firm, and not to a company. Both of these
enterprises are manufacturing farm machinery
one of the most remunerative branches of indus.
try. The number of men who could be employed
upon a capital of $44.000, out of which buildings
would have to be erected, and machinery and
material bought, would not be more than twenty.
five to fifty at the best, and then the manufacture
would be limited, thus endangering success from
inability to compete with larger factories; be.
sides this Gentiles would have to buy, or the articles could not be sold. This of itself is a sufficient answer to the whole inquiry, but we suggest
another and an auxiliary one. The fact of acquiring an interest in the soil, a place that might
be inhabited by the Saints as a pastoral, agricultural people was the prominent idea, and all the
principal men engaged in the Order are practical
farmers and grazers; men who know from expe.
rience in what direction their talents give the
best success, and of course, following their in.
clinations and judgment they adopted the course
deemed wisest by them, others should do the
same.
We have always been ashamed that so small
an amount was raised as the inaugural effort
among a people so extremely anxious to do great
things. Barnum pays more than the half of that
amount for a single pair of horses-but then it is
the same principle seemingly, "dollars for the
devil, pennies for the Lord."
We must be pardoned for writing so much in
defence of the Order of Enoch, and offer as our
excuse that, although we have heard quite fre.
quently that the "Order of Enoch was not exactly
the thing;" no man has, as yet offered for our
consideration what he considered the 1'ight thing,
until this effort of Bro. Cooper's.
In conclusion, although we may write again,
we welcome every effort originating among the
Saints looking for the development of the ener.
gies and spiritual strength of the people; and
though we cannot give them material support
because we have not money, we shall be very
certain not to let those originating those schemes,
nor those looking on, see that poverty has soured
the milk of human kindness in our bosom, nor
jaundiced our eyesight till we stand with mouth
agape to cry, "That is not the way to do it,"
when we see some one trying to do something for
Zion's weal. We believe that God has command.
ed, and he knows that we have sense enough to
carry that command into eJi'ect if we will but ex.
ercise it.
THE Plano Branch has expended eighty dollars
for the improvement of the inside of the Meetinghouse here, in calcimining, fresco-papering and
painting.
On July 13th, Brn. Joseph Smith and Alexander
McCallum left Plano for Decatur county, Iowa,
and Del{alb county, ?!Iissouri, the former on both

personal and church business, the latter to see
the country, with an eye to future movements
They expect to return early in August.
The junior editor, assisted by Bro. F. G. Pitt,
has been preaching at Sugar Grove, Kane county,
ten miles from Plano, for several Sabbaths. It
was a new opening. Something of an interest has
been awakened, and the assurance by dreams is
that there is "wheat" there.
Bro. W. S. Montgomery; of Oshkosh, Wis.,
writes that those of the faith in that region grow
stronger and stronger therein. They meet together each Sabbath, and on Wednesday evening
for prayer.
Sister Luana H. Baldwin writes from Otter
Tail county, Minnesota, that, notwithstanding the
grasshopper invasion, they feel in good spirits
and.to trust in the Lord fortheirsupplies. Those
in :more favored localities will, we trust, know
how to feel for them in their sympathies.
Bro. D. C. White of Newton, Iowa, writes that
he intends to take the field, preaching more or
less, this summer and fall. He finds it to be a
sacrifice, but has experienced the good that follows.
Sister Mary S. Thrutchly, of Macon county,
~Iissouri, writes a letter about her religious experience from her childhood until her baptism
into Christ's Church by Bro. James Kemp, last
winter. She rejoices in the truth, and is cheered
hy the letters and good tidings that she reads in
the HERALD.
Bro. Ezra Merrill of Des Moines, Iowa, has
been interested in the dreams related in the HEuALD, and he relates one that he had, which instructed, cheered and comforted him. It is evidently for his encouragement to go forward, doing whatever may be for him to do in the salvation of men, aud without fear. ~Iay he have joy
in doing so.
Bro. C. M. Fulks of Weir, Kansas, writes that
he expects to labor more with Bro. D. S, Crawley
at a place twenty miles west of \Veir, where they
were well received as men, though their doctrine
was by many considered a heresy. Times are
better in Cherokee county, hoppers all gone, and
crops good.
Bro. J. A. Upton of Springerton, Illinois, writes
that seven Saints have removed from there to
Warm Fork, Oregon county, l\Iissouri, (which
is on the Arkansas line), and they write that they
think there is a good prospect for preaching and
baptizing. If any Elder can go, or any wish to
write them, address W. H. Jones as above. They
would like to have a branch raised up there, or to
be numbered with one elsewhere, but they are a
long distanee form either the St. Louis or Spring
River Districts, but if an Elder can go there from
them it would, doubtless, be a good thing.
Bro. Joseph Smith writes of being at Leon,
Iowa, and of speaking at Davis City, Sunday, the
15th, in connection with Bro. J. W. Gillen. He
was at Sedgwick the 16th.
Bro. Charles Derry writes from Grand Prairie,
Minn., of having opened a new place for preaching in Iowa. Is blessed in speaking, though opposed by other denominations, ignorantly. Crops
look excellent there.
Bro. Thos. W. Smith baptized four at Starfield,
1\'Iissouri, July 8th.
Sister Ann Lewis of Caseyville, Illinois, sends a
word of cheer about her love for the gospel, and
her desires for its prow.ulgation by the elders whq
'
preach the word,
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Since the capture the war feeling in England is
Bro. W. W. Blair wrote from Louisville, C. W., was able to walk and was baptized. His name
the 18th, and reports good progress about Canada is John Krug, and he would like some of the Ger- said to have increased greatly, and also by the
sudden passage of the Balkan Mountains by the
affairs.
·
man brethren to write him at Girard, Crawford Russians, all of which gives promise of a speedy
Bro. R. M. Elvin reports a pleasant session of county, Kansas, to instruct and encourage him. advance upon Adrianople and Constantinople, if
conference at Nebraska City, July 8th and 9th.
We understand that Br. J. W. Briggs arrived their armies are large enough to overcome the
One baptized July 1st, ant two the 14th.
in Fremont county, Iowa, from Salt Lake City, Turks, and they are certainly marching great bodies of men southward across Roumania.
Sister Rebecca Dayton, aged eighty years, ad- Utah, on July 2d.
Nearly all Europe is reported in a ferment of
mits visitors to tQ.e Kirtland Temple during the
We thank the following brethren for papers re- excitement., either by the present war, or by home
absence of Bro. McDowell. She also distributes ceived: J. W. Calkins and L. Merchant for copies difficulties, and the feeling in general is intense,
epitomes of the faith of the Church to those who of Chicago Inter Ocean, containing editorial an- and at a high pitch of excitement. In France afcome, thus doing what she can for the cause. swers to inquiries about Joseph Smith, and the fairs seem ripening for revolution and civil war.
At Constantinople the Softas demand that the
May she have joy, and a reward of souls for her origin of the Book of Mormon. We had seen it standard of the prophet be raised for a holy war.
before,
and
Brother
Joseph
replied
to
it
in
the
portion.
This would bring all Mahommedans to the front,
Brother Edward Delong of the Reese Branch, next issue of that paper. T. W. Smith for four both Turks and all others, as a war for their reliMichigan, says that they are doing as much as copies of Stewartsville Independent,· some one for gion and their fanaticism.
Since June 17th, according to Turkish advices,
possible, and they rejoice in the restored gospel Colorado Springs Gazette; George Hayward for the Russians in Asia have been defeated five times.
of Christ.
Kansas City Times; J. A. Robinson for Evening Their losses, on the 30th ult., aggregated 10,000,
Bro. Jacob Stanley, of Streator, Illinois, writes Gall, of Peoria, which contains a notice of the the wounded alone filling 800 wagons.
Three thousand Egyptian soldiers sailed from
that they are blessed with the peace and love of branch organization there, with.names of its offiAlexandria, July 16th, to the aid of the Turks in
the Holy Spirit in that branch, and that both the cers and many ofits mem hers; containing also a Bulgaria.
old and the middle aged and the youth stand as statement of the difference between our faith and
It is announced from Madrid, Spain, that 15,000
witnesses for Jesus, which is, we think, good that of the Brighamites. In answer to HERALDS soldiers will sail in August for Cuba. Very few
news from any branch, and we would like such sent out for exchange we have been favored with Cubans have taken advantage of the amnesty decree, for they have no confidence in it. The state
word from all of them. Bro. Lofty of Braidwood the Ogden Freeman and the San Bernardino of affairs on. the island is disheartening, and
has been among them again preaching the word. Times, also have the Lockport (Ills.) Plwonix. business is prostrate. The inmrgents wish peace,
The Worthington (Minn.) Journal contains a Bro. B. F. Boydston sends some Texas papers, if sufficient guarantee is giv~n by the Spanish
Government.
favorable notice of the meetings held by Bro. and Bro. Joseph Hammer a St. Joseph Herald.
The Emperor of Brazil, Dom Pedro, who is still
Charles Derry at Grand Prairie, that state. It
Contribution to Tract Fund received from a
in Europe, is offering large inducements to Gerspeaks of the baptisms and branch organization, sister, Iowa, $1.70.
man and Bulgarian farmers to emigrate to Brazil.
and of the respect which the Saints have from the
Will Bro. A. J. Cato please inform us of his
Ex-President·Grant dined with the King of Belgium, in Brussels, on Sunday, the 8th July, and
citizens in general ; also of the contrast between present address.
on the following day left for Cologne.
their teachings and those of Brigham Young and
Order no more Songs of Zion, we are out.
. A writer says that the earthquake and the great
his party.
sea wave which, early in May, swept across the
Bro. James Hunter writes from Braidwood,
Pacific, from Peru to the Sandwich Islands, shows
NEWS SUMMARY.
Will county, Illinois, that hundreds of coal
the vital energy, and heat., which seem such a
[Prepared expressly for the Herald.]
miners, who have for months been on a strike
Of the war in the East we find that on July 11th life-power, yet remaining within the frame of the
At the above Islands the wave .was so
there, because of reduction of wages, and lack of a state of anarchy and a reign of terror was re- earth.
heavy as to sweep away warehouses and dwellings.
ported
in
Constantinor.le,
the
d@sperate
and
lawpayment of $40,000 of their back wages by the less Bashi Bazouks and Circassian Tartars plunEight hundred Mennonites arrived in New
coal companies, are still standing firm against dering and spoiling portions of the city and the York, from Ressia, in one day. The consc1·iption
for the war hastens emigration.
what they consider oppression and wrong, al- citizens.
Bradlaugh, the well-known English Radical,
On the 10th the Russians advanced to 'l'irnova,
though they are brought very much in distress
and Mrs. Annie Besant, have been severally sen·
in
Bulgaria,
half
way
from
the
Danube
to
the
Balby reason of it. They have called for aid from kan Mountains. Turkish accounts charge the Rus- lenced to six months' imprisonment and a fine of
those who feel so disposed, and any funds sent to sians with as ruthless devastation as tha.t of their $1,000 for publishing a book "degradjng to public
Frank Lofty, Braidwood, Illinois, will be accept- own Bashi Bazouks. The latter and the Circas- morals."
The United States troops have followed the trail
sians are said to have done terrible deeds when
able.
Mrs. Annie Cooper, of Salado, Belle county, evacuating the provinces of Dobrudscha and Bul- of Mexican cattle-thieves acroEs the Rio Grande,
In Armenia the Russians are charged and, though not succeeding in cajlturing any of
Texas, would welcome a representative of the garia.
with pillaging eleven villages. Again the Turks the raide:rs, have retaken a good deal of stolen
gospel of Christ at that place. So writes Bro. R. are said to be committing shocking barbarities in stock, which was identified. From Washington it
R. Dana of California, where friends of the above Bosnia. Even if but half of what is charged to is announced that as often as these Mexican robboth sides be true, the inhabitants of those war- bers steal Texan stock they will be followed, no
lady reside.
matter where the trail leads.
1\frs. Ann Eliza Young has written a letter to cursed regions are in a most deplorable condition,
The danger of a collision between the American
and the prey of fiends.
the New York Herald, in which she declares that
The British fleet off Asia Minor, at Besika Bay, and Mexican troops on the Rio Grande, which at
she was forced into a hateful marriage with Brig- below the Dardenelles, is reported as composed of one time seemed threatening, has disappeared, at
least for the present. Gen. Ord and Gen. Travino,
ham Young. She also charges him with general 24 vessels, 150 guns, and 7,000 men.
Although the troops of Montenegro were de- the Mexican commander, after consulting together,
cruelty to his wives.
feated by superior numbers, yet they did some have arrived at a full understanding.
Brother J. W. Briggs states in his last that the brave fighting, and 11,000 Bashi Bazouks and sev- · A special train en route from the mines in
l\Ialad Valley Saints are in good faith, and that eral thousand regular Turkish troops wPre slain Chihuahua, Mexico, to San Antonio, Texas, was
sentiment of the people everwhere was that the by them, and finally the Turks had to withdraw recently attacked by thirty-five white and Mexican
Utah Chapel should be finished as speedily as from the prevince to go and as.sist in defending highwaymen fifty· two miles from the, latter place.
Turkey proper from the advancing Russians, leav- A desperate fight ensued, and the former were
possible.
ing the Montenegrins to !heir mounta.in fastnesses driven off with the loss of several killed and
We do not intend to make our News Summary to recruit.
wounded. Two of the train men were killed and
In some parts of Armenia the Russians are re- several wounded.
too full, and although it takes time that we cannot
The fear of hydrophobia caused the authorities
well afford, quite a portion of several !lays spent treating, pursued by the Turks, Bashi-Bazouks
and Circassians. The Russian general claimed to of New York City to shut up the dogs. Up to the
in research and in Cl'lndensing, yet it is valuable be protecting 3,000 Christians who were fleeing 7th, 2,000 were taken, and 1,500 put to death.
to many for present reading, and will be more es- from the Turks and. their fellows.
A bad state of affairs exists at Martinsburg, W.
Although the Russians crossed the Danube at Va, where the striking firemen and brakesmen of
pecially so for future reference. Bro. Blair writes
that he has heard it said that for news of the Sistova and other places, yet Rustchuk and Nik- the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad have gathered
opolis on the river were still occupied by the Turks to bring the company to terms. They have deworld's doings it was worth half a dozen news until Sunday, the 15th, when the Russians captur- tained seventy freight trains, or 1,200 cars, and
papers, and for these reasons we wish to continue ed the latter, and 6,000 Turks, 40 cannon and 2 when the militia turned out on the 1ith to start
monitors. Under cover of the artillery .bombard- the trains, there was some shooting, and one man
it, even if it is an added task to write it.
Bro. C. lU. Fulks writes later of going in com- ment the Russians advanced quickly, and though was killed and several injured. A thou~and strithey were mowed down by the Turkish fire, yet kers now hold the situation.
pany with Brethr;en D. S. Crawley and J. T. Da. the troops pressed on and captured the town. H
Inundations in the province of Murcia, i~ Spain,
vies to the place referred to before, where they was a bloody battle, but the positiqn i~ l}:l i!llport- have seriously damaged th12 raHv;:ays. ~~~.J?ty,

- ..

administered to a sick man; and the next day he a.nt one for tho

Russie.n~,

·

.

two persons were drowned.,
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A fire broke out in a coal mine at Dunmore, Pa.,
July 16th, and raged with fury at last accounts.
A tornado in Columbia county, N.Y., the 16th,
swept a way trees, fences, barns and crops.
A wonderful volcanic eruption of ashes took
place in Eucador, South America, commencing
June 26th, followed by tremendous floods, causing
great destruction to life and property in the lovely
and fertile valleys of Chilo, Tumbaco, and Hacienda. The eruption is supposed to have been
from Cotopoxi, and did its share in destroying, be·
fore the flood. The ashes are said to have been
carried 200 leagues (600 miles) along the coast.
The desolation was complete in those valleys.
The canker worm is doing a great deal of damage to apple trees, in many places in Michigan
and Illinois.
On July 11th, at the Brookfield coal bank, Pennsylvania, thirt,y-six men were overcome by the gas
from the furnace of an engine which was in the
mine hauling out cars of coal. It was done by a
heedless change from soft coal to hard coal, which
suffocated the men. Eight died and the rest recovered gradually.
As an instance of the number of suicides, we
find in a daily paper, for July 16th, accounts of
eight cases occurring the 14th and 15th.
In the same paper are reports of thirteen drowned and eight killed by other accidents.
In another paper we find accounts of eleven others drowned, at an earlier date.
An engine ran into a wagon at Wendell, Mass.,
and five persons were killed.
A lady, at Decatur, Illinois, was stung in the
mouth by a bee, and she died in eight minutes.
The principal portion of Elk City, Pa , was destroyed by fire, July 15th.
On the 14th, there was a $20,000 fire at Salis ..
bury, Vermont.
On the lith, three persons were killed by lightning at Bergen, N.J., and the same day three
men were smothered in a well at Drayton, Ontario.
Several boys of about fifteen years of age placed
obstructions on a railroad bridge in Long Island,
for the purpose, as they confess, of throwing off
the train, and then plundering the passengers.
July 12th, the anniversary of the battle of the
Boyne, known as Orangemen's day, the society
gave up their usual procession in Montreal, Canada, to avoid any chance for collision with the Catholics, and limited themselves to their services in
church. But the others were bent on making
trouble, and filled the streets wilh a mob. They
made their first attack upon a woman, merely for
wearing an orange lily, and the result was the
death of one of the party named Hackett. There
was much firing, but no other deaths. After that
there were fights and disturbances all over the
town, wherever any of the Orange:nen were seen.
There was at once great excitement, and 1,000
volunteers were called out. The Orangemen met
and passed resolutions to hereafter celebrate as
usual, and to go prepared to defend themselves.
They also prepared for the worst ihe day Hackett
was. buried, the 16th, but no serious disturbance
took place. It is said that 30,000 people viewed
the remains during the days before the funeral,
and there was that day a procession of 5,000, with
900 soldiers, besides enormous crowds filling the
streets.
Two steamships came in coliision, recently, below Montreal, Canada, and both sunk. The former
was bound inward with iron, and the latter outward· bound, with corn. Both are large ocean
steamers and will be a total loss. The crews were
saved.
A fire in the business center of the village of
Chester, in Orange county, N. Y., destroyed property of the value of $00,000; partially insured.
Crump's label manufactory, at Montclair, N. J.
employing 200 persons, burned recently. Loss,
$200,000.
The losses by a furious hail storm in Jefferson
county, New York, July lOth, are estimated at
$100,000. Some of the hail measured three inches
through ahd weighed half a pound each. Horses,
cattle, hogs, chickens, etc., were killed, and crops,
orchards and gardens destroyed. For five miles
around the ruin wae terrible indeed,-a desolation
jn town and country.
Four thousand seven hundred 11nd :forty nine

mercantile failures in the United States for the
first half of 1876.
Burglars robbed the Reesville (N. Y.) National
bank of $75,000 recently.
There has been a bit of war and bloodshed in
Carter county, Kentucky. A band of outlaws and
horse-thieves nave been overawing the people for
a long lime, till recently tho people concluded to
rise to their rights. So they got warrants and
laid seige to the cabin of the outlaws for seventeen
days, killing one and wounding two. The military
are now in arms and think to get hold of the whole
band, which is supposed to number 150 men.
A $200,000 fire in Del Norte, Colorado. Daily
there are fires of more or less magnitude in various
parts of the States and the Canadas, so many that
we can not report them.
The Indian war in Idaho has been deadly. The
Nez Perces gained the victory, June 17'th, as previously reported, and Gen. Howard went after
them. Meanwhile the President, owing to the belief that there might b'e a wide spread Indian war,
ordered the tro,o.ps in the Southern and Eastern
States to the scene of conflict in Idaho, and to the
Mexican border, where also the reds are troublesome. At Clear Creek, Idaho, July 2d, Col. Whipple's troops defeated a band ofindians and captured
and burned their camp, and took horses and cattle.
About the san!e time in another fight Lieut-enant
Raines and twelve men, who were sent to reconnoitre, were all killed. The settlers abandoned
much of that country. On the 3d and 4th, the
troops under Whipple and Perry, entrenched and
defended themselves. Captain Randall in attempting to join them was killed, and some of his men.
The Yokima Indians have plundered the country
on the Walla Walla road, and other parts. On the
lOth, Chief Joseph and his band killed 31 Chinamen on the Clearwater. On the 11th, Gen. Howard and the main body of troops had a long battle
with the main force of Indians, and with artillery
and cavalry defeated them. White loss 13 killed
and 24 wounded. Howard is confident of entire
success soon, when the coming troops reinforce
him. Many other tribes are eng aged besides the
Nez Perces. And much is said in defence of this
tribe. For seventy years they have not taken up
arms, and the present conflict it is acknowledged
was brought on by the encroachments of the whites
and the slowness of the government in keeping its
contracts.
Again reports from the famine district of India
are worse. Very little rain falls and only over
portions ,of those densely populated regions. There
is also great mortality by disease, the situation
is critical, and the prospect for the future of millions of people is bad enough.
The organized out.laws of Pennsylvania have
been committing the most atrocious deeds in Lancaster and other counties, murdering, robbing,
outraging and spoiling without remorse. Two
hundred and fifty thousand dollars worth of propvrty was stolen by them within a month.
Public failh in Life. Insurance companies has
been greatly shaken by the disclosures made concerning their inner workings, even those considered the most stable.
Three more Saint I,ouis banks have closed up
lat,ely. In one ofthese the depositors had $600,000.
The expedition which is to carry out Howgate's
polar colony has ~been quietly in preparation at
New London, Conn., for some time, and will sail
from that port under command of Captain Tyson,
who accompanied Hall on his fatal Polaris expedition.
Later.-On the 18th the President issued a proclamation commanding the strikets at Martinsburg, W.Va., and at other places, where they had
collected by hundred in mobocratic force, to disperse. And also three companies of troops were
ordered out to quell the disturbance caused by
them. The detained trains extended for miles,
though no passenger trains were hindered. On
the 19th the strike extended to Pittsburgh, and
nearly the whole freight business throughout the
State became blockaded. At Newark, Ohio, there
was also a general detention of freight trains, and
the striking railroad men .threatened bloodshed if
the trains were moved, and the citizens seemed to
be favoring the strikers. The railroad companies
called on the Governor of Ohio for armed assistance.

The reduction of wages, and also the doubling of
trains, thus throwing half the usual force out of
employment, was the cause of this general feeling
of rebellion, which may extend ever the whole
Union. On the 20th, the Sixth Regiment United
States troops, while marching from its armory in
Baltimore, Md., to the depot, received a shower of
stones from parties in the crowd of 4,000 or 5,000
people on the Streets. The soldiers without orders
fired into the crowd, killing and wounding numbers, innocent ones, as well as mobocrats. The
Fifth Regiment was also assailed in the same
way. Bullets and stones were used by the rioters,
and some soldiers were killed and some wounded.
At Martinsburg the presence of troops the 19th
and 20th cooled off the strikers, and the trains
were got in motion. At Cumberland and Camden,
the strikers held the trains, and the Fifth and
Sixth Regiments were going when attacked in
Baltimore. The Governor has issued a proclamation ordering dispersion. At Pittsburgh, 2,000
strikers were said to be gathered, ou the 20th, and
at East Liberty 3,000. The Governor of Pennsylvania called out the Eighteenth Regiment, though
many of the military are in sympathy with the laborers. Many ef the citizens are also in sympathy
with them. The reading of the Governor's proclamation at Pittsburg had no effect on the strikers,
and the military are too few compared to the mob
that attempting to use force seems in vain. Fifteen hundred loaded cars are detained near Pittsburg. There is no lawlessness or destruction of
property, only a determined demand for what they
deem their rights.
However the railroad companies are said to be
in a critical financial situation. Railroad stock
has rapidly depreciated recent,Jy, from the fictitious value heretofore placed upon it, and a reduction in wages they deem to be imperative, notwithstanding of course it is the poor man who suffers
the loss. But the stockholders of eastern roads
find a depreciation of twenty-five per cent. to
seventy per cent. on those roads in the value of
their stock. During the past six months it is said
that foreclosures have been made and sales ordered of fifteen different roads with stock $46,000,000
and debts $85,000,000; while during that time
thirty-two other roads have been sold whose stock
was $49,000,000 and their debts $78,000,000.
Later from the Indian troubles in Idaho shows
that a company of troops were ambushed July 13th,
by the Indians, and compelled to retreat. But
some of the reds are coming in and surrendering
themselves.
The white desperadoes on the plains are as bad
as the Indians. Near Deadwood, Dakota, July
17th, a freighter's camp was attacked by them,
and they ran off about seventy horses and mules.
Also the stage was stopped and the passengers
robbed by another party the same night.
The Russian force south of the Balkans is being
rapidly reinforced, and is being pushed forward
toward Adrianople, the objective point toward
Constantinople. Great consternation prevails at
the sudden advance. One thousand Turkish soldiers and citizens were killed by the bombardment
of Rustchuck and they lost 3000 at the taking of
Nikopolis by the Russians.
The investigations of the coroners' juries as to
the suffocation in the mine at Brookfield, Ohio,
and the boiler explosion at Allentown, Pa., show
that criminal carelessness on the part of the managers was· the cause of both accidents.
Reports from the South state that the cotton
worms have appeared in numbers of places, destroying the crops.
Very heavy hailstones fell at Stroud, Ontario,
July 18th, destroying windows, fruit-trees and
grain.
July 23d.-The Chicago Tribune to-day contains
twenty· one columns of news about the railroad
troubles. Yesterday (Sunday) was a terrible day
in Pitt,sburg, Pa.. Between 1:30 p.m. and 11 p.m.,
over 2,000 cars were burned by the strikers, and
most of them were filled with all sorts of merchandise, much of which. was carried away, and a
scene of the wildest terror and destruction ensued
for miles along the railway lines in that city.
Thousands of people besides the mob were witnesses but all were powerless to prevent, although
the firemen were permitted to save private prop·
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ert.y, so far as it could be done, but all railroad
property was destroyed, including a hundred en·
gines, thousands of cars, magnificent de.pots, grain
elevators, rail way offices, depot hotels, round
houses, shops, freight offices, engine houses, etc.
In the melee numbers were killed and wounded
by the trampling thousands, and the soldiers who
tried to stop the riot were driven off with the loss
of twenty killed and others wounded. At other
places in the state there was much trouble. At
Newark, Ohio, the strikers still hold the situation,
for the one thousand soldiers now there are pow·
erless against the odds. The citizens along the
road are said to be in full sympathy with the
strikers, as being one for bread and life. The
soldiers also feel the same. The strike on the
Lake Shore road has .commenced at Buffalo and
Cleveland. The troops are eit.her overpowered or
are too few to accomplish anything any where.
Chicago and western roads expect a strike. The
I>resid11nt has ordered Gen. Sherman to return
from the West. and Gen. Schofield to come from
West Point.. Soldiers have also left Boston for
Philadelphia. i\Iany thousands of cars of cattle,
provisions, and general merchandise are block·
nded, and millions of dollars in property has been
destroyed.
News comes of a Russian defeat near Adrianople. Also that England is taking an important
step towards war in, having ordered five full regi·
ments, and portions of several others, to embark
for foreign service.

~----------GnAYSVILU!J, Monroe Co., Ohio,
May 25th, 1877.
Dear Herald:-I desire to express the feelings
of encouragement which I receive from my broth.
ers and sisters through the columns of our noble
paper. Many times we are prompted to write on
certain points, and know not for what purpose;
but by obeying the promptings of the Spirit, goed
will result. The Spirit is not given to us a few
moments, to glow in our hearts, and light up the
mind, and open the understanding, for naught.
If we bring into action all the faculties of our
minds at those times, with the Spirit to guide,
then the product will be to the edifying and
building up of God's people; for the Lord hath
said that not one word given by the Spirit shall
return to him void.
Much benefit have I derived from the produc.
tions of those led by the Spirit in their writings.
One in particular, sister Nancy A. Jeffries in Her.
ctld January 1st, on the Word of Wisdom. I
have tried to profit by the same; and I can testi.
fy that I have received blessings ber.ause of her
obeying the promptings of the Spirit on that
evening, and this morning, while reading over
the letter in Herald May 15th, my attention was
arrested by the plain and encouraging letter writ.
ten by Brother Joseph Lakeman.
I feel that I am to.day wiser and stronger by
having passed through the purifying process. 'I
do not speak of these things boastingly, but to
encourage my brethren, who may now be passing
through trials which they fail to understand, but
which are necessary to their spiritual growth.
The Spirit has taught me many things that I
failed to understand heretofore. My heart was
made to rejoice for the good instruction through
his servants, whom he has authorized to go and
teach all nations. !'lay his Spirit in power be
with all those duly authorized servants, that they
may give to all their ·portion in due season, so
that the glorious work may move on faster, and
the Saints come to a more perfect knowledge in
keeping the law.
I feel glad to see the work prospering, and the
great sacrifice that some are making for the truth.
The tears fell from my eyes while reading the
sacrifice of brother and sister Cato. 1\fay the
blessings of God attend them, that in the trial of
their faith, the grace of God may be found suffi.
cieht for all things.
Many are willing to help bear the burden, and
to go forward and do all that the good Father re.
quires at their hands, that they may inherit ever.
lasting life; while others do not see the necessity
pf so doing. It calls forth valiantness in ns to

brave the torrents of every storm. :M:en will not
adhere to the plain and simple law; yet the law,
with all its authorities, ordinances, gifts, blessings, qualifications, and purity, remains the same,
though all 1nen turn away. I feel thankful for
~this assurance.
I have been in the work nearJy,4.>~ree years, and,
as I advance, I find more beauty, light and
kn(')wledge springing up, notwithstanding the
darkness and severe trials I pass through. I feel
to bear them in patience, that patience may have
her perfect work. About eighteen months ago
my husband and myself were led to West Wheel.
ing, Ohio. Some otll.'ers, older in the cause, were
also led there, and, with the few that were there,
we formed a branch. Among us was our dear
sister Malvina Davis, experienced in the work
for fourteen years, and others striving with might
and strength, and all under the tuition of our no.
ble district president, James Brown, of :M:ononga.
hela, Pennsylvania. With these helps we learned
to live close, and to believe the Lord would do as
he promise~. I am thankful that our lot is cast
with them. :M:y heart clings to them all, and I
feel to go forward with them, that their God may
be my God, that I may be blest when they are,
and sutler when they suffer. As they are God's
people, so I want to be in their midst.
On the 8th we started for this place, the place
of my spiritual birth. We were the first baptized
in this county. Since then it is cheering to see
how the work has prospered. We find the Saints
living their profession; the brethren doing what
they can for the work, and the sisters proving
themselves helpers indeed. We have had a very
pleasant visit, and have tried to do the will of our
Father.
Later.-Since writing the above we have visited
the Sugar Creek Brauch, in Pleasants county,
Virginia; and we find them young but valiant in
the cause. We returned home and found the
Saints affiieted, yet trusting in the arm of their
God, and glad to see us as we were to see them.
1\fay the blessing of our Father in heaven be with
all his covenant children, is the prayer of your
unworthy sister,
Er,LA R. DEvORE.
SAN FnANorsco, July 2d, 1877.
Brother Joseph:-! returned home on the 28th
of June, I left home on the 5th of :M:ay, by the
way of Petaluma, Nappa, Lake county; found
the Saints enjoying themselves in the gospel,
though some were sick, but enjoyed gift of heal.
ing. Thence to Davisville, found the Saints well
there; thence to Sacramento and Stockton, visit.
ing many small towns on my way; preaching as
opportunities presented themselves. Found quite
a number sick on my travels, but thanks be to
?od, ~hey received the blessing of health most,
mvanably. I tound many good Saints in and
around Stockton. On my return to the city of
"Frisco," I found the branch in a bad state of
affairs; no president and no meetings. They
gave up the hall. I was over to Oakland, yester.
day to meeting; had a good time hearing brother
Brown deliver a fine discourse on baptism. I
find many calls for preaching. With much love
I subscribe myself your brother in hope,
'
WM PoT'l'ER.
KEWANEE, Ill.,.
July 5th, 1877.
Editors Hera.ld:-Over three months, since I
left the parental threshhold for the Annual C0nference, and on my way I called on the St. Louis,
Bellville, and Gravois brotherhood, and met some
warm-hearted, generous, and social Britons, those
who were alive in the work, and industrious and
punctual in their temporal concerns.
With Elder Hicklin, of Belleville, we boarded
the War Eagle for Quincy. She .is one of the
pleasant packets that travels the Mississippi-the
great commercial artery of the west. J\Iusic,
tropical luxuries, intemperance, and profanity,
are all found on board.
Since the April Conference I have been con.
stantly engaged in the work, apd have felt blessed, and have rejoiced in God's infinite mercy and
love. In Woodford county brother J\I. V. B.
Smith's two daughters came into the fold. They
have had excellent instruction and examnles at
home. Brother Matb.©r s:poktJ ~ few times' in tne

[August 1.

above named county, and had laid the ground
work. We have some· warm friends there, while
others are not. I also led six through the waters
of regeneration, near Victoria, Knox county.
They are the fruits of the labors, prayers, exam.
ple, and untiring zeal of sister Cook. I have labored in several counties, and have been associa.
ted with Elders Smith, Robinson, Hopkins, and
John Terry, who is now in Western Missouri.
I tried to obtain a church in Aledo to preach
in, but, after several days of toil and anxiety, and
when they could shift responsibility no farther,
these sacred cliques closed their synagogues and
hearts. However, we at last obtained an old,
dusty, dingy court.house, and spoke five times to
a small crowd. The Millersburg Saints came out
there, on Sunday, June 23rd, with their warm
hearts and full baskets, and tarried till after night
&ervice. We spared no pains advertising, but the
crowd went to hear a female lecturer. The next
day the place, for the first time in its existence,
was visited with a severe wind, rain, and hail
storm. The U. P. Church, the most imposing and
gaudy structure of the place, lost its steeple that
was reared to giddy heights. It was broken off
at the roof, and fell across the building, wrecking
it to the amount of thousands. The Saints in the
main throughout this district are at peace, and
too many of the Elders are at rest and peace to.
(See Isaiah 62: 1). The Saints are intelligent and
industrious, but we have more to fear from the
deceitfulness of riches, and from pride, than some
are aware of. The poor, and the widow's mite,
relieve my wants in no small ratio in this Church.
Lord, give us more poor, so that thy servants may
go forth in life's great harvest field. With feel.
ings of deep pity for the erring ones of Adam's
fallen race; with devotional reverence to the Au.
thor of our being, and with prayers and words of
courage for Israel's scattered, persecuted, and
bleeding children, I close. In bonds of joy,
peace, union, and love,
:M:. T. SHORT.
PHILADELPHIA, July 7th, 1877.
Brother Henry:_.:Brethren William Small,John
Stone, and myself, held a meeting in. Allentown,
New Jersey, on Wednesday, July 4th, it being
the anniversary of the first meeting held in that
section by the Reorganized Church, which was
July 4th, 1875. On this occasion we were great.
ly blessed by the Spirit burning upon the altar
of every heart, and causing tears of joy to flow
from the eyes of all present. The gifts of the
Spirit were made manifest through Brethren
Small and 8tone in great power. Brother Small
arose under the influence of the Spirit, and in
tongues and in interpretation portrayed the deaL
ings of God with his people in the last days, besides say~ng many other things; among them
that the tlme was near at hand when we would
no longer see through a glass darkly, but should
behold with the natural eye, things that were
soon to·come to pass upon the earth. After hear.
ing testimonies from the brethren and sisters,
Brother Stone gave a prophecy in tongues on
two of our sisters, Sarah A. and !'Iary E. McGuire,
after which he gave the interpretation, which
caused every bosom to swell with emotion.
After spending a very pleasant day and even.
ing, we had prayer and retired to bed, and Broth.
er Stone hacl a dream, which I will relate as he
told it in the morning. He said, "I saw myself
caught up in the Spirit, and I looked down upon
the inhabitants of the earth, and I saw as it were
millions of people in a state of great commotion,
running to and fro in all directions upon the face
of the earth; and I thought in mv dream that this
occurred just on the eve of the advent of the Son
of God." This dream corresponded with the
prophecy given by Brother Small.
Brother, that was a day that will never be forgotten by any one that was present. I wish that
thousands of the Saints could have been there to
enjoy it.
May the God of heaven continue to bless us
with his holy Spirit, that we may always feel as
we did on that occasion, is my prayer in the
name of Jesus. Amen. Yours in the gospel,
J osErrr A. S'l!EWAH'l'.
[Brothe,· .;fohn Stone also writes an r,~;>cotmt of
~E~s~e.~\~ 1 and of th.tl ~J?iritua1 enj;o:yw,eJ?,!t )~.ad.]
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LONDON, Ontario,
July 9th, 1877.
Brothm· Josep!i:-AlthoUgh I am about fourteen
months a Latter Day Saint, I never wrote a letter
to the Herald before; but still I delight to read
its pages. It is a welcome messenger, and the
best newspaper,.ever put in my hands. I feel to
rejoice in this great latter day work, and to thank
God that I live in this day. Many times after I
came to years of understanding, I would ask myself, What is this thing called religion, that is so
much preached and talked about. And again, I
could not see that a man had his complete free
agency, because from his infancy he was trained
up to believe as his fathers believed, and, when
he grows up to years of knowledge, scarcely one
in a thousand ever looks to see if they were taught
aright. And I often wonder how it was that I
managed to escape; but the Spirit of God strove
with me, and it led me to search the Scriptures.
When I heard Gpd's servants preaching the gospel of the kingdom, I did not feel satisfied until
God made known to me that this was the way.
It was hard to break loose from the world, but I
said it must go. I was baptized, and two days
after the laying on of hands I received the Spirit;
and I can bear my testimony to the world to-day
that this is the work of God. My friends and old
associates, who laughed at the idea of my joining
Latter Da{ Saints, cannot deny but there is a
change.
have lost a few friends, but, thanks be
to God, I have made many good friends, those I
can call brothers and sisters, and now I say to
my dear brothers and sisters, those who have received the Spirit of the work, and have borne
testimony to its truth, let us not debar ourselves
from the- kingdom of God; for if we fall away
our testimonies will stand against us in the judgment day. Let us all prove faithful. Your
brother,
R. MAY.
CAMERON, J'l1:o., July 7th, 1877.
Brother Jo8eph :-Cameron is a little town in
the_ north-east corner of Clinton county, on the
Hannibal and St. Joseph Railroad, crossing here
the Chicago and Rock Island Railroad. It is
fifty-four miles from Kansas City, Missouri, and
thirty-five miles from St. Joseph. We have a
branch here of six members, and fair prospects
for more. There is also a branch called the Starfield branch, twelve miles away. The DelCalb
branch is about sixteen miies away. The Delano
branch is five miles away, and the Far West
branch is about twelve miles away.
I will not try to describe the country, but will
say, I think we have a good country. There is
plenty of land for sale at reasonable prices. There
is a good opening for the Saints to gather into
this part, agreeably to the minds of the people;
therefore any Saints desiring to settle in the "regions round about," we ask to give us a call as
they pass through; if they cannot be suited in
one branch, perhaps they can in another. It is a
good grass, stock and grain country.
Your brother in Christ,
RoBERT F. HILL.
ST. CHARLES, 1\l!ich.,
June 26th 1877.
Brethren Joseph antl Hen1'y :-"-We are getting
along as well as can be expected. We hold our
meetings, and the power of God is manifest
among us a great many times. I have been
preaching the gospel here for over two years,
without having,authority to baptize; but, thanks
be to our heavenly Father, thirty-four have been
baptized here, some by Bro. Briggs, some by Bro.
Oehring, and some byBro. Davis. I am preaching every Sunday, and am thankful for the light
that God has given me.
I have had a night vision, and I know that it
was from God. In my prayer that night I asked
him to give me a vision, that I might be edified.
I went to bed, and when the clock was striking
twelve I woke up and had my vision. I seemed
to be at a place where there were many people.
I went into a house and my wife, who was there,
said to me that there was a lion there, but I sait;l
that I was not afraid of him. There were many
people, and the beds were all over the floor. In
the morning I got up and went a little way from
the house, when I heard some one speak my
name. I looked around and I saw a woman

stand by the corner of the house, and she said
to me, 'rhere are some true Saints here, but only
a few. She said to me that likely the lion would
be on my track, but I did not fear him, and I
went on my way, and while doing so, I woke up.
Pray for me that I may live faithful and fearless.
Your brother,
OscAR BEEBE.
CHEROKEE, Kansas,
July 10th, 1877.
Brother Henry :-To-day I have returned from
preaching near Baxter Springs, on the line of the
Indian Territory, and also to-day six hundred Indians arrived from the Black Hills country. :M:any have been brought in before, and are being
located near the line. I went there to preach a
funeral, at the request of Brother and Sister
Dockery, who live there. The weather is extremely hot, yet we had a fair attendance. I have
a great desire to go among the Lamanites, but
there is such a call for preaching nearer home
that I generally have appointments. a month
ahead. Next Sunday I go ten miles west, where
I have been twice before. Brother John T. Davies
has promised to go with me. It is in a settlement of the Disciple brethren. Quite an interest
is manifested, but the pastor in charge forbade
his members hearing me. As a result the house
was crowded the next time I went. I am preaching every Sunday. I want to take a trip soon into Jackson eounty, Missouri, to look for a location. I read a letter from Brother Cato to-day;
he expects to be here in a few weeks. Love to all
in the office. Yours truly,
D. S. CRAWLEY.
P. S. In an old edition of Hymn Book, was a
hymn beginning:
~'The time long appointed "is now drawing near,
Jehovah's Anointed will shortly appear."

I only remember a few verses, but it is interesting
to the Adventists among whom I preach, and it
some brother or sister will send a copy of that
hymn, I will be very thankful.
D. S. C.
MIDDLETOWN, Conn.,
July 10th 1877.
Editors Herald:- It is nearly two years since I
first heard the gospel of Jesus Christ, as restored
to the inhabitants of the earth by the ministration
of an angel, in fulfillment of the prophecy recorded in Rev. 14: 6; and it will be two years the
first of August next, since I was baptized for the
remiss}on of sins, by one having authority from
Him who is the head over all things to the
Church.
In 1844 I received a license to preach a gospel
in one of the churches of men, and in 1848 I was
ordained under the hands of a bishop who used
this solemn form: "Take thou authority to ex..
ecute the office a deacon in the church of God, in
the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Ghost." By a like solemn form, and by the
hands of another bishop and elders, was I ordained to the office of an elder in 1850. No one but
those who have received the "gift of Christ" can
appreciate• my surprise when, in July, 1875, I first
learned that I had received authority from man
only. Nay, that. I had not even been baptized
into Christ, that I had never heard nor believed
his gospel, and, conseq_uently, had never been
baptized for 'the remissiOn of sins.' Truly, ever
since God spoke to me through his ministers, and
I was obedient to the command, "Repent and be
baptized for 'the remission of sins,' and I received
fulfillment of the promise, "Ye shall receive the
gift of the Holy Ghost, I have been enabled to
appreciate the astonishment of Saul of Tarsus,
who, when on his way to Damascus, and for the
first time, learned that he was fighting against
God. For farty years I supposed that I was serving God in the gospel, but now I learned that it
was "another gospel," and that for those forty
years I had been worshiping the God of the patriarchs and prophets ignorantly.
But, by nearly two years' experience, I have
been testing the contrast between the rock founc
dation and the old one of sand. For the first
geven months_ after I obeyed the heavenly vision
I was permitted to enjoy the communion of
Saints every week; after th~t for more than fifteen
months I was almost entirely cut off from such
fellowship, except by letter. During that time
did I meet with but one who was in the faith,

but almost daily I bore testimony, publicly and
privately (mostly the latter), to small, and great,
that this is the "true God and eternal life." But
this land of "steady habits" abounds in popular
churches; and the people are wonderously satisfied to have it so. Often do I find those, whom
I doubt not are convinced of the truth, yea, they
confess as much, but will not publicly so confess.
Others, being convinced against their will, inquire, "Can it be that all our great men are thus
mistaken?" Thus with all our desire under God
to bless men, we have to conter<d against apathy,
prejudice, and against the strong and long established systems of men.
On the 17th ult., I preached in my native place,
Eastford, Conn. Notice having been given out
in the Congregational and M. E. Churches, I had
quite a good audience, at five p.m., at the camp
ground, half mile from the village. At the commencement of my remarks I gave the privilege
for any one at any time during my discourse to
ask any fair and honest question. At the close of
the meeting, theM. E. preacher, who was present
and took notes, inquired by what authority I presumed to preach this gospel, which authority I
claimed none have except those who were called
of God as was Aaron? I replied that I had none
whatever, except that given in accordance with
that divinely established order.
In a tour of visitation among friends, and via.
Webster and Worcester, Mass., I came to Providence, R. I., and tor the first time enjoyed the fe].
lowship of the Saints in that city. The truth is
gaining progress there; some sixteen or more
having been added to the number of the obedient
during the past year. If the Saints there are
faithful, and careful to maintain brotherly love,
the Lord will continue to work with them, confirming the word with signs following. During
the eight days that I was with them, I attended
three prayer and testimony meetings, and on the
1st inst., I preached morning and evening with
good liberty. Attended Bible class and sacramental services, blessed one child, and, during
the time I was with them, administered to six
sick persons. With much regret I left my dear
brethren and sisters on the 5th inst., sooner than
I expected, being called home by sickness in my
own family. At the sacramental service, a woman,
a member of the Baptist Church, who had recently been miraculously raised up from a sick bed
by the power of God, through the ministration of
the Elders bore her testimony, and earnestly requested to be baptized in the name of the Lord
Jesus for the remission of her sins. The time set
for this ordinance was the evening of the day I
left; and I was contemplating the enjoyment of
this sea~on, when I received news from home
which precipitated my departure.
In closing, permit me to bear testimony, that
although I do realize that God scourgeth every
son whom he receiveth, yet never have I been
stronger in the faith once delivered to the Saints
than now; and, while the word of the Master
still is, "Whosoever there be of you that forsaketh
not all that he hath, cannot be my disciple," yet
I am fully purposed to be his disciple on the
terms he prescribes. To flesh and blood it is
hard that the servant should be as his Lord, especially as concerning reproach, yet by the grace
promised, and by submitting myself to God in all
righteousness, my confidence is, that he who has
commenced this work in me will perform it until
the day of Jesus Chri~t. May God grant that
all who have named the name of Christ may be
careful to depart from iniquity. Night and day
praying unceasingly for that result, and thus for
the speedy coming of our I,ord, I am your brother
in bonds,
GEo. J3uRNHAllr.
BoONE, Iowa, June 29, 1877.
Brother HeM·y:-I was a member of theM. E.
Church for sixteen years, and I can say that
when I look back I feel it was the Lord's hand
that led me on, although I did not know it then.
I never felt that I was saved, and I always craved
to know the truth, to know whether I was right
or not, for I had no proof that I was in the right
path. I wished to know that I was accepted of
God, and I would be satisfied. I was l!icldy from
a child, but all the pain I suffered I cared not for
as mueh as I did to know if I was saved, if I had
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the truth. I was willing to suffer anything, to do gency, n0t one with God, but with man, guardanything, to be anything, if I could be satisfied ing against receiving it from the hand of the enthat I was the Lord's. I used to think, 0 that I emy. And that has been many years since, so I
have to die and don't know if I will be saved or am made to wonder at the negligence of the
brethren that fruit from the vine has not been
not.
At last the doctor told my husband he could grown, and wine made in obedience to the comcure me if I would go to California, and we start- mand of our Lord. I h:we had many serious
ed am! got as far as Boone, Iowa. I was here thoughts on this subject, and I cannot take water
one year and seven months, and then we rented in place of wine with a good conscience.
some rooms of Mr. Thomas Standeven, and there
H. s. CATLIN.
I found the truth. I praise the Lord for providing
me such a teacher as the Qld sister that I found
here. The moment she spoke to me on the first
AuDUBON, Minnesota,
June 29th, 1877.
principles of the gospel I saw where I was wrong.
I could see from that moment that I had to come
Bro. Stebbins :-I wish to write a few of the
in through the door. I had only been climbing many testimoni~s that I have received in this
over the wall, and I saw that I had to go back to glonous work ~f the latter days.
.
.
the starting point. It was good to find that I I I was born. m Delaware coupty Indrana m
could go in through the door. I was baptized 1838, and, wrth my gran~ fatner and grand
May 13th, and it was a glorious day to me, to m~ther, moved to Nauvoo .m 181±5, (my pm:ents
thillk I was saved, accepted of God. If I want bemg dead),.and to Iowa m 1~46. I. rem~med
to know whether anything is right or wrong, I there some m~eteen years, durmg whrch trm~ I
can ask and he tells me and I want to be a became obedrent to the gospel of Jesus Chnst.
whole Christian. I want tb serve him not in one And I was in the church that was built up by
thing, but in everything. I want t~ be found Alpheus Cu~ler until 1.87~, ':hen with my !"ife
ready and waiting for his coming. I always and three chrldren I umtea !"lth the Reorgamzed
have been glad that all things were open to him Church, under Joseph Smrth, son of the marand that if we did any thing wrong he knew it. tyred prophet. Whrle I was ~ member of the
I did not want anything hid from him for I knew church under A. Cutler I recerved many blesshe was a just God.
'
ings from the Lord in dreams and visions, and in
I want to tell a little incident of my life: I manifestations of. the Spirit of God. I was ~lso
was sitting by the stove when I was about six- healed by the l~ymg on of the hands of the Eldteen years old, al!l.d there was a long, deep ditch ers, when nothmg bu~ the po~er _of God could
opened in front of me, and I was on the very restore m~ .back to thrs world, f~I I ~a~ passed
edge of it. It was so dark I could not see any (or mJ: spmt had) ~eyond the va~l, "h~re I had
bottom and I thought I could not keep out of it. the pnvrlege of seemg and he~rmg tlungs th~t
I had to struggle hard, and I did struggle as I huma~ lan~uage cannot descnbe, but my testi:
never did before, and I finally crept out of it. mony rs thrs, th~t none, no n?t one, can e~ter
Another time there was a cloud gathered over there. where Chust dwelJs, wrthout beco.mmg
me, an"d I thought I had done something wrong. obedrent to the law of .Chnst, except those smless
I
t in my room and tried to pray but could ones that he has mentwned.
.
~en It appeared to me that there wa~ a sheet of Let me here state that Alphens Cutler always
~~~ spread between God and me, and nothing ta~gh.t for the first two or t!r.re~ years that he was
could penetrate it. I was entirely shut out from bmldmg up for young (m .little) .Joseph, and
God, but now I am in no doubt, and I have had that he would ~a1~ the ~ay wrth. delight 'jhen he
promise by the Spirit that my husband should shoul~ take his fa~her s place: but 0 t.te fa~se
yet come into the Church. I ask the prayers of teachmg that crept mto the ch~r?h, and the daikBrethren Joseph and Henry, for him; and also ne~~ that followed, hoW: we IeJ~cted the lega!
ask the prayers of all the brethren and sisters for herr when he ca~e to us m Iowa, and 0 t~e .solhim and for me. Your sister in Christ,
row that filled lus heart, wh_en, by·the Spmt of
HANNAH TEWNEY.
God, he beheld what was ~or u.s, and then to see
us turn away to be broken m pwces, and but few
to be gathered again. Hymn 75 was then sung,
P AINTERROOD, Elk Co., Kansas, and I heard that it was given by Bro. D. H. Smith
.
July 5th, 1877.
on that occasion.
B1·ot1w1· Editors:-I am one of seven in number,
In the year 1865 we moved to Minnesota, where
living in this new, and in many respects, delight- the Cutlerites now reside. In the year 1869, we
ful country, who have had the veil of popular or- came to Becker Co., where we remained, and we
thodoxy lifted from my eyes, by the preaching of often prayed that the Lord would send some one
the word in its purity. And it now seems mar- to gather us up, and we were promised through
velously strange, that I should have been thus the Spirit that the Lord would remember us; and,
long misguided, and held in a cheerless, rayless to our joy, in the year 1875, Bro. T. W. Smith
darkness. I am much delighted that light has came to visit us. He found many oppositions,
sprung up in my hitherto benighted mind, that but the Lord spake by his Spirit to him, that a
is a "light to the path and guide to the feet." I day of joF for him was near at band; which he
hail it as a sweet message of peace-a harbinger realized by being able to organize a [)ranch of
of good, as truth made manifest by the power of the Church with thirty.two members.
Gocl, as a key that unlocks the Scriptures, makAs to my testimoniefl, I have seen the sick healing them simple, easy and natural, inspiring the ed, the lame made to walk, and I will relate a
mind with hope and consolation. It is the truth, circumstance that happened in the year 1876: I
as it is in Christ, and to those who harden their was at work cutting hay with a mower, when my
hearts and resist its voice, it will be a condemna- right foot caught in a wheel and was drawn
tion; but to such as receive it in honest hearts, it through an opening not more than one inch. I was
will be a tower of strength, leading to a highway almost overcome with pain, as my foot hung down
of holiness, and to life everlasting.
under me, (for I was sitting on the seat), when I
We are as yet a part of the Indian Creek was just going to look at it, and something said to
Branch, over which brethren Atwell and Loar me not to look at it but for me to ask God to heal
are elders. The brethren are strong in the faith, my foot. In obedience I took off my hat, and in
rejoicing in the hope of a reward to come. Some prayer I asked the Lord to restore my foot, and
of us have not as yet taken of the Lord's supper to cause the pain to stop, that I might not suffer,
with the Saints; although I think we should of- and, when I said Amen, I looked at my foot and
ten bring to rememberance the body and blood found it all right, and the pain had ceased, so that
of our Lord. I read in the Testament and Book I went right on with my work. My foot was
of Mormon that the fruit of the vine was used in nearly cut through in a number of places, and it
commemoration, ancl in similitude of the blood would be impossible for ones foot to pass through
of Christ; but I am told that water will do in- there without being mashed almost to pieces.
stead. This appears to me very strange, for in Let me be faithful in the work of the Lord.
water I can see no fitness as an emblem of blood, My last testimony was received on the 11th inbut in wine there is a striking resemblance. I stant. After our conference of June 9th and
know not what the Doctrine aml Covenants says lOth, I went with brethren Sperry and C. A. Sherabout it, but if it has been given as a revelation man and sister Sherman (daughter of Alpheus
from God that water may and does answer in Cutler) to visit some friends, and to teach those
place of wine, it was certainly in case of emer, things that God has revealed in this generatio».

[August 1.

So the news was sent out that a Mormon Elder
was there, and that he would preach at the school
house that evening. When we met I had to take
the stand, and I called the house to order and
sang hymn 646. I took for my text Matt. 6: 38(I.
T.) and my mind was filled with the Scriptures,
new and old, and I compared the works of God
with the works of men, and held that all church
organizations that were not built on revelation,
were of men, and should be treated as such.
While I was talking I had a vision of the descent
of the authority I held, clear back to Adam. I
will only go back to Moses, from whom Christ
received it, and Peter from Christ, and Peter
James and John ordained Joseph Smith, jr., who
is and was a legal heir to that office, according
to Genesis 50, also 2 Nephi 2:2, D. and C. 86: 3.
Thus Joseph was called, and he left it by appointment for his soll, from whom we have it.
And let me say to all, young and old, be faithful in those things that God has commanded you,
for he will call us to judgment. May we be found
clean of the blood of this generation. I had the
privilage of leading one dear soul into the waters
of baptism during our labors.
Your brother in the law of God,
HENRY WAY.
LONDON Ontario,
July 4th, 1877.
B1·etlu·en and Sz"sters:-Having been born and
brought up in the United States, I thought I could
"celebrate" the great day in as profitable a way
as any by writing to you.
The work is going slowly on here, but we do
not enjoy the gifts and blessings now so fully as
we have done in the past ; still we feel that we
have much to be thankful for. Since the organization of this branch, (now numbering over a
hundred members), none have been taken from
us by death, the sweet Spirit of God and the
ministrations of faithful servants, both at home
and from abroad, have been ours to enjoy. Bro.
Blair was with us last Sabbath, and in the morning preached to the Saints concerning the resurrection, and to a good audience in the evening
concerning the evidences of modern prophecy,
proving beyond a doubt that Joseph Smith was a
prophet of God. The latter discourse was welltimed, enlightening some, and strengthening
many to go on, believing, trusting, and rejoicing
in the truth. We hope to hear his welcome voice
again next Sunday.
Our Elder, J. J. Cornish is upholding the standard in other villages in the province, preaching
the word with power; and, though we miss his
kindly voice where he has labored so long and
faithfully, yet his work has been made known to
him by the Spirit, and so whether here or elsewhere he shall ever have the prayers of the Sai!lii:s
m London to sustain and strengthen him. Bro.
Newton is laboring here in the absence of Bro.
Cornish, and is trying to do the work assigned
him by his Father, faithfully and patiently. And
this we all must try to do, knowing that we are
all members of the body of Christ, and all are
necessary and indispensable. I desire to be diligent, and to do all I can towards encouraging
my brothers and sisters, and with my voice and
presence testifying to the truth of the gospel
both among the old and young. We have a
Sunday f:lchool which has not long been organized. As a church we feel the quickening
influences of the Spirit, and ask the prayers of
Saints everywhere that love and unity, peace and
concord may dwell in us, and abide with us till
the Savior comes; and we trust that Bro. and Sr.
Porter aud Bro. and Sr. Clow, who have left us
for the West, will prosper temporally and spiritually, and may the precious promises to the faithfult be fulfilled to them.
Your sister in the bond of peace,
ABBIE AUGUSTA.
FAR!IfiNGTON, Ky.,
July 16th, 1877.
Bro. IIenry:-I have just returned from a trip
into the next county east, where I held four meetings with unusual success, and I look for good
results from there. I will be quite busy soon,
preaching both Sundays and through the week.
I trust that some good can be done in the South
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this fall. I expect to go to Georgia in about a
month, to the place where the Brighamites have
been preaching. Remember me to the friends in
Plano. May the blessings of God attend you.
Remember me before the throne of grace.
Your brother in Christ,
J. H. HANSON.
WATFORD, Ontario,
July 17th, 1877.
Messrs Editors:- I read so much in the Herald
about the Saints living "their religion," "his religion," "my religion." Would it not be better
to say we are trying to live the religion of our
Lord Jesus Christ, and to be guided by his Holy
Spirit. Then the sectarians would take the hint.
Your brother in Christ,
W. LEwrs.

Cohn·ado District.
Conference convened at the Saints' Meetingroom, Hocky Mountain Branch, April 21st, 1877;
F. C. Warnky, president; G. 0. Kennedy, clerk.
The president said that he had requested to be released from the ministry, so that be might work
at his trade, to be able to support his family like
other men.
Branch Heports.-Rocky Mountain 19 members;
4 baptized. Scattered members in the district 21.
Total, so far as known, 4l.
Elders' Reports.-J. Ellis had labored in connection with Thomas Stewart; held five meetings
at Del Norte; had attended to his duties as branch
president, and baptized three. T. Stewart reported
his appointment with Bro. Ellis, and their work
together; but, on account of illness, had to return
home, and had not been able to do anything since:
but will soon go into the field again. The people
of Del Norte are anxious to hear the gospel.
Priests' Reports.-G. E. Ward had assisted Bro.
Warnky as appointed; but most of the time was
doing duty in the branch. R. Slandering had only attended to branch affairs in the absence of
Bro. Ellis. Teacher G. 0. Kennedy had been tryipg to do his duty, and means to get more into the
work in the future ; sickness had prevented his
acting as visiting officer until recently, when he
found nearly all alive to the work.
F. C. Warnky said that since last conference he
.had labored to build up the Church; had preached eighty-two times, and never had he seen the
prospects better for an ingathering. During his
two and a half years in Colorado, he had had much
to encourage and confirm him, and he thanked the
Saints for their kindness toward himself and family, and is tenderly attached to them, but feels
that his duty to himself and family call him away.
He therefore tendered his resignation as president
of the district. It was accepted, and Thos. Stewar.t was appointed as president.
Resolved that we sincerely thank Bro. F. C.
Warnky for raising the standard of truth in Colorado, and also for the many spiritual benefits
which we have received since he has been president of the district.
Sunday morning and afternoon, preaching by
F. C. Warnky Evening, sacrament and testimony
meeting.
On Monday four were baptized and confirmed,
and in the evening G. E. Ward preached, assisted
by Thomas Stewart.

Eastena Maine Distt·ict.
A conference was held in the Pleasant River
Branch, June 16th and 17th, 1877; J. C. Foss pre.siding; Andrew Tabb~t, clerk.
Branch Heports.-Pleasant View 24 members.
Mason Bay 28, as last reported. May 37, as should
have been reported last conference. Pleasant
River 14. Olive, Kennebec, and Union branches,
not reported.
Officers present: J. C. Foss, J. D. Steele, S. 0.
Foss; B. K. Rogers, John Benner and G. W. Eaton,
from Western Maine District. Priests Charles
Foss and Andrew Tabbut. Teachers N. W. Crowley and Worster Look.
Elders Joseph Lakeman and D. W. Lakeman reported by letter. J. C. Foss was sustained in the
Eastern Mission, also G. W. Eaton. Pres. Joseph

Smith and his counsellors, and all the quorums,
were sustained. Elder John Benner's license was
renewed, Preaching during the session by John
Benner, George W. Eaton, and E. C. Foss. Sunday evening, social meeting.
Adjourned to meet with the Kennebec Branch,
at 2 p.m., September 1st, 1877.

!Little Sioux Di!ltricl.
The above conference convened at Magnolia,
Iowa, June 1st, 1877. Prayer by Phineas Cadwell, who was chosen president pro tem; Donald
Maule, clerk.
Branch Reports.-Magnolia 137 members, with
1 Apostle, 1 High Priest, 10 Elders, 3 PriestP, 2
Teachers, 2 Deacons; last report 136; 2 received
by vote, 1 died. Unionburgh 39, including, 9
Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon ; last report
35; 2 received by certificate of baptism, 2 by letter. Spring Creek 24, including 5 Elders, 1
Teacher, 1 Deacon; last report 22; 1 baptized, 1
received by vote. Little Sioux 107, including 3
High Priests, 2 Seventies, 5 Elders, 4 Priests, 3
Teachers, 1 Deacon; 11 removed. Six Mile
Grove, reported verbally as being the same as last
reported. Union Center, no report.
Elders T. Carrico, C. Derry, P. C. Keemish, S.
Mahoney, H. Garner, and Priest Benj. Kaster reported in person, and H. S. Smith by Jetter.
In the evening a prayer and testimony meeting
was held, conducted by Phineas Cadwell.
Saturday, 10 a.m.-Prayer by Hugh Lytle. J.
C. Crabb, presiding; Wm. C. Cadwell chosen assistant clerk.
Reports continued: J .. M. Harvey by letter;
Hugh Lytle, P. L. Stevenson, J. M. Putney, D. M.
Gamet, P. Cadwell, W. C. Cadwell and John
Thomas reported in person ; J. M. Putney reported the spiritual condition of the Union Center
branch as good; D. M. Gamet, the Little Sioux
branch, not as good as he could wish; P. C. Kemish, the Union burg branch, not good; P. Cadwell,
the Spring Creek and Magnolia branches, as good.
J. H. J,ambert, by letter, reported his labors,
and also asked to be released from the committee
in the case of the ·unionburg branch vs. Samuel
Wood, and, on motion, he was released, and M.
Fyrando was chosen in his place; also Phineas
Cadwell was chosen as one of said committee.
A motion to entertain the case of Br. Gilbert
Cox was lost.
At 2 p.m., prayer by J. C. Crabb. Isaac Ellison reported the spiritual condition of Six Mile
Grove branch as fair. B. M. Green and Colby
Downs reported.
Committee on Magnolia Meeting House reported
$84 on subscription, all paid but $12.
Missions _:_w, C~ Cadwell to Jeddo and Whitesborough, with the privilege of calling an assistant;
Benj. Kester to Patton's School House; Charles
Derry, requested to visit and labor at Smithland.
Committee in the case of the Union burgh Branch
1!8. Samuel Wood, reported that on examination
they find that Br. Wood was illegally dealt with,
and that be is still a member of the Unionburgh
branch. The report was received and adopted,
and the committee discharged.
Pres. J. C. Crabb made some very appropriate"
remarks on the duty of branch officers, and the
Saints in general.
Evening.-Prayer by John Thomas. Preaching
by D. M. Gamet from Acts 2: 37.
Prior Stevenson was released from his mission.
Sunday.-At 11 a.m., prayer by D. H. Bays.
Preaching by C. Derry, to a large congregation.
Prayer at 2 p.m , by T. Carrico.
l~eport of committee on Sunday Schools: 1st.,
That. their first work of organizing a system was
to divide the labor into three departments, one for
each member of the committee, viz : To D. H.
Bays, "Relations of the Sabbath School to the
Church;" toP. C. Keemish, "Officers and Teachers Duties;" and toW. C. Cadwell, "School Government." 2d, That only two of the committee
have conferred together, the third having moved
from the district and thereby failing to act. 3d,
That the following points of a system have been
considered, but that the committee are not prepared to present the details at present, but hope
to do so at an early day, namely: Officers and
teachers duties in scho()l; How many teachers

and their names and duties in school; Teachers
meetings, by whom called ; Relations to the
Church, how represented, and who to represent and
report; How office red; School Government; Number of departments; Number and grade of classes;
School reeord; System; Literature. As to, or·
ganizing new schools, the committee felt that it
was not advisable until, at least, the most material
points of some system are decided upon: but that
they consider that such a time is now so near that
it is practicable to proceed with that department
of our work at once, and that as opportunity presents, they will probably do something in that direction soon, on the report being received and
adopted.
Some two days' meetings were appointed.
The sacrament was administered by J. M. Putney and John Thomas. Preaching by J. C. Crabb
from Hebrews 8th chapter.
Evening.-'-Prayer by Charles Derry. Preaching
by D. H. Bays, from Matt.:16 : 18.
·
Adjourned to meet at Little Sioux, September
1st., 1877, at 10 a. m.
·
--------~c.~------

Kewanee District.
A conference was held at Millersburg, June 2d
and 3d, 1877. J. A. Robinson not being present,
J. II. Hopkins was called to preside, pro tem.
Branch Reports.-Princeville 13 members, in·
eluding 2 High Priests, 1 Seventy, 2 Elders.
Millersburg 43, including 2 Elders, 1 Priest, 1
Deacon. Canton 76, including 1 Seventy, 2 Elders, 7 Priests, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon. Buffalo
Prairie 72, including 1 Seventy, 7 Elders, 3
Priests, 1 Teacher, 8 Deacons. Peoria 19, including 3 Elders, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon. Kewanee
113, including 1 Seventy, 9 Elders, 4 Priests, 6
Teachers, 1 Deacon.
Total in Kewanee District 360, including 3 High
Priests, 3 Seventies, 31 Elders, 16 Priests, 11
Teachers, 11 Deacons. J. A. Robinson, president;
J. H. Hopkins, clerk.
Financial reports of Peoria, Millersburg, Buffalo
Prairie and Kewanee branches were read.
R. ·J. Benjamin reported as Bishop's Agent:"Received and on hand for the past six months
$28.75; paid out $29.10; bala.nce due Agent $0.35.
Elders' Reports.-J. A. Hobinson by letter; M.
T. Short in person; J. F. Adams by proxy.
Afternoon.-D. S. Holmes reported. E. T. Bryant reported as president of Buffalo Prairie
branch.
J. A. Robinson arrived and took the chair.
J. li. Terry reported as president of Millersburgh branch. J. H. Hopkins reported his labors
in connection with Br. Short. H. C. Bronson reported by proxy. I. B. Larew, in person. T. F.
Stafford, by ·letter. J. A. Robinson and Levi.
Sturges, in person.
Resolved that the Kewanee District keep and
support one Elder in the district continually laboring, sustaining him by faith, prayers and
means.
That the president organize a branch at Truro,
Knox county.
J. M. Terry offered his resignation as secretary
of the district, which was accepted and a vote of
thanks was given him for his past labors, and J.
H. Hopkins was, by ballot., elected in his place.
D. S. Holmes, J. D. Jones and E. T. Bryant
were appointed to obtain all the history of the
Kewanee District possible, and to send to the district secretary, that it may be entered upon the
district record.
The Bishop's Agent was authorized to purchase
a new district record.
Missions.-D. S. Holmes to labor in the region
north of Buffalo Prairie~ T. F. Stafford to be sustained in his field. All the elders of the district
sustained in righteousness, as they may be called
to labor in the ordinances of the Lord's house.
A vote of thanks was given to M. T. Short for
his labors in the district, and he was sustained.
The general authorities of the Church; also the
authorities of the district, were sustained.
Evening.-Preaching by M. T. Short.
Sunday,-At 11 a.m , the dedication of the
Millersburg church building took plaee. Sermon
by J. A. Robinson. Afternoon, preaching by Br.
Blodgett. Evening, preaching by J. A. Hobinson.
Full houses of attentive listeners throughout. The
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recommendation of the Millersburg branch having
been accepted, Joseph Terry was ordained an Elder, by J. A. Robinson and M. T. Short, who also
confirmed the five who were baptized.
Adjourned to Huffalo Prairie, September lat t\nd
2d, 1877.

l

Stl·inM" Prairie and Nauvoo.
The above district conference was held at the
String Prairie Branch, June 2d and 3d, 1877; J.
H. Lake presiding; I. Shupe and J. R. Nicholas
clerks pro tem.
Branch Reports.-Farmington 50 members, including 1 Apostle, 1 High Priest, 1 Seventy, 2 Elders, 1 Deacon; 8 received by letter. Burlington
(American) 80, including 2 High Priests, 5 Elders,
1 Priest, 4 •reachers, 1 Deacon; 11 baptized. Rock
Creek 40, including 4 Elders, 2 Priests, 1 Teacher, 1
Deacon. Vincennes report not approved. Keokuk 34, including 3 Eldel's, 1 Priest, 2 Teachers;
2 baptized, 3 expelled, 1 died. String Prairie 30,
including 3 Elders, 1 Priest, 2 Teachers; 1 received and 4 removed by letter. No Reports from
Burlington (German), Pilot Grove, Montrose, or
Elvaston branches. Burlington fiD!Incial rep oFt:
Paid to the poor $8.00, to the traveling ministry
$52.50, branch expenses $22.63; balance on hand
$8.14; total $91.27. Sabbath School: 6 teachers,
41 scholars; total enrolled 47; school continually
improving.
Elders' Reports.-:-J. H. Lake had preached at
Pilot Grove, Rock'Creek, Keokuk and Farmington,
during the quarter; did not represent the district
at the General Conference as appointed, because
the necessary funds were not furnished in time;
his chief labors had been outside the district, in
Boone county, Iowa, where he was well received
by the people, and baptized nine. D. D. Babcock
reported by letter. Thomas Revel and 0. P.
Dunham .reported. Priests H. N. Snively, A. W.
Head and John R. Nicholas, reported.
Committee appointed to audit the books of the
Bishop's Agent reported that they found them correct, and that the secretary's books are correct, in
the main, but same errors have occurred by failing to record changes that have taken place, which
the secretary should be instructed to rectify, Committee recommended that a committee of· two be
appointed to solicit means to meet Bro. Lake's liabilities. B. F. Durfee and S. Salisbury appointed
said committee. Signed-B. F. Durfee, J. Mathews and James McKiernan, auditing committee.
Report of committee received, recommendations
adopted, and committee released.
Bishop's Agent reported no change in financial
matters.
Resolved that James McKiernan be secl'etary of
the district, and that we defray his traveling expenses to and from conference.
J. H. Lake tendered his resignation, which was
not accepted, but he was sustained.
Preaching during the session by James McKiernan and J. H. Lake. At 3 p.m. on the Sabbath a
social and sacrament meeting was held.
Adjourned to meet at Rock Creek, Illinois, September 1st and 2d, 18i7.

Western Maine.
Conference assembled at Little Deer Isle; [No
date given.-Eds.]; J. C. Foss presiding; M. R
Cousins; clerk. Prayer by J. H. Eaton.
Official Reports.-Etders J. H. Eaton, Geo. W.
Eaton, J. C. Foss, Samuel Eaton ; Priests L. C.
Gray, J. B. Knowlton; Teacher Alonzo Hutchinson, reported.
Branch Reports.-Green's Landing 32 members;
1 expelled. Brooksville 29; 3 added. Bear Isle
17; 1 added. Rockland and Little Deer Isle not
reported.
The district president was sustained; also, the
authorities of the Church, in their several callings;
also, J. C. Foss, in his mission.
Evening: preaching by J. C. Foss. Sunday:
preaching forenoon and afternoon by the president. In the evening a prayer and exhortation
meeting was held, and the Saints seemed determined to seek for the reward that ~lies at the end
of the race. Three were baptized ·during conference. Adjourned to meet with the Green's Landlng Branch, September 1st and 2d, 1877.

Birth and Death notices inserted free; Marriage notices
one dollar each,

Boru.

Bisltop's QuarteJ.•ly RepoJ.·t.

At St. Louis, Mo, July 2d, 1877, to brother and
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ in account sister Elliott, a daughter.
.with Israel L. Rogers, for the quarter ending June
At London, Ontario, June 15th, 1877, to brother
and sister Harvey, a son. Mother and child are
30th, 1877.
doing well.
ON OFFERINGS AND TITHING FUND.
1877.
April I.
" 7.
" 25.
May 3.
" 3.
8.
'' 24.
JunelO.
" 10.
" 22.

DR.
Balance due I. L. Rogers ....... $103
To paid the poor................ 2
"
" J. W. Briggs' family ..... 10
"
" W. W. Blair and family .. 50
"
" the poor ...... ~ .... ." . . . 8
"
" J. W. Briggs' family ..... 125
"
the poor ................ 18
"
" Glaud Rodger's family ... 20
"
" J. H. Lake .............. 25
"
" Tune Book Committee, as
per· order of Conference,
M. H. ForscuU chairman 30
" 23. "
" W. W. Blair's family ....• 20
J. R. Lambert's family ... 20
" 25. "
"27. "
" J. W. Briggs, to return
from Utah ............•. 30
$462

Died.

45
00
00
00
60
00
00
00
0\J
00
00
00
00
05

CR.

At Canton, Illinois, May 28th, 1877, ofinflamation of the brain, Ada May, daughter of Reuben
and Fannie Riggs, aged 3 years, 10 months, and
13 days. Funeral services by Elder T. Stafford.
At Usborne, Ontario, June 8th, 1877, sister
Mary Cornish, wife of Bro. John Cornish, Senior,
aged 60 years. She was baptized in the spring of
1872, by Bro. A. Leverton, and endured much
persecution from the world, yet contended for tb:e
faith until death.
At Mason's Bay, Jonesport, Maine, July 8th,
1877, Harbert W., son of Charles and Lucy Davis,
aged 7 years and 3 months. Discourse by Elder
J. 0. Foss; text, Rev. 1: 7.
In Virginia City, Nevada, July 2d, 18i7, the in·
fant son of Bro. Levi and Sr. Susannah Atkinson.
At his residence, near Vincennes, Lee county,
Iowa, July lOth, 1877, suddenly, Bro. Calvin Hoskins, aged 72 years. He jo,ined the Church in an
early day, and in the dark day waited patiently,
and was one .of the first to receive the glad news
cf the Reorganization of the Church and to be
associated with it. Services by Elder J. H. Lake.
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SAW ANOTHER ANGEL * *, HAVING TilE EVERLAS'l'ING GOSPEL TO PREACH TO THEM THAT DWELT, ON THE EARTH * *, SAYING,
FEAR GOD, AND GIVE GLORY TO HIM, FOR TilE HOUR OF HIS JUDGMENT IS COME."-HEV. 14: 6-:7·
"SANCTIFY THEM THROUG:r;I THY TRUTili TIIY WORD IS TRUTH."-JESUS; JoHN17:17.
"HEARKEN TO 'l'HE WORD OF THE LORD, FOR THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG You HAVE SAVE IT BE ONE WIFE."-BOOK
OF MOR1ION; JACOB 2:6.
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THE SA:BBATH QUESTION.
*

___

Idommwn
[Je'!sJ that know the law), how tha~ the law hath
over a man as long as he liveth ? * * *

No. 16.

When Christ came, he taught "a better covenant" than "the law." He lifted his disciples up upon a higher plane of life, and into a
purer and more spiritual atmosphere, and
brought them nigh unto God. It was not
enough to say, '-Thou shalt not kill," but
rather, "Whosoever is angry with his brother
without a cause, shall be in danger of the
judgment." It was not enough to say, "Thou
shalt not commit adultery," but rather, "Whosoever looketh on a woman to lust after her,
hath committed adultery with her already in
his heart." It was not enough to say, "Thou
shalt not forswear thyself," but rather, "Swear
not at all."-Matt. 5: 21, 22, 27, 28, 33, 34.
"The law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus" (Rom. 8 : 2); "the law of righteousness"
in Christ, is as much superior to the law of
the ten commandments as eternal life is superior to the present iife. The latter was good
so long as the people would live by nothing
better, but when Christ sealed his testament
with his blood on the cross, "the law" ceased 1
as a code, to be in force with God's people.
For further proof of this, we may notice the
sayings of Paul to the Galatians :
"We who are Jews by nature, and not sinners of
the Gentiles, knowing that a man is not justified
by the works of the law, but by the faith of Je8Us
Christ, even we have believed in Jesus Christ,
that we might be justified bythe faith of Christ,
and not by the works of the law; for by the works
of the law shall no flesh be justified. . . . For I
through the Jaw, am dead to the law, that I might
live unto God."-Gal. 2: 16, 19.
Again:
"For as many as are of the works of the law
are under the curse ; for it is written, Cursed is
every one that continueth not in all things which
are written in the book of the Jaw to do them. But
that no man is justified by the law in the sight of
God, it is evident; for, The just shall live by faith.
And the law is not of faith; but, The man that
doeth them shall Jive in them. . . . For if the
inheritance be by the law, it is no more of promise.
Wherei'ore then serveth the law? It was added
becau~e of transgressions, till the seed should
come to whom the promise was made; and it was
ordained by angels in the hands of a mediator.
. . . Is the law then against the promises of God?
God forbid: for if there had been a law given
which could have given life, verily righteousness
should have been by the law. . . But before
faith came, we were kept under the law, shut up
unto the faith which should afterward be revealed.
Wherefore the law was our schoolmaster to bring
us unto Christ, that we might· be ju~tified by faith.
But after that faith is come, we are""(IO longer under a schoolmaster [the law]. For ye are all the;
children of God by faith in Christ Jesus [i. e. in
the gospel]. For as many of you as have been
baptized into Christ have put on Christ."-Gal. 3:

I see by the Herald of July 15th that Bro. Wherefore, my brethren, ye are~become dead to the
· D" t . t law by the body of Chri8t; that ye should be marP e t er 01 eson, of th e P ott. awa tt a~Ie . lS rw ' ried to another, even to him who is raised from the
Iowa, was requested ~o grve up h1s hce~se as dead, that ye should bring forth fruit unto God.
an Elder, for preachmg that Saturday IS the * * But now we are delivered from the law, that beSabbath. This is no doubt as it should be; ing dead wherein we were held. * * What shall
for if any minister of the Church wilfully or we say t_hen? Is the law sin? Nay, I had not
1 .1.' ·1
h h
·
known sm but by the law: for I had not known
.
n~g1rgent Y 1a1 s to teac t e doctrme, and lust, except the law had said, Thou shalt not covet."
comply with the pronounced rules and usages -Rom. 7: 1, 4, 6, 7.
of the. ~burch, he is unworthy to represent
These statements make it clear that "the
and mi~J~ter for the .C:hur~h.
law," of the ten commandments, of which
B_ut 1t IS _not surpr1smg, m these days of the- "Thou shalt not covet," was one, and " The
olo_gwal stnfe, that now ~nd then a.Latter Day seventh day is the Sabbath of the Lord thy
Samt should wander out mto the m1~ts o:, l\~ys- God," was another, was not in force with the
ter~ B~bylon, and take to followmg bhnd early Christians. They were "dead to the
gm es.
.
.
.
law;" they were "delivered from the law''..,...
The Sabbath questl_on 18 made ~ !'rmtful the very law which said, among other things,
source of controversy w1th some, a~d 1t IS !!rob- "Thou shalt not covet." Paul further says :
able that the matter has not been e1ther wntten
"For ye are not under the law, but under grace.
or talked up so much as it deserves. Tract What
then ? _Shall we sin, because we are not
No. 27 does fairly, so far as it goes, yet we think under the law, but under grace? God forbid."it is not so full and clear as it should be.
Rom. 6 : 14, 15.
In considering this question, we think it
And again:
should always be borne in mind that the old
"Now we know that what things soever the law
covenant, "the law,'! including the ten com- saith, it saith to them [the Jews] who are under
mandments, the fourth one of which relates to the Jaw. . . , Therefore by the deeds of the law
seventh-day keeping, was, as a code or polity, there shall no flesh be justified in his sight; for
the law is the knowledge of [not remission of]
entirely "done away" in, and "abolished" by by
sin. But now [in Christ] the righteousness of
the introduction of' "the new covenant" in God without the law is manifested, being witnessed
Christ. That the first covenant was done [testified of] by the law and the prophets, even
away, and superceded by the gospel covenant, the righteousness of God which is by faith of Jewe shall seek to make plain. And if we prove sug Christ unto all and upon all them that believe;
there is no difference. Therefore we conthat it was done away, as a whole, then no for
clude that that a man is justified by faith without
part of it remains valid and of force, unless the deeds of the law."-Rom. 3: 19, 20, 21, 22, 28.
such part is found re-enacted under the.new
Again:
covenant. And as seventh-day keeping was
"But Israel, which followed [sought] after. the
nowhere re-enacted under the new covenant, law of rif!hteousne8s, hath not attained to the law of
it follows that it was not and is not of force righteousness. Wherefore? Because they sought
under that covenant. Paul informs us that it not by faith, but as it were by the works of the
law" [given to l\ioses].-Rom. 9 : 31, 32.
Christ
"Is the mediator of a better coven11nt, [than that
By this last quotation we learn that Israel
of which Moses was the Mediator], which was es· did not possess "the law of righteousness,"
tablished upon better promises. For if that first though they sought after it; yet they had the
covenant had been faultless, then should no place
have been found for the second. * ·* In that he law of the ten commandments. This proves
saith, A new covenant, he hath made the first old. that the law of the ten commandments, which
Now that which decayeth and waxeth old is ready provides for seventh-day keeping, was not "the
to vanish away."-Heb. 8: 6, 7, 13.
law of righteousness," under the new covenant,
Lest it should be claimed that the ten com- Paul further says, (and he is speaking of those
mandmerds which includes seventh-day keep- who boast of the law-Jews.-Rom. 7 : 5):
ing, was not this covenant, or any part:' of it,
"He that loveth another hath fulfilled the law.
For this, Thou shalt not commit adultery, Thou
we quote:
shalt not kill, Thou shalt not bear false witness,
"And he [the Lord] declared unto you his cov- Thou shalt not covet; and if there be any other
enant, which he coml!Janded you to perform, even commandment, [worthy of being observed], it is
ten commandments; and he wrote them upon two briefly comprehended in this saying, namely,
tables of stone. "-Deut. 4 : 13.
Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself."-Rom.
Paul asserts, in Romans, that "the law,". 13: 8, 9.
meaning the ten commandments, had no
Here Paul quotes all "theJaw" that it was 10, 12, 18, 19, 21, 23, 27.
longer any dominion over those who were in of importance that even the Jewish disciples
Paul, in all these texts, argues the weakChrist. He says :
should observe, but not the slightest mention ness, imperfection, and "insufficiency of the
law-the whole law, the ten commandments
"Know ye not, brethren, (for I speak to them is made of seventh-day keeping.
Whole No.

876.
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included-and the essential superiority, and Now, if "the seventh day," instead of "the I appointed under the Mosaic covenant, under
saving power of "that faith"-the gospel of first day," was the proper time for the early which covenant, only, it is found. Ana to do
Christ. As we have l;lefore said, the law was Christians to rest from their secular labors, this, is to revive just so much of a covenant
good in its time, and place, but when the new and to attend upon their rites of public wor- which is "dead," and which is "done away."
covenant-the gospel of Christ-came, the ship, certainly these disciples, with Paul and For a Christian minister to revive the old
"schoolmaster" was no longer needed, and his company, would have met together on that covenant, or any part of it, is for him to
must give place to that which was more excel- day, instead of waiting over the seventh until build again t.hat which, by the will of God,
lent, that by which justification, perfection, the first. But their being in Troas on the has passed away, and to become a transgresBand salvation should come.
seventh, and yet not meeting for public ser- or." (Gal. 2 : 18).
Paul terms the law of the ten command- vices until "the first day of the week" arrived,
They who trust for justification and salvamandments, "the ministration of death, writ- is conclusive proof that the first, and not the tion to the works of the law, reject Christ:
ten and engraven in stones" (2 Cor. 3 : 7); seventh day of the week, was ihe regularly
"For as many as are of the works of the law are
and "the ministration of condemnation (vs. 9); stated rest-day, or Sabbath of the early Chris- under the curse; for it is written, Cursed is every
and he argues that, though it was glorious, yet tians. As a precedent, nothing can be plainer. one that continueth not in ALL things which are
written in the book of the law to do them. But
it "had no glory in this respect by reason of the If t h e sevent h d ay was t h e rest- d ay of the that
no man is justified by the law in the sight of
glory that excelleth" [under the gospel of early Christians, the stated time, weekly, for God, it is evident; for the just shall live by faith.
Christ]. He says further, and that which is them to celebrate public worship, Paul and his And the law is not of faith, but, the man that doeth
company of fellow ministers, and the disciples them shall live in them. Christ has redeemed us
right to the point:
"For if that which is done awav [the law written at Troas, would not have dared to ignore it, from the curse of the law, being made a curse for
and engraven in stones] was glorious, much more and then meet for such purposes on the very us; for it is written, Cursed is every one that
that which remaineth [the gospel of salvation] is next day, Sunday, especially when there ap- hangeth on a tree."-Gal. 3: 10-13.
glorious." -vs. 11.
pears to be nothing to hinder their meeting
It is no argument in favor of seventh-day
keeping to tJay that Paul entered into the synThe light of the moon is glorious, and of on the seventh day.
Paul's instruction to the Corinthian saints agogues of the Jews, and preached to them
great advantage, until the sun arises and pours
forth its flood of perfect brightness, eclipsing to make their "collection for the saints" "up- and the Gentiles on the Sabbath days. He
with its glory all the lesser lights; so the law on the first day of the week," is a further evi- would, undoubtedly, preach to them on Sabof which Paul speaks, was of importance in its dence that "the first day of the week" was set bath days, or on any other days if opportunity
time and place; but when Christ came and apart by the early Christians. for religious ser- offered.
It is no argument in favor of seventh-day
established the new covenant-the gospel- vices, of which this act was evidently one.
and sealed it with his blood (Heb. 9 : 16, 17), The object for each person to "lay by him in keeping to say that Christ told his Disciples
the glory of the former faded, and was "done store, as God hath prospered him," was, "that to pray that their flight "into the mountains,"
away," by the matchless glory of Christ that there be no gatherings when" Paul came, the when desolation should come upon J adea and
now dawned upon dimly lightened Israel, and "gatherings" having been made p-reviously, Jerusalem, might not be upon the Sabbath
on each "first day of the week."-(1 Cor. 16: day, (Matt. 24: 20), for the Jews, among
upon a benighted world.
Now that "the ministration of death, writ- 1, 2). And Paul gave orders to the churches whom they would then be, were great sticklers
ten and engraven in stones," "is done away," of Galatia to do the same things, it being, for the Sabbath, and they would forcibly preand that part which provided for seventh-day plainly, a general rule. Now this was not an vent such flight on a Sabbath day.
It is no argument in favor of seventh-day
keeping was not re-enacted; now that "the act of secular business, as some assert, but an
better covenant, which was established upon act of charity, a religious act; for inasmuch keeping to say that "Blessed are they that do
better promises" is come, and the first is "to as the disciples did these good deeds to help his commandments, that they may have right
vanish away" (He b. 8 : 6, 13), it remains for the needy ones, they did them unto Christ. In to the tree of life, and may enter in through
us to enquire as to which was the rest-day- view of these precedents we can readily en- the gates into the city," for "his commanddorse what Mosheim says in relation to the ments" are such as are found under the new
the Sabbath-under the new covenant.
covenant-the gospel covenant-of which JeThe new covenant was not in full force till matter. He says:
sus says:
after the crucifixion of Christ:
"All Christians were unanimous in setting apart
"The Father which sent me, he gave me a com"For a testament is of force after men are dead; the first day of the weelc, on which the triumphant
otherwise it is of no strength at all while the tes- Savior rose from the dead, for the solemn celebra- mandment what I should say, and what I should
tator liveth."-Heb. 9: 16, 17.
tion of public worship. This pious custom, which speak. And I know that his commandment is life
was
derived from the example of the church at Je- everlasting."-John 12: 49, 50.
In view of this we must look to the usages
rusalem, was founded upon the express appointment
He further says:
and teachings under the new covenant after of the apostles, who consecrated that day to the
"l
have given unto them [the Disciples] the
Christ's death. We find the disciples "all same sacred purpose, and was observed univenally
words which Thou gavest me; and they have rewith one accord in one place," on Pentecost. throughout all the Christian churches, as appears ceived them."
And this Pentecost was on the first day of the from the united testimony of the most credible witAnd Jesus sent forth his Disciples saying:
week (Lev. 23 : 15, 16). This meeting was nesses. "-Mosheim Eccl. Hist., part 2, ch. 4, sec. 4.
"All power is given unto me in heaven and in
To reject "first-day" keeping is to reject the earth.
evidently pre-arranged; and this favors the idea
Go ye, therefore, and teach all nations,
of this being the regularly stated time for the clear precedents of the New Testament times, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of
disciples to meet for religious exercises, and of as well as to reject the unanimous testimonies the Son, and of the Holy Ghost; teaching them to
its being the rest-day under the new covenant. of the most credible writers of early Church observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you:
In the twentieth chapter of the Aets we history. To adopt "seventh-day keeping," is and, lo, I am with you alway, even unto the end
may see that "the first day of the week" was to adopt part of a "law" and part of a "cove- of the world. Amen."-Matt. 28: 18-20.
And in all their teachings they never enjoin
the day for the stated weekly meetings and re- nant," part of that "ministration of death,"
ligious services oft.he disciples of Christ. Here all of which, Paul informs us, is "done away," seventh-day keeping; but on the other hand,
we learn that Paul, and Luke, and ~even of is "abolished;" that from which the Saints as we have seen, they observe "the first day
"are delivered," "that [law] being dead where- of the week" for regularly stated religious sertheir companions were at Troas :
"Where we abode [says Luke] seven days. And in we [Jews] were held." To trust in the vices.
If it be claimed that man should keep the
upon the first day of the week, when the disciples law, or any part of it, for justification, and salcame together to brealc b_read, Paul preached unto vation, is to reject Christ and to turn to "the Sabbath day because that "On the seventh
them, ready to depart on the morrow [Monday], weak and beggarly elements," [rudiments]. day God ended his work which he had made;
and continued his speech until midnight."-vs. 6, 7. To seek after "the righteousness which is of and he rested on the seventh day from all his
By this we learn that the disciples at Troas faith" by keeping the seventh day, is to seek work which he had made," (Gen. 2 : 2), then
met together "to break bread" (evidently in after it ''by the works of the law" which ter- there are greater reasons for man keeping the
the sacrament), and to attend upon preaching minated with the crucifixion of Christ, and nrst day; for on that day God finished the
services, "upon the first day of the week," and was then "done away," and gave place to the work of redemption-the new cr.eation in
Christ-by raising up Christ from the dead,
that Paul and his companions met with them, new covenant.
Paul preaching to them a lengthy sermon in
If men will keep the seventh-d~y, to be resting on that day from that wondrous work,
order to be "ready to depart" on :l\Ionday. consistent they must keep it in the manner and delivering all power in heaven and on
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earth into the hands of Christ as being the
perfect Savior and Redeemer. The risen
Christ is proclaimed to be"The beginning of the [new] creation of God."
-Hev. 3:14.
"The first born of every [new] creature. * * *
The first born from the dead; that in all things he
might have the pre-eminence."-Col. 1: 15, 18.
If the work of creation deserved to be commemorated by a weekly rest-day for man,
much more so the work of redemption-the
new creation in Christ Jesus. And if the day
on which the Lord ended the first creation
was the proper one for literal Israel to keep
under the law, much more the day on which
a ruined world's redemption in Christ was consummated should be the one for spiritual Israel to observe.
It has been said that the work of creation
is the wonder and astonishment of man, but
that the work of redemption is the admiration of angels and the glory of God.
I . . atter Day Saints, in view of the revelations given to the Church through "the choice
Seer," and in view of the testimonies of history and the Scriptures, should never contend
for se\'enth-day keeping, but quietly and faithfully observe "the first day of the week" "for
ihe solemn celebration of public worship."
W.W.B.

GOD IS WITH HIS PEOPLE.

BOOK OF MORMON PROMISES.

God is with his people,
Let his name be praised,
Swell the gladsome tidings,
Grateful anthems raise ;
Tell the world around you,
God doth bless hie own
With the blessings promised
By his darling Son;

DEATH IN THE TEA:EiOT.

God is with his people,
Youths bright visions see,
Old men, by his Spirit,
Dream of things to he,
Thus our hope is brightened,
Love and faith increase,
Every soul enlightened,
Filled with joy and peace.

Dear· Herald: What a ground-work for
thought your productions contain, to all who
are striving to receive truth, and nothing but
truth. I can plainly see by reading the
June 15th issue, that we, as Latter Day Saints
have not all come into the unity of the faith.
In reading brother W. C. Kinyon's article, or
letter, I find that my understanding of the
Book of Mormon is very different from his.
First, be has discovered that the pattern of
the Church is too full; but he says that it
will undergo a change some day. I cannot
see how the Church of Christ can get too full.
If we, as Latter Day Saints, teach errors, then
the pattern must be different; and if so, we
should seek to understand the teachings of the
word that we may become perfect in all things.
My faith in the latter day work is unshaken;
and that the Church we belong to is the only
one that God acknowledges as his own, is also
a part of my faith.
The teachings of the Bible alone caused me
to be a firm believe in the Book of Mormon.
Brother Kinyon affirms that the Book of Mormon contains the fulness of the gospel; and
says what is more or less is not of God. Now
the Book of Mormon teaches that when the
Bible went forth from the Jews it contained
the fulness of the gospel, or the gospel in its
purity; that thus it went forth unto the Gentiles; but that afterward it became very much
changed, so much so that it became almost
impossible for a man to understand what the
gospel really consisted of; hence, the cause of
the difference in the opinion of the religious
world. But the Book of Mormon contains
the promise of God, that the Gentiles shall
not always remain in that awful state of dark·
ness, for he promises to restore many of those
pure teachings of the gospel unto. the Gentiles.
Nephi saw in the vision that after the Bible
went forth from the Jews, that other books
went forth from the Gentiles. Other books
must indicate more than one. "These things
must be hid up to come forth by the power of
God." No one ever claimed that the 13ible,
the Inspired Translation, or the Book of Covenants, were ever hid up. Therefore, they
cannot be contained in the promise. Let us
see what these books, or records, are for:
"In them shall be written my gospel, saith the
Lamb; and my rock and my salvation; and blesE~
ed are they who shall seek to bring forth my Zion,
for they shall have the gift and power of the Holy
Ghost."-1 Nephi 3:41.
What says the Book of Mormon, after the
words that are written are revealed :
"Touch not the things that are sealed, for I Will
bring them forth in mine own due time; for I will
show unto the children of men that I am able to
do mine own work."
The angel said:
"These last records, which thou hast seen among
the Gentiles shall establish the truth of the first
[the Bible], . . . and shall make known to all kindrods, tongues, and people, that the Lamb of God
is the Son of the Eternal Father, and the Savior of
the world."~vs. 43.
Will the Book of Mormon fill the pattern j
or· are we to have faith, and receive more Y
Let us see:
"And it shall come to pass that if the Gentiles
shall hearken unto the Lamb of God in that day,
that he shall manifest himself unto them in word
·and also in power, in very deed, unto the taking
away their stumbling-blocks, and harden not their

- ...

Drinkers of cheap tea should be made acquainted with some of the facts regarding the
preparation for the market of their favorite
Tea is called "the cup which
beverage.
cheers but not inebriates." But while the
fragrant herb used wisely for medicinal purposes is a pleasant remedy for many complaints,
the doctored leaves of this much used and
misused plant, carry danger into the cup and
plant disease in the body.
In New York the business of ''fixing" up
old, musty and refuse tea leaves with certain
poisonous substances, so as to make them re·
semble the genuine article, is carried on extensively, machinery being used for the purpose,
and the market being largely supplied with
the doctored stuff.
Recently a suit at law was commenced to
restrain one firm from continuing in this business. The public will no doubt commend the
planter of the suit, and rejoice at the effort to
stamp out a swindle on the community. But
before they applaud they had better hear a
little more about the matter. The suit was
instituted by one larger firm using expensive
machinery for tea"doctoring, for the purpose
of preserving a monopoly in this delightful
occupation.
The trial developed the fact that drinkers
of cheap tea are treated, in every cup, to small
doses of plumbago, turmeric, gypsum, indigo,
China clay and Prussian blue. This is pretty
rough on them, but they like tea of a rough
flavor, and these make the cheering stimulant
rough enough for any palate. Isn't it nice?
-Selected.

Forty-five scientific expeditions were fitted out
during the year 1876. Of these, 24 had their
field in Europe, seven in Africa, five in America
and two in Oceanica. The objects of the research·
es included archooology, natural history, anthropology, medicine, statistics, comparative legislation, comparative history <>f religions, geography,
and astronomy.

God is with his people,
Though the world despise,
We do feel his presenceHear his loving voice,
In tongues of holy fire,
Warming every heart,
Enlarging pure desire,
Healing every smart.
God is with his people,
Inspiring every mind,
Giving words of comfort,
Hays of light divine,
By interpretation
Of the sacred tongue,
Strengthening the feeble,
Cheering on the strong.
God is with his people ;
In vision we behold,
Treasures of his wisdom,
Like the Saints of old.
His handmaids are inspired
His goodness to foretell,
And full of holy fire,
Their joyous bosoms swell.

God is with his people ;
Lo I the sick are healed,
Who in faith upon him,
Call as Christ revealed.
The blind feel the power
Of his gentle touch,
Hejoicing evermore
That his love is such.
God is with his people ;
The lame sing his praise,
Because his hand hath healed them,
In these latter days.
The world may despise us,
This we know is true,
God is present with us,
When his will we do.
God is with his people;
Swell the joyful strain!
Tell to every people,
Jesus comes to reign!
Swell the joyful chorus,
All the earth around!
God is present with us,
By his love profound.
CHARLES DERRY

Windmills in Holland are about as high as an
average church steeple. The arms or fans are of
a11 enormous length, and carry 3,000 feet of canvas. And this is the machine that literally makes
Holland. It pumps out the ocean when the ocean
gets in. It sa.ws and grinds. It does the lifting
and the lowering. A family lives in the mill. In
Holland there are full 10,000 of these mammoth
structures. Some are built of brick, others of
stone, many of wood. They turn slowly, but with
great power; and there is seldom a serious or long
continued lack of wind.
Jewish silver shekels have lately been found
near Jerusalem, belonging t.o the time of Simon
Maccabeus, B. C. 144. On one side they have the
oup of manna, and on the other the budding rod
of Aaron.
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hearts, . . . they shall be numbered with the It stopped immediately, and one week from sister, the Spirit declared that from that time
house of Israel; they shall no more be confounded; the day it was cut he went up and sawed if she continued faithful, she would have the
they shall be a blessed people upon the promised lumber, using the same hand and the same gift of visions. She immediately saw the Saland forever."-vs 44. ·
vior; and she was wrapt in the glory of the
saw, and has been working ever since.
Questions: Have the stumbling-blocks been
I was once called to the house of Bro. Par- Spirit.
J. J. CoRNISH.
removed? Have we been numbered with the ·ker to administer to a brother that was sick. LONDON, Ont., July 12tb, 1877.
house of Israel? If so, when did the number- While administering to him there was present
------~-~-4----ing commence? These are questions that I the daughter of Bro. Parker, (a sister in the
THE GATHERING.
fain would have answered, for I am trying to Church), who had been having fits, almost
know of the true doctrine of Christ. Again, every week, more or less, and, while in this
In response in a general w~y to the many
· w1t
· h re1erence
"'
· "
the Book of Mormon teaches that no one can state, if she was sitting on a chair, she would quenes
to "th e gath ermg,
prevent these words coming forth, for they fall and remain in an insensible condition for which have arisen, and may yet arise to be anshall come out of the earth. We are even re- two or three hours. On this occasion she was swered, it seems to be expedient to call the
ferred to the days, saying, "It shall come in a in the act of falling off her chair, and her attention of all the Saints to the fact that the
day when it shall be said miracles are done father sprang and caught her. I went over article appearing in the first of June Herald,
away." We cannot say that this would refer to her, and, whilst I was walking across the contains a very fair outline of our sentiments
to the Book of Mormon; for when the Book room, I prayed God to give me his Spirit; on the great subject that must shortly engage
· not on 1y of a fiew trave1·mg Eld of Mormon came forth there were none to then I laid my hands on her, and was led by t h e attentwn
affirm or declare it. But .now, how often our the Spirit of God to pray him to rebuke the ders, but of the whole Church, and that, too,
ears are greeted with the declaration, miraeles evil spirit, and, in about five or six minutes, in the shape of a material and consiqerable
are done away, and are no longer needed.
she looked around and began to smile, and I support. Either the idea that a few traveling
I hope that I give no offense, and feel sure said, "Sister, I feel that if you are faithful, ministers only are called upon to make saoriBrother Kinyon will excuse his opponent, you will never have that again." And from fice of their time, their business, and of the
. .
.
when he sees that she is but a sister.
that day to this she has never had them again comforts an d asso01atwns
ofI h orne, .f r1en
s an d
FIDELIA CALHOON.
that I am aware of.
loved ones, and consequent y of their fortunes
----.-.~--One Wednesday night after prayer meeting and their all, in order to redeem Zion, or roll
THE WORK OF GOD IN LONDON,
Miss Sarah Lively and :Mrs. Mary Taylor forth the little stone, until it becomes a great
ONTARIO.
offered themselves for baptism. It was late mountain, filling the whole earth, will have to
when we closed our meeting, and, by the time be given up, and the Saints, as a body, will
LOUISVILLE, Ont., July 21, 1877.
we got to the Thames, (south branch), it must have to come forward and cast in at least their
Bro. H. A. Stebbins :-Herewith I hand have been almost 11 or ll::go p.m. Anum- mites for the spread of the word, and for the
you a statement of Bro. J. J. Cornish, in re- ber of the Saints with others went to witness amelioration of the condition of the poor, which
. gard to the manner in which the Lord has the baptism, probably about twenty Saints and is daily beeoming more and more precarious,
blessed the Saints in the London Branch. I about ten others. Among the number of the or the idea of the gathering must be given up,
outsiders was one who endeavored to persecute and ultimately the abandonment of the latter
have heard others in the branch bear similar us to a great degree; and the night being day work. The present one is not a call for
testimony in regard to all except the case of dark, with very dark, heavy clouds, and also a Saints to donate their means for the benefit of
Bro. Parker's daughter. It is well that a rec- little misty rain, it was so that we could an enterprise, nor to invest ztock in a company
ord of such things be preserved. Yours re- scarcely see each others forms. The way be- by taking shares. Whatsoever is invested for
ing rough, with little hills and valleys, the purchase will be returned in land, to be conspectfully, &c.,
w~r. w. BLAIR.
_Saints occasionally fell into the water and got trolled by the individuals.
Sister Cambridge, of this city, from her in- wet. This provoked the persecutor to make
But it is assumed that an agricultural and
fancy up, has had fits severely, until she unit- more fun than ever. By and by we reached manufacturing association can be organized,
ed with the Church in 1875. She had them the river, and, after we got through with our the safety of whose individual property will be
as often as twice a day at times, and occasion- opening exercises, I stepped to the water with in the custody of the entire body, for the
ally but once in three months. Since her the hands of one of the candidates in mine. special benefit of each member, and the securibaptism she has not had any, nor even the The moment my foot touched the water there ty of the public welfare; the whole to be ternsymptoms of any.
came a sound from heaven as of a mighty pered with the spirit of the Gathering, indiThe little child of Brother and Sister Cam- rushing wind; and with it came a very bright vidually, and as a collective body, to develop,
bridge took poison, by accident, and was re- and brilliant light, more bright and glorious in the advancement of the temporal good of
stored by prayers and the ordinances.
than my eyes had ever before seen. We were all the deserving poor on a purely reciprocity
Bro. J. Harvey had his fingers cut off. He all filled with the Spirit, and the Saints im- principle, to be so established, fundamentally,
was working up stairs in the shop of JYiessrs mediately fell upon their knees and thanked as not to conflict with the growth and interests
Perrin and Keenleyside in this city. I was God that he had shown unto the persecutors of those investing for the benefit of said l!oor.
running the engine, and he was working at that we were acknowledged from on high. I
In order to do this a well devised plan can
sawing box stuff. He cut off the two middle gave a glance around as I was walking into and will be presented; the necessity for its imfingers on the right hand, also broke the bone the water, to see the light, and also the posi- mediate promulgation does not now appear. It
of the little finger and sawed the flesh off his tion of the people on the bank. The light must be apparent that all who participate in
_fore finger to the bone. He came down to came down from heaven, and it was in a this movement, at the present time, must be
me, holding his right hand with his left hand, cirele, and it was about large enough to take prepared to lend assistance in purchasing land,
and said, "I have cut my hand." I turned in the thirty people, and also a part of the in order to obviate, if possible, the necessity of
around and looked, and of course it startled river, just that part where I baptized. I borrowing. There is no set amount necessary
me for the time and I said, "What will I do?" stood about one foot inside of this bright cir- to be given in order to become a member of
We paused for a minute, then he said, "Unite cle, and I cast a look outside of it, and it was the association; whatever Saints can give $10,
your faith." Immediately (seeing that the blood just as dark one foot from the outer edge of $25, $50, $100, or upwards, will be received,
was flowing very freely) I laid my left hand as it was ten rods or a mile away. When I and the amount can be taken up in land at the
on his head, and raised my right hand, and came leading the sister to the bank, I noticed price of cost and carriage to time of taking up.
said, "0, God, in the name of Jesus Christ, I that all, both Saints and outsiders, were on
And it would be well for the Saints to repray thee to stop the blood." Immediately their knees, with the exception of the one who member that the money here asked or antioithe blood stopped; and I then wound up the persecuted us the most. After the two were pated, is to be deposited as a purchasing fund
cut with cloths, and he went home, and at baptized, one of the outsiders cried out, "0 for individuals, and not as a loan. The idea
noon, about two hours afterwards, I put oil on pray for me! This is enough to convince any with us is to avoid being charged with monopit and prayed God to heal it in his own due one that the Latter Day Work is true." In olizing, or with wrongly appropriating funds.
time. That day passed, and for the next two time every one who was at the baptism came Funds should be guaranteed by the Saints in
days it pained him very much, and at night into the Church.
such quantities that there will be no failure to
we administered for the Lord to stop the pain.
At another time, while I was confirming a realize the promised amount, when the time
a·
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for first or following payments are to be made.
This first payment will not be expected for
thirty or sixty days after the location is announced, during which time the parties can
obtain the land they have bought or agreed to
buy. There is in reality no necessity for an
individual depositing his money at all, if he
can come and make his selection of' ground.
All parties are to obtain land for the money
they advance. It would be desirable however, and we will endeavor to so arrange, as to
have a purchasing fund sufficient to provide
for reasonable contingencies, that is to procure
lands for parties wishing to purchase after the
location is made; but this course of withholding support until a site is selected, is what will
most likely defeat this, as it generally does
many noble enterprises.
If the Saints would state how much they are
able and willing to buy for their own use, how
much they are willing to buy for the benefit of
the traveling ministn;, and how much for the
benefit of the poor, all to be in land, instead of
an interest-drawing capital, and the product for
the direct benefit intended, instead of a dividend
of interest, or stocle to be apportioned, an understanding could soon be had, as to how much land
is needed, and also our ability to purchase and
pay; and the location would be far more likely
to be a favorable one than if we are (on account of price) compelled to buy where land is
remote from the point intended. We think
that, from what is here written, and by .a careful perusal of the article on "The Gathering,"
. that the Saints will see the expediency of the
measure and its feasibility, without any grounds
for suspecting that a speculation is intended
for the benefit of a few, at the expense and
mortification of a confiding brotherhood ; for
all money deposited or invested may be taken
up in land, and the property of each individual
will be held by deed, and must be increased
or beautified according to individual enterprise.
Drones will do better elsewhere, every man
will be known by his works. Each Saint
should endeavor. to :purchase only what he
need~, and parties w~th but a few hundred
dollars, from $100 to $500 and upward, should
not hesitate to purchase a few acres, at least,
for a home; and the necessary means for farming, and preparing and building will, no doztbt,
be forthcoming, either by the co-operative society, or otherwise, according to thrift, ingenuity, or necessity of the Saints.
It will also be noticeable, according to said
article on "The Gathering,'' that only such as
can prepare the way before them should endeavor to settle with the company, until such
times as the necessities demand, or opportunities present themselves for more laborers.
This will not prevent partiPs, who aN unable
to buy a small tract of land, from depositing
with t.he company $10, $!:l5, or m0re as is con·
venient in the "Home Fund for the Poor,"
(see art. 10, "Gathering"), in order to secure
a lot, or other interest against the time of emigrating. Prospective cirtmmstances do not
seem to warrant that an adequate supply of
means will be supplied for bringing into existence those necessary elements for the complete occupation and support of all who may
apply, of those who are entirely dependent on
their own labor, in less than one year from the
beginning of the settlement, which is expected
to be made by April, 1878.
To those who have tendered us property for
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barter and trade, we would say that if we had
one half the amount subscribed in cash that is
submitted in real estate, we would have an
abundance with which to go forth immediately
and make the necessary purchase and arrangements for the settlement of the Saints. We
hope, therefore, that those who have so signified
their willingness, together with many others
who have given this movement their sanction,
will endeavor to turn such influence into rnaterial support by stating what they are able
and willing to do in case a location is made,
that commends itself to their understandings, and that they will endeavor to make such
arrangements as to be able, at the time the
funds are needed, to convert a portion, at least,
of their property into ready means, remembering at the same time that the location may, in
a great measure, be determined by the amount
of means we may have to rely upon.
We do not advise precipitancy in selling off
property in order to enter into the association.
we do not advise parties leaving their homes,
or places of business, until they are prepared
to make a settlement and proceed with their
agricultural, or other pursuits, if they are able.
There has been no location made yet, and may
never be, unless the Saints feel the necessity
of gathering. Our prospects however seem
favorable beyond what we could have expected
for the time. We want the expression of the
Saints, substantially, as to what means can be
raised and relied upon. We do not want any
one to take for granted things that are not expressed, and rush forward in haste, not having
the way prepared to settle before them. We
think the articles written, if carefully studied,
to be comprehensive enough to give a clear
understanding of the design of the association
without further explanation. It is not nec!)ssary for a purchaser of land to join the cooperative society. It is not necessary to buy
land with the company, to become a member
of the co-operative association. There will be
nothing to hinder a man from withdrawing
from the association at any time, without any
Joss whatever. Every man is expected to be a
freeman and a good citizen.
In case we fail to realize sufficient means to
purchase a location, where we feel impressed
to purchase, or it is made manifest that it is an
unjust assumption on our part to press on in
this work, we would willingly lend all our influence and the support we have obtained, to
any individual operating, or a company forming
on a similar or improved plan, who from their
prestige or wealth, might be able to receive all
the sup pert necessary to successfully carry into
effect these or similar principles of the gospel.
That the gathering may be hastened, and the
prinoiples of equality in labor and its recompense, frugality without parsimony, benevolence without hypocrisy, liberality without
prodigality, and a keen perception of justice
with all, may early obtain among the Saints,
is the prayer of your unworthy brother,
I. N. W. CooPER.
'I' am just man says, "Do not let me hurt; the
good man says, "Let me bless." The just man
says, "Let me take nothing from my fellow-men;"
the good man says, "Let me bestow much upon
them." 'I' he just man says, "Let me be pure; the
good man says, •·Let me draw all men into purity."
One is equitable; the other is benevolent. One
seeks his own perfectness; the other seeks the
welfare of those about him.

245
"THE PERFECT LAW,"

There are laws perfect and imperfect. God's
law is perfect. Man's law is imperfect. Reformers complain of an imperfect condition of
things; social, religious, and political. They
have sought out many ways, devised many
plans; they have formed codes, &c., all with
the object of benefiting their fellow-men, and
righting which they conceived to be wrong.
Reformers have lectured, written, and talked
about the imperfect condition of man's surroundings in this life, until we have almost
become disgusted at the thought of their
strange and peculiar notions, ideas and theories.
The thinking portion of mankind know and
realize that there is something wrong. They
want to have a more perfect way. They are
seeking perfection. Salvation is perfection.
Perfection is salvation. This is termed "the
age of progress." Spiritualists say we need a
law of progression j they profess to have discovered that law. The Materialist says, "there
is no law that will carry us beyond this life.''
"All knowledge and intelligence are received
by the five senses, of seeing, hearing, smelling,
tasting, and feeling.'' Can perfection emanate from imperfection? We answer, "No!"
Can imperfection proceed from perfection.
No! Then, inasmuch as mankind are seeking
for salvation, perfection, it must be done by
a perfect law. Hence a perfect condition
can only be attained unto by obedience to a
perfect law. There may be law operative and
law inoperative; but law operative is that
which will perform the work. All mankind
are under the direct influence of this perfect
law to a greater or lesser extent. And not
only mankind, but "all flesh;" and not ,.only
"all flesh," but all nature, also. The great
trouble with people is this-they ignore the
source of this "perfect law"-and hence ignore
the law. But just as true as there is imperfection,-morally, socially, religiously, and politically,-just so surely will perfection never
be attained unto, universally, until a hearty
compliance is made with "the perfect law."
There must be an application of that law.
There must be one who has the power to apply it. And who is able-man? No!
There was, according to Biblical history, a
perfect condition of things. It has been termed "the primeval condition;" it was a perfect
condition. Now this must be restored, and
how is it to be done? is the great question.
We do not desire to go back to Darwin's condition of primeval times, to apes, etc.; we
want something higher, and more noble and
?rand. We read that "that which is governed by law, is also preserved by law, and perfected
by the same;" hence it is a. perfect
law, else it could not produce perfection.
A reformatory work among the human family must be done upon a Christian basis, else
it will result in no permanent good. The first
principle of the principia is faith. This requires a belief in God as a rewarder of all
those that serve him; also to believe in Christ
as the Savior; to believe in all things that
concern the kingdom of God, etc. The second
principle is repentance-a ceasing to do evil,
and learning to do good, and doing so. Third,
baptism for the remission of sins. Sins may
be repented of and not remitted, hence God
instituted baptism for that special purpose.

**
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est, thou soweEt not that body that shall be," i sacred songs. He is a benevolent man. He
etc.
' is a giving man to those in need. He is, or
Some have portayed the resurrection day as ought to be, an exemplary man in every rea terrible thing; that there would be legs, and spect. "The perfect law," will produce like
arms, and heads, and fingers, toes, etc., all fly- characteristics in man; and will clothe him
ing through mid-air, hastening to be applied with all the adorning elements of human charto their respective bodies. One theologian acter; of true and noble manhood. He will
said, "the air would be darkened and the sun be also God-loving and Christ-loving; "the
could not be seen for the cloud of bones, etc., law of the Lord being his delight, both by day
flying across the continents and the waters." and night." The gospel, pure and unadulter"What a shaking of dry bones?" Paul dis- a ted, contains the only true principles of retinctly said, "Thou so west not that body that form; and will not only carry a person through
shall be."
this life, but into the life to come, by opening
Dr. Adam Clarke, in speaking on this sub- the silent tomb. This is the great beauty of
ject., says:
it all.
"In like manner as in every grain of corn there
"Whoso looketh into the perfect law of liberty,
is contained a minute, insensible seminal principle, and continueth therein, he being not a forgetful
which is itself, the entire future blade and ear; hearer but a doer of the work, this man shall be
and in due season, evolves and unfolds itself visi- blessed in his deed. "-Jas. 1 : 25.
bly to the eye; so our present mortal and corruptJosEPH F. McDowELL.
il;>le body, may be but the exuvia, a;s it were, of
._..---4-spirit, and body enlightened, made wiser and some hidden, and at present, insensible principle,
THE JEW.
better, holier and purer, truer and more right- which at the resurrection, shall discover itself in
eous. 0, I tell you dear reader, if the perfect its proper form."
The Jew still walks the earth, and bears the
law was only kept, we would have no such sin
Jesus said:
stamp
of his race upon his forehead. He is
and wickedness as we have to-day. Christ is
"Except a corn of wheat fall in the ground and
the law-giver, he is perfect, and a perfect law die, it remaineth alone; but if it die, it bringeth still the same being as when he first wandered
has he formed; perfection emanating from forth · · fruit."-Jno. 12 : 24.
forth from the hills of J ndea. If his name is
perfection.
This is performed by a perfect law. The associated with avarice and extortion, and spoThe nineteenth century has not in all its fleshly body is simply a composition of oxygen,
wisdom produced a law that will compete with nitrogen, carbon, sulphur, phosphorus, iron ken in bitterness and scorn, yet, in the mornChrist's Jaw. In its nature, it is what we and lime. Hence, it is but natural to suppose ing of history, it gathers round it recollections
would call celestial. When God instituted that at the separation of spirit and body, that sacred and holy.
that law he did not do so with the simple ob- the body in course of time returns to its prime'l'he Jew is a miracle among the nations. A
ject that when we pass from this state of ex- val elements. Without a resurrectiom, perfec- wanderer in all lands,. he has been a witness
istence, we should sit down and sing forever tion in the ent.irety could not be effected.
of the great events of history for more than
and ever; this is nonsense. God had a high"All flesh shall see the salvation of God." eighteen hundred years. He saw classic Greece
er and more noble purpose than that. He And this resurrect.ive power is in Christ. And when crowned with intellectual triumphs.
has designed in the greatness of his wisdom as we have stated that not only "all flesh" He lingered among that broken but beautiful
to make all who abide by this perfect law, the should feel tho perfecting power, or saving architecture that rises like a tombstone over
celestial law, like unto himself. Jesus prayed, power, but also the earth. Do we not read : the grave of her departed sp1endor.
"That they may be one in us, as thou Father "Therefore it [the earth] must needs be sanctified
The Jew saw Rome, the "mighty heart" of
art in me, and I in thee," "that where I am from all unrighteousness, that it may be prepared nations, sending its own ceaseless life's throb
for the celestial glory ; for after it hath filled the
they may be also." 0, what a desire, to be measure of its creation, it shall be covered with through all the arteries of its vast empire.
like he and his Father are. To be made God- glory, even with the presence of God the :Father." He, too, has seen that heart cold and still in
like, Christ-like. We shall see him as he is,
Why ?
death. These have perished, yet the Jew lives
we shall be like him. This is the design God
"That bodies who are of the celestial kingdom on-the same silent, mysterious, indestructible
had in making that perfect law. There was a may possess it forever and ever; for, for this in- being. The shadow of the Crescent rests on
proviso made in the law that Christ Jesus tent was it made and created."..,..D. C. 85 : 4; Ps. Palestine, the signet of a conqueror's faithshould suffer death, "that he might destroy 27 : 11; Rev. 5 : 10; 22 : 5, 6.
still the Jew and his religion survive. He
death in the flesh." By the resurrect-ion powJohn saw the condition. of the earth in its wanders a captive in the streets of his own
er only can this salvation be completely rffect- redeemed, saved, perfected state, "like a sea of once queenly Jerusalem, to meditate sadly and
ed or carried out; because matter and element glass."-Rev. 15: 2, 3. The earth was hap- gloomily on the relics of ancient p~wer.
inseparably connected receive a fulness of joy. tized by or with water, by immersion, it will Above him shines the clear sky, fair as when
We read, in Isaiah 40: 5, "And the glory be ''baptized with fire and the Holy Ghost." it looked down on the tower of Zion; but
of the Lord shall be revealed, and all flesh Such are the principia of "the perfect law"- now, alas! beholds only a desolate city and an
shall see it together; for the mout.h of the the gospel law." What a grand, universal unhappy land.
The world is his horne.
J~ord hath spoken it." Luke 3: 6, "And all reformation among "all flesh'' and "nature" The literature of the ancient Hebrew triumphs
flesh shall see the salvation of God." Paul shall subsequently take place. ''The mouth over all creeds, and schools, and sects. Mansays, 1 Cor. 15: 39, "All flesh is not the same of the Lord hath spoken it, and who can stay kind worship in the sacred songs of David,
flesh; but there is one kind of flesh of men, his hand?"
and bow to the divine teachings of Jesus of
another of beasts, another of fishes, and anThe law which God has given will do all Nazarath, who also was a son of Abraham.
this grand and glorious work. This is the Such is the Jew. His ancient dreams of emother of birds."
Is not all flesh governed by law, and did hope of every Latter Day Saint. Shall our pire are gone. How seldom do we realize, as
not that law proceed from God? And if so hopes be blasted? No! 1\Ien may work and we see him in our city streets, that he is the
musl; not all flesh be preserved and perfected toil, in scheming and devising plans and prin- creature of such a strange, peculiar destiny.
by the same? Has not God promised that he ciples, etc., to benefit their fellow men, Pnd so- Neither age, nor country, nor climate, have
would at some subsequent time pour out his ciety in general, but they can never succeed, changed him. Such is the Jew, a strange and
Spirit upon all flesh? Has he not shown to unless they adhere to Christ's holy law. If a solitary being, and· such the drama of his long
us the beautiful effect, or told us of it, that mau fully and honestly obeys the gospel prin- and mournful history.
shall be produced by his Spirit? See Isaiah ciples-he is a temperance man, a teetotalar11 : 6-9.
as to spirituous liquors. II c is an honest man
In Kansas five million of the fifty-two million
Paul, in speaking of the resurrection, says, in all his dealings with his fellow men and acres are under cultivation, and the crops of the
"But some will say, How are the dead raised himself. He is a moral man, in the highest present year are estimated at eighty million bushof corn, twenty million of wheat., and twenty
up? and with what body do they come? sense. He is a kind, loving man, and a gen els
million of other small grains together. PopulaThou fool, th~t w.hich thou sowes~ is not quick·j t~eman; h.aving su.bdued the dar~ pas~ions of tion, five hundred thousand. More attention i~
ened, except 1t d1e; and that whwh thou sow- sin. He 1s a praymg man. He 18 a smger of now being pail to winter wheat.

Fourth, laying on of hands, for the conferring
and reception of the Holy Spirit. These then
are the principia of the perfect law, as far as
the human family are concerned.
Men have said that there was a monitor
within man that guided and directed him; it
was sure, safe, and could be trusted. But we
. say there is a necessity for a greater monitor;
we need an infallible guide, and God has
promised it. Man's conscience cannot always
be trusted for right guidance; for conscience
is easily perverted, seared as with a hot iron;
hence, men may follow its dictum, and be led
into sin.
If mankind would obey the foregoing principles, there would be one of the grandest reformations that ever could have transpired.
The principal of faith, when properly exercised, what grand results will follow. Communion with God and his Christ. The whole
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THE TIMES.
The times declare the solemn warning to the
Saints of these latter days. The voice has
spoken from heaven for the last time. The
Saints have heralded it abroad in the earth,
and its logic is true for it is of God. Is the
thought of the speedy coming of our Lord and
Savior Jesus Christ a welcome event to the
world? We fear not. The near advent of
Jesus is animating and stimulating to his children of these the latter days.
"l'liy sheep
hear my voice :.1.nd they follow me," says Jesus.
We believe Jesus and his servants and mean
to gather when they give the signal. That
signal is now given will ye obey, or will ye
perish with the world; for God's judgments
are being poured ·out in a measure already;
and if we who have taken his name, remain
behind, refuse to comply, then we will have
to suffer. "The willing and obedient shall eat
of the fruit of the land." Blessed be God for
that; for we take God as he says as much
from his servants as though he spake himself.
Our faith is genuine and of the true ring,
and its precepts are true and eternal, but all
others are as a myth that will pass away. Obey
the call; gather to Zion's borders; the call is
given, and blessed be God we can and will rely
on it. For we believe our leaders.
We should not be shrinking and fastidious,
when we should be resolute and hardy. We
should not lie idly in our tents, with our weapons sheathed and banners folded, when we
should be in the thickest of the fight; for the
world's last conflict has begun, and the armies
are mustering for the last conflict, as it seems
to us. How long have we to think it safe to
remain with the world, when the call is given
"Come out of her my people." The long pent
up winds are beginning to break loose; the
sea is heaving beyond its bounds, perils, famine, pestilence, sword, and earthquakes are all
monitors to us, as Saints, to leave the world
and flee to Zion. Are you ready to gather,
for God is about to chastise the world, and do
we wish chastisement along with them? If
not, flee to Zion.

====~====~====================

THE DIVINE COMMAND.

And the mouths of all that were enslaved
became foul, and they were seized with a violent spitting, and they did spit even in ladies'
parlors, and in the house of the Lord of Hosts;
and the Saints of the Most High were greatly
plagued thereby.
And in the course of time it came to pass
that others snuffed it, and they were taken
suddenly with fits, and they did sneeze insomuch that their eyes filled with tears, and
they did look exceedingly silly.
And yet others cunningly wrought the
leaves into rolls, and did set fire to one end
thereof, and did look very grave and calf-like,
and the smoke of their incense ascended up.
And the cultivation thereof @ecame a great
and mighty business in the earth; mechant.
men waxed rich by the commerce thereof.
And it came to pass that the Saints of the
Most High defiled themselves with it; even
the poor who could not buy shoes, nor bread,
nor books for their little ones, spent their
money for it.
And the servants of the Lord were displeaa.
ed therewith, and said, Wherefore this waste;
and why do these little ones lack bread, an<l
shoes, and books? Turn now your fields int()
corn and wheat, and put this evil thing from
you, and be separate, and defile not yourselvet~
any more, and God will bless you, and cau§~
his face to shine upon you. But with one
accord they all exclaimed-'Ve cannot cease
from chewing, snuffing and puffing; we are
slaves.
·
And God's servants were sorely displeased
with the people who raised this plant, and
cried, "Repent before the Lord shall come and
curse your lands with a sore curse." -Anti-To·

. The great Head of the Church, said to the
early Church, "Go ye into all the world and
preach t,he gospel;" and when those who had
received authority to obey the command refleeted on its importance, so far as the interests
of the heavenly kingdom was concerned, they
readily went forth, obeying the great prototype
of true Christian missions. The command was
not to the apostles and the elders of the early
Church an idle tale, but a stern and pressing
reality; for they loved the Master; they believed in his spiritual power, and felt it was a,
high and holy calling to go forth and proselyte the nations of the earth; especially when
they realized the power and effect of their
testimony.
"Go preach my gospel," saith the Lord;
"To the whole world my truth proclaim;
He shall be saved who trusts my word,
And he be damned who'll not believe."
This command is just as personable to the
servants of Christ to-day; theirs is not the local field only to labor in; but, like the early
disciples, we are also called to go, preach to
all the world. And in obedience to this divine
injunction, I have just returned from a visit
to the Saints in the south-west part of :Missouri, Crawford county, Bourbon Station. The
branch there is a very small one, numbering,
perhaps, ten or twelve; the members of three
families, and they many miles apart; but it
would do you good to see their faithfulness to
the cause of the gospel, with their good shepherd, Elder Daniel Evans to lead them. I
arrived there on Saturday evening, after a
journey of about eighty miles; a brother was
at the Station with a horse in waiting for me; bacco Journal.
and so anxious were the desires of the Saints I
there that the many who are enquiring for the
A VISION,
truth should hear that they had pre.arranged
for the preaching of the word ; and we had a
In July 1862, I was sitting in my room
glorious time there. Christ did not leave us alone, meditating on the things of the kingcomfortless. "\Ve felt his presence; and, 0, dom; and, while thus engaged I saw a tree
such an enquiring spirit! How it revived my spring up before me, filled with leaves and
heart! I felt that the glorious gospel as re- fr~tit, I looked at it and, while doing so, the
vealed through God's servant, Joseph, was old fruit and the leaves began to fall off, and,
Come from the world, the waters rise,
worth every thing. We felt that we were hon- as fast as the old fell off, new fruit and new
The seas their billows rear;
ored indeed by the interest manifest by the leaves sprung forth until all the old, every
While darkness gathers o'er the skies,
BehoJd a refuge there!
people there, who are hungering for the bread particle, fell off, and it was filled with the new,
Flee to Zion, ere yet the flood
of life. Brethren, let us wake up to our great and then it began to grow until it became a
Your ling'ring steps oppose;
Come, for the door (gospel door) that open stood
responsibilities as God's servants, and go forth beautiful tree of large size. While looking at
Is soon about to close.
Are you ready to come to the ark of safety. and faithfully fulfill our great commission, and it with admiration I said, What can all this
preach the gospel to every creature.
represent. Then I saw opposite the tree a very
Noah preached for one hundred and twenty
w. STILL. fine looking man, who spoke and said This reyears, but the world heeded him not. Yes,
presepts the true Church of Christ, and everywe are to give warning. And for seven days
thing else will fall to the ground, old Church
he stood at the door of the ark asking all to
and all. I had never seen such a looking man,
come, proclaiming God's loving message to
Then shall the kingdom of Satan be likened
until Br. Joseph Smith came to my house,
flee to the ark of safety. 1\'Iore anon. Pray' to a grain of tobacco. seed j which, though exwhen he visited Kirtl~~nd, in 1875, only he
for us.
MuanLo.
ceedingly small, being cast into the ground
looked older than in my vision. I shall never
.rune 11th, 1S77.
grew and became a great plant, and spread its
ltaves rank and broad, so that huge and vile forget how earnestly he spoke.
R. DAYTON.
The name of the "lliiollie Maguires" comes from worms found a habitation thereon.
Ireland. Some fifty years or inore ago a poor 9ld
woman in Ireland had her cottage pulled down
And it came to pass in the course of time
Statistics by the Agricultural Bureau show that
over her head by her landlord. Her name was that the sons of men looked upon it and in the United States, during 1876, nearly three
Mollie Maguire. Thereupon her sons and some thought it beautiful to look upon, and much million sheep were destroyed by dogs, wolves, and
neighbor lads formed themselves into a secret
disease, or about eight per cent., valued at eight
band and vowed and took fierce revenge on Irish to be desired to make lads look big and manly; millions of dollars. The rate of loss was highest
so
they
put
forth
their
hands
and
did
chew
landlords in general. The band spread rapidly,
in the South and lowest in the states having dog
and they called themselves "Mollie Maguires," and thereof, and some it made sick, and others to laws.
Irish coal miners brought the name to America.
vomit it most filthily.
Interesting to those trying to be scholars acIt is estimated that the amount of gold and silAnd it came to pass that those who chewed cording to popular works: •·Richard Grant White,
ver coin in the United Stated is two hundred and
an accomplished scholar, says there is no such
twenty· five miliion dollars, and the imports con it became weak and unmanly, and said, We thing as grammar, a standard of pronunciation, or
are
f;nslaved,
and
cannot
cease
from
chewing
stantly exceed the the amount going out of the
an authoritative dictionary, in the English lanit.
country.
guage."

_ _+_.....,___
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made by our brother, as to the day to be observed observed was, and is to be, exalted and endowed
by the Saints of the last days.
with a moral and spiritual significance of charAnd to satisfy themselves some have applied acter not known of the Sabbath under the law,
themselves to the science of calculating dates, and that law which made its observance one of oblihave found that the 7th of August that year was gation in the penalties of death, which the letter
Sunday. But a more satisfactory proof, without of the ten commandments did not do, attaching
such personal demonstration, we have in our no penalties, but which the law of condemna.
possession, namely, a newspaper of July, 1831, tlon, following, did do even for the slightest in.
from which the time is easily reckoned, proving fraction, which law, with its terrors and tasks,
JOSEPH SMITH, HENRY A. STEBBINS,
that the 7th of August did indeed fall on Sunday. was done away in Christ.
EDITORS.
It is true that that revelation does not designate
But, it is evident., that neither the virtue conPla.no, Hlinois, Angust 15, 1877.
it as the Sabbath, yet in it that tl;e Lord, as we tained in the fourth commandment, nor yet that
have seen elsewhere in the revelations to Joseph, of any of the others, so far as pertained to the
THE SABBATH OF THE LORD.
did specifically command the observance of the eternal principles of rightful and just service to
A. BROTHER writes that he notices that the Saints Sabbath day, and did so after he had designated God and man, were so much, if at all, affected in
call the first day of the week the Sabbath, and he which his holy day was, and after he had direct- their spirit but in their letter, and in the letter
wishes to know their reason for doing so. He ed the Saints to rest, and worship, and make their attached to them for their violation in the minissays:
offerings on that day, and not do any work there- tration of death-death indeed-which letter was
"We are commanded in the Book of Covenants in, but were to make it a special and a holy day
to keep the Sabbath day holy. Do you know of above all other days of the week, endowing it then obeyed, in all of them, through fear of
physical ill, immediately to follow transgression,
any command given at any time to the Latter
Day Saints concerning which one to keep, the with all the properties of the true Sabbath, (but and not from love or appreciation of them.
seventh day or the first? I do not see how we without the penalties of the Jewish Sabbath unTherefore, under the "law of liberty," men were
clare say that either .will do, unless God has said der the obligatory law, or ministration of death
so. I ask for information, for I want the truth." penalties), it seems conclusive, we say, that this set free from the over-hanging penalties of the
task-master, were released from the constant scru.
Yes, there are commandments in the Doctrine is the day now to be observed as the Sabbath.
tiny of their judges in the flesh, were made to
and Covenants for the keeping of a Sabbath day,
And the Lord, having previously set apart the exercise the free agency that God had given them,
and those as direct and emphatic in their lan- day as a holy day, could afterwards (November
and were given the choice of being obedient,
guage as was the fourth commandment of the 1831) command the observance of the Sabbath
through love, (Rom. 1.3: 8, 9), to the principles of
decalogue. One of the instructions to the Church with the surety of being understood by the peoeternal right and justice; or, they might, in the
was as follows:
ple, with the words given three months before
"And the inhabitants of Zion shall also observe fresh in their minds. And we find no account of exercise of that agency, refuse to observe them,
the Sabbath day to keep it holy."-D. & C. 68:4. their having kept any other day, neither that the but were informed of the penalty of "a judgment
By this language we are evidently to under- Church observed two days to satisfy two beliefs. to come," for rational beings who had the choice
stand that some one day of the seven was to be, Hence, in the light of these revelations, the pro- of the way, and choose wrong doing, or who failor had been, set apart by him as such a day, in priety of the Saints calling Sunday the Sabbath. ed to labor for that which might have exalted
and glorified them.
that God should thus imperatively command
Even allowing, as some may believe, the possiIn re-enacting those principles of duty towards
them to keep it.
bility of that day having been appointed as a
Therefore, in searching f~r such, we find that matter of convenience, because of the law and God and man, Christ gave a greater significance
a preceeding revelation had been given which custom of observing that day, (which we can to them, so far as an inner and spiritual signifibore the impress of defining what day should be scarcely do, considering the solemn and uncon- cance was concerned, and exalted their worth to
kept as a day of worship and of rest. And, as the ditional way in which the Lord sanctifies and man, demanding more than a mere outward obword and the proof satisfied our own investiga- blesses it in the command to his people), and servance, as is presented in Matthew 5: 17, 21, 27,
tions in the matter, we give them, in answer to granting that the Lord may at Silme time restore 33, 38, 43.
And the revelations in this dispensation make
the inquiry, and probably it will be satisfactory the original seventh, yet it is plain that he gives
it
to
appear that the Lord intended of old one day
to others also. The revelation reads:
not even a hint of such intention, brit that he
of the seven to be observed by man as one of spe"And that thou mayest more fully keep thyself fully recognizes and calls Sunday the Sabbath.
unspotted from the world, thou shalt go to the
Again, for all that any one can tell, the changes cial worship to the Creator for his abundant
house of prayer and offer up thy sacraments upon
my holy day; for verily this is a day appointed of time made early in the Christian era, and the blessings, (the amount of which was then increasunto you to rest from your labors, and to pay thy difference in location for us who live on this con- ed or lessened according to their observance), as
devotions unto the Most High; nevertheless thy till.ent, may have brought the very twenty-four a day of rest for man and beast, even for the
vows shall be offered up in righteousness on all
whole land and they that dwelt therein; a day
days, and at all times; but remember that on this, hours that we are observing in the land of Zion,
the Lord's day, thou shalt offer thine oblations, in the very part of the original week which was called "a holy Sabbath unto the Lord," (Ex.16:
and thy sacraments, unto the l\'Iost High, confess. occupied by the twenty-four hours of the original 23), "a Sabbath of rest," (Lev.16: 31), and one
ing thy sins unto thy brethren, and before the
having some such purpose in the latter days, as
Lord. And on this day thou shalt do none other Sabbath. At least the divine calling of the hours we have seen, however difl'erent may be the ob!L
thing, only let thy food be prepared with single- at present observed as the Sabbath, entitles them
ness of heart. . . . Wherefore trouble me no as fully and entirely to our consideration and gations, or even the day itself, since the doing
more concerning this matter."-D. & C. 59:2,3,5; observance as if we knew that they were such, away of the law.
bein,q a revelation given .August 7th, 1831.
The weight and force of it in former days,
even to those who hang upon the old; and, by
In the History of Joseph Smith, as published these commands, that day can and should be which weight of judgment, unto condemnation,.
in the Times and Sectsons, for 1844, page 450, J o- designated as a holy day, a Sabbath day unto the still rests upon Israel and Judah, is seen in the
seph says:
Lord, for the exercise of special devotion, and to twenty-sixth chapter of Leviticus, where the Lord
"On the 7th I attended the funeral of sister be sanctified as the one which has been set apart foretold the evils that should come upon that
Polly Knight. * * I also received the following." by divine revelation as the Sabbath of the Lord. people, meaning not merely the individual penAnd then he gives the revelation from which
In showing the precedent that the primitive alties, but those general, national and lasting
we have quoted the foregoing commandment for Church kept the first day of the week, and in evils, both upon the entire body and upon their
keeping the holy day unto the Lord, and the giving the scriptural and historical evidences of land. And one of the great causes for these, was
word "this," which was spoke three times, and that fact; the article of W. W. B., in this issue, is because the day was not observed, as the Lord
which we have italicised, leads us to enquire valuable, and will be acceptable and satisfactory, said: "Because it [the land] did not rest in your
what day the instruction was given upon. In not only to those who are, but to those who may Sabbaths, when ye dwelt upon it." Therefore he
fact the fixing of the day, and the defining its not be already confirmed that the day which is warned them that they should be scattered from
duties, seems to have been the chief purpose in known as the first day of the week, was, and is their lands and "homes, and that "then shall the
giving the revelation; and we have understood to be, observed as a holy day, or a Sabbath day Janel enjoy her Sabbaths," that is, while it was
that the intelligence on. these points was given in unto God.
thus forced to be desolate, "even then shall the
answer to prayer, in reply to such inquiry as is
Arid; in tlie gospel dispetisation, the day to be I and rest and enjoy her Sabbaths."~Lev. 26: 34.

.Q- Look Here.-A mark opposite this notice will inform subscribflrs that their time is out with the number thus
marked, as many fail to notice the time on their label. Romit.tances are desired. Attention is called to the notice giving
full instructions about how, and to whom to send all money,
orders, and business letters as recently advised.
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The Lord was thus strict in his requirements
of individuals and of the nation, in this matter;
and certainly the one under the gospel should be
even more holy than the one enforced under the
Mosaic statute, because sanctified by man's willing obedience, if it be so at all, and by his sin.
cere (because loving) worship of God under the
new covenant, "the law of life" and salvation in
the Holy Ghost, which is to be "written on the
heart," and not by the "law of condemnation,"
"written and graven on stones." And, as for the
observance of the day by us, we think that it is,
at least for the present, satisfactorily defined, and
its value and necessity urged as fully as of old,
even if there be no law of penalties attached to
destroy men for its infraction. Hence, in this
light, it is believed that the Saints may not only
call the first day of the week the Sabbath, but
that they will also sanctify it in their worship
and conduct, as a holy day, a Sabbath day.
In a late newspaper, not a religious one, we find
an editor deprecating the increasing Sunday ]a.
bor, lawlessness, and pleasure. He says that both
in the cities and in the country we "will soon be
overrun with gala Sundays instead of holy Sun.
days. We already have base ball on Sundays,
picnic and fishing excursions on Sundays, and
where will it stop? Will the Sabbath-loving people of this nation allow the day to be desecrated,
as is done in France and in other foreign countries."
The words are pertinent to the situation, and
the Saints will need to beware lest they use the
day, or parts of it, in ways not good, or in vain
and idle talk, gossip, frivolity, if they do not in
amusements or in anything actually evil, or hav.
ing the appearance of it.
UTAH NOTES.
llHIGHA:~>I

Yol:NG denies the statement that Gov·
ernor Axtell, of New 1\fexico, was baptized into
B. Young's faith while he (Axtell) was governor
of Utah some years ago. The story has been that
Axtell holds a bishop's office, and that he is
figuring and laboring for the benefit of that society in their settlement, and more fully expected
exodus into the south country, Arizona and New
:Mexico.
R 'I'. Burton was arrested at Salt Lake City,
July 26th, by the U. S. lHarshall, charged with
murder committed in the 1\forrisite trouble. He
was held to bail for examination, and the grand
jury are investigating the case.
On July 24th the llrighamites celebrated the
thirtieth anniversary of their arrival upon the
present site of Salt Lake City, in 1847. They also had a Sabbath School celebration at which
several thousand children were gathered. An
address, recitations, music, songs, etc., were the
order of the day.
To ILLUSTI\A'I'E the fact of so many non. payments,
·we find that during the years past, since we commenced the record, 320 names and about $425
have been put upon the delinquent book, those
who have been taken from the lists after months
of non-payment. Besides this there are hundreds
of others who are in arrears less than six month:&,
and some few, on continued promise to pay, who
are even years behind. We try to favor all, and
do not intend to take out any who are making
proper efforts to pay, and we wish to continue
papers to those who are haxd pressed, just as
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long as possible with the office circumstances.
It is only on that ground that papers are stopped,
but with hundreds in arears and an ammalloss
of $500 on those never paying, it is plain that we
cannot always continue it. As a writer in this
issue says, many borrow who could subscribe
and pay as well as those of whom they borrow,
and we wish they would.
Pres. Joseph Smith has not returned from his
Iowa and Missouri trip yet. He is in Decatur
county, Iowa, and has been at Stewartsville and
Independence, :Missouri, since he left us.
President W. W. Blair arrived at home from
Canada, July 24th.
The latest news from Bro. Peter N. Brix, the
missionary to Denmark, was dated at Aalborg,
July 9th. He is laboring to save souls, and he
longs for the redemption of the Saints' inheritan.
ces, when God shall prepare the way.
Bro. Robert Woodcock writes from Manteno,
Iowa, that three have lately been baptized there,
and there is a greater desire in that country to
hear than there was in the past.
In the Harlan Herald we find commenced a
spicy correspondence between Bro. T. W. Chatburn and one Charles Ashton, a minister of the
M. E. Church. The latter is very abusive in his
language and misrepresents our belief, either purposely or ignorantly. He closes with the asser,
tion that those who believe the gospel as taught
by us belong either among the knaves or among
the deceived fools. We presume that Bro. Chatburn will reply promptly and with good effect.
Bro. N. Stamm wrote from Des Moines, Iowa,
that Bro. George Walker, president of that district, is laboring in the branches; also Bro. W.
C. Nirk is preaching. Some have been baptized
in Newton and Des :&foines Valley Branches.
Bro. Stamm is busy.
Some brother sends a Boston Hemld containing
what claims to be a synopsis of H. W. Beecher's
remarks on the labor troubles, at his church in
Brooklyn, Sunday evening, July 21st. He is rep.
resented as saying that a dollar a day is "enough
to buy bread; and water costs nothing. And a
man who can not live on bread is not fit to live.
* * A family may live, laugh, love and be hap.
py, that eats bread and good water in the morning, water and good bread at noon, and good
bread and water at night." Last Sunday evening
(28th) forty policemen were present in the church
to prevent any disturbance or demonstration.
:M:r. Beecher stated that he had been misrepresented, and that he was a friend to the laboring
classes. It is not said whether he denied the
foregoing words, or only the way they are put.
Bro. Charles B. Fox, of Lake City, Colorado,
writes that Bro. \Varnky has recently baptized
him, his wife, and three others into the kingdom of God. As they few are alone, they ask the
prayers of the Saints that they may continue
faithful.
Bro. Thomas Taylor sends a Manchester (England) Examiner, which contains an acceptable
notice of the conference of the Reorganized
Church held in that place !Hay 20th. It gives the
pith of the remarks of Ern. Taylor, Caton and
Bradshaw, who presented the contrast between
our faith as the true successor of the original organization and the fallacious teachings of the
Brighamite organization. It is good that these
things are getting so much before the people
through the papers of England and America.

Bro. Daniel Brown favors us with a Watsonville (Cal.) T1·anscript, which has a half column
account of the Santa Cruz District Conference
held there July 14th and 15th. The minutes are
much the same as those published in this issue
of the HERALD.
We have also, from some one, received a pamphlet entitled Union of Church and State, an address by W. H. Chanay before the Liberal League,
of San Jose, Cal., in which not only is justly condemned such union in man's government, but also, after the manner ot R. J. Ingersoll, he charges
all national evils upon Christianity; and that it is a
failure, (of course meaning that of man's institu.
tion and government, unaided by divinity), and
would substitute therefor the glory of the }fasonic and Odd Fellow societies.
We are sorry to hear of the great loss by fire of
the house of Sister Maria Zimmerman, of Placer.
ville, California, scarcely anything of the contents being saved. Loss about $2,000 in heuse,
furniture, clothing, bedding, together with her
books, Heralds, etc.
Bro. J. A. Robinson sends a Peoria Call which
contains a note from Bro. R. and a copy of the
epitome of our faith and doctrines, for the publi.
cation of which we thank the editor of that paper.
Bro. J. T. Wild sends an Amherst burg (Ontario)
Echo, which contains a notice of Bro. W. C. Irish
preaching at that place, and of a Rev. Smith
holding a discussion with him. The editor a.dvises taking no notice of "such unaccredited and
harmless individuals as Irish." However he con.
ferred a favor by saying that he was "a disciple
of Joseph Smith and not of Brigham Young."
Bro. David Hall, of Shelby, Iowa, sends $10
for tract fund. He has our heartfelt thanks, and
those of the elders who will receive them. May
he receive abundant reward.
Bro. C. H. VanDusen, of Kenosha, ·wisconsin,
would like a chance in the regions of the Saints,
to either take a farm or have carpenter work to
do. If any know of an opening or such labor to
be had they will confer a favor by writing to him,
for he is entirely alone in his faith where he lives.
Bro. H. J. Hudson, of Columbus, Nebraska,
writes that a more hopeful state of affairs, as to
crops and financial prospects, now exists in that
country than there has been recent.ly. Indeed
the prospects look well generally and we hope
that the many delinquent subscribers will be not
only willing but able to bring up arrears, and to
renew ahead.
Bro. F. R. Gibbs writes from Warrior, Jefferson
county, Alabama, that he has been away from the
Church for eight years. He inquired for and we
sent him addresses of brethren J. S. Patterson and
J. D. J"ones.
Bro. J. J". Cornish, of London, Canada, writes
that they have a new place in that city open, having rented another hall, and keeping up meetings
in two places at once. They are alive there to
the interests of the work.
Bro. D. C. White, of Newton, Iowa, informs us
that it is his brother, I. N. White, who is to take
the field, preaching, not himself.
Bro. Francis Earl writes from Cold water, Mich.
igan, that he has been laboring to fit himself so
as to go out in the ministry. He was then ready
to go with Bro. McDowell to Steuben county, Indiana, and afterwards they expected to go to Law.
renee, :Michigan.
Bound assortments of tracts for sale at sixty.five
cents, postage paid. Those wishing to preserve
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them for their own use or to loan, will find these
an advantage over an unbound set.
A friend of Bro. M. F. Beebe, of Streator, Illinois .who lives at Wheaton, Illinois, writes to
him' of reading the Book of Mormon loaned hili!
by Bro. Beebe, and he says: "I can find no objections to it. If there is any truth in the Old
and New Testaments, then I do not see why men
should not write by inspiration in these days as.
well as they did in olden times. vVe can, i,f we
have faith in God's promises. * * The more I
investigate the doctrine the better I like it." That
sounds like honest conviction after a real investigation.
.
We call attention to letter of Bro. C. A. Davis,
of Australia, which was received August 1st. It
takes over a month for letters to travel the distance. We gave in July 15th Herald a later
letter from Bro. Glaud Rodger than the one received by Bro. Davis from him, and so do not
publish that. The papers and scraps received.
Bro. Geo. Hayward of Kansas City, Missouri,
writes that he has baptized three and confirmed
four since he has been there, and he has preached
and endeavored to fill his calling at every opportunity. Others are believing who will yet obey
the gospel.
We thank the following brethren and friends
for papers received: W. R. Calhoon, Red and
White Ribbon; N. W. Smith, Fairfield (Neb.)
News; Geo. Haywood, Kansas City Times; W.
G. North, San Antonio (Texas) Express; J. J.
Cornish, London (Ontario) Advertiser, and the
Free Press; Joseph Hammer, New York Advocate; C. A. Davis, Australian papers; G. I. Stebbins, for Denver, Peublo, and Boulder, (Colorado),
and Black Hills (Dakota) paper.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

SAINTS'

HERALD.

Christian legend,-and declares that out of respect for them the sun altered her course twice
a day that he might shine into the cavern. The
Persians celebrate annually the feast of the Seven
Sleepers, and their names are regarded as powe:ful talismans against the decrees of fate. Then
day has ~ot been forgotten, and, to rectn:~pense
him for h1s zeal, he has been entrusted With the
care of letters missive and correspondences, and
admitted to paradise with the ram which Abraham sacrificed in place of his son, with the ass
of Balaam, with the ass upon which our L11rd
entered Jerusalem upon the day of psalms, and
with the mare upon which Jlrfohammed mounted
miraculously to heaven."
. Wh t ·18 th
th
L' ht 8
0 f th N
Q.a
e cause
e or ern Ig •. '
and when did they originate?
A.-It is conceded that the cause of the Aurora
Borealis, or the northern day-break, is unknown
• h
to philosophy. Several speculative theones ave
been offered, all mere or less open to objection.
It is, however, seemingly well authenticated that
the lights are most commonly seen in the region
of thOl packed ice, for they have been seen in high
latitudes to the southward, and in much lower to
the northward. The testimony of those engaged
in sailing Greenland ships agree with this statement. Aristotle makes mention of the exhibition
of similar phenomena, and it is believed that they
were the same as the Aurora Borealis. The statistical number of these displays of which notice
was taken between 1354 and 1751 is 1441, the
greatest number being in 1745.
As to when they originated, it is presumable
that they were spoken into being, by the voice of
him that "spake and it was so," at the time he fixed
the boundaries of the North Country, and fixed
the laws of their existence and continuance; or
possibly they are only co-equal with the days of
the earth's convulsive mourning at the death of
the Lord; all that we can lmow, so far as God
has revealed it, or the science of man has found

Question.-Sister Mira Snew writes: "'Ve read it, is, that there is in those northern heavens, a
that before our Master comes, the sun will be
darkened, the moon will be turned into blood,
the stars will fall from heaven. Will it be literal
or only by the appearance?"
Answer.-It is considered that the sun's light
will be darkened, so far as this earth is concerned; that the moon will assume a blood red appearance, owing to the withdrawal of the light of
the sun, permitting the color of the moon to be
seen; that the falling of the stars will, so far as
we can know, real; that is they will remove, having the appearance of falling. Signs of a similar
character, have already taken place; several dark
days have occurred; the moon has put on the red
hue described by the prophet, and the stars have
fallen; but we deem these to 'b'Je of the prophecy,
not its completest fulfillment; we deem it consist.
ent that the prophecy should kave a wider fulfill.
ment.
Q.-What is the true tradition of the Seven
Sleepers?
A.-We copy from Webster's Unabridged Dietionary:
"According to a very widely diffused legend of
early Christianity, seven noble youths of Ephesus,
in the time of the Decian persecution, who having fled to a certain cavern for refuge, and having been pursued, discovered and 'l'l'alled i~ for a
cruel death, were made to fall asleep, and m that
state were miraculously kept for almost two centuries. Their names are traditional said to have
been Maxim ian, Malchus, Martinian, Denis, John,
Serapion and Constantine. The church has consecrated the 27th of June to their memory. The
Koran relates the tale of the Seven Sleepers, deriving it probably trom the same source as the

frequent display of beauty and grandeur that bespeak the wisdom and might of a Divine Being,
We can neither know the cause nor when it began to operate.
Q.-Please state the dif.i'erent places that the

Herald has been published, the number of years
in each, and the names of the publishers.
A.-The Church has published the HEHALD
since it was started in January, 1860, at Cincinnati, Ohio, with Bro. Isaac Sheen as editor, and
brethren Z. H. Gurley, Wm. Marks and 'Vm. W.
Blair the publishing committee, as provided for
by action of the General Conference, in session,
October 7th, 1859. On the 8th of October, 1862,
the General Conference appointed brethren I. L.
Rogers, William Aldrich, Philo Howard, G. A.
Blakeslee, and J. D. Haywood, to "procure a
press and printing materials, and to locate the
same." In pursuance of this a 'Vashington h!tnd
press was purchased, and the enterprise was
moved to Plano, Illinois, and the first number
was published here in April, 1863, still under the
editorial charge of Bro. I. Sheen. In July, 1863,
it was changed to a semi-monthly; ancl, in April,
1864, Bro. Joseph Smith was chosen as the editor
in charge, who had the business and editorial
management (with Bro. Forscutt as his assistant
from 1870 to 1872) until the Board of Publication
took charge, June 17th, 1872; and that commit,
tee has had charge since, with some changes in
its members, all under the supervision of the
General Conference of the Church, as the establishment has been from the beginning,

[August 15.

NEWS SUMJIURY.
[Prepared expressly for the Herald.]

July 24th.-On the 23d, after the destruction of
many lives, and the desolation of millions of property by fire, at ~ittsburg, _on Sunday lh~ .22d,
there came a· reaction of feelmg, and the CltiZel)s
organized and armed themselves. It was evident,
however, that it was not the strikers so much as
the idle, lawless desperadoes who robbed and destrayed the property of the railroad. They are
ready for any chance of the kind, and for the worst
deeds, and men, women and children, plundered
the cars of valuable freight, and set fire to vast
trains of the remainder. At Buffalo, quite a battle
took place between 200 soldiers and 2,000 rioters;
the former fled demoralized, and with loss in killed
and wounded. Demands for increase in, or restoration of former wages, was generally refused by the
companies. At Reading, Pa., a $150,000 bridge
burned, and in the battle between troops and rioters, several were killed and others wounded.
Cars and buildings burned at various places, and
a general stoppage of trains occurred on eastern
roads. State militia ordered out by thousands.
All quiet west of Ohio, but strikes expected every·
where.
In Europe much interest is taken in England's
order for troops to proceed to the Mediterranean.
Rumor says that Austria approves of this move.
At the siege of Kars, in Armenia, the Russians
threw 2,000 shells into-the city.
Statistics of Russia's progress in national territory show that she increased thirty-five times her
original domains in 400 years, or from 11,000
square miles in 1462 to 367,112 square miles in
1829; large accessions being made by Ivan III.,
Ivan IV., Theodore I., Michael I., Peter I., Oatherine II, Paul I., Alexander I., and Nicholas I.,
and now Alexander II. is trying his hand at acquisition.
25th.-Affairs in the Eastern States some better. Six thousands soldiers and policemen keeping order in Philadelphia. At Pittsburg there is
a calm, and the rioters are being arrested .. The
frenzy being over the people realize the desparate
measures taken, and the loes of $6,000,000 in property, one half of which the county will have to
pay. Of soldiers, citizens and rioters, about HlO
killed and wounded. At Allentown the troops
have dispersed the mob. At. Scranton 1,500 miners
struck for higher wages. Harrisburg quiet. At
Buffalo and other places tracks torn up, and the
mob detains all trains. 'In New York great excitement, but no serious trouble. Thousands of
soldiers in the streets and armories give the city
the most martial appearance since the war. At
St. Louis trains stopped a.nd the strikers in power, but troops on their way there. At Springfield,
Indianapolis, Columbus and Cincinnati, railroad
and business affairs almost a.t a stand still, and of
comse in all lesser places accordingly. No riot
yet in the west, but freight and passenger !rains
generally stopped, and the great business of the
country is almost at a stand still. The Government at Washington also feels the blockade of
business very much. The people of New York
City, who consume 9, 000 cattle per week, are getting hungry, waiting for the 16,000 beeves now
detained at a.nd near Pittsburg and Buffalo.
There are fears that the Indians will 'destroy
Sitka, Alaska, now thv,t the troops are withdrawn.
Six powder mills exploded at Acton, MaEsa,cbusets, the 24th.
England is not yet ready to disclose her policy
in ordering troops to the Mediterranean. The
Turks charge the Russians with great barbarities
in Bulgaria. The latter have commenced an attack on Silistria, one of the cities on the Danube
yet untaken. South of the Balkans a great battle
is reported.
26th.-Mail trains stopped as well as freight,
and only an occasional passenger train. 'l.'housands
of rioters marching about Chicago, and forcing
railroad men and laborers at the manufacturing
establishments to cease work, and da.maging rnach.ine:ry, putting out engine fires, etc.; some fights
between them and the police; some killed and others wounded. T1·ibune contains forty-four columns
of matter about the labor troubles, the riots, and
the destruetien there and at oth~r points all over
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In the large pla- between capital and labor. It is feared that there
At Pittsburgh ten men at work on a cupola were-

the eastern and western states.
ces nearly all work has ceased, many who would will be a general strike among railroad engineers. dashed down by the fall of the scaffold, and some·
work being compelled to join the strikers. BusiThe 1'urks lost heavily in killed anti. wounded were killed and the others severely wounded.
A saw mill, salt works, 6,000,000 feet of lumberness prostrate, no trafic on railroads, and provi- in a recent hattie, which was fought half way besions becoming scarce in large cities. In San t weep the Balkans and Adrianople. It is reported and other property, burned at East Saginaw, Mich ..
Francisco and St. Louis, as well as Chicago, pro- that when thr Russians reach Adrianople the Loss $225,000, and 200 men out of employment.
Wm. B. Ogden, the first mayor of Chicago, and
perty destroyed and mob in possession. In the Turkish government will rise up and flee into
a few years a.go a rail-road president and finaneast the worst of the trouble is over.
Asia, bag and baggage.
From England comes news of the embarkation
3lst.-At Columbus, Ohio, the strikers have cier of that city, died in New York yesterday.
As usual in summer many men are being killed,
of troops under the late order for the Mediterra- complete control of the railroads; they hold trains
nean. Greece to reorganize her army and put it from moving, but do no mischief. At Galvaston, or terribly wounded, by the sickles of reapers and
to 150,000 men. The Russians are bombarding Texas, the companies have acceded to a rise in mowers.
Murders, robberies, and other crimes, with acciRustchuck, on the Danube.
wages. At Galesburg, Ills., there is still a deten27th.-Many battles between the mob and the tion of trains and stopping of the machine shops. dents of all descriptions, are too numerous to parpolice, infantry and cavalry, occurred in Chicago, Very little done yet on the Chicago, Burlington, ticularize.
Shurz, Secretary of lhe Interior, is going to in·
yesterday; nine of the rioters reported killed, and and Quincy road. Although generally quieting,
a large number wounded, some policemen severe- yet there is trouble, or that expected, in many vestigate the rascalities in the Indian service, by
which both Government and Indians have so long
ly wounded. News from San Francisco of blood- places.
Another defeat of the Turks is reported, this been swindled. However, we may not look foF
shed there. The whole country has been filled
with intense excitement, but now the soldiers and time near Rustchuk, with a loss of 6,000 or 8,000 much reform. The rings are too powerful, and
their management too wide· spread and intricate,
policemen in the cities are gaining ground, and prisoners.
President Hayes believes that the Indians can for anything but the hand of the Almighty to
there is a general feeling that mob violence has
gone far enough, and working-men think so as well not be of any general use in the army as trained purge and cleanse them.
5th.-The troops, with artillery, are now well
as others. Foreign comments are severe. John soldiers, that nothing can be made of them but
Bright considers it is "one of the most deplorable scouts, for they will not drill or do anything only distributed in Pennsylvania, and no outbreaks
occurred yesterday. Trains go heavily guarded.
and discreditable events that ever has happened in their own way.
to the nation."
August 1st.- Railroads mostly resuming busi- Seventy-two strikers lodged in jail. Mining proIn Europe the Roumanian army is preparing to ness again, or getting under motion to do so. perty and provision stores closely guarded. At
cross the Danube. Russia is sending 90,000 men Trouble still exists on some roads, and, at some Scranton the miners seem decided not to go to
into Asia Minor, to renew the war there. The points, new men are being hired in place of the work. A large gathering at the funeral of the
~ussians have captured Shipka Pass in the Bal· strikers.
The Northern Canada road has reduced dead rioters, but no trouble, only threats.
Newspaper scraps sent by Bro. C. A. Davis, of
kans, but two Turkish armies have formed a june· wages again. Vanderbilt, president of the New
tion to give them trouble.
York Central, has distributed $100,000 to the 11,· Australia, give account of floods, fires, tidal waves,
Bad news of Indian depredations and murders 500 men on that road, for not striking, and pro- storms of wind and rain, accompanied by vivid
lightning. Great destruction of property has tacomes from the Black Hills. Twenty recent mur- mises increased wages.
ders are reported.
Appearances indicate that the Itussia.ns have ken place. On the Friendly Islands thousands of
Advices from Eucador state that the damage been too fast in advancing beyond the Balkans, houses and sixteen churches were demolished by
done by the recent eruption d Cotopaxi, amounted and that the Turks may get the better of them. a hurricane; also, at the Lacepede Islands both
to one million dollars ($1,000,000). Many lives Austria is to issue orders for the partial mobeliza- life and property was destroyed by a lor~aado.
Dr. De Haas, American Consul at Jerusalem, has
were lost and 1,500 caU!e.
tion of her army, but claims only intending to
made the tour of the world in 68 days; namely,
A powder magazine at Sharon, Pa., exploded, hold an armed neutrality.
killing one man and injuring five.
2d.-Sixty·five thousand Russians attacked 50,- 20 days from Alexandria via London and New York
A bridge on which men were working near 000 Turks entrenched at Softcba, south of the to San Francisco, another of 20 to Japan, 16 days
Cincinnati, fell, and four men were killed and nine Danube, and were defeated with Joss of many to Ceylon and 12 to Suez, Egypt.
To stop the inconsiderate signing of petitione
wounded.
thousands in killed and wounded. Also, at Plev28th.-Affairs quiet in Chicago yesterday. Rail· na they were defeated with great loss, and fled for the pardon of criminals, so often done to get
road and manufacturing business partially resu- to Sistova. Reinforcements are being sent. The rid of importuning friends, Gov. Cullom, of Illimed. A list of the killed and wounded is given, I~oumanian army wishes to cross the river, and nois, has ordered that all petitions, with names of
so far as known-15 to 20 of the former and about take part in the contest..
Austria warns her to the signers, shall be published in the county papers where the criminal was convicted. This has
50 of the latter, besides some not known. Fifty beware of the consequences.
News from Rome is that an effort will be made salutary effect.
or more policemen wounded, most of thsm only
October 14th has been fixed for the election in
struck with stones, but one killed. More soldiers by tbe papal party to re-establish the temporal
France that will determine something of her fu·
have arrived and located in various parts of the power of the Pope.
At Wilkesbarre, Pa., 6,000 or 7,000 men collect- ture.
city. At Pittsburg the railroad men have been
6th.-More tidings comes of the unexpected and
forced to surrender the railroad property, and ed yesterday, and detained passenger and freight extraordinary defeat and demoralization of the
trains were preparing to start. St. Louis is hav- t:rll-ins, stoning one engineer and wo::~nding a conRussian armies south of the Danube. There is
ing the most trouble to get settled, but no special stable. At Scranton, 5,000 men collected at the
damage is now being done. At Scranton, Penn., car shops, and wounded employees who were at woe and terror in Bulgaria over the prospect of
there is a threatening appearance am@ng miners, work. When the mayor came they nearly killed its occupation again by the bloody Bashi-Bazouk9.
iron workers, and other laborers, 30,000 of whom him. The soldiers arriving, there was a fight, and But in Asia the Russians are advancing in three
columns to regain their lost vantage. The Czar
in that vicinity are out of employment. They have four men were killed and others wounded. Citiforcibly stopped every branch of industry, and zens are arming, more troops are <>oming. In has asked the Emperor of Austria to permit his
armies to occupy Servia. Austria is to organize
idleness reigns. Few of the railroadA have yet other states affairs growing better.
'
3d.-At Avondale, Pa., the troops captured a an army of 90,000 ;nen.
given in to the demancl for increas~ of or return
Twelve companies of United States regulars
train load of rioters, those who were stoning the
to the old wages.
have arrived from Montana and the South in WilA Turkish army has been defeated south of the night trains. The laboring population are firm to
Balkans. The Russians have completed their line prevent resumption of any kind of business. Five kesbarre, Pa. The miners in those regions declare that, they will neither work nor permit othof attack around Rustchuk, and are more fully in- thousand soldiers trying to overawe the strikers,
ers to work.
vesting Silist.ria. A battle between Russian gun- but not to harm any one.
The poor house near Simcoe, Ontario, was deCaptain Howgate's Polar Expedition sai'!ed from
boats and Turkish monitors took place on the
New London, Conn., the 2d. One schooner, the stroyed by fire, and seventeen persons were burnDanube, July 24th.
ed to death and others more or less severely.
The Indian troubles in Montana are giving more Florence.
lly an explosion in a foundry at Pittsburg, Pa.,
More particulars of the Russian defeat and
and more alarm
30th.-At Scranton, Penn., the striking miners slaughter at Plevna and Softcha. Line of battle eleven men were terribly burned by molt~n iron,
two fatally.
have burned and destroyed some more property of ten to fifteen miles loug, and meu cut. down in
7th.-The township of Eaton, near Green Bay,
the coal companies, and have stopped the work of swathes by Turkish batteries.
4th.-The Russian force south of the Danube Wisconsin, has been burning for several days, and
non-strikers. At Pittsburg are 4,000 troops, and
one settlement with seventeen houses, and the
trains are running. A regiment of troops are at reported as thoroughly shattered and demoralized, forests for miles were burned, making many famiBraid wood, Illinois, nnd the colored men are back and those beyond the Balkans as in a perilous sitat work in pla1c of the miners. At East St. Louis t!ation. The divided forces were too small to ad- lies homeless. Two families were burned, and it
is feared that also three others were.
are 1,500 soldiers in camp, and in St. Louis affairs vance into an enemies country, and to leave forNews from Europe is that the Russians are rapare quieting The police captured 73 of the Com· tresses untaken behind them. The Turks have idly forwarding troops and massing them heavily
mune in a hqJJ where they met, released 24 and poured in men from Egypt and the provinces, South of the Danube, a.nd that they are also adput 4>1 in jail At San Francisco and elsewhere, while the Russians have been too eager and man- vancing in Armenia.
citizens forming companies to protect property. aged badly.
Three thousand m~re English troops are to sail
Baltimore and Ohio road is sti)l held by strikers,
Josh Billings remarks: The only way to get
nnd troops have been sent to open the way. The for the Mediterranean.
By the burning of a cigar- i:Jox factory at Cin- thru this world and escape censure and abuse is
society known as the St. George's Union, in a session at Philalleldhia, has proposed that the Gov- cinnati, six men and women were killed and five to take sum back road. You kant travel the main
turnpike and do it.
ernment establish a joint commission of masters wounded.
The path of right is the path of light
A fire at Elgin, Ills., took $41,000 in property.
and men to arbitrate the differences now existing
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have failed to cure; Bro. Stamm administered to think he will become a good and worthy brother,
me, and I have not suffered since. I believe that and may such be his joyful lot. From there I
Bro. Btamm is a man called of God, and a good had to return home, to work my crop. Brother
SoLON, Cuyahoga Co., Ohio, man. He, or any other elder would be welcome Bryan went south to Limestone county, where he
July 13th, 1877.
here at any time. Your sister in the new and had already preached, and now had appointments
to fill. He writes that he is preaching with faBrother Joseph Smith:-I write in regard to my everlasting covenant,
MYRA CARTER.
vorable prospects. I intend to go down and help
connection with the Church. I joined the Church
in Canada, in 1837, and remained in it until your
CHEROREE, Crawford Co., Kansas, him soon, we need an active elder in this country
August 1st, 1877.
very much; one that can spend all of his time
father was slain, but, when Brigham took charge
of the Church and instituted polygamy, I could
Bro. Editon :-I arrived here last night, and in the field.
I am now at Bro. B. F. Boydstun's. He is one
never think that the Church was following the am enjoying the hospitality of Brother D. S.
book of Doctrine and Covenants nor the Book of Craw lev. Since I last wrote you I have been la- of the old-time Saints, having joined the Church
Mormon, and so I fell back and remained all boring 'in Johnson county, Missouri, at the fol- in 1836, in Kentucky, about the same time with
alone, often wondering to myself if the Lord ever lowing places: At the houses of Brother Curtis the father of our Bro. J. C. Clapp, and was with
did command the Church to follow such things. and l'l'Ir. Dellar, in the Christian church at Knob the Church iri Illinois, and remembers well afBut last February, after praying often for the N oster, and at the Grover, Linn and :Mercer fairs in and about Nauvoo before, and at the time
right way, I was favored with a chance to visit school-houses. These are new fields, and that is of the death of Joseph and Hyrum. Not satis.
my brother at Willoughby, and, while there, I the only reason that I can assign for not getting tied with the claims of B. Y. and others, he moved
was impressed to visit Kirtland, for the sake of sooner to the field appointed me by the General to Texas and settled here, where he now lives.
getting a Book of Mormon, and I was directed Conference. The people seemed to be interested, As evidence that there is virtue in the doctrine
to Bro. J. F. ]}'[cDowell, and, after finding him, I and I did not believe it would be right to leave as taught by the Saints, and that it afl:ects the
then found that there was a Heorganized Church them until they had time to investigate; and I lives of men, he has, through these many years,
denouncing polygamy. 0 how my heart rejoiced further believe that, in many instances, the Elders maintained himself as an honest, upright citizen,
when he told me the news. He afterwards came travel too much and preach too little. If I have having the respect and confidence of the people,
to my place and I procured a house for him to committed a wrong in so doing, please forgive and occupying positions of public trust and bonpreach in. As soon as he began to sing I found and inform me. I left a good feeling in that or. He looked for the time when young Joseph
that he had the right ring. He preached several country, and any Elder passing through, who would take his father's place, as presiding elder
times. At first there was but two ladies out, one wishes to preach, can get a good hearing. I bap- of the Church, which sentiment, he says, was
was my daughter, a strong Presbyterian, but she tized two while there, and others are believing.J prevalent in those days in Nauvoo, and now
was seeking for the truth, and she attended all of There are now twelve members in that country. I cheerfully joins his testimony with ours for the
the meetings, and in doing so brought down the reluetantly took the parting hand, and, through latter day work, and is ready and willing to aid it.
wrath of her pastor upon her; but, thanks be to the kindness of Brother Scm·cliff and Sister Cur- Since I commenced writing he has procured a
God, she was convinced of the truth, and was tis, I had the privilege of occupying a seat in one place for nublic meetings, and I expect to present
baptized when I was; and now we are united in of Nahum's chariots, a privilege that our Savior a few matters to the J>eople for their considerathe faith, and I hope that some of the rest of the and his apostles did not enjoy. How thankful tion. Bro. Bays will remember this as the place
family will obey. If any of the elders ca_n, I wish should we be for such blessings.
where he labored, and had a debate with Dr.
that they would come this fall with Bro.l\'IcDow.
The wheat crop in :Missouri is good, but the Parley ofthe Disciple order, which debate was a
ell, as I think that here is a good field to labor in. corn will not be over one half. In Kansas the credit to liim and the truth he represented. With
I have a home for elders that may travel this way. corn is good, but the wheat I cannot tell how it regards and esteem, your brother in Christ,
Your brother in the faith,
is. I only speak of t1le country I passed through.
F. M. SHEEHY.
JOSHUA LAMOREAUX.
My prayer is that the faithful in Christ may
------soon hear the cry, "Benold the Bridegroom comKmTI,AND, Ohio, July 17th, 18"77.
XENIA, Dallas Co., Iowa,
eth! Go ye.out to meet him." And then, not as
Brother Stebbins :-I desire to bear my testiJuly 15th, 1877.
the foolish, but as the wise virgins, who will enter mony to the truth of the latter day work. I can
Brother Henry:-Times are very hard here. It in and partake of the marriage feast.
truly say that it is God's work, and in it I reis almost impossible to get any money. We are
My love to all Saints. Pray for me. Your joice, in it I :find peace, joy, and all that
living on corn bread, milk, and potatoes, and brother in Christ,
A.. J. CA'l'O.
is lovely and grand. I would .exhort all my
what garden stufl:' we can raise. In some localibrethren and sisters to live faithful and humble,
ties the grasshoppers are taking the.crops. There
Hocn:wALL, Texas,
and prayerful; to be meek and lowly in heart, for
are a good many on our place, but not emmgh
July 16th, 1877.
such.shall find rest to their souls. A. short time
yet to take onr crop, and it looks well considerB1·otl!er Henry:- You may wish to hear how ago I was taken with a palsied feeling in all one
ing the backward spring and wet weather since; we are getting along in the Lone Star state. From side of my body, and inwardly I had such feelbut there are plenty of families in this neighbor- the information I received from you and through ings as I never felt before. I called on Elder J.
hood that won't raise enough to keep them three the Herald, I was enabled to open a correspond- F. lVIcDowell, and he administered to me, and I
months, and all of our ablest and best farmers ence with those in Texas relative to Church in- was healed. I praise God for the blessing. To
have got the blues. I think truly that mens' tm·ests. When I came into the state I was not him be the honor and the glory. In him is my
hearts are failing them for fear of those things aware of any in the state being believers in the hope; in him is salvation. 0, that all would
that are coming on the earth, yet we cannot doctrine except those in Bandera county. But I come and partake of the water of life. PrayiJ:l.g
get them to see that those things are the evils find there are many scattered about in isolated for the up building of Zion, I am your sister,
foretold as to come in the last days, but my im- places. And, after arrangements with Bro. James
R. DAYTON.
pression is that the time is not far away when Bryan to meet me; we commenced by holding a
they will see more clearly, and if a great many meeting here at Lisbon. Then we went to Ellis
BEVIER, Missouri,
of us, who are called Saints, would be more mind- county, where he had held one meeting and creaJuly 27th, 187'7.
ful of those things, and live more faithful, how ted quite an interest, being hotly opposed by some
Brother Henry :-Brethren D. D. Jones, Chas.
much more abundantly we would be blessed. I members of the Disciple order. But we renewed Perry, Samuel Jliloss and myself, went to visit the
am looking for Bro. Stamm and will be very glad the work at their public-school house, and had a Salt Hiver branch, which was organized last Janto see him, and may the blessings of our heaven- crowded house, all came to see how a Latter Day uary. We found that Brother Hobert Thrutchley,
ly Father come with his faithful servants. I have Saint looked. We had liberty, and at the close the president, while at work, had fallen backbeen blessed through Bro. Stamm's administra- p;ave permission to ask questions. At this the wards from a mowing-machine, and, his feet
tion. My husband thinks of going to :Misssouri Disciple elder arose and stated that on the follow. catching in the lines, it backed over him, bruisthis fall, if he can sell, but that is rather doubtful. ing Sunday he would speak ou the subject of ing his leg and side, and the horses kicking him
He does not belong to the Church, but I think he Mormonism, and show up the character of some on the head, and cutting it badly; but, by the
will some day see the necessity of obeying the :1\'Iormons that were here some twenty-three yea.rs blessing of our Heavenly Father, his life was
gospel, and that is the burden of my prayer at ago. We rep lied that we had not come to sustain spared and he is improving rapidly.
present. Your sister,
S. E. BouTON.
the character of any one, except that of Jesus,
Brethren Perry and Jones preached on Saband we were there to preach doctrines and prin- bath morning to a very attentive congregation.
OscEOLA, Iowa, July, 1877.
ciples which we would be happy to have him ]n the afternoon, had Saint's meeting, and God
Dea,r Editors:-For two years I have been a and all others examine, and try to expose. The was with us. Afterward three were baptized;
member of the Church of Jesus Christ. I was parties he referred to as being here twenty-three one being Brother Hiram 'White, aged sixty-three
baptized by Bro. Stamm. He has preached twice years ago were Brighamites, but he tried to mix years, who belonged to the Church in former
in this place, the only preacher of that Church I us all up together, Mountain :M:eadow J\Iassacre, days at Nauvoo. The other two, Brother Wm.
ever heard; still I am a firm believer in his doc- polygamy, and every other abominable thing. H. Dennis and his wife. Brother Dennis got
trine. My husband heard him preach, and seems But we would not have it.
hurt in the mines, by a stone falling on him,
to take quite an interest in his sermons. He is
We held meetings in that place the next day about a year ago, but we are led to believe that
not a member of any church, and in his behalf I and two evenings, and baptized two, creating an he will be restored to his former health; therewrite this letter, requesting the prayers of all interest that we would like to have followed up, fore we ask an interest in your prayers, and those
Saints, that he may yet be bnmght to obey the and the people desired us to do so, but we had of all the Saints, that he and those who adminisgospel. I am the only member of the Church engaged to go to Navarro county, which appoint- ter may have that faith that will call down the
there is in this place. I would like to take the _ment we filled on the following Sunday, by hold- blessing from heaven, for we know that the Lord
Herald, but am not able at present. I have had ing three meetings, and baptized one, Bro. ,John hears and answers the prayers of his people. vYe
several sent to me by other Saints, and I take Justice, who fully believed the doctrine before feel satisfied that, if the Saints in that branch
great interest in reading them. I have suffered ever he saw a member of the Church, by reading continue to live faithful, many more in that
for several years from a disease that all doctors the IIerald, tracts, and Book of Covenants. I neighborhood will come and go with them,
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Brethren Ephraim nowland, N. M. Hidings
and others, were also out preaching last Sunday.
Brother Rowland preached at two different
places, to attentive congregations. The people
manifested a desire to have preaching again, and
an appointment was given out. Surely, "the
harvest is ripe, but the laborers are few." Let
each one who has the priesthood do those things
that are required at their hands; not only pray,
"thy kingdom come," but also "seek first to build
up the kingdom of God, and all needful things
shall be added unto you."~Matt. 6: 38, I. T.
Hoping that the time draweth nigh when this
gospel of the kingdom will be preached in all the
world, I am your brother,
W. R. McDoNALD.
GRAND PRAIIUE, Noble Co., Minnesota,
July 15th, 18'77.
Brothsr Henry:-I baptized two on the 8th, and
another has given his name for next Sabbath.
There are so many calls I cannot answer all. The
grain harvest is coming on, and night meetings
must cease for the present. If no opening offers,
I shall go home to duties that demand my presence until after harvest.
July 23rd-Yesterday I witnessed the baptism of three precious souls, Bro. Spaulding officiating, and I, by request of Elders Spaulding
and Stilwell, confirming them. It is believed
that great good will result from our labors. I
leave to-day, with the deep regret of the Saints,
but it seems necessary. I pray God to bless this
little flock. There are others anxiously enquiring,
but I have done my duty, and I trust that the elders here will gather in and garner the fruit that
will yet spring up from the seed sown, and may
the Lord also give his Spirit to the lambs of the
flock, as well as to the shepherds appointed, so
that all may be safely gathered in the celestial
fold, is the earnest prayer of
CHARJ,ES DERRY.
Gn,ROY, Santa Clara Co., Cal.,
Julv 22nd, 187'7.
Dea?' Herald:-I belong to "the Watsonville
Branch. We had a quarterly conference there
last Saturday and Sunday, 14th and 15th. In
consequence of the hard times there was not as
many as would otherwise have been; but those
who did attend were amply repaid for their sacrifice and trouble, for we had a time of rejoicing.
The Lord blessed us richly with his Spirit, in
harmony, love and union. Had some able sermons by Elders 0. Smith, J. Carmichel, and D. S.
Mills. Three were baptized Some good testimonies were given, and we all went away encouraged and strengthened in our faith, to put forth
a hand to forward his cause. It is pleasant and
easy for the Saints to meet, but many a tear is
shed in the parting. If it was not for the hope
of that great day when parting will be no more,
it would be a great deal worse.
With much reluctance we had to part with our
beloved president, Bro. Phillips, his temporal
affairs compelling him to move to Oakland. Bro.
D. Brown, a good man, was put in his place. We
have meetings every Sabbath, and Sunday School,
and sacrament meeting every other Sunday, prayer meeting every Thursday night. Our branch
is of good size, but so scattered that very few can
meet together; but, although we are few, our
good Lord verifies his promises to us. l\'Iy desire is to be faithful and to help to move on the
cause, either by speech or from my pocket, perhaps both, the Lord helt)ing me. "\Ve can all do
something one way or the other. I ask an interest in the prayers of the faithful. Your brother
in the gospel,
IsAAC A. MoNROE.
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ELiniA!t'l', Anderson county, Texas,
July 26th, 1877.
Brother Henry :-I send you the names of those
baptized by Brother Sheehy and myself, with the
items'necessary for their being properly recorded.
Quite an interest is created in the work everywhere I have been, and I will continue to work
as occasion may require, or as opportunity offers
on my route of travel. I am under promise to be
in Shreveport in a few days, and therefore will
not be able to go down into Angelina county
to see Brother Robuck, but will try to come back
shortly to that place. I am to preach here twice
next Sunday. The people seem eager to hear
the strange doctrine. I have been threatened
with tar and feathers, drowning, whipping, and
(in company with J3ro. Sheehy) with hanging,
but generally have had more friends than foes,
so that I have never been really ill treated. My
Baptist friend backed down, and would not meet
me after the first attack. Those that heard us
both said that I answered him fairly.
Brother Sheehy will be able to organize a
branch in Ellis county soon, and as he is a live
Elder the work will go out from there and increase. I remain as ever your brother in the true
faith,
JAMES W. BRYAN.

LAMBTON, Auetralia,
June 26th, 1877.
Dear Brother Stebbins :-The mail arrived in
Sydney to.day, and we are all anxious to get the
Herald to hear from the Church in America, to
see if any one has been appointed at the General
Conference to this mission, as we know Brother
Rodger and all the Saints are expecting some one
to come and assist in the great work on this land.
'l'he Saints here are willing to make any sacrifice
that others may hear the gospel and be saved;
for we see that the judgments of God are coming
faster and faster upon the wicked, and we feel
willing to do all we can for the salvation of
souls. We pray that the Lord will raise up laborers in his vineyard. Brother Rodger has been
up the :M:anning River since Christmas. He has
baptized twenty and organized a branch, and
more believing. We expect him back this week,
when he will receive a hearty welcome. He is
now at :M:yall Lake, where he baptized several
last summer, a brother of his being one of the
number.
The Saints on the Hunter River are still rejoicing in the gospel, endeavoring to hold fast
their first taith, that they may be found worthy to
receive a salvation and an inheritance upon the
land of Zion. We see judgments upon this land,
and mer,t's hearts are failing for fear of those
things as yet to come. We have had storms,
lightnings, tidal waves, droughts, earthquakes
and floods, and people are starving in our midst.
We feel to thank the Lord for his care of us and
ours, and we know that he will deliver his faithful ones.
I enclose a part of Brother Rodger's letter to
me, also a few scraps from the daily papers, and
two parcels of papers. Your brother in the
CIIARLES A. DAVIS.
gospel.

KEWANEE, Illinois,
July 23d, 18'7'7.
Brother J osepl1 :-I write to inform you and all
my brethren that I desire an unceasing interest
in their prayers, to that prayer-hearing and
prayer-answering God, the Holy One of Israel,
whom we all have enlisted to serve, in my behalf,
until I am completely healed, and raised again
to usefulness, from under my present heart-rending affliction. Last Wednesday, Imet with a
severe accident, having cut my foot nearly half
off by the sickle ef the mower; and my God
alone knows the excruciating pain I suffered in
Cor.uMnus, Nebraska,
the onset. But that God who ever looks with a
July 30th, 18'7'7.
father's love upon his people, heard our cries and
DeM' Bretl!rei1:-I Rm very sorry to hear of the eased the pain, while the doctor was dressing and
present delinquency in financial matters, as re- sewing up the wound. Suffice it to say, the Holy
gards the office and the subscribers. I have been Spirit came upon me, with a "peace, be still."
traveling and preaching the gospel since Spring. and I wanted to sit up, as I bore my testimony to
I am now going to work in the harvest field to all present of the mercies of the Lord towards me.
defray some of my expenses. I am very uneasy The folks all seemed to be astonished, as they
about such a state of things. I will send you five said that my countenance returned all at once
dollars as soon as I can get some money. Who- like myself, and, since the time specified, I have
ever reads this let them show their faith by their j had little or no pain.
works.
T. GAJ.J,EY.
Hence, my brethren, what I desire is this, that

my foot may be restored nearly, if not lil;:e the
other; and, further, that, in my future life, I may
be able to sound the gospel to suffering IDCirtals.
I cannot write all I desire, as my frame is weak,
and my hand trembles from loss of blood, which
was very great. This, too, have I concluded in
my mind, if this sad affair has come upon me to
drive me nearer to my God, I feel to praise his
holy name for it. All I can further say is, do,
my dear brethren and sisters, pray for me, and
that without the least shadow of a doubt. If this
be inserted in the Herald, all I am intimately
aequainted with will know-therefore I will not
have to write to so many-until I get around
again. Your unworthy brother in Christ,
JOHN D. JONES.

CASTI,E, Andrew county, Missouri,
July 29th, 1877.
B1·other Henry :-I am aware that my subscrip.
tion ran out June 15th, and I confess my neglect
in not renewing sooner. I feel thankful to you
for continuing it, for we cannot do without it,
and I am sure that it ought to be taken by every
family of Saints. A great many borrow, but that
is not fair play; for, in many cases those who
lena are no more able to pay for it than the borrower. Brethren and sisters, think for a moment
how isolated would be our condition were it not
for the Herald and its means of communication
Being such I hope that all will aid in its support, and I firmly believe that ins~ doing: we will
be blessed of God. Your brother m Chnst,
,
ARTHUR HAILEY.
TORONTO, Ontario, July 30th, 187'7.
Dea·r B1·other Joseph :-Since our June conference at Blenheim I have been trying to keep the
Saints together, holding meeting at my house,
which being small the people would not come
out. We searched for a place, but could net
find one, unless we went into the public halls
of the city and paid from $8 to $20 per night,
which idea was not favored, for want of the
wherewith; but seeing a church (Bible Christian) for sale, and its location being good, we
thought of purchasing, and the result is that we
are in possession of a nice meeting-house, capable
of holding about 300 people, and have paid $50
on account, (for which amount we have to thank
Brother Hall, he having donated it voluntarily,
in order to secure the building). The church cost
$1,350, and on this there is a mortgage of $1,000
payable in four years. The remaining unpaid
$300 we have to pay in three quarterly instalments
of $100 each, together with the interest on the
mortgage, at eight per cent. By this, you will discover that we are now in a position which demands at our hands skill and courage, as well
as trust in God. There are eleven of us here, six
of whom are sisters, all poor, and I with only
time to give for the enterprise. Brother Hall has
done nobly, and will continue to help as he can
afford; but the strain is heavy, and only with the
blessing of God can we succeed in accomplishing
our object. We have had services in the church
three Sundays, but only six or seven besides the
Saints came out. This week we hope for more,
as I had an advertisement inserted in the largest
newspaper here, and expect good results. On
Tuesday evening I baptized one woman; and if
the honest will catch the sound, I hope for a
speedy ingathering. I foresee the increasing persecution consequent upon our spread here; but
I feel that '·courage will rise with danger," and
am looking for the harvest.
Brother Cornish came down from London on
the 11th inst., and was here to preach the opening
sermon in our church. While here he assisted
in organizing us into a branch, and in ordaining
Brother Hall a Priest. I never in my life felt
such a responsibility resting upon me as at the
present time; and, were it not for the knowledge
I possess of the truth of the gospel, and of its being the "power of God unto salvation," I should
look for a hole to creep out at to escape duty. But
I feel hke Paul, "Woe is me if I preach not the
gospel." May my timid nature and my feeble
ability be God's opportunity to display his own
power, and the accomplishment of his own
work, to the glory of his great name, is my hum.
ble prayer. I expect to have some openings in
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I llioved to this place three years ago; there is
no branch here. I have preached a number of
times. The people seem to want to hear more of
it. I am alone, and I have a large family to support, which takes about all my time. I hope
that some one will come here who is at liberty to
preach, and I will do all I can for the spread of
the gospel, so that the honest may prepare to meet
their Redeemer. Pray for us, dear Saints, for we
feel lonely, and need the prayers of the righteous,
for the word says that "it prevaileth much." Any
Elder can have a home with us. I live in WinEDENVILLE, Iowa, July 26th, 1877: terport, on the Penobscot river, about thirty miles
Brother. Stebbins :-Times are hard. I have from Deer Island. I remain your brother in the
OTis C. EATON.
been out of the field of constant labor for ten everlasting covenant,
months, but I have seen the lag in the cause so
------~._4>·~~----much of late, and, although the times are proving so critical, yet having so many calls for
preaching, my brother Alfred and I have come
;to the conclusion to make another effort to put
Birmingham District.
'one of us into the field for another year, and for
A conference of the above district was held at
'this purpose we have secured Brother Barbee's
Jlabor for one year in our business. Hoping for Hanley, Staffordshire, England, April 28th and
29th, 1877; Thomas Taylor presiding: C. H. Ca;good to the cause, I am yours, I. N. WHITE.
ton, secretary.
Branch Reports.- Birmingham, Hanley, Clay
TORONTO, Ontat·io,
Cross, Stafford, Fal'nworth, Sheffield, and ManJune 16th, 1877.
chester; all being reported as in fair condition.
Brother Joseplt:-I came here on the 11th, and [No statistics given.J-Eds.
::Brother Luff and I orga~tized a branch. There
Official Reports.-By letter: Elders J. Seville,
'are only ten members yet, but the brethren have J. Woolston, Wm. Booth, Thos. Hughes, J. Arrow;purchased a church of the Bible Chri2tians. It is smith, William Armstrong, John Hill, and Charles·
in a good place, and, no doubt, much good will
'be done. We preached in it yesterday three times, Tyler. Priests John Walters and B. Millard. In
'but there were not many came out to hear us. I person: Elders T. H. Pointon, Wm. D. Brunt., H.
'think it was on account of the short notice, but C. Crump, Jos. Dewsnup, C. H. Hassall, C. H. Ca\in time we will have it crowded, I believe. This ton, Henry Boyd ell, and John Miller: Priests:
<city is about 120 miles from London, and twice John Kirkland, Henry and G. S. Greenwood, John
:as large, so I think that from here, if the brethren Haywood, John Davis and Wm. Clarke. The above
;are faithful, the gospel will spread far and wide. reports were all more or less favorable, and show[ feel strong in the Lord, and I intend t0 do all ed signs of earnest working for the cause of truth.
Amongst the business transacted was the fol'that I can. Yours,
J. J. CORNISH.
lowing: Resolved that we appoint a committee of
eight, (one from each branch in the district, and
WINTERPORT, Maine,
one from London), to make a selection of two hunJuly 22nd, 1877.
hymns, to form a small Hymn Book for the
Brother Stebbins:-Ten years ago my wife and dred
I joined the true Church of Christ, and I have use of strangers that may attend our meetings.
Joseph
Dewsnup, C. H. Caton, G. S. Greenwood,
tried to do .what I could for my Lord and Master,
through tnals and persecution on every hand, John Davis, T. H. Pointon, Wm. Booth and C. D.
which we, as Latter Day Saints, are accustomed Norton, were appointed said committee.
The ministry of the district are requested to
"to meet, but I keep in view the promises of ol!r
blessed Savior, that though in the world we have labor as circumstances permit, and to report to
tribulation, yet in him we should have peace. next conference.
The authorities of the Church in America were
Having proven those words to be true, I feel to
thank God and take courage, knowing that Isra- sustained in righteousness, in their proper order;
~l's Q-od is our God. What a blessing it is to us Thomas Taylor as president, and C. H. Caton as
to have the Holy Spirit to teach and guide us, secretary of the Birmingham District.
The afternoon and evening of Sunday, the 29th,
&nd to know that we are accepted in the sight of
'Our heavenly Father, who hears the cries of his was devoted to preaching. John Miller and Jochildren when they are faithful to his commands. seph Dewsnup, of Manchester, gave their reasons
I feel to have unshaken confidence in the prom- for leaving the Brighamite faction and joining the
ises of the Lord. I have seen the sick healed im- Reorganized Church. T. H. Pointon followed on
mediately, and things fulfilled by the Spirit of the difference between the two churches. In the
God. What a glad time it will be when Zion is evening preaching by H. C. Crump, G. S. Green:redeemed and her children gathered in one, wood, H. Greenwood, and C. H. Caton. The atwhere we shall be free from the cares of this pres- tendance was very good, as also was the attention;
ent evil world. 0 let us be faithful to our call- and it is hoped that good will result from the effort.
A vote of thanks to the Hanley Saints for their
ing, and be wise servants. It gives me joy when
I look back to the time when I first heard the kindness was passed.
Adjourned to meet at Stafford, September 29th
gospel from old Father Landers. He was a servant of the Lord in teaching the truth in plain- and 30th, 1877.
It was truly a time of.,rejoicing, and the brethness, and the Lord was with him. I remember
Bro. Gurley. When he was here we held a meet- ren left refreshed and strengthened.
ing to know what the Lord would have him do
do, and the Spirit in tongues directed him to go
.En~Ush Itlission.
to Brooksville, but that he should meet with opThe annual conference of the above mission was
position, but that honest souls were there, and
that a branch would be built up. I was to go held in Temperance Hall, Grovsnor Street, Manwith him, and we found the snow very deep, and chester, England, May 19th and 20th, 1877; Elder
when the old brother got tired he would lie down Thomas Taylor, presided; C. H. Caton, secretary.
The following brethren were present: Elders
on the snow and rest. It was with great difficulty that we got a place for the night, but at last Thomas Taylor, H. C. Crump, and C. H. Caton, of
we did and he preached a number of sermons. Birmingham; C. D. Norton and Thomas Bradshaw,
There seemed to be no interest among them, so of London; John Seville, of Stafford; Henry Boyhe said that we would go and enquire of the Lord dell, of _l?arnwort.h; John Miller, Wm. Armstrong,
whether he should continue to preach or not. Joseph Dewsnup, Thomas Hughes, and Jonathan
We had not prayed long before there was a vision Arrowsmith, of Manchester; Priests H. Greenopened to me, and I saw a company assembled wood and G. S. Greenwood, of Stafford; and John
at the water, and a man baptizing. I told him Haywood, of Hanley; Teachers J. E. Meredith, of
what I saw, but that it was not him who should Birmingham; and - Tankard, of London.
Sunday morning was devoted to preaching by T.
baptize them. We stayed some two weeks and
preached to them. It was all fulfilled since that Bradshaw, C. H. Caton, and C. D. Norton; evening
by H. C. Crump, G. S. Greenwood, and T. Taylor.
t!me.
the country soon, and shall endeavor to fill them.
I am sorry that we have not received.any favorable report concerning Brother Lake's coming to
preside over the Canada }Iission; but pray that
he may be more useful wherever he may be, than
I ever hoped he would be here.
Will you kindly publish my address in the
Herald as Seaton, Ontario, for it is about two
miles nearer my house than the general city post
office, and much more convenient. You brother
in the marvelous work,
JoSEPH LuFF.

[August 15.

Business session: reports of the Birmingham
District and of the London flranch were received
and approved. [No statistics given.J-Eds.
As most of the brethren had given a report of
their labors to the Birmingham District, held
April 29th, 18i7, it was not thought necessary to
hear from them again . . T. Bradshaw and C. D.
Norton, of London, reported their labors.
Report of the committee on question to the Herald was ordered to be spread on the minutes.
A question was sprung as to whether it was desirable, or practicable for a missionary to be sent
from America to England, and the brethren were
unanimous in the opinion that it is neither practicable nor desirable to have a change in the presidency of the English Mission at present. They
expressed their thanks to the church in America
for the valuable support rendered the English
Mission in shape of Heralds and Hopes; and hoped
soon to see the day when this mission will be self
sustaining.
A vote of confidence in Bro. T. Taylor, as President of the English Mission, was passed unanimously, and it was ordered that this expression
of confidence be sent to the Herald with the minutes of conference. C. H. Caton was sustained as
Secretary of the Mission.
The authorities of the Church in America, in
their proper order, were sustained in righteou.sness.
With a vote of thanks to the Manchester Saints
for their hospitality, ended on·e of the best conferences that has been held by the Reorganized
Church in England.
Adjourned sine die. Benediction by J. Seville.
Florida Di!!ltrict.
A conference was held in Santa Rosa, May 26th
and 27th, 1877; L. F. West., president; James C.
·McArthur, clerk.
Elders A. Kennedy, James Calhotm, J. N.
Hawkins and B. F. West reported. L. F. West,
in his report, said that he was conscious that he
was not doing: the work that the president of the
district should do. He had been hoping all along
that the way might be opened for him to do more,
but the future still looked dark. He said that if
another can be found to assume the position, who
has more time, he would gladly step aside.
Saturday night a prayer and testimony meeting
was held. No properly prepared branch reports
were presented.
Sunday, L. F. West preached at 10:30 a.m., and
2:30 p.m. For this sparsely settled country the
congregation was large, and during preaching the
countenances of many told plainly that they were
willing to give our claims a fair hearing. Others
appeared skeptical, and some seemed indifferent.
Late on Saturday a committee of three was appointed to take under advisement the propriety
and practicability of assisting the president of the
district, so that he might devote his time to the
ministry, but the committee, through lack of time,
presented no formal report and no action was
taken concerning the matter, though they stated
t.o the elders and others that they considered the
matter both proper and practicable.
Adjourned to meet in Coldwater, at 9 a. m.,
,__
September 1st, 1877.

___ __

Cenh·al. I'tli!i!muri Diish.·ict.
A conference was held in Knoxville, June 2d
and 3d, 1877; J. D. Craven, president; A. J. Cato,
clerk; Francis Miller, assistant clerk.
A prayer and testimony meeting was held, and
we enjoyed a good degree of the Spirit., and several of the gifts were manifested.
At 2 p. m., prayer by R. L. Ware.
Branch Reports.-Hazel Dell 28, including 4
Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Deacon; 3 baptized, 1 expelled,
2 ordained. Grape Grove 11, including 3 Elders,
1 Deacon; 4 removed by letter. · Knoxville 17,
including 2 Elders, 1 Priest; 2 received by letter,
2 removed by letter. Valley, Carrolton and Alma
branches reported in working order.
Elder Emsley Curtis had baptized three. Sam'l
Crum, Aaron Young, James N. Cato, James W.
Johnson, Robert L. Ware, A. J. Cato and J. D.
Craven had all preached and performed other labor of their calling. Priest John Dravenstot reported.
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187.7.]
The Elders and Priests were requested to labor
all their circumstances will permit the coming
quarter.
A. J. Belcher's resignation as Bishop's Agent
was accepted, and E. W. Cato was recommended
in his stead.
A. J. Cato resigned as clerk of the district, and
Samuel Crum was chosen to succeed him. J. D.
Craven was sustained as president.
Officials present: 9 Elders, 1 Priest.
The general authorities of the Church were sustained.
Resolved that the book of the Bishop's Agent
be turned over to the president.
Bishop's Agent reported: "Received 90 cents;
paid out 50 cents; balance 40 cents."
At 8 p m., prayer and testimony meeting.
Sunday.-At 9 a.m., a season of prayer. At 11
a.m., preaching by A. J. Cato. At 3:30p.m., sacrament meeting.
Adjourned to meet at the Grape Grove Branch,
at 10 a. m., September 1st, 1877.
--------~~-~--------

Santa {):a·uz Dhtn·Ict.
A conference was held at Watsonville, California,
July 14th and 15th, 1877; John Carmichael, president; I. A. Tuck, secretary.
Prayer by the president.
Branch Reports.-San Benito 20 members, including 1 Elder, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher; no change.
Watsonville 63, including 4 Elders, 1 Priest, 3
Teachers. Jefferson 21, including 1 Elder, 2
Priests, 1 Teacher. Long Valley 29, including 1
Elder, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher. Six scattered members in the District.
Official Reports.-Elders J. Carmichael, Daniel
Brown, D. J. Phillips, Lyman S. Hutchings and
J. R. Cook reported in person; J. H. Lawn by letter. I. A. Tuck and Teacher L. E. Hutchings reported.
Evening.-Preaching by Orrin Smith.
Sunday.-Joseph Smith was sustained as prophet,
seer and revelator to the Church, and J. Carmichael as district president.
Resolved that we look with favor upon the arti-·
cle on the gathering written by I. N. W. Cooper,
and that we sustain the same with our faith,
prayers and means.
Resolved that, while we heartily sustain the authorities of this Church in righteousness, we deeply deplore the appearance, from time to time, of
such articles as "Past and Present," "Pre- existence of Spirits," "Inspiration," "Zion and the
Gathering," signed by "J. W. B." and "J. F. D.,"
all of which we feel has done us much harm and
is contrary to the spiri-t of the latter day work,
and to the revelations of God ; hence we cannot
sustain the advocates of such doctrines as teachers
in any position in the Church.
Resolved that we sustain Brother D. S. Mills as
president of the Pacific Slope Mission.
At 2 p. m., sacrament and testimony meeting.
Much of the Spirit was enjoyed, and a refreshing
season was had; also valuable instruction was
given by the elders, and in the testimonies of the
Saints. Evening, preaching by D. S. Mills.
Adjourned to meet as the president may direc.t..
4-

Nevada Di!ltrict.
A conference was held in Franktown, June lOt.b,
1877, President George Smith absent, and David
R Jones was chosen president pro tem.; T. It.
Hawkins, clerk.
David R. Jones was elected president for the
ensuing quarter.
Branch Reports.-Mottsville, 4 Elders, 1 Priest,
1 Teacher, members 25, total known31; scattered,
2 Elders, 12 members, total strength 42. Carson,
1 Seventy, 3 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher, members
20, total known 26; scattered, 1 Teacher, 15 members, total strength 42. Dayton, 3 Elders, 6 members, none scattered, 3 received by letter, total
strength 12. Franktown, 3 Elders, 1 Deacon, 12
members, total16, scattered 2, totall8.
Elders Levi Atkinson, John '!.'waddle, David R.
Jones, T. R. Hawkins and David I. Jones reported.
Bishop's Agent's Report.-"Balance on hand
June 23d, 1877, $9.25; donations to the present
for Church $37, total $'!6.25. Chapel Fund: Wm.
Baxter $15, Sr. Trimmer $5, total $20.

2 P. nr.-Sacrament and testimony meeting. The
Spirit of God was poured out upon 'the people.
Preaching in the evening by David R. Jones.
The authorities of the Church were sustained.
Adjourned to meet in Franktown, September
lGlh and Hlth, 1877.

Galland's G1•ove Distt•ict.
A conference was held at Mason's Grove, June
8th, 9th and lOth, 18i7; Eli Clothier, president;
T. W. Chatburn, secretary pro tem. The president made a few feeling remarks, after which Br.
Caffall preached.
2 r. ~r.-Officials present: 1 Apostle, 2 High
Priests, 13 Elders, 2 Priests, 2 Teachers 1 Deacon.
Branch Reports.-Mason's Grove 91) members,
with 1 High Priest, 6 Elders, 1 Priest, 3 Teachers,
3 Deacons; 6 removed by leUer. Camp Creek 13,
with 1 Priest, 1 Teacher. North Coon, no change.
Yell, disorganized.
Elders James Caffall, Thomas Dobson, T. W.
Chatburn, John Rounds, R. R. Montgomery, B. F.
Wicks, John ,Hawley, John A. Mcintosh, Charles
Butterworth, D. H. Bays and Eli Clothier reported.
Eli Dobson had baptized six.
Preaching at 7 p. m., by Br. Caffall.
Saturday.-A letter from Br. Hatcher states
that Thos. M. Tignor wishes more time to comply
with the resolution of last conferenee, and he was
given until next conference.
Being authorized, the president appointed Alex.
McCord, Ralph Jenkins, Lyman Crandall, John
Hawley, Chas. Butterworth, Eli Dobson and B. F.
Homer as a committee to arrange for holding the
General Conference at Galland's Grove, Sept. 20th.
D. H. Bays was sustained to labor entirely in
this district, and, with J. A. Mcintosh's assistance,
will labor in the eastern part of the district.
2 P. ~r .-Two-days meetings were appointed at
North Coon, Harlan, Cherokee, Pleasant Ridge
and Crandall School House, to be conducted by
Brn. Clothier, Butterworth, Bays, Mcintosh,
Montgomery, Wedlock, Chatburn and Rounds.
Resolved that, in the opinion of this conference,
while extravagance of dress is discountenanced,
we also believe that a slovenly appearance is not
right, and that all should strive to appear clean
and .decent, especially those that labor in the ministry.
That all the Elders are requested to labor as
much as possible.
That at the wish of Br. Pett, and on account of
his feeble health, we release him from the duties
of district clerk, with th11nks for past services, and
that Clarance M. Wilder be appointed in his place.
That the president of each branch collect from
five to ten cents, according to what each member
is able to pay, every Sunday, to be paid to the
Bishop's Agent.
The authorHies of the Church were sustained,
including Br. Clothier as district president.
7:30 P. M.-Preaching by· Brn. Rounds and
Chatburn.
Sunday, 8 a. m., council meeting. At 10:30
a. m., preaching by D. H. Bays. Afterwards one
baptized by Eli Dobson. Prayer and sacrament
meeting at 2 p.m. Preaching at evening by James
Cafl:'all assisted by Eli Clothier.
Monday.-Brn. Bays, Clothier and :Mcintosh
were appointed to take into consideration the
ease of John McKim, who was dealt with about
one year ago.
Resolved that we abstain from visiting barrooms, saloons, or dram-shops, or in any way uphold anything of that description, and that we
cannot fellowship any member who persists in the
same.
That if a member be severed from the Church,
they cannot be received again in the Church, except through their own branch, and by baptism,
and after a confession and reconciliation.
Report of committee on John McKim -"After
an interview with the brother, and finding that he
wishes to return to the Church on confession
without baptism, and as there is a question of law
touching the action of the branch by which he was
expelled, we would respectfully recommend that
the matter be referred to the branch in which the
case originated." Report accepted.
Adjourned to meet !It Galland's Grove, Sept.
8th, 1877.

Birth and Death notices inserted free ; Marriage notices
one dollar each.

Born.
At Cheltenham, St. Louis county, Mo., May 13th,
1877, to the wife of Thomas Williams, and daughter of Daniel and Mary Davis, a son: same blessed
by Elder W. Still, June l<:Jth.
At Plano, Kendall county, Illinois, May 16th,
1877, to Bro. and Sr. John Scott., a daughter,name Lorna May.
At Plano, Kendall county, Illinois, July 17th,
18i7, to Mr. Lewis L. and Sr. Paulina VanDran,
a daughter,-name Ora May.

Married.
At the residence of the bride, in Boyer township, Crawford county, Iowa, July 22d, 1877,
by Elder Charles E. Butterworth, Bro. Rasmus P.
Peterson and Sr. Enger Mathison, both of the
Boyer Valley branch.

Died.
At his father's, near New Albany, Indiana, July
17th, 1877, Alexander A. Seichrist, aged 30 years,
3 months, and 7 days. He was at home on a visit,
and accidentally run a large thorn into his foot.
It mortified, and he died therefrom. He was buried
on the 19th, by the Knight Templars, of which•
society he was a member in the thirt.y-sacond degree, and stood high among them. His death has•
been a hard stroke on us. He was a good, kind;
son, and was of good standing in the communit.y.·
Although he never united with any church, yet he•
was a believer in our faith. Dear brethren, pray
for us in our distressed condition; we are old and!
feeble, but we trust in God, and are strong in our'
faith. Your brother in the Lord, C. SEICHRIST.
At Newark, Kendall county, Illinois, August
4th, 1877, Bro. Amos B. Tomlinson, aged 69 years,
3 months, and 5 days. :lie obeyed the gospel about
forty years ago, in the eastern states, and alway a
remained firm in the faith of the gospel of Christ.
He leaves one son and five daughters, aU grown
to manhood and womanhood. The son and one
daughter have recently united with the Church.
Services in the Baptist Church by Elder Henry A.
Stebbins, assisted by Elder F. G. Pitt. A large
assembly of the citizens listened attentively and
earnestly to the discourse.
Near Plano, Illisois, August 1st, 18i7, Clarinda,
daughter of Mr. Charles and Sister Victoria Carver, aged 5 months and 20 days. Services by
Elder H. A. Stebbins.
At Dewits Run, Ohio, June 27th, 1877, William
Lorenzo, son of Bro. James M:. and Mary L. Pierson, aged 2 years, 1 month, and12 days. Services.
by Elder Edmond Thomas, of Syracuse.
At Omaha; Nebraska, July 19th, 1877, of cholerainfantum, Annie Blanche, daughter of Bro. H.
and Sr. M. Nielson, aged 8 months and 8 days.

Notices,
ExPELLED.-George C. Williams has been ex·
communicated from the Danville, Pennsylvania,
Branch of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ,
for apostasy.
W. CRUMB, SR., President.
WM. HARRIS, Clerk.
EASTERN MAINE DISTRICT.-The Conference ap•
painted to ~e held September 1st and 2d, is hereby
changed to September 15th and 16th.
E. C. Foss, President.
INFORMATION WANTED.- Bro. James Crick, of"
Plano, Illinois, would like to know of Bro. Glaud
Rodger, or other brethren in Australia, if they
know of any one of his name in that country. HiS'
brother, John Crick, born in Welling borough,
Northamptonshire, England, went to Australia
about twenty-five years ago, and perhaps he or
his children may be found there now.
Information wanted of William Clark, a young
man, who left Boonsboro, Iowa, December 28th,
1874. His father, John Clark, at that place, would'
be thankful for news concerning him ..
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Addresses.

Holy Scriptures:

Joseph Luff, Seaton, Ontario.
Inspired 'l'ranslation by Joseph Smith the Ji[a,·tyr.
Josiah Ells, 366 Ridge Avenue, Allegheny City, Bound in Imitation Turkey, gilt
2 70
3 50
"
Tu~~ey SuRerior
J>ennsylvania.
3 76
clasp,
A. J. Cato, Cherokee, Crawford county, Kans.
Roxburg
3 75
E. C. Brand, Tabor, Fremont county, Iowa.
Arabesque, gilt
2 40
ltoan, plain
....•.
2 20
.Tames Brown, box 100, Monongahela City, Pa.
75
Thomas Taylor, 283 Bell Barn Road, Birming- New Testament, inspired edition
Book of Mormon:
ham, England.
1 25
Alex. H .. Smlth, Andover, Harrison county, Mo. Full Roan, sprinkled edges,
Turkey Morocco, marbled edges
1 75
Heman C. Smith, box 154, Blue Rapids, Mar- Full
Full Turkey Morocco, full gilt, gilt edges,
2 25
shall county, Kansas.
·
Doctrine
and
Covenants
:
W. H. Kelley, Galien, Berrien county, Mich.
In svrinkled Sheep
1 25
William Anderson, Oakland, California.
In Morocco, marbled edges,
1 75
William Hart,. 865 Folsom Street, San FrancisThe
Saints'
Harp-Hymn
Book:
co, Cal.
Roan, plain
l 25
Thomas W. Smith, box 55, Stewartsville, De In
In Roan, full gilt, gilt edges
1 76
Kalb. county, Mo.
In Moro~co, plain, marbled edges
200
In
Moroeco,
full
gilt,
gilt
edges
2 25
Charles Derry, Logan, Harrison county, Iowa.
Mark H. Forscutt, box 400, Nebraska City, Neb.
Hesperis:
E. C. Briggs, Wheeler's Grove, Pottawattamie Poems, hy Datld H. Smith, 202 pages, fancy cloth,
lllO
gi<lt edge•
county, Iowa.
H. C. Bronson, 618 North Washington Street,
Blank Books:
Peoria, Illinois.
B:ranch Records, well bound in Leather backs and
corners, muslin sides, printed headings, and ruled for
C. G. Lanphear, Davis City, Decatur Co., Iowa.
Record of Members' Names, Blessing; of Children, and for
Donald Maule, Secretary of the Second' Quorum
1\{arriages; also blank paper for recording minutes of
of Elders, Magnolia, !lar.rison county, Iowa.
Branch Business Meetings. Every branch should have
GOLDEN GRAINS:
Be noble minded i Our ownheart, and not other men's opinions of tis forms our true honor.
Be careful ho"w you step. Many a man's vices
have at first been. nothing worse than good qualities run wild.
Try to make steady strokes, though they be
short ones.
Keep the road in order and calamities will be
avoided.
It is apparent to a parent that a great many
children get on the wrong track because the switch
is misplaced.
If you intend to do a mean thing, wait till to·
morrow. If you are to do a noble thing do it to
day.
The best education is to first, "know thyself;"
second, to learn to think, choose, and aot for yourself; and third, to treasure up evidences that
"God is," and that endless. bliss awaits the good.
It is with little·souled people as with narrownecked bottles, the less they have in them the more
noise they make in pouring it out.
Law is like a sieve; you may see through it,
but you must be Mnsiderably reduced before you
get through it.
It is very easy for us to become disgusted with
the selfishness of the world; let us look at our
own. What we see in others may be but a faint
shadow of what exists in ourselves. Let us examine ourselves squarely and see, at any rate. If
we deal honestly with ourselves we will find
enough to make us humble, and keep us busy in
time to come, instead of spending breath in pointing out the faults of our neighbors.
Almost all men are over· anxious. No sooner do
tliey'Fenter the world, than they lose that taste of
"'natural and simple pleasures so remarkable in
early life. ]~very hour do they ask themselves
what progress they have made in the pursuit of
wealth or honor; and on they go as their fathers
went before them, till, weary and sick at. heart,
they look, back with a sigh of regret to the golden
times of their childhood.

Pre-Requisites, and Design;
Administer.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND l'OR SHE

The following is the process used by the Plano
BY THE
Branch in making wine for Sacrament and medic,Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
al purposes. Ripe, freshly picked, and selected,
AT THEIR PUBLISHING HOUSE
tame grapes, twenty pounds; put them into a IN ~J,ANO, KENDALL COUNTY, ILLINOIS.
stone jar and pour over them six quarts of boiling
--0~0~0-soft water; when sufficieatly cool to allow it, you
The
Saints' Herald :
will squeeze them thoroughly: with the hand; Official paper of the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of
after which allow them to stand three days on the Latter Day Saints, explanatory of the faith of the Church, and
contains
correspondence
froiD
different
parts of the world, giv~
pomace, with a cloth thrown over the jar; then
accounts of the progress of the Church, and setting forth
squeeze out the juice and add ten pounds of nice ing
the dealings of God with his people. Published semi-monthly,
crushed sugar, and let it remain a week longer in sixteen large pages. Price $2.15 per year, half year $1.10, free
the jar; then take of the scum, strain and bottle, of postage. JoSEPH SMITH and HENRY A. STEBBINs editors.
leaving a vent, until done fermenting, when strain
Zion's Hope:
again and bottle tight, and lay the bottle on the A paper for children and Sunday Schools, published semiside in a cool place.
monthly, price 60 cents per annum, 30c. per half year~ free of
.. . _....I l l - - -

[August 15.

one. Price: for large branches,
3 00
The same, for smaller branches
2 00
District Records, printed headings and rule.J for
1,248 names, and bound same as .above
3 00
B:ranch Finance Books, headed and ruled for
Receipts and .Expenditures of money, for Branch, Dis·
trict, and General Church l~unds; price 35 cents.

Baptism, Confirmation, and Ordination Certificates
bound in flexible covers, 40 cents each.

Licenses and Notices:
Elder's, Priest's, Teacher's, and Deacon's, Licenses, per
dozen, 12 cents.
Blank Notices for Lectures, Preaching, and ~rwo Days' Meetings, each, per hundred, ......
50
Preaching Notices, smaller, per hundred,
40

and Who Shall

18 pages, 35 cents per dozen, $2.60 per hundred.

No. 7.

Who Then Can be Saved.

4 pages, 8 cents p& dozen, 60 cents per hundred.

No. 8.

Fullness of the Atonement.

16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.

No. 9. Spiritualism Viewed frot;n a Scriptural
Standpoint.
20 pages, 40 cents per dozen, $3 per hundred.

No. 10.

The Narrow Way.

8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.

No. 11.

The Plan of Salvation.

18 pages, 35 cents per dozen, $2.60 per hundred.

No. 12.

The Bible versus Polygamy.

14 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $1.90 per hundred.

No. 14. Reply to Orson Pratt.
16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.

No. 15.

Idolatry.

4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.

No. 16. Polygamy; Was it an Original Tenet of
the Church?
10 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.60 per hundred.

No. 17. The Successor in the Prophetic Ollice
and Presidency of the Church.
16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.

No. 18.

Rejection of the Church.

8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.

No. 20. The "One Body;" or the Church of
Christ under the Apostleship and under the
Apostasy.
16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.

No. 21.

Truths by Three Witnesses.

one page, 5 cents per dozen, 20 cents per hundred.

No. 22.

Faith aud Repentance.

8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.

No. 23.

Baptism.

10 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.60 per hundred.

No. 24.

The Kingdom of God.

4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.

No. 25.

Laying on of Hands.

4 pag-es, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.

No. 26.

Mountain of the Lord's Hous11.

4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.

No. 27.

The Sabbath Question.

12 pages, 25 cents per dozen., $[.75 cents per hundred.

No. 28. The Basis of Polygamy: a Criticism upon
the (so·called) Revelation of July 12th, 1843.
8 pages, 20 cents a dozen, $1.:30 a hundred.

A Memorial to Congress,
8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.

Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection,
32 pages, 8 cents each, 75 cents per dozen.

Prophecy on the late Rebellion,
20 cents per hundred.
!iifiiij;"' An assortment of Tracts 50 cents.
IN GER!\IAN LANGUAGE.

No. 19. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine, and the
Revelation on the Late Rebellion.
2 pages, 6 cents. per dozen, 35 cents per hundreU.

Who 'fhen Can be Saved,
4 pages, 25 cents per dozen ; $1.40 per hundred.

The Gospel,
2 pages, 6 cents per dozen, 35 per hundred.

Miscellaneous :

Pamphlets:

Five Quires of Note Paper, free of postage,
One Quire of Note Paper and a Package of Envelopes
One Quire of Letter Paper and a Package of Envelopes
Lithograph Picture of Nauvoo Temple, 18 x 26 inches,
Sent by mail, carefully packed, for
......
Emerson's Ready Binder, old Herald size
'
32 mo., 128 pages, bound in limp cloth, 50 cents.
"
"
"
now "
"
Visions of J oeeph Smith the Seer, Discoveries of Baldwin's Ancient America
Ancient American Records and Relics, with Rollin's Ancient History, 2 vols.
Concordance of the Bible, cloth
the Statement of Dr. Lederer (Converted Jew) Crud"en's Condensed
"
"
"
leather
and others,
Complete
cloth
Brown's
Concordance
of
the
Bible,
In colored covers, 43 pages, by mail 10 cents each, three
The Koran
for 25 cents, twelve for 75 cents.
The Bible Text Book,
Voice of Warning and Instruction to all People,
74 pages, by mail 20 cents each; three for 50 cents, one Apocryphal New Testament
dozen for $2.

Rules of Order and Debate for all the Deliberative
Assemblies of the Church; also a Chapter on
Branch Rules, and one on Reports of Branches
and Districts,

Songs of Zion, by T. W. Smith,
32 pages, 10c. each, $1 per dozen.

Trial of the Witnesses, to the Resurrection of J e
, sus-a Legal Argument,
36 pages, 10 cents each.

Concordance to Book of Covenants,
24 pages, 10 cents.

Minutes of Annual Conference for 1873,
34 pages, 10 cents.

Tracts:
No. 1.

Mountain of the Lord's House.

8 pages, 20 cents pet' dozen, $1.30 per hundred.

No. 2.

Truth Made Manifest.

12 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.75 per hundred.

No. 3. Voice of the Good Shepherd.
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.

No. 4.

Epitome of Faith and Doctrine.

one page, 5 cents per dozen, 30 cents per hundred.

No.5.

The Gospel.

2 pages, 6 cents per dozen, 35 cents per hnndred.

No. 6.

The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects,

65
25
30
1 25
70
85
2 25
6 30
1 85
2 00
2 75
60
3 65
1 00
1 65

NOTICE.

When changing your place of residence, or desiring your
paper sent to a different post·office, be particular in giving, in
full, the name of the post-office. county, and state where you
had been last receiving it, and distinctly state the name of tho
post-office, county and state to which you wish your paper sent
in the future.
'!!@b. If your paper has oeen going in a
package, state whose.
When mailing a letter, whether in a railroad car, on a steam
boat, or while visiting at a friend's, in every instance give
your own address where you are taking your paper.
When taking subscriptions for HERALD and HoPE be particular in giving the correct address of the "new subscribe'/·."
If your paper has been discontinued, state where you have
last been taking it, and the time it was stopped.
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'<:! SAW ANO'l'HER ANGEL * *, HAVING THE EVERLASTING GOSPEl, TO PI\EACII TO THE~I '!'HAT DWEti; ON 'ruE EARTH :f. >i<;

SAYING;
FEAR GOD, AND GIVE GJ-ORY TO Hnr, FOR THE HOUR OF HIS JUDGMENT IS Cmm."-HEV. 14: d-'7.
"SANCTIFY THElii THROUGY THY TRUTH; TI!Y WORD. IS TRUTJI."-JESUS; JoHN 17:17.
"HEARKEN TO TilE WORD OF 'l'HE LORD, FOR THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG You HAVE SAVE 1'1' IlE ONE WIFE."-Bdoil:
OF MORMON; JACOB 2:6.
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PLANO, ILLINOIS, SEPTEMBER 1, 1877.

NEWS FROM THE FIELD.
LETTER l<'ROM ELDER

l

w.

II. KELLEY.

Editors of the Saints' Herald:-You will
excuse my frequent appearance in your columns; it is not that I have a passion for
writing, but, at the solicitation of friends, of
course personal ones, I have igreed to send an
occasio~alline, more frequent than I have been
accustomed to do for some time past. Then a
regular correspondent of the Herald is sup
posed to be so1md in the faith, if nothin~ more;
and the people find it out, and this prevents
such surmisings as "He has lost his interest,"
"under a cloud," ".become derelict concerning
the faith," etc. Yet it is not true that a silent
pen is always, or as a rule, indicative of doubts,
or faithlessness.
On Saturday, June 23rd, in company with
brother and sister B. Corless, I went to Steuben
·county, Indiana, and was ·kindly received by
Sister Betser. She is full of faith, and is of
good repute among the Saints and neighbors.
The day following, I preached to a large audience, and with good liberty. Many former
friends were present, apd · they gave me a
flattering welcome in their midst, for which I
feel under obligations ·and return them my
thanks~ This is the point that our faith was
first introduced in that region, some six years
ago, by my brother, E. L, and myself, at the
invitation of those that are now brethren Wm.
and Peter Smith. It was followed up by
brethren E. C. Briggs, D. Campbell and others.
At the introduction, the people were "swift
to hear," inclined to believ.e, but slow to obey;
afraid, doubtless, of being deceived again.
Numbers continued to come? but seemingly to
go carelessly away again; and it· frequently
became a subject of remark with us, why we
should have such liberty of speaking, when,
all things considered, the outlook was so unpropitious for any great permanent good being
done. The poet bas said, ''God moves in a
mysterious way," and We had learned, even
then, that this is especially true concernin~
this great latter day work. And he that is
dissatisfied with less than a full knowledge of
all of its goings, purposes, manner of development, hights and depths, measured by the
philosophers' rule will run in vain, only to
meet with defeat in the end. It was conceived
and manifest .by the Infinite, who can know
all of its movings, when he sees as men do not,
nor cannot. Jesus was content with, "I know
that his commandments are life everlasting."
"I arn not alone." "My Father is with me."
''I do always those things that please him."
He "did not show hoW', nor why; neither proose a reason. The promise was, evidently, as
pe received it,· "If an:y man will do llis will, he
. Whole No.3?''.{',

shalllcnow ;" not by any rule as men see and
measure, but by the testimony of God, declaring
it to be so; which is, and ought to be, the end
of controversy with the finite, until such time
as the mind, by culture and the Spirit's aid,
may be developed with wisdom to further see.
Thus,· knowing the source from whence the
commandment came, and the voice that gave
it force and emphasis, Jesus was content, Why
not others.
A number have been gathered out; in the
last few years; in the section of country referred to, and now testify in favor of the truth.
While others, once opposed and prejudiced,
have been toned dowR in feeling; and forced,
by facts presented, to confess that the Bible
truths are with us..
In the afternoon of the Sabbath mentioned,
a number of us attended a Spiritualist. grovemeeting, at Clear Lake, a watering-place, situated on a. lake of the same name, of some two
and a half miles wide, and five in length. A
large company were in attendance, to learn
how to live from that qJlarber, Four speakers
were in the stand. A Mr. Bryan demolished,
with great zest, .a popular Sunday-school catechism, and enlarged upon the .superstitions of
modern Christians, and the evils prominent
amongst them, kept alive by following the traditions .of their fathers, frequently shaving
near the truth. A blind man>spoke of "politi·
cal rings;' formed by partisans, and made a
convenient power to secure the offices of emolument in the government, whether they are
worthy, or the peoples' choice, or .not. He
advised the breaking of them up.·
Mr. Patterson,the president of the day,fol.lowed with a thrust at the popular notions of
eternal punishment and infant damnation; To
illustrate; he instanced the case of a lady who
lost her child before it had been christened in
baptism, according to orthodox (?) rules, and
the .minister told her that· her child was iri
hell, beyond hope of recovety. ' The lady
screamed with horror, and was wild with grief
and sorrow; exclaiming at intervals, ·"My
child is in hell!" The speaker's blood flowed
fast, along here, and he pictured a dismal
scene. It is gratifying to know, however, that
such a thing as God sending an infant to an
endless hell, never did, and never can occur;
and that Christianity is not responsible for the
silly blunders, and horrible doctrines, and blind
deceptions of modern ''heaped up teachers."
Had not that minister lied, the lady would not
had increased sorrow,·and friend Patterson
had no subject for discourse. A beautiful
poem was then xead by Dr. -,which closed
the services.
It not being late, and their platform being
liberal, by invitation, I made a short speech.

No. H.

Theirs having been against Christianity and
the Bible, I announced myself a Christian, and
defended the faith, not from human creeds,
but the Bible text, as announced by its authors. · Judging from the complimentary temarks made by a number, what was said was
well received. Several friends were made foi:
us, and the grounds tendered, and an urgent
request made to hold a grove meeting there;
We accepted the invitation, and, in just a
fortnight, we were on the ground, with a fair
audience in attendance. The day was pleasant, and we held .two services and baptized
one, a Mr. Bailey, a.man in years and of exoel!ent note among his neighbors. I was quite
favorably impressed with Mr. Patterson and
his lady, who extended hospitality, and showetl
themselves very friendly. Their house is a
plttce of welcome for those who hav~ the manliness to assert and defend their convictions ot
right. I held a number of meetings· in the •
Brown and Rathman school-houses, all of
which were well attended, and a deep interest
manifest. ·
On the 29th, I had the plellaure of baptizing
seven into. the fold; all of good report al1d
promising. As many more believe, and shall
not have discharged the cotlvictions of their
consciences until they go and do likewise,
There are sixteen members there now, itl all,
with Brother Jackson Smith in charge of
meetings, for the time, only by appointment.
A good interest prevails and the Saints are
feeling well. This is near Metz, where Brother
J. W. Briggs held a discussion with a Disbiple
preacher, by the name of Reed, sometime
since. It was reported through the papers, st:J
I have heard by those of Reed's faith, that he
gained a victory. This stimulated me to make
a little enquiry about it, and I found it to be a
settled thing with all fair·minded men, outsiders and insiders, Disciples and all, that
Brother Jason scooped that Reed, and there
was scarcely enough left. of him, Eave cheek
and slang, to tell the tale of his defeat.
On Tuesday, July lOth, I baptized a Sister
Ball, at the Coldwater branch. In the even·
ing following, a social meeting at Bl'other
Whaley's, at which Sister Ball was confirmed
and ten children blessed. The Spirit of God
was present and revealed itself through the
gifts, and the Saints rejoiced in, and testified
in favor of the truth that made them free.
The meeting was indeed a very excellent one.
The brethren are feeling well there and others
find it difficult to give a reason for not embarking on the "old ship of Zion." · :fifany
words of cheer and encouragement were given
me by the Saints of that place, which I appreciate and treasure and try to profit by. May
God reward them and keep them, with his Is-
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rael every where, faithful until the perfect day.
Monday, the 16th, finds me in this place,
(Galien), at Brother G. A. Blakeslee's, devising
the next best thing to do. Respectfully,
WM. H.

KELLKY.

GALIEN, Michigan, July 18th, 1877.

LETTER FROM ELDER JAMES CAFFALL.

Dear Herald :-The almost incessant rain,
the latter part of April and through the
months of May and June, militated considerably against traveling and holding meetings.
Roads were badly washed or cut up, and approaches to bridges or the bridges themselves
washed away, so as to cut off travel, or render
it very difficult. The work. in parts of Iowa
and Nebraska, I have visited since the Annual
Conference, is moving but slowly. Openings
and opportunities for preaching are not decreasing, however.
The last Saturday in June found me at
Platte Valley, Nebraska, whither I had been
conveyed from Omaha, by Brother N. Brown.
As we passed through Sarpy county, we gazed
with astonishment upon the dreadful effects
caused by a tornado, which had swept through
that section of the country. Buildings were
unroofed, and some wele moved from their
foundations and went flying through the air,
being shattered and torn asunder in their
flight. A one-story frame building, some fragmenta of which we saw, was blown from its
place with a man, his wife and three children
inside, and, in its upward flight, a space opened
on one side, sufficiently large, through which
they all escaped uninjured, while the materials
were shivered to splinters. But terrible or
appalling as the sight was, in passing through
a forest or grove of timber, comprised of white
elm trees, from one to three feet through at
the butts and looming in bight in proportion,
another met our gaze which caused the other,
sad or terrible as it was, to sink into insignificanoe. It would seem as if the furious wind
passed through ·or struck, as it were, in dips,
for while some of the trees were struck six or
eight feet from the ground, others were hit
twenty or thirty feet up, while the very topmost limbs of others were struck, twisted and
hurled from their long resting places, and lay
beneath, scattered hither and thither in the
lfildest confusion; and yet in the same trees
were to be .seen limbs of smaller size which
were in close proximity to the fallen limb
while the tree remained, as a tree, still retaining their relation to the tree, uninjured, except being dejected and lonely from the loss of
their fellow limbs.
And, as I gazed upon this scene, and saw
some of the lesser limbs had survived the terrific gale, while others had been struck and
brought down, lost their beauty and vitality,
because of a non-retention of their relationship
with ,the tree, and were now cast out to be
trodden under foot, I thought of our relationship with Christ through the gospel, of the
latter day troubles which had, and will continue
to come. I looked at the prostrate condition
of strong limbs. I gazed upward at the lesser
limbs, which, notwithstanding their sadness,
caused or sustained by their loss, still retained
life and beauty, because their relationship to
the tree was retained ; the sto1·m had passed!
they were saved. And then an inquiry arose
in my mind, thus, What is my destiny? Ah;
that is the question. Yes, what, or which po-

sition shall I occupy when every thing that
can shall have been shaken, the proud position
or the standing, or lie scattered with the twisted
off and broken limbs? One of the two I know
I shall occupy. Christ bida 1 and promises to
help me to retain the former, and at times my
aspiration and blessed assurance sweeten bitter
cups of mortality, the pearly gates appear, and
I see myself among the ones who have overcome, and feel the solid joy and unspeakable
pleasure arising from that sweetest of sounds,
"Well done, enter;" but quickly I am aroused
to a consciousness of a possibility of missing
this grand ultimatum, to be cast among the
broken and scattered limbs, through a heart
that is decietful and desperately wicked, which
I can only overcome by a continued and persistent effort in performing present duties.
But, doubtless, Mr. Herald, you will think
I am wandering. I plead guilty, and ask
pardon ..
The above place was reached in due time,
and the conference, occupying two days, passed
off quietly; attendance fair, and yet evidence
developed itself proving beyond successful contradiction that our progress in· those things
which make for peace, and give us prestige as
the Church of Christ, is not as rapid as it should
and might be.
I held meetings in several localities after
the adjournment of conference, and preached
to but small congregations. At each season of
the year there appears to be obstacles in the
way; this time was the much labor attendant
upon gathering the grain; a little farther
back, was seed time; now, and for a week or
two longer, it may be too hot; then, a little
later, it will be corn gathering, and later still,
it will be too cold. , In addition to all these,
modern Babylon is arraying herself in all her
foretold beauty, and bringing forth many systems, which are proving very fascinating to
the masses, and entrapping and binding them
pretty tightly, and present indications are,
that every thing that can will be shaken. I
have not spent as much time, during my stay
in the above district, outside of branches as I
had intended, having been called to attend to
some business in branches. It is difficult, and
very unpleasant, to have to plead with those
who ought to be pleading with and teaching
others the first principles of the oracles of God.
It is very necessary to reprove the world of
sin, of righteousness, and of a judgment to
come; but essential as it may be, there seems
to exist a necessity in some localities for a ceasation of this labor towards the world, and
labor spent in effecting a reformation among
ourselves, as the incessant and nonsensical disputations are prejudicing the minds of the people, and rendering it impossible to attract their
attention with the gospel. The abundance of
and little or no discretion in ordination, has
done much towards the above state of affairs.
A motion from a brother, or a dream from a
sister, purposing to elevate one to power,
should be more critically examined in the future than they have been in the past; nor
should the fitness, or adaptability, of one for position be altogether overlooked. I have often
been greatly blessed in listening to the prayers
and testimonies of the sisters, and instructed
through their writings in tho Herald and Hope,
and believe they are capable of doing much
good, and hope they may be encouraged; but
for all this, I object to their becoming dictae
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torial in Church matters, unless the Church
shall so decide ; and I am pleased to know
that in my experience, it is but seldom, very
seldom, that such is the case; and perhaps
they do not as often transcend their bounds as
we of the brotherhood; but when and where
it is done, the effects proceeding therefrom
militate as much against the well-being, "Dr
prosperity, of the cause as effects following a
similar course by the brethren.
I find an increased desire among the Saints
to gather, with which I find rio fault; but as
location will not produce righteousness, to my
mind there exists a necessity for a more persistent effort to live united in family, branch
and district capacities, that wemay be Zion, or
the pure in heart. Having transcended the
intended limits, I close, praying for the triumph
JAMES <JAFFALL.
of truth.
Douglas Co., Nebraska, JulY 31st, 1877.

LETTER FROM J. G.

Brn. Joseph and Henry:-! have preached
nearly every Sunday since the last quarterly
conference, and I hope that my effort has not
been in vain. The people who heard seemed
well satisfied. Some of them have once been
to Salt Lalte. The Brighamites have organized a branch on Honey Creek. When I
heard of it I went over there and saw the preS·
ident of it, and made an effort to speak to the
branch, but was refused, and could get but.a
very short interview with him. He was very
unsociable and not free to talk about the work.
I am informed that Orson Pratt, Jr., and another elder from Salt Lake, is, or has been,
preaching in Pottawatamie and Harrison counties, and that they have baptized quite a number in Council Bluffs.
.
Now I wish to explain, in part, some things
which has not been revealed to me by fles:P.
and blood, that is, the twelfth chapter of Revelations. In the first verse the revelator says,
"And there appeared a great wonder in heaven; a woman clothed with the sun, and the
moon under her feet, and upon her . head .!'<
crown of twelve stars; and she, being with
child, cried, travailing in birth, and pained to
be delivered." The woman is a figure representing the Church our Savior set up eighteen
hundred years ago; the clothing of the sun,
which was her garment, the light and spirit
of the gospel; the crown of twelve stars on
her head, are the twelve apostles of the Lamb;
the moon under her feet, is the Mosaic law.
Now when we compare spiritual things, all
will see the above to be correct. Now if the
woman is a figure, and represents the ancient
Apostolic church, the dragon is a figure also.
The third and fourth verses say, "And there
appeared another wonder in heaven; .and behold a great red dragon * * * stood before
the woman, which was ready to be delivered, to devour her child as soon as it was
born." Now the still small voice says the
great red dragon is also a figure, representing
Pagan Rome, which then swayed a scepter
over the major part of the nations who were
all engulfed in infidelity. Soon after our Savior went into the ministry the Pagans discovered that the Savior and his Church were
in possession of supernatural power, and would
eventually subjugate the Roman Empire, if
they did not sow confusion among the Church,
by putting to death her subjects, consequently, there was a great many of the Saints put
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to death, in the first, second, and third centuries. Now the seven heads of this dragon
were seven mountains or hills, on which the
city of Rome was built. The ten horns were
ten kings, or kingdoms.
The fourth verse says, "The dragon stood
before the woman to devour her child as soon
as it was born.'' Now it is apparent that the
woman spoken of in the first verse is the
Church, and the red dragon spoken of is the
Pagans. The man-child spoken of in the
fourth verse is a figure also; the spirit of reason is the spirit of truth; if not, it is twin
brother to it; now by reasoning close we arrive
at a just conclusion in regard to the real constitution of the man-child. St. Paul gives us
some light in regard to the man-child ;-"Now
consider how great this man was unto whom
even the patriarch Abraham gave a tenth of
the spoils.''-Heb. 7:4. In the third verse
we read this man was without father and without mother, without descent, having neither
llif~inning of days nor end of life. Now a man
of this description has never been on earth
yet.
Doubtless Paul referred to the priesthood and
· not the individual that held it. Those priests
were made without an oath, but this with an
oath, referring to the Savior, "The Lord sware
and will not repent, Thou art a nriest forever
after the· order of Melchizedec.'' ·And to show
conclusively that it is not the personage that
Paul refers to, but the priesthood; the priesthood is spoken of in the fourth verse, seventh
chapter. Here it is called a man instead of
man-child. · Melchizedec was made a priest
after the order of the Son of God hundreds of
years before the Savior was born, and nearly
two thousand years after the king of Salem's
t day the Savior was born, and the Lord sware
with an oath thou art a priest forever after the
order ofMelchizedec (Reb. 7 : 21 ). The twentythird verse says they "truly were many priests
because they were not suffered to continue by
reason of death.'' Those priests were acting
in the priest's office during their lives, consequently many have held the priesthood that
the Son of God holds to-day and will hold it
worlds without end. "And hast made us unto
our God kings and priests, and we shall reign
on the earth" (Rev. 5: 10). "And the kingdoms of this world are become the kingdoms
of our God and his Christ."-John the Revelator.
It is very true that all men in the days of
the Apostles that had authority to preach and
baptize and lay on hands for the gift of the
Holy Spirit, held the priesthood of the Son of
God; consequently, Paul says no ruan taketh
this honor unto himself but he that is called
of God as was Aaron. Now the Saints were
anxious after the day of Pentecost to deliver
their message to the nations, and to accomplish
the great work as speedily as possible, many
faithful men beside the twelve and the seventy
were ordained to preach the gospel. No man
can administer in the ordinances of the gospel
without he previously received the priesthood
by ordination; furthermore, wherever they established a branch of the Church they chose
one which we would call a president, who must
receive the priesthood by ordination. After
branches were established in the various parts
of the earth in CJmplete running order, the
man-child was brought forth by the woman
which will rule the nations with, or by the

word of the Lord. In process of time the
church, or the ordinances of the same, became
so amalgamated by Pagan rites and ceremonies,
that the Lord took the autb.ority up to heaven;
then Papacy swayed a scepter over the nations.
All Latter Day Saints know the true gospel
was restored in 1830. The woman was only
to remain in the wilderness one thousand two
hundred and sixty days, or years. Now we
need not mistake in regard to this time; for
history infg,rms us that Papacy swayed a
scepter over the nations for nearly thirteen
hundred literal years, during which time the
true gospel was not preached, neither could it
be, for free toleration had fled, it is too
true, to make a jest of the church that our
Savior, set up so beautifully when he was on
earth with apostles, prophets, evangelists,
pastors, and teachers, gifts of healing, helps,
governments, and different kinds of tongues;
the order referred more minutely spok"en ia
the fourth chapter of Ephesians was a plan
devised in heaven and established on the
earth, by our Lord, to perfect the saints;
yet this perfect plan became corrupted, and
consequently the woma;n, or the church, fled
into the wilderness, where she was to remain one thousand ·two hundred and three
score days; which time, bear in mind, expired in 1830. Mark it; Christ's Church apostatized, and afterwards became Papal .Rome.
Now mark what John calls her after she fled
into the wilderness, (Rev. 17: 1), "And there
came one of the seven angels which had the
seven vials, and talked with me, saying unto
me, Come hither, I will shew unto thee the
judgment of the great whore that sitteth upon
many waters.'' Now, to ascertain what she
was guilty of, read Rev. 17 : ~- As the ch11rch
fled into the w.ilderness, notice, if you please,
Rev. 12: 6. Eays the reader, When did the
church go into the wilderness? I answer this
question by substracting . the 1260 .days, or
years, from 1830, and it leaves 570, which is
point blank testimony that the church become
extinct it~ the year 570, and was bereft of all
the spiritual gifts and blessings that characterized the church in the days of the apostles.
(1 Cor. 12:28, also Eph. 4: 11, 12.)
Now, notice. particular, J·ohn in Rev. 17:1
calls her, o:r: tb.e. church when in the wilderness, a great whore, and on this same woman's
forehead was a name written, "Mystery, Bah·
ylon the Great, the Mother of Harlots." Mark
and read the sixth verse which I will give:
"And I saw the woman drunken with the
blood of the saints and the blood of the martyrs of Jesus.'' The main part of the church,
or the body of Christ, when in the wilderness,
,John calls her several names. In the first
place, a great whore; in the second place,
Babylon the Great. Now while we are learning here a little and there a little, we are constrained to come to this conclusion, that it was
the real Babylon that John saw. In Revelations 13:7, she is called a seven headed beast,
and power was given him over all nations,
kindreds, and tonguefl. In the last verse we
discover she is called he because of her imperiality; she had or did in her glory subjugate
empires, kingdoms, and governments great and
small; still its fall was certain. "And I saw
another angel come down from heaven having
power, and the earth was lightened with his
glory, and he cried mightily with a strong
voice, saying, Babylon tl1e Great is fallen, and

is become the habitation of devils and the hold
of every foul spirit, and a cage of every unclean and hateful bird.''-Rev. 18: 2.
Nephi in his seventh chapter, the latter
part of the second paragraph, shows that they
were to war with one another, which has been
going on for the last twenty years or more;
both in South America and in Mexico, in Italy and Spain, France and Russia, finally war
has been going on in all the Papal governments on the earth more or less for years.
The ten horns was to give their power and
strength to the beast, They have long since
withdrawn their power and strength from the
mother of harlots, which has resulted in her
fall. Now as Rome has ceased to sway an imperial scepter, Babylon has fallan. Now,
instead of. the oppressive laws of Papacy, we
have toleration, in many of the greatest and
most powerful nations of the earth. Now, as
toleration is granted, and abound where Papa·
cy once swayed a scepter, .places all those nations, both small and great to a demonstration
in the cage. We are in the cage here just as
much as across the great deep, because tho
greatest religious toleration is here in this
land. Just as sure as the Saints do not gath·
er round the borders of Zion, they will partake
of their sins and receive of their plagues. It
has long been the duty of the Saints to have
gathered into branches around about the borders of Zion, and be of one heart and one
mind; and by their oneness have faith to
shield them from the judgments that are now
passing through. Oneness among the Saints
is one of the most important things which
pertains to our temporal and spiritual welfare,
or prosperity. All Saints in all places should
endeavor to pray fervently for the unity of the
body; and not to have any contention of any
kind, about neither temporal nor spiritual
things; and manifest and cultivate the. spirit
of peace even that which covers a multitude
of sins. We may possess all other gifts and
not. possess charity, we are nothing. ·when
we take a retrospective view of the oneness
that existed on the day of Pentecost, this one.
ness among the Saints must exist, the Lord
says, "Except ye are one you are not mine.''

..

AvocA, Pottawattamie Co., Iowa,

-------.-

J·. G.

~--------

WHICH SHALL SHE OBEY 1
Brothe1· Ifenry :-I have thought to write
upon one subject, but more to receive light
than to enlighten anybody else.
I have heard many elders in the Brighamito Church, yes, and some few in the Reorganized Church, teach that if in case a husband
prevents his wife from uniting with the Church
of God, that she shall be saved and enter into
the kingdom, the same as if she had been
adopted through obedience to the ordinance.
I do not see that this is consistent with the
law of God; for, if we will believe that way,
we will make the words of our Savior without
any power or force, and by this there would be
an exception in the Jaw, and such we cannot
find in the law at all. Some may be ready to
say; What shall we do in this case, because it
is too bad, and a sad thing to hinder anybody
from uniting with the Church, and from be·
coming a legal citizen of the kingdom. Now
if anybody will make the law of God to suit
the case, instead of making the case to suit
the law, it will be like sprinkling instead of
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who declare that they are blessed with the
gift of the Holy Spirit, and have the testimony of Jesus, are said to be deluded, and
soon will be off to Salt Lake.
But if they [we] have the faith that works
by love and purifies the heart, by which to
know that the Redeemer lives, and if the Spirit
of him who raised up Jesus from the dead,
dwell in us, then by that power we shall also
be quickened to behold our risen Redeemer
in a glorified state.
Dear Saints, have we not felt"the power of
the Spirit of Christ, and drank of the fountain of the water of life? And also felt the
power of Satan, and passed through the dark
flood? But peace came through Jesus Christ.
A ad now we can say with Paul, "That neither
life nor death, things present or things to
come, nor any other creature shall be able to
separate us :f'rom the love of God.''
I" 1
h.
J h
11
f G0 d
'ee sure t at, as 0 n was ca ed 0
'
and sent .to baptize and preach repentance,
and to declare the gifts of the Holy Spirit by
Jesus Christ that the work done by him was
accep t ed of God · B u t th ose wh o "1 ee1 tspose d
to find fault should pray for more light.
Th e ques t"IOn as k edbYour savwr,
· "'l'h·. e b aptism of John, whence was it? from heaven, or
· suffi 01en
· t t o saisty
t" " can d'd
· ds.
1 mm
of men· ?" 1s
It lea':es no room. for doubt in the mind~ of
the smuts of God. And all that was lackmg
in Jolin's _baptism to make it.f?-11 anq perfect,
was the gtft of ~he Holy Spmt j whwh J<:hn
says was to be .gtven by the Lor? Je~us Chnst.
No other baptism but that whtchts followed
hy the gift of the Holy Spirit will ever satisfy
the truly converted I?an or woman. And as
soon as .they are convmce~ of the truth ~f the
everlastmg gospel, t~ey '!Ill at once, desire ~o
enter the fold, a~d Will Wish to be directed m
the right way. ~hen the way is sought the
answer ~ome~ as In days of old, "Repe~t, and
be bapt!z~d m th~ name of J es~s Ch~Ist, for
t~e remiSSion of sm~, ~n,~ ye. shalt receive the
gtft of tli.c ?oly Spmt.
I thank God that
th~ :promise 1s good yet, and ~ have found the
Spmt a sure reward for obedience to the gos·
pel; and a holy joy, with all the fruits of the
Spirit as gift~ following. those who beli~ve.
And, as the gtfts and callmg of God are Without repentance, and as the Bible is true I expect to share those blessings, if I depart not
from the faith.
James says, every good and perfect gift
cometh down from the Father of lights, with
whom there is no shadow of turning. God
hath. set in . the church apostles, prophets,
.·
teachers, helps, tongues, prophecy, healings
and miracles; for the perfecting of the saints,
for the work of the ministry, and for the edifying of ·the body of Christ; till we in the
unity of the faith all come to the knowledge
of the Son of .God,
* and unto the fulness
of Christ. And as all of the apostles teach
the same doctrine, and warn us of those whodo
not; and there are few to whom we should
give heed as to a light that shineth in a dark
place.
Some say that God has changed; but the
apostles teach that he has not, and cannot
change. John teaches baptism for the rem ission of sins. So did all the apostles; while
but few of the sects do; and none teach the
power of the Spirit to follow those who believe. There is but one way into the kingdom
of God; and that is to be born into it, by being

baptized (after duly repenting), for the remission of sins ; after which we have the promise
of the Holy Spirit to guide us into all truth;
all of which doctrine Jolin ever taught. I,
therefore, conclude that the doctrine he taught
was a christian doctrine, and his baptism was
a christian baptism. And the promise of the
Spirit is a glorious promise to all who love the
Lord with all the heart. May the Lord bless
all the Saints, and help them to live in the
light as he is in the light. "Let us keep our
spirits pure, in the light," which light is the
light of God.
s. I. SmTn.

THE SAINTS'

immersion, and a man-made law instead of the
law of God; and that man is authority instead of God. If we will admit one we must
admit the other; but let us not pervert the
law of God by any such a doctrine. "But if
any of us lack wisdom, let him ask of God,
that giveth to all men liberally and upbraideth
not, and it shall be given him." I believe
that the words of the Savior to Nicodemus
(John 3: 5) will decide that case; and the
Savior confirms his word in Luke 21 : 33 :
"Heaven and earth shall pass away, but my
word shall not pass away." l3y these we ought
to know that he meant what he says, and I do
not for a moment think that he over did con·
tradict himself in anything; therefore his
words will endure tho same forever. Jesus
said :
"l am come to set a man at variance against his
father, and the daughter against her mother, and
the daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law;
and a man's foes shall be they of his own household. He that loveth father or mother more than
me, is not worthy of me."-Matt. 10: 35-38.
"lie that believeth and is baptized shall be saved,
and he :that. believeth not shall be damned."
-Mark
16 16
Not only will the wife have to obey for hersel f, but all the honest in heart will have to
forsake every thing for the kingdom of God.
LucAs, Iowa._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
T. T. TnolllAs.
BAPTISM.
Brother II. A. Stebbins :-I was lately talking with a Congregational minister on the subject of baptism. He claimed that the baptism
of John was not a Christian baptism; which
has led me to consider the matter a little. To
prove his position, he referred to Acts, 19th
chapter, where Paul baptized those who said
they were baptized unto John's baptism. I
think this is not evidence in the case. If
John's baptism is not a Christian baptism,
whose is? I think none. Because John received his commission directly from God; and
because those men were rebaptized by Paul
does not prove that Paul's was a christian bap·
tism more than John's. But, to my mind it
proves that those twelve men were baptized by
one claiming to be a disciple of John; but was
not a disciple, from the fact that those men
had not heard that there was any Holy Ghost.
And, as John had ever taught that he who
should come after him, was mightier than he
and would baptize, not only with water but
with fire and the Holy Ghost, as we see demonstrated when the apostle Paul baptized
those men, and laid his hands upon them, they
at once spoke in tongues, of the glorious things
of God's kingdom by the power of the Spirit
of truth j having also "the testimony of Jesus"
(which "is the Spirit of prophecy," Rev. 19 :
10), and other gifts to make them bold in the
cause of truth, and not carried about by every
wind of doctrine.
To further prove the baptism of Jolin a
christian baptism, I would cite to .John 1: 32,

I. T.:
"And I knew Mm [Christ] for he who sent me to
baptize with water, the same said unto me: Upon
whom thou shalt see the Spirit descending and remaining on him,.the same is he who baplizeth with
the Holy Ghost."
In this verse we sec that God did send him
to baptize with water; and in another· place
it is recorded that he "preached baptism for
the remission of sins" (John 1: 3). lJut those

a·

**

"WORD OF WISDOM."
As this ~ubject has been agitated considerably of late, I desire to ofl'er a few thoughts.
I thank the Lord with all my heart for the
"'Vord of ·wisdom.'' He who created these
bodies of ours, and who perfectly understands
their nature, knows best what kind of food is
adapted to our nature. He has promised on
conditions of obedience to the "word" to give
to all Saints "health to their navel, and marrow to their bon:es,. and shall :find wisdom and
great treasures of knowledge, even hidden
treasures.''
This is but reasonable and natural for the
mind and body are so closely connedted that
where one is afflicted the other must be. If
we partake of the kind of food best adapted
to our nature, the body will become strong,
and healthy; .and consequently the mind is
better calculated to receive and retain "wisdom and knowledge.'' And with the' assistance of this wisdom can we not better prepare
ourselves for the future, as well as being profited in the present?
I .sometimes wonder that all Saints do not
hail the "Word of Wisdom" with joy, and be
thankful for the privilege of keeping it, and
am· often pained to see even the Elders of
Israel polluting the house of God, simply to
gratify the pernicious habit of chewing tobacco. I wonder if they think the angels of the
Lord would come near enough to smell their
breath.
If we were to follow thee counsel of Hyrum
Smith the martyr we would not listen to
them. '
'
"Listen not to the teachings of any man, or any
Elder, who says the •Word of Wisdom' is of no
moment; for such a man will eventually be over.thrown. * * Tobacco is a nauseous, abomins.ble
thing, and I am surprised that any hunian being
should think of using it; for an Elder e<~pecially
to eat, or smoke it, is a disgrace to him. He is
not fit for the o.fJice; he ought first to learn to keep
the •Word of Wisdom,' and then teach others.
God will not prosper the man who uses it."-Times
and Seasons, June 1st, 1842.
And again; we find men, and some times
Elders, who say they can not get along without
strong drink, when God has expressly said,
"Strong drinks are not for the belly, but for
the washing of.your bodies.'' Then when the
hand of affliction rests upon them, they "send'
for the Elders of the Church,'' and if they are
not lwaled, they "do not know the reason·
why!"
·
Again; others will try to excuse themselves'
for using tea and coffee, by saying they do not·
believe "hot drinks" means tea andcofl'ee, but·
refers to liquors, the same as the term "strong:
drinks." Now if this interpretation is correct,.
why does the Lord say of one it is "for the'
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washing of your bodies," and of the other, "it
is not for the body?"
I am told by old-time Saints who were living at the time this revelation was given, that
tea and coffee were known in common parlance
as hot drinks; and the Lord says these commandments were given "after the manner of
their language, that they might come to understanding." (D. C. 1: 5.)
Again; Hyrum Smith says, in the sermon
referred to, "There are many who wonder
what this can mean, whether it refers to tea
and coffee, or not. I say it does refer to TEA
AND COFFEE." Now were not Hyrum's chances for understanding this revelation as good
as any other man's?
"Word of Wisdom," "glad we hail it;"
Hidden treasures here we find;
Knowledge is obtained through it,
Wisdom, too, for all mankind ;
Lord, we praise thee
For Thou hast revealed thy mind.
Long our bodies had been pained,
And we knew not what to do;
Through Thy mercy we've obtained
"Word of Wisdom," good and true;
We will heed it,
And our courage will renew.
0, we'll run, and not be weary,
We shall walk and never faint;'
Then the road will not be dreary,
When we're living as a Saint;
Yes, we'll keep it,
And we'll cease our vile complaint.

}}lay we all live to "obtain wisdom and great
treasures of knowledge, even hidden treasures, is the prayer of your erring brother,
HEMAN.

A RESPONSE TO FALSE TEACHING.
Bro. Henr!J :-I have been called upon by
my sister and a friend to write my thoughts
and opinions in regP,rd to the authority and
legal calling of Bro. Joseph Smith, they having become. disaffected, and stating that he
was called through a child, and not according
to the order of the kingdom of God.
Now a little opposition sometimes does good,
for it leads us to the sifter, and I trust to the
searcher of hearts. But I feel incapable of
writing to any profitable extent, and would
rafer my friends to the wholesome reading of
the following tracts: •·The Bible vs. Polygamy," "The Successor," "Mountain of the
Lord's House," and "Idolatry." If your
mind is perplexed, the scriptural proofs therein will undo the knots. I must confess that
the opposing influence cast at me in their
strongest tone, have caused me to look to it,
to see whether or not I am on a safe foundation, that we be not tossed over by any wind
of doctrine, for I find the enemy is alert, and
lies in wait to deceive, if it were possible, the
very elect. Let us look to it, brothers and
sisters, that we are on the watch tower. Let
us study the word of God, the Book of J\formon, and the Doctrine and Covenants more,
and act according to the pure teachings therein. I do not find that they teach polygamy,
nor do I think that such a doctrine is calculated to do us any good in this world, or in that
which is to come. On the contrary, it begets
every thing that is averse to the spirit and
teachings of Christ, and, as a sister said in a
late He1·ald, it is a cruel and polluting slavery
to many honest, but deluded souls, teaching
them that this is the celestial law, and that

they cannot expect salvation and exaltation
without it. ·I am ashamed that I ever listened
to such teachings, under a cloak of deceit,
mock religion, and masonry. I dreamed that
it was a serpent, and I believe it. He coils
around the weak. May God, in his infinite
mercy, cast him out where he belongs; for if
such were the celestial law, I would say with
the litany of the Church of England, "Good
Lord, deliver us." And may he indeed deliver the honest. who are there, and who are
longing for their freedom, and for the true
fold of God. The ark of safety, where is it?
Is it under Brigham, in the salt land? and is
that the temple in which to ensure a ticket
for eternal life? Will you, and shall I, go
where he sanctions abominations and guilt?
Are not our dead safer in God's keeping until
the time of restoration comes? For God will
make it. plain when and where to build. The
Doctrine and Covenants teaches that the peopie, the Saints, shall build up the waste places
of Zion. The Utah Elders say that they are
out now for the last time, to gather people to
the temple of the Lord's house, that shall be
established on the tops of the mountains. But
our Elders of the Reorganized Church that
have returned from there, affirm that the
mountains are, or will be far above it, (Zion),
and in this you can see a mistaken idea; and
in many other things they fall short; but I
hope the time is not far distant when righteousness shall be established, and sin brought
low. J grieve to see the young going out there
to partake of that influence, and spend the
best part of their lives in believing those erroneous things, and then pass through a flint
mill before they will be brought to appreciate
the truth, and to see to w.hom the promises
were made. And I hope that our Father in
heaven will prolong Joseph's life, and that he
may be able to carry out the designs of Him
who has chosen him and who shall say that
he cannot? If God' is with him what is the
use to fight against his power? He will support Joseph, inasmuch as he leads the Church
in purity and righteousness, and for the benefit of mankind. I feel to uphold him and all
the ministry. And I say, in conclusion, pray
for me, one of the weakest, that I may read,
learn, and digest the teachings of truth, and
that I may seek to be humble and wise, and
not sin, so that I may be saved in the kingdom of God. Your sister in the covenant,
EsTHER RoHRER.

'\\;r OODBINE, Iowa.

THE POWERS THAT BE.
Dear Breth1·en, Editors of Herald :-Since
writing my last on the subject of faith in governments, kings, presidents, etc., I have had
occasion to turn to that article, and in reading
and reflecting on the subject again, it leads
me to fear and believe that I have not done
justice to you, nor to the cause had in consideration; and I may not do justice to it now;
hut if you will bear with me a little, I will try
to give a reason for my objections to the article iu the lleml<i of March 15th.
First, I acknowledge that the Bible, Book
of Mormon, are in a general sense, acknowl"
edged to be the word of God; and by myself,
under general rules of what you would claim
to be proper,- perhaps you would object to any
other definition (of this general rule). But

will you allow me to differ a little from your
position (if I am right.) What is the word of
God, strictly speaking? Is it not what Brother
Paul calls it, "sharper than any two·edged
sword, dividing assunder soul and spirit?"
Does it not discern the thoughts and intents
of the heart?
This, brethren, I consider the true power,
or principle of what I call or term the word of.
God. It was this principle that made Paul
say the gospel is the "power of God unto salvation."
Is it not this power that, makes Latter Day
Saints? How can you make Latter Day
Saints without more or less of this power, that
Paul called in Hebrews 12th, the "word of
God." Here let me say, brethren Joseph and
Henry, I love this principle, or power that
should be used by all Elders to make Saints.
Now let us look at the other subject. I
freely confess and acknowledge that Paul
taught the doctrine to the Gentile churches;
that they should be subject to the laws that
be; or were in use. Why was t'bis taught to
the saints in that day. This church had just
begun to rise, and it was the duty of all saints
to be patient and bear all insults and oppres~ion that fell to their lot, to endure that the
cause might not be reproached for evil doing.
Since Paul's day the church went in to the
wilderness. Strange and horrible scenes of
blood and m-urder have transpired. Force and
persecution of various kinds have been employed to sustain religion, or gospel; not such
as our Lord taught: "resist not evil;" "if
they smite on one cheek, turn the other;" nor
such as Brother Paul taught. But when the
1260 years were passed away, and the evil had
been· overcome to such an extent that the Lord
saw fit to restore the gospel again to the
earth, I claim that it was the same gospel that
was taken from the Jews and given to the
Gentiles. And, that too, in a nation called a
Christian nation, and when the wisest and
best men were the majority, and the !aws were
of that class and kind that protected the just
from the calamities and miseries that were in
the land. Now the scene is changed; the
majority are the wicked of our American land;
and will continue to increase until Zion is
redeemed.
.
We have got along to the last days whiCh
John the Revelator saw. "Here is the faith
and the patience of the saints." When the
wicked and unjust bear rule in our own land,
laws are frequently made that are a curse instead of a blessing; done by what are termed
by some "sensible and smart men," while the
ignorant and unsuspecting uphold and sustain
them by their votes and other means in their
power. Now, I claim that you and I have a
right to sustain and support, and it is our
duty to uphold the best men to fill all the offices
in this land, whuever we reside. But if we
are overcome by the wicked, shall we be patient under such misrule? I claim that I
have to reproach, and find fault; and it is hard
for any good or just man to believe that they
do right to fellowship such things. Has not
the time come in our land to remonstrate
against evil doers?
I was never educated to do wrong nor fellowship those who did wrong; especially an
official in ourland. And the laws of him who
taught me who the Alpha and Omega are, I
purpose to respect and observe, as much as in
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me is. I believe in being perfectly subject to 1tion does it give to the Church. Throug.Y the marble from its bed, or rout the ore from
all good, wholesome, just and wise laws, the influence of this love the precious famil its cavernous retreat, navigate unknown and
whether made by the majority or minority. of Bethany drew to its hallowed joys the Sa- stormy seas, tread the busy marts of commerce,
And the less contradiction there is the better vior of men. And what an insight into the speak with the tongue of prophet, priest or
I am pleased; and my opinion is as the Mas- character of the Son of Man do these beauti- seer, in proclaiming to the inhabitants of the
ter's, "Blessed are ye when ye have no dispu- fully touching word& afford, "And Jesus loved earth this glorious gospel of the latter days ;
tations among you"
Martha, .and her sister, and I~azarus." 0, to whatever we do, let us do with our might, and
let all be done in the name and to the honor
June 29th. Thirty-three years ago this be worthy of such love, of his love!
morning, your father and uncle were the subBut, on the contrary, if this love is not cul- and glory of God. And, as our poet brother
jects of our care, and of our deepest thoughts tivated, if it is allowed to die out of the soul, has said:
"Let us trim our lamps, mark that our oil be pure;
at Nauvoo. Who can describe the grief and to become a mere recollection, a thing of the
See that they brightly burn, both night and day ;
The wise alone will to the end endure;
sorrow felt among us on the 28th and 29th of past. This gone, every bad feeling and pasThe foolish cannot stand the trying day."
June, 1844. Peter said that judgment was to sion not unfrequently assumes its place in the
"And let us watch! watch and pray;
begin at the house of God. The trouble was desolated heart. Where love once reigned
Be constant till he comes;
He comes to bless the poor;
to commence in, or with the Church; and amidst an atmosphere of peace and sunshine,
And save his righteous ones."
from them they spread, or go to the nation, now anger, self-will, hate, jealousy, revenge,
So mote it be.
A . .a.
and thence to the nations of the earth. 0, uncharitableness, censoriousness, pride and
what a change in our own national aff~irs bickering hold high carnival, converting the
Two D1·cams.
since 1844; what a change in the Church al- harmony of the Church into discord and conSaturday morning, February 24th, 1876, I
so; and what a change in the hearts and feel- fusion. But in the community of Saints,
ings of our own citizens. How difficult it is where the love of Christ reigns in each indi- dreamed that I was in some foreign land,
to see things in their true light, by the out- vidual heart j where the happiness of each is among a peculiar looking people. The first
siders- How strangely they mix truth and the happiness of all, and the wealth of a com- place that I remember being at I was sitting
error together when they try to befriend our mon happiness the luxury of each ; this is the at the east end of a house, in its shadow, .as
cause. So it will be to the end.
loveliest spot on earth, and it is our privilege the sun was then past the meridian. . To the
Respectfully your brother in our I~ord J e- to attain to this happiness. Let us not take east of this house was another, which seemed
Bmaas ALDEN.
too ready cognizance of each offence, but let to be a residence of comfort and affluence. To
sus Christ,
FoNTANELI.E, Iowa.
us forgive as we hope to be forgiven, and let the west, and a little south, was another buildus earnestly endeavor to give offence to none. ing, seemingly not intended for habitation.
HAVE CHARITY.
I have in memory now a worthy brother, While I was sitting in the shadow of the midone whose voice had ofttimes been heard at dle building there seemed to be a number of
I have been much impressed, of late, with the sacred desk discoursing words of wisdom men on the south side of the house, one of
the thought that we have not enough charity and instruction. A genial gentleman, a true whom was introducing a stranger to them.
among us; that brotherly love does not exist friend, an exemplary christian. This brother Coming from the south side of the house east
within our hearts to that extent that it should for some offence, it is not for us to say what, of the middle one, were eight or ten men, who
in order to characterize us as the children of because the sacred precincts of the heart we were of a very dark (not bla~k) complexion,
God; and that we have not that spirit of may not enter, for .every heart knoweth its foreheads very high and full, heads and faces
forgiveness that we really should have, in order own sorrows, its . own bitterness, I say this large, noses large and aquiline; all were above
to approach our heavenly Father acceptably, brother's voice is now seldom heard at the sa- the medium in stature, but one of them seemwhen we pray to him to "forgive us our tres- cred desk, and th~Jight that he was wont io ed much larger, and was apparently a very
passes as we forgive those who trespass against hold aloft to guide others into the true path strong man, with a peculiarly large forehead
us." God has not given us a long catalogue has become dim. 0, my brother, this ought and nose. Three of these men I supposed to
of rules and directions in regard to this, but not so to be. There are many souls to-day be brothers, as they had strong facial resemhas said, "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God who are reaching out blindly, it may be er- blances. I observed all these men very closewith all thy heart, with all thy mind, and with ringly, for the light, and you, my brother, ly. They were dressed in a rather course blue
all thy strength; and thou shalt love thy who have found the fountain of living waters clothing, made somewhat after soldiers' unneighbor as thyself." This is very plain in- and drank therefrom; to you, my brother, is dress uniform. The tallest of these men beckdeed ; and in the third and fourth chapters of imparted the privilege of guiding those souls oned me to come among them, but feeling my
the first Epistle of John, we have very plain into the true light. Will you withhold the inability to converse with them, I declined;
and explicit directions what we are to do in waters of life, and give them wine of earthly yet I felt grieved that my bashfulness should
regard to this subject.
vintage? They ask for bread, will you give again deprive me of a pleasure I desired, for
W c all remember, no doubt, the time when them a stone? Remember, my brother, that I felt curious to know who the parties were
we first believed the gospel j when we joined for every soul you lead into the true light, for who were on the other side of the building;
hands with the glorious band of pilgrims seek- that soul you will receive a gem in your besides there was a very large, well-dress€d
ing that beautiful country; how our hearts crown of glory; which the righteous Judge man standing right at the corner of the house,
beat with love and gratitude to our heavenly will give you when he comes to make up his his buttons were large, and of silver; on his
Father that we had been permitted to find the jewels; when he will bring you to stand shoulders were something like a bird, and on
true path j and what a halo of light this love faultless before the throne of his Father. Let either side of the bird a large star, or button,
of God and the brotherhood seemed to cast us not fold om: talent in a napkin, but let us all of silver. Finally I heard the one who was
around as it welled up from the heart like the be up and doing. Time's ponderous wheels introducin~, say among other words, "Koenig,"
cool, sparkling water from the fountain, like are heavy with the weight of coming events. which is German, in the English, King. I
the songs of birds, like the gurgle of running The whole world is upon the eve of a great then inferred that this man at the corner was
brooks, or the joyous dancing of sunbeams on crisis! The signs of tho times are ominous of the King. Very soon after be went toward
the bosom of the lake that basks in midsum· many changes and much trouble. Old sys- the house to the east, followed by two men,
mer glories. Such was the light and sparkle tems and institutions, both political and theo- and en tend. I then joined (.he men who were
of this divine fire on the altar of the heart, legical, are rapidly changing places or passing on the other side of the bouse, and noticed
which brought with it peace, the conscious- away. Let us, therefore, throw off all petty quite a company of men and women on the
ness of innocence, and a sense of the approval animosities that encumber us, and let us gird lawn, which was very beautiful. I conversed
of him whose favor is life; and his loving on afresh the armor of faith; the breast, plate with "ne of the women, who wore her hair in
kindness, which is better than life. Such is of righteousness; for we all have a work to a slwrt tuft on the top and b~ck part of the
the power that purifies, harmonizes, inspires, perform. Therefore let us all be up and do- head, and small tufts on the sides, above and
exalts, and glorifies the true Saints of God. ing; whether we wrestle with nature and in front of the CH3. Her hair was black, as
0 ! the blessed fellowship of this fraternal force her secrets from her, engage in a hand to was that of all the women, who wore their
love! How pure, bow rich, how ennobling! hand struggle with the dragons that we must hair iu much the same way. They were all
How it strengthens each member for duty, and all ineet-but which, alas! we do not all slay dressed in a similar style; dresses not vny
nerves the soul for the trial. What an attrac- -subdue the forest, level the mountains, lift high in the neck, and not reaching below the
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ankles, very simple and of durable fabric.
Their figures were not deformed by tight
lacing, as their bodies were well built, and
square. Their complexion was of a very high
fiesh color, very much like some paintings
which are over done. They were dancing on
the lawn, and seemed very well contented.
Presently the man supposed to be the king
came from the house from the south side, and
proceeded across the lawn toward the building
to the west; he had on his left breast a large
silver insignia of office; his clothing was well
fitting, and made of bright blue cloth, but not
very fine in texture. He entered the building, while one or two men followed him, among
whom was the tall man spoken of. I followed
him, but saw the king no more. Inside this
frame building was found a large square inclosure, around which ran a stone wall, ten
feet high. This inclosure was paved with
stone, while through it was a shallow trench
of stone. There were two piles of excrements
that seemed very curious, and I could not recognize them as coming from any animal I
was acquainted with. There were two dead
small animals, one of which was lying in the
trench, and as a boy kicked its head over, I
discovered it to be much like a sheep.
I beheld these things from the top of a wall,
for I had mounted the wall as soon as I saw
it. I was, moreover, surprised to see children
playing in the inclosure. I immediately ordered them out, and opened a door which was
just under me. At this time the large man
entered another door, and approved my ordering the children out. There seemed a great
many to let out; and finally, a mouse-colored
animal, resemblig a mule, was seen coming to
the door, and the tall man was driving him
out by a pair of lines over his back. The ai)imal could scarcely get through the door. After
alrhad passed out my attention was attracted
toward the lower side of the inclosure, by a
curious young animal, somewhat in the shape
of a kangaroo, with tufts of hair on his head,
stern and its knees, which seemed like elbows,
and worked the same way. It was pawing
over another animal, and thereby distressing
it. The man said to me that it would die in
an hour. On looking closely, I saw that the
animal had a probe, with which it had been
distressing the other, larger animal. The man
then took the probe, and probed on two 0r
three sides, and presently a square section fell
off, which again was probed and separated into
four parts resembling books, of dark green color.
two or three more were taken off, but none of
them opened, and I piled them up. I then
said that I should like to see the vital part of
the animal, which seemed to have no particular
organized body. He then entered the probe
near the middle of the remainder of the animal, which then opened like a large book, and
was laid flat in a snallow box. The eye of the
animal was large, bright and dark, and immediately began to grow dim, and very soon
closed in death. It was not quite in the middle of the animal or box.
What had hitherto been the animal was now
a most curious arrangement of very finely cut
woodwork (sawed apparently by a very delicate lathe) connected by wires and strings
which were all packed in a box, and were
when laid together, not more than half an
inch in depth all over the box. At each end
seemed to be a cross section, having no appar-

ent connection with the main body of the curiously wrought machine, which certainly it
was. I inquired ":hat these two sections, at
the ends, were, and was informed that they
were two engines, but could see no resemblance
to engines, neither could I see any design in
any of the complicated spectacle before me.
My instructor now raised the engines, one
at each end of the box, and the whole structure arose with them, the strings and wires
proved to be attached, with great delicacy,
firmness and precision, to the two engines and
all the different parts of the curious animal,
and as the engines were raised the whole stood
up together, a most complete microcosm of a
strange and beautiful land, with its animals
and birds fairly represented. The colors were
mellow and rich, the perspective was faultless,
the harmony of all was complete.
There seemed to be an upper stratum to the
whole, consisting of a very fine seive-liketextare made of fine wire ; upon this stratum
many birds of rare plumage and some curious
animals were located in a peculiar order, and
when the engines were set in motion (which
was by pulleys at the top) all the birds and
animals passed around over the surface of this
upper stratum. When a certain large and
beautifully plumed bird approached I was told
that that was spring. The more solid structure
below I could see through this seive-like stratum, which seemed to be" suspended entirely
over it, at a small distance above. I could
discern some animals and other objects below,
but did not look closely to see exactly what
they were.
To the right of this strange contrivance was
a similar one, but it contained mostly very
large animals, some of which seemed to be distressing others, and when I appeared before
them, they seemed to lift up their heads with
astonishment. These were manipulated by
another man who seemed anxious for me to
examine them, therefore I came back to my
former position, hut I was more interested in
the other, and to do so I had to crawl over
some of the wires, which I did very carefully,
to the satisfaction of my instructor. I was
impressed with the idea that the whole was a
panoroma, or microcosm, of that land and nation, and the only way my guide could give
me a correct understanding of his country, not
being able to speak my language and I not being able to understand his.
When the view closed the operator collected
the various objects in his hand, and they resembled a string of very fine birds in the hand
of a fowler. "I awoke, and it was a dream."
I. N. W. Cool'ER.

Interpretation desired.
I was in a strange place, and was troubled
about something. lt was thundering and
lightning very hard. I lookfld towards the
northeast, and saw a cloud with a level top; the
top reached an angle of about twenty degrees
from horizon to zenith, distance half mile. On
either side of a space of the level top of about
a furlong rose up two clouds like mountains.
Above the level cloud was clear sky. While
looking, a vessel appeared from behind the
right hand cloud sailing toward the left, and
about ten rods behind that came another. I
thought if there was seven vessels it would
rain so hard that the people would have to get
into a boat to keep from being drowned. Af-
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ter the second came the third; and so on,
until six vessels had come in sight, at regular
distance; and after the sixth vessel came a
building, moving on the cloud in regular order
with the vessels, (I thought the building was
the temple of God), and after the building,
come the seventh vessel. I saw the vessels,
the masts, and shroulds, but saw no sails.
When I saw the building, I called my wife to
come quickly and see the temple. She came,
but before she got there, the vessels, temple,
and all had passed behind the cloud on the
left. I thought to pray the Father that he
would not destroy the people; but again I
thought it would be contrary to his will, and
did not pray for them. Can some one give
the interpretation. Yours in the Master's
W. B. TIGNOR.
cause.

- ...

LITTLE BY LITTLE.
If you are gaining little by little every day
be content. Are your expenses less than your
income, so that, though it be little, you are
yet constantly accumulating and growing richer and richer every day? Be contPnt; so far
as concerns money, you are doing well.
Are you gaining knowledge every day?
Though it be little by little, the aggregate of
the accumulation, where no day is permitted
to pass without adding something tb the stock,
will be surprising to yourself.
Solomon did not become the wisest man in
the world in a minute. Little by little..;:....never
omitting to learn something, even for a single
day-always reading, always studying a little
between the time of rising up in the morning
and lying down at night; this is the way to
accumulate a full storehouse of knowledge.
Finally, are you daily improving in character?
Be not discouraged because it is little by little.
The best men fall far short of what they themselves would wish to be. It is something, it
is much, if you keep good resolutions better to.
day than you did yesterday, better this week
than you did last, better this year than you
did last year. Strive to be perfect, but do not
become downhearted so long as you are approaching nearer and nearer to the high stand·
ard at which you aim.
Little by little fortunes are accumulated;
little by little knowledge is gained; little by
little, character and reputation are achieved.
Nothing is more curious than the utter indifference with which, in the crowded and over-peopled
city of London, we receive the news of the decease
of those who have joined in the same amusements,
listened to the same tunes, and smiled at the same
jests as ourselves. The most sudden, the most
unexpected death has scarcely the power to sober
us for a moment. The strong man is laid in the
grave-the young bride is snatched from her bridegroom-the beloved mother from the bosom of her
family-the harp is hushed-the kindly smile has
vanished-and yet, except to those who, as De
Stael says, "stand round us and hide the rest of
world," all this is 'nothing-is worse than nothing
-a theme for idle tongues-an hour's excitement
for weary and surfeited hearts.
H is false economy to purchase articles simply
because they are "cheap." One good durable article will be ten times cheaper than four of those
that break at the first handling.
Few things are impracticable in themselves;
and it is for want of application, rather than of
means, that men fail of success.
A man's temper is most valuable to himself, and
he should keep it.
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continued, and hence crops, particularly the corn, hills, but on hundreds of hills, surrounded by
looked bad; but later fine weather has almost hundreds more. A constant succession of vale,
remedied that. For this reason the country did hill, farm, valley, villa, dell, grove, plain, meadnot appear so fine as it might (l)therwise have ow, spring, wood, reaches every way from this
done. We found the Saints by no means dis- Jerusalem of modern Israel. Wood, water, and
couraged or cast down. Their faith, grand and stone are every where to be had, and beauty of
glorious, was as a well. spring of power to them; prospect lies in every direction. We slept one
and they were grappling with difficulty as strong night in the city, walked ovm' the Temple lot,
men to wrestle, calm, watchful, wary and ready. sang and prayed with earnest souls there, and
JOSEPH SMITH, HENRY .A. STEBBINS,
EDITORS.
We found that Bro.. M. A. Meder, of Califor- left them anxious, waiting and willing.
On returning to Stewartsville, we passed the
nia,
whom we had come to meet, had not yet ar.
Plano, Illinois, September I, 1877.
rived; so we procured a team, and began a tour night at Cameron, the guests of brother and sis.
of examination to see the COUlltry. We spent ter Silas Russel, formerly living near Davenport,
FROM THE BORDEHS.
l'l'l:onday, Tuesday andWednesday, the 16th, 17th Iowa. Here we also met brethren Sikes and
Wn started from the office, in company with Bro. and 18th, visiting near localities, and on thel!lth Hill, and at a former visit on the way down, Bro ..
A. McCallum, for a visit into the "regions round we started from ,Bro. George Adams', one of the Wm. Bozarth, sen.. Brother Bozarth was one of
about," if we could find that disputed land, and
m0st westerly farm in the colony, en route for In- the early Saints, and when the rest were cdriven
discover whether the occupation were pract1cadependence, via Eagleville, Bethany, Pattons- away, he remained forcauses knowneonly to God;
ble.
burg, Maysville and Stewartsville,. Missouri. for though his faith was well known, he was not
We arrived.at.Davis City, a village in Decatur This route .lies through Hal'rison, Daviess and disturbed; he was found at his post when the
county, Iowa, of a few hundred inhabitants, situ- DeKalb counties.. In Harrison the land is for the Church reached him, on its return.
ated on the south bank of Grand river, nine miles most part rough, hilly, and .wooded; being broc
We reached Bro. ICinneman's place early on
southwest from Leon, the county seat; being fa- ken by Grand river, and its tributaries, Big Creek, the 25th, anlil. found an appointment for the evenvored by finding brethren 0. B. Thomas and B. and others. We passed some fine lands in the ing waiting for us in the Brick Church, in the
V. Springer, at Leon, who kindly carried us over. north portion of the county, ·but the larger part village. This appointment we filled to the best
The road from Leon to Davis City is very rough, is broken. The small part of Daviess county of our ability, being thankful that
were per.
the surface of the land being broken into num. that we passed, was also much broken. In De- mitted to "answer for ourselves."
berless hills, valleys, and ravines, by Grand river, Kalb we found a much better portion of country,
On Thqrsday morning, after spending the night
and its tributaries the creeks, and the drains though the north.eastern part is of the same char. the guests of Bro. T~ W. Smith and his wife, we
which carry off from the uplands the snows of acter as Harrison and Daviess. The south-west- once more started out for our wagon trip back to
winter and the rains of summer. It is a broken ern part of the county is very good ; the soil is Lamoni. This trip was a tedious one, as we had
and rough country, and gives poor promise to the rich, the timber apparently sufficient, and the the misfortune to lame one of the pair of horses
traveler visiting it for. the first tilne, of the land water fairly good.
loaned us by Bro. Fowler, and were thus compelof rest. However, we did not tarry long on the
led to go slow. We travelled directly north
Those who may be thinking of coming into
way.
through DeKalb, Gentry and Worth counties,
At Davis City we staid from the Saturday after- these regions will do well to remember that there passing west of J\Taysville, between Fairport and
noon till Sunday evening, privileged to hear Bro. are no lands that may be called level lands, south King City,. through Gentryville and Albany to
,James W. Gillen in the forenoon, and permitted of the level plains of middle southern Iowa, ex- Allenville. The north part of DeKalb county is
to speak to the people in the· afternoon. There cept the bottoms of the Grand and Missouri riv. quite fair, much the same in appearance. as the
is quite a fair branch of the Church at this point, ers. All the way clown from the_ Nishna Botany, south-west of Decatur, Iowa; but Gentry and
and plenty of room for more people. There is an Iowa, to Independence, J\.fissouri, at least, the Worth counties, like Harrison, are rolling, bro.
excellent flouring mill, a hotel, stores, workshops, land is rolling, broken by the streams that put ken and timbered, at least such was the appear.
and good school-house, plenty of water and wood into the Missouri, and which, with the draws, ance to us. Bro. T. W. Smith came with us from
to make a desirable village location to those who ravines and little summer streams, drains one of his home to Lamoni, and though the way was
the handsomest and best countries the earth afmay choose such.
long, the hills steep and rugged, we managed to
After the services, we left Davis City with Bro. fords. He who must have level land, to live on, cheer the way by conversation about the country
Fowler, formerly of Amboy, Illinois, and started with long stretches of level roads all around him, and its possibilities for the Saints, about docfor Lamoni. A passing storm-cloud gave us a cannot find them any where in the north part of trine and its effect; and with argument about
drenching on the way, driving us to shelter with the "regions round about," except, as before re. things that we did not see alike. We spent FriBro. Fowler, his being the first house on the prai- marked, on the river bottoms.
day night with Bro. Joseph Hammer, of AllenAt Stewartsville we became the guests of Bro. ville, and reached Lamoni on Saturday evening;
rie within reach. We stopped all night, sleeping
quite soundly to the music of the wind and the J. T. Kinneman, one of the sweet singers in Isra- found Bro. M.A. J\feder at Bro. George .Adams',
pelting rain. In the morning, however, the skies el-one whom Solomon would have placed with and were glad to be at home again.
were clear, and we went on, reaching the "Colo- Asaph and his band, had he lived in his day.
On Sunday, the 29th, we spoke .in the Saints'
ny," as the neighbors term it, in the early day of We tarried here over Saturday and Sunday, meeting place, on the Gathering; and in the
preaching twice in the Crab Orchard School- evening Bro. T. W. Smith spoke to the people,
the 16th.
The country where the Order of Enoch has lo- house, to houses full of people, Saints and en. ably, from the text, ·'Examine yourselves, whether
cated the scene of their operations has been fre. quirers. On lionday, accompanied by Bro. T. ye be in the faith."
quently described, but we found a changed land W. Smith, we went by ·train to Independence,
Our conclusions from the trip, so far, may be
to that we visited and rode over some six years Missouri, arriving there late in the afternoon.
summed up thus: the better portions of the land
At Independence we found. a few Saints in passed over by us are thos~ most frequently
Then a wilderness of arable land unago.
touched by the plow, and dotted only here and charge of Bro. George Pilgrim, the husband of a named, DeKalb county, in Missouri, and the
there by a farm or a grove, greeted the eye; now, niece of Elder John E. Page, one of the early south-west of Decatur, in Iowa. In both of these
a cheerful scene of busy farm-life, a wide spread Apostles of the latter day work. 1Ve found a places there have gathered numbers of the Saints.
of growing corn and wheat and rye and oats and welcome at the house of brethren J. W. Bracken- They are both fanning countries; wood and wa.
waving grass, was seen every where, broken now bury and -Beagle, Saints lately from Kansas,- ter are reasonably plenty in both. Stewartsville
and then by an interval of untilled land, showing the former an old school.mate, when the Saints is a railway station of about twelve hundred inthe places yet open to the settler, where the cat- were happy in Nauvoo, the beautiful city. On habitants, some twenty miles from St. Joseph, the
tle roamed freely the occupants, literally, of a the morning following our arrival Bro. Brack- western terminus of the Hannibal and St. Joseph
"thousand hills." It is rightly called a rolling enbury harnessed his mules, and showed us a Railroad. The Saints are located from five to
country; very fair to look upon, and giving to portion of the city aud its vicinity. Of course, fifteen miles from the station; the lands are pret.
the careful and industrious husbandman a just as our stay was short, we saw but little, and can ty well taken up, though further away there are
reward for his labor.
only judge by what we saw. The city is hand. still quite large tracts unsettled. Clinton county
'rhe spring had been backward, the rains long somely situated, and sits not like Rome on seven adjoins DeKalb on the south, and is a fair eonnty

AI:OF' Look :I'lere.-A mark opposite this notice will in·
form eubscrib•rs that their time is out with the number thus
marked as many fail to notice the lime on their label. Re·
mittanc~s are desired. Attention is called to the notic<J giving
full instructions about how, and to whom to send all money,
orders, and bu&ineas letters as recently advised.

we
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of land. ;J.>rices for farms range from five to are proposing to help bbild up Zion. Letters
thirty dollars per acre; now and then improved may be addressed to Temme IIendirks, Stewartsfarms being offered for $12.50. Bro. J. T. Kin- ville, DeKalb county, Missouri. English speakneman paid $1,900 for one hundred and fifteen ing Saints may address J. T. Kinneman or James
acres, including s0me twenty of timber land. Kemp, same post office.
Bro. McKee, of California, paid $23 dollars per
Lamoni, and the settlement in Decatur county,
acre for his farm. These were both improved Iowa, is just north of the Missouri line, and was
farms, though the improvements were not of the at the time the command to gather into the land
best. The water is usually good ; some of the of Missouri within that territory, whatever may
wells being soft water, though not all. Markets be said of it now. A number of Saints have set.
are usually good for all that is raised. The air tled in Missouri, in Harrison, Worth, Nodaway,
is quite pure, and the health.of the people good. and other counties, and others are coming in.
The crops this year are better than further north, They are well liked as citizens, and will, if they
the wet spring damaging them less; though much deal with their fellowmen according to the com·
of the corn. was planted two and three times, mandments, be welcome to stay; and if they can
owing to the depredations of the. field mouse, not afford to do this the country is far too good
which destroyed the seed after planting. It is for them.
fifty miles overland from Independence.
We have, in this letter, tried to avoid any exLamoni is about one hundred and thirty miles pression that would lead to the inference that we
north an.d ·east from Independence, and is on the were prejudiced in favor of any specific locality;
prairie west and south from Grand. river. The we have no land in either, and may never have;
land is good, so is the water; wood is easily ob- but we believe from what we have seen and felt
tained. The crops this year were injured by the while in the borders, that the Saints may purwet spring; but at present writing the promise is chase, possess and enjoy, according to their will
quite fair, though not so good as .further south, and faithfulness, industry imd energy, any of the
except the grass, which is much the same. The lands visited by us, and remain free from conprairie lands are only a trifle m®re rolling than demnation or blame, so far as settling in the land
immediately about Stew!irtsville, and no more so of Zion is concerned. If any are scrupulous
than the north of DeKalb county, though not so about settling outside of thlil state lines, there is
fiat as some parts of Clinton county. Fruit was plenty room within. If any wish to go to Indebest about Independence; so was the corn. Jack- pei!dence, or into Jackson county, there is room;
son county, about Independence, is the best and as no blessing is to follow except upon the
watered and timbered, and contains the best site purchase of the right of possession, we hope none
probably for city purposes. Decatur and DeKalb will be foolish enough to exp11ct rest and peace
counties offer the best farming lands and locali- on any other conditions. Let Saints first purties, as far as we went. Land ranges much the chase their lands . and homes, and then enjoy
same in price, and is all the way from $4 to $6!i them.
We found brethren Parker and Clow, with their
per acre, owing to the ·'lay of the land," its location, and its improvements; and in respect to families, from Canada, at Independence; together
prices fer suitable farming land, neither locality with some of the IIedrickite, Brighamite, Whit.
has a preference. So far as we can judge from merite, Framptonite, Morrisite, and Strangite
what we saw, there is more land still open for brethren, all with the Josephite indulging a hope
settlement in large bodies in Decatur and lting- that the full time for favoring Zion, the land of
gold, the next county west, Iowa, than in DeKalb Zion, had fully come. We have tried to "extenuate
and Buchanan, Missouri, and farm ore in DeKalb nothing," and have set down, "naught in malice."
and Gentry than in Jackson. No land can be Our traveling companions difl:'ered from us in
bought in either place near to railway communi- their liking of the country: Bro. JHcCallum precation a~ very cheap rates, as all eligible lands, ferring more levelland, but liking Independence
including those belonging to the railroad compa. as a place for a city; Bro. T. W. Smith preferring
nics, are marked, and prices set there011. accord- DeKalb county, for reasons with which the Saints
ing to their value. lYiany already holding farms are familiar, and the writer liking the rough and
are willing to sell, and various causes are assigned rugged country, and being supposed to be in fatherefor. About Stewartsville, some who have vor of south Iowa and north J\'l.issouri. We shall
settled on railroad lands have failed to make pay- write again.
mentS; SOme becau-se Of indolence and neglect, LAMONI, Iowa, August 4th, 1877.
others by reason <'>f a failure of the crops, the
grasshopper having gathered two harvests for
ERRATA.
them. These will sell: some cheaply, others not IN issue of July 15th, the name of brother and
so; and he who buys must meet the railway sister Hartwell's child, in the obituary notice,
claims. Taxes in Missouri, this year, were less should have been Lida; and in the notice of sisthan in Iowa, notwithstanding the heavy debt of tcr E. Hendrickson's deatb, it should have read
the state, the assessment being less. Iowa is out that she was baptized in 1843.
of ·debt, and proposes to keep out, hence heavy
These errors were not ours, but those of the
assessments, which must decrease as her land brother who wrote the notices, and the first one
fills up. Cattle look better in northern Missouri was questioned by both the editors at the time;
and southern Iowa, than in the counties further but so read tho copy, and we sometimes get tired
south, and the pasturage on the prairie is better of writing for corrections of supposed errors, and
than in the timber. Hogs arc permitted free wish that brethren and sisters would be more
range in Missouri, but not in Iowa.
enreful, especially about names of persons, plaQuite a number of German Saints have settled ces, etc.
in DeKalb county, ncar to Stewartsville; and
In our reference to amount of delinquent subthey would be glad to receive others who may be j scriptions booked by us, it was set up to road:
desirous of getting with the Church. They deem "during the years past," but should have been
that they are in the "regions round about," and during the year past, meaning one year only.

TO NOHTH-WEST ILLINOIS.
IN response to a telegram, and, more especially,
by reason of the request previously made by her,
we left Plano on August 10th, for Lanark, Carroll
county, Illinois, to preach the funeral discourse
of sister Louisa Coole We went by rail, via Au,
rora, Elgin and Hockford, to Pecatonica, our old
home, where we met the Saints and friends, and
with pleasant calls and conversation filled the
brief tarrying time. We thank the Colby brothers,
editors of the News, for a notice of our call there.
The next day we rode with Bro. J. M. Lelalild,
the thirty-eight miles to Lanark, passing through
portions of Winnebago, Stephenson, Ogle, and
Carroll counties, stopping at Forreston to dinner,
and arriving at Lanark near evening. It was a
refreshing and restful ride to us, and was especially enjoyed because of the beauty of the country
through which we journeyed. The gentle undulation of the land in all directions, with no swamps,
ravines, or waste ground, gave us a constant succession of views that were a feast to the eyes, the
fields of shining stubble stretching away for
miles on every hand, with groups and clusters of
newly made stacks thickly interspersed, and the
rich green of the corn fields contrasting with the
golden stubble far away over hill and dale. The
houses and barns every where betokened pros.
perity and peace, making us think of the dark
contrast with it, now to be seen in devasted
Bulgaria, where war, rapine and woe fill the land
Here only the chintz bug ravage;, damaging wheat
and corn to some extent, and the dry weather
will cut the latter crop considerably below the
average.
At Lanark we met sister Leland, and the next
day the other si2ters, and the brothers and friends
of sister Cook, including her son and his wife,
and were most kindly entertained by Mr. and
Mrs. A. S. Bixby, where we stopped when seeking an opening to preach in that place nearly two
years ago. We failed in the effort then, to sister
Cook's disappointment, but later she anticipated
that if they could not or would not hear the truth
otherwise, then, at least, they should do so in the
event of her death, and thus speak, as it were,
from the grave, of her faith and of Christ's gospel
which she loved so well. It was a sacrifice, but
we hope that time will show that her hopes and
prayers for her family and friends and neighbors,
were not in vain. liay they be constrained to hear
her voice as one that "yet speaketh," to their
memories of her and their love for her Lord.
Sabbath morning we attended service with the
Abrahamic society of Adventists and heard Elder
Stephenson of Chicago, who, hearing that we
were present, preached for our benefit, sheoting
in a random manner at doctrines that he supposed were ours, but which generally went wide of
the mark and hit the faiths of the day and those
of the Brighamites, among the others mentioning
a belief in a Zion at Salt Lake. He also "for tlile
benefit of those who had not heard their views"
preached doctrines which his predecessors learnecl
from Joseph Smith and the Church, and which,
since the revelation of this dispensation of the
gospel, have been most precious to it, such as the
true baptism, the redemption and restoration of
the earth, the gathering of Israel, the rebuilding
of Jerusalem, etc.
Being introduced, at the close, he seemed anxious to intrude his vehement style, and we took
occasion to inform him that the shots meant for
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us went wide of the mark, and why they did.
On his expression of surprise, friend Bixby and
some of his own friends informed him that there
was a great difl:"erence between the doctrines of the
true Latter Day Saints and those of the Utah pco.
ple. And we showed bim that the other princi~
ples he taught had been the familiar and well
known doctrines of the Church from the begin.
ning.
With no foothold in any of these things be then
assailed the belief in the conscious existence of
the spirit of man after death, after quizzing us as
to our belief on that point. His friends endeav.
ored to carry him off but he was a trifle beside himself, if not more, and fgllowed us down the aisle
and even upon the sidewalk, forcing us into an illtimed discussion, and in a spirit that did no good
towards making us believe and certainly it did
not benefit him. In his discourse he bad said,
as we noted down, that angels were "spirits, pur.
ost spirits," and how he harmonizes that they are
so with his claim that the spirits of men are as
the breath, and have no personal identity of them.
selves, and yet are called spirits, we did not understand, nor do we yet. He also said that no
one "had been able to analyze the nature of spirits, but,such are God and the angels," and he
claimed a real, personal God as the one he wor.
shipped, and yet denied a personal identity to
the spirit of Paul, which either in or out of the
body heard and saw of itself such wondrous
things when caught up, a fact they deny as related by Paul, but nevertheless a fact for all who
believe the truth.
In the afternoon, with the family and friends
of sister Cook, we went to the Methodist Church
and spoke from Rev. 14:13 of the life and death
in Christ of our sister, and of the faith and method of obedience by which she became truly in
the Lord, as meant in the text. We were moder.
ately blessed and the congregation was attentive.
The church is a fine one, and, we learned, seats six
hundred people. Only a few places were vacant,
as the people of all denominations, some ministers and elders included, were present. The choir
gave us excellent music. After service the Rev.
Campbell, pastor of the church, introduced him.
self, with whom we had a little chat. He seemed
surprised at the expression from us of views con.
trary to the doctrines of B. Young on marriage,
which we incidentally mentioned. We trust that
it was !l.,t so with him but we have reason to -be.
lieve that gospel truth is so offensive to many to.
day that they would be glad to truthfully allege
some of those things against us. The truth of
our position travels slowly and is received with
regret and not circulated more than can be helped,
but if we were what people, Christian people,
wish they could make out, the story would go in
a week throughout the whole land that there are
such a people in the land, and that they are real.
ly just as bad as we wished them to be.
The next morning we bade good-by to :Mr. and
:M:rs. Bixby, whom, we hope, will yet prayerfully
and faithfully examine and obey the principles
of life through the heaven-appointed authority to
administer in the ordinances of God's house. For
their kindness and for the manifest feeling at our
parting we thank them. Brother and sister Le.
land left for Pecatonica, as we would have done
but for the fear of neglecting duty at home, and
young :M:r. Cook drove with us fourteen miles
to Forrestville, and at D: 40 a.m. we took the train
via Dixon, Amboy, and Mendota, and arrived at
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Plano at 1: 20 p.m. Wished to call at Amboy,
but the same reason that prevented our going via
Pecatonica, Marengo, and Turner prevented-the
wish to be prompt with our office duties.
We felt benefitted for days afterwards by our
trip, and would like to repeat such a journey this
beautiful fall weather. We hope, also, to see
some or all of the family of sister Cook's father,
and her own in the Church of Christ, after due
examination through love for the truth and a
seeking after that of God.
TnE Semi-Annual Conference of the Reorganiza.
tion will convene at Galland's Grove, Shelby
county, Iowa, Thursday, September 20th, 1877.
We look for an interesting session; and, should
the weather be fine to a large attendance. We
hope that the committee on locating the grounds
will have made a good selection; and that the
Saints living adjacent to the ground will be ready
to give us all a welcome. Those coming to camp
out should make all needful preparation to stop
during the session. Those having charge must
remember that the law of Iowa guarantees pro.
tection from whisky sellers and riotous persons.
As for the rest, the Saints should be abies to trust
themselves for good behavior. Let us have such
a meeting as we have never had before.
Buo. JAMES H. SMITH, of Salinas City, California,
sends a copy of the Primitive Baptist, published
at Raleigh, N. C., published by A. J. Coleman,
for March 20th, 1877, in which the editor, in re.
plying to an anonymous letter asking his views
on l\iatt. 23: 37, 38, gives the reader to understand
that sometime in the past, he, as a champion for
"reason and the light of revelation," "single hand.
ed and alone," met five Mormon elders at one
time "ousted them and drove them from the coun.
try." He names one, an Elder Hans, upon whom
he put an ecclesiastical quietus.
"\Ve, of course, do not know why Bro. Smith
sent this paper, eave as an item of news; but,
as editor Coleman mentions the fact that these
elders whom he routed went to "Norvongh" (Nan.
voo), it is suggested that if he ever met any of the
Mormon faith at all, he met some of the early de.
fenders and promulgators of the truth; and upon
the strength of the generally credited legends of
the church, and the well known strength of those
early laborers in the field of truth, we believe that
Jl,ir. Coleman, did not vanquish one, to say nothing
of five; or, if he caused any one of them to leave
the country, it was by the influence of bigoted
oppression and intolerant violence. Elder Wm.
J.,itz, of :Missouri, was one of the early elders sent
to that field, and it may be possible, that he may
know something of Elder Hans (or Hance) and
l'tir. Coleman. The latter must have been a
young man at that time, and likewise young in
his ministerial career.
l\Ir. Coleman states, also, that after the JI,Ior.
mons, came the Spiritualists, then the Sons of
Temperance, and, says he, "I tormented them."
The latter statement may be true; for certainly,
from the tenor of his allusion to himself as a David waging war against the Goliahs of the pow.
ers he tormented, we should conclude that he was
capable of tormenting and annoying, whether he
was of convincing, or not.
We are glad to receive these reminders from
the brethren, as it indicates that the spirit of
watchfulness is upon the Saints everywhere, causing them to take notice of all that transpires, or
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that may in any way affect for good or ill the
work of the last days. The Saints at Salinas
City, some of them, were at J efl"erson, on the San
llenito, and at Watsonville, California, at the
meetings we held there with Elder D. S. Mills.
Their faithfulness surely deserves and will re.
ceive a "just recompense of reward."
WHEN will the "watchmen on the walls of Zion
see eye to eye ?"
While an army is on the march, or in camp on
the borders, or in an enemy's country, sentinels,
called watchmen, are placed upon the outskirts
enemy's position if near, and to guard against
surprise and attack. These sentinels are so
of the camp, or the line of march, to observe the
placed as to form a cordon of men communica.
ting with each other, all round the camp or line
of march. In placing them round a camp, each
is allotted a certain position in which to stand
and closely observe all that takes place within
the range of his vision; or there is given to each
a specified length of road or path, or space from
point to point, over which he must walk within a
given time. This is called his "beat." These
beats are so arranged that at either end the sen.
tinel may meet his fellow watchman, exchange
the watchword, compare notes and the experi.
en11es of the night, give a word of cheer, andre.
turn along his beat to his post. These watchmen
see "eye to eye." They do not all watch from
the same post, nor all traverse the same beat; do
not all meet with the same occurrences, nor all
receive the same experiences; they are not all
of the same stature, nor do they all possess the
same judgment, even regarding the night, its
darkness, gloominess, brightness or pleasantness;
only in the fact of each one seeing from his point
of observation to the one wheron his fellow stands,
or to comprehend from the casual observations
interchanged at the ends of their respective
beats, that there is no enemy lurking near, and
no danger threatning the camp, there is a "seeing
eye to eye."
To illustrate, a line of sentinels may be placed,
one on the top of a hill, one on either side of him
half way to the valley on either hand, and others
in the valleys; others again along the valley,
over the ridges, across the ravines and meadows
and marshes, till the camp is surrounded. Those
in the valley cannot see their comrades at the tops
of the hills, and may not see those half way up;
but their beats join those nearest to them, and
moving cautiously to and fro along the paths in.
clicatcd, they meet and so report to each other,
until that which each possesses concerning the
welfare of the camp, or the movements of the
enemy is known along the whole line. This is
seeing "eye to eye."
Again, two brethren meet, an interchange of
thought is attempted; one is reticent, cold and
formal; the other warm, impulsive and talkative;
they fail to agree, and likewise fail to "see eye to
eye." These separate, and each meets another,
an interchange of sentiments takes place, they
comprehend each the other's words and meaning,
they "see eye to eye;" that is, in looking into
each other's eyes they each see and comprehend,
not alike, but each other.
Two men looking at a prism from opposite sides
do not see the same arrangement of colors, nor
recognize the same beauties; yet if they can each
correctly portra;v wl!!J-.t the;v separatel;v see, so
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that each comprehends the other, they really see
eye to eye.
The idea that in seeing eye to eye the watchmen are all to see the same things and see them
just as each and every other sees them, and is not
to see anything else but what his fellow watchmen
sees, is to our mind an untenable one; and one
not recognized, nor acted upon in any of the vocations in which men engage. One sees and values a farm because it is level; another a different
one because it is broken; another because it is
covered with timber, and another still because it
is all prairie land. One prizes a fast horse, another a strong one; another a beautiful one. One
loves and marries a wife because she is tall; another because she is short, and llO we might go
on to the end, and we find it still the same.
Now what is wanted of the watchmen is not to
all see and say things just alike; but to see each
other, as nearly as talent, knowledge, and the
teaching of the Spirit will admit, just as they are.
Meeting each other at the end of their spiritual
beats (pilgrimages, missions, &c.), and by friendly interchange of views, thoughts, reflections and
experiences, get a correct comprehension of each
other, the nature of the grounli traversed by each;
its advantages or disadvantages; its desert places,
its oases, its springs, valleys, and the richness of
the pasturage; for they are to "go in and out and
find pasture."
The watchmen have been doing this, and are
beginning to "see eye to eye."
BROTHER THOMAS W. SMITH Will remain preaching in the mission in which he was laboring at
the sitting of the last April Conference, until the
sitting of the Fall session of conference. He has
of late been filling appointments in different localities in the regions round about, apparently
acceptably to the Saints and the people. Brother
Smith will exercise no special presiding authority in the district, or mission, where he resides
and is preaching, leaving local affairs to local
authorities, and by so doing will avoid giving
rise to local animosities and jealousies.
We have been in the district, and among some
of the Saints where Bro. Smith has been laboring, and though we found some apparent dissatisfaction, none had positive accusations with specifications, time and place of offense; some questions of jurisdiction, and priority of right, dignity of office, and things of like import, had given
rise to some serious misunderstanding and apprehensions of wrong; but we believe these to be in
a fair way of settlement and adjustment, if he and
others will but be patient, exacting no more of
others than they are willing to yield.
Brother Smith accompanied us, at our request,
from Stewartsville to Independence and back;
and also from his home, five miles north of Stewartsville, to Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa, and
although we found that upon some questions he
held radical views to which we did not altogether subscribe, he held those views in amity and
good will to all the Church, being most heartily
and cordially in affiliation with all the main
views of the Church, and anxiously solicitous
for the good of the cause, and the ultimate triumph of the Saints. As it is frequently expressed, "he has a mind of his own"-thinks for himself; and though he may not, as he himself confesses, always have expressed himself wisely, or
advisedly, he wishes to be juqged · leniently.
;Efe also states that he may have erred1 doubtless
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has done; but hopes that added experience, the
affliction and chagrin to which he has been subjected, may aid him in doing his work hereafter,
more wisely than he has done in the past.
We make this statement respecting Bro. T. W.
Smith, feeling that the action of the April Conference, and the silence of the presidency, may
have been misconstrued to the undue iDjury of
Brother Smith.
Hu:MORS of many sorts reach us from every side;
vague, misty, and unauthorized charges against
men whom we have supposed to be good and
true men; but one suspicious characteristic of
many of these rumors is this, nothing has been
said to the ones thus accused by their accusers.
The burden of accusation if any is to be made is
laid upon us, and that upon unofficial and ex parte
hearsay evidences. It is but a little better than
slander. If we were in the habit of dropping
from our list of friends, or changing those
already there upon these ill favored rumors,
we would have few friends unassailed. We
do not drop a man from our regard, upon the
discovery that he has a weakness, or a foible; we
fancy that we are not without them, and if they
were discovered we think we should feel it to be
cruel and unjust to be discarded because of them;
hence, we argue, "as we would that men (our
brethren) should do unto us, we should do unto
them."
Much, very much mischief, distress and trial
to individuals and danger and trouble to the
Church are continually growing out of this improper (to use no harder term) method of informing upon real or supposed evil doers. No officer
of the Church of any grade is under a necessity
t\l inquire into, much less to proceed to active
prosecution upon information of wrong doing
which has given offence, unless the offended one
has first brought the offence complained of to the
notice of the offender specifically. It is by no
means enough to say, "0, brother James knows
what it is that he has done wrong; let him confess it." The brother may know many things
that he has done from which offence might have
grown, but where none was intended; and he is
under neither moral nor legal obligation to answer specifically to a general charge, inculpating
himself; nor can he set about making restitution,
reparation, confession, denial or defense,. unless
he be apprised what it is that is complained of,
who has been wronged, hurt, or injured.
It is much nobler to forgive than to prosecute,
even where offences are grievous; and it is, in
our opinion, nobler still to forgive an offense,
however grievous it may be, without mentioning
the offense, or naming the offender, except to ask
God to pardon him likewise. Revenge may be
sweet, but is hardly sweet to peaceful minds. If
oJfences must needs come, let the woe to be visited
for them at the direction of him who has power
to give life, strength and peace, as widely and
universally as he can destroy; as for us, we may
mar, destroy and kill, but can never create, nor
give life and insure everlasting peace.
THE book called "Joseph the Seer," written by
Pres. W. W. Dlair in reply to Elder Wm. Sheldon
of the Adventist society, is being printed by us
as fast as possible, about half the sheets being
now out. vVe shall get it along as fast as we can,
and we hope to be able to give its price in our
next issue. It is one of the best things yet pub-
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lished to be in the hands of the Church, and especially to be widely circulated as a full defen.
sive work for the divinity of the dispensation we
are preaching and laboring for. In our next we
may give a synopsis of its contents or chapters.
Bro. L. C. Donaldson, of Riverton, Iowa, says
that the Saints there are "in good fellowship and
brotherly love." The Mill Creek branch in.
creases in numbers.
Bro. W. T. Craig is at Breckenridge, Stephens
county, Texas, alone. The Saints of that State
seem to be one or two of a county, and each hav.
ing such a large territory, have a chance for la.
bor, if it be trutl, as we have often thought, that
the Saints are thus scattered as the dew upon the
grass, as prophecied of Jacob's seed by Jlriicah.
Sister Sophia Smith, of Eden, Fayette county,
Iowa, would like a visit from some ene who will
preach the gospel in that town.
Bro. W. J. Curry writes from Rushville, Illinois, that the Alma branch holds regular meet.
ings, and that the Saints are trying to live right,
and do enjoy the Holy Spirit when they meet.
Sister A.M. Halstead writes from Harrow, On.
tario, that Br. W. C. Irish had been preaching
there in their house, and in the street, being r<'fused a place. Their house was stoned and egg.
ed, but they rejoice to suffer for the truth.
Sisters Halstead and E. Jlr'L Smith send copies
of the hymn, "The time long appointed," amd
Bro. I. Cramer has sent one to Bro. Crawley.
Bro. L. D. Morgan writes encouragingly of
Bro. J. T. Phillips' labors in Pennsylvania. By
being at full liberty he follows up and finishes
the labor heretofore done, and has organized two
branches lately in that (Philadelphia) district.
One of the brethren writes to the editors: "We
think of you betimes, and it always brings pleas.
ant memories and happy reflections." .,Others
give us like cheering words, for which we thank
one and all.
Bro. Thomas Dobson, of Deloit, Iowa, wrote
that he and his wife expected to go to Utah, start.
ing August 15th, to visit her friends. He hopes
tc be benefitted in health, and to do good by advocating the truth there.
Bro. Jlr'L V. B. Smith, of Kappa, Woodford cour.
ty, Illinois, writes that they rejoice in the truth
and work of God, although persecution rages
since Brother JlrL •r. Short preached there. Bro.
Smith thinks they will give the people another
rally this winter. Bro. J. A. Robinson had call.
eel on the Saints there recently.
Bro. John H. Lake writes of baptizing one at
Farmington, Iowa, lately, a gentleman who bids'
fair to be useful to the cause.
President Joseph Smith arrived at home on
Thursday, August 16th, after five weeks' absence.
Bro. W. C. Irish writes from Amherstberg, On.
tario, that he is rejoicing in his labor. He has
baptized two at that place, and thought that otq.
crs were believing unto obedience.
Sister Mattie E. Spaulding writes from Grand
Prairie, ~Iinnesota, that they have most excellent
meetings there, the Saints being alive in spirit
and faithful in testimony. The locusts are de~
straying part of the crops, but they are hopeful
of having plenty, and to spare.
Sister John Tomlinson, of Black Hawk, Colorado, would like the Denver Saints to write her
as to what part of the city they live in, so that
she may find them. And at Black Hawk they
want a visit from an Elder to preach the word.
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Brother S. S. Wilcox writes that they hold
meetings in a very good hall at Shenandoah,
Iowa, owned by the Christian denomination, who
are friendly and courteous. The Saints have good
meetings.
Several questions have been received which
have not the writers' names attached to them, and
it is against our rules to insert either anonymous
.articles or questions.
Mr. John Gotchet writes. us from Sedalia, Mo.,
t!J.at he has a place, containing thirty-five acres,
under fence, a vineyard, orchard, living well,
house of six rooms, wine cellar and barn, situate
one and a half miles from Independence, Mo.,
which he will sell for twenty.five hundred dollars. Mr. Gotchet lives at Oakland, California,
when at home. Any one wanting such a place
may do well to examine it.
A tract of two hundred and sixty acres, improved, lying near Stewartsville, ~io., is offered
for $25 per acre. Inquiries may be made of Bro.
T. W. Smith; or, Daniel Ransom, Stewartsville,
:rvro. Also, a tract three miles north of Stewartsville, of two hundred and forty acres, unimproved, for $17 per acre. This tract consists one quar.
ter of prairie, sixty acres of timber, and twenty
of brush land.
Sister Roxana West, of Concord, N.H., wishes
the prayers of th11 Saints in her behalf; she is
alone, and ill; none of the Saints near her.
Advices from Bro. T. N. Hudson, Salt Lake
City, regarding the chapel for the Saints in that
city, state that the foundation is ready for the
walls; but, owing to hard times there, and the·
determination of the committee to go no faster
than they can pay for the labor done the work is
stayed for the time. All donations may be sent
to Thomas N. Hudson, Salt Lake City, Utah. A
few dollars now from the Saints interested in the
matter will give an impetus to the work.
We learn by letter from Bro. John Macauley
that Bro. Thomas Stewart, of Colorado, is ready
to go to Scotland on a mission there, and is only
awaiting an appointment. We see no reason
. why Bro. Stewart should not go, at as early a day
as practicable. IVc should be pleased, so far as
we can now state, to see Bro. Stewart at the Fall
Conference, en 1·oute for Scotlanu. Those having
friends to whom they would wi8h to call Bro.
Stewart's attention, might correspond with him;
address, Garland City, Colorado.
Brother R. J. Anthony, writing from ·wilber,
Nebraska, states that there were two prospects
o.pen before him: one for a discussion, one for
some adclititClns. A Christian minister, "God
save the mark," had assailed us and om faith,
charging us with being all that was evil. It so
happened, however, that Prof. C. D. Wilbur, of
Aurora, Illinois, was in town, and he publicly
spoke a good word for us, he having had some
knowledge of the Saints at Plano, and its vicinity. Brother Anthony feelingly adds: "I feel to
thank the Lord that the devil has not always his
own way." Some had expressed their approval
Qf the word preached.
If some one has a copy of John ,Jaques' Sunclay School Catechism, published in England,
and will loan it to us, we will l.Je greatly obliged.
We had one, but do not find it now it is needed.
Brother D. S. Crawley writes from Cherokee,
K~lnsas, that they will have Po very heavy crop of
corn there this year. The Saints are feeling well
spiritually, as well as prospering temporally.
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Bro~her Jolm Landers writes from Greenleaf,
Washmgton county, Kansas, that he has been
blessed of the Lord dur.ing his labors there since
.
.
.,
•
hrs arnval m Kansas, and the calls are many
more than he can fill. His son-in-low, Mr. Sted.
man of Peru Illinois has bought in Marshall
cou~ty Kans~.s
'
'
·
We thank some one for Reynolds Newspapm·, of
London, England, also some one for a copy of
the New York Herald)• brother J. J. Cornish for
Londoll, Ontario, Free Press)· Ge<J. Hayward for
copies of Kansas City, Mo., Times j J. A. Stromberg for selections; C. M. Fulks and Joseph
Hammer for copies oCNew York Ad·vocate, and
the latter for St. Louis Times)· D. F. Coombs for
Boston Transcript and N. Y. Herald. We are
also under obligations to Mr. C. D. Seely, agent,
White Rock, Me., for The Christ-ian regularly.

MILLEnsnunG, Jltiercer county, Ills.,
August 14th, 1877.
Brother Henry:-The Elders have been declaring the word in the regions round about us, and
the result is that many are enquiring for the narrow way. If all goes well one will be baptized
at Millersburg next Sabbath. Brother John M.·
Terry is missed very much in that place, yet we
hope the work will prosper under brother joseph
Terry's hands. vVe are still enjoying the favor
of our heavenlv Father, and there seems to exist
a better feeling among us. 1\iay we all improve
more and more in. love and in union. Yours in
hope of Zion's triumph,
E. T. BRYANT.
DELOIT, Iowa, July 10th, 1877.
Brother Joseph:-Have just returned from a
short mission to Pilot Rock, Cherokee Co., Iowa,
where, with Brother J. A. Wedlock, we preached five discourses to well filled houses. A small
branch was organized there some years ago, but
both Elder and Priest moved away, since which
time no meetings had been held for about. three
years. Found what few brethren and sisters
there was left professedly strong in the faith, but
with few works. They had heard of an old-time
Saint living in Cherokee, who desired that if any
Elders came into that region, to be informed of it
Accorclingly Brother Bennett drove up and
brought her down, and we found that she joined
the Church in Scotland, in 1842 or 1848, emigrated to America in 1845, had never been with
the Church or heard a sermon preached by any
of our Elders for thirty years, yet we found her
strong in the faith and anxious to renew her covenant by baptism, as she had no vouchers of former baptism. She is a lady some fifty years of age,
in good health, and of good information. She wili
be a blessing to the cause in that part. We think
that several more will unite with the Church
there soon. J'il:ay God bless the Saints there and
Tnos. Don£oN.
elsewhere, is my prayer.
lHroHIGAN DLUI<Fs, Placer Co., California,
July BOth, 1877.
Brother Stebbins :-We wish to make known
through the Herald the goodness of God toward
us in the past. Al.Jout two mo:aths ago our Jitttlc
boy, twenty months old, was taken very sick
with congestion of the brain. He lost his speech
and the use of his limbs. We Jived far away
from any branch or Elders of the Church, so we
had to send for a doctor, and he considered his
ease very dangerous. He said there was no
hGpes for him. The neighbors all gave him up,
and he was still growing worse; but, believing in
the promises of God, we sent a man on horseback
thirty miles, to Auburn, to dispatch to Nortonville for my fa.ther to come up to administer to
him. So we went earnestly before our Heavenly Father, pleading with him that our child
might live until hi~ servant should arrive and
administer to him. Our prayers were answer.
ed, and my father and mother came over and
administered to him, and, thank God he was

Ihe!lled, andthatwas able !om,besard?utthat
in fourday.s. Our
surely rt was a
n~rghbors

c~me

~uacle that he lived. We ~eel to thank G.od for
his geodness toward us. It IS a strong testimony
to us that he was healed. Our prayers are that
we may ever be faithful to the end. We feel to
rejoice in the great work of the Lord, and may his Holy ~pirit be wi~h us to ,guide us in thenar.
row way. We ask an mterest m the prayers of the
Saints. With kind love to all, your brother and
sister in the gospel,
EDWARD & ELIZABETH ROWLAND.
GooD INTENT, Atchison county, Kansa~,
Aug. 8th, 1877.
Brother Joseph:-! started with brother Shute
June 18th, on a tour through some of the western
counties. We were first at Delavan, Clay county,
where we met with five of the household of faith,
all earnestly engaged. Then near Abilene, Dickenson county, we found the Nobletown branch,
presided over by brother Nelson Vanfleet, or.
ganized by father Landers in 1874, and now
numbering twenty-five members. Generally
speaking they are a noble band of Saints, respected by all who know them, though there were a
few things we would have loved to see otherwise;
yet we have no fault to :lind. They are doing as
well as could be expected, considering their cir.
cumstances. We were cordially received, and felt
at home in their midst. Preached there, and
twenty-five miles south, where brethren Arcl and
Prettyman reside, with what result I cannot tell,
but quite an interest was manifested, considering
the busy time.
July 4th with regret we parted from the Saints
and wended our way westward, and .on the 5th
arrived at the house of an old Iowa friend, in
Mitchell county, where we were welcomed.
Opened a new place for preaching and felt encouraged by the prospects. While here we heard
of Saints, and succeeded in finding a few in the
surrounding country, though in some cases hardly
recognizable. Hearing of one who was alive we
started in search, and. found brother J. F. Jemison
at Gaylord, Smith county. He had been at work
and had baptized fourteen, near Osborne, where,
on the 15th, we organized a branch of eighteen
members, .T. F. Jemison presiding H. J. Jemison
clerk. At night held a prayer meeting- and truly
had a glorious refreshing of the Holy Spirit, and
received the assurance that our works were ac.
cepted. The gifts of the gospel were enjoyed.
On the 19th arrived at Blue Rapids and found
all quiet in regard to the work. Nothing had
been said by our enemies since the debate. The
worst feature we saw was a little too much exultation on the part of the Saints, which we hope
they will restrain ere any serious results ensue.
On the 23cl had the pleasure of meeting brother
I. N. Roberts here, and saw him bury seven
precious souls with Christ in baptism. 1\iore are
nearly ready for the water. Surely the work of
the Lord is in his own hand, and he will care for
his people.
July 28th and 2Dth, met the Saints of North
Kansas District in conference at White Cloud,
and August 4th and 5th those of the Central
Kansas District in Atchison. Had as good a
conference as I have attended for some time.
Yesterday brother Shute, Father and Mother
Landers, and the Saints from the west, took their
departure. I await further developments. Your
brother in hope,
HEMAN C. SMITH.
BooNEsnono, Iowa,
August 4th, 1877.
Brother Stebbins :-I received the gospel of
Christ in its fullness by hearing Brother Lam bert's
course of le.ctures on the signs and gifts that
should follow the believer. Yet it seemed strange
to me then, although I knew that the words he
spoke were Scripture, and that in its fullness, but
I thought there was something wanting, yet, the
first thing I knew, I was advocating the doctrine
of the Latter Day Saints, privately with friends.
They opposed it bitterly, and still do so. I re.
ceivecl some Heralds from Brother Samuel McBirnie. and I found some good information for
my soul's welfare. I also read the Voice of
Warning, and it gave me great light. I was satisfied, and I could see my errors, and as long as
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I did not obey, I was greatly troubled. So I
made up my mind that I would obey, the first
time that an Elder came this way. Not many
weeks a_fter Brother take came, and, on May
13th, 1877, I was baptized for the remission of
my sins! and hands were laid on me for the
reception of the Holy Ghost. I know that it
was the power of God that led me to the water
that morning, itnd I am striving to live as closely
in the path of dtlty as possible. I wish for more
of the grace of God, and of his Spirit, to guide
me with wisdom that comes from above, that we
may gain strength to live nearer unto him. This
is my desire in Christ.
JOHN WEIR.

past and of the future were in our minds. At
Lexington we viewed the battle field of 1861, and
the evening of the 7th found us at the house of
brother J osii!h Curtis, who met us with a hearty
greeting, as !lid his wife and that well ordered
family of children. Sister Laura Flanders, who
had come with us to visit her friends, by her
singing and company, greatly added to the
pleasure of our trip.
We began labor in our field, preaching in
Montserrat the 8th, continuing each evening until the 12th, when we preached one discourse at
the house of brother Curtis and in the evening
one in town. On Monday, the 13th, bapti:t:ed
five into God's kingdom. After that we went to
Mr. Kirkpatrick's mill and preached once. Returned to Montserrat and found a large congregation awaiting us, and preached to them. Then
to brother Curtis' and organized a branch ofmembers to be known as the Clear Fork branch.
After speaking to them once more, and instructing them in the things of God as best we could,
we reluctantly took the parting hand. We were
greatly blessed of the Lord and well assisted in
our mission. Your brother in Christ,
w. T. BOZAlt'l'lL

CoNEJos, Colorado,
August 9th, 1877.
Bz·other Joseph :-I had very good meetings at
Lake City, also at Clear Creek Falls, I then returned to Del Norte, (where my family are now),
held meeting there. I eame here last week to do
photograph work. The people here are Mexican
Catholics, therefore I can do but little, but I expect to deliver two lectures here next Saturday
and Sunday evenings, on the American Indians
and their Record (Book of Mormon).
I expecf to go to Ft. Garland next week, stay
there'a few days, then home to Del Norte. My
ConTJ,AND, Illinoio,
last discussion at La Veta has done much good
August 5th, 1877.
for us; many truths have been published in difBrother Henry :-There is an old saying, that,
ferent papers about it, , Remember me kindly to "If it were not for hope, the heart would brc'ak."
Brother Blair and others in the office. I remain I have proven that saying untrue, for I have given
yonr brother in Christ,
F. C. WARNKY.
up 11ope that the Lord would send some gospel
teacher to Cortland, and my heart is whole; and I
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.
think I am :l!.rmer in the faith of Jesus than ever.
August 1st, 1877.
I do not quietly submit and say nothing, for I am
Brother Stebbins :-It is about four years since determined, that, if some one like yourself does
I joined the Church. I have been healed many not come and preach the gospel in its truth, I
times by the power of Almighty God, and when shall· surely tell them aU I know abOut it. Percast down and troubled, he has cheered my soul. haps you think it would not be much to tell, and
I am deprived of meeting with the Saints, as I am I admit that it would be comparatively nothing,
about twelve miles from any branch. I take the but to those here it is a great deal. Only think,
Herald and Hope, which are welcome. I wish to Brother Henry, therG is a good class of people
be found faithful to the end. Yours in the gos- here who know scarcely anything about the plan
pel of Christ;
HARRIET WEBB.
of salvation. And I knlilw that -what I can teach
them will be far more than they know about the
DENYER, Color&do;
Bible. And I know that my heavenly Father
July 15th, 1877.
aids me in speaking.
Dear Brother:~Last Saturday I rode horseI saw Brother Huntley on Friday. He seems
back to Morrison and next day up on the Fair- much interested in the faith, and said he spoke
play road, and in the afternoon visited Mr. and to Brother Rogers about Cortland, and that he
Mrs. Kennedy and J\'Ir. and Mrs. Ellis, [Ern. Geo, thought Brother W. W. Blair could come. I
0. Kennedy and John Ellis]and spent the night hope and pray that he will come. If you can not
in the hospitable house of the latter, sitting dur- come or send some one, please remember us in
ing the evening before a comfortable pine wood your devotions; and, when yon pray, please ask
fire, built in a spacious fire-place. Mr. Ellis our heavenly Father to guide me by his Spirit,
has fitted up a small house with seats, and preach- that what I teach may be pure and undefiled rees on Sundays; · They have a delightful residence ligion. Your sister in the one faith,
for summer, and it would do you good to spend
DELIA CALHOON.
a month or so of the heated term there, and they
hoped that you would soon be able to visit ColoF AR:IiiiNGTON,. Iowa,
rado and spend some time with them. A good
August 1st, 1877.
:share of m;v visit was devoted to discussing reBrother Henry:-I am enjoying good health,
ligious topiCS; and I was much pleased with the and my children are well; thanks to our heavenly
honesty and sincerity which they exhibited; -Why Father for these blessings. The Saints of this
{:OUld you not make a trip out here this summer place are all well; and we are trying to struggle
oQl' fall? ·Your brother,
GEo .. I. STEBBINS.
against the evils of this life the best we can.
There was an awful murder a few miles from
this place one night last week, a whole family
MONTSERRAT, Missouri,
named Sp&ncer, five in number, the father and
Aug.' 15th, 1877.
Bro. Stebbins :-I am now one hundred Jttiles four children. The mother had died three 'years
from home trying to build up the Master's cause. before. The murderers are not yet tound, ]Jut
I left Cameron, Missouri, August 3d, and passing suspicion rests on two. brothers-in-law, but what
through the Far West branch, I stopped that will be proved, time will have to. tell. 1\foney
night with brother Strope, one of the old time was the object. They were ldllcd while they
-soldiers. He and his wife are among those noble were sleeping, and the deed was done with an ax,
:souls whose battles are almost fought and the which has been found on the farm where they
victory nearly won. On the evening of the 4th lived. Your brother and friend in the gospel of
J. H. LAKE.
'brother J. D. Flanders arid myself arrived at Christ,
brother J .. D: Craven's in Bay county. , He is the
KutTLAND, Lake Co., Ohio,
president of the Centeral J\'Iissouri district, and
August 9th, 1877.
I wish that all districts were led by such men as
Brother Stebbins:- I received the Epitomes,
he. That night were favored with a good dis'Course from brother Cox, after which we had a and have given, away alt but one. There have
:Saints' meeting, and it was a time long to be re- been thirteen visitors to the Temple to.tlay. By
membered. Sunday morning we enjoyed a sowing the seed, I may lead some honest heart
meeting of same kind, after which your humble to consider and enquire after the truth. People
servant spoke to the congregation on the ~ubject ask me many questions, and they seem to have a
'Of revelation, and was blessed with .good liberty. desire to know of the doctrine, and I strive to inMonday morning renewed our journey and passed stmct them. 1\fany wish to sec the Book of JIIIorthrough .Richmond, the place where they once mon, for some think that there is where the
held the prophet Joseph. Many thoughts of the polyga!llists get their doctrine, and I would

like to have one in the Temple to show to visit'
ors. [One sent].-Eds. I could have sold one
to-day if I had had it. Some seem amazed when!
I tell them of our faith, and that we do not be'
lieve in Brigham's doctrines, anti they seem
pleased to hear that we do not have any part
with them. It is my delight to talk of the things
of the kingdom; I care for nothing but to do the
will of my heavenly Father, and to live so that I
may have eternal life, which is the most precious
gift. 'l'he :people desire to hear an Elder preach,
and I pray that the work may roll on until the
knowledge of God covers the earth. One gentleman, living in Cleveland, asked me for three Epitomes to put up in his office, and I gladly gave
them to him. Some, when they read them, say,
"Why, that ain't the Mormon doctrine!" but they
do not say a word against it. The people here
seem to be led to the truth, and I hope that an
Elder may be with u~ ere long to speak to the
people. Your sister in the covenant,
REBECCA DAYTON.
GARLAND, Alabama,
August 9th, 1877.
Brother IIem·y :-The Church is making slow
progress in Alabama, though we trust it is working upon a sure foundation. We try to keep the
gospel of Christ before the people in. every place
that we are able to visit, as well as around our
homes. I have baptized only one this summer.
Wherever I preach I have large congregations,
and many confess that they are satisfied withthe
doctrine that we present, yet few there be that
obey it.
G. T. CrrUTE.

- ..

South Eastern Ohio and '\Vest Vii·=
l{inia Distl'ict.
A conference was held at Syracuse, Ohio, June
30th and July 1st, 1877; David Hopkins presiding; Thomas Matthews, clerk. The last minutes
should have read: Resolved that each officer of
the district be elected every three months.
Branch Reports.-Syracuse 45, Lebanon 24, Minersville 7; also, a report of ordinations of officers in the Lebanon Branch was read, and motion
was made that they be accepted and sent to be
recorded.
Elders David Hopkins, Rice Williams, David
Matthews, Sen., Wm. Davis, Thomae Matthews,
David Thomas, John Harris, L. W. Torrence, Ed·
mond Thomas, and James McMurray, reported.
Priests David Matthews, Jun., Lewis:Walter,. reported in person, nnd James· Person by letter.
Teacher Daniel Jones, in letter. David Hopkins
was elected president of the district, and Thomas
Matthews clerk. Preaching in the evening by
David Matthews, Jun.
Sunday, at 10 a.m., preaching by Thomas Matthews and David Thomas.
At 2 p.m. prayer,
testimony, and sacrament meeting. At B p.m.
preaching by Edmond Thomas and D. Hopkins.
Adjourned to meet, at Syracuse, September 29th
and 30th, 1877.

Ccnh•al Neb;.•aska Dish'ict.
A conference was held at Columbus, Platte' Co.,

Nebraska, June 23rd and 24th, 1877; George W.
Galley, president; George N. Derry, secretary.
Elders Geo. W. Galley, H. J. Hudson, and Chas.
Brindley, reported. Priest Chas. H. Derry reported. H. 0. Bmith reported by letter.
The propriety of Geo. Masters preaching. without license was discussed, and the p1~esident was
authorized to notify hi:n to desist until he receives
a·Hcense.
Branch reports :-Columbus and Cedar Creek
reported. .Deer Creek not reported.
A priest's license was granted to C. H. Derry.
Sunday:-C. H. ·Derry aDd II. 0. Smith were
sustained in their present field, and were requested
to interchange labor with the surrounding. brimches. At two thirty p.m. services in charge of Cha~.
Brindley and C. H. Derry. At eight p. m. II. J.
Hudson occupied the stand.
Officials present :-1 High Priest, ,3 Elders, 1
Priest, 1 'reacher, 1 Deacon.
Adjourned to Saturday, September 29th, 1877.
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South Eastm·n Illinois District.
A conference was held in the Bruslr Creek
Branch, June 9th and lOth, 1877; G. H. Hilliard,
presiding; Isaac A. Morris, clerk.
At. 7:80p.m., preaching by the president.
Sunday.-Branch. Reports.-Tunnel Hill 36 including 3 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon.
Springerton 39, including 1 Priest, 1 Teacher; 5
of the above scattered and 1 cut off; Sunday-school
in fair condition. Elm River 11, including 2
'reachers. Deer Creek 17, with 1 High Priest, 2
Elders, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 2 removed by letter,
1 cut off. Dry Fork and Brush Creek, not reported.
Elders T. P. Green, A. N. Caudle, I. A. Morris
and the president reported.
Resolved that as we learn that Br. Winslow
Havens and wife have joined another denomination, therefore we recommend to the Wabash
branch to take action against them for apostasy.
Brn. Thomas and Hilliard were appointed to
visit the Brush Creek branch, and Brn. Green
and Hilliard the Dry Fork branch, and set them
in order.
At 11 a.m., the funeral sermons of Sister Mahala
J. Henson, and her sister, Nancy A. Brown, were
preached by Brn. Green and Hilliard.
At 3 p.m., the sacrament was administered by
Brn. Green and Hilliard.
7:30 p.m.-Resolved that the Elders' licenses be
renewed.
Father Green preached, followed by Brn. Brown
and Hilliard.
Adjourned to meet in the Deer Creek Branch,
Saturday, September 8th, 1877, at 10 o'clock a.m.

Decahu District.
A conference was held at Lamoni, Iowa, June
22nd, 23rd and 24th, 1877.
Branch Reports.-Lamoni 175, including 2 Apostles, 1 High Priest, 4 Seventies, 14 Elders, 7
Priests, 3 Teachers, 1 Deacon; 10 received, 12
removed by letter, 1 expelled, 2 died, 1 ordination,
2 marriages. Lone Rock (lately organized) 12,
including 2 Elders, 1 Priest; 10 received. Lucas
(lately organized) 24 ; 2 received. Little River
94, including 2 High Priests, 4 Elders, 2 Priests,
2 Teachers, 1 Deacon; 2 received, 1 expelled.
Davis City 36, including 6 Elders, 2. Priests, 1
Teacher, 2 Deacons; 3 received, and 2 removed by
letter. Allenville, Missouri, (changed to Allendale), 37; 8 received.
Elders Z. H. Gurley, A. H. Smith, J. W. Gillen,
I. P. Baggerly, A. Kent, .J. P. Dillen, C. Sheen,
J. Johnston, R. Lyle, (Priest H. R. Harder), A. W.
Moffet, Geo. Adams, S. V. Bailey. A. J. Ames, C.
G. Lanphear, W. N. Abbott, S. Ackerly, C. H.
Jones and J. Boswell reported.
It was moved that the authorities of the Church
be sustained in righteousness, and the question
was asked, What do we understand by the phrase
"sustained in righteousness," more particularly
!he word sustained; how should it be defined?
There was considerable discussion, some claiming
that it should be taken in its broadest sense, to
afford aid temporally, as well as spiritually, while
others claimed that it needed qualifying for them
to vote conscientiously, as the poor brethren who
had nothing to give, could not vote without falsifying their word, if it meant to sustain by temporal means as well as spiritual. An amendment,
was offered to add after the word "righteousness,"
the words "by our faith, confidence and prayers;"
and, as amended, the motion prevailed.
A. Kent, D. Campbell and J. W. Gillen were appointed to audit accounts of the Bishop's Agent.
IS~id Agant presented an itemized account of moneys received and expended, as follows: Total receipts $290.53, total expenditures $208.43, balance on hand $82.10. Wilson Hudson, Agent.
The report was referred to the auditing committee.
The Bishop's Agent asked if the conference
would recognize the act of helping those in distress not belonging to the Church out of the funds
in his hands, which resulted in the following:
Resolved that all Church funds be used expressly for the purposes they were donated for, viz., for
Church purposes.
Elders E. Robinson, 0. B. Thomas and D. P.
Young reported.
E. Robinson repeated the history of how the

name "Latter:Day Saints" was given to the Church.
Stated that the Church existed four years under
the name of the Church of Christ, but upon finding
another church having the same name, and after
consultation in conference assembled, Elder Rigdon moved that the Church be named the Church
of Christ of Latter Day Saints.
Committtee on the books of the Bishop's Agent,
reported having found his accounts correct, and
the reports of the committee and of the Agent
were approved.
Brn. A. Kent and Z. H. Gurley were appointed
to organize the scattered members in the northwest part of the district into a branch.
At 7:30 p.m., a prayer and testimony meeting,
in charge of S. V. Bailey.
.
On Sunday morning the house was packed, and
a large number were outside. Z. II. Gurley
preached. Afterwards eleven were baptized by Z.
H. Gurley, and they were confirmed by E. Robinson and Z. H. Gurley.
Afternoon, A. H. Smith discoursed.
Adjourned to meet at Little River Branch, at
10 a.m., Saturday, September 15th, 1877.

[September 1.
to pay the traveling expenses of the district president.
Preaching during the conference by Elders Reynolds, Prettyman, Adams and Bennett.
Adjourned to the Jackson Branch, September
22nd, 1877.

North Eastern Wisconsin Dish•ict.
A Conference convened at the Saints' Meeting

House, Black Creek, Outagamie county, Wisconsin,
May 25th, 1877; W. S. Montgomery, presiding;
P. Harris, clerk.
At 3 p.m., a testimony meeting was held.
Elders W. S. Montgomery, J. 1\I. Wait, Wm.
Savage and Peter Harris reported in person, and
H. Bemis by letter.
1-'he cases of Hiram Keney and wife, .Eunice
Franklin, Henry Keney, Wm. Strope and wife,
Julian Woodward and Lydia. Strope were taken up,
and, after discussion, it was resolved that Br. W.
S. Montgomery write to each one of these partiee,
and report to next conference.
At 7:30p.m., a prayer and testimony meeting.
Sunday, 27th.-At 10 a.m., preaching by Wm.
Savage. At 2 p.m., sacrament was administered.
Des llloines Dhh let.
At 7:30p.m., preaching by W. S. Montgomery.
The above conference convened at Newton,
Adjourned to Black Creek, September 1st and
Iowa, June 23rd, 1877; Georre Walker, presiding 2nd, 1877.
till arrival of Wm. C. Nirk; John Sayer, clerk,
assisted by George Newton.
MassachuseUii. Distt·ict.
Branch Reports.-lndependence 49, with 8 Elders, 2 Priests, 1 Teacher; 4 received by letter.
A conference convened .at the Saints' Meeting
Newton 50, with 7 Elders, 2 Priests, 1 Teacher, 2 House in Fall River, June 2nd, 1877; G. C. Smith,
Deacons; 1 received by letter. Des Moines Val- president; John Smith, vice president ; John
ley 32, with 1 Elder, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher. Des Potts, clerk; F. A. Potter, assistant.
Moines 31, with 2 Elders, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 1
Elders G. C. Smith, John Gilbert, Robert Farnremoved, 1 died. Pleasant Grove not reported.
worth, Wm. Bradbury, J. W. Nichols, c, N. Brown,
Elders N. Stamm, B. Myers, Geo. Walker, W. S. H. Morse, Eleazer Small, A. J. Nickerson, G. S.
N. Ray, J. X. Davis, W. C. Nirk, Moses Houghton Yarrington, Wm. Cottam, Wellington Bearse, E. N.
and Moses Eastman reported in person; I. N. White Webster, Joseph Woodward and John Smith reby letter.
ported in person, and T. F. Eldredge and ·Edgar
Priests D. C. White, and Edward Batty, and Woodward, by letter and John Holt,by proxy.
Teacher - Merril reported.
Priests F. A. Potter, T. H. Moore, Thomas Massey,
At 7:30p.m., 'preaching by T. E. Lloyd.
E. 0. Toombs, John Potts, N. C. Eldridge, John
Sunday, 9:30, a. m.-Elders T. E. Lloyd and McKee, Charles Young; Teachers C. H. Palmer,
Robert Young, also Priest Rufus White reported. F. A. Clough, and Deacons Moses Sheehy, Samuel
After ·some discussio.n tho conference ordered Smith, G. A. Yarrington and Wm. Cliff reported.
the disorganization of tl:ul Pleasant Grove Branch,
G. S. Yarrington, C. N. Brown and E. N. Weband required the members to unite with the Des ster, were appointed a committee on branch reMoines Branch.
ports.
At 10 a. m., preaching by Bartly Myers, asE. N. Webster was appointed a mission to Ca,msisted by Alfred White. Afternoon, sacrament bridge and Brookline.
and testimony meeting, in charge of George WalkSunday, June 3rd.-At 10 a.m., preaching by
er and Moses Houghton.
E. N. Webster and G. C. Smith. At 1 p.m., serBusiness resumed.
vices conducted by J. Gilbert and A. J. Nickerson;
Resolved that we accept the offer of Br. George several sick were administered to, sacrament parWalker, to travel and devote his whole time to the taken of, and many faithful test.imonies of the
ministry, by being allowed $1.50 per week for the work given, comforting and encouraging the
support of his family, and that we raise that Saints. The gifts were manifested. At 7 p.m.,
amount for him while he is in the ministry.
preaching by W. Bradbury, J. Gilbert, J. Smith,
Wm. C. Nirk resigned as president of the dis- and G. C. Smith.
trict, and Geo. Walker was chosen in his place,
At the close, business was resumed.
with John Sayer as clerk, and J. X. Davis as
Committee reported fa.vorably on the Plainville,
Bishop's Agent.
Providence, Boston, Douglas and Fall River
Adjourned to 3 p.m, September 15th, 1877, at branches.
Des Moines.
Report received, and the reports were read and
accepted. [No items].-Eds. E. N. Webster,
Bishop's Agent, reported.
Eastern Iowa Distl•ict.
Resolved that the Bishop's Agent hereafter give
A conference was held at Inland, Cedar county,
June 2nd and 3rd, 1877; E. Larkey, president; a detailed report in writing.
The president called the attention of the conferE. M. Wildermuth, clerk; J.D. Bennett, assistant.
Jesse L. Adams and Charles Prettyman were ence to the feeble state of some of the branches,
which are lacking in officers, and it was
invited to take part in the conference.
Resolved that hereafter when it is desirable to
On recommendation of committee on grievances
J. D. Bennett, of the Jackson Branch, was rein- organize a branch in any part of this district, that
stated in full fellowship with the Chul'ch, and the those laboring in such places, shall first obtain the
secretary was rmthorizetl to issue him a license as consent of the presiding officer of this district, before any act of organization shall be performed ;
an elder.
L. P. Russel being dissatisfied with his ordina- also a detailed account shall be presented to the
tion as an elder, handed in his license, and it was next district conference, following such organization.
accepted.
Adjourned to meet in Boston, at 2 p.m., SaturBranch Reports.-Butternut Grove, 2 expelled,
1 died. Jackson, no change. Buffalo, 2 removed day, September 29th, 1877.
This conferenoe was we believe, the heat one
by letter. Davenport and Inland not received.
ever. held in this district for representation in
[No numbers given with any.J-Eds.
Elders E. Larkey, R. Groom, C. C. Reynolds, E. numbers from abroad, and the business was done
M. Wildermuth; also Priests James Bradley and promptly and with good will, nnd all seemed anxious to continue in the work of the Lord.
James Houghton reported.
Resolved that the authorities of each branch
shall collect quarterly, and place in the hands of
'llhc oommentary of a severe friend is better than
the Bishop's Agent, a sufficient amount of money the embellishments of a sweet-lipped flatterer.
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THE SAINTS'
NEWS SUMMARY.
[Prepared expressly for the Herald.]

9th.-N ewa comes of another severe defeat of the
Russians under the Grand Duke Nicholas, who attacked the position of Osman Pasha. near Lottcha,
where the battle raged all day long, and the Czar's
troops were slaughtered in their vain efforts to
take the position. Also, Gen. Gourka is retreating
northward from Shipka Pass in the Balkans. At
Plevna the Russians are gathering reinforcements.
News from India tells of thousands dying of
starvation, and of millions being destitute. And
the rains have not been what was hoped for for
this year's erops.
A revolution has broken out in the Haytian Republic, West Indies.
Gen. Grant is in Switzerland.
A fire destroyed part of the business portion of
Aylmer, Ontario.
Some soldiers following Indians in western Texas got lost on the plains and wandered for days
without food or drink. Five of the sixty are sup·
posed to have perished; the rest were found or got
out. Forty horses and mules died. The sufferings
of the men and beasts is said to have been terrible.
In Idaho and Montana Gen. Howard is moving
towards the Indian, or supposes that he is. Chief
Joseph is moving to join forces with Looking Glass
and White .Bird. Sitting Bull' a party is still in
British America, near Winnepeg.
The troop!! in the mining regions of Pennsylvania are keeping things quiet.
Itjs estimated that the laboring classes of this
country ha.ve lost $300,000,000 by strikes during
the past four years.
The railroads of this country earned $407,000,000 last year, and $504,000,000 the year previous.
A colony of one hundred and fifty Mennonnites,
from Russia, have located at Mountain Lake,
Minnesota.
Crops throughout the interior of British Columbia
are looking well. The weather has been fine,
·
with occasional showers.
Fifty thousand acres of land in Arkansas have
been purchased by a colony of Poles.
.The reports of the wheat crop in Southern France
indicate a short crop. In central France, however,
the wheat crop is the beat known for many years.
The wheat crop in western New York is the
best in quality and quantity that has been gathered for many years. Ohio claims a yield of thirty
million bushels this season.
.
There has been a great variety of estimates of
the loss to the country from the strike and the attendant riots. The New York Journal of Commerce
thinks $40,000 a day to be a. fair valuation of the
average loss· to eaoh of the five trunk lines, and
$50,000 a day for the losses of the other lines.
This makes the railroad losses for five days $1,250,000. The destruction of property of the Penn.
railroad at Pittsburg and along the line was $10,000,000; the Baltimore and Ohio about half· as
much,- and the other railroads and cities and towns
about the same as the Pennsylvania. This makes
a total of $26,250,000. How muoh should be
charged to the loss of life, limb, labor, time, and
interest, to the destruction of perishable freight
and live stock, to the support and transportation
of soldiery, and the increased cost· of living, one
can calculate as well as another. Certainly there
has been no profit in these strikes to the community or any class of it.
lOth.-A train on the New Jersey Centralltailroad was thrown -from a bridge into Shrewsbury
river, and about sixt.y persons were wounded, two
or three fatally.
At Troy, Kansas, a coach went down the embankment, and twenty-five persons were wounded,
several fatally.
13th.-Dispatohes from Helena, Montana, say
that on the 9th, one hundred and eighty-two soldiers, under command of Gen. Gibbon,. attacked
the Indians and were defeated, with a loss of
twenty-five killed and forty-five wounded,-lhe
battle. being a tenible one for the number engaged. Four captains killed, and the General, one
captain and three lieutenant wounded. The Indians are thought to have lost more heavily.
Foreign news is that the Grand Duke Nicholas
is waiting for 100,000 more soldiers, but it is said
that the Russians will not attempt to carry the
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war south of the Balkans again this year. The
One railroad and one bridge accident, by which
financial condition of 1-tussia and her people is bad quite a number were hurt, occurred in Kentucky
for sustaining such an army in the field, and Tur- and Pennsylvania.
key is still less prepared for the strain upon her
17th.-Heavy storms of rain, accompanied with
treasury to feed and clothe an army through the thunder and lightning, reported in Canada; conwinter.
siderable damage .done to crops, and in some plaThe Greeks are reported for war with Turkey. ces to buildings by floods.
Sweden, in view of the disturbed condition of
The comet now being gazed at by astronomers is
Europe, is going to make some war preparations. the same that made his appearance in 1762, and
Sweden's army strength is 132,775 men. Her navy he will not come back for at least another hundred
consists of 131 vessels of 3,183 horse power, carry· years.
ing 394 guns, and crews aggragating 4,693 men.
Three thousand tons of grain and one thousand
The yacht Pamlico went down off Chicago yes- of fresh beef left New York for England one day
terday, by a sudden blow of the wind, and the in 1\iay.
four men on board sunk with her.
14th.-Gen. Crook, well known as an Indian
fighter, testifies at Washington "that in almost
every instance troubles with the Indians arise
from injustice done them by the whites."
General Confet•ence N oUce.
The situation at the seat of war in Europe conThe committee appointed to arrange for holding
tinues about the same, and what will take place before the end of the season's campaign it is impos- the Conference, at Galland's Grove, wish to say
sible to foretell. ~'he Russians are quiet, but are that the ground is situated on the east end of the
said to have been reinforced by 60,000 men along grove, on property belonging to Bro. Benjamin
the Danube recently. The cholera, or some epi· Homer, distant from Dowville (the nearest railway
station), about five miles. Teams will be sent to
demic disease, is said to be in their camps.
The strike among the coal miners of Penn sylva· Dowville on the day before and on first day of
nia. continues, and trouble is only kept down by Conference, for the convenience of those who. may
the presence of troops. The strikers threaten to be c6ming by rail. Hay will be provided for those
resume their reign of terror as soon a.s they can. having teams; no one will be permitted to help
Men who would work fear assassination and other themselves to it, but the sum of five cents will be
trouble, even should they go .to work under pro- charged for as much as will be sufficient for 11.
BENJAMIN HoMI!R.
tection of the troops. The outlook for them is team a day.
starvation, or much suffering the coming winter.
The city of Rio Grande, Texas, was entered by
Tldrtl Quonun of Eldm·s.
Mexican desperadoes from across the river yesThe secretary of the above quorum ha.s just sent
terday morning, and they broke open the jail and
released two outlaws, shot Judge Cox and the us the following for publiCD.tion :-C. Kemmieh,
jailer and escaped, pursued later by soldiers, but Secretary of the Third Quorum of Elders, called a
meeting of its members who were in attendance
unsuccessfully.
The spread of the cattle plague in England is at the General Conference, h~ld near Council
Bluffs,
Iowa, September 11th, 1875. Bro. Wm. T.
causing the House of Commons to consider some
Bozarth was chosen president, pro tem.
rigid rules about it.
A resolution was adopted suggesting to Bro. D.
15th.-The German government remonstrates S. Mills, the president of the quorum, that he apagainst the Turkish atrocities in Bulgaria. Yes· point his two counsellors at an early day, and it
terday was reported their burning a hospital con- also recommended the names of brethren George
taining 800 sick and wounded, after the retreat of Kemp and Wm. T. Bozarth for his consideration
the Russians. Many other b~rbarous and horri· for said appointment.
ble deeds are charged against them since the RusResolved, that all those whose names are recordsians left portions or Bulgaria. Symptoms of un- ed on the Church Record receive their liceriaes, if
easiness are reported in Russian Poland, and the not in transgression, and if they apply for them,
Poles have fire-arms. The Greek Cabinet has de- and that all those who have received licenses from
cided to make some naval preparations. Eight the quorum whose names are not recorded on the
thousand Greek reserves have joined their main Church Record, give them up, the vacancies to be
army. The Turks report that no Russians are filled at any regular meeting of the quorum.
now south of the Balkans.
Adjourned to meet on call of the presiclent.
Dr. Cornish, Sanitary Commissioner in India,
C. KEMlnsn, Secretary of Quorum.
reports that 500,000 people have died because of
the famine in the Madras district, India. No cesTltc Bordm·s of Zion.
sation of the terrible visitation by drouth and
famine is expected for six months at least.
To the Editors of the Herald, and to the Saints,
The wheat crop in England is reported as thin greeting:- We, the undersigned, a committee choon the ground, and with ears poorly filled.
sen by the Delane. Branch, for the purpose of givBy a collision on a Pennsylvania railroad, a ing information (through the Herald) to Saints
conductor was killed, and several persons wound- wishing to settle in and around the borders of Zied. By a collision in Vermont, several people on, in compliance with a. request in the Herald, do
were wounded, and the engine and several freight hereby submit the following as a correct descrip·
cars were burned.
tion of the country in and around the Delana
By the burning of an oil well in Beaver county, Branch.
Penn, all the machinery was destroyed, and six
The Delana Branch of the Far West (Missouri)
men se1·iously injured.
District, is situated four miles north of Cameron,
A boy was killed a.ud a man wounded by a boil- a town of about three thousand inhabitants, at the
er explosion in Ohio.
crossing of the Rock Island and Hannibal and St.
Much excitement now about the Indians in the Joseph Railroads, about t.hirty.two miles east of
far west. Sheridan thinks that they will surren- St. Joseph, fifty miles north of Indep~ndence, and
der soon, but still they are doing anything but nine miles north-west of old Far West. Cameron
that now.
has about forty business houses, a splendid high
16lh.-Act.s of most fiendish cruelty were per- school building, one grist mill, one foundry, three
peh·ated upon the people at Eski-Saghra, by the railroad depots, etc., being a lively town, and a
Turks, after the departure of the Russians. Men, go0d market for all kinds of produce, and where
women and children were tortured by these cruel every thing needed by the farmer aud mechanic
barbarians, and thousands were slain, beside those can be had on reasonable terms.
The land here is very fertile, and will produce
burned up in the hospital. The Christian population of Jan in are all fleeing from fear of the Turks. an abendance of all kinds of grain and vegetables
Near Erzeroum, Asia Minor, the Russians have in favorable seasons. Fruit of all kinds grown in
again been defeated, and at Ardahan twice by the this climate, especially the grape, will compete
with, if not excel, auy ol,her place known to this
Kurds. A more important battle is expected.
The striking miners are again giving trouble committee.
near Wilkesbarre, Penn., causing the engineers,
Land can be purchased in any quantity, at from
firemen, and other w01·k.ers to stop, and ext.iu- five to twenty-five dollars per acre, within twenty
guishing the fires.
miles of Cameron, according to location anti im ·
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provement. The country is generally rolling, al teachings of the gospel. Her endeavors to imAt Sweet Home, Linn county, Oregon, July 8th,
well supplied with timber and water, and rock
suited for building purposes. The wild grass on
the commons furnishes the best of pasturage free
to all, and a great convenience to those unable to
keep their stock within an enclosure.
Special bargains can be had on some small
tracts, which this committee will take pleasure in
showing to good, industrious· Sa1'nts, as we want
no others· to inhabit this land of promise. For
stock raising it is the belief of this committee that
this country has no equal on this continent, being covered with the best luxuriant grass known
in the west. We have little or no waste land in a
large extent of country. With the smiles of Prolidence we can with propriety call it the Eden of
the World.
Th!l facilities for market, the beautiful prairie
land interspersed with timber, the easy access to
water .by digging, and the innumerable streams,
large and small, that course through this entire
country, and a kind-hearted people, in whom prejndice towards the Saints is fast breaking down,
the intelligence and literary attainments, and liberal support of institutions of learning, are all inducements for the worthy and inteJlig·ent Saint.
When purchasing, look well to your titles, for
we hear of complaints from Saints enticed to this
land by letters sent broadcast, inducing Saints to
purchaae of the scribe, without receiving a shadow
of title, or receipt for money; but who are now,
to their sorrow, reaping the reward of misplaced
colifidenoe, which we have reason to fear is too
true. The secretary of this committee, W. T. Bozarth, will take pleasure in anawer1'ng any questiona that Saints ask.through the mail,. by directing to Gameron, Clinton county, Missouri.
W. T. BozARTH, }
H.. P: SnERARD, Commilte.e.
0. P. WoRDEN,

Notices,
FIRS1' UNITED ORDER OF ENOCH.-The annual
meeting of the 8tockholders of the First United
Order of Enoch; will be held at Galland's Grove,
Shelby county, Iow.a, on Saturday, September
22d, 1'877.
·
AsA S. CoCHRAN, Sec'y.
REsOLU'riON.-At a recent meeting of lhe co-operative company now organizing for colonization
in the regions round about the land of Zion, it was
resolved !.hat this company make no purchase of
.land for.the benefit of others than those in the
association, unless the company is guaranteed at
least ten thousand dollars, in the. aggregate, as a
purchasing fund. By order of the. association.
I. N. W. CoOPER.
Bro. V{illiam Locker.bee, Michigan, has presented to the Chu~ch Li.brary, "Trench on the Authorized Versi,on of the New Testament."
JOHN SCOTT, Librarian.

--------Addt•esse!i.

Heman C. Sll!ith,. ~~anteno, Shelby county, Iowa.
E. C. Brand, Tabor, Fremont county, Iowa.
Birth and Death notices. Inserted free; Marriage notlceac
one dollar each.

:Born.
At Hamburg, Fremont county, Iowa, July 8th,
1877, to. brother and sister P. Tempest, a son.
Mother and son doing well.

lllal'l'ied.
At the residenc·e of the ln·ide's mother, St. Louis,
Mo., ou the evening of August; 8th, 1877, by Elder
George Worstenholm, Mr. Henry Townsend and
Sisler Jmzabeth Ann Hales, both of St. Louis.
May happiness be their lot on earth, and through
eternity.
Dhld.
At her l'esidence, Manchester, England, July
22d, 1877, of bronchitis and dropsy, sister Sarah
Eyres, aged 59 years. Decea~ed was baptized
during ~he life of the martyr, Joseph, and remained an active disciple nritil the promulgation of the
dogma of polygamy by Brigham Young; since
which time-she has stood aloof, yet always bel1ring a faithful testimony to the truth of the origin-

press upon the minds of her children, and other
relatives, the truth of the gQBpel and the divine
authenticity of the mission of Joseph Smith. have
been unce"si'ng
~
· Prev1'o u s to· he r d eath s h e· f u11y
identified herself with the Reorganized Church
and its teachings. She. was a faithful companion,
a good mother, and a w1se counselor.
She's gone! IIer work on earth is done·

Her battle's fought, her race is run.
Blest is the path she trod: '

'

i~rp~~~~~Pg~!:Jfc~~: f~0[~~~s"~asuse,

or the Eternal God.
She sleops! Her troubles hero are o'er!
She Bleeps where earthly ills no more
Will break the slumb'rers rest;
Her dust will rest beneath tho sod
ller spirit has returned to God,
'
To mingle with tho blest.
At Mason's Grove, Crawford county, Iowa, July
30th, 1877, Mother Amy Galland, aged 88 years
anel18 days. She was baptized in the fall of 1838,
by Elder Wm. 0. Clark, and in 1859, united with
the Reorganized Church. She ever adorned her
profession in Christ by a godly walk and conversation, and she calmly awaited her change. Truly
it may be said of her, "She was a Saint indeed."
Services by Elder Thomas Dobson.
At Wanship, Summit county, Utah, July 5th,
1877, Bro .. Henry Hoagland. He was born January 17th, 1794, on Long Island, New York. He
was baptized into the 'Reorganized Church, Februar;r .28th, 1875, by Elder John Phillips. He
first JOmed the Church about forty-five years ago
and was with the .Saints through all: the trouble~
· M'1ssoun• an d Ill'mo1s.
•
H e was personally acm
q,uain!ed with the martyr, Joseph, and many tes-.
timomes he gave to the truth of Joseph's mission.
All that he wanted to live'for was to preach the
gospel. A short time before he died he said t,hat
a ¥ersonage stood by him and told him that if he
was faithful to the end he should have a place in
the celestial kingdom of God.
. At Malad, Idaho, June 22d, 187~, of dropsy,
Stster Anna Johnson, aged 50 ye·ars; 11 months,
and 8 days. Sister Johnson emigrated to Utah in
1863, and became. a member of the Reorganization
in June, 1870; Bro: 13rand officiating; moved back
to the States einctf;"an:d resided at Forest City,
Missouri, but on a~ount of ill health, she return"
ed to Malad latelfi' where she died, numbered,
among the faithful. "Blessed ·is he that endureth
to the end." Services by Elder Morgan Jones.
In Lane county, Oregon, July 21st, 1877, Bro.
Samuel Boon Shortridge. He was born in Bour-.
bon county, Ky., September 5th, 1796, and was in
the eighty-first year of his age when the Lord
oommanded his release from earthly toils. He
embrace~ the tnlh in.the early days of the Church,
and received the ordmance at the hands. of G. M.
HinJ;le. When the Church was thrown into confusion at th~ death.of the prophet and patriarc)l,
Bro. Shortridge umted with the. little society called "The Bride, the Lamb's Wife," and was an
earnest worker with that society for several years.
The little band of worshippers became scattered,
or broken up, and· F~.tther Shortridge moved to the
western shores of America; but his soul found no
rest, for he had "tasted of the good word of the
Lord," the truth had be.en se.aled upon his heart
a nil he knew th~tt there. was a glorious reality i~
the latter day work; but where to go to find the
rightful leader of the Church, was the question.
About 1856 he went to Utah to examille the situ ation i.here·, but. instead of finding t.he .food· that h'Is
righteous soul. huugere~ after; he 'iyas disgusted
by the nauseatmg practices and teachings of that
people; so he sickened and turned away, and went
t~ San Bernardino, and labored for means to bring
him baok to Oregon, to where his children were.
Th
th
't r· d h.
ero
e Wri er. oun
Im, strong in the faith,
~nd well posted in the d·octrine.
When we bore
our testimony to the Reorganization, the old inan
shed tears of joy, saying, '•That is what I have
wa:ited and prayed for, lo,'tlies~ many years.". He
said he felt likerenevving his covenant, and accordingly be was rebaptized by the writer on the
19th of s
..eptember, 1869... Bro. Shortridge w·a·s
widely known in this country, and for meekness
sobriety, and truth, he stood almost withotJt ~
H'
t
t
'] b ,·. . ·
·
peer.
IS res mus necessar1 y 0 g.priOUS.
J. C. CLAPP.

.

-

1877, of diptheria, Melvina, d:iugMer of Bro. Jason and Sister Mary Butler, aged 2 years and 4
months.
A t s weet Home, Linn county,. Oregon, Jun.e
30th, 1877, of diptheria, Enos, son of Alvin .and
Polly Morris, aged 7 years and 10 months.
At Lanark,
1877
·
L Carroll county, Illinois, August 6th,
' Sister ouisa Cook, aged 54 years, .11 months
and 5 days. She was one of the true ones of
earth, one whose integrity of heart and deeds of
kindness endeared her to her friends and acquainta~ces wherever she sojourned. HEir companion
d~ecl four years ago. She leaves but one child, a
son who is grown to manhood. She was always a
Christian at heart, and fo~ many y· ears was a memher of the Presbyterian Church, but some years
ago she was led to examine the faith ef the Bhurch
of Jesus Christ,.and was baptized by 'the writer of
this at Pecatonica, October 24thj 1875, and remained strong in faith, fervent in spirit., and rejoicing in hope, as never before, even to the end,
although. for months· a great sufferer.froDI physical pain; · According to her request we preached
her funeral sermon, services being held in the
Methodist Church, at Lanark, on Sunday; August
12th, where nearly six hundred people :gathered
to pay their respects to the memory bf one so well
~nown in the community for her virtues ·and good
life: May .her example therein bee 'ioll<twed, and
also her laying aside of strong. prejudic'e against
God~s· truth and carefully ·investigating our doctrine, which she continued to rejoice in 'io the
last.
u. A. s.
·
·· ·
A! Bourbon, Crawford county, Mis~ouri, George
Dav1d Jemmett, son of brother William H. Jemruett, aged lfear,}months; a,nd 8 days.
.4

. lMAGINJ\TIO:N:,.--A eontent;d (H,ti~enof Milan, who
had never passed beyond its walls during the
course of sixty years, being orqere!l by the Govern or not to .stir .beyond its gates, be.camo immediately miserable, and felt so powerful' an incHnation to do that which he had so long contentedly
neglected, that, ()n an application for a .. release
from this ~estraint being refused, he ·be.oanie quite
me!anc~oly, and :at la~t .died for grief. The .pains
of Imprisonment, als9, hke those of servitude, arc
more in .conceptio1l .than i:n reality. W.e are all
prisoners. · What is life but the pris,oil of the soul?
Sceptioism.has.never founded.empi~es, establish·
ed prinoipalfties, or changed the .world's heart.
The great doers in history have always been men
of faith.
.
--~-----~__,...:_-------~---
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"!SAW ANOTHER ANGEL**, HAVING THE EVERLASTING GOSPEL TO PREACII TO 'riiEM THAT DwEJ,t, ON •ruE :EA: o.

*~*,SAYiNG,

FEAR GOD, AND G'l:VE GLORY TO HIM, FOR THE HOUR OF HIS JUDGMENT IS CO!>m."-HEV. 14:6-7.
'r ~~
"SANCTIFY THEM THROUGY TIIY TRUTH; THY WORD IS TRUTII."-JESUS; JoHN 17:17.
i"""'
"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD OF TIIE LORD, FOR THERE SrrALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG You HAvE sAVE IT BE ONE WrFE.;'-Eooii:
OF MORMON; JACOB 2:6.

Vol. 24.

NEWS FROM THE FIELD.
LETTER FROM ELDER J. R. LAMBERT.

Editors Herald :-Two weeks aao to-day I
arrived at home, thus ending my northern
preaching tour, for the present, at least. It
really seems too bad that I could not remain
longer in that field, but I feel to submit, as
cheerfully as possible, to those things which I
have no power to control. lliy extremely
poor health, and sickness in my family, hastened my return.
When I wrote you last, I was at Lake Crystal, where I remained, in all, nearly three
weeks, and preached eight times, besides holding some other meetings. The attendance
was not so large as we anticipated, though the
interest on the part of some was excellent.
We hGpe they will obey, ere long. Before
leaving' Lake Crystal, we had the privilege of
attending one meeting at the M. E. Church
and listening to a discourse delivered by Rev~
D, Morgan from John 7 : 17: "If any man
will do his will, he shall know of the doctrine
wheth~r it be of God, or whether I speak of
myself." To ilh1strate how much may be assumed,by the man who preaches popular theology, and yet swallowed with avidity by the
religious masses, we give, in brief the thread
of his discourse. It ran thus : '
"In this day of many faiths the question is often
asked: 'What must I do, or what am I required to
believe, in order to be saved?' Or, to go a step
farther, 'What religious denomination muet I attach
myself fo, while seeking for salvation?' Now
there is not so much difference among the Evangelical churches as is supposed. They only differ
upon n.on-essentials. Upon those things essential
to our salvation they are perfectly agreed. But
there are churches, or religious organizations
that are not Evangelical, ; and between them and
those which are Evangelical lies the conflict. It
does not matter which of the Evangelical churches
you. bel.ong to; but there. are other religious orgamzatrons that have arisen. For instance the
~wedenborgians; the Shakers, worshipping' God
m the dance; the Universalists; the Spiritualists·
and the Mormons, led by Joe. Smith and BrighaU:
Young. Now these are not Evangelical. I am not
dogmatic as to doctrine or church organization.
The principal thing is to do the will of the Father
and receive this knowledge. [Query.-Take away
from Christianity its doctrine, and church organization, and what have you ·left? Answer, The
creeds and traditions of men]. Christianity is not
founded upon fai~b, or belief, but upon knowledge.
Now, what does 1t matter where a church originated? We have done the will of the Father and
·we know that we are right. Let us, ther~fore
continue right on in the work of the L1lrd · for'
knowing that our sins have been pardoned' and
that we have enjoyed the Holy Spitit wh~l: necessity is there for us to run after new a~d strange
doctrines."
Reflections: How, or from what source did
Mr. Morgan learn what is, and what is' not
Jl"hole No.

a...-s.

No.18.

PLANO, ILLINOIS, SEPTEMBER 15, 1877.
essential to salvation? If by recent revelation, why did he not cite us to the document
itself, that we might look into its merits, and
compare it with the revelation of the gospel
found in the New Nestament 7 If he gained
this valuable information from the Bible, then
why did he not cite us to chapter and verse,
that we might be blest with this saving knowledge (John 17: 3) and have the assurance that
God's word is on our side? ·If from neither
of these sources, then we are under equal obligation to receive the testimony of every other
man, with that of Mr. Morgan, whether he be
a Deist, Universalist, Shaker, Swedenborgian,
Mormon, Spiritualist or Mohammedan.
Again, in what part of the Bible is to be
found a description of the Evangelical churches? And, if found at all, why did not Mr.
Morgan call attention to this valuable Scripture? When one church asserts that baptism
is a part of the gospel, and as such essential to
salvation, while another affirms, with much assurance, that baptism is not a part of the gospel, and therefore not essential to salvation
are they )oth Evangelical on this point?
'
Once more, If the Bible contains a plain
record of the gospel, a plain description of the
Church of Christ, with a plain revelation of
the Father's will to man, and if it points out
clearly how, and through what means we may
receive the promised knowledge, the~ what a
pity it is that ministers of the gospel, who
often let the words fall from their lips, "We
thank thee, 0 Lord, that we live in a land of
Bibles," etc., should leave all this, and furnish
us only with a long list of assumptions! In
the sentiment of the apostle, these "deceivers"
say, "Let God be true, though all men be found
in a mistake."
July 11th, we left Lake Crystal for Dundas
and Northfield, Rice county. We remained
here nearly two" .weeks, and were kindly
cared for by Brother ana Sister Stranahan,
and Sister Empey and children. Brother
Stranahan, though long a believer in the latter
day work, had not, until recently, made up his
mind to obey. He is now safe in the fold. I
had no opportunity of speaking in Northfield,
and spoke only twice in Dundas.
July 24th found me in Ellington township,
Dodge county, Minn., the guest of Bro. John
Gibbons and wife. While there we preached
three times with good effect. Hope they will
hear the gospel again. · On our way home we
stopped off at Charles City, Floyd county, Iowa,
and soon found the house of Bro. J. F. Patten
and wife, which we made our home while in
the city. l3ro. Patten obtained permission for
us to preach in the Christian Church, from the
minister, and two of tho three trustees. We
were to usc the church till after Sunday, (ex-

oepting Sunday forenoon, when they had meeting), commencing on Thursday night. We
spoke on Thursday night, and left another appointment for Sunday night. On Sunday
forenoon we attended the Christian meeting,
and was in.vited into the stand, and was asked
to read and open with prayer, all of which we
did to the best of our ability. At the close,
the mini~ter announced oll'i:' meeting for the
night. Just think of our surprise when, a·
short time after dinner, a messenger came and
informed us that we could not have the church
that evening. We inquired as to the cause
of this action, and were told that a number of
the brethren thought our doctrine was erroneous, and therefore we ought not to be allowed
~o preach it in the church. As nearly as We
could learn, our occupying .the stand with the
minister had much to do with the affair. Indeed we noticed that some were very uneasy
while we were in the stand. Whether we
were so much uglier than the minister, that
our appearance disgraced the pulpit, or whether we were so much better looking, that our
appearance disgraced the minister, they did
not say. We preached at night in Bro. Patten's house, with fair liberty. After a terriole fit of sickness through the night, we l~ft
for home the next morning. Yours in hope,
JosEPH

R. LAMllERT.

MAGNOLIA, Harrison Co., Iowa,
August 21st, 1877.
.

LETTER FROM ELDER D. S. 1\HLLS.

Dew· Herald: On June 16th and 17th we
held a most excellent conference in our church
at Newport, Los Angeles county. A large
number of Saints were in attendance, all
united and enjoyi~ ·much of the Spirit and
power of God; in short, it appeared as one of
the holy places of the last days. Our Father's
Spirit is moving upon the people there, many
are rejoicing in the truth, and n.umbers are
believing, and soon intend joining the body of
Christ. There are very many calls for preaching in the regions about, and these are supplied as fast as our efficient corps of laborers
in that region can do so. We have a noble
body of Saints there, all alive in the work.
The· last of June I visited the Saints at
San Bernardino, seventy miles distant, avail-·
ing myself of the kind offer of Brn. Dana and
Judson, in the use of the latter's team for the
trip. Held meetings and found a good spirit
prevailing am<)ng the Saints, and rejoice that,
notwithstanding the severe trials and tribulations they have passed through, partly from
local causes, and partly from the effects of the
scum of Brighamism, which occasionaly runs
over there from Utah, yet that there are a
goodly number of resolute and faith:(ul souls in
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San Bernardino, whom God delights to own on, casting coveteous eyes at them, and, after
and bless.
an attempted night's rest, amid the social
After bidding a reluctant adieu to the many voices of dogs, pigs, chickens, and cow bells,
kind souls, with fervent prayers for their wei- aided in our search for Morpheus by the sportfare, I returned on our national birth-day, over ive gambols of many fleas, I arose in the mornthe arid plains, sprinkled with cactus and ing miserably revived, and made one of the
sage, with jack rabbits and horned toads in trio at our goodly meal. The brethren slept
abundance, to the desirable borders of Fountain well, and, after the usual packing, enjoyed the
Valley, where I was busily occupied until July fine mountain air very much. As we went on
11th, when I bade farewell for a season, and and up for Potter Valley, in Mendocino county,
traveled northward, to fill a long list of ap- forty miles distant, we travel over rather a
pointments, riding in the gray dawn, nine poor country, gravelly, with much timber and
miles to Anaheim, with our ever ready brother, some feed, all well stocked. To-day we passed
J. F. Burton, and after a long farewell look at a large rancherie, or Lamanite village. Poor
Fountain Valley, the home of many loved "Lo" was evidently busy gathering acorns,
Saints, we part from our esteemed brother and catching fish and drying them for the
Burton. All aboard, and off we roll over a winter. The river is full of their trapA. At
beautiful plain to Los Angeles, the city of noon we halted at the pleasant mountain town
angels and orange groves, the existing reali- of Ukiah City, visited the court house, and
ties of the latter being far more apparent than had a pleasant chat with the obliging sheriff
the traditional visits of the former.
of Mendocino county. · Think this is a good
From this place, with our brother, Wm. opening for the gospel. From there we proCarmichael, as our traveling companion, we ceeded over a good mountain road to Brother
roll out at 11 A. M., for a five hundred mile Wm. Sides', Saint's home in Potter Valley,
trip to San Francisco, through the suffocating from whom and his.excellent wife, we received
heat and alkali dust of a desert country, two a hearty welcome, and where we took up our
days and nights on a cattle train, which seems abode certain days.
to qualify us for a good night's rest in the
Here we found, through the past efforts of
beautiful city of Oakland; the11ce taking an brethren Sides and l)arks, a good field presents
early start, via. San Francisco and San Jose, itself for profitable labor. This family, with
we meet, at noon, with the President and ex- Brother Woolaver, who has recently joined,
cellent Saints of the Santa Cruz District as- are the only Saints in this region, and they
sembled in conference at the garden village of are anxious for a branch to be raised up in
Watsonville, with whom we had a most excel- this beautiful valley. They are doing a good
lent season, and trust that good was done. I work, and will no doubt, have a good branch
was called down into the water with three of here ere long. Think Brother Sides will soon
our Father's children, and felt that others go forth like a lion, declaring the word in
should have obeyed. Closing our series of power. He is alive in the work. We held a
meetings on the fifth day, we were again forced series of well attended meetings in. the schoolto part with those we love, and ever pray to God house at Centreville, where. many were quite
bless them. I spent an agreeable hour in the. interested; several would have obeyed, had it
sanctum of the gentlemanly editor of the Wat- not been for opposing relatives. I tried to lid
sonville Transcript, (Wm. H. Wheeler). It my garments of the blood of this people, and
is an able, live, and thrifty sheet, dealing fairly the Spirit bore record to some of the truth of
by all, and without prejudice, or hypocrisy, the message. .With a fair amount of labor
being one of the few sheets of the day which sheaves will reward the laborer.
is suitable for the home circle. Thence I took
This is a fine valley, some six by one and a
my way, via. Santa Cruz, to San Francisco, half miles, dotted with majestic oaks. It is
where I learned of the departure east of our well fenced up and farmed. Wheat, barley
beloved brother, M. A. Meder. Breathing a and corn in abundance. It is completely shut
prayer for his SlJ,fety and welfare, I proceeded in by high ranges of sparsely timbered mountat once to Santa :Rosa, meeting Bro. Parks on ains; is sixty miles from the sea and has no
the boat and arriving at night much fatigued; sea breeze; mid day heat is intense, but its
and only by the special Messing of God was I nights are truly delightful, and will oft be reable to fill my appointments during my stay membered when far a-way. Now, after a ten
there.
day's sojourn, we must bid a reluctant farewell
With. the kind attention of the Saints, and to the hospitable Saints, and wend our way to
the blessings of our Father, I made ready for Santa Rosa, to meet with Saints of Petaluma
a mountain trip. On the 26th, Bro. Jerry District in conference on the 11th and 12th;
Root, an old time Saint, seventy-six years old, thence to San Francisco for a few days, as per
took Bro Parks and myself, with his team appointment.
Am sorry to say that the infectious spirit of
equipped for camping, and proceeded, via the
mountain towns of Windsor, Healdsburg, mobocracy and dissatisfaction is fast spreading
Geyserville and Cloverdale, to Fairbanks and through the land, and is felt in every town
Ranchero, where we camped, after a drive of and hamlet. Incendiary fires arc largely on
forty-five miles, up the Russian River, through the increase, with an alarming contempt for
gorges, gulches, grades and defiles, with oak- ,Jaw and the rights of citizenship; all speaking
covered ridges far as the eye could reach on volumes in thunder tones, testifying to the
either side, with much of the heavy red madro- truth of this latter day work, as well as the
na, with a fair supply of feed, but overstocked need we shall have of deliverance in Zion, as
with the vast droves of cattle and sheep, driven the great tidal wave of indignation sweeps over
from the dried up southern counties to these the land. The nations are getting angry, the
more hospitable regions. Here we saw the times of the Gentiles are nearly fulfilled, and
shy and timid deer quietly grazing within a soon I expect to see negotiations on foot that
few yards of us, and we thought of Brother will restore Palestine to her long dispersed
Alexander H. Smith and his gun, as we passed children, and fulfill the prophetic words of

[Sc,

Ezekiel 37 : 21. For shortly after the union
of the sticks they shall be gathered. More
anon. Yours in the gospel,
D. S. MILLs.
LETTER FROM ELDER J. C. CLAPP.

lVIr. Joseph Smith, Dear Brother:--'-When
I last wrote l was contemplating a trip into
Idaho and Washington Territories; Elder
John Buckingham, of Prairie City, had made
up his mind to go with me, or rather to go
and take me; but just about the time we wei"e
ready to go, the Indian war broke out, and
shut us oft' entirely, from that direction, without running the risk of losing our scalps, and
we decided that it would not be wise to undertake the journey.
I preached several times in Prairie City and
below some thirty miles, on the Johri Days
River, at which place I was opposed by one
Major McGoon, who is an infidel, but a well
informed man, a:nd is much more reasonable
than skeptics generally are. We were pleased
to find that our doctrine stood the test without receiving any harm. T~e Major gave us
credit for being much more liberal and reasonable than ministers generally are.
On July 11th I started with Mr. John Shelly and Warren Carsner for the Dalles, two hundred miles from Canyon City. We were eleven days on the road, and the weather was very
warm, but the boys were all good natured and
we had quite a pleasant time. A gentlemen
lately from the Emerald Isle, a very zealous
Catholic, was in our crowd. He was ·good
enough to tell us all that if we did not join
the Holy Catholic and Apostolic Church we
would be damned: He taught papal infalibility, extreme unction, and many other things
about the "Mother Church" that we neither
believed nor appreciated. But Jimmy was a
good fellow. He had one weakness, however,
he was verymuch afraid of rattlesnakes, and
they abound on the high table lands of Eastern Oregon. He had learned (perhaps from
the Priest) that they had a "sting in their
mouths, and one in their tails, and one in the
middle of their stomach," and that they could
"jump forty feet." . They were "dirty bastes,
and if the paple of Amirica were not so bastley
wicked a St. Patrick would raise up among them
and put an end to the ugly cratures." 1\fr. Warren Carsner; after smashing one's head, threw
it towards Jimmy, and the agility with which
he moved off was only equalled once on the trip,
and that was when your-correspondent sat
down within four inches of a very large rattlesnake, and was not aware of it until he
sprung his rattles, and on looking around, his
snakeship was just drawing back to strike, and
you can guess the rest. We also had a strong
spiritualist in our crowd, and in the evenings
religious discussions were in order,
At the Des Chutes River we saw a novel
fishery, an invention of Mr. Beards, the gentleman who keeps the toll bridge across the
river at that place. "The salmon, at certain
times of the year, run up the stream, and at
this place there is a fall in the river of about
ten feet, and the fish may be seen jumping
continually, during the running season, trying
to ascend. tho falls, and strange to say that
millions of them do actually make the leap
over the falls, and many of the salmon, in
failing to reach the top, fl!ll back into a l~ttle
flume from which they cannot escape, and as
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soon as they find that they are imprisoned
they start down stream, and run right into the
house and land right on the table where they
are dissected and salted down for shipment.
Mr. Beard puts up thousands of barrels of salmon in this way. The fish weigh from twelve
to thirty pounds each.
Thirty miles from the fishery and we were
at the Dalles. Here I leave my genial friends
to lvad their wagons with \merchandise and
drive back over the long and dreary road,
and go aboard a steamer and pass rapidly
down the Columbia .River. How changed is
the scenery from the high, and arid plains,
and extended fields of bunch grass, to the narrow defile through which the majestic river
pours her crystal flood, ''winding her way to
the sea." The river is from one-half mile to
two miles wide, and in many places the banks
are almost perpendicular for hundreds, and I
might say thousands of feet. The waterfalls,
mosses, evergreens, deep gorges, and lofty
mountains, afford a variety of scentry so
grand, so romantic, and so sublime, that neither tcngue nor pen can adequately describe
them. Here on the left stands :M:t. Hood, the
g\ant of the Cascade Range, whose frosty summit is lifted more than a thousand feet above
the line of perpetual snows. On the right is
Mt. Howard, and on the left again is Mt. Jefferson, the Three Sisters, and others that this
language of the poet might be applied to:

rolling just enough to carry off the surplus WE take the following, from the Toronto, Onwater, and not so abrupt as to make it bad to tario, Advertiser, for August 18th, 1877. The
till. The hollows are without that swampy speaker referred to was Bro. Joseph Luff:
nature, which we find elsewhere, whether it be
a benefit or not. There is plenty of timber on
"LATTER DAY SAINTS.
the streams, thus affording sufficient fuel and
''The above society have purchased the
fenciqg, and an ordinary vein of coal was dis- church formerly owned by the Bible Chriscovered about six miles south of Cameron, and tians, on Lippincott street, in this city, and
there are indications of coal in other parts. are holding regular services there every Sab·
Plenty of water can be obtained by digging, bath. Having heard much concerning the
and there is also considerable of surface water, doctrine of these people, we determined upon
sufficient for stock.
giving them a hearing, and forming private
Since coming here I have done what I could opinion therefrom. On our arrival, we found
in warning our neighbors. Attended a two bue very few present,-prejudice through rudays' meeting at DeKalb, and assisted breth- mor having deterred many from putting themrenT. W. Smith and W. T. Bozarth in preach- selves in a position to judge righteously. We
ing. At Stewartsville I was made to feel at had not been long listening, before we disoovhome by the kind hospitality of the Saints, ered that our suspicions concerning them were
especially brethren J. T. Kinneman, T. W. without foundation, as the first business of the
Smith,..and- McKee, late of California. We Elder preaching, was to explain to the satismust mention the delicious vocal music that faction of all present, that they were the avowwe enjoyed while at the house of the former. ed enemies, in faith and practice, of the socie"
From Stewartsville to the vicinity of Cam- ty calling themselves by the same name,-'eron, where live some excellent Saints, and I whose headquarters were in the Salt Lake
was made welcome by brethren J.D. Flanders, 'Valley, also that the REORGANIZED church
J. W. Sykes, G. F. Hill and many others, who, was the only one incorporated and recognized
I hope, will not feel slighted because their in the United States as a Legitimate Chttrch
names are not mentioned. On the 29th we of the name of' Latter Day Saints,-while
held a grove meeting, about three miles north those composing the old organization in Utah
of Cameron; had a good audience and good were regarded in a certain sense as outlaws.
liberty. Have done some little labor at other These explanations were followed by a denun·
points here.
ciation of' the teachings and practices of that
hAnd mountains lJleak behind us frowned,
Three weeks ago, visited Far West to at- body, showing that they were abominable in
Whose tops with snow in summer crowned."
tend a two-days meeting. We had strange and the eyes of man and sight of heaven. The
I landed in Portland, the metropolis of Or- sad thoughts while passing over the site of old Elder then proceeded to unfold the doctrines
egon, in time for the evening train; so I Far West, where the Saints once rejoiced to- of the Church, showing that in teaching them
changed my seat in steamer for one in cars, gether. Saw the burying ground where many he was not only declaring the doctrine of the
and fifty miles by rail up the Willamette good Saints await the trump of the first resur- ancient Church, but also the faith of Joseph
brought me to Salem, where I enjoyed a night's rection. The grav!l yard has been plowed up Smith, whom they acknowledge to be a prophet
rest at the Commercial Hotel. The next day and is under cultivation, the grave stones being of God, and who, though at times, perhaps,
was Saturday, and I watched for a chance to taken to put under the fence corners, for which erring in judgment, and being liable to fail,
go into the country where some of the Saints offence we understand the man was indicted. yet died a martyr to the truth, and was in no
live, and was soon rewarded by seeing the Saw the house once occupied by Joseph Smith, way connected with the present evils of the
honest face of Bro. Clark Rodgers. He had Sen., which is in a good state of preservation, Brighamites, any more than the apostle Paul
just returned from San Jose, Cal., where he but did not sec the spinning-wheel that Sister was with the crimes into which many of the
had been about ten months. Bro. Rodgers had Emma left standing in the yard. I was filled ancient church fell after his departure from
rented his farm in Orep;on for two years, and with thoughts of by· gone days. The temple them; also that· the only evidence the world
he went to California to try his fortune, but lot commands an extended view of the sur- had of Joseph Smith being the author and orhappened to go in a very bad time on account rounding country. Saw John Whitmer, one iginator of polygamy was the testimony of
of the drouth, and I was sorry to learn that he of the eight witnesses, but had not time to Brigham Young, who took advantage of the
had sunk two thousand dollars on the trip. have any conversation with him. On the way confidence reposed by the Saints in their
He bought out his renter, so he is now back home we crossed the ground where the army prophet, by declaring, eight years after his
on his old place, where I hope he will soon re- formed in battle array to drive the Saints. I death, that a revelation had been given through
trieve his loss. Here 'we preached on Sunday pass no judgment, but am willing to leave it him previous to his martyrdom, commanding
to quite a respectable congregation; Mr. Isaac in the hands of a just God.
the Church to enter into the plurality system.
Wagner furnishing us a text for the occasion.
Last Sabbath the Saints held a basket meet- Evidence was presented to show that every
From Salem I came to Sweet Home, where ing in a beautiful grove near here, which we thing in the law and discipline of the Church,
I found rather a bad state of affairs. There had been invited to occupy by the Christians, also in the Book of Mormon, was directly in
has been a party spirit existing there for years, who are quite a liberal people toward us. Bro. opposition to such a corrupt doctrine, and the
and I have labored with the people to the ex- T. W. Smith was present by invitation and de- character of J. S. well defended. In the
tent of my ability; and thought several times livered two very interesting and instructive course of the Elder's sermon, we had ample
that I had succeeded in putting it down, but sermons. Bro. J. T. Kinneman and family proof of his earnestness and of his acquaintance
it, will break out in spite of all I can do. Some were also there and furnished the music.
with the scriptures essential to prove his docof the Saints have become stubborn, and others
Ern. J.D. Flanders and W. T. Bozarth have trine; as on the different occasions on which
have fallen into a species of transgression that gone on a mission south of here; may success we were present, there appeared no desire to
should be far beneath the dignity of a Latter attend their efforts. I shall be in the neigh- mutilate or misquote the Bible, but an effort
Day Saint. So the branch is now disorgan- borhood of the Delana' branch until spring, at to give a faithful, clear and forcible rendering
ized, and I suppose Satan rejoices.
least, and perhaps longer, and will hold myself of it, in support of truth. To us it was quite
Address me at Myrtle Creek, Oregon. I,ove ready to give any information in regard to the apparent that the young Elder and his few adto all. Your brother,
J. C. CLAPP. . country, and assist others. With hopes for herents, IF ASTRAY, are among the deceived;
r,oQKING GI,ASS, Oreg., Aug. 6th, 1877.
the speedy redemption of Zion, I remain your but not themselves wilful deceivers. Every
brother,
J. M. TERRY.
point of doctrine was well supported by scripLETTER FROM ELDER J. M. TERRY.
ture evidence, and we make no hesitation in
Valuable IIerald: We arrived here two
Many a man has ruined his eyesight by sitting stating that an hour or two can not be mote
months ago, and found a very nice country, es- in a bar-room looking for work.
profitably spent by those who are seek~ng inpecially adapted to farming, for the land is
Fear is t.he universal offspring of uncertainly.
struction from the Worq, than by giving them
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a hearing, though they should never see fit to
endorse them by becoming members of the
flock. At the close of the service we were
handed a leaflet containing an epitome of the
Faith and Doctrines of this people, which, if
space permit., we will publish in our next issue,
as we believe that from the thoughtful they
will receive a perusal, if not an endorsation.
We publish this outline for the benefit of those
who, like ourselves, MIGHT be deterred from
EVEN LISTENING to this class of religionists
on the supposition that they were representatives of the Utah :Mormons. Certainly the
sermons preached are worthy of a larger audience, and the tendency of them is to exalt
rather than to debase humanity."

THE SAINTS' HERAL
FAITII, HOPE, AND CHARITY.
Dedicated to Brothe>· Geo,.ge W. Galley, who kindly presented to

the author the picture of the "Tln·ee .Graces."

Three angels came from heaven to earth,
To bless the fallen sons of man,
And tell the story of His birth,
And death, who brought redemption's plan;
0, they were lovely to behold,
With shining forms of heaven's own mould.
Their very names thrill every heart,
That seeks in truth to know their God,
And would from every sin depart,
And walk the path the Savior trod;
Faith, Hope, and Charity, these three
In every glorious truth agree.

(September 15.
To glad our hearts in realms above,
As eye to eye we then shall see;
Yet this remains a verity,
"Greatest of these is Charity."

c.

D.

"WRESTING THE TRUTH, AND DAUBING WITH UNTEMPERED MORTAR."
NUMDER ONE.

In order to make modern religion popular, it
seems to be very necessary to mystify, as much
as possible, the plain and simple teachings of
God, as given in the Holy Scriptures, and thus
wrest them from their true import Instances
of this kind are found in the Ol~ristt'an at
Worlc. In a number of that paper for the
Faith's azure eye is always cast
month of November, 1875, I find a sermon by
Whence shine the sacred beams of truth ;
Rev. W. M. J3aker, entitled, "Death before
Her finger points from first to last,
IS GOD AN ORGANIC BEING.
Unerring to the fount of truth;
B.esurrection-always ;" in which the preacher
She loves to tell God's great commands,
says, "Scripture speaks of an angel flying, as
The following thoughts arc offered on the
How firm His sacred promise stan~s.
the end approaches, in the midst of heaven,
question that heads this article. The position
She lingers near the doubling soul,
having the everlasting gospel to preach unto
is taken that God is an organic being, or that
And would with confidence inspire
them that dwell on the earth." Now the mishe is nothing. By an organic being is meant , Each heart, now torn, that would be whole,
sion of this angel is said to be 'to every nation,
that he has an individual existence, possessing ' And cheer them with her sacred fire;
and kindred, and tongue and people,' yet, and
She loves to tell of Jesus' love,
all the qualities and attributes of a distinct
And point them to His throne above.
that is what astonishes me, as I notice the fact
personality; that is that he is a person or beto day for the first time, the first word shouted
Next comes bright Hope, with beaming aye,
ing separate from all other persons or beings,
Her face all.radiant with smiles,
by this angel in a loud voice to every living
and in this respect, has a locality, form, body,
As upward, to the deep blue sky,
soul is, 'FearT 'Fear God !'" Further on he
and an organization peculiar to himself; and
She bends her gaze as if beguiled
states,
"There 'are, in fact, many herald angels
hence in this particular, is no exception to all
With thoughts of joys that soon will come,
let fly from the cJmin,q King on the same errand;*
other conscious existences throughout the uniTo greet her in her lowly home.
and like John the Baptist, as Jesus was about
verse, whether they be spirit, angel, man, beast,
Her mission is to cheer the sad,
to shew himself to men, the first word that
bird, fish, insect, or even animalcule.
To charm the drooping soul to life,
which holds the gist and force of all that folIn this existence God is essentially and
To make the weary outcast glad,
And lull to peace the weary strife
lows, is 'B.epent !' 'Be afraid !' 'Fear !' "
necessarily, one undivided and indivisible.
That surges in the human breast,
Without-stopping now to dwell upon the
Step from this position, and you step square
And point to where the weary rest.
fact that Mr Baker says, "There are in fact man,y
into Atheism, for the moment you divide God,
How sweet, hllw charming is her voice,
herald angels let fly from the coming King on the
definitely or indefinitely, you dest,roy him;
How thrills the soul at every sound,
same errand," whereas, the inspired John only
therefore Trinitarianism is Atheism; because,
No heart so sad but must rejoice,
speaks
of one on this particular errand; while heinstead of one infinite being, it makes him
To hear her gladsome Jays resound;
speaks of others sent on different errands, but
him three persons, finite of course. PantheBright angel, Hope, "to mortals given,"
only one to restore the everlasting gospel, I
1.'o lead our weary souls to Heaven.
ism is Atheism; because, it divides him infinwill pass on to notice his application. He reitesimally into all the things of nature. This
But who is this, with modest mien,
fers to Malachi third chapter; "Take Malachi,"
Her robes more spotless than the snow,
destroys his personality; and what and where
Encircled with a radiant sheen,
he says, as illustrating the terrible tone in
is God when his personality is gone? NothToo beautiful for earth to know?
which they all speak." After quoting Malaing and no where, therefore we reiterate that
Her mien bespeaks celestial birth,
chi's language, he then applies his wresting
God is a real person or being, undivided and
Commissioned to the sons of earth.
machine and asks, in an indirect manner,
indivisible in his essential existence, or that
Meekness and patience sit enthroned,
is the Son of God coming in that way, "to
he is nothing.
Upon her placid, marble brow;
kindle upon a wicked world the flames of a
If God has not a form and organism, then
Forbearance marks her every tone,
final conflagration?" He answers, "No. That
he is an exception to all known intelligences
Her eyes with love seem all aglow ;
She is of Heaven and earth the Queen,
will follow after, how long aftel', who can tell?
and conscious existences. If he has no particYet no austerity is seen.
His evident reference is, not only to his own
ular locality, but is personally everywhere,
people, but specially to the ministers as well
then the Scriptures were evidently designed
Envied by all, yet envying not,
as Sunday-school teachers, active members of
No vaunting look darts from her eye;
to mislead, for there is no "from him" or "to
Her own sweet pleasures all forgot,
the christian associations, laborers for Christ
him," "before him" or ''behind him," "above
All others' good her only joy;
of every sort."
him" or "below him," or "round about him,"
Believing, hoping, all things pure,
In my simplicity, I had thought the second
as they continually represent.
All ill she meekly doth endure.
coming of Christ, as set forth by MalaAgain, if God is not a real individual being,
From her, Faith draws her mighty power
chi, was to be a day of terror to the ungodly;
separate from all others beings, then he can
•ro bless our sinful, fallen race;
such as adulterers, sorcerors, false swearers, and
know nothing, do nothing, and be nothing.
In her Hope finds a mighty tower,
those that oppress the hireling, the widow
On which to lean in deep distress,
The seeming objection to this view of God's
A rock, on which her Anchor stands,
and the fatherless, and turn aside the stranger
omnipresence is answered thus: the sun hasa
Safe from the winds and drifting sands
from his right; but the Itev. Baker says; "No;"
locality in the center of the solar system, and
"that will follow after, how long after, who can
But
for
her smiles, bright Faith might fail,
yet is everywhere present in it by the light
And our radiant Hope grow dim,
tell ?" And so he puts off the evil day, just
and heat caused by it; so God is every where
Our vessels perish in the gale,
as the wresters of truth have done in all ages.
by the emanations of his spirit, power, and inAnd fall a helpless prey to sin;
What says the Record ? One of the influence, but personally is, and must be local.
From her comes Faith and blis~ful Hope,
spired psalmists says, speaking of the .same
JAnms CARROLL.
And joy to bear our spirits up.
event:
Then let us seek for every grace

Give no entertainment to the beginnings, the
first emotions and secret whisperings of the spirit
of impurity. For if you totally suppress it, it dies;
if you permit the furnace to breathe the smoke and
flame of any vent, it will rage t.o the consumption
of the whole. The cockatrice is soonest crushed
in !.he shell, but if it grows it turns to a serpent,
and a dragon, and a devil.

That can our finite minds adorn,
That we may see Him face to face,
Who hath our sins and sorrows borne;
Nor once forget the lee son taught.
That without love our all is naughi.
And now !lbide Faith, Hope, and Love,
These pure and heavenly graces, three;

"A fire goeth before him and burneth up his enemies round about."-Ps. 07.

• But the Rev. Baker thinks, if it comes at
all to devour, it will be a long time after Him.
The Psalmist Asaph :
*All the Italics are mine.
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"A fire shall devour before him, and be very
tempestuous round about him."-Ps. 50.
Isaiah says:
"With the breath of his lips shall he slay the
wicked."
And Paul says :
"The Lord Jesus shall be revealed in flaming
fire, taking vengeance on them that know not God
and that obey not the gospel of our Lord Jesus
Christ."
But this "Rev. divine," can not receive
theae plain declarations; they would be offensive to his fashionable audience, as were the
wa~nings of Noah to the corrupt antedeluvians.
He only sees the Lord coming in a spiritual
sense, "in the afflictions of his children, purifying them in the furnace of affliction;" and
he looks upon "the hireling ministry and the
Sunday-school teachers, and active membe:s
of Christian associations as the sons of Levi;
and the Lord comes in their afflictions to make
them holier and better, that they may convert
the world;'' whereas, the Scriptures declare
that the angel of God should first be sent to
restore the everlasting gospel-that that gospel
was to be preached "in all the world, for a
witness unto all nations, and the{\. shall the
end come." Thus, the messenger'having prepared the way before the Son of God, he wi l I
be revealed "in flaming firt>, taking vengeance
on them that know not God, and that obey
not the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ."
Then "a fire will devour before him, and be
very tempestuous round about him," "and
burn up his enemies;" and all will feel the
force of IV!alachi's declaration : "Who may
abide the day of his coming?" and "Who shall
stand when he appeareth ?" It will then be
kMwn that his second coming is very literal
instead of "spiritual," or in the revivals of
Messrs Moody and Sankey. It will then be
known that Moody, Sankey, Baker, Talmage
and others are not the ''sons of Levi," but perverters of God's truths, wresters of his word,
daubers with untempered mortar.
In the sermon referred to, we find the fol
lowing perversions. The angel whom .Tohn
saw flying with the everlasting gospel is made
to signify "many herald angels,'' in the shape
of troubles and trials and affiictions, "as curiously diversified as are the shapes and hu~s of
the flames of a furnace." Next we are giVen
to understand that "God comes in these various shapes," above described; and that "he
does not come to destroy the wicked," "but
onb; to consume our dross and alloy." Again,
:M:r. Baker represents "the ministers and school
teachers, with active members of Christian associations" as the sons of ]~evi spoken of by
Malachi; and then concludes that "the completion of the work of saVI:ng the world lies
with the Spirit of God acting thron!Jh them,"
[Baker, Moody and others].
Since we have proved that their teachings
are only a perversion of the word of God,
we are quite safe in concludmg that the Holy
Spirit of truth is not a co-worker with them,
for the Spirit of truth can have no fellowship
with error; and we rejoice in the truth that
God has restored the everiasting gospel just as
John declared he would, as the means. of preparing the way for the Son of God, who "shall
be revealed in flaming fire, taking VO,,Qgeance
on them that know not God, and obey not the
gospel of the LrJrd Jesus Christ." Yes, the
Son of God will come iodeed and of a trnth 1

"to be glorified in his saints, and admired in
all them that believe." How long will the
honest in heart be deceived by such wrestings
of the word of God?
There is no truth made more plain in all
the Scriptures than the second coming of
Christ. This has been the hope of God's people in all ages; and because of the plain !less of
this doctrine, many impostors have ansen at
various times declaring themselves to be the
Son of God, and by these :means this promise
has been brought into reproach; and also by
the false calculations of Adventists who have
pretended by mathematical skill to declare t~e
very day on which he should appear. 'Yht_le
Christ declared he would come as "a thtef m
the night." The godlike Enoch said:
"Behold the Lord cometh with ten thousand of
his saints, to execute judgment upon all, and to
convince all that are ungodly among them of all
their ungodly deeds," etc.-Jude.
Jesus foretold, in Matthew 24th and Luke
21st various signs that should precede his
coming. He also spake a parable, illustrating
the matter, saying:
"Behold the fig-tree, and all the trees; when
they now shoot forth, ye see and know of yourownselves that summer is now nigh at hand. So
likewise ye, when ye see these things come to pass,
know ye that the kingdom of God is nigh at hand."
-Luke 21 ; Matt. 24.
Can we close our eyes to the fact that these
things are at our doors? Is not iniquity
abounding more and more, and is not the love
of many waxing cold because of it? Are not
the hearts of men quaking for fear of those
things which are coming on the earth? Do
not men have a form of godliness while they
deny the power 0 ~ it, which is .the ~oly Ghost
with all its blessmgs? Is th 1s a time to deal
and daub with untempered mortar? Is it a
a time for mirth, or is it a time for mourning
and fasting and praying mightily to God that
we may be clean who bear the vessels of the
L')rd, and that truth may triumph over error,
and that Israel may be saved?
C. DERRY.
WE are in receipt of The Jiumane Journal,
a paper devoted to the cause of the dumb
servants of man, who suffer but can not speak
for themselves. It is published in Chicago,
and by the llliuois Humane Society. We wish
both societv and paper ample success. The
number sent is for 1\fay, 1877, and is very interesting. We quote from the supplement:
"The objects of this society are: To STOP the
beating of animals, overloading, overdriving, underfeeding, driving disabled animals, tying calves'
and sheeps' legs, cruelty on railroad stock train~,
overloading horse- osrs, neglect of shelter for ammals, plucking live fowls, dog fights, the use of
tight check-reins, bleeding live calves, clipping
do<vs' ears and tails. TO INTRODUCE better roads
and pavements, better methods of slaughtering,
better methods of horse-shoeing, improved cattle
cars, drinking fountains, better laws in every
State, TO IN.nucm children to be huma.ne, teaching kindness to animlils, clergymen to preach it,
authors to write it., editors to publish it, drivers
and trainers of horses to try kindness, owners of
animals to feed regularly, people to protect birds,
boys not to molest bird' s nests, men to take better
care of stock, keeping the old family horse, people
of other Stales to form societies, men to give money, ladies to work for it, people to appreciate the
intelligence of animals, and men, women and
children to be more humane."
Two things a man should never be angry atwhl;;t he can and what he cannot help,

:BRIGHAM YOUNG'S DEATH.
WE cut the following biographical and historical sketch from the Chicago Times of August 30th. Whether true in all its details we
can not say, especially in regard to the mob
breaking into t,he court room. Some of the
items about the faith are well given; that
about the gods, which was a Brighamite idea,
being the main error.
"Brigham Young, whose death we chronicle this
morning, was perhaps the most remarkable man
of the century. He was born on the 1st of June,
1801 at. Whittingham, Vermont. He was the son
of a ~mall farmer, who served with honor in the
Revolutionary war. In early life Brigham deyeloped those traits of character that later contributed so much to his success as the leader of a peculiar people. Naturally artful and cunning, and of
a domineering disposition, but having acquired a
good common-school education, and bei~g possessed of a plausible address, he was peculiarly fitted
to obtain and exercise control over the ignorant.
"Shortly after attaining his majority; Brigham
Young was licensed to preach by the Baptist church,
and rapidly obtained a vast influence among the
common people. Before he was ordained, ~ow
ever, he removed to Ohio, in 1831, where-he jomed
the Mormon flock at Kirtland, then under the leadership of the first prophet, Joseph Smith. His
energy and shrewdness soon won for him a }!r_ominent place among the ignorant and supershhous
followers of the prophet, and in 1835 he was chosen one of the twelve apostles, soon after became
chief among them, and was sent out as a missionary to make converts to the Mormon faith. What
success he had in his proselyting work does not
appear but when he returned to the headquarters
of the ~ect he had lost none of his popularity, and
was welcomed with joy.
"When the Mormons moved from Ohio to Illinois he accompanied them, and by his impassioned
eloquence, and appeals to their credulity, he kept
them steadfast in their faith. At Nauvoo, he was
a leading spirit among them, and in 1844, wh.en
the prophet Smith was murdered by a mob, Brigham Young stepped into his place by th~ common
consent of the saints, who accepted Brigham as
their seer without question. Sidney Rigdon aepired to be Smith's successor, but he seems to have
been possessed of none of the requisites for a
leader of such a people, and was wholly ignored.
Being contumacious, he was excommunicated,
cursed and solemnly delivered to the devil, 'to be
buffet;d in the flesh for a thousand years.'
'From this time forward the biography of Brig.
ham Young is the history of the Mormon people.
His hand molded the course of the Church; his
mind directed the people in all their affairs, both
temporal and spiritual. No potentate on eatth
was so absolute as he; for in his hands rested,
according to the belief of the Mormons, not only
the temporal, but the eternal welfare of his subjects.
. .
"When the Mormons were driven from Ilhno1s
and Missouri Young persuaded his followers that
the great Salt Lake valley was the promised land,
in which they should find freedom from persecution, and enjoy the privilege of propagating their
faith unmolested. Early in the spring of 1846 he,
with a small party of his adherents, started ov:erland for their promised land. Afte_r endurm.g
great hardships on the plains, they arrived a~ the_Ir
destination, the present site of Salt Lake City, m
July, 1847, where they founded a settlemen~. _The
next year the remainder of the Mor?Ions J?med
the pioneers, and a city was formed m a Wilderness far from the abodes of civilized men-a city
e~thusiasts, governed by a crafty, ambitious,
unscrupulous ruler.
"The country about the new city was sterile snd
almost absolutely unproductive. But a tho_rough
system of irrigation was established, an~ bY: mdustry and thrift the Mormons succeeded m literally
making the desert to blossom as the rose.''
"An 'emigration fund' was established, and
large numbers of oonverts were l,lrought by a well-
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organized system from Europe, chiefly from the ward the troops entered Salt Lake valley, and strong drinks, excepting in the sacrament of the
working classes of Great Britain, and especially ·were stationed at Camp Floyd on the western side Lord's supper, and then it should be home-made
from Wales. A considerable number came also of lake Utah, about forty miles from Salt Lake grape wine ; that it is not good to drink hot
from Sweden and Norway, and a smaller number City, where they remained till May, 1860, when drinks, or chew or smoke tobacco; that strong
drinks are for the washing of the body, and that
from Germany, Switzerland, and France.. In they were withdrawn from the territory."
March, 1849, a convention was held at Salt Lake
"With Brigham Young's recent history the pub- tobacco is an herb for bruises and sick cattle; that
City and a state organized under the name of Des· lie is perfectly familiar. Of his troubles with Ann herbs and fruits are for the food of man; that
ert, a word understood by the Mormons to signify Eliza, his nineteenth polygamous wife, and of the grain is for the food of man and beasts and fo\vls;
•the land of the honey- bee.' A legislature was efforts lately made to connect him with the horri- and that flesh is not to be eaten by man excepting
elected and constitution framed and sent to Wash- ble massacre at Mountain Meadows, the newspa- in time llf winter, cold and famine. This "Word
ington; but congress refused to recognize the new pers from time to time have g;iven full particulars. of Wisdom," however, is not regarded precisely as
state, and in September organized the country oo"By the death of Brigham Young, 'prophet, seer, a commandment, but as a revelation to show forth
cupied by the Mormons into the territory of Utah, and president of the Church of Jesus Christ of the will of God, and "suited to the condition of
of which Brigham Young was appointed governor Latter Day Saints,' the Mormon Church has lost a all saints, young and old, male and female, withby President Fillmore. In the following year the leader whose place there is none to fill completely, out distinction.'' Infant baptism is condemned,
federal judges were forced by threats of violence and the world has lost a character who will be but the children of the saints are considered old
from Brigham Young to quit Utah, and the laws of notorious as long as history endures. He posses- enough at eight years to be baptized. Baptism
the United States were openly defied and subvert- sed those peculiar traits of character that fit men for the dead is practiced, a living person being
ed. This led to the removal of Brigham Young, to be rulers. He was a despot, absolute as the publicly baptized as the representative of one or
and the appointment of Col. Steptoe, of the United Czar of Russia, but more endeared to his people, more deceased persons. Washington, Franklin,
States army, as governor. Col. Steptoe arrived because he was one of the people, revered as a and other famous men, have thus been vicariously
in Utah in August, 1854, with a battalion of sold- prophet-a direct agent of the Almighty, through baptized into the church.'"
iera; but such was the state of affairs in the terri- whom His will was revealed to the people. He
tory that he did not deem it prudent to assume the was cruel, remorseless in tho execution of his
THE GATHERING.
office of governor, and after wintering in Salt Lake plans, visiting heresy with the most terrible penCity he formally resigned his post and removed alties. The tribe of Dan, to which was given the
with his troops to California. In a sermon preach- execution of the,death penalty, when decreed by
"Shall we meet as Jesus promised,
ed in the Tabernacle at Salt Lake City on the Sun- the church or its prophet, was composed of men
In the land which God hath blessed;
day after Col. Steptoe's departure, Brigham Young who knew no compassion, and who executed the
On the fair plains of Missouri,
said •I am and will be governor, and no power can judgments of the despotic hierarchy with appalling
There to find sweet peace and rest?
hinder it, until the Lord Almighty says: Brigham, cruelty.
Or shall all the promised blessings,
you ?e.ed not be governor any !o~ger.' Most of
The practice of polygamy owes it origin among
Vanish like the morning dew?
the crv.Il offi~ers who were com~IBSlO?ed about the the Mormons. to Brigham Young. Himself of a
And prophets disappear,
same time With Col. Steptoe arrived m Utah a few gross, sensual nature, he sought gratification for
And prove untrue?"
months afte.r he h.ad dep~rted. They w~;e harass- his lust which would appear sacred, at least to his
The subject of the gathering seems to be
ed and ternfied hke their predecessors.
followers. When the •revelation' permitting the agitating the minds of some of the Saints to a
"In February, 1856, a mob of armed Mormons, faithful to have a plurality of wives was given, considerable ex.tent, and it is right that it
instigated by sermons from the heads of the Church, there was a partial revolt, but as polygamy was a h ld b
broke into the court-room of the United States dis- privilege, not a requirement, and was recommend- 8 ou ' ut what we Wllnt is a proper undertrict judge, and at the point of the bowie· knife ed as a means of rapidly i}lcreasing their numbers, standing of the matter.
compelled Judge Drummond to adjourn his court the saints finally accepted it, and gradually the
1Ve think that we have now part and lot in
sine die. Soon afterward all the United States of- practice became almost universal among the Mor- the matter; therefore, we will endeavor to
ficers, with the exception of the Indian agent, mons in Utah, although a few of th_e followers of present some of our reasons for the hopes that
were forced to flee from the territory. These the first prophet, Joseph Smith, still r~ject it as we entertain. It would seem that the word of
and similar outrages at length determined Presi- heresy. All efforts of the federal government to
dent Buchanan to supercede Brigham Youug in suppress the practice has thus far failed. With God is too plain on this subject to admit of
the office of governor, and to send to Utah a mili- the death of the prophet who ordained it, polygamy controversy; but we see that such a condition
tary force to protect the federal officers and to com- will doubtless begin to die.
of affairs does exist; therefore it becomes neepel obedience to the laws. The Mormons attempt"This sketch of the life of Brigham Young would essary to enquire, Do we believe that the reved to justify their treatment of the United States be incomplete without some reference to the tenets
officials, by alleging that some of them were of the church over which hp ha.s for so long a time elation given to us in the Book of' Covenants,
profligate and disreputable persons; an ace usa- presided. They are thus laid down by a recent claiming to be the words of God, are really the
tion which they attempted to sustain by scandalous writer:
words of God, or not? If we do, then Jet us
s~atements, which were probably not entirely des"•The priesthood of the Mormon church is di- turn to them for a solution of this problen::;
htute of truth.
vided into the following quorums, viz.: '!.'he First if not, then let us abandon them at once.
"In 1857 the office of governor of Utah was con- Presidency, the Twelve Apostles, the High ConnIn the first place, does the word of God
ferred upon Alfred Cumming, a superintendent of cil, the Seventies, High Priests, Eiders, Priests,
Indian affairs on the upper Missouri, and that of Teachers, and Deacons. The First, Presidency (in teach a literal gathering, or not? 'V e hear
chief justice on Judge Eckels, of Indiana; and a 1875) consists of Brigham Young, George A. Smith, the answer echo back from the vallies of the
force of twenty-five hundred men under experienc- and Daniel H. Wells. They preside over and di- mountains, "No. The pure in heart are Zion.
ed officers was sent to protect them in the dis- rect the affairs of the whole church. The twelve no matter where they are." Is this true?
charge of their functions. The Mormons were apostles constitute a traveling presiding high conn- Are all our hopes, which we 80 fondhr chergreatly excited at the approach of these troops. cil. The whole hierarchy is divided into two
J
Young in his capacity of governor issued a proc- bodies, the Melchisedek priesthood and the Aaronic ished, thus rudely dashed to the ground?
lamation denouncing the army as a mob, and for- priesthood. To the former, which is the highest., Must all the words of prophets and seers be
bidding it to enter the territory, and calline: the belong the offices of apostle, seventy, patriarch, done away? Cal}- we hope for the comolation
people of Utah to arms to repel its advance.- The high priest, aud elder. The Aaronic priesthood in- of Israel in the last days, if all the revelations
army reached Utah in September, and on Oct. 5 eludes the offices of bishop, priest, teacher, and de a- have proven to be false? No, we cau not, but
and 6 a party of mounted Mormons destroyed sev- con, and can be held only by ••literal descendants of
era! of the supply trains, and a few days later cut Aaron," who are designated as such by revelation. all has become as an empty dream, as the visoff eight hundred oxen from the rear of the army The Mormon church teaches that there are many ion of the night that vanisheth away.
and drove them to Salt Lake City. The army, of gods, and that eminent saints become gods in
If there is to be no real gathering of the
which Col. A. S. Johnson had by this time aseum- heaven, and rise one above another in power and Saints, we had better destroy the Inspired
ed command, was overtaken by the snows of win- glory to infinity. Joseph Smith is now the God of Translation of the Bible nr at least the sevenfer before it could reach Salt Lake valley, and this generation. His superior god is .Jesus, whose
about the middle of November went into winter superior god and father is Adam. Above Adam is tcenth chapter of Luke. The Savior had been
quarters on Black's fork, near Fort Bridger. On .Jehovah, and above .Jehovah is Elohim. All of teaching as follows:
Nov. 27 Gov. Cumming issued a proclamation de- these gods have many wives, and they all rule over
"I tell you, in that night tbere shall be two in
claring the territory to be in a state of rebellion. their own descendants, who" arc constantly in- one bed, the one shall be taken and tho other left:
In the spring of 1858. by the inlorvention of Mr. creasing iu number and dominion. The glo-ry of two shall be .in the iield, the one ehall be tahn
Thomas L. Kane, of Pennsylvania, who had gone a saint when he becomes a god depends in some and the other left."-I.nke 17: 34, 35.
to Utah by way of California, bearing lett.ers from degree odn tthhe nfumber of his ~iv_fsd_and dchilddNow, bear in mind. that. this is to transpire
President Buchanan, a good understanding was re.n, an
ere ore po 1yg~my IS 111 wa e an
. , b·,i' , •h , "
f" ~r1 •~ •
brought about between Gov. Caroming and the Wives are "sealed" to stunts here on earth to I at or JUSc ,,.ure >~. e bon 0 11 ,ln IS r,,v,.aH.u,
Mormon leaders; and toward the end of May two augment their power in the heavens. The go<ls I for, ~peaking of the destruction of Sodnm, he
commissioners, Gov. Powel, of Kentucky, and are in the form of men, and they are the fathers of says;
Maj_ McCulloch, of Texas, ~t:rrived at the camp the souls of men iu this world. The ten com"Even thus shall it be in the dny when ihc Son
with a proclamation from the -President, offering mandments are considered the rule of life, togeth- of l\1a.n is'l-evealed."-v. 30.
pardon to all Mormons who would submit them- er with a revelation given to .Joseph Smith, Feb,
In verses thirty-six, thirty-seven and thirty
selves to federal authority. This offer was accept- 27, 1833, whieh is called "A Word of Wisdom_"
ed by the heads of the church, and shortly after- H teaches that it is not good to drink wine or eight, we read:
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"And they answered and said unto him, Where,
_Lord, shall they be taken. And he said unto them,
Wheresoever the body is gathered; or, in other
words, whithersoever the saints are gathered,
thither will the eagles be gathered together; or,
thither will the remainder be gathered together.
This he spake, signifying the gathering of his
saints; and of angels descending and gathering
the remainder unto them; the one from the bed,
the other from the grinding, and the other from
the field, whithersoever he listeth."
This proves, conclusively, that there will be
a literal gathering of the Saints; or in other
words Zion, or the pure in heart shall be
gathered, "for this is Zion, eveuthe pure in
heart.'' Hear what the Lord says:
"Verily I say unto you, Notwithstanding their
sins, my bowels are filled with compassion towards
them: I will not utterly cast them off: and in the
day of wrath I will remember mercy. This shall
come to pass in the days wh-en the wrath and indignation of the Lord shall be poured out. upon
the wieked, iu behalf of his people."-Doc. & Cov.
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the Lord, as found in Book of Covenants
102: 8:
"Now, behold, I say unto you, my friends, in
this way you may find favor in the eyes of the
people, until the armies of Israel become. very
great. And I will soften the hearts of the people,
as I did. th·e .heart of Pharaoh, unt.il my servants
Baurak Ale and Baneemy, whom I have appointed,
shall have time to gather up the strength of my
house, and to have sent wise men to fulfill that
which I hav_e commanded concerning the purchasing of all the lands in Jackson county, that can be
purchased, and in the adjoining counties round
about; for it is my will that these lands should be
purchased, and after they are purchased that my
saints should possess them according to the law of
consecration which I have given," etc.
Now.we see that the place appointed by the
Lord for the gathering of his saints is in
Jackson county, Missouri, and the counties
round about, until these places are full, for
the Lord has said, "There shall be none other
place appointed until there is no more room,
etc. If this be true, who has authorized men
to buy lands in other parts and build up what
they call Zion ? Surely the Lord has not appointed them to act, unless the places referred
to are full. If God has appointed a place
for the gathering, and has said that his child'ren shall be gathered, who has authorized the
statement that there will be no literal gathering ? The Lord has said :
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in spite of all that man may say or do. Do
not trust to the wisdom of men when you
have free access to the word of God. Live
righteously, soberly, and justly before him, that
his Spirit may have free course.
I leave these thoughts with you, brethren
and sisters, hoping that you will take the word
of the Lord for the man of your counsel, and
his spirit for your guide, and you will be blessed with an understanding of the matter for
yourselves. Praying for the redemption and
glory of Zion, I remain as ever, your brother
in the love of the truth,
M. B. WILLIAnrs.

TWO DREAMS.

On February 23d, 1877, I dreamed that I
was going out to do a job of work, it seemed
that I thought that it was upon a building, (I
am a carpenter by trade), and I had a square
98:4.
in my hand, but after I started I had a differAnd he farther says :
ent job given to me. I saw a large grain field,
"Thus will I, (the Lord), do when the cup of
and the oats were very large and heavy, so
their iniquity is full. And in that day, all who
that the stalks bent down. I spoke and said
are found upon the watch-tower, or in other wordP,
that I would bind, but was told that I would
all mine Israer shall be saved, and they that have
have to cradle, and a cradle was given me
been scattered shall be_ gathered, and all they
which had fingers five feet long, and I cut such
who have mourned shall be comforted, and all they
who have given their lives for :iny name shall be
swathes tharlt-I look around and wondered how
crowned."
I was strong enough to do it. I have since
had several dreams similar to this. Has this
If :otll this is to be done at the time of the
let not your hearts faint, for I say
g atherin_·g, and if there is to be no liteJ·al not"Therefore
unto you as I said unto your fathers, mine an- any significance? If so, what?
A. c. EVERETT.
gathering, then the days of our comforting and gels sh&ll go before you but not my presence, but
[We should say that it has an excellent sigI say unto you, that mine angels shall go before
crowning are a long way off.
Now, none will deny that the Saints have you and also my presence, and in time ye shall nificance, and we hope the brother may real.
been scattered literally; and if so, .the gath- possess the goodly land."
ize it all.]-Ens.
ering will be just as literal;· but if the first
The promise of the Lord then is, that in
was spiritual, the latter must be the same. time the saints shall possess the goodly land.
On the night of August 1st, 1877, I dreamed
The Lord says concerning the gathering:
We read farther:
that I was in a place seeming to be to the
"And again I say unto you, I will show unto you south and west of Iowa. It seemed like a
"Therefore, let your hearts ba. comforted concerning Zion, for all flesh is in mine hand." "Be wisdom in me concerning all the churches, inas- large plantation and some one told me it was
still and know that I am God." '•Zion shall not much as they are willing to be guided in a right Zion, and that the saints were all gathering
be moved out of her place, notwithstanding her and proper way for their salvation; that the work
children are scattered; they that remain [live J of the gathering together of my Saints may con- there, to this plantation. They were as nu-and are pure in heart, shall return and come to tinue, that I may build them up unto my name merous as bees around a hive. There was a
their inheritances; they and their children, with upon holy places, therefore a commandment I give very heavy crop of corn on the ground, green
aongs of everlasting joy, to build up the waste unto all the churches that they may continue to and growing, and the large body of Saiats
gather together unto the places which I have applaces of Zion."
seemed to be all at work at this crop. While
pointed."
Now it can be seen at a glance that if they
"Again, In order that all things may be prepar- we were at work a large, heeavy cloud arose
are to return to their inheritances, they first ed before you, observe these things; which saith, from the north·cast, and rolled close to me.
must have possessed the land, and for some or teacheth, to purchase all the lands by money There seemed to be a messenger in the cloud,
cause have left it., and now they are to return which can be purchased for money, in the region for a voice coming from the cloud said, "This
about the land which I have appointed to
to it. Now, since the Saints were driven round
be the land of Zion, for the beginning of the gath- is the last harvest of the Saints. Thrust in
from a place to be called Zion, they have never ering of my saints;- all the lands which can be and work well, this is the word of the Lord ;' 1
yet gathered back to that land to inherit it; purchased in Jackson county and the counties and behind this cloud was a glorious light, and
. but the day will come, yea, the pure in heart round about., and leave the residue in mine hand." it shone upon the plaptation, as we were at
are looking forward to the glorious day, when
This does not look as if there was to be no work, brighter than t.he sun. And I awoke.
they shall build up the waste places of Zion, gathering. What does all this mean; this Remember us (who are alone) in your prayers.
"And all these things, that the prophets might spiritualizing things, and turning the word of
Your brother in Christ, JOHN F. DRowN.
be fulfilled."
the Lord upside down? It .is all well enough HoPKINTON, Delaware Co., lowa.
-------.-~~~----It would seem from the reading of the fourth to put down the errors of Utah and other
Another international ship canal scheme is p ·oparagraph, that the I,ord has a place for these places; but when it comes to sacrificing the
glorious events to take place upon, for he truth for the overthrow of error, I am among posed. It is to connect the English Channel w~th
the river Rhone at Lyons, so that vessels between
says:
those who would say, Let the error of Utah India and England, instead of passing around the
"There is none other place appointed, than that remain rather than to destroy the faith and Spanish peninsula by Gibraltar, may go through
which I have appointed for the work of the gath- hope of the Saints, which they cherish as hav- this canal into the 1\Iiditerranean, and thence to
ering of my saints until the day cometh when there
India via the Suez canal. The proposition is that
is found no more room for them, and then I have ing been revealed from God. Is this the glo- the English and French Government share the exother places which I will appoint unto them, and ry of the last days so fondly looked forward pense between them.
they shall be called stakes, for the curtains or the to by the saints of all ages? If so, let all the
Dr. Schaff writes from Jerusalem that the Jews
· glory disappear, and let the word of God be in that city number 8,000, or one third of the popustrength of Zion."
lation. They are all orthodox, and are growing
The question arises, Where is the place? true.
vY e discover but one place that has been ap· God has promised that his saints shall be in influence every year. Much has been done for
pointed of God for the gathering of his Saints, gathered, and he has also stated the places of them by ll:1ron Rothschild and Sir Moses Monteuntil that place is full; and then he will ap- the gathering. Shall we say that these things fiore.
Nearly 100.000 Germans are settled in some forpoint them other places; not has appointed, are not to be fulfilled? God forbid. There- ty counties in Texas, particularly Comal and Guabut will appoint. Well, where is the place? fore, lift up your heads, ye scattered Saints, dalupe, and they are highly successful as agricul'Turn with me, if you please, to the word of and rejoice, for your redemption draweth nigh; turistt'~
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it out ca.n tell exactly what the rate of progress. whom stood with the martyrs; many others. of
ion has been. If the elders of the Church-the whom, however, have been won from the world
first elders-without the aid and benefit of the and differing faiths by the preaching of the word,
openly denying polygamy as a tenet of the
full Instruction~ about how, and to whom to send all moneyt teaching of the tenet referred to, did succeed in
orders, and bnstness letters as recently ad vised.
baptizing the number of 150,000, (we take the Church, and all uaaided by the natural Increase
~
smaller number), in fourteen years; what has of that system.
~ been the ratio of increase where the elders under That these facts must, in the eyes of many
··~===--=-==------------ the lead of President Young, with the aid of the :vr~te n:ene, mene, upon the walls of the Kingdom:
JOSEPH SMITH, HENRY .A.. STEBBINS
teaching and practice of that tenet, have succeed. If rt st1ll be called the Kingdom, in which the
EDITORS.
'
ed in losing twenty:flve tlwusand of tile Jilumber of seeds of decrease and death have been sown by
the communicants that the church had at the some hand, good or evil, should not be wondered
Plano, lllinois, September lli, 18?7.
time the twelve and President Young took charge, at. Nor, that now the sceptre has fallen from the
after diligent ministerial and missionary efl:'ort hand that ruled in that interest so long, there is
DEAD.
for twenty-four years; that is, from August, 1852, an emergency in which there may occur division
PRESIDENT Brigham Young is dead. He who to December, 1876; or of thirty-two years, from and distress, need there be any wonder.
has so long directed the energies of the Church June, 1844, to December, 1876, granting that from
That there are safety and rejoicing for the hon.
in the Salt Lake valley, has passed into the great June, 1844, to August, 1852, polygamy was not a est-hearte.d must be true, or the hope held out to
beyo~d to which all of mortality is tending. We
tenet of the church publicly taught; as the rec. modern Israel is fallacious, and the fates must be
publish elsewhere an obituary notice taken from ord shows that it was not.
propi:ious to ~11 them that have so hoped, for
the daily journal of current events, and shall
Here are the different sums gohig to make up despa1r and rum must ensue. Whence this safe.
n:ost. probably add to this what may be said of ~he problem, for whoever may atteltJ-pt to solve ty is to come is one of the questions to now be
h1m m the JJeseret News, their official paper, or It. We are not anxious to detract from the just solved. That it is to be found in the continuation
so much as we shall have room for. We are anx. f~me of President Young; but the army of mis. of that which l;tas loaded the name of Joseph and
ious, of course, to be made acquainted with the swnary laborers, who have been so industriously Hyrum Smith, and all professing a beliefin the
policy which will be pursued by the Church engaged in "building up the }\:ingdom," both by doctrines enunciated by them, with infamy and
there, in the appointment of the successor of the legitamate preaching of the word, and by the obloquy, is not, cannot be accepted; hence it must
President Young.
"exercise of their privileges," have been parties to be looked for in that which gave the Church its
That one will be found who will rule with the the efforts made and the means used by which energy and its advancement, its life, animation
positive sway that he has done, we do not antici. this result, progressive or otherwise, has been at. and its glory, the principles of gospel truth, a~
pate; but it must be seen that the Church in Utah tained; the glory of the achievement, is of right stated in the Book of Mormon, "and this is my
was never met by so grave an emergency as the partly theirs, if glory is to follow; and they must gospel: whoso repenteth and is baptized shall be
one now before them.
share a part of the censure and the loss; if there saved." Other and accessory salvations and ex.
It has be~n said that the Church never proshas been a loss and censure is tQ be visited upon altations, of more modern origin and sacredness
~ered so raprdly as after Brigham Young's attain.
must be abandoned, the past condoned and the
any.
~ng to the presidency. We should be quite will.
. Again; no~. that President Young is dead, it future made glorious by obedience and a unity
l~g t~ grant all that truth will bear us out in
born with and accompanying only that gospel.
yieldmg to the genius of President Young· but IS au admo~rtwn that men of similar age, who
We do not rejoice that President Young is dead.
have
been
h1s
coadjutors
must
soon
follow
him·
b~fore we can admit the statement as tru~, we
younger men, the children of those laboring fa: We seem to foresee some of the things the Saints·
WIS~ one or two facts to be considered.. Joseph
thers in the church must take up the burden laid of God, those who are anticipating a glorious rest>
~mrt_h, ~e martyr, in an article written for pub.
by them in departing; and if they are men from all the terrors of strife and oppression must.
down
hcatwn, m 1844, just before his death, estimates
-men
worthy of waging a successful battle as do in order to be in a condition to enjoy what.
the number of communicants belonging to the
they are longing for, when it comes. There
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints in survivors and successors of the heroe~ dead and must be a rehabilitating in garments of right.
gone-it
behoves
them
in
taking
up
the
burden
Europe ~nd America, at from 150,000 to 200,.
eousness that drop incense of peace. This can
000. Thrs aggregation of numbers had been left them to know why they carry it, what it is, not be done while evil is not practically put away.
and
how
they
shall
best
acquit
themselves
in
accomplished in the short space of fourteen
There must be many in the church in Utah
years, from the organization of the Church A 'I ?earing it. As one of those to whom fell the her. who see, if they do not wilfully close their eyes,
1830 t J
.
, pl'l , 1tage of Mormonism, an heritage left us by one
, o. .une, 1844. Durmg this period of pro.
that the principles taught by the elders of the
pagandrzmg, the dogma of spiritual wifery or of the "first elders of this church," we propose Reorganized Chur,ch are tl1e same as those taught
n~t
to
bear
the
burden
thus
left
us,
fitted
and
re.
polygamy, was not taught, and no increas~ in
by the :first elderS", and which gave them power
l'lUmbers was counted as from this source In ;rse~ by other hands since its bequest, without with God. 'l'he fa;ct is being constantly pressed
mqmry
as
to
why
the
burden
has
been
so
revised.
1876 the Church under the leadership of Presiupon their no:ice that the Heorganization is
account for this disparity in numbers, this
dent y ~mng, according to infG>rmation furnished
steadily gaining t.. 'te vantage ground once so sig.
evrdent
lo.ss,
and
to
make
inquiry
why
it
has
by one who had good opportunity to know
nally held ey the "o. 'd church," as it is sometimes
numbered, in Utah, 110,000, and abroad, not gath: occurred, IS the first apparent duty of those upon called; and they :m~ st. nee~s per~eive the reasons
1
whom
the
burden
of
carrying
on
the
work
of
the
ered, 15,000, making a total of 125,000, twenty-five
for it. What tl\:a rernl;t~ \. "111 be lS not yet told.
at
the
same
rate
of
last
days
will
devolve;
for
thousand less than the number of the Chu h
There are likefy tio' Bt>J n., 1'e.e elen:-ents at work
·
·
rc progression, it will hardly do to say that the
com mumcants
Ill 1844. This result accrues to
Utah in the settlem.'Bllilofi.>.. '0 policy to be purin
the Church in Utah, under the rule of President "sto?e cut out of the mountains" is gaining in its sued there and the ch<Yiicl'l ef.'!'>'l!l'~ to succeed Presi.
put
upon
the
walls
at
Union
rollmg.
The
boast
You~g,. after. the stupendous efforts of the hosts
dent Brigham young. When' l\w . was chosen to
of misswuar:es constantly sent abroad by that Fort, and we suppose at other places in Utah
be the president of the cl'<tJtl~ll' t\0 • u?ceed th:
"Brigham ~ules, .the Kingdom grows,
,
Church, dunng a period of thirty-two years or
The stone 1s rolhng, mind your toes.n
martyr Joseph, he had been f(yt· S<§lfi.\9~~. ·ne presif:om June, 1844, to December, 1876, a period of becomes a taunt, because not true.
dent of the Twelve, and they had ~JtSl.)l,' 'd the
tl:ne more than twice as long as the one interve.
That this decrease in the aggregate number of control of the affairs of the church C;>ii ''''~'~" ' of
' .r
mng between the rise of the Church and the the Church left at the death of the martyrs, is not
death of the martyrs. And to help make the chargeable to the tenets taught by the Elders of th:ir calling. .A. little more than three :r~t~i~\lli!>.
contrast, that portion of the time occurring be. the Reorganization, is shown in the fact of the th1s rule passed, when "at a feast and a gr·:<.nW.
co:mcil" held at the house of Orson Hyde ii:a
tween August, 1852, and December, 1876, twenty. con:para:ively rapid. increase of the latter body;
four years, the increase in numbers had the ben. W~IC~, ~hen the wnter became a communicant Wmter Quarters, on the Missouri river, this samfJ.l
Twelve decided that Brigham Young should beo
efit o~ the preaching and practice of the plttral With It m 1860, had barely numbers enough to
marnage, that must, of course, greatly augment fill _a small hall, (possibly three hundred), and the president of the church; this action was con.. ,
the rat~g of increase, or the principle is shorn of which now numbers nearly, if not quite twelve firmed on the 24th of December, 1847, in the "Log,
Tabernacle" by one thousand person; and was,
one of Its strongest arguments.
~hou~and, the result of sixteen years' min- reconfirmed at Salt Lak~ r,;itJ.y; b,y tbe Oct@ber,
Now, any one who is curious enough to figure Istenal labor by Elders of the Church, some of Conference.
',

15 September 77.

J¥i¥" Look Here.-A mark opposite this notice will in·
form •ubscnbors that their time is out with the number thus
m:-rked, as many fail to notice the time on their label. Re·
m1tt!'nces ar~ desired. Attention is called to the notice giving
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It is estimated that about 16,000 were led from
N a\lvoo and its vicinity by Elder Young; of these
a few hundred had removed to the Valley, some
were an 1·oute, but the main body were still at
Winter Quarters. How general the notice given
to the church of so important a change in the
policy of the leading men, we do not know; but
from. the consideration that the subject was
broached before the Twelve, November 30th, a
conference assembled December 3rd, at which a
resolution to build a tabernacle was passed and
adjournment followed for three weeks, the Twelve
decided on the 5th of December, and an action
was had December 24th, we conclude that the no.
tice must have been short, and only partial at the
very best, if there was any given at all. At all
events only a moiety of even those leaving N au.
voo with Elder Young voted in his choosing.
It ought not to be surprising then that the
precedent once established, and that by President
Young, in the event of choosing his successor it
should. be cited, and an observance of the rule in.
sisted upon. As an offset to this, a disclaimer
against the precedent is offered. in the fact that
President Young was for some time before his
death anxious that one of his sons should succeed
him, and he so endeavored to impress the people.
Now. this same people may be of the opinion
that.neither precedent, nor the wish of President
Young that his son should as of right inherit the
place now vacant, but that one of their own number, an expedient man, a man from themselves
should be chosen. There may be another element which we will not refer to now, but these
three will make a curious array. w·ell, may "God
speed the right."
MORE FROM THE BORDERS.
WE remained the week after the 29th, looking
over the country, and waiting ad vices with respect
to land, with Bro. Meder. Bro. McCallum left
us on Wednesday, al!.d on Sunday, August 4th,
we spoke at Pleasanton to an earnest assembly
of Saints, Bro. E. Robinson presiding. We here
partook of the sacrament with the Saints, and
taking dinner with the family of Bro. James Anderson, formerly of St. Louis, we returned in the
afternoGn to Lamoni. Brother S. H. Gurley will
please receive our thanks for the ride on this occasion, which was enlivened by the company of
Bro. Banta. On the next week, after a day or
two spent in negotiation, Bro. Meeler succeeded
in buying a tract of land, and the business of our
stay was over. We remained, however, over the
Sunday following, speaking in the morning at the
Saints' Chapel, and in the evening at Davis City,
in Rasmussen's Hall.
"\Vhen we last wrote we had no land in Iowa,
but during the last week of our stay we became
the possessor of a piece of raw prairie land, sixty
acres in area, and we can now speak as to the
"manor born." \Ve like the country just as well
as before we became a land owner, and should
not have now written anything about it, only we
had stated we owned none, rumor would he,ve
confounded us, by and by, not making allowance
for the date of our writing.
All this, however, is but in explanation. We
feel desirous that every Saint shall properly decide for himself in choosing a site for a home,
in Zion or in the borders. One thing, however,
we would like understood. The settlement of, or
in the borders, is said to be commanded to be
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done as the "Elders of the Church shall direct."
We have been asked for opinions and advice,
touching the propriety of settling in. this, that and
the other locality; we have in some instances
given the advice asked for; but others are also
advising, and a good deal of effort is being put
forth to secure the settlement of Saints in various
localities, wherever those parties have a real, or
supposed interest. We have no objection to these
Saints doing what they can, but all must take the
responsibility they invite, and those paying heed
to them must decide whether they are "wise men,"
appointed to the duty they are essaying to do, or
whether they are "the Elders of the Church."
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
IF there was ever a mortal beset, we are one.
'rhere are lying before us a great number of que.
ries, all put to us for the purpose of evoking an
answer positive, or an opinion, for the use, or in.
struction of the querists, and all others who may
be in such condition that the question and answer
may apply to them, or be available to them. We
shall. try and answer some of these queries, according to our skill and ability; but make no
promise to satisfy the querists.
Ques.-If a wife leaves her husband, obtains a
divorce, and marries another man, does the hus.
lmnd whom she leaves commit adultery if he
marries again?
Ans.-No. If, however, the wife llad just reaspn for leaving her husband, he will have to an.
swer for his guilt before the·law of God, at the
final judgment. Her divorce and his re-marriage
will not justify his wrong, nor absolve his guilt.
Artide 12, section 171, Rules of Order, page
106, refers to that· particular business, which by
vote of previous meeting, or other agreement, it
was cileeided to clo at that special meeting.
The presiding Elder of a branch may baptize one
or more persons residing at a distance from any
branch, and may give to them certificates of bap.
tism, which certificates will entitle them to re.
ception in any branch with which they may wish
to unite. If he does this he should report to the
conference what he had done, that their names
might be enrolled on the district record. It is
safer, however, we think, that all baptisms be
recorded at once on the branch records, and the
parties enrolled as members, then if they choose
to unite elsewhere they may receive letters of
removal, and no difficulty need occur as to their
membership.
. Q.-Can member be disfcllowshipped by the
branch, at their own request, and still remain a
member of the Church?
A.-:-We have known an instance or two, we
think, where such a thing has been done. But
we are of the opinion that any one cut ofl· by a
branch is excommunicated from the Church.
Q.-Is it lawful for the sisters to have prayer
meetings?
A.-We think so. At least we know of no law
by which it is forbidtkn. We lmow no reason
why such meetings may not be held, especially
when they wili not supercede or interfere with
regular l!>ranch services.
Q.-If an Elder is known to be an unreliable
and untruthful man, and proof can be had that
such is the case, what course should be pursued
with such a one?
A.-Proper charges should be made, specifying
time, place, and character of offence, the Elder
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properly tried, reprimanded, reproved, or silen.
ced.
Q.-What should be done with an Elder that,
employs a young brotller to clerk, and after a
month or so retires from business, and thfln refuses and will not pay his employee for the ser.
vices rendered?
A.-He should be made to pay what would bs.
justly due the one he employed.
Q.-Has the Priest of a branch, with or without.
advisers, the right to remove the branch prayer
meeting from the branch meeting-room, without.
the action and consent of the branch?
A.-We think not; neither has the presiding
Elder such right, except for causes making it;
necessary before branch action could be had?
Q.-Are we as a branch of Latter Day Saints,
in duty bound to sustain as an Elder one who.
(although living only five or six miles from the:
church in which the branch holds meetings regu.
larly every Sunday) absents himself from Church
constantly, and who will go past church during
services with his family, to visit a pleasure
ground?
A.-No.
Q.-Where are the borders of Zion?
A.-We are not aware that the outside limits of
the borders have as yet been clearly defined. It
is a matter of belief only. Our own is that any
one within two or three hundred miles of a given
center are within the regions round about.
Q.-Has a traveling Elder the right to give l,et..
ters of removal to members that he may find in
good standing, and who are not identified with
any branch or distriet?
A.-No. He should give them Clirtificates of
membership only. Letters of removal are for
those who may be leaving a regularly organized
branch, and are granted by officers of the branch?
Q.-Is a person who has been expelled from the
Church of Christ required to make reconciliation
to the branch by which he was expelled before
he can be admitted into the Church again; if so
where is the law or precedent requiring it?
A.-A resolution to that effect was adopted by
a General Conference held in Plano, April, 1866.
See HERAI,D, vol. 9, No. 8, p. 124.
Q.-Can a member withdraw from a branch
and live in the limits of the same. and retain his
standing in the Church?
A.-Such a course is certainly not in keeping
with the spirit of the gospel, to our mind; we
therefore answer, no.
Q.-If a charge be preferred against a president of a branch, can he continue to act in his
office as an Elder until the difficulty is settled?
A.-He should not officiate till he is released
from the charge.
Q.-When the president of the district is in.
formed of trouble in a branch, and the branch
president is under charges, and said district president neglects to do anything in the case, what
course can be pursued to have the difficuHy settled?
A.-The best and safest is for the parties to the
case to act like Christians, forgive each other the
wrongs done, and settle the difficulty without
official intervention. The case may be referred
to the district conference at its next session.
Q.-Our branch has and own a meeting house,
in which tkey hold all their meetings; within two
miles are four school.bouses, where meetings
could be held. Do the branch authorities have
the control of the Elders and Priests at those
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school.houses, or is the authority vested in the
district president?
.A.-In the district authorities, president and
conference.
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the mercies of God. She is alone in the faith,
except one young daughter with her, and desires
much to hear preaching, if an Elder will come
that way. She is waiting and rejoicing in hope
of the consolation of Israel.
WoE! woe, to the croaker. Of all the despicable,
Bro. D. S. Crawley thanks the brethren and sishateful creatures mankind are cursed with, the .ters for copies of the hymn he wanted.
croaker, wh0 can see nothing pleasant, good, nor
Bro. Samuel Crum writes from Caldwell counhopeful in anything that transpires, is the mean- ty, 1!1issouri, that some influential citizens are
est and roost to be despised. His jaundiced mind
investigating the work, and the Saints are looksees disaster in every cloud, epidemic in every
ing for the movement of a gathering, and have
hot day, and storm in every flash of lightning.
their hearts in the work, and the signs follow the
Such a roan a Saint? It is impossible. He
believers. In one year their branch has increased
ought to be shaken by the hard hands of activity, from seventeen to thirty members.
trotted upon the unyielding knees of circumstanSister N. ~I. Patten, of Charles City, Iowa,
ces, and rubbed red with industry's dusting brush,
writes that those who heard the preaching of Br.
till his liver was healthy, and his laugh honestJ. R. Lambert liked it well, and they would like
then the sky would be rosy and promising.
some steady preaching. Brother and Sister PatBy letter we learn that Brother William Grice,
ten feel that a branch can be raised up there.
one of the early Kewanee Saints, is returned from
Bro. J. Lamoreaux, of Solon, Cuyahoga county,
Iowa to Kewanee, with his family. We hope
Ohio, would like the visit of a minister of the
they are not of those "wha ha' :nae report to roak."
gospel for a season this fall and winter, so that
'fhey are welcome to the garden state again.
the gospel may be preached, so as to keep alive
Bro. J. W. Short writes that they had a two
the result of Bro. McDowell's labors.
days' meeting at Joplin, 11Io., July 21st and 22d.
Bro. C. M. Fulks writes of the faithful labors
He says, "It was by far the best meeting ever held
of
Bro. A. J. Cato, in the Spring River, Kansas,
here. The Saints are facing Zionwani throughDistrict.
out Southwest Missouri."
Sister Ruth A. Turner, of l'!IontroEe, Iowa, writes
The Woodland (Cal.) Democrat contains quite
a notice of the preaching of Bro. A. Haws in the that, so far as numbers and interest are concernMethodist Church, in that city, on August 15th. ed, that branch has been reduced for some time,
'l'he editor says that "this sect is opposed to poly. and they need some preaching. They hold pray.
gamy, and denounces entirely Brigham Young's er meetings, and also have a Bible class each
work. There is a sketch of the sermon, and the Sabbath, and lately have organized a sewing
statement is made that Bro. Haws is "a forcible society to raise means to finish the church building there, and to do other good with. They ask
speaker, and shows great earnestness."
Bro. J. W. Bryan writes from Shreveport, Lou- to be remembered in the petitions of the Saints.
isiana, that he will labor there awhile longer and Sr. Turner has also .been appointed as clerk of
the branch.
then return to Texas.
We thank the following brethren for papers
Bro. T. W. Bell, of Wilmington, Ills., writes
that they enjoy good meetings at Braidwood, received: C. A. Davis, of Australia, for copies of
having the Spirit in a good degree. The grain Sydney News and Newcastle Herald; L. C. Don.
yield is good in that region, but the miners' aldson, for Riverton Advocate ; A. Haws, for
strike at Braid wood continues, and its effects are Woodland and Oakland, California, papers;
some one for a St. Louis Commercial List; H.
seve.re.
We call attention of the General Conference, R.l!Iills, a St. Louis Globe-Democrat, from which
and of the Texas .Elders, to the letter of Messrs. we clip an article on Church Changes; J. J. Cor.
Bullard, Walker, and Whittaker, who call for a nish, London, Ontario, Free Press; George Hay.
representative Elder to come to Texas, and preach ward, Kansas City Times; some one for London,
to and baptize those who do or may believe, and ~ngland, Echo; some one for San Francisco Bul.
letin; Thomas Taylor, Plymouth (Eng.) Mercury;
to organize a branch.
Bro. C. B. Fox wrote from Lake City, Colorado, Wm. 0. Thomas, a St. Louis Republican, and a
August 26th, that he expected to start soon for Globe-Democrat; Wm. H. Curwen, for Chicago
Tribune, which contains quite a notice of and
Missouri.
Sister Margaret Orr, of Salmon Falls, ElDora- extract from Bro. Cornish's account of the mira.
do county, Cal., writes that though baptized into cles in London, Ontario, as published in HERALD,
the Church, yet they have n~D privilege of hearing August 15th. It was among the religious notes
the gospel preached, and some of them have never of the Tribune, and will be a good testimony for
attended any meetings. They are, therefore, hun- the truth of God in the latter days.
We are asked for a list of exchanges received
gering for the word of God, and would like the
at the office. They are as follows: Chicago TriElders to come to them.
We wish again to state that owing to the press bune, ·western Rural, Young Folks' l'ilonthly, the
of district conference minutes we are forced to Appeal, Legal Adviser, Plano News, Plano l'!Iirpublish them in the order of their next appoint- ror, Sandwich Gazette, Pecatonica News, Lockments, so as to get each one in before the next port Phenix, Pittsburg Methodist Recorder, New
session is held. If we published in the order of York Pen and Plow, the Citizen, Musical Million
their receipt many would not he in print till an- of Singers Glen, Va., Harlan Herald, Stewartsville
other session was held or past. So be patient, Independent, Salt Lake Herald, Deseret News,
and by cutting down a good deal, we will try to Ogden Junction, Ogden Freeman, San Bernardiget all in in time to notify the Saints of each dis- no Times, and the Pacific Rural Press, of San
trict of the time and place of their next confer. Francisco. Any others thought to be of interest
to send to us will be acknowledged, or the sendence.
Sister Nancy V. Richardson writes from York- ers' names will be given, if written on the papers,
tJwn, De 'Witt county, Texas; in thankfulness for as is now allowed by law,

[September 15.

"WE are advised that Joseph Smith, the son of
the Nauvoo prophet, will soon come to Utah to
organize in every settlement, the church of lfis
father; and als0 institute a secret order that will
off-set and counteract all the work of the Polyga.
mous Enduement House. Whenever Joseph does
do so, we will hail him as the legitimate President of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints, and aid him by every means in our power
to bring to ruin the tyrannical ring of impostors
who have ruled the Territory with a rod of iron."
This is quite refreshing. It is cut from the
Ogden Jf'reeman of July 13th, and illustrates the
saying, "a man must go from home to learn the
news." The Saints will do well to remember in
connection with it, that we belong to no SECRET
ORDER, have never instituted one, nor have we
any present intention of engaging in any such
enterprise.
We hope to live to see the principles of truth,
honor and peace, taught everywhere triumphant;
and the evil, if evil there was, overcome and
cast out.

""

BRo. L. D. 1!IonaAN, of South Bethlehem, Penn.,
sends a copy of the Philadelphia Times, contain.
ing a notice of the presence in that city of two
Brighamite Elders, A. M. ]';'fusser and Hy. Grow.
They first came there last November, and have
made about thirty converts in the State, but have
had no success in the city, the Times says. They
visited that office in consequence of an editorial
published in that paper concerning Utah affairs,
and had a conversation with the editors. Of
this Bro. Morgan says:
"There is quite a stir among the Brighamites
about that article of Musser and Grow in the
Times. I think that if you would publish the
most pointed parts in the HERALD it would tend
to inform the Church how that people convict
themselves when left alone to have their say."'
The editor gives an account.of the Brighamite
way of sending out Elders, and a personal description of Elders Musser and Grow, and of their la.
bors. After that, nearly a column of talk from
Musser, who reverted to the sufferings of the
Church before the death of the first Joseph, in
Missouri and Illinois, following it with a state.
ment of the progress of their organization in settling and improving Salt Lake valley.
In reply to the general idea of the disloyalty
of that people and their leaders, he claimed that
it was false, saying, "None love the constitution
of the United States more than we, and you will
find it out soon. When you folks send it to the
four winds we will sustain it. We trust in it
more than you do." He also put in a claim for
a high moral tone in the life and society of that
people, notwithstanding their peculiar ideas, and
that they have a great tendency for theaters and
dancing, which they make all right by opening
those amusements or pleasures with prayer.
Then of polygamy, Musser said:
"We are not here to advocate the practice of
polygamy, but to defend it. To attempt its advo.
cacy in a country where a soul-destroying imita.
tion and its twin sister polyandry already prevail
to a fearful extent, would be a work of supererogation. We are not, as is alleged against us, a
sensual people. If so, we should follow the example set here in Philadelphia. It is cheaper, it
does not necessitate the appearance of children,
and, if we practiced it, then we would be admitted into the Union. Besides, that is na hue to
raise against us, because, before we advocated polyg.
amy, you killed our prophets and elders. Under.
stand another thing, polygamy is the exception
and not the rule in Utah. Scarcely twenty-five
per cent. of our people are polygamists in prac,
tice, but we believe in it and defend it."
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We suppose that Bro. Morgan refers to the ad.
mission that before Joseph's death polygamy was
not taught, and to the idea that they, Musser and
Grow, do not now a&vocata its practice, but only
defend it, as if it were something they hardly knew
what to do with, but, having it, they must defend
it, although he essayed another excuse for not advocating it. He made another questionable assertion that "Our wives enjoy greater freedom
and more privileges than other women of the
United State's," He also claimed that his people
were not preparing to resist the United States.
See sister Howell's letter about these elders, in
this issue.

months. He had made preparation for the succesorship of young Brigham, but his claims are not
popular with the people, and rumors are afloat that
the Twelve party intend to succeed in power as
did Brigham Young and his fellows aft!)r Joseph's
death. There is also a strong feeling for Joseph
F. Smith, the son of Hyrum, for the presidency.
A sad disaster occurred on the Rock Island railway, near Des Moines, Iowa, early yesterday, by
which eighteen persons were killed and thirty· five
wounded. It was at 2:30 a m., amidst a storm,
when the bridge and the train went down in the
darkness, to ruin and death below.
The fifth Inter· State Ecxpositiou opened at Chicago yesterday. About 9000 people in attendance.
3lst.-News from the Eastern war says th&t
30,000 men were killed and wounded during the
week's battles. The Roumanian troops are crossing the Danube to lake more active part, while
NEWS SUMMAR¥.
l'tussian troops are pouring forward to the front.
News from India is of the distress and death
[Prepared expressly for the I!era! d.]
caused by the famine. Millions are being supplied
Aug. 27th.-The rumored battles in the Balkan
Mountains are now Bubstantiated as having been by the Government daily.
Sept. I st.-Severe fighting is reported along the
terrible, for five days, there having been an almost continuous roar of artillery, and, necessarily river J,on, in Bulgaria. Turks victorious, but
there was great carnage and loss of life on either with a loss of 3000 men, and as many by the Russide. 'l'he Russians were defending the now fa- sians. Russian victories are reported in Asia
mous Shipka Pass, and the Turks sought to drive Minor.
There is much political excitement in France.
them out, the former planting their cannon in long
lines in commanding positions and the latter, with The Republicans are confident of victory at the
wild battle cries, charging upwards towards them, October elections.
Ex-President Grant received with distinguished
climbing over the dead and dying as they fell by
hundreds, and although repulsed again and again honor at Edinburgh, Scotland.
A very severe storm is reported from London,
they fought till dark, when three thousand dead
were piled up in the narrow defile where the bat- Ontario; torrents of rain and m:wb destruction by
teries were planted. The second day the Turks lightning also.
At East Saginaw, Mich , bail, rain a.nd lightning.
threw up works and got two batteries at work
At Greenville and Albion, Pa., a tornado which
against the others, and having heavier guns, they
did the most damage that day. On the third day unroofed buildings, etc.; also a destructive storm
(23d) they again advanced and were repulsed at Pittsburgh.
At Cleveland, Ohio, wind, rain and lightning did
three times, yet, being greater in numbers,
seemed likely at the next to succeed, when the considerable damage.
A telegram from Salt Lake City says that Brigweary force of the Russians were at the last moment reinforced, and saved their position. Losses ham Young's body is embalmed, and will lie in
in three days: Turks 6000, Russians 1000. Fight- state at the tabernacle from 9 a.m. to-day till 11
ing continued on the 24th and 25th. In Asia Mi- a.m. to-morrow, when the funeral will take place.
nor there has also been terrible battles and great It is announced that "The government of the
Church has passed into the hands of the twelve
losses, thousands upon each side.
During a storm at Omaha, Nebraska, the 25th, apostles," and that "it is not likely that another
two spans of the Union Pacific R. R. bridge went president will be appointed for some time." The
down. It is generally supposed that a whirlwind present twelve, tl,mong whom are Orson HydP, Orstruck H, and others think it was struck by light- son Pratt, John Taylor and others of the quorum
atJoseph's death, seem inclined to follow the action
ning.
Quite serious earthquake shocks have occurred of the twelve in succeeding to power over the
Church at that time. Orson Pratt and Joseph F.
in Chili, South America. No particulars yet.
On '1\.ugust 22d, there was a formal opening of Smith, only, are absent, they being in Europe.
The French papers report the fact of flies eating
the canal around the rapids above Keokuk, Iowa,
by which the river steamers will be able to pass of cattle which have died by a strange epidemic
fever, and then biting people and animals, which
·up and down it.
28th -l\lore DllWS of the fighting at Schipka bite proves fatal in twenty-four to forty-eight.
Pass on the 25th and 26th comes to band. 1'he hours.
2d.-The funeral of Brigham Young took place
losses were heavy on both sides for the Turks
hope to drive out the Russians before the latter yesterday. Fourteen thousand people were in the
tabernacle, and twice as many are nported as unare heavily reinforced.
Chief Joseph and his band of Indians are killing able to get in.
and capturing people in Montana,, and the troops
'ith.-A large fire at New York yesterday;
do not yet reacil him.
eighty buildings destroyed, among thrm several
Australian papers sent by Br. C. A. Davis give pis,no and silk factories, and thirty-eight t~nement
account of some heavy earthquake shocks in Vic houses; forty persons either burned or killed by
Ioria in July, also or a storm on the Australian falling buildings. Loss about $458,000.
coast and in Sydney, which was disastrous to
M. Theirs, the first President of the present
shipping, and to property on shore. A good many French Republic, died at Paris last evening, aged
lives were lost. Oft' Newcastle a small steamer eighty years.
went down and seventeen men were drowned.
Another terrible hatlle in Bulgaria; Russians
2\Jth.-StiH further accounts are given of the victoriou~, aDd the attacking Turks lost thousands
s0ven days fighting at Schipka Pass. 'i'hirteen in attempting to take !he balleries. At Schipka
thou~and nHen killed and wounded in the two ar- Pass alf:<irs more quiet.
mies The HuRsia,ns still hold the fort.
5th.-The Russi!tnS have Lof!oha, after a severe
Brigham Young has been sick for a few days; bs,Uie ye;-terdn,y and day before. They are also
s.u attack of cholera morbus and infhmmation of regaining positions in Asia Minor.
the bo\ve1s

The State S,;vings Institution of Chicago failed
yesterday with liabilities above its assets $263,000 Many working men, clerks and poor women
were depositors, and the failure will result in
much suffering and distress to these classes of de
posit.ors. In some cases the earnings of a lifetime
were swept away, the money from years of toil
aud self· denial.
30th.-Brigham Young died at4 p.m., yesterday,
'IlL Salt Lake City, Utah, aged 76 ,years and 3

There is grPat mourning in Prance over the death

l\I. Thiers.
Pour desp~radoes, murderers and robbers, were
ta,ken by armed men from a j»il in Henry county,
Kentucky, the night of the 3rd, and hung.
Brigham Young's will was read yesterday to his
wives and children, seventeen of the former and
forty-four of the latter. He was the father of
fifty-six children. About $2,000,000 is the estimated worth of his estate.
6th:-The Russian prospects in Bulgaria are

looking up since their capture of Loftcha, which
was taken after a desperate and bloody assauli,
and more of the same sort of fighting is expected.
Germany seems to have little confidence in France
now that Theirs is dead, who was not only the
great statesman of France, but a guardian of peace
and a moderator of political passion.
A meeting of the Brighamite apostles was held
at Salt Lake yesterday, at which John W. Young
and D. H. Wells, Brigham's Counsellors, were present, "to take steps for the future management of
the Church." "lt was arranged'' that the Twelve,
"as the next in order to the president," should
assume control, which appeared "satisfactory to
all present," and which makes John Taylor "virually the head." Orson Pratt and Joseph F. Smith
will return from Europe to Utah "immediately."
A large coal company at Lehigh and Wilkes barre,
Pa., have offered to compromise at ten per cent,
advance, the men having demanded twenty-five.
The miners hold it under advisement.

·wALKER's S'rATION, Red River Co., Texas,
August 27th, 1877.
Mr. Henry A. Stebbins:-There are quite anumbers. in this vicinity who wish to hear and know
the truth. Will not some elder come to see us
and preach to us the everlasting gospel of our
Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ? We are desirous
of being formed into a branch, if possible, and as
soon as it can be done. We have all been mem.
hers among the sects, and some of us preachers,
but we have for some time been reading the Herald and some tracts published by the Rcorgan.
ized Church, and are well pleased. Please send
us an able man, who understands the work well,
and believe a great deal of good will be done,
We live six miles south of Walker's Station, on
the Texas and Pacific R. R. We remain yours in
Christ Jesus,
A. W. BULLARD,
JESSE WALKER,
ROBERT WHITAKER,
FARMINGTON, Ky., July 9th, 1877.

Bro. Joseph:- We are still trying to sustain the
cause in this country. The Saints remain firm
in the faith, but we have not had any additions
this year. This, however, is not so bad here as
it would be in some places; for the people have
got so used to "getting religion" in the fall of the
year at the revivals, that it is hard to get them to
believe that it will do to repent at any other
time; and the fall is certainly the best time for
meetings, so we will hope for good results.
We have lately met with a very strong and
most abusive opposition from a Baptist preacher
iJ.amed Dupont. It was the most abusive thing
I ever heard from the mouth of a preacher.
Every tale was told and every crime charged that
coulci. well be thought of. I replied to him yesterday. He attended and at the close expressed
himself dissatisfied with the way I used him; yet
I thought I was very charitable to him. The
result was that there was some talk of getting up
a debate; still I don't much expect they will do
so-I know them so well.
And now, brother Joseph, I will tell you what
we need, and I think it will do much good. We
need a visit from you. I have talked with
sBveral of the brethren and friends about it, and
all agree that if you could come it would help us
a good deal. Can you not arrange a trip south
after the fall conference; say down the l\Iissouri to St. Louis, then here and back by way of
Illinois or Indiana? I think such a trip would
be pleasant for you. You have never been south,
and I think the southern people have a claim on
you, as well as the rest of the world. Besides, .
so many are afraid that there cannot be any thing
good in a Smith, and a visit would convince them
that you did not have either a "cloven foot" or
"homs," and it would do much to remove prejudice. Upon the other hand there are several who
are nearly ready to take up the cross, aad a word
from you would have a good effect. If I could
see you I could tell you a thousand reasons why
you should come south, but as I have to write
these must suffice,
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My health is· good, my wife is still sick. Remember her in your prayers, as well as your
humble brother. We have a hard mission here,
and need all the spiritual strength we can get.
Remember me to your family and friends in
Plano. Please let me hear from you soon. l\iay
the peace of God ever attend you. Your brotheP
in Christ,
J. II. HANSEN.
GREENVILLE, Mercer Co., Pa.,
August 5th, 1877.
Bro. Henry :-I came here late in May, to take
charge of a telegraph office. I have now four
busy wires at work, and I a~sure you I have had
my hands full. Being new in this office, and
basiness having steadily increased I was unable
to keep up with my booking, so that I have had
to work from about 7: 30 a.m. to 12 and 1 o'clock
at night, for six or seven weeks past. I am getting caught up now, and hope soon to have more
time, as 8: 30 p. m. is now the usual time for
closing. This is a beautiful place, and it reminds
me some of Sandwich, streets lined with shade
trees, yards full of shrubbery and flowers; contain about four to five thousand inhabitants, gas
works, and water works talked of, building up
very fast, one daily paper three weeklies, Meth.
odist, Baptist, Presbyterian, United Presbyterian,
Reformed, Lutheran, Catholic, and United Brethren churches; well supplied you see. I miss the
Saints, the communion and association with
them, but aside from that it is a pleasant place
to live. I want my next move to be Zion-ward,
and hope it will be.
Been terrible times in Pittsburg since we left.
My sympathies are with the strikers, but not with
the mob. I know what it is to have a family to
provide for, and insufficient means to do it.
Love to brother Joseph, Cooper and all. Yours,
WILL H. GARRETT.
WILMOT'!', 1\'Iissouri,
August 18, 1877.
llJdito1·s Herald :-As there are some so called
Saints, who are lazy, I wish to give you my notion of idleness, I will eall it idleness and sin.
Some temptations come to the industrious, but all
temptations attack the idJe. Idle christians are
not temvted of the devil so much as they do
prompt tbe devil to tempt them. Idleness sets
the door of the heart ajar, and asks Satan to come
in; but if we were occupied from morning till
night, should Satan get in he must break through
the door. Under sovereign grace, and next to
faith, there is no better shield against temptation
than obedience to the precepts that ye be "not
slothful in business, fervent in serving the Lord."
Yours truly,
C. L. Bowim.
LAR.WICK, Shetland, Scotland,
August 20th, 1877.
Dear Bro. Stebbins :-I have been holding
meetings here since I wrote last, and have been
greatly blessed with the Spirit of God. I have
had to speak out doors, as every place is shut
agaiast the truth, only in the place I was told in
a dream to teach in, as I wrote you in my letter
of April 27th. The people did not turn out very
well there, so I walked to different places and
taught the people the gospel, but the weather being so very bad people could hardly stand out.
There is a good many in favor of the work, but
as the weather is getting worse, for out door
preaching; I am, gGing to start soon for Wilmott
Ray county, Missouri, and three of those that are
in favor of the work are coming with me.
I had a letter from brother Taylor of Birming.
ham, dated August 2d, inquiring about the way
to Shetland. He was going to give me some help
as I was all alone, and I wrote him how things
was going, and that the people seem not to be in
earnest about the truth. I have handed about
all my Heralds to the people, and feel that I have
done all the good I could. I have had several
talks with the ministers. They think I am wrong,
I told them that I would give them an hour if
they would give me thirty minutes to prove our
doctrine in, and if any of them proved that they
preached the gospel as it is laid down by Christ
I would be a member of their church. If they
failed I would show them what people did preach
the gospel, but they would not reason with me.

SAINTS'

HERALD.

I said this in the presence of many of their members. Some of them thought their ministers could
not prove that they preached the gospel, and some
of them laughed at them, and said that I preached
the very marrow of the gospel, and was not afraid
to defend my church.
I think that about next :1\<Iay, when the weather
is getting better, if an Elder or two c0uld be here
the honest in heart would obey. The people in
general are very kind hearted, and will not let
any one go hungry or lay out doors. There are
very few men here in the summer time. The
women do most all the work; they will manage
a boat in a heavy sea, in crossing large sounds.
The crops look very bad, owing to the cold weather and rain. My love to all the Saints, praying
that God will fulfill the glorious work. Your
brother in the gospel,
MITCHELL ARTHUR.
MT. HOLLY, Burlington Co., N. Jersey.
Bro. Henry :-I received the pamphlets, and
Herald all right, and I thank you. The Herald
is a dear companion, and without it now I should
feel lost, for I am deprived of meeting with the
Saints, and I don't feel willing to be deprived of
the H m·ald of peace and truth. It is my wish to
be in the borders of Zion and have the privilege
of meeting with the Saints in the service of the
Lord. If yon hear any of the brethren wanting
a man to take a farm gn shares, in a good section
of country, direct them to me, as I want to move
towards Zion the coming spring, in time to take
a farm. Your brother in the faith,
SAMUEL A. REEVE.
CHEROKEE, Crawford Co., Kansas,
August 13th, 1877.
Bro. Editors :-I have seen the presiding Elder
of this district, and many of the brethren, and
was welcomed as a co. worker for the Master;
and, while I must say that this (the Cow Creek)
branch does not occupy an enviable position, yet
there are some no ble.hearted Saints belonging to
it. I, by the consent of the district president,
have commenced my labors in this part, and, in
connection with brother Crawley, have held two
meetings in this place, and two meetings fourteen
miles north west of here; also with brother Fulks
I held two meetings at the latter place last Sunday, where I was challenged to discuss the unconsciousness of the soul, by a Soul-sleeping
minister; but as I weigh only two hundred and
twenty-five pounds and the S()ul.sleeper about
one hundred and forty pounds his brethren decided that he was of too small a calibre, therefore
refused to let him meet me in an open fight..
Well, I suppose that Diana was in danger, and,
as truth is our ammunition, and the spirit the
gunner, those whom Paul says will not endure
sound doctrine, will flee. 0, that the Lord would
1touch and melt their hearts ~ha~ they mi&"ht see
the narrow way, and walk m It, but, w1th uplifted hands to heaven we say, "J.. ord, thy w1ll
be done."
.
.
.
I w~uld hke to wnte some arttcles for that
noble little paper, the Herald, but I have not language ad~quate to the task, an~ I pr~sume lou
do n~t wtsh to be annoyed with tlungs o. no
ben,efit.
.
.
.
] or the gathen_ng m of the_ hone.st m heart,
and the reden~ptwn of bleedmg Zwn, I s_hall
ever work a~a pray. l\fy love to all Samts.
Your brother m Chnst,
A. J. CATO.

[September 15.

1 wrote letters occasionally to Sister SpillU?-an,
doing my best to strengthen her in the faitq. She
is a widow with six or seven children, obliged to
work hard, in order to make a scanty living. The
feeling of the people are against them, and they
are too poor to support an Elder to be with them,
if not sent by the Church, and provided with suf.
ficient means. I was not able to find out Brother
Ursenbach, when I was in Geneva, Switzerland.
As winters and cold weather are not favorable
to my health, it will be needful for me to visit
those parts of the Southern States where I may
be among some of the Saints this coming winter.
ClGsing, I pray God to bless you and Brother
Joseph Smith and the Saints. Your brother in
Christ,
LOUIS VAN BUREN;
SOUTH BEND, Cass Co., Neb.,
August 24th, 1877.
Brother Henry:-Since March 18th I have spent
the most of my time in the ministry, in which I
have been greatly blessed. I find plenty of places
for the preaching of the word, and that the people through this western country are becoming
more anxious to hear than ever before. I left
home July 19th for Blue Rapids, Kansas, where
I met with Ern. Heman C. Smith and George W.
Shute, and truly we had a time of rejoicing with
the Saints, and God blessed us with the gifts of
the gospel. I heard several good discourses from
Bro. Smith, and was strengthened very much.
On Sunday I spoke once, and on Monday, the
23rd, I baptized seven into the kingdom of God.
The Saints there are good, honest hearts, and are
striving to do the will of the Lord.
I am now trying to arrange things so that I can
take the field this winter. Both Kansas and Nebraska are good States to labor in, that is, as far
as I have been, but there are few elders to labor.
Therefore, Saints, let us pray the Lord to send
forth laborers into the vineyard. I ask the faith
and prayers of the Saints that I may be found
faithful, and meet you all in the land of Zion.
Yours for Christ,
I. N. RoBERT8.

EMSWORTH, Pa., August 7th, 1877.
Bro. Hem·y:-It is now abeut. five years since I
first heard the gospel of the kmgdom preached
in its fnlness. I remember the subject to-night
as well as the night that I heard it; and how my
heart leaped for joy when I heard it. I have of.
ten thought of it since, and especially when I
think of the words of our Savior, that his sheep
would know his voice, and would follow none
other; and truly when I heard it it was just the
same to me as if I had known it before. It seem.
ed to fill the void, and I went down into the water
freely to have my sins remitted ; and on the Sunday following, I went eight miles to have hands
laid on me for the gift of the Holy Spirit; but I
can not say that I received it at that time.
We had a branch organized at the place where
I lived, and the next spring the president of our
branch and his family, and my family, and two
of my brothers, set sail for America, with the intention of earning sufficient money to go to Zion
(Utah) by the next spring. But, while crossi:ug
the ocean, I found that our presiding officer was
not what he professed to be, and I thought if the
Saints in Zion were like him I did not want to be
in their company; and so with my brothers I
staid in New York State for a few months. We
were saving money to go to Utah, but something
pressed upon us all the time to go t>J Pittsburg,
MADISON, Indiana,
and I know now that it was the Spirit of God that
September 4th, 1877.
led us there. In a few months we heard of a peaBrother Stebbins :--I arrived from my native ple they called the Josephites, and I was anxious
country, Switzerland, once more, and wish to to go and hear them. To my surprise I found a
obtain news through the Herald, if it is still pub- people worthy of the name of Saints, and I exam.
lished at Plano.
ined their doctrine and found that it was just the
While in Switzerland, I had the pleasure to see same as was in the Book of Covenants, and I felt
a few of the Saints. A sister residing at Hedin- sueh a different influence in their midst. I felt
g•m, Canton of Zurieh; her name is Esther' Spill- that God was with them, and I went down into
man, strong in the faith. The Saints there are the water again, believing that if I went with a
few. The work has not been progressing as it sincere desire to do right God would be true to
should. An active Elder, strong in the faith, and his promise. ·when the Elder that baptized me
very able as a teacher of the truth, speaking the said, "I baptize yeu in the name of the Father,
Swiss and English languages, ought to be con. and of the Son, and o&,the Holy Ghost," I felt as
tinually with them, that they may be more fully if something went through my whole system, and
established in the truth and doctrine of the Latter I knew that my sins were forgiven, and that day
Day Saints. There are many difficulties which [ I shali never forget. When we returned to the
prevent their progress and increa5e in numbers. hall I had hands laid upon my head for the min.
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istration of the Holy Spirit and my heart was
made glad. But I regret to say that I am not always led by its kind influence. I feel that I have
many trials and temptations to contend with, but
I know the Lord will not give more than I am
able to bear. I feel that the worst enemy I have
is my own evil nature, but I know that if I trust
in God and ask him to give me strength, and his
assisting grace, I shall be able to overcome.
My heart yearns that the redemption of Zion
may not be far distant, for I l<'lng for the day
.when oppression shall cease, and when peace
shall flow lil!:e a river, even unto the ends of the
earth. I feel that the end of the wicked is rapidly approaching, and that the signs of the times
indicate the near approach of the Son of God.
We hear of wars in Europe, of war in our own
land, of the waves of the sea heaving themselves
beyond their bounds, of famine and of distress of
nations with perplexity. What a scene we have
witnessed in Pittsburgh during the last two weeks,
the rioters destroying millions of dollars worth
of property. Verily the harvest is ripening fast.
May God keep all the Saints in the path of duty.
The Herald is a welcome visitor, it is meat for
my soul. The letters make my heart rejoice that
the good news is spreading throughout the land,
and that the Saints are blessed with dreams and
visions, and with the various gifts of the gospel.
Your brother in the love of Christ,
GEORGE F. HEPWORTH.
HARRISVILLE, Weber Co., Utah,
August 23d, 1877.
Bretht-en Joseph and Henry :-1\'l:yself and wife
arrived safely at Ogden on Sunday the 20th, and
were soon among my wife's connections. Her
mother was almost overcome with joy to see her
daughter after a· separation of almost twenty-nine
years. But our enjoyment was very much lessened because of her residing with her son P. G.
Taylor, who has three concubines, besides. his
lawful wife. The next day I received the roll of
tracts you sent. I am now visiting at brother
John Taylor's, who I find, is strong in the faith
and fighting manfully for the truth, but he is
advanced in years, almost seventy. He joined
the Church in 1832, and has suffered much.
His patience has been severely tried by his own
brothers of the fiesh so that perhaps, he has sometimes spokeJa the truth rather harshly, but I cannot find it in my heart yet to reprove very sharply, but I shall at least reason with them, that is
if I find any inclined to reason, for as yet, I have
found none but what professed to know that
Brigham is the man, yet I think that while this is
the case they, in their hearts, are not satisfied.
After I have been here a while and got the run
of n1atters a little I will write again. Yours for
the truth,
THos. DonsoN.
MoNTSERRAT, Johnson Co., Mo.,
August 18th, 1877.
Brother Henry :-I desire to bear my testimony
to the truth of the latter day work, for I can say
that it is God's work. In it I find peace and joy.
The Lord sent two Elders to this part, Wm. T.
Bozarth and J. D. Flanders, and they preached
eight times and baptized five, and organized the
Clear Fork Branch, of ten membe.rs, with your
humble servant to preside, A. Dellar,Priest; J. M.
Curtis, Teacher; James Caley, Deacon. There are
five more Saints eight miles north of here, and I
think they will unite with us. It seems good to
be a Saint, and I would exhort my brethren and
sisters to live faithful, humble and prayerful, and
to be meek and lowly in heart.
In May last I had a vision. It was early in
the day, and when I was at work. I saw a large
field- of corn, it was about as high as a man's
shoulders. I continued to look until the corn
had all fallen down, like corn that was badly
sapped by chintz bugs. Then I saw another field,
which had a good color, and all was even, and
ready for tasseling. Then it dried up and turned
brown, and there was not more than one stalk in
fifty that did tassel, and those that did had large
ears of corn on them. Then the vision vanished,
and I found myself at work. I would like some
one to give the interpretation for me.
Any Elder passing this way we would give a
resting place to, and would do what we .could t~

get him a place to preach in. We ask an interest
in the prayers of all the faithful in the house of
God. Your brother in hope of the first resurrectie>n,
JosiAH CuRTIS.
[WrLJ, brother Curtis please send full list of
branch, with items of birth, baptism, confirmation
and ordination] II. A. Stebbins, Church Recorder.

..

Utah, and the true church that no honest nerson
can fail to understand it. The tracts save great
deal of labor, and often reach persons you know
not of. I think it would be a good plan for all
of us that travel to supply ourselves with the
"Memorial to Congress," and leave them on our
seats, in steamboats and cars, or any where the
people can get them. Every branch of the
Church should get them and circulate them
where they will do the most good. It is time for
us to exert ourselves in letting the American
people know that the doctrines now taught in
Utah are not now, nor never were "Mormon doctrine." I will dose praying God to bless m1d
prosper his work, and eventually save all the
honest in heart. Your sister in the truth,
M.A.RY A. HOWELL.

a

PECATONICA, Illinois,
August 14th, 1877.
Bro. Henry :-I feel more in the spirit of the
work each day. I feel now that the two important things that will . keep us through our trials
and temptations are prayer, and study of God's
word. In that way we can have his Spirit to
guide us. A long time ago I read in the Herald
that we should try to do our best to bring about
EDENVILLE, Iowa,
the answers to our prayers, and it struck me
August 27th, 1877.
forcibly. For I thought that many times we are
Bro. Henry:- Will not be able to take the field
apt to pray for things, and make no effort ourfor better than one month yet. Baptized two last
selves to obtain them. Yours in Christ,
Monday and expect to baptize three to day; all
c. E. LELAND. young
folks, but we feel thankful that God is
gathering them. Am laboring occasionally. Bro.
HYDE PARK, Pennsylvania,
l\'1:. T. Short visited our district and filled two or
August 24th, 1877.
three appointments for me, besides preaching at
Brother Henry A, Stebbins :-The work of God Newton. Saints where he labored thought well
is rolling on here. Brother John T. Phillips is of him. He left for Winterset. Brother Longan earnest and efficient worker, and has done a bottom is also in the district. We are having
good work since he came among us. He has many trials now in the way of branch difficulties,
established branches in Plymouth and Monroe- but are in hopes, and never felt in better spirits.
ton, and he succeeded in converting brother Yours,
I. N. WHITE.
Jones and family from Brigham ism. Brother
Jones had a strong testimony while praying, just
Hotel du :M:ont Blanc, PARIS, France,
before he was baptized, and as he is a good man
August 13th, 1877.
I think he will do a good work. He wrote Elders
Brethren Joseph and Henry :-Having arrived
Musser and Grow of the Brighamite church to
come and meet brother Phillips in discussion, as safely in-Paris after a long but pleasant journey,
he and his family were in danger, but they dared I write you to let you know that I am alive a.nd
not face the music,-so they sent him word they well. I watch the progress of the Church
were going home. They are the Elders that through the Herald, and must confess that I am
testified to Mr. John Taylor of Plains, that both greatly edified to see so many encouraging letJoseph and Hyrum Smith were polygamists, and ters and so much valuable information. I am
right away after, in a letter to the American trying hard to live up to my vows, which is no
small matter; as I am thrown among the sons of
People in a Philadelphia paper they declare: rich
men from various parts of the world, and
"Before ~oe practiced polygamy you killed our
prophets." 'fhe letter is copied in the Deseret you can imagine what I have to deal with in a
News, with that clause left out. I guess they city like Paris. But by earnest prayer, and by
thought they had better not put that in the News, being on my guard, I J:wpe to return with faith
or too many honest men like :M:r. John Taylor in the one glorious gospel; and then to bear an
would refuse them the privilege of making lies active part in the interest of the Church. I was
their refuge. Thus do the wicked catch them- admitted into the leading national school of
France, the (Ecole des Beaux-Arts), the fourth
selves in their own snare.
Elder Musser·came to see my husband and he day after arriving here. Am studying under the
thought that he could flatter me, and so he even French Master Gerome. Have lately received a
called me "sister" to my face, but behind my back card privileging me to study in the world~ known
he called me "Ann Eliza Young," and "Liar" Louvre, Luxembourg, Versailles and St. Germain,
and "Devil." I heard all he said about me. He "where are to be found, works of the great masleft, and in April last I wrote a letter to the New ters ancient and modern." The students say that
York Herald, stating facts (which are stubborn I am making rapid progress in my art. I must
things) about the condition of women in Utah, now bring this letter to a close, with love to the
and he not daring to attempt a reply, (knowing I brethren whom I met at conference, and with
could prove every item in my letter beyond con- whom I spent so many happy hours. My prayers
troversy), has tried to injure my character in his go up continually for the welfare of the cause.
J. F. JoHNSON;
batch of falsehoods in the paper, by misconstru- Your brother in Christ,
ing a remark I made. I never used the words
LAWRENCE, ~Iichigan,
Mr. Musser credits me with, but even if I did that
August 25th, 1877.
would not invalidate my testimony and it shows
Bro. Henry :-Have· been here two weeks;
weakness for Mr. Musser to attempt such cowardly meanness. I have given hundreds of Utah preached five times; held one sacrament meeting,
Elders a good home, and I defy any one of them and have had, thus far a pleasant time. I go to
to say anything about my character. I have day eleven miles to hold some meetings; will recheerfully fed and clothed them, and done for turn Sunday night,-August 26th. Brother S.
them what they forgot to do for us when we M. Bass and others will accompany me. May
visited their land of salt and bitterness. I am baptize some there, one or two. Kind regards to
truly thankful to my heavenly Father that my you and brother Joseph, and to all enquiring
social standing is such that I am far beyond :Mr. friends. Expect to make my home in Plano
~Iusser's power. · I care no more for his attempt shortly, nothing preventing. Yours,
Jos. F. McDowELL.
than a locomotive does for the bark of a J9Uppy.
I consider it my duty toward God and woman
SACRAMENTO, California,
to hold that people before the public in their true
light; and, while I can use voice or pen it shall
August 21st, 1877.
Brethren Joseph and Jiem·y:-I received a visit
be used to defend the Church and woman from
the damning crime of a plurality of wives. You from two of the polygamic elders of Utah. They
may think that I use strong language, hut I can. stayed with me all night, and they did not make
not help it, I know so much about their false- much out of their visit in converting me to polyg.
hood and treachery to woman that I feel strong amy. Brn. Albert Hawes and J. R. Cook challen.
on that subject. I think the circulation of the ged. them till discuss the difference between the
Church tracts of great benefit. I have two sets Reorganization, and that of the Apostate Church
out all the while, and they .are deing good ser- in Utah. The Saints of Sacramento are enjoying
vice by removing prejudice, showing the con- themselves in the spirit of God's work. Yours
JAMES H. PARR.
trast so plainly betweeq the apostate church of in the gospel covenant,
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KNOXVILLE, Ray Co., Mo.,
August 19th, 1877.
Bretl!ren Joseph and Henry:-! wish to bear my
testimony along with that of my brethren and
sisters. I know assuredly that this is the work
of our Father who is in heaven. I have been
healed many times; also my little boy was healed
of the palsy in one side, and many other times
others of my family have been healed. And by
the manifestations of the Holy Ghost, I am satisfied
and do know that the Lord does speak by the gift
and power of his Spirit. It is enough to satisfy
the very hardest infidel, if they would become
members of the Church of Christ, live innocently,
pray for the love of truth and not fight against
right.
Please pray for me and mine, for we have a de.
sire to do right before the Lord. To-day I shed
tears of joy in reading the Herald of August 15th,
I love the good news from afar, and to learn that
the Saints want to be one. Yours in the love of
Christ,
· Em B. MuLLIN.
MACHIAS, Me., Aug. 27th, 1877.
Brother Henry :-It is some time since I reported myself. On June 27th I had an attack of
chills and fever. All who understand the nature
of that disease well know that it is not a welcome
visit@r, and that it stops longer than desirable.
This stopped my labor for a few weeks. Haying
came on aud I labored a little while at that, then
bought a house and piece of land in Little
Kennebec, in the Town of Maehias. Had some
work to do on that, and so I've· not preached
much for the past two months. I am now acting
agent for Dimmich & Co., Washington D. C.,
bounty, pension, and claim agents. Any one who
served in the late war that will send me their addresses, the elates of their enlistment and discharge, I will see what I can do for them, if they
enclose stamps for replies. Yours,
J. C. Foss.

. - ..

Australian Mission.
A conference was held, at Waratah, Hunter River, July 22nd, 1877. Elder Glaud Rodger was
called to preside, and Priest Chas. A. Davis, as
clerk.
The day being stormy, the attendance was small.
The president made eo me remarks on the general
character of a saint of God, showing the necessity
of being sober, honest and upright, ever showing
a good example to the world in our daily walk and
conversation, fearing not to speak the truth, being
not ashamed of the gospel of Christ revealed in
these latter days for the salvation of the world,
and showing the great reward of the faithful, and
the prize is only to those who endure to the end.
He also spoke of the prosperity of the work, and
or the goodness of God manifested to him in his
lonely travels in leading his way to places where
he had found lovers of truth, some of whom are
now rejoicing in the hope of Israel. He spoke of
his release from the mission with the privilege of
returning home, as seen in the minutes of the
General Conference, and of his family, who now
expect his return. But as none is yet appointed
to fill his place, he could not feel that he would be
justifi·ed in leaving the flock without a shepherd,
and should wait the result of the next General
Conferenoe, trusting that a higher Providence
would control all for the best, and comfort those
from whom he had long been separated for the
gospel's sake. He expressed his love for the
work, and his faith that a great church of Latter
Day Saints will yet arise on these sunny shores.
He wished his mission was only beginning instead
of ending, but the necessities of home and family
demanded his return, and he should shape his
affairs so as to leave by next March, if the Lord
will. He hoped some good Elders would be sent
before he left. He believed that the presidency
would be guided right in this matter, and advised
all to supplicate the throne of grace on this head.
Branch Reports.-A division being made in
Hunter River Branch, the reports as they now
stand on the books are as follows:
·
Wallsend 17 members, including 1 Elder, 1 Priest;

Thomas Gregory, president. Hamilton 14, including 2 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher; Daniel Marriott,
president. Bungay (Manning's River) 23, including 2 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher; Luther Bullard,
president. Bungwall (My all Lake) 0, including 1
Elder, 1 Priest; John Wright, president. Port
Stephens12, including 1 Elder; Jabez Buckman,
president. Sydney 21, including 3 Elders, 1 Deacon ; RiJchard Ellis, preBident. A total of six
branches, with 06 members, \J Elders, 4 Priests,
1 'reacher, 1 Deacon. Baptized 42 since conference of October lAt, 1876.
Financial and Book Agency all up to the mark.
The authorities were all upheld in righteousness.
1.'he officers all ex pressed a ·desire to be more
faithful in the future, a oneness of feeling and
spirit prevailed, and the brightening prospects
give new energy to all. Several are believing
whom we hope will soon go with us. For this end
we trust to be helped in the labor of love, and to
God be all the glory.

Petahuna Dish·ict.
A conference was held at Santa Rosa, California,
August lith and 12th, 1877; D. S. Mills, presiding; J. M. Parks, clerk. Prayer by D. S. Mills.
Elders J. M. Parks, Jacob Adamson, J. Root
and Orrin Smith reported.
Branch Reports.-Santa Rosa, 1 removed and 2
received. The Healdsburg and Pine Mountain
branches not having been in working condition for
a long time were, by resolution, declared disorganized, with request that the Saints of said branches
unite with the Santa Ros~t branch, at their earliest convenience.
Resolved that we sustain President Joseph Smith
and all the authorities of the Church, so far as
they conform to the written law of God, and magnify their calling; also the Herald and Hope, trusting and praying the former may ever be the faithful exponent of the doctrines of the Church, as revealed in the Bible, Book of Mormon and the Doctrine and Covenants of this Church, and that the
spirit of unity and love may characterize its contributors ; D. S. Mills as President of the Mission,
and J. 1\I. Parks, of the district.

NorUaea•n Nebraska Disb·ict.
A conference was held at Platte Valley, June
30th and July 1st, 1877; Jas. Caffall, presiding;
H. Neilsen, clerk.
The Bishop's Agent said that _his last report did
not appear correctly in the Herald,· it should have
read, "On hand $1, received $46.57; expended
$43 81; on hand $3. 76."
Br. Deuel was invited to take part in the conference.
Branch Reporls.-Omaha (English) imperfect.
The clerk said : "The names of this branch are
not on the district record; the conferences have
time and again appealed to that branch for a full
list, but have not received one yet. The Church
Secretary and Recorder Mils on me for a correct
record and I, in turn, must call on others.
Resolved that the report of said branch be rejected, and that no more statistical reports be received from it, until that branch furnish the district clerk with a correct list of all the members in
that branch.
Platte Valley 3i, baptized 2, recceived by letter
4. Elkhorn 26, received by letter 2.
The spiritual condition of the Omaha (Scandinavian) was reported by C. Ahlquest through C.
Bertelsen; A. Jon as en was silenced on the 2\Jth
of May; no statistical report, on account of undocided matters.
,.
•
Br. Perkins asked if a branch president could
give a letter of removal, or should there be a vote
of the branch? The president said that the Church
had made it a rule that a vote should be taken;
and, in the event of a branch being disorganized,
applications for letters of removal should be elirected to the district authorities.
Elders W. Ballinger, T. J. Smith, Z. S. Martin,
G. E. Deuel, J. Caffall and - Perkins reported.
The missions of N. Rumel and W. Ballinger
were discontinued. · Z. S. Martin's field of Jab0r
was extended to the northern limits of the district,
with the privilege to choose one to go with him,
Br. Perkins being released from association wit.h

j

[September 15.

him. Br. Pegau to labor with the Scandinavians
at Bell Creek. All elders and priests whose labor
is not de:nanded in their branches were requested
to labor in the distl'ict. Thos. J. Smith sustained
as district president.
The Bishop's Agent said that owing to the failure of branch presidents to report to him before
conference, no complete report of the financial
condition can be had.
The Platte Valley branch recommended that Br.
Boulsen be ordained an Elder. Owing to the fact
that too many have been ordained as elders, a good
many objected to his ordination; others thought
that out of respect to the Valley branch he should
be ordained. The conference agreed not to ordain
him.
Geo. Hatt called the attention of the conference
to his case, and, after much discussion, the following was adopted:
Resolved that we restore the license·of Br. Geo.
Hatt., who was silenced for not reporting his labors
to the district of which 4e was a member in January, 1875, inasmuch as he has acknowledged his
wrong in so doing.
Preaching during the session by J. Caffall and
G. E. Deuel.
Adjourned to meet at Elkhorn, at 2 p.m., October 6th, 1877.

St. Louis Dish.·ict.
A conference was held in St. Louis on Sunday,
July 8th, 1877; W. H. Hazzledine, presiding; 'l'.
R. Allen, clerk.
Branch Reports.-St. Louis 276, with. 8 Elders,
7 Priests, 5 Teachers, 2 Deacons ; 3 received and
3 removed by letter, 2 died; Geo. Worstenholm
was received as Elder, and Wm; May as Deacon.
Gravois 64, with 1 High Priest,"r0 3 Elders, 2
Priests, 1 Deacon. Cheltenham 31, with 4 Elders,
1 Deacon; 1 received by letter. Caseyville was
rejected, and referred bnck to the branch. Caseyville Star of Zion Sabbath School reported. Alma
33, with 1 Elders, 4 Priests, 11-'eacher, 1 Deacon ;
7 removed by letter. Alton 25, with 1 High Priest,
3 Elders, 3 Priests, 1 Deacon; no changes. Bellville 69, with 8 Elders, 4 Priests, 1 Teacher, 3
Deacons; 5 removed by letter. Boone Creek 17,
with 2 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher; 6 baptized, 3
ordinations. Wherso and Coon Creek not re
ported.
Elders John Beard, ·George Thorp and Wtn.
Still reported.
Joseph Smith and his Counsellors were sustained
as the First Presidency of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints in all the world, and
Israel L. Rogers and his Counsellors as the financial authorities of the Church.
Resolved that we adopt the resolution passed at
the priesthood meeting of April 0th, 1877, namely,
that the representatives of the branches (or confer.ence .officers) meet at the house of Wm. Anderson, on S.aturday evening previous to conference to
prepare, as far as possible, the business to be presented, so that the businees of the conference may
be completed on Sunday.
Officers present: 1 High Priest, 12 Elders, 6
Priests, 2 Teachers, 2 Deacons.
At 2 p.m., an interesting testimony meeting was
enjoyed. At i p m., preaching by.Geo. Thorp.
Adjourned to meet October 7th, 1877.

'Velsh lUissiou.
The Annual Conference was held at Aberaman,
Wales, April 29th, 1877; Robert Evans sustained
as presiding officer; John R. Gibbs, secretary; E.
Morgan, clerk. Prayer by Jacob Thomas.
The president requested all the Elders to seek
the Spirit of God to enable them to be of one mi11d.
Five branches were reported, and were accepted
[Why are not perfected reports of the. Welsh
branches made out and sent to the Church Recorder
in America? Llanelly is the only one corrected
regularly. New Tredegar has also been corrected
this year, but no others have b.een for. years, and
some have never been on the Church Rec9rd].Eds.
The president made mention of Saints that were
not accounted in the above branches, and of members that are not attending for years.
.
John R. Gibbs reported the book account from
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.• i 28th, 1877. "la hand
... , .. st report £4 17s 1l~d; received from Llanelly 12s; in hand £5 9d 11 }d." The report was accepted.
On his request Robert Evans was released from
the new hymn book committee, and Benjamin Da·
vies was added to the committee.
Resolved that the Elders take some tracts to the
branches, and return what money they get for
them.
That the Eastern District be re-established, the
Elders to meet May 13th, to select a president.
Officers present: 1 Seventy, 15 Elders, 1 Priest.
Closed with prayer by T. Venables.
At 2 p.m., prayer by the president.
Pres. Joseph Smith, and all the authorities of
the Church in America, were sustained; Thomas
Taylor in charge of the European Mission; Robt..
Evans, of the Welsh Mission ; Thomas Jenkins of
the Seventy; John R. Gibb~, General Secretary
and Book Agent of the Mission ; with all officers
and saints in righteousness.
Resolved that AlmaN. Bishop travel as circumstances permit.
A sister was confirmed, and the meeting was
given to the Saints, and the good Spirit was enjoyed, and the gifts and blessings thereof. Some
reproofs were given.
Preaching by John R. Gibbs, the president, and
Thomas Venables. Prayer by R. Thomas.
Adjourned to meet at Neath, October 28th, 1877.

Nortltern Illinois Diish·ict.
1'his conference assembled at Mission, La Salle
county, in the Saints' Meeting House, June 23rd,
1877. John Kier, Sr., presiding, J. Smith, clerk
pro tern. Prayer by the president.
Branch Reports.-Mission 67, with 2 Elders, 8
Priests, 1 Teacher; no changes. Streator 17, with
1 Elder, 1 Teacher; 2 baptized, 3 received and 1 removed by letter. Braidwood 73, with 7 Elders, 2
Priests, 1 Teacher, 8 Deacons; 1 received by letter, 3 expelled, 1 died. Sandwich 55, with 1 First
Presidency, 1 High Priest, 1 Seventy, 4 Elders;
10 received, 8 died, 3 removed. Plano 170, with
2 First Presidency, 2 Apostles, 1 High Priest, 12
Elders, 7 Priests, 3 Teachers, 8 Deacons ; 6 baptized, 7 received by letter and vote, 6 removed, 1
died. A net,gain of 11 members in these branches.
No reports from Janesville, Burlington (Wis.),
Pecatonica, Boone County, Marengo, Batavia, Amboy, Leland and Fox River.
Thos. Hougas reported the organization of a
Sunday. School in the Mission Branch, the young
people taking an active interest in the work.
Elders' Reports.-John Landers and H. A.
Stebbins by letter; Peter Devlin, Odin Jacobs,
Andrew Hayer, M. Madison and J. Stanley reported. Pres. Kier had been at home owing to
the strike among the miners at Braidwood. He
intended to visit the branches the ensuing three
months. Priests A. Hayer and 0. Hayer, no report; F. Mussel reported. 11eacher Hans Hayer
reported; C. Danielson, no report.
Pres. Kier spoke very feelingly upon the general features in the district, and gave the Saints
most excellent advice.
Hans Hayer asked what was to be done with absent members whose whereabouts were not known,
and who have not letters of removal? The president suggested that another effort be made by letter to reach them, and then try to find them through
the Herald. A. Hayer stated that there were two
members of the Mission Branch in Iowa who refuse, or neglect, to answer letters of inquiry directed to them, and asked what should be done in
the case. The same course as with the others was
advised.
T. Hougas asked if a Saint should be held in
good standing who plays croquet on Sunday? The
president answered that he thought it very unbecoming in Saints to play croquet, or any other
games, on the day set apart for the worship of
God. Br. Devlin thought that the world expected
tho:Saints to walk more circumspectly than to engage in auoh games as are not in harmony with
their profession.
Adjourned to meet at Streator, October 20th and
21st, 1877.
Evening, Br. Kier gave an excellent discourse
to the youth, which received a good hearing.

Sunday, at 10:30 a.m., Pres. J. Smith, assisted
by L. B. Scott, occupied the stand. At 2:15p.m ..
the sacrament was administered. Brn. Kier and
Devlin in charge, and 0. Hayer passing the emblems. An excellent testimony meeting followed.
At night a large number were in attendance, and
Elder Smith finished his discourse upon the promise made to Abraham, and its fulfillment. It is
worthy of remark that excellent order was observed, although many more people were in atendance than could get into the house.

To Elders in Quorums.
By. working nights, I have been trying to make
and perfect a Quorum Record, to embrace, when
finished, all the quorums of the Church, and I
wish H to contain all the necessary items about
every man who holds an office in the Church, and
to be able to keep every quorum posted as to its
members, and the losses from it, so that at each
General Conference any vacancies occurring may
be filled. Also to have a complete record of all
other elders, priests, teachers and deacons, till
they are properly enrolled in quorums. Hence I
would like aid from time to time as the work progresses, as to names and items, and the persons
themselves, or officers of branches, districts or quorums, or any other knowing of the items, or present whereabouts, er of the death or expulsion of
any who may be named will confer a favor to me
and to the Church by sending the facts.
Thus on the Record of the Third Quorum of Elders I find names that are not anywhere on the
General Church Record, as follows: Wm. T. Boose,
John Mackie, Joseph Burnett, James Cazier, C.S. Frazer, Mad Paulson and James Steel. The
first two are corruptions of the names of Wm. T.
Bozarth and Jonathan McKee, I think, but the
others I believe to have been in the Church. I
would like to know the first name of Frazer, and
when and where each was born, and when, where
and by whom baptized, confirmed and ordained,
and if any are dead or expelled, the dates thereof.
1 also need the full items, as above. of Dnid
Chambers, Sen., George Kemp, Geo. W. Nuttall,
David M. Williams, Albert Woodin, Norman L.
Booker (dead) and George Hall (expelled); also
when where and by whom Wm. Alden, Wm. Ballinge; Thomas Chapman, Edward T. Edwards,
Reub~n Hoyer, Charles Kemmish, John Rounds,
Jgsse Longfield and Nephi Yocum were ordained;
also when Geo. W. Bird and John R. Evans were
ordained, and where John Hawlry; also when
Daniel Fisher was born, and of the whereabouts of
Wm. R. Huscroft. As there are two each by the
name of Elbert W. Cato and John Taylor I would
like information as to which belong to the Third
Quorum. Any of this information will be thankfully received. There are ten vacancies in this
quorum, which I report to its officers by letter,
HENRY A. STEBBINS,
PLANo, Illinois, Sept. 5th, 1877.
Church Secretary.
Birth and Death notices inserted free; 1\Iarriage notices
one dollar each.

Bot·n.
At Plano, Kendall county, Illinois, 'May 30th,
1877, to brother Isaac and sister Sarah L. Cramer,
a daughter; named Mary Elizabeth, and blessed
July 1st, 1877, by Joseph Smith and I. L. Rogers.
In London, Ontario, August 21st, 1877, to brother and sister Lively, a daughter; mother and
chil(l doing well.

Mar.l'ied.
At i;t..Louis, Missouri, August 8th, 1877, by
Elder George Worstenholm, Mr. Heriry Townshend and Sister Elizabeth Ann Hales.

Died.•
At Dennisport, Mass., August the 15th, 1877, of
typhoid pneumonia, Enenora C., wife of Elijah H.
Eldridge, and daughter of Elder E. N. Webster, of
Boston Highlands, aged 26 years, 9 months, and
12 days. Our beloved sister and her father were
the first-fruits to the Reorganization in Boston,
having been baptized by Elder Wm. W. Blair, in
September, 1866. Her faith in God and his greitt

latter day work was steadfast and unwavering,
and her christian walk was ever consistent, and
above reproach. Her life was an example of self
sacrifice, and of unfeigned love; forgetting her
own pleasure, and regarding not the weariness or
pain it cost. Her heart overflowed unceasingly
with that love divine whick seeks not its own, but
everywhere another's good. In her sickness she
bore her suffering with great patience and fortitude, and was fully resigned to the will of God,
happy to depart, regretting only to leave those she
loved. A placid joy lighted her counteqance as
she fell sweetly asleep in Jesus. Every effort wa~
made for her relief and restoration, but her departure was plainly foretold by the spirit at our last
district conference.
Blessed are they who have toiled in the vineyard,
And died in the faith of Our Lord;
Through their pray 1rs and kind words may their loved ones
Inherit the same great reward.
c. N. n.

At Kirtland, Lake county, Ohio, July 3d, 1877,
Rodger Plaisted. He was born in Buxton, York
county, Maine, in the year 1793; joined the Church
in 1835, in Maine, emigrated to Kirtland in 1836,
where he resided unt.il he fell asleep, to await the
resurrection morning. He was a good and much
respected citizen by all who knew him. Funeral
services held in the Baptist Church, conducted by
Elder Joseph F. McDowell. Text 2 Cor. 5: 1-4.
Near Edgerton, Platte county, Mo., July 31st,
1877, of cholera infantum, Julia Elizabeth, daughter of~Bro. Robert A. and Sr. Mary J. Marchant,
aged four months and one day. Funeral services
by Elder Wm. Summerfield, from 1 Cor. 15: 22.
At her home, ten miles north of Des Moines,
Iowa, July 27th, 1877, Eliza E. Vice, aged 13 years,
7 months, and 20 days. This little daughter of
Brother and Sister Vice had never united with the
Church, but she had a loving and kind spirit, and
was the ornament of the household. It was a sore
trial to them; but they gave her up cheerfully,
knowing that affliction worketh patience, and patience hope,-which hope will not make ashamed
in the day of visitation. Services, August 19th,
in the Dunkard Church, by Elder I. N. White; a
very large assembly present.
Near Salem, Marion county, Oregon, July 20th,
1877, Sister Rebecca Adams, wife of Elder John
F. Adams, and only sister of the late G. M. Hinkle.
She was born in Roan county, N. C. August 18th,
1804, consequently was at her death in her seventy-fourth year. She was married to Bro. John F.
Adams in 1820, and in 1832 they were both united
to Christ and his Church, by obedience .to the everlasting gospel; from which time to the day of her
death Sr. Adams has been an exemplary Christian,
and for the last two years a .patient sufferer. For
forty-five years she stood as a witne.ss for Christ,
and many are the testimonies she has borne, anrl
the times that she has exercised the gifts in fulfillment of the promise of the Master, (Mark Hi).
She leaves behind, children, grand-children, and
great grand-children, to the number of a hundred
and twenty:five. Father Adams is blind, as to his
natural vision, but his inner eyes are open to see
the glory of the coming kingdom, for which he has
waited and labored so long. He bears with Christian fortitude his sad bereavement, and consoles
himself with the fact that he, too, has been re·
deemed by the blood of Christ, and a few more
days or weeks, and he will be again united to his
faithful partner, where the tyrant death can have
no power over them. For fifty-seven years they
stood together to share each others joys or sorrows,
and together they stood the storms of persecution
that have been common to the Saints. And now,
while the aehes of our dear sister shall rest in
peace,_may the sympathy of the Saints be enlisted
in behalf of the good old brother, that he may
"accomplish his day" in peace, and with his dear
companion liail, at his coming, the king that they
have so long and faithfully served.
J.C. CLAPP.
OBITUARY.
Gilbert Watson died at Black'"Creek, Outagamie
county, Wis., September 22d, 1875. He was born
in Scotland, March 20th, 1822, hence at his death
was· 53 years, 6 months, and 2 days old. When
about nineteen years of age he emigrated to Amerioa with a number of his friends, landing in New
York, July 4th, 1841. He lived in Buffalo, N.Y.,
about two years. Then with his brother he emi·
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grated to the Territory of Wisconsin, and bought
some land in what is now Waukesha. He used to
say that this was the beginning of an eventful period with him, for he boarded with a Latter Day
Saint by the name of White, 1~nd thus b.ecame acquainted with the principles of the Church. After
candid investigati0n he became convinced of the.
necessity of a new dispensation, and of the doctrines and ordinances of the true Church. He was
baptized by Silas Briggs, about the 1st of June,
1844. That same year he sold his farm in order
to move to Nauvoo, and, starting the next March,
he arrived there April 6th, as the Saints were
holding their Annual Conference. A large number
of people were assembled, and every thing went
on with life and vigor. After conference he was
employed cutting stone for the temple, and then
worked on the Nauvoo House for three months.
But, early in September, the~e operations were
hindered on account of the mobs in the Morley settlement. In November he returned to Wisconsin,
to collect what was due him. His old acquaintances were glad to see him, and eagerly enquired
concerning Nauvoo and the Saints. While in Wisconsin he had. an interview with Jason W. Briggs,
who explained to him the olaims of James J. Strang,
as Joseph's successor. He became partially con'l'inced, although reluctantly, of Mr. Strli.ng's right
to the prophetic office, and in June, 1846, he went
to Voree and saw Mr. Strang. Feeling convinced
of his claims he continued in that faith until after
the death of Mr. Strang. On the night of June
22d, 1863, he had a dream, and the interpretation
came with power, and convinced him of his error.
The dream was recorded in Herald, February 15th,
1864. He was baptized the next day by W. B.
Horton, at Uloa, Wis., into the Reorganization,
and also ordained an Elder. At that time he lived
in Lisbon, Waukesha county, where there was a
small branch, of which he was elected president.
In 1864 he moved to Black Creek, Outagamie county, where he remained until his death. He was a
f.ti.ithful Elder, and a good president. When taken
sick he called the Elders together and was prayed
for, but apparently with no effect. He continued
to pray as long as he could speak. When medical
aid was spoken of he said that if the Lord was not
willing for him to recover, no man could raise
him up, and that he would trust in him, even if
he should slay him. About a week before his
death he called his children together and gave
th.em his blessing. His life was one of usefulness
to himself and to his fellow man, and he was always ready to defend the truth. He leaves a wife
and seven children to mourn his loss.
l'. HARRIS,
Go to thy narrow, dreamless bed,
In slumber rest thy aching head;
Lo, in the cool, sweet chambers of the bleat,
Beyond the stream of time thou hast thy rest.
Ever green shores thy tired feet shall pre>S,
By rivers of life, in thy robes of righteousness:
These shall thy portion be, these thy reward.
Weeping and sad we mourn for thy presence here,
We see thy vacant seat, and miss thy counsel dear.
Thou taught us ways of wisdom and of Gorl,
Showing the path a lovin9 Savior trod:
Oh, for a hQart to feel divme submission,
Nor murmur at the mandate of high heaven.
1\I.J.c.
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PLAJ\TO, ILLINOIS, OCTOBER 1, 1877.

THE TRUE LEADERSHIP OF THE
CHURCH.

In his issue for September 2nd, the editor of the Pittsburgh Leader writes at length
on "How to Solve the Mormon Problem,"
which article we here reproduce nearly entire.
As will be seen, he is strong in his championship for President Joseph Smith as the real
successor of his father, and as the one who
should rule the Utah Church, or now succeed
to it; for so many fail to understand that he is
now the president of the real Church, and that
he is not now, and never has been an aspirant
for the seat of Brigham Young, nor to lead
that people as a body, and only such of them
(even if it be all) who may be willing to forsake the errors introduced by them and come
back to the original principles of the Church
before its rejection and the division into apostate factions under You1ag, Strang, Thompson
and many other aspirants for the place belonging only to Joseph Smith and his seed. Hence
the real bona fide organization exists now under his presidency, on.e acknowledged of God;
and therefore only in a unity of principle upon
the true doctrines, could there be a unity of
people or of action; only by forsaking the
talf;e and coming over to the true.
We also give an editorial from the Toronto
(Canad'a) Aclve1·tiser, which takes a very fair
view of the position occupied by the Reorganized,Church in contradistinction to that of th:o
Salt Lake Valley organization.
'l'he first article is as follows :
"HOW TO SOLVE THE MORMON PROBLEM.
"We are more and more convinced that a happy
solution of the Mormon problem is, for the first
time since the prophet was killed, possible, and
that the way-the only way-is for the United
States government to help Joseph Smith, h., the
Bon of the prophet, to assert his leadership and establish himself in the very Lion-house of the
usurper, Brigham. In making this suggestion,
the other day, we pointed out that young Joseph
is the legitimate successor of his father, nominated by
inspiration for the Office and duly ordained; that the
Mormons themselves confess the fact., admit that
Brigham tricked the Smith boys out of their rights,
but condone his offense by saying that. their 'error'
in denouncing the polygamy revelation of theil'
father rendered .the usurpation necessary to prevent the destruction of the church, and that they
have always looked on young Joseph with respect
and even wit.h reverence-such reverence as the
Babylonians felt toward Nebuchadnezzar when
they saw him eating grass like an ox, but knew
that, though mad, he was still their rightful sovreign and that in due time his reason would return
and he would claim his own. When Joseph visited
Salt Lake City he was treated with the highest respect by the people, nor was it denied by any one
that he was the true high priest, prophet and revelator, and would some day come back to rule over
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.
"Well,..with the death of Brigham that d&y ha8
Whole No. 37'9.

arrived if young Joseph has the pluck to assert
himself. ·* * * In this juncture the advent of a
genuine leader, the legitimate successor, claiming
inspiration, and able to cry, '•Thus saith.the Lord"
to a people who believe he has the right, would
have a profound and decisive effect. Coming as
he would with an accession of adherents to swell
the Mormon body and heal a division of thirty
years' standing, he ought surely to succeed, if he
exhibits half the ability and worldly wisdom of his
father.
"But how, it will be asked, could the United
States aid this purely ecclesiastical movement?
And why should it do so? To answer the last
question first, the capture of the Utah Mormons
by Joseph Smith of Illinois would insure the downfall
of polygamy, and this would be the elimination of the
only feature of JJ1ormonism to which the United
States has an11 obJection. The Josephites, of lllinois,
of Iowa, of Pittsburg, are as good and law-abiding
citizens as the members of any other denomination, and
possess no social customs that keep them separate from
the rest of the world. With Joseph Smith ruling
the Mormon church, Utah would be as open to outside settlement as any other territory, and Saint
and Gentile would live together in harmony and
peace. It would not be a year before Utah could
be fitly allowed to enter the Union as the State of
Deseret, and the "Mormon question" would thenceforward be no more important in politics than the
Baptist question or the Methodist question.
"To the question how the United States could
aid in this movement, the answer is two-fold. It
ought in the first place fully to protect Mr. Smith
in the assertion of his rights. He should be urged
not to· make annecessary trouble by abolishing
polygamy too suddenly. It would be a hardship
and a wrong to break up the existing social arrangements of the saints with the strong hand.
Those men who have more than one wife should be
not only allowed but compelled to keep them, and
the children they have by them. No ex post facto
law or revelation should give them an excuse for
turning these deluded women and innocent children adrift without adequate means of support. But
all future polygamy might be at once prohibited
with the approval doubtless of the large majority
of the Mormons themselves. And the government's
part would be to see to it that the factious minor.ity should neither openly nor secretly give trouble.
"Another thing the government could do that
would be an important help. Let it keep sternly
on in the good work of punishing the Mountain
Meadows' murderers. The execution of Lee was
an immense triumph of law and order, as against
the Brighamite doctrine that the church has the
right of life and death over apostates and those
"devoted" to the Lord. Now that Brigham is
dead, there should be less difficulty to secure witnesses p.gainst the other murderers. A dozen
more executions like that of Lee, of men, whose
hands were deep in the blood of those missionaries
or of poor apostates trying to get out of the territory to the states, would make Brighamism a name
of scorn even to many of its strong adherents, and
correspondingly aid the clean-handed J osephites,
against whom the blood of no man cries out. Let
the government pay the debt it owes to simple
justice in this regard, and it will at the same time
render the best service it can to place young J oseph Smith in the chair of his father, and happily
solve the Morman problem.
"Yet there is one other thing, and powerful
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thing, the government could do to help the young
prophet get his"'own. Mr. Hayes might make him
governor of the territory. That would place him
and his party in possession of the civil authority
of Utah and vastly aid him in gaining spiritual and
ecclesiastical authority. It might prove a very
brilliant act of statesmanship for President II aye>
to appoint Joseph Smith, Jr., governor of Utah,
and thus give him the vantage ground from which
he might conquer the place his father bequeathed
him, and peacefully and lawfully root out that
relic of barbarism-polygamy..:!...from the only spot
in the United States where it flourishes."
The Plano Mirror has an editorial about
Brigham Young and the claims of the Twelve
to the rulership, showing its consistency with
the claims of B. Y. and that quorum after Jo·
seph's death, in 1844. It says that this stroke
of policy of the old Twelve cut off the sons of
Joseph, to whom belonged, according to the
traditions of the elders, "the right ·of successorship," and now that Brigham is dead arises
the difficulty in the way of the successor of the
Young dynasty," that is, if the rule of B. Y
and the old 'rwelve was the correct one to
adopt, and if not, and the sons of B. Y. are
the ones, then comes the question, Why were
not, and are not, Joseph's sons the real seed
to whom should have come in the past and
in the present all the right and title to govern
the, so called, Mormon people. The editor
concludes thus:
'-Our townsman, Elder Joseph Smith, the son of
the first Joseph, is entitled to succeed his father,
if President Young's theory in behalf of his own
family is correct, and justice, though tardy, could
now make right this wrong of the past.
Besides this, there is an other consideration :
Young Joseph, as he is called by Mormons, is an
avowed monogomist, and is stoutly opposed to the
really most obnoxious feature of Utah l\Iormonism,
polygamy. His efforts for years past have been
directed to securing the Mormon chnroh from the
ruin impending over its institutions, and we think
if he were settled on as the choice it might go far
toward the peaceful solution of the question. From
what we gather we believe that there will be a
clash of claims when the question of who the com·
ing man is to be, among our neighbors the Mor·
mons of Utah, shall be settled, and that the rival
claims will be based upon, first, the right of Brigham Young to succeed J,oseph Smith, the precedent
established by him in that succession; second, the
claim of Young's son Brigham to succeed his father, by the law of primogeniture; and third, the
claim of Young Joseph Smith to succeed Brigham
as his father's rightful successor."
The extract from the Toronto Adoertiser is
as follows:
"It is quite evident from prevalent rumor that
the chances for the election of either of Brigham's
sons are but small, while many seem to consider fa
vorably the idea of calling upon Joseph Smith, the
son of their former prophet to come over and claim
his right by lineal descent to the presidency.
Some months ago he visited Utah and was well re·
ceived by many, including the more intelligent
Mormons, t.he whole of his preaching ancl labors
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were aimed to overthrow the false and corrupt
practices and dogmas of their church. He is living at present in Plano, Ill., and is president of
what is known as the Heorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, which, was formed
after the apostasy of Brigham, and from among
the mass of saints who ignored Brigham's assumed
authority nnd therefore refused to follow him,
choosing rather to wait, as they were directed, until a leader should come of the seed of the martyred pTophet who was finally recognized in the
person of their present leader.
The mission and object ef the Heorganization
has been to oppose the corrupt teachings of Brighamism and re-establish the church on its original
basis. They have been termed "JosEPHITEs" by
the others. Their efforts as a body have been sig·
nally successful, when surrounding circumstances
are taken into consideration, haVing organized
branches in many places throughout the United
States, Great Britain and Canada, the chief hindrance to their progress being the prevailing idea
that they are one in faith and practice with the
Utah Church.
"There is not the slightest reason however for
believing that the President of the Reorganization
would accept of such a call as many suppose will be
tendered him from the Mormons. His whole policy is nt variance with theirs, which fact he did
not. fail to make them acquainted with while visiting there. He views their leaders as in apostasy
and their converts as victims of an imposition.
He does not for a moment recognize Salt Lake as
the appointed Zion or gathering place, and therefore would not go there to rule. He declares polyg·
amy and its kindred doctrines to be false and not
original tenets of the church, and consequently
could not live and rule where it was taught and
practiced as gospel. The introduction of destroy.
ing angels and the theory of celestial marriage,
toge her with one half the system known as Utah
Mormonism, are viewed by him as heresies and
therefore dangerous doctrines.
"Judging righteously from his present position,
we fail to see any possible way by which a nuity
could be brought about between the two bodies,
and he be President, except by a return on the
part of the Brighamites to the original doctrines of
the church, and a putting away of all their unlaw·
ful wives, as there is no permissive clause in the
laws of the Reorganization, which would admit of
their being accepted otherwise, inasmuch as they
are viewed as outside of the church altogether, and
where some in the past sought entrance into the
Reorganized Church, they have only been admitted
through the usual initiatory ceremonies. The present prospective agitation may bring before the
public more prominently than ever the distinction
between Brighamism and the Reorganization, to
the certain benefit of the latter."

He has about the right view of it.
The editor of the Pittsburgh Jlfetlwdist
Recorder in his issue for September 8th, writes
a column article on Brigham Young, and
among the closing words are these :
"The probability is that some change will be
made under the new leader, whoever he may be,
that will denounce the polygamous feature of
their system. * * ~- The probability is that
Mormonism will become a very different thing in
the next fifteen or twenty years."

The world is not as sanguine, or at least the
charitable portion of them, that the end of
the polygamy dogma and its kindred doctrines,
would be the end of the whole Mormon faith, so
called, as they have been in the past. vVe are
thankful, too, to all such who have discovered
and who will allow that the true faith of the
Latter Day Saints does not include those
things, and who admit the now evident fact
that the Reorganized Church now claims her
own with other religious bodies, even the rec.
ognition of the people as an incor.porated and
legal organization, side by side with others
in the Jaw of the land, and having place with
them.
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OUR TRIP TO BUFFALO.
In the morning, bright and early,
When the air is cool and nnd bracing,
When auroral tints are gracing
All the east with beauteous tracing;
When the dark and light combining,
Dawn of day with shad'wy lining,
When the dewdrops lie a shining
On the grass and on the flower;
Then, with Black and Bay before us,
With the fair day gleaming o'er us,
While the birds sing grateful chorus,
We our journey southward take.
Light of heart and swiftly speeding,
Prairies fair with verdure smiling,
Panoramic scenes beguiling,
Length'ning summer hours whiling;
Meadows sweet and green and fragrant,
Sunlit clover blossoms flagrant,
Scorning bees' attentions vagrant;
Field and grove and running brook.
Nine miles told and we draw rein,
Durant, village of the plain,
With its many railway train,
Claims our next half hour.
Somewhat rested we push onward,
Eastward now we mark our bearing
~·o a grove whose branches rearing,
Up toward the Heaven we're fearing,
If we watch not we may never
Enter, tho' the gracious Giver,
Offers us his loving favor,
And marks out the shining wny.
Eastward still, and onward going,
Here two churches shadows throwing,
Like the gospel they're bestowing,
Dreamy, mystic, shadowy creed.
Fifteen miles of verdant tillage,
South of east to Blue Grass town,
Region here of much renown,
For its coal banks further down;Mid ravines and forest breezes,
Shaft machinery creaks and wheezes;
Poor old blind horse puffs and sneezes,
Hoisting up the shining coal.
Winding south, the highway leads us,
All is well and naught impedes ns,
While the noontide hour speeds us,
Swiftly towards our journey's end.
Still toward the sun's meridian,
Till we merge from woodland scenery,
Four long miles of native greenery,Lo ! a landscape view most plenary,
To inspire the prosiest mortal,
Like a glimpse of Eden's portal;
Nothing common here nor sportal,
In fair nature's picture work.
Shall we pause here and admire,
Looking down o'er roof and spire,
From our hill-top station, higher
Than the lovely scene beyond;
Yellow, winding road descending
Southward, skirted in with green,
Lower, Buffalo is seen,
Then the river's limpid sheen,
Father Mississippi, grand,
With his belt of glittering sand;
See ! an isle on either hand,
Fertile, green, nnd very lovely.
O'er across the waters, glancing
'Neath the sunlight's fitful dancing,
Spreads. a view, so all entrancing
That it chains our eyes and heart.
Hills begirt with emerald forest,
Valleys dimpling, nature's sketching,
Toning down tha boldex etching
Of the river bluffs that, stretching
Miles and miles on either hand,
Mark the water and the land,
His fixed laws fore'er obeying;
N eslling there amid the trees,
:Fanned by every river breeze,
Andalusia site at ease,
Pretty, little, grent-named city.
Half reluctant., we pass onward,
Down the wide and j)leasant street,
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Longing friendly friends to greet,
In their pretty home retreat.
Sister Julia A. first meets us,
With a smiling welcome greets us,
In her cozy parlor seats us,
And presents her husband good.
Dining, Brother C..C. It's kind face,
Next appears our feast to grace,
And the moments fly npacc,
Socially and cheerily.
Sister R., with fiendly greeting,
Clasps our hands in her bright home,
Makes us glad that we have come,
With no wish to farther roam.
Evening softly settles down,
O'er the river and the town,
While the moon with mystic crown,
Reigns in placid sovreiguty;
And with weariness bedight,
Back we go and spend the night,Silent, shining hours so bright,
With brother C. and Julia.
Bright and jubilant the morning,
Of the following Sabbath day,
When we gladly wend our way,
With the saints that praise and pray,
To church, then dine with sister R.
Then again at service are;
Next we call-it is not farOn aged sister B. so worthy.
Kindly woman, strong in faith,
Which, God grant be hers till death ;
If we trust, the promise saith,
He will ne'er forsake us.
Twilight settles o'er the scene,
Thrilling, peaceful and inspiring;
While the lunar ·power, acquiring
Balmy breezes now conspiring
Hegal height and brilliancy
Silvers every bush and tree,
With a shimmering filagree,
Winning nnd sublimely charming.
Grand, majestic and serene,
Rolls the river's limpid sheen,
Rich mosaic between;
Complement the living pictureIn the purple mist of evening,
Stand we by the water's side,
Gazing on the placid tide,
With its never ceasing glide,
Moving onward potently,
In its march toward the sea,
Where no narrow limits be
Set about the bounding billow.
As we meditating stand,
Pebbles flung by childish hand,Shells and pebbles from the strand,
Dent the crystal brilliancy.
Pebbles dropping in the water,
And the circling waves above,
Bring to mind the words we love,
Of a poet heart that strove,
For the noblest, grandest, best,
For great truths with beauty blest,
With nn earnestness and zest
That the Father will remember.
Earth with mystery is rife,
What a strange romance is life;
With its dream of peace and strife,
Joy and pain and pleasure.
Here are boats at our disposal;
We will take a sail 'tis said,
Enter in with careful tread,
Landsmnn, balnnce well your head.
O'er the crystal gleaming tide,
Smoothly, swiftly, how we glide,
Oh! if nothing should betide,
We might sail, and onward sailing,
Revel in some blissful dream,
Such as make a poet's theme,
Which, methinks may be a gleam
Of the brightness o'er the river.
Side by side our barks are floating,
:Moonlight all around and o'er us,
Glittering pathless way before us,
While our voices join in chorus,
Singing brother David's song,
As we swifUy float along,
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Underneath the starry throng
Chanting voiceless anthems.
But our sail must have an ending,
So, our bows are shoreward bending,
And where light and shade are blending
Step we on the pebbly strand.
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sweet is that word home l The lonely pilgrim
for the gospel can at least tell its sweetness.
It may be but a humble cottage by the wayside,
but in and around it cluster all that is dear on
earth; hearts that beat in unison with our
own; faces that smile without deceit; hands
One more night at brother Charley's,
whose grasp is that of the purest love ; tongues
Then our journey homeward turning,
Horses' feet the smooth road spurning,
whose every word is music, that calms and
Summer sun above us burning,
soothes the wanderer's heart, as no other earthly
Heat and vapor generating;
music can. No wonder the poet sung, "Home,
Which, in turn is congregating,
sweet home." Its bed may not be of the softAnd with rapid wings inflating
est down, its floors may not be covered with
In the west most threat'ningly.
Now the storm cloud rises higher,
Brussels carpets, the furniture may be but
Lightnings flash like chains of fire,
plain, its walls may not be hung with beauti·
Haste! ye steeds at our desire,
ful pictures to please the taste, but there is a
For a refuge we must seek.
bosom there softer than any down, and forms,
Turn aside, for roof and welcome,
living, breathing forms, more lovely to the eye,
We are sure of finding here,
more dear to the heart of the pilgrim, than all
With brother G. and sister dear,
the paintings of Angelo or Raphael, though
Yes, their greeting is sincere.
Ah ! behold! how fast it rains!
set in frames of gold and diamonds. Thank
Deluging the hills and plains,
God for home, that sweetest, dearest, holiest
So that here we must remain,
place on earth. Here I could rest without
Till another morning.
fear of being thought an intruder; rest from
There's no reason for complaint,
the continual strain of mind, rest from the
With such hospitable Saints,
Happy home without restraint;
weariness of travel and labor, with the blest
Father, guard that household.
assurance that all was well.
Cool and damp the breezes blowing,
On the next Sabbath I met with the Saints
As with kindliest adieu,
of Salem Branch, at the house of Brother
We our way once more pursue,
Thomas Chapman, on the Pigeon, and fulfilled
Toward tlie home we hope to view,
a
promise long since made, "that I would meet
Ere the sun shall sink to rest,
with them the next time they met in that
In the bosom of the west,
And the nightly host infest
place." I believe they counted fifty wagon
Skies that day paints !1zure.
loads of Saints and friend~, all met to worship
Roads are heavy, miles are lono-,
God under the shady cotton. woods, in front of
Like the burden of my song; "
Brother Chapman's door, and under the presBut, behold !-here's something wrong!
idency of Elder Henry Halliday. Brother
:Marks of sore destruction!
Davis H. Bays and myself broke the bread of
Wind and hail and rain in torrents,
life to the anxious, earnest listeners. Every
· . Yestermorning swept through here,
We are told, and doth appear,
~eart s~emed glad and manifes~ed their love
Leaving fields completely clear,
m var10us way~, no.t to be mistaken. The
Of their fertile vegetation ;
love
of t~e Samts IS to me the d_earest of
What a shocking devastation !
earthly obJects, after that of my fam~ly.
For beyond our calculation,
. On the 5th of A1;1gust I preac~ed m WoodIn a few brief moments.
bme, to very much mterested audiences. Some
Windows, (sometimes shutters, too,)
By the storm were broken through,
outsiders state that, in the doctrine of the Saints
Telegraph was cut in two,
t here was a reality not to be found in the
Trees half stripped and barren,
ch UrChes of . th e d ay. At mg
· ht I 1ed a Very
And this besom of destruction,
pleasant prayer meeting at the house of Sister
Swept to eastward miles o'er many,
Adams. Had an interesting talk with with an
In its course not sparing any.
intelligent
gentleman from the East, who was
Sad each farmer's visage when he
a cross l;letween the Sceptic and Universalist,
Walks about his empty fields,
but very candid, and seemed not only able to
Which had promised ample yield;
:Father, God, thou art our shield,
discern, but also willing to acknowledge the
Keep us from such scourges.
truth. The sisters here gave me evidence of
Ten long saddening miles we go
their
love for my family. Outsiders wished
West ward through this scene of wo,
me to return to them.
Then turn north, for Durant ho!
On the lOth I sLarted in company with Mr.
Where the storm was lighter.
David Kennedy and Sister Kennedy for Deloit.
Northward still our course pursuing,
On the way we shared the hospitality of 1\lr.
Brings us now where only rain
With attendant wind, has slain
Donaldson and wife both 1\Iethodists · she beHere and there a shoot of grain.
' had been baptized
' by' the
lieving in immersion,
Further still and all is fair,
Methodist minister· he believed in sprinkling
Thanks unto our Father's care
and had joined the ;arne church by sprinkling:
And at four p.m. we share
How accomodating! Why could not Jesus
Home, dear home with loved ones.
Ends, our trip to Buffalo
have been as accommodatino- to Nicodemus
And if ever you may go
and told him he could ente/' the kingdom by
Thereaway oh I may you know
sprinkling,bypouringorbyimmersion,instead
Such happiness as we did.
of telling him in such emphatic terms, "VeriPERLA WILD.
ly, verily, I say unto thee, except a man be
born of water and of the Spirit, he cannot eRNEWS FROM THE FIELD.
ter into the kingdom of God." It would have
saved a great deal of trouble, you know, beLE'rTER FROM ELDER CIIARI.ES DERRY.
sides the inconvenience of getting wet. This
Dear Herald :-On the 24th ult., I found lady told me when she was baptized, eighteen
myself at home with wife and children, and were immersed and one sprinkled. Was not
all enjoying the great blessing of health. How that awkward for the dear minister? But I

suppose the Latter Day Saints had caused this
trouble, but I don't think the lady is satisfied.
On the 11th we reached Deloit, just in time
to see Uncle Thomas Dobson and wife, who
were about to start to Utah, to see her relatives, among them her mother, whom she had
not seen for thirty years. She was in hopes of
showing them the truth. May God bless t:Q.is
visit and bring them in safety again to their
beloved children. I preached twice in Deloit
on the 12th and received assurances of the
Saints' love
On the 13th we returned, via. Galland's
Grove and were kindly received by Sister
Williamson. I staid that night with Gideon
Hawley, of Galland's Grove, and on leaving
the next morning, he obligated me to pack a
box of groceries, some prints, etc., about half
a mile, to where the team was in waiting for
me. Well, sir, I bore it like a christian, and
felt like saying, God bless the good brother
and sister for their kindness in thinking of my
loved ones. It was very timely and gratefully
received.
On the 15th I preached in Whitesboro, and
baptized three women and two men. One of
the men was seventy-one years old. All were
earnest believers in the truth. I and Elder
Carrico confirmed them by the water side.
There are now thirteen saints in the neighborhood of my home, and we can have a branch
now, and my family wont be away from home
any longer; to God be all the glory.
.
On the 16th my little daughter, Pearl,
brought me to Logan, and I kissed her good
bye, as the scalding tears were coursing her
lovely cheeks, while her heart was ready to
burst, because pa was again going off to battle
with the cold world. I noticed, as she drove
sadly homeward, she turned and gave many a
lingering look towards the depot. :May God
bless that precious Pearl, and grant her a place
among his choice jewels when parting shall be
no more
·
How keen is the pang of sad separation I
As love twines its fibers around the fond heart,
It is cruel as death and would be a vexation,
Bnt Faith blunts the edge of the soul·piercing dart,
And poiuts to the time when the work shall be done,
Our parting be ended-the victory won.

That night I found myself preaching in Littie Sioux, where I have not been since I dedi·
cated the ~burch-house, si~ or seven year~ ago.
Congregation small, but mterested. B~shop
Gamet and Brother Matthew Conyer~ kmdly
helped me on my way, and the next mght the
Pilgrim was in Sioux City, where I found
~rot~er Samuel SJ:lvester and enjoyed his hospitahty for .t~e mght. He wa~ under the
weather, spmtually and. physwally.. We
walked out on prospect hill, overlookmg the
. hty M"1~sour1.. " A beau t"f
c~"tY a~ d th e." mig
1 uI
Sight IS obtamed from this place, and I reflected that this place was destitute of the uncorrupted t.ruth of heaven. I told Salll:uel ~could
not stop then, but at some future t1me, If permitted, .I W?uld bombard that citJ:. I encour·
aged htm m the work, urged ~Im to honor
G?d and he would .be honored I_n return. I
laid ha?d~ upon him on that hill under !he
~ove1: o_f mgh~, and asked Go~ to bless him,
m spmt and m body. He testified afterward
that he was blest.
The next day I arrived at Portlandville,
Plymouth county, where I was kindly met by
Sister Christy anfo made welcome to the home
of her husband. Thig sister has been alone
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almost all the time she has been in the Church,
with very few privileges to hear the word.
She has suffered much persecution, and that
most trying kind, has kept firm hold of the
rod of iron. Her tongue has never been silent when opportunity has been found to tell
the glad news. She has always held the flag
to the breeze, and her consistent walk, as well
as her consistent and persistent talk, has made
no enemies to truth, but has worn off the sharp
edge of opposition and nobly commended the
gospel to all with whom she has come in contact.
With true charity, she has always yielded,
where her personal pleasure has been interested; but she would not lower the flag to compromise any truth or duty, and her reward, in
part at least, is near at hand, for her husband
indicates very plainly his favor for the truth,
and I have no doubt he will e'er long become
her companion in the gospel, as well as in this
life's woes and pleasures, and I trust their
family also. God _bless Sister Christy and all
like her, for I know a good many sisters good
and true as she is. 'l'heir reward is sure.
I commenced bombarding Portlandville from
the school-house, on the 18th, and preached
three times to good and attentive audiences.
In the afternoon one man came to me, saying,
"I love to hear you preach the doctrine. I
believe it." At night, another came and shook
me by the hand, and said, "I admire your
courage and zeal; you are doing good;" and
truly such statements did me good. I delivered ten discourses there in eight days. People of different shades of opinion listened, some
patiently, some impatiently, some admired,
some tried to find fault with the amunition fired
into their ranks, and others, with the gun
from which it was fired, but all hoped they
were out of range of the grape and canister.
Advents thought the Methodists were getting
rather hot shells, and laughed to see them
squirm, thinking they were safe, but pre~ently
the Methodist forgot his trouble and leaned
back in evident satisfaction to see the bombs
fall at the feet of the "Soul Sleeper," arousing
him from his slumber in astonishment, as he
saw Lazarus carried by the angels to Abraham's bosom, while his body slumbered in the
sods of the valley, and heard the groans of the
conscious rich man, in the lurid regions prepared for the ungodly. And again, as the veil
was torn from his eyes, and he saw the crucified one descend int0 the prison, and there unfold the riches of eternal love to the millions
of antideluvians, who had been disobodient in
the days of Noah, "that they might be judged
according to men in the flesh, and live according to God in the Spirit." I trust a gleam of
light entered the minds of each. The skeptic
was heard to acknowledge that there was a
beauty, force, and consistency in the Bible, as
seen in the light of the gospel, greater than
he had ever dreamed of. He could begin to
see that in the gospel was a balm for every
wound that sin had made. In fact, I was
told that if I had gone into that town preaching the doctrine, but saying nothing of Joseph
Smith or Latter Day Saints, no sect could hold
the field against me; and I would have carried
the town. ]3ut, thank God, there is yet "a
stumbling-stone and a rock of offence." I gave
them to understand, I was noL ashamed of the
Master or his servants. I know I might secure fame, ease, and wealth, by assuming the
doctrine and ignoring the means through which

t6ctober i.

The churches and Sunday-schools of the
land are supported by small contributions. The
one eent and the five cents apiece, keep up the
Sunday-schols, but they could not do it in a
scattered condition; these small amounts are
not felt, but aggregate a large sum. More is
spent for conformity to the world than would
be in Zion, and the temptations would, in a
great measure, be withdrawn.
I have often thought, that although I have
taken upon myself the denial of things which
I thought pleasant to possess, but not necessary, yet that I was not liberal enough toward
the Lord. ''The liberal deviseth liberal things,"
and if we are filled with zeal for our glorious
faith, and its success against the evil and untruth that is opposing it, and if we appreciated
and possessed more of the riches of the knowledge of God, we could easily give up and forCHARLES DERRY.
get tobacco, (I wont say alcohol in any form,
LE>IARS, Plymouth Co., Iowa, August 3rd, 1877.
for I suppose all are Saints in that respect at
least), tea, coffee, rich meats, pastries, amuseLETTER FROM ELDER MYRON H. BOND.
ments useless and forbidden ornamentalities
Dear Brother :-I am pained to know of so [in dre~s or jewelry, in short_:_anyconformitfes
much delinquency among the Saints in regard to the world which the whole law of God does
to the small matter of subscription. I am some not sanction, and could "devise" means in
satisfied that in a majority of these cases an way to pay for the Herald and Hope, and peracceptable zeal for the mighty work would de- haps two thousand Saints could pay from one
vise a way and means of payment. The Lord to ten cents per day for the work of the minisopen all our eyes to the worth of the eternal try. The average being five cents, what would
it amount to in a year? Let us see. A simple
interests revealed to us as a people.
Dear brother, when I touch the pen to con- calculation shows the sum of thirty-six thouverse with those upon whom this glorious latter sand five hundred dollars ($36,500) as the reday light has dawned, and who have been obe- sult of one year's collection-or small denial
dient to the pure commandments, my heart of two thousand Saints, will. I could go into
bounds with the light and fire of the eternal history to show how greater sacrifices have
truth; and I wish I could tell you how much been made many times, for a far less worthy
the Lord has been pouring light into my once cause, and for less reward. I believe, by the
darkened ~:oul, praise his holy name. And help of the Lord, I will be one of the two
oh ! the magnitude of the mission of Joseph thousand to devise a way by which five cents
Smith; how much light and how ·great the per day for the coming year shall be saved, if
contrast between God's eternal truth as re- in no other way, by a denial of something that
vealed through him and the wisdom of the I in the past may have clung to, of fictitious
wise of this world. The gospel that men value, as an eternal investment. My income
preach has no more force than any moral is less than common day wages. I neither
teachings could as emanating from so pure and drink, smoke nor chew, do not use tea nor
wise a teacher. .But the whole gospel, as coffee, am nearly keeping the "word of wispreached by the saints of latter days, com- dom ;" and, more, not waiting "to be completely covers the whole ground occupied by manded in all things," but avoiding all things
every species of opposition, whether of bigotry, hurtful and unnecessary, not specifically forskepticism-or the more deceptive doctrines of bidden. I will try to live so that any other
seducing spirits, and of deviis. J.1et us devout- necessary thing for me to possess, the Spirit
ly thank God, my dear brother, that our eyes will reveal even this to me.
I am very sorry Brother Blair could not
have been opened to ~ee what the kingdom of
heaven is like, and what we must surely do to have come here from Canada. He did good
inherit it and possess its unfading and un- preaching at Coldwater, and I enjoyed his
alloyed happiness.
companionship and instruction. He never
I am glad that the Lord is moving upon the seemed so near to me. I believe he is a good
hearts of his saints in the matter of "the gath- man, and working only "for the salvation which
ering." Its necessity will become more and is in Jesus Christ with glory." My love to
more apparent. It has seemed to me that the Joseph. I want to tell you just now, Brother
gospel could be preached more eJl:'ect.ively from Henry, that I could never say that I knew Bro.
Zion outward into the world by the elders than Joseph to be a prophet, as his father was, but
it can now. I can not believe but that we, as a now, verily before God I do X'now. I have a.! ways
people, can combine enough wisdom, energy, believed in his integrity as a Christian, and
business talent, etc., to compete with the world that he was not wrong in his position. That
and its various business combinations. The he possessed the Spirit of Christ I never
Latter Day Saints are, as a body, giving to the doubted, I knew it. As to the leadere of the
world more than they get from it. '!.'his is factions I never had the slightest faith in any
true in temporal as well as spiritual matters, of !them, but I would not say of Joseph ss
though perhaps not in the same proportion, some said, that God had revealed as he did to
but any way, the sooner now that we can get. Simon, about the Master. But while meditogether to live the law at the same time, tho tating upon my bed the other day, I stepped off
better I think it will be for the mighty work and got upon my knees, and earnestly asked
that is before us. I like Brother Cooper's God to reveal this that I wanted to know
plans, and to me they seem mostly practicable. in ngard to Joseph, and the Spirit came in

I received it, but fame would be distasteful,
ease would be a bed of thorns, luxury a poison,
and wealth a gnawing worm obtained at the
expense of honor and :gratitude ; I "choose
rather: to suffer aflictions with the people of God
than to enjoy the pleasures of sin for a season."
Other calls demanded my attention and I
left, with the hope that some will obey the gospel. The citizens, learning that I had to walk,
kindly furnished me a conveyance to bring me
to this place, and one friend gave me three
dollars. May God bless them all abundantly,
and grant them a good entrance into life. The
general cry was, come again, and if you can
not come, send. My Jetter is already too long
and I will close. I give God the glory for his
constant help, and for all the good done
through my feeble instrumentality. With
love to all saints, I remain, etc.,
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power upon me,as l feel it now, my brother, resting upon me as I write, praise his name. Is not
this an evidence, and am I not justified in
receiving i~ as proof? I can not write more.
My love to you. I am trying to do all the
will of God. Yours in the one faith,
MYRON
CLAM LAKE, Aiichigan, August 20th, 1877.

H.

BoNJJ.

[From the Chicago Advance.]

FARMER PENNIMAN'S DREAM.
BY :MRS E. :M. STEW ART.

"There's no need of a donation for Mr.
Goodman," growled Mr. Penniman, on his
way home from church, after the notice of a
proposed donation visit had been given; "he
has salary enough without-six hundred dollars a year and a parsonage and garden spot
-that's enough for any family to live on; why,
it don't cost us near that, and we have six
children, and they have only four. 'Twas
real mean for Mr. Goodman to exchange, and
get that man to give out the notice." And
· :M:r. Penniman fretted away in the ear of his
silent wife till they had nearly reached home,
quite unmindful of the four children who,
with wide open ears, were eagerly listening to
every word.
Rev. Mr. Goodman was pastor of a little
church .in a small village of 1\ianisuch-a
Home Missionary church composed of farmers,
with a few members in the village where two
other churches of different denominations
were also endeavoring to live and thrive.
Four hundred dollars was the nominal salary
of. Mr. Goodman from the Home Missionary
Society. Of the four hundred Mr. Penniman
gave twenty-five dollars, usually in advance,
"to get it off his mind" he said-if all the
subscribers had followed his example it would
have been better for the minister. But the
last year's subscription was two hundred dollars in arrears, and the Home JHissionary
Treasury was empty.
It was mid.winter; the minister's credit
and provisions were well-nigh exhausted, and
nothing had been said of the accustomed donation visit.
Driven almost to desperation, l\Ir. Goodman
rode over to a neighboring city, where one of
his classmates was preaching to a large, prosperous church, and laid the case before him.
''Let's exchange," said the sympathizing listener, when the story was told. "I'll give
notice of a donation visit on my own responsibility." The exchange was made; and the
notice was given to the astonishment of every
one, ~.irs. Goodman included.
:Mr. Penniman's family went into their large,
warm kitchen, laid aside their wrappings, and
sat down to a bountiful dinner, prepared by
the eldest daughter during their absence; nnd
with the appearance of the hot minco pies began the discussion of the coming donation visit.
"Mother may I go?" from a chorus of little
voices, and comments from the eldest member
of the family according to their moods.
"Well, I paid the whole of my subscription
long ago," 8aid l\Ir. Penniman, with a satisfied
air, "and if !,he rest had done the same, there
would be no excuse for llaving a donation
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"No, nor Mr. White, nor Mr. Cook, nor
even Deacon Slocum," added George, a stout
lad of sixteen, who knew more, in his own
estimation, than any man in the neighborhood.
Mrs. Penniman and thf' eldest daughter, Mabel, said nothing.
"Mother, I heard my teacher tell the superintendent that if people would only give tithes
now, as the Jews did, there would be no need
of donation parties. "What are tithes?" said
Robert, the nine year old son.
"I will tell you all. about it this after· noon.
Finish your dinner, now," was the reply.
An hour later, according to promise, the
mother sat, Bible in hand, explaining to her
younger children the Jewish law of benevolence. Clara and Robert were finding the references, and James and Minnie were asking
numberless questions. Jacob's vision interested them greatly. Robert read the dreamer's
morning vow, "Of all that thou shalt give
me, I will surely give the tenth unto thee."
"Then tithes mean tenths. Does it mean a
tenth of everything?" asked Robert.
"Turn to Leviticus, 27th chapter and 30th,
31st., and 32d verses," was the mother's reply.
"Why, mother, it says cattle, too," exclaimed Robert in astonishment, "and a tenth of all
their grain and their fruit! Whew! I guess
my teacher was right; but does anybody do
that now-a days."
"Yes," replied Mrs. Penniman, ''I have
known several men in the city who conscientiously gave to the Lord one-tenth their income,
and some of them were far from rich."
"'Why can't farmers do the same," asked
Clara.
"I suppose they might," replied the mother with a sigh. "Now turn to Malachi 3: 8

10."

"Let me read that," said Clara, and while
she read her father said to himself, "'rhat's all
right, I am glad my wife is so faithful in
teaching the children, especially in teaching
them benevolence. I guess I have paid my
tithes this year; twenty-five dollars for the
minister, and as good as twenty five for Chicago; fifty dollars, that's a tenth and more too,
but I don't begrudge it, not a bit," and with
a seJf.satisfied smile he fell asleep, and dreamed.
Half an hour passed, and the sleeper awoke
with a groan and a start. Rousing himself,
he said to the children, "Run away now and
crack some nuts; I want to talk with your
mother awhile." The children obeyed, and
the mother sat with folded hands, and heart
trying to prepare itself to listen patiently to
more fault.finding.
"I have had such a fearful dream, Jennie,"
said Th:Ir. Penniman, in a low, troubled voice;
"A w:::rn ing from God, I do believe, You
ure a better Christian than I am, let me tell
you my dream, and I know you will help me
do my duty."
Then, in words often choked with emotion,
he told his dream, while tears rained down his
wife's cheeks.
The profound silence which followed was
broken by the husband's voice solemnly repeating the vow of Jacob, henceforth to be his
own vow: "Of all that thou shalt give me I
visit.
will surely give the tenth unto thee."
"I don't believe Mr. Jones has paid a cent,
''Amen!" was the wife's joyful response.
and he's rich too," said Clara, a bright little
"Isn't it Sunday work to look over the
girl of eleven.
books?" It seems to me I shall feel better

to have this matter all arranged to.day." said
Mr. Penniman, after a few moments' thought.
Mrs. Penniman brought the book~, in which
her husband kept a full record of all the farm
products.
"Now, Jennie," said he, take a piece of paper, and as I call off the yield you take out
tenths, and we will estimate the value and see
how much we fall short."
200 bus. Wheat-tithes
150 " Potatoes "
300 " Oats
601}
"
Corn
200 " Apples
10 " Deans
30 " Turnips
10 hrl. Pork
20 tons Hay

20 bus. @ $1.00 per bus.
15 "
@ 0.60 "
"
30 "
@ 0.30 "
60

20
1
3
1
2

"

"
"
"
brl.
tons

0.28

"

O.ao
1.50
@ 0.25
@ 10.00
@ 10.00

"
"
"
"
"

@
@
@

$20.00
\J.OO
9.00
16.80
10.00

1.50
.75
10.00
20.00

The amount of Tithes is ............................................ $97.(5

said l'virs. Penniman, and
Deducting the ................................................... , .. !,,,,:jfilO.OG

already paid here and for Chicago
Leaves .................................... ,, ............................... $<[7.05

"Yes, that is correct," remarked Mr. Penniman, looking over the figures; "now, how
shall we arrange the rest? Let us see. We
will give the minister •
One barrel of pork ...................... ., ........................... $10.00

and the tithes of turnips, beans and potatoes which will
Arnount to ...................... , .......................... , ............. $11.25
$21.25

This sum deducted from the ...................................... $47.05
Leave• ..... :........................................... ., ........... ,. ..... $25.80

a little more than the priee of two tons of hay,
as we valued it. But we have not tithed our
cattle yet; we have ten cows, yon know-shall
they 'pass under the rod?'" asked the husband, with a meaning smile.
"Yes, certainly," was the earnest reply.
"\V ell then, one cow-you shall say which
one-and two tons of hay to feed her on.
There are a good many things we cannot tithe
this year, so I will take a good large grist, and
you may take what you like from the house,
and next year we will be more exact," said
l'vir. Penniman in a tone of great satisfaction.
"A good deal to give away," said Mrs. Penniman, doubtingly, for in her heart she feared
her husband would repent his liberality when
the excitement of his dream had passed away.
"Why, Jennie, you are not sorry the J... ord
made the tenths so large, are you?" he said,
half reproachfully. "Nine-tenths are left for
us to use without doubt or reproach. How
blind I have been all my life," he added, with
a sigh.
"Father, George says it is milking time,"
called out little Clara, looking in at the door.
"Yes, I'll come," answered the father rising.
"Jennie which cow shall I give?'' he asked,
turning to his wife.
"Give the best, to the L::;rd," was her reply.
"Mabel, come here a few minutes!" said
Mrs. Penniman to her eldest daughter, a young
lady of nineteen, when the door was closed on
the father and two boys, In a few words the
mother related what had transpired within the
last hour; and the daughter listened with
clasped hands and glistening eyes.
"Oh, mother, I am so glad!" she exclaimed.
Giving a tenth has always seemed right since
I read God's own law to the Jews. He must
know best. If the Jews were commanded to
give tithes, surely, with our greater blessings,
a tenth of our income is the very least we
ought to think of presenting to the J~Clrd as a
thank-offering. It seems a great deal because
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God gives us so much."
"Well, my dear, you and I must look up our
tit.hes, to-morrow," said ~irs. Penniman with
a smile.
The day of the donation visit came at last.
"George, I guess we'll take over our loads
this morning," said Mr. Penniman while they
were doing the chores at the barn. "You may
fasten Brindle's rope to the back of that load
of hay, and let her eat while you help me load
up the other sleigh, then you may harness the
old horses, I will take the colts, and we will go
over together."
"Why, father, what are you going to do
with old Brindle?" asked the astonished boy.
I'Give her to the minister; we have nine
cows left," was the reply.
The two went to the house and proceeded
to load up the "big sleigh" which stood before
the door. A barrel of pork, potatoes, turnips,
beans, and "a monstrous grist," the children
said, and away the two drove to the parsonage.
"Why, Mr. Penniman, haven't you made a
mistake. What does aU this mean?" exclaimed Mr. Goodman running out of the house
without his hat, as they drove through the
great gate. "What does all this mean?"
"Only the tithes," replied Mr. Penniman,
laughing.
"Here's your hat father," said little Henry
Goodman, holding up the missing article.
"Thank you, my son, now run into the house."
"Where shall I put your cow?" asked Mr.
Penniman.
"My cow! why Mr. Penniman, you can't
afford--"
"Got nine left," interrupted Mr. Penniman.
"Drive on, George, we'll find a place."
The little barn was a rickety old affair, but
Brindle was soon tied in one corner of the
stable, and Mr. Penniman and his son stowed
away the hay as best they could in the bay
and shaky loft. The boards on the sides were
some of them hanging by one nail, but George
said the roof looked as if it would not leak,
and he would drive a few nails in those boards
before night.
Then came the unloading of the second
sleigh, amid exclamations of wonder and delight from Mr. and Mrs. Goodman and the
children, and such a time as they all had preparing the little cellar for such an unexpected
supply of vegetables. Then the pork-barrel
was, with much labor, lifted and pushed and
twisted down the narrow stairway, and stowed
away back as far as possible "to make room
for the rest that might come," Mr. Penniman
said.
Two empty barrels were filled to overflowing
with the best of flour, the bran and shorts for
the cow found a place in some old barrels in
the wood-shed, and Mr. Penniman and George
drove home delighted.
"What has happened to Mr. Penniman?"
asked M:rs. Goodman after they had gone.
"Is he going crazy?"
"I asked him what it all meant, and he said
he had a dream last Sunday which he would
tell me sometime," replied her husband.
"The result of his dreaming will bless us all
the year," said Mrs. Goodman gratefully.
"Mother, is that cow to be our very own,
always?" asked one of the children.
"Yes. We all thank M:r. Penniman very
much, and I am sure none of us will forget to
thank IJim who put t4e thought of this great
-
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kindness into Mr. Penniman's heart."
The after-noon and evening passed off as
usual on such occasions, with one exception.
The Penniman children had all faithfully
tithed their nuts, pop-corn, and the money in
their savings' bank~, and brought their gifts to
the children at the parsonage, and child-like,
Robert told the story to a group of listening
children, and some of larger growth.
"We are all tithed," said he; "George gave
his tithes in money-mother and .Mabel
brought butter and eggs and dried apples, and
ever so many cans of fruit, and father tithed
everything in the cellar, and even tithed old
Brindle, too."
"What it tithing? I don't know what you
are talking about," said Willie Greene, the
merchant's son.
"Why the Bible says folks must give to the
Lord one tenth of all they can raise on the
farm," replied Robert. "Clara and I read it
there last Sunday, and that is just what we
have been doing at our house. We have just
begun, but we mean to keep on doing so all
the time. I tell you, Henry Goodman, you'll
get lots of eggs and chickens before summer
is out, and I shoulden't wonder if you should
get, now and then, a harvest apple. I have
one tree that's all my own."
"That boy of yours has been telling quite a
long story to the children about the tithing
done at your house," remarked Mr. Stevens
to Mr. Penniman when they went out after
supper to attend to their teams. "Haven't
you changed your mind lately?" he asked.
"Yes, I have most essentially," replied Mr.
Penniman, "but it is a long story; come to
prayer-meeting to-morrow evening, and you
shall hear all about it."
Twenty minutes later every body in the
house knew that Mr. Penniman would explain
the reason for the change in his feelings and
practice at the next prayer-meeting, and everyone had resolved to go to-morrow eveningnot long to wait.
"Are you going to prayer-meeting to night
to hear Penniman tell his dream?" asked Mr.
Greene, the merchant, of the first customer
who made his appearance the next morning.
''Yes. I want to hear what he will say; it
seem silly, though, to talk about a dream doing
such wonders, for his donation was large for
any one, and certainly wonderful for him."
"A dream," sneered Mr. Greene, brushing
his coat-sleeve; "conscience, more likely."
"I don't know about that," was the reply;
"Mr. Penniman is close, but he is honest, and
true to his word-always pays when and what
he agrees to pay; his subscription is always
paid in advance, if possible."
So passed the day; in every house, and in
every shop and store the subject of tithing
was thoroughly discu~sed, always concluding
with a wise shake of the head and the sage remark: "The Pennimans won't hold out long.
No farmer can afford to give away one tenth
of what be raises, cattle and all." But they
went to the prayer-meeting, and for once the
cold, cheerless little church was packed full.
Mr. Goodman opened the meeting as usual,
and then remarked: "Brethren and friends, I
know you are all anxious to bear the message
which Brother Penniman brings m to night,
and we will listen to him now."
Slowly Mr. Penniman rose to his feet and
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looked around the congregation. His face
was deadly pale, and his lips quivered for a
moment. Then, in a calm, distinct tone, he
said:
"My first duty to-night is confession. I
have frequently said, in the presence of many
of you, my brethren, that our minister's salary
was amply sufficient to support his family without donation parties; that he must be ex travagant, or he would not go into debt. Now,
that was all wrong; I am sorry of it, and
ashamed of it. In the first place, the statement was not true, though I did not intend to
falsify. I made the mistake which we farmers are apt to make; we only reckon our money outlay, and count as nothing what we consume.''
"Yesterday I took my books and deducted
the amount of family supplies I had sold from
the amount produced on my farm last year,
and I was surprised. Now, I only wonder
how, with the closest economy, our pastor's
family could live comfortably on his salary and
our donations too. But if my assertion had
been true to the letter, it was no business of
mine how he spent the money he had honestly
earned, any more than it is how any other
man spends the money he earns.. The only
question for me, as a member of this church,
to decide is whether Mr. Goodman's labors
a '!long us are worth the salary which we agree
to pay. If so, my portion of his salary is to
be paid promptly and fully, like any other
debt, and he and his family left to the expenditure of the money well and faithfully earned,
without remark or hindrance. This shall always be my course toward him and every other pastor hereafter.
.
"Last Sunday I sat in my easy chair, listening to my wife and children as they read and
conversed about the Jewish law of tithing,
till I fell asleep with the very comfortable feeling that, for myself, I had brought all the
tithes into the store-house-and I really believed it.
"I dreamed that I went to the anticipated
donation visit with my family, and carried
about my usual donation-a bushel of flour, a
bag of potatoes, a few pounds of pork and a
bag of apples-and thought I had done well,
for I was very sure the minister did not need
even that with his salary.
"The evening passed as usual, we farmers
talking of the crops of hst year and discussing
our plans for the coming season. I was well
satisfied to find, by comparison, how abundant
my harvest had been.
"When I came in sight of my home, that
night I saw my well filled barn in flames, my
garnered treasures gone beyond hope of rescue.
It was a terrible blow; and as I stood there
helpless-for nothing could be done-and saw
the product of my hard toil a great blazing
mass, how I wished I had given more of that
burning wheat to my pastor. But it was too
late now. I had only enough left for bread
and for seed--a few bushels put in another
barn for lack of room.
"It was summer; my oats were sown, my
corn and potatoes planted, the cattle and sheep
were in the pastures; but there was no rain.
Day after day the Bun rose without a cloud,
and night after night the moon and stars shone
with undimmed beaut.y.
So the summer
months passed·-not one drop of rain, no harvest. The winter came, and still uo :rp.oi!lture
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ror the thirsty ear~ I had no grain in store, the famished creature that I was, till fully sat- yet neglecting to fully support their own min1t had been burnect;'i\lho hay for my cattle, the isfied, and my kind friends returned to finish ister, and doing nothing to give these poor

grass had not grown. The cattle died, one
after another; and through the long winter it
was a fearful struggle to get bread to eat.
"Spring returned, and yet no rain. I had
no grain to sow, and others began to be in
want. We grew weak and sick at heart. We
were in the midst of what this country had
never known-a real famine. Terror took
hold of the soul, while hunger tormented the
body.
"Day and night we prayed for relief, and
the answer, always the same, echoed and reechoed everywhere: 'Will a man rob God?
Yet ye have robbed me. But ye say, wherein
have we robbed Thee? In tithes and offerings. Y e are cursed with a curse; for ye
have robbed me, even this whole nation.'
"Summer's burning heat poured down upon
us, and one after another my whole family
sickened and died. Oh! the agony of watching over sick beds with nothing to alleviate
their suffering! To see our dearest friends
dying of starvation! Yet so my loved ones
died, and I lived on. I buried them with my
own hands, for the famine had taken all sympathy from tho community; each was fully
occupied with his own sorrow.
"Day after day I wandered through the
rooms of my desolate home, and touched reverently the common things which their dear
hands had used, and found some comfort in
this indulgence of my sorrow.
"But even this poor solace was taken away
from me. Another fiery tempest came, sweeping away every remaining vestige of my earthly:possessions, and I fled before it. On, and
on, and on, still flying, still pursued, never
tiring, impelled by a terror indescribable, till at
lengtb-I know not how-l found myself in
a deep gorge of a California mine. All around
me lay broken fragments of rich gold-laden
quartz, the very earth beneath my feet seemed
formed of golden sand, and on either side of
the narrow valley the mountains rose, full of
treasure. But all this wealth awakened no
emotion, for yonder, trinkling over the rocks,
was water, pure cold water! Almost frantic
with joy, I rushed toward it, but fell fainting
ere my lips were moistened. I did not lose
consciousness, but, too weak with my utmost
effort to drag myself onward, there I lay with
the life-giving water almost within my reach!
"At last relief came; the miners gathered
to the little grass plat not far away to eat their
noonday meal. They seated themselves on
the grass, made tables of the broken rocks,
and spread out their bountiful repast. How
delicious their food looked! I had not seen
so much at one time for months. How I
longed for the very crumbs that fell from their
hands, yet I could not ask. It was not pride,
but despair. All the ungrateful past of my
life seemed to come up before me; the food I
bad carelessly wast;ed, or carelessly received,
unmindful of the Giver. I never was hungry
till this famine began, and now it seemed impossible for me ever to be fed. 'Cursed with
a curse' for my ingratitude and robbery of God!
Oh, the thought was agony! A deep groan
escaped my lips and discovered me to the miners. One brought me a cup of water, and
others gave me food. What a luxury was that
cold water! How delicious was that coarse
put wholesome food! I ate and drank like

their own repast, leaving me lying on the soft
grass with a heart full of praise and thanksgiving.
The miners were rough men, of many nationalties, Irish, Germans, Chinese, and profane, God.defying Americans, worked side by
side. And as they sat in groups, enjoying
their noon-day meal, I listened to their fearful
profanity till my soul was sick within m~.
There I lay all that summer afternoon, living
over the years of my past prosperous life, bemoaning my selfishness and thinking how little I had ever done to send the gospel to such
as the men in the mines.
But all the future was dead within me.
What could a poor, bereaved, famine-stricken
man do, only to pray for pardon and for death.
At last the day was ended, and two of the
kind miners, half led, half carried me to their
camp, shared their evening meal and their
scanty tent with me. My heart was full of
gratitude, and, before seeking repose, I knelt
to thank Him who had given such unexpected
deliverance from famine and death.
Scarcely had I lain down, when one of the
men touched me on the shoulder, saying:
''Stranger, if you can pray won't you come and
see a sick man just over here?
I rose and followed him, and there in a dirty tent, lay, and had lain for weeks, tossing with
fever and delirium, my once happy, innocent
boy, my long lost Henry. The fever had left
him, and now, pale and exhausted, he seemed
only waiting for the last heart-throb of a wasted life. Some of you, my friends, have known
of this great sorrow which has lain on my
heart for years, and may imagine the meeting
and the sad recital I had to make. He said
little of himself till I asked him of his spiritual state-his preparation for an exchange of
worlds. An expression of anguish passed
over his face: 'I am not ready-not prepared,'.
he exclaimed, 'all is lost, lost! Dont interrupt
me,' he continued, as I was about to speak.
'I know what you would say; I know the way
but have lost the desire to walk there. I feel
I am forever lost! Two years ago,' he con tin.
ued, 'there came to the mines a young Christian minister, full of life and enthusiasm, yet
so gentle and blameless, so Christ-like that we
must love him. He had a wonderful power
over all even the roughest, and I loved him as
a brother. He remained with us a year,
preaching, talking and praying, till profanity
was banished, and many seemed almost per.
suaded. His second year's labors were scarcely begun when news came from the Home
Missionary Society, saying their treasury was
empty, and they did not know how long it
would be before they would be able to pay
what remained due on his salary, and there
was so many feeble churches needing a little
help, so many new settlements to be occupied,
that they could not continue his commission
another year. His heart was full of grief.
He loved those rough men. He would have
gladly worked with his hands as did Paul, but
had not the strength, nor could he live without the Ealary. The miners might have paid
it, but they would not; they liked him, but
be was a restraint upon them, and he left us.
Father, I thought of home then, of those rich
farms, those bountiful harvests, and those men
and women professing so much love for Christ,

miners the bread of life. I might have been
a Christian if young Hurd had remained here,
but when he went away, I was angry with
Christians, with God and myself. I went
baek to my old ways, and now I can not repent.'
"My poor boy sank back on his pillow exhausted; a deadly pallor overspread his face,
his breath grew shorter and shorter, and in
my agony at seeing him dying thus without
hope, I uttered a deep groan and awoke.
"At first I could scarcely believe it possible
that all I had passed through was but a dream,
and then such a flood of contending emotions
poured in upon my soul as almost overpowered
me. I was indeed like one rescued from the
deepest misery, and put in possession of the
every needful blessing. How happy I was,
how grateful for the sparing mercy of my
heavenly Father! and never did I receive any
worldly good with half the satisfaction that it
gave me to know that God would accept a
thank offering at my hands. I was in haste to
make the offering, for I feared t"b.e old life-long
selfishness would come back to trouble me;
and I could see that my wife had the same
fear.
called benevolence.
"And all these years, men, like the miners
in my dream, men from the corrupt nations
of the old world, whom God has sent to us
for light; and our own people, somebody's sons,
every one of them, have been going down to
eternal death uninstructed and unwarned;
while I, Cain-like. have said in my heart, 'Am
I my brother's keeper?" 0 my brethren!
God would be entirely just if he were to visit
upon me all the horrors of that fearful dream.
"Yet He is long-suffering, and abundant in
"But the offering was made gladly and in good
faith, by us both. During the few days that have
intervened since then, I have thoroughly investigated the subject of tithing, and it seems so
reasonable, so just, indeed so very little to offer
in return for our many mercies, that I only
wonder I, a professedly Christian man, could
so long have been blind to my duty and privilege.
"Just think' of it, year after year, I have
ploughed my fields and sowed the seed, utterly
powerless to make one single seed germinate.
I have planted orchards, and could neither
make the trees live, nor the fruit grow. And
every season, God has given the sunshine and
the dew, and the copious rain. And more
wonderful still, He has constantly carried on
that chemical process by which each plant has
appropriated to itself the elements it needed
for growth and perfection. 'fhcn, when the
rich harvests have been gathered in, I have
not brought to God a thank-offering of even~
one-twentieth of the fruits of the earth,-and
the little which I have doled out, I have
mercy, and. His fearful denunciations is followed by the comforting words: "Bring ye all
the tithes into the storehouse, that there may
be meat in mine house, and prove me now
herewith, saith the J~ord of Hosts, if I will
not open you the windows of Heaven, and pour
you out a blessing that there shall not be room
enough to receive it."
"I cannot recall the past; I can only pray
God to forgive it, but most ?lad!y for the future, do I, from the depths of a gratef!ll heart,.
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adopt Jacob's vow: 'Of all that Thou shalt
give me, I will surely give the tenth unto
Thee.'"
A solemn hush pervaded that la~ge assembly
when Mr. Penniman ceased,spe~km~, broken,
at length, by Mr. Goodman a vowe ~n prayer.
A hymn was then sung and the meetmg clo~ed.
Jaclcson ~llfich.
----~~-4~------
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take courage with others, and by our own experiences.
We have but little more to say, and if the
Gentiles do not cease to refuse, lo ! he will
turn to the Jews. Your unworthy brother,
WEnt, Kansas, Ang 24th, 1877.

c.

M.

FULKS.

lalat?';
----------~-----

J"OSEPH SMITH, HENRY A. STEBBINS,
EDITORS.

Dear Brethren:-! can not refrain from
writing some of my thoughts in regard to
Plano, illinois, October 1, 1877.
what has been said about the Herald and
Hope. I would urge you to write systematically, THE fact that President Brigham Young died
so as to save much labor to the Editors in pre- possessed of great wealth, seems to be pretty
paring articles for the press, as we write upon well known. Whence this wealth was derived,
this all-important subject, for I feel that I should now be inquired into, if it has never becould not do any thing justice, but will ven- fore been done. The fact that his dependencies
ture a few ideas.
have been more numerous than those of any of
What a good thought was that suggested in his compeers, seemed to be admitted; and that his
the letter of Brother A. Hailey. Yes, breth- expenses must have been proportionately large,
ren and sisters, think, for a moment, and then must be equally clear, whence then the supplies
keep thinking. How isolated would be our to furnish so large an establishment? If church
Q)ndition were it not for the Harald and Hope, revenues have not been defected from their legitiand their means of communicating to us. It mate purpose and proper uses, how has one of a
seems as if we would starve without the Hernumber of coworkers become so inordinately
ald, and I appreciate it as heavenly food, worth
wealthy, while the majority of his fellows have
ten fold its price. I hope, too, that all will
remained comparatively poor? \Ve confess that
think of' our forlorn condition if indeed the
office would be compelled to close. It would we have a strong curiosity to learn the proper so.
be a shame to us as a people. Oh, the thought lution of this question.
It may be more truthfully said of us, that "it is
is enough to break the heart and fill the eyes
none
of our business," than it can of the more
with tears. Brethren, I never thought about
it in this light until to-night. How could we immediate successors, and fellow workers in that
live without it, since being used to it, and church; for certainly it is, and should have been
live on other food. Count the worth of a long ago, the business of the Twelve there to know
knowledge of the work in the different coun- all about the church revenues, and how they were
tries; also in this favored land of the Lord, being used. Besides this the people, from whom
and as Brother T. W. Smith said, some two it has been supposed the tithing was derived,
years ago, about the Hope, that he would were entitled to at least a yearly exhibit of the
give five dollars for it rather than see it go receipts and disbursements of the TITHING OFdown, or miss having it for the children. So FICE. An independent and rational people who
say I, although we have no children, but I am were being constantly urged to pay into the storea child, or would be one. If the worth of the house of the Lord, should hardly be content with
Hope is so great, can we put a price on the the assertion that it was none of their business
Herald, the chief messenger with tidings from what became of the means so paid into the storethe salt of' the earth, the banner of' light from house. If the Lord was known to use what was
that city on the topmost hill.
lodged in the house in his own person, there
One way to prove ourselves to be citizens of might be possible propriety in saying that the
that city, is to live by every word that pro- people should not be too inquisitive about it, as
eeedeth fron:. the mouth of the Lord, thereby the Lord could not be made to answer to a huglorifying our Father who is in heaven; at man tribunal; but as it was well known that huthe same time putting ourselves in a condition man agencies dispensed these tithings, it must be
that he might be pleased to be glorified in us. eminently proper that these agencies should be
And why should we fear or doubt, inasmuch
held accountable for good behavior.
as we profess to have had a knowledge of the
From the constitution of the church, the Book
truth from God? Although our leaders someof
Doctrine and Covenants, we conclude that
what differ, we have the same privilege of trying their views, and knowing we are none of whatever moneys, goods, chattels, or lands the
us perfect, but we are, or should be traveling church might own, they should be held by the
that way, striving to be perfect, as our Father Bishopric, as the officers of the church properly
in heaven is perfect, leaving behind us all our to be the custodians of the temporalities of the
traditions, former fashions ~,nd habits, and turn church. One thing is quite certain, out of the
no more to the weak and beggarly elements of trusteeship of Joseph Smith, while he was presithe world, but, with one accord rally to Zion. dent of the church, grew great trouble for his
And then think of the sacrifice some few of heirs and assignees in the shape of legal disabilthe brethren and sisters have been making for ities and defective titles to land, which gave rise
the salvation of our souls by building up the to grave doubts as to the integrity of the trustee,
kingdom, and establishing his righteousness. or the wisdom of sueh trusteeship. If the heirs
The printing department is a great source of and successors of President Young shall be more
help, and can a true Saint think of letting it go successful, and not beeome involved in trouble
down? We think not, nor see it stand in its arising from this cause, it will be a strange thing.
present critical condition. R.cad again the The trustees left at Nauvoo to finish up the settleletter Of Brother Otis C. l~aton, of Winterport, ment of affairs there, wer(l not an e:r.:ception to the
Maine Herald of August 15th 1877 and rule.
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That the revenues of the church should have
ever been at the control ~ne man was a grave
mistake. N0 such unlimited and irresponsible
agent of the church is known to the law; no pro.
vision for such au unguarded trust is found in
the law; nor should such a precedent ever have
been established. That it was possible, history
has proven; but that it has been "profitable to
the people" of Utah, or the church at large, notwithstanding President Young's boast, we think
will not be con:lirmed by a thorough examination.
That President Young has been permitted to
amass vast wealth, sustaining himself in an al
most regal splendor, surrounded by all tha
hedges moneyed greatness from the too familiar
approach of vulgar poverty, as the pastor, shep
herd, spiritual guardian of a religious people is
a strange thing, and strikes gratingly upon the
feelings of the toiler, who, buoyed by faith, lives
on a pittance. One of the odd things, which the
visitor marks when walking through the city of
Salt Lake, is the seclusion of the shepherd
within the stone courts with which the shepherd
had surrounded himself from the sheep; one of
the most extensiye "corralling" of the shepherd
against the sheep, on record, the most of shep
herds reversing it, corralling the sheep leaving
the shepherd at large. But that such a thing was
made possible in a community styled Israel is a
mystery stilL It may be properly; but for the
sake of what honor may be left in Utah humani
ty, we hope that it may not be discovered to have
been upon the principle upon which the boy
acted while gathering the cherries, "two for me,
one for the basket."
Out of the monetary affairs of the church
full one half of all the distrust and want of conn
deuce has grown; and it has been the abuse of
monetary trusts from :first to last that has been
the bane that has poisoned the springs of unity
and peace. Not much else could have been ex.
pected where so flagrant au infringement of the
law recognized as having been given of God was
persisted in. This the church at Nauvoo and at
Utah should have known. It will now be seen
whether the trust so long reposed, where so the
interests were so important and so irresponsibly
placed have been betrayed. If they have been,
our neighbors are worthy of all condemnation in
this particular if they do not amend.
KNOWLEDGE OF GOD AND OF HIS
TRUTH.
WE believe that the Lord has blessed the people
of the earth, along through the various ages, with
some degree, more or less, of the knowledge of
him and his ways, and of his truth, especially
those were found living up to the best light they
had, and yet received not what is called "the gift
of the Holy Ghost." And, that God has given a
good degree of this light and knowledge to the
children of men, he has demonstmted, we think,
by his dealings with the nations, both those of
ancient and those of modern times.
It is, to say the least, an error to aflirm that
"there is no knowledge whatever of God [in any
degree] outside of the Church;" for it is evident
that God has eontinually sustained, upheld and
guided all things by the power of his Spirit, and
instructed men in his ways, so far as they would
or could reeeive, otherwise they would not have
sought after him or after truth; and, if they were
not led by the light and knowledge of his Spirit,
individuals, f1tmilies and tribe~ wou,ld not have
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inquired earnestly and honestly after him, and
for more truth, for greater light, for increased
knowledge of God's existence, power, truth and
glory.
The "gift of the Holy Ghost," is truly a special
privilege and blessing to those who obey the
"fulness" of the gospel ordinances, and this is the
method, the only way, by which the obedient and
faithful are ent.itled to "the greatest of all the
gifts of God,"-eternallife, and to the gifts of the
gospel or Holy Spirit; and only by this power,
as received through obedience and faithfulness,
can any obtain that fulness of knowledge whereby
they may become "heirs of ·God and joint heirs
with Christ," yet the Scripture speaks as follows,
of the degrees of light promised to and received
by others, and of the presence of the Spirit with
them:
"That was the true light which lighteth every
man that cometh into the world."-J ohn 1: 9,I. T.
"Unto you that continue to receive shall more
given, * * *, but he that continueth not to receive,
from him shall be taken even that which he hath."
-Mark 4:20, I. T.
"That which doth not edify is not of God, is
darkness; that which is of God is light, and he
that receivllth light and continueth, receiveth
more light, and that light groweth brighter and
brighter until the perfect day."-D. and C. 50: 6.
"Whatsoever is truth is light, and whatsoever
is light is Spirit, even the Spirit of Jesus Christ,
and the Spirit giveth light to every man that
cometh into the world; * * * and every one that
hearkeneth unto the voice of the Spirit, cometh
unto God, even the Father, and the Father teacheth him of the covenant which he has renewed
and confirmed upon you."-D. and C. 83; 7.
"Intelligence cleaveth unto intelligence; wisdom receiveth wisdom; truth embraceth truth;
virtue loveth virtue; light cleaveth unto light."D and C. 75; 10.
"I established the constitution of this land by
the hands of wise men, whom I raised up for this
very purpose."-D. C. 98: 10.
The Lord also says that "whatsoever leads to
do good is of God, and whatsoever leads to do
evil is of the devil," and by the foregoing texts,
and by others that might be given, may be seell!
the Lord's workings with men in giving them
light and instruction, even a degree of knowledge
of his truth and, therefore, so far as it goes, a
knowledge of him; which light and knowledge,
if they do not reject the claims of the gospel
when it salutes their ears, but obey it, they are
promised a fnlness of, if they continue; or, otherwise, if they do reject it, the light and knowledge
already received is likely to be, and will be, in
time, withdrawn from them. If they follow up
the promptings and leadings of the Spirit of
truth they obtain morr, till the opportunity comes
of receiving the greater, in which are also degrees to attain to, and not all to be received at
once. Of Christ himself we gather that he had to
progress step by step, "lcaming obedience by the
things that he suffered" (He b. fj; 8), or, as s11id of
him elsewhere:
"And I, John, saw th11t he received not of tile
fulness at the first, but received grace for grace,
and * * * continued from grace to grace, until he
received a fulness."-D. and C. 90: 1.
vVe arc also taught that even in the Church
s0me obtain a "more excellent" knowledge than
do others; we suppose more excellent like as did
Abel and Enoch (IIeb.11: 4, 5), JIIIoses, and others
spoken of in the Bible, Book of liformon, and
Doctrine and Covenants; for it is written in the
latter book:
"For there are many gifts, and to every
man is given a gift by the Spirit of God:
to some It is given one~ and to some is given
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another, that all may be profited thereby; to some
it is given by the Holy Ghost to know that Jesus
Christ is the Son of God, and that he was crucified for the sins of the world; to others it is given
to believe on their words, that they also might
have eternal life, if they continue faithful."
Paul carries the same idea in 1 Cor. 12: 8, 29.
Not but that all do have "the knowledge of God,"
and a great degree of it, even perhaps sometimes
when they do not reaHze it, or when they are broken and bowed down and can neither boast or
feel to affirm that they have any good thing.
And this as another point where many good and
spiritual souls have stumbled, that some could
affirm so much, while. they could not feel to lay
claim to any thing, yet might possess a power of
continuance and a faith given them of God that
would cause them to endure more and come out
shining where those who had received great
blessings and manifestations of healings and
other gifts, went down before even a slight tempe
tation, or a brief trial of their faith from an unexpected and unlooked for quarter. The facts were,
that the doubting, and apparently halting one,
was on his or her guard, was on the look out,
from feeling their own weakness, from the sense
of their own dependence, and the stress and strain
of fearing to do evil and of anxiety, made them
watchful, where the others were over confident,
or were looking upon the faults of others, or into
mysteries, and, before they knew it, were overthrown; we have seen instances of both kinds
here mentioned, the seemingly weak, or those
who mourned that they were not strong as others,
standing where those others, considered so strong,
went down.
That God's Spirit .does dwell in persons without their realizing it, is evident from both the
word of God and from personal experience. We
read:
"Thou hast inquired of me and * * thou hast
received instruction of my Spirit. If it had not
been so, thou woulclst not have come to the plaee
where thou art at this time. * * And I did enlighten thy mine; and I tell thee these things,
that thou mayest know that thou hast been enlightened by the Spirit ef truth. * * Cast your
mind upon the night that you cried unto me in
your heart, that you might know the truth. * *
Did I not speak peace to your mind? * * And
behold now yon have received a witness."-Doc.
and Cov. 5: 6, 7, 11.
Also, the following from the Book of Mormon:
"And whoso cometh unto me, wcith a broken
heart and a contrite spirit, him will I baptize
with fire and with the Holy Ghost, even as the
Lamanites, because of their faith in me, at the
time of their conversion, were baptized with fire
and with the Holy Ght'lst, and they knew it not."
-Nephi 4:8.
It will not do, however, to take for granted too
much in our individu11l cases, or to think that
lack of knowledge on this point can long continue, for they who are born of the Spirit, notwithstanding present trials and mists of gloominess,
will, if they abide in the truth and "pray earnestly for the best gifts," sooner or later feel the gatherings of certainty in their souls, and the grandeur
of the lmowledgc of the truth of God and of the
dispensation of the Spirit to them.
The writings of reformers, poets, historians
and others, give evidence that they were "moved
upon" by the Holy Spirit in certain utterances
of theirs, wherein they were inspired, both those
regarded as heathens, as well as those of Christian nations_ Take, for instance, the glimmering
of faith and knowledge that caused the hand

to write the inscription upon the altar of
worship at Athens, "TO THE UNKNOWN GoD,"
in whom Paul recognized the God of heaven, and
whom he declared to them, from a greater degree
of knowledge and comprehension. And he re.
cognized the inspiration of truth that dwelt in
their poet, Aratus, t~J> cause· him to write the
words, ·'For we are also his offspring."
Again, a good degree of the inspiration of the
Holy Spirit, though umrecognized perhaps, must
have animated the heart, and pen, and tongue of
John Wesley when he wrote and spoke his pro.
phetic words about the restoration of the gospel
in the latter days, as follows:
"The times that we have reason to believe are
at hand, * * are what many pious men have
termed the time of the latter day glory. The generality of Christians can see no signs of the gloriGus day that is approaching, but how is this to
be accounted for? How is it that men who can
now 'discern the face of the sky,' * * great
philosophers, * * great divines, * * do not discern the signs of the glorious times, which if not
begun are nigh, even at the door."- Wesley's Sermens, No. 71, vol 2, p. 95:
And many other evidences could be given had
we. time or space. However, we can not defend
the willing ignorance or partial enlightenment
which refuses to receive more, or those who, being in the Church, are content to receive nothing
more, for it is well to bear in mind the instruction:
"Whosoever receiveth, to him shall be given,
and he shall have niore abundance; but whosoever continueth not to receive, from him shall be
taken away even that he hath."-~Iatt. 13: 10-11.
"Yea, if thou criest after knowledge, and liftest
up thy voice for understanding; if thou seekest
her as silver, and searchest for her as for hid
treasures; then shalt thou understand the fear_ of
the Lord, and find the knowledge of God."-Prov.
2: 3-5.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Ques.-How many and who were they of the
"Twelve," who did not go with the Brighamitc
faction of the Church to Utah?
Ans.-Two, John E. Page and William Smith.
The former died at DeKalb Centre, Illinois, some
few years since, unconnected with any body of
believers, but still strong in his belief of primitive
Mormonism as he understood it. He at one time
favored the claims of James J. Strang, and afterwards the claims of Zadoc Brooks; later still, he
remained a passive spectator of all, not caring to
ally with any. 'I'he latter is still living and is a
resident of Elkader, Clayton county, Iowa. Of
present position and religious views we have
nothing to say. We presume, however, that he
is willing to inform any one who is sufficiently
interested, and who may have a right to inquire
of him.
Ques.-1st, Has the secretary of a branch a right
to make sarcastic and detrimental comments in
the council minute book, with regard to the sayings and doings of one of the brethren, and when
reading the minutes for approval, omit them, as
if they were not there?
2nd, Is it legal for any member of a branch t0
inspect the min utc book at the house of the secre.
tary, providillg he (the secretary) has received
notice of such intentioll, a.nd has no objection?
3rd, On page 51 "Book of Rules of Order," sec.
79 and 80, it is stated that no paper, book, or document, etc., shall be read "(except those coming
under sec. 78) without a vote of the assembly."
Does this apply to reading such books, etc., in t~e
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assembly only, or does it extend to reading, or
inspecting such books when the assembly is dis.
solved? that is, does it prohibit any one from
using such books at the house of the secretary?
.Ans. to No. 1.-No. And the branch may de,
mand that such remarks shall be expunged by
the secretary; and if the offence is repeated an.
other secretary should be chosen. The business
of the secretary is to keep a fair and impartial
account of the proceedings; and is not at liberty
to incorporate his views and opinions in the
minutes, unless they have been spoken in the
consideration of the business, and then only as
are these of others.
.Ans. to No. 2.-Yes. The Branch Hecord and
Minute Book should always be open to the inspection of the members of the branch; but may
not be removed from the custody of the secretary
for such inspection without his consent.
Ans. toQues. 3.-Hules 79 and 80, page 51, Book
Rules, apply thus: The time of the assembly is
not to be taken up by the reading of books, doc.
uments, etc., without its consent obtained by vote.
The exception to this rule is provided for in sec.
tion 78, p. 50, in which papers are submitted for
consideration and action, then, each member has
the right to have them read once, for his enlightenment on the point at issue.
Q.-Was there ever a prophecy concerning the
city of St. Johns, that it should crumble to ruins?
.A.-There may have beep, but we never heard
of it.
Rebecca Dayton, in charge of the Temple
at Kirtland, writes that many visitors examine
the Book of Mormon we sent to her, and say that
it is a different book from what they expected.
She has sold that one and we have sent her others to sell, as there is much inquiry. She is doing good and teaching people the difference between true and a false :Mormonism, and she re.
joices in her work.
Pres. Joseph Smith l~ft Plano, September 18th,
for the General Conference, to be held at Galland's
Grove, Shelby county, Iowa, commencing the
20th.
Bro. R. L. Young, of Chain Lake Centre, Min.
nesota, asks why the elders visiting Southern Minnesota do not come into Martin county., He says,
"I am working through much affliction and want
some brother to help me."
We are asked also why we do not send an elder into at least twenty different localities. ·
Bro. J. R Cook, of Sacramento, Cal., writes that
there is a good opening there for the gospel.
They are preaching at two new places and sever.
al are investigating the work. The branch is do.
ing well under Bro. Lowell's charge.
Bro. J. C. Foss writes from Jonesport, :Maine,
that Bro. Benj. Itogers baptized three there Sep.
tember 4th.
Sister Betty Bardsley, of Neola, Iowa, writes
that she became a member of the Church thirty
years ago, and is trying by her voice and by tracts
tO teach the gospel of Ghrist to her friends and
neighbors. l\fay she have joy both now and byand-by in the salvation of souls.
Bro. Wm. N. Hay writes from Des Moines,
Iowa, that their September Conference was an
excellent one. The branch has a good hall for
preaching services.
Bro. Fred. Johnson, of Burlington, Iowa, informs us that Bro. N. C. Larson of the "old
phurch," who lives at Osceola, Clark Co,, Iowa,
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and who became disgusted with the Utah abominations, is likely to take up the work with us.
Also that some one in his neighborhood would
like to be baptized, if an elder will come.
Bro. S.M. Bass writes from Lawrence, Mich.,
that the work is reviving in that region; two
baptized recently, and others are investigating.
Bro. McDowell's labors were with good success.
Bro. J. R. Lewis, of Sodom, Trumbull county,
Ohio, calls for three Welsh hymn books, or for us
to secure them from some one, but we have non1
and do not know where to obtain any.
Bro. C. W. Lamb, of Grinnell, Iowa, sends some
pages of a small tract of his getting out, consisting of letters in defense of the gospel.
Bro. C. W. Prettyman writes from Knox, Ind.,
that he labored some while in Illinois and Iowa,
and that he was strengthened, as well as trying to
help others.
Bro. James Cazier writes from Woodford, Alpine county, California, that he has been traveling in Utah, and he stood for the gospel and the
true Church, attempting to redeem his brothers
from Brighamism. Bro. C. intends to return to
the east this fall, Nebraska or Missouri.
Many papers with articles about "Brigham
Young's death," and on "Mormonism," have been
sent to us, for which we thank the senders. They
and others sending papers are as follows: Bro.
H. J. Hudson, Omaha Herald, Omaha Bee, and
Columbus Journal; Wm. H. Garrett, Pittsburg
Leader; J. l\iarriott, Salt Lake Herald; J. Ma.
cauley, Dunn County (Wis.) News; Geo. Derry,
Omaha Bee; C. D. Seely, The Christian and Little Christian; Geo. Hayward, Kansas City Times;
W. N. Daws~>n and some one else for San Francisco Bulletin, containing an article from one of
our brethren [we suppose] on the Successorship;
some one for Willoughby (Ohio) Gazette. We
thank brother Wm. Grice and sister Martha Kent
for Catechism advertised for.
Bro. R. M. Elvin, of Nebraska City, wrote September 20th: "Bro. Thos. Hughes and family, of
Manchester, England, arrived safe and in good
health in this city the 18th inst.
As there is quite a demand for photographs of
the leading elders of the Church we have concluded to put them on sale from the office, ancl,
by their permission, to add others to those we
have, which are as follows: Pres. Joseph Smith
and his counselor, Bro. W. W. Blair; of the
Twelve, Dfh. Z. H. Gurley and T. W. Smith;
Bishop I. L. Rogers and his Counselors, Ern. H.
A. Stebbins and David Dancer; also of Ern. l\L
H. Forscutt and E. Banta. Price thirty cents, or,
if a half dozen be taken, $1.50.
Dro. Josiah Curtis sends us the minutes of the
organization of a branch of ten members at Clear
Fork, Johnson county, Missouri, August 15th,
1877, by Brn. ·w. T. Bozarth and J.D. Flanders;
J. JYI. Curtis, President; A. Dellar, Priest; J. l\'L
Cmtis, Teacher; James Caley, Deacon.
Pres. Joseph Smith wrote from Galland's Grove,
Iowa, the first evening of the General Conference,
saying that they organized and had some speaking by the elders. The location of the camp is a
very pleasant one, he writes, and the weather very
fine. A large assemblage present and in good
spirits. Brn. Blair, Rogers, Kelley, Lake, Lambert, Caftall, Derry, Forscutt, Heman C. Smith,
::mcl many others elders present.
Bro. 0. Scott writes from Indiana that the work
is OE.ward there; three baptized fit Hall's Ridge,
Scptem ber 10th.

[October 1.

NEWS SUMMARY.
[Prepared expressly for the Herald. J

Sept. 7th.-There are more favorable reports
from the East Indies concerning the famine, as
there has been quite a general rain in the Madras
District which will improve the crops, although the
present prices and distress are not much, if' any,
lessened.
Additional news comes about the terrible carnage at the taking of Loftcha by thE! Russians.
A telegram says that the Pope has decided to
restore the Roman hie,~archy in Scotland.
A winter of terrorism and lawlessness, of suffering and evil doing, is expected in the coal regions
of Pennsylvania, the worst ever known.
The Indian chief Crazy Horse was wounded
while attempting to e~cape from the guard house
at Camp Robinson, Nebraska, the 5th, and died at
midnight.
lOth.-The Russians have advanced to the attack of Plevna, Bulgaria, and for three days have
besieged it with heavy artillery and 100,000 men.
In Asia Minor the weather is getting colder and
snow will soon be upon them.
Dom Pedro, the Emperor of Brazil, sailed from
Lisbon, Portugal, on the 9th, for home. The Empress was with him.
A Philadelphia Spiritualistic performer, who
personated materialized spirits with the aid of
masks and wigs, has been exposed. He has been
doing a very profitable business. Many of his
dupes believed that they recognized dead friends
in the faces that he showed in a dim light. A
newspaper reporter easily detected the fraud.
llth.-The farmers in some parts of Pennsylvania are forming themselves into vigilence committees to profect themselves against the raids of
strikers from the mining regions. Depredations
are so systematic, frequent and high handed, that
the citizens can no longer endure it. Cattle are
butchered and loads of grain and vegetables taken
off before their eyes.
Thomas F. Curley was hung yesterday, at Philadelphia, for the murder of Miss Whitby, May 19th,
1875.
At Baltimore Henry Barloge killed his brother
and then himself with a revolver.
Other murders, together with several important
robberies, depredations, and many other crimes are
reported. ·
12th.-The city of Plevna, Bulgaria, is completely surrounded by the Russians, who are
throwing heavy showers of cannon balls upon the
Turks.
A $275,000 fire in Paris, France, is reported.
Full details of the eruption of Cotopaxi, Peru,
June 25th, have come to hand. Rivers of water
poured from all the craters at once, and sweeping
away everything in the valleys below, farms, haciendas, 2,000 cattle, mills, machipe shops, and it
was like a sea on the levels below, but the city of
Calao was not destroyed, owing to a division of
the stream. One thousand lives were lost in the
various places it did damage. There followed an
eruption of cinders which completely darkened the
sky from one to ten p.m. This is the tenth eruption of this volcano since known to Europeans,
each carrying misery and ruin with H, some greater and others in a lesser drgree
At St. Elmo, Illinois, a farmer and his family,
returning from a visit, found a robber-tramp in
possession, and being called to order he shot the
farmer and afterwards two neighbors, who with a
party pursued him into the woods.
13th.-Lame Deer's band of Indians, being the
last of the hostile Sioux in the United States, so
said, and numbering between 300 and 400, surrendered at Camp Sheridan yesterday.
The Russian artillery has been thundering away
at Plevna for four days, with slight success only,
so far as taking the place is concerned, but the
rain of shot and shell has killed and wounded
thousands on each side.
A collision of vessels in the English Channel
yesterday, caused the foundering of both and the
death of one hundred or more persons.
A brewery at Louisville, Kentucky, was damaged $50,000 by fire.
A fire destroyed $25,000 worth at Cairo, Ill., in
buildings and siock.
A saw-mill at Oscoda, 1\Iichigan, with lumber
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and various shops destroyed by fire. $125,000 loss.
, 14th,-Four Turkish redoubts taken at Plevna,
with great loss of life to the Russians, 5000 killed
and wounded, it is said.
The greatest speed for the run, ever achieved in
America is said to be one just accomplished, 111
mUes.in 109 minutes, on the Canada Southern.
15th.-Sad accounts are received of disease and
death in the Russian camps in Bulgaria, caused by
their filthy condition, and by the putrifaction of
thousands of the dead, who are either unburied or
insufficiently so. They are said to have lost over
a hundred thousand men since the war commenced,
half of them by disease.
At Plevna nine assaults have been made, with
great loss of life and small results.
·
Heavy rain storms in England have seriously
interrupted the harvest and damaged the grain.
The loss by Parsons, the absconding mayor and
banker of Burlington, Iowa, is $100,000.
The American rifle team won a victory over the
British corps, at Creedmoor, Long Island, yesterday.
17th.-The yellow fever is raging at Fernandina,
Florida. Physicians and surgeons are going there
from other places, and medicine and food is being
sent in.
At the investigation, yesterday, of Wm.l\1. Tweed,
of the New York Ring notoriety, he testified to
having used, in the time of his power, $600,000
in bribing state senators and representatives, as
well as other rascality on a large scale.
Fifteen to twenty bodies of those who have died
of starvation are daily picked up in the streets of
Bangalore, India.
Bro. John Simpson, of Montrose, Iowa, sends a
clipping from a Montrose, Iowa, paper, which gives
account of some queer freaks of lightning in several houses, but no people were injured.
18th.-The Russian attack upon Plevna seems to
ha.ve virtually failed, although they have inflicted
terrible losses upon the TurkF, as well as receiving
them. It has been a tale of blood, as well as the
Schipka battles.
Report says that Gen. Sturges attacked the Nez
Perces IndianB, in Montana, the 13th and 14th,
killing many and capturing some hundreds of ponies. Gen. Sherman is in Oregon and expected at
Walla-Wall a.
A mysterious case of murder of a wealthy stockdealer, near Columbus, Ohio, is exciting a good
deal of interest, and hundreds of men have been
out searching for clues of the doer of the deed.
The assassination of a farmer near Galena, Ill.,
is also vailed in mystery. Nine buckshot entered
his body.
Another heavy gale with floods has visited Galveston and Indianola, Texas.
19th.-The summary of the Plevna battles gives
that the Turks lost 25,000 men during them, and
the Russians 15,000. At Schipka Pass the Turks
made a night attack, and after seven hours' bloody
fighting took a fort, but Russian reinforcements
forced them to abandon it.
A desperate engagement is reported on the Lorn
river, eastern BulgJtria, and thirty-two battalions,
and eight batteries of the Russians were defeated,
with great 8hughter.
The east bound passenger train on the Union
Pacific railroad was stopped in Western Nebraska,
yesterday, by thirteen masked men, and the express car robbed of $75 000, and the passengers of
considerable amounts.
The rumor tha.t .John W. Young is about to marry his half sister, a daughter of Mrs. Cobb- Yonng,
is denied, and the story that his real wife had fled
east to her p,uents, on account of this intention of
his, she states to a reporter, at Philadelphia, is
not so.
Advices from Texas say that the severe storm
extended all along the coast, but no extraordinary
dn.mage was done.
20lh.-A lull in the bombardment of Plevna is
reported. It. is now considered that the heaviest
and most decisive fighting is yet to come there.
The Turks have thus far suffered the greatest
losses of men and guns.
lVlcMahon, the President of France, has issued a
manifesto in which he exhibits the spirit and determination of a dictator. He tells why he dis~olyed the Chamber of Deputies some months ago,
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and he gives the people to understand that elections
in October favorable to his policy will be the best
thing they can do, and demands their attention to
what he says. His paper has created a great sensation in France, especially among the Hepublicans, who thin)!: it gives a bad look out for liberty.
Exposures are being made of the New York
Stock Exchange, which prove it to be a gigantic
swindling concern, that is upon bankers, and peo·
ple not connected with the exchange.
No further news from Gen. Sturges and the Indians.
Another prominent bank in Chicago suspended
yesterday. Loss $500,000 to 2,50() depositors, for
the present, at least.
The steamer Great Republic burned at St. Lon is
last night, loss $150,000 ;'also the Carondelet, valued at $75,000.
2lst.-The Russians have 320 pieces of artillery
bearing upon Plevna, and the Turks 120 in defense. They are firing away at each other.
The official report by Gen. Gibbons of the battle with and the defeat of the Indians at Big Hole,
Montana, Angnst 9th, is received. About a hundred Indians killed, and twenty-nine soldiers
killed and fm;,j,y wounded.
A railroad accident near Connellsville, Pa., and
a number of passengers wounded. Also one near
York, Pa.; two killed and several injured.
22nd.-A collision between an express and a
freight train near Rome, N. Y,; three killed and
several wounded.
A rise of sixty-three feet in !he Warrior River,
Alabama, has overflowed the bottom lands just in
picking time, completely ruining some planters;
estimated loss, 30,000 bales of cotton.
A vessel loaded with 60,000 bushels of wheat,
from Montreal for Ireland, has stranded off Newfoundland,
The yellow fever still continues at Fernandina,
Florida; twenty-one new cases yesterday.
Heavy fighting reported at Biela, sixty miles
east of Plevna, with great slaughter on both sides.
Gen. Grant was at Newcastle-on-Tyne, yesterday.
A delegation of Sioux, in charge of Lieut. Clark,
arrived at Chicago yesterday on their way to
Washington. Among them are Red Cloud, YoungMan- Afraid-of His- Horses, Spotted-Tail, and other
noted ones.
A baloonist in Virginia ascended to the height
of 300 feet recently and the balloon burst, Jetting
him fall swiftly. He was so mangled that he soon
died.
Peaches twenty.five cents a bushel at Parsons,
Kansas; potatoes fifty cents.

--------

LOOKING GLASS, Oregon,
September 1st, 1877.
Brother Joseph:-Yours of August 18th is at
hand, I acknowledge that I need the "Slaps"
and hope I may take them as patiently as the
Herald took my complainings. But I am still
unchanged in my opinion. I believe that a stop
should be put to debating through our cjmrch
organ. It has a very bad int!ucnce with many
people, especially young, or new mem13ers. I
hardly ever see a copy but there is something in
it that (in my judgment) would be better left out;
yet I have always defended the paper when it
has been assailed by its enemies.
I suppose I should have taken a different course
in the matter. I acknowledge that I wrote too
hastily; but that is my failing, or one of my
many failings; I take back what I said, I WILL
labor in the interest of the Herald. Bnt I do hope
that the Board of Publication will be more strict,
and will adopt some resolution that will restrict
some of its correspondents.
I love the liemld as well as any man can, and
that is the reason that I do not like to see its
pages marred with debate among those that
should see more nearly eye to eye.
It seems that when there is a little misunderstanding that each brother wants his view to be
the accepted one, p,nd they go right to fighting,
using the Herald for a club to fight each other
with. And questions luwe been discussed that

nothing short of a revelation from God could
settle, (and then perhaps they would'nt believe
it if it conflicted with their predilections), when
if they would spend their time in studying what
they might understand, and practicing what they
do understand, and wait for the great future to
uncover the mysteries and "reveal the hidden
things," they would be the means of spreading
less discord, and showing themselves wiser.
But I will switcl• off, lest I should get to faultfinding again.
I was glad to learn that you had reached home
safely, I hope that the e!ews of heaven will water
the seed that you have sown while on your trip,
that an abundant harvest of souls may be the
result. I sympathise with you on account of
your mother's illness, I hope the Lord will spare
her yet for a season; but 0, how uncertain is
this life.
"Death grants no reprieve to the gay nor the sage,
He calls on the infant as well as old age,
The wise; the unlearned he bids them to come
A ncl answer for deeds in tho body they've done.
'Vhat solemn reflections; life's but a span,
How fleeting the moments of weak erring man,
He passeth away like a fast fleeting cloud,
Then why should the spirit of mortal be proud."

I had meeting over at J\!Iyrtle Creek and left
the Saints feeling well I baptized a most worthy
lady there last Sunday. I will start for California
in a few days, if all is well. Remember me to
Bertha and the children and the brethren in the
office. As ever yours in Chri3t.
J. C. CLAP!'.
FARMINGTON, Davis Co., Utah,
September 6th, 1877.
B1·ethren Joseph and Hen1·y:- I attended the fun.
eral of President B. Young in the Tabernaele at
Salt r~ake City. The assemblage present, was es.
timated by some to be twenty thousand, but there
were probably fifteen thousand, yet a close observer could discover that it was more to have it to
say that they were there, than from sincere sorrow. J\!Iy wife and I were at Kaysville at the
time of his death, and went on the special
train to the city on l::lunclay morning. A stranger
would have thought, from the manner of a major.
ity on the train, that it was a pleasure party going to the city, while the faces of a few only had
the expression of thoughtful and sober minds, as
if in earnest sympathy.
I feel sure that it will be hard for this people
to agree upon a leader, there are so many aspi.
rants. The Josephites seem sanguine that good
will accrue to the cause of .the Reorganization,
and to this end they think this is the time, the
accepted time, when Joseph should make his appearance here, that many would now be willing to
listen to his claims. I think myself it would be
a good time to circulate the tract on Successorship and Presidency of the Church. We hear
but little about Brigham's sons, but it is well understood that it was the wish of Brigham that his
son Brigham should succeed him, but they are
almost left out in the cold by those who discuss
the successorship. Of one thing I am quite
certain there is a great deal of dissatisfaction, but
with many they have been bamboozled so much
and so long that they are off the hooks altogether.
I am told that the Scandinavian paper published
here is leading many of that class of people
away from Brighamism and from the work altogether, but I have no means of knowing the truth
of it.
I have done no public preaching, but considerable talking and visiting. .I do not expect to get
back to Conference, but I clo wish, and my prayer is, that God's blessing may attend its delibcrati(;ms. Yours in gospel bonds,
Tnos, DOBSON.
OAKLAND, California,
September 6th, 1877.
Brothm· Henry:-All well with u~. The Saints
usually well, except sister Pope. \Ve are having
very good meetings; Bro. H. P. Brown talks very
plainly. 'rimes are quite hard, and many out of
employment. Should we fail to receive rain this
winter, I don't know what the result would be.
We are having such delightful weather, and fruit
now is plenty, but brings a good price. Kind
regards to all. Yours,
W1rr. ANDERSOF,.
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PLnWUTH, Luzerne county, Pa.,
September 7th, 1877.
Dea1• Editors :-I write of the progress of the
work in Eastern Pennsylvania. Brother John T.
Phillips is laboring with all his might, and he
organized a branch at Plymouth, June 3d, 1877,
consisting of ten members, four who were at
Hyde Park included in this number. He has
also organized a branch of six members in Bradford county, July 24th. This was formerly a
Brighamite organization, and brother Phillips
found it very hard there to establish the gospel,
because of the evil influence that had remained
there after the Brighamite elders. This is a place
that requires a good man to protect the few sheep
that are there, and continue to present the gospel
before them in the world. Brother Phillips is
blessed in his labors very much, and appreciated
by all that are acquainted with him. We feel to
pray that God may send many more like him.
It is hard times to preach the gospel, because
people are discouraged through poverty and
tyranny.
Dear brethren, let us pray our heavenly Father
that he may rule circumstances in behalf of his
people that we may do that which the Lord re.
quires at our hands for the redemption of Zion.
Your brother in the gospel,
HENRY JONES.
DAVIS CITY, Iowa,
July 16th, 1877.
Dear Herald :-When 1 sat down to write, I
did so for the purpose of writing about a score
of letters to as many expectants, with whom I
have associated the last three years in Southern
Indiana; who are, (I am vain enough to believe),
interested in my spiritual and tern poral welfare.
But as most of them are readers of the Hm·ald,
and by tile way all of them ought to be, I thought
to obviate the necessity of writing to so many
individually by using a space in your columns.
To begin then: I bid adieu to the dear Saints
of Southern Indiana and on April 30th, we made
a start with a team of horses and wagon for Decatur county, Iowa, called on the Saints of the
Olive Branch, in Ripley county, spent a few days
with them, speaking once; then on to Decatur
county, Indiana; visited with relatives a week,
thence to Morgan and Brown counties, same
State, where we remained until the 10th of May,
when farewell was said, and we launched forth
through wind and rain with our faces Zionward.
The 28th found in Rushville, Schuyler county,
Illinois, where we met brother I~lias Lewis, of
the Alma Branch of the Pittsfield District; who
piloted us to the branch eight miles distant, where
we found a resting place and a cordial welcome
at the house Gfbrother Wm. Curry. ·we remained
with the branch eight days, preached six times,
with good liberty. The Saints here seem to be
alive in the work. The branch is presided over
by our faithful and true, blind brother, Darius
Wetherby. We left them, invoking the blessings
of God upon them. We shall long remember
that pleasant visit. Three days later, we arrived
at Carthage, Hancock county. Who can describe
our feelings as we drove into the city. We
seemed to live over the past. vYc called to mind
the f11ct that more than forty years ago, when we
were a child, we had traversed the streets of the
then little village of Carthage, when we were ac.
quainted with nearly every person. We remembered that later the people called Mormons came
to this county, many of them settling in this place.
Ere long persecution arose, and they were scat.
tered to'the four winds. \Ve looked at the old
jail from a distance. vVeremembered that while
it was in process of erection we were employed
as a teamster to draw rock from the quarry. \Ye
remembered well the Ides of June, 18-14, when the
walls of this building were stained with the blood
of martyrs, which will stand against the foul
perpetrators of the deed until the day of retrilmtion shall overtake them. Nine miles north of
this place and we were at Burnside, quite a nice
little town on the T. P & W. R. H. Here lives
my mother and four sisters, all members of the
Christian Church, who much desired to see me
renounce my faith and take hold of something
more popular, urging their own peculiar faith
and tenets as being rather the best of course. But

I failed to see the point, and came away as far
from conversion as before. I spoke four times
in Burnside, to good congregations, and, with good
liberty. On June 17th I spoke to a full house at
Shake rag School h~use. Altogether our stay in
the old home of our boyhood was pleasant indeed.
Old silvery-haired men and women came to hear
me preach, and extend the hand of recognition
and friendship, whom I had not met since 1846.
I trust that some good will be the result from my
feeble effort there.
Here I met, for the first time, Bro. Solomon
Salisbury, who presides over the Pilot Grove
Brauch, ably and well. He is an earnest worker
for the Master; may God bless him and his.
While here I visited my only Bro. J. l\'1 Springer,
who is Railroad agent at La Crosse. The visit was
pleasant indeed, I can but indulge in the hope
that he will at no distant day accept and obey
the Gospel; he is one of the noblest works of
God, "an honest man." In parting with him the
strong man became a child, may our Father pre.
serve him and his until the perfect day.
At Burnside I met our faithful brother, Wellington McGahan, a man of good report; it is a
pleasure indeed to know him, and enjoy his com!!Jany, we did indulge in the wish 4b.at there were
ten thousand McGahan's. I endeavored to bear
a faithful testimony &f the truth of the gospel to
my relatives and friends in this place, and left
the result in the hands of him who doeth all
things well.
I will not not tax your patience nor that of
your readers by entering into det~tils of our jour.
ney from Burnside to this place; suffice it to
say, that rain, mud, and bad roads, were the
principal features. We arrived here on the 1st
day of July, all well, and were permitted to grasp
the hands of· Brn. Bell and Scott, and their gude
ilames of Hoosierdom. We were also introduced
to the Saints here, and felt truly thankful for the
blessings of our benificent Father manifested in
permitting us to reach in safety the regions
round about. We are literally delighted with the
country. It presents a far better appearance than
we expected-we were indeed happily disappoint.
ed, and will here say to those who design coming
to this part, that if they will bring with them a
little means they can get a home cheap. They
must expect to work here as well as elsewhere;
so bring what means you can and above all bring
the Spirit of the Master with yon. Bro. Joseph
was with us yesterday and spoke to a large crowd
in Mather's Hall. Bro. J. W. Gillen also preached for us yesterday morning, at Rasmussen's Hall.
I conclusion, so far as I am able to discover, I
see nothing to disccmrage Saints in this quarter;
but everything to encourage. I only regret that
I shall for a time be compelled to lay down my
armor and labor for the bread that perisheth.
I am glad to know that the Indiana mission will
be the gainer in losing me, and having abler
hands instead, in the persons of Brethren Kelley
and Scott; may God bless them in their labor of
love. I still desire to be remembered by all the
Saints. My address is box 29, Davis City, Decatur Co., Iowa,
B. V. SPRINGER.
lirA WATHA, Butler Co., Neb.,

September 9th, 1877.
llenry:-I am still on the land of the living, and yet of the dead, for I am dying for the
want of proper nourishment, both spiritual and
temporal. I have a family of seven tQ care for,
and, coming to this grasshopper locality as I
did, and losing my crops, it has made me sore.
duced that I cannot get sufficient food and clothing for my family either for decency or comfort.
We have no preaching since brother H. C. Smith
was here la.st spring, and I, for one, am so poor I
have no heart to invite an Elder to come among
us. Brother Galley was here from Columbus,
but I was so poorly ofi' for food, raiment and
house room, that I took not much interest, out
side myself, and nothing was done in the way of
advancing the truth, he going home with a sad
countenance, and I feeling badly whipped. This
is a brief insight of my present circumstances, and to all appearances will be for a time yet.
I am proud of all pertaining to the latter day
work, so far as I am acquainted. -With lo>e to
all, believe me your brother for'the truth,
CnAI;J. s. OLIVER,
B1~o.

[October 1.

LAWRENCE, Michigan,
September 3rd, 1877.
Brother Henry:-When I wrote last Brother
McDowell and myself were about to start for
Steuben county, Indiana, and, as he has gone this
morning to Breedsville, intending to go from
there home in a few days, I will give an account
of our labors together. Thursday, July 26th,
Brother Bradford Corless took us to State Line,
within two miles of Bro .•Jackson Smith's, in Indiana. On the evening of the 28th, and the after.
noon of the 29th I preached at the Brown school
house, and on Sunday, 29th, Brother McDowell
preached in the mo-rnin~ at the Rathbone school
house, and in the evemng he gave a lecture on
Utah Mormonism, and the house could not hold
the people.
•
Monday evening, the 30th, I preached, and the
31st, Bro. McDowell preached, and on Wednesday
evening we held a sacrament meeting. Thursday
evening Bro. McDowell preached again at the
Rathbone school house, and Friday I returned to
Coldwater to fill appointments. Friday, August
10th, we came to Decatur, where we were met by
Bro. Bass, and have been laboring ever since.
Bro. McDowell preaching twelve times, and my.
self twice. Two were baptized by him, and there
are prospects for others coming in soon. I shall
not be able to devote my time to the work, as it
would be my pleasure, for two months yet, but
shall labor what I can, hoping that the Lord will
guide me by his Spirit. Being young both in
years and in the work, and least among those who
are called laborers, I feel my weakness, and ask
an interest in the prayers of my fellow laborers,
that I may be guided aright in my labors, and to
God the Father shall be aU the glory; through
Christ our Savior. Hemember me to the Saints
at Plano, and in your prayer and testimony meet.
ings. Your brother in the gospel,
FRANCIS EARL.
.

DEL NoRTE, Colo.,
June 14th, 1877.
Dear Bro. Joseph :-Our discussion at La Veta
passed off to the satisfaction of our friends. It
was one of the best discussions that I ever· held.
My opponent did not disprove a single point.
He made a few assertions to ridicule baptism,
and made a few misquotations, when I showed
that the laying on of hands was taught and practiced by the former-day-Saints, and that they
(the Baptists) had taken that ordinance from the
Bible, therefore his name was taken out of the
Lamb's book of life, according to his own text,
Revelations 22d. Also that Paul taught and practiced it and pronounced a curse upon all that
would pervert or change the gospel as preached
by him, and that he denied what Paul preach.
ed, therefore this curse was resting upon him un.
til he would repent and believe the gospel. He
made no reply to it, but began to relate some
stories about the Saints, but he was stopped.
And, let me say in honor of Judge Hoyt of Huer.
fano county, (he was my chairman), that he is a
man who dares to do right; also the other two
proved themselves to be men who loved truth,
and when the reverend gentleman saw that his
best friends were turning against him he retreated
in very bad order, and gave me his time. He
showed that he felt very badly. With the exception of two, all declared that I had gained the
proposition. Our congregation numbered from
two to four hundred, and I never saw people
more interested in learning the truth. The editors arc trying to smoothe it over the best they
can, for popularity's sake. Last Sunday I preached to the people in the street. I think that
many there will never forget the truth. I came
here yesterday and received a hearty welcome;
will preach here next Sunday, and a discussion
is being arranged by my friends with a learned
divine of the Episcopal Church. From here I
expect to go to Lake City, in answer to a request
of the Lake City folks. Some here are almost
pursuaded. Bro. Ellis was here last fall and did
much good. He is a man of God and enjeJys
much of the Spirit. Bro. Ward is doing what
he can in Trinadad. Bro. Slandering is improving his time in the branch. I remain your
brother in the glorious cause of Christ,
F. c. WARNRY.
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BUitLINGTON, Coffee Co., Kansas, l "cultivate," I do not mean that mode of cultivation practiced by too many of our western people,
September 9th, 1877.
Bro. IIenry:-I started from home, in Doniphan which is, by passing over a large scope of land
Co., Kan., on the 18th of June, in search of a bet- with a plow, turning up the soil from two to four
ter home, and to do what I can in the way of bear- inches in depth, and after planting, go through
ing witness of the goodness of the Lord to me the corn perhaps twice, possibly three times, with
and others in these days. Not only is he good to a cultivator, or sh&vel plow, and call that farmme, but very much so, for he hears my simple ing, al!ld leave the manure heap to be washed
prayers, and gives :me the desires of my heart, for away by the rains, inste!).d of hauling it out and
which it is nothing but my simple duty to praise spreading it upon the fields. That kind of farmhis holy name, and I do it. I am deprived of the ing does not pay, and the result is, many of that
Herald and of the company of the Saints, but the class of farmers wish to sell out, and go to some
Lord gives me the Comforter, and in abundance, other country.
which enables me to bear witness that he is full
I firmly believe that a forty acre farm, properly
of grace and mercy, and will bless his children managed and cultivated, will produce amply for
now, as in ancient days, with all the gifts and the support of an ordinarily sized family. Ten
blessings that were in the Church in ~he days of acres, well manured, plowed deep, and thoroughof the apostles. That I hear and rece1ve some of ly cultivated, will produce, I am satisfied, from
'those gifts myself, enables me to bear witness of 'iOO to 900 bushels of corn; whereas, the average
the truth of the many promises that I read in the yield per acre, is only from thirty to thirty-five
scripture, such as, "Ask and it shall be given you." bushels.
I pray that the Lord may open the people's eyes
Horace Greeley, in his travels through Iowa,
to see their wants, and come to him in faith and wrote that he had found the man he had been
meekness and without doubting, for he is an un- looking for: one "whose field averaged one hunchangeable God. This is my testimony.
dred bushels to the acre;" and he gave this man's
JOHN RICIIARDS.
mode of culture, which was this: when he broke
his ground for his first crop he broke it shallow,
STEWARTSVILLE, Dekalb Co., Mo.,
say two or three inches deep, the next year: he
September 10th, 1877.
plowed it two inches deeper, and so on, increasBrother Joseph SmitlL :....:.According to appoint- ing two inches in depth each year, until, when
ment of our last quarterly conference, in connec- Mr. Greeley saw him, he was stirring his ground
tion with brother J. 1\'I. Terry, I have taken the some fourteen inches deep, and thoroughly cultifield to work for the Master, intending to devote vating his crep, and the result was, as before staour entire time to the cause of Christ. We have ted, an average yield, each year after the first, of
quite a number of two days' meeting appointed, one hundred bushels per acre. From this I feel
and intend to continue them longer if occasion safe in saying that I believe from seventy to ninerequired. We commenced a meeting in the ty bushels per acre can be produced.
Starfield Branch, on the 8th, and are still holding
If we who are here, and those brethren who are
on; the interest is increasing. Some seem to be coming, would content ourselves with less sized
seeking after truth; quite an interest is manifest- farms, and adopt a more thorough mode of farmed; the brethren are united and striving to do ing, our granaries would be fuller than now, and
all the good they can.
we soon would have wherewith to fill the storeWe had a pleasant time at our last conference, house of the Lord, that the hearts of the poor
held' at the Delano Branch ; the Elders all mani- might be made glad. As it is, we are overtaxing
festing a disposition to keep the unity of the ourselves with labor and toil, until our bodies and
Spirit in the bonds of peace. The gifts of the minds get worn down, so that we can neither engospel were made manifest, and the Saints rejoice joy spiritual or temporal things, as we should.
in this glorious latter clay work.
As for the gathering, it. will continue, for "this
From there we went in company with brethren gEljleration'' is fast passing away, and we may be
A. J. Seeley, J. J. Kaster and brother T. W. Smith certain the Lord will have all his work accomand wife to the Central Missouri District Con- plished according to his word, and it will be clone
ference, where we were made welcome by those precisely in his time. Let us be wise then, brethkind-hearted Saints. Love and union seem to ren, and labor to help establish Zion, and not
prevail. There is quite an awakening among labor so assidueusly for these things which perthe Saints to a sense of duty, in the "regions round ish with the using; but husband our time, and
about," and if those resolutions are carried out appropriate our labor to the best possible advanthat were passed, good will result therefrom.
tage, so that we have more time for spiritual and
Feelin(S willing to devote my time and talent, bodily recreation. Respectfully, your brother,
though httle it may be, to the cause of my MasE. ROBINSON.
ter, which is dearer to me than home and relatives,
I ask, brother, that you will not forget me when
Editors IIerald:-Permit the writer to say a
bowed before a throne of grace. Kind love to few
words throul):h the columns of your valuable
all. As ever yours in gospel bonds,
paper-not with mtent to controversy-but otherJ. T. KrNNEMAN.
wise. 1 notice in the minutes of the Santa Cruz
District Conference, appearing in Herald of AugPr,EASAN'l'ON, Decatur Co., Iowa, ust 15, 1877, a resolution to this effect: * * * We
September 5th, 1877.
deeply deplore the appearance of, from time to
Bro. Joseph:- I have often thought, of late, that time, of such articles as "Past and Present," "PreI would write a few lines for the Herald, for the existence of Spirits," "Inspiration," "Zion and
consideration of those brethren wh<ll may contem- the Gathering," signed by "J. W. B." and "J.
plate changing their location, and settling in the F. D.," all of which we feel has clone us much
"borders of Zion," or, "in the regions round harm and is contrary to the spirit of the
about."
Latter Day Work, etc. First, there never was
I do not propose to advocate any particular one of the foregoing mentioned articles written
locality, but leave that as a matter of choice for or signed "J. F. D."
each brother to determine for himself; but to
Permit me in all kindness of feeling, and for
speak rather upon the practical workings of es- the benefit of readers, quote the sayings of Prof.
tablishing a new home in this western country. Coleridge: "'fhere are jour kinds of readers. The
I will preface my remarks by saying that I have first is like the hour-glass, and their reading beresided here twenty-two years, in which time I ing like the sand, it runs in and out, and leaves
have had an opportunity of observilag some of not a vestige behind. A second is like a sponge,
the errors committed by myself, and others, when which imbibes 'evm·y thing, and returns it in nearcoming to a new country.
ly the same state, only a little dirtier. A third is
I used to be impressed with the popular idea, like a jelly sack, allowing all that is pure to pass
that the more land a man owned, the better he away, and retaining only the refuge amd dregs.
was off, in a worldly point of view. nut I have And the fourth, is like the slaves in the diamond
learned, by sad experience, that there is such a mines of Golconda, who, casting away all that is
thing as a man being "land poor." My recom- worthless and retain only the pure gems.
mendation, therefore, to the brethren, is, not to
"HOW TO READ.
think of purchasing large tracts of land, but be
"Think as well as read, and when you read
content by securing just that amount which they yield your min.ds not to the passive impressions
can cultivate and use to advantage. When I say which others may please to make upon them.

Hear what they have to say; but examine it, and
weigh it, and judge for yourselves. This will
enable you to make a right use of books, or papers, to use them as helpers, not as guides to your
understanding; as counsel01's, not as dictators of
what you are to think and believe."
J. for the H. P. 6-7. J. W. B. may answer for
himself. Yours truly,
J. F. D,
TABOR, Iowa, August 2d, 1877'..
Brother Joseph :-At our late conference the
Saints had a season of refreshing from the ptes.
ence of the Lord. With one or two exceptions,
the business passed ofl" with the best of feelings.
The gifts of the go·spel were manifest in speaking
in tongues, and deep feelings of pence pervaded
our meeting. The Saints were made to rejoice
in the Lord, and I pray that the fruits may be
seen. The brethren of this branch are making
efforts in the name and strength of the Lord to
gather up the stones out of the way, that the work
of the Lord may prosper in this part of this vineyard. And he is blessing the efforts of the brethren in the work before them. Through the Spirit
of the Lord, old troubles are being buried, and
reconciliations are taking place; and although
others are before us yet, in the name and the fear
of the Lord, and in his strength, we feel to move
on the enemies works; and may the spirit of
humility and perseverance be ours to feel and
enjoy; and may your prayers with ours ascend
to God for his blessing upon his cause in this
part. Jlrfay you be shielded and blessed in your
labors for the cause we so much love, is the
prayer of your brother in the new and everlasting
covenant.
JOHN GoODE.
CoRTLAND, Illinois,
July 23d, 1877.
Belm;ed B1·etltren :-My thoughts of late have
been called to the Bishop of the Church and his
Counsellors, to their duties and responsibilities.
:M:y thoughts are of this nature: Bro. Joseph
Smith being called of the Lord to stand in the
place that he now occupies over the spiritual
affairs of the whole Church, has the prayers of
the whole Church that God will endow him with
his Holy Spirit, to stand firm in his lot and station; that he would endow him with that wisdom
and knowledge that he needs to fit him for the
great and arduous duties that are his.
All this is right, and as it should be; for should
.we not uphold the Lord's anointed with our
faith, confidence and prayers? Most assuredly.
Now, how is it with the Bishop? Do we uphold
him in the same way? After a certain form and
fashion we do. We pray the Lord to bless all
his Saints; that includes the Bishop, and so it
does brother Joseph. We ask him to bless all
the authorities of the Church, and all the quo ..
rums; that also includes both of them. Then
why specify the first president, yes, and even call
him by name in our prayers, and be content to
pray for our beloved bishop by asking the Lord.
to bless all for whom we should pray?
I can see the propriety of asking the Lord to
bless the Elders in their labors; in praying for
them in general terms, for it would be impossible
to call all of them, or the other Saints, by name.
I also think that I can see the propriety, yes, and
the righteousness, too, of praying for brother
Joseph individually, even if we do not call his
name, so that all who hear may know that brother
Joseph is in the mind of the petitioner. Now
why pray for brother Joseph in particular? Because he stands at the head of all the spiritual affairs of the Church; his is a duty and a position
that no one else can fill. It is a responsibility
that I fear few in the Church comprehend. Let
me fall away and go to the bad, and what will it
affect the Church at large? But let brother
Joseph fail, and see the result. Should I teach
false doctrines, or practice wicked deeds, and
what would be the result to the. Church, in comparison to his doing the same?
Now the Church of Christ is an organization
of two divisions or departments, so to speak, the
spiritual and the temporal. And if it is our duty
to personally uphold him who presides over the
spiritual afl"airs of the Church, is it not equally
our duty to personally uphold him who presides
oyer all the temporal affairs of the Church, by
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our faith, confidence and prayers. And, if we 1 ther Hilliard opened a new field in this settlement
feel from the heart to say, "Lord bless our beloved in August, at Mt. Pleasant Church, two miles
Prophet," why not, with equal propriety, say north of 'rhackery station. I think it is a good
"Lord bless our beloved bishop;" of, if we call field, and, from what I have learned since, the
one by name, then use the same form of speech work will be acceptable. Many want Brother
in behalf of the other. Surely, brethren, I do not Hilliard to come back again, and if they will not
know which is the most arduous and trying let him have the Christian Church, there is a free
position to be :placed in, brother Joseph's or house at Thackeray, but I think I can get the
brother Rogers'; yet it would seem that laboring church again.
in the spiritual affairs of the Church, would be
From one who desires part in the first resur.
more calculated to help one to obtain and retain rection,
DANIEL A. HuFHINES.
the Spirit of the Lord than to labor in the temporal affairs of the Church. Does not brother
PARDEEVILLE, Columbia Co., Wis.,
Rogers need a large amount of that patience,
August 31st, 18'77.
fortitude, faith, wisdom and kno;wledge, that none
B;·ethren :-Enclosed find fifty cents, for which
but the great I AM can confer, to help him to please send meW. W. B's Sabbath article, for I
bear up under his trials?
hope you will have it in pamphlet form by this
Then, in conclusion, I will say, "Holy and time; if not then send me the Heralds containing
righteous Father, bless with the choicest of thy it. The Seventh Day Adventists have been hold.
blessings, bless with wisdom and knowledge, ing meetings here for over a month, in their
requsite to their stations, our beloved President, large tent, and the Methodists are closing up
brother J oeeph Smith, also our no less beloved their camp meeting; both were held in PardeeBishop, brother Israel L. Rogers, and help thy ville at the same time. The Adventists and I
Saints universally to keep all thy commandments, have tried each others strength several times. I
in the name of thy Son, Jesus Christ. Amen." have endeavored to draw them into the open
As ever,
W. R. CALHOON.
field for a fair contest; but they refuse to come
out. Public feeling is about fever pitch.
That Sabbath article has been read and reread
ST. JosEPH, Mo.,
in public by the leading men of Pardeeville, and
September 10th, 1877.
Bro. Hem>y :-I write of what we are doing, they admire it very much, and urge me to send
and how we are getting along. I can say for for copies for them;. they say it is the best thing
myself that I feel that the Lord is blessing me in they ever read on the subject. I could sell a lot
my labors in connectian with my brethren. A of them if I had them. Yours in the one faith,
I. F. ScOTT.
short time after my arrival in St. Joseph, last
spring, I was invited to preach in Ellwood, KanLAKE CRYSTAL, Minn., Sep., 3d, 1877.
sas, and for the last three months, every other
Brother H . .A. Stebbins:-I see that we are in
Sunday in the afternoon, I hold meetings there,
and I find a great interest manifested by the arrears with several hundred more. The wonder
citizens of that place. I ealled to my aid I3rn. is how the Herald can sustain itself with so many
Pond, Mcintyre and Graham, and on the 26th non.paying subscribers, but if they have all stood
August, I had the pleasure of seeing three pre- the scourge of "hoppers" for four years we know
cious souls buried with Christ in baptism, and how to sympathize with them. However, the
others are inquiring after the way of life. By prospect now looks a little more flattering for anpermission of this branch I opened a place in other year, as far as "hoppers" are concerned,
North St. Joseph, and those present seemed well for they have all left the State. How the people
pleased, and said they would like to hear us have lived through the last four years I know
again. I can truly say that the Lord has blessed not; but, as God tempers the wind to the shorn
us in our administrations to the sick, they hav- lamb, so he provides for all of our wants. We
ing been made to rejoice in the Holy One of were all made glad by Bro. Lambert's visit among
Israel. I believe the Saints generally in St. us. We have our social meetings once a weej:,
Joseph are beginning to arise in the strength of and all feel an interest. There are eight of us,
the Lord. Pray for me. May the Lord bless but mostly sisters. Yet some of them walk nearly three miles to meeting. Minnesota has harR. A. MARCHANT.
you.
vested a bountiful crop of wheat this year, the
estimate being seven million bushels. We have
FARMINGTON, Iowa, Aug., 13th, 1877.
Dear Herald:-! have been attending the no wheat here, but a little oats and corn. Your
C. F. BURROWS.
Churchof Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, and brother in the faith,
I believe it is the true church of God, and the
~-----~~·~~-----only Church, although I have thought it to be
the Church of the Brigham Young Mormons,
but, some two years ago, I went to hear Mr. Lake
preach at the school house near where I reside,
Eastm·n District, Waim;.
and while going home I said to my father that I
A conference was held at Aberaman, August
still believed they were the B. Y. Mormons, but
NOW I believe that they are the true Church of 12th, 1877; Thomas Venable, president; 'l'. E.
God. Although I do not belong to any church at Jenkins, secretary pro tem. Prayer by T. E.
all, yet those who read this letter will see one Jenkins.
The president read a .letter from Elder T. Taylor,
outsider's belief in the Church of Jesus Christ of
of Birmingham, concerning the accusations preLatter Day Saints.
When some of the people in this neighborhood ferred against R. Evans, President of the Welsh
hear me say I believe in that Church, they ask Mission.
Elders' Reports.-T. Smith, J. Jenkins, Wm.
me if I intend to join it. I have told some
that if ever I joined any church it would be the Morris, D. Williams, P. Price, E. Rees, D. MereLatter Day Saints. Some have said, Why, it is dith and H. Jenkins.
Elder John Jones, of the Ogmore branch, was
no use for you to join, you are too young; you
could not stick to a church of any kind. I know charged with having been baptized by the Baptists,
I am young, only aged sixteen years, but I pray and it was Resolved that his office be taken from
that God will give me strength to stick to his him, and his case as a member be referred back to
Church if I join, which I think I will. Truly the branch to deal with him.
Another Elder of the same branch was accused
and sincerely yours,
LuCINDA DYAS.
of drunkenness, and it was Hesolved that 'fhomas
Venable and John Jenkins visit him.
THACKEIW, Hamilton Co., Ill.,
Branch Reports.-Aberaman, 5 Elders, 1 Priest,
September 2d, 1877.
Dea1· E£lit01•s :-I find the instructions given in 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon, total23. New Tredegar, 6
the Herald and Hope calculated to make a person ·Elders, 3 Priests, 1 Teacher, total20. Llanvapon,
wise unto salvation. I am young in the cause, 2 Elders, total 4. Ogmore 5 Elders, 1 Deacon,
but I feel determined by the grace of God to total 11.
Resolved that we uphold in our faith and prayers
press forward to the marl( of the high calling· in
Christ Jesus. I have my membership at Spring- Joseph Smith, as President of the Church, and all
erton, but do not have the opportunity ef meeting the quorums of the Church in America; also T.
with the Saints there as often as I would like to. Taylor as President of the European Mission, and
The best news that I have at present is that Bro- T. Venable as President of this District.
0

[October 1.

Resolved that inasmuch as Elder R. Evans did
not appear to answer charges that would be
brought against him (namely, teaching false doctrines, and preaching spiritual rappings) that the
President should communicate with Elders T.
Taylor and J. R. Gibbs, and ask them to appoint
a meeting for the above purpose.
The remainder of the day was spent in in8tructing and testifying of the goodness of God. Excel·
lent feeling prevailed,

W estcll·n Wisconsin Dish·ict.
A conference was held at North Freedom, Sauk
county, June 23d and 24th, 1877; C. W. Lange,
president; Jeremiah Smit.h, clerk.
Branch Reports.-North Freedom (German), 1
received. Willow, no change. Webster and Wheatville, not reported.
Elders Robert Oehring, John Ilierline, Frank
Hackett and C. W. Lange reported in person and
E. C. Wildermuth by letter. Teachers Jeremiah
Smith and F. Ode in person.
Brn. Oehring andHacket were retained as a committee to visit, and request all those not connected
with any branch, to unite with one, or their cases
will be acted upon according to law at the next
conference.
Ilr. and sister Loomis' excuse for not uniting
with e, branch was not accepted.
Resolved that, in accordance with former resolutions, we only uphold and sustain such officers of
the Church in this district as have reported them.
selves, either in person or by letter, at this conference.
Resolved that official members; upheld as such
at this conference, preach the word as circumstances permit.
Present: 4 Elders, 2 Teachers.
Sunday: Preaching by Brn. Oehring and Lange.
Also the sacrament was administered, and faithful testimenies given.
Adjourned to meet, October 20th and 21st, 1877,
at Willow, Richland county, Wisconsin.
0

Alabama Distll'ict.
The above conference convened July 27th, 1877,
at the Flat Rock branch; George T. Chute, pres·
ident; W. D. Clark, clerk.
Present, 5 Elders, 2 Priests.
Branch Reports.-Lone Star 88, with 3 Elders,
2 Priests, 2 Teachers, 1 Deacon. Butler 24, with
2 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon. Pleasant
Hill 43, with 2 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher; 1 received, 1 died. Flat Rock 18, with 1 Priest, 1
Teacher; 1 received, 1 died.
Elders F. Vickery, J. Booker, G. Vickery, J. :B\
McPherson and G. T. Chutereported; alsoPriests
Warren, Allen and W. D. Clark.
Resolved that hereafter branch reports be itemized in regard to changes in membership ; also
that elders who baptize any person furnish the
necessary items to the clerk of the branch to which
the baptized person belongs, provided the clerk of
the branch iR not present at the time.
Geo. T. Chute was sustained in charge of the
district. At 2 p.m, preaching by J. Booker and
G. Vickery.
Sunday, at 10 p.m. o,nd 3 p.m., preaching by G.
T. Chute.
Adjourned to meet at Lone Star at 10 a.m.,
Saturday, October 20th, 18i7.

SouUult•n Nebraslo;a District.
A conference was held at Nebraska City, Neb.,
July 8th and 9th, 1877.
'l'he word was preached by G. E. Deuel and R.
J. Anthony.
Officials present: 1 High Priest, 1 Seventy, 11
Elders, 5 Priests, 2 ~reachers, 1 Deacon.
Evening spent in fellowship.
Ilranch Reports.-Nebraska Cit.y 111, with 2
High Priests, 10 Elders, 4 Priests, 2 Teachers, 2
Deacons; 1 baptized, 1 removed by letter. Moroni 13, with 1 Elder, 2 Priests, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon. l'latte River 25, with 2 Elders, 1 Priest, 1
Teacher; 1 received. Palmyra 44, with 2Elders,
2 Priests, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 1 baptized, 1 received and 1 removed by letter. Blue River and
Rock Bluffs not reported.
Eldel's R. C. Elvin, Jas. Ervin, R. J. Anthony,
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I. N. Roberts, George and Henry Kemp, James
Pittsfield Dishid.
Thomsen, Knud Johnson, G. E. Deuel, C. ArmA conference was held at New Canton Branch,
strong and R. M. Elvin ; also Priests John Everett, in the Baptist Mission Chapel, near Barry, Illinois,
F. Uphoff, F. U. Tucker, Alex. Buchanan, U. P. August 18th, 1877; Jackson Goodale, president;
Nielsen and M. Ervin; Teachers N. Trook and Emma E. Williamson, clerk.
Chas. A. Headland, and Deacon Jesse Ervin reBranch Heports.--Pittsfield 39, including 2 El~~.
ders, 1 Priest; 5 baptized. New Canton and AlMissions were appointed to I. N. ltoberts, R. M. ma, same as last report.
Elvin, K. Johnson, J. Armstrong, R J. Anthony
Elders' Heports.-Jackson Goodale had visited
and John Everett.
the Pittsfield branch each month, baptizing two
District Treasurer's Heport.-"lteceived $27.00; there, and had visited other places, spending
expended $2250; on hand$4.50: J. W. Wald- thirty-three days' time and $25 for traveling examith, Treasurer."
penses; receiving of the Saints $49. Cornelius
Hesolved that the president represent the dis- Mills had labored in the Pittsfield Branch, and
trict at the next General Conference.
baptized three. Darius Wetherbee had labored as
Whereas, we feel the urgent and immediate president of the Alma Branch. Henry Huffman
want in the Church of a weekly paper, therefore and H. C. Hendricks reported; also Priests Wm.
be it Hesolved that we heartily desire the publica- Cnrry, Jehn Miller and Horace Wetherbee.
tion of the Herald as a weekly, commencing with
Evening, devoted to preaching.
January 1st, 1878; and, as an earnest of our unity
Sunday, at 9 a.m., prayer meeting; at 11 am.,
and sympathy in this needful move, we pledge our preaching.
confidence, faith and financial help, personally,
A vote of thanks was tendered to the Baptist
and our influence to increase the circulation of our society for the use of their chapel.
standard periodical.
Adjourned to meet with the Alma Branch,
Adjourned to meet at Nebraska City, October November 17th, 1877.
21st, 1877.

.

Central Kansas Distl'ict.

.Fremont Dilll!J•.ict.

A conference convened at Atchison, August 4th,
1877; David Williams, presiding; Heman C.
Smith, secretary pro tem.
Father John Landers being called upon, addressed the Saints, and gave an interesting account of the Book of Mormon, Doctrine and Covnants, and restoration of the gospel.
Branch lteporls.-Atehison 36, with 3 Elders,
1 Priest, 2 Teachers; 1 removed. 2 cut off, 1 baptized. Good Intent 18, with 1 Elder, 1 Priest, 1
Teacher; 1 baptized. Scranton 6, with 2 Elders;
1 removed. Nobletown was received into the district; 25, with 1 Elder, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher. Sol·
omon Valley (Organized July 15th, 1877); 18,
witl;t. 2 Elders. Netawaka, no report.
He solved that we petition the General Confer·
ence to continue the labors of Heman C. Smith in
this district another six months.
Elders J. Landers, Geo. Thomas,- A. Estes, D.
Munns, G. W. Shute, H. C. Smith and D. Williams
reported in person.
Hesolved that John Landers, Geo. W. Shute and
I. N. Roberts labor in this district, and that Daniel
Munns visit Netawaka as his circumstances permit.
H. C. Smith to represent the district at the next
General Conference.
Officials present: 1 High Priest, 1 Seventy, 7
Elders, 2 Priests, 2 Teachers.
At 7 p.m., preaching by J. Landers and H. C.
Smith.
Sunday, 10 a.m., preaching by Geo. W. Shute;
2 p.m., social meeting in charge of J. Landers.
Two persons baptized by Br. Williams were confirmed. At 7 p.m., preaching by H. C. Smith.
Adjourned to meet at Atchison, November 17th,
10 a.m, 1877.

A conference was held at t.he Gaylord School
House, Iowa, August 25th, 1877; Wm. ltedfield
in the chair; Wm. Leeka, secretary; Moses W.
Gaylord, assistant.
Branch lteports.-Farm Creek 26, including 1
Elder, 1 Teacher. Mill Creek 26, including 3
Elders, 1 Priest, 2 Teach.ers; 5 received. Plum
Creek 82, including 2 Seventies, 9 Elders, 3 Priests,
2 Teachers, 1 Deacon ; 2 received and 2 removed
by letter. Elm Creek 23, including 2 .Elders, 2
Priests, 2 Teachers, 1 Deacon ; 2 received. Shenandoah 76, including 1 High Priest., 9 Elders, 3
Priests, 1 Teacher; 31 received by letter. Nephi
20, including 2 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher; 1 baptized, 1 died.
Elders' Heports.-President !ted field had visited
all the branches except Elm Creek and Farm
Creek; thought the intereet was increasing
throughout the district. D. Hougas, J. V. Hoberts,
E. C. Brand, A. T. Mortimore, John Goode, James
Calkins, W. C. Matthews, Wheeler Baldwin, G. E.
Deuel, Hobert Costor, J. J. Kaster, S. S. Wilcox
and J. R. Badham reported; also Priest Hussel
Baldwin, and Teacher Donaldson.
An objection was made to the form of some of
the branch reports, but they were accepted as presented.
Committee appointed at last Conference to investigate and settle cases from the recent Manti or
Fremont Branch reported.
The Shenandoah branch authorities reported
their action with transient members.
The following was moved: Hesolved that this
conference enquire into the authority of the officers of the Shenandoah Branch by which they
presumed to labor and adjudicate difficulties between two members of another branch.
The following amendment was moved and
adopted: Resolved that the labors of the committee of the Shenandoah branch be accepted.
E. C. Brand voted in the negative, and demanded
that his protest be recorded.
The following was moved: "Hesol ved that no
branch of the Church has a right to send a commit.tee to settle any difficulty existing between other
branch members. This was lost, E. C. Brand
again entering his protest., and demanding it recorded.
Hesolved that this conference receive the labors
of E. C. Brand as a preacher of the gospel of
Christ., notwithstanding his objections to certain
doctrines taught in the .IJ[essenger.
Resolved that the president appoint a committee
to visit the parties who desire their names dropped
from the Church Hecord, and labor with them,
and report to next conference. He appointed E.
C. Brand, Wheeler Baldwin and Jas. V. Hoberts
as said committee.
Officials present: 2 Iligh Priests, 2 of the Sevl'nty, 18 Elders, 3 Priests, 3 Teachers, 1 Deacon.
Wm. ltedfield offered his resignation as presi·
dent, but on referring to the records it wns found
that a former resolution provided that the term of

--------~·GD~--------

N ort1!1 Kansas DistriC':t.
A conference was held at White Cloud, Kansas,
July 28th and 29th, 1877; Heman C. Smith, pre
siding; B. B. Brackenbury, clerk pro tem.
The president gave some good instruction as to
our duty as Saints.
Resolved that we retain our organization as the
North Kansas District.
Blue Hapids branch report read and received.
Elders S. 0. Waddle, G. W. Shute, J. Blatt., B.
B. Brackenbury and H. C. Smith reported; also
Deacon W. H. Blatt.
Evening, preaching by H. C. Smith.
Sunday morning, preaching by G. W. Shute and
B. B. Brackenbury.
Afternoon, S. 0. Waddle was elected president
and B. B. Brackenbury, clerk of the district.
Adjourned to meet at Fanning, November'lOlh,
at 11 a.m.
Officials present; 1 Seventy, 4 Elders, 2 Priests,
1 Deacon.
H. C. Smith appointed as delegate to the Gen·
eral Conference of September, 18i7.
G. W. Chute to labor as directed by the Spirit.
Evening, preaching by H. C. Smith.
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office of the president shall expire at the close of
the session [?]for which he is elected. James V.
l~oberts was chosen president for the ensuing
quarter. A vote of thanks was tendered to Bro.
Hedfield for past services.
Sunday, at 9 a.m., the Saints enjoyed a good
prayer meeting. At 11 a.m., preaching by G. E.
Deuel; at 2:30p.m, by R J. Anthony; evening a
prayer meeting.
,
Adjourned to meet at the Gaylord School House,
November 17th, 1877, at 10 a.m.
ll.lichi~an

Dish'iC':t.

A conference was held at the Fowler School
House, near Lawrence, Van Buren county, June
9th and lOth, 1877; Wm. H. Kelley, presiding;
Seth 1\L Bass, clerk. Prayer by W. W. Blair.
Branch Heports.-Lawrence 53; 5 removed by
letter, 1 died. Cold wnter 40; 1 baptized, 1 re·
moved by letter, 1 received by vote. Sherman 38
members. Union 38 members.
Elders G. A. Blakeslee, Wm. H. Kelley, W. W.
Blair, W. H. Heynolds and Myron H. Bond reported in person; also Priest Francis Earl.
The District Clerk was ordered to present his
bill to G. A. lllakeslee, Bishop's Agent, for payment.
He port of Bishop's Agent for 1876 was approved.
Evening Session.-A prayer and testimony
meeting was held, in which was felt the quiet in·
fluence of the Holy Spirit.
Sunday Sessions.-Forenoon, preaching by W.
W. Blair; afternoon, by Myron H. Bond; evening,
by Wm. H. Kelley.
Adjourned to meet at same place, November,
1877, the day to be appointed by President of
District.

Interpretation of Bt•o. w. B. Tignor's Dream.
The thunder and lightning represents God's
wrath; the two cloud-like mountains, Zion and
Jerusalem; the six vessels, the different dispensations or ages of the world; the building or temple
of God, the ushering in of the reign of peace when
the temple of God shall dwell with man; the sev·
enth vessel, the Millenium or reign of peace.
Thus it was given me.
Sister H. A. AGAN.

Boat·d. of Pl1bHcation ll.leetiuU•
Minutes of a regular meeting of the Board of
Publication of the lteorganized Church of Jesus
Christ, held at Plano, Illinois, September 4th, 1877.
Present: President I. L. 1\ogers, H. A. Stebbins,
John Scott, and Wm. W. Blair; David Dancer,ab·
sent. Session opened with prayer by the Pr~si
dent. Minutes of the June meeting were read al!d
approved. The financial report of the Board WI).B
read by the Secretary, as follows:
Cash on hand, May 16th, 1877, ..................... $ 148 86

To~::~~~~. 'i"8W;..~.~.~~~.~.~:~:..:~:~.~~.~~~:} 1,655 '39

Sum total.. ............................... :.. $1,804
EXPENDITURES.
Paid employees .......................................... $1,286
Incidentals..................................................
5
Stamps and Postal Cards.............................. 46
Freight, expressage, and drayage ................. 12
Chicago firms for stock................................ 254
Coal, wood, hauling, and sawing .................. 45
Semi-monthly mail...................................... 21
Money returned to W. R. iHcDonald..............
3
W. G. Jarman, for draft ............................... 50
Cash on hand August lGth, 1877.................... 77

25

73
87
28
67
~2

25
45
60

80
38
$1,804 25
Signed, I. N. W. COOPER, Secretary.

It was ordered that the Secretary execute a new
note for the $3,000 owing to Bro. J\.I. A. Meder,
and have the old one returned.
W. W. Blair was authorized to confer with some
as to their accounts of indebtedness for books, etc,
H. A. Stebbins reported the progress of Bro. A.
D. Hiohter in translating the German tracts, and
was authorized to take such steps toward publish~
ing them as may be found advisable, as provided
for at the last business meeting.
The Music Book was inquired after, and report
was made that the copy had not yet been received
from the Music Committee.
Bro. Stebbins reported for the committee on Sab
bath School Question Book that they had done buts
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little, owing to other duties. [Besides this the above suggestions which were deemed a necessity,
office is busy publishing other works at present.] but I hope they will not fail to send in their re·
ports at the coming session of conference.
,,, .Adjourned with benediction by John Scott.
I. N. W. CooPER, Secretary.
LEwis D. MoRGAN, Pres, of Dist.

____

,___~---

First Quorum of Elders.
Of this quorum I need some items to complete
its own record, that of the General Quorum Hecord and on the Church Record, where they are not
to be found, and if the parties themselves, or oth'llrs, will aid me I will be obliged, as well as the
interests of the Church.
Items of birth, baptism, confirmation and ordination are not found on record of Alma Kent,
Henry W. Pomeroy, William Powell (of Nodaway,
Missouri), John Lewis and Moses C. Nickerson.
The last two I understand nre dead, the former
being John W. Lewis of Council Bluffs, but all the
:above items are needed for record, also the date
Qf their deaths.
There are also lacking when, wh.ere and by
whomJ,mes Caffall, Elijah Cobb, JamesJ. Stafford,
Alderson G. Weeks, Elias M. White and Wm. Hed1field were ordained as Elders; al~o when J. H.
Badham, R. J. Benjamine, J_. W. Mather; David
Powell, (formerly of Plano), were ord~ined; also
when C. A. Beebe, R. J. Benjamine, J. D. Bennett
and George Sweet were baptized; also day and
month of Eli Clothier's birth, baptism, and ordination; also when and where Henry Kemp, James
Thomas, and Joseph Robinson were born and baptized; where Albert White was ordained, and
when George Adame, George Derry, Elij&h Cobb,
George Thomas and Wm. Woodhead were born.
Can some one furnish me with date of death of
Matthias Lampert, Wesley Fletcher and Moses C.
Nickerson?
All this is needed to complete the record of these
names and I would be glad to receive any or all of
them.
HENB.Y A. STEBBINS,
Church Secretary.
PLANO, Ills., September 20th,

1~77.

Second Quo1·tun of Eld.Ci'!!.
In continuing the record of thll quorums, I
find upon that of the above quorum the names of
William Hendricks and Peter Hay, without any
particulars, and whose names are not to be found
on the General Church Record. But if any know
of such brethren I would like the information, and
to have when and where they were born, and
when, where and by whom they were baptized,
confirmed and ordained.
·
Also, I need these same items in full about some
whose names are on the Church Record, as follows:
John Bierline, Marion F. Cooper, Charles Howery,
Richard Hughes, Charles W. J,ange, Henry Hoberts; Morgan Lewis, John McKnight and George
Sooeideker.
Those who are dead, expelled or ordained to
higher quorums, I would like the items of their
membership and eldership, the same as if living.
•Als'o, the record lo.cks when, where and by whom
the "following were ordained elders : Samuel Al•• colt, Frederick Borley, Jesse Broadbent, Wm. J.
Cook, Charles Crowson, Thomas Darlow, Hichard
Do~, Colby. Downs,.Thos. France, Thos. P. Green,
Moses Houghton, Edwin Hulmes, Benj. S.,Jones,
Stephen Mahoney, Stephen Maloney, Elisha Palmer and Jacob Reese.
Also, would like to know when David Evans was
born, and when Samuel Longbottom and Henry P.
'l'yler were born and when baptized; when M. N.
]~astman was baptized; when Samuel Perks and
Wm. Acker were ordained, and where J. X. Davis
and Solomon Thomas were ordained.
'l'here are nine vacancies in this quorum which
I have reported to its officers that they may be
filled at the Fall Conference.
Any or all the above infot·mation will be thankt'ully received by
IlENRY A. STEBUINS,
PLANO, Illinois, Sept. 12th, 1877.
Gliurch Secretary.
Notices.
PHILADELPHIA DISTRICT.-By the approval of a
majority of the branches composi'ng the Philadelphia District, the next conference will be held at
Danville, Pennsylvani:t, on the fourth Saturday
and Sunday in November, 1877. I am sorry that
one or two branches have failed to respond to the

Jacob Baldwin and Mary Ann Baldwin his wife,
have been cut off from the Church for unchristianlike conduct., and we, the officers of the Plymouth
Branch, do suggest that if hereafter these persons
make application for membership in any branch of
the Church that it would be wisdom to correspond
with the officers of said branch. Address,
WrLLIA~I W. JONES, Secretary.
Birth and Death not~~~· J~f ':,~~~[~~e; l\Iarriage notices
1
---------------------

Born.

At Theresa, Jefferson county, N.Y., to Luther z.
and Mary Cook, a eon; its name Luther z.

Dh)d,
At his home in Peoria, Ill., August 21st, 1877,
Bro. James Bewsher, in the 78th year of his age.
He was born in England, and when the Eld-ers arrived in that country, was among the first to embrace the gospel. It was he who opened a door
for the preaching of the gospel in Manchester, by
obtaining the Carpenter's Hall, where thousands
could hear, and his hand always went deep into
his pocket to help roll on the work. He came to
America in 1844, but finding that Nauvoo was not
the place for a poor man, he came to Peoria, where
he has resided ever since. When the expedition
to Salt L11.ke was started, and he among the rest
was ordered to prepare, he made it a subject of
prayer, and received a vision that caused him to
remain where he was. In 1872 I found him and
his wife numbered among the followers of Sidney
Rigdon, but becoming convinced that. the Reorganization was that he used to hear so confidently
spoken of, on all sides, that young J osep:lt would
lead the Church, he united with us March 19th,
1875, and testified many times that the same old
spirit that he enjoyed in Manchester was with us,
only in a greater degree. His end was peace. He
leaves s. wife and five children, with numerous
grand children. Services by Elder J\;Iark H. Forscutt.
J. A. ROBINSON.
At Independence, Mo:, August 8th, 1877; of typhoid fever and congestion of lhe brain, Elder Asa
Walden, aged 48 years, 8 months, and 4 days, a
member of the First Quorum of Elders. He was
born December 4th, 1828, in Ohio, and was baptized in July, 1864, in Iowa, by Elder G. Sweet;
ordained November 18th, 1864, by Elders Hugh
Lytle and J. M. Burton. He died as he lived, in
hope of a glorious resurrection, and was mourned
by a large number of friends and acquaintances.
His wife and six children remain. He was a good
husband and an affectionate father. Services by
Elder John W. Brackenbury.
At Independence, Jackson county, Mo., July
9th, 1877, Gabrielle Azalia Walden, aged 1 year
and 8 months; born November lOth, 1875, at Council Bluffs, Iowa. She wae drowned in a pond of
water about thirty steps from the door. Services
by J. W. Brackenbury.
At Independence, Mo., August 13th, 1877, of
the jaundice, John B. Walden, aged 13 years and
10 months. Bot·n in Cass county Iowa.
At Crawford, Linn county, Oregon, of lung fever, sister Louisa Cuppy, aged 25 years, 7 months
and 15 days. She was born in the same county,
December 2\Hh, 1851; joined the Church ill"1871,
and has been a faithful Saint ever since. She
leaves a hmband and eight brothers and sisters.
At Indian River, Maine, September 4th, 1877,
of quick consumption, Julia A. Gray, aged 24
years, 4 months, and 25 days. She was baptized
in April last by J. C. Foss, and bore a faithful tes.
timony of the latter day work up to her death.
Services by Elder J. C. Foss; text, Ps. 116: 15.
At Plymoqth, Pa., June 5th, 1877, Oliver Jones,
son of Bro. William W.. and Jennett Jones. He
suffered but one week's illness, and departed in
peace, leaving father, mother, sisters, relatives
and friends to mourn. He was born December
24th, 1855, baptized by W. W. Blair, August] 2th,
1866.
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In the whole range of sacred and profound literature, perhaps there is nothing recorded which
has such staying properties as a good healthy
mortgage. A mortgage can be depended upon to
s,tick closer than a brother. It has a mission to
perform which never lets up. Day after day it is
right there, nor does the slightest tendency to
slumber impair its vigor in the night. Night and
day, on the Sabbath, and at holiday times, without a moment's time for rest and recreation, the
biting offspring of its existence, interest, goes on.
The season may change, days run into weeks,
weeks into months and months be swallowed up
into the gray man of advancing years, but that
mortgage stands upon sleepless vigilance, with the
interest, a perennial stream, ceaselessly running
on. Like a huge nightmare eating out the sleep
of some restless slumberer, the unpaid mortgage
rears up its gnunt front in perpetual torment to
the miserable wight who is held within its pitiless
clutch. It holds the poor victims with the relentless grasp of a giant; not one hour of recreation;
not a moment's evasion of its hideous presence.
A genial savage of mollifying aspect while the interest is paid; a very devil of hopeless destruction when the payments fail.
They have established a precedent in Franoe.
In December last, two trains on a French railroad
collided, and nine passengers were killed and
fourteen wounded. The chief of the station has
been tried, adjudged guilty of homicide, and condemned to three years' imprisonment because of
his inattention to and failure to execute the rules
of the Company. The Company was also declared
legally responsible.

___..

,..._.______

The Washingtonian Home at Boston, for the
cure of inebriates, contained 317 patients at tho
first of the year. Of these, 177 were married men
and 104 single; 206 were Americans, and 57 foreigners, and 110 merchants, 10 lawyers and 2 physicians. The average number of days each patient has remained is 21. Three months are considered necessary to receive the full benefit of the
institution: •
The iron industry of Chicago is an important
one. There are over 200 establishments of various
kinds in the city devoted to it, and give employment
to about 10,000 men. Two of the most entensive
Bessemer steel works in the United States are located there.
Each :granite window cap of the St. Louis postoffice weighs four tons, and costs $1,700,

Atidresses.
Hobert Evans, President Welsh Mission, care J.
Thomas' factory, Melingrythan, Neath, Wales.
GOLDEN GRAINS.
The moral courage that will face obloquy in a
good cause is a much·rarer gift than the bodily
valor that will confront death in a bad one.
Never seek to be entrusted with your friend's secret; for no matter how faithfully you may keep
it, you will be liable in a thousand contingencies
to the suspicion of having betrayed it.
We ought never to believe evil of anyone till we
are certain of it. We ought not to say anything
that is rude and displeasing even in joke; and
even then we ought not to carry the joke too far.
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SAW ANOTHER ANGEL * *, HAYING THE EVERLAS'riNG GOSPEL 'rO PREACII TO TIIE~I THAT DWEU, ON 'l'IIE EAUTII
*, SAYING;
FEAH GoD, AND GIVE GLOUY TO HIM, FOR THE HOUR OF HIS JUDGMEN'r IS Co~m."-HEY. 14: 6-7.
.
"SANCTIFY THE1>I THROUGH Tny TUUTH; THY WORD IS TRUTH."-JESUS; JonN17:17.
"HEAHKEN TO THE WORD OF THE LORD, FOR THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG You HAVE SAVE rr BE 0Nr<: WIFE."-BOOK
OF MORMON; JACOB 2:6.
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PLANO, ILLINOIS, OC'JOBER 15, 1877.
MINUTES OF THE

Semi-Annual General Conference.
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER .20rrr.

The General Conference of the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ, convened at Galland's
Grove, Shelby county, Iowa, at two p.m., September 20th, 1877. Opening exercises consisted of singing hymns 938 and 142, and
prayer by John H. Lake. Conference organized by choosing Joseph Smith president,
W. W. Biair assistant, M. H. Forscutt secre·
tary pro. tem., E. T. Dobson and 1\-I. T. Short
assistants. T. W. Chatburn, Wm. Crandall,
N. Booth, J. Rounds, Alex. Barr, 0. E. Holcomb, L. McCord, David Hall, Wm. I. Fallon,
and David Crandall, police.
President J. Smith, in a forcible speech of
thirty-five minutes, gave expression to the following: The affairs in Utah call forth thought;
and it will demand energy on out part to meet
coming events. Not from ambition for place,
but from differences of views, there have arisen
things that hav~ distracted the minds of some
less qualified to judg.e of these differences, than
those holding them. By the outside world, we
are less misunderstood at the present than at
any time in our previous history. We are expected to help solve one of the most perplexing
problems that now engrosses the attention of
the world. I refer to the Utah territorial prob·
lem. The only real difficulty in the way of
our progress is a lack of right action. As was
said by a learned political economist, "The
only way to resume is to resume." So with the
Latter Day Saints. They should not wait for
united action upon each others views, but
should act promptly and wisely with the best
light they have. Our religion is drawing us
nearer to humanity. We have had the errors
of the paRt to fight, and have still to meet the
issue with both conservative and progressive
minds; with strictly religious and with sceptical minds; and as there comes out of the
classes represented by these varied minds those
who have heard and who obey the gospel
truths, they will necessarily bring with them
more or less of the peculiar views and habits
attaching to their past lives; and hence the
necessity for kindness and charity for each
other. We must not expect these differences
to subside only as they do so by the gradual
merging of them into a Christ-like oneness of
spirit. It is for us to redeem the principles
which have been trailed in the dust. We are
now approaching a crisis; there should be
more unanimity of feeling among us to meet it.
Whether we view things from th-e same, or
from different standpoints, I hope there are
none among us who cannot find it in their
Whole No. 380.

hearts to trust God with the results-.,....the ultimate results of the work. We have learned
from past experience that from which we hope
for benefit to arise in the future. We feel confident that, if we prove faithful to the trust
reposed in us, we shall be able to accomplish
good results. My mind has been led to a contemplation of the history of the past. We are
accredited with being honest in our convictions
and purposes; yet we have to meet not only
the obstacles which the Church had to meet
in the first days of its existence in this dispensation, but we have also to meet the mistakes
made by those who formerly bore its banner.
Fifteen years ago I sought to encourage the
Saints here, at Galland's Grove, at Fisher's
Grove, and elsewhere, to retain their homes,
and extend their borders. They thought I
was inexperienced, and they neglected to do as
advised; the result is they have lost the key
to much of the beautiful country which God
had placed within their reach. I may not live
very long, but I expect to live long enough to
see the name of Latter I).'ly Saint made honorable. We hope and have boped that Latter Day
Israel will become settled and established, and
cease to wander. I hope too that we may be
able to work together on the basis of principle, and that nothing may occur to mar our
harmony.
W. W. Blair spoke-of his visit here eightteen years ago, with E. C. Briggs. We found
a goodly number here that looked on us with
doubt, though many of those who attended
finally recognized that God's Spirit was with
us, and obeyed. He spoke of the revealed
word as the guide of Israel, as the means of
saving and redeeming those in error. An
appeal to the records and the building on it,
will secure progress. • There is a healthy outlook for the fnture. The priesthood may become corrupt, but the word of God will endure
forever. He exhorted the Saints to action
and humility, spoke encouragingly of the
Spirit's light, and the great power that ere
long will attend the true Saints.
W. H. Kelley spoke of the great work and
its onward tendency. The difficulty now is
stagnation, which will sour anything. He
treated upon the gospel, its designs, and ultimate success. Desired to see men sent out
into the world to preach. Their swords are
rusting and mildewing, while hosts are enquiring and perishing. No doubts of the ultimate of this .work had ever dwelt in his mind;
and he never felt ao great a desire to see the
Elders leave their homes and go to distant
fields, as now. He spoke in earnest and solemn
terms of its ultimate success and exhorted to
deeds of sacrifice for the work's sake. Spoke
very encouragingly of hi!l recent labors and

No. 20.

his desires for continuing as a laborer in the
Lord's vineyard.
Bro. Joseph R. Lambert said that a few
thoughts had been suggested to his mind by
what the brethren had said. He thanked God
for that degree of light enjoyed at the present,
and more especially for the greater degree of
the same light which he will be privileged to
enjoy in .a future time, if faithful. I trust
there are many before me whose experiences
in this work have brought them to the same
conclusion to which I have arrived, namely,
that we must lay down our arms, abandon the
work and thus lose our reward, or continue to
struggle and fight for the truth to the end.
Look which way we may we see evidences in
favor of the Latter Day Work. Even the
mista~es and transgressions of the Church before the Reorganization had an existence, and
the individual mistakes which have occurred
in the Reorganization, when considered in
connection with instruction found in the revelations of God, given through Joseph Smith
before those things occurred, are seen to be
striking evidences that God by his wisdom
and foreknowledge, saw whal> would take place
in the Church, and made ample provision '
for every emergency. All my interests for
time and eternity are found in this work. I
have become :fully satisfied that in order to
accomplish any thing in this work, men must
labor with pure desires, must throw away self,
with every desire to become greater than our
brethren. I cannot see that the mistakes and
transgressions of God's people in any age of
the world, militate, in the least degree, against
the gospel of Christ. If our opponents can
show that the crimes committed by Latter
Day Saints are the results of a belief in and
practice of the faith of the Church, then they
have made a strong point against us. But ifl
on the other hand, we may easily show that
in every case of this kind, it is the result of
departure from the faith of the Church, as
made known through the revelations given to
the Church, then there is no strength in the
accusation. Men are fallible now, as they
ever ,were, but the truth of God stands out
bright and pure. This is what gives us
strength while preaching the word, and stem·
ruing the flood of popularity that is brought
to bear against the work we represent to the
world. There is one consideration that causes
my heart to rejoice. God continues to ackn:owledge us as his Church and people by the
witness of his Soirit. May God bless .his
people that they ;1ay be able to perform his
work.
Bro. C. Derry said he was glad to be numbered with the people of God. Nothing is so dear
to him as the work which he espoused in his
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At 10 30, after prayer by W. W. Blair, and charge, William Williams clerk. They have no
youth. In the wilds of Nebraska he had let
go the rod of iron, and grew wild, because of the singing of hymns 14,~ and 139. Heman Elder who can devote his time to the ministry.
Some are doing what they can, others doing notherrors which crept into the Church; but the C. Smith addressed the Conference from He- ing. The district is in a fair condition, and many
Lord loved him, and felt after him. In refer- brews 2: 1, arguing that obedience to the re- good fields are open for preaching; one or more
ence to these errors of the past, he said he had vealed law makes better men, better women, laborers are needed. At their last conference a
been opposed by a Christian minister who better citizens, while disobedience takes from resolution was passed requesting the General
brought them up as an evidence against the us peace and spiritual prosperity. We should Conference to continue Heman C. Smith in the
district for the next six months. Labor has been
work, but instead of denying the charge, he not partake of the spirit of the world; but seek done in the district by Brn. John Landers, G. W.
told the people he was not there to apologize to admonish and save in the spirit of love. Shute, J. N. Roberts, and H. C. Smith; one branch
for the errors of modern Israel, and cited those There is more necessity for obedience to the organized, and six persons baptized since the
of ancient Israel as a similar case in point. revelations given, than for seeking more, as Annual Conference. H. C. Smith, delegate.
Southern Illinois: Seven branches, 194 members,
This took the weapon from the gentleman, and obedience to that already given will prepare us
including, 1 High Priest, 8 Elders, 5 Priests, 8
maintained the truth. He spoke of the good for celestial glory. He quoted Doctrine and Teachers, and 4 Deacons. Spiritual condition ordiopportunities of disseminating the word, and Covenants, sections 85, 41, 42, and 104, making narily good, and the demand for preaching is great ;
said that God would hold us responsible for pertinent remarks on them. Brother Eli Dob- but our Elders' circumstances are such that they
son followed with an argument supporting the can not devote very much time to preaching the
the proper using of them.
Bro. I. L. Rogers did not know hardly position that a perfect law perfects those who word, but there is a desire to do what they can.
G. H. Hilliard, president; I. A. Morris, clerk.
where to begin. Felt glad this day in his adhere to it.
Far West, .Mo.: Ten branches, 357 members, inheart. Had been trying to serve the Church
Hymn 721 wa~ sung, and benediction was cluding 1 Apostle, 1 High Priest, 39 Elders, 14
the last sixteen years. Had probably made given.
Priests, 11 Teachers, 9 Deacons; 19 baptized
some mistakes, but loves the work, and thinks
1 · 30 p.m.-Business session resumed by during six months, 1 died, 4 expelled, 3 ordained.
he can say with truth that if he did not believe singiDg hymns 720 and 569; prayer by James The district is in good condition; the last conference was one of the most pleasant ever held in the
the work, he would not be here to.day. His Caffall. W. W. Blair took the chair, and the district. J. M. Terry, president; W. T. Bozarth,
heart was gladdened in listening to the breth- ministry were arranged in their order; the secretary.
Galland's Grove, Iowa: Nine branehes, 508 memren's speeches. When he examined himself members of the First Presidency, the Apostles,
as he ought to, he found many things there that the President of High Priest's Quorum, Pre- bers, including 3 High Priests, 4 Seventies, 48 Elought not to be there. We should be gov- siding Bishop, Secretary, and Clerks, on the ders, 12 Priests, 15 Teachers, 15 Deacons. District
in good condition; work progressing slowly, but
erned by certain principles. Do we study stand; the High Priest's Quorum next to the surely. Prospects for preaching as good as could
those principles so as to bear the work off ac- stand, then the Seventies, next the Elders, be desired ; openings on every hand. Brn. Caffall,
ceptably? He fears not. No one will prosper then the Priests, after them the Teachers, and Lambert, Lake and Derry have visited us and renwho sets his hand to this work for the purpose the Deacons. Instruction was given that here- dered excellent service in the ministry, and numof aggrandizing self. One person we have to after at all the conferences, the brethren would bers have been added to the Church as the result.
Eli Clothier, president; Clarence M. Wilder, clerk.
govern is self. When we do that, we shall be be expected to seat themselves in like order,
Fremont, Iowa: Six branches, 265 members, and
fitted to teach somebody else. We shall be as far as practicable.
about forty scattered ones. There are 2 High
filled with a light which shall lighten others
So much of the minutes of April session as Priests, 2 Seventies, 27 Elders, 9 Priests, 9 Teachalso. As he had said before, he had made were necessary to be heard were then read by ers, 6 Deacons. Two branches have been disormistakes, and for all these he asked forgive- the Secretary. The minutes of yesterday's ses- ganized, Glenwood and Fremont, and the most of
the Fremont members have united with the Sheness. What he wanted to do in his heart, was sion were read and apjlroved.
nandoah Branch. Out of the whole ministerial
to bless this people. May we also learn to
force, only about fourteen perform ministerial laREPORTS OF DISTRICTS.
bor, none being able to devote their whole time to
bless ourselves. ~Let us lay hold of the rod of
The Secretary then read written reports of ministry. The condition of the district Is not so
,f> iron; if we do we shall be secure.
Does not
as could be desired; it has been withering,
know that he shall ever meet with this people the following districts, as forwarded to this con- good
partially, for lack of sufficient unity and vitality.
again. His life is not his own. Hoped that ferenee.
However, the efforts that have recently been made
North Kansas: Three branches, 71 members. A for relief from the present difficulties, promises
our session will 'be in harmony, and that good
portion of the district has not been very prosper- fair to result in good, and a better feeling and
may be the result.
ous, or progressive, the Elders not having labored
Pres. Smith, in concluding services, said: much in the field; the principal cause w~ts internal healthier condition may be anticipated. Financial.
the district is deficient, without anything in
I have a few remarks to make concerning the strife. This being the case they thought it was ly,
the treasury upon which to make a report, with
land of Zion. We are admonished connerning their duty to set things in order at home, be- little or no interest in that direction. Wm. I.eeka,
this subject. He read from Book of Covenants fore going out to preach the gospel to the world secretary.
It is their opinion that if traveling Elders had not
Little Sioux, lowa: Six branches, all of which
that the land must be purchased by money or interfered
so much in local matters, this portion of
by blood. He thought that some things advis- the district would be in better condition, and we are in a prosperous condition. Whole membership
of branches 381, besides quite a number of scated and acted npon by some in the past., are a and our doctrines would be more thought of; but tered
members. Whole number of officials not yet
mistake. Remember there are but two ways of there is a better prospect ahead, and by the help fully known. Jas. C. Crabb, president; Phineas
of
God,
we.
shall
bring
in
a
better
report
next
olJtaining the land of Zion, by purchase or by
Cadwell, vice president; Donald Maule, secretary.
S. 0. Waddel, president; Ben. B. BrackenKewanee, Illinois: Nine branches, 360 members,
blood. If by blood, lo! your enemies are upon time.
bury, clerk.
including 3 High Priests, 3 Seventies, 31 Elders,
you, etc. Since last I saw you, I have bathed
Delegate Heman C. Smith reported in per- 16 Priests, 11 Teachers, 11 Deacons. J. A. Robinmy feet in the waters of the Atlantic ocean on
son
about the same as the above, and of the sou, president; J. H. Hopkins, secretary.
the one hand, and have buried souls by baptism
labors
of brethren J. Landers, I. N. Roberts,
Report of Board of Publication was then
in the waters of the Pacific on the other. Had
G. W. Shute and himself, in the district, which read by the Secretary, as follows:
proclaimed the truth everywhere he had been.
Financial report of the Board of Publi.cation of
He had been called upon, in his ministry to petitions the conference to return him to that
the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ, from Febsuffer contumely and shame, because of his con- field.
Des Moines, Iowa: Four branches, the Pleasant ruary 16th, 1877, to August 16th, 1877.
nection with the Latter Day Saints. In re$ 86 77
Grove being disorganized. Ten baptized during the Cash on hand February 16th, 1877,
gard to the purchasing of lands in the borders last quarter. There seems to be a general desire, Cash receipts
3,535 99
of Zion, any one can do so who will. We among the laboring Elders, to be in the field, and
Total,
$~__._(i~
must be persistent in our efforts to accomplish there is a general good feeling, except in theN ewEXPENDITURES.
the work which has been appointed for us to do. ton Branch. The difficulty there is mostly of long
standing, and we believe it is not likely to be set- Paid employees in Herald Office .
$2,527 23
Dismissed by prayer.
tled soon, unless there is a radical change. There Freight, expressage, stamps, postal
Evening session was a prayer and testimony were never better opportunities for preaching than
Cards and incidentals
156 05
meeting, presided over by brethren Henry at present. Bro. George Walker, president of the Chicago firms for stock
•
559 81
district, has been laboring faithfully for the last Coal, wood, s:twing and hauling
98 30
Halliday and J. JH. Putney.
three months; other Elders assisting as circum·
stances admitted. John Sayer, clerk.
Central Kansas: Six branches, 112 members,
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 21sT.
including 10 Elders, 4 Priests, and 4 Teachers,
At 8 a.m. a prayer and testimony meeting, and 20 scattered members, including 3 Elders,
in charge of M. T. Short and G. E. Deuel.
making a total of 132. Elder David Williams has

Semi-monthly mail
Utah Chapel Fund
Money returned to W. R. McDonald,
.
on S. S. books
Money deposited with us
D. F. Lambert
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63 22
17 50

3 60
102 28
13 73
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3 66 to further this work you have entrusted to their
77 38 care.
Lastly, permit us through the conference, to
$3,622 76
ask that our musical compositors will make an
RESOURCES.
immediate, an earnest, a very willing and very
Petty accounts, good
$959 13 prompt effort, to furnish us four-part tunes for the
Bills receivable
297 00 following hymns, forwarding them to M. H. ForsCash on hand
.
.
77 38 cutt, box 400, Nebraska City, Nebraska, if your
Value of goods, per inventory
14,421 58 committee be sustained.
Hymns for which tunes are still needed are
$15,755 09
represented by numbers 223, 271, 294, 300, 336,
LIAJJHITIES.
355, 375, 377, 391, 393, 418, 423, 447, 454, 468,
We owe petty accounts
$956 67 481, 495, 514, u99, 616, 619, 620, e21, 641, 660,
Bills payable
3,000 00 668, 691, 696, 705, 724, 747, 754, 755, 757, 760,
Balance of resources
11,798 42 792, 810, 843, 863, 895, 901, 912, 922, 925, 926,
$15,755 09 927, 932, 933, 937, 948, 954, 956, 957, 993, 996,
998, 999, 1006, 1010, 1013, 1014, 1016, 1017,1023,
Respectfully submitted to the Church of Jesus 1030, 1032, 1036, 1038, 1039, 1054, 1056, 1076,
Christ, in conference ass em bled.
1083, 1084, 1086, 1089, 1092, 1098, 1106, 1116,
1118, l120. For some few of these tunes have
I. N. W. CooPER, Secretm·y.
since been supplied. Very respectfully.
The following preamble and resolution, as
MARK H. FoRscuTr, }
adopted by the Board of Publication at a reNoRMAN W. SMITH,
Committee.
JOHN T. KINNAMAN,
cent session, was presented and read:

Church, per order of the Bishop.
Cash on hand, August 10th, 1877

PLANO, Ill., Sept. 15th, 1877.
The following is respectfully submitted:Whereas we believe that the History of Joseph
Smith, as contained in the Times and Seasons, and
in other publications of the Church, should be
revised and published by the Reorganized Church
in book form, therefore be it resolved, that we
present this matter to the next. General Conference
for its consideration; also advising the appoint·
ment of a committee to prepare it for publication,
and also that solicitations for donations be authorized.
The above was adopted by the Board prior to
the General Conference of April, 1877, but by
some means was not presented to that body, and
it is now presented pursuant to the instructions
of the Board of Publication.
I. N. W. CooPER, Secretary of the Board.

Upon consideration of the report, the portion relating to solicitations for donations was
stricken out, and being thus amended, the
document was adopted.
Report of :Music Committee was read:
NEBRASKA CrTY, Nebraska,
Sept. 12th, 1877.
Your Committee report as follows :-At the last
General Conference, it was thought by your Com·
mittee that the Music Book could be prepared for
publication in a few weeks; but they expected
that those who had been so kindly furnishing
tunes would continue to do so, and that one of
your committee would be able to give his entire
attention to it. The work is yet unfinished, however, because contributors ceased to contribute,
and because your committee has been so fully employed in Church and secular duties as to prevent
their giving the time and attention to the work
requisite to prepare it for the press" One brother
has furnished a few "airs" very kindly, but the
committee has not had time to harmonize them;
another brother has furnished two four-part tunes;
another five; and sister Bradford several; but,
with these exceptions, nothing has been added
since last conference, save what the committee has
furnished.
In our last report, we gave the numbers of those
hymns for which we had no tunes at that time;
some of these we have supplied tunes for, but
numbers yet remain unsupplied. Satisfied of the
necessity for such a measure, your committee do
now ask, through the conference, an appropriation
by whioh the Bishop shall be authorized to pay
fair wages to some one qualified, for about two or
three months, that he may give his whole time
and attention to this basiness; for we are convinced by experience that nothing less than au
exclusive devotion to this work will qualify any
one to prepare it for the press. Your committee
is quite willing that eome other than either of
themselves shall have this honor, and the wages
you may allow; but if desired by you to serve,
they request you to designate the one, or authorize
them to appoint him. In the meantime, your
committee, if sustained by you, will continue to
do all they can, individually and as a committee,

On motion, the consideration of it was deferred, and made special order for three p.m.
to. morrow.
Report of Board of Removal was read :
GALLAND's GRovE, Iowa,
September 21st, 1877.
We, the Board of Removal, to whom the duty of
removing the business center of the Church, as by
law, and by your honorable body assigned, do re·
port as follows: The committee have, as donations
and loans, about four thousand dollars at their
command, with which they have decided to purchase a tract of land now open for sale, of some
two hundred acres, lying in the vicinity of a tract
lately purchased by Bro. Moses A. Meder, and by
him deeded to the Church, situated in the south·
west. portion of Decatur county, Iowa; and to hold
said land subject to certain contingencies likely to
occur, for subsequent and definite action of the
committee in settlement:~.
Your committee have/decided, for reasons and
upon considerations, which will be fully given in
their final report on removal of the business center, and made public to the Church, that Decatur
county, Iowa, is at present the most eligible portion of the country accessible to settlement, within
the limit to which they, of necessity, feel restricted; but that for lack of means te make the removal complete, and for other reasons not new necessary or politic to state, no remova.I is advisable,
though the committee are quite united upon ihe
opinion that such removal should ba mnde at as
early a date as possible, as the condition of, and
the feeling in the Church demand it.
We, therefore, ask that further time be granted
us, and that those who may have been hitherto
opposed to the contemplated action of the committee, will take the pains to more fully inform themselves in relation to the country referred to, and
the powers of the committee, together with the
inadequate means at their command, with which
to carry into effect the resolution adopted by you
requiring action on the part of the committee.
JOSEPH SMITH.
Of the Committee, W. W. Bum.
{ I. L. ROGERS. *

*[We also, as members of the Board, and
parties to the above action, add our names as
concurring in the report of those of the Board
who were present, endorsing and approving
the same.
Of the C0 mmitte {H. A. STEBBINS.
e, JoHN ScoTT.
PLANO, Ill., Oct. 8th, 1877.]

The request of the Board for further time
was granted.
The immediate necessity for removal, and
location to be removed to, were freely discussed by brethren J. Smith, R. C. Elvin, I. L.
Rogers, C. Downs, J. H. Lake and J. M. Harvey, and report was adopted.
Jos. Smith having spoken once to the question, asked the privilege of a second speech,

which, on motion was granted, when he arose
and said:
The Committee on Location have been ham·
pered in their movements; questions have been
asked concerning the site of location, accompanied with propositions that if such and such
a site should be selected, subscriptions will be
forthcoming; while if another site be selected,
we have little to donate. Thus we have been
met by difficulty. We have, however, made
the selection reported by us, because we thought
the surroundings there were most favorable
for our people. We have made it because land
can easily be obtained there, and because the
regions around are already extensively settled
by members of the Church, so that if the value
of lands adjacent be enhanced, the benefits accruing therefrom may accrue to the Church.
The committee have absolutely declined to be
bought for any consideration; and we have
moved, we think, within the purview of our
privileges, and for what seemed to us to be the
best interests of the Church. We sincerely
hope the time will come when childish and
unwarranted distrust of the motives of brethren whom the conferences may appoint to Bpecified work, will cease to be. Yet I would
much rather that those of my brethren who
are not satisfied with the selection, would come
boldly out and so state, as one brother has
done to day, than that they should be silent
now, and after having gone hence to their respecti.ve localities, give expression to their dissatisfaction in secret inuendoes, which can not
be met. For the manly and frank brother who
differs from me, I have esteem; but for those
who speak evil of their brethren secretly, by
covert whisperings and sly insinuations, if I
have any feeling outside of pity, and expressed
that feeling, I must say that I despise them.
l\1ISSIONARY AND l\IINISTRY REI'ORTS.

Reports were read by the secretary, as fol•
lows:
Elder Claud Rodge1·, of the Seventy, in
charge of the Australian Mission, writes:
Being far from you, yet being sustained. by you
in the presidency of this mission, I report to you
the 11tate of the work in this land. The mission
has been as prosperous as we could expect, aH
things considered. We have lately had some good
people added to our number, and some ordained
who bid fair to be useful. Six branches are now
organized, numbering in all ninety-six members,
the greater part of whom are firm and: zealous in
the cause. Others are believing and expect to join
the Church soon. A spirit of general satisfaction,
peace and union prevails with us, with a few exceptions. The Heralds are eagerly sought after,
and read with a desire ta learn the prosperity of
the work in other lands, and to understand the
doctrine. A great field is open, where God has a
people whom he will bring to himself in time, but
our laborers are few; indeed the whole burden
has been on my own shoulders, and, as the flock
is scattered widely, the toil has been the more;
but, so far, the good Lord has been my helper,
and the manifest work of his Spirit has confirmed
the faith, and brightened the hope of the Church
here. The time seems long, three and a half years,
since I landed on these shores, and the work done
looks but small; but we have had obstacles to
meet, and to fight for every foot we have gained.
However, the standard is planted, and the sun of
favor now shines for a good work in Australia. I
acknowledge my release by the General Conference
of April last; also thank you for the confidence
reposed in me, as being sustained in the presidency of this mission, if I deem it wisdom to remain
longer; and, as none are yet appointed to labor in
this land by you, I can not feel it right to leave tl is
young flock without a shepherd ; and I shall, by
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the help of God; continue my labors a few months large and attentive. My confidence in the faith and
longer, hoping the Conference will consider my order of the Church is as strong as il has
long absence from home and family, and will ap· ever been. I believe I am in harmony with the
point one to fill my place, and another to help, for general authorities of the Church on all essential
this large field demands more attention, than can points of our common faith, and I desire so to re·
be given by any one man. Any one sent, if faith- main. I have no disposition to be idle and will
ful, will find friends, and a home. I shall wait not be if I can help it. I am not aware of having
the result of your Conference with anxiety, and forfeited the sympathy and confidence of my brethwith a hope that, if the Lord will, I may be able to ren; hence I am willing to labor wherever duty
leave here in March. and reach home in the open· calls, especially where the Spirit of the Lord di·
ing of Spring. I had expected to reach Victoria, recta. A certain field has been impressed on my
but during last summer my health was but poor. mind for sev)lral years, and the voice of revelation
No intelligence from 'l'ahati; Bro.'Smith, an Eng- has frequently, and particularly quite recently.
Iishman whom I baptized there, called on Bro. 1 signified that it was the Lord's will that I
Ellis about, a year ago, and told him the Church should go I here. If appointed and the Conference
was in poor standing on the Island. I tried to find approves, my companion and I are ready at short
him and lMrn more, but have not succeeded. I notice to attempt to reach that field, although the
rather think he hae gone to the bad, like many sacrifice is great, and the privations to be endured
others on these lands-drink, the cause. The mis. doubtless be many; and we are ready to give it,
sion requires u man able to defend the cause with simply because we believe that the Spirit of Tr2th
the pen, as well as from the pulpit; one who can has placed this burden on our bands, and we de
make a stay for years. As but little impression sire to obey; and all we need say is, that if you
could be made in Sydney without means to make decide that a mission to the South Sea Isles should
a r·e"pectable stand at once, I have deemed it pol- be undertaken, and believe that we can satisfacicy to labor in the country till the Church gathers torily do that work, we are prepared to go.
strength, which may be by and· by, by one more
,
..
able than your humble servant. May the love of
Elder W1lltam f[ Kelley, of the Twelve,
God and the Holy Spirit guide every effort put present:
for~h to spread abro~d the true light, for th? sal·
At the last Annual Conference I was appointed
vat10n of the honest m heart, and the glory of God. to labor in Michigan, Ohio, and Indiana. By reElder John II. LaJce, of the Twelve, pres- quest I made a visit to Minnesota, where I did
ent.
some preaching, which resulted in good. I then
·
proceeded to and have labored in Michigan and
I have preached in Iowa, Illinois, and Missouri, Indiana, where I have been blessed, and some imand have baptized 15, blessed 13 children, ordain- mediate good results have been realized. The Saints
ed 1 Priest, 1 Teacher and 1 Deacon; have sol· are active and alive to the interest of the cause,
emnized 5 marriages; administered to the sick, to and where I have labored, the work seems to be
the speedy recovery of some. The conference of in an excellent condition, that is in Southern Michi.
April last. desired me to go to Canada if my cir· gan and Southern Indiana. It has been expressed
cumstances would permit, but it has not been pos· by brethren in those places that the work was never
sible for me to go, and yet do justice to my child- in a better condition, nor ever before a greater inren which have been left to my care, since the terest manifest to hear. The calls for preaching aTe
death of my wife. But I would say that my faith many-many more than there are Elders to reis in the latter day work, and I am willing to labor spond. Brethren c. Scott and J. F. McDowell have
to build up the cause; and I hope that I may be been laboring with excellent success, and. others
sustained in my present field until my circumstan- have done what they coQld. The mission needs
ces permit me to labor otherwise.
help in the way of more laborers, and for the lack
Elder James Oaffall, oft he Twelve, present: of them the cause moves slowly. We only have
According to the appointment, of the Annual good and encouragement to report. The work is
Conference, I have labored as best I could, in on a good footing, and the Saints are trying to
parts of Nebraska and Iowa; and, at the instance honor in their lives the faith they have espoused.
of local authority, have devoted some time in dis- I still feel to continue in the work, being confident
tricts and branches; and I can report that some of its origin, 1md of its resulting triumphantly.
improvement in the zeal, and conduct of the Saints
Elder Joseph R. Lambert, of the Twelve,
is visible in some localities; but to the reverse in
others. '!'he openings for preaching are .increas· present:
ing, and it is hoped that there will be considerable
I have labored to the extent of my ability, in
preaching the coming.fall and winter. The Potta- the field assigned me, in connection with our es·
wattamie district is still in my charge. It is one teemed and worthy brother, Charles Derry. In
of the oldest districts in the western slope, and Iowa, I have preached and labored, more or less,
within its limits are many old-time Saints, who in Magnolia,, Woodbine, Dunlap, Twelve-mile
are firm and unwavering, The few who contribute Grove, Jeddo, Whitesboro, and Little Sioux, Harof their means, to the Big hop's Agent, do all that rison county; Castana, and Moorhead, Monona
can be expected. Some fail to give to the Bishop's county; Smithland, Woodbury county; Fonda
Agent, but are liberal other ways, while others do and vicinity, Pocahontas county, Sioux Rapids
nothing, some from inability, and some from a and vicinity, Buena vista county; near Lemars
non-disposition to give. The spiritual condition Plymouth county, and Charles City, Floyd county.
of the district is not as good as desirable; but In Minnesota, I preached at Grand Prairie, Nobles
little preaching been done by local Elders; still county; Lake Crystal, Blue Earth county; Duswe hope for improvement. We have had the bless- das, Rice county, and Ellington, Dodge county.
ings of healing through the administration of the At Grand Prairie, I had the pleasure of laboring
ordinance, and the prayers of fa1th; one case of for a short season with brother Charles Derry,
sun stroke during the past summer when the help and, before leaving to meet other demands, we
came instanta;n.eously.
·
organized a branch at this place. This mission
Elder '1'. W Smith, of the Twelve, by letter should be supplied with proper laborers coniinu·
ously, until more apparent results are seen.
to the First Presidency :
There are some good openings effected, and many
Being, by action of the last General Conference, new places where preaching should be had. There
appointed to labor under the direction of the First are but few Saints to care for the wants of Elders,
Presidency, a.nd being by them requested to labor but worthy men, who are devoted to the work of
in the field then occupied by me, excepting the the Lord, will find friends.
oversight of the mission, I would report that I
El'
OZ l D
p ·d
f h H' h
have labored mainly in Far West District, Missouri.
der
Jares en·!J, resl ent 0 t e Ig
I have visited the Starfield, Delano and Far West Priest's Quorum, present:
branches, preaching and baptizing. Also preach·
I was appointed to labor in northern Iowa and
ed east of Cameron, and baptized three and at- southern Minnesota, in connection with Bro J. R.
tended a conference of Central Missouri District Lambert. After some preaching in the. I,ittle Sioux
and preached twice. Have administered to the District, I went to Grand Prairie, Nobles county,
sick, alone and with others, and have seen im· Minnesota, in accordance with urgent request of
mediate and permanent cure; have had good the Saints there. Bro. Lambert had arrived a day
liberty in preaching; congregations have been or two before me. The three Saints received us

[October 15.
gladly, as also did other friends. We went to work,
and the result was that eight were baptized the
following Sunday, the result of the labors of Elder
Wm. H. Kelley and Priest John Spaulding. June
19th, a branch was organized of eleven members,
Bro. John Spaulding ordained an Elder, and chosen
to preside. Bro. Lambert then left the work in my
care. More were baptized, making in all sixteen
members. I preached a number of times in various places, whiqp tended to do away prejudice and
make friends for the truth. Harvest coming on, I
returned home, and, after some labors in Crawford
and Harrison counties, I went to Portlandville and
preached ten discourses,' where many good words
were spoken to me by the citizens, and much kind·
ness shown; some declared th3,t they would be
baptized when I, or some one else, came again.
From there, I went to a settlement near Lemars,
where Ilro. Lambert had preached and left a good
impression; I preached four times, the congregations increasing each time, There I had the misfol'tune to have my eyes infected with a sore
inflammation, which was prevalent in the neighborhood, but thinking they would soon recover, I
hastened on to Grand Prairie, but only to sufl:'er
the most excruciating pains, which rendored me
unfit to labor. I shall never forget the loving kindness of the Saints during my affliction. Their
prayers, their works on my behalf, are forever engraved upon my mind, and I pray God to bless
them with the fulness of his love. By their kind·
ness I was en!l.bled to return home, and I can testif'y that their prayers were not offered in vain. I
should have stated that before leaving home for
that place, the last time, I baptized five precious
souls at Whitesboro. After the recovery of my
eyes, I preached in Little Sioux. I am for God and
truth, first, last, and all the time. I ask a continued interest in the prayers of the Saints, that my
labors may not be in vain in the Lord.
Imder JJ!I. H. Forscutt, High Priest, present:
Though declining my appointment from the
Annual Conference, for reasons then given, I have
labored to redeem the promise I then made. you,
to labor as much a~ possible in the ministry. Invitations quite numerous have been extended to
me, and many of these I have filled, laboring in
Shenandoah, Nebraska City, Plano, Peoria, Canton, Bryant, Lewiston, Harlan, Pleasant Ridge,
Magnolia, Logan, Des Moines, Newton, Burlington, Farmington, and Montrose, in the states of
Illinois, Iowa, and Nebraska. Without particularizing, I desire to thank the Saints and friends for
kindness shown me during my ministry. I have
not done nearly so much good as I would have
liked to do for the. cause we love; but I have tried
to do no harm, and though like our worthy Bishop
who spoke yesterday, I have committed errors,
my conscience is clear of any designed wrong to
either God, man, woman, or child. During my
past six months' labor, I have travelled 2554 miles,
attended 154, meetings, spoke to congregations in
our own, and in other churches, in court houses,
and school houses, 109 times; baptized 15; confirmed 8; administered to 21; blest 3 children,
and married one couple. My desire still is to
work for God and his glory; but, whether I shall
be able to do so in any more than a local capacity,
I can not yet determine; if financially able to do so,
I would give my whole time and interes.t to the
cause, to which I am in heart wholly devoted; but
I fear it will be impracticable at present. Whether
in the field constantly in the future, as I have
so many years in the past, or only occasionally,
as circumstances will permit, I still desire your
confidence and prayers, that when I do labor God
may use me as one of His instruments to till, to
sow, or to reap, as His wisdom shall direct.
Elder Jaclcson Goodale, High Priest, by
letter from Pittsfield, Illinois:
At our late conference I was requested to report·
this district to the General Conference. But lit·
tle preaching has been done during the last siX\
months, my circumstances being such that I am
obliged to confine myself to work for the support
of my family; but I have attended every call that
has been made on me. I have preached in the
Pittsfield Branch once a month, for the last year.
Several have been added to that branch during the
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last six months. Bro. Mills, its president, has
been preaching, and added two by baptism. Bro.
Darius Wether be~ has done what he could in Schuyler and Brown counties, and the spiritual condition of the Saints is good. Last month we had a
pleasant and peaceful conference, and all of the
Saints expressed their entire confidence in the
work, and their determination to pray and to work,
until the hands of the Elders in this district are
loosened, that the work assigned them may be
done. I hope that the Spirit and power of God
will be with you all.
It was announced that the Second Quorum
of Elders would meet. after the session.
Adjourned with benediction by President
Joseph Smith.
Evening, a prayer meeting, in charge of
brethren J. W. Chatburn and R. Jenkins.

HERALD.

habitants of Zion shall judge all things pertaining
to Zion, and liars and hypocrites shall be proved
by them, and they who are not apostles and proph·
ets shall be known." I now request the Confer·
ence to release me from my present mission, for I
can not at present discharge the duties of it, and
do not wish to have the empty name and hold the
responsibility of a mission I can not fill. I feel
that I have full and justifiable reasons f0r making
this request. I pray for the Master's Spirit to attend your deliberations.

a.

Elder Heman
Smith, of the Seventy,
present:
My labors have been almost entirely confined to
Central and North Kansas Districts, and I have
been greatly blessed. I have assisted in organizing two branches, ordaining one Elder, one Priest,
and two Teachers; held one discuasion, and baptized two. Have been assisted by Brn. I. N. Roberts and G. W. Shute. The Saints, as general
thing, are doing as well as elsewhere; and are
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 22n.
strong in the faith. Many good fields of labor are
At 8 a.m., a prayer and fellowship meeting, open in both districts. I have preached in Nebin charge of brethern George Sweet and J. raska City, Salem, Galland's Grove, Deloit since I
left Kansas. I am sat.isfied of the ultimate triumphs
W. Chatburn.
of the latter day work, and in it I have spent the
At 10 30 the stand was occupied and preach- happiest hours of my life.
ing done by brethren lYL T. Short and J. M.
Elder R. J. Anthony, of the Seventy, presPutney.
At 1·30 p.m., business session resumed, Pres. ent:
W. W. Blair presiding; hymn 448 was sung,
I have laboreu in Iowa and Nebraska, and have
d
:It d b B
M R F
t done all I could for the cause. I have opened six
an prayer 0 ere
Y ro. ·
· 'orscut · new places, four of which I think will by careful
Minutes of yesterday's proceedings were read maltivation bring forth some fruit for the Master.
by the secretary and approved.
During the time I have baptized four. In most of
MINISTRY REl'ORTfl.
I ihe places there is a great demand for preaching.
I have had urgent calls on every hand; and to my
The reading of the reports from Elders in mind prospects are brightening; the Lord is with
the field was continued by the secretary.
his people; the promises of the gospel do follow.
In some of our administrations to the sick the
Elder John Landers, High Priest, writes Lord has confirmed his word, by restoring to
from Washington county, Kansas:
health, which makes us rejoice in God our Savior.
Since I came to this State I have attended a May his glorious blessings ever be upon his Church
quarterly conference at Atchison, where the Spirit and people.
of the Lord was bestowed on the Saints. I visited
]~lder John T. Phillips, of the Seventy,
three branches of the Church on my way there, writes from Pennsylvania:
and also on my return, with whom I labored, as
the Spirit directed, and I am glad to say that, to
I arrived at Hyde Park, April 21st, 1877; and
the best of my judgment, I found the most of them baptized five there; blessed three children; adstriving with all diligence to prepare for the com- ministered to one brother, and he was healed ining of the Lord, by Jiving righteous Jives. The stantly. Labored at Plymouth, and baptized four;
glorious work of the last days is beyond all things received one on his original baptism: organized a
precious to me, and all the time allotted here t.o branch of nine members; baptized one since, total
me I mean to spend to the best of my knowledge ten. O~dained one Elder, one Priest., one Deacon.
to promote the Master's cause. I pray that the Blessed two children. Was in Bradford county;
great Redeemer of man, who has given his life for bapt.ized and confirmed six; ordained two, and
his Church, may preside over you, and fill you organized a branch of six members. one Elder, one
with his Spirit., that your acts may prove to the Priest. I visited many houses; prospects favoraadvancement of his cause.
ble, if Elders could go to Bradford county; this is
a new field. Visited Rushdale; had good audienEider 0. G. Lanphear, President of the ces. B.eturned to Hyde Park and Plymouth, Pa.
Seventy, writes from Independence, ~:lissouri: Times are dull, through the effect of the strike,
My love for Zion's cause has not abated, nor my and people do not feel interested, I am now going
desires decreased towards her, but I am steadfast to Schuylkill county, a new field entirely.
in the hope of her final success and triumph; and
Elder D. JL Bays, present:
. l wish still to labor in the cause to the best of my
Since my last report I have been able to devote
strength and ability, as opportunities present. I most of my time to the ministry, and r have been
pray that you mtJ.y be greatly blessed by the aided by the Spirit, for which I thank the good
&bundant grace of our Lord and his Spirit. I feel- Lord. My greatest desire is to be instrumental in
~~~a\~;t ~~:o~etht/~ec~~:~
':~tnr;:~t~~~~;:~l; advancing the interests of the great Latter Day
movements in relation to it.
Work, and am therefore willing to labor under
the direction of this conference, as the Lord may
Elder E. 0. Brand, one of the presidents of open the way before me.
Seventy, writes from 'l'abor, Iowa:
Imder F. a. WcLmlcPy, writes from Colo.
I can not report in person, as I am suffering rado:
from three broken places in my ribs, having had a
At the last April Conference I requested to be
severe fall. My labors during the last six months, released, in order to leave here and attend to tern·
owing to my wife's sickness and other obstacles, pora.l things. You granted my request, yet with
have been but small, not worth reporting. I have a desire that I should continue; for which I thank
preached only a few times, but ha.ve never failed you. I have continued my labors since my last
when called on as s minute· man to go and e,dmin· report; have preached 74 times, held one discussion,
ister to the sick, and the divine Ruler has blessed baptizeu 9, confirmed G, ordained 2 Elders, blessed
my mini~trations. My faith in the ~o•:k of God is one child, and administered to a number of sick,
unwavermg, and my hope grows tmghter and with the desired result. I am willing to continue
brighter; and, notwithstanding ~he dark cloud as you may direct..
that hangs over us, I know that Z10n will eventuT 0 ,,,
•
1 "'' ,
ally "be re-inhabited," as the Lord said to his ser-~
E.d.o.
l•f. · · ,_,Jw, "• present·
vant, Joseph Smith, and in a day that is near at
I labored in seven counties in Kewanee Distl"ict,
our doors. "Por it shsJl come to prtss that the in· Illinois, enjoyed excellent liberty, made many
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friends to the cause, allayed much prejudice, and
found a kind and liberal band of Saints. I baptized two in Woodford and seven in Knox county,
and organized a branch near Victoria, of thirteen
members; administered to the sick with fair results. Closed the labors in Illinois, August 1st,
and labored some in Davenport, Iowa. Traveled
west, calling at several points, preaching to and
praying with those I met. The brotherhood, in
the main, have been quite liberal and kind ; they
have cheered and encouraged me with means,
prayers, and their fidelity, which endears them to
me.
Elder Columbus Scott, of Indiana, writes:
Since my appointment under the direction of
Bro. W. II. Kelley, in Michigan, Ohio, and Indiana, I have labored almost incessantly t.o the best
of my ability, my efforts being confined exclusively
to the Southern Indiana District. I have been
with Bro. Kelley, only about three weeks, but can
truly say: his efforts, counsels and directions
were appreciated. I feel confident of his divine
appointment to this mission, and hope he will be
continued therein. Since about the 13th of April,
I have baptized 21, confirmed lG, blessed two children, administered to some sick, and the blessings
were granted. The work is onward, at least
where I have labored; prfjudice is fast giving
way, and there are more calls for preaching than
the force now in the field can answer to.
Elder

R. 0. Elvin,

High Priest, present:

All my labor has been in the Southern Nebraska
District, as president. I had the pleasure to baptize two. I find the people willing to hear the
gospel as we proclaim it. There has been one or
two remarkable cases of healing after th~ doctors
had given them up. The demand for Elders to
preach are many; but we cannot fill them all,
therefore we pray you to assist the caase by sending Bro. Anthony, or Bro. H. C. Smith, to labor
in the district.
Priest Francis Earl, writes from Michigan:
Have preached 20 times, assisted 18 times, and
held 2 Saints' meetings; am willing to continue in
this field this winter, and being young both in
years and in the work, I ask an interest in your
prayers. that I may be faithful, and may be guided
by the Spirit of God.
Elder L. F. West, of ]'lorida, writes:
The Church here is, and has been, on the decline. The branches have not more than half
th~ir former strength; though this loss is t.he result, ma.inly, of emigrat.ion to Miseouri. Texas,
and elsewhere. and is, therefore, not a loss to the
Uhurch at large. We have on our record some
two hundred names, or more, though' there are
but little more than one hundred bone fide members
present in the district.
My chief object in writing is to call your attention to this field, with a view of obtaining ministerial labor. At our last conference, we voted to
ask Bro. R. J. Anthony to come down and preach
for us this fall and winter, offering to sustain him
as far as we were able. If consistent, I hope that
you will continue him in t.hi~ mission, and that he
will come down and help us. What we need. is
some one to make this a field of labor for some
months, at least; especially as there is so little local labor being done here. Brn. E. Powell and I.
N. Hawkins preach some, and so do I, but as I
have no time to prepare to preach, my preaching
is of an inferior type, and does not seem to effect
much. My love for the Church, I do not believe
has relaxed any; and I, also, entertain, confidently,
a hope that I will yet be more useful than at
present.
Elder A. J. Oato, writes from Oronogo, Mo.:
I have labored in Johnson County, Missouri, until the last of July, Mld baptized two in that county;
others believing. Then I v.:ent ~o Cherokee, ~~n
sa~, and. have. been preachmg m ~asper Councy,
1\hssouri, and m Cherokee County, Kansas. I have
baptize~ four, and two others _ga!e their :'ames
for bapt1sm; al_so many ar;;, behevmg. If 1~ ~an
be so, I would l:ke t.o go to .texas, but I am w1llmg
to continue in this mission until Spring. Your de·
cision will be my will.

I
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-Elder .Magnus Fyrando reported the Danish l On motion, the request of the Quorum in tee being continued. Doxology sung, and the
Lord's benediction asked by J. Smith.
Mission verbally and as follows:
respect to counselors, was granted.
During intermission twelve persons were
He left the misslon but recently. The last three
The resolution of the Board of Publication
months he was there he could have preached e~ery adopted by this conference, to appoint a com- baptized, eleven by J. B.. Badham, one by J.
night, had. circumstances permitted. ~aptlzed mittee to prepare a History of Joseph Smith, Spaulding.
eleven durmg the l.ast two. months of his stay. was taken up. Motion of Bro. Lake that it
Evening servica.-Prayer by President J.
People were very kmd to h1m. He had learned
.
. .
.
that two had been baptized since he left there. No consist of fiye me~bers, failed, mo~wn of Br?. Smith. Pres. W. W. Blair preached on the
one can ima.gine the difficulties there are to be en- Derry that 1t cons1st of three, prevailed. Chau Latter Day Apostasy. Apostasy is not pecucountered there, unless he has experienced them. declined to appoint. Chas. Derry was nomin- liar to any age or people; but its direful effects
Yet m·any have thanked God that the Church has ated but declined· Bro. :M:. H. Forscntt was may be traced from the morn of creation down
sent it~ m~ss.ionaries th~re. P~ter N. Brix, now nominated but o~ hi~ motion the name of to the present time. He showed the beginning
there, 18 Wlllmg to labor If SUStamed, but he needs
l •
'
•
a'
.
help. Any one going there, having the cause of Josep~ Smith was su~strtute. for his own. and causes of the great latter day apostasy in
God at heart, will do well there. There are Da- Bro. I! orscutt was agam nom mated, and on a forcible manner. He also gave an historical
nish brethren having greater ability than those his motion, the name of W. W. Blair was sub- account of the various movements which he
who have been sent the~e as Y.et, and I earnestly stituted. Bro. Forscutt was again nominated, believed to have prepared the way, and led to
ask of the Church that, If po~sJble, eome of these but on motion seconded by Bro. Forscutt the the final reorganization of the Church, concludmay be sent. Many have hailed the truth gladly,
'
'
.
. '
and many more will hail it yet. I regretted to name of ~enry A. Stebbms was subst1tu~ed. ing with reminiscences of the coming to the
leave there, and only force of circumstaDces The committee now stands: Joseph Smith, body and ordination of the present Joseph, as
brought me home. I would be glad to wear out W. vV. Blair and H. A. Stebbins.
legal successor to his father in the presidency
my ?atural life in the building up of the cause of
:M:usic Committee report was then taken up, of the Church.
Christ.
•
and explanation of· progress and needs made
Meeting closed with singing and prayer.
1
The secretary re~d th? ~oLowm~
letter from by M. H. Forscutt. A motion, that the reElder Peter N. Bn:x:, IDISSionary m Denmark: quest of Music Committee that one or more be
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 23n.
AALBORG, Denmark,
employed to perfect the arranging of tunes for
August 26th, 1877.
]' d b
d
d b d
At
8
30
a.m. a prayer and confirmation meetI have held a few meetings since Bro. Fyrando hymns unsupp le ' e grante , was e ate at
left, and I was in hopes that uome help was sent length, by C. Derry, R. J. Anthony, "Wm. H. ing was held, in charge of Bishop I. L Rofrom the April Conference, and I hope there will Kelley and J. H. J... ake, in opposition, and by gers, who opened by prayer. J. R. I.. ambert,
be some volunteers at the October Conference. A T. W. Chatburn, M. II. Forscutt, J. M. liar- W. H. Kelley, James Caffall and J. H J~ake,
great many are seeking for the truth, and if they vey, J. R. Badham and J. W. Chatburn, in de· confirmed the twelve baptized yesterday and
could see the difference between us and the Brig
I L R
d J S · h
·
hamites, I 'think a great many would receive the fense; · · ogers an
· mit answermg the six more who were baptized this morning
gospel. There is a stumbling block in the road numerous questions as to practicability of pub- by Bro. T. W. Chatburn, as per list herewith
for a great many, and I have thought of it ever lishing. President Blair read action of last furnished the Secretary of the Church. At
since I received the gospel. I have not said any- confer€mce endorsing and authorizing the pro- the same time twenty.one children were blest
thing about it before, but now I feel the necessity secution of the work. Bro. Forscutt stated by W. Redfield, D. M. Gamet, and R. C. Elvin.
of it. In 1860 Brigham Young sent Erastus Snow that the manuscript had not been placed in the
At 10 30 a.m., hymns 350 and 407 were
to Denmark, and he claimed to have the holy
priesthood as an Apostle, and to open the mission. hands of the Publishing Board, nor could it sung, prayer was offered by James Caffall, and
If he held the priesthood before the Church was be for long time to come, with a committee a sermon was preached by President J. Smith,
rejected, and did not transgress, his priesthood burdened with other duties i hence the aid from Galatians 3: 29. He said:
was good; but when he recognized Brigham Young asked for in report, or else some authoritative
There were some thoughts suggested to him
as a prophet, seer and revelator, and accepted
f h'
"'
f ·
h
·
polygamy, and perhaps entered into the same, I act o t IS con1erence reewg t e committee which he wished to express for the consideration
think he lost the holy priesthood, and some other from the responsibility of ~ompleting said work of all, and especially for the ministry. Repent.
ance and remission of sins were to be preached in
entered, if there was any at all,-judge for your- within any given time.
the world, beginning at Jerusalem. John the
A substitute was offered that one hundred all
selves; and if he did not have the holy priesthood,
Baptist gave the key-note of the mission of Christ
how could he give it to his fellow men? These ex- dollars be authorized to be paid by the Bishop when he uttered the declaration, "Behold the
preasions were often made by onr Scandinavian
f d · h' h d
h
·
brethren, who have received the priesthood, and out of any un s In IS an s, not ot erw1se Lamb of God who taketh away the sin of the
have been on missions under the authority of Brig- appropriated, to be used by the committee on world." In this was contained the germ of that
which was to throw off the shackles of
ham Young. Now we can claim but one holy music, in the writing, arranging, and compil- principle
bondage, and give liberty and freedom to the
priesthood; if we do otherwise we will go to war ing the music necessary to finish the book of world of mankind. There was a time when a
against ourselves, and do not know which is the music heretofore authorized; said $100 to be spirit of religio"us intolerance was wide-spread
truth and which is false, as a brother once said to
me, "l do not know which is the truth." r felt refunded to the Church Treasury as soon as over the face of the world, and as he thought of
its decline, he could but honor the name of Gusvery bad to hear such an expression from a broth- the book is issued, out of sales thereof. The tavus
Adolphus, as foremost among the reformers
er, and still he said he would would like to go on substitute was spoken to, by brethren Leland who thought that a spirit of freedom and justice
a mission. Think for yourselves the result of"such. for, and Kelley against. Bro. Forscutt en- ought to follow the advent of the Son of G@d. · It
If a man do.es not know the truth, how can here- quired of I. L. Rogers, president of the Board, has been said that "Westward the star of empire
present it? If you do not know the difference betakes its way;" the tide of civilization has
tween the truth and the false, it is better not to go whether, if a book of three hundred tunes were marched
westward too, and we believe that it was
on a mission, for you are liable to teach things prepared,- as nearly one hundred original designed of God that the western world should
that are against the truth, and lead people astray tunes were already written,-such a book could be the land ef the greatest liberty and freedommore than they were before. Therefore, examine be published? Br. Rogers thought they could its birthplace in the highest acceptation of the
yo~rselves, and know for yourselves what you are only publish about one hundred tunes. Bro. term. I have always loved freedom, and, because
doing. I have baptized two; one is emigrating to
when a boy but twelve years of age, I raised
America. I believe much good can be done here, Forscutt thought the number too small to be that
the standard of political freedom, I was then,
if some good brethren will come and try it. The of practical use. By permission of the as2em- and have since been called an abolitionist. Free.
souls in Scandinavia are just as valuable to God bly, the substitut,e was withdrawn.
dom, religiously and politically, has often been
as those of any other part of the world, and if
Anot,her substitute was moved by J. Caffall strangled; but it has arisen again, and must ultithey do not hear the truth they cannot receive it. and vV. H. Kelley, that the committee be con- mately triumph.
May God bless us all with light and knowledge to
There is a river in the west called the Hum.
represent the truth, that his will may be done on tinued as they are. An amendment was moved boldt. This river comes flowing its sweet and
earth as it is done in heaven, and Zion be re- by T. W. Ohatburn and M. H. Forscutt, that pleasant waters down into the valleys from its
deemed.
·
the words "continued as they are" be stricken various mountain sources, but after flowing a disA report was presented by the Second Quo- out," and the word "released" be substituted. tance it sinks into the ground. Is it lost? No,
rum of Elders, to the effect that Jj]jder D. S. Amendment spoken to by the movers, who indeed; it bursts forth again beyond where it
and again flows its pleasant waters on the
lHills, president of the Third Quorum, had ac- thought it would be more honorable to release sank,
upper surface of its bed. When the traveler dips
cepted the suggestion of his quorum that his the committee, than to continue them under his cup and drinks of its water before its submercounselors be ordained, together with the sug- their present embarrassment, with hundreds gence, he pronounces it sweet; if he pass along
gestion that Elders George Kemp and Wm. clamoring for the book, and yet they be una- to where it again merges forth, and again drink,
will still pronounce it sweet. Its waters are
T: Bozarth be sel; apart in those offices, which ble to sunnly it and meet with condemnation. he
unchanged. So with the glorious liberty of the
appointments are now recommended for the Vote wag~ taken, amendment lost, and substi- gospel of the Son of God. It was crushed in the
approval of the conference.
tute prevailed by a majority of eight, commit- East under the iron hand of religious despotism;

a
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it arises in the western world unchanged still.
When it reaches its full object here, it will advance eastward again-nay, it is doing so now.
Wherever the English language is spoken, its
sound is. the death-knell of slavery, the merry
chime of freedom's birth. It is now the most
prominent language of the earth, and it does not
take much supernatural foresight to prophecy
that within the next twenty-five years, the. traveler may go where he will, and find an opportunity
to make his wants known in the English lan.
guage.
The reve~ations of later days are given to us in
the English language, and he who bears them to
the world ought to remember that one of these
revelations commands us, "Be ye clean, ye that
bear the vessels of the Lord." This commandment places on us a fearful responsibility, while
at the same time there is a grandeur in the thought
that we are privileged to be such office-bearers,
and heralds of the time of universal freedom to
come on the world, when the full effects of the
gospel shall have been outwrought.
The Abrahamic covenant was, "In thee and in
thy seed shall all the kindreds of the earth be
blessed;" and they to whom the covenant was
transmitted, the prophets of th(l Lord, understood
that this would be aceomplfshed through the
Bhiloh.
Peter, on the day of Peatecost, said,-"Untoyou
and to your children." I call attention to the significance of the phrase, "To you," and as he said,
I also say "Repent and be baptized;" but did I
stop there, it would be a commandment, and with
the next clause, a commandment with promise,
yet both commandment and promise would be to
those only who hear my voice-had Peter stopped
there, it would have been a commandment with
promise to those who heard him only. But the
Apostle did not stop here, and we believe he
could not, for the Spirit welling up within him
would not permit him to stop there, hence he added, "To your children, and to all that are afar
off, even as many as the Lord our God shall call."
The.call is to inherit the promises made through
the Shiloh to the seed of Abraham; but no man
can claim this promise unless he puts himself in
a position to become a claimant by heirship. The
act of coming must be ours. God has made pro.
vision; we must comply with the terms thereof.
Mahomet was a wiser man than are some to-day.
When he was surrounded by a number of flattering courtiers, to rebuke them, he cried to a distant mountain, "Come hither!" but the mountain
came not. He said again, '·Come hither!" but
still it did not come. A third time, raising his
voice, he commanded the mountain to come; but
it moved not. Than, turning to his followers, he
calmly said, "Let us arise, and go unto the mountain." You ean apply the simile.
It sometimes happens that we are called superstitious, and some are astonished at the boldness
of the Elders in proclaiming their faith. As advocates of the highest freedom the world below
or the worlds above can know, we should be bold.
Our faith is not of that kind that need to sneak
its way into notice. I fear not the face of man;
so far as to fear to propagate our faith before man.
We should not fear, if we believed it to be of di~
vine origin; and if any fearing ones do not, they
had better give it up and let it go. Superstitious,
indeed! A tine charge to make against the Latter Day Saints because they believe in th® promises of God, while those who make the charge refuse to plead guilty to the charge as I plead. Go
into the family circle. 'I'hey are drinking tea.
See them turn the cup when emptied of the tea,
and divine their fortune by the arrangement of
the dregs. A fork fallS from the table, and the
direction of its tines is an omen. The worm fence
must be laid in the light of the moon. The moon
must govern the planting of potatoes and corn.
The home of the dead is reached, and men and
women walk quickly by it in fear of ghostly apparitions. An al'lgel appearing now to those who
call us sUpQrstitious would frighten them and
destroy their equilibrium. Let those who thus believe and are thus affected call us superstitious,
if they will, but let us cling to the promises made
to the seed of Abraham, with which we are identified in Christ.
Benediction by J. A. 1\Iclntosb.
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At 2 p.m., hymns were sung, prayer offered
by Elder Forscutt, and a sermon preached by
Elder Charles Derry, from Mark 16: 16.
There is in the promises of God everything necessary for our spiritual or physical natures. That
Christ was a great reformer, even sceptics affiirm;
all, both Christian and Infidel admit this. All men,
too, concede that the condition of mankind may
be bettered. This too is implied in the text.
There is in the mind of mankind an insatiable
want; a want that man, of himself, is unable to
supply-that want is supplied by the provisions
of the gospel of Christ. In the gospel we see manifest the grandeur of the attributes of God; for
therein he stands revealed as the God of love.
The sceptic says he cannot be a God of love who
would sacrifice his only son as &n object of ignominy and shame, to bear the sins of others. But,
let me ask, which woli!ld show forth the most
love of an earthly parent who had lost all his
children except one, and that one near and dear
to his heart, to hold the loved one at home if he
knew that through him might be brought back
all the others whom he had lost, or to give him,
he being willing to go, for their rescue~ All ca:m
plainly see that the latter would show forth the
greater love.
The world of mankind to-day are seeking their
reward in gold, in fame, in honor from man; the
Son of God sought none of these. His reward
was his Father's glory, and the highest good of
the children of men. His love was God-like.
Christ was the Son of the great God, or else he
was the greatest impostor, the vilest wretch as a
deceiver, that ever was known among the children of men. To speak of him as a good man,
as a great reformer, and deny his being, in face
of his declarations, the Son of God, is the worst
namby-pambyism. His nobility of soul, his
grand thoughts, his wondrous powers, his unequaled purity, his grand love, all forbid our believing him to have deceived, and we accept
him, therefore, as the veritable Son of God.
Belief in him as such implies more than a mere
volition of the mind, more than a passive acceptance of him as such-it implies the acceptanr.e of
all his teachings as authoritative, the keeping of
all his commands. He came to save us from our
sins; we are to work out our salvation. James
says: "Show me thy faith without thy works, and
I will show thee my faith by my works." We
are saved, and can only be saved, from our sins by
forsaking them, and obtaining pardon on the
terms offered by the Savior.
Doxology was sung, and dismissal prayer
offered by M. H. Forscutt.
During the intermission, seven more were
baptized.
At 7 p.m., hymn 169 and 1610 were sung,
prayer was offered by .J. R. Lambert, and a
sermon preached by Elder Wm. H. Kelley,
from John 14: 3:
The truth makes us free indeed. Spiritual freedom is to be made alive in Christ. When Christ
came, he canie in fulfillment of prophecy; but he
did not then come to reign or to interfere with
existing political institutions. Nor is it the province of his people to do so. They are messengers
of the gospel of peace. The disciples were evidently disappointed because he difil not give
them freedom from political bondage; but from
spiritual bondage only. Yet this came to be appreciated by them as the greater freedom.
Any man might prophesy that the gospel
sh@nld be preached in all the world: but it needed divine power to enable the gospel to make its
impress on the human heart, and to change human purposes. This the gospel proposed and
proposes to do; it being the power of God unto
salvation. The gospel in olden times came not
in word only, but in power. It being a gospel
of promises, the power attending it enabled the
early disciples to test its truth by the fulfillment
or non-fulfillment of what it promised. It stood
tho test, and wherever the ancient gospel is
preached now, and the obedient are found, it is
still being tested and proven true; for the believer
has the right to its inspirational blessings still.
One man has said that if he were an inspired
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man, he would not stop to give reasons for his
faith; but would give it authoritatively; he would
speak like Peter. We do not find thai; the apostles of old acted in this manner; but they reasoned
out of the Scriptures. "l speak unto you as to wise
men, judge ye what I say," was the rleclaration
of one, and, "Prove all things, hold fast that
which is good," said the same writer.
The best proof we have of the gospel, is the
presence of the Spirit accompanying it. The
best gift is the gift given as the result of this
spiritual power, which imparts the evidence that
we are Christ's, the gift of his Spirit dwelling in
us. This Spirit's presence is the presence of oil
in our earthen vessels; the lamp in which it must
burn and give light to the world. It is by this
Spirit, the oil in our vessels, that the wise are to
be distinguished from the foolish virgins when
Christ comes."
Hymn 1078 was sung, and meeting dismissed with prayer by J. H. Lake.
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 24TH.

At 8. a. m., a fellowship and confirmation
meeting, in charge of J. A. Mcintosh and J.
1\1. Harvey, when six of the seven baptized on
yesterday evening were confirmed, the other
one being confirmed immediately after baptism.
At 10:30 a.m., business session opened by
singing hymn 614, and prayer by J as. Caffall.
Usual order of business was suspended to
admit of considering the case of E. C. Brown,
of Fonda, Iowa. Being dissatisfied with his
former baptism and ordination, he was rebaptized on yesterday, and, on motion, his reordination was ordered, and Secretary instructed
to issue him an Elder's license. He was ordained, after singing and prayer, by J. Smith,
and W. H. Kelley.
Secretary read minutes of Saturday and
Sunday's proceedings, which we:::e approved.
:Mary Mudget, 77 years of age, was, on the
recommend of Elder Charles Derry, received
by vote on her old baptism, administered by
Elder Robert Snyder, in Northumberland,
Canada, in 1843. She now resides in Portlandville, Iowa.
MISSIONS.

A motion was pre sen ted that James Caffall
be sustained in hisJormer appointment, and
that the States of Missouri and Kansas, be added to his former field.
Elder Forscutt enquirecl as to the authority
of an Apostle in organized districts; and, after
some deliberation by the brethren, it was, on
his motion referred to the chair. The President
deferred his answer.
Bro. Forscutt then introduced a motion that
the question of sustaining be deferred until
the answer should be given, urging that neither
he nor many others, could vote until the question was decided, as there was now much conflict of opinion on this subject. 1\-Iotion prevailed.
J. R. Lambert was sustained in his mission
to northern Iowa and Minnesota.
E. C. Briggs was presented, and a motion to
release him from his present field, the Western
States was amended by adding "and be requested to labor as circumstances may permit."
W m. H. Kelley was sustained in former appointment.
Z. H. Gurley was sustained in appointment
to Utah<
J. W. Briggs' case coming up, the president
stated that he was released from the Utah Mission at last Annual Conference and no further
appo;ntment was made for him.
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Josiah Ells was sustained in former appointment.
Alex. H. Smith was released from last appointment, and requested to labor as circumstances permit.
John H. Lake was sustained in appointment, with the exception of Canada, from
which he was released.
T. W. Smith was released from last appointment, and assigned to travel in Central and
Northern Illinois, in connection with local
authorities.
Glaud Rodger was sustained in Australian
Mission, on the following motion, offered by
Charles Derry:
Re8olved, that this conference receives with gladness the noble resolve of Bro. Glaud Rodger in relllaining with the work in Australia, until some
one else i11 sent to take charge, and that this conference request him to remain until a successor
can be sent.

J. T. Davies was sustained in appointment
to Kansas, Missouri, and Indian Territory.
John H. Lake made a request that the conference and Saints should pray for him that
he might have, as an especial gift, the gift of
healing, so that on whomsoever he should lay
his hands, they might be healen, unless they
were appointed to death.
Benediction by J. Smith.
At 1·30 p.m. hymns 61 and 52 were sung,
and prayer offered by George A. makesiee.
1\liSSIONS,-CONTINUED,

John H. Hansen sustained in Southern
Mission.
R. J. Anthony requested to labor in Southern Nebraska and Northern Kansas.
F. C. Warnky sustained in Colorado and
present field.
J. T. Phillips continued in present field of
labor.
Curtis F. St,iles to labor as opportunity
offers.
Duncan Can:pbell to labor when and where
opportunity is given.
Joseph F. McDowell and B. V. Springer
sustained in last appointment.
Charles Derry assigned to Iowa, Minnesota
and Nebraska.
C. N. Brown sustained in Eastern Mission.
Peter N. Brix sustained in Scandinavian
Mission.
On motion the First Presidency were instructed to correspond with Brn. Knud Johnson, of Nebraska City, and Ole Madison, of
Marysville, Mo., and, if practicable, appoint
them, or either of them, to Denmark.
J. C. Clapp and D. S. Mills were sustained
in the Pacific Slope Mission.
•T. S. Patterson in Eastern Iowa and vV est.
ern Illinois.
A. J. Cato sustained in Missouri, and requested to extend his labors into Texas.
Heman C. Smith. Motion that he be sent
to Utah, after some discussion, was lost, and
he was assigned to the South Eastern Mission.
C. G. Lanphear to labor as circumst,ances
permit.
J. C. Foss continued under present appointment, with permission to extend his labors to
Ohio.
J. X. Allen in former field, under local authorities.
;;,. M. T. Short in former field.
"' Columbus Scott and J. M. Waite in former

fields, Indiana and Wisconsin, under the direction ofW. H. Kelley.
Joseph Lakeman sustained in New Brunswick and Maine.
Francis Earl in Northern Indiana and
Michigan.
Elijah Banta under last appointment.
G. S. Yarrington in New England Mission.
J. W. Mather in Central Illinois and Southern Iowa.
Robert Davis in Michigan and Canada.
Thomas Taylor in charge of British Mission.
Robert Evans in Wales, under direction of
T. Taylor.
Davis H. Bays to take charge of Texas
Mission.
Ralph Jenkins assigned to Texas under direction of Elder Bays.
Magnus Fyrando appointed to Utah.
John Landers, to labor where the Spirit
may direct.
The question of authority, referred to the
chair, was answered by President Joseph
Smith, as follows :

The report was read of the
SECOND QUORUM OJ;' ELDERS.

This quorum held sessions September 21st, 22d
and 23d. John Hatcher, Thomas Thomas*, Charles
E. Butterworth, Wm. Chambers, David Chambers,
jun., Geo. Montague and Elisha C. Brown were
received into the quorum, and B. F. Durfee was
restored to it. Charles Kemmish, Secretary of
the Third Quorum, read a letter from D. S. Mills,
President of said quorum, approving the recommendation of that quorum, that Brn. Geo. Kemp
and Wm. T. Bozarth be ordained as his counselors.
A motion was made that these brethren be recommended to the General Conference for approval
and ordination. Brn. P. Cadwell, J. M. Harvey,
D. Maule, H. Garner, S. Mshoney, H. Palmer,
Wm. Williams, J. Hatcher and Thomas Thomas,
reported in person, and I. N. White and Wm.
Brittain by letter. Upon the approval of the conference, George Kemp was ordained, September
22d, First Counselor to the President of the Third
Quorum, by J. M. Harvey, P. Cadwell, C. Downs
and A. W. Lockling. W. T. Bozarth, not present.
The case of Stephen Maloney was deferred. Also
Joshua Arm3trong received into the quorum. Respectfully submitted. P. Cadwell, president; D.
Maule, secretary.
[If this is the Thomas Thomas, forme1·ly of
North Pige&n, Pot.tawattamie county, Iowa, then
he is already enrolled with the First Quorum,
The question which was referred to the presid- having been received in September, 1870, hence
ing officer, respecting the paramount authority in cannot properly be enrolled with the Second Quocase of conflict between a member of the Quorum rum].-Henry A. Stebbins, Church Secretary.
of the Twelve and local presiding officers, in
The question of location in which to hold
those districts where the Twelve may be trayelthe next Annual Conference was sprung, and
ing, is answered as follows :
In cases where the question upon whieh differ- Plano, Illinois; Davis City, Iowa; Kirtland,
ence arises is of a general nature, affecting the Ohio, and Coldwater, Michigan, were each
Church only in a general way, or in general assemblies of the Church,. the highest authority :moved and seconded. Vote was taken: Kirtshould be accorded the right of decision. In cases land received two votes, Coldwater two, Davis
where the matter is of local, district, or branch City nine, and on motion Plano was made the
character, local authority must be respected. We unanimous choice. of the conference.
believe that no right of interference in local orEnquiry was made as to whether the Bishop
ganized branches, or districts, accrues to any
general officer of the Church by virtue of his call- had yet ascertained in respect to the Kirtland
ing; and that all matters effecting those organ- Temple, as instructed by previous conference.
izations deemed to be wrong, must be right®d by Bishop Rogers replied that he had not.
traveling authority through proper Church counSUSTAINING OP AU'rHOIUTIES.
cils, conferences, or united quorum action.
Traveling officers, discovering wrongs in organized
Joseph Smith and his Counselors were susdistricts should set these in order by calling the tained.
councils provided for in the law.

James Caffall was assigned to Iowa, N ebraska., Kansas and Missouri.
Z. S. Martin and G. E. Deuel to labor under
direction of J. Caffall.
J. J. Cornish to travel in Canada, subject
to local authorities, when in their fields of juris·
diction.
1\fotion to reconsider appointment of Heman C. Smith (some wishing him sent to another field), was lost, after discussion.
C. H. Derry and Eli Dob8on to labor under
direction of Joseph R. Lambert.
Secretary read the report of
THE QUORUM OF SEVENTY •

The Seventies Quorum met on the conference
ground September 24th, 1877. No president of
the quorum being present, R. J. Anthony was
called to the chair pro tem; and, in the absence
of the secretary, H. C. Smith was chosen clerk
pro tem. A Jetter was read from the president of
the quorum, and the following resolution was
adopted:
Resolved that we present to the authorities, and
to conference, the name of Magnus Fyrando for
ordination to the Seventy. Respectfully submitted. R. J. Anthony, president pro tem, II. C.
Smith, secretary pro tem~

On motion the recol)lmendation was adopted,
and, after prayer by President J. Smith, l'llagnus Fyrando was ordained one of the Seventy,
by John H. Lake and James CaffalL

*

On motion the Twelve were put separately.
Jason W. Briggs, as president of the Twelve,
was declared not sustained. Division called.
Rising vote showed 28 to sustain, 29 to not
sustain. Josiah Ells. J CaffalL J. H. Lake,
E. C. Briggs, A. H. Smith, Z. H. Gurley, W.
H. Kelley and J. R. Lambert, were suRtained
by unanimous vote; 1'. W. Smith, by all but
one negative vote.
The High Priests' Quorum, with Charles
Derry, president; Wm. Redfield and D. III.
Gamet, counselors; aiid M. H. Forscutt, secretary.
The Seventy's Quorum. with C. G. Lanphear,
president; and F. Reynnlds, secretary.
The First Quorum of Elders, with Elijah
Banta, pre~ident; and H. A. Stebbins and D.
H. Bays, counRelors.
The Second .Quorum, with I). Cadwell, president j J. M. Harvey and D. F. Lm1 bert, counseiOJS; and Donald Maule, secretary.
The Third Quorum, with D. S. Mills, president; GEorge Kemp and Wm. T. Bozarth,
counselors; and Chas. Kemmish, secretary.
Israel L Rogers, II. A. Stebbins and David
Dancer, as the presiding Bishopric of the
Church.
·
Henry A. Stebbins, as Secr,tary and Recorder of the Church.
John Scott, as Librarian of the Church.
The Board of Publication, as at present organized, consisting of I. L. Rogers, David Dan"
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cer, H. A. Stebbins, John Scott and Wm. W. has given for the instruction, and rule of faith, to God to the nations; but they alone are not called ·
Blair.
govern his Church.
upon to make all the sacrifice needed. Their
The Elders, Priests, Teachers, and Deacons
2d. In publishing in the JJfessenger, concerning families must be fed and clothed, and there is no
the prophecy of Ezekiel, 26th chapter, he has as- reason why they should not be fed and clothed as
of the Church, not yet organized into quorums. sailed the veracity of the Spirit's utterances, and comfortably as those whose husbands and fathers
On motion, votes of thanks were given to referred to them as only equal, or inferior to, the stay at home. They, too, must be clothed. The apthe Galland's Grove District and Branch for prophecy of Mother Shipton.
pearance of a minister has more to do with his inthe favors shown the conference, and to Bro.
3d. In his articles, entitled "~'he Past and the fluence befere a congregation than some are willH
fi
h
f h
D
d
Present," he has assailed the prophesies and his- ingtoallow. Aslovenlyandshabbyappearanceis
omer or t e use 0 t e con erence groun 8 · torical testimony of the Bible, with a ruthless either a reflection on him, or on the cause he rep\Vhen conference refused by vote to sustain hand, making, or seemingly seeking to make them, resents. The work is one in which all Saints
Brother J. W. Briggs as President of the subject of contempt and ridicule, instead of sub- should be interested-it is not for the ministry
Twelve, Brother J. Caffall asked a question, jects of faith, and has thereby written rather as alone; the sacrifice therefore is not to be wholly
which was deferred until the voting was an enemy than as an advocate of the word of God. theirs. There are now, presQnt with us on the
4th. In his published articles on "The Gather- stand I am authorized to say, four effective
through. The following is the question, and ing," he has denied the faith of the Church, and preachers of the word ready to takethe field, and
President Joseph Smith's reply:
the testimony of the word of God, respecting the prosecute their missions to the end of the
Question.-Is the manner of sustaining au- building up and establishing the Zion of God on world, if need be; but they are not willing
thorities this afternoon to be taken as a pre- this continent.
that their families shall suffer neglect and want.
·
'd 1•t · ht fi
5th. In his article on "Inspiration," he has de- ~lost of us might dispense with some needless
th
t
t
d
or me
· d , in effect., t h e reliab1-1ity of t h e testimony of habi't, and give what it costs to maintain I't ~or
ce en , a Is, are we to cons1 er ng
t h e b ody, or any mem b er t h ereo f , to re f use to God's Spirit, and sought to make that testimony this purpose. As an illustration, I once told a
sustain duly appointed officers who may be appear as of no greater value than the utterances man I would keep his family in shoes one year,
presented, unless those officers have first been through modern spiritualist mediums.
if he would give me the money he spent in tobaclabored with for any real or supposed wrong?
All of which' is respectfully submitted by your co. He thought it a rediculous offer; but, when
·
. committee.
.
{ CnABLEs DERRY.
the amount expended was ascertained, I found I
A nswer.-I re fier you t o t h e I aw, g1ven m
could keep them better shod than he did, and
the Book of Covenants, 107 : 46, for a reply,
S·gned,
ii~~{ ~a;~:~curr. have some four dollars left. I told another heavy
which reads: "A comman·dment I give unto
tobacco user, I would keep his family in flour
you that you should fill all these offices, and
A motion was made by J. C. Crabb and T. for his tobacco money; he, too, thought it strange,
• h
h' h I h
W. Chatburn that the report be P.dopted and but figures showed I should be a gainer of severapprove of t ose names w lC
ave menal dollars at the end of the year. Do we do all
tioned, or else disapprove of them at my Gen- the committee discharged. Motion to amend we can for the work? Is there not something
eral Conference." The right to vote implies was offered, by striking out the word "adopt- which many of us might as well do without, and
the right to either receive or reject; but, as ed," and substituting the words "referred to a give the means for the preaching of the gospel?
we have sustained these officers with but one committee." Discussion followed upon the I hope the brethren and sisters will think serious. I h" k h
b
amendment, in which a number took part,· but, ly of the matter, that our missionaries may go
exceptiOn, t m t at is suscepti le of explanout into the world, go out respectably, and well
ation, or should be so, and I think it can be on being put to vote, was lost. Division be- dressed, to represent us, and their families be well
done without acrimony, and with fairness, ing called, amendment was adopted by a vote supplied.
·
both to the individual and to the Church at of 36 against 28, for adoption. The original Here are some who ought to be out preaching the
large.
motion was then put upon its passage, and car gospel-some, who, fifteen years ago, were foreBrethren Charles Derry and Wm. ,V. Blair ried by a large majority.
most in the work, of whom to.day I have to writ~
Motion was then made and carried, that a it down, tkey are in the rear. There are others
both spoke to the question, defending the acwho are spending their whole time and talent in
tion of conference.
committee of three be appointed to whom the the prosecution of this work, and who have justly
The president suggested that a committee this report shall be re1erred, that this com- won for themselves a reputation as earnest, spiritf h
b
h
f
th
r · h mittee wait upon the )Jrother and present him ual workers. 'They are ascending step by step
ose vo wg m t e h
· · h·
d ·
nearer to the throne ef God,· while t.hose who
o t ree e c osen rom
.
t
·
t
th
r
t
nega 1ve, o g1ve o .e con1erence th e reasons t. ese reasons for not sustammg 1m, an give laid their armor by, are not nearly as well qualififor their refusal to sustain, when, on motion their report at the next Annual Conference. ed to represent the work to day as they were
of J. C. Crabb and J. :M:. Harvey, the followMotion to appoint \V. \V. Blair as one of years ag-o, for, while they have been standing still,
ing resolution was passed, after being advoca- that committee was defeated, by substituting the work has been progressing, and they are left
ted by brethren c. Derry, J. c. Crabb, J. lVf. the name of Phineas Cadwell, who was appoint- in the rear.
nr '}.r Bl ·
d
d b W ed. Charles Derry and I. L. Rogers were nomIt is true that some have been compelled to
H arvey, an d vv • v • aJr, an oppose
Y • mate
·
d b
I'me·d . G eorge A. Bl a k es lee was leave the missionary field, to holu the pleugh
Tr 11
d
J
R
L
b
t
,
ut
dec
.II
· ..n .. e ey an
. . 1m er :
handle, use the mechanic's tools, or serve at mer.
· f ami·1·IeS
Resolved, t.hat a committee of three be chosen by nominated, but motion was defeated, by sub- c11ant's d es k , b ecause t h ey an d t11e1r
the conference from a.mong those who voted in the stituting the name of Jonas ,V. Chatburn, who were not sufficiently sustained with what is
negative, to give conference the reasons of the was elected. Jas. :M. Harvey was appointed necessary for the present life. Men of spiritual
majority for not sustaining the President of the also. The committee there fine stand, p. Cad. power too, men of great talent. Are we "doing
Twelve, that such reasons be given before this well, J. W. Chat burn and J. J\1. Harvey.
all we can?"
conference shall close; and, further, that a comA vote of thanks was tendered to the Police
We are standing to.day in the eyes of the world
in a much more enviable position than we have
mittee of three shall be chosen by this conference,
by whom the brother shall be subsPqnilntly waited force for the effective discharge of their duties. ever done before. Our Eiders feel a much surer
upon; said committee to report at the next General
Minutes of' 'to day's prvceedings were read footing beneath them, in a spiritual point of
Conference of the Church.
and approved, and a vote of thanks was ten- view, and we should sustain them as they ought
Charlrs D0rry, J. JIII. Harvey and :Mark H. dered to the Secretary and Clerks for care- to be sustained for the work we require at their
hands.
Forscutt were chosen as the first committee fu!ness and efficiency in duty.
I am satisfied that the Devil is now about
provided fiJr in the above resolut,ion, and the
President J. Smith then addressed the Con- through using polygamy as a tool to overthrow
motion appointing them also instructed them ference, taking for. his text an on repeated the work of God; and his bring-ing it forward
to report this evening.
testimony. "I am willing to do all I can for against us is al!lout worn threadbare, where the
Benediction by Joseph Smith.
the work."
Reorganization is well known. His intentions
now are to throw obstacles in the way of the most
At 7 30 p.m., after singing, prayer was of- He had frequently heard that expression on these successful by evil reports, slander, secret vituperfered by Davis H. Bays. The committee on grounds, and elsewhere, but he feared it had fre- ation, and distrust.. He has tried, is now trying,
reasons for refusal to sustain the President of quently been made without due consic11!lration, and will still try, to overthrow confidence in this
the 'l'welve, reported as follows:and on the impulse of the moment; made, too fre- manner, and curtail our usefulness. He has tried
quently, only to be afterwards neglected or forgot- to separate me and.this brother (pointing to Bro.
We, your committee, appointed to furnish the tGn, forgotten perhaps by both the speaker and Forscutt) by this meanB, to create distrust between
reasons why the majority refused to sustain the the hearer-it may have been recorded however, me and that brother, (pointing to Bro. Blair) to
President of the Twelve, in to-day's session, after where it will not be forgetten, recorded, in the part me and my other-(here his v®ice falter.ed,
due deliberation, offer the following a~ expressing light of subsequent facts, against the one who ut- and he added) but I must not speak of him. He
what, we belien t.o have been those reasons:
tered it. It were better to promise little, yet to has tried to throw distrust among quorums and
1st. ~'he brother, whom the majority refused this do what we consistently can, than to promise brethren. We must be guarded, and not allow
day to sustain in his exalted calling, has denied much and do but little. J~et us consider care- evil surmisings, jealousy, or distrust to have any
the p:re- exi~tence of man; and, in doing this, has fully what we say, lest our own tongues con- place in our hearts.
Conference adjourned to meet, at Plano,
also denied the pre- existence of Christ. as a per- demn us.
sonal entity; and, thereby, not only denied the
There is great need for sacrifice; the work lags
received faith of the Church of Christ, but also de- because sufficient sacrifice is not made. l\finis- April 6th, 1878.
nied the testimony of the sacred boob, which God 1ters are waiting and anxious to carry the word of
The Doxology was sung and meeting dis•
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missed, after prayer for all Israel, by President Joseph Smith.
Thus closed, what is generally pronounced
to have been "the best Conference ever held
in the West," and what some think to have
been the best ever held in the Reorganized
Church.
By actual count of a reporter for one of the
western papers, the number camping on the
ground is said to have been nearly five thousand, besides t.he vast numbers who came and
returned each day from the adjacent branches
and country, and those residing at the grove.
On Sunday, the roads in every direction WQre
lined with vehicles of every description, visi·
tors say like monstrous processions. So many
Latter Day Saints of the Reorganized Church,
it has never been our lot to witness together
before; yet not one unpleasant circumstance
occurred, to our knowledge, to mar the harmony
and good feelings of any in this vast multitude. The brethren at the grove furnished an
abundance of hay for teams; the grove was
spacious and pleasant; the weather, contrary
to the fears of many about its being equinoctial storm time, all that could be desired. An
organ was furnished, and presided over by Bro.
Hougas, a young musician of promise, and
Bro. Forscutt, during session. During evenings, after close of meeting, songs of Zion were
heard from groups in all parts of the camp
ground. Every man appointed to any duty
was at his post, and each seemed to -vie with
the other to make all pleasant and agreeable.
God grant to Israel so much of faith and puJi,ity, as that we who met t,here, and those
whose sympathies and prayers were with us,
may together meet at the great gathering
when the righteous of every age shall assemble
to greet the Master, and hail him "King over
all."
MARK H. FoRSCUTT, Secretary, pro tem.
ELI T. DoBSON, } Olerks.
M. T. SnoRT,
.TosEPn SMITH, } p 'd t
W~L W. BLAIR,
1'eo~l ens.
The following reports, from some ef the
presiding and traveling ministry, to conference
arrived too late, and we append them:
Elder Thomas Taylor, president of the European Mission, writes from Birmingham,
England:
Since my last report I have been doing the best
I could in setting before the minds of the people
our true position; but we find it quite up hill
work. Nevertheless we are determined, by the
help of God, to press forward. We have been
holding our conferences and meetings in different
parts of the mission, with good attendance. I have
had good reports through the public press. We
find it more necessary now than ever before, to
present to the people the difference between us
and the Brighamite faction, owing to what has
been and still is being brought to light; although
I am thankful that it has made no difference to
those who have identified themselves with usthey feel determined to press forward. We hav(),
so far this year, gained but few by baptism, yet
we feel encouraged. The position of Europe at
the present time bears a gloomy aspect, owing to
the war, bad trade, etc. I pray that you may
have a peaceful and successful time.
Elder John 0. Poss, of the Seventy, writes
from Machias, Maine:
Since last April I have done but little towards
spreading the latter day work, for I was taken
with chills and fever; but I have preached a lit tiP,
baptized 6, and attended several funeral services.
I desire to be sustained in this Eastern Mission
this coming winter. Our cause is on the gain,
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and there ie a good feeling a!Dong the people.
Bro. B. K. Rogers baptized three at J onespor!, a
few days ago.
Elder John T. Davies, of the Seventy, writes
from Cherokee, Kansas :
My labors have been in the Spring River District, since last General Conference, I have done
all I could under existing circumstances, in preaching the gospel and in building up the Church in
this part of the vineyard. I baptized five lately,
and there are calls for preaching all over this vast
country. Bro. A. J. Cato has arrived and entered
on his labors. He baptized four of late. Several
others of the brethren report good success, and
some. baptisms. The condition of the district is
more promising. I have not yet extended my
labors to the Indian Territory; but I intend to
do se as soon as I can. Our district conference is
just over; had a good, peaceable time; two applied
for baptism at the close. I am willing lo continue my efforts in this field, if you think proper
to sustain me.
Elder J H. Hanson, of the Seventy, writes
from Kentucky:
I have done all the preaching that I could, but
my labors have been greatly hindered by financial
pressure, and by sickness in my family, which has
compelled me to be at home much of my time.
But, by God's blessing, I trust to do more in the
future, and am determined to do all I can for the
good cause I have preached. forty one times,
and organized one branch of thirteen members in
Henry county, Tennessee. Reports from the South
are not very encouraging. Some one should go
there this fall, and I earneetly ask that Bro.
Anthony be sPnt, and that the Church make an
effort to sustain his family while he is there. He
is necessary to the successful prosecution of ths
mission.
REPOR.'l' OF CHURCH SECRE'l'ARY AND
RECORDER.

Since my report last April I have to add that,
hy working mornings and evenings, before and
after my Herald Office labors, I have kept the
record up with the reports received until August
let, since when I have instituted n.nd am endeavor·
ing to perfect the CHURCH SECRE~'ARY's GENERAL
QuoRUM RECORD, upon which I have placed the
names, dates ot' birth and baptism, and full items
of ordination, of every member of the higher
quorums received into, or ordained by the authorities of the Reorganized Church since its organization, April 6th, 1853; such as the First Presidency, Quorum of the Twelve, High Council,
High Priests, Bishopric and Bishops, and !he
Seventys. These I have placed upon the record,
in the order of their ordinations, with the items,
giving also the deaths, expulsions and ordinations
into higher quorums. The First, Second and
Third Quorums of Elders, are also now entered
upon it, and I intend t.o enler all Elders, Priests,
Tea.chers and Deacons not yet in organized quorums, a,nd in alphabetical order, as soon BS I can
do so. Thereby !he Church Authorities will have
a record of all official members, cle.ssed in their
several quorums, and without the necessit.y of
going to the GENERAL CnuRcn RECORD for each
name of which information may be desired.
Should my health permit I shall continue this
work, and that of the General Church Record all
of my spare time until these both are as near perfect as possible, and ~-lso make an index of all
busines& transacted, resolutions adopted, etc., etc ..,
by the General Conferenc€s of the Church, since
its reorganization. Respectfully submitted,
HENRY./;., STEBBINS,
Chureh Secretary and Recorder.
PLANO, Ille., Oct. 5th, 1877.

I

A firm trust in the assistance of an Almighty
Being naturally produces patience, hope, cheerfulness, and all other dispositions of mind that alleviate those calamities which we are not able to
remove.
.
.
.
!rowns blight young ch1ldren as fJ"osly mghts
blight young plants.
We may as well expect to grow stronger by conatant eating as wiser by constant reading.

[October 15.

DEDICATION AT BLENHEIM, ONTARIO.
'

According to announcement made by posters
through the country, a goodly number of people assembled at the Latter Day Saints' Chap.
el, in the town of Blenheim, on Sunday, June
24th, 1877. The building is nicely situated,
in a quiet, pretty part of the town, near the
M:ain Street; and, considering the circum.
stances of the body owning it, compares outwardly very favorably indeed with the edifices
of the town. Notieable, in the interor of the
the building, were its chances for a good ventilation; also its plain but substantial and excellent seating; its pure white walls, and ceiling high enough to admit plenty ofproper air
for free and easy speaking, and arched so as to
carry sounds distinctly around; its plain, but
yet beautiful reading-stand, made of the finest
walnut, evidently built by one who is master
of the art of cabinet-making, and looking rich,
with its durable, dark finish.
At 11 a.m .• according to published notice,
Elder Wm. W. Blair, of Sandwich, Illinois,
occupied the stand. The opening services
were hymn 108, from "The Saints' Harp;"
prayer by Elder J. J. Cornish, of London, Ontario, and hymn 768. Elder Blair's text was
taken from John 4 :.24, "God is a Spirit, and
they that worship him must worship him in
spirit and in truth." His subject was Spirituality. A synopsis of the discourse may be
interesting, which was as follows:
"Spirituality is a feature prominent in man,
both in this and in former ages. If rightly
disciplined, it is of infinite importance and
benefit to mankind. God wants man to worship
him intelligently. 1\:Ian, of himself, cannot do
this. Jesus has promised to be with his followers by his Spirit to teach them this. Formalism will not do, without the power and
Spirit of Christ. Christ has promised to give
a knowledge to those who obey his will,
through tho Spirit ; and this knowledge is the
rock on which the Church is built." A touching appeal was made, inviting those who have
not obeyed the gospel to find that form of religion which God will demonstrate to be true.
Services closed with hymn 769, and prayer by
W. W. Blair.
At 3 p.m., Elder Blair again conducted the
services. Hymn 123; prayer by Elder Cleveland. ]jj!der Blair then spoke from Rev. 22 :
12, "Behold I come quickly," etc, to the
end of verse, showing that "God will reward
every man as his work shall be, and this is according to his justice."
Both discourses were ably deli-vered and calculated to do good, if people would obey. We
hope many may profit by what was said. The
1/:reat efforts made by tbe Latter Day Saints of
Blenheim, in thus securing and getting ready
a place of worship, we may say, in conclusion,
is most praiseworthy.
J. E.
It is "the pride of life" that is most apt to separate souls from their Saviour. As Christians,
we usually have grnce sufficient to conquer sensuous sins, the lusts of the flesh, the impulses of
nature; but the pride of life, of position, of power,
of learning, of appearance, of family, of profession,
of virtue, of creed, of faith, of simplicity, yea, of
humility itself-a.ll these rootlets of "the pride of
life" which run deep down in the human heart
and sap up their life-forces into their several
growths of sin-can be killed out only by a full
baptism of the Holy Ghost, and the constant in·
dwelling of the spirit ever after.
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THE SENIOR APOSTLE.
SKETCH

0~'

JOHN TAYLOR, THE HEAD 0}' THE
TWELVE APOSTLES OF THE
MORMON CHURCH.

John Taylor, senior apostle to the Mormon
Church, and by virtue thereof president of
the quorum of· twelve apostles, now occupies
nominally the same position Brigham Young
did for three years after Joseph Smith's death.
He is not "president of the Church," as might
be inferred from yesterday's telegrams, but
merely presiding member of the twelvt>, in
whom the government is for the present invested. While this position nominally confers very little more power than that of any
other apostle, yet in practice an ambitious
man might make himself virtual director of
the Mormon people. This is what Brigham
did within a year after Joseph Smith's death,
having excluded all of Smith's brothers and
intimates from any share in the government;
but it was not till late in 1847 that Brigham
was, by a full vote of the church, chosen to
all the honors and titles of the dead prophet.
If 'ray lor has the ability, he may, by degrees,
centre all power in himself, and follow the
example of Brigham; but it is not to be understood that he is now the successor. This
action of the church does, however, settle the
case as against the sons of Brigham. Neither
of them will succeed.
John Taylor is a native of Canada, of pure
English blood, and now at least sixty-five
years old, but very vigorous and well preserved.
He was among the early converts, and, with
his wife Leonora, passed through most of the
tribulations of the church. When Joseph and
Hyrum were arrested for destroying The
Expositor newspaper office, in Nauvoo, Taylor
and ·willard Richards, another apo~tle, went
with them to jail at Carthage. When the
mob fired into the room, Taylor stood at the
door knocking down the guns with his cane,
and in the contest was shot with four balls.
When Hyrum Smith fell d0ad. Joseph attempted to leap from t,he window, was shot in
the attempt, and fell on the outside. At this
the mob ran around t,he building, and in the
melee Richards carried Taylor to another room
and covered him wit,h bed clothes, expecting
himself to be killed. But the death of the
Smiths satisfied the mob; Richards escaped
unhurt, and Taylor recovered after a long
illness. He still carries two balls in his body,
another passed entirely t,hrough him, and the
fourth struck an old "hull's eye" watch in his
vest pocket, stopping the hands at 5: 16
o'clock p m, which is marked by the Saints
as the "8olemn hour" -that is, of the prophet/a
death.
'raylor afwrward became very successful as
a missionary, and is the wealt,hiest of the
apostles. H8 is, however, probably the bitterest enemy of the United States in the whole
quorum. In most of the discusRions with the
Gentile world he has conducted the constitutional and legal lines of the Mormon defense.
He had three polygamous wives many years
ago, but his legal wife, Leonora, died in 1869.
The laws passed by the Utah legislature have
mostly been put in shape by him, as he has
some legal talent, and as a writer he is second
only to Orson Pratt. His abilities are of a
totally different order from Brigham's, but,

all things considered, he is probably the best
man the Mormons could select if they ever
choose a successor.-Ohicago Times.
ELKADER,

Clayton Co. Iowa,
September 18th, 1877.

Dcm· Nephew :-I think that there should
be a more thorough investigation into the history of the usurpation that took place soon
after the death of your father.
As I was one of the principal sufferers and
victims at the time this conspiracy took place
at Nauvoo, in 1844-45, I am well acquainted
with the principal men, and the history of
their intrigues and fraudulent transactions,
entered into against the rights of the Smith
family, in order to obtain the entire rule of
the Church.
I will mention here, also, that a ban<l of
destroying angel~ was organized under the superintendency of Brigham Young, H. C. Kimball, John Taylor and Willard Richards. This
banditti, acting under the orders of these
church officials, made frequent attempts to assasinate me while in Nauvoo ; but through the
agency of some personal friends that belonged
to the banditti I was n0tified of my danger,
and so fled out of their hands, As a result of
my leaving Nauvoo, as I did, for sa.fety, I sufered the loss of all my household goods and
property; a more full account I will give you
hereafter.
In this brief note I send you enclosed a slip
taken from one of !,he Chicago papers, in which
the writer states that John Taylor will be the
probable successor of Brigham Young, as he
is now the acknowledged president of the quorum of twelve apostles.
This John Taylor undoubtedly would be as
fit a man to represent that office as any one of
Brigham's confederates, as he is one of the old
conspirators of Nauvoo, and also the man that
helped Willard Richards and P. P. Pratt man·
ufacture that spurious revelation which they
palmed of as your father's, after his death.
I have some things I wish to say to you
concerning the part that John Taylor and
Willard Richards took in the city council that
gave rise ~o that ordinance which resulted in
the death of your father and your uncle, Hyrum Smith, through the destruction of the
Expositor prEss.
The statement in the slip that llichards
dragged Taylor from the door of the jail and
covered him up in the bed is scarcely true.
On the first approach of the mob coming up
stairs, Taylor hid himself under the bed, and
was there wounded by the random shots that
were fired into the room; while Richards was
hid behind the door; a~d did not appear at
the window until the mob had disappeared.
This is a statement of the facts in the case, as
related to me soon after your father's death.
M:ore anon~
w~r. B. S~HTH.
A solemn @i\ence at the J,ord's table is far more
impre:;sivs sometimes !han the most eloquent
words. It is a time for meditation-for commn·
nion with God-to break in upon which is an impertinenc~ that can hardly fail to be afflictive to
tho communicant. An appropriate quotation of
scripture, a suggestive word, or verse of a hymn,
m&y be a help at such times; but let them be used
sparingly. Do not speak under the impression
that the time must be occupied with talking.
Truth never need be in a hurry, but a lie must
keep all the while on the jump; a lazy lie soon
tires itself out, and ends in confusion.

15 October 77.
~ Look Here.-A mark opposite this notice will:in·
form subscribers that their time is out with the number thus
marked, as many fall to notice the time on their label. Remittances are desired. Attention is called to the notice giving
full instruction• about how, and to whom to send all money,
orders, and business letters as recently advised.

JOSEPH SMITH,

HENRY A.; STEBBINS,
EDITORS.

Plano, lllinois, October 15, 18 7 7.
UTAH ITEMS.
Orson Pratt and Joseph F. Smith of the Brighamite Twelve, arrived in Salt Lake City from
Europe, September 27th.
Jeter Clinton was held under $10,000 bail to
appear for trial on charge of participating in the
Massacre of the Morrisites; R. T. Burton for
$15,000, and Jacob Hoffman for $10,000.
According to the Ogden Freeman the Bishops
do not succeed so well in inducing the young
men of the Utah Church to be ordained, as they
formerly did. They say that they will not be
forced into it, and that they are free men, that
they will not bind themselves to the priesthood
as their fathers did.
It is said that there is not as much unanimity
among the quorum composed of the Twelve and
the two Counselors as there was right after Pres.
ident Young's death, and the October Conference,
it is thought, will bring out some denouement to
affairs.
Bro. Thomas Dobson has a challenge in the
F1·eeman to the editor of the Ogden ,Junction, who,
he say;, proposes to discuss any points of differ.
ence, now that he knows that the misionaries of
the Reorganized Church are not there, such as he
did not when those missionaries publicly chal.
lenged 0. Pratt for a discussion on those points,
or others who might be put to represent the Utah
Church on them.
The notorious Porter Rockwell was arrested at
Salt Lake City, September 29th, on a charge of
murder in the first degree, name of one killed not
given.
Four hundred and four divorces granted i11.
the Salt Lake County Probate Court the past
year, so says the Salt Lake Tribune, and it is
charged that they were all illegally given.
J olm W. Young still absents himself from the
City.
WE receive many letters commending the HERas the official paper of the Church, and expressing satisfaction with the doctrinal articles,
Editorials, News Summary, Correspondence column, etc., etc., and we desire to thank those who
thus write words of cheer and cont1dence; and
also to the writers of sound articles on doctrine,
and spiritual things, as well as those who send
news from the field," and who write letters about
the progress of the work in various regions. We
trust that the articles of late, and in fact the
whole paper, have been acceptable. Cive us
sound doctrine and good tidings.
Sister Mary Coughlin writes from Kansas City,
Missouri, that there are five of the Saints there
now, l\nd as another has asked for baptism they
hope to have a branch organized soon. Elder
Hayward is doing his best for the cause. Regular
meetings are held in her house.
Bro. Wm. C. Irish writes from Amherstburg,

ALD
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Ontario, of his labors in the ministry. He .is bap- L. Buckingham, Grant County Times, Oregon; action in given emergencies may be safely fore.
tizing some, and others favorable and inclined to Jas. Smart, Helena Herald, Montana; A. Haws, seen by those who trust them.
That all must respond to this feeling of high
obey. His address will be as above till spring ·San Francisco Call.
Sister Mary A. Atwell, of Greenwood county,
We publish the sketch of Elder John Taylor, and honorable dealing among saints is being
Southern Kansas, writes that there is much sick- and the reply of Elder Wm. B. Smith, by request more and more sensibly felt; and it has a bracing,
ness there, mostly billious fever and chills and of the latter. We are not prepared to vouch for cheering, steadying effect, similar to that observfever. The Saints intend to move north and east the correctness of eitlil.er statement. The writer able in dangerous emergencies, where coolness,
to Jackson county, Missouri, or in that region, as of the reply is the only surviving brother of J os- quietness, and calm assurance prevents panic and
soon as they can. A disease has appeared amo»g eph and Hyrum Smith, and was one of the two ensures safety to individuals and communities.
It is no low plane that the saints are called upthe cattle in that region, called the Spanish fever. Apostles who did not go to Utah, to follow the
One man lost fifteen head.
fortunes of Pres. Young and the Church under on to occupy; it is a high one, and he who is in
danger of becoming giddy must-" look up."
A letter wihout signature received from Brier his control.
Bluff's, Illinois.
Brother L. H. Ezzell writes of his safe arrival,
Individual cfl'ort may do much. Bro. Samuel with his family in Barton co.unty, Mo., from THE moral tone of the Reorganization has steadLongbottom, now at Panora, Iowa, has distributed Texas.
ily increased, and is now quite markedly differthrough the western counties of that state over
ent than it has been. The Elders seem to stand
seventy dollars worth of tracts, which he has "WHERE there's a will, there's a way," is a trite more firmly on their clerical feet, (pardon the expaid for out of his own earnings. This he has and old saying. It has been regari!led as a truth; pression), and are more confident than heretofore,
done while weaving in the woolen-mills, in the and we are in doubt whether we should look so as a body. That uneasy sense of constant approthe face, or not; hension that the "cat in the meal tub" will be
season of it, and tranling here and there in the ancient a maxim doubtingly
district, preaching and conversing as opportuni- but, there is a class in the Church wlil.o arc con- betrayed is fast disappe(tring, and any one attendty served him. He has seen so me fruit of his la- stantly affirming that they are willing to do, ing the last Semi-Annual Conference could reabors already; and we hrope there will be more anything, and everything they can to "help roll dily see and feel that the pillars of the Church
Olll. the Latter Day '\Vork"-and we never learn were strong, and its foundation broad and deep,
by and by.
Bro. M. H. Bond, of Clam Lake, Michigan, has of their doing anything at all. Now, which to as is the word of God-the truth.
written a two-column defense of the Book of doubt is the question, the saying, "where's there's
May we continue to increase is our constant
Jliiormon-Sp'aulding story-which we notice a will, there's a way," or the statement of this prayer.
=
elesewhere, as published in the Cadilac News. class who say they arc willing to do, and who
·wE are asked, "Is it charity to send the Herald
The article that he replied to was written by Rev. never do anything.
If willingness is to be measured by the speech to a man who spends more money yearly for toWhitmore, of Adrian. Bro. Bond's article was
published in a succeeding issue of the same paper, then there is a great willingness; but if by per- bacco than the Herald, Hope, and several more
which courtesy we are pleased to chronicle. The formance, then is willingness a scarce commo- such papers will cost.
To this we reply, No, it is not charity. But,
reply is an excellent defense of the book and of dit.y.
Elder Tompkins states that he is willing to it is just possible that even such a man might,
the faith.
The Michigan Conference of June last was held labor as opportunity offers. There are three by reading a paper sent him out of a kindly
at the Fowler School House, near Coldwater, school-houses within six miles of his home, open feeling, find the "way of life" and be led to walk
Branch county, instead <if Van Buren county, as for any elder to speak in; there is a large neigh- in it.
borhood willing to hear and examine, if not eager
....,....,.__ _ __
published in minutes, last HER.l.LD.
Sister Lucy L. Lyons, living in Detroit, Michi- to hear; and Bider Tomp,kins has not yet told I
NEWS SUMMARY.
.
·
[Prepared expressly for tho Herald.]
gan, states that should any of the traveling minis- them a line of the gospel story. In fact thaneigh-~
try be passing through that city; or if it be bors have asked him to tell the public what his
Sept. 24th ..- The 'ft;trks lo~t heavily in thei: atdeemed advisable to make a missionary effort faith is, but he has not yet had time. There are tacks upon the Russian entrenchment~ at Biela,
dh d d
the 21st. They were also repulsed ut Sch1pka Pass,
there, she will be glad to aid the efforts. If advised E ld er T omp k'ms, b y th
. e score, an
un re · s are the same day.
of their coming long enough before hand, she waiting to eat the true bread; why do not these
LE VERRIER, the eminent, and very distinguished
will procure a hall, as she thinks the pulpits "willing to do" ones feed them?
French astronomer, died at Paris_ yesterday, aged
One reason is they sleep too late and rise too sixty-six years and six months: He was the diswould not be bpen to our elders. She may be
.
coverer of the planet Neptune, m 184G.
addressed at No. 70 Alexandrine Avenue.
!at~ on the ~unday mo:n~ng to fill a ~0 a.m. apA great reception was given to Gen. Grant at
In the leading article of the last number of the pomtment,-chey are w1llmg to clo j but are more New Castle, England, the 22d; fifty thousand peaHERALD the extract credited to the Plano JlirTor, willing to Bleep. Another reason, they are afraid ple were present and twenty-two industrial sociewas an error of the mind mixing the names. It to open their mouths, not that the Lord will not ties}il.raded the. streets.
. .
.
2uth;-The _failure of the_ F1dehty SaVIn~s Bank,
should have been written the Plano News, edited fill it but that some human being will ridicule
'
.
of Chwaeo, IS now causmg much excitement.
by R JilL Springer, of this place.
their belief. These Elder Tompkins' ought to $1,400,000 is now due 7,800 depositors, but eightyBrother A. J. and sister Mary A. Giddings write have been at our late Fall Conference, and have three per cent of that is expected to be paid by the
from Burkville, Newton Co., Texas, that they seen and known the spirit of advancement rec- assets, or with a loss ~nly of $250:000. It is a
would be glad to see an Elder at their home. O!.>:nizahle there and they would cease to fear. gr_eat, blow to the laboring cl~sses, !Ike the r~cent
"'
.
'
failures of the other banks m ChJCago and St.
They ask the prayers of the Saints, quite a num- There IS no need to fear longer.
Louis. The banking buainess is getting the name
ber of whom have been their acquaintances in
of being a gigantic fre.ud.
UPRIGHTNESS and certainty of personal chamcA great fire at the Patent Office, Washington,
the past.
Bro. W. Carlton Irish writes from Amherst- ter is one of the strongest of cementing ties in 80_ yesterday, destroyed 87,000 models of machinery
and other inventions of great value. Much of the
burgh, Essex county, Ontario, in good spirits. ciet.y, communities and in the Church. If th!ise building wa.s saved, including the Pension Office,
lie says: "I am laboring in quite a private way, are wanting, no amount of brilliancy of intellect, and the records of title of all the land sold by the
and several are almost ready to come in, and they or readiness of speech will make up the cleficien- United States. Loss $1,500.000.
Forty new cases of yellow fever yesterday at
desire me to remain with them. Brethren and cy. To be reasonably sure of the man, or men,
Fernandina, but only one de!ltb.
sisters will please pray for me, that my mind upon whom responsibilities to act are resting, is
More rain has fallen in the famine districts of
may have the Holy Spirit, and that evil spirits to be able to count definitely upon the results; India.
whether the interests involved are individual, or
The white people of Sitka, Alaska, call for profind no place."
Papers received: Thomas Stewart, Glasgow, general. To be uncertain and doubtful of those 1€clion from the Indians.
An f1ltempt was made, in August, by some robScotland, Mail; Henry Jliiariott, thirty-five page men is to precipitate disaster; for no one can ber mngers, to drive off 7,000 cattle, in Colorado,
pamph.let written upon the death of Brigham predicate their own action upon them, as no but. they were pursued and overtaken in northYoung, with a sketch of his life; C. A. Davis, acumen can tell when, or how, those uncertain west Kansas, the 21st, and seven shot and one
Sydney, Australia, News and New Castle Herald, men will act. Hence,. a people like the saints hung, only fouy es?aping. A bank at ~awrence,
.
&nd one u,t Coffeyville, Kansas, have fa1led. The
and scraps from other papers; J. B. Price, Sac- have the st~·ongest reasons for expe_ctmg that the Montreal, Canada, Savings Banks are also reported
ramento Bee; N. J. C. Oleson, Central Baptist, of representative men among them w11l be honom-[ in !.rouble, and there srems to be a financial
St. J"ouis; Jvi. H: Bond, Cadillac News, Mich.; J. ble, upright, straight-for:ward men; men whose 1 shaking coming on.
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26th.-A $100,000 fire yesterday at North Lansing, Michigan; woolen, flour and saw mills destroyed.
The bark Cricket, lost near Rio Janeiro, Brazil,
with 7,400 bags of coffee on board.
·The National Bank of Cambridgeport, Mass.,
robbed of $50,000.
The striking miners of the Wilkes barre and Lehigh region have ended the matter by accepting
the ten per cent advance on the prices they struck
on some months ago, which advance the companies
offered them last month.
The Russians are drawing closer and closer
around the redoubts of Plevna. The 1\Iontenegrins
are having good success against the Turks on and
around their borders.
Newspaper extracts to August 20th, sent by Br.
C. A. Davis, of Australia, show the uaual disasters,
scourges and plagues, that land having a full
share with the rest of the world. At one place a
severe drouth, and cattl~, horses .and sheep dying
of starvation. At another, vast numbers of catterpi!lars covering the ground. At other places,
both of these, Hundreds of thousands of sheep
dead, the drouth and the catterpillars together destroying every green thing. Corn four dollars per
bushel. The usually beautiful face of nature has,
in many places, become as a desert, devoid of
fruit, grain and cattle. i'hree shocks of an earthquake at :Melbourne, Ollie day in August. No
damage. There is a list of twenty-six wrecks of
vessels on the coast of New South Wales during
1876; lives lost, thirty-eight: value of property
or cargoes, $108,74(1, A great number of meteors have been observed recently, one very brilliant
one, on the night of July 31st.
27th.-In Santiago, Chili, a church, convent,
and some houses burned, loss $100,000.
Severe earthquake shocks reported from Bolivia,
as occurring August 23d. The people fled in terror.
Considerable scarlet fever is reported in Chicago; eight cases reported yesterday, and five
deaths this week.
28th.-The heaviest Turkish army in Bulgaria,
under Mahemet Ali, retreated towards the river
I,ol)l, which, to all parties seems unaccountable,
and without a cause. The Russians are still sacrificing their army in vain assaults upon Plevna.
There is a rumor that they will retreat across the
Danube, leaving the detached portion at Schipka
Pass to fight it out to the death. The Montenegrin a are still having success against the Turks
over their borders in Herzegovinia.
The long prayed for rain in India has fallen in
abundance, to the great relief of that stricken land.
This year's grain crop in Nebraska is estimated
at 30,000,000 bushels, 12,000,000 of it being w}leat.
Population of the state 300,000, or forty bushels of
wheat per inhabitant.
The locomotive of a freight train exploded
while running in Warren county, Kentucky, night
before last, destroying some cars, killing several
men, and wounding others.
A fire in the business portion of Providence, K
I., is estimated to have destroyed $600,000 or more
dollars worth of property.
The detectives and soldiers caught up with two
of the Union Pacific Express robbers in western
Kansas, the 26th, and on their showing fight, shot
and killed both of them, and regained $20,000 of
the stolen money.
29th.-All quiet at the seat of war in Bulgaria.
Russians said to be preparing for a winter campaign, and are to put iron pontoon bridges across
the Danube, and, if necessary, to use steam ice
boats. Six thousand five hundred corrugated iron
huts have been ordered for the troops. Deep mud
now interferes with movements on both sides;
snow falling in the Balkan mountains.
President Hayes tells the Sioux and Cheyenne
-delegations, at Washington, that their tribes must
.go on the Missouri river reservations.
There has for several days been considerable
trouble between the Indians and the Catholic
priests at the White Earth Agency, Minnesota.
Chief Joseph's band are on the upper Missouri,
in northern Montana, near the line of British
America. They were attacked by a detachment of
'soldiers, and defeated them.
The Amount of Lake trade with Chicago may be
'S~en by the fact that 170 vessels loaded with lum·

ber, coal, salt, iron, etc., etc., arrived in that
port for the week ending Sept. 28th.
Two hundred thonsand dollars stolen (or a defalcation) from the .First National Bank, Cortland,
New York.
A woman and seven children ·were destroyed by
the burning of a house, in St. Gregoire, Province
of Quebec.
The disease called the the Spanish or Texas
cattle fever, is attacking cattle in parts of New
York, Pennsylvania and Ohio. It is causing much
alarm.
Oct. lst.-A fire in Armour and Co.'s packing
house, Chicage, destroyed about $50,000 worth of
pork, yesterday.
The thriving village of Putnam, Connecticut,
was nearly burned up; loss about $200,000.
Near Palmyra, Missouri, a fre'.ght train went
off the track by the spreadin~ of the rails, and
thirteen cars loaded with live stock were wrecked,
some cattle killed.
The Russians expect to renew the fire and assaults on Plevna.
A great banquet given to Gen. Grant at Gla~gow,
Scotland, yesterday.
2nd.-The deaths from the famine in the East
Indies are estimated at 750,000.
The Mexican and Indian troubles on the T~xas
border have caused the crossing to Mexican soil of
eight companies of U uited States troops with Gatfling guns.
A $76,000 fire in the business part of Indianapolis, Ind.
The business center of Wyoming, Jones county,
Iowa, was burned on September 30th.
Ten or eleven cars of oil accidentally burned at
Barnesville, Ohio.
Two freight trains collided near Decatur, Illinois, and, taking fire, both engines and fifteen cars
were burned; loss estimated at $150.000.
The Indian delegation at Washington say that
their tribes do not wish to be moved to the Missouri River reservation.
.
4th.-Savings Banks seem everywhere to be
the places to sink the funds of the people in. The
one at Allegheny, PJt., went under yesterday.
Reports from Mexico say that they propose to
raise an army against the United States, in consequence of border troubles.
Gth.-News from Asia Minor is of a great battle,
in which the Russians lost 3,000 men, and the
Turks about the same, more or less. Deadly and
bloody assaults were made again and again, some
dispatches say with Russian succes8, and some
that they were finally defeated.
The steamer Jfassachusetts went down in Long
Island Sound. The two hundred passengers were
all safely landed. The piston rod broke and stove
a hole in the bottom of the ship. 1'hen the officers
lost their reckoning, and she went on the rocks.
An excursion train on the Reading Railroad
wtut down where the storm had washed away the
embankment. Engine and cars wrecked, seven
persons killed and nearly fifty wounded.
The Kansas abutment of the Missouri River
bridge, at Atchison, Kansas, gave way by the
pressure of the embankment. They were looking
for it and prepared against any other loss or dam·
age.
The steamer Constitution, from Australia, took
fire fifty miles at sea, but kept it below until they
made off San Francisco, yesterday, and all lives
were saved, and the main loss will be the cargo,
the fire having been confined to that till fire en·
gines on tugs could pour streams of water on her.
A heavy storm of wind and rain along the eastern coast, sinking smaller vessels, and doing dam·
age from New England to North Carolina. The
damage at Brooklyn, N. Y., is estimated at $100,000, houses being unroofed and blown down, eellars flooded, etc., etc. :Mills in Chester, Pa., were
flooded and injured, trains delayed, etc. Along
the Delaware schooners foundered and much dam-·
age in general wae done to vessels. There were
wash outs and minor train disasters on the Hudson
River Railroad and at Coatesville, Pa.
Various murders, robberies, shooting affrays,
assaults, forgeries, swindles and cases of horse
stealing, are reported.
After three days' fighting, Chief Joseph and his
band have surrendered to Gen. Miles.

SHELBY STA'l'ION, Iowa,
Sept. 25th, 1877.
Bro. Stebbins :-I have just returned from the
General Conference, and I can assure you that
we bad a joyful time. It was largely attended,
and all felt blessed of the Lord. I have attended
Conference every year for fourteen years, and I
think I never saw such a feeling of love as was
manifested with the Saints at the Conference just
closed, and hope that love may increase. Yours
in gospel bonds,
HENRY HALLIDAY.
Dowvn,r,E, Iowa, Sept. 26th, 1877.

Brother II. A. StebbinB:-The debate, between
Mr. Willoughby (Adventist) and me, is to com.
mence October 15th, in Green county, Iowa.
Propositions for debate are: 1st, Hesolved that
man is unconscious between death and the res.
urrection. Mr. Willoughby affirms. 2d, Hesolved that the Book of Mormon is a true record,
and contains a revelation of God's will to man.
I affirm. Yours very truly, in the covenant of
peace.
JOSEPH R. LAMBERT.
FONDA, Iowa, October, 1st, 1877.
Dem·lferald :-I have attended Conference and
seen many warm friends; had a good time; ar.
rived home safe; found all well at heme.
Enclosed please find what came over me last
May; and always when I take hold of the work
for the Master I have been greatly blessed. I am
quite deaf, which is very disagreeable for me;
but I am in hopes of recovering my hearing.
Bro. Harris Cook is sick, but not dangerously so.
The Methodists here want me to preach in the
neighborhood where the Adventists have been
preaching. I requested them to call on their Elder.
I think it is not the pure milk of the word they
want, so much as it is to get some one to refute the
Advent doctrine. I propose to let them work a
while yet.
Your brother in the new and everlasting covenant,
E. C. BROWN.
To WHOM IT liiAY CONCERN :-On the eighth of
May, 18'77, E. C. Brown, an Elder of the Reorganized Church of Latter Day Saints, preached at what
is called the Poland School house, Calhoun coun.
ty, Iowa; and while speaking of the differene.es
there were between the true Church and Brigham
Young's apostate faction, he broke off fr.om his
general discourse and stated, that by the Spirit
of God in prophecy, that "the Brigham Young
faction of Latter Day Saints would be without a
head to lead it within one year from that date,
May 8th, 1877." Brown there and then told us to
note that down, as he knew from whence it came,
and it was truth. The reason I make this state.
ment, is because some hint that it is very easy to
prophesy after the event has taken place. I being
Assistent Superintendent of the Sunday School,
and teacher of the Bible class that Brown preached to, and being a Methodist, have no interest in
the matter, other than to wish a truth to be estab.
lished as truth, and justice take place. I am
with much respect, yours,
W. P. BusH, Ass't Sup't of S. S. and Class.
NEW ALBANY, Kansas,
September 29th, 1877.
Brethren Joseph and Henry :-Over one year
ago I received a letter from Mrs. :rt:faggie Vincent,
living near South Haven in Sur;nner county, re.
questing me to come there and baptize her and
husband. I also received one from Weeks, living in Wichita, but not being able, financially,
it took me some time to make necessary arrange.
ments. About the time I was ready to start, I
received a letter from my brother living in Fort
Scott, (who had been under the care of four doctors, and had been to St. Louis, but without any
apparent good), to come and administer to him,
which I did. He had not been in the store at
work for, I think, six months, but in three weeks
he was back at work. On my return I wrote
the parties in Sumner county, but got no answer.
I am trying to get ready now to do some preaching this fall and winter, and if these parties will
write and let me know if they are still in need of
me, I will try and go to see them. If any of the
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Saints have a good boy, one of ten, twelve, or fourteen years of a~e whom they will let come and
live with me this winter, and do chores and go to
school, I would like it. I want to be gone a good
share of the time. Your brother in Christ,
S. LoAn.

w.

CHEROKEB, Kansas,
October 3d, 1877.
Bro. Henry :--As it rejoices the hearts of the
Saints to hear good news from the field, I will
state that, on Sunday last, Bro. A. J. Cato and
myself preached in the settlement, some fourteen
miles north-west of there, where I have been
laboring eighteen months, and five good honest
souls wei'e added to the fold of Christ by baptism,
three of them sisters, whose husbamds promise to
follow soon, and many others are believing, some
of them Adventists, one from the Christian
Church. One of their shepherds is going to
makf.l an effort to drive the wolf away. We are
to commence a debate there the evening of
October 17th, holding over Sunday, five days altogether. He affirms that they are the true church
of Christ, I that we are of the true Church; also
that there is a spirit illl. man that outlives the body
in a conscious state. Times are dull here, but
yet I feel the importance of laying up treasures
in heave~n. 0, bow I did long to meet my dear
brethren in the conference, but I thought best to
use the money it wculd take in spreading the
truth here. J\fy love to all the Saints. Yours in
Christ,
D. S. ORAWLEY.
GALLAND's GROVE, Iowa,
September 25th, 1877Brother Stebbins :-There are some serious
thoughts in my mind on the Gathering of the
Saints, For the last seventeen or eighteen years,
there have been hail storms, heavy tornadoes,
cyclones, etc-, some very near me, but they all
went around us, but it causes me to think seriously, and I feel that the Saints will have to flee to
Zion for safety. The Bible says there must be a
Zion, and a Jerusalem; and I believe that if we
were gathered together, that these storms would
go around us. May we all pray to God, and
thank him for the blessings he has bestowed upon
us. I certainly do thank God for what he has
done for me. I can not help but believe that the
time is close by, even at.the door, when the Son
of God will come with ten thousand of his saints,
to bring vengeance on them that know not God.
The book says it shall be as it was in the days of
Noah. The oil of the wise is the Spirit of God,
and the rod of iron is the word of God. J\iay we
all meet in Zion, and there sing praises to God.
Yours,
HIRAIII KENDALL.
KEWANEE, September, 1877.
Brn. Joseph and Henry:- What shall I render
to my God for all his gifts to me? a poor unworthy mortal, as I am. I desire to praise his most
holy name, not only with my lips, but by giving
myself wholly and sincerely to his divine service,
while life and thought and being last, or immortality indures. Blessed be his holy name, he has
heard and answered prayer, chasing away my
pain, and causing my foot to be healing fast;
had he not interceded, amputation would have
been the result-though I will always be a cripple-yet for all it is a blessing to be favored in
having my foot.
I will tell you of a "dream" I had some time
ago, which helped me bear up under my affliction; for it was· for that purpose it was given.
In the visions of the night I found myself on the
margin of a great body of very muddy water,
gazing in fear and dread, upon the turbulent
.waves as they dashed against the beach, with
furious force. A loving and gentle voice fell
upon the ear, from behind me, saying "John, you
must cross this water." I hastily replied, "No
never; for it is beyond the power of man to do
so." "Then," replied the voice, "there is no
eternal life for you." "If that's the case," said I,
"I will venture at all hazards." With that I
sprung into the frightful looking waters, and soon
found myself swimming along nicely, when,
suddenly, the waves began to dash over me, burying me, each of them for awhile in the mighty
deep, then, ascending, I found myself regaining
my breath. I pressed on (as I thought) with a
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vengeance, but dewn I went again, and again and
again. But, coming again to myself, as I thought,
I began to be discouraged; and, seeing land on
the right, I turned to make for it, when there
came a wave and threw me back into my old
place. I tried it several times but found the attempt useless, and remembering the sweet voice
that had told me, I had to go "straight a cross,"
I resolved to press on, and I took a bee line west,
braving the boisterous waters for quite awhile;
then to my joy I discovered ahead of me a bright
and sunny shore, upon which I safely landed.
Turning about to take the last look upon my
dangerous track I discovered a water-fall a little
way south, like to the falls of Niagara, and, finding that I had only just escaped being washed
over, I said in my heart, "0 Lord, my God, what
a mercy." Then I awoke, and since I have always been satisfied in my mind that my way to
the Zion of our GoJ.l will be a rugged one; and,
more than all, I hardly will escape being dashed
over into the cataract of sin and destruction.
Brethren, pray for me that my life may be spared
to magnify my office as an Elder, to the glory of
God, and to the. salvation of souls. I love the
latter day work-for I know it is of God-let the
unbeliever say what he may, and I feel to pity him,
for he knows no better. Yours truly for Christ
and his Zion,
JOHN D. JoNES.
li'IY.R'I.'LE POINT, Coos county, Ogn.,
September 16th, 1877.
Dear Editors:-You may wish to hear from
this north west part of the world. There are a
few members of the Church in Coos county,
though we are very much scattered, and seldom
get together, and seldom hear any preaching.
Bro. J. C. Clapp preached for us last fall, and we
have not heard the true word since, though we
look for him any day, and for the last time, as
he is released from this mission, and we cannot
tell how it will be with us now, as there are no
others appointed to Oregon. Your brother in
Christ,
JOHN GORDON.
SYRACUSE, l'!feigs Co., Ohio,
September 17th, 1877.
Brother Henry:-I have never borne my testimony through the Herald, and feel that it is my
duty to do so now. In January, 1875, I first
heard the gospel, the power of God unto salvation,
proclaimed by our highly esteemed brother, T.
W. Smith, w:lio defended the truth most manfully.
He reorganized this branch, which was in disorganized state when he came, and baptized twentynine more. May the Lord crown his labors with
success everywhere he goes. Since then I have
heard and seen many marvelous manifestations
of the power of God, which are testimonies to me
that the Latter Day Work is true. I was ordained a Priest, March 14th, 1875, and an Jl!lder May
2311; and I have labored some for the kingdom,
and have baptized five. After brother Smith left,
came brother J. C. Foss, and staid about ten
months, and he did a great work. He baptized
about twenty-four in this Cf.mnty, organized two
branches, and formed a district also. He left
many warm friends here, and, when I travel
where he labored, people inquire about him,
wanting to know when he is coming back to
preach again.
The work is still geing on in this district, but
not as well as it might, if the Saints were more
faithful in their duties. Our last conference met
here in June, and we enjoyed a good measure of
the Spirit. During this quarter there has been
but very little work in the coal mines, and I have
had a chance to devote a part of my time to
preaching the word. I visited the Saints near
Forked Run, twice, and preached eight sermons
during this quarter. 'rhe Saints there have a
great deal to contend with, on the account of
prejudice against them, and some of the preachers of that region are so zealous for their flocks,
or for their salaries, that they often rida around
the neighborhood, war11ing the people of the danger there is in going to hear us preach. They
tell the people that we are around gathering up
the women to take them away, but I am glad that
some, knowing that they are capable of judging
for themselves, pay no attention to them, but they
come out and hear, and I think that some of them
will obey the gospel soon. Two of those already
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members were prominent ones in the United Brethren Church, and were always on hand when the
preacher's salary was to be paid; but things took
a change, for, in J anuarv last, Brn. W. T. Jones,
James Pierson and myself visited that part, and
the word was believed by them; and they were
baptized by Elder James Mcli'Iurray, of the Dewitt's Run Branch.
I have preached in five different places during
this quarter, in all twenty-three discourses, and
baptized Bro. John G. Davis, who was a prominent member of the Congregational Church ofthis
place for many years. l'!Ia.ny calls for preaching,
and there could be a great work done here, if
there was only a good Elder to devote his entire
time to the ministry. May the Lord send such a
man here, is my prayer. Your brother in Christ,
EDMUND THOMAS.
INDEPENDENCE, Missouri,
October 1st, 1877.
Bro. H. A. Stebbins :-At the funeral of the
child of Bro. Schroeder yesterday, there was a
good number of the Saints present, and several
that where not members. I was blessed with
very good liberty. The branch here is not in as
good condition as they desire, but they are confident of a better state of things ere long. Brother
Parker, who lately moved from Canada, was here
yesterday and stated that Bro. Clow, his son-inlaw, was preaching to attentive congregations in
his neighbourhood. They live about eight miles
south of this. Bro. Bauer and family from Burlington, Iowa, arrived last week and will stop in
this place. My address will be this place for
the present. Yours in the hope and faith of the
Saints,
C. G. LANPHEAR.
LAWRENCE, Michigan,
Brethren Joseph and Henry :-This quiet Sabbath evening, while reading the letters in the
Herald, I thought to write a few lines. We, as a
branch, have had gaeat reason to rejoice in the
past few weeks, for Brethren li'IcDowell and Earl
have been here and preached a number of sermons and held two sacrament meetings. The
g4llod Spirit being present, made our hearts. rejoice. Brother li'IcDowell baptized two, and his
preaching created a good feeling wherever he
went. I hope that he or some other good .Elder
will visit us again. Also his teachings did the
Saints much good, in regard to the W0rd of Wisdom. It resulted in some leaving eff the use of
tobacco, and also tea and coffee. The Church
bas been evil spoken of since the death of B. Y.;
the sectarians classing us with the Salt Lake
Mormons, but we ought to be willing to bear reproach, when we think what Christ has done for
us.. I will close, praying that the work may continue to prosper. Your sister in the faith,
E. A. BENTLY.
SHREVEPORT, La.,
September 15th, 1877.
Brother JoBeph :-I have tried to present the
gospel to the people of Texas, for about eighteen
months, and feel that, though I have not done all
I should have done, still God has blessed my
labors. I have baptized two and confirmed and
a5sisted in confirming four; and have officiated
in marrying two couples, none of the parties
married being members of the Church. I have
labored with Bro. Sheehy some and he is a good
and worthy Elder, and will do all he can to propagate the truth in Texas. I shall if God be willing, return to Texas in about two months and
will labor there all next year. Please do all you
can to send us an able and experienced Elder.
There is a large field here to fill and people hear
with interest. I will do what I can to awaken
an interest here in this place in the cause. But
little prejudice has yet been exhibited against us.
The paster of the Baptist church and the local
preacher of theM. E. Church gave notice to their
respective congregations for me and the Baptists
came to hear and found no fault with my discourse. I remain your brother in the one true
faith,
JAMES W. BRYAN.
The blessing of a house is piety. The honor of
a house is hospitality. The ornament of a house
is cleanliness. The happiness of a house is con-

tentment.
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Resolved that we do consider that Br. John
Shippy is both a safe and competent man to repI resent this Church; furthermore, that we petition
Kent and Elgin (Canada) Dhtrlid. the General Conference, at the earliPst opportuniA conference was held in the Buckhorn Branch, ty, to restore his license to him.
That the president be assisted with means to
Blenheim, Ontario, June 16 and 17, 1877. Wm. W.
Blair, of the First Presidency, was chosen presi- visit the branches and set them in proper order.
The authorities of the Church were sustained.
dent; Joseph Emmet, clerk, and Joseph Luff, asAdjoumed to meet in Usborne branch, October
sistant.
Prayer by Pres. Blair. Opening remarks by 13th and 14th, 1877.
Sunday, 9 a.m.-Prayer meeting, presided over
him.
Branch Reports.-Zone 33, with 2 Elders, 2 by Pres. Blair; a good feeling; many firm testipriests; 5 removed by letter, 1 expelled. Buck- moties were given. At 11 a.m., preaching by
horn 71, with 1 Elder, 2 Priests, 3 Teachers, 1 Pres. Blair, on "the apostasy." At 3 p m.,
Deacon; 1 baptized, 2 received, and 21 removed preaching by Robert Davis, on the first principles.
by letter, 2 died. Buxton 13, with 2 Priests, 1 At 6 30 p.m., preaching by Bro. J. J. Cornish and
Teacher; 2 received by vote. Bay ham (organized Joseph Luff, on the resurrection of the body.
[The above minutes did not arrive till Sept. 27th,
October 29th, 1876,) 11, with 1 Priest; 5 received
by letter, and 7 by vote, on evidence of member- consequently could not be inserted till now] .-Eds.
ship in old organization, 1 died. Olive 27, with
..,.
1 Seventy, 2 Elders, 2 Priests, 2 Teachers, 1 Deacon; 1 removed by letter. London 136, with 2
Elders, 4 Priests, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 25 baptized, 2 expelled. Puce River 11 ; officials and
Died..
changes not given.
At
Plano,
Ill.,
September
lst, 18i7, of consumpFinancial Reports.-Zone: Branch fund Cr.
$13.74; paid to ministry and branch expenses, tion, sister Sarah Horton. wife of brother George
$11.83; balance $1.91. Olive: Cr. $39.16; paid Horton, aged 40 years, 3 months, and 18 days.
She was well beloved by husband, children, Saints
ministry $43.39; due treasurer, $4.23.
and neighbors. Services at the house by Elder
Seventies' Reports.-Robert Davis went from Joseph
Smith.
Plano to St. Charles, Michigan ; found scattered
At Middletown, Butler county, Ohio, on Sunday
Saints; stayed three weeks; baptized fourteen.
Then went to Reese, Michigan, and afterwards evening, September 2d, 1877, Mary Helen, daughter
back to St. Charles, and baptized eight more, and of brother Mortimer B. and sister Bell N. Wilordained one Elder. From thence to Lspeer, Mich., liams, aged 6 months and 9 days. The mourning
and to Canada. Administered to the eick with parents do not feel weakened in faith by her death,
good effect; and labored constantly. Geo. W. but strengthened in the hope of Christ, yet they
say, "We need the prayers of the faithful to keep
Shaw, no report.
Elders' Reports.-J. J. Cornish had labored con- us steadfast unto the end," until that hope shall
stantly; baptized twenty-five; intends to labor one be realized in the glorious resurrection of the pure
year in the field. Joseph Luff, since October, and the just. "Blessed be the name of the Lord
18i6, had labored with Robert Davis in new places for this hope."
Our little Mary's gone to rest;
in Michigan, and in Ontario; preached sixty times,
Why should we mourn for her, though gone?
baptized twenty-five, confirmed eighteen and as:Bright angels bore her spirit hence,
sisted in confirming thirteen ; blessed six children ;
To realms of bliss,-the bright deyond.
anministered to eighteen; ordained one Teacher
The roses bloom in early Spring,
And Autumn takes them hence away;
and assisted in ordaining one Priest and one DeaBut she, while yet a tender bud,
con; traveled about 300 miles on foot and 1200
Was called to leave her honse of clay.
otherwise. Geo. Cleveland reported branch labors;
We would not call her back again,
preached a sermon in Bayham, and once in BisTo earth so full of woe and pain;
But we may go to her er'e long,
mark; baptized three; administered to the sick
Or meet her in the clouds again.
with good effect; is now district president, and
At
Fanning,
Doniphan, Co., Kansas, September
willing to labor, Joseph Snively preached with
Brn. Patterson and Leverton near Wabash and 9th, 1877, of flux, Emalena, daughter of Mr. WillBotany, and at London; helped organize the Wel- iam and Sr. S. E. Gurwell, aged 3 y.ears, 1 month,
lington branch. John McKenzie preached in and 9 days.
Wilkesport, London, Buxton and Baddertown;
At Braceville, Grundy county, Illinois, Septembaptized and confirmed four. Charles Badder and ber 26th, 1877, Benjamin Williams, son of Daniel
Norman Blakely reported.
and :Mary Ann Williams, aged 1 year, 7 months,
2 p m.-The liberties of the conference were and 19 days.
extended to the brethren from other districts.
Near Belton, Cass county, Mo., September 27th,
Priests' Reports.-Wm. Newton had baptized 1877, Willy Frank, infant son of Bro. Charles M.
eleven. Joseph Emmet had labored some with and Sr. Maryette Schroeder, aged 10 months and
Robert Davis in Canada and Michigan. John 7 days. Services by Elder C. G. Lanphear.
Traxler, John Taylor, John Battin and Peter Me
This little fiower to us was given,
To bud on earth, and bloom in heaven.
Brayne reported no labor. Em:;~nuel Eaton, Jas.
Robb, Elijah Sparks, John Hartnall, Benj. BlackAt Cameron, Mo., September 22d, 1877, after a
more, Archibald McKenzie, Chris. Pearson and short illness of fever and convulsions, Polly ElizWm. C. Irish reported.
- ···
abeth, only daughter of M. E. and S. E. Russell;
Elder Arthur Leverton :reported branch labor, born June 26th, 18i5; therefore, aged 2 years, 2
and had preached in Wabash and Botany; bap· months, and 26 days. She went into convulsions
tized four, and organized a branch near there ; at 2 p.m., and died about 7 ·30 p.m.
baptized five.
At Plum Creek, Fremont county, Iowa, of cholResolved that the Bishop's Agent's report be re- era infantum, August 24th, 1877, Thomas Ward
ceived.
Gish, son of 1\Iichael and Sarah Jane Gish, aged 8
Moved that Arthur Leverton be released from months and 10 dayP. Services by Elder Wheeler
the district presidency.
Baldwin.
Moved that Geo. Cleveland be district president
At Mound Valley, Kansas, Bro. Hoken Olsen,
to the next conference. Amendment that Joseph
Snively be substituted for Geo. Cleveland. Amend- August 11th, 1877, of Consumption. He was a
native of Sweden; a faithful brother.-Joined the
ment was lost, and original motion prevailed.
Pres. Blair appointed Joseph Luff and Arthur Church Oct., 13th, 1877. Services by Elder Wm.
Leverton as a committee to audit Bishop's Agent's France.
At Independence, Mo., September 20th, 1877, of
Book.
8 p.m.-Auditing committee's report was pre- inflammation of the bowels, Bro. Daniel Etzenhousented, received, and the committee discharged. ser,son ot' Bro Henry Etzenhouser, aged 9 years
The Bishop's Agent was sustained; Joseph Em- and 10 days. Services by Elder J. W. Brackenmet as district clerk ; also Robert Davis and bury.
Joseph Luff's appointmet by General Conference,
and all the district officers, with request to labor
A cheerful face is nearly as good for an invalid
as healthy weather.
in their respective places and vicinity.

-

Bishop's Quarterly Report.
The Church of Jesus Christ in account with
Bishop I. L. Rogers, for the qu~rter ending September 30th, 1877:
ON TITHING AND OFFER.ING FUND.

DR.
July I. Balance due I. L. Rogers .......... $196
Aug.l8. Paid W. W. Blair, ministry........ 50
Sept. 4. " Paper and Envelopes.........
1
" 24. " M. Fyrando, ministry .... ,.... BO
24. " J. R. Lambert, ministry....... 20
'~
H

. 30.
30.

H

tt

25
00
~0

00
00

Sr. W. W. Blair........... .
The poor .............. H...

25 00
20 00

30.

"

Joseph Smith, for house rent..

60 00

u

30.

"

Thos. \V. Smith, ministry ..

~..

30 00

"
"

30.
30.

"

J. S. Patterson, ministry. . . . . . 10
Towards. obtaining an abstract
of Kirtland Temple title. . . . 20
" 30. " Church Secretary and Recorder 25
30. " On debt of Plano Meeting House
as provided by General Con•
ferenco of 1873 . . . . . . . . . . . 31
$518
Balance due Church . • . . . . • . • 60
$578
1877
CR.
July 2. From J. W. Newberry, .Agent String
Prairie District, less expressage ..................... $ 25
u

"
"

l.
4.

u

14.
14.

"
"

18.

"

21.

"

Aug. 8.
"
8.
H
9.

n
u
H

"
"

~~

10. "
15. "
18. u

u

18.

t4

18. "
Sept. 2. "
H
H

"
"
"
"
"
"

2.
3.

U

"

24. "
24. "
24. "
24. "
24. II
24. "
24. "

~~

24.

H

"
"

30.
30.

"
"

u

30.

U

30.

H

"
"
"
"

30.
30.
30.
30.

"
"
"
"

0

Sr. Melvina Hevener, Ill.... . .

00
00
00

00
95
00
95

00

5 00

Sisters' Society, Boston, Mass. 10
A. :McMillen, Cal. . . . . . . . . . . . 10
5
Sr. Janet Black, Wis.........
]'rank Steffe, Mass.. . . . . . . . . .
2
Sr. Jane Ferry, Iowa........ 10
1
Sherman Branch, Mich.,,....
E. Gerber, Mo ......... , . . . .
2
Sr. Martha Kent, Ill. • • . . . • • •
5
Richard Farmer, Iowa....... 12
E. M. Bowen, Montana . . . . . .
5
5
WebGr District, Idaho.......
A. and C. Lloyd, Mo .... , . . . .
1
John Wright, Australia .. , ... 147
C. Danielson, Ill .... , • • • . • • • • 20
F. G. Pitt, Ill....... . . .. . .. •
4
Nevada District, per J. R. Hawkins, Agent . . . . . . • . . . . • • . 25
Henry Halliday, Iowa . • . . . . . 10
Isaac Ellison, Iowa.......... 20
J. D. Haywood, Iowa . . . • . . . 20
David Brewster, Iowa . • . • • • .
2
Sr. L . .A. Hartwell, Iowa.....
5
E. Chapman, Iowa . . . . • . . . . .
5
J. 11. Harvey, Iowa • • . . . . . . •
5
3
Milton Lynch, Iowa . . . • . • • • .
John Leeka, Iowa ........... 100
Sr. Minnie Lewis, Ill ....... ,.
5
Sr. Robert Warnock, Ill......
5
]'. G. Pitt, Ill. • • • . • • • • . • • . . .
2
Jolm Scott, Ill..............
2
E. N. Webster, Mass. Dist.... 35
Frank Steffe, Mass.. . • . . . . . . .
4
I. L. Rogers................ 60
$578

00
00
00
00
00
10
00
00
00
00
(10
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00

00
00
00
35
00

00
00

95

CHURCH IN ACCOUNT WITH HERALD OFFICE.

OR.
Balance due Church, July 1st, $11.66; received from Hannah Bardsley $2.50, .A. :M.
Martin $5., Nancy P. Penick $1.45, Sisters of
St. Joseph, Mo., Branch $3.75, C. W. Short
$6, Samuel Platt $5, G. 0. Bass $2.75, A.
Neilson $1.50, 1\L F. Beebe $3, Annie Flower
75c. James Watson $1, a sister $1, M. H. Bond
$1.50, Clara E. Leland, 45c., Tithing of :M. A.
Meder of interest due $300. Total. ...•.... $347 31
DR.

Paid for books for the Church Library during year $37.96, Heralds sent to Welsh Mission
and postage $10.24, stamps to First Presidency
and Secretary of Church $4.46, binding General Conference Minutes $1.13, Book of Mormon to Kirtland Temple $1.25. Total. ...• $ 55 04
Balance due Church ......... , ........... $292 2'7
I. L.

ROGERS,

Bishop.

Thomas Taylor, 283 Bell Barn Road, Birmingham, England.
Alex. H. Sm;th, Andover, Harrison county, Mo.
Heman C. Smith, Manteno, Shelby county, Iowa..
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Notice§,

COLORA!JO DISTRICT.-A conference will be held
at the Saints' Meeting House, Omaha Ranch,
Hutchinson, Jefferson county, Colorado, October
27th and 28th, 1877. All officers and members are
IN PLANO, KENDALL COUNTY,
requested to attend. THos. STEWART, President.
--ototo-BEWARE OE' Hnr.-Whereas, W. B. Wilmot, forThe Saints' Herald:
merly a member of the Salem Branch, Iowa, was Of!lcial paper ot the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
charged with and convicted of a henious crime, Latter Day Saints, explanatory of the faith of the Church, and
contains correspondence from different parts of the world, giv~
for which he has been disfellowshiped from the ing
accounts of the progress of the Church, and setting forth
Church, and has absconded for parts unknown; the dealings of God with his people. Published semi-monthly,
sixteen
large pages. Price $2.15 per year, half year $1.10, free
therefore, lest he should seek to impose upon the
members of the Church in other parts, we hereby of postage. JosEPH SMITH and HENRY A. STEBBINS editors.
Zion's Hope:
warn all against him. By order of the Salem
Branch.
Henry Halliday, president; Joseph A paper for children and Sunday Schools, published semimonthly, price 60 cents per annum, 30c. per half year, free of
Seddon, secretary.
postage. JOSEPH SMITH and HENRY A. STEBBINS editors,

Holy Scriptures:
lnformation wanted by James and Louisa PerInspired Pranslat:iQn by Joseph Smith the .Martyr,
kins, of Morgan City, Utah, of John and Melissa
Sainsbury. When last heard of, September, 1874, Bound in Imitation Turkey, gilt
"
Tu~~ey SuRerior
they resided in Providence, R. I. Any informa.clasp,
tion will be thankfully received.
Roxburg
Information wanted of the whereabouts of John,
Thomas, or Margaret Ritson, formerly of Philadelphia, Pa.; previous to which they, with their
father and mother, John and Sarah Thomas, resided in. the neighborhood, of Birkenhead, Cheshire, England, having emigrated from Liverpool to
Philadelphia, in the ship Siddons, February, 1855.
Any information concerning them will be thankfully received by their sister, Mrs. Anne Dewsnup,
18 Ellsworth street, York street, Cheetham, Manchester, England.

Arabesque, gilt
Roan, plain
New Testament, inspired edition

Book of Mormon:
Full Roan, sprinkled edges,
Full Turkey li:Iorocco, marbled edges
Full Turkey Morocco, full gilt, gilt edges,

Doctrine and Covenants :
In sprinkled Sheep
In Morocco, marbled edges,

Tile Saints' Harp-Hymn Book:
In Roan, plain
In Roan, fQ.ll gilt, gilt edges
In Morocco, plain, marbled edges
ln li:Iorocco, full gilt, gilt edges

CHURCIILIJ)RARY.-Wit.h thanks to Bro. Jos. C.
Hesperis:
Clapp we receive as a donation, "Historical and
Descriptive Sketch Book of Napa, Sonoma, Lake Poems, by Davlll H. Smith, 202 pages, fancy cloth,
gilt edges
and Mendocino Counties, California. Also, to J.
Blank Books:
A. Stromberg, for "Burn's Guide to Phonic Short
I
Hand."
JoHN Sco1'1', Librarian.
Branch Records, well bound in Leather backs and
-~---~----

Good Use for a Dime.

corners, muslin sides, printed headings, and ruled for
Record of:Members' Names, BleSsing of Children, and for
Marriages; also blank paper for -recording minutes of
Branch Business ].feeting.!>. Every branch should have
3 00
one. Price: for large branches,
The same, for smaller branches
2 00
District Records, printed headings and ruled for
1,248 names, and bound same as above
3 00
Branch Finance Books, headed and ruled for
Receipte and Expenditures of money, for Branch, District, and General Church Funds; price 35 cents.

We advise all our readers to forward tlieir address and 10
cents to Orango Judd Co., 245 nroadway, New York, who make
a special offer to send for this sum (half price and postage) the
number for October 1st, of the Ame>·ican Awic~<lt~<rist. This
splendid number, beSide= over 50 engravings, contains a groat
amount of u88ful, practical, reliable, seasollable information,
Baptism, Confirmation, and Ordination Certificates
not only for the Farm and Garden, but for the Household.
bound in l!exible covers, 40 cents each.
Children included. Most will get from it hints and suggeetions
Licenses and Notices:
worth ten or twenty times its cost.. ....... Better still, to send
$1.60 and receive the paper, post·paid, from now to the end of Elder's, Priest's, Teacher's, and Deacon's, Licenses1 per
dozen, 12 cents.
1878-that is.• all of volume 37, with tho rest of this year free, Blank Notices for Lectures, Preaching, and Two Days' Meet(Two copies fo~ $l.50 each). Nowhere else can one get so
tugs, each, per hundred, ......
50
40
much reaiiy valuable, paying infoFmation for so little money Preaching Notices, smaller, per hundred,
-not 3 cents a week. a sum easily saved or produced eXtra,
Pamphlets:
which the paper .,.iii. b~ ~~r~ to help one to do. This Journal Rules of Order and Debate for all the Deliberative
is prepared .QY practical men and women, who know what
Assemblies of the Church; also a Chapter on
they talk 11nd write about from actual experience and large
Branch Rules, and one on r-eports of Branches
oboervation, and that they can and do greatly aid others to
and Districts,
32 mo., 128 pages, bound in limp cloth, 50 cents.
profitable planning and working. J\Iany single hints and suggestions each abundantly repay a year's cost. The fearless Visions of Joseph Smith the Seer, Discoveries of
Ancient American Records and Relics, with
exposures of quackery and humbugs in every number, are inw
the Statement of Dr. Lederer (Converted Jew)
valuable, and have saved its readers and the country millions
and others,
of dollars. The departments for the IIouseho!d and Children
In colored covers, 43 pages, by mail 10 cents each, three
are pleasing and instructive. Every number of the paper is
for 25 cents, twelve for 75 cents.
beautifully illustrated. In short, the American Ag1•iculturist Voice of Warning and Instruction to all People,
is full of good thi.ngs, for every man, woman, and child, in city
74 pages, by mail 20 cents each; three for 50 cents, 0ne
dozen for $2.
village, and country. Take our advice and send $1.60 for 14
Songs
of Zion, by T. W. Smith,
months, or at least send a Dime for half. price specimen now
32 pages, lOc. each, $1 per dozen.
offered, and see it for yourselve!!l.

If a professing Christian lies and cheats, and
deceives; if he overreaches in business, if he
slanders his brother, and carries about with him
a wicked temper, he warrants the grave fear that
his nature has never been made over into the similitude of goodness, but is yet in the "gall of bitterness and the bond of iniquity." A good man
incarnates goodness. Goodness is a part of him.
He can not exist apart .from it. The flower and
its fragrance are one.~Golden Rule.
-----~--4~-----
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FORSCUTT AND SHINN DISCUSSION.
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BETWEEN

L.

SHINN,

Of the Universalist Church, and

Trial of the Witnesses, to the Resurrection of Je ELDER
MARK
H.
FORSCUTT,
sus-a Legal Argument,
Of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of L. D. Saints.
36 pages, 10 cents each.
J. L. Shinn affirms "The Bible te.aohes that the
Concordance to Book of Covenants,
Coming of Christ to judge the World is now past."
24 pages, 10 cents.
Mark H. Forscutt affirms "The Bible teaches the
Minutes of Annual Conference for 1873,
Literal Resurrection of the Body from the Grave."
24 pages, 10 c·ents.

No. 1.

Tracts:

Mountain of the Lord's House.

8 pages, 20 cent's per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.

No.2.

Truth Made Manifest.

12 pages, 25 cents per dozen; $1.75 per hundred.

No. 3. Voice of the Good Shepherd.
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.

Epitome of Faith and Doctrine.
A man's temper is most valuable to himse If and No.4.
one page, 5 cents per dozen, 30 cents per hundred.
he should keep it.
No. 5. The Gospel.
The vices of the rioh and great are mistaken for
2 pages, 6 cents per dozen, 35 cents per hundred.
errors, and those of the poor and lowly for crimes. No.6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects,

Price: Cloth, 75 cts.;
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Paper, 50 cts.

The discussion lasted four days, and makes a book of 194
closely printed pages
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SAW ANOTHER ANGEL * *, HAVING THE EVERLASTING GOSPEL TO Pnljit).Cli TO THEM THAT DWELT, ON TliE EARTII
SAYINQ.
FEAR GOD, AND GIVE GLORY TO HIM, FOR TIIE HOUR OF HIS JjJ~MENT IS Cmm;'-REV. 14: 6-7.
\ c!J
"SANCTIFY THEM THROUGH THY TRUTH; THY WORD IS TRUTII."-JESUS.;, JoHN 17:17.
.
;
"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF THE LORD, FOR THERE SHALL NOT Ai'Y N):AN AMONG You HAVE SAVE IT llE ONE WrFE."-IlOoii:
OF MORMON; JACOB 2:6.
.
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PLANO, ILLINOIS, NOVEMBER 1, 1877.

SWEET IIOUR OF PRAYER.
TUNE.-Ilome, Sweet Home.
When weary with life, its vexation and care,
How sweet Is an hour with God's people in prayer;
The world and its folly to leave at the door,
ABd feel in the presence of Jesus once more.
Cuonus-Sweet, Sweet, hour of prayer,
To feel that the presence of J eons is there.
When faith is decreasing and evils resist,
And hope Is surrounded with darkness and mist,
For strength against Satan's attempts to ensnare,
0; glve me an ho\lr with God's people in prayer.
llefreshlng, indeed, is the ho11r of prayer,
Its power,to revive is not met with elsewhere;
Where Jesus is present, each want to supply,
And answer with glorious gifts from on high.

0, grant me,, dear Lord, through the hour of prayer,
A joyful relief from life's sorrow and care;
Thy cauee to me dearer, my hope more secure,
·While heaven seems nearer than ever before.
Burlington, Iowa.
F. JoHNsoN.

THE BEGINNING AND ENDING OF ,,
.THE 2300 DAYS.
l?rom correct premises are events of importance shown, and we may come to right conclusions; and from certain fixed periods of
time, revealed to Daniel, we see there must be
a period for the commencement of the twentythree hundred days. That time is not named
in the revelation as recorded, but was to date
from the commencement of the reign of a certain power, or a certain period of time in the
reign of this power to him shown; and when
that power should commence his reign in oppression and destruction of the children of men,
ali that, time.' will the two thousand three hun·
dred day.s begin to be fulfilled.
·
The Lord showed Daniel, at different times,
the rise and fall of various nations imdpowers
of the earth, previous to the one now under
consideration. The second chapter of Daniel,
the interpretation of Nebuchadnazzer's dream,
.
presented t h e d ifferent nationalities as shown
the king in the image whose head was of fine
gold, his breast and arms of silver, his belly
and thighs of brass, his legs of iron, his feet
part of iron and part of clay, presents the nationa partly broken and partly strong, and
shows also the downward tendency of the morals of these nations, as the Lord viewed them,
from gold to clay,-from Nebuchadnazzer's·
kingdom to the time the image is smitten on
the feet, by the stone cut out of the mountain
without hands. As iron was mixed with clay,
shows the nations to be divided, partly broken,
and partly strong. Those that , believe the
word of God are strong, those that believe the
devil, or men, are as clay. "And in the days
of these kings shall the God of heaven set up
a kingdom, which shall never be destroyed, *
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* * it shall stand forever." To look over the was given him of the little horn, his rise and
nations of the earth at this day, one that believes the truth, can see the elements of destruction of the nationalities of earth, as Daniel
foretold.
As Daniel was a favorite with the Lord, because he kept his commands, his law, the Lord,
true to his promise to the children of men,
gave him wisdom to ask and to d!>, and showed him the working of those nationalities, by
showing him the different kingdoms that
should rule the world, in the form of beasts,
and it may be that the beast presented the disposition of the different rulers.
In his seventh chapter, he was shown the
same nationalities as the dream, with the revelation of another power that should arise after
the ten. In this vision he was shown four
great beasts, the first lik,e a livn; the second
was lik;e a bear; the third like a leopard, and
it had four wings and four heads. The subdivision of this power into four, and out of
them came the fourth beast, dreadful and terible; and it had ten horns.
Daniel being a man that would know the
truth that those beasts represented, and <Jspecially the fourth beast, which differed from
the others in having nails of brass and teeth
of iron, which shows his relation to the image
of the second chapter; and of a ferocious disposition, to devour, destroy, and break in pieces ; and of the ten horns, and of the other
little horn which plucked up three of the first,
and shall subdue three kings.
"And he shall apeak great words against the
Most High, and shall wear out the Saints of the
Most High, and think to change times and laws:
and they shall be given into his hand until a time
and times and dividing of time."-Dan. 7: 25.
Th'IS d.1v1'd'mg of t'1mes we sh a11 h ave occasion to notice.
Here I wish to notice that judgment shall sit,
and they shall take away his dominion, to conemme and destroy it unto the end.
"And the kingdom and dominion, and the greatness of the kingdom under the whole heaven, shall
be given to the people of the saints of the Most
High, whose kingdom is an everlasting kingdom,
and all dominions shall serve and obey him."-vs.
27.

Here, as in the second of Daniel, we learn
that this little-horn power is in being to the
setting up of the kingdom of God; and the
presentments are, that the people are partly
broken and partly strong, pari; iron and part
clay.
As there are many points in this chapter
we shall have to refer and compare with other
prophets, we will pass on to his next revelation,
recorded in the eighth chapter. This vision
was given later in the world's history, and he
was shown tha actions, and a prophetic history

rule, his character, and his end.
"Then I lifted up mine eyes and saw, and behold,
there stood before the river a ram which had two
horns: and the two horns were high; but one was
higher than the other, and the higher came up last.
I saw the ram pushing westward, and northward,
and southward: so that no beasts might stand before him. *
* And as I was considering, behold, an he goat came from the west."-Dan.S: 3-5.
He smote the ram with his notable horn between his eyes; and the great horn was broken;
and for it came up four notable ones, toward
the four winds of heaven.
"And out of one of them came forth a little horn,
which waxed exceeding great, toward the south,
and toward the east, and toward the pleasant land.
And it waxed great, even to the host of heaven;
and it cast down some o'f the host and of the stars
to the ground, and stamped upon them. Yea, he
magnified himself even to the prince of the host,
and by him the daily sacrifice was taken away,
and the place of his sanctuary was cast down. And
a host was given him agaihst the daily sacrifice
by reason of transgres~ion, and it cast down the
truth to the ground ; and it practised and prospered. Then I heard one saint speaking, and another saint said unto that certain saint which
spake, How long shall be the vision concerning the
daily sacrifice, and the transgression of desolation,
to give both the sanctuary and the host to be trodden under foot? And be said unto me, Unto two
thousand and three hundred days ; then shall tM
sanctuary be cleansed."-ve. 9-14.
When Daniel had seen the vision he desired
to understand it, and to know the true meaning or interpretation of the revelation, and the
Lord said to Gabriel to make this man to un•
derstand the vision.
"So he came near where I stood: and when he
came, I was afraid, and fell on my face, and he
said unto me, Understand, 0 son of man: for at
the time of the END shall be the vision."-vs 17.
Then we can see that at the time of the fulfillment of the revelation of the second and
seventh chapters, is the same time this eighth
chapter is to be fulfilled.
"Now as he was speaking with me, I was in deep
sleep on my face toward the ground; but he touched
me, and set me upright. And he said, Behold, I
will make thee know what shall be in the last end
of the indignation: for at the time appointed the
end shall be."-vs. 18, 19.
Then follows the angel's i11struction about
the different nationalities down from silver to
clay, to the time when the transgressors are
come to their full, a king of fierce countenance
and understanding dark sentences shall stand
up.
"And his power shall be mighty, but not by his
own power: and he shall destroy wonderfully, and
shall prosper, and practice, and shall destroy the
mighty and the holy people. And through his
policy also he shall cause craft to prosper in his
hand; and he shall magnify himself in his heart,
and by peace shall destroy many : he shall also
stand up against the Prince of princes; but he
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shall be broken without hand."-vs. 24, 25.
Daniel's anxiety about the redemption of
his people, and to better understand the word
of the J~ord, tells UB that he fasted fuJl three
weeks. After this fast, the Lord appeared to
him, and instructed him more fully of the
events to transpire between the time of his instructions and the time of their final redemption. And from the greatness and power of
his instructor, he stood trembling.
"Then said he unto me, Fear not Daniel: fur
from the first day that thou didst set thy heart to
understand, and to chasten thyself before thy God,
thy words were heard, and I am coma for thy
words. But the prince of the kingdom of Persia
withstood me one and twenty days: but lo, Michael, one of the chief princes came to help me;
and I remained there with the kings of Persia.
Now I am come to make thee understand what
shall befall thy people in the latter days." -Dan.
10: 12-14.

The vision was so powerful that his strength
failed him, but the subject matter was and is
recorded, in the eleventh and twelfth chapters.
This revelation agrees with those revealed to
him in his former visions, that it was to be fulfilled in the latter days, and so we expect to
find the revelation as recorded in the eleventh
and twelfth chapters.
The Lord revealed to Daniel several of the
kingdoms of the earth that should arise before
the one in question, o.r under consideration,
that seems to be pointed out to be so conspicuous in the last days. Sometimes he is called
by one name, then another ; but the time he
is to come upon the stage of action, and the
work he is to do will point him out. There
are several powers presented in the last days
that are to be engaged in the work of destruction, but this one is to be known by his work,
and certain acts he is to do. Daniel said he
was to pluck up three of the ten horns by the
roots. It is said and believed by most of men
that he did that work hundreds of years since;
but as Daniel has sho:wn, his work to be done
was at the time the Savior should appear, for
he is to "stand up against the Prince of
princes," and to be '•broken without hand."
Daniel said that both these king's hearts
should be set to do mischief, and they should
speak lies at one table, but it should not prosper, for yet the. end should be at the time appointed. (11 : 27)
"Then shall he return into his land with great
riches; and his heart shall be against the holy
covenant ; and he shall do exploits, and return to
his own land. At the time appointed he shall return and come toward the south; but it shall not
be as the former, or as the latter. For the ships of
Chitim shall come against him : therefore he shall
be grieved, and return, and have indignation
against the holy covenant; so shall he do; he shall
even return, and have intelligence with them that
forsake the holy covenant. And arms shall stand
on his part, and they shall pollute the sanctuary
of strength, and shall take away the daily sacrifice, and they shall place the abomination that
maketh desolate. And such as do wickedly against
the covenant shall he corrupt by flatteries; but
the p.eople that do know their God shall be strong,
and do exploits. And they that understand among
the people shall instruct many: yet shall they fall
by the sword, and by tlame, by captivity, and by
spoil, many days. Now when they shall fall, they
shall be holpen with a little help: but many shall
cleave to them with flatteries. And some of them
of understandmg shall fall, to try them, and to
purge, and to make them white, even to the time
of the end; because it is yet for a time appointed.
And the king shall do according to his will; and he
shall exalt himself, and magnify himself above every god. * * * Neither shall he regard the God
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of his fathers. * * But in his estate shall he honor
the god of forces. * * Thus shall he do in the
most strong holds with a strange god. * * And
at the time of the end shall the king of the south
push at him : and the king of the north shall come
against him like a whirlwind, with chariots, and
with horsemen, and with many ships; and he shall
enter into the countries, and shall overflow and
pass over. * * And he shall pla,nt the tabernacles
of his palace between the seas in the glorious holy
mountain: yet he.shall come to his end and none
shall help him."-Dan. 11 : 28-45.
We have followed Daniel in his presentments of the acts of this little horn, or king,
as he has presented him, from the twenty-sev~
enth to the fortieth verses, to the time of the
end, or year of the end • and to Daniel's meet1

ing with Michael, that great prince that standeth for his people.
"And there shall be a time of trouble, such as
never was since there was a nation even to that
same time; and at that time thy people shall be
delivered, every one that shall be found written
in the book. And many of them that sleep in the
dust of the earth shall awake, some to everlasting
life, and some to shame and everlasting contempt.
And they that be wise shall shine as the brightness of the firmament, and they that turn many to
righteousness, as the stars forever and ever. * *
* But thou, 0 Daniel, shut up the words, and seal
the book, even to the time of the end; many shall
run to and fro, and knowledge be increased. Then
I Daniel looked, and, l:lehold, there stood other two,
the one on this side of the bank of the river, and
the other on that side of the bank of the river.
And one said to the man clothed in linen, which
was upon the waters of the river, How long shall
it be to the end of these wonders ? And I heard
the man clothed in linen, which was upon the
waters of the river, when he held up his right
hand and his left hand unto heaven, and aware
by him that liveth for ever, that it shall be for a
time, times, and a half. * * * And from the time
that the daily sacrifice shall be taken away, and
the abomination that maketh desolate set up, there
shall be a thousand two hundred and ninety days.
Blessed is he that waiteth, and cometh to the
thousand and three hundred and five and thirty
days/'-Dan. 12: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 11.
Danjel connects the acts and doings of this
power with the last days, and traces him to
his end in a controversy with :Michael where
none could help him; and at the same time
shows us the resurrection of the dead,· which
shows that this power shall be in existence
down to the coming of the Son of Man, as to
the times referred to. The character of this
power and the things he is to do we shall pre• h' ·
h N
sent a f1ter tracmg Im rnto t e ew Testament,
there to learn more of his wickedness and
abominations.
We find the ten horns in the 13~h of Re;elations as given by John. He says:
"And I stood upon the sand of the sea, and saw
a beast rise up out of the sea, having seven heads,
and ten horns, and upon his horns ten crowns,
and upon his heads the name of blasphemy. And
thebeastwhichlsawwaslikeuntoaleopard,[why
like a leopard, made up out of many], and his
feet were as the feet of a bear, and his mouth as
the mouth of a lion; and the dragon gave him his
power, and his seat, and great authority. And I
saw one of his heads as it were wounded to death;
and his deadly wound was healed ; and all the
world wondered after the beast."-Rev. 13:1,2, 3.
There arises a question here, What nation
of the earth is this here presented by John?
Some answer and say it was the Romans. No,
that can not be, because the Roman power was.
in the zenith of her glory when John was a
prophet. Rome fell, and the crowned heads
and more arose out of the dissolution of that
power as foretold by Daniel; and the ten
horns out of this kingdom are ten kings that
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shall arise and another shall arise after them,
and he shall be diverse from the first and
h II bd
h
k"
s a su ue t ree mgs.
Then Daniel saw the subdivision of the Roman power into many; and John saw that ten
out of that power should come into a confederacy in the latter days, and the dragon gave
h· h·
h'
d
h ·
·. liD IS power, IS seat an great aut onty,
becoming the kingdom of the devil. He saw
ten horns and there were ten crowns upon
their horns, and they became the beast that
John here presents for our consideration.
"And they worshiped the dragon which gave
power unto the beast; and they worshiped the
beast, saying, Who is like unto the .beast? who is
able to make war with him? And there was given unto him a mouth speaking great things and
blasphemies; and power was given unto him to
continue forty and two months."-Rev. 13:4, 5.
Then John informs us in the 11th of .Revelations, 2nd verse, of this same event, and
said.,
"But the court which is without the temple
leave out, and measure it not; for it is given unto
the Gentiles; and the holy city shall they tread
under foot forty and two months.
From these declarations we learn tnat after
this beast is organized and the dragon has give
him his power, his seat and great authority,
and yet located in the city of Jerusalem, they
will be allowed to stay the allotted time forty
and two months. But he said o~ of his
heads wa. 8 wounded to death, but he does not
tell us by Whom he received his; wou~d; but
Daniel said the little horn plucked up three of
the ten. What does John know of the little
horn? He introduces him in this wise:
"And I beheld another be~,st ;coming up out of
the earth; and he had tw.o horns like a la111b, and
he spake as a dragon. And he exerciaeth· all the
power of the first beast before him, and causeth
the earth and them which dwell therein to worship
the first beast, whose deadly wound wa~ healed.
And he doeth great wonders, so that he .. maketh
fire come down from heaven on the earth in the
sight of men, and deceiveth them .that dwell on
the earth by the means of those IIIiraclea which
he had power to do in the sight of the beast; saying to them thli.t dwell on the earth, that they
should make an image to the beast, which·had the
wow.nd by a sword, and did live, And he had power to give life unto the image of the bea~t, that the
image of the beast should both speak, and cause
that as many as would not worship the image of
the beast should be killed. And he causeth all,
both small and great, rich and poor, free and ,bond,
to receive a mark in their right hand, .or ill, their
foreheads: And that no man might.buy or sell,
save he that had the mark, or the name of the
beast, or the number of his name. Here is wisdom.
Let him that hath understanding counnhe number of the beast; for it is the number of a man;
and his number is six: hundred three score and
six:."-Rev. 13: 11-18.
Then the abomination spoken of by Daniel
to be set up by the little horn power, was the
setting up of the image by the two,h()rned
beast; .Rev. 13: 11; and. the commandment
issued by .him for all men both great and small
to worship the image of the beast. or to be
killed. Imagine a greater abomination. that
man could do than to perform the work this
power is to do; and what would bring about
desolation on earth quicker than a proclamation issued by the authority of the devil and
force men to obey them or to be put to death.
Certainly it is rightly named Abomination of
Desolation.
Then he appears at the city of Jerusalem,·
just in time to set up the image and issue his
pl'oclamation before the two witnesses of Rev.
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11 : 2 1 arrive. It seems that they serve a notice on the beast when they arrive there, that
they have but forty and two months to remain
in the city, unress a reformation is effected
with them; but he neither regards them nor
their authority nor him that sent them. And
if the setting up of image or idol is the abomination of desolation, there are many witnesses
who will testify to the fact that the idols are
to be made and set up, and worshipped as a
god, or their god; down to the day of trouble.
We will bring them up before we close the
evidence.
As Daniel tells us the little horn plucked
up three of the ten, so we charge him with
wounding the head of the beast and expect to
show that he is to do the same things Daniel
said he was to do; and that a union is to take
place between the two-horned beast and the
ten-horned beast. To do this, we turn to Rev.

17: 12,-

as he was pointed out by the prophets, we observing these hints, which might be added

wish to follow him as long as his tracks are
visible into all his doings, and we find them
many for the time allotted him to perform his
labors after he comes into existence until he
is caged up by his superiors.
Here, then, is Daniel's little horn, with all
his craft and genius to deceive and to conquer,
to rule and reign, as foretold by the prophets;
and we expect to hear of him that his ambition
is to be like the Most High; to be and rule
on the sides of the north; and about the time
he expects to reach that excellent station he
will find more than his match and he will be
taken prisoner and led down to the side of the
pit.
Before this there is to be a union between the
two dragon powers, after the two-horned beast
has wounded one of the heads of the ten by
plucking up three of their number; then he
seems to annex the balance to his dominions.

"And the ten horns which thou sawest are ten
"And the ten horns which thou sawest are ten
kings, which have received no kingdom as yet; kings, which have received no kingdom as yet;
but receive power as kings one hour with the but receive power as kings one hour with the
beast. "-Rev. 17: 12.
beast."
Concluded in next number.

When this union takes p!ace, the wounded
head will be healed, and power and vitality are
given the beast. They are at peace with each
other then, but will be at war with the saints
and the covenant people of the Lord. John's
day was when the Roman government was in
prospedty, and was not divided into many; but
subsequently it was subdivided into many;
and the many have each their ruler, a king to
rule over each of them; eventually to be united and to come into a confederacy, choosing
one ·or their number to rule over the ten.
This beast often horns that has this wonderpower, and. the work pointed out for him to
do, by Daniel, i. e., to make war with the
saints, John saw that one of his heads was
wounded to death, and his deadly wound was
healed, but he does not tell us how he was
wounded, or by whom; Daniel does. He saw
another little horn arise up that made war
with the ten arid plucked up three of them
and at the same time saw him make war with
the saints and prevail against them for a time,
and times, .and the dividing of times.
It then murt be later in the world's history
than our day, for the work to be done, the
time appointed for him to do it, the disposi·
tion to do it, and the character of the· beast
are all described by both Daniel and John;
which shows that they both saw the one and
the same beasts, and saw them united and become one; and the other prophets appoint the
.time he is to appear, as they do, and the work
he is to do, and from the work he is to do
shows from whence he gets his authority to
act. All agree upon this point. As John
has shown us the ten horns he can tell us
about the little horn? l-Ie says :

"And I beheld another beast coming up out of
the earth; and he had two horns like a Jamb, and
he spake as a dragon. And he exeroiseth all the
power of the first beast before him."-Rev. 13:
11, 12.

As both of these prophets are speaking of
the same time, the same events, the same powers or rulers, and both trace them down to the
end of wickedness, they saw the time this
great ruler, or ruling power, was broken and
ast down, and a reign of peace and righteousness set up; for which we have not long to
wait. As we have commenced on his track
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A WAY TO HOLD INEFFICIENT
PRAYER MEETINGS.
Let the elder, priest, teacher, or deacon, who
is to have charge of the meeting, on leaving
home, be careful to leave his coat and vest.
The shirt and pants that he works in will do
to wear. If they are faded, sweat-stained, and
neatly patched; it makes no difference, esespccially if it is known that he has better.
If he has two or three children between one
and five years old, and will take them along, he
will find that this will do the meeting considerable damage, especially if he takes no one to
help him to care for them. He can stop singing, or speaking, or even praying, to give
them water when they want it.
He should avoid arriving at the place of
meeting till a little after time, and should have
no plan ahead, as to how the meeting should
be conducted,-this would be formal. He
should not even have hymns selected, but
should spend a half hour or so in searching for
them after the congregation has assembled, and
he has taken his seat, and the people are constantly expecting meeting to be opened.
He should select new hymns, sing them to
tunes not familiar to the people, and without
reading, if he does not want any one to sing
but himself. In fact, pursuing this course all
through the meeting, he can monopolize the
singing part of the service.
After singing, he should call on some good
brother to pray, though carefully avoiding giving him any previous notice of it, after prayer he should sing again as before, and after
one or two brethren have been unexpectedly
called upon to address the assembly have excused themselves, he should zealously undertake it himself, and may occupy thirty or forty
minutes in speaking, repeating nearly every
sentence several times-the least Spirit of life
the better. In this way he can tire the people
a little, and get their minds into a stupor of
feeling, and thus do the meeting much harm.
Now let him protract the services two or three
hours, sing "muchly"-new pieces, of course;
paying no attention to the yawning and other
manifestations of the people's restlessness. By

to, and enlarged upon, I think that nearly any
one can conduct an inefficient prayer meeting.
Aad if the holding of several such, in succession, in a branch of the Church does not produce empty seats at meeting, and spiritual barreness at the homes of the Saints, the observations and judgment of the writer is largely
at fault.
If the~e hints are deemed fit to publish, I
will have something to say of another kind of
prayer meeting some day.
F.

SUGGESTIVE TO FAULT·FINDERS.
"Now I've just one word to say about your
preaching. I get no good. There's so much
in it that I don't want, that I grow lean on it.
I lose my time and pains."
Come in here. There's my cow Thankful
-she can teach you.
"A cow teach me! What do you mean?"
"Now see! I have just thrown her a forkful of hay. Just watch her. There now I
She has found a stick-you know sticks will
get into the hay-and see how she tosses it to
one side and leaves it, and goes on to eat what
is good. There again! She has found a burdock, and she throws it to one side and goes
on eating. And there! She does not relish
that bunch of daisies, and she leaves them,
and-goes on eating. Before morning she
will clear the manger of all, save a few sticks
and weeds, and she knows how to get it out,
albeit there n.ay be now and then a stick or a
weed which she does not trouble herself about,
but quietly leaves alone. But, if she refused
to eat, and spent the time in scolding about
the fodder, she, too, would 'grow lean,' and I
would get no milk. Just so with our preaching, and let the old cow teach you to get all
the good you can out of it and leave the rest."

.-

AT HOME.
Religion at home is more precious than at
church or in the world. Every day each family should worship as regularly as they eat.
Have they time to eat? }_.et the soul have
food. Open the Bible, and have God talk to
the family; pray and praise in song, and on
bended knees ask mercies. A family without
prayers is a domestic orphanage, and a school
of unbelief, sensuality, and sin. Without
spiritual life at home it will be wholly lacking,
or exceedingly thin, abroad. Children will
grow up Christless; physical objects and carnallife will absorb attention and engross affection. With pure, sincere, tender religion at
home, children will begin to be Christians so
soon as they learn of the Savior's love, and
never ·know rebellion. Why should the offspring of Saints be for one moment exposed
to condemnation? Why should they not know
the Savior as soon as they know sin? Generally they will, if Christ is honored at the family altar. But he is not honored. Thousands
upon thousands of church members live like
infidels at home. The Bible is unread, praises
never sung, prayer never heard. Can they
not read? Why not let God speak to them
out of his word? Can they not pray? The
Lord's prayer, at least, can be repeated in concert. Is there no time? It is waste of time,
and waste of life, to ignore Hod.
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NEWS FROM THE FIELD.
LETTER FROM ELDER SCOTT.

Esteemed Herald :On the 31st of May, Bro.
H. Scott, president of the district, and myself,
went from Scottsville to J"ow Gap, to attend a
two. days' meeting at that place; we arrived on
Friday,June 3d,and on Saturday held two good
meetings. On Sunday we listened to one of the
best sermons that we ever heard, Br. H. Scott
preaching from the text, "I am the way." Only those who realize the Spirit's presence can
form a conception of the enjoyment of the
Saints on this occasion. We held three services on Sunday, and one offered for baptism;
and on Monday the Saints met at the house of
Br. V. D. Baggerly to witness the baptism of
Br. Joseph Harp, and enjoy a spiritual repast,
which was truly the case, for all felt blessed,
and when, on the Wednesday following, we
left them, so reluctantly, we did so, wishing
them many such happy seasons.
On Saturday, June 9th, met with the Pleasant Ridge Branch, and held meetings two
days with them; the attendance was unusually
large and great interest was manifested, so
much so that I felt to continue the meetings
after Bro. Scott had gone home, though the
burden of the meetings seemed heavier after
he left. And, after all, my experience teaches
me that the best way for the Elders to travel
is "two and two." I remained during June
and July, holding meetings at the Gleason,
Hyde, and Cumming School Houses, with
blessings attending us. During my stay in
Crawford and Perry counties, I baptized eight
precious souls into the fold of Christ, one of
them the best informed member of the reformed flock, where Bro. Forscutt held his
discussion with Rev. Treat. The Saints here,
both young and old in the work, are anxiously
en!l"aged, and are willing to do all they can to
assist the work, and are practical.
Wednesday, August 1st, I left Perry county,
and on board a packet I returned to l!'loyd
county, where I halted one week to rest, found
the Mt. Eden Saints well, and encouraged in the
work. Br. David Scott and other of the brethren were holding meetings occasionally at. a
place called Bethel, and some were investigating. Twice I met with the Saints at Bethel,
assisting them what I could, and I wish them
success in their efforts. But feeling that this
is not the period to be loitering, and there being plenty of workers in that region, I left
them on the lOth, and went to Jefferson county, and there, on the 11th, met our beloved
brother, Wm. H. Kelley, who was very busy
holding meetings in the Union Branch, and
with writing, and other matters of a secular
nature, but who nevertheless took time to bid
us welcome in his usual pleasant manner-of
chat-with the rest of the Saints at Union.
We arranged immediately to unite our efforts
in the work, and on the 11th went up into the
high hill country of Shelby township, Jefferson county, to hold a series of meetings on
Hall's Ridge, which we did for over a week,
and one came into the fold. We then separated, Bro. Kelley, going home, and I went to
Moorfield, a small village in Switzerland coun·
ty, and held night meetings for nearly a week,
stopping with Bro. J. Lovell. The morals of
Moorfield and vicinity are good, the people
nearly all being professors of religion,-Bap·

tists, Methodists, and Presbyterians, but not,
therefore out of the reach of truth. Bro. Lovell proc~red the Academy to hold meetings
in, which is very well arranged for public service. Our meetings were well attended, and
the best of order and attention were observed
on the part of those in attendance; however,
we did not succeed in creating any considerable stir or excitement.
August 26th, left l\'Ioorfield in company with
Bro. Lovell and wife, for Center Grove, twelve
miles 'distant, to hold a series of meetings according to arrangement. Bro. Kelley and myself should have been at Centre Grove on l!'riday and Saturday previous, but on account of
circumstances we both failed, and so the Baptist minister, Jas. Stevenson, of former note in
the history of Br. Kelley's travels in Indiana,
chatted to large audiences, who attended expecting to hear what the Mormons had to say.
Bro. Stevenson having occupied two of our
appointments, allowed us to occupy the stand
on Sunday, the time of his meeting, and we
did so, being blessed with good liberty. Now
this same Stevenson had been theologically
wounded, some eighteen months previously,
at Cross Plains, touching the "Ecclesiastical
salary grab" question, and he took occasion to
get revenge after we closed our remarks, and,
taking the stand, he fought desperately for a
little while, and, upon re-examination of the
wound, we found it had become an "old sore,"
which of course the more agitated, the more
irritated it becomes. He had denied money
being the chief object of his preaching, and,
being continually in attendance at our Centre
Grove meetings, and having some issue to take
every time, we invited him as genteelly as we
could, three times, to submit a proposition
comprising the difference between us in some
vital question, and we would arrange to settle
our dispute in an orderly and parliamentary
manner; but he was determined not to be
bound in this way, so we concluded to just
allow him the time to take his own course, and
see what he would do; he was not long in
haltering himself, for on the last evening of
the meeting, he told us he DID preach for
money, and went on to defend the present
popular salary system.
Our meetings at Centre Grove, closed on
Wednesday night, August 29th, and on September 1st we met with the largest concourse
of Saints in conference, at the Union Branch,
that we ever saw in this district; and for three
days they were privileged to associate tog~ther
in the enjoyment of God's love and blessmgs,
and in the society of each other in conference,
Bro. Kelley presiding, and instructing us as
circumstances required. At the close of our
conference, a lady of influence in the Baptist
Church, united with us, Bro. Kelley officiat.
in g.
But the magic spell was broken abruptly, so
far as I was personally concerned, ere the close
of conference, by being suddenly called on to
go to Amanda, Ohio, to visit the family of Br.
M. B. Williams, whose little child was very
sick when we were sent for; and on our arrival there we found that it had died the day
previous to our starting, and that an appointment had been circulated for the funeral to be
preached on Tuesday morning, September 5th.
'rhis being attended to, I left on the 6th, and
returned to M'adi~on, Indiana, arriving in the
night, and finding a resting place with Bro.

Kelley and family, who have established themselves in that city for a season.
Thursday, September 6~h, with Br. Kelley,
went to Centre Grove again, to hear Elder
Stevenson, who had set that even in~ to deliver
his last oration against the Latter Day Saints.
At half-past seven he was in the stand, with
Elder James Lanhern, of the Christian Church,
who opened the meeting by prayer; after
which Mr. S. addressed the audience, occupying their time and taxing their patience for
two hours, with one of the most empty, hollow, powerless, pointless "toots," that we ever
heard, which finally died away amid a weary,
worn out, confused, and noisy crowd. He
opposed nearly every principle of primitive
truth, and succeeded in overthrowing nothing.
To follow him in his zigzag course, reminds
one of the story of the .crooked maid, who
milked the crooked cow, that eat the crooked
grass, that grew under the crooked crab-tree.
At the close we announced that on the next
night we would consider the .other side. of the
questions, but we were a httle surpnsed to
learn that pre-arrangements had been. made
with the trustees to close the doors agamst us
the next night; though Mr. S. told us that
we could have the house in two weeks, if we
could be back in that time; we thought it
strange that he could let us have the house in
two weeks, but not the next night! After
some cross firing by Mr. S., myself, Bro; Kelley and several of the audience, we concluded
to :Oeet at two o'clock the next day, in the
grove near by, to defend our positions.
'rhis injustice on the part of Mr S. and the
trustees toward us created a universal sentiment
in our favor, which they were not long in discovering, and in the calmness and stillness of
the night, they repented apparently, and sent ,
word in the morning that we could occupy the
house, which we did; and for two ho~rs we
gave Mr. S.'s review a general overhauling, to
the satisfaction of the Saints, and most of the
friends present. Br. Kelley preached at night,
and on the following Sunday we held thr.~>
services at Centre Grove, to good effect, ,,
then left them feeling well generally, ..~id
many invitations to come again soon. Br. Kelley returned home, and I went to Hall'sRidge,
where on Thursday evening, September 13th~
I beg~n a series of one week's ~eetings! be!ng
assisted by Elder J. A. Scott m the smgmg
department, and who also preached once. At
the close of the meetings baptized three precious souls into the fold, all of the younger
class whom we believe will be true Saints of
God.' Thus the work goes on; may God speed
the right. More anon. Yours in hope,
WIRT, Jefferson Co., Ind.,
September 24th, 1877.

c. SCOTT

!,ETTER FROM ELDER M'DOWELL.

Editors Iferald:-From April 4th to July
4th I labored in north-eastern, and in western
Ohio; preached thirty times, delivered t.hree
lectures. Left Kirtland, July 4th, to contmue
my labors in Indiana and Michigan,. and sta~d
at Solon, Ohio, five days, and was lD I"o!am
county eight days. Then to Coldwater, :MICh.,
where Bro. Bradford Corless entertained me in
his hospitable horne. Met Bro. F. Earl, a~d
on Sunday morning, July 22d, we s~oke m
the I~owler School House, to an attentive audience. In the evening, attended a Free
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Methodist quarterly meeting, and heard many editors?' and to all the Saints among whom
invitations to sinners to come to Jesus; but, we have lal)ored, we are yours fraternally,
JosEPH F. McDowELL.
as usual, they failed to apprize the sinners how
KIRTLAND, Ohio, Sept. 24th, 1877.
to come.
July 26th, through the kindness of Bro.
WORD OF WISDOM.
Bradford Corless, Bro. Earl and myself were
coY,~veyed to Steuben county, Indiana, and we
It may seem almost superfluous for me to
were together till August 3rd, when Bro. Earl
attempt
adding anything to what has already
left for Michigan. I remained until August
been written on this subject, in the Herald,
8th, and preached five times, to good and at- more especially of late; but I am glad to see
tentive audiences, at Brown and Rathbone
School Houses. Sunday, July 29th, lectured it agitated, and am willing to do what I can
on "Utah Mormonism," to a crowded house; to that effect, for we cannot too often stir up
our minds by way of remembrance on this immany could not gain an entrance.
portant matter. I am often made to realize
Returned to Michigan, August 8th; left that
we, as Saints of God, lack wisdom, and
Coldwater on the lOth, with Bro. Earl, and as the keeping of this, with obedience to the
arrived at Decatur at 11 p.m., and were met
by _Bro. S. M. Bass at the depot, and rode commandments, promises this, the "principal
seven miles to his home, where we were made thing," we should keep it for this purpose, if
welcome. We were together till September for no other blessing.
Many excuse themselves from tbe keeping
3rd; preached ten times, and delivered two
lectures, one on "Utah Mormonism," at Nau- the word of wisdom because it is not given by
voo School House. August 25th, went with way of commandment. No doubt it would
brethren Bass and Bently and their wives to have been thus given, had all the Saints been
Breedsville, Van Buren county, and preached strong enough to receive it as a commandment.
that evening to an attentive audience; also Therefore, is it "adapted to the capacity of
spoke in the morning; and, in the afternoon, the weak, and the weakest of all Saints who
spoke at a school-house two and a half miles are or can be called Saints." What more
north of Breedsville, after which, we had the could be said to encourage every Saint to the
pleasure of leading an honest old gentleman keeping of it? But there is not a revelation
into the "liquid grave." Returned in evening that gives more evidence that the knowledge
to L:1wrence, enjoying a pleasant ride by there imparted is of God. It was given at a
moonlight, singing hymns of praise, and talking time when there was but little comparatively
of our kind Father's love to fallen man. While said or written on Hygiene, and but little
at Lawrence, we had the pleasure of baptizing known of the laws of health among the comBro. Herman B. Hulse, father.in-law to Bro. mon people. Since this revelation came forth,
Duncan Campbell. Monday morning, I left there has been a great reformation, even in
Lawrence with Bro. W m. L. Thompson and the medical fa.culty.
I have before me now the writings of one
wife, for Breedsville, where they reside. Bro.
Thompson obtained the school- building for who has been an allopathic physician, but
preaching services, and I held services three who has now discarded the use of all drugs as
evenings, to good and interesting .audiences. a remedial, resorting only to water, and a
Friday and Saturday, I was occupied with a strict adherance to the laws of life. And, in
''Winebrenarian" preacher. Sunday, 9th, I the knowledge which he has imparted, he has
preached the funeral sermon of a Mrs. Bewley. been, and yet is, a benefactor to mankind.
Also preached in the afternoon, and in the His advice in respect to eating and drinking
evening delivered the "Mormon" lecture, to a agree perfectly with the Word of Wisdom.
very attentive audience. Left Breedsville, If his lectures on the effects of the use of tothe lOth, for Coldwater, vta Lawrence and bacco on the human system, (which knowledge
Decatur. Before leaving, I received urgent he has gained by a large experience as a phyrequests to return to Breedsville and talk some sician), could be read by every Saint, who is
more to the people, for quite an interest was or has been addicted to the use of it, it cer.
awakened there, and prejudice was removed. tainly would tend to disgust them with
I promised to return as early in November as its use.
It is a well known fact that tobacco renI could. Arrived in Coldwater the 11th, and
went to Bro. Bradford Corless'. While par- ders obscure and benumbs the sp;ritual and
taking of our supper, (not tea), Bro. Jackson intellectual power. ]'or this one reason, then,
Smith, of Steuben county, Indiana, arrived, we can see why it is not good for man. God
ready to convey us to his place, and the next hat,h given us these powers that we might
morning we left for Indiana .. Preached Wed- magnify his great name. If by evil habits
nesday and Friday evenings, and twice on Sun- we weaken these faculties, do we glorify him
day, and held a sacrament meeting. On the in our body and spirit, which are his to that
17th, went to Coldwater, l'liiohigan, and extent we otherwise might? And shall we
and preached one evening, and left the 19th not be the loser, not only now but in the great
for Kirtland, where I arrived sa.fely, after an hereafter, when he shall reward every man
absence of eleven weeks, feeling strengthened, according to his work ? Have we a right so
comforted, and encouraged to go onward, and to do? Are we our own that we may please
fight manfully the battle of life, knowing that ourselves, or has Christ bought us? A tree
we are "not crowned, except we strive law- that is unhealthful will not bring forth that
fully." Expect to spend the ensuing winter measure of fruit that it will in a healthy con·
in the ministry. Bro. and Sr. Thompson, of dition. Therefore, as it 'is the will of the
Breedsville, Michigan, and others, are exem- Father, that we bring forth much fruit, let us
plary Saints, and worthy the name. Brethren be obedient to that, which he has revealed unto
Bass, Bentley and Hulse, and their wives, are us, for the health of our bodies, also promising
good, substantial Saints, and an honor to the with it many spiritual blessings.
We, as Saints, are doubly accountable for
'Cause of Christ. With kind regards to "ye

··-

the disregard· of the Word of Wisdom, for we
may also learn from the wise men of the world
that tobacco is not good for man; neither are
strong or hot drinks good for the stomach, also
that little or no meat should be elten. The
Lord says when speaking of beasts and fowls,
"they are to be used sparingly, and it is pleasing unto me that they should not be used only
in times of winter, or of cold, or famine."
Again he says: "All grain is good for the food
of man, as also the fruit of the vine, that which
yieldeth fruit, whether in the ground or above
the ground." Also all wholesome herbs hath
he ordained for the use of man-" All these to
be used with prudence and thanksgiving."
That is, we should eat of them temperately,
and with gra.teful hea.rts.
Beloved Saints, let us strive to be content
with the use of such things as God hath
plainly said is good for us, and will be pleasing unto him, that whether we eat or drink
we may do all to the glory of God. If we
have been addicted to the use of that which
he has taught us is not good for us, let us
head off our evil habits, one by one, if we have
not faith or strength to leave them all at once.
If we abstain from the use of tobacco, we shall
receive a blessing in this, by our minds being
clearer and stronger, and by having an increase
of intellectual and spiritual power. If we
leave off strong and hot drinks, our stomachs
will become stronger and more healthful.
God, throul!:h his laws in nature, has provided
us with sufficient moisture for our food, if we
thoroughly masticate it, so we may use little
or no drink with our food. If, through debility of body, we desire less solid food and
more liquid, we may find nourishment from
mild drinks made of barley, and also other
grain which we are taught are good for this
purpose; these should not be hot, neither
cold, necessarily, but of that temperature which
reason or wisdom would dictate. I,et us not
expend our money in purchasing that which
is foreign and more expensive, and which even
the wisdom of man has determined is not promotive of health, especially at a time when
there are so many calls for means to spread
the gospel. Shall we be blameless in gratifying our appetite in the use of what is hurtful,
while we cannot give freely and abundantly
for the furtherance of the work of God? Will
it not please him more that we deny ourselves,
and cast the more into the treasury of the
Lord, that those who are famishing for the
bread of life may receive their portion?
May we, as Saints of the l\Iost High,
remember to keep theW ord of Wisdom, given
to us, walking in obedience to the commandments, that we may find wisdom and great
treasures of knowledge, may run and not be
weary, may pscape the judgments of the destroying angel, and be found worthy of an inheritance among the sanctified.
MILLERsnuRa, m.
S. H. ENNis.
It is only through woe we are taught to reflect,
and we gather the honey of worldly wisdom not
from flowers, but thorns.
The current coin of life is plain sound sense.
We drive a more substantial and thriving trade
with that than aught else.
The excesses of our youth are drafts upon our
old age, payable with interest, about thirty years
after date.
A good man will be doing good wheresoever he
is. His trade is a compound of charity and justice.
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These, and many more passages, are as true as CHRISTIAN LOVE FOR ONE ANOTHER.
the former, and they must be reconciled; for
"A new commandment I give unto you, That ye
Brother Henry :-I write a few lines, that I God is true, although all men may be liars. It
is true that God chose Abraham to raise up a love one another."-Jobn 13 : 34.
may draw my mind from thinking upon my
righteous seed, so that his priesthood shall be
So spake Christ to his beloved disciples; as
lonely state, as to the absence of the Saints; established in them; therefore they are his in- he stood· before them in the radiance of his
for I feel more unhappy since l had the priv- heritance, and that glory he will not give to beauty, and in the perfection of his divinity.
ilege and opportunity of knowing the affection another people. He raised up the two sons of He spake as one in authority; and, indeed,
of those dear Saints toward us. I ofteR think, Joseph, Ephraim and l\1anaRseh, two tribes, as who can say that such was not the case? Cer"Oh! why were we thus parted;" but I check distinct as Reuben and Simeon. (Gen. 48 : 5 tainly not we, who profess to love him, and
myself by the thought that my Father knows with Josh. 14: 4). They were to be scattered follow his divine teachings. I have often wonwhat is best for his children. Should an El- amongst the Gentiles, that the Gentiles might dered that the Savior thought it necessary to
der come here, even for a short time, and a be grafted into Israel. Therefore God cared impress, in particular, this command upon the
field opened where I could labor, I would be for these Gentile nations as much as for them, minds of his disciples. But was it not because,
quite happy. I am thinking, when the hurry that is, for their eternal salvation. It is when aided by a divine insight or intelligence he
of the work is over, to attempt to do it myself, the gospel is given to a people that it becomes knew, and understood the innermost workGod willing; for I feel as if this world was in the savor of life unto life, or the savor of death ings of the human heart, and knew, oh! so
its last throes. To read the "news of the day unto death. Where no law is, there is no much better than poor, misguided human nait does seem that there is no safety for him transgression; so where the gospel law is not, ture, just what the selfish heart most required?
who goeth out, or to him who cometh in, and no one can be condemned. Therefore is the That was indeed the case ; Christ fully underthe Saints·' chariot wheels seem to run heavily, millennium appointed, so that every people stood the indispensible imnortance of this one
like old Israel's, when they reached the bor- may have it. How just and true is our God! great element, iove, in the.human heart.. He
How impartial ! Truly he is a God full of knew that, without it, man's greatest plans for
ders of their promised rest.
peace and happiness must fail. First, love for
When the Lord told Moses to say unto them, mercy, love and truth.
"Hear, 0, Israel, this day you are to pass
Now I think that many believe that we now God; second, love for Christ; and last, but
over Jordan, and enter into thy rest; fear not, live under the law of Moses; but it is a great not least, love for our fellow men. With Christ,
for God will send his angel before you, to drive mistake. The Melchizedek priesthood was love and charity ever walked hand in hand,
out the Canaanite, the Hittite, the Jebusite." given to Adam and Enoch, but was not fully each grace beaming with the radiant light of
But, alas! they forgot his power at the Red established until Christ. God strove to restore divinity, drawn from God, who is the source of
Sea, and said, "Let us first send spies, to see it through Moses; the covenant was made, all light and life.
It was beautifully written by a Christian
the best place, and how the inhabitants are Moses was the high priest., the people accepted
prepared;" just as if the Lord did not know it, (for if they had it not they could not break spirit, that, ''Faith and love for Christ brings
all these things. But the truth of the matter it), Moses offered up the victim, (see Exodus to the Chyistian richer blessings than Adam
was, they were jealous of their leader; for, did chap. 24), but God made no other covenant lost; for love for Christ in the human heart
they not say, while Moses was with God, get- with them until Christ came to fulfill it, so that brings with it love for our fellow creatures."
ting the tables of stone: "Aaron, make us the everlasting covenant of the Son of God The true branch in Christ, receives from him
gods, that we may return to Egypt, for as for might come in. Therefore that is the reason full support, nourishment, life and every blesthis Moses, we know not what is become of that when he sent; his apostles they were only sing, unto sanctification, peace and immortality.
him."
to go to the lost tribes of IsraeL It was their The Savior ha3 pledged himself to keep those
Again, they rebelled against their leader, covenant, and its baptisms were for or unto who, through love and faith, thus truly abide
even Aaron and Miriam, Moses' brother and repentance, to~prepare them for Christ's bap· in him and keep his commandments; for does
sister, saying, "He wants to reign over us, but tism. Had the children of Israel kept the he not say, '·Because I live, ye shall live also,"
there are plenty of prophets as good as he." covenant given first to Moses, it would have and "My sheep hear my voice, and they follow
Again, Korah, Dathanand A biram were a mur. been as John's baptism uM.o repentance; so was me," and '-They shall not perish, neither shall
muring people from the time they left Egypt, the baptism of the Nephites, but when they any pluck them out of my hand?" Should
so that none but Joshua and Caleb, of them broke it, he sent them to school, anil it was in we not, in response to these gracious promises,
that were numbered, entered into their rest; washing their flesh and clothes; but when cry, "Lord, I believe, help thou my unbelief?"
and I fear for the Saints of latter days. We Christ arose and ascended to his Father to re- Should we not, in very gratitude, strive to
must be stripped clean from all error, before ceive his glory that he had laid aside, he re- obey his commands, casting aside all deceit and
we can receive that faith that wa~ once deliv- ceived all power in heaven and in earth. John selfishness from our hearts, and Btriving,
ered to the Saints, and faith must have its says (3 : 34), God gave to him the Spirit with- through love for him, and in meekness of spirit,
accompanying charity that believeth all things, out measure; all before him got the Spirit as to love one another, father, mother, brothers
and before we can get that faith and charity, they could bear it. In Ps. 45 : 7, it says that and sisters, friends and foes, each striving, by
we must strip ourselves from all our precon- ''God, even thy God, hath anointed thee with strength drawn from God, to overcome the evil
ceived ideas, as a little child. So said Jesus, the oil of gladness above thy fellows." Did of selfishness within our hearts?
"Except ye be converted, and become as little not John say that his baptism was to decrease,
Can our eternal Father look down with comchildren." A little child believes its parents, but Christ's was to increase? Did not Jesus placency upon a christian household divided
whatever they tell it.
say of John that there was not a greater proph- against itself? a mother's heart against her
Prejudice overthrew Israel, and how hard it et born of woman than he, yet the least in tho child; a sister's love alienated from a sister;
is to part with it. Even the apostles were ed- kingdom of heaven was greater than he? '0, a bruther's hand against a brother; a hu,band's
ucated in the belief that they were the only yes," say some, "for Jesus himself was the wrath towards a wife Y How are we living? Are
chosen people of God. It is true they had the least.'' How far from the truth l To think we not representing the Scripture passage which
Scriptures, and they were God's peculiar peo- that a king is least in his kingdom ! Jesus says, "Truly, a man's enemies are those of his
ple. Moses told them that they were chosen was the king, was boru a king, but the truth own household?" Can we, as Christiar,s, kneel
above all people that was on the face of the of that passage, the new and everlasting cov- before the eternal throne, with prayer upon our
earth ; that they were his inheritance, and enant is the kingdom. John was beheaded lips, and hatred, blind, bitter hatred, for those
Isaiah says that they were engraven upon his before the kingdom was restored in full; and once fondly cherished in our hearts? As I ask
hands, and that his glory he would not give to until Jesus arose, the preaching was, "the these questions, a voice, soft and sweet. :JS au
another. Even when Jesus sent out his apos- kingdom of heaven is at hand," but when h.e angel's whisper, strikes the trembling chords
tles and seventy to preach, they were only to restored the Holy Ghost, as in John 20: 19- of Jove within my soul, whispering the words of'
go to the lost sheep of the house of Israel ; but 23, then the kingdom was come. (Head Eph. our dear Redeemer, "This new command
they forgot what God said to their fathers, 2 : 19 to end, and CoL 1 : 13. The saints give I unto you. that ye love one another.' 1
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, ''In thy seed shall were not called Christians by God, but by the Men and women who live unto themselve.;, can
all the families of the earth be blessed." Isaiah world, long after the kingdom was established. not expect to receive a heavenly reward for du•
ti€s which they have lefL unperformed; we
says, ''The Gentiles shall come to thy light,
Your brother in the hope of eternal life,
were not placed on this earth simply that we
and kings to the brightness of thy rising."
DUNNVILLE, Wis.
JOHN Il'fACAULEY,

REFLECTIONS OF A LONE ONE.
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might gather unto ourselves the riches belonging to this world, but that we might, by a contented and conscientious performance of those
Christian duties and Christian virtues, reach a
divine hight of spiritual pPrfection, when we,
as humble followers of the meek and lowly
Nazarene, gather into the New Zion, where he
hath commanded us to gather. It will not be
for the purpose of gathering unto ourselves
riches and earthly pleasures, but for earnest
performance of all Christian duties devolving
upon us, striving to gain his gracious smiles,
and also gain that sweet peace of mind which
passeth understanding. It is our duty, as
Christians to work for God, for Christ, and for
our struggling fellow men; and without love,
the human heart is a desert, in whose arid solitude, dwells no sweet, green oasis.

stant state of demoralization, and it is a won- tween twenty and thirty Indians killed and as
der, so the military officers think, that "Lo" many more wounded. Petty depredations were
is as gentle as he is. The Government sets committed until fall, when the Indians, beoff a small tract. of country for a reservation coming tired of hostilities, desired peace, and
and promises the Indian a "good thing," away applied to Major Wynkoop, commander at
off from the habitations of the whites. Pres- l!'ort Lyon, to negotiate a treaty. He ordered
ently the Government land is taken up, the the Indians to assemble about Fort Lyon,
land of the Indian looks rich and fertile, and under his assurance of safety and protection.
the lazy mob element of the white freebooters They accordingly assembled, about five hunhave an eye upon it, and proceed to drive the dred men, Viomen and children, under the
rightful owners off, thus creating difficulties charge of a chief who had all along opposed
which result in war and the slaughter of many hostilities with the whites. While here, in a
innocent parties, for, it must be remembered defenceless condition, under promise of prothat the Indian is an ignorant savage, and he taction from a commissioned officer of the
cannot be expected to use the same discrimi- United States army, Col. Chivington, at the
nation that an enlightened son of civilization head of a. company of United States troops,
would use in his means of attack and defense. was permitted to surround and slaughter withGoaded to desperation, he becomes a demon, out mercy the whole band. This inaugurated
EMMA. TODD.
WASUINGTO~., Iowa. .
and fights so long as there is any life left in an Indian war, which drew eight thousand
him, neither giving nor asking quarter. When troops from those engaged in suppressing the
------.-~-.----he goes into battle under these circumstances rebellion costing the government about thirty
COLDNESS IN MANNER.
it is not remarkable that he should expect to millions of dollars, at the small loss to the
There.is no other way by which friendship die, and strive to kill as many of his foes as Indians of not over twenty men killed.- The
may be so completely crushed out as by cold- possible before that event takes place.
Informer.
ness of maimer. Hard words are nothing comIf the Government professes a disposition to
-------------pared with it, for they can so often be ex- civilize the Indian and make a Ci]Uasi-citizen
CO-EDUCATION.
plained satisfactorily. It has been said that of him, why, say the officers, does it not prolike begets like. I sometimes think it is so. teet the tribes who are friendly, never ask for
It must be apparent to every candid and in,, If we meet with an acquaintance who grasps supplies, and manifest a disposition to support telligent person that just as the influence of
our hand, and gives it a generous and hearty themselves in the latest approved American the father and mother is exerted in the home
shake, and their countenance lights up with a fashion? The Sioux, Cheyennes, and other circle, and usually with success, to educate
cheerful smile and a pleasant welcome, even if hostile bands, who have always been a terror their sons and daughters to cherish a respect
we are feeling dull and moody, we are ashamed to the frontiersman, have thus far received all for each other and to deserve and win the
o! oursel~es, .and insta~tly.put forth our ener- the aid and. supplies from the Government, respect of the young people with whom they
g1es to d1sgmse or bamsh It.
.
while the fnendly ones have been known to associate, so the educational and governmental
If, on the contrary, we meet w1th one that 'starve before askin"0 a cent's worth of assist- force of all we 11-r e g u late d institutions of
repels· our every attempt to be cordial, by a ance. Indeed it is stated that thirty of these learning-whether for one sex or for bothC·Jld~ess of manner, we. very soon become ~m- self-same war;iors actually starved to death is directed to the formation and development
pervwus to all $ood feelmg for. them, and pnde in one severe winter, and still no depredations of these mental and moral characteristics, and
con;es t_o our aid .and a .gulf IS there formed, were committed upon the white settlers.
those habits of deportment which entitle
wluch 1s forever 1mpass1ble.
ANNIE How·.
About ten years ago, Lieut. Col. :M:. V. people to respect and fit them for usefulness
_ _ _...,.._...,..
Sheridan, upon Lieut-Gen. P. H. Sheridan's and refined society. And we may defy the
THE GOVERNMENT'S INDIAN
staff, was sent down into Kansas, with about sternest critic to prove that in the essential
POLICY.
thirty cavalrymen, to oust some white tres- points of a sound and useful, and many·sided
plssers upon a little reservation about eight education, co-educating institutions are not the
The officers at military headquarters appear miles square, occupied by about fifty warriors equals of the best. We have more to say on
to think that "L'>'' is more sinned against than and their families, belonging to the Sac and other points.- Western Christian Advocate.
sinning, and that the cause of nearly every Fox tribes of Indians. These aborigines had
Indian war during the past twenty years has cultivated farms, educated their children, and
THE CHRISTIAN NAME.
been the inroads and trespasses of a certain were living in comfortable houses, built f'or
class of renegade whites styling themselves them by the Government. They were peaceThe disciples were called Christians in
"mountaineers." They claim that Chief Joseph able and happy, but the reckless "mountain- Antioch. Why? Even if it were a jest, there
and his band are not hostile Indians, in the eers," who were too lazy to improve farms of was a reason underlying it. Perhaps there
full sense of the word, like the Sioux and their own, and seeing all the good Government were two reasons.
Cheyennes, but that they were living peaceably land taken up, pounced down upon the poor
In the first place, they had much to say
in a small reservation given them by the little band of Indians, stripped them of their about Christ. He was in all their thoughts,
Government of perhaps ten miles in length by possessions, drove them away, and occupied and out of the abundance of their hearts their
two or three miles in width; had adopted many their homes-even the houses which were mouths would speak. And because the people
of the customs of civilization; had built houses built for the rightful owners by the Govern- of Antioch heard this word so often upon their
and school-houses, educated their children to ment. It was with much difficulty that Col. lips they framed it into an epithet by which
a certain degree, cultivated farms, and, in Sheridan succeeded in driving these ignoble they called them. Some of us are bearing this
short, were doing all that could be expected of usurpers of!', and then he had to flee the sacred name to-day. Is this the reason?
any savages, and were prosperous and content country to avoid arrest, and he had no sooner · The other explanation of the name is found,
ed, supporting their families, and asking no cleared out than the whites went back, drove no doubt, in the fact that the disciples imitated
favors in the way of rations or ciothing from the Indians away, and again took possession. Christ in their conduct. They not only talked
the Government, when the "mountaineers," so- -Ohicago Tribune, Aug. 17th, 1877.
about Him, they not only said they were trustcalled, the offscourings of civilization, and the
ing in Him for salvation-they tried to act
HOW WE TREAT THE INDIANS.
bane of frontier life, pounced down upon the
like Him. Their study always was to live so
little band, drove them from their farms and
In the summer of 1864 some depredations that He should approve their lives. And that
homes, and moved their own families into and robberies were committed by the Chey- is the main idea that the name conveys. To
their houses. At last the Indians, driven to ennes and Arapahoes upon settlements in be a Christian, if the word means anything, is
desperation, took up arms against the invaders, Colorado, their former home, from which they to be like Christ-to live a~ He lived, to work
and, having no abiding place, no homes, no had been driven, and for which they had not as He worked, to suffer as He suffered. It is
refuge of any kind, resolved to fight and die been compensated. In consequence of these not to be perfect as He was in any of these
rather than starve and die. They have been outrages, the Cheyenne village of Cedar Bluffs respects, but to be like Him in all of them.
hunted from pillar to post, are kept in a con- was atta~Jked by United States troops, and be- In order that we may be worthy to bear His

- ...
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name, there must be a resemblance to Him in
our char11cters so plain that others shall recognize it and take knowledge of us that we have
been with Jesus.
Brethren, this name by which we are called
is one of great significance. God grant us all
grace that we may wear it worthily, that we
may never by our levity or our worldliness, or
our prayerlessness or our uncharity, bring it
into dishonor.
Do I speak to any one who has shrunk,
hitherto, from assuming this name from a
vague notion that it would be somehow beneath
him to bear it? Such a notion ought not to
lind a lurking-place in any mind. When a
man is called a Christian the very highest
praise has been spoken. That word is the end
of encomiums. If it can be written on your
tombstone that you were a Chrilltian, you will
need no other epitaph. When you say that a
man is a Christian, it is involved in what you
say that he is courteous, refined, manly, dignified, brave, gentle, kind, noble-that everything that makes character strong and pure
and sweet is illustrated in his life. What is
that glass which one of the first of Christian
gentlemen holds up to us in which to see our
ch,aracters:
"}finally, brethren, whatsoever things are
true, whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever
things are just, whatsoever things are pure,
whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things
are of good report, if there be any virtue and
if there be any praise, think on these things."
It means all that to be a Christian. Is there
another word that means more?
You say that you know many Christians
who come far short of this. Certainly, but
that is because they fall below the Christian
standard-the mark of the prize of the high
calling of God in Christ Jesus.
It is the highest calling. God help us all
to be wise enough to choose it. It is the
noblest name. God help us all lo be good
enough to bear it.-From a Recent Sermon
by Rev. Washington Gladden.

..

- ..

TO OUR APOSTLES AND ELDERS.
With kind regards and brotherly love I beg
to say that the reason why we donotgenerally
have immediate healing in our Church now-adays, is because of a three-fold desire: first,
that the sick shall be healed ; second, that if
he has committed any sins they may be forgiven; third, that the Lord shall speak through
the elder and make known things past and
things to come concerning the sick. Accordin~ to the word of God the elder should only
be called on account of the sickness, and are
only supposed to anoint him with oil in the
name of the Lord, praying over him in faith,
that the Lord shall raise him up; and laying
hands on him that he shall recover. The sick
may not have committed sins any more than a
sick infant., but if he has they shall be forgiven
on account of his faith in the words of our
ble~sed Lord and Master, where he said that
believers in all parts of the world "shall lay
hands on the sick, and they shall recover."
I love those of the household of faith. Your
brother in Christ,
w. LEwis.
\VATFORD,

Ontario, Oct. 11th, 1877.

P. S.--I notice in the eighteenth Psalm a
prophecy of darkness and destruction which
was fulfilled on the weRtern continent at the

time of the death of our blessed Lord and Master, according the Book of Mormon.
I hold no office in the Church, but I keep
working for the glory of Go~. There are no
Saints around here, and since my wife died, in
February, I am very lonesome. Yet I am not
fully alone, as I always have the Spirit of God
to comfort me. Yours,-w. L.

WHAT I SAW AND LEARNED AT
CARTHAGE JAIL.

[November 1.
on the right hand. To the left was a corridor, into which the doors of the cells opened.
The door of the room occupied by the brethren opened into the room-I judge the room
was about sixteen feet square. The door was
hinged about sixteen, or eighteen inches from
the wall, with which the door would be at
right angles when shut, so that when the door
was opened, there would be a recess formed,
which would cover any person from sight, to
those looking into the room from the landing
at the doorway where the mob stood. · It was
the occupancy of the above described recess
that saved the life of Richards. The bed under which Taylor eought refuge was at the
further corner from the door, but in full view
of those standing there; the marks on the
wall, and the longitudinal nature of one of
his wounds proves his posture when he re·
ceived it.
It would seem that the brethren were apprized of their danger by the firing of the
pretended guards over the heads of themob
as they approached the jail, with blackened
faces, and in other disguises.
I have given you what I believed at the
time, and yet believe to be the facts in the
case. There was but a very few inhabitants
in the town of Carthage at the time of my
visit, the people were panic stricken, and fled;
the blood of Hyrum was still on the floor
where he fell. To my mind the talk about
knocking down the guns with their canes is
all for effect, more than doubtful, as the cirtmmstances prove the door was kept closed
until Hyrum was killed. However, I have
not written this in view of disparagement of
others' statements, but as it appears as a matter of history we want to record the truth in
the case as nearly as we can get it.

In those notes published in the Herald of
the 15th inst., from W. B. Smith, in relation
to the behavior of John Taylor and Willard
Richards at the instant of the assassination of
the prophet and his brother Hyrum, in the
jail at Carthage; the scenes of the past are
called vividly to my mind, and, having never
seen what I consider a true statement of the
horrible affair, as it occurred, I will give my
opinion, formed from what I saw and learned
from the warden at the jail, a few days after
the outrage had been committed.
The parties, Taylor and Richards, is is said,
have always presented the case in such a way
as to make it appear they acted very heroically; whereas, from the surroundings of the case
as I learned them, there was no time for such
display. The whole scene was but the work
of two or three minutes; and the only resistance that the brethren could offer to a body
of armed men, they made: that was to keep
the door of the room in which they were con·
fined closed to prevent entrance; and that
much they succeeded in doing until Hyrum
was shot dead by a ball piercing the door and
striking him in the face, when he fell backward, exclaiming, "I am a dead man." Instantly the others abandoned the door, and
sought other refuge, Joseph attempting to
JosiAH ELLs.
jump down through the window; Taylor crept
•
under a bed in the room, and Richards hid
DR E AM
himself behind the then opened door, which
acceunts for his escape unharmed.
In 1875, while lodging at the residence of
The circumstance that took me to Carthage Bro. D. S. :Mills, Mission San Jose, California,
at that time, was this: immediately after the I dreamed of finding a strong, well made key,
perpetration of the horrible deed, Taylor was of choice metal, and stout guards, in brother
removed to one of the hotels in Carthage, from Mills' woodyard, among the chips and rubbish.
the prison, his incarceration being voluntary It seemed to be a little dimmed by being covthere was nothing to retain him. In his ter- ered up, or not used. I dreamed of h being
rible condition, suffering from his wounds and I of much value, and that I had a right to it.
nervous from what he had seen, he was fear- When I picked it up, and showed it to Bro.
ful they would yet destroy him, and urged to :Mills, he seemed pleased; and if any of my
be removed to his own home in Nauvo0. Dr. readera ever saw Bro. Mills when he was
Samuel Bennett and myself went to Carthage pleasingly surprised, they know just how clevfor the purpose of devising means to carry er he looked, yet he did not say much. I felt
him home. While in Carthage, I left the that he did not congratulate me much for the
party and went down to the jail, that I might prize I had found. I awoke and thought it
see the scene of the tragedy, and learn what ever, feeling very happy in my mind; but not
I could respecting it.
knowing what my dream meant, I soon after
The warden was at home, and described fell asleep, again to dream of being a teacher
many of the details, showing me the room the in a daily scho">i, with large and small scholars.
prisoners occupied, and pointing out the hole The order of the school was that each scholar,
in the door made by the bullet that killed Hy· old and young, should rehearse a lesson every
rum, and the marks on the wall made by the day. It appeared to be one thing over and
shooting at John Taylor under the bed; also, over. The older portion of the school seemed
the manner Richards was bid from their view, to decline their duty, and kept back, which
in the recess formed by opening the door.
seemed to grieve me. Then there appeared
It will be understood that the brethren were the president of the school, or some one in
not confined in the cells of the jail, but occu, authority, and spoke with me about this !espied a part of the jailor's dwelling-a room on son. Directing his words to me, he said,'' You,
the second floor. The doorway to the stairs and all the class must be faithful in saying
which led up to this apartment was from the that lesson; if you don't, the younger will,
outside of the building, and at the head of the and they will come up and take your position."
I know tb.at I felt that I did not want ta
stairs, or landing, the door into the rcom was

s.
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lose my position; but I awoke, and told my
dreams to Bro. Russel Huntley, who was sleeping in the same room. The dear, kind brother, being slow to speak, took a little time to
think, then said: "That key, when you get it,
will be of.great value to you."
Some time after this, when· at Bro. Hyrum
Davis', Washington Corners, California, in an
upper and very pleasant room, where I oft retired to read, write and pray, and get blessings,
I found on one occasion the vision of my mind
enlarged, and I seemed to get a glimpse from
· the beginning. to the end, and the glorious
plan of the gospel, and the faith once delivered to the Saints. It was a saving faith, even
temporal salvation (see Heb. 11), for proof,
and that we were living in an age when we
need the same faith,
God in his mercy gave theW ord of Wisdom
to the Saints, that as many as would observe the
word, walking in obedience to the commandments contained in the gospel, should realize
the promises. For the word reads so plain,
showing forth the order and will of God in the
temporal salvation of all Saints in the last
days. Shall we heed the lesson as it reads, or
try to shape it to suit our fancy, or tastes. If
we, as Latter Day Saints, pervert that revelation, we are doing no better than the sectarian
world is doing with other sacred truths. And
how. can we be faithful in teaching others,
when we ourselves have need to be taught on
any principle or doctrine, essential to salvation?
While in my room enjoying the Spiritteaching by the Comforter, there seemed a
voice to say to me, ''Be faithful in declaring
the things you have learned; but he that is
faithful, will find enemies even among his
brethren."
Then I seemed to understand my dream;
it was all made plain to me. A teacher among
older and younger, and it is a fact too well
known, the older decline:the lesson. The consequences were plainly taught, and if it was
not by the Spirit of God, I have no confidence
in the latter day work. In speaking on the
mbject, I have had good liberty and free spirit; that to me is one proof. Again: I have
met opposition by my older brethren; that is
another. "Jn a dream, in a vision of the
night, when deep sleep falleth upon men, in
slumberings upon the bed. Then he openeth
the ears of men, and sealeth their instruction;"
that is another. I feel that revelation is sealed as a fact, and can say with the Psalmist:
''The words of the Lord are pure words, as silver tried in a furnace of earth, purified seven
times."-Ps. 12:6 So when they are given
to man, an attempt to change them would be
an insult to the God of Heaven.
GEo. N. DAvmsoN.
INSPIRATION.
If the Bible i,l a divinely inspired record,
and given for the benefit of man, to point out
to him the means by which he may attain to
eternal life aud felicity; if it be not couched
iu language addressed to his understanding,
but requires an interpreter, as pertaining to
the things of God; and as we read that, 'the
things of God, knoweth no man save by the
Spirit of God;" then, of necessity, there must
be men educated, not in some theological
!:lchool, but by the Spirit of the Almighty:
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3. Does the Bible teach and endorse polygamy?
hence this spirit of inspiration would constitute them prophets, or revelators.
w.a.c. W. F. Jamieson affirms.
Three evenings at least is allotted to the discussion of each question and further time if the
1 November 77.
parties mutually desire it. The discussion will
begin promptly at the appointed hour and the
?:;, ~~~1t.~~~~~h-;i~ t'::!~.0~~~·~~i~~h::.n~~~·b:i1!i::; proceedings
and management will be under the
marked, as many fail to notice the time on their label. Remittances are desired. Attention ia called to the notice &iving control of three moderators, who will see that the
full instructions about how, and to whom to send all money, utmost order and decorum prevail so that all
orders, and businems letters as recently ad vised.
who may attend shall have an opportunity of
calmly hearing and judging as to the merits of
each question. The public are cordially in vi ted,
By order of committee.
E. L. KELLEY.
The foregoing is clipped from the Illills County
JOSEPH SMITH, HENRY A. STEBBINS,
Jottrnal, of October 6th, sent us from Glenwood.
EDITORS.
TheW. F. Jamieson with whom Bro. Kelley is
discussing is the same man that met Bro. I. Sheen,
Plano, lllinois, November 1, 18?7.
"""'=========~===""""==-== ,in Plano, Elgin and Marengo, some years since.
Smm Qne calling himself Prof. Henry Schultz, an He was quite gentlemanly in his discussions with
Ex-High Priest of the Mormons in Utah, is lectur- Bro. Sheen, and is an able disputant.
ing, here and there through the country, on "The
Evils and Abominations of Mormonism."
THE Ogden Freeman is authority for the follow.
While we do not object to any fair exposition ing:
of the wrong principles in Mormonism, and the
"When the Twelve were voting for Taylor as
wrong things that have been done by Mormons, we their President, one of the apostles, Albert Carrington, declined to take action either for or against
are quite impressed with the thought that this the
candidate; it is therefore presumable that he
man is an impostor; that he was never connected dissented, which shows that the choice is not a.
with the Mormons, Utah or any other, and is new unanimous one. When Taylor moved that the
gaining a little cheap notoriety by abusing them. two High Counselors of Brigham Young be sus.
tained as Prophets, Seers, and Revelators, to act
It is astonishingly strange that people are so with the Tw.elve as their Counselors, a cry of
easily persuaded that all the features of Mormon- 'No, No! No!!' went up from the Seventies, El-ism are so deplorably bad. A religion that has ders and lesser priesthood; and Taylor took his.
so strong a hold upon the minds of its devotees, seat completely discomfitted, but Geo. Q. Cannon
then arose and repeated the motion and it was
and is so strikingly and ably defended by them carried."
must have something good, something true in it.
A religion utterly base in all its provisions could THE conference minutes of the Weber and North-.
not hold honest minds so long,-and the worst ene- ern Minnesota Districts aTe crowded out. The.
mies of Mormonism give its adherents the credit Weber conference adjourned to meet at Wan.
of being honest-though duped.
ship, October 28th. 1877. 'rhe Northern Minne-.
A moment's reflection untrari1meled by bigotry, sota adjourned to meet at Oak Lake, Mililnesota,
would certainly accord a meed of praise to any November 3rd, 1877. 'l'here are now so many
people so devoted for something good discovered conferences that, in spite of our care and precau.
in them. We despise that spirit of sectarian war- tion the l!ll.inutes of some will be crowded out, for
fare that does not recognize the good there my be which we wish to be pardoned.
in an antagonistic faith, or people, though their
Reports show that Salt Lake county has 4,022
evils are never so warmly condemned.
families, Utah county- 2,675, Cache county
2,067, and Weber 1,479.
"The Semi-A.nnual Conference of the ReorBro. Samuel Simmons, of Cannon, Tooele counganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints, over which body Joseph Smith, son of ty, Utah, wishes to learn of some brother or breth.
the 'Martyr Prophet,' presides for the Pacific ren of that territory who are moving eastward
Slope :M:ission, has just ended its labors at Wash- with a herd or drove. He would like to come
ington Corners, Alameda County. The attend- east, and having a lot of stock would like to join
ance was large, considering the depression of
finances, and much business was transacted. some one coming in that way. He sends two
Representatives from Orego1;1 and Nevada, as well dollars for tracts.
as every part of this State, were in attendance.
Bro. D. D. Babcock writes from Dodgeville,
The conference was held three days. The Iowa, that he is trying to get up an interest in
Prophet Joseph Smith, his counselors and all
the authorities of the Church were sustained by the cause there. It is difficult to get a footing
but he is hopeful.
their faith and prayers."
David Hall, Shelby, Iowa, has sent ten dollars
The foregoing is clipped from a copy of the
San Francisco California Morning Gall, for Oct. for tracts, to be sent where needed. "Go thou
10th. We are pleased to see the attention paid to and do likewise."
Sister James S. Grumley, of Iowa Point, Kanthe movements of the Saints.
sas, says, "I don't know how to get along without
RELIGIOUS tiSOUSSION.
the HEnALD; it is the only preacher we have
here."
"IN pursuance of arrangements made in April last
Bro. J\'Iarcus Shaw, of Detroit, J\<Iinnesota, has
during the course of lectures delivered in Glen:
wood by Prof. W. F. Jamieson, the following written to Bro. Badham asking him to come and
questions will be discussed by that gentleman on visit them and preach a few months. It would
the part of the spiritualists and Elder Wm. H. be an excellent thing for them, and for Bro. BadKelley of the Church of Christ of Latter Day ham too, if he would do so. Such opportunities
Saints, at the Court house in Glenwood, beginseldom occur twice in the lifetime of an Elder.
ning at 7: 30 o'clock p. m., October 15th, 18n.
Sister Louisa Cooper, of Milton, Florida, writes
1. The Bible, the Christian's chief witness, and
reason teach and endorse modern Spiritualism. September 23d, of the good she has found in the
W. F. Jamieson affirms.
2. The Bible and nature furnish clear proofs work of the last days.
Bro. A. J. Cato has baptized thirteen in one
of the existence of a God who governs and condistrict within the last quarter.
trols all things. Wm. H. Kelley affirms.
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Bro. Frederick J. Curtis writes from Elkhorn,
Nebraska, October 4th, that they have been slothful, but now that times indicate the drawing near
of the end they are awakening..
Bro. L. R. Devore has baptized two sisters, formerly connected with Wm. Bickerton, Elizabeth
Tigert and Mary J. Staley by name, at West
Wheeling, Ohio. There is a quickened interest
awakened in that region of country.
Bro. J. R. Cook writes: '·I baptized an elder of
the Morrisites the other day, and am to baptize
several families, (one leading Advent), next Sabbath."
Bro. James R. Badham, of Shenandoah, Iowa,
writes strongly of the necessity for a more ex.
tended devotion of temporal means to the work of
the gospeL He suggests that one dollar per head
is $15.000, quite enough to send many elders into
the field. We cannot insert the letter as our list
of correspondents is large this month and space
limited.
Bro. George N. Davidson, late of California,
now at Scott's Bay, N. S., writes Sept. 23rd. He
has been a six week's sufferer from rheumatism,
and feels like acknowledging to the writers of
the letters and articles of the HERALD how much
he has been comforted and cheered by reading
their writings. He says, "0, how I long to get
off of the enemy's land, and get where there is
'faith united,' and where the blessing of God is
felt." We shall not soon forget traveling up the
San Benito, with Bro. George and Bro. Mills.
The following papers have been received: Saturday Evening Call, Mills County Journal, Chris.
tian Statesman, Shenandoah Republican, Shenandoah Reporter, Irish World, Town and Country,
Sydney News, Ipswich Observer, Newcastle
Herald, Manning River Times, The Christian,
Christian Radical, Fremont Tribune, two copies
Salt Lake Tribune, Globe, Kansas City Times,
Signs of the Times, Advocate, Pittsburg Leader.
The circulation of the Bank of England, Sept.
26th, 1877, was £27,393,9GO or $136,969,750. The
coin and bullion on hand was $121,445,035, deposits $135,000,000. This leaves a balance of $15,524,715 of the circulation over the coin and bul.
lion on hand; but, as compared with coin and
bullion on hand and deposits, shows an exce!\S
in favor of the bank of $119,475,285.

..

- ..

STEWARTSVILLE, i\Io.,
Sept. 29th, 1877.
Brother Joseph:-At the Crab Orchard School
House, where you spoke twice, we have been
holding a series of meetings, beginning witjl. the
two days' meeting held on the 1/lth and 16th in st.
Fourteen tliscourses were delivered in all, one by
Bro. J. M. Terry and the balanc6l, as a series of
discourses, by myself. We had first-rate liberty,
and the best of attention, and excellent order.
The house was always as full as it could be, and
on several occasions numbers could not get insome sixty persons were outside on last Sunday
night. A large crowd was out to hear an "Exposure of ~Iormonism" last Wednesday night.
The respectful attention shown us, and the
friendly feelings of the people toward us, are not
indicative of many uniting with us, at least it has
been so proven in my experiences in other places.
I have found where there was no opposition of
any kind, that but few unite with the Church,
while persecution causes some to espouse the
cause who would otherwise have been indifferent.
But I believe that somA will ere long obey here, as
a number confess that we "!lave the truth" and the
"fulness of th9 gospel," and say they "must go
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the whole thing or none." It is pleasant at least
to have one's neighbors turn out so generally and
so r.ontinuously.
We have one of the very best of neighborhoods
for turning out to meeting and behaving well
when there. We had the aid that good singing
always affords, from Bro. Kinnaman and family,
and others.
I have been asked by many who have heard of
my going with you to Lamoni, or Decatur county,
Iowa: "What do you think of that country?" I
would say to all enquirers oR that subject, that I
liked the looks of the country around Davis City
and the "Colony's" neighborhood, as they call
the Order of Enoch. The soil is good, and the
water also, and the land gently rolling; indeed,
it looks·very much like that of De Kalb county,
Mo., and as a farming country, as you have said,
there is no prefere.11ce, but'we have a better fruit
country, aml. are of course nearly an hundred
miles nearer the land of Zion. I liked the people
there first-rate. I believe they are, as a general
thing, earnest, faithful, and zealous, and have the
respect and confidence of their neighbors, and I
am glad to say that that is the case with the Saints
here. I have no objection to any one considering
that they would be in the "regions round about,"
or within the "borders of Zion," if they located
there, for we are satisfied that we are not made
any losers thereby, for if Missouri be the land of
Zion then we are in Zion, but if Jackson county
or Independence, proper, be the land of Zion,
and the borders or regions extend to Iowa or two
or three hundred miles from the center place, why
we are certainly inside the regions, and but a
few hours ride by rail, or a day and a half drive
by team from sa.id center. I hope that every one
coming from outside the borders will be fully
persuaded in their own mind. I like the land
and the people in south-western part of Decatur
county, Iowa, first rate, but without disparaging
either I think we have as good quality of each
here. Your brother for the cause,
T. w. SMITH.

Brother Stebbins:--Bru. G. H. Hilliard and Isaac
A. Morris are laboring around .j3rush Creek; I
believe they are good servants for the work of
the Lord, and the public turn out well to hear
them. Last Sunday I went five miles to hear
Bro. Hilliard preach in a school house, and I
wondered where they all came from, when not a
house was to be seen; while at Cheltenham, Mo.,
there are so many houses and so few hearers.
May God's blessing be on the faithful hearers is
my prayer.
I. CooK.
DEs MOINES, Iowa,
October 8th, 1877.
l!Jditots Hetald:-Please to consider this hum.
ble effort to try and answer from am>ther stand.
point the query of Bro. James Carroll-"Is God
an organic being," Herald, Sept.15th,-and please
insert in your columns. I fully endorse the ideas
expressed by him when applied to Him whose
name alone is Jehovah (Ps. 83:18). But Jesus
said that "God is a spirit" (John 4: 24). And
again, "For a spirit hath not flesh and bones as
you see me have" (Luke 24: 39). These quotations to my mind conclusively answer the query
in the neg-ative. The question now arises, What
is God. Every word in our language has its signification. God, a word from the Anglo-Saxon
root., good, meaning the concrete of good, and the
scriptures abound in testimonies, that God is an
emanation of He that is infinite in knowledge,
mercy, judgment, truth, juostice, and faith or power, which God is omniscient, omnipotent and omnipresent. Yours in search of eternal life,
GEO. NEWTON.
ABILENE, Kansas, Oct. 11th, 1877.
Our health is excellent, and we are greatly
blest in ministeringthe wordoflife to men. We
thank the Lord for afl'ording us two efficient
laborers to assist us in this extended field.
Brethren Shute and Roberts. vVe consider them
able. ministers of the word, and with the blessing
of the Lord on our labors, we hope the work will
prosper. And we know it must, for Jesus says,
"If you abide in me you shall bring forth much
fmit." We know the condition and how to
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abide in him, and without him we know we can
do nothing. There are many calls for preaching;
school houses are open, as a general thing, whenever we go. There is little or no opposition, and
we are kindly treated by the people. All this is
incouraging, but there is another feature which
is very discourageing that is a careless inattention,
or indi.tl'erenee, a slumbering on the virge of destruction from which it seems impossible to awake
them. Love to yourself and all in the office.
As ever your brother in the Lord.
JOHN LANDERS.
PitAIRIE ·CITY, Grant Co., Oregon,
Sept. 16th, 1877.
Editots Hetald:-Peace be with you, and the
grace of God the Father, of our Lord Jesus Christ
abound towards you and make you all able ministers not of the letter only, but also of the Spirit,
through which may you, with all your co-laborers, continue to bear aloft the banners of eternal
truth, till all the honest hearts hear the sound
and gather home to Zion, with songs of everlasting joy. You have not heard often from us, as
we have no great doings to report; but, thinking
you might like to know how it is with us, and· as
the correspondence of friends is good, we write.
Bro. Clapp was here this summer, and we enjoy.
ed his society some four or five weeks, and heard
him sound the trumpet, but the people did not
seem to pay much attention, so he returned to his
old field, where I hope better success may attend
his labors. We are making no additions, but are
trying to keep on the watch, and te make some
progress in the straight and narrow way. I
speak to the people occasionally in defence of
the truth, the best my weak talents will admit of.
I have had a wish to do this that I might come
home with clean garments; but, as the message
is unheeded, and no prospect of doing much, and
having the disadvantage, with my family, of being
isolated, far away from the body of the Church,
I have turned my face Zion ward, and, with our
Father's assistance and good pleasure, will try to
gather to the borders of Zion. My business is
that of a miller, and, having had experience in
that line, bo.th in England and different parts .of
this country, I would like to be informed if any
of the brethren know of a chance to rent, build,
or purchase a small grist mill on a good stream,
where there is plenty of wheat to grind, and a
branch of the Church not far distant. The gathering is a subject dear to me; take it away and
all is to me almost a blank, unless I was sure that
heaven denied the boon. Former seeming fail ..
ures are not discouraging to me; they are an ex.
perience, a strength; we see the cause, only let
us be pure in heart, be sheep indeed, and the
,great Shepherd will put such a fence around his
fold that no ravenous beast can break through.
The Lord is our Law. giver; he is our J}:ing; he
will save us; he will be a wall of fire round about,
and the glory in the midst; the signs of the times
are ominous; dispersed Judah feels the impulse;
the tone of the chuch organ on the subject is
more impressive; former obstacles are being
removed; the providence ef God has made room
in the land, and caused the people to say, "Come,"
who once took the sword to prevent. Let us be
thankful, diligent, and wise, is the prayer of your
unworthy brother, in the new and everlasting
covenant,
JOHN BUCKINGHA'&I.
SHERIDAN, Douglas Co., Nevada,
October 1st, 1877.
Editonlletald:-As the Hetald is the most welcome news and the advocate of true principles of
gospel salvation, not only to Saints but to the
whole world, I have not noticetil of late any thing
about this district. In regard to the work of the
Lord, we have no traveling ministry, and as the
local Elders are as a usual thing kept, by this
world's care, from doing but little, the work is
on a stand, with but little signs of life, in some
of the branches. Elder D. S. Mills· came here
September 2nd, and staid four weeks, and were.
joiced and believe he has done much good in
strengthening us. His preaching has caused
some thinking.
Our last conference at Carson City, on the 15th
and 16th of September, was a pleasant one; and
the teaching of Bro. Mills was good, as he is a
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man of God and of faith, and is firm as the everlasting hills, and can set forth the principles
clearly. He is a most valuable man. We had
his company a few days and found a saint indeed,
in whom the Spirit of God dwelt with power confirming the word spoken by him, which is a witness of the power of the gospel of Christ. He
anticipates a revival in his district the coming
year; and many will come and obey the gospel
of Jesus Christ. Let us renew our integrity and
lift our prayers to heaven; and cause our light
to shine for the glory of God, and the salvation
and redemption of all mankind.
DAVID R JONES.
MIDDLETOWN, Connecticut,
October 20th, 1877.
Editors Herald :-The following extract from
one of H. W. Beecher's evening lectures seems
illustrative of the truth that God sometimes moves
men occupying high positions in the world to ut;..
tertruths the import and bearing of which, neither
speakers nor hearers understand. Caiaphas being
high priest prophesied that Christ should die f<>r
the Jewish nation. John 11: 50. Yet he seems
not to have apprehended that Jesus of Nazareth
was really their long expected Messiah. As little
apparently does Beecher and his thousands of
hearers appreciate the fact that his bold utterances arraign the popular christianity of these latter
days, as being in direct antagonism tlil the gospel
of Christ as revealed in the New Testament.
G:Eo. BuNRHAlii.
"There is a great deal of discussion as to the
reality of the divine disclosure, as to the whole
scheme of Christianity. No man can read the
New Testament heedfully without perceiving that
we are discussing the question from one standpoint and the whole New Teatament is discussing
it from another, and the genius lilf the discussion
is on totally different planes. We are discussing
Christ and the whole scheme of moral truth: we
demand historic evidence and evidence which
appeals itself to reason.
"Some persons seem to have the gift of healing.
Now the medical faculty call it imagination. If
I am suffering from neuralgia, it don't make a
particle of difference to me how I am cured, if I
only am-and I don't care whether I am cured by
imagination or not. They may say, 'You only
think you are cured.' Well that is all I want.
"This world has always been a miserable and
wretched world, and it always will be. Take a
spoon and stir it up and it is (!regs. The upper
half of the populatiol!l gets all the advantages, and
the lower half are worse than when the world was
in a state of barbarism. Now both our Master
and, his Apostles put the divinity of Christ on
th~~~There was in him a power for the wretched,
and a power that can succor the wretched cannot
be anything but divine. Christ came to the poor,
the nelected, the captive, the slave, and he had a
message.f6 r them that brought light and hope into despair. Let men reason about it. It amuses
them, and it don't hurt anybody." (H. w.
Beecher's Friday night talk, January 1!lth, 1877).
ST. TnmrAs, Ontario,
October 15th, 1877.
Dear Herald:-lVfy husband now being away
at conference, at Usborne, I feel like writing to
mv brothers and si.sters, and to tell them of the
goodness of the Lord to unworthy me. I feel to
thank my heavenly Father that through his goodness and mercy towards me I have been brought;
to the knowledge of the truth of the gospel as it
is in Christ Jesus. Although I have not long
known any thing about the Saints, I feel to thank
God that I heard them, and I can now say I am
glad from my heart I am a Latter Day Saint.
God has blessed me with dreams since I have
tried to do his will. On Sunday, April 15th, we
had confirmation in the afternoon, my husband
with myself and three others; at evening we
beard a good sermon by Bro. J. J. Cornish, and
thank God we had the power of his Spirit with
the gifts. \Ve ask the prayers of our brothers
and sisters that we may be faithful. Our prayers
shall ever be for the poople of God. Your sister
jn the gospel of Christ,
EMILY A. PHILLIPS.
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ing others and enjoying the meeting. The Scott

Bro. Henry A. Stebbins:-I held. four meetings family singers were with us and enlivened.the
at the l\foorhead School House in Monona county, September 30th, October 1st and 2nd. Six
came forward for baptism, and the prospects
were excellent for further accessions. I preached
once at Galland's Grove, and twice at Pretty
Prairie, of late; and I hear that a few in these
places express a determination to soon Jlnite with
the Church.
We continue to hear good tidings of our late
Semi-Annual Conference. Its transactions, it is
remarked, will go far to reassure the Saints, and
to give the work a decided and very considerable
move forward. These are momentous and very
encouraging times for the Church of C,hrist,
which we love.
I go from here to Salem, Crescent City, and
Council Bluffs. Enclosed herewith I hand you
letters from Bro. Thos. Dobson; do with them as
you may choose. Am pained to learn on arriving
here that Bro. George Blakeslee and family are
sorely affiicted in their family by sickness.
WM. w. BLAIR.
HARRISVILLE, Weber Co., Utah,
September 18th, 1877.

Bro. Joseph and Brethren in Conference Assembled, Greeting:-Being here on a visit with my
wife, having no special mission in my way, I
have been endeavoring to disseminate the principles of truth. I find some honest souls in the
valleys of these mountain fastnesses. But as a
whole I find bigotry and superstition prevailing,
bound down by priestcraft. I have held but two
public meetings, and one of them was a funeral
occasion, the death of a grandson of Bro. John
Taylor. At Plain City I ordained Bro. Thomas
A. Hobison to the office of an Elder. He had
been baptized by Bro. J. W. Briggs, and I think,
if faithful, he will become a very useful man.
Things are in a very unsettled state here, and
probably will be for some time to come. Praying and trusting that God's Holy Spirit may rule
in all the deliberations of Uonference, I subscribe
myself your fellow laborer in the cause of truth,
THOS. DOBSON.

GLENWOOD, Iowa, Oct. 8th, 1877.

B1·o. II. A. 8tebbins:-On the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd

of Sept~mber last, t~ere was a conference he~d at
_the Unron Branch, I?- Jeffe;rso!l county, Ind1ana,
for the Southern Ind1ana D1stnct. A goodly number of brethren were in attendance Heports of
brethren Harbert, John, and Columbus Scott, J.
S. Constance, :fifcPeak, Baggerly, Christie, Mayhew, Lee, McFall, Gilleland, Furguson, Hector,
Fisher, Burton and others, though not all officials,
showed a good feeFng existing, and work being
done in the respective parts of the district that
they represent. Opportunities for preachillg
were in abundance, but there were few, totll few,
alas, to respond to the calls. The feeling to hear
and dispassionately judge is fast gaining ground,
and the work is bei·ng better understood and ap.
preciated than hitherto. Bro. C. Scott, as a constant laborer, has clone a good work, and is still
doing likewise. He is one of our valiant soldiers and is alive and courageous for the truth.
The conference was one of the best that it was
ever my privilege to attend. No discordant elements, jargon, or contentions, but peace and unity prevailed throu~hout the session. The Saints
came together with prayer in their hearts;
faith, confidence, and trust in the truth, and the
Lord did not disappoint their desires and
efforts to have a good meeting. Indeed the Saints
of Southern Indiana, in point of faith, unity,
spirituality, and progress, confidence and contentment in the truth, are not a whit behind those
of other places where they are known to have the
faith unshaken. However, the enemy is abroad,
and they too luwe their trials; but they find that
truth is too stout for error when it has an equal
showing, so that experience with opposers serves
to con11rm them in. the faith. One was baptized,
an excellent sister, who had been investigating
for some time. One Elder was ordained, Bro.
Christie, the Spirit testifying of his calling; and
for his encouragement, predicting his success, if
faithful. lVIany of the sisters were in attendance,
and took an active part, in their place, encourag-

assembly with the songs of Zion, with a nielody
and inspiration that few are gifted with. Upon
the whole, Southern Indiana was never doing
better, as all pronounced, and the outlook for sue.
cess grows better as we advance. Thus we met,
enjoyed a pleasant season, the Lord confirmed
our hopes, cheered our hearts with the Spirit's
power, and then we parted, to be again made hap.
py and glad, the Lord willing, some time in
March next, when we shall meet again. May
each one go forward until that time and then on.
H. KELLEY.

w.

CARSON CITY, Nevada,
September, 29th, 1877.
At Lake Tahoe, lovely spot, my voice rang out
on the still night air over the clear, cold water;
something over one hundred souls listened to the
arguments of gospel truth; we felt that good was
done. After meeting, we answered many ques.
tions, and Capt. Pray invited us home; said his
house was free, and the hall also, at any time to
us. Bro. John will keep up meetings there when
I am gone; I trust that good will follow.
There are good Saints here in Nevada, both an
honor to the kingdom and a sure light to the Gentiles around them. I am sorry I have not time to
visit Austin, three hundred miles east. Saints
there need to be visited, by what I hear. It is too
late in the· season; frost and snow already here.
To-morrow I go to Washoe to stay over Sunday
and fill appointments; and on the second of October start for California, and conference, where I
hope at least to hear of your General Conference
business. Bro. Clapp is in Oakland; after con.
ference I think we shall travel together; and in
the spring-time, if all is well, I think to return
and labor two months in Nevada. It is very dif.
ficult to get away from here on any other terms.
Watsonville, Gal., October 13th.-Your welcome
letters were received by me in Carson,thanks; just received one from brother Blair
since your conference containing much gqod
news. All moves well both there and Jaere for
the up building of the kingdom and redemption
of Zion. Our conference convened 6th, 7th and
8th, of October; large attendance of Saints; much
of the Spirit of the I,ord. Although brother
Clapp gave notice of going into cantonments
for the season, he has since agreed to travel and
labor with me the ensuing six months, and will
likely visit Nevada and Oregon with me in the
spring, if all goes well, I think that in a few days
we shall go south to travel most of the winter;
think local Elders will do much more preaching
than formerly; there is need of it. J'v[y health
fast improving. I,ove to all. Yours in bonds,
D. s. l'viii,LS.
PARis, Idaho, Sept. 27th, 1877.

Brethren Joseph and llenry :-I have visited a
number of the Saints throughout the country, and
find them very kind-hearted people, true to the
principles of the gospel; ever ready to lend a
a helping hand to assist the cause of the religion
they have embraced; and in spite of the opposition arrayed against them, they stand firm in the
faith, and at all times and in all places advocate
the principles of the true and everlasting gospel.
The Brighamites are amazed at the progress of
the Saints, and feel ve1·y much concerned in regard to their workings; more especially in regard to the purchase of the lands in Jackson
county; and wonder why it is that they should
be allowed to purchase the promised land, when
they have been taught that it rightfully belonged
to them. This move on the part of the Church
alone will wield a mighty influence in co:mvincing
the erring ones that they have been led astray by
false teachers. I venture to say it will do more
to convince them of the folly of iheir ways than a
dozen elders would, were they to come among
them, and preach to them continually. I have met
with some suceess since my ordination, having
baptized during this summer five persons, a son
and daughter of Mr. Geo. Bartlet, near Evanston;
also a son and daughter of brother and sister Polson; also a daughter of brother and sister Peterson.
The latter sister wishes me to inform you that previous to my coming into the Church she had no
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one to associate with, belonging to the true
Church, and that she had always been treated
with contempt by the Brighamites. She prayed
earnestly to the Lord that he might raise up one
in this part of the world to teach to herthe way of
truth and salvation, and she wishes me to state
here that he has answered her prayers in bringing me into the fold.
With love from my wife and myself, to all the
Saints throughout the world, I remain yours truly,
JOHN GRU!ME'r.

of domestic cares, while the nations of the earth
FONTANELLE, Adair Co., Iowa,
are perishing for want of the bread oflife? SureOct. 14th, 1877.
Jy not! We hope soon to hear of more laborers in
Brn. Joseph -and Henry, Respected Sirs:-I am
the field, and especially those called to fill the requested to say to you that I make a motion to
highest and most important places in the church .. you and all well informed Elders in the Church;
We were much pleased with the plan and order and also all who want to be clean from the blood
set forth by brother Cooper. It shall be well of this gentile generation, that you publish the
considered. Something of the kilild is much whole of chapter 14, as recorded in the book of
needed to aid the poor man to help himself. And Nephi, in Book of Mormon. Why it has been
it appears the way is opening for the pun:hasing neglected is not for me to say; but it contains
of land, "around the borders," as the Lord com- principles of such great worth, that it seems to
manded. The next thing is, wise men, unselfish me there is not an official in the Church but
men to fill that important duty of buying the would rejoice, and be glad in his heart, to see and
N OltTII IPSWICH, Queensland, Australia, land. Such, I have no doubt can be f0und when have it read in the ears of every sectarian priest
August 19th, 1877.
needed.
in the land; yea, on earth. Especially to the
Brother Stebbins :-I wrote to you a month
From accounts, justice is on the wing to- officials of our own American nation. It is high
ago from N. S. W., sending the report of our con- · wards the valley of the }fountains. May the time that our great officials were notified of the
ference. Enclosed was a draft on New York for eyes of the honest be open to see and know the calamities and miseries that their conduct will
six pounds to aid the Utah Chapel. I also sent a voice of him who said "I am the way, the truth soon bring upon themselves and the nation.
It seems to me there are many that would se(.)letter to the Bishop, with a bank bill for thirty and the life." This is a day of strange and wonpounds for tithing; which I hope you have both derous things, an opening up of hidden secrets, ond the motion to have it copied into the Herald;
received safe. By the time this reaches you Con- dragging into day light that that has long slum- and to be the first article in it for at least six
ference will be over, and I hope some good man bered with the dead; and still our eyes and ears months, if not a year, and have one sent to the
appointed here. I would advise whoever is sent are open to see and hear greater developments in most respected editors in our land. By so doing
to llring a good supply of books and tracts. Bi- the n!'l distant future. Ever learning, we live, the officials of church and state will get a chance
bles, Testaments, Book of Mormon, Covenants, and watch, and wait, for the good day promised to read and see; and, I hope, feel too. Respect.
Hymn Books, and everything useful to spread the in the sweet by.and. by. As the time. rolls we fully, yours in trust of the great I Am,
truth; except Voice of Warning, of them we have pray, we hope to see more unity, more love, more
BRIGGS ALDEN.
plenty; and to bring them as freight or baggage. faith, and consequently more power with the
Each passenger is allowed one hundred pounds Church of God; and her light shining brighter
Brother Stebbins :-We are located fourteen
on board steamship. Even with the custom in every land.
miles from Denver City at the end of the railroad
As it is just fifty years on the 22d of and twenty miles from the Rocky Mountain
house duties it will be much cheaper than sending by mail. FaTe from "Frisco" to Sydney £20 September, since the blessed Savior sent his Branch. If any Saints have occasion to travel
steerage.
holy messenger to earth to deliver to the prophet this way, we will be ever so glad to have them
This place is about five hundred miles north that precious treasure from the hill Comorah the call on us, as it is lonesome coming out from
from Sydney. I came here to visit my brother Book of Mormon. I have suggested that we hold among the Saints and locating where there are
whom I had not seen for over thirty years. This this as a sacred day of prayer and thanksgiving none except my own folks. But the Herald will
colony is much warmer than New South Wales. to our heavenly Father. For great is the gift to bring the gospel twice a month and with it I will
The thermometer rising sometimes to 140° in the us-teaching us the past, unfolding the future, try and remain, your brother in Christ,
shade. Though this is their winter I have suffered and pointing clearly to us the way to everlasting
W.RHEAD.
with the sun. I don't think I could stand this bliss. At the same time you will be met in conclimate; some fever and ague. No rain has been ference. J\Iay the good Spirit be with us, and
here for seven months, the country burned up you, that we may rejoice together though far
ORONOGO, Jasper Co., 1\tiissouri,
looking, and water scarce and bad. This is a fine, apart. I hope every change taken will-be for the
October 9th, 1877.
growing city, and Brisbane is quite a large place best.
Brothers Editors :-Since I wrote to you last
on Martin Bay. Railroads are opening up the
Kind regards to brother ,Joseph, brother Blair, from Cherokee, the truth has been steadily gainback country and land can be had on easy terms. brother Banta, and all in the office, ever remem- ing ground. I preached once in the Pleasant
The people are more of a church-going people bering yourself in your high and responsible View Branch. Frem there, in company with Mr.
than I found in New South Wales. I have Dot place in connection with the Herald.
Bradford, I took a ride across the broad unculoreached any l'Ublicly, but have conversed with
Sydney, Sep. 20th, 1877. I have arrived safe tivated prairies of Kansas and 1\tlissouri, to
several and given away some tracts, etc. I believe at this place from my visit to Queensland, and as Webb City, a mining town of seven or eight
much good might be done here. I have attended the mail is just going out, I enclose a few slips hundred inhabitants, in Jasper county, Missouri.
some of the English Church Mission Meetings. and also forward you some papers. I am about After resting the following night, (or I would say
They are trying to create an excitement; large leaving here for New Castle, and my rounds a part of the night), I went to see Mr. Webb, the
meetings and apparently much sincerity. I had among the Church. I find things as well as can original owner of the land, and who owns a large
my own thoughts upon hearing the glossing ser- be expected. Brigham's death and the doings of part of the town, and asked permission to preach
mons praised as something grand. May the Lord the Salt Lake Mormons, is the topic of the day, in his hall, which he readily granted, free of
speed the day when the latter day work shall shed and its hard to get a hearing-! hope you have a charge. I preached four times and baptized two.
her glorious rays of light over the darkness that good conference and shall expect to see some. F;om there I went to Oronogo, and preached two
now envelopes the nations of the earth.
body here soon as possible.-As I expect to order discourses .. From ther~ to Galesburgh, and
Australia, like tile nations of Europe, feels the no more books, tracts, &c. ·wm you oblige me I preached twiCe, and baptized two more. Thence
pressure of the times and dreads the future, and by sending my bill includino- the Herald and to ·vveir, Kansas, and preached four sermons.
so preparations of defense is now the topic of the Hope, up to the end of the year."' The new agency From there to Barton count:y, Missouri, but beday. But who can stay the destructive tidal will then begin with 1878. Books, Heralds, &c. cause of the shortness of the tnne _we had to .stay,
wave of war, when Almighty God has decreed a have come all right so far; last Herald received and the strength of the keys which wer~ freely
consumption of the wicked on the face of the is Au_gust 1st. Pray for us. yours in the gospel, used to fasten the school-house doors agamst us,
whole earth. The voice of a prophet as the light
G. RoDGER.
we did not preach any in that county. Returned
broke forth in the midst of darkness, fifty years
to Weir, and again preached four times, and two
ago, proclaiming war, distress and perplexity
gave their names for baptism, and many others
CLEAR LAKE, Steuben Co., Indiana, said they believed the doctrines we taught. From
speedily to come upon the inhabitants of the
earth, was no idle tale, but very unpopular. But
October 7th, 1877.
there I went to Jacksonville, Kansas, to attend
the rolling wheels of time will yet carry the testiBrother Henry:-\Ve have prayer meetings the quarterly conference of the Spring River
mony with tenJold force to the hearts of the every Sunday, in charge of Bro. Jackson Smith. District, where we had a peaceable time, and large
most hardened; awaken the slumbering from Our appointment for to. day is at sister Betzer's, and attentive congregations to preach to. From
their sleep of ease; for God cannot be mocked, a sister alive in gospel faith. There are seventeen there I returned to Oronogo, and held, four meetneither will his purposes be changed. Judah's of us here who have been baptized into the ings and baptied one; thence to Freed settlement,
children have long wandered in darkness, and strange faith taught by the Elders of the Saints' ill!. Cherokee county, Kansas, in company with
Jerusalem has long been held in bondage and Church. We are enjoying the gifts as promised Bro. D. S. Crawley; and there your humble servtrodden down by the Gentiles; but the day of her in the gospel. Bro. Wm. H. Kelley was with us ant had the privilege of leading five more into
favor has come; her children shall return, and this summer a while and did much good, as he the waters 0f baptism. Thence to the Pleasant
Israel shall rise to her rank among the nations of was the first to tell the strange news in this part View Branch to attend an Elder's court; there I
the earth. The powers of the heavens are shaking of the country; and when he came back he was baptizelil three more; making in all thirteen that
the powers of the earth to prepare the way, and welcomed by all who heard him at first. I tell I have baptized since I came to this district, and
may Zion "in the land that is afar off," soon plant you his preaching had the ring of the gospel; it two in Johnson county, Missouri.
her standard on Missouri's plains; of righteous- sounded like it did when Brn. E. C. Briggs and
I have been greatly blessed of the Lord while
ness, truth and justice, never more to be moved Wm. Kelley came here some four years ago. in his service, and I feel to continue in the work;
till the glory of God hover over her temple, as Brn. McDowell and Earl also visited us, both feeling assured, both by the signs of the times,
the cloud covered the tabernacle in the wilderness workmen that need not be ashamed. The true past revelations, and the dictations of the Comin the days of Moses. 0, my dear brethren, what light is beginning to shine forth and truth is gain- forter, that the night will soon come when no man
hindereth' Zion's prosperity? Are the hearts of ing ground. I believe all the Saints want to so can work, then it will be too late for those who
the rich cold to the wants of the poor? Are her live that they may come forth in the first resur- are sitting with folded arms waiting a command
best and noblest talents to be held in shackle? rection. Prayer~ for all; I am
from the Lord, telling them to obey the law al
Are her bravest sons left to weep over the burden
G. A; s~n·rrr;
ready given,
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off of the cars, walked up town looked at the
thousand hills, and rocks and said this country
was too rough for them for a farm, and never think
that God had chosen this place for the largest
city in the world; a city for the Saints. Rough!
It is the most beautiful location that I ever saw.
It is lovely to my eye. For farming, a man must
MILFORD, Wis., Oct. 7th, 1877.
into the country, not into a city. My family
Bro. Henry:-My health is very poor. I have go
well at present, I hope yours are well. Call
the asthma and old age comes on me fast. I was are
J. W. BRACJ{ENBURY.
seve:nty.nine years old July 14th. I cannot do again.
much in the glorious cause of Christ, only to talk
a little by the way, or the fireside. I ask the
COLUMBUS, Kansas,
prayers of the Saints in my old age.
Brother Cato is with us. He will hold a disHIRAM BEMIS,
cussion with an Adventist, about eighteen miles
north from here, commencing on the 18th inst.
Brother Stebbins :-I have just read brother E. The people of the world seem to be in general
Robinson's article in the October number of the commotion. The time seems to be near when
Herald, and am well pleased with it. I have every man's hand shall be against his neighbor.
obeyed his instructions in advance. On the first Remember the Columbus Branch, and pray for us.
CuRTIS RANDALh
M last July I purchased forty acres of land, and Yours in the one faith,
moved on it. I am four miles south of Hamilton,
in Caldwell county, Missouri. There is good
land adjacent to mine. Timberandfarmingland
for ten dollars per acre. The soil is good, and
plenty of timber and water. There is land for
Los Angelos Siib·Dish·ict.
five dollars an acre, from six to ten miles from
A conference was held at Newport, California,
the railroad. I have traveled over northwest
Missouri, and think this the best region of country September 1st and 2d, 1877; John Brush, pres. pro
in the west, all things considered. I will answer tem; J. F. Burton, assistant; W. W. Garner, clerk.
J. F. Burton reported that the branch was in a
any inquries by le~ter, or will assist the Saints
(that come here to settle) to find homes. We have better condition than he ever saw it before; said
good schools and good society, and the few Saints that he would make a statement of what he would
that have gathered here are striving to live right. do between this and neltt conference, if the others
I am devoting all the time in the ministry that I of the ministry would; baptized one since last concan spare from labor for the support of my family. ference. Bro. J. G. Walker had baptized two since
last conference. R. R. Dana and John Brush reYour brother,
A. G. WEEKS.
ported. Two p.m.-E. P. Prothero and Priests J.
Damron, sen., and w. w. Garner reported.
GooD INTENT, Kansas,
R. R. Dana and W. W. Garner were appointed as
Oot. 19th, 1877.
to the state conference.
delegates
Brother Joseplt:-Will you please publish my
Sunday: At 11 a.m., preaching by J. F. Burton;
address. Farmington, Graves county, Kentucky.
I feel extremely anxious to reach my destination. in the afternoon a sacrament and testimony meet•
I have been blest so far on my journey, and I ing; preaching in the evening by J. F. Burton.
speakers of the day were assisted by brethren
hope to be with brother Hansen early in N ovem. The
ber, and proceed further south as the Lord opens Brush and Walker.
Hesolutions adopted: The authorities of the
the way. Pray for me, for I am very weak, and
Church were sustained; also, D. S. Mills in charge
severely tried. Your brother in bonds,
of the Pacific Slope, and J. F. Burton of the SubHEMAN c. SliHTH.
District.
Resolved that a copy of the Newport Branch reINDEPENDENCE, Oct. 15th, 1877.
cords be sent to Bro. Peter Canavan, recorder for
Brother J oaeplt :-I was called to go some thirty the Pacific Slope, and one to Bro. H. A. Stebbins,
miles south of this place to administer to brother the General Church Recorder in the East.
and sister Schroder's child, that was sick. Bro.
1-'hat the resolutions of the last conference in
Lanphear and myself were but five hours going reference to "J. W. B." and "J F. D." be incor
in a wagon. They live in a town called Belton, porated in the minutes of this conference, that
beautifully located on a high prairie. In that they may be published.
neighborhood we saw three or four thousand
Whereas, we believe that "J. W. B." has taught
acres of vacant, or wild land, with plenty of doctrines contrary to the teachings of the Bible,
water. I asked an old gentleman the price of Book of Mormon, and Doctrine and Covenants;
such land and he told me the best of it could be therefore, be it resolved, that so far as such teachhad for ten dollars per_ acre, and the poorest for ings are concerned, we cannot sustain them.
five. Bro. Joseph, there are thousands of acres
that we do not endorse the article of
of land within from twenty to thirty miles of "J.Resolved
F. D." in Herald, of April 15th, 1877.
Independence to be had at the above figures, all
That we donate means for the purpose of getting
good prarie lands. There is plenty timber land tracts
to distribute to the congregation, so that the
(r4mgh) to be had for ten dollars per acre. There people
may know of the principles that we teach.
is as pretty a country for farming around Belton
That we discountenance the use of intoxicating
as there is in the world. In five miles of Independence there is seven or eight hundred acres drinks, tobacco, visiting saloons, and dancing.
J. F. Burton and J. G. Walker were appointed to
of land owned by one man, fenced, and one house
on one eighty, corn, wheat, and pasture land, that examine the record, to see if it is correct, before
can be bought for ($20) twenty dollars per acre. sending it off.
Adjourned to meet at Newport, Saturday, NovThere are hundreds of farms near this place for
sale for twenty dollars per acre; and twenty ember 24th, 1877.
miles from this place there can be one thousand
acres of land all in a body all under cultivation;
Little Sioux -Dish·ict.
price twenty dollars per acre. Also, twenty
miles from here, four hundred acres, good fence,
A conference convened at Little Sioux, Harrison
one house, barn, water, twenty dollars per acre. county, Iowa, September 1st, 1877; J. C. Crabb,
How is it that brethren will go and buy land president; Donald Maule, clerk. Prayer by Hugh
fifty and one hundred anlil. fifty miles away from Lytle.
here and pay for wild land, fifteen per acre with
Branch Reports.-Magnolia 145, il'lcluding 1
hardpan near the surface, and no timber, nor Apostle, 1 High Priest, 10 Elders, 3 Priests, 2
water, when there is plenty, yes thousands of •reachers, 2 Deacons; at last report 137, 8 bap~
acres of good land within thirty miles of this tized. Union Center 55, including 1 Seventy, 7
Elders, 1 Priest; 2 received, 2 removed by letter.
place. Wisdom is justified of her children.
There has been brethren here to look at the Little Sioux 108, including 3 High Priests, 2 Sevcountry and I have. told them of the land twenty enties, 5 Elders, 4 Priests, 3 Teachers, 1 Deacon;
miles away, and they told me it was too far away last report 107; 7 baptized, 1 died, 5 loss by error
from Independence, and then go to DeKalb, or in previous report. Spring Creek, Unionburgh
Decatur and buy. Brethren have came here, got. and Six Mile Grove branches not reported.
'

Brethren, pray for me; for I feel sometimes as
if the enemy of truth had concentrated all his
forces against me. Praying for Zion's weal, and
the final triumph of the righteous, I am as ever,
Your brother in Christ,
A. J. CA·ro.

Brn. Cadwell, Lambert and Maule, delegates
from the Magnolia Branch, reported.
Elder's Heports.-Hugh Lytle had preached several times. John Thomas had preached every
Sunday but two. Geo. Montague presided over
the Union Center Branch, !he spiritual condition
of which is good. Henry Garner had preached
several times. John Lytle had baptized two.
Priests J. C. Johnson, Dorman Lewis and A. J.
Cox reported.
At 2 p m, prayer by P. Cadwell.
Joseph R. Lambert had labored most of the season P. Cadwell mostly confined as president of
the Magnolia Branch. D. M. Gamet had baptized
five.
By letter: J. M. Ibrny writes that he has
preached from one to three times each Sabbath.
Charles Derry writes that he has preached, and
had baptized five at Whitesboro, who were confirmed by Thomas Carrico and himself, and he asks
permission to organize a branch there, there being
thirteen members in that vicinity. P. C. Keemish
writeS' that he has opened a new place, and
preached six times in it. Priest Wm. C. Cadwell
writes that he has preached at Jeddo, Whitesboro,
and other places, assisted by Brn. Derry, Fyrando
and J. R. Lambert. President Crabb had preached
some. P. Cadwell reported Magnolia Branch in
fair condition.
Missions: Ber>j. Kester and Wm. C. Cadwell
were released from their old missions. C. Derry's
request to organize a branch in the vicinity of
Jeddo and Whitesboro was granted. J. R. Lambert was requested to preach at Smithland and Ma.
ple Valley.·
llesolved that when baptizing is done within
the limits of a branch, consent should always be
obtained (when practicable) from the branch
president.
Evening: prayer by Henry Garner; preaching
by Geo. Montague.
Sunday.-At 10:30 a.m., prayer by J. M. Harvey, and preaching by J. R. Lambert. At 2:30
p.m., prayer by J. M. Harvey, and the sacrament
·was administered by }lrn. Cadwell and Gamet.
Adjourned to meet at 10 a.m., December let,
1877, at Magnolia.
---~...~---

PottawaUamie Dish•ict.

A conference was held at Council Bluffs, Iowa,
August 25th and 26th, 1877; James Caffall, president; Frederick Hansen, clerk.
Officials present: 1 Apostle, 1 Seventy, 11 El·
ders, 1 Teacher.
Branch Reports.-Council Bluffs 127 members,
4 baptized, 1 received and 2 removed by letter, 3
expell~d, 1 died.
Wheeler's Grove 70; 8 baptized,
4 received by letter and 3 by vote. Crescent City
31; 3 received by vote. North Star 30; 1 ba ptized, 1 expelled.
The spiritual condition of the branches was reported by Elders H. N. Hansen of Crescent City,
Lyman Campbell of Wheeler's Grove, Louis Davis
of Council Bluffs, Hans Hansen of North Star.
Elders Andrew Hall, James Caffall, D. K. Dodson, Hans N. Hansen, Levi Graybill and D. P.
Hartwell, reported preaching done in several parts
of the district.
Andrew Hall, Bishop's Agent., reported as follows: On hand last report $30.50; raceived since
$28.50; total $59 00; paid the ministry $20.00 ;
poor $5.00; total $25.00; balance $34 00.
Resolved that we regret the delicate health of
Br. D. P. Hartwell, and that we consider it a justifiable excuse for his not laboring and traveling in
the district; and, be it further resolved, that, as
a body of elders, we will pray God, if it be hie
blessed will, to restore him to health.
Resolved that Brn. Hans Hansen and Hans N.
Hansen labor in connection among the Scandina.
vians of this district, as much as practicable, during the coming quarter.
James Caffalland D.P. Hartwell were appointed
to visit the Union Branch, and enquire into its
condition, and report at the next conference.
Whereas, we learn by the officers of the Council
Bluffs Branch, that Br. S. P. Guhl has been ·addicted to the inebriating cup, ther~fore be it Resolved that he be requested to desist from preaching during the coming quarter.
Resolved that we sincerely regret that, since our
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vided he shall spend his whole time in the ministry in the district; and if the district president
does not spend his whole time, then said money
shall be otherwise expended for the ministry of
the district. Furthermore, we recommend that
the sum of three hundred dollars be raised yearly,
and be paid in regular quarterly installments by
the Bishop's Agent, to the family of the president,
fortheir support while he is laboring in the district, and that this sum be raised according to !he
numerical strength of each branch of the district.
We further recommend that the president appoint
one delegate to each branch to lay the matter before the branch, and that each branch raise their
portion in the way it may seem best to them.
fiThe above was adopted, and it was resolved that
the secretary furnish each delegate with a copy
of the above resolutions, and the proportionate
amount for each to raise.
The following delegates were appointed: Buffalo
Prairie, I. B. Larew; Henderson Grove, Lewis
Tryon; Canton, J. Jeremiah; Bryant, Wm. Bath;
Peoria, J. A. Robinson; Kewanee, Thos. France;
Truro, Wm. Gould; Princeville, R. J. Benjamine;
Millersburg, Joseph Terry; St. David's, Edward
Bennett.
Official Reports.-Jessie L. Adams brought an
earnest appeal from the Eastern Iowa District, for
the Elders of the Kewanee District to attend their
conference, September 22d and 23d. E. T. Bryant, Lewis Tryan, R. J. :Benjamin, J. F. Adams,
D. Holmes and J. A. Robinson, reported in person;
T. F. Stafford and M. H. Forscutt, by letter; H.
C. Bronson, by proxy.
Missions.-T. F. Stafford, continued in his field;
D. S. Holmes, sustained in his mission.
Preaching in th.e evening by J. A. Robinson.
A vote of thanks was given the Bishop's Agent,
for the faithful performance of his duties, and he
was continued in office.
Kewanee District.
Officials present: 9 Elders, 1 Seventy, 2 Deacons.
A conference was held at Buffalo Prairie, SepAdjourned to meet at Peoria, December 1st and
tember 1st and 2d, 1877; J. A. Robinson in the 2d, 1877.
chair, J. H. Hopkins clerk.
Branch Reports.-Peoria 23 members, including
3 Elders, 1 Deacon. Henderson Grove 27, includWestm·n lllaine Di!iitrict.
ing 1 Elder, 1 Teacher. Bryant 16, including 1
A conference was held in the Green's Landing
Elder, 3 Priests. Millersburgh 43, including 1 Branch; September 2nd, 1877; G. W. Eaton, presElder, 2 Priests, 1 Deacon. Buffalo Prairie 75, ident; G. W. Blastowe, clerk.
including 1 Seventy, 7 Elders, 3 Priests, 1 TeachElders. Geo. W. Eaton, Samuel Eaton, Jonathan
er, 2 Deacons. Canton, Princeville and Kewanee, H. Eaton, J. B. Eaton; Priests Wm. Harvey,
not reported. Buffalo Prairie and Millersburg Daniel Eaton, and Teacher Alonzo Hutchinson,
made financial reports.
reported.
Bishop's Agent's Report.- Received, $13.70;
Owing to the bad weather the Saints from a dispaid out, $13.05; balance on hand, 65c. R. J. tance could not meet with us.
Benjamine, Bishop's Agent.
Adjourned to meet at Brooksville, November
2 p.m.-Report of CommittPes.-D. S. Holmes 17th, 1877.
reported as chairman of the committee on petition
to the E!tstern Iowa District to change the time of
Pittsbur~h :Ohtrict.
their conference. Committee on District History
A conference was held at West Wheeling, Ohio,
reported that they had found it more of a task
than they e:Xpected, and desired more time, which September 8th and 9th, 1877; James Brown, presiding; L. R. Devore, clerkpro. tem.
was granted.
Branch Reports.-Pittsburgh 75 members, inResolved that the case of George Kerr be referred to the Peoria Branch to deal with him accord- cluding 1 Apostle, 2 High Priests, 7 Elders, 1
Priest, 3 Deacons; 2 removed by letter, 1 died, 1
in~ to law.
That the resolution ef the Canton conference of ordination. West Wheeling 11, including 2 EldMarch, 1877, as to who should act as Deacons be ers, 2 Priests; no changes. Church Hill 17, including 2 Elders, 2 Priests, 1 Teacher; 1 expelled.
rescinded.· Carried.
That the District President appoint a committee Fairview 27, including 2 Elders, 1 Priesl; 17 bapto visit the Kewanee Branch, he to be of the num- tized, 1 died. Monroe 22, including 1 Elder, 1
Priest, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 3 baptized, 4 removber.
That a committee be appointed to devise some ed by letter, 5 expelled.
Financial Report.-Pittsburg: Branch Fund, on
method to raise means to keep the President of
District in field continually.-1. B. Larew, D. S hand and received, $20.24; expended, $6; balance, $14 24. Sabbath School Fund, on hand and
Holmes and J. F. Adams, committee.
That a sister has a right to act as secretary of received, $9.20; expended, $7.16; balance, $2.04.
Poor Fund, received and paid out, $1.12. Elder's
a branch.
8 p.m.-Preaching by John A. Robinson, after Fund, received and on hand, $5.85. West Wheelwhich a season of prayer and testimony. Sunday ing: Tithing, received and on hand, $5.65.
morning, preaching by J. A. Robinson, in the af- Branch Fund, on hand and received, $7.45; externoon by J. H. Hopkins, after which business pended, $6.45; balance, $1. Tract Fund, on
hand, 4c. Church Hill: Elder's Fund, received
was resumed.
The committee on ways and means reported, and and paid out, $2. 70. Branch Fund, on hand and
received, $5.23; expended, 16c; on hand $5 07.
recommended the following:That the resolution adopted by the special con- Sunday School Fund, on hand and received, $2.57;
ference held at Kewanee, in August, 1876, in re- expended, $2.09; balance, 48c. Monroe: Branch
gard to raising funds for the support of the minis- Fund, received and paid out, $8. Elder's Fund,
try, be amended so as to read that all monies so received and on hand, $6.
Elders Frederick Eberling and James Craig reraised shall be paid into the hands of the Bishop's
Agent, and he shall pay it in quarterly installments ported in person.
Resolved that the Elder's Fund in the hands of
to the family of the president of the District, pro-

last session, an altercation has taken place between
a Mr. Hill and Br. C. A. Beebe, resulting in the
latter discharging a gun, the contents of which
entered into one of the legs of the former, creating
a necessity for medical aid, and rendering him unfit for business, all of which we learn from the
public papers; and, while we deeply sympathize
with. our brother in having his patience put to so
severe a test, as we have reason to believe was the
case, nevertheless, we believe that in the commission of the above act, he has rendered himself cui•
pable in the eyes of the law which governs us as
the Church of Jesus Christ, or as members thereof, and gives the enemy reason to speak reproachfully of the cause; that if the said Mr. Hill sought
to, or did infringe on his rights, or in any way insulted or annoyed him, he should have sought the
civil law for redress; we therefore as a body of
elders, enter our solemn protest, and think such a
course of procedure in any member of the Chu.tch
ls condemnable, but much more so in a representative thereof; and we would respectfully suggest to
the officers of the branch of which Br. C. A. Beebe
is a member, to take the necessary steps to induce
him to make a public confession of his wrongs; not
because we forgive not, having no compassion, but
that we may be justified in the eyes of the law,
that we may not offend him who is our lawgiver.
All the Elders and Priests, whose labors are not
otherwise employed, were requested to preach as
much as practicable, and to report to the next
conference.
James Caffall was appointed delegate to the SemiAnnual Conference.
Preaching during conference by Levi Graybill
and James Caffall.
Adjourned to meet at Council Bluffs, Saturday,
November 24th, 1877, at·10:30 a. ':D.

[November 1.
L. R. Devore be paid to the president of district,
and that the Elder's Fund in the hands of the
district treasurer be subject to his call.
Adjourned to meet at the call of the president.
Preaching during the conference by Elders Jas.
Craig, James Brown, and Stephen W. Hogue; one
baptized, James Craig officiating. This conference was a pleasant one, well represented in numbers from abroad, and quite an interest manifested by the community with regard to the work.
Adjourned to meet December 8th, 1877 ...,-[Place
not stated.-Eds.]

§trinl: Prah·ie and Nanvoo Di!!h"ict.
A conference was held at Rock Creek, Hancock
county, Illinois, September bt and 2nd, 1877;
John H. Lake, president; James 1\IcKeirnan,
clerk.
Branch Reports.-Farmington 51 members, including 1 Apostle, 1 High Priest, 1 Seventy, 2 Elders, 1 Deacon; 1 baptized. Elvaston, not approved by the branch, therefore it was ordered
sent back for correction, and that Br. Thomas
Revel visit said branch and set it in order. Montrose, under supervision of Rules, was approved;
39 members, 1 Priest, 1 Deacon. Keokuk 37, 3
Elders, 1 Priest, 2 Teachers; 3 baptized. String
Prairie 35, 2 Elders, 1 Priest, 2 Teachers.
Report of Bishop's Agent.-On hand and received, $30.02; sent to Bishop I. L. Rogers, $26;
balance on hand, $4.02. J. W. Newberry, Agent.
Elders Thomas Revel, James McKiernan, John
H. Lake, B. F. Durfee, J. Alston, Geo.>Wil~on and
S. Salisbury reported.
Resolved !.hat two of the ministry be appointed
to labor at Montrose, as per request of the branch,
the selection to be made by the president of the
district.
Heport of the committee appointed to collect
funds to pay the liabilities of the president of the
district: Total amount subscribed,< $73.85; paid
Br. Lake, $45.75; not collected, $17.50; on hand,
$10.60. B. F. Durfee and S. Sali~bury, committee.
Report received and committee continued.
Report of secretary's expenses: Stationery and
postage, $0.25; fare to Keokuk and return; $2.15;
stationery and postage for present minutes $0 25;
fare to Keokuk, $1.00; total $3 65. James
McKiernan, secretary.
llesolved that the president and elders of this
district, shall, from this time forth, when they
send an appointment to a branch, communicate
with the president of the branch.
Adjourned to meet at Keokuk, Iowa, Saturday,
December 1st, 1877.
The Bishop's Agent, also the President and Secretory, offered their resignation, but neither was
accepted.
Officials present: I Apostle, 2 Seventies, 8 Elders, 3 Priests, 2 Teachers.
Walter Head and Wm. Lambertwere appointed
to collect means to pay the Secretary's bill of expences, and did so.
Evening, preaching by James McKiernan.
Sunday, 11 a.m., preaching by,John H. Lake;
3 p.m., prayer and testimony meeting.
Resolved that J. H. Lake represent this district
at the Semi-Annual Conference, and that Walter
Head and Wm. Lambert callect means to defray his
expenses. They did so.
During testimony meeting one was confirmed
who had previously been baptized.
Evening, preaching by B. F. Durfee, followed
by James McKeirnan.
The conference passed off pleasantly and much
of the Spirit was enjoyed.
Papy1·us is the Greek name for paper, and it was
years ago, way back in the beginning of the Christian era, that it was first introduced into European
countries by Sttmarcand from China. Historians
place its introduction in the year 651. Its discovery rapildy spread over Europe, and at Mecca in
707 it was manufactured from a pulp prepared
from vegetable fiber and oellalar tissue. In the
eighth and ninth centuries the bulls of the Pop!)
of Rome were written on paper made from cotton.
Germany and France following in the year 1314.
The first paper made in Egypt was from the pulp
of a species of the reed called papyrus.
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gar Branch, aged 53 years. Bro. Morgan embraAppointments.
Bro. T. W. Smith has appointments at the following places, at the times stated:-At Pittsfield,
on November 3d and 4th; at Colchester, lOth and
11th ; at I.aCrosse, 17 ~h and 18th; at Montrose,
24th and 25th; and Peoria, or that vicinity, as
Bro. Robinson may arrange, December 1st and 2d,
and 8th and 9th.

Notices.
To THl!I·PRIESTHOOD OF THE ST. LOUIS DISTRICT.
-A Priesthood Meeting will be held in the Saints'
Hall, No. 1302 Broadway, St. Louis, Mo., November
4th, 1877, at ten o'clock. All the priesthood who
can possibly make it convenient, are requested to
be there, as business of importance will be presented.
W. H. HAZZLEDINE,
Pre.~ident of District.
October lOth, 1877.

DISFELLOWSHIPED.-The hand Of fellowship was
withdrawn from George W. Sellers, of the Fanning
Branch, Kansas, September 30th, 1877, for unchristian-like conduct. By order of the Branch,
JosiAH D. PRICE, Clerk of Branch.

ced the principles of the latter day work when
young; traveled and preached a great deal, but
could not follow the Brighamites in their false doc·
trines. He joined the Reorganization June 30th,
1866, being baptized byEld. T. E. Jenkins, who also
preached his funeral discourse. In June, 1869,
when Elder J. Watkins left for America, he was
chosen president of the branch, which office he
held till his death. He was a kind-hearted man,
a faithful Elder, with an unspotted character. As
the faithful are cut down, we pray the Lord of
the harvest that he will send forth more laborers
into his harvest, they are greatly needed in Wales.
At Del Norte, Colorado, October 3d, 1877, of
diptheria, Frederic C., son of F. C. and Mary J.
Warnky, aged 1 year, 8 months, and 4 days.
At Del Norte, Colorado, October lOth, 1877, of
diptheria, Lorinda A., daughter of F. C. and Mary
J. Warnky, aged 5 years and 18 days. So perish
the buds of promise.
At Coalville, Summit county, Utah, September
27th, 1877, killed by a shot through the heart,
from a pistol in the hands of a comrade of his own
age, William Isaao, only son of John and Eliza
Anderton, aged 6 years, 10 months, and 10 days.
Services by Elder Stephen Foster.
At St. David's, Fulton county, Illinois, at noon,
Saturday, October 6th, 1877, of brain fever, Nellie Maud, infant daughter of Joseph Allen and
Nancy Jane Crawford.

INFORMATION WANTED.-If any one reading this
will send the undersigned any information of the
address, or whereabouts, of Jesse Dredge, he will
greatly oblige hie brother. When last heard from
At Sedgwick, Maine, October 6th, 1877, of lung
he was in Salt Lake City. Henry Dredge, South fever, Hattie Gray, aged 6 years and 1 month.
Bethlehem, Northumberland county, Pa.
Services by Elder J. C. Foss.
At her home in Heber City, Wahsatch county,
MICIIIGAN CoNFERENCE.-Notice is hereby given Utah, September 4th, 1877, after an illness of rnato the Saints in the above named district, that the ny months, of cancer in the neck and debility, Sr.
conference will be held at the Fowler School-house, Elizabeth McLean, wife of Bro. William Aird.
four miles east of Coldwater, Mich., commenci»g Deceased was born in Ayr, Ayrshire, Scotland,
Saturday, November 17th, 1877. Preaching on May 6th, 1822. She was married February 4th,
Friday evening preceding the Conference. Come 1853, and with her husband sailed in the Falson
to abide three days. We hope for a goodly attend- for America, March 28th, same year, and lived in
anoe of those interested. Let us come together Utah ever since. She was baptized in 1845, and
impressed in a degree with the importance and ·became a member of the Reorganization, June
worth of our cause, and in that humble, prayer- 19th, 1877, renewing her covenant under the adful, thoughtful spirit, which will enable us to act ministration of her husband. She leaves two sons
for each other's mutual good and encouragement, and three daughters.
and the promotion of the. interest of the wh~le
At Independence, Jackson county, Mo., October
Church-the c!"use of Chr1st.. Tho~e from a d1~- 5th, 1877, of congestive chills, Bro. Abram Lincoln
tan?e ca~ read1ly find place of ~~etmg upon therr Walden, son of A sa Walden (deceased) and Jeruarr!val m Coldwater, by enqu1rmg for brethren sha Walden, aged 17 years, 1 month, and s days.
Whaley, George, Bradford, or Starr Corless; Dud- In conversing with his mother shortly before his
ley Loc.l!:, Wm. Lockerbee, Thadeus Ball, or Ches- death, he desired to live to be a help to his mother;
ter Sm1th. Brethren Colum~us Scott, J. F · Me- but if it was the will of the Lord for l)im to die, he
Dowell and Pres. Jos~ph Sm1th, are expected to was willing and reconciled unto him. Funeral
be present. By authorrty of June Conference, 1877. services by Elder c. G. Lanphear.
WliL H. KELLEY.
At Omaha, N ebraa k a, 0 cto b er 6 t h , 18~t7, of parGLENWOOD, Iowa, Ocl. 22d, 1877.
alysis and congestion, Sr. Louisa, wife of W. M.
Rumel, daughter of Bro. G. and Sr. M. Sylvester.
Birth and Death notices inserted free; Marriage notices
ono dollar each.
Her remains were conveyed to the Saints' Meeting
House, on Monday, October 8th, which was well
Bot·n.
filled with friends, to witness and take part in the
At Nortonville, Californi~, September 8th, 1877, funeral services. Her earthly pilgrimage ended
te Bro. Edward and Sr. Elizabeth Rowland, a son, when she was twenty-three years and five months
named Ephraim; blessed by Elders Thomas R. old, during which time, as a daughter, a sister, a
wife and a Church member, she has made a record
Davjs and Orren Smith.
At White Cloud, Doniphan county, Kansas, June which shines brighter the more it .is examined.
30th, 1877, to brother and sister William H. Blatt, All her acquaintance in life knew and loved her
for her good deeds; none suffer through her wrong
a son.
doing. Quiet, modest, kind and good, without
affectation or pride; in the world always in the
At the residence of the bride's parents, Beaver, path of duty, but never partaking of the evils;
Beaver county, Utah, by Elder Asael Bennett, Dr. nothing demoralizing or nonsensical had charms
Oliver Thompson Smith to Miss Emily Catherine for her. She sleeps the sleep of the righteous.
Vanvliet, both of Beaver.
May truth and virtue ever prompt
These two hearts, now made one:;
And may their happiness through life,
Be as 'tis now begun.
And when on earth their days aro spent,
Should they ba called to part,
May each one to the other provo,
A faithful, constant heart.

At the house of the bride's mother, Sr. Emma
Roberts, St. Louis, Mo., by Elder George Worstenholm, Mr. John E. Dawson to Sr. Lena Roberts,
both of St. Louis. May the blessing of God attend
the~ through life.

Died.
At Tir Phil, Wales, Wales, September 16th, 1877,
Elder Evan Morgan, president of the New Trede-

Why did God, our Heavenly Father, cause
flowers to bloom over so large a portion of the
earth? 'l.'hey are not food, they give no shelter,
they furnish no clothing, they are of no absolute
use, in the common meaning of the term. Wherefore, then, did the earth, by His command bring
forth flowers? To beautify it, to enliven it, to
fling a gladness and brightness over the world!
What flowers are to the earth, acts of kindness,
of courtesy, of hospitality, are to men. How often
a gentle tone, a kind look, an act of unostentatious
politeness, a generous hospitality, has filled a
care-worn soul with peace, a stricken heart with
joy, a smitten spirit with gladness!

Fifty Yeal's of Jll.exilcan Revo•
lutiou.
1821. The Independence of Mexico is declared.
1825. First Congress assembled.
1829. Guerero being President, Bustamente,
commanding the army, induces his soldiers to declare him President, and compels Guerero to
abdicate. Santa Anna plays the same game on
Bustamente, anc.f is himself declared President by
the army. Three Presidents govern with little
fighting, until.
1836. State governments were abolished by
revolution, and Santa Anna made President.
Same year Bustamante was recalled, Santa Anna's
defeat at San Jacinto having deprived him of
power.
1838. Mexico revolutionized; had an unpleasantness with the French, who blook.aded Vera
Cruz; Sant.a Anna drives off the French.
1840 Federalists, led by Urrea, revolt.
1841. Revolution of Santa Anna, who is made
Dictator and banishes Bustamante.
1842. Junta of Nobles revolt against Santa
Anna and form the republic.
1843. New Constitution adopted. Catholic religion and apostolic creed to exclusion of all other
religions.
1844. Revolution by Peredes. Santa Anna deposed, and Herrera made President by Congress.
1845. Santa Anna banished and Herrera elected
President. Same year Peredes revolts, and order·
ing an election, is elected President.
1846. Santa Anna is recalled, Peredes deposed
and Salos elected President. Salas sells out, and
Santa Anna is made Provisional President. War
with United States is in progress.
1847. Americans victorious; Santa Anna flies,
and Penas is made President pro tern.
·1848. Peace made with the United States.
1851. Arista elected President.
1851-2. General Revolution.
1853. Arista resigns, and Santa Anna made
Dictator.
1854. ltevolulion led by Alvarez; Santa Anna
abdicates.
1855. Carrera, made President, resigns, and
Alvarez is made Dictator.
1856. Comonfort heads a movement against !he
Church, is elected President, and sequest.ers property of the clergy.
1857. Comonfort is deposed.
1858. Zuloaga is made President, but is obliged
I o abdicate.
1859. Miramon makes himself President, but is
speedly deposed.
1860. Zuloaga again made President.
1860. Revolution headed by Miramon.
1861. Juarez elected President and declares
himself Dictator. The French invasion and Juarezy
Lerdo and Diaz have kept things lively since 1861.

_______,.

TRUE WEALTH.-Wealth, true wealth, is that
possession which satisfies the heart. Palaces and
lands may still leave a man miserable. To be satisfied in one's cell-to feel no aching void-to sleep
peacefully, and wake without pain, regret or re·
morse-such is wealth. With these the hardest
pillow becomes soft, the darkest future bright, and
their possessor stands up a man, than whom God
has made none nobler, free from the canker which
follows power and fame, and independent of the
exigenoes which make and may shiver crowns.
For the promotion of the good, the beautiful and
the true, gold, goods and lands are a heritage from
Heaven; but when wrapped in a nap~t~ and bound
to the heart, they congeal sympathtes and blast
human life.
The largest cannon in the world is the 100-ton
gun made for the Italian navy. n is 33 feet long;
length of bore, 30 feet 6 inches; diameter of breech,
6 feet 5 inches; caliber (rifled) 17 inches; throw~
a shot weighing 2,000 pounds; uses 350 pounds of
powder to a charge; the grains of which are 1~
inches thick. The next largest gun to the above
being the 81-ton gun of the English navy.
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l'llental Labor.
There are more kinds of so-called vinegar in the
market than brands of family flour. The New
York Tribune thus alludes to one of them: The
Board of Health of the District of Columbia has
condemned five car loads of vinegar sent there
from Chicago, on the ground that it is not a genuine article, and is injurious to health. An analysis of the so- called vinegar has been made. It
appears, according to the repoi't of the Board of
Health, that the vinegar contained 54 54-100 grains
per gallon of anhydrous sulphuric acid, combined
with lime to form a sulphate of lime equivalent to
117 26 100 grains of gypsum per gallon, and besides that, five grains of free sulphuric acid per
gallon. The Board also report that this sample
was taken from an invoice of more than 1,000 barrels brought there to be sold as vinegar, and that
it is likely to find a ready sale on account of its
low price. The report concludes as follows:
"When we think that oil of vitro! (sulphuric acid)
can be bought at five cents per pound, and that a
pound of said acid would render a barrel of fluid
as acid as the strongest v!egar, the wonder will
cease· that it is sold cheap. This, therefore, is a
fraud upon commerce, and a dangerous substitute
for vinegar." The fraud and danger are more
general than the great mass of people will readily
believe. It is asserted that probably one-halfthe
vinegar sold at city groceries is a rank poison,
with either sulphuric or other objectionable acids
for its base, from which the acetic principle is involved, the same a'e in the manufacture of aromatic
vinegar or the acetates used 1n calico printing.
Acetic acid is present in all >inegars, although
they seldom contain more than five per cent of the
absolute acid. T.heir color, flavor and value depends materially upon the ingredients from which
they are made. In England, honest vinegars are
usually made of malt; in France, of grapes; in
Germany, of grapes, beetroot or potatoes; in this
country, of apples and grapes.

A :Most Remarkable Da·eam.
A correspondent of the Auckland Weekly Herald writes as follows :-I have heard and read of
many remarkable dreams, and of important results
in connection therewith; but the following-the
truth of which I can guarantee-is not the least
wonderful. A lady living in New South Wales,
was greatly concerned about her brother, of whom
she had heard nothing for upward of six years,
and did not know whether he W>\8 dead or living.
She thought of him night and day·, until she
dreamed that he11;~other told her to write to Mr.
William--, of - ·-, being the name of a person
she .had never heard .. During the following day
the name was constantly in her ears, and she tried
to put it and the dream out of her mind, b:It could
not. She dreamed again-and in this dream both
her father and mother told her to write to Mr.
- - , giving the same name that she heard in her
first. Her reply was "What shall I write for?"
They said, "You will inquire forE--," giving
the name of the long-lost brother. Still thinking
there was nothing in it, beyond her own intense
anxiety about her brother, she put the thought
from her mind; but again she "dreamed a dream,"
and the third time the same name was given of
the person who could give her the news so ardently
wished for. A letter was written to the dreamgiven address, to which, you may conceive, no
answer was expected. The lady, in writing to a
sister says:-"But, judge my surprise, when I
received the enclosed, and a letter from her brother
himself.'~-his is, I think, a very remarkable
case of drllliltning leading to results; and, as whilst
I am writing, I have the lady's letter before me,
and the letter from Mr. William - - , of--, also
you can place implicit reliance on every statement
I have made.
A gentleman having a deaf servant was advised
by a friend to discharge her. "No," replied that
gentleman, with much good feeling, "that poor
creature would· never hear of another situation."
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T_he not10n that those who work on 1Y WI t ~lr
bra~n need l~ss food .than Uiqse who labor With
the1r hands 1s f~llncwus; mental labor cau.ses
greater waste ?f tissue than muscular. Accordmg
to careful estimates, three hours of hard study
wear out the body more than a whole day of hard
physical exertion.
"Without phosphorous, no
thought," is a German saying; and the consumption of that essential ingredient of the brain increases in proportion to the amount of labor which
the organ is required to perform. The importance
of the brain as a working organ is shown by the
amount of blood it receives, which is proportionately greater than that of any other part of the
body. One-fifth of the blood goes to the brain,
though its average weight is only one-fortieth of
the weight of the body. This fact alone would be
sufficient to prove that brain-workers need more
food and better food than mechanics and farmlaborers.

LEAVE IT TO GOD.

\that of Sulina. The Danube is navigabiec for
• steamers as far as Ulm, in Bavaria. At Nicapolis,
in the fourteenth century, 100,000 Christians were
driven by the Turks into the Danube, and in the
fifteenth century 40 000 Turks were slain on its
shores at the sie e Belgrade.
g
_ _ _ _.,.....,..__ __
Deana h Birth.
No man who is fit to live need fear to die. Poor
faithless souls that we are! How we shall smile
at our vaiu alarms when the worst has happened!
To us here death is the most terrible word we
know. But, when we have tasted its reality, it
will mean to us, birth, deliverance, a new crealion of ourselves. It will be what heaHh is to the
sick man. It will be what home is to the exile.
It will be what the loved one given back is to the
bereaved. As we draw near to it a solemn gladness should fill our hearts. It is God's great
morning lighting up the sky. Our fears are the
terrors of children in the night. The night, with
its terrors, its darkness, its feverish dreams is
passing away; and when we awake it will be into
God's sunlight.

of

(Selectcd, copied and sent, by "J.l!urillo.")

Leave God to order all thy ways,
And hope in Him whate'er betide;
Thou'lt find Him in the evil days
An all-sufficient strength and guide.
vVho trusts in God's unchanging love,
Builds on the rock that naught can move;
What can these flowing tears avail-These never~ceasing moans and sighs?
What can it help us to bewail
Bach painful moment as it flies?
Our cross and trials do but press
The heavier fot our bitterness.
But let your restless heart keep still,
And rest in cheerful hope, content
To take whate'er His gracious will,-His all-discerning love hath sent;
Nor doubt our inmost wants are known
To Him, who chose us for His own,
He knows wh~n joyful hours are best,
He sends them as He sees it meet;
When thou hast borne some fiery test,
And now art freed from all deceit,
He comes to us all unaware,
And makes thee own His loving care.
Nor in the heat of pain and strife,
Think God hath cast thee off unheard;
Nor that the man whose prosperous life
Thou envied is of Him preferred;
Time passes, and much change doth bring,
And sets a bound to every thing.
.
All are alike before his face:
'Tis easy for our God, Most High,
To make the rich man poor and base,
And give the poor man wealth and joy,
True wonders still of Him are wrought,
Who setteth up and brings to naught.
Sing, pray, and swerve not from his ways;
But do thine own part faithfully;
Trust His rich promises of grace,
So shall it be fulfilled in thee:
God never yet forsook at need,
The soul that trusted Him indeed.
GERMAN.

That Historic Rivm·, One Danube.
The river Danube has figured largely in history for 2,000 years, and it again becomes the
object to which the eyes of the world have turned.
It furnished a highway for the Turks in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries to penetrate Europe as far as Vienna, and in the days of the Crusades it became an outlet for the religious enthusiasm of Europe to flow to the Holy Land. The
Danube, from its eource in Baden to the Black Sea,
is 1,820 miles long, and it drains, with its tributaries, an area of 300,000 square miles. It passes
through Bavaria, Austria, Hungary, forms the
boundary between Hungary and Servia, to the
Carpathian Mountains, where it separates Ronmania and Bulgaria, and passes into the Black Sea
through several mouths, the principal one being

His better to sow a good heart with kindness
than a field with corn, for lhe heart's harvest is
perpetual.
Some men solemnly say: "Give us this day our
daily bread,'' and then loaf' all day on the fence
wondering why prayer is not answered.
Music was first reduced to rules by Jubal, 1800
B. C. The different nations used .O.ifferent scales,
and represented the tones by different devices, the
Romans using the letters of their alphabet az
n<)l.es. Music as now written has been the growth
Limany centuries, and it is almost impossible to
state authoritatively when or by whom certain
changes came into vogue.
No man can safely go abroad that does not love
to stay at home; no man can safely speak, that
does not willingly hold his tongue; no man can
. safely govern, that would not cheerfully become
Jubject; no man can safely command, that has
not truly learned to obey; and no man can safely
rejoice, but he that has the testimony of a good
conscience.
How THE WORLll DRUGS lTSELF.-lt is estimated that coffee, both beans and leaves, is drunk by
sixty millions of the human family. Tea of all
kinds is used by five hundred millions; and opium
by four hundred ·millions ; alcohol, in ita various
forms, by five hundred millions of the hnman rae.e.
Tobacco is probably psed by seven or eight littn·
dred millions. These startling facts indicate a
large proportion of the race using some substanoes
that are either stimulants or narcotics. The work
of the physiologist, in the future, will be to determine the true place in nature of these substances,
and indicate where. their abuse begins.
The man who turns his back upon the known
ways of righteousness loses according to the degree in which he does so, the power to believe,
and therewith the power to return to those ways.
He who has never been born again thinks that to
believe on a God of grace is a very easy matter indeed. He does not know what sin is, and hence
he cannot understand what grace is. But after a
man has come to know what is meant by sin, and
what is implied in grace, how hard does it become
for him, after some act of great unfaithfulness, to
find again strength to believe l Thus when it does oocur that professing Christians, who have once been
enlightened, and who have once tasted "the good
word of God and the powers of the world te come,"
fall a way into carnal sin, or any other heinous
transgression, at no time in such a case is the danger of total apostasy far distant. And why? Because they lose the power to believe.
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Official Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.
"! SAW ANOTHER ANGEL * *, HAYING THE EVERLASTING GOSPEL TO 'PnEACII TO THEM 'rHA'r DWEI.I, ON 'l'HJ~ EARTJJ * *, SAYING,
FEAR GOD, AND GIVE GLOitY TO HIM, FOR TIIE HOUR OF Hrs JUDGMENT IS Cmm."-HlW. 14: 6-7.
"SANCTIFY THEM THROUGH THY TRUTII; TIIY WORD IS TRUTII."-JESUS; JoHN 17:17.
"HEARKEN TO THE \VORD OF TilE LORD, FOR TITERE SrrALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG
OF MORMON; JACOB 2:6.
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HAVE SAVE IT BE ONE WIFE."-BOOK

PLANO, ILLINOIS, NOVEMBER 15, 1877.

'IHOUGHTS SUGGESTED BY A SNOW
STORM.
Dear Herald: To-day the sun is obscured
by clouds from sight; the snow is falling fast,
and keenly blows the wintry wind, its icy
breath chilling the very blood that courses in
our veins; and blessed is that family, temporally, who have comfortable dwellings to shelter
them frofu the inclemency of such a storm 1
who have a good wood or coal~house well stocked with fuel, so that the inmates may be comfortably, situated, while the angry blast goes
howling. by, a terror to man and beast that are
exposed to its biting force.
Who thus situated-with a portion of the
milk of human kindness in their breasts-can
help their thoughts from going out after those
who are not so fortunately situated? For instance, the poor widow who has to toil night
and day for the scanty pittance to keep the
vital spark ill the emaciated bodies of herself
and fatherless babes; shivering over the dying
embers of a sickly fire, with no wood·pile to
replenish it from; with habiliments ready to
drop off from very age. There· are also families almost in every neighborhood who are reduced to the verge of starvation, whose head
has been lingering on a sick bed, deprived of
the privilege of laboring for the support of his
family; their former means accumulated by
industry and economy dissipated by supplying
constantly recurring wants; the wife and
mother's time occupied in the anxious watching and waiting upon her sick husband, who
if able to earn a small moiety towards supporting her family, is .hindered by her needed attendance upon the sick man's couch, and per
consequence the gaunt wolf of hunger, as well
as of cold, is ready to devour them.
Who;-I say again-possessed with the least
spark: of hurnan kindness, and especially making a profession of the pure religion of Jesus
Christ, can look without from a dwelling-the
atmosphere of which will compare to that of
summer in comparison to the bitter storm
without-and know of any family in the above
condition, and they having abundant means,
have not rendered the aid in their power to
alleviate such suffering, can turn their thoughts
within and say we ar.e unblameable before God
in the matter? If they have not to the best
of their ability fed those hungry, clothed those
naked, and furnished fuel to keep them warm,
t,he enjoyment of their own fireside will be
materially lessened, while feelings of remorse
will fill the soul;· while on the other hand,
having performed the above duties to their
perishing fellow-beings, they feel a consciousness of duty performed-of acceptance with
God; that the prayers of those who were ready
Whole No. 382.
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to perish ascend to God for blessings on their
head, and they feel a peace that passes understanding, and can say-let the storm blow!yet a thought 'crosses the mind of other distressed ones-for there are many such on this
earth-and the prayer is uttered, "0, God,
temper the wind to the shorn lamb."
It' such a peace, tranquility and happiness,
are consequent from duty performed, while in
this probationary state, what must be the state
of those persons who receive from the Savior
at his coming the soul-cheering welcome of,
"Come ye blessed of my Father, * * * for I
was an hungered and ye fed me, naked and ye
clothed me?" Surely their joy will be en.
hanced a thousand fold at that day.
But, dear Herald, the first thought suggested by facing this piercing snow-storm, was as
follows : I am glad I did not procrastinate
the getting of my wood-pile unto a later date;
thank God, I have wood enough to stand quite
a siege, .and myself and family having, by the
blessing of God, a comfortable dwelling provided, and fuel and apparatus to heat it, could
be safe from the rigors of such a storm.
1\'fy mind also went out after others, and I
thought that possibly there may be some who
have wilfully dallied and neglected to secure
fuel against such a time as this; if so they are
objects of pity-no humane feeling heart can
help pitying suffering humanity-yet our pity
will not obviate, or mitigate their suffering in
the least, neither can we help them, the fury
of the storm is such. And I thought still further, that although God, the great Creator,
"willeth not the death of a sinner, but rather
that all would turn to Him and live;" although
He might pity and grieve over their sufferings
in being punished for wilful neglect to obey
His command-yet they themselves are only
to blame for neglecting to provide against "the
storm," and it will not help their suffering one
iota for the Lord to be grieved about it, and
He cannot relieve them till justice has had its
course, for that attribute of the Deity cannot
be ignored. I came to the conclusion that the
only safety is in laboring earnestly, persistently
and perseveringly to provide against the evil
day.
Labor temporally to provide things honestly
in the sight of all men; to keep away hunger,
nakedness, and cold; to help others who can
not help themselves, who through various misfortunes have been reduced to this helpless
state, and by thus doing secure the blessed consciousness of duty performed, and of receiving
the smile and approbation of our heavenly
Father. Labor spiritually to keep with alacrity and delight the commandments of God,
every commandment of which-if we examine
them minutely-we will find was given by the
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superior wisdom, great goodness, and tender
mercy of our heavenly Father, that by obedience to the same, we might secure to ourselves
in this life great good, and in the life to come
eternal felicity. These commandments were
not the dictates of a haughty tyrant to gratify
his own will, but are the productions of a be·
nevolent, kind, and loving Father; to guide us
on the road to eternal happiness, which He
alone has the power to give, and therefore has
the right to dictate t,he terms upon which we
can receive such happiness. And when we
consider that those terms if obeyed bring
peace, comfort, and happiness in this life, and
a manifold greater abundance of the same in
the life to come, we ought to be the more willing to honor the giver, by yielding a ready
and willing obedience to all His precepts, and.
strive to glorify Him in our lives with all our
powers. As a proof of the statement that
God's laws are given for our welfare here, as
well as hereafter, I will cite you to the laws of
the land, or of all good governments on the
earth, which are established for the good
order, peace, security, and welfare of the cit.izens of said governments.
.
These laws-or the fundamental ones which
underlie all the balance-are copied, if you will,
from the law ot God as contained in the decalogue: for instance, "Thou shalt not kill;
thou shalt not steal; thou shalt not bear false
witness against thy neighbor," &c. If there
was no law against murder, those evil natures
capable of holding malice and hatred towards
their fellowmen, would, led on by their own
diabolical feelings, either for supposed or real
injuries, imbrue their hands in his blood, and
thus the lives of none would be secure, and we
shut our eyes from contemplating such a scene
of anarchy and terror consequent upon the
non-establishment of such a Jaw. The thinking mind can by reflection arrive at the condition of things that would follow the non-establishment of the laws against stealing, and
bearing false witness, or perjury, &c. We
have not space nor inclination to enter into
the minute details of such a state of things;
it would be perfectly horrifying!
If ~hen these laws are enacted by human
governments for the welfare of their citizens,
and are copied from the laws of God, and as
far as copied produce the desired end, are we
not justified in saying that if the copy produces the welfare of the children of men, the
original will certainly do so, and hence the
conclusion is sound that the laws of God conduce to our welfare here) if obeyed, as well as
hereafter. We take the position that if the
laws of God were faithfully observed by all
men, they would supercede the necessity of the
laws of man, and per consequence the govern-
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ments of men. For instance, if the command, presence of our Lord and of receiving the
"Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself," was blessing he has to bestow, for he has said
carried out by all men, there would be no mur· wherever two or three are gathered together
derers, no thieves, no false swearers, no adul- in his name he will be in the midst, and that
terers, &c., &c., and consequently no necessity to bless. It causes us to neglect secret prayer
for gallows', for penitentiaries, or dungeons; and robs us of the reward promised upon the
no necessity for policemen, for sheriffs, for performance of that duty, for Jesus has said
lawyers; no necessity for judges, or courts ; no that God would reward him openly who wor·
necessity for legislators or human law-makers ships God in secret. It causes the elder to put
-for they could not better the law by which off the preaching of the gospel until a more
the people would be living-even a Myher law favorable opportunity, until things are more
than that of man, a law of God-and if none- ready to his hand; and that opportunity keeps
cessity for human law-makers, there would be still ahead; he can never come up with it; it is
no necessity for human executives, and conse- like pursuing the "will of the wisp," or like a
quently, as before said, no necessity for human man running to step on the shadow of his
governments. "Love worketh no ill to his head, and thus, if he is not careful, the barneighbor,'' says the apostle; and we reason vest will be ended, and the blood of souls found
thus: If all men loved their neighbor as them- in his skirts. It causes us to neglect to send our
selves, they would work no evil toward their spare means unto the Lord's treasury, and conneighbor, and in this sense no evil would be sequently it is empty; the cause of our God
done, and we are justified in saying Goq's laws languishes; souls are perishing for the lack of
were given for our good, for our welfare here, the knowledge of the gospel-elders having to
as well as our welfare hereafter. We have stay at home to provide for their families-and
written in defense of God's commandments be- who can estimate the amount of the loss of
cause we have frequently heard men say that blessings temporal and spiritual consequent
they were unjust and tyrranical.
upon such a course of action. We know
We can not conceive but to the contrary of what the Lord says in Malachi 3:10, 11, 12,
this assertion, and, we think, have given food (read dear reader for yourself), that if we
for thought to the candid, reasoning mind, would bring our tithes into the Lord's storewhich will lead to the same conclusion. Those house, he would pour us out such a blessing
who make such assertions, generally speaking, that there would not be room to receive it,
are men who, if their actions were closely scru- &c. This great blessing comes wl:ten? When
tinized, would show that they can not or will the J_,ord's store. house or treasury is filled!
not brook restraint; who desire to bec0me a
If it is empty then we don't receive the
law unto themselves and answerable to none blessing, and the magnitude of the loss to us,
but themselves for their actions. They ~eek who can tell? In addition to this, the Lord
to boost themselves up by the flimsy subter~ says, for the performance of that duty, "I will
fuge, we can not call it argument, that God rebuke the devourer for your sakes, and he
made them as they are and they can not help shall not destroy the fruit of your ground, neiwhat they do, and thus seek an excuse for ther shall your vine cast her fruit before the
their evil acts. We deny that God made time in the field."
theives, blacklegs, whoremongers, liars, and
If the above conditions are fulfilled, we have
murderers, and affirm that by their own agency, no need to fear the grasshoppers' ravages; no
or choice they made themselves what they are. need to fear the mildew; nor that our potatoes
What are the facts in the case? They are will rot, or that untimely frosts would nip our
these ! The part that God performs in making fruit and grain, &c. The word of the Allman produces a pure, innocent being, and it powerful God stands pledged. But in the proremains in that st~te until arriving at that stage crastination of duty we have no promise; we
that it knows good from evil; then that light are left a prey to our fears lest all these things
which "lighteth every man that cometh into should come upori our crops, and we have no
the world" will lead them to do good, and if security that they will not. The security lies
in all his life he uses the agency which God only in obedience. What heavy losers we are,
has given him, to follow the lead of that light, both temporally and spiritually, by putting off
happy being! But if, on the other hand, he the performance of our duty. :May God help
chooses to follow the lead of the author of all us to overcome this sin of procrastination, that
evil, he will be led gradually, step by step into it may not rob us of that greatest of all blessings
E. STAFFORD.
all evil, and become hardened until he can with -eternal life.
impunity take the life of his fellow man, and SEDawrcK, Decatur Co., Iowa, Fob. 7th, 1877.
also engage in the whole calender of crimes ;
and thus by his own agency, electing to follow
The potato is a native of the elevated tropical
the pernicious path, he makes himself what he valleys of Mexico, Peru, and Chili, and the most
authentic accounts say that it was probably caris, and God has no hand in the matter.
ried from Peru to Spain in the sixteenth century.
The main lesson desired to be taught in this It
was probably introduced into Virginia from
article is, not to ptocrasti:nate the performance Florida by the Spanish explorers, and into Great
of any duty to God or man. Procrastination Britain from Virginia by Sir John Hawkins in
robs us of many blessings here, and if not 1565. By some this is credited to Sir Walter
overcome will rob us of eternal life; of dwell- Raleigh, but as he was never in Virginia it is incorrect. The word potato is a corruption of the
ing in the presence of our God in celestial Spanish
word batatas. It is called the Irish
glory. We might bring many examples in potato because it has for many years formed the
every-day life to show the evils of procrastina- principn,l diet of the Irish peasantry and to distion in temporal things; but it is the evil con- tinguish it from the sweet potato.
sequent upon the procrastination of duties to
A rich but parsimonious old gentleman, on being
be performed of a spiritual nature that deto task for his uncharitableness, said, "True,
mands our most serious attention. It causes Itaken
don't give much, but if you only knew how it
us to neglect going to prayer, as well as preach- hurts when I do give anything, you wouldn't woning meetings, and thus robs us of enjoying the der."
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CLEANLINESS.
Some, I think, are too slack on this point.,
but the lack of cleanliness is a fault which admits of no excuse. Where water· can be had
for nothing, it is surely in the power of every
Saint to be clean. The discharge from our
bodies by perspiration, renders frequent changes of apparel necessary. Change of apparel
greatly promotes the secretion from the skin,
which is so necessary to health. When the
matter which ought to be carried off by perspiration is either retained in the body, or reabsorbed by dirty clothes, it is apt to occasion
fevers and other diseases. Most diseases of
the skin· proceed from want of cleanliness.
These indeed may be caught by infection, but
they will seldom continue long where cleanliness prevails.
To the same cause must we impute the various kinds of vermin that infest the human
body, and houses. These may generally be
banished by cleanliness alone. Perhaps the
intention of nature, in permitting such vermin
to annoy mankind, is to induce them to the
practice of this virtue. One cause of putrid
and malignant fevers is the want of .,Pleanliness. These fevers commonly begin among
the inhabitants of close, dirty houses, who
breathe bad air, take little exercise, use unwholesome food, and wear dirty clothes; There
the infection is generally hatched which spreads
far and wide to the destruction of many.
Hence cleanliness may be considered an object
of the public a.ttention. It is not sufficient
that I be clean myself, while the want of it in
my neighbor affects my health as well as his
own.
If dirty people can not be removed as a common nuisance, they ought to be avoided as infectious. All who regard their health should
keep at a distance, even from their habitations.
It is well known that infectious diseases are
caused by tainted air. Everything, therefore,
which tends to pollute the air, or spread the
infection, ought to be avoided with the utmost
care. For this reason, no filth of any kind
should be permitted to lie upon the streets, in
great towns. We are sorry to say, that the
importance of general cleanliness does by no
means seem to be sufficiently understood. It
were well if the lower classes of the inhabitants
of the United States would imitate the Dutch,
in the cleanliness of their streets, houses, etc.
Water, indeed is easily obtained in Holland;
but. the situation of most towns in the United
States are more favorable to cleanliness.
Nothing can be more agreeable to the senses,
more to the honor of the inhabitants, or more
conducive to their health, than a clean town;
nor does any thing impress a stranger sooner
with a disrespectful idea of any people than its
opposite. It is remarkable, that, in most
eastern countries, cleanliness makes a great
part of their religion. The Mahometan religion, as well as the Jewish, enjoins various
bathings, washings, and purifications. No
doubt these were intended to represent inward
purity; but they are at the same time calculated for the preservation of health. However
whimsical these washings may appear to some,
few things would appear more to prevent disease than a proper attention to many of them.
·Frequent washings not only removes the filth
which adheres to the skin, but, likewise promotes the perspiration, braces the body, and
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enlivens the spirits. Even washing the feet
tends greatly to preserve health. The sweat
and dirt with which these parts are frequently
covered, can not fail to obstruct their perspiration. This piece of cleanliness would often
prevent colds and fevers.
Were people to bathe their feet and hands
in warm water at night, after being exposed to
cold or wet through the day, they would seldom experience any of the fatal effects which
often proceed from these causes. In places
where great numbers of sick people are kept,
cleanliness ought most religously to be observed.
The very smell in such places is often sufficient
to make one sick. It is easy to imagine what
effect that is likely to have on the diseased.
A person in health has a greater chance to become sick, than a sick person has to get well,
in an hospital or infirmary where cleanliness is
neglected.
The brutes themselves set an example of
cleanliness. Most of them are uneasy, and
thrive ill, if they be not kept clean. A horse
that is kept thoroughly clean, will thrive better on a smaller quantity of food, than with a
greater where cleanliness is neglected. Even
our own feelings are sufficient proof of the necessity of cleanliness. How refreshed, how
cheerful, and how agreeable does one feel on
being washed and dressed ; especially when
these have been long neglected. Most people
esteem cleanliness, and those who do not practice it themselves, often admire it in others.

........

MARY A. ATWELL,

BANKING IN ANCIENT ASSYRIA.
Among the many thousand tablets brought
to London from Babylon by the late George
~mith_, n~arly all refer to the history of banking
m ant1qmty. These tablets relate to a bankinghouse that traded under the firm of "Egibi &
Son.'' It flourished in Babylon between the
first year of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar.
six hundred years before Jesus Christ, and
the end of that of Darias Hystaspes, four hundred and eighty-five years before our era. It
seems the chief business of the house consisted
in lending money, for the tablets mention such
operations effected on moveable securities at a
'Certain percentage; but mortgages were by no
means unknown, for they contain instances of
sums loaned on land or housesfor a stated period, with very circumstantial particulars, and
surveys accompany the documents. There are
also sales of real property mentioned (in one,
the plan of the land sold is annexed), and also
the sale of slaves. It appears that during
the first year of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar
Egibi retired from business, and that hi~
grandson, Sulu, the son of Zirchin, became the
director or chief of the firm. He performed
the duties of that office until the twenty-third
year of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar. In the
fifteenth year of that monarch's government,
Sulu we.nt ~nto partnership with his son, Nabu-Akhi-Idm, who, on his father's death became the chief of the firm, and remained so
until the twelfth year of the reign of Nobonidus. In the eighth year of that Prince's
reign, Nabu-Akhi-Idin took his son, Itti-Mar~
duk-Baladhus, into partnership. This young
man succeeded his father in due time, and remained the chief of the company during the
reign of Nabo Nanbonidas, and during those
of Cyrus and Cambyses. His son, Marduk.

Nazir-Ablu, susceeded him in the second year
of Darius. Some of the tablets are checks,
receipts, and other similar document.
THE DEFECTIVE NAIL.
I looked at the carpenter nailing one day,
Some weather-boards on in a workmanlike way,
And sa'w that the claw of the hammer he clapped
To a nail which the moment before he had tapped;
And drawing it out, threw it away with a jerk.
"What's that for?" I asked him. "Have nails grown so cheap,
That you toss them away as too worthless to keep 1
"No," he answared-, "it bent in the driving, and so
Lest it make a bad job, to the ground it must go;
·we draw while we're able/' ho said with a grin,
"For we can't pull it out once we hammer it in."
I noticed beside it a dent in the wood;

The mark had been made by the base of the claw,
Through the strong force exerted the bent nail to draw;
And there the depression to eyesight. quite plain,
Though twice painted over, will doubtless remain.
No marvelous incident certainly; stiii it set me to thinking,
as little things wiii,
How habits, like nails, be they wrong one• or right,
Can't be drawn from their places when hammered in tight;
And, though drawn era they sink to the head, leave behind,
By drawing, some traces on body and mind.
·when a young man seeks money and nothing beside,
And, quoting Ben Franklin his meanness to hide,
Does small things for pelf, and, with muck mite Ia hand,
Shuns the crowns over head, petty graina to command,
Though it end in that wealth he is anxious to win,
He has struck a bent nail, and has hammered it in.
When a girl shows the world that she surely thinks l<ss,
Of her culture and conduct thaB gadding and dress;
When she eagerly seeks for a confab with those
Whose talk only runs on dresses and beaux,
Neglecting home duties some street yarn to spin,
That nail wiii give trouble If once hammered in.
When a dashing young man at the outset of life,
Who has won some pure maiden, and made his wife,
Leaves his home and his wife for some low, murky den,
Where he drinks and carouses with dissolute men,
The nail he Is driving may crook en to sin;
Better pull it out quickly, not hammer it in.
When some neighbor of those seos their faults through a gla•s,
That makes them too largo for the censor to pass,
And, 'vith sense of tlleir Wickedness righteously hot,
Calls one a mere miser, the other a sotHe is handling a nail tllat is not worth a pin;
Like a corkscrew, 'twill twist if he hammers it in.
When a wife finds her temper grown peevish and sour,
And the tones that once charmed her have lost ail their power;
Then she scolds, till her husband, in fury and pain,
Like a fool, seeks in whisky oblivion to gain;
'Twere better by far did she never begin
To tap on that nail, much less hammer it in.
When some woman-wife, widow, or spinster, the ·same-Too eagar to blow the dnii coals to flame,
The faults, of her sisters brings closer to -view,
Calling this one street gadder,-and that one a shrew,
Her nail has a flaw, is ill shapen an<~ thin,
As she'll find to her cost when she hammers it in.

a

Enough for the lesson. The nails that we drive,
Not through boards that are pulse less, but frames that are '~iYfi,
Examine them well; closely scan ere too late;
Should they prove of firm mota!, weII cut and quite straight,
Regardless of sneering, or clam·or, or din
Place each where it should be and hammer it in.
SCOTSMAN.

TheN ew York and Brooklyn bridge will be 6,000
feet long, the central span being 1,595 feet long
and 135 feet high. It will be 85 feet wide, including a promenade 13 feet wide, two railroad tracks,
and four wagon or street-car tracks. It is expected the bridge will be completed the present year,
and that it will cost about $10,000,000.
Nine- tenths of the quarrels in this life would be
averted if we would never take the doubt against
charity. Never accept an insult. Men who go about
looking for men to kick them :are seldom disappointed. Men who accept only the best interpretation of every act are sure t~ have always the
best acts t.o interpret.
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ONE DOLLAR AT INTEREST

OAN DO.
However historians may differ on other
points, all concur in crediting Ferdinand and
Isabella with the character of intelligent arid
efficient sovereigns. When under their auspices Columbus discovered America in 1492,
economists would nave deemed it wise if they
had set apart one of the many gold mines which
then came into their possession, to be worked
forever in the interest of the crown, its produ9ts to be applied as a sinking fund towards
the reduction or the liquidation of the National debt, until such debt should be paid.
For convenience of illustration we will imagine that such an edict was passed, and as an
administrative measure, one hundred men were
detailed to work the mine, with the provision
that all vacancies occurring by death or otherwise should be immediately filled. On arrival
at the mines the colonists learned (if they did
not know it before) that gold would neither
shelter, feed nor clothe them, an€1. then wisely
detailed one-half their number to supply the
personal needs of the colony, while the other
half _worked at mining. A few years' experi·
ence showed that the avera:ge product was an
ounce of gold every ten days for each miner,
which on a valuation of twenty dollars was two
dollars per day. As that sum was in €quity
and by agreement divisible with the non-mining party, it resulted that the earnings, all
around, were one dollar per day, which, allowing three hundred working days to the year,
would be three hundred dollars per annum for
each, while the products of the mine were
steadily piled up in the Government depositories.
But while the colonists were quietly and ef~
ficiently fulfilling their mission, a little bill of
a dollar was presented at Madrid, and as there
were no "moneys not otherwise appropriated''
at the command of the Treasury, the officials
gave a bond for the same, bearing interest at
six per cent. per annum, payable when the gold
above specified should be disposed of. The
government finally fixed upon the year 1879
as a good time to sell, rightly conjecturing that
by the demonetization of silver and the prospective enormous requirements of the United
States for gold to effect their exchanges, the
demand would be unprecedented and the price
high. By calculation they found that the fifty
miners had each day delivered one· hundred
dollars worth of met~l, which, estimating three
hundred working days to each year would, be
thirty thousand dollars per annum, resulting
for the three hundred and eighty seven years
in the magnificent accumulation of $11,610,000. "But your excellency forgets'' said Don
Penseroso to the Treasurer General, "that
there is a lien on the fund of one dollar, the
interest being added at the end of each year
at six per cent." The magnificos laughed
heartily at the suggestion and jokingly asked
the Grand Scribe to inform them (that is if
the paltry sum was not too insignificant to
figure on) what that little matter would
amount to. But they were much surprised
and annoyed when that functionary, after
careful calculation, reported that the claim of
this bond holder on the government would in
187!! amount to the incomprehensible sum of
$6,240,000,000 (six thousand, two hundred
and forty millions of dollars). The council at
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first accused the ~edate functionary of joking, I er than the light she now has as the light of
but his solemn and respectable visage preclud- the sun is greater than the light of the moon.
ed that theory. Then a suspicion of insanity This makes the Dragon or devil mad, and he
took possession of the official mind, but cyphe:::-- hastens after her, and she brought forth the
ing confirmed the statement.
Lord Jesus Christ, who gives .her power to go
"Carramba !" growled the President, "that into the wilderness, for twelve hundred and
one dollar has earned 137,468 times more than sixty literal days.
A further solution of the woman and her
those fifty workingmen-or rather those hundred workingmen, for it has taken one outside being in pain to be delivered is this, as this
man all the time to support the one in the woman is the Church as she will be twelve hunmine. Or in other words, it would require dred and sixty days, or forty-two months be13,746,800 men at $1 per day each, from the fore the advent of the Son of God, and the red
date of the bond, to pay principal and accru-ed dragon is the kingdom of the devil, as shown
interest at 6 per cent on $1 for 387 years."
Rev. 13 : 1-4, he then has the ruling of the naThe old philologists teach that usury means tions ; and as he considers the Lord and his
"something that bites." It is a constrictor church his enemies, he is after the church;
that crushes and then swallows.-N. Y. Jrler- and she, knowing that she has but one way to
cantile Journal.
make her deliverance, unitedly calls on the
-----~·Father, in the name of Jesus Christ for deliverTHE BEGINNING AND ENDING OF
ance, and the Father sent J estis Christ to give
THE 2300 DAYS.-No. 2.
her deliverance, and she goes to a place prepared for her safety until the end of the war,
Question .Why had not these kings received or one thousand two hundred and three-score
a kingdom when John had the vision of them? days.
Because the Roman power was not dissolved,
7 "And there was war in heaven; Michael and
and· Daniel said those ten horns are ten kings his angels fought against the dragon; and the
that should arise out of the beast, the Romans; dragon fought and his angels, and prevailed not;
and John had his vision when the Roman neither was there place found any more"
power was in its glory. But he said they in Jerusalem, the capital city of the kingdom
should receive power one hour with the beast. of God ever after.
When does that hour begin and end? The
The great dragon, the devil, was cast out,
question requires a wise head to answer.
that old serpent who deceived the world by the
"Saying with a loud voice, Fear God and give miracles he had power to do in the sight of
glory to him, for the hour of his judgment is come." the beast, was cast out, into the earth, the pit,
-Rev. 14: 7.
and the false prophet with him, or his angels
Then if the uniting of those powers takes with him.
place at the proclamation of' the gospel, as here
10 "And I heard a loud voice saying in heaven,
referred to, that proclamation must be in the Now is come salvation, and strength, and the king·
future. Then the hour commences when the dom of our God, and the power of his Christ; for
accuser of our brethren is cast down, which
uniting of the beasts takes place; and the hour the
accused them before our God day and night."
continues until the great and final battle takes
The dragon, I guess was mad with the
place, as recorded, Rev. 12; 7 : 17; 14, and
woman because she brought forth the man
19: 19.
child. And to the woman was given two
After the union of the two dragon powers,
wings of a great eagle, that she might fly into
they become one power; and, as we said, we
expected to find him again very officious. We the wilderness for a time, and times and half a
time, from the face of the serpent. Well,
find him in Rev. 12, anQ, here he is. John what power is there in the wings of' an eagle?
said:
1 "I saw a great wonder in heaven, a woman We will consult Moses, Exodus 19 : 3:
"Moses went up unto God, and the Lord called
clothed with the sun, and the moon under her feet,
unto him out of the mountain, saying, Thus shalt
and a crown of twelve stars upon her head."
2 "She, being with child cried, travailing in thou say unto the house of Jacob, and tell the
children of Israel:"
birth, in pain to be delivered."
4 "Ye have seen what I did unto the Egyptians,
3 "And there appeared another wonder in heaven; and behold a great red dragon, having seven and how I bear you on eagles' wings unto myself."
heads and ten horns, and seven crowns upon his
Then if the Lord has promised to bear the
heads."
4 "And his tail drew the third part of the stars church in the last days as he did the children
of Israel out of Egypt, it is because she is
of heaven and cast them to the earth."
worthy; not because she is rejected. No, but
Daniel said he would; 8 : 10.
she will have faith in the promises of the
The dragon stood before the woman ready
I~ord ; and when the news comes to her ears
to devour her child as soon as it was born.
G "And she brought forth a man child, who was that the little horn, or the beast, has setup the
to rule all nations with a rod of iron; [his word]; abomination of desolation, she then will know
and her child was o11ught up to God and his that there will be but twelve hundred and nineI'
1 d
f h S
f M
throne."
ty d ays b etore t lC a vent o t e on o · an;
Why was this woman in pain to be deliver- and that she has but thirty days to make her
ed? It will be remembered, that we remarked escape from the face of the serpent to the
that we expected to meet this opposing power, place of her security. But the dragon has not
and here he is, after the Church of' Christ, as finished his persecutions yet: "And the ser·
•
fi
she is to be when this dragon power is to arise pent cast out of h is mouth a fl oo d of water a ter
to take the ruling of the nations, and to de- the woman, that he might cause her to be carstroy all opposing powers. The woman is the ried away of the flood; and the earth helped
Church as she is to be when she appears in the woman, and opened her mouth and swa!.
the glorious habiliments here described, with lowed up the flood which the dragon cast out
·
h '' R
Tl
the fulness of the power of the gospel as well of h1s
mout · ·
ev. 17 : 15 says, " le watas the f'ulness of the word. '!.'he light and ers which thou sawest where the whore sittet.h
wisdom she is then to possess are as much great- are peoples."
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ItheThen
the devil sent an army of men after
woman, and the Lord opened the earth and
let them down. Where is the history of the
event? It is yet to be done, and yet to be
written.
As the dragon power is to appear before
the woman when he is organized out of ten
crownedheads, all ofthemhavingcrowns; and
by the sword he is wounded in one of his
heads by having three of his crowns taken from
him, then brings about a union between ·himself and his adversary and settles a peace between them. One evidence of the union is his
appearance before the woman, with seven
heads ten horns and seven crowns upon his
heads; and with his tail he drew a third part
of the stars. The tail is an appendage he
has added since his organization; and Isaiah,
speaking of this same event, says, 9: 15, "The
ancient, the honorable, he is the head; the
prophet that teaches lies, he is. the tail." In
this manner he appears before the woman,
ready to devour her child as soon as it is born ;
and she brings forth the man, Christ Jesus,
who gives her the wings of an eagle, and sends
her to a place of security for a time, times, and
a half time.
Now this time and the forty-two months of
Rev. 11 : 2 and the two witnesses prophesying
a thousand two hundred and threescore days,
11 : 3, and the forty-two months, Rev. 13: 5,
and the twelve hundred and sixty days of Dan.
12:7, are all events that begin and end at the
same time. The twelve hundred and ninety
days after the abomination of desolation, must
commence thirty days before, as these days
will end at the captivity of the beast, and the
destruction of most of his army; only one sixth
of his army is left, from the testimony of
Ezekiel 39 : 2, at which time all these events
terminate.
We will present another evidence that the
little horn and the ten horns of Daniel are the
beast of Revelation; but other prophets call
him by different names. Rev. 13 : 6:
"And he opened his mouth in blasphemy against
God, to blaspheme his name, and his taberaacle,
and them that dwell in heaven."
8 "And all that dwell upon the earth shall worship him, whose names are not written in the
book of life of the Lamb slain from the foundation
of the world."
12 : 17. '"And the dragon was wroth with the
woman and went to make war with the remnant of
her seed, which keep the commandments of God,
and have the testimony of Jesus Christ."
Danielll : 36. "And the king shall do according to his will; and he shall exalt himself, and
magnify himself above every god, and shall speak
marvelous things against the God of gods; and shall
prosper until the indignation be accomplished; for
that that is determined shall be done."-37, 38,
39, and
Dan. 8: 24. "And his power shall be mighty,
but not by his own power; and he shall destroy
wonderfully, and shall prosper, and practice, and
destroy the mighty and holy people."
25 "And through his policy also shall he cause
craft to prosper in his hand ; and he shall magnb
fy himself in his heart, and by peace shall destroy
many; he shall also stand up against the Prince of
princes; but he shall be broken without hand."
Dan. 7 : 8. "I considered the horns, and behold,
there came up among them another little horn, before whom three fell. Behold in this horn were
eyes like the eyes of a man, and a mouth speaking
great things.
9 "I beheld until the thrones were cast down,
all governments destroyed and the dragon power
set up, and the Ancient of Days did sit.
11 "I beheld then, because of the voice of the
great words which.the horn spake;
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34:1

25 "And he shall speak great words against the the breath of the Lord, like a stream of brimstone, thy graven image and thy molten images; I will
Most High, and shall wear out the saints of the doth kindle it."
make thy grave; for thou art vile."
Most High, and think to change times and laws;
Then the Assyrian of Isaiah is the little
15 "!Jehold upon ~h.e mountains th_e feet of him
and they shall be given into his banda untl a time h
f D . l
d h b
R
l .
that brmgeth good ttdmgs, that pubhsheth peace 1
0
and times and the dividing of times.''
orn
am~ an t e ea~t
eve a~wns, .0 Judah, keep thy solemn feasts, perform thy
27 "And the kingdom and the dominion, and the man of sm of Thessalomans, the '\YICked vows; for the wicked shall no more pass through
the greatness of the kingdom under the whole Counsellor of Nahum, and the Assynan of thee; he is utterly cut off.''
heaven, shall be given to the people of the saints Micha.
.
.
•
.
Habakkuk is so beautiful in his prophetic
of the Most High."
But Is.atah, m his ~ortieth ohaptc~, says the history of the last days that I hardly know
This is the same event as recorded in Rev. people will set up an Image to worship.
where to begin to apply his instructions; for
12. All the prophets tell of his blasphemies
40: 17 "All nations befo:e him are as nothi_ng; it is all applicable to our day.
against God. Isaiah has a tale to tell of this and the;y a~.e counted to htm less than nothwg,
17 "For the violence of Lebanon shall cover
personage, 14 : 12:
and vamty. .
.
tl~ee, and the spoil of beasts, which made them
"How art thou fallen from heaven, 0 Lucifer,
Why are the natiOns counted less than afraid because of man's blood and for the vioson of the morning! How art thou cut down to nothing, and vanity ? Because all have de- lence ~f the land, and of the ~ity, and all that
the ground, which did weaken the nations!
parted from God, and are setting up the evil dwell .~herein.''
.
13 For thou hast said in thy heart, I will ascend one for themselves to worship. then he asks
18 What profiteth the graven tmage that the
into heaven; I will exalt my throne above the stars th
t' .
'
maker thereof hath graven it; the molten image,
e ques IOn·
and a teacher of lies, that the maker of his work
of God; I will sit also upon the mount of the con18 "To whom then will ye liken God? or what trusteth therein, to make dumb idols.''
gregation, in the sides of the north .. I will ascend
above the high is of the clouds: I will be like the likeness will ye compare unto him? The workman
19 "Wo unto him that saith to the wood, Awake
Most High. Yet thou shalt be brought down to melteth a graven image, and the goldsmith spread to the dumb stone, Arise, and it shall teach! Be~
hell.''
eth it over with gold, and casteth silver chains." hold, it is laid over with gold and silver, and there
So Isaiah calls him by a different name
He chooses a tree that will not rot and gets is no breath at all in the midst of it.· But the
!',
h l' 1 h
B
h
h h
.
· '
h
Lord is in his holy temple ; let all the earth keep
.rom t e ttt e orn.
ut t e name e as a _workman and prepareth ~ gr~~;ven Image t at silence before him."
given him is the Assyrian.
will not be moved. And m his 41 : 6, 7, he
H b kk k
t h' t t'
th t th"
"They that see thee shall narrowly look upon is speaking of this same image, and in the. .
a a u t p~esen s b ~
~mony h. a t IS
1
thee, saying, Is this the man that made the earth 44th chapter he informs us more particularly 1t?Jage hwas tho e athn JeCfillod W?trhs 1?• a a
1ence
to tremble, that did shake kingdoms; that made b
th
d
th
·
d
·
fi
Ime
w
en
e
ear
was
e
WI
VIO
a out e peop1e an
e Image ; an m orms
d · k d
d
t b
bl d fi
the world a wilderness, and destroyed the cities
h h h . t
t dI
h
h"
·
an
WIC
e
ness;
an
are
o
e
assem
e
or
1
Image
. d es t rue t"wn a t th e commg
.
th ereo f . , * * ,' B u t th ou ar t cas t ou t of th e grave us t ldat b e as
t ms rue e dsrae
t tb at t ISh'
d th e1r
of th e L or d ;
like an abominable branch.''
wou
e se up as a go·
o edbwors
Ipe
;
d
th"
'd
1
t
b
t
h
t h"
h an
IS 1 o was o e a eac er, or was t o
20 Thou shalt not be joined with them in buri- an d a Iso t ells th em th ere IS no go
u 1m, e
.
d
h
d h
k
t h
anse an teac ; an t e ma er was a eac er
I b eoause th ou h as t d es t roye d th y 1an d, an d sam
1 · k nows no t any.
a,
.
of li'es. I• so well agrees with Rev. 13 ·.11.
thy peaple; .the seed of evil doers shall never be
44 : 9 · "~he~, that make a graven Image are a11 that we are" satisfied the Lord showed to him'
renowned.''
of them vamty.
h
h"
h
N h
M'
21 "Prepare slaughter for his children for the
10 "Who hath formed 11 god, or molten a graven t e same. t mgs as were s own to a urn_, 1·
iniquity of their fathers; that they do not rise, image that is profitable for nothing?
cab, Isaiah and John, the very same Idols.
nor possess the land, nor fill the face of the world
h
d h
b fi
f
with cities. For I will rise up against them, saith
11 to 20. "Behold, all his fellows shall be According to t eir recor , t ey saw ut ew o
the Lord of hosts, and cut off from Babylon the ashamed i and the workmen,. they are men i le~ the things that John and Isaiah saw.
name, ,and remnant, and son, and nephew, saith them all be gathered together' let them stand up'
Isaiah presents to us two persons who are to
the Lord.''
yet they shall fear, and they shall be ashamed to.
t . th l t d
.
gether.''
act a c.onspwuous par m . e ~s ays, or m
24 "The Lord of hosts hast sworn, saying, Sureth d
f
t
bl
W
h
d
ly as I have thought, so shall it come to pass; and
The carpenter and the smith work at it with
e ay 0 rou e.
e gtve IS own wor s,
as I have proposed, so shall it stand;
their hammer and coals, and with line and as recorded 51 : 17 :
25 "That I will brake the Assyrian in my land, with compass; he heweth the cedar, the cy"Awake, awake, stand up 0 Jerusalem, which
and upon my mountains tread him under foot;
d
k
d
h h b
hast drunk at the hand of the Lord the cup of his
e urns a part, fury ; thou hast drunken the dregs of the cup of
then shall his yoke depart from off them, and his press an oa ' an as '
burden from their shoulders.
then roasts his flesh by it, and maketh a graven trembling, and wrung them out."
213 "This is the purpose that is proposed upon image; and maketh a god; falleth dawn unto
18 "There is none to guide her among all the
the whole earth; and this is the hand that is it and worshipcth it, and prayeth unto it, and sons whom she hath brought forth; neither is
stretched out upou all the nations."
saith, "Deliver me, for thou art my god.'' He there any that taketh her by the hand of' all the
31 "Howl, 0 gate: cry, 0 city, thou, whole
d h
h
d
· d h
h h
d sons that she hath brought up.''
>
l
t"
t
d'
1
d
f
th
h
11
f
eart at turne
19 "These two tht'ngs are come unto t,hee ,· who
I a es ma, ar tsso ve ; or ere s a come rom fee et on as es, a ecelve
the north a smoke, and none shall be alone in his him aside, that he can not deliver his soul, nor shall be sorry for thee? desolation, and destruoappointed times.
say, "Is their not a lie in my right hand."
tion, and the famine, and the sword: by whom
32 "What shall one then answer the messengers
Then Isaiah proclaims to Israel, saying:
shall I comfort thee?"
• of the nations? That the Lord hath founded Zion,
"Remember these, 0 Jacob and Israel; for thou
20 "Thy sons have fainted, they lie at the head
and the poor of his peopie shall trust iu it."
art my servant ; 1 have formed thee; thou art my of all the streets, as a wild bull in a net: they are
This Lucifer, we find his time to act is servant·, 0 Israel, thou shalt not be forgotten of full of the fury of the Lord, the rebuke of thy
God.''
when the Lord destroys the nations and estab- . me.''
lishes Zion, and he is of the Assyrian stock.
Nahum 1, tells us that the Lord is slow to
By his connection with events he shows
30: 26. "Moreover, the light of the moon shall anger and of great power; and rebuketh the that it is the same time of the dealings of Lube as the light of the sun, and the light of the sun sea and drieth up the rivers, and the mount- cifer, the Son of the morning.
shall be seven-fold, as t_he light of seven days, i_n ains and the hills melt; and the earth is burned
22 '·Thus saith thy Lord the Lord, and f,hy God
the day that the Lord bmdeth up the _bre~ch of his at his presence. His fury is poured out like that pleadeth the cause of his people, Behold, I
.
.
have taken out of thine hand the cup of trembling,
people, and healeth the stroke of thetr w61lnd."
27 ••Behold the name of the Lord cometh from fire, the rocks are thrown down by htm. The even the dregs of the cup of my fury ; thou shalt
far, burning 'with his anger; .11nd the burden Lord is good in. the day of trouble, and he no more drink it again."
thereof is heavy; his lips are full of indignation, knoweth them that put their trust in him; but
In this sentence he refers to his pleading
and his tongue as a devouring fire; and his breath with an ovt>rflowing flood he shaH make an the cause of his people by whom and whenas an overflowing stream."*·><.
d f. h
1
h,
f'
d ' k "
. 'h
. h'• wh en utter en o t .1e p ace. t ereo , an aar n"ss by those two sons at the time of the great
29 "Y e s h 111,, h ave a song, as m
• e mg
a holy solemnity is kept; and gladness of heart, shall pursue hiS enemies.
gathering of the nations for their destruction;
as when one goeth with a pipe to come unto the
9 "What,, do you im:;gine evil agr~inst the Lord? and the establishing of Jerusalem and Zion, to
mountains of the Lord, to the l\ligh ty One of he will make an utter end; afiliction shall not rise be no more visited with the unclean. Put this
Israel."
up the second time; for while they are shaken to. h h
h f I · h 15 h
30 "And the J"ord shall cause hi,. glorious voice gether ~ts thorns; and while they are drunken as Wit t. e !)t 0 sam '
t verse.
to be heat'd, and shall show the lighting down of drunkards, they shall be destroyed as stubble fully
••The ancient and honorable, he is the head; and
his arm, with the indignation of his anger, and dry.''
the prophet that teaches lies, he is the tail.
and with a flame of a devouring fire, with scatter·
11 There is one cometh out of thee, that imagin"For the leaders of this people cause them to
ing, and tempest and hailstones."
eth evil against the Lord, a wicked counsellor."
err; and they that are led by them are destroyed.''
31 "For through the voice of the Lord shall the
13 "For now will I brake his yoke from off thee,
Daniel 7: 9. He introduces to us a personAssyrian be beaten down,ewhich srnot.e with a rod." and will burst thy bonds in sunder.''
age whom he calls the Ancient of Days, and he
33 "For Tophet is ordained of old; yea, for the
14 "And the Lord hath given a commandment ~
king it is prepared ; he hath made it deep and concerning thee, th•1t no more of thy nnme be is to appear at the same time and place that
large; the pile thereof is of fire and much wood; sown; out of the house of the gods will I cut off those two sons do; and his appearance is de-
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Lord, until the day that I rise up to the prey; for
He says:
scribed, but little of his work, save the opening
Isa. 66 : 4: "l will choose their delusions, and my determination is .to gaiher the nations, that I
of the seals and the sitting in judgment. The
may assemble the kmgdm:ps, to pour upon them
question is, are they that are described by Isai- will bring tlreir fears upon them; because when I mine indignation, even all my fierce anger; for all
called,
none
did
answer;
when
I
spake
they
did
ah the same as by Daniel? Then, Rev. 11th,
not hear ; but they did evil before mine eyes, and the earth shall be devoured with the fire of my
·
John tells of two witnesses that are to be there chose that in which I delighted not. Hear the jealousy."
9 "For then will I turn to the people a pure
at J erusaiem at the time of the great gather- word of the Lord, ye. that tremble at his word:
ing of the nations, and he says :
· Your brethren that hated you, that cast you out language, that they may all call upon the name of
the Lord to serve him with one consent."
11 : 3 "And I will give power unto my two wit- for my name's sake, said, Let the Lord be glori10 ••From beyond the rivers of Ethiopia my supfied;
but
he
shall
appear
for
your
joy,
and
they
nesses, and they shall prophesy a thousand two
pliants, even the daughter of my dispersed, shall
shall
be
ashamed."
hundred and three-score days clothed in sackcloth.
6 "A voice of noise from the city, a voice from bring mine offering."
These are the two olive trees, and the two candle11 "In I hat day shalt thou not be ashamed for
the
temple, a voice from the Lord, that rendereth
sticks standing before the God of the earth."
all thy doings, wherein thou hast transgressed
recompense to his enemies.'•
They have great power granted them while
7 "Before she travaileth, she brought forth; be- against me; for then I will take away out of the
fore her pain came, she was delivered of a mim- midst of thee them tha.t rejoice in their pride, ..and
discharging the duties of their mission.
thou shalt no more be haughty because of my
They are to stand before the God of the child."
holy mountain. I will also leave in the midst of
We ought to be thankful to the Lord thee an afflicted and poor people, and they shall
earth; who is he?
They are before the beast and pleading with that he has given us the intelligence that h~ trust in the name of the I,ord.
13 "The remnant of Israel shall not do inthe energy of their souls, for them to repent would deliver the church before the enemy
and turn to God. They have great power till does her much harm ; and that she is to be iquity, nor speak lies ; neither shall a deceitful
tongue be found in their mouth; for they shall
their work is done, and then are martyred for delivered by the man-child, as revealed to feed and lie down, and none shall make them
John, according to his word, at the assembling afraid. Sing, 0 daughter of Zion; shout 0 Israel;
their testimony.
Zachariah seems to be speaking of these of the nations : Those that escape are sent off be glad and rejoice with all thy heart, 0 daughter
same witnesses that John has introduced to us on a mission, while the wicked are destroyed· of Jerusalem."
15 The Lord hath taken away thy judgments, he
for behold the Lord will come with fire, and
in Rev. 11.
hath cast out ~hi~e enemy ; the King of Israel,
4 : 12 "Then answered I, and said unto him, with his chariots like a whirlwind, to render even the Lord, IS m the midst of thee; thou shalt
What are these two olive branches, which through his anger with fury, and his rebuke with not see evil any more."
the two golden pipes, empty the golden oil out of flames of fire. For by the fire and the sword
16 "In that day it shall be said to Jerusalem,
themselves?"
will the Lord plead with all flesh, and the Fear thou not; and to Zion, Let not thine hands
13 "And he answered me and said, Knowest
be slack. The Lord thy God in the midst of thee
thou not what these be? And I said, No, my slain of the Lord shall be many. Then comes is mighty; he will save, he will rPjoice over thee
the
kingdom
as
presented
by
the
other
prophets
Lord."
with joy; he will rest in his love, he will rPjoice
14 "Then said he, these are the two anointed
8 "Who hath heard such a thing? who hath over thee with .singing."
ones that standeth by the Lord of the whole earth.'' seen suoh a thing? shall the earth be made to
He will "gather them that are sorrowful for
. It seems that Zechariah answered the ques- bring forth in one day ? shall a nation be born at the solemn assembly, who are of thee, to whom
once,
for
as
soon
as
Zion
travaileth
she
brought
tion.
the reproach of it was a burden."
forth her children."
Obadiah 21. "Saviors are come upon Mount Zion
Again the church is delivered, l:be wicked
to judge the mount of Esau ; and the kingdom
destroyed, the kingdom set up, and the Lord
ahall be the Lord's."
THE MYSTERIES OF PROVIDENCE.
These men have presented the Lord's s~rv God ruleth.
As thi~ event has been a subject the prophets
The appointed path is often a dark path and
ants as they saw them. Have they'presented
the same servants, or different ones? The have wntten more or less upon, we are dis- the way in which the Lord leads us ensh~.oud
events described show that they all point to posed to hear what Micah may have to say about ed in shade and mystery. What then? 1Ne
this woman.
are to march boldly on in the course of dut.y
the same time and events. I believe that they
5 : 3 "Therefore will he give them up, until and trust the I..~ord to care for consequences
saw and spoke of the same servants. •
The dragon is still after the woman and is the time that she which travaileth hath brought and bring all things right a.t last. And w~
forth; then the remnant of his brethren shall re- are under no obligation to understand the drift
wroth with her; and went to make war with turn unto the children ef Israel. And he shall
d b ·
f Jl h.
h
d
earmg o a t mgs t at surroun us. It
her seed; which kept the commandments of stand and feed in the strength of the Lord, in the an
majesty
of
the
name
of
the
Lord
his
God.
they
is
enough
to
know
that
all
things
are
working
God, and had the testimony of Jesus Christ.
shall bide; for now shall the Lord be gre~t unto together for our good. Even Abraham "went
How long is this war to last?
the ends of the earth."
out, not knowing whither he went," yet guidDaniel said that the little horn, this same
"And this man shall be the peace when the As- ed bv the counsel of his God. \Ve cannot
lit~le fello~, made war with .the saints and pre- syrian shal~ come into our land; and when he t.elJ why our present Jot is so portioMd out to
vailed agamst them, for a time and times and shall tread m our palaces." * *
4: 8 "And thou, 0 tower of the flock, tha strong us, nor what God means by all the providences
the dividing of times. To get a solution of
this matter, we will enquire of Esdras, in the hold of the daughter of Zion, unto thee shall it which he appoints. It belongs not to us to
come, even the first dominion; the kingdom shall know the hidden purposes of Him who made
Apocraphy, 2nd Book, 6: 7:
·
come to the daughter of Jerusalem."
us
"'l'hcn answered I, and said, What'ehall be the
9 "Now why dost thou cry out aloud? Is there'
."nr·~11
k th
J ••
h
·
tv 1
you as,
e so d1~r t. rown lllkl the
parting asunder of the times? When shall be the no king in thee? Is thy counsellor peri~hed? For
heat of the batole to explam the plan of the
end of the first, and the. beginning of that that pangs have taken thee as a woman in travail.
followeth?
10 "Be in pain, labor to bring forth, 0 daughter general? How could he? If he has done his
"And he P,nswered me, and said, From Abraham of Zion, like a woman in travail; for now shalt duty, if' he has thrown himself into the strug<>le
unto Isaac; when Jacob a.nd Esau were born unto ~hou go forth out of the city, and thou shalt dwell he has only seen the disorder. of the cha:,.e'
him; Jacob's hand held fast to the heel of Esau:
the ftasTting of the arms, the cloud of bm;k~
for Esau is the end of the world; and Jacob is the· ~~e~:ea!~\~·t:onu\~hdo~li'svhearletd~othenventhtoiBa~{lhonl·l,
1 1
•
•
~
, · vT6
e ,oru 8 a
d d t h h
j •
redeem thee from the hand of thine enemies."
an
us ; e as on y llearu .mman cnes miXbeginning of that that followeth."
A question, Why was thi~ people to cry in e~ with the ~?afening sound of artillery. To
Then Esau perishes with the Gentiles, when
the fullness of the Gentiles comes in· and Ja- pain to be deiivered? Micah 4 : 11 answers hl~ ;Ill ~as c,is?rd;n: and chaos; but upon the
'
~e1ghbormg he;~hts one ~ye followed the comcob's eve_rlasti~g reign of peace and /ighteous, this question by sayir.w:
0
'
nat; one hand d:rocted tne least movement of
ness begms, w1th the man. child on the throne
"Now, also many nations fire gathered aga.inst h
Q
h
·
th~e, that say' J,et her be defiled, and let our eyes t e troops. do t "ere B a batt-le which lR purof his glory for ever and ever.
Isaiah was well versed in the affairs of the look upon Zion. But they know not the thought.s sued through t.he ages. Tt is that of truth, of
church at the time of this warfare for an ex- ofthe Lord, neither understand they his counsel; love, and justice ngainst error, egotism, and
istence in :righteousness; about the church re- fo1' he shall gather them as the sheaves into the iniquity. It bolongs not to obscure ~oldierR
floor."
·
'· fig h t to direct the contest, it
t h rown mto
toe
ceiving deliverance by the Lord, and the kingZephaniah, speaking of t.he people of the ought to suffice us that God conducrs it: it is
dom of God established, and the people of the
Lord, speaks of them in connection with other for us to remain at the post he assigns UtJ, aod
.Lord be nourished by him, when he said:
event.s that are to transpire with the people of to struggls th12re firmly, even unto t.he end."
"And their bones shall flourish like an herb·
and the hand of the Lord shall be known toward God m the last days, the day of destruction, n A~d whon we lo.ok <back from the heights
or tnumph to whwh we now turn our eyes
hi.s s~~vants, v,ncl his indignation toward his ene- he says:
nuef.!.'
3: 8 "Therefore wait ye upon mel s~,ith the. with longing and with hope ;-when we trace
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the well-remembered path along which God
hath led our feet from warfare to victory, and
from weariness to rest; all will be plain, and
clear, and blessed in the presence of Him who
has said: "What I do thou knowest not now,
but thou shalt know hereafter."

THE GOSPEL; WHAT IS IT 1

SAINTS'

HERALD.

in all its fullness unto the Gentiles; and he
conferred the Holy Ghost and spiritual gifts
upon baptized believers, throughthelayingon
of his hands. The gospel of Jesus Christ recognizes the holy ordinance of conferring the
Comforter or Spirit of Truth, by the laying of
the hands of the elders.
All who preach and practice outside of this
holy order are unbelievers illl the holy gospel
of Jesus Christ, and no wonder the Lord works
not with them-by signs.
Add one more truthful idea to this short
lesson, by saying, in the language of inspiration, that "whoso preacheth any other gospel,
than that which we preach, let him be accursed," even were he as good every other
way as an holy angel from heaven. And that
too for the reason that he preaches damnation
to himself and all who follow him. For God
has sent no man to preach that the heavenly
gifts are done away, save that it be to those
who refuse to repent and be baptized for the
remission of their sins, in order that they might
receive th.e Holy Spirit of adoption, and be
made an heir of God and a member of the
household of faith.
Nothing can be more evident than that the
gospel which Paul preached promised and conferred the gifts by the laying on of the hands
of the elders. Even the heavenly gifts of the
Spirit, by which baptized believers in Jesus
Christ spake in other tongues and prophesied.
Also the sick were required to send for the
elders, with the promise not only of being, by
such specific means, raised up by the Lord
himself; but if sin had been committed, they
had the promise of being forgiven by attending
to this means of grace. How, then, can that
be the gospel which the apostles preached, that
denies all these superior blessings and follows
the vain customs of this ungodly world? And
how can such preachers escape the "anathema
maranatha" pronounced upon them by holy
men of God? Let them answer this question
who claim the honors of reverends and divines
while they deny divine honors which God confers upon his chosen.
ELDER J. S. CoMsrocK.

We do not enquire what a gospel is but the
gospel. For we read of some who had turned
away from the gospel which was preached by
Jesus lmd his ministry, to another gospel. And
it is now known and confessed, that there are
many different gospel doctrines preached;
while each and every one claims to be preaching the gospel of Jesus Christ. Hence, the
question arises, in view of all this conflicting
jargon; and I propose an examination by the
way of a just comparison; in order to arrive at
a proper solution of this important question.
For it is indeed an imp'ortant question, and
should be well understood by all who seek salvation.
Seeing there is but one God, and but one
Mediator between God and men; and but one
faith, and one baptism, and but one hope of
our callin~, and no schism or division in the
body of Christ, which is his Church; therefore it is of vital consequence to determine
what that gospel is by which, or by obedience
to which, men may hope for salvation. For
we are saved by hope, and there is but one
hope of our calling.
The one and only foundation of our hope, is
laid by God himself; with the conditions
specified, in the gospel proclamation. Wherefore it is very particular. It is not said in the
gospel that any can be saved by faith on1y; but
t I "he that believeth and is baptized shall be
saved." Neither is this much the whole gospel. For this is not all that is promised in the
gospel. The gospel of Jesus Christ contains
a three. fold prophecy, a part of which pertains
to this present life, and must be fulfilled in
the present state of existence.
How could men depend for future salvation
upon a prophecy? If that part of this gospel
prophecy which relates to the present life fails
Wuo rs A GENTLEMAN ?-A gentleman is a perto prove true, how could men depend upon the
other pa.rt, which relates to our future state? son not merely acquainted with certain forms and
If the gospel of Jesus Christ promises cer- etiquette of life, easy and self·possessed in societ.y,
tain miraculous or infallible signs to follow able to speak and act and move in the world with·
1'
I
out awkw::>rdness, and free from habits which are
bapt1zed
be 1evers, as most assured y it does vulgar and in bad taste. A gentleman is somepromise this, as positively certain a.s it prom- thing beyond this-that which lies at the root of
ises future salvation; if, then, these promised every Christian virtue. It is the thoughtful designs do not follow as he said, then surely sire of doing in every instance what others should
what have we to hone upon the foundation do unto him. He i~ constantly thinking, not, inth t
t
ft j h d
th
t • ,. ? deed, how he may g1ve pleasure to others for the
a proves o us a. a se oo on , e ou SLaro • mere sense of pleasing, but how he may avoid
~ertamly we could not rely upon future sa~va- .hurting their feelings. When he is in society, he
twn any better than upon future damnatwn. scrupulously ascertains the position a.nd relations
For the gospel of Christ predicts salvation to of every o~e wit.h whom. he comes in con.tact, that
one class of men and damnation to all the rest. he .rr:oty give t.o e~ch his ?ue honor, .hJs proper
• d th
t
1
d ·
t d
k
pos1t10n. He stud1es how ne may avOid touchwg
L\.U
ese wo? asses ~re e~Igna e .'or no.wn in conversation on any subject which may call
apart, by certam pronnsed s1gns whiCh he him- up a disagreeable or offensive association. A
self would make manifest in his Church with gentleman never alludes to, never even appears
his minist,ers. These precious promises are co~scious of any defect, bodily de~orm!ty, infericertainly contained in the ~ospel which Jesus orilJ: of talent, o! rank, .or reputation m the per.
· · t
1 · d t th h.ld
f son m whose soc1ety he IS placed-never makes a
an d h 18 mm1s .ers proc atme 0 e c 1 ren o display of his own power or rank, O]:' advantagemen.
such as in implied in habits, or tricks, or incli·whoso, therefore, takes away any part of nations, which may be offensive to others,
this gospel, and proclaims contrary hereunto,
--~---must be guiHy of preaching some other gospel
Love m!l.y exist without jealousy, although this
than what ,resus sent his servants to teach.
is rare; but jealousy may exist without love, and
this is common, for jealousy can feed on that which
Saul, who was called to the ministry after is bitter no less than that which is sweet, and is
the ascension of cur J.. ord, preached this gospel sustained by pride as often as by affection,

I

THOUGHTS ON THE SACRAMENT.
Beloved Herald: This is a subject upon
which we have meditated .a good deal, and we
pen some of our thoughts for your pages.
Never have we participated in this most solemn rite without first examining ourself, to
know whether we were worthy, and never
have we gone away from our sacrament meeting without feeling that it was good to be a
Saint, and have gone from the communion
table strengthened in the Lord. "Except ye
eat the flesh of the Son of Man, and drink his
blood, ye have no life in you," was said by our
Lord. Also, he that eateth and drinketh of
the same hath eternal life. But how are we
to perform this ceremony, or rite; under what
condition, and for what purpose? By what
we can learn from the law governing this ordinance, we partake of bread and wine in commemmoration of the broken body and shed (or
spilled) blood of our Savior. We are to, or
should examine ourselves; our life, our faith,
our hope and conduct as Saints, to see whether we are in a suitable condition to participate
or not, lest we partake unworthily, and bring
ourselves under condemnation, and thus reap
a curse instead of a blessing.
The object for which we partake of the sacrament is that we may be strengthened and
confirmed in the cause of Christ, and receive
the remission of our sins. Baptism we know
is for the remission of the sins of those who
are outside of the Church, but not for those
who are members of the body of Christ. We
never have permitted ourself to go to the communion table without first trying to examine
our heart, to see whether we were in a fit condition to go ro that table, also calling to mind
that never to be forgotten scene that took
place on and near Calvary: the last supper;
the prayer in the garden; the midnight attack;
the court, or trial; the crown of thorns; the
cross, the sepulchre, and the resurrection.
And never ha,ve we, when thus examining our
heart, and thus calling to mind those events,
gone from that table without feeling that it
was good for us to be there; nor without receiving a fresh supply of courage, hope, and
good resolutions.
Then if it is of so much benefit for us to att~nd our sacrament meetings; if we are thus
strengthened and encouraged in the divine
life while enjoying this privilege, what must
be the feelings of our dear brothers and sisters
in Christ., who are upon beds of sickness and
pain? Do they not need the benefit of this
strengthening and encouraging ordinance as
much as we, yea more? 'N ould it not be the
means of begetting more faith in them-a
purer and holier faith?
Could the Elders go to them and administer
the bread and wine to them. Is it not just as
necessary ro administer the bread and wine to
them as it is to anoint !.hem with oil in the
name of the Lord? When I am sick I can
send for the Elders, if they are within a reasonable distance, to come and administer to
me; but must I be deprived of the sacrament
because I cannot, attend Church, or must I
make especial request in order to have it administered rome? If we are sick we are commanded to send, or call for the Elders. 'N e
are also commanded to partake of the Lord's
supper; and ns often (which signifies that we
are to do it more t:lum once) as ye do i.t, do it
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in remembrance of my sufferings, or death
and burial.
The Church has adopted the custom of partaking of the sacrament as often as once a
month, and in some branches oftener. Is it
necessary for those who are in the enjoyment
of health, and able to attend Church from Sabbath to Sabbath, or as often as the Church
meets together to hear the word dispensed;
and to hear the brethren bear their testimony
to the truth of the latter day work, and thus
get their spiritual strength renewed? Is it
necessary for those enjoying this privilege to
meet together once in four weeks, or from time
to time, to partake of this solemn and comforting service, while the sick brother or sister,
who lies upon a couch of pain, is unable to get
to where the same is administered, and thus
loses this soul-cheering privilege? Yes, and
that within a mile of where the bread and
wine are administered.
If the Elders can be sent for ten or a dozen
miles, and sometimes much further, to administer to the sick, can they not with the same
propriety administer the bread and wine to
them? Or must the sick send for the Elders
to administer this ordinance, as well as for
their sickness? We do not read that we are
to send for the Elders to administer the sacra·
ment; but we do read that they are to administer the same from time to time. vV e send
for them to administer to us when we are sick,
because we are commanded to. Again, it
might be necessary, if not commanded, that
they might know that we were sick, and needed their prayers; also, that we had faith in
the ordinances of the Lord's house. They
then know that we are sick and unable to go
to meeting. They then frequently call and
see us, pray for and administer to us, without
being sent for. But do they administer the
sacrament to us? I am speaking of the general practice, and not isolated, or individual
cases. Let me suppose a case. Suppose that
in a branch where there are from fifteen to
forty members that can and frequently do meet
together to partake of the sacrament, there
should be a time of general sickness throughout the branch; that one-half or two-thirds of
the Saints should be unable to get to the sacrament, would it be necessary for those who
could meet for that purpose to dispense with
that rite; or would they need the strength
that is derived from commemmorating that
great sacrament, or sacrifice, offered up upon
:Mount Calvary, to help them on in the battle
of life; while those who were sick could pass
through their pains and trials without the aid
derived from participation in this solemn service-the sacrament?
w. R c.

--

· -......:!lo----

l'I'Io&·al (;b.aracter.
There is nothing which adds so much to the
beauty and power of mu,n, as a good moral charr,.cter. It is his wealth-his influence-his lifa.
It dignifies him in every station, exalts him in
every condition, and glorifies him at every period

Such a character is more to be deeired
It makes 11 man
free and independent. No servile tool-croaking
sycophant-no treacherous honor- seeker ever bore
snch a chruacter. The pure joys of truth and
r.ighteousnees never spring in such a person. If
young men but knew how much e, good character
would dignify and exalt them, how glorious it
would make their prospects, even in this life;
never should we find them yielding _to the grovelling and base born purposes of human nature.
of life.

th:.m everything else on ear-th.
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NOTICE.
When ch~tnging your place of residence, or desiring your
paper sent to a different post-office, be particular in giving, In
full, the name of the post-office, county, and state where you
had been last receiving it, and distinctly state the name of the

post-office, county and state to which you wish your paper sent
in the'future.
~ If your paper has been going In a
package, state whose.

When mailing a letter, whether in a railroad car, on a steam
boat, or while visiting u.t a friend's, in every instance give
your own address where you are taking your pape1·.
When taking subscriptions for HERALD and HoPE be partic-

ular in giving the correct address of the" new subscriber."
If your paper has been discontinued, state where you have

last been taking it, and the time it was stopped.

15 November77.
¥ir" Look Here.-A mark opposite this notice wi!J"inform subscribors that their time is out with the number thus
marked, as many fail to notice the time on their label. Re·
mittan~s are desired. Attention is called to the notice giving

full instructions about how, and to .whom to send all money,
orders, and business letters as recently ad vised.

JOSEPH SMITH,

HENRY A. STEBBINS,
EDITORS.

--,-----~------~-----

Plano, lllinois, November 15, 181'7.
MRS. J. W. YOUNG-SURELY.
AND now it is lfrs. John W. Young who is the
object of public solicitude and sympathy, as a
sufferer from the monstrosities of MormonismUtahism. The world, the religious world, the,
so-called, believing world, seems to be utterly oblivious of the enunciation of Holy Writ, "What.
soever a man soweth, that shall he also reap," and
we know no reason why Mrs. John W. Young
should be made an exception to the rule. She
married John W. when he was a practical polygamist, insisting as a part of the marriage contract
that he should put away those women with whom
he had previously intermarried, according to a
rite which he and they effected to believe was sa.
cred and binding. She urged him to falsify an
oath pledged to other women, in order that he
might contract with her, deliberately asked him
to forswear himself and pledge her a faith in mar.
riage which she knew he had broken. She re.
garded not the hearts of those women from whom
she asked him to separate; she paused not to in.
quire whether they would, or could bleed-she
said, "I love Mr. Young," but did not reflect that
others having a prior right might love him too;
she did not regard the wounds she might inflict
by insisting upon a sole occupancy of Mr.
Young's husbandly offices-"shc sowed to the
wind," and now gathers of the "whirlwind" in
sorrow, indignation and tears.
'Tis an old lesson newly repeated. And, if l\-Irs.
John W. Young were the only wife that had been
so grevously dethroned, we, to0, could mourn with
her and those who now so generously sympathize
with her. Refined,ladylike and genteel she may
be, and doubtless is; but if she could quietly and,
peacefully rest on a bosom from which she had
caused one, or more to be driven, ought she not
to have thought that there might come a time
when the facility with whieh this man had rid
himself of others, might permit a fairer, younger
than herself to banish her.
Mrs. Young states that she was never a lHon:non,
and married J. W. because she loved him; that
she has no sympathy with the church; that she
lived happily with him for ten years; but J olm
W. was ambitious; and at the death of his father
he aspired to the office left vacant, and as a step
toward qualifying him for the post, he must more
fully identify himself with the institutions of the
people, he must become a polygamist; this he did
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and sacrificed a wife. This is not the first time
that ambition has ruled the wife out of court.
Napoleon sacrificed a wife for his ambition, and
it was registered against him in the book of fate
to his ruin-Mrs. John W. may console herself
with this reflection-retribution waits but the
open door of opportunity to avenge the wrongs
done by man.
We have not much sympathy in common with
those who condole with Mrs. John W. Young,
and Mrs. Ann Eliza Dee Young; they both knew
the condition of the men with whom they inter.
married; they each might have foreseen the re.
suit, from the facts presented in their own cases,
and neither ought to complain of the· hard fate
their acts invited.
But it is not for the purpose of railing at these
unfortunate sisters in misfortune that we took
pen to write; it was for an other purpose, and it is
this: 1. Can a system of religious belief which
makes possible such an utter and unnecessary
sundering of marital relations have ever had an
origin in divine direction and command? 2.
What right in the law of God, as given to tho
church, or as written all over creation, has any
man, ambitious or unambitious, to shift the re.
sponsibilities of his acts, by changing at will
those with whom he marries; and so deporting
himself that hearts are estranged, affections out.
raged and family ties surrended? 3. By w.hat
means will such a man escape condemnation in
the final adjustment of accounts?
'1'0 IOWA AND MISSOURI.

DuRING a recent visit. to Decatur cou11ty, Iowa,
and Harrison county, J\fissouri, the junior editor
took a further view of the land thereabouts, and
renewed his acquaintance with the Saints now
there. Bro. Israel L. Rogers was our companion
thither from Sandwich, and at Chariton we were
joined by Brn. Phineas Cadwell and C. A. Beebe
of western Iowa; also by Bro. N. W. Smith and
family, late of Fairfield, Nebraslm. Our travel
by rail ended at Leon, where we were met by
Bro. C. H. Jones and taken to Davis City, nine
miles, thence two of us with Bro. David Dancer
to his home, ten miles west., and two with Bro.
Jones to Bro. vVm. Hopkins' home, seven miles
out, Bro. Smith and family stopping in town with
Bro. D. W. Thomas. At Davis City we met, for
the first time, Bro. B. V. Springer, whom, howev.
ever, we had known by reputation for years as a
laborer for the salvation of men, one whose work
in the ministry has been at much sacrifice to him.
self and family. Bro. Wm. Cunnington, formerly
of Utah and California, also lives here, ·and Brn.
Thomas Bell and James Scott of Indiana, togeth.
er with llrn. 'Mather, Sneathen, Abbott and .J. ~I.
Brown of Illinois and Iowa, Rasmussen of Wis.
consin, and Bramptwait of Kansas, and near
town Sister Bissell and family, of Illinois.
Arriving at "the settlement," or "colony," or "location," as variously called, we were, as so often
before, once n1orc "at home" at Bro. Dancer's,
and, going forth from there dnring our stay, we
found ourselves none the less so among a score of
others whom we visited, those known in other
days and places, with still other cordial invitations which we tried, 1Jut in vain, to D.ll, or
or our three weeks would have lengthened into
months, which stay would have been pleasant if
we had had work enough along to have filled in
the time with profit.
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The land in that much talked of country and johling Jackson on the north, at the time the rev- Henry Schultz, whom we mentioned rather imespecially that in Harrison county, Missouri, is elations of December, 1833, and June, 1834, were properly in our last issue, that· we mistook that
lower in price than heretofore, because many of given, as found in sections 98: 9 and 102: 8, and gentleman quite seriously. We are pleased to
the Missourians are anxious to sell out, even at a therefore a part of one of "the countiesaround learn that we did so mistake him, and that he is
sacrifice, in order to go to 'fexas and Arkansas, about"-one of the "adjoining counties" men- trying to do a good work. We regret having
where they can find a newer country and a wider tioned, and, if the Saints do right, much of this written as we did of him, and ask his pardon.
Bro. W. W. Blair was at Chariton, November
range for 2tock than is now possible in Harrison original county will be settled by our people in
and adjoining counties. And this movement on due time. In 1836 the county was divided, and 2nd, en route home. A card was received from
their part seems providential for those who have Caldwell and Daviess were set off. Consequently, him that he was to go to Burlington on that date.
the means to buy and wish to settle in that coun- when some of the leading financial men of the:
Bro. Heman C. Smith was at Gravois, Missoutry. And we learn that this desire to sell is not Church were, as they are confident, directed by, ri, October 30th, on the way to Kentucky.
alone among the people of that part, but that it the Holy Spirit to start the experiment of build-,
Bro. E. M. Webb, writes from Sacramento, Calis more or less so all the way to Jackson county, ing up a settlement of the Saints in those regions, ifornia, that "The work of the Lord is rolling on
so that the Saints may take their choice and buy they, by following that influence, located in what. with us. We have good meetings, and the Lord
wherever they like, with advantages of prairie- was, at the giving of those revelations, Ray coun- blesses us with his Spirit. Elder J. R. Cook has
land, timber and water suited to the ideas of each; ty, Missouri, though this fact was unknown to returned to us, and the Lord is with and making
for, as Abraham said to Lot, "Is not the whole them; which location of land the men who had him very useful. Six have been baptized by him
land before thee;" and if every man who wishes it in hand could not have ma(le in Missouri as it into this branch since Conference, October 6th."
to buy will search long enough, not purchasing now is.
The names of those baptized are sent. We pray
While in that region we had the pleasure of that the good work may continue.
unseen or too hastily, he can certainly suit himself some where in that country, providing his way meeting many whom we had known before and
Bro. and Sr. Graumlich write from Healdsis open and that he knows what he wants, is pre- of enjoying that hospitality which is proverbial.. burgb, California, that times are hard and money
pared te help himself, in common with all the oth- Among these were the following brethren and· scarce and difficult to get in the country where
ers, both giving ami receiving such mutual aid as their families: George Adams, D.P. Young andi they are living. California is the land of .gold,
true brotherly love in the gospel bond may prompt, Wm. Hopkins, of California; Henry C. Smith, and yet money is hard to get !
and ability may permit, but not at present looking Moses McHarness, ,J no. Foreman, Horace Church,, Bro. A. Greek, of Nashville, Missouri, would
for an "inheritance" unearned or by. gift, when Samuel V. Bailey, 0. B. Thomas, Asa Cochran, like to see the subject of tithing "more thoroughthere is as yet no "surplus" lying around, rior will and sister Jtfary Brown, of Michigan; Samuel ly agitated." How strangely men differ. About
be till every one goes to with his might, and, so Ackerley, of Wisconsin; David Dancer, C. H. three years ago a good brother wrote us, stopped
far as he may be able with his own necessities, Jones, Wilson Hudson, Z. H. Gurley, A. H. Smith, his HERALD, and pronounced a woe upon us behelping to make one for the time that will be. J. C. Christianson; and A. K. Anderson, of Illi- cause we either wrote, or printed articles on the
He must also make up his mind to hardships and nois. 1Ve also met Brn. Edwin Stafford, 0. J. subject of tithing; and stated that if we did not
disappointments, as the common portion of man Bailey, George Stone, P. B. and C. Johnson, S. H. stop teaching it to the people we should be damnwherever he may be, and try to bear them as pa- and E. H. Gurley, Hudson Harder, John and ed.
Bro. 'iVm. Newton, of London, Ontario, stopped
tiently and unmurmuringly as possible, both to- Robert Johnstone, and the family of Bro. Gland
Rodger, our noble and faithful brother-laborer in with us a day or so, on his way to J\Hssouri, from
wards the brethren and the providence of God.
the 18th to the 19th ultimo. From a letter reWe saw, as in other places, some causes for Australia.
Our last Sabbath was spent at Davis City, hav- ceived the first instant, he hatl arrived safely at
trial which we could not account for, and over
which we lamented, and in common with like ing staid the previous night with Bro. Justus Kansas City, and had found a number of the
experiences of ourself and others previously, those J\'[orse, between New Buda and Pleasanton. He Saints. He visited Brn. Parlwr and Clough, nine
over which we might feel that the protecting care was a High Priest in the Church at Macedonia, miles from Independence, and found them well
of the Almighty was not thrown as it might have Hancock county, Illinois, in the old days. He and fairly situated. He states that Bro. George
been, but which the future may show to have has been in Utah and California later years, in Hayward, of Kansas City, West, has hired a hall
been in each case a·blessing in disguise, and there the latter State becoming acquainted with and and is doing something to enlighten the people.
Bro. II. A. Stebbins left the Office on the 11th
is certainly no way so good as to go on •and do joining the Reorganized Church. We had no time
the best we can, God giving us strength, and help- to visit the Saints near Pleasmilton owing to pre- of October for a few days rusticating in Iowa.
ing us to hold fast, and not cast oft' the restraints, vious engagements. Spoke twice in Rasmussen's He was still enjoying the fresh air of out door
nor cut loose from the obligations resting upon Hall, Davis City, and attended a sacrament meet- life on the 1st November, but would return in
us toward each other in our fellowship in Christ, ing that day. Was entertained while there by 1due season. He went to be present at the meetErn. D. W. Thomas, and B. Y. Springer, Sr. Lu- ing of the Board of Directors of the Order of
or from any others.
In Harrison county there arc numerous farms cinda Bissell and family, and the family of Bro. Enoch, and for his health.
Elder L. D. Hickey, of the followers of James
for sale, those varying in size, from forty to seven J. W. Mather. Also met here Brn. Fisher of Inhundred acres. Some excellent prairie land, fenc- diana and Thomas Wren of Ohio. The latter has .T. Strang, of Coldwater, Michigan; reports having
ed and under cultivation, is ofl"ered at $10 per rented a farm at Lamoni. Thence with Bro. and gone into Ligonia, Indiana, delivering several
acre, without buildings; other lands with build- Sr. Dancer to Leon, and by rail home, working discourses on the principles of the gospel, which
ings, sometimes good and sometimes of little or at our News Summary and other matter for the were well received. He writes that he does· not·
expect us to take any spceial n0ticc of it, as he is
no value, for from $12 to $20 per acre; those with HERAJ,D on the way.
To close we would say that, for the brief time not regarded by us as belonging to, the Church,
several hundred acres, and what would be called
fair improvements for about $14 and $15 per acre; we l.!ad for each call, it was an agreeable event to &c. We assure Elder Hickey, that so far as he,
most of those we saw in that county being better us, and the memory of most of it will be pleas- or any others, preach the principles of the gospel
situated for timber facilities than is the majority ant to reflect upon in absence, as will assuredly as laid down in the New Testament, and enumerof the land purchased a few miles north, in Deca- be the kind faces and deeds of those whom we ated in the report of the faith by Joseph Smith,
met wherever we went, and we feel refreshed by the martyr, they have our sympathy and regard.
tur county.
We were shown by .Bro. Z. H. Gurhly, a history our trip. Going down we called at Kewanee on Paul thanked God that the "gospel was preached," though some did it for "contention,"
of Harrison county, which relates the fact that Brn. Chisnal and Holt, for a brief season.
No moreNo. 6 tract; no more "Songs of Zion."
all that part of I1Iissouri lying west of the mouth
of Grand river, and north of the l'!Iissouri, which Bno. W. W. BLAm writes from Council Bluffs, Don't order them.
Bro. A. P. Morris writes from Sweet Home,
now makes some fifteen counties, was, up to 1836, Iowa, November 1st: "Baptized three last Saturall one county, called Ray, even to the north line day at Crescent." Weather rainy and forbidding. Oregon, October 28th, that they have had no
of Fayette township, Decatur county, Iowa, in Prospects "fair to good" with an "upward ten- preaching since Bro. Clapp left them, last August;
which township the Order of Enoch and the ma- dency." Bro. Kelly came out of his discussion there are many calls for the word. Ern. J\Hlls
and Clapp are expected there in the spring.
jority of the brethren located without knowing with good feelings and good fruits.
The brethren to whom the Semi-Annual ConferWe learn by letter from Bro. Alexander lHcCalthis fact, namely, that they were upon some of
the very territory comprised in the county ad- lum, who ha.s had a personal interview with Mr. ence directed the Presidency to write, respecting
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the Danish Missicm have replied t~ the letters
sent them. Bro. Knud Johnson is willing to go,
if the church is prepared to send him and sustain
the Mission. Bro. Ole Madison writes that his
circumstances are such that he cannc1t go, for
which he is sorry, as otherwise he would like it.
Sr. Annie Flower writes from Pinckneyville,
Illinois, that an elder who could come there and
preach would find a home with them. Her bus.
band, Br. Thomas Flower, was injured three years
ago so badly as to be helpless, but they still feel
thankful to God for what blessings they have and
ask to be remembered by the Saints. They send
$5 to help the work along.
The Nodaway District Conference 1\Hnutes ar.
rived too late for publication before the time of
their next session, as did the Weber (Utah) District, and the Northern Minnesota, as noticed in
last issue. Be more prompt, brethren.
Bro. L. R. Devore writes, Oct. 15th and Nov.
7th, from West Wheeling, Ohio, that a spirit of
inquiry is manifest there to a good degree. He
has baptized four recently, two of them converts
from the Bickertonites, and prospects are good for
others. So does the Lord bless the diligent la.
borer and the honest searcher.
We are glad to hear that Bro. Frank Mussell
formerly of Braid wood Illinois, has made him.
self and family comfortable by a move to Mis.
souri. He is at Bevier, and rPjaices in the guid.
ance of the Holy Spirit.
ELDER F. C. WARNKY has succeeded in organiz~
ing a Sunday School at Garland, Colorado, and
is also preaching on Sunday evenings, with fair
attendance at both School and preaching services.
The following notices of his work apJ!eared in
the local press.
SUNDAY SCHOOL ORGANIZATION.
Inauguration services of the new Sunday
School were held last Sunday in the school house.
The following were the officers duly elected and
who will in future preside and conduct the ser.
vices, viz: Superintendent, Elder F. C. Warnky;
Assistant Superintendent, 1tliss Lidie Sloane; Sec.
retary, Miss Mattie Conley; Treasurer, Miss Ada
Rine. The organization is to be known as the
Garland Sabbath School, and the teachers appointed were Miss I"idie Sloane and Miss Ada
Rine. We predict full classes as the teachers
alone will be a sufficient inducement for a large
number of the young men to enroll themselves
and prove most assiduous and attentive scholars.
All are cordially invited to attend.
RELIGIOUS SERVICES.
The first of a series of religious meetings wa~
held last Sunday evening at the photograph gallery of Elder F. C. Warnky-that gentleman pre.
. siding. A most entertaining discourse was delivered and attentively listenened to hy an apprecia.
tive audience. He took his text from Job, "If a
man die shal.I he live again?" and his able and log.
ical comments were such as to elicit much satisfaction and will insure him in future a more
crowded congregation.

Bno. THOMAS DOBSON, E>n a recent visit to Utah,
sounds the tocsin of inquiry, in the Ogden ]i'ree.
man, thus:
"OUR PI,AIN CITY LETTElt.
"Plain City, Nov. 1st, IS77.
"Editor., F1·eeman:-I have just received a let..
tor from Ji'Ir. Thomas Dobson, of Iowa, requesting
me to confer with you, in regard to a challenge
published in your paper, wherein said Mr. Dob.
son is desirous of bringing about a discussion
with the Brighamites versus the Reorganized
Church of Latter Day Saints, to be held in Ogden
City. As the notice of the challen~J:e was not pub.
lished until after the departure of Mr. Dobson, he
wishes to state through your paper that he ~till

hold the challenge good, and, that if the opposition party will accept, subject that the discussion
be held in Ogden, at reasonable time and place,
it will be very gratifying to Mr. Dobson to pub.
licly discuss the merits of the question and sub.
mit them to the public for their verdict, feeling
that by so doing he is simply doing his duty as
an Elder of the Reorganized Church of Latter
Day Saints. I will state further that I will send
the challenge this day to the Ogden Junction for
publication. Respectfully,
THOMAS DOBSON, per JOHN TAYLOR."

.. -

NEWS SUMMARY.
(Prepared expressly for the llere.ld.]

Since our last writing the Russian armies have
been very successful in Asia Minor, there having
been some desperate fighting, resulting in the route
of the Turks, with loss of many thousand in killed
and wounded, and in the reinvestment of the city
of Kars by the Rmsians, the seige of which they
were forced to retreat from last summer. Also, in
Bulgaria the Russians have gained considerable,
among the victories being one by General Gourka,
in which he captured 7,000 Turks, including two
Pashas, 200 officers, and an English Colonel in the
Turkish service. They have captured some minor
fortifications, and still hold Plevna in a state of
seige, ita investment being complete, so that the
Turks are cut off from their communications.
An official report from St. Petersburg says that
from the commencement of the war to October
27th, they have losf6l,942 in killed, wounded and
missing.
Gen. McMahon gave a grand dinner in honor of
Ex-president Grant, at Paris, November 2d.
Another ro~bery of a stage coach bet wee~ the
Black Hills and Cheyenne, Wyoming, led to the
capture of the robbers, after a pursuit of 86 miles.
They had as usual robbed the passengers of money, jewelry, blankets, overcoats, and all valua
bles.
By the Chicago Inter- Ocean we notice that Messrs. Stebbins, Post & Co., bankers, at Deadwood,
send out $40 000 to $50,000 in gold, each week,
that is mined in tho Black Hills.
Senator Oliver P. Morton, of Indiana, died at
Indianapolis at 5: 30 p. m , November let. He had
been failing since August 7th, when he had his
last stroke of paralysis It is said that his determination to take opiates, to relieve him from pain
and give him rest, shortened his days, as the morphine coated his stomach, greatly impeded digestion, and ultimately entirely destroyed the power
of the digestive organs.
On November 1st and 4th, genera.! .snow storms
prevailed throughout the north-west, in ::1-Iissouri
and Minnesota, amounting to five and seven inches in depth. Good sleighing in Southern Minnesota.
At two o'clock on the morning of November 4th,
quite severe earthquake shocks were .felt at vori.
ous points in New York, Massachusdts, New
Hampshire, Vermont and Canada. Buildings were
shakfn, furniture moved, and glassware and crockery broken. Shocks are also reported at various
places in South America., October Dth.
There is something of a war going on in South
Africa, bet ween the Englieh troops etationed there
and the natives ,
The ii'lsnrrcction in !l1e scuthero part of .Japan
has been quelled by the J ~panese govornrnent
Thirty-eight. thousand bushels of grain burneCI
at. Belleville, C:Jnltda., November 3d.
Fifteen thousand cords of woou burned near
Carson, Nevada, November 2d.
Two million feet of lumber burned at Harrisburg, Pa., November 3d.
November 6th is :reported io h•tve been one of
the worst days upon the great lakes of the northwest ever experienced. Several vessels of the
fleet off Chicago were wrecked by being driven on
the break-water, or beached on the shore, and
many others were damaged, or lost their deck
cargoes in the gale.
There was an insurrection among the convicts
working in the :\fontserrat, Missouri, coal mines,
the night of November 3d, and they set fire to the
barracks, which resulted in the death of eight rmd
the wounding of' twenty three of their number, by
btu:•ning or in leaping from the windows.

[November 15.
The government of Brazil ha~ already expended
$70,000 to relieve the suffering by famine in the
north-eastern part of that empire. Four hundred
thousand persons are entirely dependent upon
charity.
·The desire to emigrate to Liberia, Africa, is
strong among the blacks of the Southern States,
and in South Carolina $25,000 has been raised and
a ship enga.ged to carry seven hundred of them
thither, as the first colony.
A paper-mill, at Turner's Falls, Mass., burned
on the 7th. Loss $300,000, and throwing 300
persons out of employment. A $30,000 tire at
Dayton, Ohio; a $30,000 one at Northampton,
Mass., throwing 75 men out of employment. Other lesser fires, too numerous to mention.

. -· ...

WE publish the following with regret. We
had thought that Bro. Gurley would be able to
get into the field this fall.-Eds.
SF..JJGWICK, Iowa,
Oct. 24th, 1877.
Editors Heralrl:-Having noticed the depleted
condition of the finances as shown by the Bishop's
last report, and having been informed by. him
recently that he had "more promises than he
could fill," (unless he drew upon his individual
purse), I have concluded to make no effort to
reach Utah this winter. It is said to be "an
Americanism to get together and 'Resolve' some.
thing," and it seems to me that our conferences
act upon the hypothesis that to "resolve" is aU
that is necessary. Fraternally yours,
z. H. GURLEY.
CHAIN LAKE CENTER, Martin Co., Minn.,
October, 1877.
Brother Joseph :-For I now suppose I have a
right to call all Latter Day Saints brothers and
sisters. I am the daughter of G. N. Thompson,
now of Lemars, Plymouth Co., Iowa, and I live
with my grandpa R. L. Young, Chain Lake Oen.
ter, Minn. I was baptized the third Sunday of
last month by Elder L. S. Briggs, and was con.
firmed under his hand. I am the first one who
has obeyed the gospel in this town, but reasonably
suppose that I will not be the only one, in case a
good, preaching Elder, who is deeply in the
work, should come here and engage in it as they
do in worldly business. AU around here have
heard from grandfather, but the instruction has
been scattering, owing to grandfather's health.
He was never able to make a thorough business
of preaching; nevertheless he has made a goodly
influence on the people; and now it is his and
my desire to have an I~lder come who will en.
gage thoroughly in the work. Grandpa will
board him, and I will do his work. I do not
feel willing to let this opportunity pass. I have
taken the first step, and I long to take another.
I long to see the work built up, and God's gifts
flourish in it.. This is why I came into it, to en.
joy all God's promises. I have been from childhood a seeker after righteousness; I have had no
other chance to hear only through grandpa; I
have listened to him when he was talking to
others and compared it with the Bible and it
agreed with my understanding of that book;
but I feel alone all this time; I feel the want of
christian fellowship and waut to see some of the
Church, specially some of the traveling Elders.
Paul said, to the Homans "I desire to come unto
you, to the end that I might impart unto you
some spiritual gift, that ye might be established"
I seek to know the height, and clepth, length and
breadth of the love of God, which is in Christ
J csus. I wish to do all I can for Christ; he an
instrument in his hands; will you help me.
Grandfather, for whom I now write, has been
sick nearly all summer and is yet sitting up and
lying down on his bed during all the day; com.
plaint, nervous debility. He has many times
sufl:'ered much, distressing the b~;~dy and horrify.
ing the mind. He has prayed continually for
faith hy which to overcome, in which I have
joined with all my heart, and it sometimes seemed
that we would overcome, but we could not quite
reach it. Here again, I, as well as he 1 long for
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, an Elder to come and help, not as though God
could not work by us here, but we believe there
is more strength by two or three, than one or
two. Grandpa still desires a visit from some of
the Elders and does not know how to give it up.
ABBA MA'l'ILDA THOMPSON.
SoLON, Cuyahoga Co., 0.,
October 18th, 1877.
Bro. Hen?'Y .A. Stebbins:-I left Kirtland, Thursday, Sept. 27th, for Russell township; to visit my
folks, and on Friday I was taken ill. On Sunday,
Bro. Lamoreaux cam() there to meeting. Feeling
better I .thought I would ride home with him.
lfonday it was discovered that I had an attack
of typhoid fever. I am now recovering, and am
able to sit up a little, but I presume that all my
anticipated plaus of labor for the ensuing winter
arc thwarted. I feel to be reconciled, and say,
"God's will be done and not mine." Pray for me,
and ask Bro. Joseph to remember me. I guess I
will not see Plano this winter.
Kind regards. Yours, J os. F. McDowELL.
[Bro. McDowell has had 0ur faith and prayers
for his help to come from God.]-EDs.
TORONTO, Oct. 22d, 1877.
Dear Brother Joseph:-I do not know whether
I write too often, or not, (having so little to report), but I feel like keeping you informed of our
situation from time to time. I returned a few
days since from our district conference at Usborne, where I had the pleasure of a few days'
fellowship with the Saints that had gathered.
We had a good time, and, to me, it was a time of
refreshing: I there gathered, from the testimony
of brethren, that, like us, in Toronto, they had
experienc~<~d a season of darkness and testing for
a time. I am :now at home again, to labor as
best I can, in hope of good results, which seems
long in coming, yet have been promised. I
stated at Plano, in April, that I hoped so®n to be
in the field altogether, but circuinstances have so
placed me, that I have been compelled to stay
altogether where I am. The purchase of our
church . has placed us in a somewhat critical
position, and feeling that the building was a
necessity, and that the payments must be met, I
th1mght this sufficient call for me to go to work,
and endeavor to add my share towards the
liquidation of the debt contracted. Consequently
I have been working at my trade, as a printer,
ever since. We have had the building only three
months, and have, by united efiort, succeeded in
paying $150 off the principal, as well as $20 interest, also raised since the open in[! some $25 for
Sunday expenses in fitting up. We have had
considerable to discourage us, in not seeing our
meetings attended a.s we would like-only some
five or six coming out besides ourselves; yet we
are looking for better times, and praying for their
speedy arrival. One brother engaged a meeting
room in the east end of the city last week and
called on me to fill the appointment he had made.
I went, tog~ther with a few others, at the set time,
but, for some reason or other, the lady in possession, had come to the conclusion that we should
not preach there, so we met with a refusal, plain
and distinct.
Since my presidency over this little branch, I
have leamed some very important lessons, and
one is my entire dependence upon God for success. I find that a general reform is necessary in
myself, and an entire consecration of time, t<1lent
and energy to the service of God. This I am
earnestly endeavoring to make. JHay God aid
the effurt. I have preached twice every Sunday
since I was at Plano, April Conference, and conducted prayer and testilnony meetings twice a
week also. . I have enjoyed good liberty in
preaching; I have sought for a bestowment of
some of the spiritual gifts upon me, if in accordance with Divine 'Wisdom, and, ask your prayers
to that end, that I may obtain light and knowledge to discharge every duty devolving upon me
as a child of God. I intend to labor on for a few
months yet, to assist still further in the matter· of
paying the church debt, and then if the Master
wills, to spend my week days in traveling the
regions round about here and preaching where I
can find or make openings, for my only ambition
is to be preaching the truth to my fellow men.
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JHay the opportunity come, and that speedily.
Our branch numbers twelve in all, six of whom
are sisters, and all of whom are struggling to
bring about the end desired, through prayers and
means, to the extent of their ability. The enemy
is at work and darkness prevails to some extent
but by faith we live and look for light. This is
an immense field, and the ground hard; but pray
for us, that we may be enabled to labor it profitably, and bring the sheaves with us at last. We
are not without evidence of divine favor, and
feeling that the work is God's we take courage
and intend to labor on. My love to Brn. Stebbins,
Leer, and all Saints. Yours in the marvelous
work,
JosEPH LuFF'.

stances at present are so that I am needed at
home. I feel that the good Father will open the
way soon; then I want to blow the gospel trump
that I may gather in the sheaves that are wasting
upon the plain. God has been merciful to me,
though I might have been further advanced in
the mysteries of the kingdom, had I lived close
to the Lord. 0, how thankful I am that he has
kept me from being crushed beneath the fangs of
Satan.

HENRIETTA, Lorain Co., Ohio.
Brother HeMy :-I understand that you once
lived in Birmingham, Erie county Ohio, if so, I
presume you remember a nian by the name of J.
W. Ott. He died not long since, and as the circumstances of his death are peculiar, I will
write them. About the first of July I attended a
Spiritualist lecture in the village of Birmingham,
the speaker was a Mr. Beals of Chicago, a great
man of that order, and before he closed his lecture he submitted himself to what he termed "the
influence," and gave permission for any one to
ask questions. This Mr. Ott asked the following:
"Human life-its aim here and its destiny hereafter." In his answer to the question, he directed
the last part of his speech direct to Mr. Ott; spoke
of his being conne.cted heretofore with some of
the churches of the day; and how he had sought
after truth; then proceeded to make the following prophecy upon him: Said that the time was
near at hand when he should receive great manifestations, even to behold his departed friends
face to face. There was more of it, but I cannot
word it now as he gave it. I come now to his
death: Sometime in September he received a
stroke of paralysis so that lie lost the use of his
throat and tongue entirely, and for fourteen clays
he could not swallow anything, not even a drop
of water, and of course starved to death. I have
not heard b.ow his Spiritualist friends feel about
it, but think Latter Day Saints will understand it.
Yours in hope of eternal life,
ELI A. STEDMAN~

PITTSFIELD, Pike. Co., Ill.,
Nov. 5th, 1877.
Brother Joseph :-I left Stewartsville on the 27th
ult., for Bevier, !'lacon county, where I remained
till the 31st and preached in the Saints' Chapel
four times, to good and attentive audiences. The
branch seems to be in better spiritual condition
than for some time past; petty jealousies, and
biekerings, in connection with some unwise
teachings, had caused heart-burnings, coldnass,
and spiritual sleep among many, but they are
now more alive and earnest, and more united,
and the influence of the few whose policy is to
"rule or ruin" is fast disappearing, and that of
the earnest self-denying servants of God is been
felt and appreciated. It is strange that those who
have in time past borne earnest and faithful testimony to this being the "work of God," can find
it in their hearts to seek to destroy that work, and
hurt the·,influence of those who are striving to
build up-because they cannot control afl'airs as
they would like; or because of some real or fancied injury clone them, which they have never
sought in a proper way to have remedied or re.
dressed. But there are some in the Church, who
will neither do good themselves nor let any one
else do it, and who are jealous of the confidence,
respect, and affection that others receive, yet do
not so conduct themselves that they can merit
the same. Contentions and divisions among the
ministry in branches, or districts, or elsewhere,
cause many; especially the young Saints, to become disheartened, careless and indifferent, and
in some cases to lose their interest and love for
the cause.
If we cannot have our way, or if the majority
do not seem to see as we do, after we have in a
proper spirit sought, by fair argument, to show
our position to be the wiser or better one, it is
better to submit to the will and voice of the majority, when we cannot see but what they are as
faithful, as zealous, and as spiritual minded as
ourselves, rather than to create a party spirit,
and keep up an unceasing war with the brethren,
bringing sorrow, pain and death upon the Church,
and disgusting the honest looker on, and creating
a feeling of dislike and opposition from others in
the world. But there are some who will have
their way, whether it is right or wrong, and if
they cannot succeed in the Church, will leave it,
and scoff and jeer, and denounce what they once
boldly advocated, and rejoiced in.-But to return
to my narrative.
I left Bevier on the 31st ult., am1 reached
Hannibal the same evening, and prea.ched twice
in the house of Bro. John Taylor, the earnest
president of the branch. The little branch here
are united, and as a general thing are faithful. I
left on the 2d inst. for Barry, Pike county, Illinois,
where I was met at the cars by Bro. Goodale, the
faithful and active pre~idcnt of the uistriet. I
stopped at night with him, and in his company
came here on Saturday morning, >mel found a
welcome and a home with Sr. Williamson, and
family. Bro. C. Mills, the branch president, set
himself at work tG secure a place for us to preach
in, and obtained the Baptist Church, where I
spoke twice yesterday to good audiences (especially at night) with good liberty. I have uppointments for several nights this week. On
Friday I expect to leave for Colchester, :MeDonough county. I expect to bo at the Kewanee
District Conference at Peoria, December 1st an.d
2d, and hope to see a goodly number of old acquaintances there from Millersburg, . Buffalo
Prairie, Kewanee and other partFJ of the district,

LEWISVILLE, JHonroe Co., Ohio,
October 20th, 1877.
Brethren Joseph and Henry :-At the June conference of the Pittsburg District, held at West
Wheeling, 1876, it was thought necessary by the
president of the district, (James Brown) and
Elder James-Craig, that there should be an Elder
in this place and I was ordained to that office.
Coming home I thought upon my own weaknflss
and like the most of the Saints in Paul's day, not
mighty, the Saints expected me to do something
in the way of preaching. Commencing at home
first, to break the ice, I soon found God's promise
true, that "you shall not be confounded or put to
open shame in this generation." By the direction
of the Spirit I went to Pleasants county, W. Va.,
in December, 1876, where I baptized nine into
the kingdom. Last spring I visited that place
again in company with our beloved Bro. James
Brown; we organized a branch the~e, c:tlled the
Sugar Creek Branch, baptized four more and
returned together with Bro. and Sr. Devore in
.Tuno last. Again I was blessed with the privilege
of initiating four more precious souls into the
kingdom. Tile branch was then fully organized
with Elder, Priest, Teacher, and Deacon. By
these and n1an.v other proofs I know that there
is a God in Israel, who watches over his children
nnd blesses their labors. I have baptized since
December, 1876, to the present time, twenty-seven;
had two houses shut against me; met considerable opposition, which the truth has always met
with in by-gone ages. Thank God, brothers, we
can say, like Paul to Timothy, that "God has not
given us the spirit of fear but of power, and of
love, and of a sound mind."-2cl Timothy, 1st
chapter 7th verse. "For therefore we both labor
and sutl'er reproach because we trust in the Hving God whtil is the Savior of all men, especially
of those that believe."
I love to tell the tale that is true, and would
like to spread it far and wide, but my circum-

But yet we hope to see the day,
When Zion,s children shall return;
When all our griefs shall flee away,
And we no more again shaH mourn.

Yours .in hope of Zion,
S·rEPHEN W. HoGUE,
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While at Hannibal, I paid a visit to the Colorado petrified giant, which was on exhibition
there. I took the following measurement of
him. Length 7 feet 4% inches, head, from chin
to top, 15~ inches, or 31 around; 27 inches
around the forehead and back part, arm from
shoulder to end of middlefinger 52 inches, leg
47 inches, foot 13 inches long 12 inches around
the broad part, che2t 25 inches across. He had
high cheek bones, and retreating forehead. He
lay on his back with left leg slightly drawn up,
and left hand resting on that leg a little above
the knee, his right hand lay on his breast. He
is said to weigh something over 600 lbs. He
had a tail about 2~ inches long, which seemed
to be a continuation of the spinal column. But
I suppose you will find a more detailed account
of him in the papers, and I had but a few more
minutes to spare in looking at him. It is worth
going to see. Quite a number of scientific men
consider him a genuine fossil, and true case of
petrifaction. Yours fraternally,
T. w. SMITH.
NEBRASKA CITY, Nebraska,
October 23d, 1877.
II. A. St~bbins, Dear Brother in Ghrist :-Our
district conference closed last night, at 11: 30 p.m.
0 n account of continued rainy weather for a week
previous to the meeting of conference, the attendance was very small, which caused us a great disappointment; far we had expected and prepared
ourselves in mind for a large attendance, both of
the members of the district and visiting Saints.
Notwithstanding our disappointment, we enjoyed
the unction from on high during our waiting up.
on the Lord. The conference openGd with a cenfession and sacrament meeting, and in the eveming Bro. Mark H. Forscutt delivered an excellent
sermon upon "Eternal Life," followed by an interesting prayer meeting. Yesterday there were
two business sessions, which were harmonious,
although there were but few present. Last evening we met in "Saints' meeting" at 7: 30 p.m.,
and continued for feur hours; many firm and
faithful testimonies.
There is an evident increase of understanding
and knowledge of the gospel labor· we arc engaged in, and we sense the grave responsibility
of becoming the heralds of a higher life and
nobler pril!lciples, than those that now engage the
majority of the human family. God was kind and
merciful unto us, in bestowing answers to our
petitions. Three of the brethren testified to the
personal presence of the angels of God; we also
received a revelation, a copy of which I send you.
The Lord directing the Saints in the duty to those
who are yet in the world without the. bread of
eternal life. I pray for the time we shall all be
able to do what the Lord requires of us. Yours
iu the covenant of peace.
Ron·r. 111. ELVIN.
GLENWOOD, Iowa, Oct. 22d, 1877.
Pres. Joseph Smith, Dear Brother:-At the
request of WilliaRl I forward to Herald herewith
notice of 1\'l:ichigan Conference. He placed your
name among the attendants with the earnest de.
sire that you would be present if possible. He
is full of work during the discussion, and at the
first quite unwell but now gaining rapidly.
The discussion is progressing pleasantly and
but for the continued heavy rains would llave been
favorable in all respects. These have greatly
diminished the audiences from the first. Two
questions have thus far been disposed of, and if
the opinion of the people is a true criterion the
bold advocate of Spiritualism has failed so far.
Indeed, the Spiritualists themselves whom I have
tallced with admit that Jamieson completely failed
am the first proposition-to wit: "The Bible and
reason teach and endorse modern Spiritualism."
Truly it was a failure on the part of the professor;
and our Elders who keep bright their weapons of
warfare need not turn to the right or the left to
avoid an issue on that question, be the opposing
one whom he may.
The second question: "Is there any God," is a
more difficult question to meet and the discussion
of it here highly entertaining to the audience.
The Spiritualists are divided as to whom the
victory belongs on this; but I have not heard of
any one of the persons favoring neither side, but

that claim that the positions taken by the affir.
mative were unmoved; not even in a single instance was this not the case. Brethren M. H.
Forscutt, James Caffall, Henry Garner, S. S. Wilcox, Stephen Wilcox, Frank Redfield and J.
Leadingham were in attendance the first week.
The Saints here feel satisfied to continue in the
faith. Hastily, as ever, yours,
E. L. KELLEY.
NEW JEE'FERSON, Green Co., Iowa,
October 27th, 1877.
Brn. Joseph and Ilenry:-Since the close of the
Conference I have preached once in Galland's
Grove, three times in Dowville, and once about
ten miles from Dowville, on the Willow. In all
of these meetings we had fair success, when all
things are considered. On the 15th inst., and
three miles east of this place, commenced the
long talked of debate between Mr. P. F. Willoughby, (Advent Christian), and myself. Having
heard that my opponent had gained a signal victory. over the learned and polemic Anderson,
Christian minister, on the subject of unconsciousness, I felt some misgivings and doubts of my
ability to successfully cope with him on a subject
upon which I had had so little experience; but
feeling confident that we had the truth, and that
God required me to defend it, when a better instrument was not to be had, I left the many excuses that I might have made, for others to use,
and went to work. Bro. Eli T. Dobson promises
to write you a report of the debate; therefore, it
is only necessary for me to say that the truth tri.
umphed gloriously, and the manifest weakness
of those who assay the task of disproving the
Book of Mormon, or any part of God's truth, was
made apparent to many.
·we affirmed both propositions, aud the people
voted that we sustained them. Yours in the love
of the truth,
JosEPH R LAMBER'r.
COitTLAND, Illlinois,
Nov. 4th, 1877.
Beloved Bro. Ilem·y :-Permit me to say that I
have been enjoying a perfect love feast for the
last two or three days. I have been from home
for nearly two months, where I have not had the
privilege of seeing a Latter Day Saint, (except
my son David, who was with me), nor of perusing the soul-cheering and valuable pages of our
beloved Herald and Hope, which is the love feast
that I am now enjoying.
There is an error, as I discover, in Uw Herald
of October 1st, page 2!J7, concerning Elder John
E. Page. The statement that he at one time fa.
vored the claims of Zadok Brooks is not correct.
He never favored the claims of Brooks in the
least. He at one time labored and preached in
connection with Brooks, but that was before he
(llrooks) aspired to be a leader. But when he
assumed to organize and lead a church, Page always did all he could to oppose him. I was
living in DeKalb at the time Brooks organized
his church there, and I know whereof I affirm,
being one of his first converts.
To say that .Page at one time favored the
claims of Strang, does not., I think, tell the truth;
any more than it would were I to write to some
of my friends who might chance to be acquainted
with Bro. Henry and tell them that he favored
the claims of Bro ..Joseph and the Heorganizatien. To favor a movement or work is one thing,
and to be identified with that work and do all
within your power to build it up, looks to me to
be quite different thing.
Page was a strong Strangite, (so far as outward
appearance was concerned), and did all that he
could tow&rds building up that institution. Whelll
be became disgusted with Strang and his claims,
he espoused the cause of J. C. Brewster, and sub.
sequently those of Granville Hedrick, and was a
Hedrickite at his death, which occurred some five
miles north of Sycamore, near the village of Ge.
noa, some ten milQs from De Kalb, instcaxl of De
Kalb Centre. Elder Page was a strong Mormon,
as that word is commonly understood, until his
death; and I believe a good man at heart, or tried
to be. Tliat he had his failings will not be de.
nied, but let him that "is ~oithout sin cast the first
stone." That he imbibed and tried to promulgate some gross errors also, can not be denied;
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but who upon that score can boast over him?,,,
Let the proceedings of our late conference an.
swer my question.
Bro. Page could not receive the Book of Doctrine and Covenants, nor did he believe in the
Aaronic priesthood being necessary in the Church
of Christ.
Bro. Henry, I have made these statements, believing that they are justly due to the memory of
one who has been the strongest defender of the
Book of Mormon that the Church has ever had,
also to his friends and the Church at large.
Would to God that the Church had a thousand
such elders in the field with the ability that Elder
Page had, even though they had some of his
faults, or errors.
I truly thank God that I am firm in the faith of
the doctrine to which I stand subscribed, and
only lament my short comings.
Yours for the love of truth,
W. R. CALHOON.
MoNTROSE, Iowa, Oct. 29th, 1877.
Brother Joseph:-Having read the letter of
brother and sister Rowland, in the Herald of September 1st, of their faith in God, and their prayers
that their little one might be spared until an
Elder CGluld be sent for, and after the child was
administered to he speedily recovered, it has
caused me to bear my testimony also, that the
God we adore is one that does hear and answer
the prayers of his children when they cry unto
him in faith.
Last December I had the misfortune to fall and
break one of my legs so near to the hip joint that
it was impossible to have it set, it bein~ a badly
crippled limb before, caused by rheumatism. The
doctors pronounced it doubtful if I ever walked
again. It caused me much sufiering; but, know.
ing that our heavenly Father could relieve pain
and heal all ma111ner of diseases, I could look to
him and him only. There was no Elders near
that could be got to administer to me, but thanks
be to God I could ask him, and ask in faith
believing that he would heal me. Obeying as
nearly as I could the counsel of the Apostle, I
anointed the part afl'ected, with consecrated ·oil,
and asked God to bless me, and the means used
to my relief. He heard my prayer, and answered
it, also; for in less than ten minutes I was free
from pain, and slept for the first time in three
days and nights. I feel to praise him continually
for his loving kindness and mercy unto me.
When I consider how near the end we are ap.
preaching, I often fear that I shaH not be able to
stand when he cometh in the clouds of heaven;
but it is my prayer that I may ever live faithful
to him and keep the commandments he has given.
Dear Saints, pray for me that I may endure. to the
end, and at last hear the welcome, "Come ye
blessed and inherit the kingdom prepared for
you." Ever praying for the welfare of Zion, I
remain,
HU'l'II A. TuRNER.

vVANSKUCK, Providence, R.

I.,

Oct. 26th, 1877.
Brother Henry A. Stebbins:-It is some time
since I wrote to the Herald, so I desire now to
let the brethren know how I am getting along in
temporal a1Iairs and spiritual things. l'Yiy parents and I have Jived here over one year, about
three miles from Providence Branch. Father,
mother and I, are all the Saints that live in this
place, and as a Teacher I am trying to do my
duty, not in my own strength but in the strength
0fthc Lord.
I have had a. m1mber to ask me in regard to
what I believe. I am not ashamed to tell them,
so I go to work and give them the first principles
of the gospel of Jesus Christ, as taught in these
the last days. They acknowledge all that I say
to be true; they also tell me that if they do not
obey it that it will be tlieir own fault; and so say
I. I tell them that it is only the honest in heart
that will receive the truth.
I have had my work taken from ms on account
of my belief, and by not joining the Baptist
Church, which belongs to the mill where I work.
The superintendent of the mill is the superintendent of the Sabbath School; he is an English
man and so are his bosses. This does not trouble
me, very much, as I know who I am dealing
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with. I know who is my best friend, and mv
comforter when all others fail; and I know tlu1t
he who is the author and finisher of our faith has
heard and answered my humble prayers. I cannot thank him too much. My kind love to you
all. From your brother in the gospel of Jesus
Christ,
ABRAM BnEARLY.
LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN, Ga.,
October 26th, 1877.
Mr. H . .A. Stebbins, Dear Sir :-The Hemld is
a very welcome visitor in our house; and it has
to do our preaching, and by its means is the only
way for us to hear from the Saints.
It seems as if the time was near at hand when
all people must give an account of themselves,
be it either bad or good; and I would say to the
Saints that they had better be watchful and
prayerful, for what the Lord says is truth, and
what he says he does not take back again.
I do not belong to the Church yet, but I hope
I may have a chance before long. We would be
very glad to have an Elder come this way and
preach the "everlasting gospel" to the people,
that they. might hear for themselves what the
J\IIormons have to say. If an Elder will come he
can stay just as long as he will, and we will
make his stay as pleasant as possible. I have
often prayed for an Elder to come, but my
prayers have not as yet been answer(fd; but I
will not cease to pray, for I hope my prayers may
one day be answered. An Elder could find our
house very easy by coming to Chattanooga. It
is ten miles from there up here, he could just
enquire the way to the Lookout J\IIountain House,
and most any one there can tell him the way to
Mr. Gerber's. My love to all the Saints. Pray
for me for I feel my weakness. Your sincere
TnEo. GERBER.
friend,
[The perusal of this letter is commended to
Brn. John II. Hansen and Heman C. Smith. It
may be that one of them could visit Bro. Gerber,
on ihe way south to Florida.]
GROESBECK, Texas, October 23d, 1877.
Dear Editors:-Your valuable paper, the Her.
ald, comes as regularly as the month rolls round,
and is always a welcome visitor. I notice in the
minutes of General Conference that they have
assigned Bro. Ralph Jenkins to Texas, under Elder Bays. I feel that many hearts are made to
rejoice in that act of sending an Elder to Texas,
perhaps to give his entire attention to the ministry. I have been a member of the Reorganizaton
ever since the sixteenth of last July. And the
way, the means by and through which I became
acquainted with the Church of the Latter Day
Saints, and the doctrine which they so ably defend
and maintain, seems to have been allotted by an
allwise providence, and I give it as follows.
I think it was about two years ago that I re.
ceived from some unknown person a tract, entitled, The One Baptism, which I read with suspicion at first, then with interest, and lastly with
love and great interest; after which I wanted more
from the same source; hence I wrote to Bro.
Joseph, and he was kind enough to send me a
considerable bundle of tracts, which I read with
still greater interest, if possible, than the first.
However, before I finished reading them, I found
myself a Latter Day Saint in belief, and commenced asking God to send an Elder in reach, so that
I could obey the gospel ordinances. I think my
wife prayed for the same.
Things passed on thus for something over twelve
months, when I began to grow cold, and doubted whether I would ever see a Latter Day Saint
or not. In the course of six or seven months I
had grown almost careless in the matter, when
one day I heard two men talking, and I heard one
of them tell the other that "He was a Mormon
preacher from Bandera County." I asked him
who? He said, "The man in the shop." I then
went into the potter's shop, and met with the
first and last Latter Day Saint I have ever seen,
Bro. James W. Bryan, from Bandera County, by
whom I was baptized and confirmed on the sixteenth of July last. Bro. Bryan proves to be the
unknown person referred to, who sent me the
tract, entitled, The One Baptism. Thus he "Cast his
bread upon the water and found it again."

Who can doubt the certainty of God;s dealing
in my case? He sent the very Elder who sent
me the tract, right to the door. Now, if any of
my Christian brethren, better known by the name
Campbellites, should call me turn-coat, in one
sense I acknowledge it, and would say that I
think it wisdom in any man, should he put his
coat on inside out to stop and turn it right; or
should he take the wrong road in starting to
market, I think it would be wisdom in him to
turn back and take the right one.
I desire the prayers of both the Editors and
all Saints, for I feel that I need them in my behalf, for I have a great deal to contend with and
against. I live a long way from any Saint, and
am surrounded with many emissaries of His Satanic majestic. I remain your brother in the one
ELIAS LAND.
true faith.
MERRY OAK, Va., October 21st, 1877.
Ern. Joseph ltncl Ilenry:-Not having written
to you for some time, I will do so, to let you
know that I am still trying, in my feeble way, to
advance the glory of God, the furtherance of his
great work of the latter days, and the welfare of
my fellow creatures by endeavoring to be, not
slothful .in business, fervent in spirit, serving the
Lord. I am preaching short discourses twice a
month in a school house near me; but have few
hearers, only five to-day besides my own, or part
of my own family. I have poor encouragement
as to number of congregation, or seekers after
truth, yet what few attend are quiet and well behaved. I often go to my appointments as I did
this forenoon not knowing what to say or how
to say it; but determining to go regularly and
promptly and open my mouth to give the Lord a
chance to put something in it, and I feel thankful to my heavenly Father to feel that he does
fill my heart to overflowing, so that my mouth
speaks with much liberty, generally seeming to
attract the attention of most of the few who come
out to hear. Pray for me, that I may at gathering time, come bearing some sheaves into the
garner of the Lord.
There are three good papers published in
Staunton, Augusta county, Virginia, one of them
is the Valley Virginian, owned and edited by
J\IIaj. S.M. Yost and son, whom I think are men
of great fairness. Please send them the Saints'
Herald on exchange. Should any of the Saints
or any one else desire reliable information about
this locality, I am persuaded they will get it by
subscribing for the Valley Virginian. Yours in
fraternal 'bonds,
0. E. CLEVELAND.

Bro H . .A. Stebbins:-I desire to let the readers
of the Herald know how the Lord is prospering
the Saints in this part of his vineyard. I have
been traveling over the district and visiting the
branches· since our late conference which was
held at the Jackson Branch, James county, and
where the Saints had a time long to be remembered. Brother J. S. Patterson from Kewanee,
brethren J. L. Adams and. Isaac Larew froin
Bufl:'alo Prairie, and brethren R. Rowley and R.
Groom from our own district, took part in the
conference, and gave good counsel and instruct..
ion to the Saints and in testimony, love and fellowship, the Saints seemed to be in harmony.
After conference, Bro. J. S. Patterson held
meetings at Blue Cut, where he baptized one, (a
sister), and from there to Maquoketa, where he
also held meetings, but as the Saints there have
no meeting place, they were held at the house of
a brother. A few months ago, an old Methodist
Church owned by the city, and used by the city
council for its meetings, &c., was advertised for
sale. Bro. Haylock bought it, and was promised
the deed in a few days, the city council accepting
his note for the amount $850.00. Afterwards
petitions being sent in to the council against the
sale of it, which was understood to be for the
purpose of a meeting place for the Saints, the
council resolved not to sell it, so whether they
will back out from their agreement remains to be
seCJil.

I have just returned from the Buffalo Branch,
by way of Inland, and where the Saints had. held
some good meetings. Bro. C. C. Reynolds of the
Bnffalo Branch, baptizi.11g three; and Bro. E. M.
Wildermuth, of Inland, one.
E. LARKEY.

Nevada Distl·ict.
A conference was held in Carson City,. Sept
16th, 1877; D. S. Mille; in charge i:Jf the Pacific
Slope Mission, pre~iding; T. R. Hawkins, clerk.
Sainta 1 meeting in the morning, Br. Mills called
upon the Lord in behalf of an llfllicted sister, and
the Spirit of God bore witness that lhe prayer was
heard and answered. The Saints present expressed
their determination to be diligent in the service of
the Lord. ltemarks on the Lord's prayer by Br.
Mills, who said that. we must not only forgive ·one
another, but must also ask the Lord to help us to
forget offences against us. The sacrament was
administered.
Afternoon, a Bhort discourse by Br. Mills, and
the remainder was devoted to business.
Abednr go Johns was chosen president of the
district.
Branch lteports.-Mottsville, reported no change.
Carson, no change. Franktown, no report. Dayton, decrease of two members by resignation·;
comments on the same by Br. Mills. D. S. Mills
and A. Johns were appointed to visit and labor
with these persons, and to report at the next conference.
Elders A. Johns, G. P. Slayton, D. R. Jones,
Thos. Millard, Levi Atkinson and T. R. Hawkins
reported ; also I'riest Riddler and Teacher Wilmot.
Bishop's Agent's lteport.-"Balance, June 9th,
1877, $9.25; received $36.00; total $40.50. Sent
Bishop Rogers $40.50; incident&! expences 50o;
total $41.00; on hand $4.25. T. R. Hawkins,
Agent."
Joseph Smith and the authorities of the Church
sustained, also D. S. Mills in charge of the Pacific
Slope Mission, with a vote of thanks for his effi.
ciency, in conducting the conference.
Evening, preaching at the Court House by D.
S. Mills, to an attentive audience, on the principles of the gospel.
Adjourned to meet in Genoa, December 15th and
16th, 1877.

-----~~
Gallaud's G1•ove Dish.'hlt.
Convened at Galland's Grove, September 8th,
1877 ; Eli Clothier, president; C. M. Wilder, clerk.
The minutes of last conference were read. The
reRolution pertaining to weekly collections was
objected to. Amended, on motion of Br. Caffall,
as follows: Resolved that the presidents of the
several branches be requested to appoint a treasurer, to receive from the several members, weekly
d'nations, as the members may b.e disposed to give;
and that the means so collected be remtted monthly
to the Bishop's Agent, for the benefit of the families of those called to labor in the field. The
amendment was accep!.ed and the whole adopted.
Visiting brethren were invited to take part in
the deliberations.
Officials present: Of the Twelve 2, High Priest
1, Seventies 2, Elders 14, Priest 1, Teachers 6.
Branch Reports.-Mason's Grove 96, including
1 High Priest, 6 Elders, 1 Priest, 3 Teachers, 2
Deacons. Boyer Valley 40, including 5 Elders, 1
Priest, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon. Galland's Grove 188,
including 1 High Priest, 1 Seventy, 15 Elders, 3
Priests, 5 Teachers, 4 Deacons. Salem 76, inoluding 1 Seventy, 6 Elders, 3 Priests, 1 Teacher, 1
Deacon. Pleasant Ridge 14, including 1 Elder, 1
Priest, 1 Teacher.
Elders' Reports.-Brn. Jas. Caffall, J. R. Lambert, J. A. Mcintosh, John Hawley, C. Butterworth, R. R. Montgomery, - Wedlock, Henry
Halliday, Heman C.l:lmith, M. T. Short, John Pett,
John Rounds and Eli Clothier reported. Br. D.
H. Bays reported by letter.
Br. Wicks, president of the Mason's Grove
Branoh, sent a letter, giving R. R. Montgomery
notice that he was silenced from preaching in the
limits of said branch.
On motion, the chair appointed the following
committee to look into the case: James Caffall,
John Pelt and J. A. Mcintosh.
Financial report of Br. John Pett, as Bishop's
Agent, from March 1st to September 7th, 1877, as
follows: March 1st, cash in hand, $17.00; received from March 1st to September 7th, $27.05;
total $44.05. Paid eut from March 1st to Sept.
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7th, $42.85; balance on hand Sept. 7th, $1.20.
Moved that the following brethren be associated
together to labor aB much as possible: John Pett
and John Hawley: Brn. Hanson and Ford; Brn.
Clothier and Wedlock.
Elders and priests were requested to labor as
much as possible. The elders appointed to labor
were requested to confer with the president as to
where they should labor.
The case cf Br. McTignor was laid over to obtain information of him.
Br. D. H. Bays was sustained as a minister of
the gospel, to labor in this district.
Resolved that the presidents of branches have a
right to silence any elder from preaching in the
commonly understood limits of the branch
That whenever baptizing is done within the
limits of a branch, permission should be obtained
from the branch, or president thereof, if at all
practicable.
That we sustain all the authorities of the Church
in righteousness, including Eli Clothier as our District President.
·
Committee on the case of R. R. Montgomery, reported: "To the president and brethren in conference assembled: We, your committee, would report, that after hearing the facts touching the baptism of Lydia WorleybyR. R. Montgomery, in the
Mason's Grove Branch, do declare in our judgment
the baptism illegal; and the said Lydia Worley a
non-member of the Church, and while we commend
Br. Wicks in using his efforts to prevent any innovation on the law, we nevertheless think that Br.
Montgomery should have been labored with before
declaring him silenced, and would respectfully
suggest to Br. Montgomery that he acknowledge
his wrong, and endeavor for the future to labor in
harmony with the branch, all of which we respectfully submit. James Caffall, John Mcintosh, John
Pett, Committee."
Preaching Saturday evening by H. C. Smith;
Sunday, at 11 a.m., by James Caffall; at 4 p.m.,
by J. R. Lambert; and at night by M. T. Short.
Adjourned to meet at Salem Branch, December
14th, 1877.

Soutll·Easteru Ohio and 'Ve!!len11
Vir~inia Dlistdct.
The above conference convened at Syracuse,
Ohio, September 29th, 1877 ; David Hopkins, presiding; Thomas Matthews, clerk.
Branch Reports.-Syracuse 46 members, 1 baptized. Lebanon 25, 1 added. Minersville Branch
not reported.
Elders' Reports.-David Hopkins, Rice Williams,
David Matthews, Sr., John Harris and Thomas
Matthews. Edmund Thomas had baptized one,
and Lewis W. Torrence one. Priest David Mat·
thews reported. James Pierson reported by letter.
Sunday, 9 a.m.-David Hopkins was continued
as president., and Thomas Matthews clerk. At
10:30 a.m., preaching by David Matthews, Jr., and
David Hopkins. At 1 p.m., prayer and testimony
meeting; also the Lord's supper was administered.
At 6 p m., preaching by Thomas Matthews.
Adjourned to meet at Syracuse, on December
52d., 1877.

De!!! Moines Distl'ict.
A conference was held at Des Moines, Iowa, in
tbe Saints' Hall, September 15th and 16th, 1877;
George Walker, presiding; John Sayer, clerk.
Branch Reports.-Independence 53 members,
including 8 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher; 5 baptized, 1 removed by letter. Des Moines 38, including 2 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 2 received by certificate of baptism, 6 by vote from
Pleasant Grove, 1 removed by letter.
Resolved that the reports of the Newton and Des
Moines Valley branches be rejected, on account of
not being filled out correctly.
Elders' Reports.-George Walker said that since
being appointed president., he has held meetings
at Des Moines Valley, Des Moines, Pleasant Grove,
and also at Independence, where he baptized two.
Then to Br. Vice's and Sr. Hufford's, and back to
Des Moines and Des Moines Valley. N. Stamm
has labored in and near Xenia and in Des Moines,
Des Moines Valley and Pleasant Grove branches.
Administered to the sick with good effect. Wm.
N. Ray labored in his branch and in Pleasant
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Grove. Wm. C. Nirk had baptized two and confirmed three. I. N. White has baptized five and
confirmed three. Bartley Meyer, Robert Young,
Tally Clark and C. lierrill reported.
I. N. White was appointed to preach in the
evening.
Sunday, ll a.m.-Resolved that the Elders labor
in unison with the president of the district.
George Walker sustained as President; John
Sayer as Clerk; J. X. Davis, Bishop's Agent, and
Alfred White as Book Agent.
At 11 a.m., preaching by N. Stamm. Afternoon,
a sacrament and testimony meeting conducted by
Bartly Meyer and W. N. Ray.
George Walker and Wm. c. Nirk to preach in
the evening. "
John Sayer paid $2.87 as tithing from the Indepedence branch, and at the close of the evening
service, a collection of $3.63 was taken up, and
forwarded to the Bishop's Agent with the $2.87
total $6.50.
'
'
Adjourned to meet at Newton Jasper county
Iowa, December 15th, 1877.
'
'

Decatut• Distl'ict.
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Br. E. Larkey was sustained as president.
The word was preached during the conference
by Elders Rowley, Adams, Patterson and Larew.
A vote of thanks was tendered to the Saints of
the Jackson Branch for their hospitality during
the conference.
'I' he power of the good Spirit was felt during:
the session.
Adjourned to meet at Davenport, December 15th
and 16t.h. 1877.

A quarterly conference convened at the Saints'
Meeting House, Columbus, Platte county, Nebraska, Sept. 29.th, 1877, nt 8 o'clock, p m. Geo. W.
Ga~ley, ~res1dent; Geo. N. Derry, clerk.
.
Elders Rep?rls.-G. W. Gall.ey reported havmg
pre ache~ considerable; preachmg every alterna. te
Sunday m the surroundmg country. H. J. lindson rel?orted _fav?rably, laboring faithful.ly to keep
the Samts ahve m the branch. Br. Brmdley reported favorably, still striving to help the branch.
Thos. Galley reported by letter; labored some in
Butler county and Belle Creek ; still feeling like
pressing on. Chauncy Loomis reported by letter,
labors being confined at home ; cause, sickrress
and poverty.
Priests' Reports.-Chas. H. Derry reported laboring in the branch and other places as circumstances permitted. C. N. Hutchins reported still
striving to roll on the work.
Sunday, 10 a. m.-Conference met as per adjournment. Former minutes read and accepted.
Branch Reports.-Columbus report read and accepted. No reportfrom Cedar and Deer Creek.
Resolved that this conference earnestly request
the several branches in this district to procure
printed branch reports, or the reports can not be
accepted.
Resolved that, in view of the limited number of
effective officers in this district, it is earnestly requested that each officer will double his diligence
in his ministerial labors the coming quarter.
Brn. Spencer Smith, Chauncy Loomis and H. J.
Hudson were sustained as presidents of their respective branches. Geo. W. Galley was sustained
as president, and Geo. N. Derry as clerk of the
Central Nebraska District.
Brn. H. J. Hudson and Chas. Brindley were requested to labor in connection with the president
of th1s district whenever opportunity occurs.
Resolved that we sustain both the spiritual and
temporal authorities of the church in righteousness. ·
Officers present: 1 High Priest., 2 Elders, 2
Priests, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon.
2:30 p.m.-Geo. N. Derry waM ordained to the
office of Priest., under action of the branch, by Geo.
W. Galley and H. J. Hudson.
Conference adjourned to meet at Columbus, Ne·
braska, on the second Saturday and Sunday in
December, 1877, at 7 o'clock p.m.

I

A conference was held at the Little River Branch,
September 15th and 16th, 1877; A. W. Moffett in
the chair; S. Messer, clerk pro tem.
Branch Report.s.-Little River ll3, including 4
Elders, 3 Priests, 2 Teachllrs; 3 baptized, 2 received and 5 removed by letter, 1 died. Chariton
21, including 2 Elders, 1 Teacher; 12 baptized, 1
received and 10 removed by letter, 1 expelled.
Davis City 44, including 1 Seventy, 7. Elders, 2
Priests, 1 Teacher, 2 Deacons; 6 baptized, 1 received by certificate of baptism, 1 by letter. Allendale 39, including 3 Elders, 2 Priests, 2 Teachers; 2 baptized, 2 received and 1 removed by letter, 1 expelled. Lamoni llll, including 2 Apostles,
4 Seventies, 15 Elders, 7 Priests, 3 Teachers, 1
Deacon; 13 baptized, 2 received by certificate of
baptism, 4 by letter and 3 removed by letter.
Elders A. H. Smith, Z. H. Gurley, E. Robinson,
D. P. Young, C. H. Jones, S. Ackerly, B. V.
Springer, A. J. Blodgett, I. P. Baggerly, William
Cunnington, R. Lyle and Henry C. Smith reported
in person; Alma Kent and J. McDiffit by letter.
Priests H. Harder and Lewis J<'owler reported.
Bishop's Agent also reported.
After presenting the names of C. H. Jones, Z.
H. Gurley, ]3. V. Springer and A. W. Moffett for
the district presidency the ensuing year, the lot
fell upon Alma Kent.
Resolved that the Bishop's Agent be instructed
to pay to Br. A. W. Moffett, for his assistance, the
sum of $40.00.
Adjourned to meet at Lamoni on Saturday, Dec.
15th, 1877.
Officials present: 2 Apostles, 2 High Priests, 3
Seventies, 14 Elders, 4 Priests, 3 Teachers, 2 Deacons.
Sunday.-At 9:30 a.m, Z. H. Gurley preached,
followed by C. II. Jones. Afternoon, W. W. Blair
preached on the apostasy of the people of God in
MassachuseUs Dish·ict.
all ages from the right, but more particularly adThis conference convened in Codman Hall, Bosdressing himself to the latter-day apostasy.
[We presume that Br. A. W. Moffett resigned ton, Mass., September 29t.h, 1877, at 2 p.m.
Hymn 109 was sung, prayer was offered by the
the presidency of the district, but the minutes do
president, and an adjournment had until 4 p.m.
not show it]'-E. STAFFORD, Clerk.
At 4 p.m., meeting was .called. G. C. Smith was
chosen to preside; John Potts to act as clerk.
Eastern. Iowa Dhita-ict.
Elders G. C. Smith, Wm. Bradbury, Jesse W.
The conference met pursuant to adjournment at Nichols, C. N. Brown, E. Small, A. Nickerson, E.
Black Oak School House, Jones county, Iowa, N. Webster and G. S. Yerrington repGrted in perSeptember 22d, 1877, at 10 a.m.; President E. son, and J. Gilbert, J. Smith, C. E. Brown and T.
Larkey in the chair. On motion Br. I. B. Larew F. Eldredge by letter. PriesteN. C. Eldredge, John
was chosen secretary pro tem.
Potts, John Gardner and Frank Steffe reported in
On motion, visiting brethren were invited to person, and F. A. Potter by letter. Teacher C.
participate in the conference.
D. Seeley reported in person. Deacons M. SheeA committee on grievances was appointed con- hy and M.P. Burgh reported in person.
sisting of J. L. Adams, J. S. Patterson and I. B.
G. S. Yerrington and Wm. Bradbury presented
Larew.
credentials as delegates, which were duly acknowlBranch Reports.-Davenport27 members. Jack- edged.
son 10 members. Butternut Grove 27 members.
The following branches reported: Boston 44
Buffalo and Inland not reported.
members, including 6 Elders, 2 Priests, 1 Teacher,
Davenport financial repor!, ending Sept. 15th : 1 Deacon; 5 baptized, 1 expelled. Plainville 9
Total income $74.85; total expenditure $H. 51: members, including 1 Priest, 1 Teacher; 1 orbalance on hand $0.34.
dained. Dennisport 62 members, including 7 ElElders' Reports.-J. L. Adams, Richard now ley, ders, 2 Priests, 2 'l'eachers, 3 Deacons ; 1 bapJ. S. Patterson, R. Groom and E. Larkey in person. tized, 3 received by letter, 2 by vote, 1 expelled, 1
E. M. Wildermuth and C. C. Reynolds by letter.
died. Providence 7Z members, including 8 Elders,
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5 Priests, 3 Teachers, 2 Deacons; 4 baptized, 1 by
letter, 1 ordained. Fall River 71 members, including 5 Elders, 3 Priests, 2 Teachers, 2 Deacons;
2 baptized, 1 removed.
A. Nickerson, C. N. Brown and E. N. Webster
were appointed a committee to examine branch
reports.
Bishop's Agent reported having received from
collections at conference and from individuals,
from April 17th, 1875, to Sept. 29th, 1877, $93.45;
and from the branches (five· cents fund) to support
of district $32.70, making a total of ruceipts $126.15; and an expenditure of $111,10, leaving a bal·
ance in Agent's hands of $15.05.
Report was received and referred to an auditing
committee consisting of G. S. Yarrington and W.
Bradbury.
The District President presented his financial report for the last ·quarter: On hand last conference $1,95; received from Bishop's Agent $15.00;
paid out $6.20; now on hand $10.75. Report was
referred to the auditors.
1he auditors reported that they found the reports correct. Reports accepted.
A mission was granted to F. A. Potter to labor
in the towns of Pawtucket, North Providence and
Cranston.
Resolved that the District President be and is
hereby authorized to demand the licenses of all elders in this district who do not report to the first
conference held by this district in each year.
George C. Smith was chosen president, and
Senterlow Butler,. clerk ; terms to expire at the
sitting of next conference.
Church authorities sustained in righteousness.
Sunday services were as follows : Morning, at
10:30, preaching by G. S. Yerrington and Jesse W.
Nichols ; afternoon at 2:30, in charge of Senterlow
Butler and Eleazer Small, prayer, testimony and
sacrament; evening, at 7:30, preaching by C. N.
Brown and Wm. Bradbury.
Adjourned to meet in Providence, R. I, fi1·st
Saturday and Sunday in December, 1877.
-------.-~.~~-----

~i~tdl~ntgu~.

Welsh Hymn

Bool~.

SoDOM, Ohio, Oct. 29th, 1877.
Editors Herald: In the Herald of first in st., your
readers find a call by me for Welsh Hymn Books,
a great necessity among our Welsh brethren. We
desire here to renew the call, by asking our brothers throughout this country to send their namiB
from the several districts, to the Editors of the
Herald. ln this wise we will soon be able to ascertain how many we need, and how much it will
cost for the printing. We can easily find a printer to do the work, and for a reasonable price. By
this we consider that as soon as we ascertain the
number, and the price of printing the same, then
a call will be made to each brother who has sent
his name for an amount in money only enough to
meet expenses. Again: let no brother or sister,
after they read this call, cast it one side, by saying we will attend to it some other time. No, bro.
thers, do it at once. Our English brethren have
their hymn books, why shall we be without them
in our language. Singing praise ta the God of
Zion understandingly is acceptable-give glory to
God-sing his praise all ye nations. While we
pen these few lines, our thoughts carry us back to
our native land-to those days when we joined the
throng, the hundreds of Saints chanting their
praise to Him who loved them; ttnd who put in
their hearts the everlasting gospel, and songs of
praise in their own language.
•
JOHN R. LEWIS.

Noticel!l,
To THE SAINTS IN KEWANEE DISTRICT, GREET·
Il!G :-Our quarterly conference will convene in
Saints' Chapel, corner of Elm and South Jefferson
streets, Peoria, on Saturday, 1st December, at 10
a.m. T. W. Smith, of the Twelve, and other
traveling Elders are to be with us. A large
representation from the branches is desired.
Those Elders who can spare some time for the
work of the ministry this winter, will please report in person if you can, if not in person, then by

letter. We are anticipating a good time. Those
coming by rail, please drop me a card, and I will
meet them; if not met, get into a street car at
depot, the driver will let you off at Mrs. Robinson's gallery, where we will be found. Bring the
spirit of peace with you.
J. A. RoBINSON,
President of District.

FAR WEST DISTRIOT.-The next conference of
this district will be held the last Saturday and
Sunday in November. M. M. Ballinger, Clerk
[The Minutes of their August conference did
not come to hand.J-Eds.
ExPELLED.-To whom it may concern. This is
to certify that Levi B. Wheeler is expelled from
the Church of Jesus Christ; also, Miss Jane A.
and Emma 1-'wist, for unchristiarilike conduct. H.
Hayer, pres.; B. N. Fisher, clerk.
CoNFERENCE.-The next conference of the Massachusetts District will be held in Providence, R.
I., the first Saturday and Sunday in December,
1877. Geo. C. Smith, president of district.
The next Conference of the Eastern Iowa District will be held at Davenport, on the 15th and
16th of December next. E. Larkey, president of
district.
ERROR.-The credit in my last report to the Weber District, Idaho, should have been Utah.
I. L. RoGERS, Bishop.

~

...

F. C. Warnky, Garland City, Colorado.
--------~

whom all blessings flow," and beneqjction by Dro.
Gamet.
I. L. RoGERS, Pre8ident.
Wn1. C. CADWELL, Secretary.
LAMONI, Iowa, October 13th, 1877.-Board of
Directors met according to adjournment. Present:
D. Dancer, E. Banta, C. A. Beebe, I. L. Rogers,
Wm. Hopkins and P. Cadwell. Meeting opened
with prayer by E. Banta. D. Dancer, chairman;
and Asa S. Cochran, secretary. Minutes of pre·
vious meeting read and amended, so as to show the
difference between the meeting of the old Board
and the new one.
On motion, Bro. Hopkins was associated with
Bro. Banta as committee to sell crops.
Bro. Wm. Hopkins not wishing to act as treasurer, Bro. E. Banta was chosen to that office.
Upon the recommendation of the President, and
on motion, Asa S. Cochran was chosen Secretary.
On motion Bro. Hopkins was tendered a vote of
thanks for services rendered the Order.
On motion a vote of thanks was tendered Bro.
E. Banta and the other officers, for the efficient
manner in which they had transacted the business
of the company.
Secretary's Report for the year ending September 1st, 1877.
RECEIPTS.
Resources at last report ...........•... $ 13 15
Received on Capital Stock . . . . . • • • . . . . • 173 14
Interest on Capital Stock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 00
From trees sold from Nursery.......... 225 75
Farm produce sold .................... 2,128 64
120 acres land sold M. A. Meder ....... 1,200 GO
House rent . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • • . . • 10 00
Lumber, Brick and Nails, sold • • . . . . • . •
6 43
Advanced by D. Dancer, and due him ... 1,181 33
$5,038 44
EXPENDITURES.
Due D. Dancer, at last report .......•. $2,619 71
Interest paid, to September 1st, 1877,... 211 16
Land Tax • . . . • . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • • . 538 94
Road tax. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . .
50 58
llreaking 231 acres of land • . . . . • . . . . • • 522 39
Amoant refunded to Sister Jones . . . . . . .
6 43
Expense of Nursery................... 111 98
Material and labor, fencing...... . . . . . . 218 35
Improvements on Estates . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 306 13
Improvements, Cribs, Fencing Stacks, } 217 77
and other labor ......•..•......•..
Paid President and Secretary . . . . • . . . • • 235 00
$5,038 44
Respectfully submitted,
ABA S. CooRAN, Secretary,

~--------

CAMP GROUNDS, GALLAND'S GROVE, IOWA,

September 22d, 1877.

At a meeting of the Board of Directors there were
present I. L. Rogers, D. M. Gamet, C. A. Beebe,
and Phineas Cadwell. Meeting called to order,
and opened with prayer by I. L. Rogers.
On motion the account of A. S. Cochran, $26 50,
was allowed, and an order ordered.
On motion the account of David Dancer was al·
lowed, $125, and an order issued for !lie same.
At a meeting of the Stockholders held same time
and place, votes were cast as follows for directors:
for David Dancer 303, E. Banta 303. I. L. Rogers
303, D. M. Gamet 303, P. Cadwell303, Wm. Hopkins 302, C. A. Beebe 192, Alex. McCord 101, Joseph Smith 10, E. Robinson 1. First seven declared elected.
Adjourned until evening.
Evening Session.-The newly elected Board of
Directors met. I. L. Rogers elected chairman,
Wm. C. Cadwell chosen secretary. Prayer by I.
L. Rogers.
On motion, David Dancer was elected President
of the Board for the ensuing year; I. L. Rogers,
vice-president; and Wm. Hopkins, treasurer.
On motion, a committee of three, consisting of
P. Cadwell, D. M. Gamet and C. A. Beebe, were
appointed to examine the report of secretary.
Committee reported that the report of the secretary was correct.
The chairman suggested that the order sell off
outside lands, and buy up lands enclosed within
the limits of the Order. Whereupon, a motion was
made and carried, to authorize the president so
to do.
The chairman recommended, and it was moved,
that we tithe ourselves to help pay for a meeting
hou~e at Lamoni; said tithing to be considered as
a free-will ofl"ering for said purpose, and placed
under control of the Bishop.
A motion was made to sell the crops to Br. Dan·
cer, at the market price, which was amended to
appoint Br. E. Banta a committee to sell the crops
as he sees fit. Motion as amended carried.
A motion prevailed that this Board meet at Lamoni, Iowa, October 13th, 1877, to look over busi.
ness pertaining to the Order.
Meeting closed by singing ''Praise God from

. Birth and Death notlcea lnBertod free; Marriage notices
ono dollar each.

Born.
At Nortonville, Contra Costa. county, Cal., September 8th, 1877, to Bro. and Sr. Rowland, a son;
its name Ephraim, blessed by brethren Thomas R.
Davis and Orrin Smith.

Dai·ried.
At the residence of the bride's parents, in Clinton county, Missouri, October 28th, 1877, by Elder
James Kemp, Bro. James Wood and Sr. Hester
Kinneman; both living near Stewartsville, Mo.
1\Iay peace and plenty, with love combine,
And h•avenly blessings round them twine.

Died.
In Fayette Township, Decatur county, Iowa,
September 5th, 1877, of canker, Blanche, daughter
of David and Emma Keown, aged 7 months and
27 days. Services by Elder Alex. H. Smith.
In Fayette Township, Decatur count.y, Iowa,
September 11th, 1877, of canker, Dinah Helena,
daughter of Peter B. and Hannah Johnson, aged
8 months and 20 days. Services by Elder Samuel
V. Bailey.
At Mason's Bay, Maine, Lucy A., wife of ChaP.
H. Davia, aged 25 years. Services by Elder J. C.
Foss; text, Luke 23 : 42, 43.
In Shelby county, Iowa, November 3d, 1876, Sr.
Elizabeth Kearns. She was born in Green Brier
county, Va., in 1795, and was baptized in the early
rise of the Church in Ohio, by Br. Garland Meeks.
She died in full faith, and in the hope of a. resur·
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recti on with the just; Funeral services by Elder PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
W. W. Blair. '''
·
BY THE
At the Simons Hotel, Warrensburg, Mo., OctoBoard of Publication of the Reorganized (Jf•u·rch,
ber J 7th, 1877, of cholera infantum, Joel Landon,
AT THEIR PUBLISHING HOUSJ!l
infant .scm o.f ]jlther ·and Jane Knight, aged 11
IN
PLANO,
KENDALL COUNTY, ILLINOIS.
months "an"d 1.5 days.
--ototo-·-.-.
Sister Almeda Freel, of the Des Moine.s Valley
The. Saints' Herald :
Branch, departed this life October23d, 1877, at
about ten o'clock n.m., of congestion of the stom- Official paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Day Saints, explanatory of the faith of the Church, and
ach and bowels; she was born in Belmont county, Latter
oontains correspondence from different parts of the world, givOhio, December 27th, 1852; baptized March 29th, Ing accounts of the progress of the Church, and setting forth
1875, by Elder W. C. Nirk. Sr. Freel was a de- the dealings of God with his people. Published semi-monthly,
large pages. Price $2.15 per yeltr, half year $1.10, free
voted Latter Day Saint. During her illness she sixteen
of postage. JOSEPH SMITH and HENRY A. STEBBINS editors.
sat up in the· bedJand bore an unwavering testi·
Zion's Hope:
mony to the latter day woEk. Before her deparpaper for children and Sunday Schoolw, published semiture she awoke from sleep, and said, ••0, what a A
monthly, price 60 cents per annum, 30c. per half year, free of
btlautiful place!" She evidently had seen, through postage. JOSEPH SMITH and JI>:NRY A. STEBBINS editors.
the Spirit, that world beyond. She leaves a husHoly Scriptures:
band and three little children to mourn her loss.
Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith the Mao·tyr.
During the last part of her illness she was remov- llound in Imitation Turkey, gilt
2.70
ed·l.o Mr. Thomas', her father's, where she was
3 50
"
'furkey Superior
3 75
u
"
''
. clasp,
watched over with great care. Funeral services,
te
Roxburg
3 75
October 24th, at-Hartford, Warren county, Iowa,.
Arabesque, gilt
2 40
in the Methodist Church, by Elder I. N. White.
ltoan, plain
..... .
2 20

Book of Mormon:
· Crown Jewels.

There is J:)o. ~~~d\er. v/ay of bringing your own·
worth in qqe,stiQII P!-~n t.o. detract fNm the worth
of.others. . . . . . .
He js th.e. ,be.s~ gjlptJ~mnn .th.atis the son of his
own .desex:ts, .o,n<j.. 110t the degenerate heir of ,an•
others >'lrtue.
lien who. are at the pinnacle of fortune should
ever bear in mind that they are not out of the
reach of vicissitudes,
False frie.nds ar~ like our shadows-keeping
close to U!J while in the sunshine, but leaving us
· t t
· t th h d
th e lDS
an. _we cros.s.In 0. e_s ~.e.. .
·.·
Posthumo11s. cjlari~i!l~. ~re the very .essence of
selfi~hness_ '!'I': hen. ~equealhed by tho.s~ 'll!:ho, when
alive, woul.d,pa_r,t.with nothing.
.
The reptile i_n .J;mman ~Or!J! .should be avoided
with care; you :rpay rub out the' slime. of the snail
but not the slime of a slanderer;
Let nothing. troubhi thee; let nothing terrify
thee; All pa_ss. es ..a.w.a_y._ .G.o_d_ never chan"'e.s.
"'
Patience o.b.tains eve.rything. Who possesses God
lacks nothing, God alone suffices.
To be free from desire is money ; to be free
from the rage of perpetually buying something
new, is a certain revenue ; to be content with
what we possess constitutes the greatest and most
certain of.riches.
Virtue is shut out from none; is open to all, accepts all, invites all, freedmen, slaves, kings, and
exiles; she selects neither house nor fortune; she
is satisfied with a human being without adjuncts.
· Nothing is more. common than for great thieves
to ride in triumph when small ones are punished.
But let wickedness escape as it may, at the last it
never fails of doing itself a justice, for every guilty
person is his own hangman.
Making a ehild suffer for wrong doing is merciful to the child. There is no ·mercy in letting the
child have ita own will, plunging headlong to destruction wHh the bit in its mouth. There is no
mercy to society nor to the criminal if' the wrong
is not repressed and the right vindicated.
Do not imagine that the appearance of sadness
indicates sanity; it may mean hypocrisy. To conceal one's own griefs for the sake of cheering
others betokens a self-denying sympathy which is
the highest kind of affection. Let us present the
sacrifice of praise in whatever company we may
ever be.
We live. such busy lives now a days; civilization
puts such burdens upon us, and drives us at such
speed, that on working days we have little time
for one another. Some men have liltle or no time
for their own homes, and are almost strangers at
their own firesides. Now comes the Sabbath to
release them from their round of toil; a portion of
the time they may d11vote to their families, and
make home more than a name. Ties may be
strengthened, instruction imparted, and helpfulness given and received.-Sel. by MuRILLO.
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In Morocco; marbled edges,

· H~speris:

Poems, by Da•l<l H. Smith, 202 pages, fancy cloth,
§ilt edg~s
·
·

Blank Bpoks:

The Narrow Way.

8 pages, 20 cents per dozea, $1.30 per hundred.

No. 11. · The Plan of Salvation.

18 pages, 35 cents per dozen, $2.60 per hundred.

No. 12.

The Bible versus Polygamy.

14 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $1.90 per hundred.

No. 14. Reply to Orson Pratt.
16 pages, 30 cents :!Je<r dozen, $2 per hundred.

No. 15. Idolatry.
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.

No. 16. Polygamy; Was it an Origina.l Tenet of
the Church?
10 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.60 per hundred.

No. 18.

Rejection of the Church.

8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.

No. 20. The "One Body;" or the Church of
Christ under the Apostleship and under the
Apostasy.
16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.

No. 21.

Truths by Three Witnesses.

one page, 5 ceuts per dozen, 20 cents per hundred.

No. 22.

Faith and Repentance.

8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.

4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.

No. 25.

1 25
175

No. 27.

1
1
2
2

A Memorial to Congress,

25
75
00
25

Laying_ on of Hands.

4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.

No. 26.

The Saints' Harp-Hymn Book:
In Itoan, plain
In Roan, full gilt, gilt edges •..•.•
In Morocco, plain, marbled edges
1n :lllorocco, full gilt, gilt edges

20 pages, 40 conts per dozen, $3 per hundred.

No. 10.

1 75
2 25

Doctrine and Covenants :

In sprinkled Sheep

16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.

No. 9. Spiritualism Viewed from a Scriptural
Standpoint.

No. 23. Baptism.
15
10 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.GO per hundred.
No. 24. The Kingdom of God.

New Testament, inspired edition
Full Roan, sprinkled edges,
Full Turkey Morocco, marbled edges
Full Turkey Morocco, full gilt, gilt edges,

[November 15.

Mountain of the Lord's House ..

4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.

The Sabbath Question.
·
12 Jli'J;al!., 25 cents per doze a, tl.'1il cents perl'>tlntlr<ltl.
No. 28. The Basis cf Polygamy:· a Critic::ism upon
the (so-called) Revelation of July 12th, 1843.
8 pages, 20 cents a dozen, $1.30 a hundred.
8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred,

Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection,
32 pages, 8 cents each, 75 cents per dozen.

100 Prophecy on the late Rebellion,
·20 cents per hundred.

f!Jii!r An assortment of Tracts 50 JJentt;

B1•anch Records, '!Vel! bound in Leather backs and

·

corners, muslin sides, prfnted headings, and ruled for
Record of Members' Names, Blessinli of Children, and for
:Marriages; aloo. blan.k paper for xecording minutes of
Branch.Jlnsiness Meetings: Every branch should have
one. ·Price·:·ror large branches,
3 00
Th. ..,me; for amsJier branches
2 oo
District Records, printed headings and ruleol for
1,248 names, and bound same as .above
3 oo
Branch Finance Books, headed and ruled for
ltecelpts and Expenditures of money, for Branch, DIS·
trict, and General Church Funds; price 35 cents.

Baptism, Confirmation, and Ordination Certificates
bound In ftexible covers, 40 cents each.

Licenses and Notices:
Elder's, Priest's, Te~cher's, and Deacon's, Licenses, per
dozen, 12 cents.
Blank Notices for Lectures, Preaching, and Two Days' Meetings, eaob, per hundred, ....••
50
Preaching Notices, smaller, per hundred,
40

·

Pamphlets :

Rules of Order and Debate for all the Deliberative
Assemblies of the Church; also a Chapter on
Branch Rules, and one on Reports of Branches
and Districts,
32 mo., 128 pages, bound In limp cloth, 50 cents.

Visions of J oeeph Smith the Seer, Discoveries of
An()ient Alt1erican Records and Relics, with
the Statelllent of Dr. Lederer (Converted Jew)
and others,
,

IN GEitl\IAN LANGUAGE.

No. 19. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine, and tho
Hevelation on the :Late Rebellion.
2 pages, 6 cents. pm: i\ozen; 35 cents per hundred.

Who Then Can be Saved,

4 pages, 25 cents per dozen; $1.40 per hundred.

The Gospel,
2 pages, 6 cents per dozen; 35 per hundred.

Sunday School Tickets:

Tickets for Prompt Attendance, par 100, 15c., per 1000
Ticll.ets for Good Behavior, per 100, l5c., per 1000
Tickets for 1, 2, 3, or 4 Lessons, per 100, 15c., per 1000
Reward Cards, per 100
Certificates of Baptism and Mambership, per dozen
Removal Certificates, per dozen
Marriage Oertiflcates, per dozen
Branch Statisticallteport!l, per dozen
Annnal Statistical Reports, two for
Branch Financial Iteports, per dozen
District Finanoial Req;>orta, per- dozen

36 pages, 10 cent• each.

Concordance to Book of Covenants,
24 pages, 10 cents.

Minutes of Annual Conference for 1873,
34 pages, 10 cents.

No. 1.

Tracts:

Mountain of the Lord's House.

8 page.'!l20 centll per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.

No.2.

Truth Made Manifest.

12 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.75 per hundred.

No. 3. Voice of the Good Shepherd.
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.

No.4.

Epitome of Faith and Doctrine.

one page, 5 cents per dozen, 30 cents per hunclred.

No.5.

The·G;ospel.

2 pages, 6 cents per dozen, 35 cents per hunclred.

No. 1.

Who Then Can .be Saved.

4 pages, 8 cents p.,.. dozen, 60 oents per hundred.

No. 8.

Fullness of the Atonement.

20
20
·.l!l)

00

15

so

55

Miscellaneous:
Five Quiros of Note Paper, free of postage,
One Quire of Noto Paper and a Package of Enyelopes
One Quire of Letter I)aper and a Package of Envelopes
EmersOn's Ready Binder, old Herald size
"
u
"
new "
"
llaldwin'a Ancient America
..... .
Rollin's Ancient History, 2 vols.
•.....:•.
Cruden's Condensed Concordance of the nible, cloth

FORSCU~T

Voice of Warning and Instruction to all People,
'T4 pages, by mail 20 oents .each; three for 50 cents, ene
dozen for $2.

'00

Certificates and Reports :

In colored covers, 43 pages, by mall 10 cents each, three
for 25 cents, twelve for '15 cents.

Trial of the Witnesses, to the Resurrection of J esus-a Legal Argument,

100
1 00

roo

70
85
2 25
6 30

1 85

AND SHINN DISCUSSION.

DISCUSSION

REV.

65
25
30

JOHN

BETWEEN

L.

SHINN,

Of the Universalist Church, and

ELDER

MARK

H.

FORSCUTT,

Of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of L. D. Saints.

J. L. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches that the
Coming of Christ to judge the World is now past."
Mark H. Forscutt affirms "The Bible teaches the
Literal Resurrection of th'e Body from the Grave."

Price: Cloth, 7 5 cts.;
~

Paper, 50 cts.

The discussion lasted four days, and makes a book of 194
closely printed pages
·
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"l SAW ANO'riTER ANGEL* *,HAVING THE EVERLASTING GOSPEL TO PREACH TO THEM 'riiAT DWEM, ON 'l'IIE EARTH
FEAR GOD, AND GIVE GLORY TO HIM, FOR THE HOUR OF Hrs JUDGMEN'r IS Co~m."-HEv. 14: 6-7.
"SANCTIFY THEM TIIROUGJa: THY TRUTH; THY WOIW IS TRUTII."-JESUS; JOHN 17:17.

* *i,Cli'ING,
..

"liEAUKEN TO THE WORD OF THE LORD, FOR •rHERE SHALT. NOT ANY MAN AMONG You HAVE SAVE rr mn ONE WIFE."-BOOK
oF MomroN; JAcOB 2:6.

Vol. 24.

PLANO, ILLINOIS, DECEMBER 1, 1877.
TO·MOUR OW.

This lovely day, so far away,
What peace from it we borrow ;
Our hopes are bright, our hearts are light,
While waiting for to-morrow.
When cares are great, we calmly waH,
And think to soothe our sorrow;
We calm our fear, drive back a tear,
And breathe the word-to-morrow.
This day flies past, it oan not last,
And we have borne our sorrow;
Another one has now begun,
But not our bright to-morrow.
Our Father dear, when will our fear,
Dispel with all life's sorrow;
When will we meet, with pleasure sweet,
Upon our bright-to-morrow.
AUhough while here, tho scalding tear
We drop, because of sorrow,
· Each faithful soul, will -reach the goal,·
And find a sweet--to-morrow.
is not where, vile earthly care,
Our peace doth ever harrow;
But f,u above, where all is love,
0, there's our bright-to-morrow.

It

WILDWOOD.

WHO WILL BE GATHERED, AND PAR·
TAKE OF THE GLORY OF GOD!
"Gather my saints together unto me; those who
h 9.ve made covenant with me by sacrifice."-Ps.
50 : 5.

One of the greatest calamities that can befall a nation is their dispersion. It not only
destroys their peace and joy, resulting from association; but it robs them of every blessing
that would otherwise grow from their consolidated nationality, deprives them of the power
of self-government robs them of their in dependence, and mak~s them slaves to every foe,
that desires to lord it over them; and thus they
become, instead of a power in the earth, the
subjects of scorn, derision, and the heaviest
oppression. Hence, when God made choice
of .Abraham's seed to be his peculiar people,
he covenanted to give them a land as their
earthly inheritance; and when he had gath ..
ered them to that land he gave them laws and
ordinances for their special guidance, and told
them:
"And it shall come to pass, if thou shalt hearken
diligently unto the voice of the Lord thy God, to
observe and do all his commandments, which I
command thee this day, t.hat the Lord thy God
will set thee on high above all the nations of the
earth; and all these blessings shall come upon
thee."-Deut. 28: 1.

No. 23.

ness, the faithful city."-Isa. 1 : 24, 27. Read
the whole of the visions of the prophet, andremember that he is declaring the future greatness and glory that shall rest upon literal Is"
rae!, when she has become the Zion of tho
Lord ; and you will discover that the welfare
Read from the 15th verse of same chapter. of the whole world is bound up in that of the
Among the evils named, is this, "The covenant people of God, and that this glory
stranger that ia within thee shall get up above will come unto them after they are gathered
thee very high ; and thou shalt eome down to their own land in the last days. To this
very low." "He shall be the head and thou bear all the prophets witness.
shalt be the tail." Thus showing their utter
Some who read these pages may claim that
subjugation and weakness;
the gathering referred to is spiritual, and not
No argument is required to prove the ne- literal. To this we would oppose the curse of
eessity and blessedness of concentration, wheth- their dispersion, as found in Deuteronomy 28th
er of men or means; this is understood, even chapter, and especially the 60th and 68th veramong the savages. Yet for all this, when we ses, and ask, Was that spiritual? If they were
apply it in a spiritual view, or, in other words, only a spiritual people; if Canaan was only a
as affecting the interests of God's people, spiritual land; if the Roman nation referred
or God's purposes, (whieh are all spiritual), to, in the 49th verse, is only a spiritual na•
we are laughed to seorn. Yet it is an easy tion; and if their final dispersion after Christ
matter to show that this principle of concen- was only a spiritual dispersion; then it will
tration which is so essential to our temporal be a spiritual gathering. But as the Jews
welfare as peopleiJ, or nations, is equally essen- were a literal people, Canaan a literal land,
tial to the glory and greatness of God's people and the Roman nation who dispersed them
and kingdom. If there is one subject that has was a literal nation, and the nations, among
occupied the attention of prophets and apostles whom they have been dispersed for eighteen
in all ages, more than another, it is this.
centuries are literal nations; then we claim that
Enoch's bosom swelled with unspeakable joy the gathering referred to will be a literal gathwhen he beheld the glory of the Lord that was ing of the literal seed of Abraham; and in no
upon his people when "They were all of one other sense can the word of God be underheart and one mind, and dwelt in righteous- stood. See Isa. 11th chapter; Isa. 40th, also
ness, and there were no poor among them."- 49th, 52d and 54th chapters.
I. T. Gen. 7: 21, 25. But the heavens wept "Behold, the days come, saith the Lord, that it
to see divisions, contentions and oppressions shall no more be said, The Lord liveth the.t brought
that abounded among those who had departed up the children of Israel out of the land of :ffigypt;
from the Lord. Again, the heart of Enoch was but, The Lord liveth that brought up the children
· ·
h
h 1
d h z·
of Israel from the land of the north; and from all.
rna de to reJoice w en e earne t at lOll the lands whither I have driven them; and I will
should be gathered out of all the creations God bring them again into their land that I gave unto
had made, unto a place which should be pre- theirfathers."-Jer.l6: 14, 15. See also Ezekiel,
pared.
Joel, Zechariah, Micha, Zephaniah, etc.
Abraham was comforted with the covenant
From all the prophets we find unmistakable
God made to. ~im that h~s se~d should b~ bless- evidence of the literal gathering of God's peeed, on condrtwn of their faithfulness; lll the ple. The apostles also understood the matter in
land the Lord had given to him.
this light when they asked the Master, "Wilt
After Moses had predicted the curses re- thou at this time restore the kingdom again to
suiting from disobedience, he was made to re- Israel ?"-Acts 1 : G. Christ told them, "It
joice in the knowledge that God would gather is not for you to know the times and seasons
them ont from all nations whither he had driv- which the Father hath put in his own power.'"
en them to their own land, and would do them He then promises them power after they have
good, and multiply them above their fathers. received the Holy Ghost, and after this event
Dent. 30.
we find Peter's mind further enlightened upThe Psalmist rejoiced in the assurance that on the matter. He did not learn the precise
the Lord would gather Israel from all lands time; but he learned enough to know that their
whither they were driven, and establish them times of refreshing would come when Christ
as his people forever.
·would come again, at "the times of the restiIsaiah sang of the restoration of Israel, tution [or restoration] of all things spoken of
chef'red by the certainty that God would re- by the mouth of all the holy prophets since the
t
''h · d
t th fi t
d he
world began.''-Acts 3 : 19-21.
s ore er JU ges as a
e rs an
r connselors as at the beginning, saying, "AfterThe restoration of the Jews to power and
wards thou shalt be called tl1e city of righteous- glory and favor with God in their own land,
On the other hand : ·
"But it shall come to pass, if thou wilt not
hear ken unto the voice of the Lord thy God, to observe all his commandments and statutes, which I
command thee this day, that all these curses shall
come upon thee and overtake thee." etc.
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was one of the great things spoken of by the
Prophets, hence it will be fulfilled. event in
The apostle Paul speaks of this
these words:
"Having made known unto us the mystery of his
will that in the dispensation of the fulness of times
he might gather together in one all things in
Christ, both which are in heaven and which are on
earth; even in him."-Eph. 1 : 9, 10.
From this we learn that not only the ancient
covenant people, but all who become identified
with Israel through the gospel, will also be
gathered together, and fhey will be gathered
in Christ. The revelations of the last days
have pointed out how, and where those who
have become God's people in these days will
be gathered unto. God has plainly designated
this land as the gathering place, and Jackson
county, Missouri, as the place for the city of
Zion, and has declared "it shall not be moved."
Now, as God is faithful to ancient Israel, so
will he be to modern Israel. If the transgressions of the former have not changed the purpose of God, inasmuch as they repent, neither
can the transgressions of the latter, inasmuch
as they repent and turn to the Lord their God.
Hence we look with confidence for the fulfillment of his word.
But we want to know, Who will be gathered
and partake of the glory of God? The answer is at hand. "Gather together my saints
unto me those that have made a covenant
with me by sacrifice." -Ps. 50 : 5. ·.The chief
object of this article is to ask Are we the
people?
'
Let us examine again, What are the qualifications? The first named are to be God's
saints "those that have made a covenant with
me by sacrifice." What covenant is referred
to? The gospel covenant, undoubtedly, that
"better covenant" of which Christ is the Mediator. Well,
have entered into that covenant. What is involved in it? That we
should believe God and Jesus Christ whom he
has sent and as a donsequence of our faith repent of ~ll our sins, and do the will of God in
all things that we should keep ourselves unspotted fr~m the world-shun the very appear··
ance of evil, and help to build up the kingdom
of God on earth by righteousness and truth;
in fine that we should give ourselves wholly
to God. This was our baptismal vow. Have
we kept it ? Are we keeping it? Do we love
the pleasures of the world more than the ser.
vice of God? Do we cling to our former idols?
Is there anything, houses or lands, gold or silver, honor and fame,-our own passions and
appetites that are dearer to us than the kingdom of God? If so, we are not true to the
covenant. If we withhold anything, even ourselves, from God's service, we are covenant
breakers. Yet how many are there who profess to love the truth and have covenanted to
serve God with all their hearts, might and
mind, who cling to the sordid things of this
world, and follow the fashions and vanities
thereof; because they want to keep up with
the world? They "can not bear to be singuJar," yet they profess to be the peculiar people
of God. But the people of God were always
"singular," coming out from the evils, follies
and vanities of the world. Their hands must
be stained by no bribe, no deceit must be found
in their heart, no falsehood under their tongue.
The Psalmist asks:
"Lord, who shall abide in thy tabernacle? who
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shall dwell in thy holy hill?" "He that walketh
uprightly, and worketh righteousness, an~ speaketh the truth in his heart. He that backb1teth not
with "his tongue, nor doeth evil to his neighbor,
nor t~keth up a reproach against his neighbor. In
whose eyes a vile person is contemned; but he
honoreth them that fear the Lord. He that sweareth to his own hurt, and changeth not. He that
putteth not out his money to usury, nor taketh reward against the innocent. He that doeth these
things shall never be moved."
The above are the qualifications of those
who shall dwell on the holy hill. Do we come
up to this standard? In answering this and
the :former questions, let us be honest with
ourselves.
There is one peculiar feature in the text at
the head of this article that we will do well to
look at very closely; and ev€ry one must be
his own judge; but let us judge righteous
judgment. "Thof!e that have made ~ovenant
with me BY SACRIFICE." Whatsacrlfi.ces are
we making? The work before us is the building up of the kingdom ot God; but the kingdom can only be built up by the preaching of
the gospel and its kindred duties. To preach
the gospel requires a sacrifice of home comforts and luxuries; leaving of wife, children
and friends; foregoing of future earthly prospects of wealth; yea, even running the risk of
a poverty-stricken ol.d age and depen.den~e?
Can we make the sacnfic~ ~ Are we domg 1t.
Some are. They are givmg the strength of
.the~r man.h?od, and some even. are. devoting
theu dechnmg years, and endurmg mold age,
privations that .it would seem they might ~e
spared; but their love for God overco~es th~Ir
love of ease, and "They shall be mu:~e, satth
the Lord, when I come to make up my Jewels."
~gain, the kingdom ?f God c~lls for the
sacrr~ce .on the part of Wife and chil?ren. The
deprrvatwn of husband, father, fnend, provi~er; subject to the want of forbearance of
fnends, reduced to depende~ce upon others
than those who should b~ their protectors and
providers; liable to be tw1tted about the favors
received; a?d. looked coolly upon by those
whose duty It IS as fellow-members to comfort,
cheer and bless. A terrible o.r~eal ! but it
must be pass.ed. ~ho .are ~Ilh~g? k H~;
many are makmg the sacrrfice. Tnan .G . ,
there are noble hearts, whose grand aim ?S
God's kingdom, and they meekly Jay their
dearest treasure~ upon the al~ar and lo~k fo;ward t? the pnze. Such will. be gat ere. ;
such Will dwell ~n the ~oly htll. Such will
be amo.ng the pr!celess Jewels of the Master;
for their reward IS sure.
Others have to sacrifice their means to sustain those in the field and their families at
home. How many are doing it? I . et the
empty coffers of the Church treasury answer.
Let the disappointed, despondent hearts of
those who have trusted to your pledges answer.
Let the thousand calls for preaching of the
truth which can not be supplied, answer. Let
the c~nsciences of those professing to be Saints
answer. Do you fancy you can hear it in that
cry for the bread of life that is going up from
all parts of the world? Can you not find the
answer in the Bishop's report? Does it not
well up from an accusing conscience? And if
your own heart condemn you, will not God condemn you?
Is not the fact that Zion is languishing, a
sufficient answer? If, as a people, we had
done our duties, fulfilled our covenants, Zion
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would have been redeemed even now, and the
standard of the kingdom raised in every land;
and the church would have put on her beautiful garments, adorned with the precious gems
of the gospel gifts and graces instead of wearing the sombre garb of mourning, and the emblems of spiritual barrenness and poverty.
If we want God's blessings, let us comply
with his law. If we want to be gathered in
his time, let us make the sacrifice.
Elders of Israel, your place is in the field.
God has called you and is calling you there.
Perishing souls are calling you. Your own
duty calls you. You must obey, or be found
wanting. Rich ancl pom·, your means are
called for according as God has blessed you.
To withhold it now is to jeopardize souls, and
the interests of the kingdom of God. It is
true he can do his own work without your help;
but if he does. you will not enjoy its blessings.
There are th~se, thank God, who are alive to
their duty, and some out,side who shame those
within by their liberality to the cause. They
will enter into the celestial kingdom before
you, unless you repent. You have known.the
truth and they have not. Let every one tithe
them~elves according to their means, then
each who labors can have a little, and the
temptation that now might lead elders ?nl~ to
visit large and wealthy branches or d1stncts
would be removed; and an equitable distribution of daily bread would encourage many to
labor who are now discouraged and almost
ready to lay down their armor. Shall we be
wise, and carry out the law of God as it is laid
down for us? If we do, we shall surely be
among the number who shall be gathered into
the courts of Zion to go no more out.
I for one have read the plan and sentiments
of Bro. Cooper on the gathering, and am per.
suaded that it is equitable and just; and if
carried out in the spirit and letter, I believe God
will accept and bless it to all Saints. Beloved
Saints shall we waste our time and our talents
and m~ans, in the vain pursuits of life? Or
shall we discharge our duties, and prove to
God and the world that we believe the truths
we teach and profess. I have not written· this
to find fault; but to remind all of our duties to
the kingdom of God. Let us strive for more
faith, strong, self-sacrificing faith, that will
lead us to bear an equal share of the burden.
Let us be just, and not ask others to do our
duties and theirs too. We ought to have at
least five hundred "good and true men" in the
field and these doubled every year, if we are
to k~ep pace with events and meet the crying
wants of the thousands who need the bread of
life. It is an injustice to call men into the
field and not provide for those they must leave
behind. Every true elder is content if he
knows his loved ones are cared for. Hejs
wiiling to risk himself in the world; and trust
his God for his daily bread. The tithing, if
properly paid, would meet all demands and
make the burden just and equitable. The
present order of things is oppression.
CHARLES DERRY.

The best of men and the most earnest workers
will make enough mistakes to keep them htimble.
Thank God for mistakes, and take courage. Do
not give up on account of mistakes.
We ought never to believe evil of anyone till.we
are certain of it. We ought not to say anythmg
that is rude and displeasing, even in joke; and we
ought never to carry jokes too far.
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THOUGHTS ON FINANCE.
This question has been the one most difficult
of solution, both in Church and State; yet, it
is essential to their existence, and neither can
long survive without a firm and well regulated
system of finance. Men, in the hope of accomplishing good results and great benefits,
may define what seems to them a consistent
theory or policy; but no theory yet devised
by human ~kill, has been so perfect in outline,
or consistent in its practical workings as to
command the respect and commendation of all
interested, or that was not subjected to the
severest criticismR and bold denunciations from
those who fancied they saw a better way. This
seems to be the history of finance; and yet, it
is the chief auxiliary in founding and carrying
forward organizations of every kind and name
to the coveted success. Kingdoms, empires,
republics, churches, social and benevolent institutions, each and all, have their public treasuries, and per consequence a policy, a way defined to collect funds with which to fill up the
draughts upon that treasury.
While some have defined and worked industriously to carry out a given line in the hope
of success; others, through jealousy, envy, or
otherwise, have labored as assiduously to frustrate the end in view, and thus defeat the best
laid plans and rob honest toil of well deserved
fruits; because the emoluments of office, popularity or praise, did not directly accrue to them.
Treasure, however, when once gathered, has
ever been one of the chief sources of evil.
Men have ever been proud, covetous and
greedy. Plighted honor has been broken, confidence betrayed because of love of lucre, until
it is acknowledged to have been well said,
''The love of money is the root of all evil." It
is not overdrawn to say, that all the organized
systems, of whatever name, have been imposed upon by illy defined policies, public
frauds, favorites, thieves, betrayers of confidence, and drones of consumers; but, notwithstanding this discouraging history, we are not
prepared to .discard a good thing because it
has been turned from its purposed good; any
more than we would cease to drink the refreshing draught because the stream had once
become turbid from which we desired to quench
our thirst. And, though fraud and failure
have marked the checkered history of finance
it can not now be either ignored or set aside.
] t is a motive power, an ingredient of strength,
that can be wielded for good, in all organizations; and without which they can not exist.
In a word, it is a main pillar, the "back-bone"
of all institutions, earthly, and men of earth
must have to do with it, however much faith
they may l1ave to buoy their hopes, or energy
and zeal to execute their plans. ·when Rome
was an empire she gathered taxes to replete
her wasted treasury. 'When the Jews were an
organized nation, they kept a box into which,
even the widow cast her "mite;" and a tithe
was demanded by the law. Jesus drove the
thieves and gamblers out of the temple, the
public frauds who were eating up the subatanceofthe people, betraying their confidence
and diverting their hard earnings from their
legitimate use ; yet, he could not ignore a system of finance, but when he declared "the
kingdom of heaven is at hand" to the people
of Judea, there was one appointed to carry the

"bag," and this was the public treasury; as
the kingdom grew the treasure was increased
and became a power to build up the church
and send her ministry abroad to teach the
truth that maketh free. It was, indeed a royal
servant when directed to its intended good or
use; diverted therefrom, through fraud and
corruption, it becomes a weapon of power in
the hands of the "man of sin'' to enslave the
world and support a creed.
In the re-establishment of the kingdom of
heaven, in these last days-the beginning of
the "marvelous work and a wonder," provision
was made for a system of finance, a public
treasure, to be repleted by tithes, gifts and
offerings, to serve a similar .purpose that it did
in the days of Jesus and the apostles, for it is
the same system again reinstated.
The first ones to whom the honor of this
kingdom was committed were not loyal, but
perverted her doctrines, corrupted her people,
practiced deceit and abominations, and they
were rejected and sent away; while the hard
earnings of the people, paid in good faith, were
diverted from their intended use, and became
a weapon of power in the hands of one, to enslave the rest, and support a system of usurpation and tyranny. The Reorg!mization raised
a standard of protest against all this, and declared for the ancient faith; came to the front
and plighted her word to redeem the honor of
the holy cause, now chagrined, and raise its sacred truth from trailing in the dust, covered with
odium, hissed and scoffed at by the haughty
opposers, and make her the light of the world,
to bear aloft the royal ensign of "glad tidings
of great joy" to every nation, kindred, tongue
and tribe. No one, or two, can redeem this
pledge, perform the work which is for their
and others' good. It will take a united people,
imbued with faith, confidence and trust, each
one acting for the common good; and every
believer accepts the covenant to guard her
honor, abide her laws, encourage and sustain
her, in the right, with means and effort, until
her success is complete. Her triumph is their
glory and reward: and who would be so mean
as to delight to wear her name, expect her rewards, and yet, withhold the needed aid to
make her great. Out of every nation the believers must come ; and to every nation the
teachers must go; yet all are not teachers or
seers; prophets or priests; bishops or deacons ;
but some labor in the vineyard, and some in
the field; some at home, and some abroad;
each in the place in which the Lord of the
vineyard has called: whether of temporal
means ar.J.d talents to employ and use it, or of
spiritual gifts and time and opportunity to use
them; all should labor, and do, according to
the ability and gifts, for one and the common
good. Notwithstanding the bad record, errors,
breaches of trust, blunders, follies, usurpations,
abominations, defeats and wrongs of the past,
it does not one jot release us from discharging
present duty. With others' failures to admonish us, can we not watch as well as pray, and
move forward in solid phalanx, to assured success? Shall others' wrongs and failures slacken our diligence, weaken our confidence so that
we can not-will not go forward? Is not
everything at stake? Are we prepared to
give up the ship, and declare that the way is
too strait and the sacrifices too great ? If not,
what should be the watchword of those who
hope in the truth? The response readily

comes, Rally to the support of the cause, each
and every one in his or her place, and all have
something to do, aiding in the way they may
be able. Is it worth our attention? Are not
all our hopes for the future centered in it?
Leave it, and where shall we go? Nothing
else, around, beneath or above, fills the pattern
which the Master gave.
Where is our ministry-the warriors who
should be in the field?-The messengers named
by inspiration to proclaim the glad tidings of
great joy? Ah! they are at home, in the
main, with their weapons of war mildewing
and gathering rust; and that, too, when the
success and defemc of the cause depend upon
their effort. It is a living, active ministry
that we need, to give the bread of life to the
world abroad. The material for the building
of the kingdom is among the nations. It cannot be gathered in until workmen are first
sent to prepare it. And they cannot labor at
home and abroad. Will we aid them-send
them? Methinks I hear a response, "vVE
WILL," But the inquiry comes, How?-Every man in his own way, or not at all?
This would be rebellion, which is declared to
be, "as the sin of witch-craft." Each oue acting in this way has been a fruitful source of
many blunders, and a prime reason for so
many being found at home. The custom has
been to ignore law, follow the device of men,
hence, only the "fittest," as Darwin would put
it, and they but for a season, have survived.
The Lord, knowing the inadequacy of men's
powers to conceive and outline a successful
financial policy for His Church, gave one himself, and enjoined obedience to it. Many have
done a great deal for the support of the cause,
temporally, as they supposed, by constituting
themselves their own bishops, or agents, for the
want of confidence to aid in the legitimate way;
thinking their own judgments the better, paid
out their means to serve the cause, and after
all, have had to confess that they were misguided-misled-and that said means did not
serve the end they had desired; yet, their
means were gone, a sacrifice made, and the
Church not served.
The right and proper way is, to place your
means in the hands of the Bishop or his a.gent.s,
to be used for church purposes; and let those
worthy to receive, be aided directly by them.
But some one says, "I fear if I put my means
in the hands of the Bishop, or his agents, it
it will be the last of it."
Let us see: Take a suppositional case. The
writer of this article is sent by act of the General Conference to labor in a certain mission.
It is not expected that he can fill all the calls
for preaching, and this will necessitate associ.
ates. He calls for active laborers, as the law
provides, and twelve men are sent. They
hold a council, or conference, and acting upon
the best wisdom given, they are assigned to
their several fields of labor. Their mission is
an aggressive one. They are not to seek for
ease, pleasure or friendship, at the sacrifice of
truth; but preach the gospel in simplicity and
power. Ten of this twelve go into new fields.
No weary feet have trudged the way, sown the
seed or planted the standard of King Immanuel, leaving friends to make a welcome to any
of this heroic band. llut with faith and confidence in the truth, they start out, without
purse or scrip, upon their mission to make
friends to themselves and the cause, or starve.
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The other two are more fortunate, and are sent
into fields where there are a number of churches to make them welcome and care for their
every want. They all labor diligently .. The
brethren where the two go, with their friends
made by the heroism of their predecessors, are
full-handed and desire to aid the cause. They
put their hands in their pocket.s, and with the
remark, "Bro. A. and B. are the ones who
have done the preaching for us, and they are
the ones whom we shall aid;" and so hand out
their means. Thus, these two elders, A. and
B., pick up all the funds of the friends of the
cause, and apply it .to their own individual
uses. Now, when the l3ishop's agent comes
around and calls for means, it is all gone; yet
a great deal has been given to aid the cause,
according io the judgment of those who knew
about and were interested in A. and B. They
might just about as well have selected their
favorite men, bought them a pair of stubby
ponies, and in true Methodist style, sent them
on the circuit, to serve according to the pay
received. By and by the ten who went out
among persecutors and haters of the faith, are
heard from. They are working valiantly and
winning victories for the cause, slowly but
surely. Their zeal has not abated, but they
stand in need of a little aid, perhaps a very
little will suffice for present needs. They appeal to the Bishop's Agent, the rightful source,
but there is no means in his hands. They
struggle on awhile longer, appeal again with
the same result as at the first.' It is now inevitable, they must go home. But the fortunate two, A. and B., are all right; they are
reaping the fruit, and all of it, of the toil and
sweat of their antecedents, who pioneered the
way where their mission lay. Perhaps some
of this ten are the very ones who wrought so
e:lfectually in building up the churches and
making the friendB, from which the two have
thus reaped. Ten go home, and two are
sustained. No one knows why the two are
successful and the many fail. The Saints'
money is used, and no account is rendered of
it by Bishop, or agent; hence no one knows
whether they are doing anything for the cause
or not, for the reason, that every one is a law
unto himself, and does not abide by the revealed one. A. and B. go and spend the money, much or little, and the church is none the
wiser, while they are left to call on the Bishop
with as easy a grace as either of the ten. It
is our firm belief, that sooner or later, the
Saints will learn that in order to succeed, when
the Lord reveals a pattern, as he commanded
Moses, they should work by it.
Who are the best judges as to the way the
means of the Church should be expended, to
best serve it; those who have the direct oversight, and know all of the laborers, their needs,
capabilities, opportunities, &c., or those at
home all engrossed with other cares and duties?
To this there can be but one answer. Above
all others, it is the duty of the leading spiritual authorities, and the chief Bishop, to know
the laborers abroad in the world; and in a
mission, it is the duty of those who have the
direct charge, and the Bishop's Agents, to
know the workmen and look to their interest.
The laborer can, of right, look to them only
for aid. .vVe are apt to forget, sometimes, that
we have a world to conquer, to revolutionize,
by the power of the truth; and that nations
and peoples are to be converted to the standard
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of Immanuel, by sending the witnesses, the
valiant legions abroad to battle in pulpit and
forum. This calls for organization and system,
as provided for by law. Think of it and forget
all about the little close selfishness, crude and
narrow contracted notions, that there are but a
few to hear and fewer still to teach, and that you
will not aid beyond a certain favorite, and do
something to move the cause; and thank God,
and take courage that you are found worthy,
and have the ability to play a part in the greatest work with which men ever had to do. Let
confidence revive and wisdom guide and guard
her liberal impulse and the Church's representatives will be abroad. Who ever heard of
the p\lople refusing to pay their taxes, to support and perpetuate the government under
which they receive peace and protection of
person and property; because forsooth, they
had a misgiving that it would not be properly
expended, and that they could serve the inter·
ests of the government best by paying it out
themselves? Of course, brethren should see
to it, that their means paid into the Church
treasury is put to its intended use; the first
of which is to sustain an active ministry. But
the question cqmes to them, "How can we, if
we place our means in the hands of the Bishop?'' In this way, for an example: A mission
is assigned embracing three or four states and
a person appointed to take charge; in each of
these states there are Bishop's .Agents appointed, districts formed and conferences held in
each. It is the duty of the agents to report
to these conferences the amount of funds received, and from whom; the amount paid out,
and to whom. The people, by attending these
conferences, or observing the minutes of them
when published, or examining the district
record, can learn where every cent of their
money goes. If any of their means has been
squandered, paid out to a wrong use through
heedlessness, self-will or a disregard of the advise given by those who have a right to counsel in the matter; or a neglect to ask advice
when it was at hand, by vote of conference,
make him refund the money and put it to its
intended use; release the agent, and try another. But, some one says, "It may be that
they are poor and not responsible." Then
don't trust them with the office, till they are
responsible;. if need be by vouchers. This
should extend (and I am firm in the faith)
from the head Bishop to all his agents, including ex. officio agents. No irresponsible
parties should handle the people's money. It
is an error, and those do a wrong, who would
advise a slack and loose way of doing business
because they have confidence in the man of
trust; thus leaving loop-holes, or unguarded
openings to tempt erring humanity from the
path of duty. Better close up, forti~y and
guard every place possible that would give inducement or opportunity to wrong or fraud;
so that men will be compelled to be honest,
whether they will or no. They will be safe
and as well off, and the Church better.
Again, the question is asked, "cannot a
member hand money to any one whom he may
wish?" Yes, but not of right, if it is intended
for the Church treasury; and that individual
can spend it as he may wish, without any account being made of it, and then turn around
and call on the Bishop, or agent, for aid the
same as though you had never given l1im a
cent. But you say that you will report it to
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the Bishop, and he can give you, and he that
received it credit; one as donor, the other as
receiver. But the Bishop will not do this,
neither ought he; for you are the bishop, in
the case, he only the clerk. Besides, if you
give your money to this, and that one, as your
fancy may lead, it does not release you from
the moral obligation of sustaining the men in
the field, sent there by your vote and resolve
at the Conference. When you voted to send
those men on a mission, you voted to sustain
them with your means, by placing it in the
hands of the Bishop, or agent, that it might
be used for that purpose; for they have no
right to call elsewhere for it. If you do not
do this, then you are a cheat and a fraud, and
impose obligations on men that you are not
willing to take yourself; neither sustain those
who are, or aid them in discharging them.
Yet with a show of faith, and deep interest in
the cause, you go to Conference, resolve and
vote the bread out of the months of women
and children, by sending away their means of
support, and then go home, talk to your
neighbors about the glories of the kingdom,
partake of your bounties, fold your hands io
sit down and sing "Let Zion in her beauty
rise."
Again, the question comes: "Cannot branches, or individuals pay out means for any purpose, and to any person to whom they may see
fit?" Yes, but this does not release them from
the responsibility of doing all they intended to
do, to support the general ministry. It is a
serious thing to impose duties on men, send,
them from home to labor, and make sacrifices
for the cause you love, with an assurance that
they will be cared for, in some way; and then
you place your means, by constituting yourse]f
your own bishop in giving to some special
friend, where it can never reach them. The
Saints must learn that the chief source of
strength, growth, wealth and power, that gives
aid to the cause, is a living, active and energetic ministry. That this is the first consideration; the success of the cause is dependent
upon it: and that it should with united e:lfort
be sustained. When this fails, all fails. Elders receiving means from individuals, or
branches, as sometimes it is more convenient·
to hand money to those traveling, and some·
prefer to do this, should make a minute of it,.
and report the same to the first conference·
held, and the Bishop's Agent in the district·
where they labor, or send it directly to such
agent. This is a duty. Thus, the Elders are·
required to render an account of all the means·
placed in thdr hands while on their missions;.
and if they have received a sufficient amount·
to supply their needs, they cannot call on the·
Bishop, or agent; and if they should receivw
more than what is required to meet their present wants, used in an economical and consistent way, they should hand it to the Bishop,
or agent, to be used for the good of the work,
whether it is much or little. Should any
Elder spend a greater amount of the means
which may come into his hands, (grow extravagant and reckless), than the conference
and agent believe they are justified in paying, or is unjust compared with what others
receive, they should send him home, and call'
for one who knows the value of means-Book
of Covenants Sec. 70 and '72. If an Elder from·
abroad should be traveling in a district by invitation, or a chance passing through, and de-·
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sire aid, he should be referred to the agent. to the importance of the cause that they are are clearly defined in the law, we can soon have
Anything else is a breach of the law, and , engaged in; but feel that it has claim among an efficient ministry in the field, the calls for
~Jornes under the head of begging, the same as their first obligations, each being a constituent preaching fiUed, Saints cheered, souls convertit' any other poor and needy one should come member of the body, and so held and honored; ed, and duty done; with all, a confirmed contdong and wish to be helped. An Elder re- and make it a point to Jay something by for fidence inspired.
!leiving said aid should report the amount to church purposes, the same as they would to
The Church authorities only hold the right
the conference to which he ill amenable, and meet any other demand, as a matter of busi- to call on presidents of branches, missions,
the :aishop's Agent," that no imposition can be ness: not a little, and grudgingly, but as the districts, and individuals for aid in the lawful
practiced by drall"ing means from several Lord has prospered them; something that way: and I should object as an individual, t<>
agents, by one individual, and thus squander will compare favorably with their increase, any one asking means, or aid from the
the people's means unknown to the Church profits, or wages. In the course of a year, do churches or individuals where I am expected
ituthorities,
something of some moment: $5, $10, $20, to guard their interests, only as provided for
:gut soml'i one asks, "What if some church $50, $100, $1,000, as they may be able. It by law; and consider it a duty to show no
or individual should desire some gifted Elder is an active ministry that we want to keep in favor towards that spirit and disposition of
to come and labor in their vluinity awhile, can the field, as a first consideration, and there persons constantly making their wants known
they not send for them, pay their expense~, are other demands to meet, and there is no to brethren, with the hope of moving innocent
and reward them as they may choose?" Yes; way of doing it but by an appeal to the peo- and kind-hearted ones to give to them some
but the money thus used should be an extra ple, as declared by the Jaw; that each one may coveted thing. True men and Saints will beg
purse raised, and should not interfere with the aid in his place, to sustain them. Brethren from no man, unless it iR the last extreme, and
tithes, donatio:!ls and ftee"will offerings; design- should remember that sustain, with us, does then not under cloak of religion. It's little,
ed for the regular missionary wotk, to be pia- not mean a big salary, kept up in ease, style, and mean, and God hates it. When I am in
ced in the hands of the Bishopric; unles!! suid fashion, and pride; but the supplying of the need I shall, if active in the ministry, consider
Elder is invited to labor in the district by absolute easentials of life; and that as a rule, that I have a right to call on the Bishop, or
those in charge; then he can appeal to the we keep five and six of our Elders in the field, agent, and if there is nothing at hand I will
Bishop's Agent. Extra preaching must bring for the amount that is usually paid annually to proceed no further. If Elders need aid they .
out an extra purse, to defray expenses; and one sectarian minister. No ope need be fright- must appeal to the Bishop or agent, and not .
not infringe upon that sent in to sustain the ened and suppose that some are growing rich. to individuals or branches. Saints should not
regular ministry: neither cut it o:ff from com- Should any get to be expensive, send them think that they will be poorer by discharging
ing into the hands of the legal holders. The home to serve self, if it is self that they wish their duty, of giving as defined by law; for
idea is preposterous, that the conference should to serve. Elders, too, should show themselves they will not if they do it with a full purpose
send out Imders al:>road, and they labor as re- diligent, thereby proving themselves worthy of heart. If God is the author of our faith
quested, night and day, in the front line; amJ. of the trust confided to them, that it may be and blesses the spiritual laborers who are diliwhile in discharge of their duties, some gifted seen and known that they are worthy of being gent and faithful, sent out to dechre the law,
Elder makes a tour through the branches, sustained. This does not mean that they are why should he not equally reward those who
preaches a few stirring discourses, the Saints expected to bring great numbers into the sacrifice to sustain them, according to the law
are elated, and, filled with the milk of human Church at once; but that they are casting a revealed. Will he not reward the temporal
kindness, as a gift of gratitude they hand out good influence, and making friends for the aider-cheerful giver-as truly as the teacher
to them all of their spare means, so that when cause, by sowing the seeds of truth; and are of the word? especially as one can not succeed
those in the front are heard from, and per- wise, consistent, studious and respectful, in without the others support! For one, I am
chance need.aid, there is nothing with which t,aste and habits; considerate, prayerful, hum- convinced that he will; and that he that gives
to help them. The fortunate Elder goes off, ble-model men, for to represent the cause in faith, and he that teaches with faith are
spends the money, let it be much or little, and well, they must appear well themselves; other- one-laboring to one end, and have equal
then appeals to the Bishop for aid, with the wise, it is a misrepresentation. They should claim upon the promises of reward. I have
same grace as those who have been laboring strive to show themselves worthy of imitation seen some liberal; give with faith, confidence,
with as much sacrifice as he, and received not in good breeding, as well as faith and theory. and a cheerful hand: others would act as
Again, brethren should not be discontented though they had a struggle equal to Jacob's
a cent to aid them. Yet this is as it has been;
and it is one of the main causes of our minis. because they do not hear all of the sermons wrestle with the angel, as to whether they
try being crippled and at home. Any one preached. Elders must get away from the would hand out a nickle or apostatize; and
coming into a mission to labor should report branches and preach the word abroad; and when the sacrifice was made, would seem to
himself to those in charge, that he may be ad- brethren should be satisfied to learn through I dream over it for weeks, not yet quite satisfied
vised as to the places to-labor, if need be, (as the reports of Conference, or otherwise, that with letting a cent go, when it was in their
it is but just to suppose that those in charge they have been diligent by discharging their power to retain it. They need to develop a
know best the wants to be supplied), and if duties-making others glad by declaiming the larger soul within; and the principles of their
required, and worthy of aid, that they may truth that maketh free.-Elders live in the faith will do it if they will allow them place.
receive it, in the legitimate way. It becomes field, and if single men, but little is needed to Will the brethren, especially where I have a
his duty then, to report such aid t,o the confer- sustain them. Each, should be satisfied with right to advise, and whose enquiries have had
ence of that district where be labors, if here- enough, like the Israelites gathering the something to do in bringing out these thoughts,
mains long·; otherwise, to that one to which manna. They should not feel that things are take notice and aid us by their means, to keep
he is amenable, that system and right may not equal, because others who have greater a live ministry in the field? If so, occasionally
prevail. No one, WIIOEVE.R IJF- IS, has the needs receive a supply; but be satisfied with send in something to the Bishop or agent;
right to call on uranchcs or ,~ndtviduals for aid, enough. To feel otherwise, would be to labor and remember that although you may have
just because he happens to feel a little nee<~1J, looking to a lucrative reward; and with some favorite minister-cousin, uncle, or
7Wnts to make c~ journey, m· happens to be enough, to feel as the man who had a voracious otherwise attachments, and you lavish untold
m.ak1:ng a tm.tr in the rrgion of country where appetite and of a hundred pounds weight, but gifts upon such a one, this does not release
there are Saints. If one has the right, others became vexed and mad because he could not you from the moral obligation to sustain the
have; hence, when Saints have tithed them- eat so much as one who weighed two hundred. regular ministry, help keep up regular Church
selves, sent in their gifts and offerings, they H should be the rule everywhere, to report demands, that the gospel may be sent to all
are liable to be called upon the next day to work done, money received by gift or other- the world. Do no: forget that this is a big
meet the demands of some needy one, and so wise, (of course this does not include tokens world, and that we are engaged in the noblest
on ad i11finitmn. This policy adopted, and it of friendship-special attentions of a friend) work of this or any other age; laboring to
would pave the way for a regular system of and if any need further aid, they should receive found and build a spiritual kingdom, and confleecing and robbery, and there would be no it from the general fund; if not, they should vert the nations to the government of God,
use for the Saints to cry, "~Jnough." Nothing thank God, take courage and go on their way in which government we all hope to have
short of rebellion would throw off the yoke. r<>joicing, filled with gratitude that they are an honorable name and abide forever, that
Brethren should not be parsimonious with liberated and able to labor in so glorious a which is worth all else beside. Then let us
their means, and inconsiderate with reference cause. By remembering these thoughts, which not let the sacrifice of a few nickels canker·
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ous souls, or defeat our loftiest aims; so that
we find in the judgment, the blood of men
and nations hanging on our skirts, because we
were married to earth. In the hope of serving a good purpose, I submit these thoughts
for the consideration and candid judgment of
my brethren, to call the attention to the letter
of the law, with a view of abiding its direction
in finance as well as in spiritual things.
With profound reverence for God's truth
and cause, and love and esteem for his Saints,
I remain as ever in the faith,
UNION,

-.

W!~.

II.

KELLEY.

Jefferson Co., Ind., August lOth, 1877.

THE INDIANS.
From my early childhood I learned to love
t,he wild sons of the forest. Living in their
midst, they were my boyhood companions.
Many presents have I received at their hands;
and I know that, even when wronged by the
United States Government, they quietly submitted to that wrong and continued friendly
to the whites. True, tears stood in their eyes
when speaking of how they had been forbidden to go for the pay which was yearly their
due, for fear that they might join the unfriendly Sacs, who were then at war with the
United States. In sorrowful tones they often
asked of the whites they met, "Are you an·
gry ?" but they betrayed no sign of resentment. Years after I felt to pity those same
poor souls when they were compelled to leave
their homes, and were carried from the State
of :Michigan to new homes beyond the Father
of Waters. I had read of the cold-blooded cruelties of such fiends as Pizarro and Cortes, who
butchered thousands of better men than themselves, that they might possess their homes,
their lands and their gold. Of Hernando De
Soto and his armed hosts, who were received
by the Indians as the base robbers and murderers which they were. I had also read of
the mild nature and peaceful disposition of the
Indians found by Columbus, and how these
harmless people were afterwards cruelly exterminated by the Spanish invaders; and of the
injustice exhibited by our New England fathers towards the Indians among whom they
settled; and again I read how in my own day
a Black Hawk, who, though doubtless himself
not entirely free from guilt, yet doing what
almost any king among civilized nations would
have done under the same circumstances, waa
hunted like a wild beast on the prairies of Illinois; and who at various times sent the
white flag of peace as a token of his desire to
surrender, yet that flag was fired upon, and he
compelled to fight, contrary to his desire. And
later, I heard from the lips of an Indian agent
the story of the wrongs done to a tribe of Indians in Minnesota; and how he was compelled to remove them from homes of peace and
plenty to lands so stony and so barren that
nothing could be raised, and where there was
no game upon which they could subsist. And
now I read of the cruelty of our people as exhibited towards the Nez Perces, or Numepos,
as they call themselves; of the disposition and
habits of these people, whose character is so
ably vindicated in the following extracts from
the Phrenological Journal for October, 1877.
On' page 282, the writer says:
"Townsend in his narrative states that the
Nez Perces 'are almost universally fine. looking,
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robust men, with strong aquiline features; a dominant cause of strife and bloodshed in namuch more cheerful cast of countenance than tions and families has brought about the presis general among the race of Sahaptins. Some ent conflict, and from all appearances ere it is
of their women might also be called beautiful. ended there will be many houses of mourning
While the Chinooks are generally of low stat- in the land.
ure, the Nez Perces are generally tall, athletic
"We have been told by eminent Western
men, bordering on six feet in hight.'
missionaries, and by men who have lived
"In their domestic arrangement, the style of among the Indians for years, that they have
dwelling and dress, they show decided superi- not committed outrages on white settlers until
ority over both the Indians east of the mount- driven to extremity by encroachments upon
ains and those of the Pacific coast.
their rights, and that in the case of the Nez
"Although known as 'rovers,' the Numepos Perces the Government is responsible for arousbuild themselves comfortable log shanties, and ing their savage instincts by pursuing an unhave fenced cornfields. After the planting just and vicious policy of dealing with them."
season, they start off with their tepes, or skin
The following is "Chief Joseph's Speech,"
tents, and lead a roving life untilwinter drives being a "verbatim copy of Joseph's reply
them back into their huts.
when he was asked for the last time to sur"In contrast with the habits of the Chinooks, render to Gen. Miles, through Howard's Nez
the Sahaptin house is kept free from vermin Perces sent into Joseph's camp," as furnished
and filth. In his allusions to the Columbian and by an officer who was present, and published
other tribes of the far north-west, Mr. Bancroft in the Bismark Tribune :
distinguishes between Flat-heads and Nez Per"Tell Gen. Howard I know his heart. What
ces as if the latter were not to be properly he told me before I have in my heart. I am
reckoned among the fiat-head tribes. That the tired of fighting. Our chiefs are killed. LookNez Perces have lately shown a good degree of ing-Glar;s is dead. Ta-hool.hool-shot is dead.
military ability is only too well known to our The old men are all dead. It is the young
regulars, but authorities are generally agreed men who eay Yes or No. He who leads the
in ascribing to this tribe peaceful habits. Ross young men is dead. It is cold and we have
in his 'Fur Hunters' states that they do not no blankets. The little children are freezing
follow war as a profession, and can not be to death. lVIy people, some of them, have run
called a warlike race. They show skill in away to the hills and have no blankets, no food;
preserving and cooking their food, and while no one knows where they are-may be freezmost of the tribes surrender to the women the ing to death. I want time to look for my
duties of digging for roots, picking berries, and children and see how many of them ·I can find.
other labors of the household, the Nez Perces May be I shall find them among the dead.
men divide, to some extent, those labors. It Hear me my chiefs; I am tired. My heart
is worth mentioning that their marital relations is sick and sad. From where the sun now
are rigid, and immorality, as it prevails to so stands I will fight no more forever.''
unhappy an extent among the civilized, is al·
How touchingly, mournfully sad, this last
most unknown.
speech of Joseph! How forcibly it reminds
"At Fort Wal-lu-la is the station where us of the sad lament of Moroni over the slain
twenty years ago these people defended the of his people, when the one hundred thousand
Presbyterian missionaries from the attacks of fell in the last great battle in the land of Cuother Indians.''
morah. Who will dare say that these Nez
An editorial in the same number, page 311, Perces Indians may not be of the same race
as was Moroni? And who among those who
reads as follows :
read and believe the Book of Mormon, and
"The everlasting Indian question is pressed
the glorious promises to the descendants of
painfully upon our consideration with the news
Lehi, can fail to mourn with Chief Joseph the
of every encounter between the Government
destruction of his people, and wish from the
forces and the wild mountaineers; and the reheart that the trusting faiLh that upheld Mocent battle in which Colonel Gibbon was the
roLi also might cheer the heart of Chief
commander, in which twenty-five of his force
Joseph and his faithful adherents. Let each
were killed, and forty-five wounded, without
reader turn and read Moroni's lament;, in conany advantageous result, most earnestly bids us
nection with this speech of Chief Joseph.
pause and think of the situation. For what
But many f'-lil to sympathize with the Indipurpose is all this waste of life ? Far off in
ans because they are treacherous. Have more
those mountains, brave men are led to be
favored nations never been treacherous? Have
slaughtered by Indians, whose cunning and
desperation render them mo~t formidable foes our own people always been free from treachery towardB the Indians? Please turn to
Is not this policy of chastiz\ng the savages a
Herald for November 1st, 1877, p. 327, and
most costly one?
read "How We Treat the Indians.''
"Mr. J. VI. Nesmith, at one time SuperinBut the Indians are cruel. Have the whites
tendent of Indian Affairs, says of these people : never been cruel ? Yea, among all nations
" 'They are the finest specimens of the abo- and under nearly all systems of religion. To
riginal race upon this continent, and have been say nothing of their long ages of bloody persefriendly to the whites from the time Lewis and cutions of each other, we might retort by reClark visited them up to the inauguration of ferring to the cruelty of Spaniards, Bnglish and
the present outbreak. From a kind, docile Americans, as exercised t,owards the Indians
friendly people, the mismanagement, frauds, themselves. L'1gan, who had ever been the
and downright robbery perpetrated by the gen. the friend of the whites, was forced by their
eral Government and some of its rascally rep- treachery and cruelty, through which all his
resentatives, have driven them to take up arms, kindred were murdered, to take up arms against,
and converted them into a fierce, dangerous them. He had no relative left to take part or
and relentless enemy.'
sympathize with him in the bloody war that
''The thirst for gold, which has ever been a followed-wife, children, all murdered in time
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consults his brother and his uncle and his particular friends, till one day he finds he is sixty-five years of age, so that he has lost so much
time in consulting particular friends that he
has no more time for over-squeamishness at
present, and his opportunity slips away. The
very period of life which men choose to venture, if ever, is so confirmed that it is no bad
rule to preach up the necessity in such instances of a little violence done to the feelings,
and efforts made in defiance of strict and sober
calculation.''

that number ·in the dish until I get ten again,
and soon, when I get a dozen or two, I sell
them, lay the money away to be handed over
to the Bishop's Agent when convenient, keep·
ing an account of all that is sent.
Now, sisters, who willjoinme? Justletus
see what we can do in this way in one year,
or from this time until next September; and
send our names to the Bishop or his agent, to
be published in the Herald of September 15th,
1878. And when our husbands see what is
realized through so small a channel they will
hand over a tenth of their corn and barley;
then the Lord will pour us out a blessing. I
A PROPOSITION.
am in earnest, and my name with what I have
Dear Sisters :-I write to those who desire paid, shall go to the Herald, and my figures
to help roll forth this glorious work of the lat- will be very small too, for it takes some days
E. B. BuRTON.
to gather ten.
ter days, and I believe there are few indeed
who will say, "It does not mean me!' The
PROFANITY.
proposition may seem to be a ludicrous one;
H. s. DILLE.
and even now I feel like giving it up, and only
We are emphatically in the age of profanity,
acting upon it myself. But I do often hear and it seems to us that we are on the topmost
THE ATHEIST AND THE GLOBE.
sisters say, "How I wish I could do something current. One cannot go on the street anywhere without having his· ears offended with
The famous astronomer, Athanasius Kircher, for the cause, or to help spread the gospel.''
the vilest words, and his reverence shocked by
having a friend who denied the existence of a And I know they really mean what they say.
the most profane use of sacred names. Nor
Supreme Being, took the following method to I too have often said, and do really desire the
does it come from the old or middle aged alone,
convince him of his error, upon his own prin- same, but how to accomplish anything in that
for it is a fact that the younger portion of the
ciples. Expecting him upon a visit, he procommunity are most proficient in degrading
way
was
my
study,
when
there
appeared
to
be
cured a very handsome globe of the starry
language. Boys have an idea that it is smart
heavens, and placed it in a corner of the room nothing to give; but, after thinking awhile, I
to swear; that it makes them manly, but
where it could not escape his friend's observa- saw how I could give continually and never
there never was a greater mistake in the world.
tion. The latter seized the first occasion to miss it either, and I doubt not but others
Men, even those who swear themselves, are
ask whence it came, and to whom it belonged.
would do the same if they thought of the same disgusted with profanity in a young man, be"Not to me," said Kircher; "it was never rnade
cause they know how, of all bad habits this
by aniJ person, but came here by mere cltance!" way.
We were not able to keep the law of the clings the most closely and increases with
"That," replied his skeptical friend, ''is imyears. It is the most insidious of habits,
possible. You surely jest.'' Kircher, how- gospel, that is tithing, though we really wished
growing
on one so invisibly, that almost beever, seriously persisted in his assertion, took to, but I believe any one can give a tenth of any
fore
one
is
aware he becomes an accomplished
occasion to reason with his friend upon his of their produce at any time they may wish as
curser.
an
offering;
so
I
resolved
to
make
a
beginning,
atheistical principles. "You will not," said
he "believe that this small body originated in however small, for without a beginning nothWUI lie Succeed~
rnere chance; and yet you would contend that ing could ever be accomplished. And if every
In nine cases out of ten, man's life will not be a
those heavenly bodies, of which it is only a sister who feels an interest in the work will
faint and small resemblance, came into exist- join me in this little enterprise; namely, to success if he does not bear burdens in his childence without order and design !" Pursuing give one-tenth of all the eggs they gather from hood. If the fondness or the vanity of father or
this chain of reasoning, his friend was at first their poultry, I think there would be enough mother has kept him from hard work; if .another
confounded, in the next place convinced, and realized at the end of the year to keep a good always helped him out at the end of his row; if
ultimately joined in a cordial acknowledgment faithful elder (for that is the kind that is al- instead of taking his turn at pitching off, he stowof the absurdity of denying the existence of ways wanted) in the field all the next year. I ed away all the time-in short, if what was light
fear some will say, "If I could not give more always fell to him, and what was heavy about the
God.
than every tenth egg, I would not give any same work to some one else; if he has been perthing.'' Well, it is small indeed, but when mitted to shirk, until shirking has become a habit,
THE WANT OF DECISION.
we remember what the little drops of water
unless a miracle has been wrought, his life will
Sidney Smith in his work on moral philos- and the little grains of sand do, we can take
be a. failure, and the blame will not be half so
ophy speaks in this way of what men lose for courage, knowing that the Lord will not despise the day of small things, if that is really much his as that of his weak and foolish parents.
want of a little decision:
On the other hand, if a. boy has been brought to
"A great deal of talent is lost to the world all we can do, and will bless us, so that it will
do
his part, never n,llowed to shirk any legitimate
for the want of a little courage. Every day riot be long before we will be able to do more.
sends into their graves a number of obscure I feel confident there are none but what would responsibility, or to dodge work, whether or not
it made his head ache, or soiled his hands, until
men, who have remained in obscurity only freely give what I have named.
Now, let me tell you how I manage to get be'l.ring burdens has become a matter of pride, the
because their timidity has prevented them from
making a first effort, and who, if they only every tenth without making a mistake, for I heavy end of the work his choice; parents as they
l1ad been induced to begin, would in all proba think we should be very particular, when we bid him good-bye may dismiss their fear. The
bility have gone great lengths in a career of resolve to give a tenth to the Lord, that we do elements of success are his, and at some time and
fame. 'l'he fact is that in doing we must not it and not permit one to be kept back, either in some way the world will recognize his capacity.
stand shivering on the bank thinking of the by carelessness or through forgetfulness; so I
cold and danger, but must jump in and scram- have a small dish to keep the eggs in as they . It is easy to pick holes in other people's works,
ble through as we can. It will not do to be are brought into the house; all the family but it is far more profitable to do better yourself.
perpetually calculating risk and adjusting nice know this and do not put them elsewhere; Is there a fool in all the world that cannot criticise? Those who can themselves do good service
chances; it did all very well before the flood, neither are there any taken out of this by any are but as one to a thousand compared with those
when one could consult his friend about matter one but myself, and when the number gets to who can see faults in the labor of others.
for one hundred and fifty years, and live to see be more than ten, I take out nine, depositing
It is easy to exclude the noontide light by closits success for six or seven centuries afterwards; them in the general egg-box, putting the tenth ing the eyes; and it is easy to resist the clearest
but at present a man waits, and doubts, and in its place, and leave what there are above truth by hardening the heart against it.

of peace-so that he could say in his last; memorable speech, "I ask for peace for my people,
not for myself, fo:r: there are none left to mourn
for Logan.''
Name all the vices of the Indians, then ~ook
at history; see if they are "sinners above all
people," then judge them as you hope to be
judged at the judgment seat of Christ. Then
let every Latter Day Saint devoutly pray that
the glad day may speedily arrive when "they
shall beat their swords into plough-shares, and
their spears into pruning hooks: nation shall
not lift up sword against nation, neither shall
they learn war any more. But they shall sit
every man under his own vine and under his
own fig tree : and none shall make them
afraid.'' In that day we know that these same
wild Indians, the children of Laman, if they
repent and believe on Jesus Christ, will "be a
white and delightsome people," for "the mouth
of the Lord hath spoken it." So mote it be.

......
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try, why should not the spirit of peace and con- prophets have spoken, I am he, who has a name
tentment be invited to make its abode with the received which no one knew but myself, I have
received the hidden manna, the sacred Treasures
household of the Saint. We earnestly advise of the word of God. Come me and you shall
JOSEPH S.MITH, HENRY A. STEBBINS,
every Saint in the land whe desires to live with- have the true word of god gratis out of my mouth
EDITORS.
in or near the boarders ·of Zion, to secure an eli- goeth the two edged Swords. My name is the
gible building place, erect their family roof tree, living word of God. Yea, Amen. J. O.l'tiANN."
Plano, Illinois, December .1, 18'17.
His book opens in its preface: "Reader, this
locate the corners of their homesteads, establish
CONTENTMENT.
their hearth stones and altar places, and there little work is pure gold." Then follows: "Rev.
abide, beautifying, adorning, enriching and en- elation of the Kingdom of God on Earth, Its Ori"BET'rER is a dish of herbs where love is than a larging in spiritual and temporal prosperity, lend- gin and Existence with men,· according to Holy
stalled ox and hatred therewith."
ing to the Lord as they are blessed of him, in all Scripture," and closes in these words:
"To be, or not to be," contented, is the question? holiness.
"N. B. This little book contains the truth in
a nut shell, and no man is able to show the re-Whether it is better to live in constant apprehenverse
by holy scripture. If any man wishes to
sion and unrest, with a portion of contention
QUESTIONS AND ANBWEHS.
save his soul, let him come forward and as8i8t the
thrown in, or to study carefully the condition of
truth the same as those virtuous women support,
our lives, and school our minds to contentment.
Question.-What is the meaning of the word ed Christ with their money whilst he was preaching the gospel, as we read in St. Luke, 8, v. 2."
Our thoughts took this direction upon hearing, "surplus," as used in the law of Tithing?
We have italicised t:lie important words, and
a day or two since, that a brother had sold out
Answer.-The w6rd as used there means whathis home in, or near the borders of Zion and was ever property or moneys any Saint may possess, quoted verbatim, so that the meaning Is clear.
about to return to the place where he formerly over and above what is in present and immediate
lived. No objection may be urged against a use and purpose. It is illustrated thus: He who BR. ROBER 'I' BALLANTYNE sends us a charaCter}s.
bl'other doing just as this one is reported to has three horses, and has use for but two, the tic letter, the point of which is easily seen. Who
have done; but what is the reason for it? In the third is surplus. He who has a year1y income of can doubt that the Spirit is teaching the Baints·.
case referred to it is because he has not done one thousand dollars and has use for but seven Our leaders do not handle the funds ofthe Ohtlrch;
quite so well temporally as he "thought he ought hundred and fifty, has two hundred and fifty sur. only such portion as reachel'l them for its use as
to do." We do not know how well he thought plus income. He who has five hundred acres of directed by the law and acquiesed in by the conhe "ought to do," nor does it particularly matter; land and has one hundred lying idle, has one lltitUted guardians of the treasury. From the resuffice it to write, his hopes in going to the bor. hundred acres surplus land; and he who has a port of moneys received it is plain to be seen
ders have not been realized; hence, disappoint- lot of odds and ends, mules, horses, cattle, hogs, that no one has. yet been enriched out of the
ment. Were his hopes reasonable ones, his ex- wagons, plows and other things, which are not in "Lord's store house," among us; that is, if the
pectations practicable ones? He went into the active use nor profitable to keep for their pro- Bishop has correctly reported all that has been
regions with but little money; he bought land, spective increase in value, has just so much sur. received. If any have paid him means which
has not been reported, they should write him at
paying part down and arranging for time on the plus.
Again. He who has faithfully paid his tithing once and ascertain why.
remainder; he has worked hard, has not starved,
Who will be the next t0 follow Bro. Ballannor his family; he has about realized the pay- out of his yearly increase and still has, over and
ments for his land and has a little money in his above all his needs, money to spare, or board, has tyne's example,-go slow, and come one at a time,
purse. Many who have not removed have not a surpluE-the word surplus meaning primarily, or you will over burden the Bishop and his clerks
done so well.
"that which remains when use is satisfied; excess with labor,-and he will have to buy a new safe
to keep it all in. Read Sister E. B. Burton's propoWe fear that some who have anxiously waited beyond what is prescribed and wanted."
We do not wish to be, nor to be thought un. sition in this issue.
to hear the call "To Zion," have failed to wisely
regard the manner of their going, and the meth- charitable; but our experience in regard to the
carrying into effect the law of tithing has about NoTICES to persons charged before the branches
ods of their sojourning after arrival.
How much less labor should one expect to ex- compelled us to think that much of caviling and with transgression, to appear for trial should not
pend for a subsistence within the borders than apparent doubting about the proper meaning of be sent to the Herald Office for publication. Conwithout? How much less industry, economy, the word arise from a direct unwillingness to ad- ference, by resolution, has forbidden the publicaand care need one practice within? How much mit that any construction of the word has any tion of such notices in the HERALD.
A long ~nd pleasing letter from Sister Bettie
less diligence? Certainly no less. How thelil bearing upon, or application to us, as individuals;
can any one consent to give up the efl'ort of sus- and that therefore the law has no demands upon Smith, Blanco, California. Want of space will
taining themselves within the borders and among us. And we are further impressed that this doubt prevent its insertion.
Bro. J. 0. Hardman writes from Harlan, Iowa,
Saints; especially as the latter consideration is about the p1'oper meaning of the word is but an
almost universally urged as a reason for wishing excuse behind which we excuse ourselves for not that his wife, Sister Hardman, is in La Salle conn.
to remove toward Zion.
performing a very positive and necessary duty.
ty, this State, on a visit; that she is having quite
We do not mean to accuse the brother who a time teaching her folks the way of truth; that
God will sanctify the land wo fully believe;
but he will do it upon, and by reason of its occu- sent the inquiry to which this is a reply, of any he has relatives and friends i.n Bureau county,
lack of disposition, or failure of duty in the mat- whom he has a pressing invitation to visit, and
pancy by Saints.
One, two, three, or a dozen years.of effort-nay, ter; for we know nothing about what he has, or that he proposes to do so after corn picking; and
twenty-five and thirty years of toil, diligence, has not done in the premises; we only reply to wishes some Elder to meet him there, as a good
opening may be made. He sends eight dollars,
care, industry, and economy are often expended the general question in a general way.
on Bro. J. R. Badham's plan, to aid the gospel,
in securing a home and a competency among the
whatever that plan may be, from the Pleasant
A NEW EVANGEL.
world's people, and by Saints in the midst of the
Ridge Branch.
world's people; and he who turns his back upon
Bro. Frank Hackett writes from Srmk county,
his efforts after a trial of a few years is looked WE are in receipt of a book, ("0, that mine eneupon as a half-hearted, or shiftless striver; while mies had written a book"), and proclamation Wisconsin, that the ·wmow Branch of the Church
he who "bears bravely on" is sure, almost abso- issued from Niles, :Michigan, by J. C. Mann, who enjoys the good Spirit, and the Saints are trying
lutely so, to win his success. It then should at the opening of his work, offers "one hundred to live for the blessings of God. Bro. Hackett
seem to be improper for the same people to ex- dollars" if any "theologian, bishop, or priest can desires to be the instrument of good in the hands
pect that by changing their location they should make void one fact laid down by the author;" of God.
Bro. J. l'IL Eulett, of Union Branch, Indiana,
suddenly become rich, or that less thrift and and closes the same proclamation by stating his
writes a letter with many good exhortations to
steadfast economy, together w1th less contentment claim thus:
"Therefore come and harken to me for I am he the Sr,ints to continue faithful, and to study ancl
to labor, should have richer temporal reward in
Zion than the same characteristics in the world. who the Lord has ordained to overthrow Babylon read the word of God, not expecting the Elders
and found his temple anew. I am he, who has
If righteousness, purity of life, and consequent the spirit of prophecy, which is the spirit of to teach them all they are to Jearn. He finds in
salvation arc not the growth of the soil and in- Christ as it is said in Rev. 19 v. 10 unto me it is the HERALD great consolation and instruction,
digenous to 20me known, or undiscovered coun- given to understand all mysteries of which the and by the Holy Spirit feels that he can testify to
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the world that this is the work of God, the day of
his power and of Christ's second coming.
Bro. G. H. Hilliard, of Southern Illinois, writes
that the prospects are fair in that region. He is
baptiting some occasionally.
Sister J emnna ·Califf, of Locust Hill, Knox
county, Missouri, writes that, though alone, yet
she rejoices in the good news read in the HERAI,D,
and bears her testimony to the gospel and the
work of God. Jl,h. J. K tl~tdwell, her neighbor,
reads the I!:E.ttALb, and writes us, as does Sr. Ca.
Hlf, desiring an Elder to come there and preach;
for, until he read our works, he did not think that
any one taught the doctrine of the Scriptures, but
now believes that we do. The Howerton school
house is twehty.eight miles from Macon, ten from
La Plata. In<:1uire near the school house for
Stephen Califf. Can not some of the Elders in
MJssouri go there?
Bro. C. t. :M:eut~e writes f'rom i;lattsmouth,
Nebra!lka\ that they now have a branch of eleven
members there, with good prospects for the work.
Sister Elvira Brayton, of Gladwin, Michigan,
writes that she and her son are the only members
of the Church there. They have no visits from
the ministry, hence no preacher but the HERALD
and HoPE. For twenty-six years she has waited
for the redemption of Zion.
Bro. T. W. Smith writes of baptizing three at
Pittsfield, Illinois, and of preaching in the Bap
tist Church there, and in the Christian house at
Colchester, at both places with liberty of the
Spirit.
Bro. L. D. Morgan writes from South Bcthle.
hem, Pennsylvania, of the further successful
bors of Bro. J. T. Phillips in that county. He
has baptized some substantial ones, one or two
of whom embraced the work in Wales before
false doctrines abounded.
Bro. Columbus Scott closes a late letter thus:
"Baptized two-Br. and Sr. Lemon-near Paultown, Ripley county, Indiana, on Sunday, Octo.
ber 21st. 'fhe openings for preaching in these
parts remain, crowds of listeners, large and atten.
tive."
Bro. E. II. Webb writes from Sacramento, California, that the work of the Lord is moving on
there; good meetings, with unity of feeling and
the Spirit of God. Bro. J. R. Cook was there
when he wrote and had baptized six into that
branch during October, and is doing much good
by his ministry, says Bro. Webb.
Bro. Geo. Hayward writes encouragingly of the
prospects in Wyandotte, Kansas, and expects to
organize a branch there soon. Bro. Thomas
Steward, who embraced the faith in England
years ago, and going to Utah saw the abomina.
tions there, has just been baptized by Bro. Hay.
ward, and writes of his thankfulness to :find the
truth once more.
Bro. R. Coburn,.of Honcl Eau, Ontario, writes
that the Saints of the Buckhorn Branch are
sLrong in the faith, though some have been tried
hy death in. their families.
Bro. H. R Mills writes from PHLsficld, Ill., that
the work moves on there. Bro. T. W. Smith hap.
tized three and preached during one week.
Bro. L. D. Speny, of Detn1it, Minnesota, writes
that, as a branch, they enjoy a reasonable portion
of the Spirit.
Bro. Wm. Chambers, of Spring Creek Branch,
Harrison county, Iowa, writes of good meetings
and spjritual blessings among the Saints there.

la-

Bro. R. M. :E:lvin1 of Nebraska City, writes of
an able eourse of lectures on the Book of Mc,rmon, delivered there by lko. M. H. Forscutt; also of the earthquake there November 15th, which
gave them quite a fright in that city as well as
elsewhere. He baptized one the i8th.
Bro. W. R 1\feDonald has removed from Bevier, l\iissouri, to Rock Springs, Wyoming, where
he is doing much better financially than he could
in Missouri, having a special chance. He intends to commence preaching there. The Brighamites are friendly. Elders passing through
Wyoming are requested by Bro. J'.icDonald to
call on him.
Bro. b. C. White, of Newton, Iowa, writes that
he labors to keep up an interellt in the branch,
but a dark clout! seems to be 'about th'em, and the
light and life of th'e Spirit tle'eih to be smair, while
controversy and differences mar their peace.
Personally he has had some sueeess in conversa.
tion with an Adventist gentleman. A Mr. J. K.
Kent who is there calls our faith the Church,
and claims to have had acquaintance with "many
of the Elder," and more so with the Strangites.
Bro. White would like to be informed by letter if
any of our brethren have known him.
Bro. James Bradley writes from Blue Cut., Jones
county, Iowa, expressing thankfulness for the
strength and encouragement received through the
HEnAr.D. He says that the Saints in that region
are trying to live b.y the law. The manifestations
of the Holy Spirit attended the iate confel'ence of
their district. For himself he rejoices in increased light and knowledge and endeavors to bear his
trials. Bro. J. S. Patterson has preached in that
region this fall, and Ern. Larkey and Ruby are
expected soon, when probably some will be baptized.
Sister :Mary Stone, of Watsonville, California,
writes that they have a large branch, but not a
very large attendance at meetings, partly because
of numbers living so far from the meeting place,
and partly because of apparent indifference. But
God's promised Spirit is often with them. Bro.
Daniel Brown presides over the branch. Ern.
Mills and Clapp have visited and preached there
iately. Sister Stone desires prayers for her continuance and for her husband's conversion.
Sister Cynthia B. Knowlton, of Green's Landing, Maine, writes in thankfulness for gospel
truths, though they have tribulation in the world.
Much preaching has been done there, but the peo.
ple claim an excuse because of others' failings.
She exhorts the Saints not to look on others but
their own, for each will be judged singly.
Sister Lucinda Dyas, now of New Frankfort,
Missouri, writes that she is firm in the faith. She
hopes for replies from the Saints to whom she
has written, nnd thanks Bro. E. 0. Brown for a
letter of good advice.
Bro. John '7Veir, of Boonsboro, Iowa, is grate.
ful for the blessings of God received, and exhorts
the Saints to seek for the gifts and graces of the
Holy Spirit, for those :manifestations that are
promised to bless and establish in the faith. He
thinks that hard feelings, contentions, etc., are
the cause for considerable of the lack of the spir.
itual gifts, whereas the Saints should enjoy them.
Brother Albert Haws writes from Brighton,
California, that he has been preaching most
of the time the past four months, having labored
in Sacramento, Amador, Butte, and Yolo counties, and in the branches at Oaf..land and Sacra-

men to. He regards the tn·o§pects as en6otiraging,
and says that wherever the Saints are iiving as
they should live they are respected and honored,
the only stunibling block being the millie "Mor'
mon," which has stich a stigma, which be doe~
not wonder at considering the Utah Joh1gs 1 and.
do not know of the difference. l-ie write~ a plan
which he thinks would aid the !hatter univeri§ally, which we will pUblish.
Bro. D. F. Crane, of Lake Crystai, Mihhesoia,
writes that aithotigh they have no preaching; yet
that they hold reguiar prayer meetings and enjoy the Spirit, ana the Saints are trying to live
right. He writes a dream which may be indica-.
tive of good.
We have pos~al cai·d .from thomas 'tyler, ch_l'.
ton, State not giveli, an~ w.i~h iio post lliarll: !\\:i tt
to inform us from which of the twenty post offices
of that name in the United States it was mailed.
Another letter addressed to Kendall county, town
not mentioned, went to Washington and we got
it just three months from the time it started from
the writer, money enclosed.
Bro. G. 0. Kennedy writes that the Colorado
Saints are trying to improve in righteousness, but
they need some experienced ones to aet as guides
and leaders among them. 1tiay tlle Holy Spirit
lead and teach them that they may not err to any
degree.
We received a i::lan Francisco Evening Post for
November itlth, from Bro. William H,art; in
which wan an artlcia entH1etl ·•tl:ollies ref t!i~
People," written by a Mr. Stephen D. Dillaye, in
which is suggested a plan by which the Govern.
ment may assist the worthy citizen seeking to
make a home. For the benefit of our colonizing
brethren, who may desire to make use of wise
men's views and improve upon them, we shall
present the article referred to in a future issue.
We thank Bro. Hart for sending the paper.
We are being constantly invited to visit the
different conferences, being held in the various
districts; and would be mueh pleased to comply
with these invitations, but oth.er duties make it
impracticable for us to do so. We hope no
offense will be taken at our refusal, when we can
not accept. When we can we shall certainly accept and comply. We are also frequently called
to go to places more or less distant from where
we live, to administer to the sick, and attend
funeral services; and as sometimes happens, as
in a late call to go to Flag Centre, Illinois, that
pre-existing arrangements prevent; we hope that
in such cases, likewise, no off'ense will be taken,
as it may be taken for granted that when we can
comply in ju~tice to other demands upon our
time, we will comply with such calls, as we. feel
it to be our duty to spend our lives in the service
of God and humanity.
Send in your money and orders for Bro. W. W.
Blair's book, "Joseph tlw Seer;" His Proplwticllfission Vindicated, and the Divine Origin (if the Book
of Morrnon Defended and Maintained." It is nearly completed, and is one of the best works ever
published by the Church, it being an able defense of the prophetic character of Joseph, and of
the divine authenticity of the Book of Mormon,
and of the doctrines especially assailGd by the
Adventists. Price, cloth 75 cents, paper 50 cents,
including postage.
Also a new edition of the voice of Warning,
pocket size, is on hand. Cloth 50 cents, paper
30 cents.
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Bro. and Sr. George Derry, of Fontanelle, Nebraska, send $10 towards aiding the Utah Mission, and also money for tracts in its aid.
Sister Rebecca Dayton continues to teach the
"l'isitors at the Kirtland Temple of the true doctrine.
Bro. J. R. Cook writes from Sacramento, California, that he has recently baptized five noble
ollesj those who were members of the Baptist
Chtlrch, and another has given in her name.
We are tinder obligations to the following
brethren for papers received: J. R. Badham, G.
0. Kennedy, R. 1\'L Elvin, J. J. Westwood, and J.
A. Crawford; the latter of whom has a three column article in the Canton (Ills.) Register, on Mormonism, contrasting the real article with the doc.
trines of Brighamism, Mohamedanism, and Roman Catholicism. Bro. C. A. Davis sends Sydney
and Newcastle, Australia, papers.
Card photograplits for sale at 25 cents each, of
Elders J. Smith, W. W. Blair, W. H. Kelley, Z.
H. Gurley, A. H. Smith, T. W. Smith, I. L. Hog.
ers, H. A. Stebbins, David Dancer, E. Banta and
JYL H. Forscutt.
A WRITER in the St. Louis Baptist OhTistian says
that he does not believe "in the indwelling of the
Holy Spirit in the present age," and believes that
"men do not receive the Holy Spirit since the
days of the Apostles," and thinks that the Holy
Ghost and the laying on of hands was simply for
for the primitive church, yet says:
"If it required the laying on of the Apostle's
hands at Samaria and Ephesus, to confer the Holy Spirit, how is it conferred now since the Apostles are no more with us? Certainly not by a
a baptism, for that was not the ordinary way of
conferring it in the A19ostolic age, as seen from
the two passages cited in Acts. Now we are told
that all of those miracles were done by the "selfsame Spirit," and if we have this "self-same Spirit, we ought to work miracles too. Why not?
We are told (not in the New Testament), that
there is an ordinary and an extraordinary gift of
the Holy Spirit, which seems to me to be as un.
founded as the sectarian's division of faith. The
indwelling of the Holy Spirit is of necessity miraculous, and never spoken of in any otter way
in the Bible. But this distinction is made that
we may be in harmony with some passages principally in the Epistles, but we should bear in
mind these letters were addressed to persons who
had the Apostles' hands laid on them."
BRo. J. W. BnYAN has been preaching at Shreve
port, Lousiana. The Sunday Herald, of that
place, for November 11th, cemtained an announce.
ment for him as follows:
"Elder J. W. Bryan requests us to state that he
will preach at the Court.house this evening at
3: 30 o'clock. Subject: 'Divine authenticity of
the Book of l\'l:ormon.'"
In the same paper, for almost the same hour,
was the following, to offset Bro. Bryan's effort:
"Mr. Editor:--,-There will be 'open air' service
this afternoon frem the Court-house door, beginning at 4 o'clock. 'fhis is at the earnest prayers,
not of 'saints,' but of 'sinners.' The address will
be adapted to the occasion. Some live questions
will be raised and a startling history revealed.
The ladies will find chairs on the porch, and in
the hall. I,et everybody come. Very respe_ctfully, JoEL T. DAVJ<Js, Pastor 1\'Iethodist Church."
No tidings yet of the result.

made l!tappy by the success attending his efforts
in the establishment of a Sabbath School. About
thirty scholars were in attendance, and the inaugural promised a prosperous and flourishing school.
In the evening a large number congregated in his
gallery, and listened attentively to Jais able discourse. A religious feeling has, of late, been
awakened in our community, which tendency
has been caused by the determined efforts of 1\ir.
Warriky, and which ultimately must be of benefit
to our not over virtuous community.
BRo. FnANcrs EARL writes from Cold water, Michigan. He expects to go next to Allegan county.
The following from the Marcellus (Cass connty)
News, of October 10th, shows that he is laboring
for the truth:
"We listened to a very good lecture Sunday
night at the Ferguson School-house by Rev. 1\ir.
Earl, on Mormonism. His ideas of that doctrine
and the ideas preached by Brigham Young are
widely different, as the true Mormons, of which
sect this county has quite a respectable number,
have nothing to do with polygamy."
THE following remedy for divorces, cut· from
one of our exchanges, is offered the readers of
the HERALD, for their consideration. We believe
the rules would be a very great preventative:
A REMEDY FOR DIVORCES.
Marry in your own religion.
Never both be angry at once.
Never taunt with a past mistake.
Let a kiss be the prelude of a rebuke.
Never allow a request to be repeated.
Let self-abnegation be the habit of beth.
A good wife is the greatest earthly blessing.
"I forgot," is never an acceptable excuse.
If you must criticise, let it be done lovingly.
Make a marriage a matter of moral judgment.
Marry into a family which you have long
known.
Never make a remark at the expense of the
other.
Never talk at one another, either alone or in
company.
Give your warmest sympathies for each other's tri~tls.
If one is angry, let the other part the lips only
for a kiss.
Neglect tho whole world beside, rather than
one another.
Never speak loud to one another unless the
house is on fire.
Let each strive to yield oftenest to the wishes
of the other.
AI ways leave home with loving words, for they
may be the last.
Marry into different blood and temperament.
from your own.
Never deceive, for the heart, once misled, can
never trust wholly again.
It is the mother who moulds the character and
fixes the destiny of the child.
Never find fault unless it is perfectly certain a
fault has been committed.
Do not herald the sacrifices you make to each
other's tastes, habits or preferences.
Let all your mutual accommodations be spontaneous, whole-souled and free as air.
·
The very felicity is in the mutual cultivation
of usefulness.
Consult one another in all that comes within
the experience, observation or sphere of the other.
A hesitating or grum yielding to the wishes of
the other always grates upon a loving heart.
Never reflect on a past action which was done
with a good motive, and with the best judgment
at the time.
'l'he beautiful in heart is a million times of more
avail, as securing domestic Juappincss, than the
beautiful in person..

TnE following slip, from the Colorado IndependSince the generality of persons act from impulse
ent, published at Garland City, Colorado, and sent more than principle, men are neither so good or so
by Bro. F. C. Warnky, shows the success he is bad as we are apt to think them.
'meeting in his missionary labor:
Those who blow the coals of others' strife, may
"Last Sunday afternoon Elder F. C. W arnky was chance to have the sparks fly in their own faces.
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NEWS SUMMARY.
[Prepared expressly for the Herald.]

Nov. 12th.-Plevna, Bulgaria, is completely encircled by the Russian armies, and its fall may
occur at any time, as there seems little prospect of
the relief of the garrison by the Turkish government. In attempting to cross the Danube to Oltenitza, in Roumania, on the 9th, the Turks were
repulsed with great loss. The Russians have captured Vratzka, sixty miles south-east of Plevna,
with wagon trains and stores.
The life of the Pope is despaired of. His lower
limbs are paralyzed, and aU hopes of his recovery
are given up.
An~>ther tremendous gale, with heavy rains, is
reported from the coast of the British Isles. Tidings of much disaster are expected.
Samuel Brown, of Galesburg, Illinois, was murdered, and the house robbed and set on fire to conceal the crimes.
At Colchester, Ills., Charles Foster was slabbed
to death by William Vest.
A man in Elkton, Tenn., killed another with a
base- ball bat.
The Chicago Tirnes publishes a list of fifteen bank
concerns, of that city, which have swindled the
community, and failed "within a few years;" also, of eighteen insurance companies which have
done likewise. The managers are enjoying the
"fruit" they have plucked, and are in "good standing" in society. The Tirnes says that these men,
or some of them, who have thus defrauded the
poor and others, still "go to church and lift up
their voices and thank God that they are not as
other (and better) men are-in the penitentiary.
Their ways are ways of pleasantness, and all their
paths are peace."
13th.-Considerable heavy fighting is reported
at 'Plevna, and in the neighborhood, and towards
Schipka Pass.
There was another great storm on Lake Michigan last week, in which vessels were wrecked and
damaged, and some lives lost.
The King of Spain has issued an order censuring the mayor of one of the cities of Spain, and
the priests ·concerned, for "unduly influenc-ing
Protestant parents to have their children baptized"
by a Catholic priest, a most strange thing to be
done by a ruler of Catholic Spain. He says: "The
force of any authority is not the means which
ministers of the State religion should employ to
win proselytes; they should only resort to discreetly exercised persuasion, to the diffusion of
their doct.rine by preaching, and to the constant
confirmation of it by example, charitably tolerating
the opinions of all," and more of the same sort,
which gives a better outlook for religious opinion
than has ever been known in Spain, that bloody
and terrible ground of the Inquisition, with its
rack and fagot and prison torture, through the
centuries of the lleformation.
14th.-H is reported that the Russians will
make another attempt to cross the Balkans, this
time far to the east of Schipka Pa;;s. The Montenegrins are still successful against the Turks
around their borders. The Russians continue to
assault Erzeroum, in Asia :\Iinor.
The Spanish troops in Cuba were surprised hy
the insurgents, and lost heavily, but finally defeated them, OctobBr 31st.
Quite a fire in St. Louis, yesterday, destroyed a
five story block; loss $125,000. It started in the
wine cellar of a restaurant.
The post.. office, a hotel, drug store, and other
buildings were burned at Centralia, Illlnois.
A warehouse and contents burned at S!l.n Fran
cisco, CaL; loss $310,000.
~
A $50,000 fire at Evansville, Indiana.
A grea.t contest. is going on in the courts over
Commodore Vanderbilt's will, miilions of money
being involved.
Ten Texas cattle breedem alone own 1,024,000
cattle, besides horses and mules, and have s. pasture enclosed containing 682,000.
During the month of September seventeen thousand acres of :railroad land were sold on the line
of t.he St Paul and Sioux City railroad.
Rock county, Wisconsin, boasts of its- wealthy
fu.rmers, fifty of whom are said to be worth $100,000 each; one. hundred $50,000 each, and two
hundred have $!0,000 and upward.
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The Turks outside have tried to break the Rus- era of the cotton mills of England; and the owners, ing. Come on the Illinois Central Railroad to
sian lines around Plevna, but were repulsed with on account of a proposed reduction in wages. A Lena, twelve miles west of Freeport, sending me
heavy less.
word when you will be there and I will meet
general strike is expected in Lancashire.
Tobacco has been such a profitable crop in Wis17th.-Three savings banks closed their doors you with a conveyance. I see by the Conference
consin this year that the farmers intend to go into at Reading, Pa., yesterday .. There was great ex- minutes that Bro. T. W. Smith i~ appointed to
the business more extensively next season.
citement, and it is said that the loss to the poor labor in Central and Northers Illinois. Why
Sixteen hundred sheep were sold lately in San laboring men and women will be heavy. Violence can not he come and stay the winter? What ie
Bernardino, California, for four hundred dollars, was threatened, and the managers were denounc- his address; and; if possible, either vourself, ot•
or twenty-live cents a head on account of the ed. Also, a loan and savings bank in San Fran- Bro. Joseph, or Bro. Blair, celile also. As ever
your brother in the gospel,
LEVI CHENEY.
dro.uth.
cisco failed.
An attemllt was made to burn the city of PittsThe arrival of Turkish reinforcements have
burg, Pa., October 29th, three fires having been turned the tide of war in Asia Minor; and the RusCADILLAc, :Mich., Oct. 23d, 1877.
set out in different parts of the city.
sians have once more been compelled to fall back
Brother Henry:- I see by the Hope that you have
The Indians on the Oneida reservation in Out- from the seige of Erzeroum. They are still bom- probably visited Iowa ere this; hope you had a
pleasant time .... I expect to go. West somewhere
agamic county, Wis., who number 1,045, have rais- barding Kars.
Part of the business portion of Prairie City, Ill- next spring. There are a gpod many enquiring
ed during the Summer 4,500 bushels of vegetables,
for tracts and the Book of Mormon. I hope that
and 22,500 bushels of grain.
inois, destroyed by fire.
A whaling bark lost in the Arctic Ocean during Brn. Blair, Kelley or some one will visit me this
Storms and high tides occasioned serious damwinter and give us some lectures on the faith; I
age to the rice crop in Georgia and South Carolina a gale. Crew saved by the other vessels.
this year.
19th.-A Russian official dispatch says that the can promise a good hearing. I am very, very
Good apples a.re a scarce commodity this season stronghold of Kars was taken by them yesterday lonely and sad, at times, with no companionship
in the gospel. I hope you will all remember me.
in New England. In places where a year ago morning, after fighting all night.
Alex. B. Sayers ~hot his wife in a Philadelphia I should soon get out of this, only that the Spirit
cider was selling for one dollar a barrel, it. now
brings six dollars, and but little is to be sold even Church, at the close of service, yesterday morn- signifies that I ought to stay a while at least,
at that price.
ing. They had been separated for two years. The what for or the result I cannot tell, or hardly
guess. Yours in the gospel,
JI.'L H. BoND.
The wheat crop of the present year is estimated wound was mortal.
20th.-The report of the capture of Kars is conat 325,000,000 bushels, the largest ever grown.
A man in Illoomington, Ill., is building corn- firmed. It was taken after a desperate struggle,
STRING PRAIRIE, Iowa,
cribs so eEtenBive that 70,000 feet of lumber will during which the Turks made a spirited resistance,
November ilth, 1877.
be required in their construction.
but were overcome by the bravery of the Russians.
Brn. Joseph and Henry :-This Sabbath evening
Immense quantities of stores, cannon, etc., cap- I pen a few lines to you. It has been a pleasant
Hog cholera is harvesting the Ohio hog crop.
More horse stealing has been done in South- tured, with 10,000 prisoners. The Turks think day and we have had two meetings, and the Spirit
Plevna can endure months of seige yet before it was with us. There are a few here yet who are
western Iowa this fall than for many years past.
striving to serve the Lord, but out of what was
The school census of San Francisco places the will be captured.
Fifteen hundred weavers in Oldham, England, once a strong branch there are but very few who
number of children under seventeen years of age
at 80,249.
have struck against a reduct.ion of wages. If there meet to worship God. But with the promise
1\L D. Sullivant, of Ford county, Illinois, esti- should be a lock out it will affect 10,000 opera- given to even two or three, we do not feel to give
up, but to press on, and to live so as to receive
tives.
mates his own corn crop at a million bushels.
A man 1.\nd two children burned to death at New the blessing. Our branch has no officers higher
1_5th.-A great fire last evening in Chicago, by
which the great mercantile dry goods house of York, yesterday, by the explosion of a kerosene than a Teacher; we have several Elders, but they
do not seem to wish .to take the lead of the
Field, Leiter & Co., on State street, was destroy- can.
21st.-General Miles, in Dakotah, has orders to branch. If one from abroad could come, I think
ed. The streets were filled with people for blocks
away, and great excitement prevailed for hours; take Chief Joseph and his band of Nez Perces to he could be the means of doing good. We hope
but the fire was kept within the block. Several Fort Leavenworth. It is unwelcome intelligence that Bro. T. W. Smith will make us a visit, but
there are so many calls for the bread of life from
firemen were killed, and several wounded, by fall- to the Indians.
The Sydney News, Australia, gives a.coount of a thQse that have not had the privilege of hearing
ing floors, or by being burned or suffocated. Several were caught in the debris and cried for help, very destructive storm there, early in October, by the "gospel" that it seems as though those that
but none could reach them, and they died of suf- which houses and stores were submerged, and have had that glorious privilege should be wi'.
ling to strive on, and let the Elders go to those
focation, or by fire. Loss over one million dollars much damage done.
22d.-The Roumanians have captured Rahova, that have never heard of the true way. I realize
in silk~, velvets, shawls, dress . and furnishing
preaching is strengthening to the Saints, but
goods of all sorts. About eight hundred men, wo- on the Danube, fifty miles north-east of Plevna. that
much more so to those that have never heard
men, boys and girls, were employed by this house Still further east, on the river Lorn, the Russians how
as clerks, salesmen, book· keepers, cloak and dress were defeated by the Turks. Since the fall of the gospel. Your unworthy brother,
E .. F. SHUPE.
Kars the Russians are confident of soon taking
makers, porters, etc.
·
The business portion of Byron, Ogle county, Ill., Erzeroum.
Two colliers crushed to death in a coal mine
SPRINGERTON, Illinois,
was also destroyed by fire last evening. A heavy
near Scranton, Pa. One of the otlier mines is on
Nov. 1st, 1877.
loss to many.
Bro. Stebbins :-I have been laboring in JohnHon. W. F. Coolbaugh, a well known banker and fire for a long distance underground.
Murders, lynchings, shootings, stabbings, rob- son and Williamson counties. I preached in
financial man of Chicago, committed suicide by
blowing out his brains at the Douglas monument, beries, accidental deaths, grave robberies, mail four different places in Johnson county, and bapearly yesterday morning. Nothing wrong with robberies, burglaries, swindling, cases of counter- tized seven. In Williamson, I preached in five
different places, and baptized three. Two of
his b~nk (the Union National), nor with his name; feiting, etc , are in to day's paper as usual.
The Third National Bank of Chicago suspended these places had never heard our doctrine before.
but smco the great panic excitement. of 1873, he
I generally had crowded houses. In Williamson
has been depressed in spirits, fa.iling in mind and yesterday, and the Central National to day.
county I preached in the Baptist, ~1ethodist and
in body, a worse condition of which he feared, and
Christian churches, and have the promise of them
for this reason took his life, it is believed, and so
again. Of course, I found some who were opexpressed by him before. He was 56 years old.
posed to the doctrine, but I never have seen the
A cattle dealer wa.s robbed of $2,000 at his own
time before when it was so well received, and I
gate, in Bbck Earth, Wisconsin, last ni<Fht, by
KENT, Stephenson Co., Ills.,
left many who acknowledged that we had the
two men with pistols.
"'
November, 1877.
truth, and some who said they would obey, but
The Russian general, Skobeleff, has captured
Henry :-I hav~ thought a long time were not fully ready at present; some waiting for
more Tu,.kic•h positions near Plevna. Turks still to Brother
appeal to you to come up here and preach a others, &c. If the Saints could only see the
hold Erzeroum, in Asi11 Minot'.
as you were in this region and preached at necessity of helping to keep an Elder in the
'fhree hundred more ltussian Mennonites are on spell,
Plum River two or three years ago, and the seed field, there could be a good work done in this
their wa,y to Americ1>.
sown then and there has taken root, and caused district. They have been very good to me in
15th.-An army bill has just. been passed by the a split in the Methodist Ohurch at Nora, and paying my railroad fare, some times, and if my
United States Senate, which limits the army to there is a littie band there that has come out of work at home needed no one there, or if my
25,000 men.
Babylon, and they are like sheep without a shep- business could manage itself, we would be all
An earthquitke shock at Om&ha, yesterdtly noon, herd. They need looking after, and so do others right, to go continually, but it is not so at present;
caused quite a 8ensation. La:rge buildings vibra- in this section. I think that a good work might but I will do the best I can, and leave the result
ted, and cha'Jddiers swung to and fro, and people be done here this fall and winter, and I wish that wit.h God. I was treated with respect by all,
made fo:r the doors. At. Columbus the walls of the you, or Bro. Joseph, or Bro. Blair would come. especially by the Saints, who did their best to
Court House cracked in several places. Glass bro- We are here alone. I saw you once at the Bluffs help me from place to place, and in meetings,
ken at Yankton, Dakotah; and the shock was also at Conference. Bro. Joseph has been at our and I am satisfied I was blessed through their
felt at Lincoln and Nebraska City; ai. Atchison house at Vincennes, Iowa. A man by the name prayers. I administered to two sick; one was
and Topeka, Kansas; and at Iowa. City, Des Moines of Rigdon, a nephew of Sidney, I think, has relieved instantly, the other was recovering gradand Sioux City, Iowa.
stopped with me, and he says that if an Elder ually when I left. I also preached five times at
Some minor battles are taking place at and near comes he wants to know it, he· wants to come this place, on my way. I try to do what I can
Kars and Erzeroum. There has been a heavy fall and hear him. He lives in Galena, and there are consistently, under my circumstances, having a
of snow in that country.
a good many anxious to hear. I have a home for large family to support. I pray God to raise up
Labor troubles between the spinners and w&av- you, or for any Elder who will magnify his call- faithful laborers to go into the field, for truly,

....

- ..
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the harviist is great, and the iallorers few. The
work is in tolerably good condition, t:Jut might
}j~ better in several place~ .~n. the district. Some
are too careles~, and negligent, as a consequence
lio~ ,$o_ ~pir\tiial as t~ey ilii~J:t !Je, btit ,I J?I"aY God
t<? W~ss ail: As eveq yours 1'\1 tl;le .cove,nant of
i3i:l~C:Jj
G. H. Ji.ltLIAllD.

is he ?·i :i: tdeti to flllow theW. that man was conscioti.s after deat:h, and. tliat God hils 3, j:ilac() prepared for thmn to await the. resiirrectioti; They
had a great deai to Sfl.Y aftc~· the meeting was
over, qut the truth of God will al:¢ays conquer;
so I left another appointment for October 1st, and
the school:hotise was ftill and m11ny people out.
side. I preached f~·oili .;r db 14: 14, "If a·man die,
shall he live again?" Spoke on tlie resHrrecj,ion
from the (,lead; and they seemed well satisfied.
This ended illy preaching at tl;iat place._ It is
a good opening [or some of the elders. in Kansas.
I had other calls for preaching, but I could not
go, as I was working all the week on the railroad,
to support mY family.
October 11th, I wentto Bltie Rapids, thinking
to stay there fqr about tlve days and h9ld a series
o~meetingu, , I ~ad rlie~ti~g; appq~!ltetl fo~ !;iday
mght, but :Jtl~t befqre_ m~etlqg, ,urn_.·~ a ,mes,~enger
came from ,tli\l, ca)ilp I 1~3:¢1 {eft, t.he qay Uefore,
for me to come bacll\, because., they did not ex.
pect sister Bishop would live. So, after the meet.
ing, I started back with Bro. I. N. Roberts. It was
over thirty miles, and it was a very dark night, so
that we got lost on the prairie, and did not get to
camp till morning, and then we found sister
Bishop very low indeed; but we administered to
her, and the next day I took her to Blne Rapids,
so that the Saints could look after her. That being Sunday, I preached at night, and on Tuesday
night; had good meetings. The next day I left
for home, and sister Bishop recovered so that she
got to St. Joseph the same day I did, and is now
at home.
Next Sunday I will preach at Crab Orchard
School House; so this is what I have been doing
the last three months. I did not have time to
write sootier: Your Urother ill Clirlet1 .
JAMES KEMP.

DtrNLAr, Ha,_nison (.)o.,Jowa,,
.
,
. ,
. J'Toreml:ler 3d, 1877.
. 1:5rn. {o8eP,l,L and Henrt; .'-:-=-It.haslleen impress~d
Upon my nund.. ever S!llC!J Conference to wnte
something in r!)fereqce to the telii poral affairs of
oUr Church. It re;joiced riiy heart to see the
~piritual cqndition. so good; but I consider the
tetliporal afl'ai~~ in very bad condition. What is
the cause of it? It is l:jecattse of our slllll.shness.
If we dq,.not, us .a peopl'e giye o\l.r tithes and our
tAaii~ oifer~qgs .~n~9 thel~qrd's;,?tQre,house; need
~e eX-pect, to rec~nvq,the ..PI~sipngs of Gqd? We
liear,d in our last.conference that we were indebted
to our Bishop. We talk of keeping the commandments of God. He that supposeth he is keeping
the commandments by withholding his substance
from the Lord's store house, supposeth in vain.
Has not the Lord in particular said that the
poor and tbe needy, the halt and the blind, the
sick and afilicted among his people should be
supported.
I ask, in the name of Israel's God, how this
can be done when the Lord's store house is empty.
Now, brethren, I, for one, am determined to commence to give in my tenth of all my grain, and
all my increase. I raised one hundred and
Beventeen bushels of wheat, I took twelve of the
veJ;x be~t, anc1 so let for ten dollars and fifty cents.
",Ah," says one," if we would all do that, it
WQ~~IJ. eRfic,h o~~,lp~?E11S·}' ,Jf,\~~ G\ln n<?t ptit con~~~,n.«l\ 1h Ollr ;wol:t!iy l:Jrotherp Cot the head of the
Uliurcli, what 1s the use of trymg to clo any thing.
I for one am not afraid of them. ]\lay the Lord
GAnJ,AND CITY, Colorado,
help others to see the necessity of these things.
Oct. 7th, 1877.
Enclosed you will find the amount for my wheat.
B1·other Joseph :-As you are always pleased to
ROBEUT BALLANTYNE.
hear good news, I will inform you that, notwithstanding this town being a perfect Sodom, I am
meeting with success in my spiritual labors. I
STEWAUTSVILLE, :Missouri,
hold services in my photograph gallery, which
October 31st, 1877.
Brotl!er Henry :-I have just come home from is very commodious; congregations good; some
Kansas, where I have been for over two months. are believing, and I shall continue to hold servI left home August 4th, and attended the Saints ices every Sunday evening. Last Sunday, mornmeeting at St. Joseph, the 5th. I then went to ing, I preached at the Fort, six miles from this
Blue Rapids, :Marshall county, Kansas, where I place. The officers all give me a hearty welcome
found a band of Latter Day Saints. They were and show me every kindness. I shall preach
there every first Sunday in each month, hereafter.
~njoying themselves in prayer meeting, and we
had a pleasant time that night. There is one or Our Sabbath School is a perfect success; enclosed
•two old time Saints in this place and the rest are find a clipping from the Colorado Independent,
new, those lately come into the Chui·ch through published in this town. Its editors are good men
the labors of Brn. G. Shute, I. N. Roberts and and love truth and justice. There are many here
H. C. Smith. I then went to Greenleaf, Washing- from La Veta that are warm friends to me, and
ton county, to work on a new railroad, running the cause I represent, that were made such at my
from there to Concordia, fort.y miles west. We discussion with Rev. Adams last spring. There
went to work August 10th, and the next Sunday are but few Saints here; but I hope that by
brother Bishop and I went to find old father Lan- spring we will have a flourishing branch here.
ders, as I was told that he was staying at his son's, Notwithstanding the loss of my darling children,
who lived about two miles east of Greenleaf. I feel strong in the discharge of my duty as an
We soon found him and they made us welcome. Elder, and a soldier in the army of the Lord;
We sung and prayed, and had a good time to- and intend to continue to do so according to the
gether and parted feeling refreshed. Father Lan- best of my ability. As ever, your brother in
F. C. WAUNKY
ders is still lifting up his voice and crying repent- Christ,
ance unto the people out here, on the frontier, and
the people speak well of him. He is building a
Sou'l'H BEND, Cass Co., Neb.,
November Dth, 1877.
house in Gree111leaf, and I hope the Lord will
Bro. Ilenr.1J :-I live four miles south of South
bless him in his labors.
September 1st, I went to Blue Rapids, and Bend. vVe have a beautiful country, good crops,
preached and attended a prayer meeting and en- and, as a general thing, the people have plenty.
joyed the good Spirit. On the 9th preached at We have a little branch of the Church, but the
the Lander's school house, in the morning and members are somewhat scattered, althongh we
at Greenleaf at night. On the 15th, in company hold regular meetings each Sund<ty, and we have
with brother George Vail, went to sister Smith's, the blessings and the gifts of the gospel. There
Cla.y county, near Clay Center; she is an old are good people here, those out side of the fold of
time Saint. We preached on Sunday at the God, and God's servants should be released and
school house, The house was full and they paid sent into the vineyard, for there is much work to
good attention. Sunday the 23rd, I preached do. I feel that I am one of God's weakest ser.
twice at Peach Creek, in Washington county, vants, but I do all that I can. I am engaged in
had a full house and the people listened well. I the work Sundays and Sunday nights, and often
found quite a number of Soul Sleepers there; through the week, whenever opportunity and
they did the singing for me, which was a great circumstances will permit, and I work hard
help, and they were very much pleased with the through the week for my family. I expect te
preaching, so I left another appointment for the preach at Louisville next Sunday; a new place,
30th, when the house was full again; and I preach- and most of the people there have never heard
ed from Job 14:10, "But man dieth and wasteth the gospel preached. I have been asked several
,.away; yea, man giveth up the ghost, and where times to come and speak to them, and I believe
~'

:i.

ther~ will, be llirlch good doj:le. We lire 1aokil;i~
for Bro. E. J. Anthony .and ~her.e is a yviJrlt fiJi'
hitii to 4,o here. Bro; ,R. C. Elvin has just been
here and prMched at Fairview school-house, and
the people seem io 1J~ interested, [ind eager td
hear and learn the way of truth, ant1 if tl1e work 1
thus commenced is kept i:Jp, there will be a b'l'aild.li
started at that place, . May the tord bless his
people evei'ywhere. Your brother in the gospel
of peace,
JtisHtrA ARMSTRtiN(#;

N:Ew JEFFEnso:N, drelm. Qo;, :t~r~a~
.
.
. November 13th, 1877.
Brethren Joseph mid Henry :..:;_;Since the debate
I have made a visit to Boone and Boonsb~ra,
Boone county, whqre I reinained from~ October
31st to November 8th, and preached seven times,
five of the discourses being qelivered in the Universalist Church in Boone. From various causes
the attenclanAie wall gtiJiill; ))tit wil felt, that good
had been effectod., 'l'he :f,evr,,. bt!t ,shr!iBg. al:!q.
faithful sisters of Boone, through the tij.eans .of
their ":M:ite Society," procured and paid for the
church, ten dollars, I believe, for the five meetings. Go thou and do likewise.
While at Boone, we formed the acquaintance
of one, J. B. Carter, 1\L D., of Attercliff, Ontario.
He travels from place to place in the practice of
his profession, and had been some four weeks in
Boone before our arrival in that place. One day
the doctor chanced to hear some conversation
between }Irs. :Murphey, his landlady, and sister
Murphey, her daughter-in-law, upon the faith of
the Latter Day Saints, when he stepped into the
room and m~de such enquries. about th~.Church
and the doctri.ne, that i,ndicated to sister 1\ftirpJ;ey
that he desitea to know the truth. E:avmg
learned that an Elder was coming, he desired an
interview with him, which we gladly granted, to
the final satisfaction of us both. The doctor and
his wife were baptized into the Brighamite fac.
tion in the year 1854, I believe, and traveled
from Canada to Atchison, Kansas, towards the
Utah Zion. By this time they discovered that the
church was corrupt, that polygamy was in their
midst, and when the doctor was advised to leave
his wife, because she would not endorse polygamy, he concluded to leave that corrupt body, and
to take his wife with him. He attended all onr
meetings in Boone, expressed himself as being
well satisfied with the Heorganization, which he
had barely heard of before, and he informed me
that he had come to the firm conclusion to unite
with us· at his earliest convenience. He desires
his wife to be apprized of his movements, else he
would have been baptized at once. He gave me
good and unexpected proof of his sincerity, before I left him, in the form of a five dollar note.
"By this shall ye know my disciples; they shall
feed you, and clothe you, and give you money."
At present my health is poor. I am hardly
able to write, so vou will excuse the dcficicnces
of this scribble. 'Yours in peace,
JOSEPH R. LAMBERT.
vVEnn CrrY, Jasper county, J\.fo.,
November 7th, 1877.
Brother Stebbins:-We received the Heralds
and tracts, and are grateful for them. There are
only five members in this place and that is our
family and son-in law. We have felt very lonely
since brother Cato left us, but we have received
blessings and light, and have also had our trials,
if sickness is a trial, but I feel that God will heal
me if I only put my trust in him. Il:fy father
was one of the tried and faithful ones. I tried to
think that he was deceived, as so much evil came
to the name, and so at the age of twenty, I joined
the J\II. E. Church, but I did not feel at home, as
there seemed something lacking, so I have not
been in any church for the last nine years, until
in August, when I heard brother Cato preach, and
I cimld not doubt, for it seemed it would be fighting against God. I had prayed for the way and
it was opened to!me. My father's name was Richard Hewitt, and at the time of the death of Joseph and Hyrum we lived on China Creek, ten
miles from Nauvo0, I being only four years old
at the time. He sold out and started with others
for Utah, but stopped in Iowa, as he did not believe
in Brigham, nor in polygamy, but said it was a
false doctrine. He then went t<il Texas, and to.
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Lyman Wight, but believed that he also was false.
Some times my father preached, but he said that
young Joseph was the one who was to lead the
Church, and his prayers were that his children
might be brought to an understanding of the
truth, and I feel that it was through the prayers
of my father that ·God has spared my life and
shown me so much mercy. He died in the fall
of 1852, in strong faith that God would redeem
his people. I have two brothers, one in Washington Territory, the other in Kansas, Richard
Hewitt, near Irving, Marshall county. My hope
is that the way may be opened for them, and
that they may be brought to know the true light
of the gospel. Pray for us.
REBECCA M. BnADI.EY.
WHITESTOWN, Boone Co., Ind.,
November 13th, 1877.
Editors Herald :-Since September 24th, 1877,
the date of my last letter, I have been trying to
do what I could, in the interest of the Master's
cause, laboring mostly in Jefferson and Ripley
counties, this state. Wherever the Saints are, the
work seems to be slowly, but surely, gaining
ground, and they are very much encouraged, and
desire to press on. In the new places, large
audiences are generally in attendance, and large
numbers of them seem to be very much interested
in our investigations. Prejudice is dying away,
more especially, since it is discovered that the
death of Brigham Young does not affect the
Reorganized Church in the least, as to its policy,
intentions and objects. I find that an investigation of the manner of the original organizatiorr
of the Church, of the circumstance a,ttending its
rise and progress, of the causes of its partial disorganization in 1844-6, .and of the Reorganization,
and its distinction from other factions, which
claim the same name, and connection with the
modern prophecies, sometimes go a good way to
enlighten the minds of many.
On Sunday, October 20th, I baptized two good,
honest persons-Br. and Sr. S. J. and M. J. Lemon,-near Paultown, Hipley county, who were
also confirmed the same day. I remained in that
vicinity over a week, preaching in the Baptist
Church twice, and occupying the Seburn schoolhouse the remainder of the time. Br. H. C.
Smith, is kindly remembered here by several; he
was the :first of the Reorganization to occupy
these places. November 9th, left Jefferson county, and started north on my way to the Michigan
conference, of the 17th, and at Whitestown,
stopped a few days with Br. Trout and family.
He procured the Lutheran Church, and I spoke
to a large audience on Sunday evening, the 11th.
Br. 'l'rout, being closely engaged in business, Sr.
Trout and her little daughter }fay, obtained the
use of the house for meetings, on Monday and
Tuesday evenings, the 12th, 13th. This reminds
me of the time, in Ripley county, when Sr. Kelley
procured a church for us to preach in, wrote the
announcements, and then rode out and posted
them. "Go thou and do likewise." 1i'Iore anon.
C. ScoT'r.
BURNSIDE, Illinois.
Brotlwr J oseplL·-After writing my last, I spoke
on 1i'Ionday, Tuesday, ·wednesday and Thursday
nights, in the Baptist Church, at Pittsfield. On
Thursday I had the pleasure of baptizing Bro.
Bradford Haley,, and on F1;~day Srs. Charlotte
and Barbara M1lls, three noble, earnest souls.
They were confirmed on Friday night, and re{)eived that measure of the good Spirit, which
enabled them to rejoice in the step they had
taken. These Saints had been led to understand
the gospel, mainly, through the 1ab01'8 of Bro.
Forscutt.
On Saturday, 10th inst., I left the warm-hem·ted,
and faithful Saints of Pittsfield, for Colchester,
McDonough county. Their kindness and love I
cannot soon forget. May their liberality be rewarded with the blessings of the }faster whom
we seek to serve. As they received af our spiriual things, they forgot not to bestow on us, of
their temporal things. I reached Colchester
'about 3 p. m., on SaturQ.ay, and was met at the
'depot by your uncle, Arthur Millikin, at whose
home, I received a heaTty welcome from Aunt
Lucy and her pleasant family, who did all they

could, or was necessaTy, for my comfort. I met
shortly after my arrival, your uncle Wm. Smith,·
of Iowa, with whom I spent a number of agreeable moments, during my stay there. He is w:b.ite
headed, yet active in body and mind, and may
yet do good service for the Master. I called on
him to speak in my place on Sunday morning,
which he did, to edification. I spoke in the
same place, (the Christian Church), on Saturday,
Sunday, and lfonday nights. 'l'here was an entertainment given by the Woman's Temperance
Union on Tuesday night, and on Wednesday and
Thursday nights, Prof. Chase, of Peoria, ·gave
lectures on the Jewish Tabernacle, which were
well worth listening to. He had a large, fine
painting of the Tabernacle, which served to ill ustrate his teachings.
On Friday in connection with Bro. Frederick
Salisbury, and your Aunt Catharine, I went to
Bro. Don Carlos Salisbury's, and preached in
the school-house near by, to a good audience.
The roads are in a very bad condition, and
doubtless many thereby, are hindered from coming out. I should have stated, that on Thursday
I went about six miles south-west of Colchester
with Bro. Amos Martin, and baptized his sister
}lfary E. Soles, and then went three miles to Bro.
Costlema1).'s, and held a confirmation and prayer
meeting. On Saturday morning, Brl9. Don C.
Salisbury brought us to his brother Solomon's
place, where I met our faithful and zealous brother, John H. Lake. Bro. Solomon then took us to
Burnside, on the T. W. & W. R. R., where I spoke
last night, and this morning.
I expect that Bro. John and I will speak there
till Thursday, when I intend to go to Montrose
via Rock Creek. We meet here in a building
formerly used as a school house. The churches
are not opened to us as yet. There is not much
interest shown here as yet, but it may increase.
Your brother in the faith.
T. W. SMITH.
1.\TAGNOLIA, Harrison Co., Iowa,
November 20th, 1877.
Ern. Joseph and Henry:-Arrived home to-day.
It has become necessary for us to move to Dowville, Crawford county, Iowa, and this is what
calls me home now. At brother John Hatcher's,
ten miles South-east of New Jefferson, I fcDund
brother M. T. Short ready for work. We labored
together for more than a week, preaching in three
different school-houses, in the last of which we
preached five times, with very good success, for.
an entirely new place. At the Center Schoolhouse, near brother Hatcher's we preached three
times, after which Mr. Painter and his wife were
baptized by brother Short. They )lad been investigating for years. Two years ago last May,
Mr. A. Wilson made an onslaught on the Book
of Mormon in this place. The debate was held
(as we learned from them) for the special benefit
of a few persons who, it was thought, were be:
coming favorable to the faith of the Latter Day
Saints. The above two were included. In this
place, where I was abused beyond degree, by
the above named gentleman(?) and the Book of
Mormon so strongly denounced as "nasty trash,"
a "bundle of lies," "stolen from a dead man," etc.,
etc., we organized a little branch of seven mem.
bers, Elder John Hatcher, president, Levi Painter,
cleric Thus the work moves slowly, but, we
hope, surely. Yours in the hope,
JOSEPH R. LAMBERT.
\VoODBINE, Harrison Co., Iowa,
November 7th, 1877.
Brother Stebbins :-My mind has been agitated
for some time respecting the redemption of Zion.
I was so exercised that the first of last January I
commenced laying up a little every week. I have
thought that if all would take hold, or even the
sisters, how soon we could have a possession.
Are there not many things we could dispense
with, both in our living and in our dress, and
make ourselves just as comfortable as we are
now? Can we not lay by some of the fashions of
the world, especially those long trailing dresses,
and those dresses that are gathered in bunches?
'fhere could be something saved then. Now, beloved sisters, I do not mean this as a slur, but I
feel the importance of the subject, especially
since the last conference, at which such a, spirit

of peace prevailed. I thought that surely the
Lord's arm of power was over us. It was so that
even those of the world said that they had been to
a great many gatherings, but never to one where
it was so peaceable. Surely the Spirit of God
was there. How I long to see Zion established!
And now, if we desire anything which is righteous before the Lord, and we go at it with our
mights, will it not be granted to us? And if we
will do so, we will be surprized to see the way
opened.
What a glorious work we are' engaged in, and
how much we can do if each one will try and do
their best, if it is not more than one dollar per
year. We have a great object in view, and can
we not do with less tea and coffee and other
things? I am sure we can. And do not forget
our dear brethren and their families, those who
have to labor in the field. My age .is seventy
next July. Your sister, HANNAII E. ADAMS.
SHAWNEE PRAilliE, Red River Co., Tex.,
November 13th, 1877.
Bm. Joseph and Henry:-Since my last writing
I have been doing what I could for the cause of'
Christ. From Oronogo I went to Joplin with the
intention of assisting our worthy brother, C. W.
Short, with a series of meetings in that place, but
I was taken with a severe attack of pleurisy, which
kept me from preaching any in that place. From
there I went to Cherokee, visiting en my way
the Saints at Webb City and Oronogo. From
Cherokee in company with brother D. S. Crawley
to the Freed Settlement, and listened to a discussion between brother Crawley and Elder Ward,
an Adventist minister. The following questions
were debated: first, that the Latter Day Saints
preach the only true gospel; second, that the
Book of Mormon is of divine origin; brother
Crawley affirmed. Third, that the soul is unconscious between death and the Resurrection;
fourth, that the Church of God is the only true
Church on earth; Mr. Ward affirms. The dis.
cussion was conducted in a gentlemanly manner
and each one made an able defense of his doctrine; but, so far as I could learn, there was a
large majority who gave the victory to brother
Crawley. He is a good man, and an able defender of the cause. From there, as per request of
the Semi-annual Conference, I took my line
Southward, and on the 25th, ult, I arrived in the
Lone Star State, having traversed the much talked of Indian Territory, and I was much disap.
pointed with it, for instead of seeing :fine, cultivated farms, it is almost entirely destitute of any
thing, except what nature has formed. I did not
see any of the decendants of Laman, but I thought.
of the time when they were a people, and meditated upon their present condition, and on the
promises of God for their restoration, and how it.
is to be brought about. And then a more solemn
thought, how many of the servants of God have
buried their talents, when such an important work
is to .be. done, in such a short time. I rendered
praise to God for his kindness in bringing me out
of darkness into the marvelous light.
I arrived in Texas, and rested two days, and
then began a warfare against superstition and
darkness. The :first two meetings were held in·
the Union Church, and were largely attended, and·
good behavior. I have since preached at several
places, and have ba,ptized four; others say they
will be baptized before I leave. I. will go next to·
Little Rock, Arkansas, and then back to Missouri. This is a field that needs the constant labor·
of one or more Elders for twelve months at least.
I would be pleased to stay till next fall, but as the'
conference ordered otherwise, I feel bound to·
honor that body, for it would be useless to meet.
in conference if the resolutions of that body are
not honored. Some tracts would be a great help
to me. Your brother in Christ,
A. J. CA'l'O.
CANADA, October, 1877.
I am one of the daughters of that much talked
about man, Elder John Shippy; who with my
mother, send their love to you; Bro. Joseph
Smith, and all enquiring Saints. The cause of
our dear Redeemer is progressing steadily, under·
the presidency of my uncle, Geo. Cleaveland.~
Your sister in Christ,
MARIAM CLAUSE.
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BRIGHTON, Sacrame11to Co., Cal,
Nov. 11th, 1877.
Brn. Henry andJoseph:-Having just returned
from a preaching tour in company with Bro. A.
Haws; I write of our labors. We traveled north
by Marysville, thence to Central House, at sister
Chester's, held one meeting, thence to Wyandotte,
visited Bro. Allen and family, held meeting;
thence ten miles south to brother Aaronson;
thence to Oroville and Oregon City, to Bro.
Strang and family, who make their house a home
for all traveling Elders; then to Cherokee where
we f0und an old-timer, by the name of Daniels,
who received us and assisted us in getting the
Cangregational Church to preach in, all of
which we thank him and his friends for.
We returned home partly in answer to prayer,
and partly on other business, after an absence of
fifteen days, having held seven meetings; think
some good was done, especially in Cherokee.
G. W. HARLOW.
CHEESELAND, Texas,
November 8th, 1877.
B1·ethren Stebbins and Smith:-! write you a
few lines again to say that I am still praying for
an Elder to preach to this people. Bro. Bryan
writes that he will come and see me soon, and. I
pray God that he will come, and that you will
send another good, active Elder, to assist him, as
Texas is a large field. Read Romans 10: 13, 14.
"How shall they hear without a preacher, and
how shall they preach except they be sent." The
Hm·ald and tracts, that I have received, have
caused some to believe in the latter day work,
and I hope that some Elder will come. Your
brother in the one faith,
WM. Ronucrr.

Nortli-Easteru Wisconsin District.
A conference convened at the Saints' Meeting
House, Black Creek, Outagamie county, Sept. 1st,
1877; W. S. Montgomery in chair.
At 11 a.m., a prayer and testimony meeting.
At 8 p.m., Resolved that the adjourned trial of
Hiram Kenney and wife, Eunice Franklin, Henry
Kenney, Wm. Strope and wife, Julia Woodward
and Lydia Strope, be taken up.
After a letter being read from Wm. Strope and
wife, it was moved that they be allowed to remain
as members, on the condition that they truly repent and continue to walk as christians.
After some· discussion, it was moved that the
trial of Eunice Franklin, Hiram Kenney and wife,
Henry Kenney, Julia Woodward and Lydia Strope
be dropped, and that when charges are preferred
against any member, that it be done in due form.
Moved that Wm. Franklin be requested to enquire into the standing of the above named persons, and if found guilty to report them at the
earliest opportunity.
Elders reporting in person were Joseph Lampert, W. S. Montgomery, P. Harris, Wm. Franklin
and J. l\I. Wait; Wm. Savage reported by letter.
At 7:30p.m., preaching by J. Lampert, followed
by W. S. Montgomery.
Sept. 2nd, at 11 a. m., preaching by W. S.
Montgomery. At 3 p. m, there was prayer and
testimony, and the sacrament was administered.
At 7:80p.m., preaching by J. M. Wait.
Adjourned to meet again at this place, on the
15th and 16th of December next.

N m•titm•n Illinois Dish·ict.
A conference was held at Streator, October 20th
and 21st, 1877; JohnS. Keir, presiding; Jacob
Stanley, olerkpro tem.
Branch Reports.-Streator 19 members; 2 received by letter. Braidwood 69; 4 removed by
letter. Mission 74; 7 baptized. Pecatonica 9; 1
died. Plano 172; 2 baptized, 7 received, 6 removed by letter, 1 loss by error in branch record,
l died.
Elders T. l],. G. Williams reported by letter;
'Thos. Hougas, Wm. Fribbons, Jacob Stanley and
J. W. Mather in person. Latter had baptized three
persons and preached in various places in Iowa
-and Illinois. Teacher C. A. West reported.
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Evening, preaching by '!.'hoe. Hougas; Sunday
morning by J. W. }lather, and evening by Thos.
Hougas. Afternoon, social meeting, and tho Spidt
of the Lord was manifest in tongues and prophesy,
and the gift of healing.
. Adjourned te meet in Sandwich on Saturday,
February 23d, 1878.

Resolved that we disapprove of the habit of
members of this district attending places of worldly amusement.
Evcning.-Testimony meeting, and many faithful ones were given. The Spirit was manifest in
tongues and interpretation. One through Br. John
Everett was a commandment to the Saints to seek
for the things of the kingdom of God and to aid the
ministry, so that they may go and preach the gosSouthern Nebra!!ika Diiltt•ict.
pel. Testimonies were given that the angels of
A conference was held at Nebraska City, October God were present.
21st and 22d, 1877; R. C. Elvin, pr·esiding. _
Adjourned to meet at Nebraska City at 10:30 a.
Sunday afternoon, a sacrament meeting. Even· m., .January 13th, 1878.
ing, preaching by l\1. H. Forscutt.
Officials present: 2 High Priests, 9 Elders, 5
Cenh·aB. MiissoUl'i Dhh·ict.
Priests, 2 Teachers.
A conference was held in the Waconda Branch,
Monday.-M. H. Forscutt chosen clerk protem.
Report of committee on order of business was Sept. 1st and 2nd, 1877; J.D. Craven, president;
T. W. Smith, assistant; S. Crnm, clerk; R. L.
read and adopted.
Appeal from R. M. Elvin against the decision of Ware, assistant.
All the Elders reported having labored ns they
the Nebraska City Branch for having refused to
make the going to a theater a test of fellowship could, and with good results. The president gave
was read, and on motion, the branch decision was a good report of the branches; had visited all but
one during the quarter. Brn. Kinneman, Booker,
affirmed.
Elders R. C. Elvin, R. M. Elvin and J. W. Weeks, Seeley, Flanders, Terry and T. W. Smith
reported.
Waid smith reported.
Clear Fork Branch, Johnson county, was added
Br. R. M. Elvin presented the following recomto the district.
·
mendation:
J. D. Craven, E. W. Cato, Sen, R. L. Ware,
"That conference instruct the several branches
of the district that their reports for the next quar- Emsley Curtis and Samuel Crum were appointed to
ter, end with December 31st, and that ·for the fu- settle difficulties in the district.
Branch Reports.-Knoxville 15, with 2 Elders,
ture the branches render four reports annually,
the first, to cover all changes during the per.iod 1 Priest; 2 removed by letter. Hazel Dell 30,
from January 1st to March 3let, the second from with 4 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Deacon; 2 baptized.
April 1st to June 30th, the third from July 1st to Carrolton 18, with 1 Elder, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher, 1
September 30th, and the fourth from October 1st Deacon; 2 baptized, 1 received and 2 removed by
to December 31st. A unity of branch reports will letter, 1 expelled. Clear Fork, Valley, Waconda
greatly help the District Secretary, in preparing and Alma reported in working order. Grape
the annual report for the Church Record and Gen- Grove changed to Waconda.
Adjourned to meet at Hazel Dell, December 1st,
eral Conference. Yours for the best interests of
1877, at 10 a.m.
Zion,
R. M. ELviN."
Evening, prayer and teslimany meeling. Gifts
On motion, it was adopted.
of the Spirit manifest.
District Treasurer's Report:
Sunday, 9 a.m., prayer meeting. At 10 a. m.,
••On hand July 9th, 1877, $4.50; received
$17.10; paid to poor and ministry $16.10; on preaching by T. W. Smith. At 3 p.m., by J. T.
Kinneman, J. M. Terry and T. W. Smith. At 7
hand $5.50.
J. W. WALDS!!ITH, Treasurer."
Elders Jas. Thomsen and J. Armstrong reported p.m., prayer and testimony, with the gifts.
by letter, and Knud Johnson, P. C. Peterson, Geo.
Kemp, M. H. Forscutt, Thos. Hughes; Priests A.
No1·tbm.·n Nebraska Dlstl'ict.
Buchanan and J. Everett, and Teacher Ferguson
A conference was held at Elkhorn, October 6th,
in person.
1877: James Caffall presiding; H. Nielsen, clerk.
Branch Reporls.-Palmyra 44, including 2 ElThe minutes of last conference should have read,
ders, 2 Priests, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon. Financial: 2.removed from the Elkhorn Branch, instead of 2
On hand and received $16.78; paid to ministry received.
$15.78; on hand $1.00. Moroni, no change. NeBranch Reports.-Omaba (Scandinavian) 2 bapbraska City 113, including 2 High Priests, 11 El- tized, 1 received by letter, 2 expelled; present tb•
ders, 4 Priests, 2 Teachers, 2 Deacons; 2 baptized, tal43. Elkhorn, 1 removed by Jetter; present to4 received and 1 removed by letter, 8 expelled. tal 25. Platte Valley, 1 expelled; present total36.
Financial: On hand and received $83.00; paid for
Elders J. Caffall, T. J. Smith, Z. S. Martin, G.
rent, branch expense, ministry, etc., $69.55; on Hatt, J. Anderson, F. W. Curtis, f'J. Buller and R.
hand $13.45. Sunday School: Average attend- Brown reported.
ance during three years, 24 17-100, verses recited
A protest from J. Avondet and E. S. Edwards
1948, questions 3410, money collected $82.38; against the act of last conference in restoring the
have 300 volumes in the library, 15 copies of Hope license to George Hatt, was presented. They gave
reoei ved ; $9.97 on hand.
as reasons that he was not then, nor is now, in full
Afternoon: Bill for record, $3.00 allowed.
fellowship with their branch of which he is a
A resolution was adopted disapproving of pub- member. J. Perkins and others remarked that
lishing notices of excommunication from the Br. Hatt was silenced for not laboring in harmony
Church, unless there is reason to fear that the with the district. Hence the protest was referred
parties will impose on or do injury to the Church. back to those who sent it with the suggestion, to
A resolution was adopted advising scattered first prefer a charge against Br. Hatt in the branch
members to become enrolled with some branch, of which he is a member.
and so instructing those in this district, and reAn appeal was made by C. Bertleaen and H.
questing the officers of the branches to seek to carry Nielsen, in the case of A. Jonasen who, at last
out the intentions of the resolution.
conference was reported silenced, but later reWhereas, the gathering into Zion and her bor- stored by Thos. J. Smith and R. C. Elvin as a
ders, is of paramount interest at the present time, court of elders. C. Bertlesen and H. Nielsen, in
and as there seems to be a praiseworthy effort on favor of the decision rendered by the branch
the part of the Locating Board of the Church to council, said: In 187 4 it was made a "rule" in the
adopt such plans as shall best serve the interests Scandinavian branch that "no elder be permitted
of the greatest number, therefore be it
to hold meetings within the limits of the branch
Resolved that we are heartily in sympathy with without the knowledge and sanction of branch ausaid Board, and commend their energy, zeal and thorities," but meetings were still held in violation
wisdom, in the faithful discharge of the trying du- of this rule. Then by agreement of branch council
ties and responsibilities intrusted to them, and we the conference was interrogated and decided in fabelieve that they should have the support of the vor of the branch rule. This also was left unheedChurch in what they have done.
ed. Then the conference appointed a committee
All previous appointments to missions in this dis- to write to Pres. J. Smith about it, peradventure
trict were released.
"elders" might, after all, have a right to hold
That we hold a priesthood meeting on Saturday meetings irrespective of constituted authorities,
evening before next conference.
but the reply showed that he agreed with the con·
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ference and branch council, and with all this for a
guide our branch council silenced him; but he
still insists that he can hold meetings irrespective
of constituted authorities. There was no denial
of the charge, consequent! y no need of a court of
elders; they were but a committee of inquiry.
Thos. J. Smith and J. Andersom, in favor of the
court's decision, said they did not consider that A.
Jonasen's course was right, but believed that he
had not been dealt with as the law directs; he
should have been tried by a court of elders previous to a branch council, and he should have been
informed of the nature of the meeting that. silenced him, but it seems he was not. The documents were produced which proved that A. J onasen
had been duly notified. 'rhe conference decided
to sustain the decision of the branch. in lhe case of
A. J onasen.
Bishop's Agent's P.eport.-"Received $28.34;
expended $32.10; due Agent $3.76."
Missions: Z. S. Martin associatetl with J. Perkins in his former field.
Resolved th11.t all elders have their licenses renewed.
Collection taken for the ministry $8.80.
Officials present: 1 Apostle, 1 Seventy, 10 Elders, 2 Priests, 3 Teachers, 1 Deacon.
Adjourned to meet at Omaha, at 2 p.m, Jan'y
5th, 1878.
-------

St. Louii!i Distl'i.ct.
A conference was held at St. Louis, October Cth
and 7th, 1877; W. H. Hazzlecline, presiding; ~'.
R. Allen, clerk,
Branch Reports.-St. Louis 275, including 8 Elders, 7 Priests, 5 'reachers, 2 Deacons; 1 died.
Financial: Received $77.50, expended $37.25, on
hand $40.25.
Alton 30, including 1 High Priest, 4 Elders, 3
Priests, 1 Deacon; 5 received by letter.
Whereso 10, including 2 Elders; 1 died.
Caseyville 42, including 5 Elders, 4 Priests, 1
Teacher, 1 Deacon; 14 baptized and 1 received.
Sunday School: 3 teachers, 30 scholars.
Belleville 68, including 8 Elders, 4 Priests, 1
Teacher, 3 Deacons; 1 removed by letter, 5
scattered; condition unknown. Financial : received $9.00; expended $12.25; due treasurer
$3.25. Coon Creek, Boone Creek, Gravois, Cheltenham and Alma branches did not report.
Elders George Hicklin, Wm. Smith, John Beaird,
Wm. Anderson and Wm. Still reported.
A priesthood meeting was ordered to be held in
the Saints' Hall, St. Louis, November 4th, 1877,
to act upon the unfinished business.
Afternoon, sacrament meeting, in charge Wm.
Anderson and Geo. Worstenholm; a good time
was enjoyed.
Adjourned to meet January 6th, 1878.
Sunday evening, preaching by John Beaird and
Wm. Anderson.

Instructions to Bishop's Agents and tlle
Church.
In accordance with the commandment given in
the revelation of April, 1873, I have appointed
Agents in all districts of the Church where it has
been thought necessary, and according to the recommendations of the district conferences, where
the Saints have chosen and sustained such breth!"en as they have thought best qualified, those
competent in financial affairs and capable of attending to the duties of that calling; and, in the
main, I trust that they have given satisfaction
therein.
In 1873 there was published some instructions
to Agents, so far as their duties were then understood by me, which rules, as necessary for their
guidance and information, and that of the Saints,
the Bishopric now revise, republish, and present to the Church.
.First.-Each Agent should have a suitable
book, wherein to enter all transactions of receipt
and expenditure, with dates, names, amounts, etc.,
debiting himself with all receipts, and crediting
himself with all sums paid out for the benefit of
the work, as hereinafter provided. To audit this
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book, committees may be appointed by the district conferences, from time to time, or the Bishop of the Church may audit them, or he may authorize it to be done.
Second.- Agents sheuld keep account of all donations and free-will offerings which are paid to
them as such, and also of all money received by
them as tithing from those who pay it as such,
and who request it to be so credited.
Third.-All money received in the form of donations and free-will offerings by the Bishop's
Agents, may be used by the Agents, or by order
of the district conferences, for the aid of the ministry, the poor, and other Church purposes, as
wisdom may direct, in the several districts where
such funds are paid to the appointed Agent: provided, that whenever the Bishop of the Church,
or the General Conference of the Church through
him, shall require it for the missionary and other
general work of the Church, that then the balance
in the hands of the Agents may be called in f0r
such need or emergency; or it may be called for
whenever an Agent reports that such balance on
hand is not likely to be needed in the district.
.Fourth.-All money received and credited as
tithing, in contradistinction to that paid as freewill offerings and donations, should either be sent
to the Bishop of the Church direct, or it should
be held subject to his order, or that of the General Conference through him, and only be paid out
as they may direct. This is so ordered because
the Bishopric believe that this course is in harmony with the law of God; and, therefore, (as would
be supposed), it is evidently the plan best calculated to supply the wants and demands of the
work, both general and local; and when carried
out and the law of consecration and tithing is
heeded, then there will be :financial support for,
and success in all departments of the cause of
God. It is believed that this view concerning the
control and use of tithing recognizes this fund in
its proper place, and causes it to become a wise
and necessary provision for supplying the missionary work of the Church, and for other general
purposes, such as are spoken of in the law. For,
if all the means, both tithings and offerings,
were subject to the order of the various districts
where such tithings are paid, then there would
be no certain provision for supplying such general demands as have been mentioned and as are
commanded in the law of God-all might be
swallowed up by the local legislation for local
needs or demands, and the work at large be left
to languish.
.Fifth.-In addition to their quarterly reports
to the district conferences, Agents are required
to make regular annual reports to the Bishop of
the Church on the J!'irst of March each year,
showing the receipts and expenditures, both of
tithings and ofi"erings, for the year, with the balances remaining on hand, if any. They may also
report the financial condition, prospects and
needs of their districts, from time to time, as
may be thought necessary, together with such
suggestions and recommendations from the district conferences as they may wish presented to
the Bishop for his consideration.
Sixth.- Upon the resignation of an Agent,
which should be presented in writing to the district conference, and, if accepted, be sent to the
Bishop, his books should be audited and settled
before the appointment of another. And, in case
an Agent is not sustained by a majority vote of
the district conference, he should be notified of
the fact before a new choice is made, so that he
may present his resignation or a written assent to
such change. Should he, upon such notification,
refuse to resign, or to assent to the change, then
the matter should be referred to the Bishop for
his decision before another choice is made.
Seventl~.-For the ·benefit of the wGrk it is
thought that it would be well for each branch of
the Church to appoint a finance clerk, (if they
have not already done so), to receive offerings
from the members to be paid out on the order of
the branch for the expenses thereof, and, so far
as may be possible, for the poor therein, thus preventing the necessity, in many cases, of applying
to the Bishop or to his Agent in the district.
Said finance clerk may also receive money for
the general treasury of the Church, and forward
it to the Bishop or his Agent, to be credited by
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them. For the use of said finance clerks there
are for sale, as advertised by the Board of Publication, Branch Finance Books, printed and ruled
for entry of receipts and expenditures, with headings for those funds, which, if in common use,
would result in good to the whole work, both local and general.
To the Agents I would say, that my earnest
prayer is that God will guide and direct you in
all things, giving you the Spirit of wisdom and
understanding in your various duties, and that
you may be efficient and competent servants
of the Lord for the advancement of his work, so
far as pertains to that committed to your trust.
May you also strive to merit and receive the confidence of the Saints and the approbation of the
Almighty. In the hope of the gospel, I remain
your fellow-laborer in the Lord,
IsRAEL L. RoGERs,
Bishop of the Olturclt.
PLANO, III., Nov. 20th, 1877.

Appointment of Blsbop'!l Agents.
CANADA MISSION.-llaving received from Bro.
John Traxla.r, the !!,gent, hitherto, for the Kent and
Elgin District, Canada, a letter of assent to the
change, I hereby accept the nomination of said
district., and appoint Bro. James Robb as Bishop's
Agent for said district.
ALABAMA DISTRICT.-Upon the certification of
the clerk of the Alabama District of the nomination, I hereby appoint brother Franklin Vickery
Bishop's Agent for said district.
CENTRAL MISSOURI DISTRICT.-Upon the certification of the clerk of the Central Missouri District, of the resignation of Bro. J. B. Belcher, and
of the nomination of Bro. E. W. Cato, sen., I hereby appoint the latter as Bishop's Agent for said
district.
I. L. HoaERS, Bishop.
SANDWicrr, Ills., Nov. 22d, 1877.

Brancll. .Meetin;-.
A meeting was held by the San Francisco Branch,
August 19th, 1877, at the residence ofT. J. Andrews; Bro. D. S. Mills presiding.
After opening services, sacrament was administered by D. S. Mills, the presiden.t remarking that
he had thought it proper to assemble the Saints
together on the present occasion to dispose of some
unfinished branch business, and take into considera.tion some suggestions that had been made by
some, relative to the present condition of the
branch, and to see what can be done for its weifare in the future.
The case of Angus McMillan was pre!nmted by
Bro. D. S. Mills, stating that it had been proceeded with in a legal manner, so far; the court that
had been convened to hear tk& case had decided
to sustain every charge that the branch had made
against McMillan, it remained for the branch to
finally dispose of the case in any manner thought
proper.
The following verdict of the court was read:We, the undersigned Court of Elders, in the action
entitled Church vs. McMillan, do find all the charges fully and completely sustained, which we
hereby submit to the San Francisco Branch of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints that
called upon us to act in this place. D. S. Mills,
Peter Canavan, H. P. Brown.
The above decision was sustained by the unanimous vote of the branch.
After a careful and impassioned review of the
case by the brethren and sisters present, it was'
moved and seconded th:tt Bro. Angus McMillan be·
excommunicated from the Church. Sustained by'
the unanimous vote of all present.
Bro. Wm. Anderson tendered his resignation as'
Branch President, on account of his removal fromthe city. Accepted.
Bro. D. S. Mills then addressed the meeting:
upon the condition of the branch, and the suggestions that had been made to him by various mem•
bers as to what was considered most proper to be·
clone under the circumstances. It was well known•
that San Francisco, in harmony with all other·
large branches, has always had its disturbing alement to contend with; its antagonistic workingS"
have operated a.gainst the peace and prosperity of'
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the branch; its meetings have been disturbed by
the combined insubordination of the refractory
members disregarding the proprieties of good order and respect to the <;burch authority, until it
has been deemed necessary to deprive it in the future of all power to annoy. A disorganizing of
the branch is suggested, which I would recommend as a must effectual means, because it at once
places them outside-not out of the Church; but
in the subsequent organization, which we hope
will follow, it remains with it who shall or who
shall not be admitted. Another reason is, that
a large number of persons whose names are on
your record as branch members are living remote
from you, and many can not be found at all, rendering no s11pport to the branch, and making it
impossible to complete a church record. Looking
at it from these stand-points, the suggestion may
be entertained. If disorganization should be decided upon, certificates of Church membership can
be given to all who may apply for them, by which
all those distant members can identify themselves
with other branches.
After a lengthy expression from nqarly all pres·
ent, it was unanimously voted, that derlificates of
Church membership be given to all present members, and that the San Francisco Bx\anch of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter D.iy Saints be
disorganized, because of tho disturbing element
within it.
D. S. MILLS, President of Mission.
P.S.-Certificates can be obtained by applying
to T. J. Andrews, clerk.
SAN FRANCIS<)O, Cal., Sept. 15th, 1877.

Notices.
ExPELLED.-This is to certify that David Mills
was expelled from the Hyde Park (Pa.) Branch of
the Church, November lith, 1877, be being rebellious and disobedient. Thomas A. John, president; William J. Thomas, secretary, pro tern.

J. R. Lambert, Dowville, Crawford Co., Iowa.
llirth and Death notices lnoertod free; 1\farrio.ge notices
one dollar each.

Died.

[1)ecember 1.
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in the nQck, .and general debility. She was born I PUBLIC AT I 0 NS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
May 6th, 1822, in Ayr, Scotland; where she obeyBY THE
ed the gospel in 1845. She had many trials, for
Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
her parents were very much opposed to her faith,
AT THEIR PUBLISIIING HOUSE
and she had to travel twelve miles to meeting, Kilmarnock being the nearest branch. We were mar- IN PLANO, KENDALL COUNTY, ILLINOIS.
ried February 4th, 1853, and sailed from Liverpool
--ototo--March 28th, for Utah. She was a kind and true
Tbe Saints' Herald:
woman. She had no idea of the leaders of the Official paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Utah Church having gone into darkness, and teach- Latter Day Saints, explanatory of the faith of the Church, and
ing corrupt doctrines, till her sister (Stephen contains correspondence from different parta of the world, givaccounts of the progress of the Church, and setting forth
Wood's wife) sent her a letter stating that she had ing
the dealings of God with his people. Published semi-monthly,
become a member of the Reorganized Church; but sixteen large pages. Price $2.15 per year, half year $1.10, free
she soon became convinced that the Utah leaders of postage. JosEPH SMITH and HENRY A. STEBBINS editors.
had drifted away from the pure principles of the
Zion's Hope:
gospel, as taught in the books; the tracts were A paper for children and Sunday Schools, published semimonthly,
price
60
cents
per annum, 30c. per.half year, free of
the principal agency in enlightening her mind, in
connection with the spirit of truth, and she was postage. JosEPII SMITH and HENRY A. STEllBIN8 editors.
Iloly Scriptures :
baptized and confirmed into the Reorganized
Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith the JJiarty'l'.
Church, Jl'me 19th, 1877, by William Aird. She
2 70
leaves a husband, two sons, and three daughters. J~ound in Imitation ~,urkey; gHt

«Jattle in Colorado.

The rapid growth of the live stock business in
At Kewanee, Illin.ois, October 27th, 18i7, of
Colorado may be understood. from the following
croup, Thomas, son of Bro. Thomas and Sr. Alice statement, made by J. M. Wilson, president of the
France, aged 4 years, 1 month, 17 days. A verse
Colorado Cattle Growers' Association, at their si:xth
of the hymn he loved to sing.
annual meeting, held at Denver: "During the past
Will the angels bright, will the angels bright,
year large herds of cattle have been driven into
Bear me on .to that happy home,
With the saints in light, with the saints in light,
the country from Texas and elsewhere-not less
Shall we stand round the great white throne.
than two hundred thousand having been driven
CHoRus.-We may all meet there,
from Texas alone. The great country lying to the
If we leve the Lord and obey his word,
We may all meet there.
east of us, which but two years ago was grazed by
At Henneferville, Summit Co., Utah, October nothing but buffalo, is now occupied by thousands
12th, 1877, of diptheria, John R., son of J. E. of head of cattle. Beaver Creek, the South Platte,
and J. Foster, aged 4 years. Also, at the same Republican, and all their tributaries, which were
place, of diptheria, October 20th, 1877, Hannah, looked upon as being out of the world and only fit
daughter of the· above Joseph E. and J. Foster, for Indians and wild animals, are now all occupied
aged 8 years. Her end was peace, she bid us all by herds of cattle. This year the herds of Color·
good bye, told us not to weep and mourn, for, says ado and Kansas will mingle, and the Great Amershe, I am very happy.
ican Desert, which has intervened betwi:xt us and
Near Sweet Home, Nodaway county, Mo., Aug- the States, will be bridged over by the cattle men,
ust 24th, 1877, sister Rachel Woodhead, wife of and a continual line of settlements will e:xist from
Elder Wm. Woodhead. She was born M~ty 5th, here to the Mississippi. The increase in number
1836; baptized in 1854; emigrated to Utah, 1863; and size of our herds has forced us to occupy and
joined the Reorganization at Malad City, Idaho, graze these lands."
March 6th, 1866; moved to Missouri in 1868. She
died firm in the faith of the latter day work.
A tutor of one of the Oxford colleges who limped
At Wheeler's Grove, Iowa, October let, 1877, by in his walk was some years after accosted by a
fright caused by an infuriated hog, Sr. Julia, wife well-known politician, who asked him if he was
of W. H. Willson, and daughter of Sr. Serena An- not the chaplain of the college at such a time,
derson. Her earthly pilgrimage ended when she naming the year. The doctor replied that he was.
was 22 years, 4 months and 22 days old, during The interrogator observed, "l knew you by your
which time, as a daughter, a sister, a wife, and a limp." "Well," said the doctor, "lt seems my
church member, she h.as made a record which limping made a deeper impression than my preachshines brightly. She was quite modest and kind, ing." "Ah, doctor," was the reply with ready
and none suffered through her wrong doing. She wit, "it is the highest compliment we can pay a
left an infant son, which survived 13 days, then minister, to say that he is known by ·his walk
·
he passed away also. We mourn their loss, but rather than by his convers11tion."
not as those that have no hope. Services by J.
W. Briggs and R. W, Briggs.
Men are frequently like tea-the real strength
At Heber City, Wansatch Co., Utah, September and goodness are not properly drawn out until
4th, 1877, after an illness of many months, Eliza- they have been in hot water.
beth McLean Aird, wife of Bro. William Aird, aged
Never turn a blessing aruund to see whether it
65 years and 4 months. Her trouble was cancer has a dark side to it.

rru~~ey

"

W>r. AIBD.

At Denver City, Colorado, November 11th, 1877,
of brain fever, Mr. George I. Stebbins, brother of
one of the editors of the Herald, aged 47 years, 5
months and 13 days. When a young man be was
a member of one of the churches, but for twenty
years has sought no standing with them, and looked
upon church association as a matter of form merely. While he made no profession, nevertheless
he did much more for humanity than many who
claim to be religious, and have large professions,
for he aimed to do what he really esteemed to be
of worth, namely, to aid the destitute and the distressed, as he had opportunity, or was able, while
he was very· solicitous for the welfare and comfort
of his kindred and others, who were needy. A
Denver paper says in an obituary notice of him:
"A close business man, he also possessed a warm,
generous heart, and performed many acts of charity to poor people, and those in embarrassed circumstances.~' ·We are sorry to lose our brother,
with whom we lived in our boyhood, and whose
kindness in past years of acquaintanceship weremember with gratitude. May he have a good reward for what he hath done.
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Poems, by David II. Smith, 202 pages, fancy cloth,
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Blnnk Books:
Branch Records, well bound in Leather backs and
corners, muslin sides, printed headings 1 and ruled for
Record of Members' Names, Blessing of Children, and for
1tlarriages; also blank paper for recording minutes d'
Branch Business Meetings. Every branch should have
one. Price: for large branches,
3 00
The same, for amallor branches
. 2 00
District Records, printed headings and ruled for
1,248 names, and bound same as above
3 00
Branch Finance Books, headed and ruled for
Receipts and Expenditures of money, for Branch, Dis~
trict, and General Church lrunds; price 35 cents.

Baptism, Confirmation, and Ordination CortificateG
bound in :flexible covers, 40 cents each.

Pamphlets:
Rules of Order and Debate for all the Deliberative
Assemblies of the Church; also a Chapter on
Branch Rules, and one on Reports of Branches
and Districts,
32 mo., 128 pages, bound in limp cloth, 50 cents.

Visions of Joseph Smith the Seer, Discoveries of
Ancient American Records and Relics, with
the Statement of Dr. Lederer (Converted Jew)
and others,
In colored covers, 43 pages, by mail 10 cents each, three
for 25 cents, twelve for 75 cents.

Voice of Warning and Instruction to all People,
74 pages, by mail 20 cents each; three for 50 cants, ene

dozen for $2.

Trial of the Witnesses, to the Resurrection of J esus-a Legal Argument,
36 pages, 10 cents each.

Concordance to Book of Covenants,
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Minutes of Annual Conference for 1873,
34 pages, 10 cents.
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SAW ANOTHER ANGEL
HAVING THE EVERLAS'riNG 00SPEI, 'f0 Pn:EACII TO TIIE)[ TIIAT DWRLL 0~ 'l'III<: EAR'l'II * *, SAYING,
FEAR CloD AND CliVE OLOHY TO IInr, FOit •rrrE HouR OI<' Hrs JuDGMEN'r rs Collm."-HEv. 14: G-7.
"SANCTIFY TIIE;f 'runOUQJ;I 'l'IIY TIWTII; 'l'ny WORD IS 'l'RUTIT."-JESUS; JoiiN 17: 17.•
"HEARKEN TO TilE WORD OF 'fiiE LORD, FOR 'fiiT<:HE SITALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG You liAVE SAVE I'£ TIE ONE \YI11'E."-T300K
OF MOHl\ION; JACOB 2: G.
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PLANO, ILLINOIS, DECEMBER 113, 1877.
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TUE FIVE SISTERS OF WOODBINE.
BY ESTHER

ROHR~m.

There are five sisters in this place,
Lord fill our hearts with thy good grace,
And when in secret prayer we cry,
Wilt thou our needful wants wpply.
We have a purpose to fulfill,
We want to do our Father's will.
Christ said where two or three shall meet,
He'll hear them at his mercy's seai.
And for this cause we'll persevere,
Though some around may mock and jeer;
We'll ask tho Lord to give them light,
And lead them to the path that's right.
We meet to read God's holy word,
And feast our souls on heavenly food,
To sing a song from Zion's Harp,
And keep alive the heavenly spark;
The spark of truth, God's name be p1'11ised,
He's' made it known in the;se.last days.
He sends his servants forth with power,
1'o warn mankind both far and near.
They need our prayers each Sabbath day,
And we should daily watch and pray.
The families they have left behind,
May God in mercy well supply.
We've tasted of the things of God,
And relish what we prove as good;
We ask not for the world's applause,
NAught but to be faithful to his cause.
Though we've no branch, nor Elder's voice
to cheer,
Yet still we feel the gospel's saving power;
We plod our lonely path alone,
Asking your faith and prayer~, and still the
five are one.
II.

ADAMS,

J.

be swamped. They also seem to see an equal
lack of wisdom in the command to make a hole
in the top, seeing that there was instruction
to have it (or perhaps both holes) closed, to
prevent water from getting into the vessel-and as a consequence no air could get in to
sustain animal life-and they look on the
whole book as a bungling attempt to impose
on the credulity of the public, and with all its
claims it is cast aside as unworthy the notice
of an intelligent people.
We are willing to admit that to the masses of
superficial thinkers, and to the uninitiated in
the scientific construction of vessels for ocean
traffic, there may be some apparent grounds in
the brief account given of the formation of the
barges in the Book of Mormon, for the hasty
conclusions they have arrived at; yet we must
give expression to our surprise that men claiming to understand the proper mode of construction for vessels fitted for ocean navigation and
other purposes, and also claiming, as a writer
in a Peoria paper recently did, that they have
walked the decks Qf .r;very ve;Jsal .that fioaJ:s,
should be found denouncing the construc£16n
of the barges on the same ground as the ignorant, and those who know nothing of vessels
or their construction. We think that this
writer betrays an ignorance, that is inexcusable in one making such high claims to knowledge in such matters; and as it has been my
humble lot in life to walk the decks of some
few of the vessels that traverse the ocean, and
to become acquainted somewhat with their
construction, it shall be my object in the fol·
lowing lines to offer the knowledge so acquired
in defence of the construction of the barges
mentioned in the Book of Mormon.
I first call the attention of the reader to the
brief description of the barges in the first
chapter of the Book of Ether, page 585, first
European edition, Book of Mormon, which
reads as follows :

~f. ADAMS,

E. FORNEY,
l{IRLER, E. 1\oHRER.

"And the Lord said to the brother of .Jared, Be·
hold, thou shalt make a hole in the top thereof,
and also in the bottom thereof, and when thou
A HOLE IN THE TOP AND A HOLE IN shalt suffer for air, thou shalt unstop the hole
thereof and receive air, and if it so be that the
THE BOTTOM.
water come in upon thee, behold, ye shall stop
Among the many objections brought up the hole thereof, that ye may not perish in the
against the divine authenticity of the Book of flood."
C.

Mormon, the construction of the barges mentioned in the first chapter of the Book of
Ether, or rather that part of their construction referred to in the heading of this article,
is held to be a serious one. It appears to be
the opinion of the objectors that it would be
impossible for a vessel so constructed to remain afloat on the water, the hole in the bottom being a sure means of destruction, it being
to their minds a means of ingress for a volume
of water, by which the vessel would speedily
Whole No, 384.

It will be seen by the above quotation that
there was a command to make two holes. Only
one of them was intended for obtaining a supply
of air, as is evident from the fact of its being
spoken of by the J"ord in the singular number,
when instructing the brother of Jared. Ueason tells us that this would be the hole in the
top; now this is precisely the way ships are
ventilated in our day, i. e. through a hole or
holes in the top; and, furthermore, the closing of them at times when the sea is breaking

No. 24.

over the ship, to prevent the water from going
into the hold, and causing those on board to
perish, is a modern practice, a very wise one,
and of course was as wise and good when given
by the Lord to the brother of Jared. We sup·
pose that all v. ill agree in the above conclusion, so we will say no more on that point, but
shall pass on to the hole in the bottom.
Regarding this opening in the bottom of the
barges, and the use for which it was intended
we are left entirely to conjecture, so far as the
Book of Mormon is concerned. Reason tells
us that it could not be used for the admission
of air when the vessel was afloat; and coupling
with this the fact that God commanded that
when air was necessary the hole, (not holes);
was to be opened, is to my mind an evidence
that it was intended for an entirely different
use; it may have been for sanitary purposes,
as the inside as well as the outside of vessels
needs cleansing frequently on long voyages,
such as the barges were about to undertake.
But the objector may say that the vessel
would sink with ..!t hole ill.,.her bottf'm .. j&'.'l.vv
this we reply, Yes__:_and No. If the•V.\'~c---
was built as some of our vessels of the present
day are, she would fill rapidly and sink, if the
hole in the bottom was left open; which no
sane person, (the brother of Jared not excepted), .would be guilty of doing, if they knew
that the peculiar construction of the vessel
would not admit of it; but if the barges were
constructed upon the principles that other
vessels now in use are, they could have floated
if an opening the whole length of the vessel
was left for the water to enter. This may
Aeem impossible and perhaps ridiculous to
some, at first thought, and they may be led to
exclaim, "Can such things be!" Well, read
on, and perhaps I will convince you that. itis
not impossible. First let me suggest a thought
regarding the probable use of the hole in the
bottom of the barges. Suppose that after the
brother of Jared had made the holes in the
bottom of the barges, as commanded by the
Lord, before launching them into the water he
had attached something like our hydrants of
the present day, on the inside of the vessel, so
that water could be obtained for sanitary purposes when necessary, and when not so required could be shut off, would he not be acting like a sensible man, and doing just what
men in our day would do under similar circumstances. The fact that the details of how
this hole in the bottom was utilized arc not
given in the Book of Mormon, is no argument
that such precautionary measures were not
carried out by the voyagers.
Let us suppose again that the J,ord in giving instructions for the building of the barges
ordered them built on the principle that life·
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boats of the present day are built, then it with heavy hinges, and on the other is an iron resents the sixth dispensation. But the sixth
would be perfectly possible for the voyagers rod reaching to the deck, by which it can be dispensation has not done the work that has
in those barges to leave the hole in the bottom opened or closed at pleasure; with the door been assigned to it; hence, the seventh was
entirely open without the slightest danger of closed it is capable of carrying all the hold or stayed for a time, because when the work of
the vessels sinking. For the information of hopper can contain. Although the bottom the sixth is done, then cometh the Son of God,
those not acquainted with the construction of door is not water tight when closed, yet the at the beginning of the seventh, and will bring
life-boats, let me state that in the early days of air chambers give it sufficient floating power to Zion with him. , ''The vessels were not promy acquaintance with them, they were built carry all that can be got into it. When a pelled along by wind or sails," but by faith. "l
similar to other boats, only stronger, and number of these vessels are loaded, they are thought to pray the Father to stay the debroader across the centre, or nautically ex- usually towed by small steamboats into deep struction." It was well that your tongue was
pressed; broader in the beam, which gave them water, and there the hole in the bottom is stayed, for this great trouble and perplexity of
greater carrying powers and made them less opened by means of the iron rod mentioned the nations will come. The seven vessels are
liable to be capsized in a heavy sea way; but above, and the cargo of the dredge is dis- the seven dispensations of the earth; five have
the difficulty with such boats was that if' ever charged through it instantly, and the vessel passed away. The sixth was ushered in when
the sea broke over them they would retain all instead of sinking as some w;ould suppose, when the angel flew through the midst of heaven,
the water that fell into them, and we had to the hole in the bottom is opened it literally having the everlasting gospel to be preached
work very industriously to remove it with rises out of the water a foot or two, as it gets to the inhabitants of the earth; but is short.
buckets, or scoops made of wood for that pur- released from the weights of its burden, as the Then cometh the seventh the day of rest.
pose ; and frequently before it was half re- result of the floating power given it by the air Then cometh the great School Teacher, to inmoved we would receive a fresh supply by the chambers.
struct his pupils, during tl1e great thousand
We might lengthen out this article indefi- years. This corresponds with the seven days,
sea continuing to break over the boat, in her
endeavors to reach :some vessel in distress and nitely in describing other vessels similarly or periods, that God was preparing the earth
rescue the sufferers on board. To obviate this constructed, but we presume that sufficient has for the reception of man. He finished it on
and other difficulties that prevented these been said to satisfy unprejudiced readers that the seventh, as Christ will do when he comes.
boats from being as useful as desired in saving it is possible for vessels to be built so as to be
This interpretation was given to me on this,
life, after repeated trials, a boat was invented of greater use to man with holes in the top and the first day of November, 1871.
A. F. RUDD.
with a hole in the bottom as a means of pre- holes in the bottom than they possibly could be
venting the boat from swamping when a heavy without them; and we take it for granted that
sea broke over her; and also to obviate the none will dispute that God knew this when he
WAS THE MOON ALWAYS DEAm
necessity of bailing the water out. The thing ordered the construction of the barges we read
was accomplished on this wise: air chambers of in the Book of Mormon.
Now that astronomers have almost by unanadapted to the form of the boat were constructBut the objector may say that the vessels de- imous consent accepted the doctrine of the deed along the sides from stem to stern being scribed were not intended for ocean traffic, and velopement of our system, which involves the
largest in the middle and tapering towards each hence are not like the barges. We believe that belief that the whole mass of each member of
end, so as not to interfere with the free nav- we might claim with propriety that the life-boat the system was formerly gasseous with intensity
igation of the boat, and at the same time give is for ocean traffic at the most dangerous times of heat, they can no longer doubt that the
her sufficient floating power, so that if the bot- and places, but we will look for a moment at moon once had seas and an atmosphere of contom had been open from stem to stern there the regular ocean steamer of the present day. siderable density, 'The moon has, in fact,
,,.~::
no danger of sinking, while it re- Rave they holes in the top and bottom 7 Yes, passed through the same changes as our own
quired a great weight to force her a few inch- most of them have several holes in the top as earth, though not necessarily in the same exact
es down into the water. There was also con- a means of ingress and egress, and also for ven- way. She was once vaporous as our earth, though
siderable iron ballast placed along the bottom tilation, and they always close them when neces- not at the same time nor for so long a time.
to prevent her capsizing in a sea way, and the sary in time of storms, lest they perish; and we She was once glowing with intensity of heat,
boat with the hole in the bottom proved a com- think we are safe in saying that most of them though this strage also must have continued for
plete success; for every time the sea broke over have a hole or holes in. the bottom into which a much shorter time than the corresponding
the top of her and filled her full, her floating are inserted steam pumps with hose for the stage of our earth's history. Must we not conpowers brought her up again, and the water cleansing of the vessel within and without. clude that after passing through that stage the
inside discharged itself to the level of the wa- Now, if the wise men of our day are construct- moon was for a time a habitable world as our
tar outside through the hole in the bottom, ing their vessels upon the exact principles that earth is now ? The great masses of vapor and
which thus became a means of safety instead God commanded the brother of Jared to build of cloud which had girt our moon's whole
of danger. There have been several improve- the barges on, and if they find that vessels so globe, even as in the youth of our earth her
menta made since the first boat was construct- constructed are more useful, safe and convenient, seas enwrapped her in cloud form, must at
ed, but still they are all constructed on the is it not reasonable for us to claim that men length have taken their place as seas upon her
same principle.
who have walked the deck of every vessel that surface. The atmosphere which had supI remember while on my mission in Eng- floats, and know not these things, have been ported those waters must at first have been
land, in the years of 1842 and 1843, that in doing so with their eyes shut; and may we not dense by comparison with the present lunar
eompany with Bro. Bradshaw, of London, I claim that the laugh of derision so freely used atmosphere, perhaps even by comparison ,with
visited a boat-builder's shop il). Commercial by them concerning the construction of the the present atmosphere of our earth. Then
Road, London East; and there was privileged barges belongs to our side of the house.
the glowing surface of the moon gradually
to examine a life-boat constructed on the above
JonN S. PATTERSON.
cooled, until at length the moon must have
been a fit abode for life. But whether, when
principle, and she had five holes in the bottom.
• - •
thus swept and garnished into fitness for habI will also describe briefly another class of
DREAM INTERPRETATION...
vessels with holes in the bottom, that are exitation, the moon actually became an inhabited
tensively used in many of the rivers of' Europe
Brother Stebbins :-I wish to give the in- world, is a question which will be variously anand America, whenever it becomes necessary to terpretation of Bro. -r.N. B. Tignor's dream, swered according to our views respecting the
deepen the channel by removing mud or grav- given in Herald of September 1st.
economy of nature in this respect. Those who
el by dredging machines ; these vessels are the
"It was thundering very hard.'' This is hold that nature makes nothing in vain, will
receivers of what is brought from the bottom the troublous times of the end of your dream. need only to ask whether the support of life is
of the river, and are used to carry it elsewhere "l looked toward the north-east." This is the the one sole purpose which a planet can subto deposit; they are so constructed that the direction the Son of God will como to Zion serve; if that should appear probable, they
ends and part of the sides are air chambers, from. "The plain on the beautiful clouds," would at once decide that the moon must,
while the centre of the vessel is used for car- is the habitation of the Son of God, when he during its habitable stage, have been inhabitrying purposes, and is in the form of the hop- comes to bring Zion with him. "YOU· thought ed. Others who, looking around at the workper of a mill on a large scale ; the bottom has if seven vessels would come, one after the oth- ings of nature as known to us, perceive, or
a large hole or opening, about four feet square, er, the great troubles would commence. But think they perceive, that there is much which
to which is attached a door hung on one side not so. Of which only six came." This rep- resembles waste in nature, will be less confi-

oe
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dent on this point. They may reason that as
of many seeds which fall upon the ground,
scarce one subserves the one purpose for which
seeds can be supposed to have been primarily
intended, as many younglings among animals
perish untimely, as even many races and types
fail of their apparent primary purpose, so our
moon, and possibly many such worlds, may
never have subserved and never come to subserve that one chief purpose for which the orbs
peopling space can be supposed to have been
formed, if purpose indeed reigns throughout
the universe.

HOMES FOR THE PEOPLE.
'l'nE following article on the plan to aid
citizens to obtain homes is the one referred to
by us in our last issue, sent by Bro. W m.
Hart, of San Francisco, California:
A HOMESTEAD FOR THE LABORER, AND GOV·
ERNMENT TO AID HIM IN IMPROVING IT.
TRENTON,

N.J., Nov. 1st, 1877.

Editor Ir£sh World-My dear Sir :-Some
month or two since I published in your valuable journal an article entitled "A Homestead and Government Aid to the Laborer."
I had expected to have followed it up at once
with a sketch of the general plan for the organization and working operations of the colony,
with the form of a petition to Congress, to be
generally signed, asking for government aid;
but long and continued sickness has prevented
my doing so until now. Since that communication I have learned that the Hon. Hendricks B. Wright of Pennsylvania, has proposed a similar plan, and that the Hon. N. P.
Banks, member of Congress from Massachusetts, has introduced a bill in Congress, which
I have not seen, embodying the same ideas.
I have received letters from all parts of the
United States, begging for information and
asking for instructions what to do and how to
proceed to accomplish the end proposed. The
general outlines of the plan, in my opinion,
best adapted to success I hand you herewith.
If you think them of sufficient importance to
place before your many readers, they are at
your service.
GOVERNMENT.

The organization of the colony should be
perfected by the election of a President for
one year, eligible to re-election, but removable
for cause by a majority of the colonists; a
Treasurer, elected for the same period and
subject to the same rule for re-election and
removal, same as President; a Secretary, to
be elected for two years, subject to re-election
and removal; an Executive Committee of
three, to be elected, one for one, one- for two,
and one for three years, subject to re-election
and removal. These officers should regulate
the administration of all the affairs of the
colony and of the village.
SUPPLIES.

All articles needed for farming-all cattle,
horses, wagons, harness, building materials,
supplies, groceries, domestic goods, furniture
-should be purchased by the Executive Committee, and sold to each colonist at its prime
cost, under regulations and rcst,rictions to be
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approved by the President, Treasurer and
Secretary.
All money should be drawn under requisition to be mv~de by the Executive Committee,
approved by the President, registered by the
Secretary, and countersigned by the Treasurer.
As little furniture as possible should be
taken, to save transportation. Transportation should be arranged for the whole colony,
to the nearest possible point to the location of
the colony, with a stipulated amount of baggage. At the point where public transportation ended, the Executive Committee should
have in readiness the teams, wagons, carts,
oxen, and supplies for immediate use, ready
to remove the colonists at once to the location
selected.
The Executive Committee should also have
in readiness tents, sufficient to shelter all,
cooking utensils and camp equipage to meet
the necessities of all.
Ten span of horses, with wagons, harness,
etc., and ten yoxe of oxen, with farm carts or
wagons, would probably do all the work required for the start. Cows, hogs, sheep,
and poultry should be purchased in quantities adequate to supply the necessities of the
colony.
The property thus purchased should be
owned by the colony, subject to the lien of the
government, and also subject to such rules of
distribution and use as should be determined
by the colony, and approved by the government.
The co-operative plan, as tending to econo'
my, should be adopted until such a mode of
final di~tribution as would secure payment and
fidelity to the interests of the whole colony
would be reached.
An account with each colonist should ,be
kept by the Secretary. The sum that each
could draw for seed, for putting in crops, for
buildings, for farming utensils, for household
furniture and for supplies should be definitely
settled so as to reserve $100 for each head of
a family to harvest and market the first crop.
With these general rules reduced to order,
so as to secure absolute equality, a colony can
easily arrange the entire administration of its
affairs in a manner equitable to all, and 80 as
to make cqmfort, prosperit.y and good feeling
among all.
Until the distribution and payment for the
property furnished to each, the title and ownership of that property should belong to the
government, under the trusteeship of the
officers of the colony. But on the payment
by any colonist for the personal property he
takes, the absolute title should be transferred
to him or her.
RULES.

~'irst-N o

one less than twenty-one nor
more than fifty shall be numbered among the
heads of the colony.
Second-It is desirable that the families
should not exceed five in number, unless the
children are of an age to render themselves
useful.
Third-Good health, absolute temperate
habits, with known industry and integrity,
should be the only qualification.
Fourth-The number of heads of families
should not be less than fifty. Abovo this there
should be no limit, only a rigid regard to
character.
Fifth-It should contain carpentm;s, wagon-

makers, tailors, shoemakers, harnessmakers,
blacksmiths, grocers, physicians, teachers; in'deed, every useful trade and every useful occupation should be represented as far as
possible.
The foregoing are mere S'Ciggestions. The
managers of the Land Department of the
Northern Pacific Railroad arranged complete
working plans for colonization and settlement,
covering every detail, and probably many improvements in the details would suggest themselves to the colonist. But nothing will do
more to insure absolute success than an absolute system, strictly pursued-as order is the
first law of all just government.
TilE CENTER, OR VILLAGE.

As all colonists may not, and will, devote
themselves to agriculture, the taking up and
purchasing one square mile, or 6,,10 acres, to
be located as the center or heart of the colony,
for a village, may be made to contribute largely to the comfort, convenience and prosperity
of the colonists. If there were fifty farms of
160 acres each, located immediatly around the
center or village, no colonists would be more
than a mile and one half ftom the center.
THE VILLAGE.

This should be laid out with a park of
twenty acres in the center. All lots for dwellings should be of uniform size, not less than
half an acre. Business lots on one street may
be of less size, but none less than a quarter of
an acre, including streets. The streets would
occupy 100 acres, so that, with the park, this
would leave 520 acres-or about 1,100 lots.
Each lot should be numbered, valued and
registered, so that the Secretary would have
a perfect record of title, value and price
realized.
__._, --.-·SELECTION OF VIUAGE LOTS.

·
Each colonist should have the immediate
right to select one lot. But the choice should
be subject to competition, and the highest
bidder should have the first choice, and so on
till each had made his choice. :mach lot
should then be appraised at such a price as
the officers of the colony should establish.
All premiums and all sales should go into a
general fund for the benefit of the original
colonists equally.
SELECTION OF FARMS.

The location of the village having been
agreed upon, the location of the farms should
then be made. The colonist bidding the
highest sum for a choice should have the first
right of selection, and on this plan the locations should be made one after another. The
fund produced by the bids for choice should
be placed in the general treasury of the original colonists, either to pay off the debt of the
government, or to be invested for 'grading
streets, public schools, or such other purposes
as the original colonists should agree upon.
Ten lots should be devoted to church purposes and be donated for religious and charitable uses, with this sole ci:mdition, that any
abuse or interference withJ,my other church
should work a forfeiture of the title.
A condition might, and J ·'believe should,
be inserted in every deedthat no liquor, beer
or intoxicating beverage of 11ny kind, excepting only native wines, sho11ld be sold or in any
way be trafficked in, except for strictly medical
purposes. And that any evasion or violation
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of this rule should work a forfeiture of the title.
This is not a plan to hazard the funds of
the government or to usurp the funds of the
rich to benefit the poor. It is a plain road to
insure employment for the industrious and· to
promote the welfare of all. It is a means by
which a beneficent government may, at the
same time, aid men who are willing to earn
their bread by the sweat of their brow and
relieve unemployed labor of its wants. It
gives no invitation to and will tolerate no
scheming idler. To him who would become a
colonist, industry and frugality must be inseparable. In such colonies the same rule and
the same privileges belong to all. Diversity
in success must be expected, for diversity in
aptitudes of labor everywhere exist. One
lawyer succeeds, another fails; one doctor becomes noted, another, equally learned, plods
on in obscurity; one clergyman fills a church,
another empties it. So one laborer economizes time, opportunities and toil, earning and
saving, while another less cautious accumulates
nothing. No earthly law can prevent it. To
own land is to have a part of the world's domain. It unites the life of the owner to the
life of all creation; it creates for the family
that domestic country which, under the name
of home, becomes the sacred shrine of affection, hope and ambition. In agriculture man
is always in presence of God and his beneficence. The sun, the rain, the temperature,
the seasons, are his never-ending lessons that
wait upon him, in seed time and harvest, to
encourage and support him.
Labor is the law God imposes on man; by
it he develops and perfects. The variety of
its tasks are as endless as human thought, as
infinite as his power to invent, as noble as his
nature.
Whoever would degrade labor, and force it
to become the mere instrument of capital, the
slave to want, the mere tool of wages doled out
to meet the bare necessities of existence, is a
knave and unworthy of social respect. There
is no fate, wealth so used, whether managed
by corporate irresponsibility or private greed,
too cruel, too immediate or too severe for it.
If it creates the barbarity i)f mobs, the desperate struggle of strikes or the relentless fury
of revolutionary revenge, it is a waste of sympathy to pity the victims. It is an outrage
upon human rights to sustain the men who
have crucified labor beyond the pale of human
endurance; they are a curse to civilization.
The colony system proposed is a remedy for
the greater part of the wrongs to which labor
is forced to submit. It will prevent strikes,
it will leave no room for tramps, except those
incorrigible idlers whose way is to the lockup,
and whom all mankind should scorn into endless contempt. Carried out, this system will
do more to elevate the nation than any legislative act since the formation of the government.
Such at least is the opinion of yours truly,
STJnrnEN D. DILLAYE.

PROPOSED FORi\1 OF PE'riTION TO CONGRESS.

To the Congress of the United States:
Your petitioners respectfully represent that
that they are inhabitants of the United States,
who are obliged to support themselves by
their daily labors; that they are industrious,
honest and of good habits; that they are
most anxious to avail themselves of the law
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known as the Homestead act, .but that, owing
to their absolute want of means-either to
reach the unoccupied lands of the government,
or to provide shelter and food for themselves
and their families, or to subdue the land, procure seed, sow and plant for crops-they are
wholly unable to avail themselves of that munificent law. In view of these facts, and of
the terrible situation of the unemployed, they
most earnestly petition your honorable body
to pass an act loaning the currency of the
United States known as greenbacks, to the extent of $750 for the head of each family joining in a colony of not less than fifty families
to settle together on lands which may be entered under the Homestead act; such loan to
be advanced only as it is used for specific purposes of occupying and improving the land so
entered, and to remain as a specific lien upon
such land, its improvements, the stock, and
farming utensils purchased until repaid, and
the money to be expended under such rules
and regulations as the land department may
prescribe.
LEGISLATION ALREADY PROPOSED,

The first movement in Congress in labor
interest was made by Representative Errott,
of Pennsylvania, who has presented a memorial
of 400 workingmen of Pittsburg for an appropriation to enable them to emigrate to and
occupy public lands as cultivators. As soon
as the Committee on Appropriations is appointed the memorial will be referred to it.
Representative Kelley, of Pennsylvania, has
introduced a bill supplemental to the Homestead act, paying out of the United States
Treasury to any person desiring to avail himself of the provisions of the act $500 to be
secured by mortgage on the lands and paid
ba,ck after the expiration of five years from the
time the lands were first occupied; $100 each
year until paid. The settler is first required
to furnish proof that, including household
effects, he is not worth over $300. The provisions of the act cease after the sum paid out
shall have reached $20,000,000.

...

"""

WHAT IS OUR DUTY 1
While looking at the past and "taking observations," in order to locate our position, we
started certain questions which claim our attention, and some of them before being dismissed, should receive an answer.
How, or from what source, should we answer the question at the head of this article?
Inasmuch as we claim to be honest believers
in what the Bible teaches, and acknowledge it
to be the highest authority from which we cap
quote-we will draw from it in answering our
question.
"Let us hear the conclusion of the whole
matter: Fear God, and keep his commandments: for this is the whole duty of man."
We meet with many who claim to be followers
of Christ, and who endorse the abo.ve Scripture,
but, "according to their understanding of it."
Here seems to be the great difficulty, our understanding of it. Different persons have not the
same views of what the Scriptures teach; consequently our ideas concerning our duties towards ourselves and others, are governed by our
1tnderstandlng of the Scriptures; and our understanding is governed by our teaching. If we
have been taught right, our understanding will
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be correct; or as near right as the "standard"
is right. It is claimed that ''the law of the Lord
is perfect." This being a "truth," all who
are educated up to this "standard," having
governed themselves by this, "perfect law,"
must in consequence be correctly educated.
"The commandment of the Lord is pure,
enlightening the eyes." Now, in order to
know what our duty is, we must have some
rule to govern us; and it is of the greatest importance that we have a correct understanding
of the rule; for our knowledge will be according to our understanding.
"If any man. will do his will, he shall know
ot the doctrine." The commandment of the
Lord to us, is the "will" of the Lord-is the
mind of the Lol'd concerning us. We here
learn what our duty is-which is to observe
his "law," or his "will.'' After having complied with the law of the Lord, we in consequence receive the "gift of knowledge," which
gift puts us in possession of a knowledge of
the things of God.''
Who then becomes our teacher, and instructs in the way of our duty? This is an
important question, and demands an answer.
Before answering, let us notice another portion of the "law of the Lord." "To the law
and to the testimony: if they speak not according to this word, it is because there is no
light in them." With this scripture in view,
we will proceed to answer the above question.
"Now we have received not the spirit of the
world, but the Spirit of God; that we might
know the things that are freely given us of
God, which things also we speak, not in the
words which man's wisdom teacheth, but
which the Holy Ghost teacheth; comparing
spiritual things with spiritual.''
We here learn who becomes our instructor,
after we have become subject to the requirements of the law. The Scripture does not
cite us to men for instruction with our duty,
but to God.
"If any of you lack wisdom, let him ask of
God, that giveth to all men liberally and upbraideth not; and it shall be given him.''
If we wish to be instructed in the path of
duty, where shall we go? To God. How shall
we go? In faith. "For without faith it is
impossible to please God.''
What is my duty as an Elder in the Church
of Christ? It is to let my light shine before
men, that they may see my good works, and
glorify my Father which is in heaven. It is
said, ·'Ye are the light of the world.'' Again,
"Y e are our epistle, known and read of all
men." Can I, as an Elder· in the Church,
perform my duty acceptably while idling away
my time, engaging in noisy contentions, withholding honest dues, circulating or covering
up falsehood, or by performing any and all of
the things forbidden in the word of the Lord?
"Not every one that saith unto me, Lord,
Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of heaven ;
but he that deeth the will of my Father which
is in heaven.''
Ifi, as an Elder, aspire to eternal happiness,
I must observe "the J~aw of the Lord," which
supplies me wit,h wisdom; bring into subjection all unruly passions. "Be kind unto all
men, apt to teach, patient." "Not slothful in
business, fervent in spirit, serving the J~ord;"
Whenever any ofus ask, "Whatismyduty?"
let us give an answer from the "Law of the
Lord."
J. L.
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LEAKS IN THE SHIP.

Editors Herald:-In your issue of August
1st we have the figures of what it costs to support the families of those Elders in the field,
which is something less than six hundred dollars a year on the average for each family.
We think there must be some mistake about
this, or else there is need of reform somewhere.
We do not know how it may be elsewhere,but
up in this section of country, laboring men
cannot command wages that will admit of' their
using more than half the sum above named
for the support of their families. Why, then,
should it cost so much to support the families
of Saints. It is an old saying that a small leak
will sink a ship, and we think that the ship of
Zion has some leaks which need to be stopped.
Some one has said that it is but a step from
the sublime to the ridiculous; and at the expense of being considered ridiculous, we will
venture to name a few leaks which occasionally show themselves in the good old ship.
One of the most dangerous leaks, to our
mind, is pl'ide; a desire to keep pace with the
styles and fashions of the day regardless of
consequences. Another leak, of no small magnitude, is the use of tea, coffee, and tobaeco.
It is pleasing to know that there are some who
are zealously trying to stop this leak, but there
are by far too many who are indifferent about
it. Another leak, of some magnitude, is the
keeping of some useless animal; generally, according to the German language, a hoont; but
in .the English language, a dog; It is difficult
to estimate the magnitude of this leak, but we
t.hink we are safe in setting it at fifty cents
per week, or twenty-six dollars per year.
Another leak, of less magnitude, perhaps,
but of a far more serious nature, is the disposition of parents to gratify the alimentiveness,
or the appetites of the children. r~ook at that
fond hearted mother, who, instead of using a
little switch to bring her darling to terms, has
found a remedy in the sugar bowl, pieces of
bread and butter without number. the butter
is eaten off, and the bread goes into the swill
pail. Any parenL would be cc>nsidered a brute
who would tax a ehild with constant manual
labor, but few there arc who seem to consider
the evil of keeping the digestive organs constantly taxed; thereby laying the fimndation
for a train of evils to follow the child through
life.
Perhaps we have said enough about leaks,
but this much we ha.ve to say, our condition
and circumstances all through life have been
such that we have had to study economy.
Still we have had enough to eat, drink, and
wear; have taken the lierald constantly for
the last twelve years and paid for it. Although
we are poor to the fullBst extent of the word,
and although our health has been extremely
poor for the last twenty years, still we have
contributed not far from thirty dollars for the
advancement of the cause since we have lived
in this place. It now occurs to us that our
contributions, however small they may have
been, have been received by those who could
not deny themselves of those things which we
have learned to do without. It is becoming
a grave question with us as to whether it is
our duty to contribute any thing for the support of those who make no effort t.o stop some
of the leaks in their own state room of our noble ship. Perl1ape we are a little severe in

our remarks but do not intend any offence;
only wish to present matters as they loom up
from our standpoint.
It is quite gratifying to us t.o see the interest manifested by the Saints in regard to the
gathering as proposed by Br. I. N. W. Co~er.
One favor we have to ask, and that is as soon
as there is an opening or situation which can
be filled by a man of feeble health, let us know
it. We shall not exact six hundred, no, nor
two hundred dollars a year to fill it.
FLINTVILLE, Wls., Aug. 20,1877.

'VM. FRANKLIN.

IN SPIRIT AND IN TRUTH.
There was a good deal of sincerity, and much
of spirit manifested by idolatrous Israel, in
their worshipping assemblies. Else they would
not have agreed with that dreaded man, Elijah,
to test their prayers with him,in so public a manner. For they knew him to be a fault-finder,
and one who claimed that God had sent him
among them as a reprover. And he testified
that there was not among them all, even so
much as one prophet of God, save himself.
And they knew also, as Elijah most assuredly
did, that God never owned a church without
living prophets in it i and consequently, if their
divines, or pretended prophets, were but mere
titulary and not really true divines, that when
such facts should be verily proved, they who
stood up before them as the Lord's prophets,
and were not, ought to die; and that they
themselves ought to kill them; and the man
of God who proved them, thought so too;
hence they were slain. And what was thesequel? For theirs was then the most popular
religion in the land of Israel, and upheld and
encouraged by the government.
As it was thliln, so also now j the women are
foremost in their zeal to propagate a religion
of the passions, even if there .be little or no
reason or truth about it. "Jezebels" we hear
of in after generations, who, like their old matmn, inherit her murderous spirit. These are
they who claim all the popular, howling divines
as the J,ord's ministers. Even those who ride
on the cars at half prices, with big salaries,
and frequent donations, and oyster feasts, and
church festivals, who have plenty of time to
play croquet and who lead the vain fashions of
the gay.
These are the man made preachers of modern times : and though not made by the king
or the government as those were : yet the devout ''notable" women all speak in their favor.
And should the same ever-living and unchangeable God now pour the Spirit and power of
]Jlijah, or of lTizekiel, upon some man as a "witness" for him, and send him to go and sit
among the false worshippers of Gentile Israel,
as a reprover, and should such a "witness"
hear one of these man-made priests boldly belie the Almighty to his face, by saying to him,
"1'hou hast said that we Methodists are thy
w£tnesses, and the salt of the earth," and then
add the doubtful sentence, "Are we," what
then would God's "witness" think, or say to all
this? For God's "witness" can not help but
know that such a speech was devoid of truth,
by the light of God's own written word. But
we will not say that it was dictated by no
spirit. For if the Lord put a lying spirit into
the mouth of four hundred of Baal's prophets,
he might not have withheld it from one in this
age, of' like disposition and character. But ip

this case, no liberty was extended to God's
"witness" for they acted as though they were
not only their own witnesses, but the only
privileged ones; until after their court closed.
And when being told by such witness, after
meeting closed, that he had misquoted God's
word, he said, "Did I?" Yes, sir. "Well, it
was only technical." And what did that learned
divine mean by "technical?" I understand it
to be according to their art and profession, viz.:
claiming the art or privilege of changing the
truth of God into a lie. What next? Why,
the woman Jezebel steps in to justify her minister by saying to God's "witness," "If you go
to meeting to find fault, you had better stay
away.'-l; For if there is a good man on earth,
he is one. And you must not judge." But
how is it then that you have a right to judge
God's witness? And why do you judge all
.the Saints to be the greatest sinners, and cast
them out of your synagogues, not allowing
them the privilege of speaking God's word
as it is in your Bibles? No answer.
J. S. C.
----~-·~---

SILENT PREACHERS WANTED.

Brn. Joseph and Henry :-As thcl papers
throughout the country have published all the
acts and doings of the people in Utah, and the
people in general do not know the difference
I believe a greater effort should be made to disabuse the minds of the people. It may be
asked, How is it to be done? I will endeavor
to answer the question. I am well aware of the
financial condition of the office and of the Saints
in general, but this is not a sufficient excuse
for leaving the people in ignorance of our true
position. We must remove their prejudiees,-- before we can reach them with the gospeL In
the first place we need a small, concise tract
that will fully set forth the difference between
us and the people of Utah, with room on it to
announce our meetings; and let the elders and
the Saints have them in abundance to throw
into every neighbor's house, and into every
school. house, and every public place, and keep
it before the people; and also let the brethren
have it published in every paper in the country,
even if they have to pay for it. In this way
we could warn our neighbors and rid our garments of the blood of this generation, and also prepare the way before those who go out to
preach. We should have something of the
kind; it has been too long neglected, and we
feel the effects of it on this coast especially.
The secret of accomplishing it will be by
doing what we so often agree to do, namely,
all we can. What a big word that is! How
many make that promise, and how few fulfill it.
Now, brethren and sisters, I will show you that
there are but few of us that do all we ean. For
instance, how many of you, ·my dear brethren,
are willing to make a sacrifice of some things
that are worse than useless, in order to do all
you can ? Suppose that all the brethren who
use tobacco, would stop it, and also liquors of
all kinds, and tea and coffee, and many other
things for which we spend money foolishly.
Make a calculation of what it costs each year
for these things, and take the money and do
all we can with it. Then 'Suppose the sisters
stop their tea and coffee, and not use so many
yards of cloth in their dresses, and on their
children, and leave off a few flowers and ribbons, and wear plainer hats and dresses, and put
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guise of J~ectures on Spiritualism; at which
time he repeatedly ridiculed the Bible; and,
as he termed it, "the Bible God," and the
Christian religion, challenging the Christian
ministry to come out and discuss in public debate matters of difference between Spiritualistic belief and the Christian religion. The
Saints have no branch or other organization
here, and the sectarian ministers neglected and
refused to do anything more in the way of debate than to threaten a little, and fire a few
random shots from behind their respective pulTt is not all of life to live,
pits; advising their people not to hear him,
Nor all of death to die.
&c., &c. The better portion of the communil'iian is to live forever. He does not die ty scorned this advice, bigoted though it was,
BRIGIITOY, California..
with the body. There is life in the corn of and did as they pleased, wondering why their
wheat. The parent stock dies. Life springs shepherds of the flocks did not come out and
THE FUTURE LIFE.
from death. Death is the parent of life. So meet this wolf, if they had strength, and save
Boswell said to Dr. Johnson, "It appears to with man. Temporal death-the death of the their lambs.
me, sir, to be very difficult to unite a due at- body is only the gate opening to life properProfessor Jamieson is gentlemanly and courttention to this world and that which is to the "forever" life.
eous in his demeanor, a talented and educated
With the certainty of these things looking man, of winning ways and eloquent; and
come, for if we engage eagerly in the affairs of
this life, we are apt to be forgetful of a future him always, as a living witness,, in the face, is when circumstances permit, a logical reasoner;
state, and, on the other hand, a steady contem- it not strange beyond all telling that man puts his subject before the people in a shrewd
plation of the awful concerns of eternity ren- should forget his immortality? That its ser- way, well calculateu to lead them into his own
ders all objects here so insignificant as to make iousness should be trifled with? That this channel of thought, and never misses an opus indifferent and negligent about them." To paramount interest should be crushed down portunity to walk in, if his opponent leaves
this Dr. Johnson replied: "Sir, Dr. Cheyne and smothered by the petty concerns of this the bars down.
has laid down a rule to himself on this subject world.
His challenge to discussion was broadcast to
Among the many reasons that might be as- all sects or denominations of Christians everywhich should be imprinted on every mind:
To neglect nothing to secure my eternal peace, signed for this state of things, we find, per- where. Bro. E. L. Kelley finally entered into
more than if I had been certified I should die haps, the chief in three following:
correspondence with him, which eventually re1. The fact that dissolution ~·s gradual in its sulted in the aforesaid discussion.
within the day, nor to mind anything that my
secular obligations demand of me, less than if coming-that Time moves stealthily along in
I presume I need not give you or the readI had been insured to live fifty years more." velvet slippers, and the end comes "as a thief ers of the Herald a description of Bro. W. H.
This is a wise rule. Dr. Johnson was right in the night."
Kelley, or his manner of speaking; I will only
2. Then in earnest harmony with this we find say that on this occasion he appeared ready for
when he said it ought to be imprinted on
every mind. It is at once the teaching of a strong auxiliary to forgetfulness in the ex- every crook or turn in the debate, and equal
purest. religious wisdom and earthly philoso- citing pursuits of life. There is rivalry and to every emergency, advancing his arguments
phy. It is very certain that the All Father opposition to meet at every turn. So that in with skill, often turning the weapons of his opdoes not wish his children to be gloomy and the heated contest men, in the very act of liv- ponent against him with telling effect.
sad-minded. There is an inheritance of sun- ing, forget its opposite, dying.
The disputants were both promptly present
3. But, after all, perhaps the principal rea- at the appointed time and place, i. e., at the
shine in a bright countenance, and a fountain
of comfort in a cheerful spirit. Common hu- son is found in the fact that men do not li!ce Court House, Glenwood, Iowa, October 15th,
manity demands "the full price of the land" to thinlc of death and would try to forget it, if 1877. The questions for discussion were as
from each one. To think too much and too the way was never so clear. So that the first follows:
constantly of our frailty and look always upon two reasons are strengthened by this, and so
1 The Bible, the Christians' chief witness,
the dark side of death would tend to gloom the men banish thoughts of death, and lose the and reason teach and endorse modern Spiritheart and cover the face with shadows. There- only balance wheel of life.
ualism. Professor W. F. Jamieson affirmed.
A wise man will not wait for "seed time"
fvre, to a certain extent, man wisely forgets
2 'l'he Bible and nature furnish clear moofs
his mortality and loses sight of the awful con- to pass before getting ready to plant; neither of the cxistenca of a God, who govern; and
cerns of eternity. There is no wisdom, how- will he wait for death to get ready for eternity. controls all things. Elder W. H. Kelley afever, but the most consummate folly, in man
firmed.
becoming so engrossed in his earthly sur3 D~es the Bible teach and endorse the
KELLEY
AND
J
AMIESOii'S
DIS·
roundings as to render him indifferent to or
practice of polygamy? ProfessorW. F. JamCUSSIO~J.
forgetful of the approach of death. His should
ieson affirmed.
be the rule laid down by the pious Scotchman,
Bro. Stebbins :-Thinking that it might not
Three evenings were allotted to each quesviz: "To neglect nothing to secure my eternal be uninteresting to yourself a!ld the many tion, and two speeches of one-half hour each,
peace, more than if' I had been certified I readers of the Herald, to know something of were allowed on a side, each evening. 'l'he
should die within the day, nor to mind any- the recent debate at this place between Elder weather for the first six evenings was unfavorthing that my secular obligations demand of Wm. H. Kelley, of the R.ecrganized Church able, there being incessant rain and mud, keepme, loss than if I had been insured to live fifty of Latter Day Saints, and Professor Yv. F. ing many at homo, making the audience comyears more."
Jamieson, Spiritualist, I take the liberty of ad- paratively small; for I feel assured that had
Alas! this wisdom is not in man. He can dressing you the following. And first allow the weather been fine tha house would have
turn his eye to no single object about him in me to say that I shall not at this time at- been filled to overflowing. As it was, there
the world of nature but that contains remind- tempt a synopsis of the discussion, for I fear was a hrge number of attentive listeners.
ers of the slight tenure he has upon life. An that this would be t.oo lengthy for your pages. There were some as abl0 Free Thinkers present
uf the country affJrds, and those
exhaustive effort is being made continually to Leaving this for other hands aud larger publi- as this
the denominations represented here.
teach him wisdom, but he is deaf to the plead- cations, (I understand there is being prepared from
ing voice, and blind to the legible words. An for the press an elaborate account, giving in I have he:ud some of the best of them say that
eccentric friend at whose house I was once det.ail all the main features of the debate), I Jamieson never made a point during the discmsLm, but that. Kelley thoroughly uprooted
stopping complained of a little fancy brass- give only causes and results.
mounted clock that he said was knowingly and
The causes that led to the debate are as fol- and d,m;olishcd; while I have not; heard one
wickedly "ticking" away his life. Certainly ows: During the early part of last Spring say but that Kelley thoroughly established evthere are in the swift, insenRate swingings of (1877) Profe~sor Jamieson delivered a course ery proposition he made, and fastened it down
the pendulum a constant outcry of Time's of lectures at this place, under the name and by the anchors of truth. Before the debate

away the money that all these needless things
cost, and do all they can. In this way tens of
thousands of tracts could be sent to the world
every year, and a great work be done. This is
one of the best ways to remove prejudice and
reach the minds of the people that can be found,
and I hope that every brother and sister who
sees this weak effort of mine will resolve them
selves into a committee of one and not wait for
others, but go to work with their might and do
all they can. And if we did all we could, a
hundred more elders might be put into the field
in less than a year, with plenty of tracts to distribute among the people.
A. HAws.

dread flight. But who of us, readers, are duly impressed with this passage? Alas, but too
few. To husband our resources to attend
faithfully to ail secular obligations and at the
same time make just due preparation for eternal interest, is the only true wisdom. Men
live as if life was only a hollow laugh, a solemn
mockery or momentary ray of sunshine to last
for a short season and then go out into perpetual blacknes~. In point of earthly duration
it is but a moment. In point offact, man is as
undying as the God that made him.
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people mostly feared for Bro. Kelley, and the
Spiritualists were jubilant with the prospects
before them; part of the time flattering themselves that Kelley would not come to tirne, as
they called it; but the scale is turned now,
and I don't know but they wonder why Jamieson ventured to meet such a man as W m. H.
Kelley. This I do know, that Atheistic Spiritualism is below par in this vicinity just now.
Taking it all together, I think the debate
,has had something of this effect upon the peo ·
ple here:
It dispelled much of the prejudice against
the Saints.
It has opened the eyes of many to the difference between the true Latter Day Saints and
the Polygamous Mormons.
It overthrew the germs of modern Spiritualism and Atheism in the minds of some.
If possible, it more firmly established every
Saint who heard it, in the doctrine of Christ;
it confirmed the wavering and encouraged the
firm.
And, above all, it showed up the difference
between Atheistic Spiritualism of modern
Spiritualists and the true Spiritualism of Christ.
It had a quieting and discouraging effect
upon the Spiritualists, and an encouraging and
gratifying effect upon Christians generally.
It taught men that science, reason and the
Bible go hand in hand, and that there was no
quarrel between them.
It confirmed the fact that men of God need
not be afraid to "give a reason for the hope
within them."
During the debate, on Sunday evening, Bro.
Kelley preached to a large and attentive audience, and he is laudly called for to hold a series of meetings here; but, in consequence of
previous arrangements, he declines to do S3.
Fearing I have been too tedious, I remain
your brother in Christ,
G. F. WATERMAN.

HARMONY.
In almost every branch of the Church there
will, at times, arise misunderstandings and
differences in which tke opposing parties are
apt to be exceedingly tenacious of their own
views, and thus, sometimes, a state of feeling
is produced which is destructive of that unity
and fraternal affection,-that "brotherly kindness,"-which is so essential to the spiritual
welfare of the individual as well as to the
prosperity of the branch; and it is not unfrequently the case, that the ill feeling thus
engendered is kept alive and perhaps intensified by continual agitation. Even those who
have taken no part in the controversy and
whose earnest desire it is to promote harmony
and good feeling, are apt, from their very
earnestness, to make these unfortunate differ.
ences a prominent theme in their conversat-ion
with the brethren a,nd sisters, in their remarks
at testimony meetings, and in their public
prayers.
It may be well to consider whether this is
the proper course to pursue under such circumstances. 'IV e all know that the more an
unsavory mess is stirred up the ;p.ore will our
nostrils be offended; that the more fuel is
supplied, the longer will it be before the fire
will burn .out. Let us, then, ask ourselves
whether there is not danger that while we intend that our words shall be like "oil upon
troubled waters" they may rather be like that

same oil poured upon fire-adding intensity to
a flame already burning too fiercely?
It is not to be understood, however, that we
should cultivate that feeling which says, "I
have no interest in this matter; I will have
nothing to do with it one way or the other;"
but, that under such circumstances as have
been indicated, we should act very cautiously.
A word may be spoken now and then, when we
have reason to believe that it will be like "seed
sown upon good ground;" we may reason occasionally with an intimate friend, or with a
wife or child, or brother or sister, and that
patiently, and kindly, and calmly; above all
we should pray earnestly and persistently,
leaving the offenders, if we may call them so,
to the working of the "still small voice" of
conscience and to the teachings of him who
came to proclaim "peace on earth and good
will towards men."
And if we are of those who have taken an
active part in the controversy; if in the heat
of debate we have used language which has
given offense, or if we are, as we think, justly
offended at the language or actions of .others,
let us try to remember, when the sore subject
is touched upon, that "a soft answer turneth
away wrath;" and if the "old Adam" is so
strong within us that we cannot go to our
neighbor and confess our fault, or if we think
that we are the party who ought to be "conciliated," we may strive to imitate the example
of him who "when reviled, reviled not again,"
or at least throw the mantle of silence over
the unfortunate subject of difference, praying
earnestly, meanwhile, as God has commanded
us, that we may "With one mind aJ!ld one
mouth glorify God, even the Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ,"-that "We may receive
one another as Christ also received us, to the
glory of God."
And let us "watch and pray" lest the
offenses, real or fancied, of ourselves or others,
cause us to neglect any of the outward duties
enjoined upon us by holy writ. Not only are
we taught t.o be "kindly affectioned one to
another,"-to "recompense no man evil for
evil," to "every one of us please his neighbor
to his good to edification,"-but we are also
urged not to neglect the assembling ourselves
together to listen to the preaching of the word,
and for prayer and praise and exhortation.
There is no duty, if we except seeret prayer,
the performance of' which tends more to
strengthen, and the neglect of which has a
more injurious effect upon our spiritual weif<tre.
Suppose that the person whom we would
prefer has not been appointed to some office
in the braneh or that some one to whom we
object has been appointed, shall we for this
reason deprive ourselves of the privilege and
advantage of meeting with the Saints? Let
us remember that if we had had our way some
one else would have been disappointed and
ask ourselves whether, in that event, we would
have considered them justified in absenting
themselves from the meetings of the branch
on that account; let us take to heart the
council of the Apostle Paul to the Thessalonians, "1'o know them which labor among
you and are over you in the Lord.and admanish you; and to esteem them very highly in
love for their work's sake; ancl be at peace
among yourselves." Let us all watch over
ourselves; examine our own hearts; bridle

I

our own tongues; be sure that we remove the
beam from our own eye before we trouble
ourselves about the mote that may possibly be
in our neighbor's eye; strive to regulate our
"walk and conversation" by the teachings of
him who "spake as never man spake," and
of those whom he has commissioned and sent
forth; confident that if we do this, his blessing will rest upon us and insure to us unity
and peace, even "that peace which passeth all
understanding."
w.

AN EXTRAORDINARY SENTENCE.
A correspondent, says the New York Observer, sends us the following extract from a
sentence pronounced by Judge Reading, of
Chicago, upon the liquor dealers who had violated the law by selling rum to minors. The
terrible sarcasm it contains is a powerful sermon on the whole business of rum-selling:
"By the law you may sell it to men and
women, if they will buy. You have given
your bond and paid your license to sell to
them, and no one has a right to molest you in
your legal business. No matter what the consequences may be, no matter what proverty
and destitution are produced by your selling
according to law, you have paid your money
for this privilege, and you are licensed to pursue your calling. No matter what families
are distracted and rendered miserable; no
matter what wives are treated with violence;
what children starve or mourn over the degradation of a parent-your business is legalized, and no one may interfere with you for
it. No matter what mother may agonize over
the loss of a son, or sister blush at the shame
of a brother, you have a right to disregard
.··
them all, and pursue your legal calling-you
are licensed. You may fit up ydnr Iawtu}---~>
plaee of business in the most enticing and
captivating form; you may furnish it with
the most costly and elegant equipments for
your own lawful trade; you may fill it with
the allurements of amusement; you may use
all arts to allure visitors; you may skillfully
arrange and expose to view your choicest wines
and captivating beverages; you may induce
thirst by all contrivances to produce a raging
app,etite for drink, and then you may supply
that appetite to the full; because it is lawful;
you have paid for it-you have a license.
You may allow boys and ehildren to frequent
your saloon; they may witness the apparent
satisfaction with which their seniors quaff the
sparkling glass; you may be schooling and
training them for the period of twenty-one,
when they, too, can partieipate-for all this is
lawful. You may hold the cup to their lips;
but you must not let them drink-that is unlawful. For, while you have all these privileges for the money you pay, this poor privilege of selling to children is denied you.
Here parents have the right to say, 'Leave my
son to me until the law gives you a right to
destroy him. Do not anticipate that terrible
moment when I can assert for him no further
rights of protection. That will be soon enough
for me, for his sister, for his mother, for his
friends, for the community, to see him take
the road to death. Give him to us in his
childhood at least. Let us have a few hours
of his youth, in which we can enjoy his innocence, to repay us in some degree for the care
and love we have lavished upon him.'"
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"This is something which you, who now
stand prisoners at the bar, have not paid for;
this is not embraced in your license. For
this offence the Court sentences you to ten
days' imprisonment in the county jail, and
that you pay a fine of seventy-five dollars and
costs, and that you stand committed until the
fine and costs of this prosecution are paid." ·

JOSEPH SMITH, HENRY A. STEBBINS,
EDITORS.

Plano, Illinois, December 15,1877.
WHAT OF 'l'HE NIGHT, WATCH:i'IIAN?
\Vrru this number the twenty-fourth volume of
the HERAIJD closes. For eighteen years have the
thoughts, wishes, desires, arguments, and testimonies of the Saints been heralded to the Church and
the world; together with the "sound of the gos.
pel," which is and has ever been tho delight,
comfort, stay, and consolation of Israel.
'I'hese years have been years of waiting, though
not idle waiting, for much labor has been done.
The regathering scattered elements; the rebuild.
ing of the broken altars, and establishing again
the spiritual waste places, have all engaged the
arduous efforts of those who could labor. We
can by no. means count these lost years, although
time may have seemed to go with burdened
flight, on leaden wings.
J\fa.ny have paused while the years have been
passing, to mourn the lapse eJf time and the poor.
ness of the effort being made to accomplish the
great result all have expected to follow the tri.
ump;J12L~~e]atter day work.
What the latter day work was to be in its ultimate, perhaps was but feelJly conceived at its
inception, by many of its· promulgators, else we
should not now be compelled to acknowledge,
with much shamefacedness, that many sleep who
hoped to remain until their Lord came. We
must also believe that none fo.recasted the evil
that has grown out of the work; nor the fatal
results of the spirit of unbelief that was to "sift"
the men of the Church as "wheat." For disguise
it as the boldest may try to do, tho advancing
truths of the latter day work have been closely
clogged, by doubt, disquiet, unrest, and finally
unbelief-infidelity. This is not the legitimate
effect of au adherence to the truths of primitive
Mormonism; but is, on the contrary, traceable to
the perversion of those truths. Wherever the
believer has tried, honestly tried, to abide in the
faith, as originally taught, he has grown intellec.
tually and morally; has had an influence for
good at home, and abroad where he was known.
One of the results of the work of eighteen years
is the settling down of some theories that have
proven impracticable in the past, and the rising
in their places, a good, healthy, common sense
view of the every day duty of tho Saint, making
him to be, what he ever should have been, a liv.
ing Saint; practical, tmth-loving, sober, alert,
and diligent. 'I'herc has been, as a consequence
of this result, a steady improvement in the moral
tone and intlnence of the Church; until her ad.
herents, instead of being half fearful and full of
anxious forebodings lest ruin should meet them
at every step, now walk with assured tread and
bearing. It is true that some of the elementary

fragments, remnants left here and there, still re.
fuse to adhere to that portion that we regard as
the body; the reasons for which seem satisfactory
them, however fallacious they may seem to us to
be. We have no right to say that they are dis.
honest, a~d wilfully ignorant in disregarding the
claims made by the Church; for this would be
wide of the truth, it might be; and would also
be more proscriptive than charity would war.
rant. We prefer to say that we believe the loss
to be theirs, not ours, and there let the issue between us rest.
The experience gained in these years of effort
shows plainly that the real secret of the rapid
uprising of the Church in its first days of pros.
perity, was the untlinching :fidelity with which its
Elders preached the gospel~thc saving truththe word of God to man. Wherever this is now
done, belief follows.
One other thing that has been done, and for
which we feel thankful, is that it is now being
quite universally believed wherever a knowledge
of the work is spreading, that polygamy is an
excrescence upon the religious faith of the
Church, and not the fruit of that faith. For this
we have worked, watched, waited, and prayed.
The heralds of the Cross are now found in
various places, from 1\Iaine to Mexico, from
Oregon t<:> Florida; and everywhere, the truth is
confirmed. Our lists have been gradually grow.
ing larger, and the significance of the intent and
methods of our warfare has been growing wider.
The HERALD has been made the bearer of some
things that have displeased some of all classes;
but we have conscientiously tried to make it the
organ of the people; and have now no apology
to make, so far as we are concerned ; as we have
not tried to please everybody.
vVe shall enter in upon the New Year with
renewed courage, and firmer purpose, born out
of the retrospective examination of the progress
we have made, as a people.
Then, when we cry, "Watchman, what of the
night?" let us be able to comprehend the answer,
"Zion prospers; all is well!"
We bid the Saints all a happy ending of the
old year, now fast closing. JHny the year's rctro.
spect be a pleasing one to all.
CLEANLINESS.

IT is not personal cleanliness that we write of
now, though that is highly essential to the wellbeing of the Saint, but it is cleanliness of the
home, including house, village lot, farm, and all
the necessary, comfortable, eonvcnicnt, and orna.
mental buildings and surroundings.
One of the most discouraging aspects any farm.
ing locality can present to the seeker for the lost
Arcadia, or an earthly paradise, is an extended
sweep of farm premises in an untidy and unclean
condition. Fences broken, or badly, shiftlessly
mended ; pens for cattle, sheep and hogs, wet,
muddy, and filled with broken lJoards, fence
rails, blocks of wood, stones, and general litter;
cribs standing half tumlJled down, with the open.
ings either left without the doors, or the doors
left swinging with the hinges bent or lJroken, or
perchance the opening filled with rails and fence
boards put in cross wise; sheds stnnding awry,
posts leaning or down, the straw with which
they were covered wet ami sodden, with great
holes through which wind and rain pour down
upon the imprisoned animals confined in the

filthy yards adjacent; barns with roefs "leaking
like a seive," siding loose and weather-beaten,
doors banging, broken or off the hinges, and
propped against the opening with a neck yoke,
plow beam, or old rail, and windows devoid of
glass; manure lying in sodden heaps against
every door, and along the sides of the barn; an
inside destitute of stalls, mangers, or racks, with
boxes, nail kegs, or pails, and half bushel meas.
ures to feed the horses out of; from the barn to
the house a muddy walk in wet, or wintry weath.
er, past a wood pile which is untidily spread
over five or six square rods, and contains a cord
or two of old Jogs, knots, and stumps, lying scat.
tered over a mound of chips, saw dust and dirt,
from one and a half to three feet high, over which
the cows have wandered at will, some even pre.
ferring to lie down on its partly dry surface than
to stand or lie down in the mud in rainy nights;
a door yard in which small pigs, now and then
a larger one, when the gate is left ajar, or can be
thrown from its fastenings, ducks, chickens, and
calves, are free commoners; a well just at the
edge of the yard with the curb sunk a half-foot
in the ground, and a cordon of mud puddles on
three sides, in which the ducks swim, the pigs
wallow, and the calves stand to drink, and round
the edges of which they leave their droppings, to
be pushed into the puddles by hurrying foot or
drifting rain, to soak there and sepe their liquid
refuse into the water of the well; the house itself
dilapidated in window, roof, chimney and siding,
showing many a gap yawning for want of a nail.
But, you can see all this and more, in some farm.
ing regions, where the people are "too poor" to
take a newspaper; and once in a while such
things may be seen where Saints (so called) dwell;
which is the reason why we write.
No such condition of surroundings is compati.
ble with a profession of godliness; for no godly
man will be so cruel to his dumb, brute associ.
ates and dependents; neither will a godly man
consent to see daily, the picture we have painted;
unless, indeed, he be so benumbed in thought by
the demoralizing and debasing habit of smoking
or chewing tobacco, that he has no perception of
the incongruity between such surroundings and
his profession, or so lazy that he will not mend
his ways and "tidy things up."
vVe saw some things in our trip last summer,
in a certain locality where Saints are gathering
and locating, that we thought out of keeping with
the profession that the Saints were making. We
saw horses standing half leg deep in a slush of
their own droppings, and rain trodden into mire;
we saw cattle standing in muddy pens, in low
places, or staked out on turf so closely cropped
that a goose would starve; and once we saw a
cow so poor that her skin was almost like parch.
mcnt over her bones, tied to rt stake in a valley
ccJvered with good grass on either side of her,
while the narrow circle her short tether allowed
her was eaten completely bare, and as she made
fruitless efforts to bite the grass just out of her
reach, she wou1d after each failure, raise her
head and low, so pitifully-they told me it was
the cow of a Sttint, and that ho milked her-if he
did, he was litemlly drinking her life slowly
a\vay.
We sa\V a barn-yard so deep in mud and manure no man could have gone from the bars (gate)
to the barn, without wading. Some corn cribs
standing ncar had furnished dozens of rails for
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the criss-cross garniture of that brown sea of
mud, while the entrances to some pig pens close
by, were guarded by a regular clteveaux de frieze
of rails, broken rails, and fence boards; the gate
had become rickety, and had fallen; but the
opening was still kept closed, partly by the gate
half pushed by, and a board or two as bars.
'Ve saw a Saint on horse back, riding a horse
with tail and mane rigid and stiff with cockleburs; and in a field not far away we saw a ll!IOWing machine, one half (the half not paid for we
suppose) submerged in the water with which the
swale was afloat.
We saw a room in which a half dozen Saints
had met, and within the room a cloud of tobacco
smoke half as dense, or so, as was that which
prevailed over the sittings of the famous Tobacco
Parliament of one of Prussia's earliest and most
celebrated rulers,-and we shall not say that we
did not help to augment that cloud,-but it was
not Saint-like; and we repent.
Some one seeking to palliate or excuse persons
whose premises, rented or owued, presented appearances similar to those we have so feebly described, may urge that "it is a new country, and
times so hard that these men can not do as they
would." To this we reply that no country in the
world is so easily kept clean as a new one, wiLh
the single exception of its native mud. All timber on a prairie farm is carried there, and it could
not become scattered if it were not done by careless hands; or left where temporarily used, out
of its proper place, by negligent minds. No land
is so new, or land so rich, naturally, in a prairie
country, that it will spoil if the droppings of the
cattle pen, and stable, be periodically spread
upon it. No material of which barns are built
is so lasting, that the accumulation of refuse
thrown out of doors and windows, and left to
smoulder and rot against it will not mildew, rot,
and destroy it. No stock (liv!3 stock) is naturally
so hardy and so thrifty that they will "laugh and
grow fat" against the combined forces of mud,
(native soil), their own droppings, rain, and an
insufficiency of food. Nor will wife and children who are compelled to live-stay-in houses
through which the offensive odors from such
surroundings are daily driven by gentle zephyrs,
or laughing breeze, or carried in on boots and
clothes at each choring time, be healthy, rosy,
and contented; nor can children raised with such
surroundings develop those finer, subtler, gentler
feelings, thoughts and sentiments that are engendered by cleaner, pleasanter premises. Besides
this, filthiness of surroundings is an almost certain precursor of ill health, while health is
an almost sure accompaniment of cleanliness.
:Many a Saint could, if he would, trace the drooping and fading of his household plants to the
fevers bred in the pestilent vapors rising from
his ill-kept, unclean barns, and their pens, sheds,
and filthy pools around them; or worse still,
from the use of water from wells into which ran
I:Jy constant seping, the drainage from the barn
yard, or cess pool; or from the well round which
he permitted his stock to stand to drink, until the
curb was an island surrounded by a circular sea
of muddy water, garnished with feathers, tufts of
hrlir, and animal deposits. And then when the
Elders have come, to find their patient in close,
hot rooms, from which the blessed air, freighted
with balm, was excluded; or if a window was
:raised, the dank vapor from refuse vegetable

deposit coming in to feed into more active flame
the fever which was consuming the sufl'erer; and
after prayer and ministration, death enters, the
bereaved man mourns the lack of power in the
Church, sighs, "something is wrong with the
Elders,"-"why did not the Lord heal them:"
The Lord could, we do not doubt; but that he
will we do doubt.
We are quite w~ll satisfied that there needs to
be quite a waking up among the settlers in Zion,
upon sanitary measures; and that a more intelligent attention to cleanliness of premises, homes,
and their surroundings, must be had. Hence,
we write.
Not all the homes we saw were of the kind
reprobated in this screed; but too many were.
No offense is intended to any, nor must any be
taken. However, if the "coat fits" any, they are
welcome to put it on, and thank us for taking
their measure so correctly.
==
SrmrruALITY is a quality of the mind (soul) that
may be cultivated, and he who has determined
to set out in the walk of a Christian, and has set
his heart to do the will of God, is seriously in
fault if he does not put forth an effort to secure
by careful study, and stern discipline if needs be,
the degree of cultivation demanded.
The idea that trial may be escaped is a fallacious one. No Saint ever attained to a standing
of worth and strength before God and the world,
who had not been tested by trial; and ofttimes,
by trial of the severest kind. i::lome metals fuse
in a slight heat, while others must be put into
the crucible seven times heated; so, also, some
may be hammered into shape by light blows,
while others need the ponderous strokes of an
arm inured to toil. Thus the Christian, of gen-.
tle spirit and firm, may !Je perfected by slight'
discipline, while he who has come out of the
rough ways of sin at the call of the Lord, and
disgustcll with sin, may need for his perfecting
the severest enforcement of the principle of selfabnegation, and may be called upon to undergo
trial that will appal the heart, and test the spirit
to their extrernest extent· but as Jesus became
"th_e Christ indeed," only' after the forty days of
trial, and was then accorded the victory, and was
crowned with the benison of peace; 80 will he
who so "passes under the rod," if he endure unto
the end-. Let no man then become discouraged,
or disheartened, when tried, for the trial itself is
au evidence of latent worth in the soul, for the
adversary distur!Js no one of but little, or no
worth.
Fmmnou of thought is often confounded with
license of thought, just as license is mistaken for
liberty. No train of thought ever resulted in
good to man that ignored the rules of right thinking, just as no man ever succeeded in inventing
a reliable and valuable ma.ehine who ignored the
rules of mechanism, force and resistance, the positive and negative powers involved. Some seem
to revel in the idea of free thought, who are absolutely shackled by the narrowness of their range
of vision; and some chafe and fret at the bars that
confine them, when thtJse bars are the rungs in the
ladder leading to their coveted success. Erasmus
was fettered in a prison cell, yet out of the shadows of that cell grew a structure 0f strength and
beauty, based upon the liberty of conscience, yet
few men have more closely followed in the channels of religious thought than did Erasmus. No

man can confidently expect to become a successful mathematician who ignores the unit (1) and
its opposite, the naught (0). So, also, no man may
anticipate to reach the heights of truth who ignores any fundamental base of truth from which
he may reason, as reasoning is but a succession
of mental processes by which a definite conclu
sion is reached; he who denies to another the
privilege to reason is a bigot, and he who ignores,
or denies, tlie common basis from which all must
reason, and throws distrust and contempt upon
those who wisely content themselves within the
spheres of right reasoning, is foolish; and though
he may take shelter under the plea of freedom of
thought, this free thought, like the dove, must return weary of flight, finding no resting place.
Man must always think trammeled with the
flesh until the casket is broken and the spirit
freed; and we deem it the better part of spiritual
obedience to think in accordance with the rules
and restrictions that govern the casket and its
jewel of life; nor can we see how the liberty of
the spirit can be enlarged by throwing off the restraimts imposed by Christ, and denying the methods of right thinking pTescribcd in the gospel.
If an enlightened conscience is to be the means
to the attainment of t!:J.c highest good, as all seem
willing to admit, then must conscience receive
its enlightenment by the processes designed of
the divine will to perfect its decisions; and as
liberty of bodily health is only attained by intelligent obedience to restrictive rules, and is disturbed and destroyed by the throwing ofl:' all restraints; so will the true liberty of conscience be
secured by an intelligent obedience to those
rules of moral obligation contained in the New
Testament Scripture, or be broken and lost by
throwing them oif.

====;= .

A M~N of steadfast pnnciples,.upon whom a co.m~umty may saf~ly rely .to act m consonanc~ With
his avowed s.entJme~ts, Is. always regar~ed w~t? ~e
spect; and m all s1tuatwns where his abilities
are available society :Will look. to him for th~ir
use; the argument With them Is, "We know h1m
and can tell just what he will do, therefore we
can trust him to do what is to be done." An
honest worker of this sort in community is worth
a dozen toadies, who think only as some one
else thinks, and act only as their model acts.
The doctrine and Covenants of the Church, admonishes the Saints to "seek to put good men in
office; and sustain that law of the land that is
constitutional." The place most certain to feel
the influence of the precept and example of the
Saint, is the immediate locality where he dwells;
if he here makes the community to feel that he
is a man of good and steadfast principles, he is a
moving element for good in that society, and will
make his mark, and a good one.
If, however, it is discovered that a man is but
a shadow, the reflected part of another, what honor and respect the community have to bestow will
be given to him that causes the shadow, that
which reflects, not that which is reflected; no
credit attaching to even a good shadow, in this
case.
So likewise, is it with Saints called unto some
specific work or calling. Any one called of the
Spirit to do a specific work, or to attend upon any
specific calling, can secure the honor and credit
attaching to that calling, only by working closely in accord with it; and no man can safely perform work for which he is not fitted. Ye who
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are called then, make yourselves well acquainted he recognized the preacher as the man who
with your specific calling, and do the duties of showed him the record or book in his vision.
it with unyielding fidelity and unwavering trust;
We notice in the 11Ianistee (Mich.) Times, of
ye shall reap if ye faint not.
November 21st, the death of Mr. Royal Tucker,
at AIUboy, Ill. lltir. Tucker was ,a Saint of the
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
days of Uncle Wm. Smith; was considered a
genial and pleasant citizen we believe. He died
Question.-Is it lawful for a branch numbering, November 12th of paralysis.
say sixty, to be disorganized by fifteen members,
Truth is solidified in an adage; and principle
without giving previousnotice thereof to all the characterized in a proverb.
members of the branch living within its boundaTo the good all things become good by being
ries?
divested of their evils, in the processes of examAnswer.-Section 169 of the Rules of Order, ination; as the wheat is discovered by winnowprovides for a branch rule declaring what num- ing away the chaff.
ber of the whole shall constitute a quorum for
We insert a letter from Sister Mary Eaton, the
specific business; but in the absence of such a widow of Elder John E. Page, in which she states
rule previously adopted by a branch, the latter that he did receive th11 Book of Covenants, or a
clause of the section applies, in accordance with large part of it. Sister Eaton is living in Judea general rule of the Church which directs that pendence, Missouri, and is a staunch, good wornwhere six, or more members are associated to- an; and an unswerving friend to the cause of
gether in an organized capacity, there the Church truth.
of Christ exists. For all specific branch business,
Bro. J. H. Parr, of Brighton, California, says
where measures for the good of the whole branch that eight have been baptized into their branch
are to be considered, any number of the memberrecently. He sends for books, as they all desire
ship, with the branch officer, convening at a reg- to be posted.
ularly stated time, or upon a regular call form a
quorum and may act for the branch; as it is unBro. Geo. Gould, of Clitherall, Minnesota, says
derstood to be the duty of all members, not only that quite a nu.mber of Saints have gone from
to know the times of meeting, but also to attend. there to other parts, but what are left enjoy the
Nor is it needful that the specific matter be stat- Spirit and the blessings of God, and the sick are
ed in a notice to the branch, if the notice be gen- heale€1, both those in and those out of the Church.
eral that business of importance with a view to
Bro. A. C. Everett is at Mattoon, Illinois, and
the improvement of the condition of the branch feels well and firm in the faith, though alone.
would be considered; provided that the meeting
Bro. J. M. Parks writes from Santa Rosa, Caliwas a called one.
fornia, that he has been preaching in Potter ValIt is quite probable, at least that is our exper- ley, and baptized two, and others are likely to
ience, that in a branch membership of sixty, not obey.
Bro. Sherman I. Smith, of Allegan county,
often would there be an attendance of more than
_.- :fifteen. at business meeting; indeed, we know a _Michigan, writes of the Coldwater conference
branch of over a hundred and thirty where the and of being encouraged by the testimonies and
average attendance at business maetings is less presence of the Spirit.
than twenty, an average less than fifteen to sixty.
Brn. M. H. Bond and Francis Earl were preachHence, if business of importance must neeessari- ing at York Center, Indiana, early this month;
ly wait a large attendance the business is prevent- Brn. Kelley and C. Scott at Coldwater, Michigan.
ed altogether; besides this, a factious minority
Bro. George Hayward writes of organizing a
might, by absenteeism frustrate all attempts to branch of nine members at \Vyandotte, Kansas,
correct any errors in goverenment, or wrongs in November 11th. They have a room fitted up
local management, in spite of the cxtremest so- comfortably for meetings, and prospects for more
litude and diligence of the well meaning majority. conversions and baptisms are good.
It might be better, and is the practice in some
Bro. B. V. Springer, of Davis City, Iowa, writes
branches, to state in the branch rules, the num- that he is preaching in that place every Sabbath
ber of enrolled members, and direct what num- day, and the audiences are good sized and attenber shall form a quorum for the transaction of tive. He trusts that some good will result.
the most important branch business, such as
Sister M.A. Christy wrote November 26th from
choosing of presidents, change of rules, and or- Portlandville, Iowa, that she expected Bro. Chas.
der of business, etc., but allowing any number at Derry that week, and she believed that his preacha regular meeting to do ordinary business. In ing would do much good among the people.
Bro. Walter D. McKnight lives at Creston,
all long standing disputes, where the numbers
favoring either policy are nearly equal, full no- Iowa, and would like to have a call from traveltice of final action should be given.
ing elders.
Bro. E. N. Beach, of Colorado, has been on an
Bno. HIR.\M B:EMrs, who is a resident of 1\'l:ilford, exploring visit to Southern Colorado and New
\Visconsin, seventy-nine years old, writes a very Mexico and saw the extensive ancient ruins therecheering exhortation to the Saints to obey the abouts, and collected some specimens of pottery
Word of Wisdom; he being fully impressed that and other antiquities. \Ve would be pleased to
they only are free who obey the commands of receive some that he offers.
God. He is full of faith and relates a vision that
Bro. J. W. Bryan wrote from r:lhrevepoTt, Louhe had when a boy of nine years old, in which siana, November 27th, that he would start that
some one led him into a large field. took up a day for Texas, Anderson county, first. His work
large stone from the ground and uncovered a in Shreveport has caused an interest which he
book and showed it to him. Afterwards when hopes will result in the obedience of some, after
Joseph Smith, Sen,, the father of the martyr, further study and investigation.
The book "Joseph the Seer" will not be bound
came to the town where he lived, preaching the
fulness of the gospel and the Book of Mormon, and ready to mail till some time in January.

[December 15.
Bro. Wm. Newton writes that they are having
good lively meetings at Wyandotte, Kansas. Brn.
Hayward and Newton preach there.
Sr. E. Davis, of New Harbor, (State not given),
writes that the. HERALD with its many testimonies has confirmed her faith in the latter day work;
for which she expresses thanks to God.
Brn. G. T. Griffiths and W. T. Maitland, have
been traveling in Iowa, about Inland and Tipton,
with partial success. Bro. E. Larky was also in
company with Bro. Griffiths a part of the time.
Bro. Wm. Bradbury, Providence, R. I., writes
that Bro. E. 0. Toombs had baptized one, an old
time Saint-they are welcome-and had solemnized one marriage.
Bro. John W. Short, Joplin, Mo., writes feelingly of the glory to follow; rousing the Saints to
more active effort. He greets the Saints, as if for
the last time, bearing testimony to the work.
Bro. Geo. W. Shute had been preaching and
exhorting at Netawaka, Kansas, November 28th.
Bro. W. F. Donaldson, of Logan, writes that
the Saints were blessed at the organization of a
branch at Buena Vista, Iowa, October 14th, 1877.
Bro. J. B. Jarvis, of Scranton, Kansas, writes that
the followers of Wm. Bickerton are striving to
build up at Great Bend, Kansas; but that they
are divided into two parties. They believe that
Joseph was a seer and prophet, but ignore the
revelations in the Book of Covenants.
Bro. E. W. Green, is at Hopkins, Missouri, and
wants to see the Saints badly. They think the
HERALD a good preacher.
Sr. Anna E. Spann and her husband, of Reedville, Ohio, formerly members of the United
Brethren, write cheeringly of their experience in
the new dispensation. She has seen the power
of God manifested and is glad. Brn. W. T. Jones,
E. Th~mas, and James Pierson had been there
and taught them the way.
Sr. America I. Thompson, of New :Marion, Indiana, writes that her heart is made glad by the
spread of truth as seen in the HERALD. She hopes
for salvation with all Saints.
Sr. Izora V. Knights, of St. Joseph, Missouri,
is also rrjoicecl at the growth of the work, and is
willing to put forth an effort to send truth in
tracts, and in missionary work. She sends a dol.
lar, saved by small amounts to this purpose.
Bro. Peter H. Billings writes from Deer Isle,
Maine, that he had received an excellent evidence
by the Spirit. He heard a voice say that the
Book of Covenants was true, the book itself being
seen by him encircle.cl by light.
Sr. Anna M. Brown, writes from Monongahela,
that the Lord has opened the way for the truth
in that place. Elder Brown, presiding Elder of
the Pittsburg District, her father, is at work in
the field there. l'liay God prosper him, and his.
Courage Sr. Anna, go on in the truth.
Bro. James F. Cooper writes from Milton, Florida, (how widely are the Saints scattered), rejoicing in the truth. He is anxious for the further
preaching of the word and the redemption of
Zion.
Elder L. D. Hickey, to whom we ref-erred in
our issue of November 15th as preaching over at
Ligonia, Indiana, has again been laboring there,
and seems pleased that the people will hear the
gospel. His themes, so far, have been the gospel,
BoQk of :l'!Iormon, and the necessity of prophets,
&c. He states that he has had good liberty in
presenting the truths of these subjects; of this we
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have not a doubt, as it has been so constantly
promised in the revelations to the church, that
whoever preached, "He that repenteth and is baptized shall receive the Spirit, which beareth tes.
timony." We have every confidel!l.ce in this
promise. Elder Hickey writes us an excellent
letter under date of the 4th instant, breathing a
good spirit.
Letters received from Bro. J. H. Lake, of Farmington, Iowa, and Bro. Frederick Salisbury, of
Elvaston, Illinois, state that the conference of
the Nauvoo and String Prairie District held at
Kookuk, Iowa, was an excellent one. The Spirit
was with them to a good degree.
Uncle William Smith, of Elkader, Iowa, was
at Colchester, Illinois, visiting his sisters, Catharine and Lucy, on the 4th instant; he is intending to visit Plano so(ln. We shall bid one of the
heroes of the early days welcome.
Bro. Daniel Evans writes from Sullivan, Mis.
souri, December 7th, 1877: "The work is on the
increase here. One year ago last July, our branch
numbered eight members, and now there are
twenty.three, all new converts but one; and they
all seem to enjoy the same spirit of the gospel."
THE INDIAN QUESTION.
·IN his :Message to Congress at its session, De.
cember 3d, President Hayes refers to and approves
of the recommendations of Carl Schurz, the Sec.
retary of the Interior, and of those of the Com.
missioners of Indian Affairs regarding the treat.
ment of the Indians. The President says:
'.'They are certainly entitled to our sympathy
and to a conscientious respect on our part. They
were the aboriginal occupants of the land we now
possess. They have been driven from place to
place. * * In many instances when they had settled down upon land assigned to them by com.
pact and began to support themselvey by their
own labor, they were rudely jostled ofl:' and thrust
into the wilderness again. Th1any if not most of
our Indian wars have had their origin in broken
promises and acts of injustice upon our part, and
the advance of the indians in civilization has
been slow because the treatment they received
did not permit it to be faster and more general.
Vve cannot expect them to improve unless we
keep faith with them in respecting the rights they
possess, and unless, instead of depriving them of
their opportunities, we lend them a helping hand.
* * * The faithful performance of our promise
is the first condition of a good understanding
with the Indians. I cannot too urgently reccommend to Congress that prompt and liberal prov.
ision be made for the conscientious fulfillment
of all agreements entered into by the Government
with Indian tribes. * * An especial care is rec.
om mended to provide for Indians settled on their
reservations cattle and agricultural implements to
aid them in whatever efforts they may make to
support themselves, and by the re-establishment
and maintenance of schools to bring them under
the control of civilized influences. I see no rea.
son why Indians who can give satisfactory proof
of having, by their own labor, supported their
families for a number of years, and who are willing to detach themselves from their tribal relations, should not be admitted to the benefits of
the Homestend act and the privileges of citizenship, and I recommend the passage of a law to
that eJI"ect. It will be an act of justice as well as
n measure of encouragement. Earnest efforts are
being made to purify the Indian service so that
every dollar appropriated by Congress shall redound to the benefit of the Indians benefitted.
'These efforts will have my firm support. With an
improved service and every possible encourarre.
ment held out to the Indians to better their c~n
ditions, and to elevate themselves in the scale of
civilization, we may hope to do at the same time
a good work for them and for ourselves."
:rt1r. Shurz's recommendations are, in brief, as
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follows: He first points out the necessity of keeping faith with the Indians. Then l,J.e suggests
that, "as hunting stimulates their warlike tendencies, therefore it should be discouraged, and
points out the way in which it can be done, namely, by limiting them to a very small supply of
arms and ammunition, and, as far as practicable,
exchanging their ponies for cattle. As some of
the tribes still have to subsist in part upon .hunt.
ing, he would have them placed upon reservations, where their necessities can be supplied until they are self-sustaining. As another import.
ant faetor in the elevation and pacification of
the Indian, he would allow heads of families
to hold small tracts of land on their reservations,
so that they may have a fixed home, and to se.
cure them in life a.nd property he would institute
tribunals to enforce the laws of the United States
and organize an Indian police to preserve
peace and order. He would establish schools
for the instruction of the young in the English
language, and make attendance compulsory, and
give them farms upon which they might be taught
to labor. He would also dispense with white labor upon these reservations, and encourage honest labor by discriminating between the industri.
ous and the idle vagabonds in the distribution of
the annuities and supplies."
General Howard, in a recent speech at Portland, Oregon, said of the Indians:
"We recognize them as independent nations,
make treaties with them, assign them lands, send
an aggressive white pQpulatic.n upon them and
then kill them for resenting the invasion of their
rights."
The editor of the Philadelphia Times writes:
"The Nez Perces war was an atrocious butchery with no other excuse than our own wrongs
against the most intelligent, peaceful, and law.
abiding of all the nomadic tribes."
General Sherman says:
"What is termed the Indian policy has been
too much under the control of politicians and
their agents. Had the policy of the Indian Peace
Commission, adopted in the winter of 1867, been
stuck to and carried out in good faith, as recom.
mended by the Commission, the problem would
now he solved. While the Commission was on
the Missouri river, in conference with the Sioux
tribes, General Terry, one of the Commission
offered a resolution, which met with unanimou~
approval, that it was a bad policy to make any
more Indian treaties-which meamt that the In.
dian should be held amenable to the laws of the
country, and be punished like any other citizen,
when convicted of an offense. This is the only
safe pohcy, and had it been accepted as the poi.
icy of the government, a good deal of trouble and
annoyance would have been averted."

roads, private property, etc. At Harper's Ferry
both rivers twenty-six feet above low water mark,
and three feet above the flood mark of 1870, and
about the same above it at Richmond. At Chambersburg, Pa., five spans of a railroad bridge over
the Potomac were swept away with six cars of
coal, and the creek rose fifteen feet above its ordinary level. In places between Harper's Ferry
and Cumberland the Baltimore and Ohio road-bed
is ten feet under water, and there is a general
stoppage of trains on several roads.
Lieut. Lemley, of the Third Cavalry, has conducted from Red Cloud Agency to Fort Casper,
Wyoming, where they are to have winter quarters,
1200 Arapahoe Indians and 50 Cheyennes, arriving
Nov. 20th. He reports more buffalo, elk and deer
running over the country than have been seen for
years before.
The stage coach out from the Black Hills was
attacked by Indians when fifty miles from Deadwood. The passengers escaped unhurt, but the
stage was ransacked and the property and horses
taken.
The House of Representatives of the United
States took a vote, the 23d in st., on the resolution
to repeal the act providing for the resumption of
specie payment on the first of January, 1879, and
the vote stood 133 to repeal and 120 against repealing the act. It now goes to the Senate. The majority of the House thought. the date set for theresumption was too early.
A terrible gale reported around the ]3ritish Isles
the 24th and. 25th. Thirty vessels ashore between
Hamsgate and Deal and many lives lost.
Gen. Grant leaves Paris this week for Lyons,
Marsailles and Italy, thence to Athens, Alexandria
and Cairo.
The San Francisco Alta sa_ys that the taxable
property held by individuals and private corpora·
tions in California i6 worth not less than one billion
dollars ($1,000,000,000) and that in the other Pacific States and Territories $300,000,000.
27th.-The officers of the Huron did not pay
any attention to the storm-signals of the Weather
Bureau that were flying at Hampton Roads when
they sailed. These gave warning of the expected
gale and storm.
The Sultan of Turkey has called oui li'iO,OOOof
the Home Guards. The Russians continue to have
success in taking towns in Bulgaria.
Gen. Miles, the commander who captured the
424 Nez Perces, is in Chicago and gives account of
the affair. In answer to the question, "Had the
Nez Perces any real grievances," he replied, "Yes,
sir, they had. A portion of the reservation which
was given them by the Government was taken
from !.hem without their consent. They were
cheated and defrauded in various ways. The
white people were bound to get their laud. They
wanted it because it was good land. The Indians
Were .fast approaching civilization. Some had good
farms and stock; they could speak good Buglish ;
NEWS SUMMARY.
they worked hard, raised produce and packed it to
[Prepared expressly for the Herald.]
the mines and sold it. They had a.ccumulalcd
Nov. 26th.-The war vessel Huron had her en· some property, and were.most enterpriziog, pros'gines dis11bled in a terrible gale off the North Car- perous and intelligent before tbe war."
olin a coast and went down, as well as 105 men out
The deluge in the east abates, yet the rivers are
of the 139 on board, only the strongest and good still high. No travel over the Long Bridge at
swimmers being able to survive, being washed Washin;.;:ton, it being in danger. Ferries and rail~shore in the serf, after the vessel went on the roads disc?ntinued. :Yiills, shops and buildings
rocks and broke up. lt was at one o'clock the night alon.g the nver fronts flooded. At IJynchburg, Va.,
of the 28d inst.
a br1dge 900 feet long a.nd two irian railro3.d bridges
Heavy rains in Virginia, 1\lary!and and P0nn· were swept away.
28th-The damage on the Baltimore and Ohio
sylvania, are reported to have cauRed very damRging floods along the rivers. The lower part of the roa.d by the flood proves to have been greater t.han
city of Ricbmoud was submerged, in eo me pa.rts was reported yesterday. At Bucha.nan, Virginia,,
the water being from six to eight feet deep. The twenty colored people drowned and thirty dwellb:ridge over the river· between Richmond and Man- ingR and a bridge washed away. Damage in rnachester was swept away by the flood and the city ny places in Maryland is immense.
gas-works, water-works and some mills, shops,
No special news from the Ruso-Turklsh war.
etc., were damaged in their machinery and boats . 29ih.-H!1rd fighting is reported in f)uJgaria,
were used to get about the s:weral streets. Loss the Turks attacking the Russian Jines and being
estimated at $1,000,000 to $2,000,000 in that city. repulsed with great loss. .Four hundred Tm·ks
Great damt~ge to farming interests on the Big surrendered to the nussians at Schipka Pass.
Sandy, Liti.lc Sandy and Dan rivers All the
Seventeen conspiritors to assassinate members of
bridges over Fall Creek swept away. Great dam- the Government of Gautamala, Central America
ag~ to the various rail:oads in Virginia, and one were shot on the 5th and 7th of November, b;
tram of cars loaded wl!.h tobacco washed away. order of the Administration.
·
Heavy losses in North Carolina to public and pri-~ 1'here are now eigheen hundred and sixty-six
vate property by flood~. Immense damage at convicts in the Illinois States Prison Joliet a:nd
Lynchburg, Va., to the canals, railroads, country the gain continually exceeds the loss.'
' ·
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30th.-A firm of wine and spirit merchants at
London, England, have failed, with liabilities of
one million two hundred and fifty thousand dol
-lars.
A cotton mill at Oldham, England, containing
fifty thousand spindles burned yesterday.
Still more encouraging reports from the famine
districts of India are received in London.
Dec. lst.-Two slight shocks of earthquake at
Portland, Oregon, yesterday.
In Boone and McHenry counties, lllinois, hog
cholera is destroying thousands of dollars worth of
swine. Geo. Hunt, of McHenry, lost $4,000 worth
in one week, and the Hewer brothers and S. Wylde,
of the town of Spring, have lost eighty-nine, for
one of which they had refused an offer of $400.The hogs are of I he finest variety and are mpposed
to have t .• ken the disease at the Freeport State
Fair.
4th.-Murder and crime seem to be holding high
carnival. Yesterday's Inter- Ocean tells of a ma.n
in Cleveland shooting his mistrPss, putting ten bul
Jets into her head and breast; of a man in Pontiac,
Michigan, who murdered his mother and sister;
of Ben. Godfrey, of Norfolk, Virginia, who shot
his sweetheart and then himself; of a murder of a
man at Indian opolis, of a woman in Des Moines;
and five suicides-and this in one day's paper.
5th.-At Northhampton, Mass., on the morning
of Nov. 29th, a man clubbed and stabbed his wife,
who had ceased to live with him, and then disemboweled a man who came to her assistance. At
Great Baringt.on, Mass, the night of the 29th, a
negro killed a man and his wife, hot.h a.bout 70
years of age. Great excitement and possibility of
lynch-law, A murder in Cleveland, Ohio, and one
in Kansas reported.
6th.-Tbe Turks have captured the town of E!e
na, north of the Balkans; Ruosian less said to be
3,000 men.
The Indians are scaring the Black Hills people
some; hut they turn their attention more to robbing camps, stage coaches, etc., than to killing pcoplo; bnt the latter keep out of their way pretty
well.
On the 5th of November, the Sheriff" of Philadeln)V-f!__(lOU,nty, Pa., b~gan the sale of over 15,000
homes and pieces of real estate that have been
mortgaged at some lime in the past, for sums rang:ing from $25 to $1,000, but wbich now must go,
together with all their improvements, into tbe
possession of men who am~tss fortunes by buying
these homes and then renting them by the month.
7th.-Miss Alice McKee shot a constable yes·
terday, in Chicago, while he was n.ttempting to
levy an execution for rent.. He will die.
'l'be German National na.nk of Chica:~:o, ms 1wn·~ the Gerded yesterd~ty, and this caused a run ou
man Savings Bank, which suspended to day.
The steamer llooper, second only to the Great
Eastern in size, is now in the New York b!nbor.
She is 350 feet lonsr, and carries 6.000 tons.
10th. -The Pope- has been gra-dually failing for
some time, and now suffers much, and is help·
less He hopes for a Fpeedy release in death.
The story now is that the Turks have given np
hopes of success, and that if tbe RnsRi~.ns 1ake
Plevna in Burope, and Erzerourn in Asia, they
will treat for peace, ami give nnsoia a passage
through the Bosphorous to the Mediterrane~tn.
A fire-damp explosion in a coal mine ne~<r Hamilton, Scolland, October 23d, destroyed the lives
of two hundred and fiifty miners. It was a terri·
ble disaster, and the scene among the mothers,
wives, si8 ters and children, was heart--rending,
and dreadful to witness.
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ing of 7,000 cows, or thirty-five tons of milk to
produce it.
Judge Pilla bury, of Pontiac, Ills , has decided
that the directors of a public schoel. ha.ve a right
to dictate what books shall be studied and used,
and can, therefore, order the Bible to be read as a
·text book in connection with other studies. This
decision was rendered in a suit brought by a Roman Catholic, who had instructed his son to pay
no attention when the Bible was read in school,
but to go on studying his lessons. The lad was
expelled, and the action of the schoolmistress was
justified both by the trustees and the court.
------~~~~~------

CoLDWATER, .IYiichigan,
November 27th, 1877.
Editors Jierald:-According to announcement,
conference for the :Michigan District convened
at the Fowler School-house, Branch county, on
the 17th inst., and continued three days. The
weather was fine, notwithstanding the previous
unfavorable tokens. Clouds and fog of some
days stay moved away and the sun shone in splendor as if on purpose to favor our assembly; yet
we de not pride ourselves with the belief that we
were the cause of so radical a change by reason
of faith or worth, or that it occUlTed for our benefit.
The attendance was quite good, and numbers
of friendly seekers came to see and hear for themselves concerning the faith and manner of life
among the Latter Day Saints. At first a feeling
of disappointment was manifest, when it was announcecl that Pres. J. Smith would not be in ate
ten dance; but the Saints came together to make
and enjoy a good meeting, and were resolved not
to allow a disappointment to hinder them, and all
become engrossed with the duties and interests
before them, God approving their course by bestowing the spirit of brotherly and sisterly love,
friendship, and oneness, which prevailed throughout the entire session. This responsive outburst
retf inspired hope, confidence, and unselfish devo..tion to right, manifest on all countenances, each
une striving to do good a.nd render others
happy, struck all in attendance with convincing
force that Christianity in its fruits and results
difl"ers nothing with that inspired unity that
characterized the Saints and their assemblies,
when Peter, James, and John, and others, ministered among them at Jerusalem. This unity is
the crowning proof given "that the world may
believe that thou hast sent me."-John 1'1: 21.
'l'll!S
· 1ove an d oneness, resuIt.mg rrom
"
th e ·f m•tl1
espoused, is more astounding to a selilsh and
greedy world than the open wonders of manifest
miracles. No marvel that Jesus said, "They are
not, of the world, even as I am not of the world."
"'fl1a t tl.1e 1ove w h erew1·
"th tllOU 1tas t Iove(1 me
1"n tl1errJ • atll·l I· I·n tl1ern • " Love be',mg tlllhs
rnaJ" ''e
"
the accepted condition o"f spirit and soul of the
Saints, the resultant of faith and works combined
is what renders the faithful the light of the world
the saviors of men, causing a.stonishment ancl
wonder in the mind ofthe unbeliever, who knows
nothing of religion but empty theories, dead
forms, husky and lifeless ceremonies, which wear
out the body but docs not enrich the soul. If the
Saints every where constantly considered the end
to be attain eel by a sympathetic unity and oneness,
by a willingness to one prefer another, it would
tend to smother out, root up and destroy every
vestige of that mischievous ancl hurtful disposi11 th.-The city and strong hold of Plevna, in tion towards envy of a brother or sister, jealousy,
Bulgaria., h~ts been captured by the Russians. strife, etc., for prominence a.nd position, that is
Oswar Paeha's army were suffering from cold and sometimes seen, and is every where in the world.
starvation, with no bope of snccess or of receiving Gocl will honor whom he will, and he that "exalt.
relief and so surrendered. On Sunday the 9th, eth himself" will, sooner or later, be abased, and
the Turks made a last sortie but were defeated that he tha.t is approved of God, by the manifest
and gave up that day. This will release 120,000 riches of his gra.ce in unity and love, is not only
Russians to t~tke the field.
rich, preferred, and exalted, but is appointed a
A $175,000 fire at Louisville, Kentucky. A seat of honor with the Saints in light, which is
$·10,000 one at Ypsibnti, Michigan.
the hoped for consummation of sacrifice, worCanada clnims to have p~oduced the larp;est ship, and devotion.
cheese on record. From the lngersol f~tc!ory has
The little business was transacted with good
been turned out. a cheese weighing 7.000 pounds. feelings and the purest promptings, each satisfied
lt was six feet ten inches in diameter, and twenty- to let right prevail. 'l'he preaching services were
me feet in circumferende. It required one milk- largely attended by outsiders, and the preaching

[December 15.
was very excellent, instructive, and convincing;
Bna. C. Scott and J. J. Cornish being tho chief
speakers. Our social meeting was not so satisfactory as the one held at our June conference,
the time and surroundings were not so suitable;
yet the Lord was with us to cheer and confirm
the Saints. At the close two were baptized, Sr.
Bond of Clam Lake, and Sr. Emric of Steuben
county, Indiana. The ordinance was administered at the close of the evening services, in the
solemn stillness of the night, as the stars twinkled
out of a clear sky and the moon's pale and mellow lightshone upon the beautiful rippling waters
of the creek. Bro. Scott officiated. A prayer,
the usual formula, two forms buried in the watery
grave, a throb of joy among the Saints, a benediction, and it was over. We regretted that our
young brother, J. F. McDowell, on account of ill
health could not attend. The Saints appreciate
the labor he performed here last summer.
Since conference we have been holding meetings in this vicinity, and there is a manifest interest. Last Sunday another was baptized, Sister
Fl®rence Perry, a young sister of promise and
merit. A feeling of sadness sometimes comes
when reflecting that opportunities for preaching
are many, and so few to respond to them; so little being done that might be. Then, we are expected to be in some places where we can not go
now, neither send; yet for one I am resolved to
accomplish some of the much good that it seems
should be done.
The Lord is with us in Spirit, and we feel that
good will result from the effoi't put forth, so long
as liberty and power are given in the presentation
of the word. The Saints are well, hopeful and
striving to abide in the unity of the Spirit and
bond of peace, assured that, in God's own clue
time, their faith will triumph. Hopefully, yours
in the faith,
WM. H. KELLEY.
1\IAOHIAS, Maine, Nov. 27th, 1877.
Brn. Joseph and Ilenry, Sirs:-On Sunday last
I arrived home safely; gone three weeks; preached fourteen times, mostly at North Appleton,
Maine. Left the people with the best of feeli4g;
think some will obey by ancl by. At Brooksville,
where I attended the Western Maine conference,
I baptized one. Many in this State believe that
the latter day work is right, and they should obey.
I spoke one~:~ at Sargentsville, upon the different kingdoms or glories, showing that Paul gave
the sun, moon, and stars, to illustrate those glories
by. At the close of the meeting a Baptist deacon
said that he believed what I said was true. I
told some that I thought the deacon would have
to change his papers. The old man was honest.
The Eastern Maine conference convenes next
Suturday and Sunday; hope to have a good one.
I would really like to go to Ohio this winter, but
my means to travel with at present are small, and
I shall try ancl do about the fair thing, laboring
in old :Thfaine this winter. I wish to be remembered in Jlntvcr
by Jvon. It is my desire and inJ
tention to press on in the goocl cause, for so it is.
The Saints are feeling quite well.
December 5tlL-0ur Eastern Mahto, Conference
is over; had a good time; house well filled and
a good interest shown by the people. Much of
the Spirit present. One was baptized during conference by your humble servant; others say that
they will soon obey.
On Tuesdav I was called to attend the funeral
of sister JYfattatal, which was held in the J\II. E.
Church, at Jacksonville, East JYfachias. At the
close of services I was attacked by a Baptist lady,
one that had been a school teacher. She advised
me to throw away doctrine and accept of Chrisli\~
I replied and when we parted she said she wo.ulcl
go home and read her Bible, and see if what ltold
her was so, as she had denied much of the Scriptures, and said it was not in the Bi@le; but I get
her to read in mine what she had deuied but she
had never seen it before, and she must go home
and see if it was in l!er Bible. I dreamed a few
nights before of seeing her in battle with me, and
the dream came to pass. I expect to go tG that
place ere long to preach again. J\'Iany this way
say (now they are coming out to hear us), that they
previously thought our doctrine was the Brighamite doctrine. Prejudice is rolling past like
the thunder storm, and when I read in the ad-
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dress of Pres. Joseph Smith to the Conference,
that he believed he should live long enough to
see the name of Latter Day Saint made honorable,
the Spirit of God lit upon me, and 0, the joy that
came with it; truly I believe it will be so; but
let us strive to do our duty and God will bring
it about in his own time. Yours ever in the one
J. C. Foss.
faith,
INDEPENDENCE, Missouri,
Nov. 27th, 1877.
Editors of the Herald:- I notice in the Herald
of November 15th this assertion, "Brother Page
could not receive the Book of Doctrine and
Covenants; but this is to inform your readers
that the brother who asserted the above is mistaken. Read the Herald of September 15th, 1876
page 567, and you will find an account af the
vision of the different glories, seen by John E.
Page, which proves that he received that part of
the Book of Covenants, as given to Joseph and
Sidney. He not only believed but knew it was
true by a glorious manifestation given to himself.
I, with many others, have heard him relate a
vision that he had of the Zion spoken of in the
Book of Covenants, also of the judgments foretold in that book. When anarchy stalked abroad,
and .came boldly to the front among the wicked,
then he saw the Saints in trouble, and that persecution perplexed them sorely. Amidst the jar.
gon and contention they knew not what to do,
until the Lord in mercy sent his Elders to the
many different parts of the earth where they
were scattered, to instruct them; then he saw
them fiee to Zion (it must be the Zion that the
Lord founded, which the poor of his people can
trust in); for when they arrived there destitute,
they were clothed with garments out of the storehouse kept to supply the poor. This is all a
vision of the future, but mark how clearly it
agrees with the prophecy in the Book of Covenants, "It shall come to pass among the wicked
that he that will not take up his sword against
his neighbor must fiee to Zion for safety." Many,
some yet living, have heard Elder Page relate his
vision of the return of the ten tribes from the
north country, which is fortold in the Book of
Covenants. For a partial description of it read
Jeremiah 31: 8, 9. I think that prophet saw the
same vision, which proves that God shows his
servants in all ages of the world the things of the
future, when they have the comforting promise of
the Savior to those that believe his word. Now
if the brother's assertion is true that Elder Page
died a Hedrickite it contradicts the other as a
positive declaration, and makes my argument
conclusive, for the Hedrickites received the Book
of Covenants, rejecting only a small part of it.
I hear and read many erroneous opinions about
Elder Page, but they cannot hurt him. I can
bear them if they do not bring injury to the cause
of God; if they do, I must defend the truth.
Your sister in the gospel,
MARY EATON.
Formerly Page.

PEORIA, Ills., Dec. 5th, 1877.
Bro. J"oseph:-I wrote my last from Burnside,
Hancock county, where I spoke again on Wednesday night, and then went to Rock Creek, where
I preached in the beautiful and commodious
meeting house, built and owned by the Saints.
This house is located some seven or eight miles
from Nauvao. I spoke twice and on Saturday
Bro. Pitt took me to Nauvoo. Having au hour
or two to spare while waiting for the ferry boat,
I called on your mother, whom I found to be
quite feeble, but considerable better than she had
been. She is as firm in the faith, and is as uncompromising with error and folly as ever. May
the Lord preserve her life, till the final redemption, not only of Zion, but of the whole earth,
and grant her the reward of the true and the
tried, even celestial glory. With the Major, she
is frequently interviewed by newspaper reporters
and others, and subjected to many questions,
some of which are very impertinent, and some
impudent.
I crossed over the Mississippi to Montrose,
and found a welcome at the house of Sr. Newberry. I preached in the Saints' J\'Ieeting House,
which by the way is a good substantial structure;
but is not quite finished, owing to the inal;Jility
of the few Saints left there to complete It. I

spoke six times there, and on Tuesday I baptized
two young women, who were confirmed the same
day. I learned that there were two Elders from
Utah out to hear one night. They are staying
around Nauvoo and Sonora partiGularly.
On the 20th ult., I recrossed the Mississippi
with Bro. Walter Head in a skiff, and the wind
was blowing fresh, and the weather was bitter
cold. We called on the 1\fajor and Sr. Emma,
aud took breakfast, and then rode some eight
miles to attend a Thanksgiving dinner, which
was set in the church at Rock Creek; which
creek, by the way, is an open flat prairie. I saw
no creek except such as were flowing along the
sides of the roads (wherever they were not too
level for them to run), and the abundance of watter on the plantations supplied these creeks freely.
IVell we had a nice dinner: it was "awful nice,"
and after dinner we had a pleasant enjoyable
Saints' meeting, during which many hymns of
praise were sun$, and giving of thanks in speaking and in praymg. The Spirit of the Lord was
very evidently enjoyed. At night I spoke in the
church, and had good liberty in speaking on
the "Rock."
On Friday I left with Bro. Wm. Lambert for
Burnside, where I met and parted with Bro. Lake,
who was en route for the String Prairie District
Conference, to be held at Keokuk, while I started
for Peoria to attend the Kewanee District Conference. I arrived here on Friday night, and
met, among others, Bro. J ohu S Patterson and
Bro J. W. Mathers. The conference was very
pleasant and harmon~ous. Two were baptized
on Sunday morning by Bro. J. A. Robinson, who
were confirmed in the afternoon. One of these,
a brother named Gaither, had been a believer in
the Age to Come, or Church of God, as your
humble servant had been. This brother, and
Sr. M.A. Christy, and myself, are all that I know
of, who have come out from that people.
A pleasant meeting was held on Sunday afternoon in the charge of Bro. J. S. Patterson. On
Monday night a number of Saints met at Bro.
Robinson's and a very profitable time was had.
Sr. Robinson is a first rate photographic artist, and
has on hand and for sale the most correct likenesses of Brn. J. W. Briggs, Alex. H. Smith, l\L
H. Forscutt, and J. S. Patterson, that I ever saw.
She has beside these a group of Elders lately taken, which is a very correct picture. Any one
wanting good pictures of these and other brethren, can address her at the corner of Main and
Madison streets, Peoria, Ill.
On to-morrow I expect to leave for Canton, Bryant, and vicinity, and to return about the 20th
and work my way toward Kewanee and Plano.
Yours in the field,
T. W. S:onTH.
CoUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa,
December 5th, 1877.
Dear Herald:- During October four were added by baptism in the Northern Nebraska District. In the early part of November Bro. Z. Martin, accompanied by Bro. Jas. Perkins, a young
man of promise, went to the northern part of the
district to answer calls for preaching. Bro. J.
Perkins has very recently cut himself loose from
all other obligations to enter upon the honorable,
but very arduous duties of au herald of salvation.
May the good Lord so strengthen as to enable
him to retain holy boldness, only looking for favor and friendship, through a non-compromise of
truth, equity and justice. All having experience
long, or short, will have sympathy for, and give
the youth their faith and prayers, of which he is
worthy. Room could be found in the West for
two or three hundred more such laborers.
November 26th there were six baptized at
North Pigeon, Iowa; some of which were the
fruits of the labors of Bro. C. Mcintosh.
Grim winter is coming along and many, doubtless, are looking to a lengthy cold spell with not
pleasant foreboding. The poor have not ceased
from the land yet.
A new feature has appeared among the pleasure loving, and yet religious portion, of the communities; viz., "Mum Socials;" none being allowed to speak until after the ringing of a bell
announcing supper. The penalty for speaking is
a fine of a certain amount of money. This comes
pretty near bringing forth something new. What

next will modern Babylon invent, to fascinate,
and give evidence of Paul being fired with inspiration, in the declaration that people should
be "lovers of pleasure more than lovers of God."
In gospel bonds,
JAs. CAFFALL.
WEST OAKLAND, California.
Brother Joseph:- I have looked in vain in the
Herald for Elders laboring in New York state,
and cannot see that there are any. When brother Lanphear was in that state I sent a little money to his address, requesting him to go and preach
the gospel to my sister, near Jacksonville, N.Y.,
but I never heard from it. This is to request; that
if any Elder ever goes anywhere near that place,
that he will call on Mr. and Mrs. Henry Severns.
Jacksonville is in Tompkins County, not far from
Ithaca. I will be greatly obliged to you if you
will bear this in mind, as she is my only near
relative, living; and, as I obeyed the gospel here
in California, I think she has me indentified
with the Utah concern. A Methodist woman who
is a mutual acquaintance and who was horrified,
when I met her after I had obeyed the gospel,
to find I was a "Mormon," lately went east, and
I expect talked with my sister who will not
answer my letters now. Thus it is, the doctrines
0f Brigham Young bring reproach on the truth,
and many good men and women turn away disgusted at the name of Mormon.
With love to you and all the Saints everywhere,
and prayers also for the truth, that it may prevail, I remain respectfuly your brother in the
RICHARD FERRIS.
gospel,
STEWAR'rsvrr,LE, DeKalb Co., Missouri,
November 20th, 1877.
Dear IIerald :-In company with Brn. Temme
Hinderks and Charles Faul, I attended a meeting
at Far West branch; and as we returned home, we
called to see Father John Whitmer, one of the
eight witnesses to the Book of Mormon. He infqrmed us that he is the only one of the eight
living; and David, his brother, one of the three,
is the only one; so they are the only two out of
the eleven witnesses that now live; and their testimonies are sill the same as that recorded in the
Book of Mormon. Father Whitmer says that he
hopes that God will give him strength to stand
firm to the testimony.
. We asked many questions; among them the
following:
1. Had he ever made it a subject of prayer to
try and find out who was the proper one to lead
the Church, as there were so man,v claims made?
He replied that he did not think 1t to be his duty
to make such inquiry; that the Lord would reveal it when he saw proper.
We insisted on his making it a subject of
prayer.
2. Did he believe in the gathering? He answered, Yes; and all that God has promised will
be fulfilled. Jackson county, Missouri, is the
place, and will be the final home of the saints.
3. Were not the Saints commanded to settle in
this neighborhood of Far West, and to build a
temple? To this he said, "Well, there was, I believe, some talk of that kind; and they did gather
here in a large body, and lay the corner stone of
the temple, which stone is there; some are taken
off."
4. Do you not think that when the Saints return to J acksou county, and to the regions from
which they have been driven, that you will fall
into the ranks? To this he replied, with tears
running down his cheeks, and he could hardly
speak from crying. At last he did say, wiping
the tears off, that the day would come when we
would all see eye to eye.
He has been living in that locality since 1831;
forty-six years. vVas that when the Saints were
mobbea and driven out? He also said that men
you could not get near even fifteen years ago, arc
now anxious to Jearn and get all the information
they can about 1\'Iormonism, and are friendly to
the doctrine.
I can say this for father Whitmer; that he manifested a good spirit, and Elid not try to discourage us, but to encourage. I believe that if the
Saints in his neighborhood will flock around him,
and invite him to their testimony meetings, and
go up after him, that good will be clone. I dont
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believe in forcing any man, but I do think we brethren and the favor of the Lord. Others that
should try every legal way tli> bring back the I have not mentioned have been kind to me, for
strayed sheep. We should remember the para- which I feel truly grateful. May God bless his
bles of the lost sheep and prodigal son. Father people with the abundance of peace and love, that
Whitmer is seventy-four years old and is quite they may press on unitedly to victory. I expect
smart.
to start for Nebraska and Kansas November 23rd,
We could stay only a few hours, so we bade them to remain all winter. Praying for the prosperity
good day, and went on ourwayrejoicing,remarl'- · of the people of God and his glorious cause, I am
ing one to the other, that now we could say that yours in Ohrist,
R. J. ANTIWNY.
we had seen and talked with one of the eight witnesses to the Book of Mormon, in hopes to see his
DELOIT, Iowa, Nov. 30th, 1877.
brother David, one of the three. We sa:w- part of
Bro. JoseplL·-I have just received a letter from
the house where the martyred prophet !Ived, al!l~ .Bro. John Taylor, of Harrisville, Utah, stating
the spot where th~ temple was to be bmlt, ~nd al that the Editor of the Ogden Junction, positively
so the place whew a ba~tle. was fought w.Ith the. declined to accept my challenge; or any chalmob. But n~w we are lllVIted to come m ~nd lenge from any person belonging to the Reorgan.
bny up far~~, and some a;re sor~y that the Samts ization. The fact is, they seem to be aware that
ever ;were dnven out of ¥Issoun. "
their peculiar institutions will not bear investiSard some of the le~dmg. men, See what the gation; although, in an editorial in his paper of
:&:ror~ons have do~e m spr~e. of all the persecu- about the 20th of September, he expressed a
tr~n, they have bmlt large Cities, and wh~t would willingness to discuss peints of difference, when
this county be now had they ~ot been dnven out he thought there was no one at hand to accept;
and had k~pt the law of God.
.
but when a challenge was presented him, he
The set time has come for the Sam~s to. gather~ backed himself up against the walls of his office
~s .t~e way opens for them to sell ~herr _PIOper~y, and said, No. Bro. Joseph I am not very comIf eye~ a peo~le could .be smted m buymg bative but I do love the truth, and I love to defarms. lt . IS no~'· t:or I mrght say that al.l the fend it; and I could wish that an investigation
land m the adJomm~ county to Jackson IS .for could be had at Ogden; but h.is refusal will help
sale on terms to smt the poor and the nell, the cause in and about Ogden, where there are
Lan~ can be bought at from $8 to $15 per acre. so many almost persuaded to quit the dominant
and Improved. farms from $15 to $30. ~ruly as party. I was sorry to learn that Bro. Gurley
~he Lord say.s m t.he Book of Covenants, . Gather thinks he cannot go out this winter, as I believe
mto t~e regrons. around about, and I Will, bless that now is the time to work. yours for the
s:ou ~rth favor m the eyes of the world, that truth
THOS. DOBSON
trme rs now. .
'
·
I am happy to say that there is more of a spirit
PLYMOUTII, Luzerne Co., Penn.
of oneness in this part than there has been; and I
Nov. 27th, 1877.
think it will continue. Our conference of Nov.
Ern. Joseph and Stebbins :-We have not in.
23d and 24th passed off well, and a good feeling
creased in numbers much; one has been added,
prevailed.
To all that want information about DeKalb Margaret Carver, daughter of Bro. William W.
Jones; received by vote October 7th, 1877, on her
county, Missouri, address as follows:
former baptism August 12th, 1866. We rented a
John Heden, Stewartsville; Swedish.
hall, for a short time; in which we preached in
Wm. Lewis,
"
Welsh.
Welsh and English several times; the good that
Temme Hinderks, "
German.
has been done, the future will reveal. The poor
J. T. Kinneman,
"
American.
times prevented us continuing in the hall; we
D. J~ Pawell,
,
'Velsh.
had to give it up rather than get into debt. We
'
WILLIAM LEWIS.
hold our meetings now in private houses. Our
heavenly Father recognizes us, when we meet in
TABOR, Iowa,
humility to worship him. How blessed are we,
Nov. 19th, 1877.
that we have been privileged to live in such a
Bro. H. A. Stebbins:-The prospect in this dis- glorious dispensation, when the Lord has again
trict is not as good as we would like to see, yet restored the gospel in its power.
the chances for preaching are good and meetings
I have received a letter from Bro. John T.
are generally well attended, but no very bright Phillips that he had to return home to transact
prospect of an ingathering an present. Our c,on- business that could not be done in his absence.
ference closed last night. We had a fair time. I wish that he could continue his mission in this
But few Saints from other branches, but it was country for a while, for there are many places
well attended by those not of our faith.
where he has kindled a good fire, and it will be
Since the General Conference I have preached extinguished if not attended to. I feel to pray
in this district and in Missouri. At Rockport, for Bro. Phillips; that his health will be protectMissouri, I spoke eleven times to very good con- ed, so that he may continue his mission in the
gregations, and we thought that the effort Wlimld east. Yours in gospel bonds,
not be in vain. It was the first preaching of the
HENRY JONES.
gospel that had been heard in that place. We
are confident that we made some good friends to
MYRTLE CREEI,, Douglas Co., Oregon,
the cause, whether they ever unite with us or not.
Nov. 11th, 1877.
1 visited the Ross Grove Branch, Missouri, and
Ern. Joseph and Henry:-We were organized
spoke twice in that vicinity. The Saints there into a branch last summer; Elder Buell, presiappeared to be alive in the blessed cause, and dent; but his health is not good, so he has been
they did not forget to help us on our way. I with us but once, antil we are not making the adcalled on the Saints and friends in Hamburg, vancement that we ought. The Saints are generIowa, and they prevailed on me to stay and talk ally in. health and pray for the advancement of
with and to them. I only intended to stop a day the kingdom. The testimony that we bear to the
or two, but the tie that binds held me a whole Latter Day Work is this: We have heard those
week, at the end of which, the Saints made me a of the kingdom speak in tongues and give the inpresent of a nice overcoat and scarf, worth twen. terpretation, and have seen its fulfillment, and
ty-five dollars, and the sisters bought cloth and have heard prophecy and seen its fulfillment, and
made my wife a comfortable suit. They were know of a number of cases of healing. Pray for
both timely, as we were without them and the us that the good work may go on in this part.
weather was cold. May God bless such generous May the Lord help us to be just, for the kingdom
hearted ones. And while at Rockport, a brother is ours if we are faithfnl. Yours in the gospel,
gave me a new hat and a pair of gloves. On my
JOHN H. LEE,
way home I began to think of the kindness that
had been shown to me and asked myself what I
The Emperor Alexander has thanked the Holy
had done to merit it. I tried to thank God and
be grateful to them. I stopped at father Leeka's Synod for finishing, after twenty years of incesand Bro. William gave me a sack of flour and sant labor, the translation of the Bible into the
told me to ge to the store and get good waTm Russian vernacular. This is the first translation
clothing for my children. I went home feeling into Russian approved by the Czar and the Chuch.
ove1joyed and resolved to live nearer to God than The British and Foreign Bible Society's translaever, that I might retain the confidence of my tion is now prohibited in Russia.

f?I
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ColoJ•ado Distl'ict.
The above conference convened in the Rocky

Mountain Branch, November 3d, 1877; John Ellis,
president, pro tem.; G. 0. Kennedy, clerk.
Officers present: 1 Elder, 1 Teacher.
Branch Reports.-Rocky Mountain 20 members;
5 baptized, 4 removed.
Elder J. Ellis reported; had baptized 0ne, had
preached and administered to the sick. Teacher
G. 0. Kennedy had assisted Br. Ellis in his labors,
and will continue to work for the truth. No reports from Elders T. Stewart, F. C. Warnky, G. E.
Ward or H. Slandering.
The subject of licenses was called up and the following were sustained: Elders T. Stewart, J. Ellis
and G. E. Ward; Teacher G. 0. Kennedy. Elder
R. Slandering's license was revoked, and he was
suspended from preaching.
Resolved that Elder R. Standering be requested
to cease his manual labor on the Sabbath.
Elders T. Stewart and G. E. Ward were requested to go into the field, so that more may have the
gospel preached to them.
Resolved that we sustain all the authorities of
the Church, except the President of the Twelve
Apostles.
G. 0. Kennedy was ordained a Priest and J.
Graham a Teacher. F. C. Warnky was sustained
in his present field, southern Colorado.
Sunday, preaching by Brn. Kennedy and Ellis;
afternoon, testimony and sacrament meeting.
Adjourned to meet at the call of the president.

'\Vestern Wisconsin District.
A conference was held at the Willow Branch,
Richland county, Wisconsin, October 21st and
22d, 1877; C. W. Lange, president; E. C. Wildermuth, clerk.
Branch Reports.-German Freedom, no change.
Willow, 2 added. Webster, no change. Wheatfield, no change.
Elders Robert Oehring, Frank Hackett, C. W.
Lange, M. F. Cooper,- D. Wildermuth and E. C.
Wildermuth reported in person, and John Bierline
by letter.
.
Brn. Oehring and Hackett, the committee appointed t<l advise and request scattered members
to unite with a branch, reported their labors and
were released.
Resolved that all the branches of !his district
are hereby requested to send a full report of their
numerical strength to the next conference, so that
this district can be properly reported to ihe next
General Conference.
That all officials are requested to report to the
next conference, either in person, by lett!)r, or by
proxy.
At 6 p.m., preaching by Robert Oehring.
Sunday: Three services, with preaching by
- Beebe and C. W. Lange.
The good Spirit prevailed throughout the session.
Adjourned to meet at the Willow Branch, at 10
a.m., Saturday, February 9th, 1878.

Nodaway District.
A conference was held at Sweet Home, Nodaway county, Missouri, August 18th and 19th, 1877;
Wm. Hawkins presiding; Wm. Woodhead, clerk,
protem.
Branch Reports.-Platte 39; 2 received. Guilford 18; 1 baptized, 2 received, 4 removed by letler. Oregon 30; 3 expelled. Ross Grove 45; 4
baptized, 4 received, 3 removed by letter.
On petition of Ross Grove Branch, a commiUee,
consisting ofWm. Woodhead, Thos. Nutt and Jas.
Thomas, was appointed to investigate difficulties
there.
The following was adopted:
Resolved that we make an effort to place in the
hands of the Bishop's Agent wheat, corn, potatoes,
etc., to be used for elders' families and the poor,
as shall be recommended by branch officers.
Preaching by Thomas Nutt, Samuel Alcott and
W:n. Hawkins.
A conference was held at Liberty School House,
Nodaway county, November 17th, 1877; Wm.
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Hawkins being absent, M. H. Forscutt was chosen
president pro tem.; Joseph Flory and R. C. Moore,
clerks.
Branch Reports.-Oregon 34, with 6 Elders, 2
Priests, 1 Deacon: 1 baptized, 1 received ; number last reported should have been 32. Platte 38,
with 8 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 3
received and_2 removed by letter. Ross Gron 45,
with 1 Seventy, 2 Elders, 2 Priests, 2 Teachers;
no change. Guilford not reported.
Teacher Jacob Nielson reported Platte Branch,
and Teacher S. C. Andes the Ross Grove Branch.
Elders A. Jacobson, A. N. Biergo, C. Andreason,
Ole Madison, Charles Williams, William Powell,
Samuel Alcott, C. Christensen, R. C. Moore,·
Joseph Flory, James Thomas, M. L. Winters and
:M. H. Forscutt reported in person and Wm. Hawkins by letter. Priest N. Biergo, Teachers Jacob
Nielson and S. C. Andes, and Deacon R. N. Nielson
reported.
James Thomas stated that the committee appointed to visit Ross Grove Branch did not go, and
by request from that branch the committee was
continued, Samuel Alcott being substituted for Wm.
Woodhead on sald committee.
At 7 p.m., prayer and testimony meeting.
Sunday.-At 10 a.m., A. N. Biergo, the Bishop's
Agent reported having neither received or paid
out anything. At 11 a.m., preaching by M. H.
Forsoutt. At 2 p.m., sacrament was administered
by James Thomas and Joseph Flory, followed by a
discourse from M. H. Forscutt.
Adjourned to meet at Ross Grove, Saturday, at
10 a.m., February 16th, 1878.

that his request be granted. The same charge
against Wm. Redfield, Jr., not sustained, as there
is no evidence that he is a member of the Church.
The same charge against Arabella Cole, we find
not sustained. All of which we respectfully submit. WHEELER BALDWIN, E. C. BRAND, J. V.
RoBERTs, Elders' l}ourt."
The report was received and the court discharged,
On motion James Comstock wa~ expelled from
the Church.
Wm. Redfield, Sen., was chosen presiJent of the
district for the next three months.
Sunday.-Preaching by R. J. Anthony, at 11 a.
m., and at 7 p.m. by E. C. Brand.
Adjourned to meet at Farm Creek, February
16th, 1878, at 10 a.m.

SoutliaEastcru Illinois Di!lh'ict.
This conference convened at the Deer Creek
branch, September 8th, 1877; G. H. Hilliard presiding; I. A. Morris, clerk.
The conference adjourned to meet at the Dry
Fork branch, at 10 a. m., on Saturday, January
12th, 1878.
As we have lost the minutes of our conference,
and have failed thus far to find them, we send
these items for publication. Yours truly,
IsAAC A. MoRRIS, Clerk of District.

.- .

Notices.
Ctmtral Kansas

Distl'i~t.

A conference convened at Atchison, November
17th and 18th, 1877 ;. David Williams, president;
Wm. Williams, clerk.
Branch Report.-Atchison 36, including 4 Elders, 1 Priest, 2 Teachers ; 1 baptized. Good Intent 21, including 1 Elder, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher; 3
baptized. Netawaka 9, including 3 Elders, 1
Priest;' 3 baptized. Scranton disorganized by removal. Solomon Valley and Nobletown, not reported.
Elders Geo. Thomas, D.. Munns, G. George, I.
N. Roberts, G. W. Shute, Heman C. Smith, David
Williams; Priests Parker and Stawpert, and
Teachers Thatcher and Bailey reported.
Adjourned to meet at Netawaka, Febru~try lOth
and 11th, 1878.

Fremont District.
A conference was held at the Gaylord School
House, Fremont county, Iowa, November 17th and
18th, 1877; James V. Roberts, president; Wm.
Leeka, clerk.
The resolution of last conference appointing a
committee to visit recusant members was amended
to read as follows ;
"Resolved that a court of elders be formed and
charges preferred against Arabella Cole, Wm.
Redfield, Jr., J. Squires, James Comstock and others, who desire to have their names dropped from
'"' the Church record."
The committee then ttppointed were E. C. Brand,
1. V. Roberts and Wheeler Baldwin.
Branch Reports.-Shenandeah 79; 3 received
by letter. Mill Creek 26. Plum Creek 80; 2 removed by letter. Farm Creek 26. Elm Creek 23.
Nephi, no report.
Elders Wheeler Baldwin, John Leeka, John
Goode, Wm. Redfield, Sen., A. T. Mortimore, E.
Benedict, Moses Gaylord, Simon Dike, J. J. Kaster,
Geo. Kemp, R. J. Anthony, E. C. Brand, S. S.
Wilcox and J. W. Calkins aeported in person, and
J. R. Badham by letter. Priests 1'1. Baldwin and
- Stubbard reported.
Report of Elders' Court was then read, ns fol~n:

.

"In compliance with the resolution passed at
your last session, the undersigned make the following report:
"Although the name of J. Squires appears in
the resolution, yet we did not feel justified in
citing him to trial, but wrote a letter to him, urging him to comply with the law. The charge of
apostasy against James Comstock, our unanimous
verdict is that he is guilty, and we recommend

Two days' meetings are appointed in Pottawattamie county, Iowa: At Boomer, second Saturday
and Sunday in February, 1878; at North Pigeon,
first Saturday and Sunday in January, 1878; meet·
ings to commence at 11 o'clock, a.m.; Brn. C. McIntosh and A. Bybee in charge; as per rosolution
of Conference.
JAB. CAFFALL.
Exco~rMUNICATED.-The Saints are hereby notified that Emma V. Burwell was cut off from the
Church for the crime of adultery, Nov. 25th, 1877,
She may try to impose on some of the Saints, as
she has a letter of recommendation from me, which
I failed to obtain from her.
Also, January 15th, 1877, George L. Kerr was
cut off for apostasy.
J. A. RoBINSON, Pres. Kewanee Dist.

NORTHERN ILLINOIS DISTRICT.-The conferQnCe
of this district will be held February 16th and
17th, 1878, at Sandwich, instead of the 23d and
24th, which was an error in the minutes. John
Keir, Sen., president.
ExPELLEn.-Elder 01~ Larson was expelled from
the Church, by the action of the St. Joseph (Missouri) Branch of the Church, for apostasy. Robert Winning, secretary of St. Joseph Branch.
Birth and Death notices inserted free; Marriage notices

one doliar each.

Boru.
November 20th, 1877, to Br. Eli and Sr. Martha
Epperly, of Millersburg, Illinois, a daughter.

Died.
At Council Bluffs, Iowa, November 27th, 1877,
of dropsy of the heart, Sr. Alice Pilling, wife of
Br. Thos. Pilling. She was born at Bolton, Lancashire, England, and came to America in 1851.
The Saints' Chapel, on Friday, 30th, was well
filled with sorrowing friends, to witness and take
part in the funeral ceremonies. Her earthly pilgrimage was forty-eight and one half' years, during which time she filled the high stations of wife
and mother, proving a worthy member of the
Church. A husband, two children, and many
friends mourn her loss.
J. CAFFALL.
In Ogden Valley, Utah, September 29th, 1875,
Guy, aged 1 year and 9 months, and on September
lOth, 1877, Reuben, aged 5 years, 8 months and
16 days, both son~ of Joseph Taylor and grandson
of Br. John Taylor. Services by Elder Thomas
Dobson.

383
In Harrison county, Missouri, November 4th,
1877, of typhoid fever, Annie Eliker, the only
daughter of our late Br. Richard Eliker, of Canada,
aged 12 years and 6 months.
Gentle Annie, thou hast left us,
And thy place is vacant here;
But we know that thou art living
In a m0re exalted sphere.

Services by Elder C. H. Jones.
AT llnsr.-In San Bernardino, California, Elder
Samuel Shepherd, who was born in Vermont, Nov.
lOth, 17\JO, and died Oct. 23d, 1877, being in his
eighty. seventh year, when he was called hence. Br.
Shepherd has been an activemember'of the Church
from a very early day, and being industrious and
frugal in his habits, he has always had some means
in his hands, and has always been liberal to the
cause that he loved. Receipts found among his
papers show that he was among the strongest of
the Church's supporters, almost from the beginning of the Church down to the day of his death.
He was for a time deceived by the claims of the
Utah apostates, but he was not deceived long. He
renewed his covenant with the Lord, May :,!2nd,
1870, receiving the ordinance of baptism at the
hands of Elder J. W. Gillen. Just before he
passed away, he said, "I am not afraid to go, for
I have done good all my life." 0, what a comfort
it must be to be able to face the grim monster and
say, "l am not afraid. Strike king of terrors, I
fear not the blow."
J. C. C.
At Davis City, Iowa, October 26th, 1877, of consumption, Br. Harvey McCoy, aged 49 years, 3
months and 26 days. He had been a member of
the church about two years, and during his illness
never murmured, but expressed a willingness to
depart, and passed away in the blessed hope of a
part in the resurrection of the just. Services on
the 28th, by Elder B. V. Springer, who was
blessed of the Spirit in speaking to the Saints and
friends from Job 14: 14.
B. V. SPRINGER.
Near Lisbon, Kendall county, Illinois, December
2d, 1877, of cancer, sister Harriet, wife of Bro.
Allen Randall. She was born in Culiton, Devonshire, England, January 28th, 1825; obeyed the
gospel in Canada in the year 1844. She was the
companion of her husband for thirty-seven years,
and leaves two sons, both grown to manhood. Her
neighbors say of her: "She was a good wife, a
good mother, a good neighbor, a devoted Christian,
one that was ever ready to do a good deed, and a
woman who will be much missed out of the neighborhood." Funeral services in the M. E. Church
in Lisbon, December 5th; sermon by Elder Joseph
Smith; text, 1 Cor. 15: 1\l.
At East :Machias, Maine, December 1st, 1877, of
consumption, sister Frances E , wife of Bro. A. D.
Mattatal, aged 31 years and 4 months. Our sister was baptized by Elder J. C. Foss, March 31st,
1874. She died in faith of receiving the kingdom
of God. Services at the M. E. Church by Elder
J. C. Foss.
At Hopkins, Allegan county, Michigan, Nov. 8th,
1877, Sr. Anna E., wife of Nelson A. Goodwin, aged
40 years and 4 months. She was baptized by Elder
T. W. Smith, August 8th, 1867. Our sister was
full in the faith at the time of her death. She was
loving and patient in life, and in death fell asleep
in Jesus.
S. I. S.
Near Waterman, DeKalb county, Illinois, Deo.
1st, 1877, of fever, John Henry, son of Br. George
and Sr. Frances Hurst, and gran~hild of Br. Wm.
Bronson, aged 1 year, 13 months al'l'd 28 days. Services by Elder H. A. Stebbins.
In Sedalia, Missouri, N ovem bar 2:ith, 1877, of
consumption, Sr. Ann Childs, aged 28 years, 1 day.
She died firm in the faith.
The next best thing to understanding the whole
subject, is to be aware of our ignorance when we
do not understand it.
In calamity, says the Arabic proverb, there is
hope, for the end of a dark night is the dawn.

15 December 77.
Look IIere.-A mark opposite this notice will in·
form subscribers that their time is ont with the number thus
~

marked, as many fail to notice the time on their label. Remittances are desired. Attention is called to the notice giving
full instructions about ~ow, and to whom to send all money,

orders, and business letters as recently adviBed.
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